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On the Apostolic.\l Epistles in general,

and those of St. Paul in particular, and the vari-

ous points connected therewith (a subject too

extensive to be fully treated here), the reader is

referred to the Preface of Dr. Whitby, the Gener-
al Introduction to the Epistles by Dr. Macknight
and Mr. Townsend, vol. ii. p. 207— 220, and Mr.
Home Vol. iv. A few general remarks must here

suffice. First, it may be observed, that though
the essential doctrines and precepts of Christianity

are to be found in the Gospels, yet a fuller and
clearer statement of them was necessary, consider-

ing the altered state of things to that which ex-

isted during our Saviour's life time ; and espe-

cially after the uprise of serious corruptions and
dangerous errors, originating partly in misconcep-
tion, but which required to be checked by a more
explicit, and yet equally authoritative revelation.

Now this was done by St. Paul and the other

writers of the Epistles. Consequently, though
they were written for the immediate purpose of
refuting heresies, arising from a mixture of Chris-

tianity vith Judaism or Gentilism, of repressing

corruptions, reforming abuses, and composing
schisms and differences, yet, in point of fact,

they became, and were avowedly, commentaries
on the doctrines of Christ, as delivered in the

Gospels ; and though originally intended for par-

ticular Christian societies, yet are adapted to the
instruction of Christians in all ages. Thus, for

example, even the decisions of cases concerning
meats and drinks, and the other observances of
the ceremonial law, and various points at issue

with Judaizing Christians, — even these are our
surest guides in all points relating to Church lib-

erty, and the use of things indifferent, especially
as to the abstaining from things innocent in them-
selves, but likely to give offence to our more
scrupulous brethren, or lead them into sin.

On the ca)/se of the above less clear promulga-
tion of the doctrines of Christianity in the Gos-
pels, see TowDsend ; and on the nature and ex-

tent of those clearer revelations contained in the

Epistles, see Home's Introd. Suffice it to say,

that there the moral duties are more exactly speci-

fied, and more expressly taught. The general
plan of the Epistles is, —frst, to consider and de-
cide the cmitroversies , or refute the errors which
had occasioned the writing of the Epistles ; and,

2dly, to enjoin the observance of those moral du-
ties which are binding on Christians in every age

j

with reference, however, chiefly to those virtues,

which the disputes or errors above mentioned
might lead them to neglect. To advert to the
subject-matter itself, clear as the Epistles are ia

all material points, yet, from various causes, they
are far more difficult to be understood than the
Gospels. For which satisfactory reasons may be
assigned. See Dr. Graves's remarks on the ob-
scurity of St. Paul's Epistles, and Abp. Whately's
Essays on the Difficulties in St. Paul's writings.

The principal reason is that which applies to all

Epistolary writings,— namely, the being address-
ed to those w^ho are supposed to be, more or less,

acquainted with the matters on which they treat

;

and, therefore, the being not intended to be plain

to others : in which respect they differ materially
from a historxj or narration. " Qui enim (says

Wets.) historiam scribit quibus ignota est, adeoque
omnia clare et simpliciter narrare debet : epistola

vero est quasi colloquium cum amico absenti,qui
etiam partes suas agit, et ad cujus qus'sita vel

cogitata nobis prscognita respondemus." Thus
in an Epistle some things are omitted, or curso-
rily touched on, as being well known to the per-
son or persons addressed : though to others un-
acquainted with the circumstances, they cannot
but be obscure. And if such should have been
the case with those who lived in titat a^e, how
must it be witli us who live at the distance of
nearly 2000 years, and to vhom the language is a
foreign one ; and who can obtain no knowledge
of the circumstances, except what can be gather-
ed from the Epistles themselves. Moreover, the
Epistles of the N. T. are often answers to other

Epistles which had proposed questions, and with-
out which the answers must be in a considerable

degree obscure. But besides these general causes
of obscuritv, which are common to all the Epis-

tolary writers of the N. T., there are some which
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are peculiar to St. Paul, as resulting from the
character of his style, and cast of mind. With
an ardent temperauient, and great acuteness and
readiness of tliought, he was, from his " care of
all the Churches," — being associated with the
" care to provide for the day passing over his

head," compelled to write with great rapidity, and
occasionally without bestowing much time in

methodizing or digesting what he had written.
]Vot to say that method and arrangement are
scarcely ever found in Jewish writers : and the
mind of the Apostle seems to have been, from its

very constitution, peculiarly averse from the tram-
mels of regular composition. Hence the long
and involved sentences, the abrupt transitions,

the perpetual parentheses (sometimes within pa-
rentheses), the frequent digressions, and returns
to the original subject, with little intimation of
such change of topic ; the frequent changes of
person, the speaking in the person of another, or
as another would speak, by the, or
the ; and lastly, tlie propoiuidiiijr objections

and subjoining answers to them without any for-

mal intimation thereof These, however, have
by some been exaggerated, and by others too
much ascribed to the haste with which it is pre-
sumed the Epistles were written. And, indeed, a
great part of what are called the peculiarities of
St. Paul's style, arc only such as are common,
though in a less degree, to the other writers of
the JSi. T.,and in some measure to all the writers
of antiquity, at least before the Christian ;era.

Thus, of ancient \vnters, Thucydides, it may be
observed, possesses most of the characteristics
of St. Paul's writings, and that in nearly as great
a degree : in fact, no two writers more resemble
each other. And yet who ever ascribed the
harsliness and irresrularities of that writer to haste,

when it is known that he bestowed on the forma-
tion of a not very long history almost the whole
of a life-time of no ordinary duration. We are
warranted, tlierefore, in ascribing the irregulari-

ties of tlie one to the very same cause as those
of the other— namely, to a sort oi' peculiar men-
tal conformation ; the minds of the two writers,

it sliould seem, being cast in the same mould
;

though, in temper and character, they materially
differed. In each the ideas poured in upon liim

faster than the expressions wherewith to clothe
them ; especially in the case of the Apostle, who
was writing in a foreign language. Each, there-
fore, makes use of as ii^.w words as possible (one
expression, in some instances, standing for a
whole clause or even sentence) ; and sometimes
the meaning is rather intimated than expressed.

Hence in each we observe a frequent use of the
asijndeton, and a very spanner nse of particles ;

than which nothing tends more to obscurity : as,

on the other hand, the liberal use of them throws
much light upon the meaning of a writer, and tlie

purpose at which he aims. Each, especially St.

Paul, was naturally of an ardent tenijieramcnt,
and therefore deals largely in the nse of all those
figures which constitute what Lonijinus calls

(though in neither is it the^ of f)e-

viosthenes ; nor, in fact, the of any other
writer, but one peculiar to themselves) ; such,
for instance, as the use of tlie apostrophe, interro-

gation, and answer bij the questioner himself. Each

(especially St. Paul) employs frequently all the

Rhetorical figures ; each abounds in metaphor
and imagery : and no other writers present so
many examples of that, or assemblage

of Jigures, which Longinus esteems so great a
component of the sublime. It is true that the
matters treated of by both Thucydides and St.

Paul are so profound, that the greatest care could
not have made them otherwise than obscure to

minds of an ordinary calibre. But as the histo-

rian himself was 7iot (as many imagine) designedly

obscure ; so the Apostle, we may be assured, i«.

tended to make himself sufficiently intelligible to

those who would bestow competent attention.

It ought also to be remembered, that although
the using too few words in the expression of any
sense, is, generally speaking, a fault in style,— yet
neither of the two writers in question thought of
the st])le and manner, but the mailer. And though
in the case of the former, a style less brief, and
sentences less long and intricate, would have ren-

dered him far more intelligible to ordinary under-
standings

;
yet as the great historian wrote only

for minds like his own, and is accordingly ov-
; so the Apostle, in his higher flights

of sublimity, and depths of spirituality, wrote only
for those in some degree like-minded. And in-

deed, as to the excessive length of sentences
found in both these writers, it may be doubted
whether that does not, to minds somewhat above
the ordinary level, tend rather to abridge the la-

bour of thought ; for when many reasonings are

thus linked together in a small compass, the re-

spective beariuffs of each on the rest are the more
clearly perceptible. Moreover, this sort of preo-

nant breriti/ mav be considered characteristic of
deep-thinking minds. Thus Rochefout^ault Max.
14-2. well remarks. " comme c'est le caractere de
grands esprits de faire entendre en pen de paroles

beaucoup de choses, les petits esprits, au con-
traire, ont le don de beaucoup parler et de ne rien

dire."

To advert to the stijle and phraseology of St.

Paul's writings, with reference not only to the
following Epistle, but to his Epistles generally,—
if we consider merely the words and phrases,
the structure of periods, and such matters, we
find not the smooth polished sentences and nice
proprieties of pure Greek composition,— but that

sort of style which we might naturally expect
from one, like the Apostle, born and ccincated in

a city where the (ireek spoken was confessedly
provincial, and far from pure ; and who had been
accustomed to the close study of the Hebrew of
the O. T., and the conversational use of the
Syro-('haldce. However, considering the persons
addressed, the style was the best that could have
been adopted : insomuch that had the .\postle

possessed the purest Attic style, he w'ould doubt-
less have preferred that which might render his

writings more acceptable and intelligible to the
Jews and Jewish converts, whom he chiefly ad-
dressed. But if from manner we proceed to
matter,— from the shell to the kernel — and con-
sider the genend contour, the sublimity of the
thoughts, the boldness and richness of the con-
ceptions, the aptness and beatity of the imagery,
we shall not fail to perceive all the marks of a
true eloquence— not that which (to use the words
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of the illustrious Hemsterhusius in his Oratio de
Paulo Apostolo) consists " injlosculis verborum,
et orationis calaiiiistrataj pignientis , sod in-

dolis excelsce nods, in -pondnre rerum : quum enim
magna esset in eo animi vis, et divina quiBdam
meditatt^ cogitandi lacultas, mentis ii

scribendo expressit. Nihil ejus cogitatis

gumentoruni nervis sublimius esse et incitatius

I'atenduni est. Hinc in ejus Epistolis nulls non
extant oratorum figura;, non ilia; quidem e rheto-

rum loculis ac myrothecio deprompt;e, aut ad ora-

tionem expoliciidam arte composite, veriim af-

fectus animi ciclesli ardore intlammatus ha'c scrip-

tionis lumina sponte sub manum venientia progig-

iiebat ; itaque se Paulus confirmabat, ut ad omnes
dicendi vias, rationesque omnes mirifica quadam
ingcnii teniperatione f'oret paratissimus."

But to proceed to a brief consideration of the

Epistle before us, — of its general, at/thenticiiij

tliere has never been any doubt entertained ; since

it is attestetl by the strongest evidence both ex-

ternal and internal. As to the genuineness of
certain portions, impugned by some German
Theologians of the Rationalist School, see the
JVote at XV. 1. That the Epistle was written
from Corinth, is evident from the contents of the

composition itself (ch. xv.) as compared with 1

Cor. i. 14. 2 Tim. iv. 20. The time when it vas
written is, with great reason, supposed to have
been towards the close of his residence there,

and when he was making preparations for a jour-

ney from thence to Jerusalem, ch. xv. 21— 27.

Acts XX. 2, 3. This fixes the date to the end of
A. D. 67, or the beginning of A. D. 58. As to the
question by whom the Gospel was first preached
in Rome, we are destitute of any certain informa-
tion from Scripture ; but it is with great probabil-

ity supposed that it was first preached by some of
the " strangers of Rome," who, as we learn from
Acts xi. 10., were at the feast of Pentecost, and
were converted by the illustrious miracle of the

gift of tongues. Be that as it may, at the time
when this Epistle was written, the Christians at

Rome were numerous, and composed, as in other
places, partly of converted Jews, or Jewish pros-

elytes, and partly of converted Gentiles. The
ohjecl of the Episile is evident ; and though we are

but imperfectly acquainted with the circumstances
of the Roman converts at that time, yet it is plain

that the Apostle's aim was to guard them against

the attacks on their faith, by the unbelieving
Jews, on the one hand, and the Judaizing Chris-

tians, on the other ; also that he wrote to remove
the prejudices both of Jews and (ientilcs. For
this purpose the Apostle enters into a full ex-

planation and defence of the Gospel doctrine of
Juslification, on the different views of which en-
tertained by the Jews, and here stated by the

Apostle, see Home's Introd. iv. 35fi., and Towns,
ubi supra. For a general view of the contents
of the Epistle, the reader is referred to the neat
Synopses of Mr. Young and Mr. Holden, and
especially to the full Analysis of the learned and
excellent Prof. Stuart, whose recent Translation

and Commentary on this Epistle, entitles him to

the warm thanks of all who take an in^rest in

the interpretation of the N. T. ; and indeed is

indispensable to all who would thoroughly under-
stand this most difficult of all the Epistles. Suf-

fice it to say, that the design of St. Paul was to

confute the unbelieving, and instruct the believing
Jews ; to confirm the believing, and convert the
unbelieving Gentile : also to place the Gentile
convert on an equality with the Jewish, as to

his religious condition and share in the Divinq
favour.
' To briefly advert to the contents of the Epistle,

the first five Chapters exhibit Christ as the au-
thor of our Jvstijication. The next three Chap-
ters exhibit Christ as our Sanclijication, and the
author of our everlasting Consolation, in this

world and in the next. And here terminates the
doctrinal part of the Epistle. At ch. ix. the
Apostle encounters the objections which might be
made to the foregoing representations of doctrine.

At ch. X. xi. he confirms the position, that the un-
believing Jews must perish; deducing, however,
the cheering assurance, that it will be the occa-
sion of salvation to the Gentiles. The rest of the
Epistle is hortatory, and meant to warn the PiO-

man converts, both Jewish and Gentile, against
various errors and evil dispositions, to which they
were, in their peculiar circumstances, res ective-

ly exposed.
C. 1. vv. 1 — 16. form the introduction to the

Epistle, containing, 1. a. salittation, 1— 7; 2dly,

a brief expression of some personal wishes and
concerns, in order to pave the way for the subset
quent address at v. 18, vhich forms the grand
theme of the Epistle, and especially the subject
of all that follows up to the end of chap. v.

First, St. Paul exhibits the nature of his office

of Apostle, set apart to it by Christ himself, and
constituted especially to be an Apostle to the
Gentiles, to promote the knowledge of the Saviour
among them as well as the Jews ; and, according-
ly, he wishes them every needful blessing, tem-
poral and s()iritual. He thanks God that their

faith in Christ is such as to be a matter of univer-
sal notice, and assures them how ardently he has
wished to visit them 5 mentioning what had pre-
vented him from carrying his wish into execution.
He expresses his desire to preach among tlicm as

well as other Gentiles, and mentions the reason
tvhy,— namely, because he conceives himself un-
der obligation to preach the (iospel to all the
Gentiles, and because he knows that that Gospel
is able, by God's mighty help, to save all who
embrace it, both Jews and Gentiles. See Young
and Stuart.

1.' . X.] The word 6\, (contracted

from) was properly an adjective signifying

hound, but, nsed snhstantirelii. denoted a hond-
serrant, usually for life. Now, from the deroted-

ness of such service, it was applied to the service

of God : and the term^ was applied first

to Moses and Joshua, afterwards to thcProphets, and
lastly to the Apostles, and the Ministers of the Gos-
pel in general, as 2 Tim. ii. 24•. In both of which last

uses, it denotes one devoted to the spiritual service

of Christ in his Gospel ; and, therefore, indicates

both the statioji and devotedness of the person to

whom it is applied. The term here denotes
expressly constituted (as opposed to being se//"-ap-

pointed), — namely, by Christ himself. Acts ix.

15. ':6 denotes properly any one sent with
a message or commission to act for another.

With the Article it denotes those teachers com-
missioned by Christ, either in person, as the twelve

Apostles, or by some supernatural revelation, ae
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in the case of Paul and Barnabas. The words
following, , are ex-

planatory of the preceding, and refer to Paul's

being set apart for the work of the Gospel, not

only by the Holy Spirit (Acts xiii. 2.), but also by

Christ him.ielf. Gal. i. 15. ' is

for \, " to preach the Gospel ;
"

a use of £15 with a noun of action similar to that

of the Heb. ^. The Genitive here denotes origin.

So Theophyl. explains ' .
All these Nominatives depend upon yprfi/iti , which
verb is supplied in the most ancient Epistles on
record, both in Scripture and in the earliest His-

torians.

2. 7\, &c.] " vllich he aforetime

had promised," &c. This is meant as an answer
to the objection of the Jews and Heathens, that

Christianity was a novelty ; and intended to refute

the calumny, that Paul undervalued Moses and

the Prophets. It was the constant declaration of

the Apostles, that they proclaimed nothing but

what Moses and the Prophets declared sliould

take place ; and that the Old Testament is full

of prophecies respecting Christ, is plain. Now
the same was maintained by the lieathens, as we
learn from various passages of ancient Latin writ-

ers, as Tacit. Hist. v. 13. Suet. Vesp. iv. Virgil

Eel. iv. so finely imitated by Pope in his Messiah.

On the promises of the O. T. respecting the Mes-
siah see Prof. Stuart.

3. TioS 01700"^ " respecting, or with ref-

erence to, his Son," viz. : as the subject of those

prophecies. vouevov, " descended." as Gal. iv.

4, and John i. Ik— Kara. Notwithstand-

ing what some recent Comm.entators urge, this

must certainly have the sense assigned by the

most ancient Fathers and Interpreters, and most
modern Commentators, " according to his human
nature," incarnate state, as Acts ii. 30, infra ix. 5.

b (where see Note),

and 2 Cor. v. 16. There is evidently an allusion

to his other and Iicnvenhj nature and origin. Thus
the sense is ;

" Christ, even as to his incarnate

nature and condition on earth, was of kingly de-

scent." In the next verse, the ,\postle adverts to

the exalted and g-lorilied state of Christ.

4. The sense of this passage is not very clearly

expressed ; and, accordingly, some difference of

opinion exists as to its precise sense. The diffi-

culty rests in the expressions fv

and '. As to the former, the

ancient Interpreters almost universally, and the

great majority of modern ones, take to

mean declared, pointed out to be ;
— a sense, it

may be observed, supported by the primary signi-

fication of the word ; for as npuc denotes limit, so

hpi^iu) signifies to mark oiit, point out, declare.

'Ei; I would (with the generality of Inter-

preters, ancient and modern), construe with hpi-. The expression has been usually taken
to mean effi.cacifer, poireriulli/. Buttlie most sim-
ple, and what appears to be the true mode, is to

take it as put for tv Ocom ; the Orno, which
could not wf'li be expressed, beins left to be sup-
plied from thf> preceding. That Christ was
raised from the dead by the power of God, we
learn from numerous passages of the N. T. See

infra iv. 24; vi. 4. 1 Cor. xv. 15. 1 Pet. i. 21.

Acts ii. 24 &. 32. From which, and the whole
tenor of the Acts and Epistles, it is plain that

God's having raised up Jesus from the dead, is

considered by the sacred writers as an attestation

of his Messiahsliip. And, therefore, the query,
" how it could declare Christ to be the Son of

God," is deserving of no attention. See the ex-

cellent remarks of Calvin.

As to the sense of , it is

not a little disputed. And here of the interpre-

tations proposed by different Expositors, two alone

seem worthy of notice. The ancients in general,

and many eminent modern Expositors, take it to

mean, the Holy Spirit. But that sense, besides

being opposed to the doctrine of the Greek Arti-

cle, is at variance with the above cited passages

of Scripture, which represent God the Father as

raising up Christ. It is also forbidden by the an-

tithesis which evidently subsists between
and . The true sense is doubt-

less that assigned by the Latin Fathers in gener-

al, and, of the modern Expositors, by Camer.,
ParjEUs, Beza, Pise, Wallet, Starck, Heum.,
Wolf, Schleus., Stuart, and others ; namely, " the

holy and blessed Spiritual and Divine nature of
Christ." So in 1 Pet. iii. 18, Christ is said to be

},' ^ . See
also Rom. ix. 5. 1 Tim. iii. 16. Helj. ix. 12. This
view is also supj)orted by Prof Dobree in Adv.,
who regards the whole as if written :',, av^iv -.

5. &.'\ The best Commenta-
tors regard this as an Hendiadys for "the grace
of Apostleship ; " i. e. the office of Apostle and
the grace appertaining to it. Though indeed Au-
gustin, Tholuck, and .Stuart keep the terms sepa-

rate ; and Stuart renders, " grace, and the office

of Apostle." But the former interpretation is

greatly preferable, as being more in the manner
of St. Paul ; and expressing that humility which
was so eminent a characteristic of the great Apos-
tle. So at 1 Cor. xv. 9 & 10, he says that he is

the lowest of the Apostles, &c.
;
yet, by the grace

of God, he is what he is.— an Apostle.
— ., &c.] The sense is, "in

order that all nations may be brought to obedient-

ly embrace the Christian faith." See vv. 6 & 17

;

xvi. 26.

— iv.- The sense of these words
will depend upon whether they be construed
with those which immediately go before, or with
the clause precedi/i's. If the latter, they will

signify, " on behalf of Christ," to spread the
knowledge of his religion. But such a transpo-

sition is harsh, and unnecessary ; for it may very
well be taken with the words of the same clause

;

and tlnis the sense may be that assigned by the
best Expositors from Calvin to Tholuck and
Stuart, " for the promotion of his honour and
glory.';(;

7. — OfoTi] " to all in Rome, who are be-
loved of God." A desiijnation of faithful Chris-

tians, which is explained by the words following,! &, where . adds something wiore to
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the usual designation, and shows that they are

what they are by the effectual calling of God, and
by his grace.
—.'] Considering that this is connected

with — , it should not be taken,

with some, of temporal prosperity ; or at least it

must primarily denote peace icitli God, (see Rom.
V. 1. Phil. iv. 7.) and then peace one with another.

8.] put for the more Classical. See Note on 2 Thess. i. 3.

is generally interpreted " the God Avhom I serve 5

"

and it is supposed that thanks, like petitions, are

to be offered to God, iia), through Christ.

Compare v. 20. Heb. siii. 15. But it is, 1 think,

better, with Stuart, to render . Xp. per Chris-

tum, auxilio Christi, interventione Christi. Thus
he well renders, " Deo gratias ago respectu ves-

trum omnium, ut Christo adjuvante, fides vestra,"

&c. There is a reference, not to the sacrifice

and atonement of Christ, but to the assistance of

his Holy Spirit imparted to the faithful. See
Calvin. The is best explained, with Chrys.,

Theophyl., anel Calvin, " the God whom I serve,"

said more Prophetarum.
9. . f. b .] A form used with

earnest asseveration, corresponding to the Heb.

mn^ '\V• 1^^^ " '® explicative and confirma-

tory. The sense of is, " whom I de-
votedly worship and serve." And h .
may either mean, as most explain, " with my
whole mind and soul : " or as Chrys. and The-
ophyl. " with my spirit," i. e. spiritually. So
Phil. iii. 3. oi .

10. —.] The full sense seems to

be this :
" If by any means I might yet ever be so

favoured, as to be permitted to visit you." So
(Ecum., Kypke, and Koppe, who take ij^n for, ever at length ; and remark, that it is a

form denoting great desire of averting evil or ob-

taining good. properly signifies, " to

be on the right road," but often, as here, both in

the Classical and Scriptural writers, to be for-
tunate in any respect. Thus the full sense of the

passage will be, " that at some time or other if

possible, before long, I may (God willing) be so

nappy as to pay you a visit."

11. .] Some of the earlier mod-
em Commentators take this to denote the e.r-

traordinary and niirarulous gifts of the Spirit. A
view, however, forbidden by what follows, since

the spiritual grace, it is said, will be mutual. See
Stuart. It is therefore better, with Chrys., The-
ophyl., Theodoret, and Oilcum., of the ancients,

and several modern Expositors, including Stuart,
to suppose . to denote the ^g-races of
the Holy Spirit, which are imparted by the faith-
ful preaching of the Gospel.
— .] This passage presents

the complete construction of the verb as found in
the N. T., namely, an Accus. of the thing, and a
Dative of the person. In the Classical writers it

generally has a Genitive of the thing. Vet three
examples of the Accusative (from Herodot., Aris-
tophanes, and Xenoph.) are adduced by Matthias
Gr. Gr. p. 506. And indeed when the Genitive
is used, there is, I think, an Accusative to be un•
derstood, namely,.

12. The scope of this verse is to explain what
has been said, and to soften what might seem to
savour of harshness and arrogance. Accordingly
it is introduced with a formula( ' \) " quie' inservit," that it may not be supposed
he undervalued their spiritual stature. He there-
fore intimates, that he does not mean to insinuate
that the advantage will be all on their side ; but
that he himself hopes to derive spiritual benefit

;

insomuch that, while he is comm,unicaling and
they receiving these blessings, the correspondent
graces of the Spirit will be working on each side,
and mutual edification and confirmation be at-

tained : for that seems to be the meaning of-, the sense of which expression has been
not a little disputed.

13. —.] The Apostle Says this
as a reason why he had shown his anxiety for
them, by wishing to come to them. "Aypi. Sub.. The phrase occurs in Thu-
cyd. iii. 69. and in other writers. for

Ttva is found in very many MSS., Versions,
Fathers, and early Edd., and is adopted by almost
every Editor from Wets, to \'at. By is

meant benefit, i. e. in the increase of the Gospel,
and the edification of its professors. Thus in
Col. i. vi. the Gospel is said. 7. Not others, but the rest, viz. of those
among whom the Apostle had preached.

11. '] scil.', which
must be supplied from what follows. .
signifies, " I am bound by my office [as Apostle
of the Gentiles]." Compare viii. 12. xv. 27. Gal.
V. 3. AsJ,o" and, on the origin
of the latter appellation, see Note on Acts xxviij.

2. 4. On the distinction between the two terms
I have fully treated in Recens. Synop. ; where I

have proved, that the question here so warmly
agitated by the Commentators, whether Paul by
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. meant the Romans to be included, or not,

is a frivolous question ; for that the Apostle meant
no more than all nations, both civilized and un-

civilized ; the words following, -, (which mean " the savage and the sage),"

being added by way of explanation. There was
no reason for Tholuck to object to ', as in-

volving an anomaly of construction. The expres-

sion is quite correct, and may be rendered Ac-
cordingly.

15. TO' i'/if, ., &c.] There is here some
difficulty, occasioned by the very elliptical char-

acter of the phraseology ; \vhere the must be

taken twice ; first, with-, to form an equiv-

alent to the substantive (as in Thucyd.
iv. 85.) and secondly, with , which, accord-

ing to the usage in the best writers, requires it.

There is also the frequent ellipsis of hn, and
also of uoi, to be supplied irom the preceding.
Thus the sense is, " Accordingly, as far as con-

cerns myself (meaning to refer the accomplish-

ment of his wish to Almighty Providence) it is

my earnest desire to preach to you Romans also.•'

16. oil & This is not,

as many eminent Commentators fancy, a ineiosis,

for " 1 glory in the Gospel ; " but (as is remarked
by Chrysost., Theophyl., and Koppe) the senti-

ment was suggested by the association of ideas in

writing the words ';;. q. d. I shall not

be ashamed of the Gospel of Christ even at Rome

;

where riches, pomp, and glory arc alone held in

admiration, where the height of genius and learn-

ing are united with the greatest profligacy of
manners ; and where, consequently, the humbling
doctrines of a religion which demands severe

Belf-denial, would be likely to attract derision,

and might make the preacher and professor of it

as it were ashamed. Of course, by telling them
he shall not be ashamed, the Apostle delicately

hints to them that thnj ought not to be so. By
tliis sentiment he glides into the subject on which
he meant to treat, salvation alone to be obtained

by faith in Jesus Christ, which is introduced in

the next verse.

ToD is not found in 8 ancient MSS. and
several Versions and Fathers, is rejected by Mill

and Beng., and is cancelled by Griesb. and Knapp

;

but without reason. The remark of Wets. " No-
bis autoritas Grcccorum Codicnm major est, quam
Versionum, et paucornm Codicum Grctcornm ad
Ve7sio?ies refictorum," is very judicious, and ca-

pable of application in many other passages.

— —.'\ Abstract for con-

crete. The sense is. " For it is the powerful

means appointed by (iod for the salvation of all

who believe and embrace it." Thus the sentence
comprehends two assertions; 1. of the complete

efficacy of the Gospel to salvation; 2. that the ex-

tent of this efticacy sliall reach unto all who be-

lieve and obey it, without distinction of Jew or

Gentile ; i. e., as far as concerns the gracious de-

sign of God, it shall be universal.

— only respects the order in wliicli the

Gospel was then directed by Christ to be preach-
ed,— namely, to the Jews first, and then to the
Gentiles. That there is here intended no pref-
erence of the former over the latter, is clear from
the whole Epistle.

17. —".] On the exact
sense of this verse considerable dinerence of opin-
ion exists. The difficulty found to fix it has been
occasioned by the brevity of expression, and the

extreme flexibility of the language, which seems
susceptible of several senses, though only one can
be the true one. One thing is certain, that-

must here mean (as in the rest of the

Epistle, and others of St. Paul) Gospel justifica-

tion, or the mode of obtaining pardon bestowed
by God on man. To suppose, with some eminent
Expositors, any special or unusual sense of-, is absurd ; for we cannot imagine that here

at least, in a passage which contains as it were
tlie theme of the whole Epistle, the word would
be used in any other sense than it is employed
throughout the Epistle. In further proceeding to

determine the sense, the only real difficulty falls

on the words where we have
to decide whether the phrases are to be conjoined

in construction, or kept separate, - being
construed with. The former mode is

adopted by some ancient and several eminent
modern Commentators ; who suppose the sense
to be, that ' this having its beginning
in faith is perfected in faith.' But though the

sentiment thus arising be true, it cannot, I think,

be supposed to have any place here ; because, as

Stuart shows, " 1st, it does not answer the exi-

gency of the passage, which rather requires tlie

grand theme of gratuitous justification, nor the

progressive nature of faith connected with it. 2d,

It is contrary to the analogy of Iiomogeneous
passages in St. Paul." Many Expositors, indeed,

(including Whitby), take to mean " pro-

duced by faith," and , " to produce faith

[in those to whom it is promulgated]." But this

interpretation is liable to the very same objections

besides another,— which is that it requires-
to be taken in a sense difFering from that

which is required by the context. There can, I

think, be no doubt but that the phrases

and are to be kept distinct ; and that -
is put for , as at iii. 21., where the

same sentiment recurs. But with what fV

is to be construed, is not equally clear. Stuart
maintains that it must be taken with,
and ingeniously accounts for the separation. Yet
he so far distrusts his own arguments, that he
concludes with thinking the easiest solution of
the difficulty is, to suppose. to be repeatedhere,
immediately before «. Thus
will be said '', and be exegetical of
what precedes. This, liowever, would seem a

too arbitrary cutting up of the construction. The
foregoing method is more natural : and if it be
thought to involve a too harsh transposition, we
may suppose an ellipsis of thai after. Thus
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the sense will be, "For the justification which
is of God, is therein revealed to be by faith."

To advert to a further dilficulty, connected with
the expression — many Commentators sup-
pose it to mean " in order to produce faith." But
the interpretation appears too arbitrary to be
admitted. Others take it for

;

which is thought to be proved by the parallel

passage of iii. 22.^ iiti-( . Yet thus the Article would
be indispensable. Accordingly, in the similar

uses of and ^, to which those

Expositors appeal, the Article is always found.

Not to mention that the sentiment may be very
similar, and yet not quite identical. There can,

I think, be no doubt but that the true sense of
is (as Prof. Stuart explains) ' for belie/,'

equivalent to . And the true rea-

son why the Apostle added this expression -, was doubtless (as the learned Commentator
supposes), because he had just before said. This sentiment the
Apostle (according to the manner of Jewish writ-

ers) confirms from a passage of Hab. ii. 4., which,
however, v/e need not suppose to have been iti-

tended by the Prophet to describe justijication bij

faith; but was adduced (as Stuart shows) be-
cause it involves the same principle as that which
the Apostle is inculcating ; the sense there being,
that, ' the pious man shall be saved by his faitli

[in God alone]' ; and, by implication, not relying
on his own merits or deserts, but confiding in the
divine declarations. With respect to the suhjecl

il.sel/, , (the grand theme of the
Kpistle), it is well observed by Stuart, that faith

here designates the modus in quo or the instru-

ment by irhich ; not the causti catisans seu elficiens,

i. e. not either the meritorious or efficient cause
or ground of forgiveness. "Everywhere (contin-

ues he) the Apostle represents Christ as this

cause. But faith (so to speak) is a conditio sine qua
non ; it is a taking hold of the blessings proffer-

ed by the Gospel, although it is by no means the

c.iuse or ground of their beiiiG; offered." Thus
the complete efficacy of the Gospel to salvation

is strongly asserted : which position necessarily

implies the inefhcacy of the Law. In the doc-
trine of justification or salvation by faith alone,

is implied the sfround of its efhcacy, namely, its

perfect practicahilitii ; just as. on the other hand,
the impossibility, under the Law, of fulfilling the
condition of justification, unsinning obedience
(Rom. X. 5. Gal. iii. 10.), shows its ineJJ'icacy to

salvation. Accordingly, the Apostle's reasoning
concerning justification, comprehends 1. ihe effi-

cactj of the Gospel to salvation ; and 2. the ineffi-

cacy of the Law ; and his proof^ commences with
the latter.

18. , Arc] On the con-
nection of this passage with the preccdinij, some
difierence of opinion exists. SeeRec. Syn. Stu-
art maintains that the here has reference to

ver. 1(5. Yet the reasons he assigns seem rather

specious than solid.
> If there /)(• any connection,

it is with ver. 17 ; as Mr. Young supposes, who
regards ver. 18 as a prefntory observation (intro-

ductory to tlie proof wliich follows of the inetfi-

cacy of the Law to salvation, in the case of the

Gentiles) intended to show the rensoiiithleness of
the extension of the Gospel grace to thern, name-

VOL. .

ly, because they must, in common with the Jews,
stand before the judgment-seat of Christ." It is,

however, by no means clear to me, that any con-
nection was intended ; for the may here have,

as often, the inchoative sense : and it is admitted
by almost all Commentators, that with this verse

commences what Schoettg. calls the tractatio

cum Geidilibus. Yet it is probable that it was
meant to serve as a connecting link between the

general position, on the efficacy and universality

of the Gospel, and the proof at large, of the ne-
cessity of this justification by faith only— from
the inefficacy of the Law, whether of Moses or

of Nature, to save men ; commencing with the
latter. This connecting portion seems also meant
to strike his readers with alarm and awe ; by
showing that in this revelation of salvation is in-

cluded, by implication, one oi' danmation to those
who would not believe and obey the Gospel

;

and to point out what icoitld have been the fate

of all, had not the Gospel been promulgated :

also to suggest, that as all men are destined to

appear before the judgment-seat of God (on which
account it was reasonable that this salvation

should be offered unto all, both Jews and Gen-
tiles), so must those who have had the method
of salvation offered, and have i-efiised it, be in a

much worse condition than those to whom it

never was revealed. To show the necessity for

the revelation of the Gospel, the Apostle proves
the inefficacy of the Law, whether of nature, or

that of Moses, by pointing out the moral depravi-

ty into which both (ientiles and Jews were sunk.
— ' . sv . .] Respect-

ing the sense of these words there are two differ-

ent opinions. Some take. for -^, and
suppose the sense to be, " having some knowl-
edge of the truth, but not living agreeably there-

to." But though such would be applicable both
to Gentiles and Jews, the sense in question can-
not, without violence, be elicited from the words.
It is, therefore, better (with the ancient and many
eminent modern Expositors), to understand ^.
to mean, " hindering the efficacy, or obstructing

the power of religious truth, both in themselves
and others." See Carpz. and Taylor, and also

Cudworth Intell. System, p. 471. sq. here
means iniquity and immorality.•
is to be understood not onlv of direct revelation,

by the Holy Scriptures, of the Old and New Tes-
tament, proclaiming the Lnw of Moses and of the

Gospel, but that indirect revelation of the Law of
nature, or the Moral Law, in the works of crea-

tion and providence, and in the conscience or

moral sense, called at ii. 15.

iv 7^,- The exact force of «'
has been much disputed ; but without reason :

since whatever the Almighty, who is in Heaven,
doth on earth, he mav popularlv and graphically

be said to c\o from Heaven ; and that whether for

mercy orjudgment ; accordingly judgments against

sin, vhich come from (iod, who is in heaven, may
be said to come and to be revealed from heaven.

.So Origen, Cvril, Beza, Calvin, Bengel, and
Kypke. must be understood.
See Stuart. By. is meant sin against God

;

by lUiK., crime acrainst men. But the two words
are here put (abstract for concrete) instead of^- And is here emphatic,
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meaning all, whether Jews or Gentiles ; thus
pointing at the suhject of the following tractatio,

and naturally leading to it.

19. hiOTi Tu — atiro7c.] The proof, the
inefficacy of the Law to Justification being found-
ed upon the general state of sinfulness of both
Jews and Gentiles ; and sin and guilt presuppos-
ing the e.xistence and knowledge of a Law (iv.

15. iii. 20.) it was necessary that the Apostle
should be able to affirm generally, of both Jews
and Gentiles, that a sufficient discovery had been
made to them of the nature and demerit of sin,

by the Law, either of Moses, or of Nature. Ac-
cordingly, with respect to the Gentiles, he shows
that they had a sufficient evidence of God, and
of his adorable perfections, afforded to them in

the works of Creation. (Young.) , siquidem,
inasmuch as. On this force of verbals in, see
Stuart or Buttm. Gr. Gr. T3 ,
what is to be, or maybe, known respecting God.. " hath manifested it to them," viz.

by his works of creation and providence.

20. yUp ] i. e. his nature and at-

tributes, not discernible to mortal eyes. " The
expression (observes .Stuart) refers to such attri-

butes or qualities as belong to the nature of God,
considered as a Spirit." It is a fine remark of

Aristotle de Muiido C. vi. (cited by Wets.) ;) , an' '-
h. The expression-

is put for i-' , Matt. xxiv. 21.,

or }^, Matt. xii. 35. " since the
creation of the world." ,
" being comprehended by the things which he
hath created and ordered ; " for we may extend., with Kypke, to the operations of God's
providence as well as creation.

— i; (5£; —.'] This may be consid-

ered exegetical of the ; and tlie sense
seems to be, " His omnipotence, and the other

attributes of his Godhead." See Cudworth ubi

supra, and .Stuart.

— \/'/] " in order that they
should be \vithout excuse." How they were
such, and how all natural Religion, without reve-
lation, can only render a sinner inexcusable, is

irrcfragably proved in a powerful Sermon of Dr.

South on this text, which should be attentively

read, as throwing great light on the whole of the

context, and even on the scope of tjie Epistle

itself.

21. <5 here is, as Stuart remarks, co-ordi-

nate with that at v. 19 ; and as vv. 19, 20 assign

the^r.si proof of the heathens hindering the truth

concerning God by vice ; so v. 21 gives the second
proof thereof, namely, that with all their oppor-
tunities for obtaining a competent knowledge of
the true God, they made no use of it, but became
devoted to the basest idolatry. On this the Apos-

tle dwells at v. 25. must be taken with
limitation, viz. " knowing him sufficiently to see
his claim to be worshipped as God." On the

nature and extent of this knowledge, see Recens.
Synop. "H ., " nor made a grateful return

for his benefits ; " referring most of the blessings

they enjoyed to fortune, or to their own prudence.

See Grot.
— — KapSia.^ The sense here has

been disputed ; but with little reason : since it is

clear that the latter clause is meant to represent
the effect of the notion denoted by the former

;

the meaning being, that as " they entertained vain

and degrading views of the nature and attributes

of God and his worship; so, in consequence of
this, their understanding, thus abused, became
darkened." Theoph. well explains : ', — , -\ ^, . e. in

the words of Milton, " and found no end, in wan-
dering mazes lost." '. Literally,
" they were befooled or infatuated ;

" " the nature

of sin," as Scott observes, "being not only to de-
file, but to infatuate." Here there may be an al-

lusion, but no inore, to what was \ tcrra-

ed, namely, idolatry. See Acts xiv. 15.

The Apostle similarly says at Eph. iv. 17.' ry .
22. This verse is meant to illustrate the forego-

ing sentiment, and show the extent of that fatuity

(even the most debasing and disgusting idolatry),

and the cause of it, in their giddy vanity. So
Theophyl. : ', -.
— —.'] " assuming to them-

selves the reputation of being wise," and. See Wets, and Kypke. Thus Hege-
sander ap. Athen. 12. speaks of the^-

and the.
23. ijWa^av. &c.] The full sense is, they

dishonoured the glorious nature of the incorrupti-

ble God, by representing him under the likeness

of, &,c. '(, i.e. reptiles of every kind;
not only serpents, but crocodiles and fishes, as in

Egvpt. The meaning here is beautifully express-

ed by Milton, ParadiseLost, B.i.3G7— 373. See
also Philo Jud. vol. ii. p. 561. and Ps. cvi. 20.

Idolatry of every kind sprang from the proneness
of men to ascribe the benefits they enjoyed rather

to the agency of such secondani causes as fell

within the range of their senses, than to that of a
Supreme Providence. Thus great or good kings, and
eminent warriors or legislators, were deified ; and
at length even animals ; whether from their great

usefulness, or as being typical of the operations

of nature ; the origin and progress of which is

traced with a masterly hand by Grot, and Peri-

zon., and especially Bp. Warburton, Div. Leg.
vol. iii. p. 272. scjq.
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24•. — ck .'] The best Expositors,

ancient and modem, are agreed that this must
signify "permitted them to fall into." (See a

similar passage in .\cts vii. 42.) The sense being,

that God gave them up to the gratifying of their

lusts (they being so eager in the pursuit as to

listen to none of the warnings of reason and con-
science) and to the dreadful consequences (point-

ed out in what follows) of such a course.

Talc ., for /currt, propter, . "The
expression (as Prof. Stuart truly ob-

serves) neither denotes an active plunging them
into sin, nor an inactive letting alone ; but a leav-

ing them to pursue their desires, without check-
ing them by such restraints as He usually employs
on those who are not yet hardened offenders.''

"The imputation (as Prof. Stuart observes) is,

that in apostatizing from the true God, and run-

ning into idolatry, they had become the devoted
slaves of lust, which seems, also, by implication,

to be considered as the reason of their apostasy."

And no wonder; since among all the various

forms of heathenism, impurity has been either a

direct or indirect service in their religious rites;

Polytheism and idolatry having ever been a relig-

ion of obscenitij as well as cruelty. Severe as was
the wrath of God revealed in Scripture against

every species of idolatry, it was insufficient to

preserve the Israelites from falling into a sin,

which, from peculiar circumstances, carried with
it almost every vice. Besides idolatry, however,
the Apostle has taken into the account other

causes to which the vices here enumerated must
be referred.

25.:.] This verse connects
with ver. 23 (ver. 24 being in some measure par-

enthetical), and is a repetition, with some addi-

tion, of the idea there contained. Render, Who
[I say] have changed. T>)i' ,
"the true God," abstract for concrete.

is for £ic , into a lie, i. e. a pretend-

ed God, an idol : for, like the Heb. "^p'^,

denoted not only a lie, but any action which in-

volved a lie. Thus it was very applicable to those

lyin^ vanities, idols. See Is. xliv. 20. Jerem.
xxiii. 14. Elsn. aptly compares Philo p. 678,

where Moses, on seeing the golden calf, is aston-

ished to behold '? ' '{^. In and' is des-

ignated every sort of religious worship and hom-
age. . rbv, more than the Creator;
or rather, to the neglect of, literally, to the pass-

ing by of the Creator, preterite Creatore, as Hila-

ry renders. Loisner compares Philo p. 2. B. nvli

) .
is for roi» ',

the antithesis here re-

quiring the participle rather than the 7iou?i verbaL
To this the Apostle subjoins adoxology, as was

usual with the Jews on occasions where the hon-
our of God was concerned (see Gen. is. 26. xiv.

20.) : such being often introduced even in the

middle of a discourse, or chain of reasoning. See
Gal. i. 5. 2 Cor. xi. 31.

26. As ver. 25 is a repetition and amplification

of the sentiment in ver. 23, so this and the next
verse are a repetition and amplification of the
sentiment at ver. 24. is for -, viz. those vhereby they .

tv.
— ' , &C.] Besides the evidence

here adduced by Commentators (who refer to
Seneca Epist. 95. Martial Epig. i. 90. Athem
Deipn. aiii. p. COS), Stuart refers to Tholuck on
the moral state of the heathen world. I add,
that the disclosures which have been made by
the disinterment of Herculaneum and Pompeii are
such as to confirm and illustrate fully all that the
Apostle says or hints on the tremendons abomina-
tions of even the most civilized nations of the an-
cient world. Indeed the most civilized were
plunged the deepest' into the mire of pollution;
the barbarians being //'*?/!/ virtuous. See
the Germania of Tacitus.

27.'\ "punishment." So Herodot.
iii. 15. \3 . The word is rare, but
found in Clem. Alex. p. & 273. And we may
compare in .^^schyl. Ag. 39. By this, considered as the penalty due to their

(or abandonment of the worship and service
of the true God, and that knowledge of His attri-

butes and their own duties, implanted by God in
their minds and consciences), there is a reference
to all the dreadful consequences, both physical
and moral, which followed the practice of idola-

try, and the abominations above described. This
dissolute state of morals, and the incapacity it in-

volved of enjoying the natural means of sexu.il

gratification ordained by God, is considered by the
Apostle as the penalty dne to their, or aban-
donment of the worship and service of the true
God, and their being given up to idolatry ; which,
in all its various forms, especially in the East,
has in all ages been the fruitful mother of lusts

of every kind.

28. — .] These words are, I

conceive, exegetical of the. -, " did not choose, or care," a signification

established by Chrys., and of which many exam-
ples are adduced by Krebs and Wets. The Apos-
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tie's aim is, to show their errors and sins to be
voluntary, and consequently inexcusable. The
Apostle (as Stuart observes) means to say, that

the heathen voluntarily rejected the knowledge
of the true God, which they might, in a great de-

gree, have gathered from the book of nature.

Wherefore (continues the Apostle) God gave

them up . Now properly

signifies reprobus, rejcclaneas, as used of bad
Tnoneij, wliich, as it will not pass, is isoodfor violh•

ing. Thus (by the same metaphor as in our word
naiightij) it comes to mean what is in every sense
bad. In there may be a litotes, to

signify turpia : or it may mean unsuitable to them
as men, being contrary to nature, reason, &c.

29.\7]( ;;, &c.] Here fol-

lows an enumeration of the vices which were ihe

natural fruits of the . In this list

many Commentators trace, or at least endeavour
to introduce, either by change of order, or by
forced interpretations and long parentheses, that

regular order, in which they would have the whole
expressed. But the Apostle was little studious

of regularity of composition. And it should seem
that he was here content to enumerate the vices

of the Gentiles populariter ; thus exem|)lifying

and justifying the charges just made. The difi-

cully which we occasionally find in ascertaining

the exact sense meant to be expressed by the

Apostle, arises from some of the terms employed
being of considerable latitude ; and from there

being occasionally nothing sufficiently marked in

the context to enable us to absolutely detenrmie

the sense. ', with which the list com-
mences, seems meant to denote vice and iniquity

in general ; which is followed up by terms more
special. Grot, and Koppe think probably

not genuine, and arisen from a var. lect. of the

following word. But there is the authority of

only nine MSS. and some inferior V^ersions and
Fathers for its omission. And the evidence of

Versions and Fathers is, in such a case as the

present, of little weight. The similarity too of

the two words and would easily

cause one of the two to be omitted ; and the word
which presented the least difficulty would be most
likely to be retained. Besides, the words are

found together in .ZEschines cont. Ctes. p. 81•,

where he speaks of );' -
\. On the latter of which terms see

Note on Matt. v. 3'2. As to the chano-e of order in

some MSS., that probably proceeded from tlie

endeavours of the Critics to i7i^-(Wi/ce that reirn.

larittj of plan which the Commentators so desider-

ate. With respect to nopvtix, it may be under-
stood of illicit sexual intercourse in general, and
include adultery. The latter, since it is used in

Matt. xxii. 18. to denote mulirrmty, craft, and in

Luke ii. 39. is united with, in Mark vii.

22. with, and in 1 Cor. v. 8. with (which
here follows and signifies mischievousness) , so it

must, in the present passage, denote more than

iniquity in gener;d, and probably means malignity

;

or it may simply mean, in our old phrase, navgh-

tiiiess. See Cruden's Cone.^ seems to

mean rapacity, extortion. So Thucyd. i. 40.

KiJi-. The word is also united

with by Pollux viii. 7. and Xen. Mem. i. 2,

12.. ;. seems to

denote the mens prava, agendi, intentional and
habitual miscliierousness ; as in Eurip. Hippol.

1334. To —. So Thucyd. i. 32.,, )\ ^.
—, , .] These three terms

seem meant to form a group ; and the sense may
be, " full of envy and strife, even to murder." By, Kyplce observes, is here meant not
ricious action in general, but that vice the mind
which, according to Aristotle's definition, consists

in viewing every action in the worst light, as op-

posed to, tinsuspecling candour and bon-

liommie.

30. \\.\, \.'\ These are meant to be
coupled ; the former, as Theophyl. observes, de-

noting secret, and the latter open calumniators.
—.'] The word, according to its dif-

ferent accentuation, may signify either haters of
God, or hated by God. The latter sense is the

one usually found in the Classical writers, and it

is here adopted by some eminent modern Com-
mentators. But the former, which is assigned
by the ancients and most moderns, seems pref-

erable.

—,., .} These terms seem
to form another group. They so far differ that

the first denotes insolence, as shown in gross abuse ;

the 2d and 3d, as evinced in contemptuous be-
haviour and contumelious words.
— . This is well explained by

C'hrys., Theophyl., Theodoret, and fficum., to

denote persons who not only perpetrate all the
known vices, but seek out and invent more. So
in 2 Mace. vii. 31. Antiochus is called- -:'. And Wets, compares Philo p. 520.

aTaaiap)(ai,, . So
Tacitus calls Sejanus "facinorum omnium reper-

ior." And no wonder that there sliould have been
these', since, from the competition
in luxury existing in this rich but corrupt metrop-
olis of the world, there were (as appears from
Tacitus, Suetonius, and Plutarch) -
/', persons who lived by inventing new pleas-

ures. After all, however, the expression maij

(with Koppe and others) be understood of those
who phm and contrive crimes for others to pjre-

cute. And this interpretation is confirmed by a
passage of Thucyd. iii. 83. (in which he similarly

describes the manners of the Grecians of his age)

:

^ 5, h -
f£?0 • b\ -, where see my Note.

31..] This must not, as Grot, thought,

be omitted, as a var. lect. of, since for

that there is no authority), but retained and ex-

plained as we may. Some ancient, and several

eminent modern Commentators take it for-, v'ithont conscience, or sense of religion.

Since, however, that interpretation is destitute

of authority, it is better, with Theophyl. and
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AVets., to take it (by an idiom found in our own
language) for " obstinate." And this sense is es-

tablished by a passage of an Inscription in Chis-

hull's Antiq. Asiat. p. 2. p. 12, cited by Bowyer

:

' ' <&'^ -, where see Chishull. In this very sense,

too, the kindred word is used in Prov. xii.

1, as 6 a v.

In the terms which follow,^—-, there is some variety of reading:, and
much interpretation. Many ancient MSS. and
some Versions and Fathers have not aaTioviovi

;

which Griesb. and Koppe think is very probably

an interpolation. If that were the case, I should

suspect that and. ought to be in-

terchanged in position, which would keep the

subject of disobedience and perversity to parents

distinct from that of breach of contracts. And
the omission in question may readily be ascribed

i)artly to the sciibes (ob homceoteleuton), andpart-

y to the Critics, who thought the use-

less after. But the words are not quite

synonymous. . may have reference to public,. to private life. Or rather,. may mean
breakers of covenants, and. those who enter

into no treaties ; i. e. implacable, irreconcilable.

And thus it will consort well with\.
However, I cannot but suspect that and

ought to change places. And although
there be no direct authority in MSS. for this, yet
there is indirect : for there is little doubt but that

in the archetypes of those very ancient MSS. which
have not -6, the word was written after. This also is countenanced by the very
ancient MS. 17, and Theophyl. Besides, as

is SO closely connected with-,, it seems impossible to suppose
that the Apostle would have taken the word from
its proper connection, and inserted it betveen
two other words, which are likewise closely con-
nected, and by which there would thus arise an
unnatural disruption., pitiless, seems a step in the climux
besond -? in the sense above inculcated.

By is denoted a want of the natural af-

fection between children and parents respectireh/.

So, in the description which Thucydides gives of
the manners of Greece in the Peloponnesian war,
he says, that the father used to give up the son to

death, and the sou the father ; and in general that

the ties of kindred vere broken. As to-
vng, historians, and other writers of ancient times
attest this to have been the prevailing character-
istic of the period in question, all over the Roman
Empire. See Grot, and V/ets.

With this description of the state of the Gen-
tiles may be compared the fine moral picture in

Thucydides iii. 82— 84, of the state of society in

Greece at the time of the Peloponnesian war

;

also one scarcely inferior in Philo Judaeus, p. 123,
of the state of manners in the world, during his

times, both among Jews and Gentiles : where,
among other particulars, he notices -, •^,'^ . And he thus concludes :, \- ' , , -

. See also Max. Tyr. Diss, xxxvi. 2,

and Diss. iii. 3. Pausan. viii. 2, 2.

32. TO ] " knowing
the decree and ordinance of God ; " i. e. by hav-

ing it written by God on their consciences. "Alioi; i. e. deserving of the severest punish-

ment both in this world and in the next. Or the

singular may here be used in a generic sense for

the plural 5 "there being (as Prof. Stuart rightly

notices) in . a reference to the leading traits

of moral duty (as 1 Mace. i. 13. -. and Test. xii. Petr.7 -)." And he justly observes, "that by
i- the Apostle means that the disclosures

made respecting God in the works of nature, and
respecting the duties which he demanded of them
in their own consciences or moral sense, were of
such a kind as fairly to give them an opportunity
of knowing something respecting the great

outlines of duty, and of rendering them inexcus-
able for neglecting it." This indeed even the
Philosophers, at least in their exoteric doctrines,

professed. See V'irg.. vi. 608.
— —. It is Strange that

some eminent Commentators should have so little

understood the sense, as either to propose an un-
authorized alteration of the text, or else to pro-

pound interpretations, which are at variance with
all the principles of correct exegesis. The sense
(as it has been admirably explained bj' Chrys.,

Theophyl.. Theodoret, and (Ecum., and, after

them, by Grot, and others), is, that they not only,

seduced by passion, commit such sins ; but are so
devoid of all sense of rectitude and virtue, that

they even approve of the things when done by
others, and like them the better for practising the
same. So Thucydides (before adverted to) iii.

82, 11. ,
\6 ' , -

TovrjKovov. Now Dr. South (in his two Ser-

mons on this text) has shown that we have here
an agirravation, or advance a minori ad majns.

And this because, as in many cases crimes are

the result of sudden and violent temptation, so it

argues a higher degree of depravity to deliberate-

ly jwi/iyV and applaud wickedness committed, than
to commit it amidst the influence of violent pas-

sion. Thus the guilt arising from a man's delight-

ing in other men's sins, or (what is all one) in

other men for their sins, is greater than he can
possibly contract by a commission of the same
sins in his own person.

II. The Apostle, having now convinced the
Gentiles of sin, proceeds to show that the Jews
are under the same condemnation, and stand as

much in need of the mercv proffered in the Gos-
pel as the Gentiles. He proves that they, Jiaving

despised the goodness, and broken the law of
God, were as obnoxious to his wrath as the
Gentiles ; and therefore could not pretend to

arrogate the Divine mercy to themselves ; for, in

thus condemning the Gentiles, they, in fact, con-
demned themselves. Since, however, this was a

subject unpalatable to Jews, the Apostle argues
in a covert way, apostrophizing some one (a Jew,
as it should seem) whom he supposes to be pres-
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ent, and, on hearing him enumerate the multi-

plied abominations of the Gentiles, to break out
into bitter condemnation of them. Moreover, he
does not at first apply what he says to tlie Jews

;

and throughout he proceeds discreetly, hisinuating

himself gradually into the Jew's conscience. To
do this, there was no need (as in the case of the

Gentile) to prove to the Jew that he was under
a law, that being his great boast ; but there was
great need to eradicate those prejudices, which
led him to make so wide a distinction between
Jews and Gentiles, as to suppose that a Jew
might safely continue in sins, which would be
fatal to a Gentile. Therefore the Apostle 1.

denies such a distinction ; and 2dly. destroys the

prejudices upon which such a notion is founded,
and affirms that there will be but one rule for

both Jew and Gentile. Or, in the words of Prof.

Stuart, the Apostle in vv. 1 — 10. prepares the
way for the general proof, by showing that all

who have a knowledge of what is right, and ap-

prove of it, but yet sin against it, are guilty ; and
also those who are so blind as not to see the ex-

cellence of virtue, and at the same time transgress

its precepts. The learned writer also truly re-

marks, " that though the Apostle had the Jews
constantly in mind, he advances only general

propositions, applicable in common to them and
to others ; thus paving the way for a more effi-

cient charge to be made specifically against the
Jews, in the sequel of his discourse. Thus we
have in vv. 1 — 8. the general considerations

already named. In vv. 9— 16. the Apostle shows
that the Jews must be accountable to God, as

really and truly, for the manner in which they
treat the precepts contained in the Scriptures, as

the heathen are for the manner in which they de-
mean themselves with respect to the law of na-

ture ; and that each must be judged, at last, ac-
cording to the means of grace and improvement
which he has enjoyed. In vv. 17— 29. there is

a more direct reference to the Jews, in which it

is shown that those who sin against higlier de-
grees of knowledge imparted by revelation, must
be more guilty than those who have offended
merely against the laws of nature ; i. e. he plainly

teaches the doctrine that guilt is proportioned to

the light and love that have been manifested,

and yet been abused."
1. (lib '(5/).] Some difference of opin-

ion exists as to the connection of this verse with
what precedes. Now iib must, from its very form,

be illative : yet the nature of the inference is not
very clear, and has been variously traced. The
simplest method seems to be that adopted by Abp.
Newcome : "Wherefore, since the wickedness
of mankind is general, none can judge another,
as the Jews do the Gentiles, without condemning
himself." More, however, seems to be here
meant by the Apostle : and Prof Stuart is proba-

bly right in tracing the connection thus :
" Since

it will be conceded that those who know the ordi-

nances of God asainst such vices as have been
named, and still practise them, and applaud others

for doing so, are worthy of punishment ; it fol-

lows, (iiJ, therefore,) that all who are so enlight-

ened as to disapprove of such crimes, and who
still commit them, are even yet more worthy of
punishment."
— b .'] Many examples are adduced by

Taylor of this use of the Participle present with
an Article. And he shows that it often served to

denote a character, profession, or employment.
It is, in fact, put for the verb and pronoun rela-

tive ; on vhich see Win. CJr. Gr. ^S 39. The idiom
is here used, as being in its indefinite force, most
suitable to the covert mode adopted by the Apos-
tle, who chose to make the proposition general,

though intended to be particular application.

— »] i.e. the other party, — namely,
the Gentile. , sittest in judgment, pro-

nouncing sentence. Simil. Philo. p. -153. Iv,&13 .,
i. e. habitually coiumittest ; for the present time
often (as Taylor observes) imports habit. That
the Jews were defiled with the same vices as the

heathen, we have the testimony of Josephus, as

also the above (hitherto unalleged) evidence of

Philo, p. 453. B.
2. ci —.'] The it should

not be rendered for, or besides, (as it is done by
some) but may be understood in the ordinary ad-

versative sense, and be supposed to have reference

to a clause omitted, of the following purport:
" [He may, indeed, flatter himself with being ac-

quitted, by being tried under a different rule of

judgment] but we know and are sure, &c." By
we is meant we all, whether Jews or Gentiles.

3. ^] — .] A spirited and not un-

usual manner of speaking, by which an argument,
like the forego'mg, is pressed home,— and which
involves grave and also severe expostulation.

This is continued throughout the following verse,

in which the imputed to the Jews
seems to be, a sligliting of the mercy of (jod held

out, under the notion, that it could not be needed,

— inasmuch as no sin committed by any of the

posterity of Abraham could finally deprive him
of the divine favour. See Justin Martyr ap. Rec.
Syn. The oi should not be rendered " and," but
(since it is argumentative) " and now," or " then."

4. '\—.] " is for num
or a7i, as in 1 Cor. xi. 14; xiv. Sfi. With -

^., supposed to be a Hebraism for
" rich mercy," (!rot. compares Philo)

/ , and Palairet cites

Aristsn. p. 10.' -. Of the terms., ^, and ., the

two last are nearly synonymous. The first de-

notes a disposition to be good, and to benefit

others. '. here signifies to care not for,

to slight, &c. ', ,
" not considering;" lit-

erally, not kno\ving from want of reflection. Td, for. denotes such a
change of mind as shall operate on the conduct,

and produce reformation of what is evil. " is

by many Commentators explained, " is intended
to lead thee," by a (^anon of Glass, that verbs

denoting action or effect are sometimes used of
endeavour only. But it is better, with Chrys.,
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Carpzov.. and Schleus., to it impels,

namely, by the use of all moral means and fit

motives. See John x. 16 & 44, and Cebes cited

in Recens. Synop.
5. Kara hi \.] signifies prce, be-

cause of. So in Eph. iv. 19, we have -
for. And both Herodotus and

Thucydides often use this sicnification ; chiefly,

however, in the phrase '. ',
impenitent. Grot, compares a similar active sense

in,, and.
—.'] The word is properly used of

what is good, but sometimes, as here, and often

in the O. T., sarcastically, of what is had. So
Prov. i. 18. . See my Note
on Thucyd. viii. 28, 2. The word suggests the

idea of iticrease by accumidation.
— IV ] " unto the time of wrathful

punishment." Of this sense examples are

cited by Kypke. \\.. is for

if if-\(! hiK., a periphrasis to denote
the day of judgment. is a rare word,
found in no writer earlier than St. Paul, except
an anonymous Greek Translator at Hos. vi. G.

occurs in Esth. viii. 13, and 4 Mace,
xii. 18.

6— 11. After having overturned the above-

mentioned Jewish prejudices, the Apostle pro-

ceeds to assert, that there is no such-
;), or acceptance of persons, by God at the

day of judgment, merely because they are of this

or that nation ; have or have not a revealed law
;

are circumcised or uncircumcised ; but that all

shall be judged with strict impartiality, according
to the degree of licht and knowledge afforded in

each particular. (Young.)
This portion is intended partly to describe the

nature of the judgment just mentioned, and
evince its Justice ; but is, I conceive, chiejlii intro-

duced in order to enable the Apostle to engraft

cm the description of God's impartial justice to

individuals, his impartial justice to nations, which
is skilfully introduced at vv. 9 & 10,

7. '- ..'] On the con-
struction of this V. commentators differ. It should
seem that'. must be joined with' . is rendered by Koppe
" constanti virtutis studio." But it is rather put
for'^' /'; the singular, as de-

noting the genns, being put for the plural, as of-

ten. See V. 15. 1 Cor. ill. 14: XV. 58, 1 Thess,
i. 3. 2 Thess. ii. 17. and are consid-

ered as synonymous, but are conjoined to strength-

en the sense ; of which Wets, cites many examples
from Thucyd. and other writers, in which, how-

ever, precedes^ ; and no wonder ; for the

former signifies the honour• a?id dignity assigned

to any one, the latter, the glory thence resulting.

The vords are added to explain

ia^av, and to raise the description far beyond
whatever this WOrld can furnish. So Posidippus

cited by Grot, : 'ilv ii^trai^,
8. .] Sub., for ,. as Theophyl. explains. So the expres-

sions o'l and o'l . " It is (as Ro-
senm. observes) a Hebraism, by which when any
moral quality is spoken of, those are said to be of
that quality]! who have it." The Commentators
are not agreed whether the Apostle has reference

to the Gentiles, or to the Jens. See Phil. i. 15,

and Note. It was meant, I think, for all, accord-

ing as it misht apply ; in the words of .St. Isidore.? ii '.
In- —' there is a cutting censure.

Some Commentators understand the. and. of opinions ; others of dispositions and ac-

tions, which is confirmed by John iii. 21, and viii.

44. Thus rp . will signify to be indis-

posed to do what is right or virtuous. The pas-

sage may, however, with Beza, be understood
both of co7itentionsness in opinion, and, what is

often united therewith, disobedience in practice.

At & Kii'i sub., put for^,
taken from the context; though, grammatically,

there is an anacoluthon. There is great force in

the expressions —, which Doddr.,

with reason, supposes to be borrowed from Ps.

Ixxviii. 49. He, however, and Eisner refine too

much in the distinctions they make between
and as also and. The terms

are, in use, synonymous. Artemid. ii. 51, and iii.

57, has SXit^Eic ] in the sense " afflic-

tions and troubles." Of course, must here
again be supplied,

9. ;• '»' •] A Hebraism taken from

ti'3] 3' ^^ '" ^'i'- 1• Acts ii.43, James
i. 21. To, for. The in,
is intensive. It is never used with .
The use of the Present, and the nature of the

term. alike denote habitual action. The
reason of this denunciation is well stated by
Hooker Eccl. Pol. i. 9. On —"
see Note supra i. IG.

10. '] i. e. that peace with God, by which
the possession of all other benefits is crmcned, as

implying the uninterrupted possession of them.
11.-] ''preference," "acceptance"

through favour. On this and the two nest verses,

see Bp. Bull's Diss. ii. 4, 8.
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12. /;.] This verse is confirmative, and
explanatory of the preceding. The word is here
taken in the very rare sense ai'tu or, of which Alberti adduces one example from
Isocr. '. The Commentators, however, are not

agreed whether •6 is meant with reference

to the Law of Moses, or Law (i. e. Revelation)

in general. The most eminent modern ones
adopt the latter view j the ancient and some mod-
ern ones the former. The question is indeed of

difficult determination 5 but 1 am inclined to

agree with Bp. Middl. in the following remarks.
" It must be admitted, speaking of with the

Article prefixed, though sul)ject to some well-

known exceptions, that there is scarcely in the

wliole N. T. any greater difficulty, tlian the as-

certaining the various meanings of; in the

Epistles of St. Paul. In order to show tliat by
the Gospel alone men can be justified, and that

the Mosaic revelation is in this respect of no
more avail than is the light of nature, a proposi-

tion, the proof of which is the main object of the

whole Epistle, he has occasion to refer to the

different rules of life with which the Gentiles and
Jews had respectively been furnished ; to the lat-

ter more than one revelation had been granted
;

for from the earliest ages to the time of Malachi,

the Almighty favoured them (the Patriarchs and
Prophets) with repeated indications of his will.

Hence is used by St. Paul of every rule of
life, of every revelation, especially of the Mosaic
law, and even of the moral and ceremonial ob-

servances, one or both of \vhich it is the object

of every to inculcate. Our English version,

by having almost constantly said the law, whatev-
er be the meaning of in the original, has

made this most difficult Epistle still more ob-

scure ; for the Entjlish reader is used to under-

stand the term of the law of 3Ioses, as in the

Evangelists. With respect to the present pas-

sage, I am of opinion that by the Law' is meant, and that the Apostle means
to reprove tlie presumption of the .lews, who
thought themselves sure of eternal life, because
God had favoured them with a revelation of his

will ; in which case the reasoning will be, As
many as have sinned without a revelation shall

be punished without incurring the additional pen-
alties which such a revelation would have enact-

ed ; and as many as have sinned under a revela-

tion shall suffer the severer punishment which
that revelation, whatever it be, has denounced
against their crimes. If it be thought strange,

saith St. Paul, that such indulgence should be
shown to the former class of persons, I will add,

that not the hearers evej} of the law itself, hit, &c.
Then the Apostle subjoins, For when Gentiles,

who have not any revelation, practise, by natural

impulse, morality as pure as that which even the

Mosaic law enjoins, thougli they have not actu-

ally a revelation, they become a revelation to

themselves, and may therefore hope for all the

rewards of virtue, which an actual revelation

would have taught them to expect. And the

same argument, with the same attention to the

use of the Article, is prosecuted to the end of

the Chapter." On the parenthesis of this and
the next two verses, see Winer's Gr. Gr. § 31, 2.

a. : and on. see Mackn., and especially

Bp. Bull's Harm. Apost. p. 41.

The foregoing seems to be the true view of the

sense, which has been illustrated by Grot., Wets.,

and others, from passages of similar sentiment
occurring in the Classical writers ; the most ap-

posite of which, together with others of my own
may be found in Recens. Synop.

14. " In this verse (as observes Prof. Stuart) an
objection is anticipated and solved. It might be
replied, that the Gentiles have no revelation, and
therefore this cannot apply to tliem. To this the

answer is, that the Gentiles have a law as really

and truly as the Jews, written, though not on
parchment, yet on the tablets of their hearts."

—] by the instinctive sense of right and
wrong, supplied by the light of conscience., i. e. the morid injunctions contained in

the Law. ' , i. 6. they, by the

dictates of reason and conscience, have a law
supplied to themselves. " Meaning (as Hooker
Eccl. Pol. 18. explains) that by force of the light

of reason, wherewith God illnmineth every one
who Cometh into the world, men being enabled
to know truth from falsehood, and good from
evil, do thereby learn in many things what the

will of God is ; which will Himself not revealing

by any extraordinary means unto them, but they
by natural discnurse attaining the knowledge
thereof, seem the makers of those laws which in-

deed are His, and they but only tlie finders of
them out."

15.' hhcUvvvTm —-\>.'\ These
words are meant to estuhlish and ithistratc the

foregoing assertion. ''; mav be rendered,
quippe qui, iniismiir'i as they. TJ
is by many modern Comnientators thought to be
put for . But Chrys. and the Greek
Commentators, together with Erasm., Monoch.,
Taylor, and Mackn., seem right in retaining the

force of, and in supposing the sense to be,
" the effect, or proof of tlie existence, of that

law," namely, in discovering the obligation to the

moral duties, which revelation, by its precepts,

lays open and enjoins. So Diog. Laert. cited by

me in Recens. Synop., says the barbarians have
the , thou'jh destitute of

the express form of it. Prof Stuart, however,

takes it to mean the vwrk or duty of the law, i. e.

which the law demands ; comparing 1 Thess. i. 3./, 2 Thess. i. 3.

John vi. i8. and 2 Tim. iv. 5. By is

meant, " deeplv imprinted," as were the charac-

ters traced with the iron .<:liile on the waxed tab-

lets of the ancients. The metaphor occurs in

the O. T. and the ancient writers in general. .So

^sch. Prom. 81. \-. Julian Orat. vii. p. 209./ (scil.) ^.
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This is explanatory of what precedes, subjoining

two roiifrmations of what was before said, that

the demands of the moral law are inscribed on

the hearts of men in a state of nature. The
meaning (as Prof. Stuart sho\vs) being, that " the

voice of conscience, vhich proceeds from a moral

feeling of dislike or approbation, and the judg-

ment of the mind, when it examines the nature

of actions, unite in testifying that what the moral

law of God requires, is impressed, in some good
measure, even on the hearts of the heathens."

16. iv, «fcc] It has been not a little dis-

puted with what these words are to be connected.

The ancient and early modern Expositors (follow-

ed by Tholuck), join them with what goes imme-
diately before, namely, the participles-

and. But (as Stuart has shown)
that yields a sense little apposite. I cannot, how-
ever, agree with him regarding vv. 12 — 15. as

parenthetic, and connecting tv, &c. at v.

J6. with V. 11. I rather acquiesce in the opinion
of most eminent Expositors from Grotius down-
wards, that (V is to be joined with
at V. 12., and that vv. 13— 15. are a farcnihetical

explanation or confirmation of v. 12.

— - - "the secrets of men's
hearts," as 1 Cor. xiv. 25. :, mean-
ing their secret counsels. The ancient and some
modern Commentators take it to denote the se-

cret sins of men ; (See Ps. xix. 12. xc. S.) which
may be included. To' signifies, " the

Gospel as preached by me."
17 — 21. Here it is shown, that the Jew would

not be at all benefited by the more possessioti and
knoirledz'e of the Law ; but, on the contrary, inas-

much as he offended against clearer liffht and ful-

ler conviction, .vould receive to himself the great-

er condemnation, (Young). He admits, for the

sake of argument, all their claims to pre-em-
inence ; and then shows that these only increase

their guilt, in case of disobedience. (Stuart).

The Apostle, however, does not say this in ex-

press words, but rather, after enumerating the va-

rious privileges with which the Jews had, be-

yond other nations, been favoured, leads them
(though in a way which involves inquiry rather

than ajprmation) to the remembrance of the sins

with which they were accustomed to pollute

themselves. (Koppe).
— ('(?£, . &c.] Some MSS., Versions, Fathers,

and the Ed. Princ, read , which is edited by
Beng., Griesb., Knapp, Koppe, Tittm., and Vat.

But, I conceive, without sufficient warrant. The
external evidence for it is verv slender ; and the

internal not strong. As to ht being, as Knapp
says, the more dificult reading, that may be
doubted. The testimony of Versions in a case
like this is not very strong, and the authority of
Fathers is here precarious, for in most of them

VOL. II.

the MSS. have ', from which it appears that the
text was corrupted from the Ed. Princ. Tlieophyl.

certainly reads ', as appears from his commen-
tary ; and so did Chrys. Finally, ' is more
agreeable to the Hellenistic style (for which rea-

son it was altered by some over nice ancient Crit-

ics) and to the Apostle's manner ; and surely ia

as suitable as cl M. The common reading is

therefore with reason retained by Wets, and
Matth. We may render, " Mind now— thou
bearest the 7iame of Jew," which implied honour,
as being thought (by a fanciful etymology), to de-
note a worshipper of one (iod. ;;, " thou restest on and confidest in the law
[as fully able to save thee]." So Micah iii. 11.

k-nl ' havi-xahovTo ,
which passage seems

to have been in the mind of the Apostle. -
iv, i. e. thou boastest of thy knowledge

of God, and that thou standest in a covenant re-

lation to Him.
18. /.] scil., to be sup-

plied from , which shows so close a con-
nexion to subsist between the clauses.

and . , that they ought not
to have been disjoined by the division of the

verses. In fact, vv. 18, 19, seem meant to e.rem-

plifij the knowledge of God, whereof the Jew
boasted. Insomuch that the Pesch. Syr. Trans-
lator does not ill consult the general sense by
rendering " Gloriaris de Deo, qu6d scias volun-

tatem ejus, &C. is for fffi-. As to the scjise of the expression

!)oK. -, it is expressed by the older Com-
mentators and the English Translators, " ap-

proves! those things which are excellent." But
the best modern Commentators (in common with
the Greek Expositors) are, with reason, of opin-

ion that the meaning, as required by the context,

can only be, " canst distinguish between things

that differ," implying trial in order to preference.

The things that differ are good and evil,

and , lawful and unlawful, respecting

which the Jews, as well as the Heathen Philoso-

phers, boasted of being great casuists.

19— 20. The expressions bhiybi,
iv, and , as also Siia-, were all, as the Commentators have

proved, terms applied by the Jews to themselves,

and intended to set in a strong point of view their

claims of superiority over the CJentiles. On the

force of the word I'i/mos I have fully treated in

Recens. Synop. The words following ;^^'«, occ. signify, " havinc;, in the Law, the

[very] form and figure of true knowledge." Mdp-
properly signifies a sketch of the outline of

any figure with chalk or otherwise, as is the

delineation of any thinar by stamp. Now as both

are supposed to represent the trve forra of any

thing, so they are both metaphorically applied( in Rom. vi. 17., and in the present

3
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passage) to denote an accurate knowledge of any
thing. In rij, \ there is a

Hendiadijs, equivalent to " true knowledge."
21. b ovv —-?.] This appears

from the illustrations adduced from ancient writ-

ers. Classical and Rabbinical, to have been a com-
mon argumeuluni ad hominem. With respect to

the heads of accusation which follow (and intend-

ed as specimens of the immorality by which the
Jews made the name of God to be evil spoken
of among the Heathens) on these there has been
much learning and diligence needlessly expend-
ed. There can be little doubt that these and
many other crimes were committed by the differ-

ent orders of people, either in the full, or in a
qualified sense. From the state of society in Ju-
diea, as described by Josephus, theft and rapine

must, and we find did extensively prevail among
the lower orders. See Joseph. Bell. v. 26. And
there is no reason to doubt the rapacity of the

Priests, and the higher ranks in general. Adul-
iery seems to have defiled all classes, as indeed
it had always done. See Jerem. v. 8. As to

sacrilege, we have no historical evidence on
which to sustain the charge in the literal sense :

and therefore the expression here used is perhaps
meant chiefly to apply to other crimes, which
partook of the nature of sacrilege ; such as that

of defrauding the Temple and priesthood of the

tythes appropriated to their support; and, in the

lowest ranks (especially of Jews resident in for-

eign countries), the eating of meats offered to

idols. Pr. Stuart, however, takes the word in its

utmost latitude, to designate every kind of act

which denies to God his sovereign honours and
claims.

23. 8{ iv — ;] This is, I appre-

hend, not so much another head of accusation, as

it is meant to be an inference from what preceded
;

and though expressed interrogatively, it must be
taken declaratirely, q. d. So then, thou who
boastest thyself of the Law, dishonourest God
and His religion by the neglect of it. For, as

God was the author of the Law, so the transgres-

sion of it was a dishonouring of Him, by contemn-
ing His authority. ' r;;;. should
be rendered, "by the (i. e. thy) transgression of

the law."

24. Td - Here the Apostle brings di-

rectly home the charge at which he had before

only hinted. The words are not, properly speak-

ing, a quotation of any one passage, but, while
formed chiefly from Is. Hi. 5., t',ey have a refer-

ence also to Ezek. xxxvi. 20., and probably 2 Sam.
xii. 14. Neh. v. 9. In the first passage, >, though found in the Sept., has nothing
corresponding in the Hebrew ; and the words
were, no doubt, supplied, to complete the sense.

Render, " [The foregoing charges are not with-

out foundation] ; for to you may be applied the

reproach occasionally cast on your forefathers by
the Prophets : The name of," &.C., the heathens
reasoning, What sort of a religion must that be,
which produces such a life ! laspis aptly com-
pares Euseb. Hist. Eccl. v. 1. hia -

(i. e. ).
25. The words of this verse are meant as an

answer to a tacit objection, which the Jews might
make to the whole of what the Apostle had said

;

namely, " Aye, but circumcision is surely, you
will grant, a great thing, as being a seal of the
covenant. Ans. Yes, I grant it is ; circumcision
is effectual, if," &c. :

" did you live answerably
to the obligations implied in this covenant-sign,
it were well ; otherwise the privilege to which
you are entitled as a Jew, will avail you nothing
for salvation." How deeply rooted was their no-
tion of the complete efficacy of circumcision to

salvation, has been shown by Grot., Schoettg.,

and Mackn. The Apostle takes for granted
the superiority of the Jews over the Gentiles, and
the efficacy of the Law to salvation, if its moral
precepts (called ) in the next
verse) be hut observed ; otherwise the advantage
is lost. By here Bp. Middl. thinks is meant
not the Law itself but moral obedience, or virtue,

such as it was the object of the Law to inculcate.

And he directs to be so taken at v. 27. But
there, as the corresponds by apodosis, to rdv, it is clear that is equivalent to. And this must decide the sense of in

the kindred passage of the present verse. Be-
sides, this precarious interpretation of the learned
Prelate will be quite unnecessary, if the method
of interpretation always pursued by the ancient
Commentators be adopted. And surely there is

nothing that can l)e thought a breach of any of
his Canons,— since he allows the utmost latitude

in cases, where the Article may be supposed to

have been omitted from its being jutlL^ed unneces-
sary to use it. And surely, in a sentence of which
circumcision and uncircumcision are the subjects,

there could be no danger of being taken for

any other than b, the Law of RIoses. By
the law is meant the whole law, including the
moral as well as ceremonial, q. d. If ye indeed
perform the whole law, [and not the Ceremonial
only, to ttio omission of the moral] then, &c.

seems to stand for the whole of the Cer-
emonial law, of which circumcision was the prin-

cipal, as it implied an obligation to perform all

the rest. See Schoettg.
— is a popular way of say-

ing, " Thou art in no better state than if thou
wert an unciroumcised Gentile I And so in the
next verse, i; —.

26. .] This must signify

the moral precepts of the Mosaic Law, which the
Jews so neiilected.
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27. , &C.] Repeat from the pre-

ceding \eise. The Apostle now openly men-
tions, what he had at first only hinted at,— that

their neglect of the means of grace wovdd bring
condemnation and punishment. , for-, will " occasion condemnation to," i. e. by
comparison, as Matt. xii. 41. -

is for ' , Gentiles by birth.

is for, completely performing.
By is meant the of
the verse preceding.
— — .] The

is best rendered under, i. e. witii, although
with, tlie advantage of. See Rom. iv. 11. viii. 2J.

xiv. 20. The. is by some explained of the

letter as opposed to the spirit. But the most em-
inent Interpreters understand it of the Divine rev-

elation given to the Jews, by a tacit opposition

to the unirritten law of nature. Thus the sense

(as Prof Stuart observes) is thisj " If • Gentile

should do what the law requires, would not this

show, that you are worthy of condemnation, who
transo-ress the law, although jou enjoy the light

of revelation, and the privileges which a state of

circumcision confers " Or it may be expressed,

v/ith Mr. Holden, thus :
" Will not the Gentile

by birth, who practises the virtues enjoined by
the revealed law, judge thee, who, though thou

hast the literal circumcision, art a transgressor

of the law ? Yes ; for according to the true in-

tent of the Mosaic dispensation, he is not really

a Jew, who is such only by a compliance with

the external ceremonies," (fee.

28. oil } h iv ., &c.] These Vords
supj)osc tlie answer of the foregoing words to be

made in the affirmative ; and the has refer-

ence to a clause omitted, q. d. [Yes truly] for

he, &c. 'El' riTi, for, externally.

Sub., from what follows. By&
iariv is meant b 'loiiiaTof.

29. Here- must be taken twice, as was
'louiuTo; before ; and by is to be under-
stood )/ . i. e. as is then explained,

the spiritual circumcision,— namely, that of the

heart, by cutting ofl' evil affections. See Dent.
X. 16". and Spencer de Leg. Jud. Rit. p. 50. OS,

i. e. of the real Jew just mentioned. The pas-

sage may be thus paraphrased :
" Such a one aims

not at, and may not gain, the praise of men ; but
he will receive both praise and acceptance from
Gr.d. " who seeth not as man seeth, and who tri-

eth the heart." We are not, however, to infer

from this, that the praise of men is to be despised.

It will, indeed, to all, except the sour ascetic,

ever have its value ; and so that that be not suffer-

ed to overbalance a far higher consideration, the

praise of God, it is an object of honourable am-
bition. To this purpose is the following fine re-
mark of an ancient writer ; 5' ,'/, , , -- . ' —-\, Xen. Mem. li. 1, 31.

III. In this Chapter the Apostle is chiefly oc-
cupied in refuting such objections to the preced-
ing statements, as might be supposed to occur to
Jews. After which he draws the conclusion, that
the Law is insufficient to justify a man before
God ; and that for tliut Justification, he will need
the righteovsness of Crod, through faith ; which
will, however, by no means tend to dispe?ise witli,

but rather confirm the obligations of, the moral
law. At vv. 1 — 20. there are four objections
made, or difficulties started ; which are removed
by the Apostle. 1. If the circumcised and the
uncircumcised be treated alike at the last judg-
ment, and the Jews are equally guilty with the
Gentiles, and if the external observance of the
Mosaic Law will not avail to justification, of what
advantage can Judaism be ? To this, the ansiver
at v. 2. is, that the benefit of greater spiritual
knowledge was conferred on the Jews, by being
entrusted with the oracles of God.
L Ti TO -.^ To for.
2. \ . .] " they were en-

trusted with the oracles of God." On this syntax
see Matthias and Win. Gr. Gi. denoted
properly an oracular response of any God. And
the diminutive form is probably used, because
such responses (as we find by many specimens in
the ancient historians and Pausan.), were almost
always very short. At. supply o'l

from the preceding , which is taken in
a. general sense, for ^.

.3. Here we liave the second objection, namely,
how the Apostle's views can be reconciled with
God's faithfulness to his promises, made to the
Jews ? q. d. supposing that many Jews have been
unbelieving and disobedient, shall this make the
pledged promise of God (to bless the seed of
Abraham) of none effect ? ;

" What then ?
'"'

So Demosth. cited by Wets. : , d' ;— — ;^ The interroga-
tion (which is more pointed by the use of the ,
an? num?) involves a strong negation, which is

expressed in following.

4. —?.] The difficulty here,
which has embarrassed so many of the Commen-
tators, might have been avoided by bearing in
mind, that the strong negation in con-
tains, by implication, an assertion of trie contrary,
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q. d. God is not proved unfaithful. This, indeed,

seems to be hinted at in the next words,,
&c., of which the full sense seems to be, " Let
but God be found true and faithful, [as He assur-

edly will] though every man were proved to be a

violator of the covenant." This assertion by im-

plication is more plainly developed in the words, &c., which are strangely mis-

understood by most Expositors ; and of which the

sense seems to be : So that the result may be (to

use the words of Scripture) that thou shouldest

be justified, or brought in clear, when thou art

called to account for thy dealings. Here there is

a forensic allusion : though the Deity is not, as

many Commentators suppose, considered as the

iudsce, but as a yarttj impleaded, which indeed the

terms and suggest ; and any defen-

dant who is brought in'clear of blame, may be said, because he carries his cause. The above

view of the sense is confirmed by Chrys., Theo-
phyl., and Phot, apud fficum. Thus the senti-

ment obtained by this rtc-com/;wi/ii<io?iof the words

of David, is as follows (in the \vords of Prof

Stuart) :
" Whenever God speaks liy way of re-

proving or condemning men, let Him be account-

ed altogether just, and let him be fully vindicat-

ed." The LXX. by, follow the sense,

rather than the letter of the Hebrew.
5. Here is another objection on the part of the

Jew, q. d. " If our unrighteousness display the

righteousness of God (the mode appointed by

God of becoming righteous by faith, i. 17.), would

he not be unrighteous, if he punished us for this

unrighteousness ? In other words, how can God
justly punish us for that unrighteousness which
establishes the necessity of that mode of justifi-

cation ordained in the Gospel ? " (Holden.)
— This is not well rendered com-

mands. It is plain, from the context and the course

of reasoning, that it must signify establishes, proves.

The word properly signifies to place togettier ; and

as juxta-positinn is necessary to proof, hence easily

arises the sense in question. On this the Apostle

now, in the person of the Jewish objector, pro-

pounds this difficulty, introduced by the formula, q. d. What answer can be made to this ?

In — thcr.e is great delicacy in the

wording; for the .Jew does not mean to positively

deny the justice of God in punishing; but only to

hint that it may be questinned. The full sense is,

"Is, or is not, God unjust ? " A milder way of

saying, " Is not Ciod unjust ? " The phrase -.
opyw may be rendered, " who visits with his

anger;" i. e., by implication, punishes. The
phrase has been found nowhere else, except in

Polyb. xxii. 14, 8, and is synonymous with fVi^t-

ptiv - found in Josephus.

The Apostle, though here speaking in the per-

son of the Jew, yet, to prevent any mistake of the

words , &.C., apprises liis readers that he

speaks in that quality. For the phrase av-

is best explained (with Chrys., The-
ophyl., Flacius, and Wets.) to mean, " I speak as

men are accustomed to speak, in self-justifica-

tion, when thus circumstanced ; and who, by a
sort of innate vice, seek to remove all the blame
from themselves, and throw it upon others."

6— 8. In these verses the objection is remov-
ed, and that on grounds conceded by the Jews

5

(as Chrys. says) .
— —] "Since, if this be the case,

how shall God judge the \vorld ? " viz. in righ-

teousness, which is involved in the very idea of

God's judging. By is implied Gentiles as

well as Jeivs. And as no Jew denied that the

Gentiles were to be judged, this is slaying the op-

ponent with his own weapon. The force of the
answer in v. G. is well expressed by Prof. Stuart

thus :
" Not at all ; for, on the same ground, you

might object to the truth, that God will judge the
world, and consequently punish the wicked; for
his justice will be so displayed as to redound to
his glory,"

7. In this verse (as Chrys., Theophyl., and
CEcum. remark) the sentiment of v. 5. is resumed
and completed, and the words are from the object-

or. Why the two parts were separated by the
Apostle, is well pointed out by Locke. The sense
of the passage may be expressed, with Grot, and
Wolf, as follows ;

" If the fact of the Jews having
broken the covenant [by not believing in Christ]
has been the cause that the promise of God has
been extended{) to a still greater num-
ber of people, why are the Jews punished as sin-

ners ? It would be enough for them to lose the
privileges of the covenant; or rather, they should
continue to live wickedly, because good comes
from it to the world at large.• may be rendered "false dealing, un-
faithfulness ; " by an idiom frequent in the O. T,,
on which see AVclls. But it has been justly re-
marked by Locke, that St. Paul here used this

term in preference to or- for

the sake of the antithesis in "'the truth or veracity

of God." See Bp. Sanderson's 2d Sermon ad
Clerum.

8. Koi ' — ;] I have in Re-
cens. Synop. proved at large, that of the many
methods which have been proposed of adjusting

the construction and determining the sense, the

only satisfactory one is that of Chrys. and the
Greek Commentators, as also Zeger, Pise, Crel-
lius, and Stuart. The Apostle is here speaking
in his own. person, not in that of the objector; and
the words are an answer to the preceding objec-
tion ; not indeed a res^ulur one, but meant to

show its futility, by pushing it as far as it will go.
With the ) we must repeat from the preced-
ing. Thus the sense 7na2j be, " And why [at this

rate] may not we (as we are slanderously report-
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that good may come ?
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I prefer, however, (with
Grot., Hamm., Wolf, Limborch, and Stuart), at

to supply, from tlie Xtytiv of the paren-
thesis,, and at\< Sub. -
yovrei. The words foUowinij '

are exegetical of the preceding, " Why
may we not maintain (as we are slanderously re-

ported to do) let us do evil," Sec. This supply-
ing of a word from a parenthetical clause is in-

deed an irregularity in composition ; but occurs
in the best writers, especially Thucydides. By
the we is meant vie Christians ; and, consequent-
ly, the may mean non-Christian calumnia-
tors, whether Gentiles or Jews. Thus ' is re-

dundant, as coming after a verb of speaking, and
introducing words reported to be said. And the
whole passage may be freely translated :

" Why
then may we not say (as some do actually, though
slanderously [whose condemnation is just] accuse
us of saying.) let us," itc. By /

is simply meant, '• whose offence is such as
to justly merit punishment [from (Jod]." On the
full instruction to be deduced from this passage,
see Bp. Sanderson ap. DOyly and Mant.

!)— 20. The Jew again asks :
" AVhat then have

we Jews any pre-eminence over the (ientiles ?"
To which the Apostle replies :

•' You have none,
in respect to the matter that I am discussing.

All are sinners. I'our own Scriptures do abun-
dantly bear testimony that your nation are trans-
gressors as well as the heathen. Prophets of dif-

ferent ages have borne testimony to this point

;

and testimony which conveys charges of the most
aggravated nature, vv. 10— 18. Now as what is

thus said in the .Scriptures was plainly said con-
cerning the Jews, it follows, that your own sacred
books bear testimony to the same doctrine which
I affirm to be true. Consequently, the whole
world, Jews and Gentiles, are guilty before God,
V. 19. It follows from this, that salvation in any
other way than by gratuitous pardon through
Christ, is altogether impossible," v. 20. (Stuart.)

The words ; ; evidently contain
another objectinn, which is immediately answered
in the words following. It has, however, always
been a disputed point among Interpreters whether
we should point ri oZv ; ; or oZv•

: In the former case, the sense will be,
" What then ? have we any superiority [or not] ?

"

In the latter, "What then is our superiority?"
as Theodoret explains, oZv ,
there being an ellip. of. Now this yields a
very good sense ; but is liable to this strong ob-
jection,— that the answer - will not then
be suitable ; since that can only mean No cer-

iainlij ; i. e. certainly not. So Theophyl. explains. AVhereas, with the other punctuation
(which is supported by almost all the MSS., sev-
eral Versions and Fathers, and almost all the Edi-
tions from the Ed. Princ. to V\ater's) the answer
is very apt. And there is nothing objectionable
in the phraseology of the question. There may

too be an ellipsis of supposed. Render :
" ^Vhat

then am I to infer from your words ? Have we
any superiority over the Gentiles, or have we
not ? " The reason for the placing of a comma
after oh will appear from Recens. Synop. in loc.

and my Note on Thucyd. iii. 66.

9..] Of the various interpreta-

tions of this difficult term, the only two deserv-
ing of attention are, — 1. that of Grot., Tol., Par.,

Schmidt, and Locke, " we have convicted." 2.

That of almost all the ancient and most modern
Commentators, "we have proved," or showed;
which latter sense seems preferable, and as ahia
signifies catise, so may signify to show
cause, and simply to show. Perhaps, however,
the true sense is that expressed by Prof. Stuart,
" we have already made the charges against."

Rather, '• charged on." See Johnson's Diction-

ary. Or there may here be a sensus prsegnans
conjoining the significations prove and convict,

the latter being adapted to the v<p', where '. is rightly explained by
Erasm., Beza, Pise, Par., and Koppe, " are

brought under and liable to be [truly] charged
with sin, (so at v. 19,) implying liability

to punishment from God. This truth is then con-
firmed by^^everal testimonies from various parts

of the O. T. ; though all of them are found to-

gether in some good MSS. at Ps. xiv. The form. may be rendered, " So that we may
here apply the words of Scripture." There can
be no doubt that the charge was very applicable

to both Gentiles and Jews at that time ; especially

if (with several Commentators, ancient and mod-
ern,) we view the strong expressions of David as

Orientalisms, and to be interpreted with limita-

tion
; q. d. " It is hard to find one who has any

sense of goodness, any attachment to God, or

regard for virtue." See John iii. 32.

The Commentators remark on the " looseness
with which the following texts are cited." But
the words — were not in-

tended by the Apostle as a citatimi. It should
seem that he meant at first to express only the
substance of wliat the Psalmist asserts in Ps. xiv.

1 ifc 2 ; and that then, warm with his subject, he
proceeded to advert to what follows, and also to

other passan;es ; in doing \vhich he then re-

sorted to citation. And indeed he has cited very
exactly, except in vv. 1.5 iSc 17, where, however,
the sense is the very same, though the \vording is

a little different, (but with some countenance
from the MSS.) together with a slight abridge-

ment. The alteration of into at v.

14. is only adopted for occonanodation^s sake.'' and h are 7iot synonymous
;

but the latter is a stronger term than the former.
On the whole of the passage see Stuart.

12. .'] There may here be a very
common idiom of the Greek language

; (on which
I have fully treated on Thucyd. i. 91, 1.) and thus the sense will be, " they are

become vile and noxious." As, however, the
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' .
Hebrew has inSxJ nSX; to turn j i. e. be-
come sour or corrupt, the sense seems rather to

be, " are become depraved." '
is a Hellenistic phrase for ''.

13. {.'\ On the ratio metapJiorcB

the Commentators are not agreed ; most referring

it to offensive and poisonous discourse, sent forth

from the throat of the wicked, as noisome stenches
from an opened sepulchre. This, however, is so
far fetched, that we may prefer the interpretation

adopted by Grot., Crcll., Para?., Tayl., Kop., and
most recent Commentators, who take this as a

description of the calumny by which the wicked
destroy their fellow-creatures : and regard-

(gaping), as denoting the readiness to destroy
them, as a grave seems ready for and expects the
dead. Perhaps, however, all this is a description

not of calummj, but of blood-thirstiness. So Prov.
i. 12. " Let us swallow them up alive as the
grave ;" which passage seems to have been here
in the mind of the Apostle. See also Ps. xxi. 9;
XXXV. 25; Ivi. 1 & 2; Ivii. 3; cxxiv. 3. Is. xlii.

14. Thus, a little further on, we have, " their

feet are swift to shed blood ;
" a most graphic de-

scription of the Zelotce and Sicarii, as represented
in the pages of Josephus. It is well observed by
Stuart, that " the object of these quotations is to

show that charges of guilt were made in ancient

times not less severe than those now made by the
Apostle

; q. d. You cannot accuse me of making
str:Mige and heavy charges against you. Your own
Scriptures are filled with such." The learned
Commentator shows at large, tliat the passages

have no direct bearing on the universal depravity

of the human race, since the context and the

scope of the speaker will not permit that.

—] for ilioXiovv. A Macedonian and
Hellenistic form, but said to be derived from the

B(Eotian dialect. See Win. Gr. ^\ 9. 3. a. This
use ioXiouv in the sense to use craft or guile, is

frequent in the Sept., but very rare in the Clas-
sical writers.

— <of'—'.] This and the next
clause, which is exegetical of it, are meant to des-

ignate that foul calumny, which cankers the

brightest reputation, and those bitter biting

speeches, which sting even to death !

15. &1—.\ The sense is: "they are

eagerly bent on shedding blood." .So Appian p.

873. speaking of the murderers of Ca!sar, says :^ tl i \ .
1C, 17. —.] The general sense

seems to be :
" All their plans and aims are evil

;

good, or happiness, never enters into their

thoughts or cares."

18. ovK —\ .] The Philo-
logical illustrators might have aptly compared
Hesiod. ". 185. where, after inveighing at con-
siderable length on the vices of the men of his age,

he thus concludes : ! ^.
19. —.] This is meant (as the

Greek Commentators suggest) to anticipate the
objection of his Jewish opponents :

" these heavy
charges were not directed against us." Yes, says

the Apostle, but they have reference to you; for

what the Scriptures there say, is said with a ref-

erence to persons under the law, i. e. Jews, the

very people of God. ^/' is a popular expres-

sion, equivalent to " it is well known." iv

is for : And in 7, tSiC,

is implied , &c., q. d. " it is addressed
to Jews, and consequently meant of Jews." The
argument is, that as the Jews believed the Heathens
deserved the condemnation of God, and as their

Scriptures represented the Jews as being all deep-
ly guilty in the sight of God, so the conclusion

contained in the next verse, that the ^vhole world
must be regarded as hable to condemnation, is

correctly drawn.
and its compounds are often used by

the later writers in the sense " to put to silence,"

by leaving any one witliout an apology. -
is for h i-d . And here implies.

20. SiOTt.] This should, I think, be rendered,
not propterea quod, wherefore, with most Com-
mentators, but quia, (with the Syr. and Vulg.)

for, or because. is by many Commenta-
tors taken for , " the Mosaic, or Cere-
monial Law," But besides the grammatical ob-

jections to this mode, which I have urged in

Recens. Synop., it may be remarked, with Bp.

Middl., that " any such an explanation falls short

of the Apostle's argument. It is his purpose to

show, that nn man whaterrr can be justified, by
the works either of the Jewish Law or of any
other; nana, like i in the preceding
verse, cannot but be understood universally ; and
what follows (5i(i -:, is

plainly an universal proposition." The same view
is taken by Beza, Crell., (irot., Locke, Whitby,
and Taylor. See also Prof Stuart, who shows at

large that the above is contrary to the scope of

tlie Apostle here and elsewhere in his Epistles.

From all which (he adds) it results, that

must here mean the moral law, whether written

or unwritten, i. e. law in general, any law, wheth-
er applicable to Gentile or Jew, any rule which
prescribes a duty, by obedience to which men
might claim a promise of reward." In &ia
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there is an ellip. of, q. d. by the law is

only afforded a knowledge of sin (i. e. it makes
men sensible that they are sinners, and liable to

God's condemnation), not a mode of atoning for

it, or a method of restoring the sinner again to

favour and acceptance, and consequently affords

no hopes of pardon or justificiition. Having come
to this conclusion in argument, the Apostle pro-

ceeds, V. 21 — 30., to point out the method where-
by alone men, whether Jews or Gentiles, can be
justified •, namely, the righteousness of God, or

the /iislificatioii hij faitli revealed in the Gospel, and
through the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ, by
which all boasting is excluded, since this justifi-

cation, from its very nature, must be gratuitous.

Thus all, both Jews and Gentiles, are placed on
the same footing ; and this doctrine is no other
than the Old Testament also.

On the sense of here intended by
the Apostle, see Bp. Bull's Harm. Apost. Diss. i.

eh. 1.

21. The Apostle now reverts to the subject he
had slightly treated on at i. 17., namely, that by
the Gospel alone, is shown the way to salvation

;

and he here sums it up and asserts it more fully.

The sense contained in the present verse may be
thus expressed :

" But now (i. e. under the present

dispensation, the Gospel) a method ofjustification
appointed by God, without reference to obedience
to law of any kind, is revealed and promulgated;
a method [which is no novelty, but] whose ex-

istence is attested by the Law and the Prophets."
This sense of^ ie occurs in Heb. ix. 26., where
vjjv^^i is put in opposition to the time of the Lair.
JVor is it confined to the IV. T. It occurs also in

the Classic;il writers, e. gr. Thucyd. ui. 43.,

if, " but as the case now stands."

22. if .] There is here an epa-
na/ppsis, the force of which resides in the it.

denotes the efficient or instrumental cause, as at

y. 24. .30. Gal. ii. 16., where the death of Christ
is said to be the evident, and faith in Christ the
cat/se of our salvation. On this oiu see Bp.
Bull's Harm. Ap. p. 13.

With d; navTdi Commentators are
not a little perplexed. Some would cancel the

in't. But the authority for this is very
slender, and quite insufficient, and internal evi-

dence is wholly in favour of the words. Nor can
the assertion of many recent Commentators, that
the Ka} signifies even, or niny be pleonastic, be
admitted. The only way of removing the diffi-

culty is that which is suggested by the epa-
nalepsls in biK. ii , namely, to supply -

from the preceding, " pro-
mulgated unto all." The Apostle, I conceive,
adds Koi Im, not to express the same sense,
but another, namely, this :

" And which is meant
for all ;

" implying, that thoush meant for all, it

will not be hestoired on all. This is. I find, con-
firmed by the opinion of Pr. Stuart, vho thinks
that " the - is thrown in to guard against
the idea, that the actual bestowment of justifica-

tion is as universal as the offers of it." ', de-
noting the fnal end, or inteiit, is frequent both
in the Scriptural and Classical writers.,
"distinction;" (from, to set, or put
apart), i. e. (as Prof. Stuart explains) in regard to
the matter of justification by faith, or gratuitous
justification, all men, whether Jews or Gentiles,
stand in the same need of it, and must perish
without it : justification by " deeds of law," i. e.

perfect obedience to any law, being impossible.
23. This verse adduces the reason of this im-

possibility ;— . . .] '-' properly signifies to be left behind in a
race ; but is here used in a figurative sense,
which will depend on the sense ascribed to

; which some interpret " the image
of God, in which man was created," others more
probably, understand the glortj and happiness of
heaven, as ii. 10. v. 2. viii. 18. But it should
rather seem to mean, " what will produce that,"
namely, " the favour and approbation of God."
And this carries with it the other sense. Thus
the term . v.'ill be very suitable, since
often signifies to come too late for any thing oT
person (so Thucyd. iii. 31. '.
vii. 39.), and consequently to miss of any thing.

24..] I have proved at large in Re-
cens. Synop. that the true sense is, " having, or
being to be justified;" particip. for verb, and
Indie, for Subjunct. This view I find supported
by Prof. Stuart, who explains, " that all who ob-
tain justification, must obtain it gratuitously, and
only by virtue of the redemption that Christ hath
accomplished." «', " ofmere favour," with-
out reference to merit.
—.] The word properly denotes

a delivering any one from death or captivity by
paying the, or price of deliverance. Most
recent Commentators assign the sense deliver-

ance, without any reference to ransom paid.

There is, however, an allusion thereto, and no
more. It here denotes "the method of redemp-
tion provided by Jesus Christ." See Bp. Bull's

Harm. Ap. p. 6., and Exam. p. 71.

2.5. TTooHhro.] I have, in Recens. Synop. shown,
that of the several senses assigned to the word, that
of " set forth," or "publicly appointed," is the
best. It is not so easy to fix the sense of \-
piov, wliich is derived from the adjective\,
and often denotes "the covering of the Ark."
Thus mnny eminent Commentators take .. here
as a highly figurative expression, and suppose the
sense to be, — that as the pardon of God was for-

merly dispensed from the mercii-seat, being pro-
cured by the victim offered before it, so it is now
dispensed from Christ, being procured by his

sacrifice of himself, through faith in his blood.
This, however, is open to serious objections,

which are strongly urcred by Stuart ; who, with
reason, agrees with Grot., Le Clerc, Kypke, Tur-
retin. Elsn., and Tholuck, in supposing it to be
an adjective used substantively (like,, &.C.), and, by the ellipsis oi

,
Dl , de-
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noting an expiatory victim, a propitiatory sacri-

fice, by alone the metaphor can be made
congruous. Of this they adduce an example
from Dio Chrys. 'Ei' ' must not (as

is generally supposed) be connected with, but, as some of the best E.xpositors (in-

cluding Prof. Stuart) are agreed, with.
And this Bp. Bull has evinced with his usual abil-

ity, Examen p. 7., who renders :
" Quern pro-

posuit Deus placamentum in Sanguine sue per

fidem."
— ch hSei^iv Sik. airoii] " in order to declare

His justice and righteousness," [including his ve-

racity] ; or, as others explain. His mercifulness,

ndptcrii', forgiveness ; literally, " passing by."-. committed before the coming of Christ.

26. iv T-fi ^] "by the forbearance." At
xpoc, &c., there is an epanalepsis, like

tliat of Sl•, supra V. 21. 'Ev. i. e. tlie time of the Gospel dispensation.

— iiKawv.] No little difference of opinion ex-

ists as to the sense of this word ;
which some

eminent Expositors interpret merciful, others,

faithful to his promise. But however these sig-

nifications may be permitted by the usus loquendi,

yet, as Stuart has shown, neither is here allowed

by the context and the course of the reasoning.

it is therefore best to retain the usual significa-

tion just. "In the clause dc — '], the

Apostle (says Stuart) looks back to the whole
sentiment proposed in vv. 21 —j-24 ; which is, that

all men are sinners, and that a regard merely to

the Law, i. e. a sense of justice merely on the

part of (Jod, or he being merely, does not

in itself permit justification by overlooking or set-

ting aside the penalty of the Law; but the death

of Christ is an expedient of infinite wisdom, by

Avhich the full claims of the Law may be admit-

ted, and yet the penalty avoided, because a moral

compensation or eijuivalent has been provided,

by the sulTcriniis of him wjio died in the sinner's

stead." Thus the atonement of a Redeemer has

made the exercise of (Jod's mercy consistent with

his justice. And (as Bengel happily expresses

it) " Suinmum hie parado.xon cvangeiicum ; nam
in Lese conspicitur Deus Justus et condemnans,
in Evangelic Justus ipse, et justificans pccca-

tores."

27. The Apostle now infers from what has

been said, that all reason for boasting of their

proper merits was excluded both to Jews and
Gentiles.
— i(/< Trlarewc] i. e. by the law which re-

quires faith as the condition of justification and
refers every tiling to faitli alone, and the grace of

God.

28. '>< oZv.] 12 MSS. and some Latin

Versions and Fathers have . , which is

edited by Griesb., Knapp, and Tittm. ; but rashly
;

since the common reading is not only supported

by the strongest testimony, both external and in-

ternal. For it was as likely that oZv should be
changed to by the early Critics, as to oZv.

Besides, the context effectually excludes \, and
demands oZv, as is observed by Tholuck and Rinck.

The sense may be thus expressed :
" We come,

then, to this conclusion— that man (meaning men
at large, both Jews and Gentiles) is justified by
faith ; apart from and without reference to the

works of any law." So it is well observed by
Stuart, that "what is meant by being Justified Inj

faith is sufficiently plain here, inasmuch as it is

opposed to justification by works, i. e. on the

score of merit, or perfect obedience." The learn-

ed Commentator, therefore, explains the words
to mean, " we count it as certain that men are

justified in a. gratuitniis iiiamier, through faith in

Christ, and not by perfect obedience to the Law."
This view of the sense is supported by the weighty
authority of Bp. Bull, vho in his Harm. Evang.
and elsewhere strenuously maintains this view.

29. )j
— ,] What is here said

seems intended to refute an objection of the Jew-
ish adversary ; who might lay hold on the term

in the generic sense, and ask, " What,
then, is (iod the (iod of the Gentiles as well as

the Jews '? " For that is, I conceive, the sense

contained in the timidly expressed question !)-
—. See supra vv. 5 & 9, and Notes.

To this the Apostle replies first by an interroga-

tion, and then by a plain, assertion, which is, in

the next verse, supported by the reason; namely,
that one and the same Ciod haih himself establish-

ed this method of justification both for Jews and
(ientiles, and therefore must be the God of the

latter as well as of the former.

30. On the difference, if any, between -
and , and why the Apostle

should have used both expressions, and not pre-

ferred either one or the other, much has been
said, but nothing determined. The Apostle, I

conceive, did not moan tlie very sa?ne sense in

both, nor use the diflercnce solely for the sake

of the antithesis ; but meant thereby to hint at a

certain difference in the mode of justification.

The Jews (the) would be justified out of
faith [in the (iospol] namely, by Christian faith

being added to their Jewish faitli ; but the Gen-
tiles solely Ihrouo-li the faith [the Gospel], with-

out any part of the religion they had professed

being left as a substratum.

31. .'] Not the law (for there is no Arti-
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cle) but law, i. e. whether that of Revelation or
nature. Of course it must, from the context, (as

Tayl. and Middl. have seen) mean moral obedience,

as being opposed to faith (and grace). "Few
texts of Scripture (observes the latter), when
rightly understood, are more important."

IV. Here commences Part ii. of the Epistle

(extending from hence to the end of ch. viii.) in

which it is proved, that the Gospel doctrine of
justification by faith, or gratuitous justification,

does 7wl make void any Law, whetlier natural or
revealed, but is quite consistent with both. The
Apostle had before evinced, 1. that justification

and salvation are by faith only, gratuitous, and
not by works of law ; 2. that to this the Gentile
has an equal claim with the Jew. But there ex-
isted two prejudices in the mind of the Jew;—
07ie founded on their notions of the merit of Cir-
cumcision, as entitlincr them to the favour of God
(which would lead them to hold that justification

is by works of Law), the other founded on their

birth-right,— as the children of Abraham, and
heirs of the promise made to him. And this

would lead them to deny that the Gentile has an
equal claim to justification with the Jew. These
two prejudices the Apostle now proceeds to en-
counter ; ihe former, by adverting to Abraham,
the father of circumcision ; the latter, by exam-
ining the grounds of the covenant made with
Abraham and his seed. He thus confirms both
the above conclusions; proving, 1. that Abraham
himself was justified by faith, and not by circum-
cision : (iv. 1— 12.) that therefore justification is

by faith, i. e. is gratuitous, and not by works of
law; and belongs to the uncircumcised Gentiles,

no less than to the Jews. 2. That the believing
Gentiles are part of the true seed of Abraham, in-

tended in the promise: (iv. 13— 18.) and that

therefore the Gentiles, by faith in Jesus Christ,

have equal claim with the Jews to justification,

and all other benefits of the covenant. See
Young.

\. ovv, &c.] The oSvis concbisive, and
the general sense is : What, then, shall we say that

Abraham our father obtained [for justification] as
to [any advantage from] the works of the flesh —
or fleshly and external ordinances. Why Paul
introduces the case of Abraham, in distinction

from that of the Jews at large, see Stuart. The
passage is akin to thatatiii. 1. Some, as Hamm.,
place a mark of interrogation after. And
this is agreeable to the manner of St. Paul ; but
it has not the least countenance from the ancient
Versions : and, moreover, an ellip. of after

is alike harsh and unnecessary.
maij be construed either with, or with. The former of these

modes is preferred by several ancient, and many
modern Interpreters. And the sense thus pro-
duced is good ; but a harsh transposition must
then be supposed, and the sense at . left defi-

cient, nay. Wets, affirms, untrue. It is therefore
better, with other ancient and most modern Com-
mentators, to take it with. and thus the
reasoning will be complete. does not,

as is commonly supposed, refer exclusivebi to cir-

VOL. . ^

cumcision; but extends also to the other external
rites of the Law, as opposed to the. at
yv. 4 &, 15, and denotes (as is said at Heb. vii. 16.
ix. 10.) such as are performed. Thus sometimes (as Gal. iv. 23.
Rom, ix. 8.) denotes what is external or physical,
in opposition to what is internal and spiritual.

See also 1 Cor. x. 18. Phil. iii. 3. Gal. vi. 12,
where it, as here, refers to external privileges,
but especially to circumcision, as a sign of the
covenant. See Stuart, who, after an elaborate
discussion, determines to refer to cir-

cumcision. The interrogation implies, as often, a
strong negation, which is supposed in the follow-
ing yap, where we have a reason for the nega-
tion.

2. £(' — 6.'\ In order to ascer-
tain the true sense of this verse, it is necessary
first to decide whether the words are to be sup-
posed to come from the Jewish objector, or from
the Apostle. And the particle has so exten-
sive a use, that the point may yet be left undeter-
mined. On either of the above views a good sense
is made out : in the former case, by Dr. Taylor;
in the latter, by Prof Stuart: and indeed, after

all, the sentiment is much the same according to
either. Yet the latter, as being the more natural
mode, seems to deserve the preference. It has
been well remarked that the general declaration,
in fact, includes two— the Major and the Minor
of an hypothetical syllogism, from \vhich the con-
clusion (which is suppressed) may easily be co//fc<-

ed. Thus the sense may be expressed as follows:
' I grant that Abraham had advantages from his
external privileges ; he was, however, not justi-

fied by any works or merit of his own ; certainly
not in the sight of God [however he might of
mcn~\ ; for the Scripture saith," &c. This the
Apostle proceeds to prove from the Old Testa-
ment.

3. fii . .] i, e. reposed implicit
credence on God's assurances ; and especialhj as
to what seemed, at the time of the promise, high-
ly improbable, — the having a very numerous oflT-

spring.

— avTiTj Sik.] On the interpretation
of these \vords the Commentators are by no means
agreed. The ancient and early modern ones rec-
ognise in them the doctrine of imputed rjtrhteous-

7iess ; while most recent Commentators take them
to mean no more than this :

" Abraham believed
in God, and his belief was accounted in him as
righteousness, and, accordingly, he obtained the
favour of God." See Grot., Schleus., and laspis.

And so (I add) it must have been taken by Philo

p. 493, who, in the course of a copious explana-
tion of the nature of this faith, says it was -/ : also by Chrysost. i. 489.
And, indeed, St. James ii. 23, applies the passage
in that sense ; which it may doubtless admit,—
but it is surely susceptible of a higher sense ; and
this St. Paul has here chosen to adopt; for the
context plainly shows that far more is meant by
the vords than the recent Commentators are wil-
ling to allow. The following seems to be the
full sense :

" Abraham placed entire confidence
in God and his promises, with respect to offspring,

4
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&C. performing all such things as, by the light of

nature, reason, and conscience, he supposed

would be acceptable to God ; though unenlight-

ened by that future revelation of his will which

he anxiously anticipated. Therefore God reck-

oned his pious reliance and devotedness to him
for, and took them instead of, all those more per-

fect observances of faith and practice which a fu-

ture revelation of his will should promulgate and
enjoin.'' So Prof. Stuart, after remarking that

the phrase eh &ik- being at v. 4. inter-

changed with Xoyi^cT-iii ', affords a satis-

fiictoi-y view of its meaning, thinks it must be,

that in consequence of Abraham's belief, he was
treated or accepted as righteous ; i. e. he was gra-

tuitously justified. Seevv. 4, 5. Of this sense

of (by which it is synonymous with A-
'') Stuart adduces examples from Levit. xvii.

4. Hos. viii. 12. 1 Sam. i. 13. Lam. iv. 2. Rom.
iv. 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 22, 23, 24. "In judging

Abraham (says Mackn.), God will place on the

one side of the account his duties,— on the other

his performances. And on the side of his per-

formances he will place his faith, and by mere
favour will value it as equal to a complete per-

formance of his duties, and reward him as if he
were a righteous person. But neither here, nor

in Gal. iii. 6, is it said That Christ's righteous-

ness ivas counted to Abraham. Furtlier, as it is

nowhere said in Scripture, that Christ's righ-

teousness was imputed to Abraham, so neither is it

said anywhere that Christ's righteousness is im-

puted to believers. In short, the uniform doc-

trine of Scripture is, that the believer's faith is

counted to him for righteousness by the mere grace

or favour of God through Jesus Christ ; that is,

on account of what Christ hath done to procure

that favour for them. That is all. Nor does the

Scripture carry the matter farther." On the doc-

trine of imputed righteousness, see Mackn. here,

and Prof Stuart ; and on the nature of faith and
irorks, as contradistinguished by St. Paul, see Bp.

Bull's Harm. Apost. and Prof. Stuart on this pas-

sage.

4. ' ? '\ An illustration taken from com-
mon life. " Now to the labourer his wages are

not reckoned as a/(ii)OMi•, but regarded as the pay-

ment of a debt." Of course, it is implied that the

work is done ; for that is indispensable to the ap-

plication, which is liere, as often, mixed up with

the illustration. Wets, compares Thucyd. ii. 40.

ovK ,' 6^ .
add Hcrodian ii. 1 1, 1 1.' , • oXua

dhrbv,' ^, {'-. By ifjy. must here be meant, " To him
who performs all the , who yields entire

obedience to the precepts of the law."

5. i( fpy.] This is to be explained from

> ., and must therefore mean, He who does
not perform his duty thoroughly, and therefore

has nothing whereof to boast, cannot pretend to

have wrought all righteousness, and therefore

cannot rest on it. See Bp. Bull's Harm. Apost.

p. 29. The words &i—, then,
must be explained with reference to -
vio. And hence Commentators have done wrong
in limiting the sense to believing, since it seems
to include abandonment of all claim to salvation

on the score vwrks, and such hearty and entire

acceptance of the plan of salvation//- ^rijce•,

as shall secure a competent fulfilment of tlie con-
ditions on which justification and acceptance are

suspended. Now if this be the sense of ., it

will follow that must sig-

nify who justifielh the sinner ; for it clearly ap-

pears from the context that ) is only a

variation in phrase for , and is to be
explained in exact conformity to that term.

To such a person, it is added,, by which is meant, that " his

faithful, though imperfect service (in many things, and therefore) is accounted

and reckonedfor righteousness : or, in other words,

he is treated as the, and hath, -, the assigned to him, as if it were an."
6. . &c.] q. d. "This mode of jus-

tifying men is agreeable to what David says, when
he speaks of the blessedness," &c. Xojok,
" apart from works," without any consideration

of the merit of the works, and consequently by
grace only. It is plain that, to impute, or reckon,

righteousness without works, is the same as to ?';«-

pute faith for righteousness. On this and the next
two vv. see Bp. Bull's Examen, p. 23.

7. .] Literally, "are covered up," "put
out of sight," i. e. (as the parallelism requires)

forgiven.
8. ov .] This is plainly equiva-

lent to the foregoing phrase, and (as Stuart ob-

serves) plainly shows what Paul means by failli

being imputed for righteousness. As to the ratio

metaphorce, Cainer. and Grot, remark that it is

drawn from the(/ of men who have deal-

ings in trade : where, if any expense be justly

charged, it must be paid; but it may be cross-'d

out, or withdrawn, and then it is not liable to be

paid.

9. The Apostle has now prepared the way to

refute the special allegation designed to be made
by the question at ver. I. He has already shown
that justification on the ground of merit is out of

the question ; for even Abraham and David were
justified gratuitously, and not f|. (Stuart.)

He now proceeds to prove (up to v. 25.) that the

blessedness of justification without reference to

works is not confined to the Circumcision (i. e.

the Jews), but extends to the Gentiles also;

which position is established, 1. from Abraham
having been justified before he was circumcised

(v. 9— 12.); from which it is argued that the

Gentiles, therefore, who have the same faith

as Abraham, will have it in the same way
counted to them for righteousness. 2. This ex-
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tent of blessing is proved from God's promise to

Abraham.
— , &c.] There is here a short

clause omitted, to which the belongs, q. d.

[We may see this, too, by the case of Abrahiu/i,]

for we have said, &c. With respect to the facts

themselves, .\braham was not circumcised till he

was 99 years old, v. 25. But before Ishmael was
born, Abraham had his faith counted to him for

righteousness, Gen. xv. 6. compared with Gen.
xvi. 16. Whence it is evident that Abraham was
justified in uncircumcision more than 13 years

before he and his family were made the visible

church and people of God by circumcision.

11. \. .] The Apostle's mean-
ing is, that though Abraham's receiving circum-

cision after he was justified, was a proof that cir-

cumcision did not cause that justification, never-

theless circumcision was not without its use ;
—

being a, or, a sign and seal, a pledge
and confirmation of the acceptance of his faith

while uncircumcised. On this sense of,
see Note on John iii. 33 ; and on the present

verse, see Stuart, who, in common with other

Expositors, regards . as c^egetical of,
and considers both words as meant to express the

same thing ; but here conjoined, to strengthen

the sense. For my own part, I am, on mature
consideration, induced to consider, as con-

nected solely with- • and I apprehend the

sense to be :
" He received the mark of circum-

cision ; " there being an allusion to the mark in

the flesh which is always left by circumcision.

So in my Note on Thucyd. ii. 49. 7. (Transl.) I

have proved that the effects of violent disorders,

whether in scars or otherwise, are said-
vtiv, to leave their mark on the body ; in which
way the term is used not only by Medical writers

(as Hippocrates and Galen), but also by others,

as Pausanias vii. 24. 6. if -
(leaves its mark), <f«;, (fcc. .So c<ppa-

in Lycoph. Cass. 780 ; and both terms in Eurip.

Iph. Taur. 1372. &7 if -
voi. Thus there will be no difficulty respecting

the Genitive, which will be simply defnitive, i. e.

of kind. That circumcision was considered as a

seal of their covenanted privileges by the Jews,
is clear from numerous passages cited by Schoettg.

and Wets.
At sub., Or. ,' a.,

" so that he is." denotes figuratively au-
thor, pattern. See John viii. 18. James i. 17.' is for iv, " in an uncir-

cumcised state." Comp. Gen. xvii. 5.

12. ' .'\ Sub. , "the uncir-

cumcised." ^ 7 is a phrase
importing similarity and conformation to, imita-

tion. &c. The 7 before ^, at which
some Expositors have stumbled, and which Tho-
luck thinks is solcecistic, Stuart regards as a re-

sumption of the sentence begun with the preced-
ing , and interrupted by the, aWu .

13. The Apostle now proceeds to another con-
firmation of his assertion respecting gratuitous

justification ; and encounters the second preju-

dice,— that the Gentiles, as not being Abraham's
seed, could not be entitled to the promises. The
Jew gloried in belonging to a nation to whom
God had given a revealed law, and looked upon
the pref^minence this gave him, as a proof that

God would shew him especial favour. To take

away all ground of glorying in this respect, the

Apostle proceeds to remind them, that Abraham
was not justified by any such privilege ; the Law
being given above 400 years after his time. With
respect to this, he observes, that the great promise
of the heavenly inheritance, made to Abraham
and his seed, did not rest at all upon tlie Law,
including the ordinance of circumcision ; so as to

constitute those only heirs, who were Abraham's
children according to the flesh ; but it rested on
the righteousness offaith, so as to constitute those
the true children of Abraham, interested in the
blessing, who follow the example of the faith of
Abraham. (Stuart and Young.)

If we may judge from the remarkable diversity

of opinion among Commentators, it would seem
no easy matter to determine the nature of this

promise, and the true sense in which Abraham,
and also his seed, is said to be -. 1. Alnjost all the ancient, and most of the

earlier modern Commentators take the words in

a spiritual sense, and refer them to the universal

prevalence of true relisnon, comprehended in the
promise, " in thee shall all the nations of the earth
be blessed ;

" all believers being regarded as Abra-
ham's children. 2. Glass, Crell., Par., Gomar,
Pise, Bp. Bull, Mackn., Amnion, Hardy, Hamm.,
Parkh., Schleus., and Slade understand ,
not of the earth only, but the land, viz. of Canaan.
And it is remarked by Mr. Slade, that Ihe j?rsi

promise, i. e. of the land of Canaan, was not made,
as Whitby asserts, to Abraham on his circumcisic/n,

but upon his belief in God'sword ; as appears from
Gen. XV. 6. 7, where the land he was thus to pos-
sess was a type of a better country, i. e. a heaven-
ly (Gen. xvii. 7, 8. Hebr. xi. 14, 16.), promised to

the sons of Abraham in every age, i. e. to those
who, Tike him, practically believe the word of
God." Therefore (continues he) refers

primarily to the land of promise, and secondarily
to the blessings vouchsafed to all believers. 3.

Koppe and Rosenm. remai-k that —
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iivat was a perpetual phrase for desig-

nating the felicity promised to Abraham and his

seed. So Tanchuma p. 1G5. 1. Abrahamo patri

meo Deus possidendum dedit ccelum et terram.

A mode of speaking derived from Gen. xii. 7. vii.

13, 13. XV. 7. But f\j{in) which properly

denoted Palestine, was gradually understood of

the whole ivorUl, especially when, in a later age,

the prophecies contained promises of an universal

empire to Abraham's posterity, by means of the

Messiah. Whichever of the above interpreta-

tions be adopted, must (as it very well

may) be taken in the sense possessor, a significa-

tion derived from the Hebrew idiom. But no

easy matter is it to determine which of the above

interpretations deserves the preference. It should

seem that the third, specious as it may seem, is

scarcely tenable, as offering too vague and gen-

eral a sense ; whereas it is plain from ver. 17.

that a particular one was intended. Of the other

two, the rst has much to recommend it, and is

adopted by Prof Stuart. I am myself, however,

inclined to prefer the second. The promise is

considered as two-fold: 1. to Abraham and his

posterity, taken literally of the possession of the

land of Canaan ; 2. spiritually, viz. of the spiritual

seed of Abraham (referred to supra v. 11.), and

importing that they shall be co-extensive with the

world ; a fulfilment of the promise that in him
should all the families (i. e. nations) of the earth

be blessed. The words 6iu ; are

explained by Stuart to mean, that it was gratui-

tously given ; faith being the medium through

which it was conferred.

14. o'l ] i. e. those who are righteous by

performing the deeds of the law, who rest on it

for justification. The phrase is like oi fV-
;, , o't f|(, f|, &C.
— —.] These two terms

differ as and, the former signifj'ing

vain, unnecessary, the latter ineffectual and useless.

Both faith and promise would have become so,

since the thing would have become due as a

claim of merit.

15. i ^ ."] The sense is:

" For the tendency of law is to make persons

amenable to punishment for the violation of it."

Inasmuch as laws give occasion to offences (which

are but the breach of laics), and offences lead to

punishment.
— oil —.] The y.io seems to

refer to a clause omitted
; q. d. [And this is the

case witli any law] for, &c. Wo should, intloed,

have e>:])ected , &,c. ; anil accord-

ingly Beza would cancel the . But this is un-

necessary ; for (as it has been seen by Par;nus and

Crell.), since the Apostle is arguing from the

necessary connection of causes and effects, the

proposition is convertible, and contains, by in-

ference, the affirmative one, that where there is

law there is transgression." After all, however,

the verse may be (and Stuart thinks it is) not an
illustration or confirmation of the next preceding
one, but of ver. 13, which declares that the prom-
ises made to Abraham stand not upon law-ground,

but on that of gratuity : in other words, are made
on condition of faith. Ver. 14 assigns one illus-

tration or confirmation of this assertion. In ver.

15. a second reason is assigned why the promise
is not iui • namely, that the law is only the

occasion of bringing upon us Divine wrath and
punishment, by reason of our offences against its

precepts. And as all men sin, the law against

which they offend is the instrument of their con
demnation, not their justification. See more in

Stuart.

16. The argument is :
" Because, then, the law

can never justify, but only condemn, it follows

that if justification be at all bestowed on sinners,

it must come in some other way than a legal one."

(Stuart.) , " wherefore on this account."

AtfV repeat [] from v. 13

the promise of inheritance. See i. 4. At
sub. [j' scil.. Kara, " on account

of gratuitous favour." ., i. e. to

both the kinds of Abraham's seed above-men-
tioned, not only to the Jeivs, but to those who
were Ik , followed the faith of

Abraham, in consideration of which they, though
uncircumcised, are called Abraham's seed., viz. by the descent of faith, and
spiritually. Inasmuch as he is the father of all

who believe, wliether Jews or Gentiles.

17. '] " agreeably to what is writ-

ten in Scripture." Gen. xvii. 9. Sept.

, the sense seems to be : "I have [now] con-

stituted thee, or, I do hereby constitute thee"
&c. ; " a promise of which (observes Hardy) the

true and real fulfilment must be spiritual, and

therefore belongs to the spiritual seed, of which
Abraham is father in respect of faith." " In fact,

there is (as Stuart remarks) a double paternity as-

signed to Aliraham. Many nations are to descend

from him literally: his seed arc literally to pos-

sess the land of Canaan. But he is also to be-

come the spiritual father of many nations ; and

in him are all the families of the earth to be

blessed."
— .] The construction is :., (for ). Render: "who

(i. e. Abraham) is the fither of us all, in the sight

of that God on whom he believed. It is plainly

a case of grammatical attraction, and the only

strangeness is in the order of the words ; which
however has a parallel at Mark vi. 16. Acts

XX i. 1(>.

— TO?^—{ ivTo] The sense is dis-

puted. Some Commentators, ancient and mod-
ern, take the words of the of Abraham
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and Sarah, v. 19. An interpretation ably, but not,

I think, successfully, maintained by Crell. and
Grot. Still less tenable appears to be that of some
Fathers and modern Commentators, who take. in a metaphotical sense ; which is very harsh,

and little accordant with the words following.

The most rational, simple, and satisfactory in-

terpretation is that of Theodoret, Tolet., Par., Est.,

Elsn., Carpz., Loesn., Doddr., Schleus., Rosenm.,
laspis, and Koppe, who take the expression

in its physical sense. And though there may be
an allusion to the circumstances of Abraham and
Sarah, v. 19., and of Abraham's being the father

of many nations yet unborn,— still these two
clauses seem principally meant to express the
omnipotence of God by examples of what were
thought most to require omnipotence ; namely,
raising the dead, and exercising creative control-

ling power. This interpretation is well illustrated

by Loesn, Carpz., and Schoettg., who besides

several passages of the Rabbinical writers, com-
pare 2 Mace. vii. 28., where God is said to have
created the universe f| ; and Philo, p.

728. .
" By &.C. (as observes Stuart) is meant

calling [into existence] things that have at pres-

ent no existence, and employing them for his

purposes, just as he directs and disposes of things

that already exist."

18. The Apostle having shown that the doc-
trine of gratuitous faith does not impugn the

Scriptures, by appealing to the example of Abra-
ham, and the declarations of David ; and having

insisted on the justification of Abraham previous

to the covenant of circumcision, and indepen-
dently of it, concludes the chapter by an animated
description and commendation of Abraham's faith,

and showing the happy consequences of imitating

it to all who profess to be disciples of Christ.

(Stuart.) In nap'« h' •.. there is an
elegant Oxymoron, with which Grot, compares
the spes ir.sperata of the Latin writers. The
sense is :

" who, contrary to all grounds of hope,
believed with a confident hope." In this and a

kindred passage at Acts ii. 6. i-' iX-, there is some Genit. understood at (Kir'ili,

which is supposed to be supplied from the con-
text and the subject. Here it is-, " the

assurance," namely, that he should be the father

of many nations, Gen. xv. 5. The words tii

are to be closely united with the pre-

ceding, and are for ., " that he should be-
come."
— —. Namely, as numerous as the

stars of heaven, which is to be supplied from the
context of the passage in Genesis.

19. Kill .} An elegant litotes for
" being strono; in faith." So at ver. 20.., " did not mind or regard," namely, by
way of distrust. \., " pra;mortuum ;

" ineffi-

cient as to procreation. That Abraham 4fl years
after had six children by Keturah, does not inval-

idate this assertion ; for (as Whitby and Mackn.
observe) '" since Abraham's body had been renew-
ed by miracle, as was Sarah's, (Hebr. xi. 11.) it

might preserve its vigour long after."

20. . . . rp" •.]
The best Commentators are agreed in taking im-

here in the sense of,,
to hesitate, doubt ; and . in the sense of at, is

very frequent. Before " supply hi, by,

through. See siv. 1. Matt. xxi. 21. Acts x. 20.

— ^ . .] Any one is said to give
glory to God, when he is induced to do or say
any thing out of reverence to God. (Koppe.)

21..'] See Note on Luke i. 1.

22.^ scil. -.
23. . &c.] This (as Theophyl. re-

marks) is an answer to a tacit objection
; q. d.

vhat is that to us 1 — Ans. " Much : it was writ-

ten on our account, so that we may obtain the like

justification, if we have a like faith." ' avTbv

signifies •' for any thing personal to him," as to

record his merit, or for his praise.

24. .—'] i.e. (as Stuart explains)
" those who believe in what God has done and
said with respect to the Messiah, will be justified

through their faith, in like manner as Abraham
was by his."

25. bia SiK. {].'] On account of our justi-

fication, i. e. in order that the work of justifica-

tion might be completed; for if Christ be not
risen, then our faith is vain. Nay, Bp. Horsley
remarks, that as our transgressions were the cause
of Jesus being delivered up, so our justification

must be the cause of his being raised again. His
resurrection was the immediate consequence of
man's forgiveness and justification. (See viii. 10.)

To assure us that we shall be justified through
faith.

V. Here begins what Schoettg. calls the Trac-
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tatio cum Christianis. Having established these
two points— 1. the efficacy of the Gospel to Jus-

tification, for which end the law failed ; 2. the

extension of this grace to a//, both Jews and Gen-
tiles, througli faith ; the Apostle proceeds to the

remaining Gospel-graces, in their progression. 1.

Justificalion, or pardon of sins past. 2. Peace Jt'i</i

God (vi. 1.), which ensues immediately upon Jus-

tification, and is the same with Reconciliation

(v. 10.) and a State of favour (v. 2). 3. The Hope
of glorij (v. 2.) or of the glorious inheritance of

the Sons of God in heaven. See 1 Pet. i. 3, 4.

4. The Gift of the Holy Spirit (v. 6.), which is

the seal of our adoption (viii. 15.) and tlie earnest

of our heavenly inheritance, Eph. i. 14. These
are privileges freely conferred upon us by God,
upon our admission by Baptism into the Christian

Covenant. 5. Sanctification of heart and life,

through the sanctifying influence of the Holy
Spirit, vi. 2, 4, 6, 11, 14, 22. viii. 3, 4, 12, 13.—
This is the condition to be fulfilled on our part

;

upon which there follows :— 6. A grounded Hope
of a glorious Resurrection, v. 11. vi. 5, 8, 22. viii.

14, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25. 7. Salvation finally

perfected in the everlasting possession of the

heavenly kingdom, v. 9. 10, 11. vi. 22, 23. viii. 13,

17,18,19,23. (Young.)
The Apostle proceeds in this Chapter to ex-

hibit the blessed fruits of this justification. 1.

We have peace with God (with whom we were
before in a state of enmity, being alienated from
him (comp. vv. 6 — 10.), and we enjoy, through

Christ, free access to a state of favour with God,
and thus are led to rejoice in the hope of future

glory, vv. 1,2. 2. We are supported and com-
forted in all our afflictions during the present life

;

nay, we may even rejoice in them as the instru-

ments of spiritual good to us, vv. 3— 5. 3. All

this good is rendered certain, and the hope of it

sure, by the fact that Christ, having died for us

while in a state of enmity and alienation, and hav-

ing thus reconciled us to God, will not fail to

perfect the work, which he has thus begun, vv.

6 — 10. 4. We may now rejoice in God (who is

truly our covenant God, as he had been that of

the Jews), on account of the reconciliation vhich
Christ has effected, V. 11. 5. This state of recon-

ciliation or filial relation to God is now extended
to all men (i. e. proffered to all, laid open for all,

rendered accessible to all), in like manner as the

evils occasioned by the sin of our first parent have

extended to all, vv. 12 — 14; yea, such is the

greatness of Christ's redemption, that the bless-

ings procured by his death far exceed the evils

occasioned by the sin of Adam, vv. 15— 19.:

they even exceed all the evils consequent upon
the sins of men, who live under the light of rev-

elation, vv. 20, 21.

1.] " having [thus] been justified."

—'\ reconciliation and fricndsliip with

God (as opposed to a state of alienation and en-

mity, v. 10.) through the redemption which is in

Christ Jesus. Koppe compares Jerem. xvi. 5.

Sept,, ' .
2..] The word properly denoted

approach, but was often used of the permission

of approach to great persons ; and, by an easy
transition, might denote introduction to a state

of favour and acceptance ; for such is the sense
of
—̂^.'] The word here, as often in St.

Paul, denotes not glorying, but exultation; re-

joicing in any thing.

— 6.] The felicity of the saints in heaven
is so called here and elsewhere (as 2 Cor. ii. 7.

2 Thess. ii. 7. 2 Thess. ii. 14. 2 Tim. ii. 10. Heb.
ii. 10. 2 Pet. 1 — 3.) in order to console them
while suffering here on earth. So in 2 Cor. iv.

17. afflictions are said to work out for them;.
3. iv . .] Almost all the recent

English Expositors have thought that ^. should
be rendered not glory, but rejoice. This, howev-
er, very incorrectly represents the sense ; and
the above Interpreters were led to adopt that

view from not perceiving the true scope of the

Apostle, which is ably pointed out by Bp. War-
burton (Div. Leg. vol. v. p. 139). " St. Paul (says

he) opposing the advantages which the Gentile

converts had by Faith, to those which the Jews
gloried to have by the Law, adds, in order to show
those advantages in the highest superiority, that

the Christian Gentiles could glory even in that

which was an opprobrium among the Jews,—
namely, tribulation. But tlie followers of Christ,

vho were taught that we must through much trib-

iilation enter into the kingdom of God, had tlie same
reason to glory in the roughness of tlie road, as

the ancient Agonists; had in the toils which
procured them the victory. So Theodoret (after

Chrys.) explains it, ,^ . Comp.
1 Pet. iv. 13., which passage seems to have been
written with a view to the present. " We exult

under tribulations," we bear them even with ex-

ultation, as knowing that they work more exalted

felicity. The formula , sub., is

frequent in St. Paul, though rare in the Classical

writers.

3. 4.^ ' — fXrrWa.] A beautiful climax,

as at ix. 29, 30. x. 13. seqq. Similar ones are ad-

duced by Schoettg. and \Vets. from the Ptabbin-

ical writers., " is productive of, i. e.

tends to produce."
4. .] Not prohationem as the Syr. and

Vulg., or experience, as E. V. ; but the sense is

(with an allusion to the by which the good-

ness of certain articles was put to the proof) the

same as that in which we sometimes use the word
proof, to denote something approved and shown
to be excellent by proof and test ; as " arms of

proof." So Thcophyl. i; ii 6 (ap-

proved) ' (tried). and
Theodoret : , "'.

5. 1/ ()( .] " And the hope [in

question] puts one not to [the] shame [of disap-

pointment]." The metaphor has allusion to the

shame felt by having relied on delusive promises.

So is used at ix. 33. x. 11. 1 Pet. ii. 6.
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Wets, compares Eustath. on Horn. II. 871. 10., ^ '-
8. And so the Schol. on Thucyd. vii. 77. uses
the expression .
— on —.] The preceding words

ov' may be repeated, q. d. [It is not a

fallacious hope], because we have a convincing
proof of its reality, in the unbounded grace of

God diilused on us by His Holy Spirit, and given
as a pledge of His love.

6. In , &c.] The Apostle now sets

forth the greatness of the love of God shed abroad
in their hearts, by an argument a fortiori, el a mi-

nus credibili ad maj'us credibile, deduced from
God's unspeakable love already manifested, in

giving his Son for their redemption, when as yet
they were in the state of heathens and enemies.
(Young), q. d. " if Christ hath already done the
greater thing for you [i. e. reconciled you to God,
when you were dead in trespasses and sins,] will

he not much more complete the work ? " Thus
the connexion is this : [Of the love of God we
have another proof], for when we were yet with-
out strength, in a helpless state through sin, Christ
in due time (at the period determined in the coun-
cils of God, the fulness of time, Gal. iv. 4.) died
for the ungodly race of man.
—.'] The term properly denotes iceak,

generally through sickness, and with an adjunct
notion ofmiserzj. Now, considering the effect of
sin in depraving and weakening both the mental
and moral energies (see Is. i. 5.), it well e.xpresses

the helplessness of sin. just after seems
used , q. d. when we were yet in a
state of extreme spiritual weakness, nay, sinful-

ness. Christ, &c. These terms, as also\
and, seem meant chiefly of the heathens

;

thougli not to the exclusion of the Jews.
7. ^;. &c.] The magnitude of the bene-

fit is now set forth by a popular mode of illustra-

tion,— showing the difference between the vol-

untary sacrifice of Christ for sinners, and the pos-
sible case, of any one dying for an eminently ^oorf

and beneficent man, but scarcely of one dying for

a merely Just man. Of the two yap's the first is

meant to introduce the illustration, and may be
rendered now : the second is meant to introduce
a limitation: q. d. [I do not say none'] for, &c.
It is strange that there should have been any dif-

ference of opinion on the and rot,
which some take of things, not persons. But thus
the Article would be required at, and the
force of the illustration much weakened. Both
are undoubtedly meant oiperso?is ; and there ap-

pears to be a climax, or asce^ii/iwo• gradation, as

Bp. Jebb. calls it, Sacr. Lit. p.
3" The ancient

and early modern Commentators, indeed, do not
see this distinction between and -

;
(and thus suppose a tautology) but the more

eminent ones from the time of De Dieu down-
wards, have recognized it. And certainly it is as

strongly marked as can well be ; for, according
to the distinction observed in the Classical writ-

ers, signifies one who is strictly just; -
one who is benevolent,^. " The Apos-

tle's object (says Bp. Jebb) is to illustrate the
exceeding love of Christ, by a contrasted analo-

gy, derived from human feelings. Look around
you in the world ;

— where will you find a person
ready to die for a just inan ? Is it more than a

remote probability, a mere perhaps, that you will

find a person with magnanimity to die even for

that rare character, the good man ? But not
such was the love of Christ : he died for those
who not only were not good, who were not even
just ; for the weak, and the ungodly : for sinners,

and for enemies."

8.] " sets forth, or displays." See
supra iii. 5. and Note. The ' should be render-
ed namely that : as in x. 9. 2 Cor. v. 14. Phil. i.

27. ii. 22. Col. i. 19. 1 Thess. i. 3. ii. 14. where
(as Schleus. well observes) it stands in the place
of an explanatory or declarative particle.

9. —.] ., " having
been justified," is equivalent to,
implying final salvation. 6, punishment.

10. , &c.] Here there is another
antithetical illustration, closely connected with
the foregoing. At sub. either , from

; or, if. be (as it seems), an adjective,

supply , by \vhich it will signify, •' hateful to."

;;., " were brought back to the favour of
God." Koppe regards as put for

; which may, in a popular acceptation,
be true ; but in the one case God is considered as
a monarch, in the other as a judge.-

(by an ellip. oi, sometimes supplied)
signifies "to change one another's differences,

exchange them, mutually lay them aside." When
said of those who have before been friends, it

signifies to he friends, or become friends again.
But this language is properly applicable to those
only who are on some footing of equality. When
used of those who are not so, it is said impropri^,
and can only mean redire in gratiam, " to be again
received into favour." Now it is obvious that
this applies, in a still stronger degree, to the
word \vhen used-. of God. Then
it must be explained -, and only imply
071 the part of God, the granting of pardon, and
aifording the means of obtaining and preserving
his future favour; and, on the part of man, a
humble and thcuikful acceptance of the offered
boon.
— -g .'] This does not mean, as

some suppose, by his resurrection; though tliat ia
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implied. Koppe rightly regards it as expressed

antithetically, for , his living for the

purposes just adverted to, viz. to complete the

work of our redemption, by acting as our Inter-

cessor. See Heb. vii. 25.

11. /^dKov ,, &c.] Sub.. Chrys.

and the Greek. Commentators rightly supply

from, at V. 9. ; v. 10. being

parenthetical. is in construction de-

pendent upon ; but, in fact, it may be

regarded as employed instead of a verl> finite ; on
Avhich see Win. Gr. 39, 5. The general scope

of the argument is: " And not only have we this

hope offuture salvation, but at present, we rejoice

in God."— \\.'] The accuracy of our com-
mon version has been impeached, by Doddr.,

Mackn., Newc, and Hey ; but defended by Abp.
Magee, on the ground that the word corresponds

to what Whitby and Taylor call the Jrst justifi-

cation, which is plainly distinguished from the

salvation. A more satisfactory defence is

advanced by Bp. Burgess, who remarks that " the

alteration of the word reconciliation makes no
difference in the signification of the passage

;

since the reconciliation obtained by Christ's

death, is the consequence of the atonement and
expiation made by him, as is obvious from va-

rious passages of Scripture." See Heb. ii. 17. 2

Cor. V. 18, 19. Heb. ix. 26. Still it would, I ap-

prehend, have been better, had our Translators

employed the more directly corresponding term
reconciliation, as they had just rendered-

reconciled. Though indeed the words atone

and atonement were, in the time of our Transla-

tors, regarded as equivalent to reconcile and recon-

ciliation. See Todd's Johnson.
12— 19. These verses are difficult and have

been variously interpreted. The main purpose is

(as Stuart observes) evidently this : to heighten

our views respecting the blessings which Christ

hath procured for us, by comparing them with

the evils which ensued upon the fall of our first

parent; and by showing that the blessings in

question not only extend to the removal of those

evils, but far beyond. So far the general scope

is plain : but, as Stuart observes, the detail is re-

plete with difficulties 5 which have, however, been,

for the most part, successfully encountered by the

learned Professor in his very valuable commen-
tary, which I strongly recommend to all those of

my readers who are desirous of understanding the

course of reasoning in this important portion of

Scripture; and must even content myself with

referring them to his excellent analysis of the

contents of these verses.

— ToT'To.'] The Commentators are not acrreed

whether this is to be regarded as a particle of in-

ference, or a particle of transition. The latter

mode of explanation seems only an avoiding of

the difficulty ; while the former involves some
harshness, by ellipsis and otherwise. I conceive

that it simply means "quae cum ita sint/' "This

being the case ; " " there being this reconcilia-

tion ;
" as xiii. 6. Matt. xiii. 13 ; xiv. 2 ; xviii. 26

;

xxi. 43.

In the words following, the best Commentators
are agreed that " the /««<>)• part of the comparison
is left to be supplied from the subsequent verses

;

the sense being suspended, on account of inter-

vening explanations and illustrations, till we come
to verses 18, 19, & 21." Or, to express it in more
critical language, ii' fid?— b-

(to use the words of Mr. Turner) "form the

protasis of a comparison, giving rise to a digression,

to prove and illustrate it, and continued through

the following verses to the 18th, when the prota-

sis is repeated in different terms, and immediate-

ly followed by the apodosis'—, the lan-

guage of which is adapted to the last form of the

protasis. The sense is :
" As by one man sin en-

tered into the world, and death on all as its con-

sequence, so by one iiKaloitia (righteousness) all

are restored to a state of life." See a similar

parenthesis in vii. 2 &, 3.

— £(;] " was introduced." A frequent idiom.

So Thucyd. ii. 54. — h\6 oiiK. , by the same idiom, signifies " was
transmitted," namely, from generation to genera-

tion.

— f(^' iJ- .'] There has been some
doubt raised by certain recent Commentators on
the sense of' ; which they would take as put

for fV (J, or assign the sense "unto iohom," and
even yet more far-fetched significations. AH
these interetations, however, seem alike un-

founded and unnecessarij. They were, indeed,

devised to avoid the difficulty resulting from the

ancient and common interpretation "inasmuch as

all have sinned," since it is objected, that in-

fants have not sinned, and yet are liable to death.

But the difficulty is not such as needs to be re-

moved in so violent a manner ; for {" sin-

ned,") merely implies that they " are treated as

sinners," " are considered guilty in the sight of

God ;
"

i. e. on account of Adam's fall. Thus the

expression will be equivalent to -
at v. 19. See Storr.

13. This and the next verse arc meant to es-

tablish the proposition contained in the preceding

one ; and that by anticipating an objection

;

namely, that since, when there was no law, there

was no transgression, death ouglit not to have

been inflicted. The difficulty in this passage is

chiefly occasioned by extreme brevity, and a

blending of the objections with the answers. The
sense of the whole mainly depends upon the in-

terpretation of , which Origen, and also

some modern Commentators, render "during the

law." A signification inadmissible, and indeed
inapplicable. See the learned discussion of J. A.

H. Tittm. de Synon. p. 33, seqq. on the force

of( and, which is intimately connected
with the sense of this whole passage. His re-

searches go to establish the ancient and common
interpretation, by which is explained
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to mean, from the Fall, " until the law was pro-

mulgated ; " i. e. before the promulgation of the

law ; and . " until Moses gave the

law.'"' The common interpretation of the whole
passage is also confirmed by the Greek Fathers
and Commentators. See the details in Stuart.

The argument in vv. 13 & U, is stated by Mr.
Holder! well thus :

" Adam was subjected to death
because he violated the law respecting the for-

bidden fruit ; but from his time till that of Moses,
men were subjected to death who had not violated

any similar positive or express law 5 therefore

they must have been subjected to death and
treated as sinners, not for their men actual sin,

but in consequence of Adam's sin."

—/.] Literally, "entered to our ac-

count," "laid to our charge."
14.^ "' had exerted his uncontrollable

force." This is said hy prosopopoeia ; of which
examples are adduced by Wets, from the Rab-
binical and the Classical writers. .,
" who had not sinned." So Winer in Gr. Gr. p.

46. gives examples of for -. By
the persons here adverted to, are meant, as Bp.
Warburton remarks (Works, Vol. vi. p. 259),
" those who died before they came to the knowl-
edge of good and evil, namely, infants and idiots."

The \vords f-; h. . . are to be con-
nected with\.
— fifXX.] scil. ' namely,

Christ. Wets, has shown, that in the Rabbinical
writers, and even in Josephus, mention is often

made of the first Adam; which, of course, im-
plies a seconcl Adam. On the points of similarity

see Carpz. in Recens. Synop. The chief one is

that here adverted to by the Apostle ; namely,
that "by the first Adam sin came into the world

;

by the second came righteo/isness." And as all

mankind were represented in Adam, as the cause
of their punishment ; so were they all represented
in Christ, as the cause of their restoration.

15. ' ., &c.] Here regidaritli

would have required the corresponding part of
the comparison between Christ and Adam, to have
been resumed : but the Apostle, struck with a

difi'ereyice in some respects, again stops to remark
this difference. And first he observes, that if

God's justice, in the infliction of punishment, was
general in its effects, much more has his good-
ness been general in freely bestowing mercies
through the Gospel. (Newc.)
— o! -\.'\ Not " many ; " but " the many ;

"

i. e. (by an idiom which I have fully explained in

VOL. IL

Rec. Syn^ all mankind. — iv ., " the
grace of God and the gift [of righteousness] by
grace." h . is a Hebraism for " a
gratuitous gift." By tliis the Apostle hints that
this grace is purely a gift, and unmerited. .-

; i. e. " the benefit of the free gift hath
abounded to a far greater extent than did the in-

jury of," &c.
16. Kut ', &c.] The sentence is

exceedingly elliptical ; so that the Commentators
in vain endeavour to bring it to any thing like a
regular construction. Some verb must be sup-
plied ; whether , or , matters not. But

and cannot be supplied (with
Koppe and Valpy) by any rule of ellipsis. The
true ellip. is what is sugtrested by the next clause
TO , &c. Thus in the subGequent
verse is to be supplied at , from

in the next clause. The also
implies \, or such like. Thus we may render :

" And not as was the transgression, which came
through one (i. e. Adam) who sinned, so is the
free gift." The sentence would have been more
plainly worded thus :

' ,-,' ci' f, .— —'/.] Here there is

the same kind of ellip. as in the preceding verse.
At supply from-
in the next clause ; also \, as before. The

in •. is adapted to the of the
antithetical clause, and therefore must not be too
rigorously interpreted. We may render " on be-
half of," or " on the part of" At sub.,
"issued in," produced. The terms {free
pardo7iJ and fgift of salvation) , are equiv-
alent, and denote the. The '' has
great force ; for, as Theophyl. (cited in Recens.
Synop.) observes, "the pardon granted by God
did not take away that one sin of Adam only, but
all the sins which were committed in the world
after it." See Note on Matt. xx. 28.

17. £(' roti £10?. &c.] Now is introduced
the third advantageous difference. The is

continnative ; and the signifies " if [as is the
case]," to which the corresponds. ToP,
i. e. Adam. See Note on v. 15. The words liS., " through that one," are exegetical of the
—. . is for-, as 2 Cor. viii. 2, denoting what is

transcendent. fiiK. is for -. the justification granted by
grace. By the . is meant (as Mackn.
observes) " that they shall have infinitely greater

5
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happiness in their new life, than they had miser-

ies and sorrows in the stale into which they were
brought through Adam's disobedience, expressed
by the reigning of death in tliis verse, and in v.

14." The term expresses height of felicity, with

an adjunct notion of exalted honour; in which
view VVets. aptly adduces Manil. v. 361. " lie-

gales ut opes et magna aeraria servent, Regnantes
sub rege suo, rerunique ministri." He might have
yet more aptly cited "1 Tim. ii. 11. <-,^.

IS, 19. The Apostle now turns back to com-
plete the comparison commenced at v. 12, and
sums up the argument ; for apa oiv is a usual

expression with him for such a purpose, and may
be rendered " So, then." See Hoogev. de Part.

There is here something very elliptical in the

construction ; and the sense can only be gathered
from the context. In the first clause, after ii'

^c-, we must supply : and
in the second after, supply to.
There is also a verb left to be supplied, as at ver.

16, namely, ^Mtv. seems to mean
such justification as should restore them to the

salvation they had forfeited ; literally, -pardonfor
life.

19. This verse is explanatory of the preceding,

and o£ -noWoi should be rendered '' the many,"
which, as appears from the foregoing, is equiva-

lent to. It is very important to attend

to this force of the Article, and to bear in mind
that throughout this whole passage it is (as Abp.
Whately observes) " the main drift of the Apostle

to set forth the iiniversalitij of the Redemption,
as being co-crtensive with the evil introduced at

the fall, which it was designed to remedy." So
the great BENTLEY, in his masterly Sermon
on Popery, after quoting what is said at ver. 12,

and the redditio at ver 15, remarks :
" Who would

not wish that our Translators had kept the Arti-

cles in the version which tliey saw in the original ?

thus, ' If through the offence ol' the one (that is

Adam) the many hare died, much more the grace
ofGod, by the one man, Jesus Clirist, hath abound-
ed unto the many.' By this accurate version, some
hurtful mistakes about partial redemption, and
absolute reprobation, had been happily prevented.
Our English readers had then seen, what several

of the Fathers saw and testified, that o'l,
the manii. in an antithesis to tlie one, are equiva-
lent to, all, in v. 12, and comprehended
the whole multitude, the entire species of man-
kind, exclusive only of the one. So again vv. 18,

19, our Transl.itors have repeated the like mis-
take ; where, when the Apostle has said, tli.it ' as

the ofience of one was upon all men {^-) to condemnation, so the righteousness

of one was upon all men to justification :
' ' for/

adds he, ' as by the one man's disobedience (row

fi'oc) the niamj (oi -roWoi) were made sinners, so

by the obedience of the one{) the many {ol-) shall be made righteous.' By this version

the reader is admonished and guided to remark,
that the many in v. 19 are the same as, all,

in V. 18." The meaning, therefore, of vv, 18i, 19.

may be thus expressed (with Mr. Holden) :
" As,

by Adam's disobedience, all men are brought into

a state of condemnation, «o, by Christ's obedience,

all men are brought into a state of justification

and life; i. e. have the means of attaining that

justification which will be crowned with eternal

life."

It is not, however, to be understood as meant,
that all mankind are actnalhj " made righteous ;'

but only that the benefit of this, or,
or . is held out to all : and if they do
not reap the benefit of it, it is through their own
fault; and that all who are justified must become
so alone through Christ.

20. if.] The Commentators
are not agreed whether denotes the Laio

of Moses, or the Law of -nature, or a Rule of life,

which Bp. Middl. proposes. Almost all ancient

and modern ones adopt the first mentioned inter-

pretation ; which, however, is strongly impugned
by Mackn. and Middl. ; by the latter, because
that would break his Canon of the Greek Article.

But their objection applies rather to the versio-n

" entered privily ; " for certainly that is not ap-

plicable to the introduction of the Law, which
was ushered in with all possible pomp and noto-

riety. I am inclined to regard, vith Mackn.
and Middl., as signifying Lair, a rule of life, in-

cluding both the Law of nature and of Moses.
Thus-^ may mean, not " secretly or si-

lently entered," as Mackn. and Rliddl. suppose,

but " vas introduced." And this is confirmed by
the Syriac and some modern Versions and Com-
mentators.

here means by the bye, or indirectly. A
view of the sense, also, I find, adopted by Prof.

Scholef , who considers the Apostle's meaning to

be, " that when sin had entered, the direct and
obvious method would have been to introduce the

Gospel as its great counteraction and remedy

;

instead of which, the Law came first to answer a

collateral end, viz. to aggravate the evil, and make
it more manifest and desperate, that men might
be most effectually prepared to welcome the

blessing. Thus it was an indirect step towards

the accomplishment of God's ultimate purpose."
— oi.] This may be taken either of time, or

place ; each interpretation supported by good
Commentators. The former is preferable ; but

both may be admitted.

21. «] "by justification of sin."
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"The word (says Koppe) differs from as

effect from cam-'." Mr. Youug remarks, that
' looking over the comparison, as now complet-
ed, we may observe that the principal terms are

Jour on each side : thus—
Adam, Transgression, Condemnation, Death :

Christ, Obedience, Jtisti^cation, Life :

go that the result of the inference drawn at v. 12 is,

Wherefore, as by the offence of Adam, condem-
nation and death came upon all men ; even so,

by the obedience of Christ, the second Adam,
justification and eternal life were restored to all

men."

VI. Some Commentators are of opinion, that

the design of this and the ne.\t two Chapters is, to

vindicate the Gospel doctrine ofJustification from
certain misconstructions, and to prove that it does
not make void the law. In the present, say they,

the Apostle shews it is quite consistent with the
law written on the hearts of men ; and so far from
dissolving our oblisations to holiness, confirms

them. Others (as Theophyl., Schoettg., and Mr.
Young) think that, as in the foregoing Chapters,
the Apostle had considered the graces and privi-

leges conferred on the Christian convert, upon his

admission to the Covenant, he now proceeds to

treat on the Cliristian life subsequent to baptism ;

i. e. sanctijica/io?!, or Christian holiness as subse-
quent to justification : pointing out what obliga-

tions are laid upon us ; what conditions are

required for maintaining our state of grace, and se-

curing our inheritance 5 and what helps of Divine
grace are afforded, for enabling us to fulfil those

conditions. 1. The Apostle, in chap, vi., states

the obligations to holiness, under which we are

laid by our baptismal vow, and other Christian

engagements ; and also by the different results

of a life spent in the service of sin, or the service

of God: this he does in chap. vi. 2. He in chap-
ters vii. and viii. inquires what helps were afforded
toward Sanctification,in the Jewish and Christian
dispensations. Of these views the latter seems
to be the more correct ; but the Apostle had
probably both designs in mind, the former sub-
serviently to the latter. And purposing to estab-

lish the obligation to Christian holiness. He does
it by counteracting two grand abuses, vhich had
been made of his doctrines. 1. That offree grace

;

2. that of the Christian's freedom from the law.

But in order to a full comprehension of the course
of argument pursued by the .\postle in chapters
vi.— viii., the reader is referred to the copious
synopsis and elaborate exegesis of Prof. Stuart.

1. ovv ;] This is 7ioi, as Schleus. im-
agines, " a formula of transition ;

" but a formula
by which something that another might reason or
think, is adverted to for the purpose of disavov/-

ing it. Nor is this use confined to St. Paul ; for

it sometimes occurs in the Classical writers. So
Arrian. Epict. p. 17. (cited by Wolf) Ti

: ' ifiov; !

2. o'lTii'cg .] The ancient and
the best modern Commentators are agreed, that

the sense is ;
'•' shall we who have died to

sin (i. e. who have solemnly renounced it at our
baptism) live any longer therein." The ; rep»-

resents the incoYisistenc]/ of such conduct. See
Gal. ii. 18. It is well observed by Koppe, that

the ratio metaphoric is formed on a singular mode
of speaking,— by which the right of immersion
in the baptismal water, and egress from it, were
used as a symbol of breaking off all connection
with the present sinful life, and giving one's self

to a new and pure one. •' As therefore (continues
he) it was usual for those baptized to be, on that
account, called both dead and buried, and raised
again to a new life, hence the Apostle, according
to his custom, applies this manner of speaking to
the purpose of describing the cultivation of Chris-
tian virtue (to which every Christian had bound
himself) under the similitude of death and resur-

rection.'' Elsn. and Wets, adduce many passa-

ges of the Classical writers, which show that to

be dead to any tlmicr or person, denoted to have
broken off all connection therewith.

Zi'ia iv avrf denotes the habitual com-
mission of it. So Wets, cites e.xamples from the
Classical writers of h ', or h ;.

3. ., &:c.] Under the
same metaphor the Apostle proceeds to show,
from the nature of the baptismal covenant, that
Christians have engaged to be conformed to the
death and resurrection of Christ by dying unto
sin, and rising again unto righteousness.

'"H7 occurs also at vii. 1, and is equiva-
lent to •' have you forgotten, or are you not aware
of this truth ? " ; is equivalent
to. etg , and denotes to profess one's
self any one's disciple by baptism ; which was
understood to engage the disciple to the profes-
sion of the doctrine promulgated by his teacher.
Ei; . may be rendered,
'• have been baptized unto his death." But the
sense is not so clear as that of the foregoing
phrase. The best Commentators, however, think
that it must mean, " to bind one's self by baptism,
to die unto ; i. e. lay aside, all sin," as Christ laid
down his life : the ; denoting conformity to.

See Bp. Marsh's Lectures, p. .385.

4. '• we have been [thus] buried
[in the waters of baptism]." There is a plain al-

lusion to the ancient custom of baptism by -
mersion, on which see Suicer's Thes. Eccl. in v.

cited in Bingham's Antiquities, Vol. I. p. 522, and
Bp. Sherlock cited in Recens. Syn. And Bp.
Warburton, Div. Leg. Vol. II. p. 152, has shown
that initiation into the Greater Mysteries was by
the Philosophers figuratively termed a dying, or
engaginu to die unto, and renounce a worldly and
vicious life.

—; .'] " .4ifter the similitude of,

or in conformity to his death." Supply
from the just before. In fact, it is called for

by the ,\rticle. ;; . ., " through
the glory, i. e. power, of the Father." .; is for iv ttj !?", " in a new life." Iltpi-- here, as often, denotes habitual conduct.
It is observed by laspis, that the Apostle has put
only two members of the comparison, when there
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should properly have been four, omitting one in

the protasis, and another in the apodosis. The
passage, in a complete state, he says, would be
this :- , -

iv , .
avTui , .

5— 11. Tlie main idea being thus introduced,

the Apostle now proceeds to e.^pand the thought,

and present it in a variety of costume, suitable to

the nature of the case, and to impress the whole
on the mind of the reader. (Stuart.)

5. £1 —] i. e. if we have
been closely united with, or assimilated to Him
in His death, we shall also be assimilated to, (i. e.

regenerated with,) Him, in the likeness of his

resurrection. Grot., Loesn., Carpz., and Koppe
remark, that is used often of the closest

union and most intimate friendship.

ia for'. Also' ' would properly

denote inw etiuni ; but, in this elliptical use, it

may be rendered " ulique, sane etiam." Here we
must repeat.

6. The Apostle now enforces this obligation to

Christian holiness, from the engagement which
every Christian comes under by baptism, of being

conformed to the fellowship of Christ's sufferings,

by crucifying the flesh, with the affections and
lusts.— .'] Many take this as a par-

ticiple for a I'erb. But a particle such as,
is also necessary. It is better to regard.
as a Nominativus pendens,7 being understood.

Thus it is equivalent to a verb with. This
use occurs also in 1 Tim. i. 9. James
i. 3. 2 Pet. i. 20. Soph. Antig. 188.

8(, &c. Antiphanes in Alcestide : -.
— ; '; ..] This seems to denote

the corrupt disposition, and even nature which
men derive from Adam, and which belongs to

them in their unrenewed state ; what is jiroperly

applicable only to human nature being (by per-

sonification) applied, by a metonymy of the sub-

ject for the adjunct, (as in Eph. iv. 22, and Col.

iii. 9.) to the concrete men. Thus Adam is called

by the Rabl)ins the man of sin. To this is opposed
the new man, the Iwlij disposition, and character

infused by the Holy Spirit, and required by the

Gospel. See Kph. iv. 21•, and Col. iii. 10.

— ^} . .] .
is not to be regarded, witli many eminent Com-
mentators, (especially the recent ones,) as simply
put for', but sin is considered, (suitably to

the foregoing metaphor,) as a hodij, possessing
power within the man, as animperium in impcrio

;

a body consisting of many members, in particular

vices, (^oni]). vii. 21•.^ ,
" might be de-

prived of its vigour and clBcicncy, and no longer

cause sin." Td is plainly the
same with b . And iov\dieiv

is for 6\.
7. b —.'\ This V. en-

forces the declaration in the foregoing (that when
the old man is crucified. Christians cannot be de-
voted to the service of sin) by asi/ni/edrawn from
natural or physical death ; and is to be
taken, figuratively, of him whose corrupt nature

has been crucified with Christ
; q. d. " He who

is [thus] dead [to sin] is freed from its power."
For is for . " is freed from
its slavery;" as viii. 2. Gal. ii. 20; v. 20. 1 Pet.

iv. 1. vinavTai. At the same time there

may be here, as Crell. thought, a blending of the
proper with the figurative sense of the illustra-

tion, and that from which it is compared : q. d.

" As a man corporeally dead is freed from the
authority of all those that in his lifetime had
power over him; so he that is thus figuratively

dead, is freed from the power of sin, which for-

merly acted in him." The term il6. is used in

preference to, in order, as Crell. sug-
gests, to remind us what we may hope for, if we
thus shake off the slavery of sin.

8. tl Si — airij).] Some Commenta-
tors regard this as an admonition, " Since we are
dead with Christ, we ought," (fee. That, how-
ever, is refuted by the. The common
interpretation (ably maintained by Theophyl. &
Whitby) is, with some slight modification, pref-

erable. Render: "Now if we have thus died
with Christ [by having our corrupt nature crucified
with him] we trust that we shall also live with
him [in immortal happiness]." See 2 Tim. ii. 11.

Pr. Stuart well observes, that " in this and the
next verse the Apostle resumes the sentiment of
V. 4. for the sake of adding a new circumstance,
by way of establishing his position ; viz. as Christ
died but once, and thenceforth lives for ever a
new life, so the believer dies once for all to sin,

when he truly dies to it."

9. £iM(ir£{.] See Note on v. G..
10. —.] The is for ' ',

" in respect to this." See Note on John xvii. 1

— 5. .\nd ' -'£< f i^QTTuI may mean,
in his dying, " he died on account of, for the ex-
piation of, sin (see 1 Thess. v. 10.) once for all,"

i. e. so as to complete and perfect our redemp-
tion. See Heb. vii. 27. ix. 2G— 28. Stuart,

however, maintains, that Christ's "dying to sin,"

means, that he died in order to diminish its pow-
er or infiuence. Hut this, though it 1)0 true, is

not, I apprehend, the whole truth. It is not easy
to fix the sense of ^ , to which various
senses, none of ihcm inapposite, are assigned by
the (^ommentators. It prob.ably means (and so I

find Stuart explains), '•' unto the glory and honour
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of God," which was promoted by his resurrec-

tion.

11.\, &c.] "Now (observes Stuart),

follows the comparison of the yne/nbeis with the

head." The sense is :
" So also consider your-

selves as persons who have renounced sin, whose
corrupt nature has been crucified ; but who are

alive unto God, by living to his honour, service,

and obedience." 'Ei* e.xpresses, that it is

to Christ's mediation that we are to ascribe both

our dying unto sin, and our living unto God.

12, 13. Now comes the conchision : " From
these considerations, then, let not sin reign," &,c.

By is meant, not peccatutn, but vitiositas,

that propensity to evil which exists in every man.
" The Apostle (remarks Chrys.) does not say, Let
not the flesh energize : he does not bid us destroy

nature, but regulate our passions." The Apostle,

by a bold figure, persomlies Sin as a tyrant, striv-

ing to hold mastery overmen, is not what
many recent Commentators maintain, a mere
epithet of ornament; but is used to hint, 1. that

the pleasures of the body are, from its liability to

disease and death, very fleeting and temporary
;

and that therefore there is the less reason to

gratify corporeal appetites. 2. That the labours

of resisting temptations to vice are but of short

continuance, and therefore such as need not seem
formidable. 3. To admonish them of the near
approach of that period when the dominion of sin

would work death spiritual and eternal. This
view is confirmed by Stuart, who thinks the

word is used in order impressively to point out
the sin and folly of permitting the lusts of a frail

and perishable body to have dominion over the

soul.

Griesb. and Knapp, with the approbation of
Koppe, have cancelled the words airij" fi'-, on the authority of some MSS.,
Versions, and Fathers 5 but, I conceive, vithout
reason. For though some MSS. have not the
airrj ill ; and others retain the , but cancel
the iv Ta'ic-

;
yet scarcely any omit

both. And if even the ?nrt/oni!/ of both classes of
MSS. omitted all the words, it would be uncriti-

cal to cancel them; since, when removed, they
leave the passage so cropped and curtailed in

sense, as no writer would suffer a passage to ap-

pear. We should then have to implore the kind
aid of some otiier MSS., to disencumber the sen-

tence of what would then be ivorse than useless,

the words . With far more pru-
dence Vater has restored the v^hole passage in the
text, and Tittm. raic- avTov. To me it

seems, that, although the authority for retaining
all the vords is so great, that none ought to be
actually removed from the text, yet, that the state

of the evidence (as reported by Wets, and Griesb.)

is such as to justify us in suspecting that the pas-

sage is not as it was left by the Ajjostle. Gratz
and Rinck are of opinion (as I myself formerly
^vas) that the present reading was formed of two

readings; namely, ura/ioiciv ',
and avry, the iv being added afterwards.

But, though agreeing in their premises, they so

far difter in their conch/sions, that Rinck thinks

the true reading is ^ ; Gratz, •. Rinck will not believe

that i- auroD could have been expelled
by the ], but rather airy by those words. It

is not, however, very likely, that any Scholiasts

would think it necessary to gloss the ^. If

they had, they would surely have glossed by-, not airoO, as, in fact, did Ori-

gen, Ruffin., and Theodor. And so one of Mat-
thsi'sMSS. I cannot, therefore, bring myself to

believe that we have in the common text two
readings, one a gloss upon the other. We have
rather, I suspect, the original reading (which I

believe was/ -) ; and,

mixed up with it, the attempts of some sciolists

(not scJwliasts) to improve it; who thought the
words ought to have been accommodated to the

principal terra auapTia, not to the subordinate one. I suspect that nvTJ[ was first inserted, and
then iv, to help out the construction. For the
omission of{ iv there is the authority of sev-

eral of the most ancient and valuable MSS., many
of the best ^'ersions, and very many Fathers. It

is not probable that the words ~ iv were re-

moved (as Matthffii fancies) "to clear the sen-

tence ;" for even willi them it is not overloaded.

The only objection to ii is, its extreme harshness;
though that, of itself, is no reason why it should
be altered, Ijut the contrary, agreeably to the most
certain of all Critical Canons. And though we
nowhere else read of the lusts sin (but only of
the lusts of the_/?t'it/i orthe body), yet, it may here
be tolerated, because sin is personifed as a tyrant,

— just as supra v. 6, 7. he is considered as a mas-
ter over a slave.

13. , &c.] We have here a
continuation of the imagery (in which sin is con-
sidered as a slave-master), introductory of a kin-

dred admonition. Thus there is not a military

allusion (as was thought by Wets, and others),

but is here to be taken in its primary sense,

to denote tools or instruments, as in Herodot. vii.

25. ix. 121. Herodian vii. 11. and elsewhere.
Thus the sense is, "neither yield up your mem-
bers to Sin, for him to use as tools, or instru-

ments of wickedness." Compare vv. 16. 29. and
see Bp. Bull's Harm. Ap. p. 13.

13. iV ] " as those who, after hav-
ing been [spiritually] dead, are now alive."

11•. , &c.] The, as Chrys. and
Theophyl. remark, has reference to a clause omit-
ted, q. d. " [Exert yourselves and fear not] for

sin shall not [as you apprehend] have dominion
over you." The next assigns a reason why
sin shall not work their destruction, namely, that

they are not under Law, but under Grace. I en-
tirely agree with Carpz., Doddr., Mackn., and
Middl., that by is meant Law in general.
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"It is true (saysMiddl.) that if understood of the

law of Moses, the argument will be coherent with

respect to the Jews ; but it ought to be remarlied

that the design of the Apostle is far more com-
prehensive ; and that he means to contrast the

nature a/I law, (i. e. of every rule of life, which
offers neither mediation nor atonement, and con-

sequently makes no provision for the inevitable

weakness of man), with grace, i. e. with a gra-

cious dispensation, which requires not an unsin-

iiing obedience, but only the best exertions of

frail creatures, giving assurance of pardon through

faith, where our obedience has been imperfect."

15— 23. The Apostle proceeds to argue, that

the dispensation of grace vouchsafed to us, so

far from encouraging sin, demands a service to

righteousness, utterly inconsistent with any sin-

ful habit.

16. ovK-, &c.] After earnest dissuasion,

the Apostle resorts to sen ons admoriition, by plac-

ing before them the alternative, that they must
serve some master,— either Sin, who will lead

them to death 5 or i-ighteous obedience, which will

conduct them to justification. They who obey

Sin are the vassals of sin, and must receive the

wages of sin— death. , . is for. The (.7 is by some rendered " whatso-

ever." But as was just before personijied,

so it should seem that the iJ here is put in the

mascidine, for accommodation to it ; though by Sin

may, in an under sense, be meant a.habit of sin, as

by a habit of obedience. The in

and . denotes event, result, or conse-

quence, as Rom. v. 16. where and
are similarly opposed. here de-

notes spiritual and eternal death, tlie death of the

soul, the awful -. 2 Thess. i. 9. /c. should not be rendered

righteousness ; since, as appears from the kindred

passage at v. 16. (see also iv. 25.) it is for',
which word properly denotes acquittal, but in St.

Paul forgiveness o/sins, and consequent accep-

tance and admission to salvation. This I find

confirmed by Bp. Bull Harm. Ap. p. 42., where
after remarking that is to be taken met-
onymically, for the law of the Gospel which we
are to obcv— and that is used as often

for ; renders " Ejus servi estis, cui aus-

cultatis, sive peccati ad mortem, sive Evangelii

ad justificationem vitai." A similar mode of ex-

planation is to be adopted at ix. 30,31. Gal. ii. 21.

iii. 21. and elsewhere.
17. " The Apostle now transfers what had been

expressed generalbj, to the case of the Romans."
(Koppe.) Thus vv. 17, 18. as also 19, 20. are not

meant to follow up the argument ; but only to im-
press his readers (of the (ientiles), by showing
them, that Ihcy are themselves examples of what
he is declaring. See Stuart.

— 0f'7>.] Suli. . The phrase is

scarcely ever found in the Classical writers. The
only passage adduced by the Commentators (Ar-

rian Epict. iv. 4. , ' '

Tip) is, no doubt, borrowed from the N.
T., which the writer appears to have diligently

perused. In on , &c., there is a difficulty

(arising from the words seemiing to express a
sense the reverse of what the Apostle must have
meant), which is not removed by supplying, as

Beza and many others have done, (. Nor do I

see how the difBculty is to be solved by merely
" taking the whole phrase together," as Stuart

proposes. It is better to suppose (with Grot, and
Koppe), that as the participle is often put for the

verb ;
— so here, by a Hebraism [or rather popular

idiom] the verb is put for the participle, whic
would be equivalent to a verb with, at-

though. The >) is emphatical. Render :
" God

be thanked that, though ye were [once] the ser-

vants of sin, ye have [now], on the contrary (if)

obeyed," &c. A Classical author would have
written: ', nph ,&.— (, Sic., '' cordially." In ' ), -

there is a well-known hijpallage, hy the figure

attraction (see Glass Phil. Sacr. 168.), as in the

Virgilian " urbem quam statuo, vestra est." Thus
it is for ) , 1. e.

to be formed upon as upon a model.

18. if .] i. e. being lib-

erated from the bondage of: sin being still con-

sidered as a slave-master. There is not an allu-

sion (as Hamm. and Mackn. imagine) to the manu-
mission, but to the transfer of slaves (whether by
purchase, or otherwise) from the service of one
master to that of another. The words., &c. are, I conceive, meant to be (as Crell,

has pointed out) suspended in construction on
the preceding sentence ; though not, as he imag-
ines, on. The truth is,. is put
for 'on '., " and that being freed." -' is for ; which, however, is meant
to hint that it is their duty so to be. The sense

of the term, however, is modified by the context.

Obedience to God is properly not a slavery, but a
service; or, at least, an, such as that

spoken of in Plutarcli T. ii. 768. (cited by Wets.)

iiv ,', , -
,
.

19.'' /^/, &C.] On the sense of this

phrase the Commentators are not agreed. There
are, however, but two interpretations entitled to

attention : 1. That of many eminent ancient and
modern Commentators, who think that the Apos-
tle wishes to soften the harshness of the term(\, and make it more consonant to the

doctrine of the freedom of Christians under the
Gospel. For to the words\ .,,
&c. they think this expression \
(i. e. ( or) is to be referred.

Thus the sense will be : "I use that expression

of common life, (viz.) though some-
what harsh, and not very suitable to the free state

of Christians, in order that you who are weak.
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and accustomed to refer every thing to the senses,

may the more fully understand in what your duty
consists; which is in obeying righteousness." 2.

Chrys. and some other ancients ; and, of the mod-

'

ems, Wets., Schleus., and Stuart explain it to

mean ; " I use such language as men are accus-

tomed to employ, in regard to the affairs of com-
mon life." So the Classical writers have the

phrase . These interpretations

seem, in some measure, to merge into each other.

See Note on iii. 5.

— , &c.] The Apostle, having ex-

plained the reason why they should free them-
selves from the servitude of sin, and answered an
objection arising from thence, returns to his ad-

monition. (Crell.) ,. should be rendered,
not " have yielded," but ' [once] yielded." This
is apparent from the ' . It is

strange that the Commentators should not have
seen that iotXa is here not a substantive, but an
adjective; which, indeed, was the primitive use
of the term ; boi^oi being, in its original use, as

much an adjective as. " So (observes

Scheid ap. Lennep) the Persian Bend, a bond-
servant, from hinden, to bind." and ara-

are by many recent Commentators accounted
synonymous. Butas, in the signification

lasciviousness, has at i. 24. been applied to these

very persons, so that seems to be the sense here.

Thus the word is synonymous with and. See Tittm. de Synon. p. 153. Comp. 2
Cor. vii. 1.

From lasciviousness the Apostle, I conceive,
now rises to in general, as used of every
kind of unlawful conduct. In and. there is a peculiar idiom, which has
occasioned some difference of opinion as to the
full import of the words. The ancient, and al-

most all modern Commentators think that the
denotes uccii.nuilation, i. e. " vice upon vice."

They, however, adduce no sufficient proof; and
this mode of e.xplanation will not suit tic.
I should rather think that the (like the Heb.

7) denotes purpose, as in Mark i. 4. and often.

Thus tlie sense will be, " for the promotion and
dissemination of vice of every kind."
denotes liglit conduct in general, as opposed to

: and. signifies " that you may become
holy," and consequently be blessed and saved.

20. The connection and the scope of this verse
(not a little obscure) may, I think, be laid down,
with Prof. Stuart, as follows :

" As you once serv-
ed sin, so now you must serve holiness. Your
present relation admits of no other conclusion

;

for when you served sin, you deemed yourselves
free from all obligation to righteousness : [so now,
serving holiness, count yourselves free from all

obligation to sin."]

— fJTc rp 5.] The Commentators
have been not a little perplexed with this rare
use of, and the unprecedented syntax of
Dative for Genit. But, in fact (as iVIackn. saw). is not governed of fX£i'0.,butof{ understood.
And Mackn. and VVahl rightly render, " free with
respect to righteousness," i. e. as to any depen-
dence upon it, or obedience to it. There ie, how-
ever, a yet greater irregularity in the sentence,
namely, that we have here (as occasionally else-
where in St. Paul) an antithetical clause left to
be supplied. This was seen by Chrys. and the
Greek Commentators, and afterwards by Crell.
and Grot. They paraphrase thus :

" When ye
lived in vice, ye were alienated from all virtue,
not only wholly averse from any subjection to it,

but free from that subjection. Note therefore be
as subject to virtue, and as wholly alienated from
subjection to sin."

21. ovv, SiC-l Render: "^V]lat fruit

(i. e. advantage), then, had ye at that time in re-
spect of those things ? " is here, as Wets.
observes, for )';); ^; ; of which use Loesn.
and Carpz. adduce examples.

22. // cf] See Note supra iii. 21.,
&c. " engaged to the service of God." So Apu-
leius, cited by Wets. :

" Da nomen huic sanctce
militice ;— teque jam nunc obsequio religionis
nostra dedica, et ministerii jugum subi volun-
tarium. Nam cum coeperis Deae servire, senties
fructum tuE libertatis." Eic " in respect
to holiness, or sanctification," as Stuart explains.

23. ^—''.] This is a rewMnp-
tion of what was said at ver. 21., in order to introduce another circum-
stance ; and to contrast death as the wacres of sin,

and the desert of a vicious course, with eternal
life as the free o-ift of God, awarded to faith and
holiness, through Jesus Christ, and not as the re-
ward of merit. There is (as Grotius, Gatak., and
Wets, have shown) an allu.sion to military affairs

;^ being the regular soldier's pay, (on which
I have fully treated at Luke iii. 14.) and
the donative freely given, on certain occasions, by
the emperors.

VII. The Apostle here resumes, and contin-
ues the argument advanced at iii. 31, that the
Gospel method of .Justification does not make
void the moral law. And in doing this he en-
grafts what he has to urge on what was said at vi.

14, " for ye are not under Law, but under Grace ;

"

which implied the greater efficaciousness of the
Gospel for the Sancti/ication he had just mention-
ed, than the Law of Moses, or any Law. This
he evinces in the present and subsequent Chap-
ter, showing the inefficacy of any Law to sancti-

fication, and how the grace of the Holy Spirit^
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under the Gospel, supplies that defect. So far

from making void the law, he proves that it is the

only means of delivering men from the bondage
of sin, to which they are subjected while under

Law, and furtlier shows the nature and blessed-

ness of that deliverance. The first six verses of

the present Chapter illustrate by popular image
(not to be too much pressed upon) derived Irom

the case of matrimony (which is only an obliga-

tion till the death of one of the parties) what was
said at vi. 14. seqq. And having before compared
the condition of Christians (especially the Jewish
Christians) to that o( slaves, who have passed into

the service of another master, the Apostle here

compares the condition of those persons with that

of a wife, who, after the decease of her husband,

may be married to another ; evidently alluding

to the ahromition of the Law of Moses, as being

dead, and therefore no more to be observed than

a dead husband is to be regarded by a surviving

vife. The same applies to the Law of Nature.

This view of the scope of the Chapter, and
especially of the first four verses, is confirmed

by the elaborate researches of Prof. Stuart. He
commences by observing, " that the difficulty com-
plained of in the first four verses has been chiefly

occasioned by Commentators instituting too mi-

nute a comparison between the conjugal connec-

tion, and the connection of Christians with the

law ; since a minute and exact comparison was
not intended, and cannot be made." The points

of dissimilarity are then pointed out by the learn-

ed Commentator, who truly observes that the ob-

ject of this comparison was to illustrate and

'defend the sentiment at vi. 14, " for we are not un-

der the law, but under grace." The basis of the

whole comparison he states to be as follows

:

" Brethren, you are aware that death, in all cases,

dissolves the relation which exists between an

individual and a law by which he was personally

bound. For example : the conjugal law ceases

to be in force by the death of one of the parties.

So it is in the case of Christians. They not only

die to sin, i. e. renounce it, when they are bap-

tized into the death of Christ, vi. 2— 11; but they

also die to the law at the same time, i. e. they

renounce all their hopes and expectations of be-

ing sanctified by the law ; so that sin will no

more have dominion over them. They do, by the

very fact of becoming real Christians, profess to

receive Christ as their ' wisdom, and justification,

and sanctification. and redemption,' 1 Cor. i. 30."

1. .^ The Commentators are

not agreed whether by is meant the Laio of
Moses, or Law in general . The former view is

adopted by most Commentators, ancient and mod-
ern ; but the latter is ably maintained by Est.,

Crell., Schocttg., Koppe, Mackn., Wakef, and
Middl., who interpret " to persons who know the

nature of Law divine and human." " The great-

er part (says Bp. Middlcton) of St. Paul's read-

ers probably, not extended their views to the

imperfection, which must belong to every dispen-

sation not providing an atonement. And he might

have said merely that he knew , the Mo-

saic law. But he here addresses them with some
degree of rhetorical complaisance ; and takes it

for granted that they had made a general applica-

tion from their own particular experience : and
the design of the Epistle (see Note on ii. 13.) led

him to speak, directly or indirectly, of the imper-
fection of all the possible schemes of salvation,

which offered not a redeemer."
Of these two interpretations, the latter seems

preferable, being such as the propriety of the Ar-
ticle requires ; from which we must not unneces-
sarily suppose any deviation. But, at the same
time, the difference between the two is more ap-

parent than real ; for the Law of Moses is especial-

ly adverted to by the Apostle in this Chapter, and
the law of nature, or that of works, held in a sub-

ordinate consideration.

As to the construction, and consequently the
sense of the words on b

f0'8 ), the is by several

modern Commentators construed with b .
But though this absolute use of is frequent,

and the transposition is one not rare in St. Paul,

yet it is not to be introduced unnecessarily ; %vhich

would be the case here. And, as Doddr. observes,

"if it seems to remove one tautology, it introdu-

ces another and a worse ; " for the second verse

plainly expresses the same sense as would thus

be assigned to the first. Besides (as it has been
also observed) to render'' '' as

long as he (i. e. the man) liveth," would be con-
trary to the Apostle's design, which is to prove
that they had outlived their obligations to the
Law. I therefore prefer the view adopted by
Origen, of the ancients, and the most eminent
modern Commentators ; who assign to ^p" the
sense " is in force." of which Koppe cites as an
example Soph. Antig. 206. oh };,' - \ ruora (scil. ) .
There is, indeed, somewhat of harshness in refer-

ring ()" to ; but not greater than we frequently

find in the writings of St. Paul, in which the context
and the scope of the reasoning is generally a bet-

ter guide than the seeming construction.

is to be understood ; i. e. so long as it is in force,

and no longer. Tow /, i. e. the person
subject to its authority. The y«p in the next
verse should be rendered "for example."

2.] " one who is engaged () to obe-

dience and fidelity to a husband." At •) sub.

fiii. Thus it is equivalent to . The
avipb; must mean the obligation laid tip-

on the wife by the husband's right to her, which,
of course, must cease at his death. At7 there is, as at Gal. v. 4., an lujpalloge,

for'/ b , " the la\v or right

over her by her husband, is annulled." For a
law is said, when it ceases.

3.' " she will be accounted." In
fijv avipX iripio we have a common phrase,

to denote the cohabitation of matrimony or of
concubinage, occurring in Lev. xxii. 12. Deut.
xxiv. 2. Judg. xiv. 20. and sometimes in the later

Classical writers, as Achill. Tat. and Heliodorus.

ToC ^ civai is for .
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4. Now follows the application of this princi-

ple to the case in ciuestion. Hence I have ven-
tured to edit for; the sense being plain-

ly. " And so," •' in like manner." And W^akef.

and laspis, I find, render Ihiis. Examples of

in this sense for , and that for, and
of the confusion of and , may be seen
in Steph. Thes. p. 10, 993. Nov. Ed. See also

Hoogev. de Part.

With the words following, the early modern
Commentators found much ditficulty, for the re-

moval of which the only effectual method is

(with Chrys. and the Greek Commentators, with
the Pesch. Syr. Vers., as also Grot., Crell., Whit-
by, Hammond, Taylor, Wakef. Koppe, Newc,
Rosenm., and other eminent Commentators) to

suppose an hijpallage, by which v6-

("ye are dead to the law") is taken for b, i. e. (as the scope of the argument
requires), ye are freed from the necessity of per-

forming the vorks of the law in order to justifica-

tion. '• Bv this mode of expression (says Taylor)
the prejudice of the Jew is favoured, who might
have been disgusted, had the Apostle said that

the law, for which the Jews had so great a ven-

eration, was dead : and yet the sense is the same
;

because the relation is dissolved, whichsoever of
the parties be dead."
— th TO, &,c.] i. e. so that now ye are

another's, are no longer subject to the abrogated
law, but are become Christ's, who was raised

from the dead to complete the work of Redemp-
tion.

—'. .] These words are to be
referred to all the preceding ones, ;;—., and the sense is, " in order that ye should
bring forth fruit (i. e. of holy obedience) unto
God." Chrys. and Grot, seem right in supposing
the term. to be used in conformity with
the foregoing similitude, the offspring of marriage
being its fruits

5. tv - '.] This 7nay moan (as some Latin
Fathers and most of the early modern Commenta-
tors and Wolf suppose), " in the miregenerate state,

under the dominion ofjieshly lusts ; " so vi. 6.. But, from the context (see v. 16.)

it should seem that the words are better under-
stood (with Chrys. and the Greek Commentators,
as also Grot., Vorst., Hamm., Whitby, Locke,
Carpz., and almost all the recent Expositors),
" under the carnal ordinance of the Late," ihe
phrase being frequently put in opposition to iv, to be under the Gospel, and partak-
ers of its spiritual blessings. Compare viii. 2.

viii. 8, 9. Every law of iror/cs must be more or
less carnal, as regarding external and corporeal,
rather than internal and spiritual things ; the body
rather than the soul. - is

VOL. II.
^

a Heb. phrase for \ ; the sinful

affections of the unregenerate stale. is the
usual term in this phrase, as Rom. i. 26.. At some participle, as, must be supplied. is by
many rendered " under the law," for i-nd ,
as iv. 11. 2 Cor. v. 11. 2 Tim. ii. 15. But it is

plain from v. 8. that (as the ancient and early
modern Commentators saw) more is meant, which
is probably this; that these passions were gener-
ated by the forbidding effect of the law, which
rather e.rcited a desire for what was forbidden.
See the Note on v. 8.

— fVj)oy£<To] wrought. The verb is here, as in

2 Cor. iv. 12. a deponent, though almost always
elsewhere ^passive. ., '• in our bodily
organs," the seat of sensuality. See v. 22. and 1

Cor. vi. 15. Col. iii. 5. James iv. 1.

— rd, &:c.] "so as to bring forth
fruit which tended unto death."

6. ^ ii, &c.] The connexion is :
" [And

such would have been the natural consequence
of sin] but noio we are delivered," &c.—.] The reading of the tertns re-

ceptus is. But is found
in very many MSS. (including Rinck's Venice
ones) all the early Edd., and many of the best
Versions and Fathers, together with the Greek
Commentators ; and it has been adopted by al-

most every Editor from Wets, to Vater. AVith
reason,— as much required by the context, as it

is supported by MSS., &.C., and (as Wakef. says),
" gives clearness to a passage before inexplica-
ble." The sentence may be rendered :

" But
now we are freed from the law, being dead to that
law in which we were held bound; so that we
vorship Ciod according to a new and spiritual

mode, not in the old and literal one," i. e. by the,

law of Moses. The construction, as Rosenm.
observes, is : '! ii. -d ,-[ scil.] iri ; which,
as Ammon says, is, by hyp'allage, equivalent to

ii . , > .,\ (' . Instead of ev (j7 a Classical writer
would have said </. So Thucyd. iii. 12. rd

n'Xiov i] . Perhaps, however, the
present is a stronger idiom, and not quite of the
same nature ; there being, probably, a metaphor
taken from fastening any one in a pair of stocks.
See Note on Acts xvi. 24•. 'Er.
seems put for " in a new state," namely, that of a
spiritual religion, [the Gospel] ; not that of an old
and literal, or ceremonial, one, the law of works.
And thus, as laspis observes, "Non tollit igitur,

sed mutat modo obligationem nostra religio."

7. The Apostle now occupies two objections,

which might be made from the foregoing ex-
pressions ; 1. on the templing tendency or power

6
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of the law. This he overrules, 7— 12, by deny-
ing that what was said of the power of sin under
the law, was to be understood as implying that

the law was the cause ot" sin. He shows, on the

contrary, that it only convicts men of sin, detects

and prohibits it. That it was only made an occa-

sion of sin by the evil propensities of our nature.

These, he represents, were excited by the pro-

hibitions of the law; and first drew us into sin,

and then, by sin, subjected us unto death. 2.

On the condemitinis; power ofsin, which is answered
from V. 12 to 25. See Note there. (Rosenm.

' and Young).
7. b ;]

" Is, then, the law the

cause of sin ? " To this it is replied by the strong-

est negative, q. d. (observes Stuart) the law is

not the efficient cause of sin : but still there is

a sense in which the law is connected with sin.

What this is the Apostle goes on to describe.

Ifiv. , i. e., as Theophvl. and The-
odoret explain, " I should not have fully known
the nature of sin in all its latent principles and
tendencies." Or (as Stuart lays down the sense),
" Unless the law had put restraint upon sinning,

I should never have known how great is my pro-

Eensity to evil and sin. My desires were excited

y the check put upon them by the restraints of

tfie law. Thus my character was fully developed,

and I came, through the law, to know my own
sinfulness. In this way (v. 8.) was
wrought in me, so that I have a knowledge of sin,

such as I should never have acquired in any other

way." This seems to be the connection between
vv. 7, 8. is taken by Koppe, Wakef , Ro-
senm. and Mackn., of law in general. But, as it

plainly refers to the before and after, it

can only be taken of the Mosaic law.

The most enlightened Commentators, ancient

and modern, are agreed, that the Apostle here,

and up to the end of the Chapter, is not speaking

in his own person, or of his own case
;

(for that

would be contrary to the whole scope of his

discourse, and to what is said at viii. 2.) but is

personating the character of another, whether the

Jew, or the Gentile. On this^ (as

the Rhetoricians call it), found also at 1 Cor. iv.

6, Gal. ii. 18., see Hamm., Locke, Schoettg., and
Doddr. It occurs also in the Classical writers,

and, like the, is usually to be attributed

to delicacy, and a wish to avoid giving offence.

It is well observed by Doddr., that " the character

here assumed is that of a man first ignorant of the

law,— then under it, and sincerely desiring to

please God, but finding, to his sorrow, the weak-
ness of the motives it suggested, and the sad dis-

couragement under which it left him, and last of

all, with transport discovering the Gospel, and ob-

taining pardon and strength, peace and joy, by it."

" The Apostle, however (as Mr. Holden remarks),

is here representing the state of men who live

under any law requiring works, or perfect obe-

• dience, for justification; consequently he is de-

scribing the case of every man who does not pos-

sess the righteousness of faith, which is by Jesus
Christ, showing that every man is convicted as a

sinner by the law under which he lives; and this,

first, with respect to the law of Moses, v. 7— 13,

and 2dly, with respect to the law of nature, v.

14— 23." The conclusion, then, is evident, that

the Gospel, so far from making void the moral

law. and giving encouragement to sin, is the only

method of delivering mankind from sin and spirit-

ual death.
— ^ '.] The sense is

:

" I had not known the sinful nature of lust; i. e.

forbidden desire." V^itringa and Schoettg., in-

deed, maintain (and in proof thereof adduce va-

rious citations from the Rabbins) that the wiser

Jews admitted evil concupiscence to be a sin.

And I have in Recens. Synop. proved this of Jo-

sephus. Grot, too, and some other Commenta-
tors, affirm the same thing of the Gentiles : which,
however, Wolf flatly denies; though in the face

of no inconsiderable evidence, to which I have
in Rec. Syn. added two passages that must decide
the point, one from Eurip. Hippol. 317, where,
among other frank confessions of guilt for evil

concupiscence, is this ;• , '' . And Orest. 160-1. .&. . '' . Yet
even more of such instances would not prove
the Apostle ivrong : since (as Crell. well observes)

he is not speaking " de sapientibns viris, et Phi-
losophis, quorum ob summam paucitatem ratio hac
in parte non est habenda." And what he says is

quite true of the bulk of mankind in every age
;

namely, (as Stuart paraphrases it,) that •' even
immoderate desire, that internal feeling which the

law might not seem to modify, has been aggra-

vated by its restraints."

The best Commentators tell us that -
is, according to a not uncommon usaije of

the Apostle, (See si. 26 «fc 27. Hebr. xii. 27,) an
imperfect quotation, meant to suggest to the mind
the whole of the commandment. Nay, the judi-

cious Bale Editor marks it as such in the text.

But there is no proof that the .\postle meant it as

a citation, strictly speaking, at all. He probably

deemed the words sufficient to indicate in sub-

stance the tenth commandment.
8. 1;(] \. e. (as Theophyl. explains), " the

propensity to sin inherent in our corrupt nature."

Sin, moreover, is, as many Commentators think,

here personified, as an enemij endeavouring to

compass his death, by taking every opportunity to

urge him to what the law forbids. And-
must be understood witii reference

to that perversity of human nature, by which, as

the Poet says, " Nitimur in vetitum semper, cu-
pimusque negata," and which verifies the saying

of Solomon, '• Stoleri water is stocet, and bread

eaten furtively is pleasant." Prov. ix. 17.

— '] i. e. (as Theodoret explains)

"without the existence of the law," which en-

joins what is to be done, and forbids what is not

to be done. vcKpii, sin, (i. e. lust,) would
be comparatively dead, would languish, or would
be inoperative, since without law there is no
transgression.

9. i( —.] In this and the two
next verses the Apostle expresses the same senti-

ment, only further unfolded; and, as almost all

the best Commentators are agreed, still sustains

the character of a man who, till he knew the law,
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led a life comparatively innocent ; but, incited to

sin by the law, however salutary in itself, fell

into sin, and thereby sunk into every kind of
misery. See Koppe and Stuart. As to the
attempts of some Commentators (as Paraeus,

Beza, Pise., Carpz., Rosenm., and Terrot) to

establish that Paul here speaks in his own person,
and adverts to what he had himself experienced
in his youth, that is destitute of any real proof, and
involves the passage in inextricable difficulties.

"^' seems to have reference to the securihj,

and comparative happiness, of men in such a state

as is here meant. ', " when it was in-

troduced." Neut. for passive, as often in Thucyd.
'&., i. e. (as Theophyl., Grot., and the best

Commentators explain) " it began to show itself

in its true character sin, thus bringing convic-

tion home to my heart."

10. '] i. e. " I felt spiritually dead, as

guilty of death." See Theophyl. and the Note
of Dr. Shuttlewortli.

At
'f
' and' zU participles must be supplied,

by ellipsis. The simplest is that of the verb-
stantive accommodated to the sense. Of the two
prepositions the first denotes intent and scope, the
second termination : and the sense is well ex-

pressed by Abp. Newcome thus :
" And [so] the

commandments vhich, if observed, would have
given life, became the occasion of death on ac-

count of human infirmity." It is truly observed
by Rinck, that the demonstrative' has an in-

tensive force, as at v. 16 ; ix. 6. 1 Cor. iii. 17
;

vi. 4; xvi. 3.

11. |3.] i. 6. taking Occasion of that
aggravation of the desire, which, by .the corrup-
tion of human nature, is excited by the restraints

of the law.
—] " lured and tempted me to sin;"

ex. gr. insinuating that the prohibitions of tiie law
are unreasonable, and that the thing is pleasant
and profitable, and will perhaps go unpunished.
In short, using such sophistry as that by which
the Serpent deceived Eve. ' scil.,
i. e. "by my non-observance of it."

12. .] " And so," or " so then." The
Apostle shows that the fault was not in the com-
mandment, but in the man. "Ayio? is a term
properly (like the Latin sanctus) applied to Ltnc,
and signifies what justly claims our reverence and
obedience. See Tittm. de Syn. p. 22. With re-

spect to and, the former signifies
" rohai is just in itself," and here hints that the
Law is not the cause of the misery of those who
violate it;, "what is calculated for ffood.'''

13. TO ovv. «fcc. The Apostle now considers
the condemninfr power of sin under the law. The
sentiment is substantially the same as at v. 7. An
objection is supposed, q. d., " What, then, has this

good law been the occasion of death to me 1 how
can a thing deserve the appellation of good, if it

tends to one's ruin ? " To the negation which fol-

lows, the .Apostle subjoins what may establish that

denial. The scope of the passage (as Theodoret,
says) is to show the cause of the above evils.

But in laying down the construction and deter-
mining the sense, the best Commentators have
pursued two different courses : Beza, Schmid,
Wolf, Elsn., Mackn., and Rosenm., together
with most of the Editors from R. Stephens to
Tittm. and Vater., point j; and repeat. Thus ' must be construed
with, which vvill be taken for -. So in Thucyd.,
and a similar idiom in the best ancient Classical
writers. There is, however, not a little harsh-
ness in the repetition of . There is

something frigid in \ so interpreted. And
how the sense assigned to the rest of the words
can be extracted fiom them, I am quite at a loss
to imagine. I see no reason to abandon the mode
of interpretation almost invariably adopted by the
ancient Translators and Commentators and most
modern ones, which is ably supported by Crell.,

Schliting, Turner, and Bp. Middl. The Com-
mentator last mentioned has shown how incon-
sistent the other is with the propriety of the
Greek Article ; and he thinks there is little doubt
but that our common version (which is supported
by that of Wakef ) is right. At sub.
7)1• ; or take it as participle for verb, Hebraico.
Thus we may render ; " Hath, then, this ffood be-
come death to me ? By no means. INay, sin,

that it might appear to be sin, was working death
to me by what is good : that sin might, by means
of the commandment, be [and appear to be] ex-
ceedingly sinful (i. e. heinous in its nature.)

"

" Just as a disorder (observes Theophyl.) which,
when it has become worse, may be said to display,
by means of tlie medical art, its extreme virulence,
in not being removed even by that." Thus the
law is cleared of all blame, as to its being the
cause of death

;
yet the Apostle proceeds, vv. 14— 20, to show the utter inefficacy of the Law,

whether of Moses or of Nature, to Sanctification.

14. The Apostle now proceeds to show the
canse why the Law cannot keep any one in his
duty, and make him abstain from sin, but rather
provokes his desire to sin ; and he depicts gra-
phici the contest of sin and human corruption,
while a man is struggling, ineffectually, by his

own strength, to obey the law of God ; showing
(to use the words of Stuart) that " even against

the voice of reason and conscience, as well as

against the Divine precepts, does carnal desire
prevail. Thus do men vield the moral self to the
power of the carnal self, and plunge deep into

ruin, while the voice of God's law is thundering
in their ears, and the voice of their consciences
is loudly remonstrating against their conduct.
Hence it is plain that the Apostle's object is, to
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show that to be under ," race, and not under the

law, afl'orils the only hope for the sinner.

— 6 ; nicu/juVi/coc fffriv.] There are sever-

al senses in which this is true ; but the context

requires us to interpret (with Vater Lex.) suadet
" enjoins those things that are

agreeable to the Spirit ; " or the spiritual princi-

ple within them,— namely, their reason and con-

science.

14. .] Augustin, and most of

the early modern Commentators (especially of

the Calvinistic school) maintain that the Apostle

here speaks of himself, and of regenerate Chris-

tians. But the ancient Commentators, and the

later modern ones are of opinion that he speaks

of the miregenerate, and consequently per-, as before. Thus the Apostle means
to say, that the Law enjoins what is holy and spir-

itual, but that through the evil propensities of

man's corrupt nature, men sin against it, and are

consequently subjected to death by it.

Instead of, many ancient MS.S. and

some Fathers have, which is edited by

Griesb., Koppe, and Knapp. But the new read-

ing is plainly a correction of the early Critics ;

the Classical writers often using, but very

rarely, though one example is adduced by

Mattha:i from Plutarch. Tittm. and Vater have,

with reason, retained the common reading; as

had been done by Wets, and Matth.
— vnd -] A strong expression,

suited to the foregoing image, and derived from

the O. T., as 1 Kings, xxi. 20.

rb, " sold himself to commit wicked-

ness." Is. 1. 1. 7 .
The Commentators explain this " devoted to

sin." The sense, however, is stronger, there

being a phrasis prtcgnans, compounded of two,

i.e. ""sold to sin," "and "doing its drudgery;"

denoting " one who is willingly and entirely de-

voted to the slavery of sin."

15. This verse is meant to exemplify and illus-

trate what was said in the preceding one. On
the sense of , Commentators are not

agreed. Many, from Krasm., Crell., and Grot,

downward, take it to mean " I approve not." A
sense, indeed, very suitable ; since by disapprov-

ing wiiat they act, contrary to the Law, they ac-

knowledge that the fault is not in the Law, but

in themselves. Yet no sufficient authority for

this signification has been adduced, and it is not

quite agreeable to what follows. But see Stuart.

It seems better, therefore (witli all the ancient

Translators and some moderns, as VV'akef. and

Vat.) to take it in the sense " non intelligo,", as Theophvl. explains ; since it is the

effect of sin and tlie natural corruption of the

heart thus to darken the understanding. This,

then, and the passage following present separate

traits of the spiritual bondage of the unregen-
erate, the latter springing out of the former.

16. Here the Apostle adduces an argument
which immediately flows from the foregoing ad-

mission, and which the understanding of every
unprejudiced person will ratify. For, as observes

Bp. Bull, Apol. pro Harm. p. 78. " validissimum
est argumentum, ad sanctitatem Legis vindican-
dam, quod ipsimet mali homines, ejus cognitionc
instructi, ipsam cum transgrediantur, approbent
tamen, ipsique obedire aliquatenus velint, consci-
entiu etiam sua, ob peccata contra earn admissa,
ipsos surdis verberibus flagellante."

properly signifies " to say what anoth-
er says," " assent to his opinion ;

" but when
used of a thing, it signifies " to bear concurrent
testimony in its favour." Here again, and through-
out this argumentation, denotes any law.
both natural and revealed.

17. vvvl &—.] The sense is: "Now,
then, it is not so much / that do it as Sin."
" From both the foregoing instances the Apostle
draws the same conclusion, — that the man, thus
acting in opposition to his conscience, and best
resolutions and endeavours, can hardly deserve
the name of a free agent ; but must labour under
the influence of some fatal bias ; some inbred, in-

dwelling principle of sin." (Young.) " The Apos-
tle here, for the purpose of his argument, consid-
ers man as having two distinct natures, the Spir-
itual and the Carnal. The former he now spe.aks

of as the i-eal self, which he calls at v. 17, 19, &
25. fyw, v. 22. , and V. 23. 6

voos, and describes viii. 1. by -
: the latter is called b at v.

23. and , V. 24. -
at 2 Cor. iv. IG, and b at

Rom. vi. G. Eph. iv. 22. Col. iii. 19. Raphel. il-

lustrates this from a passage of Xen. Cyr. i. 21,

where .'\raspus complains two souls contending
within him. (Whitby and Mackn.) Socrates, too

(as we learn from Xenophon and Philo) used to

say, 'Abo ?. &c.
18. ] " is at hand," " is attainable."

So 2 Cor. viii. 12. -. -, liter.ally, " I find not the means or ability."

19. 01) —.] A repetition, only
more strongly worded, of the sentiment at v. 15.

See Thucyd. iii. 1.
20. This is a repetition, with some alteration,

for greater force, of what was said at v. 17.

21.' npfj—.] There is some-
what of difficulty in determining the construction,

and, as thereon depending, the sense of this pas-

sage. Many eminent Commentators lay down
the following construction : [] (per,

by) , rif «3>'.
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rb . By they under-

stand (as do most Commentators) the /aw of Mo-
ses. But this involves a very harsh ellipsis, and
the Mosaic law has here nothing to do with the

argument. Others (as Knapp and Tholuck) con-

strue thus : /ioi [scil.

Ttoictv^ KiiXbv, . But this

is doing such great violence to the construction,

that the sense thus extorted cannot be depended
on. Hence I prefer (with Theodoret, Beza, Pise,

Crellius, De Dieu, Grot., Wolf, Isewc, IVIackn.,

Wakef., Schleus., Rosenm., Vater, Amnion,
Middl., and .Stuart.) to suppose put for,
and to take in the sense of norma, dictamen,

"a principle of action," aud of our constitution,

called the law in our members at v. 25. Thus
the construction will be this : '' apa, - -. q. d. '' I experience this to be the

principle of my nature,— that when I would do
good, evil is at hand and ready to beset me, bring-

ing nie into captivity to the law in my members."
The repetition of f'^oi is not pleonastic, but makes

Qi\ovTi more pointed. It is not, however, nec-
essary to suppose the put for, but (as I

suggested in Rec. Syn., and, I find, had occurred
to Bp. Middl.) the Article in its anticipative force

will suffice ; meaning the law or principle about
to be described, as impelling him to evil, when
he is endeavouring to practise ^ood. There is

yet one difficulty remaining, which, though left

unnoticed by the Commentators, I cannot pass

over sicco pede ; namely, how to account for the

Article , which nevertheless is found in, I be-
lieve, all the MSS. Now, according to the sense
above expressed, it would seem to be, to say the

least, useless. But as the Article, especially

when used with a particle, is perhaps never such,
we are rather warranted in supposing that the

sense is here imperfectly developed. It will, I

think, be found to be this :
" To me who am de-

sirous to do good." This is a stronzer sense
than the otiier, and more direct and suitable to

the Apostle's argument ; by which the most that

can be asked is granted in argument, in order
that the refutation may be complete and decisive.

22, 23. These verses illustrate the preceding
sentiment ; or, as Stuart observes, the sentiment
is substanlialhj the same as in v, 15— 17 ; but
the costume is different. '>•^> is an expres-
sion similar to ' \ at .
16, but much stronger. Besides, as Grot, re-

marks, " to approve is the office of the undcr-
standijiix ; to deliffht in, that of the heart." By

. . is meant, as Koppe observes, any
Divine lair, or rule of life, as opposed to the law
or principle just mentioned. On the ?., see Note supra ver. 17, The e-xpression

occurs in Plato and Philo (indeed it had before
lAen used by Pythagoras), and perhaps Philo bor-
rowed it not so much from Plato, as from the
Theology of his own countrymen ; vestiges of
which are found in Josephus and the Rabbinical
writers.", ' another principle or impulse,"
It is sometimes called the iv, opposed
to which is the rob; just after

at viii. 2. The following important pas-
sage of Plato (Phsd. p. 301.) as illustrative of the
subject, has escaped all the Commentators :

iv ,, tq Hv,, \\ it (|, .
The has reference to sensuality as

seated in the various organs of the body. In av-. and . we have metaphors derived
from military affairs ; and the two terms well
designate the conflict between reason and pas-
sion. So Aristaen. cited b}' Schleusn. Lex..

24. . .] harsh and
somewhat difficult expression, which is best ex-
plained by the Greek Commentators, and many
eminent moderns, who take for -, or, " which subjects us to this

death," " this deadly evil,"— namely, this carnal-
ity and bondage to corruption, which leads to
death temporal and spiritu.al.

25., &c.] A brief and consequently
obscure mode of expression, which would have
been more plainly phrased thus :

"0, .
., &.C. (.;. This clause (I agree with
Crell. and Rosenm.) is from the Apostle in his
own person; and is a parenthetical exclamation,
or pious ejaculation, proceeding from sympathy
for the wretched person just described. In the
inference at the next verse the Apostle uses -, " I, the same [person]," to denote a re-

turn to the, or speaking in the
person of another,— namely, of Imman nature, as
the Greek Commentators saw. The latter part
of this verse (which ought to have been made a
separate verse) is well observed bv Gratz, in the
Preface to his Greek Testament, ("Mogunt. 1827,)
to be a resumption of what the Apostle had been
saying about the frailty and corruption of human
nature,— and is, in fact, a summary of what was
said more at large supra vv. 17— 25. Finally,
" the grand deduction (observes Stuart) which
the Apostle intends to draw from all this is,—
that we must be 'under grace,' in order to sub-
due our sinful passions and desires ; in other
words, that Christ must be our Sanctijicatian as
well as our Justification."

VIII, Having shown that all men, whethe-
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under the law of Moses, or of nature, so far from
being Jitstifted, are convicted as siiinprs ; and having
thus evinced the inefficacy of the law to sanctifi-

cation, from the want of that supernatural aid,

which can alone enable us to overcome the in-

herent corruption of nature; finally, having at v.

25. pointed to the remedy provided in the Gospel
of Christ, the Apostle now proceeds to develope
and enforce the argument at vii. 14. for Christian

eanctification, (founded on the superior efficacious-

ness of the means of grace afforded by the Go»
pel) and describes tlie nature and blessedness of
this Gospel deliverance, by contrast with the
misery of those who sought to justify themselves
by their own righteousness, described in the latter

part of the foregoing Chapter. (Young.) In the
preceding Chapter (v. 7 — 25.), the Apostle has
illustrated and enforced the proposition made in

vii. 5., viz., that while in a carnal state, our sinful

passions are not only e.vercised, but they are even
rendered more vigorous or energetic, by reason
of the restraints which the Divine law puts upon
them; and consequently, that they bring forth

fruit unto death. The present Chapter exhibits

the reverse of all this [namely, the nature and
blessedness of the deliverance by the Gospel.]
It is a commentary on vii. 6., or at least an en-
largement and illustration of the sentiment there
exhibited. As at v. 6, there is the antithesis of v.

S: so here, viii. 1— 11. is the antithesis of viii.

7— 25.

1. .'] Prof Stuart joins viJi' with apa, and ren-
ders now t'nen, i. e now agreeably to this. But
whether this method of joining with , as

ifforming together aybrmw/u of inference, can well
be admitted, I greatly doubt. Of this no example
occurs to me either in the Scriptural or Classical
ivriters. Perhaps he was thinking of ' ovv,

which is a frequent illative formula, found also in

the O. T. ; vllereas a^a is, I repeat, found
nowhere. Nay itself has' any illatire

force ; while both in the Scriptural and Classical

writers, it not unfrequently signifies (by an ellip-

sis) " as thmgs now are," Avhich is the sense here,

q. d. now that they are delivered by the grace of
God. through Christ. There is a reference to the
salrdtinn by grace implied in the first clause of
the verse preceding. The itference in upa may,
with Stuart, be referred to vii. 4. 6. ? iv Xpi-
crio. The best Commentators suppose that

there is an cllip. of nuai ; and that clvat

is a periphrasis, signifying, " to become Christians
by baptism," being thus united with Christ. And
they refer to 1 .John ii. 5. iii. G. v. 20. John xv. 7.

The phraseology, however, of one writer is no
rule for that of another, and those passages are

not quite to the purpose. Indeed, the ellipsis will

be unnecessary, if be closely con-
nected with tv X. ., as is done by R. Steph.,
Mattlian. and the recent Brde Editor, and the
supposed to belong to. This, too, is

required by the sense ; for . signifies,
" to those walking," i. e. if^ they do but walk

:

whereas 7 . as at v. 4., would be, "to
those vho walk," whereas the hypothetical, not
the declarative, sense is here required.

— —.] This clause is re-

jected by Mill, Semler, and most Critics, and is

cancelled by Griesb., Koppe, Knapp, and others;

but only on the authority of seven ancient MSS.,
three of the worst Versions, and some Fathers

;

and consequently without sufficient reason. Rinck
in loc. has shown that the MSS. (all of the Wes-
tern recension) which omit it, are of that class

which often do omit what may be dispensed with,

or might seem a repetition. And he gives several

examples. The words, he testifies, are found in

all the MSS. he has collated. Indeed they can-
not well be dispensed with, for they seem to have
reference to both what was said in the last verse

of the preceding Chapter, and in the 2d verse of

the present. Besides, the sense seems to require

some limitation. These arguments, however, al-

most entirely apply to the words. The i-est are probably (as Beng. pointed

out) an addition from v. 4. ; since for the evidence
for the omission of these, there is all that is al-

leged for the omission of the whole clause, with
the addition of two of the most ancient MSS., A.
and D., countenanced by Cod. G., the Syr., Vulg.,

and Armenian Versions, together with Chrys. and
several other of the Fathers. The reason for the

addition is quite obvious ; whereas for the omis-

sion none can be imagined.

2. h —.] The -
and the have reference to

the two principles of action, mentioned in the pre-

ceding Chapter, by which the carnally minded and
the spiritually minded are respectively led. The
former is so called, as being implanted by the
Spirit, the Giver of life. With respect to ,
the best Commentators take it for, ab-
stract for concrete. But it should rather seem
that the force of the Genit. in (life and hap-
piness), and (death and misery), denotes
tendency. The assertion contained in this verse
is confrmed in v. 3. 9. seq.

3. TO ahivarov, &c.] This is confirmative,

and explanatory of what was said at v. 2. :
" We

arc thus made free, because %vhat the law," &c.
The construction here is irregular ; but not to be
adjusted by taking ., with some, as a
IXoniinat. or Accusat. absolute. The ancient and
early modern Interpreters (as also Koppe) rightl}'

regard it as an anacoluthon. and supply
from the subject matter. The Genit. in

has the force of a Dative, " what it was impos-
sible for the law to do." By the law is meant
chiefly the laiv of Moses; but also a7nj law of
ivories.

—. The sense is, "was [too] weak."
An idiom found in the Classical as well as the
Scriptural writers, and on which I have fully

treated on Thucyd. At Iv sub.,
vhich is e.rpresfied at Phil. ii. 7. . is for\. Thus the full sense is, "in a
body like that of man's," (implying all the infirm-

ities of human nature), and only differing from it

in being without sin. This is with reason ac-
counted as an indirect proof of the two-fold nature
of our I/Ord. «/<. Koppe well explains "for
the expiation of sin," i. e. as a sacrifice for sin.

There is, however, no ellipsis of, as Bos
imagined ; but rather of:, " sin offering,''
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as Koppe supposes. So Heb. . 18..

3. . r-y .'] On the sense
here, the Commentators are not agreed. Many
explain it " punished sin in the flesh," i. e. the

body of Christ. An interpretation somewhat con-
firmed by what goes before ; but it is scarcely al-

lowable to take 7-^ for ry .
It is better, with the ancient and several modern
Commentators (as Grot., Bishop Bull, Schoettg.,

and Young), to interpret "put it clown

(as the Classical writers use). de-

stroyed, suffered it not to reign over us." A
sense of rare, but found in 2 Pet.

ii. 6. -' —. "This interpretation

(observes Mr. Young) is confirmed by the evident
relation which in v. 3. has to' in

V. 1. The condemnation is taken off from the

sinner, and laid upon Sin ; that Person, who was
said vii. 13. to be exceeding sinful ; and which,
vii. 17., is represented as the real author of the

sinner's evil deeds. Now (continues he), as

deatli is properly and intimately connected \vith

judicial comlemnalion (see v. 12. 16, 17.) Sin,

which, as a Person, is condemned in the flesh, is

rightly intereted to be the same with sin /cilled

in the flesh, or the reigning power of sin in the

members destroyed." " This is (as

Stuart observes), effected by the sin-offering of

Christ ; who came to save his people from the

power as well as the penalty of sin."

4. To .] Several considerable

Expositors, as Whitby and Koppe. explain this

"the reward promised to the righteous,"\
being taken for). But though this signifi-

cation of is very agreeable to what pre-

cedes, yet it requires such harshness in the ex-

planation of the vords following as cannot be
tolerated. The true interpretation is, doubtless,

that of most eminent modern Commentators,
"the requisition of the law," "what the law re-

quires ; " \^ denoting " might be fully ac-

complished."
5. o'l yap —.'] The has

reference to a clause omitted. So Newc. " [And
this righteousness cannot be fulfilled in any oth-

ers] for," &C. (sub.) is

a phrase occurring in the best writers, but in the

sense " to take part with a person," not, as here,
to heed, care for, set one's affections on a thing.

I have, however, adduced one example from Aris-

tot. Eth. X. 7. 7. Grot, observes,
that the word is here transferred from the intellect

to the affections, (as in Matt. xvi. 23.) ; the notions
of men being swayed by the affections. And
those, it may be added.by their sensual appetites.

6. .^ The is for if, antem.

And is equivalent to

just before, i. e. the being devoted
to the flesh by the medium of the animal propen-
sities. Compare a kindred passage of Gal. v. 19.

and ^;) are used, by metonymy, for what
causes them. And the words are to be taken (as
often before), partly in a natural, and partly in a
figurative sense.

7.] " quippe, since ; " for the clause re-
fers to the TO — in the pre-
ceding verse. On see Tittni. de Syn. P. ii.

p. 8.

—."] Repeat. The most
enlightened Commentators, ancient and modem,
are agreed that must be taken in a popular
sense, as in the next verse, so as not to exclude
the liberty of human action, or interfere with
men's free will. See Bp. Bull's Apolog. pro
Harm. p. 74., and Prof Stuart, the latter of whom
shows that we are not to resort to any metaphys-
ical subtilties ; what the natural and physiological
powers of the sinner are, not being here the sub-
ject of discussion. This moral impossibility is no
wonder ; since the is by its very
nature directly opposed to the law of God ; and
as long as it continues such, must be so. " Thus
how (it is beautifully observed by Augustin) can
snow be warmed .' for vhen it becomes warm, it

is no longer snow. And so it is with the carnal
mind."

8. if'.] "Now then," or " so then." For this

is a conclusion from the argument at. v. 4— 7.

They cannot please God (i. e. while they continue
such), any more than rebellious subjects can
please their prince.

'El' is explained by Hamm^, Locke, and
others, •' under the fleshly dispensation of the law.'
But the context here will not permit such a sense.
It is plain that f'l' denotes ' to be under
the influence of the carnal principle.' See Turner
and Stuart.

9. Here the opposite character is brought for-
ward, by way of contrast. The is em-
phatic

; q. d. ' Ye who are Christians.'' is, by the earlier Commentators, ex-
plained si modo, if so be that. By the later ones
in general, siiwe. The former interpretation is

confirmed by the early Versions, and the Greek
Commentators; and as it seems more suitable to
the context, merits the preference. See Mr.
Young's paraphrase. Bp. Middleton has here an
elaborate Note on the sense of in the
phrases and , and the
sense of? ev •. After showing that there
is not, as Michaelis fancied, any imitation of the
Platonic philosophy, he subjoins the following
able note :

" I incline to the opinion that

is not here to be understood of the Holy
Ghost, and also that the three phrases are nearly
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of the same import; as is evident from the con-

text.

The sense in this and in several other

places will probably be best deduced from Luke
ix. 55. ' , vv'here it means
indisputably «;«/•, mind, temper, or disposition:

in like manner we meet with ,', , &.C. all common
Hebraisms, in which tlie Genitive is to be con-

strued as if it were the corresponding adjective

agreeing vith. Two of the phrases in

question appear to me to be of the same chai-acter,

so tliat and' will signify

a godly and a Christian frame of mind. So also

1 Cor. vii. 40. cannot be taken of the

Holy Spirit in the personal sense, but must mean
divine aid, or inspiration. The proposed inter-

pretation exactly suits the context. ' They who
are carnal,' says St. Paul, ' cannot please God:
ye, however, are not carnal, but spiritual, if, in-

deed, a godly spirit dwell in you : but if any one

have not a Christian spirit, then he is not Christ's.

If, however, Christ be in you, your body, it is

true, shall die, in consequence of [the original]

transgression [of Adam], but your soul shall live

through the righteousness [of the Redeemer].' I

admit, however, that in v. 11. rb- -
can be taken only of the Holy

Spirit ; for there the Hebraism has no place ; and

even , 1 Cor. iii. 16. may be in-

terpreted in the same sense.

10. a;—] here

Bignify the spiritual pari of man, as the antithesis

almost demands (and this interpretation is con-

firmed by Thcodoret) the view of the sense taken

by Bp. Middl. above may be acceded to, though

some may prcl'er to explain, with Mr. Turner, ' the soul is already

alive to God and eternal things, because of that

justification which the Gospel imparts.' If, how-
ever, signify the Holij Spirit, the sense

will be what I have laid down in llecens. Synop.

And this seems to be conlirmed by the next verse.

So Mr. Young (who considers the sentiment to

be akin to that in Gal. v. 21•.) taking the to

mean " with respect to,'' thus paraphrases :
" And

whether Christ be in you or no, by the inhabita-

tion of his Holy Spirit, is a thing not difficult to

be ascertained ; for if Christ be in you, it will be

seen by evident effects in your life and conversa-

tion ;
your carnal affections will die in you, and

all things belonging to the Spirit will live and
grow in you."

11. See Bp. Middl. above, and .John v. 21. and
Note. Ti ivoiKohv . Instead of this the

Edd. Princ, the textus rcccptus, and several

MSS. and Fathers, have ' -, which is adopted by Vater. The other

reading, however, is, with reason, preferred by
Griesb., Knapp, Matth., and Tittm., as being the

more difficult one, and, from the uncommonness
of the syntax, more likely to be altered by the

early critics.

12— 17. The inference from the foregoing rea-

soning is now drawn ; introducing an earnest ex-

hortation to live suitably to the above views of

Christian obligation, and a representation of the

happy consequences resulting from being spiritu-

ally united to Christ.
— apa OVV, &c.] These particles have here a

conclusive force, " So then ;
" and the sentence

contains (as Taylor observes) an inference from

the reasoning which occurs in the two foregoing

Chapters, and up to v. 11. of the present ; point-

ing out (as Young observes) the infinite obliga-

tion we Christians are under to a life of holiness

and purity ; since no less depends on the fulfil-

ment or non-fulfilment, of that condition, than

eternal life, or eternal death. '0(^\
often signifies, " to be bound to perform service

for any one." Here the sense is, " we are under

a strong obligation," of which the Commentators
adduce some examples from the Classical writers.

13.] " by the influence of the Holy
Spirit," called in the next verse the Spirit of

God, as sent by Him. Bp. Middl. however,
thinks it is here used in an adverbial sense, to

mean spiritualty, being opposed to the

in the next verse. And he takes the-
in the next verse to mean ' little more."

But 1 cannot agree with the learned Prelate
;

who, indeed, has no one of the Commentators to

support him in this view. All of them, ancient

and modern (even Crell. and Schlitins;) , are agreed,

that it is to be understood of the Holy t^pirit. It

is plain that here, as occasionally elsewhere, the

Bishop's Canon, of the (5r. Art., was a mote in

his critical eye ; for he seems to have thought it

would otherwise be broken. Yet without reason
;

for (as the best Commentators, ancient and mod-
ern, are agreed),- here denotes not the

Holy Spirit personally, but his influences and ope-

rations. Now, according to the Bishop's own
Canon, p. 1G5., this sense alwniis refects the Arti-

cle. So that had the Article been here employed,

it have been a<:ainsl his Canon.
— ffoii^tif .'\ Tii? is, as

the best Commentators are agreed, a metonymy
for, or rac, affections, which
produce deeds. Sec Gal. v. 21•. Thus, to " mortify

the deeds of the body," is to " crucify the old

man with his lusts." to forego those actions to

which our carnal lusts incite us. Of course•
and ^^ are used to denote respectively,

the rewards and the puiiishmoMts of a future state.

14. , &c.] " In this (says Koppe) lies

the force of the Apostle's proof, that they shall

live." Namely (as Stuart explains), that as, being

led by the Spirit of God, they show that they are

children of God, and consequently will have a
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portion of the heavenly inheritance. The yap,

however, may only be illustrative of aidem, and
the passage be intended (as Chrys. and Theophyl.
say) to show the reicard of this mortifying the

lusts of the flesh : q. d. they may (as Mr. Young-

explains) take to themselves the confirming testi-

mony of the Holy Spirit himself. The sense of
God's Fatherly love is shed abroad in their hearts

;

they are delivered from slavish fear, and are en-

abled to address God vith filial confidence, as a
reconciled Father. " is often used of
moral impulse : but this (as Est. observes), does
not imply compulsion, but rather supposes that we
iiave the power to resist the Holy Spirit. See
Chrys. and Theophyl.

15. ov \ . ., &c.] This is con•

Jirmatonj of what was said of the Spiritual adop-
tion ; and shows the nature thereof, in order to

point out to Jews its high superiority over that of
the Mosaic Law. The refers to a clause
omitted : q. d. " [that ye are sons of God, is clear

from your disposition] for ye have not received,

ye do not bear," &,c. The ancient, and some
modern Commentators have wandered from the

true sense by interpreting the Holy Spirit ;

whereas, as the best Commentators are agreed, it

signifies a spirit, or disposition. is for<5, by an idiom common to all languages.
The best Commentators, rightly, refer the words
to that servile spirit which pervaded the \vhole

of the Mosaic Law; which dealt in threatening

and punishments, and required continual expia-

tions of sin, partly by severe penance as it were
;

consequently engendering in those subject to it

the disposition slares, who abstain from offences

not througli love of their master, but " metu crucis

et peruleiitis hahencK." , " so as to pro-

duce fear." '', i. e. under a new Dispen-
sation or Religion, as in the former one. -

here should, perhaps, be rendered, not
adoption, but sonship. , " ive cry out
[unto God]." The first person is used to accom-
modate what is said to all Christians of all coun-
tries and ages. On' see Note on Mark xiv.

36. The b is thought by some to be Nom-
inative for Vocative, Attica, as i in Luke
xviii. 13.; by others, to be a mere explanation of
the /?/?(; which is not very probable. And al-

though (as Schoettg. observes) the Jews used, in

common discourse, to conjoin Hebrew and Greek
words, yet tliat principle will not apply liere. It

is better to suppose (with Tolet. and Doddr.) that

the Apostle intended, by this union of Hebrew
and Greek terms of invocation, to represent the
adoption as common to both. .\nd, indeed, from
the other passage in which this form occurs, it

would seem that Ahlia .' was then the form
by which the Cli-)itili>s also cnmnienced their

prayers
;

(as the Jews simply with Abba) and pcr-

naps formed the first words of the prnver pro-

nounced by persons after having received bap-
tism.

16. aM TO Uvcvuu.] Crel!., Grot., and many
VOL. U. '^ '

' ' ^

of the recent Commentators, take this to mean
" the very spirit " (i. e. the filial feeling) we have
received from God by the Gospel." This, how-
ever would require something different from
TO ; and for. we should have had .
There is no reason to abandon the ancient and
common interpretation, " the Holy Spirit." As
to the., it denotes, as Bp, Middl, says,

the spirit or mind of man, the internal conviction
of the mind and conscience. Thus the sense is

this: "The Holy Spirit, by His sanctifying influ-

ences on our heart, confirms the testimony of our
mind and conscience, that we are children of
God,"

17, £(' if, . -.] Here is an inference

drawn from the foregoing premises, and consist-

ing of several members rising by climax ; q. d.
" But if sons of God here, then undoubtedly
i/<;rs hereafter : Heirs of glory and immortality."
" Here, then, (observes Mr. Young,) the Apostle
has attained the perfection of his argument; and
shown tliat the Gospel of Christ is indeed, what
he undertook to prove it, " the Power of God un-
to Salvation," For the condition of entering into

eternal life, and receiving the promises, being a
Sanctification of soul and body, according to the
heavenly doctrine of our Lord Jesus ; and the
means of fulfilling this condition being ministered
unto us abundantly under the Gospel, in the gifts

of the Holy Spirit; it is manifest that all Chris-
tians, if it be not their own fault, " may have their

fruit unto holiness, and the end everlasting life,". is used to denote that the possession is

as certain, fixed, and unalienable as heritable

property was among the Jew.-i.

—' ., &c,] Many ancient and modern
Commentators take tlie ' to mean siqnidem ;

which sense may seem more suitable to what fol-

lows. But the common interpretation 5/ modo, is

more natural, and agreeable to tlie usage of the

N. T. Render :
" if we be ready to suffer with

him," i. e. as he did.
" The Apostle (Taylor remarks) introduces the

mention of snf'eriiis with address, and not until

he had raised their thoughts to the highest object
of joy and pleasure, the happiness and glory of a

joint inheritnnce with the ever-blessed Son of
God, Now this would greatly qualify the transi-

tory afflictions of this world, and dispose them to

attend to the other artruments which he had to

offer." " Accordinijly. bearing in mind the fiery

trials of faith they would be exposed to, the Apos-
tle (savs Mr, Youns) now fortifies their patience

by Severn! topics of consolation ; • frst, by the

considerntion the s:reatness of the glortj to be
revealed in them at the resurrection of the just,"

—' '•] The " has, as Crell. remarks,
the eventind sense.

IP), yiip. &:c.] This has reference to

the (. just before ; q. d. " [Nor scruple at

the sacrifice] ; for the reward shall greatlv exceed
the toil." . does 7iot, it should seem,
signify (as many Commentators imagine) " I form
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this conclusion ;" but is for, except that it both the tropical and the proper sense may have

has a stronger sense. " is, as Grot, e.xplains, place in this sense ; the latter, of course, being

put for (»|. " pioperly signifies " what the principal one. As to the objection founded

draws the balance." Here Biilkley aptly com- on the too ^reui s«Zi/i«ti7i/, that can by no means

pares a similar sentiment of Plato de Repub. p. be allowed j and he must have studied the Apos-

33G that neither the happiness of good men, nor tie to little purpose, or must be utterly destitute

the sufFerin^Ts of the wicked, are to be compared of all taste, who sees not, that there is no kind of

with that which awaits them both in another state, sublimity in writing to which the Apostle was not

', — uviev / ovSi ', a fully equal ; nay, that he is just such a writer in)^' . whom we might expect the most daring as well

ly. t'l
aTzoKapui. —.] as sublime imagery.

There is perhaps no passage of the Apostle more But to advert to the interpretation of some par-

difficult than the present, or on \vhich the opin- ticular expressions.— ;iaraio->)ri is best explained

ions of Commentators are more various. The " ivea/cnesi', corruptioti, a.nd misery."'
sense depends much on the meaning assigned to is by some understood of Adam, by others, of. On wliicli, and the general import of the Sata/i, by others, again, of God ; \vhich last view

passage, there are three views which chiefly merit is preferable ; especially since itincludes the other

attention. 1. That of the ancient and maiiy emi- two. On the construction of the next words

nent modern Interpreters, (especially Luther, Commentators are not agreed. Almost all think

Grot., Capell, Danhauer, Doddr., Michael., there should be a parenthesis ; which some place

Knappe, and Rosenm.), who take to mean at r^ —, ' being

the whole visible creation, which, by a metonymic thus connected with^. Others think it

allegory or prosopopoeia, (common both in the consists of —, merely con-

Scriptural and Classical writers,) is represented necting -' with. Others, again,

as doing what is applicable only to 7nan, i. e. are of opinion that there is 7io parenthesis, con-

anxiously expecting and hoping, groaning and necting in \-? with-,. Thus the '
mourning over the prevalence of sin and misery, will signify because. The 1st method seems con-

and looking with anxious expectation for some trary to the laws of parenthesis : and the 3d yields

deliverance ; namely, such a renovation as the a feeble and unsuitable sense. The 2d is prefer-

Jews especially supposed would take place in the able. But, in fact, the whole portion at vv. 20 &
age of the Messiali. The above view of the pas- 21, is, in some measure, parenthetical ; the at

sage is ably supported by Carpz. ; though it has v. 22. being resumptive, and v. 22. an cpanalepsis

to some ap])care(l, in its sublimity, unsuitable to

the plain and didactic style of the Apostle. Ac-
cordingly, tiiey propose other interpretations

which may avoid this difficulty. Some (as

of what was said at v. 19, which is then made to

lead to another sentiment suspended on the

ncluded in '. Thus the sense will be

:

For the world (i. e. God's creatures) was made
Hamm., Le Clerc, Wets., Wahl, Noesselt, and subject to imperfection, corruption, and misery
Schleus.) take not of a physical, but moral (not by any will of its own ; i. e. not as a punish-

creation, understanding by it the Christian Church, mcnt for any voluntary demerits of the suffisrers;

converted from Judaism, or Heathenism. This, but by Him wlio thus subjected it), yet with a
however, is liable to insu])evable objections, which hope [on their part] that this very creation [i. e.

are well stated by Anmion. The principal one these his creatures] will be delivi'red from the

is, that thus would require to be accompa- bondage of corruption, and admitted to the glori-

nied by some adjunct. See Eph. iv. 24. 2 Cor. v. ous liberty which pertains to the children of God."
17. Hence third interpretation has been struck may perhaps be meant to be taken both in

oat (and adopted by some of the most eminent a moral and a physical sense, to denote both lia-

Commentators) whicli steers a middle course be- bility to sin, and to disease and death; nay, some
tween the two former, and it may be thought in Commentators con/me it to the latter. At v. 22.

media tutissimus ibis. ; signifies the whole world, (i. c. all

By this, is supposed to mean all inielli- sentient creatures) and '(£ and awwilvti

gent and .'sentient creatures,— the whole creation constitute a metaphor taken from a woman in

capable of feeling the passions above adverted to; travail, to denote extreme agony and great anxiety

i. e. the human race, of whom the Gentiles formed for deliverance.

the great b>dk. This interpretation is ably sup- 22. viir.] Though something had been
ported by Whitby and .\mmon. Yet there is no already clone for the deliverance of the heathens,
necessity to abandon the ancient and commonly yet it was comparatively little,

received one. especially as it may include the last 23. o'• it, &c.] On the force of the phrase
mentioned ; for andiraan may very it, see Note supra v. 3. The sense is :

well be rendered " the world," " the whole " And not only have thry (i. e. the world at large,

world." So laspis says: " Fingit Paulus uni- almost entirely heathens) this feelinu.— but even
versum vmndum, veliit nnam personam, cui sen- we Christians, Sec." for most of the best Corn-
sum tribuit, ut in Psalniis pcrpetuo." iieuce mcntators arc agreed that by airol— is
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meant all Christians to whom the Spirit had been
given, as an earnest of their complete deliverance

by the Spirit at their final v'wOcata. Bp. Middl.
accounts for '. being anarthrous, by its being in

apposition with -. And he renders :

" even ice wait for a deliverance from death as

our adoption." But the natural construction

rather requires us to suppose (with all other Com-
mentators) that -. is in apposition with

; by which I am not aware that any canon
of the Article is broken. Render, " waiting for

[our] adoption ; " namely, " the deliverance of
our body from mortality and corruption."' So
Theophyl., p. 82, and Chrys. The general sense
of the passage is thus expressed by Prof Stuart in

his Synopsis ;
" Now that such a glory is yet to

be revealed
;

(in other words, that there is a world
of surpassing glory beyond the grave) the whole
condition of things, or rather of mankind, in the

present world, abundantly proves. Here a frail

and perishable nature serves to show, that no sta-

ble source of happiness can be found on earth,

i'rom the commencement of the world down to

the present time, it has always been thus. In the
midst of the sufferings and sorrows to which their

earthly existence exposes them, mankind natural-

ly look forward to another and better world, where
happiness without alloy and without end may be
enjoyed. Even Christians themselves, joyful as

their hopes should make them, find themselves
still compelled by sufferings and sorrows to sigh

and groan, and to expect a state of real and per-

manent enjoyment only in heaven ; so that they

can only say, for the present, that they are saved,

because they hope or expect salvation in another
and better world. The very fact, that here they,

like all others around them, are in a state of trial

;

and that they only hope for glory, shows that the

present fruition of it is not to be expected."

24. ))- f\-ih.] The connection of
this assertion with the preceding is much debated.

See Recens. Synop. The most correct view
seems to be that of Crell., Grot., and the most
eminent Commentators down to Roscnm., laspis,

and Stuart.,— that \. is to be taken emphiiticalhj,

as if succeeded. The sense is, " We have
as yet attained salvation only in hope." i. e. have
attained only to a state in which a hope of it may
be entertained. By -? /3Xtr. is meant hope that

is realized in fruition by the attainment of its ob-

ject. There is an allusion to sight as beins the

realization of faith. So 2 Cor. v. 7. hia

nepiTvaTolfni', oil . The next words con-
tain a sentiment expressed popiilariler, of which
the sense is, " But when the thing hoped for is

actually possessed, how can it be said to be the
object of hope, which must be at an end ?

"

25. if 5—-^.'\ This also seems
expressed with popular laxity ; and the best kev
to the sense is to consider the Presents. and. as used of what is to be done, thus :

" But
if -we have to hope for what we see not, then
should we with patience wait for it." The state

of hope, to \vhich we are confined, itiiphjins: that

we should wait with patience for the desired bles-

sing, " And (to use the words of Mr. Young) as

it is of the essence of Hope to exclude fruition,

and always to look forward to something future

;

so ought it to be an inducement to us to wait
yvith patience for the blessing which is yet at a

distance."

It may be observed that here denotes
not only a patient loaiting for the blessing hoped
for, but a patient endurance of the trials and trib-

ulations to be encountered in this state of pro-

bation ; whereby that state of peace and blessed-

ness will be both enhanced by contrast, and
increased in intensity, •' knowing that our labour
shall never be in vain in the Lord."

28.? if , &c.] Taylor ren-

ders " Agreeably to this [constitution of things]

the Spirit helpeth," &c. But for this sense of' there is no authority ; any more than for

that of moreover, vhich is assigned by others.

Indeed there is no warrant for departing from the
usual signification in like manner, in the same way.
The only difficulty is to ascertain how it applies.

That, however, has been satisfactorily done by
Prof Stuart, who lays down the sense as follows :

" In like manner as hope supports, cheers, and
renders us patient, so do the influences of the
Spirit aid us in all our distresses." On the sense
of-/, however. Commentators are not agreed.
The ancient and most modern ones take it to

mean the Holy Spirit ; but many recent ones,
ani}mis et sensus Christianus, which, they say, is

personified. This, however, is harsh in the ex-
treme. The objection to the former interpre-
tation, that the office of intercession with God
belongs to our Saviour, not to the Holy Spirit,

has no force ; for the intercession here meant is

of another kind ; which has been well illustrated

by Carpz. as follows :
" The intercession of the

Spirit diffigrs trom the intercession of Chi'ist as
w'ell in respect of person as of oJUce. For the
Holy Spirit is of the ?6\ promised
by Christ, John xiv, 16. The points of difference
are these: 1. That the Holy Spirit is our Para-
clete, by virtue of his abiding and dwelling in the
heart (v. 37.) ; but Christ, by virtue of his oce,
as Advocate in Heaven. (Heb. ix. 24.) 2. That
Christ intercedes with the Father formally, as

God-man, Mediator, and our High Priest, by vir-

tue of his own merit. (Heb. vii. 25.) But the
Holy Spirit, sent by the Father and the Son to
the faithful, intercedes effectively in the heart, as
our Helper, by strengthening us from the efficacy

of Christ's merits, and claiming it for us as our
own by faith (2 Cor. iv. 12.) ; by impelling us to

prayer, and suggesting to us how yve ought to

pray (Zach. xii, 10.); by exciting in our hearts
aspirations, unutterable by the tongue, to our
Heavenly Father (Rom. viii. 26.) ; finally, by him-
self praying, as it yvere, in us—for us. so that we
by him cry Abba. Father !

" See also Stuart, who,
after an elaborate examination of the various
senses, decides in favour of the Spirit of God or
Christ (as supra vv. 2, 4, 5, 6, 9. 11, 13, 14, 23.)

by which must here be meant the Hohj Spirit,

sent from the Father and the Son.
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" , ,\ signifies literally " to lay

hold of any weight to be carried, on the opposite

side, and so helping a person to shoulder it."

It of course implies our concurrence with this

heavenly aid. denotes those infirmi-

ties and frailties of the Hesii, which disincline us

to bear the trials of virtue, and indispose us even
to discern our real good, or to form such prayers

as may be acceptable to God ; which particular

is adverted to in the next words.
—' airS rd —/?•] On these

words much, but needless, difficulty has been
raised. See Stuart. Now from the' (imo) it

is plain, that something more is intended than what
is contained in the preceding sentence. And as

it is there said that the Spirit helpeth our weak-
ness in prayer and otherwise ; so here there is an
ilhtslration by example given of His help in prayer,

namely, not only by exciting us to pray, and
strengthening us in prayer, but suggesting to us

Vihal we should pray for, and how our prayers should
be expressed. This vtfliience of siijj-rrestioii is in

order to set the thing in the strongest point of
view, by making, per ^«';', the Holy Spirit

utter what he only siigi^ests. However, the words
following, \. must not, with Wets,
and others, be referred to the Holij Spirit, but to

the persons thus assisted in prayer ; for the ex-

pression. would be by no means suitable to

the former, while it is highly so to the latter.

Render " by aspirations," i. e. by means of, by
exciting aspirations.

27. This verse is variously interpreted ; but the

Bense seems to be this ;
" He who searcheth the

hearts (i. e. Godj 6^) knoweth and
approveth what is the mind or intent of the Spirit

[thus suggested to the pious], for it is according
to the will of God that he thus acts ;

" or, partly

with .Stuart, '• The Searcher of hearts knows what
the aspirations of his children, thus excited by the

Spirit^ mean ; for the Spirit excites in them unut-

terable desires, in accordance with the will of
God ; and which he accordingly grant."

28— 39. "The Apostle goes on to assure those

to whom he is writing that all things (i. e. the
sufferings, and sorrows, and trials of the present
life) will prove to be instruments, in the hand of
a wise and powerful (iod and merciful Redeemer,
for promoting the final and greatest happiness and
glory of all true saints. The accomplishment of
this end cannot fail. The purpose of God in

respect to the saints can never be disappointed.

Nothing can ever separate them from the care,

and kindness, and affection of that Saviour who
has redeemed them. The inference to be drawn
from all this is, that Christians have no reason to

despond or to be discouraged, while suffering the
evils and trials of life. Their hopes and expecta-
tions should be elevated above the world, and be
in accordance with the glorious inheritance that
awaits them." (Stuart.)

— rbv i. e. not to all who arc

called (see Matt. xx. IG.), but to those only who

love and obey him. , all things, even ad-

versity ; this being a part of the Divine economy,
in the great mystery of our redemption, to bring
his sons to glory through sit(f'erings. By
is meant their good in the end, i. e. either here or

hereafter. Even the heathens were convinced
of this truth, as appears from the Classical cita-

tions adduced by Wets. ; and the Rabbinical
writings abound with similar sentiments.

The clause ' is meant to

expand the sense contained in. At
sub. from the preceding. .

signifies^Vwi purpose, or design, viz. as Young ex-
plains, " of gathering together in one all things in

Christ, both Jews and Gentiles ; that the Gentiles
should be fellow-heirs, and of the same body, and
partakers together with the Jews of his promise
in Christ by the Gospel. See Eph. i. 9— 11. iii.

3, 5, 6, 11." Tois\, " who are called," i. e.

taken into covenant. See Note on i. 6.

29. .] Many Commentators take this

to mean " fore-approved, or loved." So Young
explains, " those whom he regarded with especial
favour, before the rest of mankind ; the same
with those whom he chose in Christ before the
foundation of the world (Eph. i. 6.) : i. e. all

Christians, all of whatever nation, who should
embrace the faith of Christ. And as under the
Law the Jews were God's chosen and peculiar
people,6 Xabv ov, as St. Paul styles

them, xi. 2. his people whom he foreknew (comp.
Amos iii. 2. and see Dent. vii. 6, 7, 8.) : so, under
the Gospel, Christians are God's chosen and pe-
culiar people, ?." There is, however,
no authority for the above signification ; and I see
no reason to abandon the common interpretation,
" those whom he foreknew would be such," i. e.

lovers of God ; especially as it includes the sense
of the other interpretation. " For whom (says
IMr. Holden) did He thus regard? clearly only
those who love him, who obey the calling, and
embrace the Gospel." See Mackn. The best
Commentators, ancient and modern, are mostly
agreed that is to be understood of pre-
science ofcharacter ; and at, determination
founded on such prescience. Yet Prof. Stuart de-
nies that there is any thing in the text to this pur-
pose, or that which the Calvinistic Commentators
propound, " out of his mere good pleasure." After
a most elaborate discussion of the sense, as far as
philology can determine it, he thinks it to be as
follows :

" All things must work together for good
to Christians,— to such as are called to the priv-

ileges of a filial relation, and were chosen before
the world began, to be conformed to the image
of God, and to be advanced to a state of glory."

'. is equivalent to•. Tji" .. But here the Dative, is

rather required, as Phil. iii. 21 ; though the Genit.
is sometimes so used. EiV. is equivalent to,
or and. is for, which
is best (because most simply) explained by Stuart
of resemblance in a moral respect.
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— ' —.^ have in Recens.
Synop. proved that the sense is, " that he should
be the principal, best beloved, and chief of the

redeemed, his brethren, joint-inheritors of his

glory." Koppe here cites a Rabbinical writer
who uses the same term of the Messiah ; and
Philo, of the Logos. " However, our Lord is (as

Chrys. observes) here termed, only
by dispensation, siace in his Godhead He is-."

30. Si, «fcc] The best Expositors
are agreed that the sense is :

" those whom He
pre-ordained and determined to be conformed to

the image of his Son;" i.e. (explains Young)
" in his purpose and counsels of mercy, for the
salvation of mankind, God's will and decree re-

specting all those who should embrace the faith

of Christ was, that they should be conformed to

the image of his Son. This predestination (con-

i
tinues he) is the Divine decree for carrying into

effect the merciful purpose of saving mankind
through his Son Jesus Christ.", i. e. called by the preaching of the
Gospel ; namely, to have a conformity with Christ
on earth, not only in his sufferings, but in his ho-
liness, in order to attain conformity in his glory

;

or invited them to partake in the benefits of the
Gospel, offering the terms of his covenant to those
who conformed to its conditions by faith and ho-
liness.

—. Many eminent Commentators,
ancient and modern, explain this of " forgiveness
of sins, and admission to a state of pardon and
grace by baptism ; which, if duly improved, will

lead to glorification and final salvation." And
they, in general, hold that there are, strictly speak-
ing, two justifications, adoptions, and glorifica-

tions. While some of them suppose but one, the
first being the commencement, the second the con-

swnmatinn of the thing. But for such a notion,
especially as regards glorijicatio7i, there is no war-
rant in Scripture. And of adoption, nothing is

here said. It is plain that as {' must mean
such a calling as proceeds from the foreknoirleds^e

and the predetermination of God, in respect to
the objects of it (and consequently cannot but be
effectual), so must denote the result of
it, in justification or pardon of sins both first and
final (if, indeed, there be two justifications), and
final glorification. See Prof Stuart in his Note,
and especially in his Excursus viii. It is a point

on which Commentators are at issue, whether
these Aorists should be taken as Futures, or as

Presents. The latter is greatly preferable ; but
it will be better to take them of what is ciistom-

anj, apart from all particular times ; a sense of
the Aorist which is frequent in the Classical, and
not vithout example in the Scriptural writers.
Certainly this language is not meant (as many
imagine) of the Roman Christians only, but of all

Christians of every age ; and was intended to

represent s-enfra//i/ the plan of salvation, and the
various steps of it; and has therefore been well
termed by Paraeus the golden and indissoluble

chain of salvation, '' exhibiting (says Taylor) the

order and connection of the purpose of God con-
cerning our salvation," and which is ably traced
by Carpzov thus :

" In vv. 28 & 29 are mentioned
the Divine benefits before the creation of the world,

i. e. from eternity. 1. The, or determi-
nate purpose of granting felicity to those who
should believe in Christ to the end of life. 2.

The, the prescience of God (conjoined
with his love), by which he foreknew all and each
who would believe in Christ. 3. The,
the determination and decree of conferring eter-

nal happiness on all and each of them. At ver.

30 are enumerated the Divine benefits granted iv, in tempore, in this life. 1. , call-

ing to faith, or an offering of grace, which here
comprehends actual conversion and regeneration

;

since God illumines the intellect of man by the
Holy Ghost, sways the will, and confers faith on
those who do not perversely reject his offer. 2.'?, justification, by which is meant the
being declared just by God, and absolved from
guilt and punishment. 3. <|, glorification,

which takes its commencement in renovation and
sanctification, and is perfected in life eternal.

31. Tt rt. r.] "The Apostle now
concludes with a triumphant expression of his

full assurance of the happy result of their present
trials (see v. 31 — 39.) For God having given
such a stupendous proof of his purpose of love
towards them, as to give his own Son to suffer in
their stead ; it is impossible to think that any
thing shall ever wrest them out of his hands : but
he will support them under all afflictions, defend
them against all enemies; and having begun a
good work in them, will perform it until the day
of Jesus Christ." (Young.)
The best Commentators are agreed that r( ovv

is a form of speaking signifying, " What
inference, then, shall be drawn from what has
been said? "

— /.] Many recent Commentators render
" since." But the sense seems to be, " if [as is

the case]." In this use, Hoogev. says, it.kBplies

an affirmation ; referring to Homer II. '<p 216.
The interrogation implies the negation,!, e. none.

And by .' scil., is meant shall venture
to oppose, or shall successfully oppose ; that being
implied.

32. — .'] The here is very
significant, and may be rendered especially. The
ToTi ISiov is emphatic, in opposition to, q. d.

his own, not an adopted Son. This strengthens
the inference. In there is much ele-

gance, such as we find in the Classical writers
(see Wets.), and probably there is a reference to
Gen. xxii. 12.

does not (as the heterodox Interpret-

ers make it) signify " for our benefit," but (as

Koppe acknowledges) in our stead, and for the
expiation of our sins. On the vicarious nature of
Christ's sufferings (which Schoettg. ably shows
is here inculcated), see Abp. Magee on the
Atonement, Vol. i. App. No. xlii., also No. xxx.

In , implying a strong affirmation, there
is great spirit. See Note on Matt. xvi. 11. By
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- must be meant all afflictions which may

be for our real good, and agreeable to His own
wise counsels.

33. \. .] It has been
debated who are meant by the accuser and the

condemner. The ancient and earlier modern
Commentators understand the Jews; the later

Commentators, the Gentiles. It should seem that

neither opinion ought to be held to the exclusion

of the other, but that both may be admitted. The
accusers might be both Jews and Gentiles, though
on different grounds. The interrogation implies

a strong negation, i. e..
On the punctuation of this verse there is some

difference of opinion. Many of the most eminent
Editors and Commentators place notes of interro-

gation at,,,, and,
q. d.

'• Who will lay any thing to the charge of
God's elect ? will God who justifies them do
it ? " This, they thinlc, is more spirited and in

the Apostle's manner. But the common punctu-
ation (which is supported by almost all ancient

and most modern Commentators), though it may
have less of rhetorical, has more of Apos-
tolical gravity ; nay, (as has been proved by Tay-
lor, Rinck, and Ainmon,) yields a better sense

;

namely, " Since God justifietli us, Avhat matters

who accuses or condemns us ? " In h -, &c. Grot, thinks there is an allusion to Job
xxxiv. 29. is for ; of which
Wets, adduces an example from the Schol. on
Thucyd. i. 26. /» is added for

their consolation under present atllictions. On
iiKaiwv see Bp. Bull's Harm. ., p. 3.

31•. . »;.]
' is continually acting as

our Mediator and Intercessor." See Hebr. vii.

25. Examples of this sense are adduced by Dr.

Burton from Philo.

35. . Xp.] This may mean either

the love Christ bears to us, or the love we bear
to him. Recent Commentators generally prefer

the latter interpretation ; but the former, which
is supported by the ancients and most moderns,
is far more agreeable to the context.

—, »)., ice] Of these terms
and are modifications of inisenj arisins;

from persecution. The last is by far the stronger
term ; and perhaps the two \vhicli precede it rep-
resent, as it were, passive, indirect, and private

persecution ;, active and public persecu-
tion. The three next terms seem, in a manner,
exemplifications of the former ; \!> and,
which denote want of the necessaries of life, re-

ferring to and' ; and,
whicli denotes violent death, to.

3G. , &c.] q. d. even though the
words of Scripture (describing the fate of God's
servants of old) should become applicable to us.

signifies " we are being killed ;
" i. e.

some are continually killed, and others daily ex-
pecting death. /iuru (answering to the
Heb. 33) literally signifies s/iee^^ /" </ie

slMifrliter, slauvliter-slieep, sheep put aside and
destined for death. This use of the Genit. de-
noting destination is illustrated by Rosenm. from
Ps. cii. 20. 'J^j ^''"•' destined for death

;

i. e. those condemned to death.

37. '\ " we are triumphantly victo-

rious." Of this signification of, e.xam-
ples are adduced by Wets, and Ivoppe. The
sense is, "fortified by Divine assistance, we have
even more strength than is necessary for us to

overcome all obstacles." .See the Note ofTaylor.

38, 39. Here we have the same sentiment, but
in other words, both more copiously enlarged on,
and more pathetically expressed ; being explained
per, i. e. by a mention of the various parts

of the universe in which any power to sway the
minds of men may be imagined to exist. We are

not, therefore, too anxiously to press upon each
single term, but to regard the words as an enu-
meuation of the parts of the universe. (Koppe).
It should seem, however, that the most powerful
things and persons are mentioned first: 1. No
thinu-— no fear of death, no hope of life. 2. No
Being;, however powerful, no not even angels, or

principalities, or powers, .\ngels are simply men-
tioned, as being the most powerful of God's crea-

tures ; and thus it is needle^ to refine upon the
manner of the thing, or debate Iiow angels can be
supposed to derogate from man's faith and virtue.

and 7nitij denote, as some imag-
ine, other orders of angels. .See Eph. vi. 12.

Col. ii. 15. But it is more probable that they
denote (as Wets, thinks) hiinuin powers,
signifying the principal, and^ the inferior

ones. . is explained by most
recent Commentators " nothins; ivhatever." But
there is more significancy and truth in the inter-

pretation of Grotius, (adopted and illustrated with
examples by Wets.,) " no fear of death, nor hope

of life." fienco is confirmed the exposition of-

fered by Grot, and Kypke of the next words,. ' )\, " neither present nor future

evils." So also the words following '^

I
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probably mean (what the usus loquendi estation, partaking of the nature of an oath, sim-
permits) '• neitlier the height of prosperity nor the ilar to that at 2 Cor. i. 23. xi. 10. Eph. iv. 17. 1

depth of adversity." See Koppe. Tim. v. 21. The full sense of the words is :

maybe taken, with Grot, and Koppe, for protest by Christ that I speak truth. I take the, Or, 1'es, whatever exists in rerum Holy Spirit, who knoweth my heart (see Acts v.

natura, not only all substances, but whatever can 23.), to witness that 1 lie not, my conscience also

he imagined. " This is indeed (as Stuart observes) bearing me witness, that,' &c.
2. —] i. e. ,

(which is mentioned just after) i. e. 'for them and
their lost estate.'

3. , &c.] The sense in this

disputed passage turns on the words and, which each requires to be carefully dis-

cussed. In considering the former, it is of im-

an anchor sure and stedfast, entering into that

within the veil ; a blessed, cheering, glorious

hope, vhich only the Gospel and atoning blood
can inspire."

IX. With the eighth Chapter concludes what
may be called the doctrinal part of the Epistle :

the following Chapters being employed,— 1. in portance to attend to an idiom connected with it,

anticipating and removing such objections as which was first noticed by Photius, and has since
might be made; 2. in giving practical admoni- been recognized by Grot., Wolf, and most judi-
tions. Now commences the third part of the cious Commentators ; though not admitted by
Epistle, comprehending Chaps, ix., x., and xi., of many of the early modern Interpreters ; namely,
the contents of which Schoettgen presents an that there is here the Imperfect for the Optative
analysis:— " To remove the scruples of the Jews, withui"; as in Acts xxv. 22. ; and which is to be
(whether Christians or not) 1. we have a prce- found in almost all the Greek writers, from
occupatio ; which was necessary, that it misiht not vhom I have, in Recens. Synop., adduced many
be thought that, having abandoned their religion, examples which had occurred in my own reading,
he had spoken against them from a hostile feel- It should seem, then, that " the Apostle (as Pho-
ing (ix. 1— 3, repeated in x. 1, 2.) 2. He shows tius observes) does not say, but
that God had alone, of his good pleasure, chosen (for Sv), meaning, ' I could ardently,
Jacob, rather than Esau; and that therefore the earnestly, wish, i. e. if it Avere possible and per-
Israelites had not hij nature any superiority (ix. mitted me, if I had my choice.' Thus far all is

4— 33.) 3. That the Jews must submit to the clear." But it is not easy to determine the sense
Divine dispensation ; otherwise, though they are of the words which state the nature and object of
the people of God, they will not be saved (x. 3

—

this wish ; namely, anb .
15.) 4. That they had always been disobedient All the ancient and early modern Commentators
(v. 16— 21.) 5. Therefore God justly rejected (and also Benson and Koppe) suppose them to
them ; though he reserved to himself some (xi. denote the being accursed, and therefore separ-
1— 32.) 6. Whereupon the Apostle utters an ated from the society of Christians, and conse-
exclamation of wonder, and praises God in his quently excluded from the benefits of salvation,

works (v. 33

—

36.) In Chap. xi. 11 — 24. is in- The propriety of this sense is ably maintained by
troduced an admonition to the Gentile converts, AVhitby and Wolf. The expression, it may also
not to suffer their reception into the Divine fa- be observed, is strongly hyperbolical, and akin to
vonr to puff" them up, and lead them to neglect that in Gal. iv. 15. All the other interpretations
the will of God." The scope of the Apostle in which have been devised, to avoid what some
the present Chapter, is, as Stuart truly observes, have thought a considerable harshness, I have, in
to support, illustrate, and defend against objec- Rec. Syn., shown to be liable to insuperfible ob-
tions the positions which have been laid down in jections, either on the score of phraseology, or
the foregroing Chapters. 1. He shows that, though of sense. As to, it corresponds to the
the predestinated, called, justified, and glorified, Heb. j^n^p, which signifies to c;/i o/f; and fiou-

are both of Jews and Gentiles
;
yet that that in- rativelv. to sr'pnrate//vm,OT destroii.' Thus-

volves no breach of the promises made to Abra- is by the Sept. used in both these senses,
ham and his seed; for the natural seed, as such. The former, however, was the more ancient ac-
are not the specific objects of the promise. 2. ceptation ; the other may be supposed to have

"
" ' " " ' " "

"

arisen much later, when it became necessary to
resort to ecclesiastical censures, in order to sup-
port the declining influence of the Jewish Hierar-
chy. Thus and its derivatives came to be
used for excommiinication : and no wonder, since
the persons so anathematized were supposed to
be devoted to tlie wrath of God, and his heaviest
punishments. Thus the expression

tie shows that God, in calling, justifying, and arb X. seems (by allusion to the Jewish ex-
glorifying, does only what he has a perfect right communication) to mean ' beins an outcast from
to do ; which is analogous to the examples of his Christ, and excluded from the benefits of his re-
dealings in the Jewish Scriptures, and accords ligion.' The sense, then, meant to be expressed
with the doctrines and predictions which they by the AposUe seems to he as follows :

' I am
contain. So Stuart, in whose note may be seen ready to make any possible sacrifice, however
more to the same effect. great, that may be jawful. in order to prevent the

1. iv Xp."] The best Commenta- rejection of my brethren and countrymen, and to
tors are agreed that this is a form of solemn prot- accomplish their deliverance.' Or, with Stuart,

That God hath abrays chosen the objects of his

favour vhere he pleased, without regard to ex-

ternal privileges, advantages, or relations. Ac-
cordingly, examples of God's sovereignty are ad-

duced of various kinds, some having respect to

temporal advantages or disadvantages ; and some
both spiritual and temporal. Thus the eighth
Chapter is the key to the ninth, where the Apos-
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thus :
' Such is my affection for my .Jewish breth- Christ), as those with Noah, Abraham, Isaac, &c.,

ren, that could I put myself in tlieir stead, and in the light of a new covenant.
take on me the consequences of unbelief to which —] namely, ' the giving of the law,'

they are exposed, I would willingly do it, in order i. e. the law given from Mount Sinai.

that they might be saved.' In «urij there is — ] the »; /</; itpowpyia, the Levitical

a strong emphasis, i. e. even/ whom you suppose service or worship mentioned in Exod. xii. 26.,

to be so ill affected to you. and forming a part of the.
4. The Apostle proceeds to speak honourably — al] This refers to the I'anoMS di-

of his countrymen, enumerating their privileges; vine promises; both those delivered by Moses,
he does this to show his good will to them, and to and those, after his time, confirmed and repeated
awaken their solicitude not to lose that Divine by the Prophets, respecting the possession of
favour, by which they had been so long distin- Palestine ; and especially of the Messiah, who
guished ; hinting, too, that Ciod wished them to be should appear and proceed from their nation,

saved, by vouchsafing to them the adoption and 5. ol] The sense is ' whose ances-
glory, &c. tors are the Patriarchs,' i. e. Abraham, Isaac, and— '.] " By this (says Bowyer) is meant Jacob, together with some celebrated personages
the privilege of being the children of God; and of the early history of the Israelites,

consequently a right to the inheritance of the — b —] In interpreting a
children of God. Now this privilege the Israel- passage, on the sense of which there has been
ites derived from their progenitor Seth, whose
descendants ' called themselves hij the name of
the Lord,' Gen. iv. 26. i. e. the children of God

;

and they are expressly so termed, Gen. vi. 2.

This privilege was renewed to Shem, the ancestor
of the Israelites, after the flood, Gen. ix. 26.

This adoption was further confirmed to.\braham.
Gen. XV. 12-21., and to his natural offspring in

the fourth generation, when they were to be
put into possession of the earthly Canaan ; on
which account God calls Israel his son, and his

first-born, Exod. iv. 22, 23. Deut. xiv. I. But
more especially when this earthly Canaan is

considered as a pledge of the adoption to the
everlasting possession of the heavenly Canaan, to

which God had adopted Abraham, Gen. xviii. 10."

—! ; ,] Some Commentators take this to

mean the ^lory of the adoption. That, however,
would require the addition of, which would

much controversy, even among orthodox exposi-

tors, it is proper to proceed with great caution.

One thing is plain, even from the presence of the, that must be referred not to, (with
some) but to;; • and that must be
supplied from the preceding /, and be taken in

a popular sense for 'is, or was to be, born.' With
this is closely connected the & (by el-

lipsis, for TO ) which words
are emphatical, and allude to the other, or Divine
nature of Christ; a doctrine agreeable to what
the JcK's themselves expected from the Messiah

;

all of whom knew that he would be man, and the

more enlightened maintained that he would also

be God. See the passages from the Rabbinical
writers cited by Schoettg., Wets., and Koppe.
But to proceed to the next clause h iiri—, the words attest so strongly the Deity of

Jesus Christ, that it is no wonder every en-
be but an insipid additament. Others suppose deavour should have been made, on the part of
it to mean the glory accruing to them from those who deny it, to evade so irrefragable an
the miracles wrought by God, and the honour evidence. These attempts have been made in

of the Divine presence. This, however, is various Avays, 1. by cancelling; 2. by inter-

far-fetched. Something more particular seems preting it in a lower sense, as put for Kiipios

;

meant; namely, either (as Beza, Pise, Tol., Grot., 3. by altering the present readinsr on conjecture,
Hamm., and others tliink) the ark of the covenant, substituting - h for h ; 4. by altering the punc-
(scc I Sam. iv. 21. Ps. Ix.wiii. 61.) or (as Est.,

Camer., Vltringa, Locke, Schoettg., Carpz., and
Bowyer understand) the Schechinah. or symbol of
God's glorious presence, which resided in Soth's

family till the flood, and afterwards appeared oc-

casionally to Moses, .loshua, Samuel, and others,
— until finally it dwelt among the children of Is-

rael from the erection of the Tabernacle to the
destruction of the Temple, taking up its abode
over the ark of the covenant, and called by the

Septuagint io^a.
— «i <;«] The plural must not, as some

say, be regarded as put for the singular, per enal-

lasen, Attice ; nor are we to suppose the covenant
split into twoj)arts, the ^// and the tijiiiral ; but,

with Dc Dieu, Schoettg., Wets., and Ko])pe. we
must suppose that the Apostle uses the plural to
favour the complacency of the Jews, by accom-
modating himself to their mode of speaking; who,

tuation, so as to make the words be predicated
of the Father, thus forming a do.rolory ; viz. either

by placing a comma after, (in the sense
' May God, who is over all, be blessed for ever !'

)

or by placing it after', in the sense, ' God
be blessed for ever !

' Now as to the cancelling

the, few even of the Socinian Critics venture
upon so desperate a method. I say desperate;

for, notwithstandint; the ill-judijed and uncalled-
for admissions of Schoettg., Clarke, and others,

the truth is, that no portion of Scripture contains
better evidence for its nenuineness, it being found
in all the M^S. hitherto mllatrd, in all the ancient

Versions, and all tite Fathers, with a few slight

exceptions. See ISIiddl. In fact, the Socinians
have seen the impregnable authority of the word,
and have therefore generally assailed the passage
in the three other modes ; but with as little suc-

cess. For, 1. as to taking Gfof for Kfcpiof,/ has
as we find from the Rabbinical writings, used to lieen completely demolished by the powerful arm
consider every renewal of the original covenant of Bp. Middl. And, 2dly, as to the alteration on
(for there was, in fact, but one from Adam to conjecture of 6 into b, it is totally unsup-
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ported by MS. authority, insomuch that Mr. Bel-

sham himself grants that it cannot be admitted.

Indeed, (as Bp. Middl. and others have shown,)
even if admitted, it " would introduce an argu-

ment improbable, and Greek impossible." As to

the attempt made to evade the plain sense of the

words by converting them, with change of punc-

tuation, into a doxology, that has even less to be
urged in its defence, and, in both its forms, is an-

nihilated by Bp. Middl. ; who has shown that

doxolorry would here be out of place, and that, if

it were admitted, the passage would require to be
worded very differently. And it is in vain for the

Socinians to urge " the irregularity of the Apos-
tle's style," since, however irregular, he is a law
unto himself. Besides, as Koppe well observes,

this principle is not to be called in rashly and un-

necessarily, otherwise every thing of certainty in

interpretation will be destroyed. Indeed, so ob-

jectionable is this mode, that even Socinus, Crel-

lius, and Schliting themselves reject it. That
the context requires the common interpretation,

and that no objection will lie from\ dq
being elsewhere applied to the Father,

but rather that it is a confirmation of the Deity

of Christ, is proved by Mr. Slade. Here it may
be proper to notice a difficulty powerfully urged
by Wets, and Koppe. namely, " why so few of the

Fathers ever employed the passage in proof of the

Divinity of Christ." Nowwere that really the case,

— it might be sufficient to say, that the Fathers
were cautious of citing a passage which was ca-

pable of perversion, and, by its sense being
pushed too far, of being made to support a dan-
gerous heresy. But. in fact, we need not resort

to this argument; for Dr. Burton, in his Testi-

monies of the Ante-Nicene Fathers, has satis-

factorily established the fact, that the passaije is

expressly quoted as asserting the divinity of Christ

by Irena^us, Tertnllian, Hippolytus, Cyprian,

Athanasius, &c. ; and that there is no reason to

suppose that any persons ever proposed a different

interpretation, till after the Socinian controversy

besjan.

It must, hovever, be confessed, that even of
those Commentators who refer the words to Christ,

all are not agreed on their exact sense. Many
modern Expositors (even Stuart) think that 6

{'' is equivalent to b b

£<;, '•' who is the Supreme God," thus making
tiod the Son supreme over God the Father :

a

doctrine not only not found in Scripture, but con-

tradictory to what is there found (see 1 Cor. viii.

6. XV. 27. sq. 1 Tim. ii. 5. Phil. ii. !') : a doctrine,

too, against which both the ancient and the most

eminent modern Theologians alike contend. See

Bp. Bull's Defens. Fid. Nic. § k That, there-

fore, cannot be the sense of the passage : to ex-

clude which, some eminent Critics (as F.rasm.,

Grot., Schoettg., and Whitby) have been led to

somewhat countenance the Socinian methods of

reading and expounding above adverted to. Oth-

ers (and among them the Authors of our Com-
mon Version), with far more judgment, place a

comma after, taking b Int to sig-

nify " vvho is Lord over all," as in .lohn iii. .3. b'. Eph. i. 212. sq.

Phil. ii. 9. Matt. xx. 18. Thus the sense of the

VOL. II.

passage will be :
" And of whom, as concerning

the flesh (i. e. in his human nature) Christ is de-

scended ; who is [in that capacity] Lord over all

[created beings] ; being indeed God, blessed for

ever." For this punctuation, however, there is

no confirmation in ancient authority, and still less

any support from the usus lo(jue?idi. Nor is there

any occasion to change the common punctuation,

if we only take care to keep out the objectiona-

ble interpretation just adverted to : which may
very well be done ; for the epithet supreme over

all, as given to God the Son, will not imply any
superiority over God the Father, but only be un-

derstood of all created beings. And thus the real

sense of the passage will only (as Bp. Pearson
savs) testify the equality, or rather the identity, of
Christ's Deity with that of the Father ; and still

continue (as Doddridge says) " a proof of Christ's

proper Deiiii, which all the opposers of that doc-

trine have never been, nor ever will be able to

answer."
6. owv Si —:] The sense is, " I do not

say this as thougli I would insinuate that the word
of God (i. e. the Divine promises) had failed of

its efl^ct. So far from that, it is rather confirmed.

The rejection of the Jews is agreeable to God's
former dealintrs with them ; for all the descendants

of Israel are not of the true Israelites, to whom
the promises were made, God having limited them
first to Isaac, vv. 7— 9, and then to Isaac's son

Jacob, vv. 10— 1.3, rejecting all the other chil-

dren. Therefore he acts in the same man-
ner by rejecting the unbelieving Jews, and ac-

cepting those who, by believing, are the true

spiritual Israelites." In there is a met-

aphor taken from arcltery. So Thucydides viii.

81. } ( . The
is for' -

7. ovi' ', &C.] What now follows, up to

V. 13. illustrates the sentiment,— that the being

endued with benefits from God does not depend
upon birth and descent. To this purpose the

Apostle adduces examples, to which the pride of

the Jews (who boasted of their descent from
Abraham) could oppose nothing; namely, as

being drawn, 1. from the posterity of Abraham
himself,— not all of whose descendants, but only

the ojfsprins: of Isaac, experienced the particular

favour of the Lord, to the neglect, in some de-

gree, of the Israelites, the descendants of Ketu-
rah ; 2. from Isaac, of whose children, not Esau,
but Jacob, was, by the Divine dispensation, the

destined progenitor and foimder of that nation
hereafter to be so much favoured. (Koppe.)
— (' h .. -fpfia.] Here we have

a popular ellipsis, to be supplied as follows :
" for

thus was it said, these were the words." The
sense is, " In Isaac shall thy seed be called ;

" or,

in other words, " It is in and by Isaac that thy seed
shall be named, and obtain celebrity. " The Apos-
tle (observes Taylor) here and afterwards does
not give the whole of the texts, but only a hint,

by a way of reference ; which to the Jews, who
were well conversant in Scripture, would be
enough."

8. Here it is shown, that whatever difference

might exist between Isaac and Ishmael, that was
to be ascribed solely to the good pleasure and
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gracious promise of God. iir., for''. The sense is, " those sons to wliom
pertain tlie felicity mercifully promised to Abra-

ham." < is lor . See the

Note of Alackn.
9. i }^6.] Here we have

the same sentiment confirmed from Scripture.

The passage alluded to is Gen. xviii. 20, which
agrees in sense, though not quite in words, with

the Hebrew and the Sept. A typical sense is in-

tended, on which see Chrys.

10 if,, &.C.] The Apostle now
goes on to show, that not only did God make a

distinction, , among the natural

descendants of Abraham, but that even among
the descendants of him who was " the Son of

promise," he made a like distinction ; and that,

too, in a case where the respective merit of the

parties could not be the ground of distinction.

Nay, that this reception was determined on before

the children were born ; and consequently before

they could have had any merit or demerit. But
if God, (''', makes such distinction among
the legitimate children of the " Soil ofpromise,"
then tlie same God may choose, justify, and glo-

rify those who are in respect to the heavenly
inheritance. If it is not unjust, in the one case,

to distribute favours , then it is

not in the other. (Stuart.) It is well remarked
by Mr. Slade, that " the Apostle may be supposed
to adduce this case, merely from its being yet
stronger than the other. In the case of Isaac and
lehmael, there were two mothers ; but Rebecca
had only one hiisliand, and her children were
twins." The construction here is irregular, and
falls under the head of anacoluthon, by which a

sentence is commenced in one syntax, and is

afterwards changed into another, the sentence
being not finished as it was begun. Thus the

proper construction would be : [roSro]', —,
&C. KoiTjjv^ is, per metalepsin, for-, " having conceived."

1 1 .' yap —.^ Taken from
Gen. XXV. 23, the words ^ —
being added, to show the .lews that Esau lost

the honour of being the root of the people of

God, on account of his profanity in despising that

honour (Heb. xii. l(i.) ; and tlius all notion ol"

individual merit in either, as to obtaining tlie

Divine benefits, might be removed, and all occa-

sion for objection on the i):irt of tlie Jews cut off.

(Koppe & Mackn.) The Apostle does not mean
(as those of the Calvinistic persuasion imaiiine),

that there is destined to all men individually a

state either of eternal happiness or eternal misery,

not according to the merits of each, but accord-

ing to a Divine decree, or on account of the

imputation of Adam's sin. Vot, 1. the subject
treated of is concerning the rejection of the .lews,

and the election, in their place, of the CJentiles,

who embraced the doctrine of Christ. Therefore
the Apostle is not speaking of the whole human

race. 2. If St. Paul had held the opinion of a

decree firm, fated, and absolute, so as to be affected

by nothing that men ever should do, or ever had
done, he could not have felt an anxious wish that

it might be changed, and that the event might
turn out otherwise ; as he does in v. 3. 3. Of this

decree the result was the servitude of Esau's pos-
terity, V. 12. So that there is no reference to

tlie state of men in another life ; for there servi-

tude can have no place. 4. The Apostle is speak-

ing, not of individuals, but of the Church, or a

congregated body of men, vv. 24•, 25. 5. He
speaks of the patience and long-suflering of God,
V. 22; all idea of which is done away, if he leaves
nothing to men, but does every tiring himself. 6.

He speaks at vv. 28, 30, 31, of the justice of the

Judge, in assigning rewards and punishments
;

which cannot have place, if no regard is h.id to

what those whom he will judge either have done,
or have not done. (Wets.) It is plain from Gen.
XXV. 23, " two nations are in thy womb," that

Jacob and Esau are not spoken of as individuals,

but as representius; the two nations springing from
them ; and that the election of which the Apos-
tle speaks is not an election of Jacob to eternal

life, but of his posterity to be the visible church
and people of God on earth, and heirs of the

promises, in their first and literal meaning. Deut.
vii. 6, 7. Acts xiii. 17. That this is the election

here spoken of, appears from the following cir-

cumstances. 1. It is neither said, nor is it true,

of Jacob and Esau personally, that " the elder
served the younger ; " this being true only of their

posterity. 2. Even if Esau /u/rf served Jacob per-

sonally, and had been inferior to him in worldly
greatness, it would have been no proof at all of
Jacob's election to eternal life, nor of Esau's rep-
robation. As little was the subjection of the
Edomites to the Israelites, in David's days, a
proof of the election or reprobation of their pro-
genitors. 3. The Apostle's professed purpose in
this discourse being to show, that aa election,
bestowed ori Jacob by God's frc#^ift, might
either be taken from them, or others might be
admitted to share therein with them, it is evi-
dently not an election to eternal life, which is

never taken away, but to external privileges only.
4. This being an election of the whole posterity
of Jacob, and a reprobation of the whole descend-
ants of Esau, it can only mean, that the nation
which was to spring from Esau should be sub-
dued by the nation which was to spring from
Jacob; and that it should not, like the nation
springing from Jacob, be the Church and people
of God, nor be entitled to the possession of Ca-
naan, nor dive birth to the seed in whom all the
families of the earth were to be blessed. 5. The
circumstance of Esau's being older than Jacob
was very properly taken notice of, to show that
Jacob's election was contrary to the right of pri-

mogeniture, because this circumstance proved it

to he from pure favour. But if his election had
been to eternal life, the circumstance of his age
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ought not to have been mentioned, because it

had no relation whatever to that matter. (Whit-
by, Taylor, and Mackn.) In the above view even
Carpz. coincides, as does indeed almost every

other Commentator of repute. See, however.
Prof. Stuart, who is of opinion that it does not

relate to temporal condition or privileges, (as re-

ferred to nations or communities,) but to effectual

calling, to juslifijiiiir and glori/yin a- ; of course, as

referred to individuals. And, indeed, if the ob-

ject of the Apostle in making such an appeal to

such an instance of the , be,

as Stuart supposes, to justify and support what
had been said at viii. 28 — 39, there could be no
doubt that it must be so. But that reference is

taken for granted rather than proved.

—, &c.] "[This was said and donej in

order that," &,c. is for or :7poatpe-. And <' is well explained

by Stuart to mean a purpose which proceeds from
one's own free choice ; moved by internal, not

external, causes or motives. Thus the reasons

of tlie Divine counsels are far from being repre-

sented as arbitrary, or imgrounded, but only as

being such as are not disclosed, and pertain to

God alone. The fifw;, "might stand firm,"", " be a convincing argument.'' -', i. e. dependant on the will of the caller,

chooser, or bestower.

12. b.] Like major natu in Latin. And
so in Gen. xxix. IG. The meaning is :

" The
posterity of Esau the elder shall be compelled to

serve that of Jacob the younger;" as is plain

from the words preceding, " two nations are in

thy womb."

13. , &c.] The sense is :
" An

example of the foregoing truth maybe seen in the
passage of Scripture where it is written, Jacob,"
&,c. The best Commentators, both ancient and
modern, are agreed, that in and we
are not to consider the two brothers personally,

but as the founders the one of the Israelitish, the

other of the Iduniaean nation, and, in fact, as the

nations llie?iiselves. They are also asreed. that

the terms which indicate the disposition of God
towards tliem are to be interpreted with an atten-

tion to the laws of parallelism, and to be under-

stood conijMirativehj,— namely, of greater and less

favour ; so Carpz. well paraphrases, " on the pos-

terity of Jacob I confer greater worldly advanta-

ges, and superior external prerogatives : but on
the posterity of Esau, the Idumajans. I bestow

]
benefits more sparingly." See Chrys., Theophyl.,
and Whitby.

14. The Apostle, intending to show the lib-

erty of the Divine election, brings every thing
forward, more Judiiiro, in the way of objection,

with the answer subjoined. His meaning, then,

may be thus expressed: Objection: In having

chosen the posterity of Isaac and Jacob for his

people, and not the other nations, may not God

be charged with injustice ? Ans. By no means
;

we must not even entertain such a thought. He
then proceeds to prove the position, that God
may freely choose a certain nation for his people,
and reject the others. This he shows, 1. from
the testimonies of Moses, in which God claims
to himself this supreme right, vv. 15, 28. 2. From
the argument that God, as Creator, hath full

power over the created, vv. 19— 24. 3. From
the predictions uttered concerning the Jews, vv.

25— 29. (Schoettg.) In not having bestowed
on all the Israelites, but on some only, this bles-

sing of faith in Jesus Christ, the greater part be-
ing left in unbelief, the Apostle shows that God
does not act unjustly; a truth which he had be-
fore declared, and variously illustrated and vindi-

cated, and which he here again inculcates ; 1.

By laying down the general position, that what-
ever the Deity doeth, that cannot of itself be un-
just, / y/iOiro ! 2. By showing that this was no
other than the usual mode of God's acting, (which
he exemplifies by the case of Pharaoh,) and that

it would be both foolish and impious, on that

ground, to call God to account (vv. 15— 21.) 3.

That the unbelieving Israelites themselves could
not complain of the grace of God being withdrawn
from them,— since he had hitherto evinced him-
self so lenient and indulgent, in bearing with their

unbelief and iniquity (v. 22.) Finally, he shows
that by their unbelief this very benignity ofGod,

—

namely, in bringing other nations in their place

to the blessings of true religion, is even more
magnified, v. 23. seqq. Here, again, however,
Prof Stuart is at issue with those who maintain

the above views of the scope of this passage.

Yet he does not e.-rrliide the reference they main-
tain. And upon the whole, I confess that I am
inclined to agree with the learned Professor in

including both ; and am disposed to admit, that

the object of the Apostle in this chapter may be
not merely to vindicate the Divine proceedings,

in regard to giving or withholding favours in this

present world, or the external privileges of relig-

ion ; but also in respect to the future lot of saints

and sinners in another.

15. ov, (fcc] The general sense is, that

God acts, in the distribution of his favours, ac-

cording to his own p/easure. This is (as Koppe
savs) a phrase, used either when we do not choose,

though we can, to give reasons for conferring ben-

efits on another ; or when we wish to prevent

those whom we benefit from ascribing to them
anv peculiar merit of their own. The reasoning

of the Apostle is this: "God cannot be 7injust

because he distributes his favours. He may surely do what he will with his

own. Nay, your own Scriptures inculcate the
same doctrine, where God is introduced as say-

ing," &:c. Thus the meanincr is. that in confer-
ring privileges or favours, whether upon nations

or individuals, God acts according to his sover-

eign pleasure. See Bp. Bull's Apolog. pro Harm.
p.^55.
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16. , &C.] The opa is concliisivp, q. d.

" From what was said it cannot be collected,"

&c. From the above Divine declaration it fol-

lowed of course, not, indeed, that it is quite su-

peplluous for a man himself to work, and use the

faculties and powers granted him by God,— but

that the exertion of those powers does not of it-

self suffice to the obtaining of his wish ; that de-

pending wholly upon the grace and goodness of

God; and therefore that it ought not to be as-

cribed to the most active exertions of any man,
if he should enjoy the Divine beneiits in a greater

degree than another. (Koppe.)

17. / , &c.] Another example of the

position at v. 15 ; and as the preceding one, taken

from Mos''s. was of acceptance, so is this of rejec-

tion. God long preserved Pharaoh,— not in con-

sequence of any merit in him
;
(for he was one

of the most presumptuous sinners on record
;)

but that his Divine power might in the end be

more signally displayed in him, and that the mira-

cles wrought for the deliverance of tlie Israelites

might spread the name of Jehovah throughout the

whole earth.'. is by some understood of Pharaoh
being broutrht into being, or as monarch of Eo-i/pt

;

by others, of his preservation during the various

plagues inflicted, especially that of the boils. The
first interpretation has no support from the iisiis

loqnendi. The second, indeed, is not destitute

of that support (so Ps. cxiii. 7 & 8. Sept. &

i c V :'— /) : but (not to say that Pharaoh was born
to a throne) it is at variance with the context, both
in the passage of Exodus and the present ; each
of which plainly requires the i/iiVrf-mentioned

sense, namely, preservatioti from disease and death.

And although I know of no direct evidence
of such a signification in, yet it oc-
curs in other words of similar signification,

as. So Thucyd. ii. 49. 8. \,
a a . Prof. Stuart, indeed,

after a most elaborate discussion of the sense of
in the LX.K. (where it is almost alwavs

found) concludes that the meaning is here " roused
thee up." That sense, Viowever, appears very
frigid and jejune, and is not U) be reconciled with
the context, except by a very harsh exegesis

;

and is moreover forbidden by the Sept.,
which though a very free version, well represents
the sense, and shows how the Hebrew word
"ITitDi'n ^^^s understood by the Translator

; the

expression meaning literally, " kept thee on foot,

or a-standing, kept thee preserved." So Ps. xix.

8. Sept. avTo'i,; ic -', stand npri^Ilt.

18. 7< \ —\-^ The diffi-

culty in this disputed passage hinges on the

sense of, of which even the ancients
were divided' in opinion. Basil, Origen, and
Theophyl. think that God, in fact, hardened the

heart of Pharaoh by his long suffering, and delay
of punishment, (whereby the, or guilt, of
the oflender was increased,) in order that, on the
measure of his iniquity being filled, the Divine
justice in punishing him might be made more
manifest. (Ecumen. and many others interpret it,

" st^/fers to be, or grow, hard ; thereby leaving him
to the exercise of his own free will." While Greg.
Nyss. ap. (Ecum. explains "hardens Itimself."

The earlier modern Commentators adopted one
or other of these interpretations; until, in the

middle of the last century, an original one was
proposed by Carpz. or Rambach, and adopted by
Ernesti and most Commentators down to VVahl

;

namely,— that the expression is to be understood
with reference to the antithetical word, and,

by the lex oppositionis , is to be rendered, "treats

with less kindness." But though this is agreea-

ble to the context, the evidence for that significa-

tion of the word is weak, merely resting on Chron.
X. 4. , and Job x. 4.-, of which passages only the latter is at all

apposite. The expression (as Koppe observes)

plainly has reference to the case of Pharaoh, in

the narration of whose story this very word often

occurs (as Exod. vii. 3. ix. 12. x.20, 27. .xiv. 4, 8.)

and in the sense io render obstinate. Besides, the

words following '
; have no sense, if

they be not referred to obduracy. 1 would there-

fore prefer the interpretation of Basil and Origen,

of whom the latter regards the expression as

founded on the popular mode of thinking and
speaking. " Thus (continues he) good and kind
masters sometimes say to servants who have taken
occasion from that kindness to harden themselves
in disobedience, 1 have made you bad,— / am
the cause of your offences." This view, too, is

adopted by many eminent modern Commentators
from Grot, to laspis, and adopted by Bp. Blom-
field in the Notes to his Sermons.

19. .] This adverts to an objection,

which might be started by the Jew ; viz. How,
then, could this' be justly punished by
God, since (iod himself is tlie b 1 How
can God feel wrath against sinners, since no one
can resist his will ? For if he hardens men, they

are not to blame, but God. (Koppe &, Schoettg.)

It is plain from the context that we must supply, -<:, or the like. The sense is :

" Whv (or by what justice) does he yet, or now,
find fault with us for unbelief and perversity?"

yap. &c. " who lias [ever] resisted his

will or purpose [successfully] '? " which carries

with it the adjunct sense, " who caii resist it ? and
consequently wo have only fulfdled his will ;

"

which is (as Mr. Young observes) a well-known
answer and excuse of men obstinate in wicked-
ness. See Jerem. ii. 25. xviii. 11. Ezek. xxxiii.

10.

20., , &C.] The Apostle
docs not directly answer the objection, because it

was one not proper to be proposed
j
yet makes
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some reply in the way of reproof, 1. by showing
that it is foolish and presumptuous for men to

canvass the dispensations of God (vv. 20 & 21).

2. That though God has the same power over his

creatures as the potter over the clay, yet that he
does not act capriciously or arbitrarily, but that

his dealings with the Jews, as with all men, are

consistent with his attributes, justice, and mercy,
vv. 22— 24.' has the force of a strong negation of
any thing, and an affirmation of the contrary.
" Nay bid." In the Classical writers it never
commences a sentence. The is an indi-

rect antithesis with Gcp. suggests, as

Chrys. remarks, \.\\g nothing^ness of man : for even
human masters say to a murmuring servant, Be-
gone, answerer! See also Tit. ii. 9..
signifies to reply in a disputatious spirit. Com-
pare Jer. .xviii. 2— 10., which passage greatly il-

lustrates the present, as it has an evident reference
not to individuals, but to nations.

In illustration of this use of/ Wets, com-
pares Aristoph. Av. 587. who calls men :\.

21. ej^u—).] ot'K, annon ? This
use of the Genit. after, in the sense " over,"
occurs in Matt. s. 1. and John .xvii. 2. In the
Classical writers it is very rare. The only exam-
ple that I have met with is in Thucyd. v. 50.. The sentiment is

founded on Is. xlv. 9. signifies any thing
kneaded, like doii^h. S/ctSos is a general term ap-
plied to vessels or utensils, of everv sort. Ei'c

and arc to be taken co/nparate, for
" more or less honourable " uses. The meaning
being, that the potter can work up his clay into
any sort of vessels he pleases; nay, after having
made them, he may wim/ike them, converting
them from more honourable to less honourable
USPS. See Wisd. xv. 7. The Apostle had in

mind Jer. xviii. 6. Chrys. shows that the sole
point of similitude is to the perfect pliancy of the
clay to the potter, no reference being had to con-
duct, so that it can have nothing to do with the
question free icUI. See an excellent Discourse
of Dean Tucker, "on the Potter and the Clay,"
and Bp. Van Mildert's Bampton Lectures, p. 381.

22. d hi (\, &c.] Here we have a more di-

rect ans>ver to the oVijection at v. 19. ; what had
been said being applied to the present case of the
Jews and Gentiles. With respect to the phrase-
ology, some recent Expositors would take the d
interrojatively, ioriionne? or supply »}i• after -. But it is better, with the older Commenta-
tors, to suppose an Anantapodoton or Anacolutlion,

supplying oiiK^^. / here signifies

wrathful punishment, as in i. 18. ; and is

for Tiiv. Theophyl. well explains
iv ;)' as put for-'^-^. By
the (Jpyijs are (as the best Interpreters, an-
cient and modern, are agreed) meant the Jews,
with whose perversity God had so long borne,

—

that, far from having to complain of severity, if

now cast off, they would have to acknowledge
much mercy and long suffering. The best Com-
mentators, ancient and modern, are agreed that
the expression is by no means to be taken of indi-

viduals created by God for eternal punishment.
See Chrvs. and Grot. The latter rightly explains. to mean not ftted { adapted), hnt ft,, as Chrys. expounds it. This use of the
past participle for a verbal adjective is an idiom
of not unfrequent use, and if borne in mind will
often solve great difficulties. The term-
is strongly expressive of ever-during wrath, and
final rejection.

23. ?' ; ? .] Hebraism, for
"his most abundant glory." See supra ii. 4. The', as opposed to the ', must
denote persons mercifully accepted bv God, with
reference to the whole body of Christians, whether
Jews or Gentiles. See Note on Acts ix. 15.

., " had prepared, destined for
glory." The only denotes destination. So
Philo Jud. cited by Carpz. $. The S^lorij

here mentioned must be understood, with Mackn.,
not of the glory of eternal liie ; for, as he observes,
the Scripture never speaks of /< as bestowed on
nations, or bodies of men, complexly (v. 24.), but
of the glory of being made the Church and peo-
ple of God.

24. Sv.'\ This is explained by Grot. " has
invited and brought over to obedience ;" verbs
of counsel and striving being often so taken as to
include the event. The { serves to introduce
an iliustration. The passage in view is Hos. i. 6— 10., blended with ii. 23. The .\postle (as Bp.
Horsley observes) first alleces two clauses, but in
an inverted order, from the 23d verse of the 2d
chapter, which seems to relate more immediately
to the call of the Gentiles ; I will call them my
people, &c., and her beloved, iScc. And to these
he subjoins, as relating solely to the restoration
of the Jews, that part of the prophecy of the first

Chapter which affirms that " in the place where
it was said unto them, ye are not my people,
there shall they he called the children of the liv-

ing God." From these detached passages thus
connected, he derives tlie confirmation of his
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proposition concerning the joint call of Jews and
Gentiles to the mercy of God.
There are here some minute differences be-

tween the Hebrew, the Sept., and the Apostle
;

but no more than the accommodation of the pas-

sage from the restoration of the. Jews to the calling

of the Gentiles (on which see Doddr.) rendered
necessary. On the use of with a substan-

tive or an adjective, I have fully treated in Re-
cens. Synop., adducing many examples and refer-

ences to Critics.

27. We have here another passage expressive

of the same sentiment, of which the sense and
connexion are ably laid down by Surenh. ap. Re-
cens. Synop. is not to be regarded (with

Schoettg. and Wets.) as a mere Jewish form of
citation, but signifies palam projitetur, with allu-

sion to the loud and autiiorilative tone which
Prophets were justified in assuming. See Note
John vii. 28

— TO ;!(.] The ancient Com-
mentators treat tlie Article as pleonastic. Bp.
Middl. takes it to denote the remnant of the Is-

raelites i-eservcd by the Almighty for the purposes
of his vengeance. I am inclined to think that

was the name given to the remnant of
the dough reserved for tlie next bread-making,
literally the leaven, the leav-irf, left. The term
usually implies a small number. Wahl thinks

that in . • there is a hendiadijs.

But it should rather seem tliat the latter term is

meant to be excgetical of the former. is

by some exphiined account ; by others, matter, like

the Heb. ^- It should seem that both senses

were in the mind of the .Apostle ; and that he
meant, " will soon settle this account, and cut

short the affair." There is thought to be a refer-

ence to Is. X. 25.

29. -Here we have another passage on the same
subject with the preceding; namely, that it is

to be ascribed to the singular goodness of God,
that a very small part only (to the exclusion of

the great l)ulk of the Jews) posser.i the promised
felicity. (Koppc.) Bp. Lowth and Koppo think

there is here a reference to some invasions of
Judsa, made by Resin and Pekah, at the latter

end of Jotham's reign. Others think it descrip-

tive of the times of Ahaz, when Juda?a was in-

vaded on all sides ; by the .Syrians and Israelites

from the North, by the Edoniites from the South,

and by the Philistines from the West, 2 Chron.
xxviii. 5 — 19. Whether the sense of the ,\jios-

tle be an accommodation of that f)f tlie Prophet
(as most recent Commentators maintnin) may be
doubted •, for it is certain that the Prophets had
often a two-fold view ; .and that under an exoteric

sense referring to political prosperity or adver-

sity, was couched ^, an esoteric and
spiritual one. As in there is a meta-
phor taken from bread-making, so in there

is one from solving ; since it denotes the small
remnant left, in the fertile countries of the East,

for seed. In there is a blending of two
modes of expression, which are kept separate in

a fine parallelism of Ezek. xxxii. '• The object
(as observes Stuart) of the whole of these quo-
tations is only to show, that God of old threat-

ened to destroy great multitudes of the Jews for

contumacy ; and consequently it is no new thing

now to say, that great numbers of them will

perish, while the Gentiles are received into fa-

vour."

30. Ti ojjv, &^c.] It is plain from the

context that the sense of this somewhat indefi-

nite formula is, " What is the conclusion to be
drawn from what has been above said ? " as ush-
ering in a recapitulation of the whole of what the

Apostle has been treating of in this Chapter.

Young traces the plan of the Apostle as follows :

" He proceeds from ix. 30 — 33. and x. 1 — 3. to in-

Suire into the canse both of the rejection of the
ews, and the adoption of the Gentiles to be

God's people in their stead : commencing, as

usual, from an objection of the Jews, oJi• ipov-, «fee. ; His reply being vrulerstood to this ef-

fect :
'• However strange these things may ap-

pear, yet so they are ; "— and the ground of the
acceptance of the Gentiles to God's favour (viz.

their embracing the condition of justification

under the (iospel, which is faith in Jesus Christ)

being briefly hinted in those few words, thrown
in as it \vere in the middle of the objection, v. 30.

hiKaioavvin' it , " but that justifica-

tion which is by faith : " ho goes on Ch. ix. 32.

to Ch. X. 3. to state more at length the ground of
the Jews' miscarriage : this he places in that fatal

error of theirs concerning the way of justification
and accoi)tance with God ; they sought it by the
performances of the Law ; whereas, it is only to

be obtained through the faith of Christ."

-',, and are consid-
ered by Hamm. and others as agonistic terms.
It is, however, not clear that the Apostle intend-

ed any such allusion, any more than the Psalmist
in " Seek peace and pursue it;" or Thucyd. ii.

63. ^. In such cases the meta-
phors only imply eagerness and anxiety. The
words it !) « (scil. iio|l'l)
are exegetiral of the preceding, and explain the
/-//if/ of justifirntion unto wliich they had attain-

ed, and how obtained. From what follows it is

plain that is for :, i. e. faith in

Christ, which implies a full acceptance of his

Gospel, and an obedience to all its requisitions,

whether of belief or practice.
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31. ^ , &C.] Some would re-

move the diifieulty, which has here caused disa-

greement, by supposing a pleonusm ; otliers, by
supposing an liijpaUage : methods alike unfound-

ed, unnecessary, and at variance with the anti-

thetical clause . . It is

plain from the next verse that must be taken

in its ordinary acceptation. The obscurity here

has arisen from e.icessive brevity, and the com-
plete sense is as follows :

" Israel, following

after the law, and aiming at justification from it,

yet missed of its aim ; not having attained unto a

law which could give justification, or unto the

law which gives justification, namely, that of

Christ."

32. iiari; ', ifcc] Now follows the reason

wlitj God excluded the Jews from the felicity of

Christ's kingdom ; not because it had been so

determined by God by any absolute decree ; but

because ihey, priding themselves on their attach-

ment to the Law of Moses, rejected the Gospel
of Christ. (Koppe.) The recent Commentators
are generally of opinion that what is here adduced
from the O. T. does not properly refer to the

Messiah, but is applied by accominodation. That
principle, however, is here unnecessary ; for the

Prophets themselves often intermixed with prom-
ises of temporal deliverance encouraging antici-

pations of that deliverance, both temporal and
spiritual, wliich was to be expected from the

Messiah. Nay, the Jewish Interpreters them-
selves refer the words to the Messiah. As to the

discrepancies between the Apostle and the He-
brew and Sept. in this quotation, I would observe
that it is, properly speaking, no quotation at all.

It is merely a reference to what is said in Scrip-

ture ; ar.d though formed on two passages, Isai.

viii. 14. and xxviii. 16, does not profess to be a ci-

tation from either. The latter clause, however,
differs scarcely at all from the Sept., but recedes
from the Hebrew. It is the opinion, however,
of Grot., Capell. and Randolph, that the LXX.
read, not jj'TT•• ^"'• """"• But this notion seems
erroneous ; forPocock,Rosenm.,andGesen. have
shown that ^ (^^ appears from the Arabic

( C^V^ j is susceptible of that sense. The

meaning, however, intended by the Prophet
seems to have been '' He need not flee for fear."

The force of the Future seems to have been
known to the LXX, by their rendering not in the

Future and Indicative, but the Subjunctive.

X. The .\postle now applies himself to correct

this fatal error, by statiug at large the relative na-

c 1 Cor. 1. 23.

disa. 8. 14.

& 8. 16.

Peal. 118.22.
Man. 21. 42.

Luke 2. 34.

I Pet. 2. 7.

e Acts 21. 20.
&22. 3.

supra 9. 31.

Gal. 1. 14.

f Supra 9. 31.

g Matt. 5. 17.

Acts 13. 38.

2 Cor. 3. 13.

Gal.3. 2t.

ture of the Law and the Gospel as means of Jus-
tification. And first he commences with a soft-

ening :
•' It is the anxious wish of my heart." On

the use of without the apodotic it, see Rec.
Syn. The sense may be thus represented :

" For
my part, the wish of my heart is," iScc.

The reading for tou, though edited
by Griesb., Vat., and Tittm., merits little atten-

tion. Only nine or ten Al.iS. have that reading

;

and none of Matthfei's or Rinck's MSS. Vater,
indeed, thinks it more likely that should be
changed into than vice versa. But I

doubt not that it arose from the margin, where it

was meant to fill up the ellip. at , and
afterwards in some MSS. expelled the . The

might very well be omitted, because .
is a noun of multitude for " the people of Israel."

Whereas al'ter would involve a harsh-
ness almost intolerable.

2.. Not "'zeal ofGod/'asourCommon
Version renders ; but " a zeal for or towards God."
Grot, well observes that all nouns of this sort
have a Genitive sometimes of subject, and some-
times of o/ject, as here. The expression is de-
rived from Ps. Ixviii. 9. Compare Acts xxi. 20.

xxii. 3. 2 Cor. xii. 2. ' -, " not in

conformity with, or regulated by, sound knowl-
edt^e, or true religion."

3. y'/fi, &c.] This is meant to show
how they come to be thus ignorant of Divine
truth, with the means for attaining unto it in their

possession. By 6tK. is denoted that
method of justification (viz. gratuitous, or by
faith) which Gnd has revealed in the Gospel of
Christ. By iiiuv. is meant a justification of
their men, i. e. resting on the works of their Law.
The Apostle so terms it, because, being a law of
works, it made every one's salvation depend upon
his own vierits ; and thus such a law might, in a
popular sense, be called a justification his own.

is the opposite to'. And the meta-
phor seems derived from the propping up and
buttressing of a weak structure, which cannot
stand by itself.

— ^ " have not obediently ac-
cepted." It was remarked by an ancient Phi-
losopher, that " many wo/i/d have attained unto
wisdom, if they had not thought they had already
attained unto it."

4. .] Here is more plainly set
forth the mode by vhicll God is pleased that men
should be brought to salvation by Christ. The
term, however, admits of more than one
sense. It may, with some ancient and modem
Commentators, be explained, " Christ hath put
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an end to the Law, in the case of every believer

in him." This sense, however, is not agreeable

to the context. The true one seems lo be that

of Chrys. and the Clreck Commentators, adopted

by Fell, Carpz., and Young " Christ is the end,

perfection, and accomplisher, or rather the scope,

end, and final object of the law for justification ;"

as in Acts xiii. 38. sq. So Stuart explains it to

mean, " Belief in Christ, receiving him by faith,

and thus attaining to the , accom-
plishes the t-7i(l or object of what the law (i. e.

perfect obedience to the law) would accomplish."

The Apostle shows that there is only one justi-

fication, and that what the law (Mempied, the Gos-

Ee] fulfils ; and therefore he who chooses the one

y faitli, fulfils the other ; whereas he who aims

at the other, must miss of this. This benefit of

Christ extends to a/l bflim-ers, Gentiles no less

than Jews. " The proof of the whole rests, ob-

serves Mr. Young (as is expressed in vv. 1 — 10),

upon the impossibility of the condition of Justifi-

cation bv the Law, and the easi/iess of the condi-

tion under the Gospel."
6. The words of this verse are meant to con-

firm what was just said.— namely, that what the

Law did not, and could not accomplish, (Christ

completed. For Moses, indeed, says a man is

justified by the works of the law. But then no
one was found able to fulfil it. So that it is

not possible to be thus justified. (Chrys. &
Theoph.)
— (,'/.'] This is generally understood (as

also it is explained by the Jewish interpreters) of

life eternal, i. e. sitlvulinn. But some of the best

Commentators and Theologians (as Hammond.
Whitby, Mackn., and VVnrburton) explain it of

life in this world, with an implied notion of hap-

piness and prosperity. A'et it should seem that

the words of Moses were meant, under their chief

and primary sense, of life and prosperity in this

world, to contain an obscure promise of everlast-

ing life. See Note on iii. 28.

6— 8. The subject of these somewhat obscure

verses is pistificdtion Inj faith, and the admonition
meant to be inculcated is to helierc find doubt not.

This the Apostle expresses in words derived from
Deut. xxx. 11.— 14 ; and as the phrases " ascend-

ing to heaven" and " descending to Hades" were
proverbially applied (like the in ctrlum ire of

Juvenal Sat. iii. 75, and tiie ccehnn. petfre of
Horace Od. i. "\ 38, to denote a moral impossi-

bility, or at least an extreme difficulty)•, so thfre

the sense intended is, that " it is not impractica-

ble to attain a knowledge of God's laws." And

here the Apostle, accommodating the words to

his present purpose, and applying them to the
Gospel, by the formulas -, and . , means
to inculcate the tacility of exercising faith, ami
consequently obtaining salvation; q. d. (to use
the words of Mr. Turner) " The system of the

Gospel demands faith, which is comparatively
easy of acquisition ; it does not require from you
any thing of vast difficulty, as if the heavens were
to be scaled to bring down Christ, or the abyss

of Hades to be fathomed to bring him up [Sec
the Note on John iii. 13. Fd.] ; but it asks only
what is within the reach of every one, what can-
not be withheld without obstinate prejudice.

—

that is, a belief in its divinity." The above, how-
ever, arc perhaps not to he regarded as merely
formulas expressive of impossibility or great dif-

ficulty, but as meant to advert to those points at

which the faith of the unbelievers chieiiy stag-

gered. See Theophyl. and Carpz. ap. Recens.
Synop. By the is meant (as the Svr.

Translator and Mackn. have seen), the place of
departt'd spirits; so called because it was sup-
posed by the Jews to be as far helow the surface

of the earth as heaven was thouglit to be above
it. See Ps. cxxxix. 8. and Bp. Lowth de Sacr.

Hebr. p. 200.

The words t!'-;;c fi' ~ Ka^tMa well ex-
press that sort of sel/-co»Jid('uce in which unbelief
usually originates.

8. (' — .] The sense is, "The
word, i. e. the doctrine of justification by faith

(termed in the next clause, the 'word of faith')
is easy to be understood, and demands our faith."

What Moses meant by , was (as Bp. Bull
observes. Harm. A p. p. 13.) prcvcctjlu?ii Justilitt

activcc, since he imniediately subjoins in^'^S
" that thou shouldst do it." Things obscure or

difficult were by the Hebrews said to be fir off:

while things easy to be attained were said to be
nigh.

9, 10. Taken out of the artificial form in which
the sentiment is cx|iresse(l, it would run thus .

" If thou shalt conl'oss and profess with thy

mouth, and believe with thy heart, by a vital

and influential faith, that Jesus is the Lord, and
that God, as such, hath raised him from the dead,

tfiou shall be saved; thy faith sliall be counted
for righter)usness. For with the heart man be-

lieveth. and with the mouth confrssion is made
unto justification and salvation." Compare Mark
XV. IG. 1 John iv. 15.
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11. {] every one, whether Jew or Gentile.

See Note on v. 5. ix. 17. 33.

12. ovK t.] " no distinction." See Note
on iii. 22.

— avrbs—.] The sense is: "The
same person (i. e. one and the same person) is

Lord of all, both Jews and Gentiles.",
i. e. abundant. Ei's, " in respect " to some qual-

ity which those who call upon him need; i.e.

(as Grot, says)^, or ; which is con-

firmed by Eph. i. 7.\, and Rom ii.

4.\. The same expression, too,

occurs in Philostr. \'it. . iv. 8. -. is here to be understood of

every kind of precatory address to God. See Bp.
Bull's Harm. Ap. p. 43.

13. .] The original word for this (in Joel

iii. 5.) is" (Jehorah), whence it is certain that

the Prophet speaks these words of the true and
onhj God ; and yet it is as certain that the Apos-
tle here ascribes them to our Lord Jesus Christ,

from the words followinfr, " How shall they call

on Him in whom they have not believed ? " For
the Apostle in this whole Chapter discourses of

faith in Christ, and from the words foregoing, of

which these are a proof, and to which they are

connected by the particle ; for those words,
" whosoever believeth in him shall not be asham-
ed." are spoken by the Prophet Isaiah, of Jesus

Christ the Corner-stone. (Isaiah xxvii. IG.) And
so they are interpreted by St. Peter, 1 Pet. ii. 6,

7. And in the Prophet Joel these words follow,'' , " and the

evangelised, whom the Lord shall call shall be
saved." Here then, we have two arguments for

the Divinity of Christ.— 1. That what is spoken
of Jehovah is ascribed to him. — 2. That he is

made the object of our religious invocation.

(Whitby.) This criticism is ably supported by
Bp. Pearson on the Creed, p. 149., and by Bp.
Bull, Harm. Apost. C. v. § 1 & 4.

14. 15. oil''. &c.] On the scope
of these and the following verses the Commenta-
tors are not agreed. Grot, and Hamm. suppose
vv. 14, 15. to contain an ohjection on the part of

the Jews tliat tliey had not had sufficient oppor-

tunities of knowing the truth; and they think that

to this the ."Vpostle replies in vv. 1(1, 17. See,
hoAvever, Recens. .Synop. and Mr. Slade. The
scope of the passatre is well traced by Mr. Young
as follows: "And because the Jews were very

p-eatly offended by the preaching of the Gospel
to the Gentiles, and were in a more peculiar man-
ner exasperated against St. Paul on that account
(see Acts xxii. 22. 1 Thess. ii. 16.), and therefore

would be less disposed to listen to his advice, and
so to believe and be saved ; he takes occasion
from this last text of Scripture, to vindicate the

VOL. II.

Divine commission of himself and the rest of the

Apostles, to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles;

this he does, 1st, from the necessity of the case

;

for if it was God's good pleasure, as the Prophets
signified beforehand, to grant repentance unto
life to the Gentiles ; it must certainly have been
his intention that the offer of salvation should be
properly made to them. This view is much con-
firmed by Carpz., Avho further observes that the

sentiment is expressed by an elecrant sorites (as

in Rom. v. 3— 5. viii. 29, SO. James i. 15. 2 Pet.

i. 5— 7.), proceeding from effects to causes, by
the aid of four questions (to be explained nega-
tively), as follows : 1. No one will call upon
Christ, nor acknowledge him to be his Saviour
and Lord, if he does not believe in him. 2. No
one will believe in Christ, if he has not heard of
him. 3. No one will hear of Christ, unless there
be some one to preach (Luke xxiv. 47.) 4. No
one will preach Christ (cum et,
2 Cor. iii. 5.) except he be regularly called and
sent. On the first of these Bp. Bull well re-

marks :
" HsBC fides cultum istum parere apta

nata est. Fieri omnino non potest, ut non colat,

qui non credit; fieri vix potest, ut non colat, qui
credit."

15. ;.'\ The construction, which
is here very obscure, is most ingeniously, and
perhaps rightly, traced by Prof Stuart as follows :

" The importance of the heralds of salvation, in

order to bring men to believe on a Saviour, is im-
plied in the high commendation which the Sa-
viour bestows on them ' according to what is

written,' " &c.
The passage {, &c., is taken from Is.

Iii. 7. ; and though by most recent Commentators
supposed not to have reference to the times of
the Messiah

;
yet, since it appears from the Rab-

binical citations of Wets, that the Jews them-
selves so understood it, there is no reason to

lower this to a mere accommodation ; but we may
suppose that the Prophet here, as in very many
other passnarcs, couches under the primary and
exoteric a secondary and esoteric, or mystical
sense. The Apostle does not cite from the Sept.,

which is here manifestly corrupt, but gives a new
version of the Hebrew, with the omission of the

unimportant words " upon the mountains." Unless
(which I rather suspect), the LXX. in the time
of St. Paul read noic? ,
afterwards corrupted (the being absorbed in the

o't following) into < ^>, and
' (and after ) . By is

meant n-mteful ,
acrepta/i/e ; and by , " the

approach." Compare Acts v. 9. and Soph. Elect.

1358. Thus the feet of the messengers is not (as

many suppose) put for the messennrers them-
selves, since bv their approach " the idea (as Bp.

9
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progress towards us 5 we admire tliem yet afar

off; our imagination kindles at the prospect of
good things to come." The words dfii'irriii and «

are, by tiieir parallelism, synonymous ; and
denote what St. Paul, Eph. vi. 15., calls to-\ (, where see Note.

16. ' '- . .] It has been
rightly seen by Crell., Locke, and Taylor, that

this contains the Jewish objection, q. d. •• But
not. all, nay, very few, have hearkened to this

good news from God ; which is strange, and may
be thought some disparagement of a Divine com-
mission." Thus the words following will be the
Aposlle's arisivcr, in which something from the
preceding sentence must be repeated

; q. d.
" True ; very few have hearkened to the oospel

;

insomuch that we may say, in the words of Isaiah,

Who hath believed," &c. Or, by introducing
this passage of Isaiah, the .\postle may mean to

argue, that the want of success complained of
was predicted by the Prophet ; and therefore ought
to be no well founded objection to the Divine
commission of the Apostles. , preaching,
doctrine, riyiDli'• See Valckn. oii Eurip. Phoen.
308.

17. apa }], <fec.] Commentators are gen-
erally agreed that tlie aqa is cnnclnsive : and it is

well remarked by Koppe and Rosenm. that the
passage is similarto that at v. 1-4, 1.5., and is meant
to inculcate the necessity of the Evangelical of-

fice, and to vin<licate the Divine authority of the
Christian doctrine against the Jews.

18. • M)>, <fcc.] On the scope see
Stuart. Mr. Young well states the general sense
of the Apostle to be, that " how great soever the
mass of incredulity might be, it must be attrib-

uted altogether to the perversencss and malignity
of the hearers; and by no means to any want of
diligence in the toaclif-rs ; who had indeed most
zealously fulfdlcd tiulr commission ; insomuch
that what the Psalmist says concerning that uni-

versal teaching by which ' tlie heavens declare
the glory of Cind, and the firmament showeth his

handy work,' may fitly be applied to the preaching
of the Apostles." Schoettg. adduces two examples
of a similar acrommmlatioii of the words of the
Psalmist by a Rabbiiucal writer : and Carpz. a
similar sentiment from Philo. This quotation
agrees verbatim with the Sept. and also with the
Hebrew, except that it has the CDIp rendered

line, which discrepancy Dr. R.andolph and others
seek to remove by supposing that the LXX. read

^dSiP• An ingenious conjecture, but not neces-

sary to be adopted : for (as Rosenm. and others
have seen) ip may have been taken by the Sept.

in the sense chord, which, by metonymy, will
denote sound. Thus there will be a parallelism
with the clause following. At all events, the
Apostle ibllowed the Sept. because it was more
suitable to his accommodation of the words to

the propagation of the Gospel throughout the
whole world.

19— 21. By way of reconciling these things to
their belief, the Apostle now shows that both the
preaching of the Gospel to the Gentiles, and their

joyful acceptance of it, and the rejection of the
Jews, had been foretold by their own Prophets.
(Young.)
— .'] The sense of this word is sonjewhat

disputed : but the best Commentators are agreed
that it is to be taken in the usual signification of
the verb, and that is to be supplied; mean-
ing the promulgation of the Gospel not only to
the Jeuis, but to all nations. And the interroga-
tive with the negative implies a strong assertion,

q. d. " But, I say— did not Israel know that, up-
on their unbelief, the Gentiles would be adopted,
and made partakers of the privileges of the Gos-
pel ? " Yes, surely they did, or might ; for Moses,
first, tells, &c. [speaking in the person of God].
The words (taken from Deut. xxxii. 21.) agree
with both the Hebrew and Sept., except that
is, for accommodation's sake, put for. In
fTr' oiiK there is not (as Grot, and Koppe im-
agine) an o.rijmoron ; and therefore the examples
they accunmlate are irrelevant. There is rather
an ellip. of-. By is meant " not God's
people by any peculiar covenant." ^, as
Grot, observes, does not mean simply foolish, but
affected with the folly of idutatrij, the knowledge
of the one true God being the only true wisdom.' and denote " will excite your
jealousy and wrath by conferring on them benefits
which you thought belonged exclusively to you.
The signifies respecting-. I agree with Mr.
Turner, that " from the severity of the punish-
ment immediately afterwards denounced, the
prophecy has in view (though Rosenm. and other
recent Commentators deny it) the rejection of the
Israelites, and the admission of the Gentiles to
be God's covenant people."

20. (5f] "imo vero." In\ the niro is

intensive, as ex often is. The word 'is not unfre-
quently found in the Classical writers. '.\
Kill\ is put. by Hendiadys, for (irrordX^w? X^yti.

The words, &c. are from Ts. Ixv. 1 & 2;
but the two members of the sentence are taken
in inverse order. The subject is the rejection of
the Jews, and the adoption, in their place, of the
Gentiles. The sense of the two parts of the par-
allelism will become plainer by mutual compari-
son. For, as Koppe and Rosenm. observe, " God
is said and , when he by
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his benefits excites men to worship and obey him :

and the terms and, like tlie Hob.

ti'p3 ^nd ha'\£/• "^ synonymes used to denote

devout tcnrsltip of God."
21. Tlie connection is thus traced by Theophyl.

That the Jews might not have to say, Thou wast
found by the Heathen, but with us thou didst not
choose to hold intercourse, there follows, " All

day long I have stretched forth," &.c.

The -; is best rendered de, concerninsr. With
the exception of a slight transposition, the words
agree with the Sept. j but- and \-

have only one term corresponding to them
in the Hebrew, namely, 1113. Hence some
Critics suspect that they represent a double inter-

pretation. But it is more probable that the Trans-
lators used two words, to more accurately repre-

sent the force of the single Hebrew term ; though
avTi\iyctv does in the Scriptures often denote re-

bellion as well as contradiction. ',^ is, as

Paraius says, " metaphora a matribus, qua; petu-
lantes pueros passis ulnis ad se revocant, venientes
complecti parataj."

. The Apostle, having thus plainly asserted
the rejection of the Jews, and the reception of
the Gentiles into their place as the people of God,
and this without having yet made particular ex-

planations or limitations, now proceeds to suggest
various considerations, which might serve to cor-

rect the wrong views lliat his countrymen would
probably entertain, in regard to the declarations

which he had just made. The Jew would, very
naturally, ask (as Paul suggests in v. ].), "Is it

true, then, that God has actually cast his people
away, to whom pertained the adnplion, and the
glonj, and the covenant, and the promises ? Can
this be consistent with his veracity ? " These
questions the Apostle, anticipating them, proceeds
in Ch. xi. to answer, shewing, vv. 1 — 5, thatnow,
as formerly in times of the greatest declension,
God has still a remnant among his people, who
are true believers, i. e. belong to the spiritual

seed of Abraham. But this remnant are those
whom the election of God according to his pur-

poses of grace has made the subjects of his mercy,
and who are not saved by their own merits ; \vhile

the rest are given up to their own hardness of
heart and blindness of mind, even as their own
Scriptures have expressly foretold, v. 6— 10. Yet
it will not always remain thus. The whole of
the nation will, at some future day, be brought
within the pale of the Christian Church. Their
present general unbelief is now the occasion of
the Gospel being preached to the Gentiles, and
of the increase of the Christian Church among
them •, so ihat even their rejection has been the
occasion of blessings to others. How much more,
then, is to be hoped from their general return to

God! v. 11 — 15. This return must take place.

The nation, from its origin, were consecrated to

God, and they must yet return to him ; for al-

though some of its branches were broken off

because of unbelief, and others were grafted in

to supply their place, yet in due time they will

be again received. The Gentiles, therefore, who
have been thus grafted in can have no reason to
indulge in pride and boasting on account of this.

They are cautioned against such a spirit, and ex-
horted to guard with the greatest watchfulness
against unbelief, since this would occasion them
also to be rejected. Nor ought they to demean
themselves loftily towards the Jews, who were
yet to be received back to the Divine favour, and
fully restored as the people of God, vv. 16— 27.

Although they are now enemies of the Gospel,
good comes to the Gentiles through this ; and the
promises made to their fathers of old are not for-

gotten, and will yet be fully carried into execu-
tion, vv. 28, 29. They, although now in a state

of unbelief, will obtain mercy in the like manner
as the Gentiles have obtained it, who were once
in the same state, vv. 30, 31. For God had
showed both Gentiles and Jews that they were
alike included in unbelief, and justly subject to
the condemning sentence of the law ; and he has
suffered them to come into such a state, that he
might display, in the more signal manner, his

mercy towards them, v. 32. The vays and judg-
ments of God, in his proceedings with Jews and
Gentiles, are beyond the reach of human wisdom

;

they are deep, unfathomable mysteries, vhich can
be fully searched out and known only by the Infi-

nite Mind. (Stuart.)

1. ;<i) — rbv .] With respect to

the nature of the rejection, the Apostle, speaking
in the person of a Jewish objector, inquires
whether it will be total and universal ; whether
God has utterly cast off his people ? -

is a very strong term (as appears from the
examples in Wets.), and imports total abandon-
ment. "The Apostle (observes Koppe) refutes

the objection, 1. hy experience ; since many of
the Jews, and, among the rest, Paul himself, were
followers of Christ (v. 1.); 2. by familiar exam-
ple taken from the O. T., and accommodated to

the present purpose, vv. 2— 4. It is well re-

marked by Grot., that between ) and, &c. there is a sentence left to be supplied,

viz. " For how, then, would it fare with myself?
q. d. otherwise I should pronounce reprobation
on myself, since I am an Israelite." The U-

(for). implies " and with all the
privileges of that descent."

2. ovK, &c.] The Apostle solemnly
repeats the negation implied in . Upo-, i. e. foreknew be his people. See
Note supra viii. 28— 30.— (V '] i. e. (as the best modern Commen-
tators are agreed) in that part of the book of
Kings which treats of the actionsof Elijah, name-
ly, the 17th, 18th, and 19th Chapters. On this
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yl Kings 19. 10.

(1 Kings 19. IS

a Supra 9. 27.

bDeat. 9 4.

supra 4. 4, 5.

c Supra 9. 31.

%Qri7jX, UyoiV ^, - 3

VUV, ^'> ' '/ -&, ^ . '' 4

Xiyti 6 ; k -
(), .

" y.ut fv y.atQoi y.ui" tvlo'/iiv yt- 5

yovii'. ^ J^i , ' i'S ti>ywV iml 7) hi 6' \ ' ', '' '
.] '^ ; ", * , - 7

idiom, see Note on Mark xii. 2G. ''..
This verb properly signifies, with the Vatire of

person, " to /wre an hiierview with any one ;" and

as this is sometimes in behalf of another, so the

verb often takes- with a Genitive. But it is

also applied to a representation made against any

one, as here and in I Mace. viii. 32. x. Gl, u3, «So

65. xi. 25. with or without.
3. ^.'] See Note on Acts xv. 1G.

4. h] " the Divine response." The
word is used, like^ , of ererij extraordi-

nary method by which God made his will known
to men. Here, however, it has reference to that

still small voice, the Bath-Col, 1 Kings xix. 12.

KaTi\tTrov, " I have left to me ;
" which is equiva-

lent to " there are left to me."
— rjT .1 The 7)iiisci//me form is generally

found in the O. T. ; though sometimes the femi-

nine. Whence it appears that the God was sup-

posed to be of both sexes, designating either the

sun or 7noon. In the former capacity it was wor-

shipped (under the form of a bull) by the men
;

in the latter by the women. See Selden de Dis

Syris, and Calmet.

5. \] " according to a gratu-

itous election," not made on the ground of merit,

but free grace and mercy.

6. 5f —.] Abp. Newc. well par-

aphrases thus :
" Now if this admission into the

Gospel covenant bo thus freely bestowed, it can-

not arise from works, from obedience to the law

of Moses : for then favour would lose its nature,

and would become just retribution, and not free

donation."

The two last clauses d Se — are

omitted in 7 MSS., the Copt., Arm., .^Eth., and

Vulg. V'ersions, in some Greek, and in most of

the Latin Fathers; are rejected by F.rasm., Grot.,

Mill, Semler, Grat?,, Koppe, and Stuart ; bracket-

ed by Tittm. and Vater ; and cancelled by Griesb.

and Newc. : but, 1 think, without sufficient rea-

son. For, 1. The Versions in question are infe-

rior to the Syr. and Arabic ones, which hare the

clause. 2. There is no proof that Chrys. and
Theodoret had 7iot the words in their copy, since

the latter often passes by clauses for the sake of

brevity, and the former what is unsuitable to the

purpose of a Homily ; though it has been shewn
by Matth. that words and clauses are often omit-

ted in MSS. for no better reason than that Chnjs.

does not treat on them. The antiquity of this

passage is attested by its being found in the Pe-
schito Syriac Version, and the most ancient of

MSS. the Vatican 1201). It may be added, that

the MSS. in which it \snol found are such as have

been noted for various kinds of alteration. The
valuable Venict MSS. recently collated by Rinck

all have the clause. As to the cause of the omis-

sion, there can be little doubt but that the M.SS. in

question had in their originals (by mistake)

instead of at the end of the sentence ; and
thus the clause might easily be omitted oh honioe-

oteleuton, the preceding clause ending with•
The sense is well expressed by Theophyl. thus :

" If we be acceptable to God from works, grace

has no longer any place ; since, if grace have
place, works are gone and exist no longer. For
where there is grace, work is not grace ; and
where there is work, grace has no place."

7. ] scil., " What conclusion shall

we draw from what has been said [but this] ?
"

"O . " what the people of Israel collec-

tively (i. e. the bulk of the people) seek [namely,

justification and acceptance with God] they have
obtained not." for, on the authority

of all the early Editions and many of the best

MSS., was adopted by Mill and Wets., and edited

by Mattha;i, Griesb., Knapp, Tittm., and Vat., and
rightly ; since no reason can be given for the

change into by the scribes ; where-
as of TovTo into, there is an obvious one.

Of this syntax with the Accus. examples are ad-

duced by Wets., though not all of them to the

purpose. It should seem that the ancient Ho-
meric syntax, after having been long preserved in

Macedonia and the remote provinces of Greece,
was afterwards introduced into the Common, and
at length into the Hellenistical dialect.( is for o'l (k\ckto\ (abstr. for concr., as

ii. 2fi ; iii. 30; xv. 8.) denoting the \' at v. 5, that very small, but select

and choice portion of the Jewish nation, which
had faith in Christ, and thus obtained justification

and acceptance.

—] " became hardened, or harden-
ed themselves ;

" for the best Commentators, an-

cient and modern, are agreed that the Passive is

for the reciprocal, as John xii. 40. Or it Tnatj,

Stuart thinks, merely indicate stole, or condition,

without regard to the agent. And thus the sense
will be ; were in a state of blindness, or callous-

ness of conscience. On the term. see Note
on Mark vi. 52. Yet I am inclined to admit,
with Stuart, that personal atrenci/ is here, by the

force of the context, made too prominent to jus-

tify us in sinking it : and since that agency, as

appears from the citations from the O. T., in the
next verse, is, at least in a certain degree, God's

;

we must suppose such an agency on the part of

God, as shall be consistent ^ith the freedom of
man as a free and accountable agent. See James
i. 13 & 14, and compare supra ix. 17 Sc 18, and
Note.
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8. ] " agreeably to what is said."

This is not an e.^act quotation from any part of
Scripture ; but most resembles Is. xxis. 10 ; and
the sentiment of the latter is to be found in v. 9.

Ezek. xii. 2. The;' is by the best

Commentators explained a state of mind stupid

and destitute of all sense of good and evil. See
Grot, and Hamm. The words —
are taken from Deut. xxix. 3. All the best Com-
mentators, ancient and modern, are agreed that, &c. must be understood permilti/tv them
to become such. See Chrys. and Theophyl. ap.

Recens. Synop. The )\- is

well paraphrased by Theophyl. " having eyes to

see the miracles, and ears to hear the instructions

of the Lord and the Apostles, yet so as not to use
either of them to the purpose intended."
The words ', &,c. are, as Koppe observes,

added by the Apostle by way of accommodating
the passage to his present purpose, q. d. "And
this their obduracy has continued unto this day."

9. , &C.] As against those
who had inflicted injuries on him, evils are de-

nounced by the Psalmist ii'mi'/ac m kind; so here,

by accommodation, condign punishment is in-

voked on the Jews for their injurious treatment
of the Messiah. /'- a., " for a retri-

bution upon them. ' The words £('5 are
neither in tlie Sept. nor the Hebrew, and are exe-
getical of ; in which there is a metaphor
taken from birds or beasts being caught by food
placed in a trap.

10.'— /3>'] i. e. " m.ay they
fall, like blind persons, into the evils prepared
for them !

" ' —^, i.e. make
them groan under heavy burdens which bow down
the back with labour. A lively figure of bondasre,

and misery, amply fulfilled in the yet more griev-

ous subjection of the Jews to the Roman yoke,
which took place soon after these words were
written. On the imprecations in this and some
other passages of Scripture (at which some have
so stumbled, that they have sought, by some phi-

lological device or other, to get rid of it at any
rate), see some sensible remarks of Prof, Stuart.

11. 12, " The Apostle concludes by saying,

—

that God had permitted the Jews for a time to

reject the Gospel of Christ, not that he felt any
satisfaction at tills their unbelipf, and the miser\'

consequent upon it ; but In order that the Gospel
itself might so much the more rapidly be trans-

mitted to the Gentiles ; especially since he fore-
saw that this very salvation, which the Jews saw
bestowed on the Gentiles, might excite thevi to

imitate their faith : that therefore the Gentile
Christians ought, indeed, to adore the goodness
of God towards them, but by no means to boast
over, or insult the Jews ; since whatever blessings

they themselves experienced, they ought to as-

cribe solely to the Divine goodness, and not to

their own merits : lastly, that the Jews them-
selves, if they return to a better mind, may fi-

nally experience the same Divine mercy ; an
event that will really sometime take place."
(Koppe.)

11, 12. " The Apostle shows that all has been
done in order to the accomplishment of a plan of
the most wonderful and comprehensive goodness :

for, 1 . the rejection of the Gospel by the Jews
(which was the cause of their own rejection by
God) was the means of salvation to the Gentiles

;

through the ofiuer of the Gospel to them, and their

embracing it. 2dly, \\ fulness of the Gentiles,

or their general acceptance of the Gospel, is one
of God's remedies for the obduracy of the Jews;

TO\, V, 11. by provoking them
to jealousy and emulation ; and so to a desire of
regaining their ancient state of favour with God.
See v. 11, 14, 2.5, 26, 31. And compare Deut.
xxxli, 21. And 3dly, when the Conversion and
Restoration of the Jews (which is here expressly

foretold, vv. 25— 29.) shall ha\-e taken place, it

will prove a great revival of the genuine spirit of
Christianity among the Gentiles, and be the

means of converting the whole world, xi. 12. 15."

(Young.) " V. 12. contains a sentiment expressed
ttrice. There is, moreover, an antithesis between
! TO' —' and — ai'raii' : but
the antithesis is irregular, by the former member
being of two parts which form a parallelism

;

w-hereas, the latter has but one." (Koppe,) The
deficient apodosis he thus skilfully restores, and
lays down the construction as follows : rb-—, ^' avTow ',

£ \,<^'; Again, Is for-

,

blessing and saving. " is by some explain-

ed paucitas, iliminiition ; but better by Wets.,
Carpz., Koppe, and Schleus. conditio deterior.

Thus will denote a prosperous condition.

13, 14, Some (ns Elsn,, Bowyer, Newc, and
Rosenm.) place these verses in a parenthesis.
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xttl . El yag - /} - 15
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since . 15. is closely connected in sense with

V. 12. But though the portion is in some meas-
ure interposed, yet there is, properly speaking,

no parenthesis ; as is evident from the which
commences tlic passage. It would be nearer the

truth to say that tlie clause ' — is

parenthetical, as it was plainly considered by the

Peseh. Syriac Translator. And thus the sense of

the passage is much cleared ; for ' is, as

Koppe says, equivalent to iVa , (as in

Acts xxvii. 12. Rom. i. 10. Phil. iii. 11,) "To try

if, by any means, I may," &lc. Thus the passage

may be rendered :
" Now I speak [thus] to you

Gentiles, (and, inasmuch as I am the Apostle of

the Gentiles, I glory in, or I assert the honour and
dignity of my office) to try if, by any means, I

may excite to emulation," &c. This I find sup-

ported by the opinion of Prof. Stuart, who rightly

regards the yiip as explicatory. I cannot, however,
agree with him in considering the as " expli-

catory, or rather affirmative ; " still less, that it

auget vim orationis. I would rather say diminuit

vim orationis ; which is far more suitable to the

modesty of the sacred writer on other occasions.

Indeed, whenever this without it occurs with

the personal pronouns or, it has this

force. And it not unfrequently so occurs in the

Classical writers. The fallowing examples will

suffice. Xen. CEcon. XV. 4.

—:\. Cyrop. i. 4. 12.

7. . 2, 3. AnaD. . 7. 10. ' ,,. Instances, indeed, are found in all the

best writers, especially the Attic ones. But so

little has this nicety of Greek idiom been known
to tlie Editors, that they seem to have conspired

together to cancel what they erroneously thought

useless. The sense of, which I have
adopted, occurs in Johnviii. 54; and is supported

by most of the best recent Commentators.
may be rendered, with Pise, and Vorst., " may put

into the way of salvation."

15. fi) fi, &c.] The best Commen-
tators are agreed that/; is used, by a me-
tonymy of the eifecl for tlic cause, to denote that

obstinate unbelief, which caused the rejection of

the Jews. The present verse connects with, and
is further illustrative of, the sentiment at v. 12.

and the sense is :
" If theirs/», which occasioned

this casting away, has been the means of recon-

ciling the world, by l)rin!iing about the death of

Christ; what shall the rendving of them again into

the divine favour he (whenever it shall take place),

but so happy a change, both to themselves and to

the Gentiles, as may, in a manner, be said to raise

the whole world froni death to life. -, by a figure common to all languages, denotes
(as Turretin and .Stuart explain) tiunddam genus
resurrectionis, something groat and surprising,

like what a gener.al resurrection from the dead
would be. " And since (observes Stuart) we have
at Ezek. xxxvii. 1 — 14. the moral renovation of

the Jews, designated under the similitude of a

resurrection ; so it is probable that the Apostle

had that passage in mind: and if so, the

must denote a general conversion of them

to Christianity. means the occasion

or means of their being reconciled. So Joseph.

Ant. xiv. 11. 3. '-
(the means of his security).

IG. >?— ! .] Here we have

a continuation of the foregoing reasoning, the

signifying furthermore. But on the exact nature

ofthe imagery Commentators are not quite agreed.- denotes properly the first-fruits of the new
corn, or the dough first made for bread. See
Numb. XV. 17— 21. But cannot (as some
imagine) denote the rest of the grain, after the

first-fruits had been presented; but (as coming
from, to 7nix 7tp and knead flour in bread-

making) can only denote the dough; and here
must mean only the cake made of the first

mass of dough, and offered to God as first-fruits

;

and' the whole mass of dough, out of which
the cake was made. The meaning intended by
the Apostle is well expressed by Schoettg. and
Carpz. as follows :

" If now a great part of the

Jews, at the beginning of the New Covenant,
have, like primitial offerings of good fruit, been
received, on account of their faith, into the Church
of Christ, and made partakers of justification and
sanctification (.\cts ii. 41 ; iv. 4) ; so neither has

the remaining mass of the Jews been rejected

without hope of salvation, but may likewise be
received into the Church of Christ, and obtain

justification and sanctification ; i. e. if the mass
shall evince the same faith as the first-fruits."

" By holif," observes Mr. Locke, '• is here meant
that relative holiness whereby any thing hath an
appropriation to God."

17. £(' <5f'] The Apostle here preoccupies

an objection ; namely, tliat brandies, though from
a good trunk, yet wlien broken off, are valueless,

and can derive no esteem from the virtue of the

trunk ; in ansicering which, he paves the way for

the admonition following. There is a lively

image taken from engrafting trees, though not

after the usual mode, which is not of the wild

olive into tlie garden olive, but the contrary ; for

which the Commentators assign many reasons
;

which, however, arc rendered nugatory by a fact

ascertained by the researches of Bredenkamp
;

namely, that it was in ancient times tisual so to

engraft, in order to promote fecundity.\\\ must here signify (by an ellipsis of) a wild-olivc branch.' literally

signifies to prick in, and is used with reference to

the notch 7nade into the stock, in order to be en-

grafted. Though several eminent Commentators
assign to ev the sense pro or loco ; yet it seems
rather to mean among. Thus the sense of the

passage will be :
' If some of Abraham's children

were cast off for their unbelief, and thou [(icn-

tile], bring a wild-olive branch, wert grafted in

among them,' (i.e. the branches which remained,

the believing Jews), and with them partakest of

the root and fatness (i. e. the fatness of the root,

per Ilcndiadyn) of the olive-tree, i. e. of the prom-
ises to Abraham, and the privileges of God's

Church.
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18. )c.] ' do not boast against

and despise.' In the clause d 6i., &c.,

there is an ellipsis on ; q. d. " Know that

the Jews owe nothing to you, but you all to the

Jews ; since the hope of salvation was transferred

from tlie Jews to the Gentiles, not vice versa."

(Koppe.)
19. iQLti ovv'] ' Now then thou wilt say.' The
may, with some Commentators, be used to

denote the C07iseijuence, not the cause, as some
others say. And thus the sense will be :

' God,
by casting off the Gentiles, has made room for

me.' The ^;, however, will not prove this
;

since it may be taken populariter, in a concessive
sense, as we sav " well

;
granting it to be so."

So in Mark xii. 32. Luke xx. 39. John iv. 17.

20. ie rp ] There is an ellip.

of, and the is emphatical
; q. d. " But it

is by faith only that thou standest," i. e. continu-

est in the Divine favour, into which thou hast

been admitted.
— 4>^'\ The Greek Commentators

suppose an ellip. of. But there is rather

an Asyndeton. , i. e. lest thou shouldst, for

a similar cause, be in like manner rejected.

21. ] 'the natural branches.' i. e.

the Jews ; so called because naturally descended
from Abraham, the root or trunk of the olive-tree.

At sub. opa or the like.

22. ovv^—] Render: 'See
then the kindness and the severity of (Jod.' The

is, as often, for }, ' not only— but.' The
Apostle admonishes them not so to rest upon the
kindness of God to them, as to grow secure, and
forget his severittj. The words following show
the objects and s^rounds for the exercise of each
of these attributes. rrf /., i. e.

(as Crell., Vorst., Grot., and W^hitby explain) 'if

thou remain in that state in which thou hast been
placed by the goodness of God, through faith in

Christ, by which this goodness is retained ; if thou
retainest God's goodness to thee, by contiiming
to endeavour to be worthy of it, and improving
this advantage.' This explanation is confirmed
by the Greek Commentators. Hence it is strange
that Professor Stuart should, in his Notes, choose
to render ' provided thou dost maintain a state of
integrity,' as an antithesis to rp in the fol-

lowing verse : alleging that . mav have this

sense ; and referring for example to Ps. xiii. 1, 3.

xxxvi. 3. cxviii. 66. Sept. But in the last men-
tioned passage it denotes the kindness of God.
And in the others,. is used without tlie article,

and in the phrase vou'iv. Whereas
here the use of the article (which has here the
sense of renewed ?nention. See Middl. Gr. Art.
iii. 1. 1.) limits the reference to the . before
mentioned, namely the kindness of God. The
Article is found in all the MSS., and is expressed
in the Pesch. Syr.

At iVti there is an ellip. of Sv, which (as supra
V. 6. iii. 6. and often) includes that of^.

23. The sense of this verse and the last clause
ofthe preceding is :

' The heathens too may finally

be deprived of the benefits now offered or enjoyed;
and, on the other hand, the Jews be finally invest-
ed with them.' '. may be rendered, ' will
be grafted in.' which implies what viiiij be, not
vhat shall certainly be. ;, &c. The

is by Crell., Grot., Mackn., Rosenm., and
Koppe supposed to have an adjunct notion of
willing. For when God is said to be able to do a
thing, there is often understood not solely His
power but His jvill to do that which He is'able.
Hence it is implied that nothing but their unbe-
lief hinders their being again received into the
favour of God ;

" Cessante caussa cessat effectus,"
as laspis remarks.

24. £( ( — ^' liia f'.] The sense of
this figurative languatre is: 'That the Gentiles
should be brought to the felicity of Christ's king-
dom was far more improbable, than that the Jews
should be brought thereto, since it was originally
destinedfor them.' The Gentile nations at large
are compared to the wild-olive tree, and each of
them sinolij to one of its branches. .
Some interpret this ' contrary to the order of na-
ture.' which forbids a wild and bad tree to be en-
grafted on a good stock. But see JVote supra v.

17 & 18. The sense should rather seem to be,
' not grafted in by nature, but by art.' -
Xaioi is supposed to be a word formed by the
Apostle, to correspond to dypiAuioc. ButSchleus.
says it is found in .Aristot. de Plantis i. 6.

25. The Apostle now proceeds more directly
to assert the future reception of the Jews.' is here a particle of confirmation. It is

rightly remarked by Schoettg. that de-
notes in the sacred writers, not « tiling nnintelli-

gihle, but what lies hidden and secret, till made
known by the revelation of God. The
here meant is thefuture conversion and restoration

of the Jews ; and that the blindness and obdurate
unbelief of the Jews was not universal, but in
]iari.;\nd will only continue till the fulness of the
Gentiles be come in, i. e. till their conversion be
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completed. The expression ' ) ' -
is (as Grot, remarks) taken from

PrOV. iii. 7. ) ' (i. C. in

thine own opinion) and Is. v. 21, iv.
The sense (which is variously interpreted) seems
to be ' that ye may not be puffed up with an opin-

ion of your own peculiar favour with God, and
consequent privileges. At there is an ellip.

of ; and^ here denotes contimiation,

as in Rom. v. 15. xi. 8. The expression "in
part to Israel," means " to some Israelites," as

opposed to all at v. 20, and is (as Stuart says)

used per charipntismum, i. e. a softened mode of
expression. is best explained as equiva-

lent to\ (as opposed to the -
at v. 12.) and signifying the great bulk of tlie

heathens, in a manner all. At must be
supplied tic , or '.

2G.] i. ., as the best Commentators
are agreed, 'sliall be put into the way of salva-

tion,' ' have the means of salvation bestowed on
them.' See Note on Matt. i.21. Whitby has an
elaborate Dissertation on this conversion of the

Jews here spoken of; of wliich there is a careful

abridgment in Recens. Synop., together with some
further remarks upon tliis important subject.

— , &c.] The words are from
Is. lix. 20, and agree witii the LXX., except that

is there used for the f\- here, which, indeed,
Beza and Koppc suspect crept in from an abbre-
viation oChiKa. But it were strange that it should
have «•rept into nil the MSS. And to suppose,
with Mr. 'I'liriior. that the Apostle has modified
the language of the Prophet, to accommodate it

to his pur[)ose, involves a principle which should
not be resorted to unnecessarily. It seems best

to suppose, with Vitringa, that togetlier with this

passage of Isaiah the Apostle had in mind Ps. xiv.

7. , and thus blended
both into one. In k,h -/, &c., the He-
brew sliglitly differs I'roin the Sept., which is fol-

lowed by the Apostle. Hut, as Vitringa observes,

there is nothing of unfaithfulness, but merely a
freedom of translation.

27. '—.] These words are, as

Koppc remarks, taken from the same passage of
Isaiah ; though (as is not unusual in the Jewish
writers) the passage is not completed ; tlie rest

being left to be supplied by the reader. The
words ( avrCiv are sup-
posed to be taken from Is. xxvii. !). and the sense
is thus expressed by Koppe :

" These are the ben-
efits which I promise them •, After I shall have
liberated them from the Divine punishments, I

shall give my spirit to them," &€.

28. —.^ These
words are meant to meet a tacit objection, q. d.
'' It cannot be that all Israel will he saved, and
experience such grace from God ; since they are
God's enemies, and God is theirs." To which
the reply is :

" They are indeed enemies ; but are
nevertheless beloved, though in another respect."
(Crell.) ' the best Commentators render,
" for your sakes," or advantage, viz. that the Gos-
pel may come unto you.
— 6 , &c.] The sense is, " but

in respect of their election, as the posterity of a
nation chosen by God for his peculiar peojde, in

that view they are beloved." ,
i. e. on account of, and in respect of the love
which God bore to their forefathers. Whitby ob-
serves that " in this Chapter there is mention made
of a double election ; I.\, vv. 5. 7.

the Gospel election •, 2. -,
an election for their fathers' sake," in which
sense the whole nation of the Jews were styled
the elect, Deut. iv. 27. vii. 6— 8. ix. 5. Gen.
xvii. 7.

29.\ , &c.] This assigns the
reason whij the Israelites even yet, on their fore-

fathers' account, cease not to be beloved; and
this is founded on the constancy of the Divine
will, which decrees nothing of which the Deity
can ever repent. (Koppe.) God will never re-

pent of the promises vllich he made to the fa-

thers, and therefore never change his purpose in

regard to the bestowmont of spiritual blessings

on their offspring. (Stuart.)

30— 32. The sense of this portion (which is

parallel with v. II) is as follows :
" As ijou Gen-

tiles, who were once disobedient to (iod, by idol-

atry, and consequently without knowledge of God
(see Rom. i. 2f).) have at last obtained mercy and
introduction into (Jod's Church and covenant, as

it were, through the ol)stinate unbelief of the
Jews, who crucified the Lord of life (which was
the occasion of the (iospel being preached to the
Gentiles); even so, i/ic;/ e/AO, thouirh now unbe-
lieving, may obtain mercy, through your mercy
[i. e. through the mercy vouchsafed to yn" ex-
citing them to seek for mercy], and at length re-

ceive the CJfispcl from them ; for (!od hath per-
mitted all. both Jews and Gentiles, to be shut up
and remain in unbelief, that he mav have mercy
on all." The term is adapted to show
that salvation is not of human merit, but of Di-
vine grace. Tlie words rp signify,

as the best Commentators, ancient and modern,
arc agreed, " at," " on occasion of," their diso-

bedience.
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Of the words — two inter-

pretations are adopted. The ancients and earlier

moderns, with Wets, and Carpz. render, " hath
convicted all of sin, hath proved that they all lie

under it," namely, by his holy law. See iii. 19,

20, 21.iii. 9. Gal. iii. 22. If this interpretation

be admitted,. will be used by a Latijiism.

Other Commentators, however, as Pise, and most
of the recent ones (with the E. V.), interpret,
" hath shut up all in disobedience and sin, sub-

jected them to its control," i. e. hath permitted

them to be subject to it. By is meant
mankind at large, as (it has been shown by Cony-
beare Bampt. Lect. p. 107.) the Israelites under-
stood the words. The passage is well paraphras-

ed by Stuart thus :
'• God hath left both Jew and

Gentile to fall into unbelief, or disobedience, in

order that the true nature of sin might fully ap-

pear 5 and that he might thus magnify the riches

of his grace in pardoning multiplied and repeated
transgressions." Compare Rom. v. 20. sq.

33— 35. Filled with a deep sense of human
demerit and Divine mercy, the Apostle concludes
by breaking forth into admiration at the unfathom-
able depth, and infinite abundance of the wisdom
and mercy of God, evinced in making first the re-

jection of the Jews a means of calling the Gen-
tiles ; and then working upon the contumacious
Jews by his mercy shown to the Gentiles. On
this noble epipJionema, where is

almost Pindarically bold, see Bp. Jebb. Sacr. Lit.

p. 117, seqq. who supposes the Apostle to have
had in mind Ps. xxvi. 6. — 77)/. Job
xi. 7, 8. V. 9. xsxvi. 22, 23. Jerem. xxiii. 18. Is.

xl. 13 — 15. Job xxiii. 18. xli. 2. See also Wisd.
is. 17. Ecclus. xviii. 2 — 5. The learned Prelate,

with his accustomed taste, remarks that " the
first line proposes the subject. The notion of
depth (continues he) as a quality attributed alike

to God's riches, and wisdom, and knowledge, is

first expanded in the next couplet. Riches, wis-

dom, and knoujledn-e are then, in a fine epanodos,

enlarged upon in an inverted order." It may
seem strange that three particulars should have
been thus made, when our authorized Version
(in common with almost every other, ancient

and modern and most Commentators), makes but
tuw ; n'Sohrov being regarded as only intensive of, and as standing for'. But the meth-
od in question is supported by Chrys.,Theophyl.,
and Theodor., and adopted by some modern
Critics, as Schleus. and Mr. kose ap. Parkh.
And it is placed almost beyond doubt by Eph. iii.

8. 70»;' 7:)iOVTOv ?, for\'
rTii, or, and Phil. iv. 19.

aiiTor^ also by Philo in two passages
adduced by Schleus. The sense in all those

passages, and no doubt, in the present, is best

explained, not riches, but abundant goodness and
grace.

By Til the most eminent Commentators
understand the goOernance of God's providence

;

VOL. . " ^ ^ *

and by the hhoi the v^ays by which his plans are
carried into effect. " His wisdom and ways (says

Locke) are far above their comprehension ; and
will they take upon themselves to advise Him
what to do 1 which is the purport of v. 34•." That
of V. 35. , '. ' is

well expressed by Locke :
" Is God in their debt ?

Let them say for what, and He will repay it them."
The passage, formed on Job xli. 3., " is (as Stuart
remarks) designed to have a bearing on all claims
to the Divine favour, which can be preferred on
the score of desert or services rendered to God

;

and repress a spirit to which the Jews were too
prone."

36. This verse is suspended upon a negative
clause, involved in the interrogation of the pre-
ceding one ; i. e. [Surely no one] ; for of Him,
&.C., and consequently He may dispose of all ac-
cording to his Sovereign Will. The verse may
be thus paraphrased :

" For from Him, as their
original Creator, all things are derived ; through
Him, as their continual preserver and constant
governor, all things consist and subsist ; and to

Him, as their ultimate end, all things and all ac-
tions tend ; so as to contribute to his praise and
glory, illustrate his perfections, and finally ac-
complish his wise and benevolent purposes. Let
then his majesty, wisdom, and goodness, be mag-
nified and adored for ever ! Amen." The pas-
sage 8ti f| ui'iroS

—

- seems to have been
imitated by Marc. Anton, xiv. 'fl !, h (by thee), ' . Wets,
compares Oppian Hal. i. 409. , Si

( conj.). In
reference to the three links of this glorious chain,

Grotius compares Theocr. Idyll.' '
(vl ^ \(, ,\- which was probably in the mind of

Milton in his noble line : — " Him first, Him last,

Him midst, and without end."

XII. Having now completed the doctrinal

and argumentative part of his Epistle, the Apostle
proceeds, in conclusion (as is usual in all his

Epistles), to the practical part ; urging, for the
benefit of both the Jewish and Gentile converts,
exhortations to the moral duties of justified

Christians. " This Parieriesis (observes Carpz.)
consists of three sections. The first inculcates
the general duties of Christians, which respect all

Christians, of whatever rank or degree, station or
dignity. (C. 12.) The second treats of political

or social duties, such as are to be observed with
respect to their superiors, their ei/uals, and them-
selres. (C. 13.) The third treats of private du-
ties, OEConomical and ceremonial, such as are to

be observed by Christians in their social inter-

course with each other, especially towards those
who have not hitherto been convinced, or are as

yet weak in the faith."

First, he beseeches the bclieveis to lead a life

worthy of such immense mercies awI benefits ;

10
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to present their bodies to God a living sacrifice,

as opposed to the dead ones undf r the Law

;

holy, in opposition to external and legal ones,

and acceptahle to God, in allusion to the se-

lection of tlie victims for sacrifice ; which, in

order to be acceptable to God, were required to

be immaculate.
1. .'\ The best Commentators are

agreed that tliere is here a sacrijicial metaphor,
for, admovere, Ileb. TOiTl• y^iojiara is

used in accommodation to the preceding meta-
phor. Of the foregoing general explanation

is perhaps inferior to that of Photius and laspis,

who suppose the expression to mean the moral
(i. e. tropical and spiritual), sacrifice of tlie Gos-
pel, in opposition to the corporc;il and ceremonial
one of tlie Law. Ova'uiv signifies the viclim.

— .] The best mode of con-

struing is to regard these words as put in apposi-

tion with the preceding, by an ellip. ; q. d.

for this is your reasonable service. On the sense,

however, of the Commentators are not
agreed. By Erasm., Beza, Grot., Zeg., Hamm.,
Mackn., Schleus., and others, it is explained ra-

tional, as opposed to the irratimial rites of heath-

enism, or the corporeal ones of Judaism. This
interpretation, however, is liable to objection, and
the preference seems to be due to that of the an-

cients, and of the moderns, Est, Mede, Deyliiig,

Olear., Wets., Dodwell, ("arpz., Koppe, Rosenm.,
Wahl, laspis, and Bretschneider, who explain it

" spiritual, offered up with the spirit and heart,"

as opposed to lifi-less rites and ceremonies. Per-
haps, however, the two interpretations, which, in

some measure, merge into each other, may be
conjoined, i. e. rational and spiritual service.

2. ] —.'\ These verbs

may be taken in tlie reciprocal sense, " do not
conform yourselves to." I would compare Thu-
cyd. V. 10.^.^1) ' ?, conformari
ad niultitudinem. The. enjoins the exercise

of our vigorou.s exertions to obtain this trans-

formation, in dependence on the aids of the Holy
Spirit, without which the work will never be
effected.
— £(s rb, &-C.] The Apostle, it should

seem, now means to point out the most remarka-
ble '//(•<. of this 6 namely (ac-

cording to the best interjiretation of.) the

proving, trying, and apjiroving what the will of
God is (or what he would have us both.bclieve and
practise) ; what is good and acceptable to Him,
and perfect, where the nouns (for such tliey are

t3 aynOh', ttc.) are in apposition with, and exe-

getical of, , what is good, ac-

ceptable, and perfect. The sentiment, therefore

(as Stuart observes), is, that a renewed mind is

essential to a successful inquiry of practical and
experimental Christian truth, in its full extent,.

3. ] for, " I charge or enjoin.". . . Most modern Commenta-
tors explain this " by virtue of my Apostolical

office and authority." But since must (as

Phot, remarks) be thus nndemtood, which would
be very harsh, I prefer, with the Greek Commen-
tators, to explain it " by the Divine grace," the
gift of inspiration, which authorizes me to direct

and admonish, nuiri h{ seems to be
a popular idiom, for , such as we find

in Eph. i. 1. and elsewhere. The admonition, it

will be observed, is rendered more striking by the
paronomasia between,, and-, of which I have, in Rec. Syn. adduced
examples from Thucyd. and other vriters. The
words' ' are added to strengthen
the sense. Grot, compares^, and
Koppe, 2 Mace. ix. 12.'. I add

in Thucyd. In .
we have an acuto dictum per paronomasiam.

is for , as ii. 27. Or there is

an ellip. of '. The is explained by
the ancient and many eminent Interpreters of the

at vcr. G, namely, the extraordinary gifts

and graces of the Holy Spirit. So Eph. iv. 7. ivi(> ;5 -. By others it is uiulerstood of the

measure of religious faith and knoAvledge allotted

to each. Both senses may, in some measure, be
conjoined. See Carpz. ap. Recens. Synop.

4, 5. ivl ., &c.] A familiar

illnstration of the subject, from a comparison (by

allusion) of the natural body with the body politic

or social ; as in the well-known Apologue of
Menenius Agrippa in Livy, ii. 32. See Bp. San-
derson's Sermons ad Popiilum, p. 193 sub. fin.

— oi] is not, as Koppe imagines, for-, but signifies, " we the many, o! noXXoi,

we who are many." See 1 Cor. x. 17. The sense
is, " In like manner we Christians, who though
many, are one body, have been united into and
form one body (i. e. in respect of) Christ, con-
sidered with a reference to him as the head of
the whole society." fi' is an anoma-
lous idiom, found also at 2 Mace. v. 36, borrowed,
it should seem, from the common dialect, and
standing for o'l' ', or ''.

G.' , &C.] The construction

in this and many of the subsequent verses is

anomalous ; and the Commentators endeavour in
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vain to reduce it to any regularity. Photius ap.

CEcuin. has been most successful, whom see in

Recens. Synop. " is a Nomin. pendens,
and must be taken at each member and, its

sense being adapted to circumstances. Be that

as it may, the general intent of the Apostle is

clear,— which is to excite them to the zealous
exercise of the gifts of the Spirit; so, however,
that those who enjoyed the higher kinds should
not interfere with one anotlier. See v. 8, and 1

Cor. xii. 4. sqq. At . sub. ,, Or,. On the nature of this

there has been much discussion. See
Recens. Synop. It should seem that the-

denoted not merely an Inferpreter of Scripture,

as some imagine ; but one who, by Divine inspi-

ration, and therefore authoritatively, explained
and set forth all the mysteries of the Gospel, and
publicly preached and exhorted, for the purposes
of Christian edification and consolation ; as 1 Cor.
xiii. 2.

This is directed to be done ', which is not to be taken, as the phrase
is used by Theological writers, of the general
plan of revealed truth, nor be supposed to refer to

any article of faith. On its exact sense, however,
Commentators differ. See Rec. Syn. and Dr.

Campbell's Dissertation, iv. 13. One thing is

clear and admitted, that ' means
pro raid portione, pro ratione, in proportion to.

And 7iiai/he interpreted (with some
eminent moderns) of the, just before

mentioned ; or rather, with the ancients and some
moderns, " the measure of faith " at v. 3. So
Stuart takes it to mean, " Let the prophets speak
[only] as ihey have faith [imparted to them] to

do it." The Apostle (as Phot., Beza, and Crell.

observe) first lays down and
each as a germs ; and then enumerates their

species, — of the former lico, of the latter three.

7. ''.] Tile words^,', and, though general terms, and used of the

Apostles themselves, are often in tlie N. T. taken
of some certain specific office undertaken in the

cause of the Christian religion (compare 1 Cor.

xii. 5. 2 Cor. ix. 1.), and exercised by those
Christians who did not so much employ them-
selves in explaining the doctrines of the Gospel,

as in manairing the external and temporal affairs

of the Church, and of individuals. On the iinds

of Deacons see Suic. Thes. i. S(i2, and Bingham's
Eccl. Ant. ii. 20. At supply ';^;;, from
the preceding : and at iv Tr) supply, as yElian V. Hist, iv, and 1

Tim. iv. 15. fi- .
8. b ''.'.] There has been no little de-

bate as to the respective senses cf b and b\, which some regard as meaning the

same thing ; while others take them to relate

to different offices. It should seem that as h-
is plainly distinguished both from b-

and b\\ , so that these two are also

meant to be distinct. In ichat, however, the dis-

tinction consisted, it is not easy to say with cer-

tainty. It seems most probable that (as Stuart

suggests) the b &^> was an ordmarij stated

Teacher, wiio taught according to the degree of

religious knowledge which he possessed : and
that the was an Exhorter, i. e. one who
urged men to the practical duties, dwelt upon the
promises and threatenings of the Gospel, and thus

aided and completed the work which the6-
had begun. Thus the expression will be

equivalent to the^ of 1 Cor. xii. 28.

On the next words b — iv

there is even yet greater diversity of opinion.

Prof. Stuart has here an E.vciirsus of no ordinary

length, which abounds in information, but does
not, I apprehend, satisfactorily settle the question
as to the interpretation. He thinks that by -, b, and iv, the Apostle
refers to private individuals in the Church, con-
spicuous for their attention to the duties respec-
tively indicated by those words, the management
of the external temporal affairs of the Church, in-

cluding the relief of the sick and poor. In one
thing I entirely agree with him, namely,— that

the Commentators had gone upon an unfounded
assumption when they took for granted, rather

than proved, that, b-, and' designate officers or offices in the Church.
Vitringa, indeed, long ago, saw that in the case

of ; and it is true all three. And there-

fore to endeavour to draw any parallel with the
gifts and offices stated by the Apostle at 1 Cor.
xii. 28, is to needlessly embarrass the subject.

For my own part, I am decidedly of opinion that

the scope of the words —\ is

to give an admonition to the persons who exer-

cised the gifts, or discharged the offices above
mentioned. According to this view, there can
be no difficulty in referring ' to the,
with allusion to that alacrity so requisite in the
due discharge of so onerous and invidious an of-

fice. As to the and ,
they belong, I apprehend, both to the and
the, and have reference to the then two
great divisions of the ministerial oftlce, namely,
teaching and governing. Thus the two offices

are mentioned distinctly at 1 Cor. xii. 28, and also

at I Thess. v. 12. ,,
IT iv 7, ' iv/, , where the. is equiva-

lent to the. in the present passage, and the
corresponds to the. here.

This is confirmed by 1 Tim. v. 17. o'l -, . e.

who were both and. It is

scarcely necessary to observe that in

the expression (which means not " he who dis-

tributes," for that would be ), but " he
who imparts," is quite as applicable to the com-
munication of spiritual knowledge, as of v/orldly

goods. So Rom. i. 11.. In this view, iv may very

well mean, "in simplicity and sincerity," i. e.

not . So 2. Cor. i. 12. f,

— IV L

— .
See also 2 Cor. xi. 3. I would only further ob-

serve, that the Apostle, in this passage, by -
seems to advert not to the e.vtraordinary

and miraculous gifts only, but also, as in the case
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of the, and perhaps the, to context. Thus some, as Koppe, refer them to the

the ordinary oraces of the Holy Spirit. admonition foUmvins;, bov\. ; of course,

9. Now follow the primte virtues to be cuiti-
understanding c^o.^i of spirilucd concerns. A

vated by «//Christians •, denotes the C/,n.- method however no a little harsh It ,s far

Han pliLnthropy described at 1 Cor. xiii. 1.
,•"«'«

^f'''^^
^o ^^'^'«'• ^h"

'l""^' \^\^
Ch-'y^• »«d

'^ '^'
.

Tlieophyl., of the ancients, and Crell., Lalvin,—, &.C.] The construction here ^^j i;^ Stephens, of the moderns) to what pre-
and in the lollowing verses is \ery irregular, and ^^j^^^ ^nd suppose them intended to mark the
like that at Heb. xiii. 5. To take the participles, manner in which the foregoing duties (of brother-
with Koppe and others, for rerbs, is explaining

j^ j^yg ^nd kindly attention) should be peri'orin-
nothing. It is better to suppose an amuilapodo- gd ; namely, with active ami zealous dilisence.
Ion, the participles being used as if suspended on -phe word .) is used, on this very subject, at
some verb which occurred m the preceding sen- g (j^r. viii. IG. ,, - . The
tence. Had the Apostle written avvrro- Article (not used at Rom. xii. 8. 2 Pet. i. 5. and, the construction would have been regular, elsewhere) has the use of renejved mention: q. d.
The terms. and\\ are very strong.

j„ ^i^jg ^^^^ diligent endeavour. And if it be ask-
Theophyl. explains the former by L•^ ,- gd how, can be, we mav answer (with
T£c ; and Parous, the latter, " non bonum trigid6 Crell.), that though no one can be diligently sloth-
probantes, sed flagrantissime complectentes.'

f^^^^ or slothfully diligent, yet '• eadem orationis

10. rfl (l>i\iiie\<pia—.'] Sub. . forma, in tradendis illis praeceptis, uti voluit Apos-
From philanthropy (which is chieHy conversant in tolus, et in hoc quidein praicepto contrarium per
kind actions) the Apostle rises to something high- contrarium illustrare." Thus the phrase -•
er, and exhorts them to be Ty iptXa- is meant to be exegetical of the pre-

icXipia; where 0. is a Dative of instrument, ceding; and we may compare Acts xviii. 25.

denoting the mode in which we ought to be - .. is properly used of the In determining the import of the words follow-

natural affection subsisting between parents and ing /, the reading, has first to

children ; but it is also employed to denote tender be settled. Now all the early Editions, except
affection generally. the Ed. Pr., with almost all the MSS. and the best
— T-^ -^ .'] The force of this Versions, have, which was edited by Beza,

injunction seems to be mistaken by almost all Schmid. and the Elzevir Editor, and was retained

Commentators, who understand it oC humilitij

;

by Beiigel., Wets., and MatthcEi. , how-
which would here be out of place. The context ever, was recalled by Griesb. and Koppe ; but
rather suggests the idea of a readiness to treat / was finally restored by Tittm. and Vater :

others with respect, civility, and kindness, even and, I think, rightly ; since the external evidence
anticipating them in it : a sense of frequent for is exceedingly slender (only that of
in the N. T., and of which many examples are about three MSS. and a few inferior Versions and

Fathers) ; and the internal not superior to that of^ ; for although it may seem entitled to pref-

erence, as being the more difficult reading, yet
that Canon has its exceptions ; and especially

where the reading mav be accounted for from a

adduced in Schleus. Lex. ; and, among the rest,

the present passage. This interpretation, too. is

supported by the authority of Chrys. and the

Greek Commentators. And so, I find, Crellius,

who remarks: " Loquitur de honore qui ex qua-
dam benevolentia et humanitate oritur, qui cum mistake in decyphering an abbreviation (which
in externis et consuetis signis, tum in multis aliis

humanitatis officiis posilus est." See Acts xxviii.

10. Nay, Calvin admits that the expression may
denote omne genus officii. And Schleus. says that

it denotes " omnia humanitatis ct honestatis offi-

cia;" referring to this passage. The kind of
will, of course, vary according to the station

Matth., Wets., and Rinck say is the case here),

or when the reading, though it seem the more
diificult, yet may be suspected to have arisen

from alteration, as being more suitable to the con-
text, according at least to the view of the Emen-
datores. Now such might easily happen in the

present instance ; for notwithstanding what the
of the person to whom it is shown; but even above Critics urge, is jioZ unsuitable to the
those in very unequal stations may and ought context, nor does it yield a sense unworthy of the
to lead each other onward to the exercise of th.

11. There has been no little debate as to the
sense, and indeed the reading, in this verse. It

is not agreed whether the clauses are to be re-

garded as containing separate and independent in-

junctions, or as belonging to some other, and con-
nected together. Of those who regard them in the
former light, some suppose ^ anovhy . lo

contain an admonition to diligence ia their icor/c/•

sacred writer. See Calvin. Yet I believe Kvpiu

to be tlie genuine reading; it being more in the
manner of St. Paul. And it is only requisite to

perceive the scope of the words ru> .,
to discover the great propriety of. Now it

was well seen by Chrys. and Theophyl., of the
ancients, and Tolet., Calvin, Whitby, and Wets.,
of the moderns, that the words are not meant to

inculcate an independent and general precept (as

the Critics who altered the word, thought), but
iy caliinas. But, surely, that would suppose the to enforce the injunctions foregoing, to Ijrotherly
sense to be very imperfectly developed. It should love and kindly attention, on the ground that
rather seem that the words — ^t'oirfc are whatever should be done, would be done unto
closely connected together, and are not an inde- the Lord, and would be rewarded by him. So
pendent admonition, but meant to strengthen Matt. x. 40— 'it. b —
another with which they are connected in the / airoS.
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12. rp-{, &c.] Of this passage met with by a crowd, and is hurried away with

various views have been taken. See Recens. Sy- them in the direction they are going. But as

nop. I am noiv inclined to think that it has no passive verbs are often used in a reciprocal sense,

connexion with the preceding, but treats on a so may signify to ifield one's sel/to a

separate subject,— the bearing up under affliction multitude, and go with them. Now this admits

by the power of hope, and the support and com- of a good as well as a bad sense ; in the for-

fort of earnest prayer. A view of the passage mer of which it is here taken, and figuratively

confirmed by Chrys. and Theophyl. See also denotes to condescend to; which will express hu-

Scott.. is a very strong term occurring mility in all its various offices, " a humble dispo-

also in Acts i. 14. vi. 4. Bretschneider thinks sition." The clause following . 6. . i.

the construction at " unprecedented
; admonishes against that self-conceit which ex-

which it certainly would be, if were in regi- eludes all humility. It is founded on Prov. iii. 7.

men with. But, in fact, it is not ; the

dative being dependent on some preposition un-

derstood, as iv or izi. This absolute use of-
occurs at Matt. x. 22. 2 Tim. ii. 12. James v.

11. perhaps formed on Dan. xii. 12. b

Is. V. 21.

17. The Apostle, having shown how studiously

Christians ought to cultivate peace and concord
one with another, proceeds to teach how they
ought to do it with other men. (Crell.) He at

the same time• inculcates forbearance towards
13. rale;—.'] Here is enjoined enemies, and patience in supporting the injuries

charity to the poorer Christians, and hospitality inflicted by them, as opposed to that thirst of
to strangers, especially, as we may suppose, vengeance, which only serves to perpetuate ha-
preachers of the Gospel (See Heb. xiii. 2.); a tred. and inflame animosity. (Koppe.) Senti-

kindness which the want of inns, and the utter ments parallel to this of
neglect of their former connexions, would make awoi. are adduced by the Commentators from the

particularly acceptable. . is a strong term, Classical writers ; have in Recens. Synop. add-
which may be rendered, '• studiously cultivat-

ing."

14. After treating of brotherly love, charity,

and hospitality, the Apostle proceeds to enjoin

the duties of patience under injurious treatment,

intermixing adbionitions to the kindred duties of
sympathy, humility, and the cultivation of con-
cord and peace with all men. The terms \.
and. are of the strongest sort, and the em-
phasis arising from the same thing being express-

ed affirmatively and negatively, imparts much
energy to the sentiment.

15., &c.] " Jam abrupto illo construc-

tionis filo, inseritur post Imperativum ejus loco

Infinitivus. et dein rursus participia ita adhiben-

tur, acsivel praacedentibus vel sequentibiis juncta

essent." (V'ater.) On this idiom see Win. Gr.

Or. § 37, 7, who would supply. On the senti-

ment see Recens. Synop., where to the parallel

passages adduced by Wets, from the Classical

writers I have added several others.

ed others.
— —. The sense is, " tak-

ing care [to do] things of good repute in the esti-

mation of all men [whether Christians or heath-
ens] ;" with which compare 2 Cor. viii. 21. Phil,

iv. 8./' occurs at 1 Tim. ii. 8. and
Sext. Emp. ap. Wets. ; and. 6 in

Joseph. Ant. ix. 1, 1. where. is for. The syntax with the Accus. is thought
rare ; but I have adduced several examples in

Recens. Synop., especially from Xenophon. I

would also compare Prov. iii. 4. (which passage
seems to have been in the mind of the Apostle),- \. In such
a case the verb has a signif. proegnantem, including
the notion of doing, as if we were forecasting.

This admonition is parenthetical, and has refer-

ence both to what precedes, and what follows.

18. ivvaTov—.] An injunction to

a virtue nearly allied to that of forbearance ; the
striving to live at peace with men [both Chris-

IG. TO miTo—.'] This injunction, as tians and non-Christians]. In Mwardv and ri

appears from the context, relates not to unity of f| (where supply and) " as far as

sentiment, hnt oi' disposition. See Recens. Synop. you are concerned," the latter qualifies and ex
\,\ is equivalent to {))7' at ii. 21., and is best rendered by Tyn-

dal, "be not high-minded." With respect to

the words ro7c -7 (the sense

of which is disputed), they seem to mean, " Hold-
ing intercourse with the lowly

; not proudly stand-

ing aloof from them." The verb, especiallv in

this sense, is rare ; and it is well explained by
Chrys.. The ralin 7netaphor(r• is

plains the former. In. the endeavour is to

be understood. The limitation, shows (what gen-
eral experience confirms), that it is not possible
to live at peace with all, for when " we speak of
peace, they make ready for war," Ps. cxx. 7.

The full substance of what is here meant by
is ably stated by Dr. Barrow, Works,

vol. I. Serm. 29, on the present text. He there
shows, I. that it is not barely a negation of doing

this :— A person is said when he is or suffering harm, or an abstinence from strife
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.
and violence ; but a amity, a disposition

to perform such kind offices, without which good
correspondence among men cannot subsist. 2.

That it implies not some few transitory perform-
ances, proceeding from caprice, but a stable con-
dition, a continual cessation from injury, and a
promptitude to do kind offices. 3. That it sup-
poses a reciprocitij not only in performing good and
forbearing to do bad offices, but a receiving the
like treatment from others. 4. That it imports
not only an outward cessation from violence and
a demonstration of amity, but an inward purpose
of continuing therein. Thus the being at peace
diffiirs only, in degree of obligation, and latitude
of object, from the state of friendship properly
so called.

19. In this verse the pronouns are emphatic,
and the scope of the whole is to forbid private
retaliiitioH enjoining the injured party to leave
vengeance to God, or to the human judge acting
for (iod. The clause iort ry ^, however,
admits of two senses. The 6- may be referred
to the person injured; in which case iorc

will mean, ''let it go, defer venting it," give
space to that anger, which is a furor brevis, and
may thus have time to cool. So the Arabic
Version, Ambros., De Dieu, and Surenh. But
no such sense can be shown to be inherent in the
words ; neither would it be suitable to what fol-

lows, "for it is written," tkc. It is therefore
better, with the ancient and earlier modern Com-
mentators, to refer the to God ; q. d. leave
it to the wrath of God to avenge you, or to him
who is properly the minister of vengeance, as

representative of God. This I would confirm and
illustrate from Kurip. Suppl. 511. tjv

Zciij b' • / S '

Toti'/vi' . and Phocyl. xiii. 72. ) -, ] '', ( yap, cptq S' '.
In the quotation just at\er, the Apostle, neither

follows the Sept. (which is here very inaccurate),
nor the Hebrew ; but forms something foundetl
on both ; which, however, represents the full

sense. The pronouns are highly emphatic. The
words\ Kvpwc form no part of the quotation,
but are added (as often elsewhere) to point out
the speaker.

20. iiiv oZv —. ai'jToS.] Taken verbatim from
Prov. XXV. 21, 22. The Hebrew has nothing
corresponding to , which was added
by the Translator to make the sense plainer. The
ancient Commentators have well remarked that
there is here a sort of climax, q. d. " I not oidy
exhort you to forbearance, and a striving .after

peace ; abstaining from private vengeance; but I

enjoin you to do good to your enemy, by perform-
ing the common offices of humanity to him, if he
should need them." Of the words following,•. &c., there are two interpreta-
tions almost eipially entitled to bf^ adopted. 1.

That of the Greek Fathers and most of the

earlier modern Commentators, as also Wets.,
Rosenm., Koppe, Locke, Schleus., and others :

'• By so doing, thou wilt, if he persevere in his

enmity and injury, bring down an increased
wrath and enmity from God." Such is undoubt-
edly the sense of the phrase in the passage of
Proverbs, and vherever it occurs in the O. T.

;

and as the words preceding treat of the Divine
vengeance, it is very suitable : nor is this senti-

ment liable to any objection, when properly un-
derstood ; for, as Locke remarks, " the persevering
muLice of the injurer is supposed." According to

the 2d interpretation (adopted by Jerome and
Hilary, of the ancients, and by many eminent
moderns up to the present time), there is sup-

posed to be a metaphor taken irom fusing metals ;

the meaning being, " Thou shall melt down his

enmity, and soften him to kindness," as metals
melted by covering the crucible with hot burning
coals. And this seems supported by the admo-
nition following iv ; though
the context, in a passage consisting of so many
separate and independent injunctions, is not
decisive. And the admonition in question may
be an independent one, pointing to a step higher
in the climax, and intended to prevent any mis-
understanding of the foregoing, as if giving coun-
tenance to procuring evil to one's enemy. Upon
the whole, however, the preference may perhaps
be due to that interpretation which seems re-

quired by the context. Either may be considered
more probable than that of others (as Augustin,
Hamm., Doddr., Carpz., Amnion., &c.), who take

the expression to designate the pains of contrition.

Witli the noble sentiment of subduing malice by
kindness and benefits. Wets, compares several

parallel ones in the Classical writers; and I have
adduced not a few in Recens. Synop.

XIII. This Chapter forms the second section
of the practical part of the Epistle ; in which are

inculcated the moral duties of all Christians,

commencing with those towards magistrates and
governors ; an injunction, considering the sedi-

tious spirit of the Jews and Jewish Christians,

very necessary. Here, after explaining the na-

ture and Divine origin of government, (telling

them that all governments derived the

they had from God, though they had not the

frame of the government from Him, as the Jews
had) he exhorts the Christians to faithfully and
cheerfully perform their duty in this respect.

Similar admonitions are found at Tit. iii. 1 ; 1 Pet.

ii. 13, 14.

1. t^T^i';.] So the Heb. j.';33 SDj every
individual without exception, in whatever r.ink of
subjects. ' ., " the magistrates
set in authority, celsis potestatihus ; " so ol-
^oiTtjat V. 3, and 0! iv ijTff at 1 Tim. ii. 2.

— at if oiViii fi'oiiomi.] Including rulers and
sovereigns not onlv de Jure, but de facto. The

is not found in six MSS., the Vulg., and
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some other Versions and Latin Fathers, and is

cancelled by Griesb. But without good reason
;

for though it has been thought that the word was
added by the Hbrarii, yet it is more probable that

it should have been omitted in six MSS. (having

for the most part a common source) than that the

Apostle should fall into omission which would
involve such great harshness. As to the Ver-

sions, they are no evidence, since the idiom of
the Latin would rather require the omission of
the word ; and the other Versions are such as

chiefly follow the Vulg.
— vnb .] By this it is only meant,

that they are permitted lo hold the office they
hold by the disposing Providence of God ; though
mediately appointed by the authority, or invested
with it by the consent, of man.

2. b] " he who sets himself in

array against." See Note on Acts xviii. 6. The
metaphor seems accommodated to the TCTayu-

just before, as that was to-. So Epiot.

i29. .^, " constitution or ordinance." So Ezra
iv. 11, and at Heb. xi. 3. signifies

condemnation, implying punishment, not merely
temporal (as some ancient and modern Commen-
tators explain ; for that is at variance with the
context) but Divine. ' mavseem pleonas-
tic ; but it is expressed to strengthen the sense.

3.] " terriculamentum." cause of fear;
an idiom like terror in Latin, frequent both in

the Scriptural and Classical writers. So in an
Inscription cited by Wets. EiV! /, i'^. " is for-. where the Apostle in

. describes what is usually, and what ought al-

ways to be, the case.

— 7.] On this use of ; see Win.
Gr. p. 156. Hoogev. says it here differs from ov,

in this, that ov would have been denying the whole
of the sentence, ov , whereas
only denies 6 ; i. e. '• is it then thy
wish to live exempt from the fear of the power ?

"

'Knaivov. Implying yaro«r, and. as the case may
be, reward. I would here compare Menander ap.

Grotii Excerpt, p. 7G1. Ko>ov, >) -^'.
4. { . This suggests another reason,

namely, that he is not only the appointed minis-
ter of God to us,— but is such for s;ood, i. e. both
natural, civil, and mural, as the Commentators
show.
— . i. e. " possesses the power

of life and death," which was represented by the
Governors having a sword carried before them.

', " an avenger." The word is scarcely
found elsewhere, except in the Greek Translators
of the O. T. and in Aristieus. -. The
vords are not, as Koppe imagines, redundant, but
correspond to ek.

5.- The necessity here is not absolute,
but hypothetical, i. e. as Schleus. explains, " qufe
est e nexu rerum humanarum inter se invicem, et
ipsa natura humana." Thus it is equivalent to, or itt, (of which idiom several ex-
amples are adduced by Wets, from the Classical
writers,) for the obedience in question is plainly
political, not relioious; and the words following
suggest ihe jnoiives , viz. not only through dread
of the, or penalty annexed to disobedience, but, " for conscience sake," through
religious motives. Thus disobedience, as Hardy
says, involves not only a breach of law, but a sin.

6. Of the two yiip's, assigning the reasons why
taxes should be paid to rulers, the first refers to
the high usefulness of rulers; the second urges
that they are appointed by God to a ministration
which, upon the whole, is highly beneficial to
men. See Dr. Barrow's Sermon on 1 Tim. ii.

1 & 2, vhere at § 5. he observes that to princes
and governors we stand indebted for tlie greatest
benefits of common life. ' They (continues he)
necessarily take much care and trouble, and are
exposed to nmny hazards for our advantage To
their industry and vigil.ince, under God, we owe
tlie fair administration of justice ; the protection
of right and innocency ; the preservation of order
and peace ; the encouragement of goodness, and
correction of wickedness ; for they are God's
ministers continually attending on these very
things. And considering the mischiefs issuing
from want of government, we may say that he
must be a very bad governor, to whom the words
of Tertullus might not without flatterv be ap-
plied." At must be supplied a«-

; and (as the best Commentators, ancient and
modern, are agreed) the must be refer-
red not to ', (as commonly supposed,
and even Koppe explains) but to, which is included in ). On the
senses of see Note on at Luke
i. 23. Now without the payment of taxes the
ends of the" could not be attained ; for,

as Tacitus cited ijy Koppe observes, " Nee quies
gentium sine armis, nee arma sine stipendiis, nee
stipendia sine tributis haberi queunt." And yet
it is God's will that the^' should be per-
formed, and consequently that the taxes necessary
to that purpose should be paid.

7. — " whatever is due, both
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physically and morally." At some supply

ahoBvTt : others, taking the for (J: both

methods involving some harshness. As to the

difference between and \, the former

denoted the land-tax and the capitation tax, and
is nearly the same with the at Luke xx. 21.

The were the ve.ctigalia, and customs levied

on the imports and exports. Again,6 may
denote the reverential iwtnao-e due to kings and
governors ; the respect due to all who are in

authority.

8. —«/?.] The Apostle takes oc-

casion, from the word\, to pass from what
respects the political law to that which regards

morals and tlie mutual offices of Christians one to

another ; and shows that these precepts, as they
had been valid before Moses, so now also did

they remain, but with the glorious supplementa

of the Christian dispensation. (Grot.) The gen-
eral scope of the sentence is plain ; but there has

been some doubt as to the details. De Dieu,
Koppe, and Piosenm. take in the Indica-

tive. But that is at variance with the context,

which is wholly occupied with injunctions ; and,

therefore, the common interpretation (adopted by
the ancients and almost all moderns) is prefera-

ble. " Christian charity (as (^arpz. observes) is

here described as continnal debt, which is ever

being paid, but is always owing, and never dis-

charged in this life. This fine turn is, as Wets,
observes, imitated by Milton in his Paradise Lost,

B. iv. 50.
" A grateful mind

By owing owes not, but still pays ; at once
Indebted and discharg'd."

— Tiiv '\ for -, i. e. any person
with whom we have any connection. So our
Lord, in his parable of the good Samaritan, has

taught us thus to extend the signification of the

word, making thereby the command as unlimited

as the benevolence of the Deity, and co-extensive

with the sphere of human action. /,
implere solet, fulfils. By is, I think,

with Bp. Middl., meant the Law in general, and
not, as some Interpreters suppose, the second

table only of the Law.
9. rb yap •] On the idiom here and at Iv

just after, the Commentators arc not agreed. It

is, I conceive, put for on ; nor is it used.
I would rather suppose, with Koppe and Fr.

Scholefield, that there is an ellip. of;
who well renders the verse thus :

" For the rom-

mandmcnt, Thou shalt not commit adultery. Thou
shalt not kill, Thou shalt not steal. Thou shalt

not bear false witness, Thou shalt not covet, and
whatever other commandment there is, is briefly

comprehended in the precept. Thou shalt love

thy neighbour as thyself."

The words oh^ are omitted in

six uncial and several other MSS. and the Edit. )

Princ, are rejected by Mill, Beng., Vat., and
others, and cancelled by (iriesb. But surely
without sufficient reason ; since we may quite as
well imagine the omisiiion of the clause (by the
homcEotel.) as its insertion. If introduced, it

would have been brought in in some other place.

The clause is retained by Wets, and Matth. On
the idiom in Ttg, see Rec. Syn. here and on Mark
xi. 25. literally signifies " is

summed up ;
" a metaphor taken from casting up

accounts. ', for. By loving one's

neighbour one's self, is not meant that we should
love him as much as ourselves, but in the same
m,anner, though not to the same degree, as we love

ourselves. And this is confirmed by the words
following, which seem to be exegetical, and meant
to show the nature of this love ; namely, that we
should be as careful to ax'oid injuring him, as we
would of injuring ourselves. To which purpose
it is admirably observed by Bp. Sherlock, in one
of his Sermons, that '• what the principle of self-

preservation is with respect to ourselves, the same
is charity with respect to our neighbor."

10. I'l
—.'\ Here we ma?/, vith

the Commentators, suppose abstract for concrete,
" He who loveth," &c. But this is not necessary ;

and the sense seems to be, " Love consists in not
injuring our neighbour." And true it is, that a
great part of the love we owe to our fellow-

creatures is only required to lie shown by not i?i-

jiiring them ; which will often operate as a pos-
itive benefit.

Of the next words,- —, the sense
is uncertain. It may either be, that " love is the
end and scope of the commandments respecting
our neighbour ; " or, which is preferable, that " in

love is comprehended the fulfilment of the law."
Hence the same precept is called in James ii. 8,

the , and in 1 Tim. i. 5. the

/.
11. The Apostle now proceeds to inculcate, up

to the end of this Chapter, the duties of Chris-
tians Uncan-ds themselves : and, to excite them to

the zealous observance of these and the above
mentioned virtues, he adds this new reason,

—

that the return of Christ to the earth, to save and
bless, is an event not far distant. Holiness of
life is then compared to the conduct of men in

the broad day-light, and in full view of their fel-

low-creatures, ami who are therefore held in a
strong moral restraint. (Koppe.)
— Ka't ToiiTo, &c.] In Ka\ we have a form

of transition, involving an ellip. The mildest,

proposed is. " [And this admonition es-

pecially observe.]" for . The ^
sense (disputed by Commentators) seems to be,
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" knowing that this is the critical season [for ac-

tion]." The words following are e.tegetical of

the preceding, '• that now it is time to be roused
from the sleep of inactivity, security, &c., and to

be awake to a sense of duty." The reason for

this is suggested in the next clause.

— vvv — fs-iffr.] On the sense of

these words the Commentators are divided in

opinion. Of tlieybi»• interpretations detailed and
reviewed in Recens. Synop., two only seem enti-

tled to attention. l.'That of CrelL, Mackn.,
Rosenm., Schleus., and most Commentators for

the last century, who render, " Kow is our knowl-
edge of the doctrines of salvation greater than

when were first converted." Now this yields

an unobjectionable sense
;
yet such as cannot be

proved to exist in the words. It is better, with
Locke and Koppe, to take. of the literal ad-

vent of Christ. That sense, however, is destitute

of any good authority, and is liable to some seri-

ous objections, started by Whitby. The best

founded interpretation is that of the ancient and
some modern Commentators (as Taylor), who by

understand the period of death ; as being
the commencement of eternal salvation to the

righteous : meaning that every day will bring them
nearer to their final salvation, if they are to be
saved. So Stuart, who adopts this view, well
paraphrases :

'' We are hastening to retribution :

every day brings us nearer to it : and in prospect
of the reward, which now almost appears in sight,

as we approach the goal of life, let us act \vith

renewed effort as duty requires." With respect

to , it is well observed by Grot, that

TTiartiui is one of those verbs which denote action
either in commencement

,
progress, or conclusion.

Here it denotes commencement. The sense is well
expressed by the Pesch. Syr., " than when we
were converted to the Christian faith."

12. ' TTpoeKoipcv —.] The metaphor
here is plainly founded on the imagery of the pre-

ceding verse : and the sense to be assigned to

and will depend on the mode of interpreta-

tion there adopted. Hence it will be meant either

that the night of heathen ignorance is drawing to

a close, and the day of Gospel light dawning, or

that the dark and obscure state of tliis life is far

advanced, and the daii of eternitii is fast approach-
ing. According to either interpretation, the fol-

lowing admonition will be very apposite.

—',— .'] The Commentators are

not agreed whether by be meant armour, or
articles of dress. The latter view is adopted by
many eminent moderns ; but there seems no
good reason to abandon the other and more gen-
eral view.

13.. -.'] " Let US conduct ourselves
decorously, as men in the full blaze of day, and
the full view of the public." Ac^reeably to which
metaphor, the Apostle then dissuades them from

VOL. H.

those vices which, in ancient times, were com-
mitted almost exclusively in the night. 1. those

of drunken revelry ; "i. as springing from thence,

those oneirdness ;'
3. those crimes which usually

arise from the former, as quarrelling and strife.

14.'— Xp.] i. e. Take upon you his

dispositions, follow his example. A metaphor e

re resliarid, and found also in the Classical writ-

ers. So Lucian Gall. 19.^ fit tuv-, t/wi ';
— — f^(Oiifiin{.] JXotwithstanding the

refinements of recent Expositors, the most natu-

ral and true interpretation of the passage is doubt-

less that of the ancient and most modern ones,
'• Do not so make provision for the body, as to

cratify its lusts." here denotes end and pur-

pose.

XIV. Now commences the third Section of
the practical part of the Epistle (extending

throughout tliis Chapter, and up to the 13th

verse of the next), in which are detailed various

duties, private and civil, to be performed in daily

intercourse ; especially towards those , not

fully satisfied as to the abrogation of the cere-

monies of the Mosaic Law, did not, in this re-

spect, evince faith, but scrupled at the eating of
certain foods, and the regarding of seasons. Then
is shown the use of Christian liberty in things

indifferent. Lastly, is subjoined an exhortation

to the preserving of concord, both among Jews
and Gentiles recently converted to Christianity.

(Carpz.)

The Apostle having given so many precepts for

the sake of caution and restraint upon the Jewish
part of the Church (whom he doubtless had in

view at Ch. xiii.), now turns to the Gentile part,

and addresses to them some salutary cautions

with respect to their demeanour towards their

Jewish brethren. (Stuart.) He is, in fact, ad-

dressing all who were not strong in faith, whether
Gentiles or Jews. Who, indeed, are particularly

meant by the ng, has been some-
what disputed. Certain eminent Commentators
(as Carpz., Koppe, and Eichhorn) maintain that

they were a species of Jewish Essenes, who (like

the Greek) practised all those various mor-

tifications of the Jiesh, in order to attain greater

power in the spirit,— such as were adopted by the

Monks of a later age. But I entirely agree with
Rosenm. and Prof. Stuart, that although there

were then various classes of persons who prac-

tised asceticism, especially in the abstinence from
animal food, either wholly or partially— yet the

manner in which the Apostle here speaks of them
forbids such a notion ; for, instead of attacking

their pride and vain-glory (as at Col. ii. 21 — 23.),

he throws his shield over them, and directs that

their scruples, which were conscientious and
sober, may be respected. .\nd when we consider

that in v. 3. mention is made of the distinction that

11
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the persons in question made between days, and
compare this with what is said at Col. ii. IG, tlicre

can (as .Stuart shows) be little doubt that the

whole difficulty was one which arose from Jctuisk

scruples about the use of meats which had been
oiTercd to idols, and afterwards sold in the market
(which the persons in question thought would
communicate pollution to those who used it), and
the observance of certain fasts and feast-days.

But for the better understanding of the vhole, es-

pecially as a general question, the reader is refer-

red to a powerful discourse of Bp. Sanderson, ud
Clerum, on v. 3, where, after commencing with
the remark, that " so long as there is either weak-
ness on earth, or malice in Hell, it cannot but be
that scandals will arise, and differences grow in

the Church of God. What through \vant ofjudg-
ment in some, of ingenuousness in others, of
charity in almost all, occasions (God knows) of
ofience are too soon both given and taken ; whilst

men are apt to quarrel at trifles, and to maintain
their differences even about indifferent things."

Then, after ably stating the occasion, tracing the
scope, and showing the connection of the te.\'t with
the context, he divides it into two points of doc-
trine : I. That we are not to despise others, be
they never so weak, or we never so strong. And
that both for the sin's sake, by which it is hurtful

to the despiscrs. and for the scandal's sake to the
despised. II. That we are not to judge and con-
demn others, 1. from our want of C07nmission ; 2.

our want of skill ; . from the uncharitableness,
and, 4. the scandalousness of the thing itself.

Or thus : ] . We have no right to judge ; and so
our judging is usurpation. 2. We may err in our
judgments ; and so our judging is rashness. 3.

We take things the worst way when we judge
and condemn. . We give occasion of i)//"c/ice by
our judging, and thus it is scandalous. Thus the
Apostle endeavours to draw both parties (as being
both in the wrong) to this honourable composi-
tion,— that the strong in faith shall remit some-
what of his superciliousness in despisingthe weak

;

and that the weak shall abate somewhat of his

acrimony in condemning the strong. Finally, the
question is one of great importance, as laying
down a rule for our guidance on all other occa-
sions, by which a weakness of judgment in faith

may show itself, if not in scruples about meats and
diujs, yet in a scrupulous forl:ear<mce of some
things, from a persuasion thiit tliev arc, or a fear

lest they should be unlawful, but which, in truth,

are not so, but only indi[lerent.

1. rbv' Tijf TriVrti.] According to the
foregoing view, this will denote "one who is

doubtful, or not fully persuaded of the propriety
or impropriety of certain things in themselves
indifferent, and is not satisfied as to the liberty

which Christianity allows in tliose cases. By rf, which should be rendered " his faith " or
belief, is denoted full persuasion of mind, as to
what is lawful or unlawful. /^ is

variously interpreted. The word properly signi-

fies to lay hold of and draw any thing or person to

us ; and from the context, here seems to mean
receive into Christian commmdon, with the adjunct
notion taking into kindly intcrcon.rse. See also

XV. 7. and Gal. vi. 1. Of the words following\, the sense is not very
clear, and consequently has been variously ex-
pounded. See Recens. Synop. and Stuart. I

apprehend that if we keep close to the usual

sense of the terms (which in a case of difficulty

it is always best to do), and attend carefully to the
context, we shall see that the sense must be this,

" [but] not for the purpose of examining and agi-

tating with him doubtful or disputed points,"

namely, since as contempt and harshness might
urge him to apostasy, so to perplex his mind with
points which his Christian judgment is not suffi-

ciently mature to enable him to grapple with,

might drive him into scepticism. See Calvin.

2. The Apostle now illustrates the thing by an
e.rample, and shows u-hy he has given the precept.

On the idiom us — for J — h ] (found

in the later writers) see Matth. and Win. Gr., " is persuaded he may eat." This
seems a popular \a\om, since it is not found in the
best writers. , all kinds of food without
distinction, even those forbidden by the Mosaic
Law. , i. e. rather than forbidden meats.

3. h .'\ Supply ixniTu. , ioT., " has accepted him, admitted him to

the benefits of the Christian religion." SeeWote
on V. 1.

4. , &c.] " by what right dost thou hold
judgment over another's servant? " This use of
the phrase occurs also in the Classical

writers. At rij), &c. sub. im, coram.
and are forensic terms, and signify " to
stand or fall in judgment," to be acquitted, or be
condemned. '. is best explained by
Car])z. " consistet ac stabilietur :

" " Deus suc-

cnrret imbecillitati ut ." Since, however,
there is a continuation of the forensic metaphor,
I would render, " He shall be held acquitted in

judgment," viz. of this 'matter. Under 66,
able, is also implied iriUing, as xi. 23. ; which
passage defends the common reading here ; some
MSS. having, which is received by Griesb.

into the inner form.

5. iV^pai•.] such as the Jewish Sahhath, Pass-
over, Pentecost.-, itc. which some main-
tained should be kept holy. Prof. Stuart shows
at l.irge, that although it has been disputed by
some eminent Expositors and Theologians wheth-
er the Christian Lord's Vay he not here included,
yet that, from a comparison of the kindred pas-

sages of Col. ii. 1. Gal. iv. 10. with the present
passage, it seems clear that here relates to

days which the scruples of .Jewish Christians

deemed sacred, and has no relation to the >
which all agreed to keep holy. See Rev. i. 10.

The -rtapa seems to mean holier than ; that being
implied in the comparison denoted by. In

the antithetical clause supply, in the sense
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"equally appropriate to religious purposes." In

—' tliere is a brevity of ex-

pression, which requires us to supply from the

conte.xt ' ,. The general sense of the passage, though

it has been disputed, seems certainly to be this :

"quisque do sua animi sententia certus fieri stu-

deat : " or, " Let every one act with fulness of

persuasion that he doth what is lawful," let him
act according to the conviction of his own
mind.

G. The Apostle now gives examples of both the

discrepant sentiments, as well in respect of daijs,

as meats ; and shows, by a new reason, that

those who in this instance think differently, ought
not to feel contempt for eacli other.

— b .] Literally, " he who minds, ob-

serves." /, for , " with a refer-

ence to the Lord," and in obedience to his under-

stood will. must be so accom-

modated as to apply both to the h and the

h eaO. In the former case, it relates both to

the returning thanks for the food, and to the Chris-

tian liberty of unrestricted use ; in the latter case,

the sense is, " returns thanks to God for the gift

of abstinence." The before h is insert-

ed, on the authority of most of the best MSS. and
Versions, and many Fathers, as also all the early

Edd., except the Erasinian. It was, after being
cancelled in the .3d Ed. of Stephens, that of Beza
and the Elzevir, restored by Beng., Matth., Griesb.,,, Tittm., and Vat. : and rightly; since it is

required by propriety, and might easily have been
omitted by the scribes.

7. ou(V(s <)— ()).] By; is meant no Chris-

tian. With respect to the : ^ and., the general sense maybe (asiJrot. and
Koppe explain), that whether alive or dead, we
are in tlie jiowerof God. But to consider it more
particnlarlv, \[ seems to signify, " hveth
after his own will and pleasure," so as to give no
accoimt of his actions to any one but himself;

and consequently ex oppnsito, -
must mean •' no one has, at death, any power

over himself and his fate in another state of exist-

ence ; nor ceases to depend for every thing upon
the Lord, by whom he is to be judged." The
sense of the next clause is, that in every state of

our existence, whether in this world or in the

next, we belong to Christ ; he is our Lord both
here and hereafter.

9. ' ' —;.] The sense is :

"JVay for this end and purpose Christ died, and,

after his resurrection, rose again unto glory, and
yet liveth, that he might be sovereign of the

whole human race, botii the quick and the dead."

Hence it is inferred that are to live unto
Christ, and not unto men. Prof Stuart, how-
ever, regarding the as denoting result or con-

sequence, thinks the meaning is, that this uni-

versal dominion was a fruit or consequence of

Christ's death. But it is, I think, better to re-

tain the usual signification of iVa; especially as

the Professor himself grants that it was one of
the ejids which the Saviour had in view." In
fact, it was an end desirable to him only with a

view to another end and result, the salvation of
man. In — the reading is dis-

puted. Some MSS. omit the first ; others,, and both are cancelled by Griesb.

Many MSS., with several Versions and early

Edd., for, read, which is preferred

by Mill and Wets., and edited by Beng., Matth.,
Griesb.. and Vat. Again, Tittm. edits: -; while Rinck would read. Under all the circumstances, I see
no sufficient authority to cancel any word, espe-

cially as the sense of the context admits, nay re-

quires, the whole. And the might be
omitted by reason of the two Ka'i's. That
ought to be read for, there is no doubt.

The ava might arise from the preceding, or

come from those Critics who rejected

as useless ; a very unsafe principle in a writer

who (like Thucijdides) is sometimes as diffuse as

he is at others obscurely brief. Here, however,
there is nothing verbose or pleonastic.

being for' ^;. '}] means,-,

in its full sense, lived, liveth, and will live to all

eternity: denoting that immortal life wherein "he
ever liveth to make intercession for the faithful."

See Heb. vii. 25.

10. ail a Ti, 5tc.] Here the Apostle sub-

joins another reason to dissuade them from exer-

cising rash judgment, or entertaining undue con-
tempt ; and that is suggested partly in the term
ai'i'Siji., which is emphatic ; but chiefly in the words
follovving, yap
., which import that we arc all ali/re amenable
to this judgment, and therefore are not warranted
\n j'tida-ino-, much \ess .contemniTiir and despising

each other: all must be left to the judgment of
one great aad true Estimator, and none ought to

presume to intrude upon his province.

11.. ] " agreeably to what is said in

Scripture," namely, in Is. xlv. 23. in which there
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is some vari-ition from the Sept. and the Hebrew
;

yet not neat so great as wouKi at first sight ap-

pear; for, 1. the words\ Kioioj form no part

of the quotation, but were (as often) added by the

Apostle to indicate the spealier. 2. The words
ti —)<>') were omitted
by the Apostle, as not necessary to his purpose.

3. In the ne.\t words the Apostle follows the

Sept., at least in the .Mexandrian and some other

MS.S. The only real discrepancy is in the ^,
which, however, is but an equivalent (and Scrip-

tural) expression to the d-nr' the

Sept. Finally, I cannot but advert to the mani-
fest corruption in the Sept., namely, of be-

fore. It is strange that no Editor or

Critic should have noticed it, especially as it is

so easily emended. I would confidently propose
to read »), a frequent ybiv;i«/a Jurandi both in

the Classical writers and the Sept. See Gen.
xlii. 16. If, however, the Translator wrote d ,
I have no doubt that he had in his MS. ^ lDX
before xyv thus rendering lUerally a formula ju-
randi equivalent to ^, and occurring in Job i.

11. Is. V. 9.

13. \\\, ., &c.] In these
words (which contain a coriclusion drawn from the

preceding) is an injunction not only to abstain

from unjustly judging those who entertain differ-

ent sentiments in matters of conscience, but to

beware lest the weaker party should, by our ac-

tions and sentiments, feel aggrieved, and thus be

led into a worse error (Koppe); namely, heresy,

or apostasy.

The Commentators notice the anantanaclasls

in and, the word being first used
in the sense " to pass severe and unjust judgment
upon," and then that of " resolve." A similar

use of((^£' is adduced by Raphel from Herod-
otus. and are nearly synon-
ymous ; the latter being exegetical of the former.

14. o7?a KHi ., &c.] The Apostle here antici-

pates an objection. O'lVi . is a strong ex-
pression, to denote full persuasion from complete
Knowledge. ., i. e. bv the teaching
of Jesus Christ himself, and not by human rea-

sonings. See Theophyl.
— oTt ol^iv Konii'.] By the limitation suggested

by the context, the sense must be. " no kind of
meat is, in its own nature, impure (i. e. unlawful) •,

but to him who nrcomits it to be unlawful," to him
it is unlawful ; i. e. (as C!rot. and others explain),

"The persuasion of any food's being forbidden is

to a Christian Jew, as long as he is so persuaded,
Buffictent to make it unlawful for him to use that

liberty which it has given him from the yoke of

the Mosaic ordinances." Bp. Sanderson, in his

4th Sermon ad Clerum, observes, that we may
from this passage safely conclude that it is lawful

for us to do all those things, concerning which
there can be nothing brought of weight sufficient

to prove them unlawful. The ti is said to be
put for : but it is, in fact, used in its ordinary

sense, and is only introductory of another and an
exceptive clause.

15. Sta] "through food," i. e. the eating

of food, and, as appears by the context, i/t!/ eating

of food. See the next verse. is explain-

ed by the older Commentators, " is grieved and
hurt ;

" by the more recent ones, " is brought into

grief," i. e. self-condemnation, by being induced
to do what he believed to be unlawful. Kara-, " agreeably to Christian charity," which
requires us, for the sake of a weaker brother, to

suffer one's own liberty to be circumscribed, in

any manner not unlawful. does not im-
ply final perdition, but a present falling from a
state of salvation, by apostasy or otherwise.

If), Ti.} The earlier modern Com-
mentators take this to mean " your Christian lib-

eiiij, which is in itself so good." While the an-

cient and most recent modern Commentators
explain it " your holy religion, which is your
chief good." The latter sense is good, but the

other is more agreeable to the context ; and is

well expressed by Abp. Newcome thus :
" Act

not so as to give occasion that your right sense
of your Christian liberty in the indiscriminate use
of foods be evil spoken of"

17. oil — ?.] A popular and famil-
iar mode of expression, meaning, " In the Chris-

tian religion and the worship prescribed by it, it

is not meats and drinks that are considered, but

virtue, peace, spiritual joy," &,c. i. e. as Bp. San-
derson explains, it consists in the exercise of

Iwlij graces, and the conscientious performance
of unquestioned duties. Xapr. iv ay. sig-

nifies an inward joy from the consolations of the

Holy Spirit.

18. '] "these dispositions and habits."-?— avQpi'uTioic. This seems to be a popu-
lar expression, meaning " is in favour with God
and man."

19. apa oZv TO. , &;c.] A conclusion drawn
from the preceding. " Since a peaceable spirit

is so well pleasing to God. let us study peace,

and what tends to mutual edification." See Acts
ix. 31, and Note.
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20. ] i. e. the propagation of

the Christian religion, by the faith and Christian

piety of the person in question.
— —.'] At Sub.. The words may be referred either to the

weak Cliristian, who, if he eateth ici,
(i. e. , stumblingly, vith an uncer-

tain and dubious mind) sinnefh ; or, to the 7nnre

knowing and advanced Christian, who, if, by eat-

ing, he offends and causes another to sin (, for , i. e. occasion-

ing an offence to him) he himself also sinneth.

21. KuXoi/ 7, &:-c.] The sense may
be well expressed, with Abp. Newc, thus :

" It

is matter of duty to abstain from flesh used in

sacrifice to idols ; or to abstain from it altogether ;

or from any other act, in the presence of those
who may thus be ensnared into sin and perplexed
with doubts." This use of the plural for the

singular is found in the best writers. At fV

(J sub. noitlv. is for^. The
words Jj are omitted in three

MSS. and some V'ersions and Fathers; and even
rejected by Mill and Koppe, as being a gloss.

This, however, can hardly be true of ?) ;

and if that clause be genuine, so probably must
the preceding one.

22. .] The ancient and early

modern Commentators read this interrogatively ;

the more recent ones declaratii-elij ; which latter

mode is confirmed by the Peschito Syriac, and is

more agreeable to the style of the Apostle. By
faith is meant a full persuasion that what one is

doing is right and lawful ; or, in other words, the

full assent of the conscience. ,
" keep this persuasion to yourself, and your God

;

use it when you have no other witness ; and do
not, in exercising it before men, employ it so as

to cause your fellow Christian and weaker brother
to fall from duty."
—, &c.] The sense is, "happy is he

who doth not condemn himself in the use he
makes of what he allows himself to do ; namely,
by using it in an imprudent manner.

23. b — fVri'.l The sense is :

"And he who doubteth [whether it be right to

eat] is condemned, i. e. is liable to be condemned
[nay, is self-condemned], if he eat; because he
doth it not from faith."

By iTrtv ( — is meant_, " Whatever is done
without a full persuasion that it is lawful, is sin-

ful." See an excellent Discourse of Bishop San-
derson on this text. By this (being his 4th ad
Cleruni,) in which, after ably settling the connec-
tion and scope of the text, he shows that faith

must here be the persuasion of the judgment and
conscience. And he proceeds to inquire, 1.

What is the power of the conscience, as concern-
ing the lawfulness or unlawfulness of actions. 2.

Whether, in every thing we do, an actual con-

sideration thereof be necessarily requisite. 3.

What degree of persuasion is required for the
warranting of our actions ? Whether or no, and
how lar a man may warrantably act, with reluc-

tancy of conscience. Wherein is considered the
case, 1. of a resolved conscience ; 2. of a doubting
conscience ; 3. ofascr7<p?i/o«s conscience. Upon
the whole, he proves that the true import of the
text is, in effect, this :

'•' Whosoever shall enter-
prise the doing of any thing which he verily be-

lieveth to be unlawful, or, at least, is not reasona-
bly well persuaded of the lawfulness of it ; let

the thing be otherwise, and in itself what it may
be, lawful or unlawful, indifferent or necessary,
convenient or inconvenient, it matters not;
HIM IT IS A SIN."

Here Wets, and Grot, compare similar senti-

ments from the Classical writers ; and Schoettg.
some from the Rabbinical ones.

The do.vology just after, which in the textus
receptus comes in at the end of the Epistle, is, in

the far greater part of the MSS. and several Ver-
sions and Fathers, inserted here : vhich position
\vas approved by Grot, and Hammond, and adopt-
ed by Mill, Wets., Matth., and Griesb., but has
been rejected by Knapp, Vater, and Stuart. It is

a question of difficult determination, and in which
no certainty can be attained. External evidence
is certainly in favour of the insertion here ; yet
the contrary testimonies are very weighty, in-

cluding the two most ancient of the MSS., (the

Alexandrian and Vatican,) and the most ancient
of Versions. As to the internal, it cannot well
be balanced, since there are several considera-
tions both ways, which tend to make the ordinary
canons inapplicable. The intenud congruity of
the passage, as Stuart shows, is strongly against
its insertion ; and though St. Paul does sometimes
insert a doxology in the body of an Epistle, yet
(as he points out) it is in quite a different situa-

tion from the present. I cannot therefore ven-
ture to admit it.

XV. In the present Chapter St. Paul continues
to exhort the Church at Rome to strive after
unity and peace. He sets before them the self-

denial of Christ, vv. 3, 4. He beseeches God to
give them the spirit of Christian unity and love,
vv. 5, 6. He exhorts them to a mutual kind re-

ception of each other, v. 7. He shows that the
reception of the Gentiles into the Christian
Church had been clearly and often predicted, vv.
— 12 ; and prays God to fill them all with joy

and peace, v. 13. He apologizes, as it were, for
writing to the Church of Rome, by describing
the nature of his office as an Apostle to the Gen-
tiles, the labours which he had performed while
holding this office, and the affectionate desire
which he had cherished of paying the Church at

Rome a visit, vv. 14— 24. He describes to them
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the plan of his future journeys and labours, ex- tion of believers in the Messiah. For it has

presses his liopc of vet visiting them, and begs an been well pointed out by Grot, and Crell., that

affectionate interest in tlieir prayers to God for the words baa — are meant to an-

hiin, vv. 25— 32. (Stuart.) ticipate an objection,— namely, that the passage

1. By the ol ivi'tnoi, as opposed to toTs, has reference to David, not to Christ or Chris-

must (as Koppe and Rose in. remark) be under- tians. To which this is the answer, part of which
stood the more abundant in knowledge, and the is contained in a suppressed clause dependent on
stronger in faith (xiv. 22. compared with Luke , q. d. [It does indeed pertain to David, but

xxiv. 19, and Acts vii. 22. Swurog h) ; and it is typical of Christ] or at least may serve for

by the aiiinroi, those less skilled and knowing, our example and instruction."

and therefore in hesitation and doubt, as to the 4. . . .'\ The sense

lawfulness or unlawfulness of any thing. By the is :
' through the patience vhich the Scriptures' are meant the unfounded though con- recommend and exemplify, and by the [motives

scientious scruples adverted to in chap. xiv. for] consolation which they supply." In

«^£»' signifies to hear with ; a metaphor taken is implied.
from strong persons helping weak fellow-travel- 5. b ii, &c.] The fnll sense of the verse

lers, by occasionally carrying for them their bur- is ably drawn forth by Bp. Sanderson, in a Ser-

dens. By is meant gratifying mon on this text, where, after pointing out the

ourselves by having our own views received as connexion and scope of the words, he shows the

absolute verities. nature of the prayer here made ; and after ob-

2. ''', &c.] after «; is ab- serving that prayer is properly united with instruc-

sent from nearly all the best MSS., many Ver- tion, and that God is the only Author of peace,

—

sions and Fathers, and the Ed. Princ. It was in- he inquires tohy God is called the God of patience

troduced by Stephens from the Frasrnian Editions, and of consolation ; and treats on the choice of

and though expunged by Beza in his first Edition, these attributes, and their miio/i here. On the

afterwards crept into the subsequent ones, and so ^natter of the prayer, he considers these particu-

was introduced into the textus receptus ;. but was lars : I. The thing prayed for,— namely, like-

again cancelled by Beng., Matth., Griesb., and viindedness, which is explained and pressed on

Tittm. ; rightlv I think. by various considerations. II. He considers the

— .] By adding first qualification of the agreement prayed for; h
TO npic . (i. e. so far as may be for his importing that it be universal and mutual.

good and edification, and that of the Church)
the Apostle means to limit iiis precept, that com-
plaisance may not be carried to abject subser-

vience. Ei'f TO and ' . must be closely

connected, the latter serving to qualify and ex-

plain the former, and prevent a misunderstanding

of the sense. For as Theodoret observes ;

III. He considers the second qualification in

Xpiarhv, importing an agreement; I. unto truth

and holiness, and 2. after the example of Christ.

With respect to the expression ,
the learned Prelate rightly understands it ejtectivi

(as the next attribute . must be under-
stood) of that patience which is from God as the

\ i ] . cat/se, and man as the subject. Accordingly, God
So Theophr. Ch. Elh. 5. — / Si- is called the " God of consolation," because " it(— ^, is he that putteth comfort and cheerfulness into

3. iavr(7>'] " sought not his own grati- our hearts." And he observes, " that being to pray

fication [but the good of otlicrs] ;" vhich latter for iinit>i, the Apostle might well make mention
clause is implied in the air of the former. of palieiice as a special help thereto, and consola-

The next sentiment, " nay, he bore patiently tion as a special fruit and effect thereof." He
the insults of men," is clothed in the words of then notices the expression ) as

Ps. Ixix. 10, which even Rosenin. admits to be being one peculiar to St. Paul ; and shows that,

strikingly applicable to Christ, though he denies " though it be used with reference both to the vn-

it to be priiiiarih/ meant of the Messiah. But, as derslandino; and Ji(tlo?ni'!it, and to the will and ai-

Mr. Turner observes, it is for him to prove that /ec/i'o/ii, yet that )/ may here be supposed meant

the application varies from the intention of the to be compreheiidrd ; namely, that God would so

original author. " Besides, (continues Mr. T.,) frame the hearts of these Piomans one towards

he himself admits that various other sentences of another, that there might be. as far as possible,

the O. T. were by the .lews of that time (nay, an nnirersal accord, amongst them, both in their

even are by those of the present day) conceived opinions and affections." This view of the sub-

to treat of the Messiah. And whence could have ject is supported by the opinion of Tiren. and

arisen such an opinion, unless it had had its foun- Calvin.

dation in tradition, handed doAvn from the times The following is susceptible of

of the Prophets themselves? Moreover, the two senses, both snitalrle to the context : l."ac-
Apostle himself, in the words following, refers to cording to truth and godliness in Christ Jesus,"

those numerous passages which occurred in the according to what tlie spirit of Christ and his

.., aavinUcn for the 7}.•^ and consola- religion requires; 2. (as in the margin of our
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Bibles) "after the example of Christ:" a sense
adopted by many eminent E.\positors, and among
the rest by Bp. Sanderson in a Sermon on this

text.

6. Bp. Sanderson, in his 13th Sermon ad
Aulani, on this text, (the seqnei to that on the

preceding verse) ably draws forth the full import
of the words, and distributes it into /our points.

1. He treats of s:lorifijins: God, and proves that

the glory of God should be intended as our chief

end, ior four reasons : 1. as being the chief good
;

2. as that whereunto we are both in dutij and
(3dly) in wisdom obliged. Hence he adduces an
inference of admonition, that we do not bestow on
any creature, or draw to ourselves, any of that

glory which is due to God. . He shows the

reason of the style God the Father of our I^ord

•lesus Christ, or the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and why it is here used. III. He
considers the glorification of God boaSav
iv'i, with jniud as well as mouth, and what
it imports. IV. He shows how much God is

glorified by Christian t/7iitij and one-mindedness
;

and this is the main scope and design of the whole
passage. On the force of ., (which implies

unanimity,) see Note on Acts ii. 46.

. . . . . should (as the best Com-
mentators and Critics are agreed) be rendered
" the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Compare 2 Cor. xi. 31. Eph. i. 3. 1 Pet. i. 3; and
see Bp. Middl. And, as Whitby and Bp. Pearson
remark from tlie Fathers, " the first Person in the

Trinity is the God and Father of Christ in respect

to the latter's manhood, and eternal filiation or

derivation from the Father, beins God of God
;

his Father in respect of his Divinitv, or as He is

the Word."
7. Sid. '/?] Tliis unitv (he meant to

say) would be especially evinced, if the Gentile

and the Jewish Christians should mutually re-

ceive and show kindness to each other. On the

force of\. see Note supra xii. 1. The
force of the word must, however, be somewhat
accommodated in sense, as applied to Christ, with
reference to his benisnitij, notwithstanding our
being enemies by evil virorks. See supra v. 10.' , is indeed, by most Interpreters,

construed w ilh what immediately precedes ; by
which a tolerable sense arises, but one not so

good, or so suitable to the context as by referring

the words to aXXijXovs, and consid-

ering — as an illustration. Thus
will signify the end or purpose, i. e.

that so God may be glorified. Compare John
xvii. 23. A view of the words supported by the
authority of Chrysost., Theophyl., Theodor., and
CEcumen.

8. '^ if,, t&c] This supplies a rea-
son for what has been just said. The Apostle's
argument, to suggest why believers, of whatever
nation, should live in mutual harmony and good
offices, is this,— " that the Gentile ougtit to respect
the Jew, since Christ exercised his ministry
among the Jews, and was peculiarlv the Messiah
of the Jews, thereby fulfilling the predictions of
their Prophets, and the promises made to Abra-
ham (and through him to the Patriarchs), that 'in
his seed should all the nations of the earth be
blessed :

' that therefore the Jews and the Gen-
tiles had reason to glorify God for his mercy im-
parted to both." (Rosenm.)

6 here and at Gal. iv. 1. & v. 16. is re-
garded by Schleus. as a formula of connection.
But I rather think, with Mr. Rose ap. Parkh. p.
490, that it gives peculiar force to what the Apos-
tle brings forward ; and, as Stuart says, accuratius
definit. ), ' for the establish-
ment of the truth of God,' i. e. his faithfulness
in keeping his promises. In.
the Genitive is one of object,

(., ' to confirm the promises,' i. e. by per-
forming what had been promised.

9. Koppe here recognizes an anncoluthon, for
f'f —. But most Commentators

supply and, referring to a similar
ellip. at iv. 13. " The Apostle (says Taylor) is

persuading the converts to a cordial coalition in
public worship, and is giving each party a sub-
stantial reason why they ou^ht to unite their
hearts as well as voices'" But, as it would be
more difiicult to persuade the Jew, he applies
to him several quotations out of Scripture, Ps.
xviii. 49. Deut. x.xxii. 43. Ps. cxvii. 1. Isa. xi.

10. the first and last of which, as Whitby shows,
the Jews interpreted of the Messiah. All of
them agree with the Sept., and. in their generd
sense, with the Hebrew ; and tend to prove, that
the Gospel privileges were to be extended to both
Jews and Gentiles.

13. The Apostle concludes this exhortation to
unity by a suitable prayer, that they may be filled

with all joy and peace, and may have a lively
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hope of future glory through the influences of the

Spirit shed abroad in their hearts, who thus will

give them an earnest of that glory. Comp. Eph.
i. 13. s(i. and Rom. viii. 23. Thus ver. 13. is a

kind of link to unite the foregoing admonitory
matter, \vith the subseciuent apologetical portion,

the latter to qualify .and make more palatable the

former.

14. Now commences the epihiriis or conclusion,

forming the -4th and last portion of the Epistle,

and consisting of two parts, in the former of

which, np to the end of this Chapter, the Apos-
tle, after good wishes and prayers for their spirit-

ual welfare, addresses them in endearing language,

and apologizes for what might be likely to give

offence ; in the latter (which occupies the last

Chapter^ he resumes and continues the same en-

dearing language to the end.
— oTi , &c.] 'ye yourselves also;'

which, as Pise, observes, involves the further

sense, ' even without my admonition.' Beza well

compares the Homeric Kri'i; the expression .; must not
be too rigidly interpreted. Its sense is determined
by the words following, Kni \\\-

: and the sense of the whole passage is,

' Ye are full of benignity and kindness — so

abounding in all [Christian] knowlodne, as to be
able to admonish each other, [as well as to re-

ceive admonition from me.]' Comp. 1. John ii.

20, 27.

1.5. cypnt^a t'l^Ti'] This apologeti-

cal language was, as Mackn. observps, necessary,
since he had opposed some of their strongest

firejudi'es, and rebuked them for certain irregu-

arities of conduct. He excuses his freedom by
pleading the strong obligation and sacred duty
imposed on him as an Apostle, and the Apostle
of the Gentiles. Tiiis uivcs him an occasion of
adverting to his own labours in converting the

heathens, and to mention what he further me.ant
to do in that cause. , 'in some re-

spect,' may be construed either with eypaxpa or

with \.
IG. 3 — The general sense

is, ' That 1 should bestow my especial .attention

to the conversion of the G'nUi/cx to the religion

of Christ.' The Apostle, however, uses a formu-
la derived from the .lewish relicion. in ordfr the
more strongly to impress on the Jewish Chris-

tians the dignity of his .\posllcship ; calling him-

self, not, but, a sacred minister
;

(see Note on Acts .xxvi. 16.) and saying his office

is, not, but , i. e.

to preach the Gospel ,as a priest of the New Cove-

nant, by which men are made . So
and', a little after, are likewise

terms borrowed from the Temple service. See
more in Carpz. and Koppe, the latter of whom
and Rosenm. pass over the important words iv, which are meant to suggest the
means whereby they have been made, and are

preserved, pure; namely, the sanctifying influ-

ences of the Holy Spirit on their hearts, and not
by external rites.

17.] ' a reason for glorying and rejoic-

ing;' namely, in his labours having been so bless-

ed. At sub..
18. \, &C.] On the sense

of this passage some diiTerence ol opinion exists.

Grotz. and Carpz. recognize here a delicacy of
idiom, q. d. 'I can scarcely venture to say what
Christ hath not^done by me,' i. e. how much he
hath done. This may, indeed, be admitted ; but
there is more of simplicity in the common inter-

pretation, which is ado])ted by Stuart, who ex-

presses the sense thus :
' I do not, in saying this,

claim any praise, by exaggerating my success, or

taking to myself the credit of what others have
done.' Perhaps, however, the right view of the
sense is that adopted by the Greek Commenta-
tors, who consider this as a briefmode of expres-

sion, for ov \. , ,..
ly. ] . is found in

several MSS., some later Versions and Fathers,

and is preferred by Mill and others, .and edited by
Griesb., Knapp, and Tittm. ; but without reason.

The common reading is justly retained and de-

fended by Wets, and Matth., who have well re-

marked that the new one was merely ^ glossi\, the
vulg. being somewhat a rare expression.
— (1770 . Kill '] ' from Jerusalem and the

neighbourhood.' The term may, by the
usage of the best Greek writers, have great lati-

tude, and comprehend a very extensive radius of
country about Jerusalem, including P.alestine,

Syria, and the adjacent jjarts of Arabia. But
Jeriisalein is esperial/ii mentioned, from its being
the centre, whence the rays of Divine knowledge
beamed. . . . is an ex-

pression deviating from Classical usage, and prob-
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ably Hellenistic, being parallel to that of Col. i.

25. . rbv . The early Commentators
explain it "to fully evangelize ; " the later ones
regard it as a Hebraism, derived from a similar

use of the correspondent term "inj, to cainplete,

perfect, which (especially in the Clialdee dialect)

often signifies to teach. But tlie other is the sim-
pler and truer interpretation. Stuart renders " I

have spread abroad."

20. ouTdi ii .'\ The participle depends up-
on a verb preceding, £ ; but, in

translation, may be rendered by a verb in the Pre-
terite : q. d. Thus have I striven.

properly signifies to be studious of honour ; and
as such a pursuit implies zeal, labour, and dili-

gence, it conies to signify '' to do any thing with
zeal, diligence,' &c.

21. </ .'] 'thus making good in my
own case the words of Scripture.'

— oh ovK, &c.] I'he words (from Is.

lii. 15.), which exactly agree with the Sept., are
by the .Icwish Interpreters referred to the 3Tes-

siah, but applied by the Apostle to his own case.

The words , however, have nothing cor-

respondins to them in the Hebrew,
22. ] i. e. for the reason adverted to at vv.

19, 20., his desire to visit new countries for the
purpose of evangelizing the CJentiles. -oWa
is to be taken adverbially, for rerij much.

23. ). &c.] This is by some
recent Interpreters e.vplained to mean, "there
being no longer any place where Christ has not
been preached." But the more natural sense is

that assigned by the ancient and several modern
Commentators, "there being no longer any suffi-

cient occasion for my apostolical labours here."
So ' in Heb. xii. 17.

—\] " parts of the country." The word
proper/y denotes one of those divisions of the
sphere, between the Equator and Arctic Pole, of
which the ancient Geographers made seasons., " a strong desire." The word is very
rare, and synonymous with. which oc-
curs in 2 Cor. vii. 11. Tum ', for \7.

2-1•. iav] " as soon as." An idiom found only
in the later Classical writers. On the question

VOL. II.

whether St. Paul did ever take this journey into
Spain, see Recens. Synop. I have there shown
that it is very probable he did ; but, at the s.ame
time, not improbable that St. James h,ad several
years before, barely planted the Gospel in that
country; which, from its vast extent, would ad-
mit of »S/. Paul's labours, without his being said
to " build on another man's foundation."
— (iiv —\).'\ The sense is, "after

I shall have been, in some measure, satisfied with
[the pleasure of] your society." So vElian, cited
by Koppe, says, of the peacock displaying its gay
plumage: f'o" yiip.
The words and after-, omitted in 7 ancient MSS., several Versions,

and some Fathers, are rejected by Mill, and can-
celled by Griesb. and Tittm. ; but without reason.
See Matth. and Rinck.

25. vvv'i (5f TTop., ifcc] The Apostle adds this,

that they may not expect him very soon.

26.' ) ';^] i. 6. the Christians ill

Macedonia and Achaia.
27.• , &c.] Grot, observes that

there is here an anaphora, together with an epa-
7ior/hosis, " They were pleased, I say, to show
that the thing w.as not obligatory."
—7 '. .'\ This syntax

(a Dative oi' thina^) rarely occurs in the Classical
writers. The Dative depends upon /i» understood,
whicii is expressed in Gal. vi. 6. The .Vccus. with

is equivalent to this. has usually a
transitive, but here it has an inlran^ilioe sense.

28..'] Some Commentators ren-
der this '• cum assir;navero : " but the best ancient
and modern Interpreters are agreed that it means,
" having safel ronsirrned this money, as under
seal." Of which sense Loesn. adduces an exam-
ple from Philo. ', "fruit of their benefi-
cence," the contribution, v. 2(1.

29. o7Sa oTi (•6—'/.] The sense
is ; "I know that when I come to you, I shall

come with power to bestow the most exuberant
benefits of the Gospel, and the religion of Christ,"
namely, by impartinn- the gifts and graces of the
Holv Spirit. See i. 11.

12
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The words (omitted in

88., 2 indifferent Versions, and some inlbrior

Latin Fatliers) are rejected by Mill, and cancel-

led by Griesb. ; but most rashly. Matthwi has

shown the weakness of the evidence as regards

the Fathers; and 1 add, that Chrys. certainly read

the words ; which any one conversant with the

style of the sacred writers will see are genuine.

Indeed, one might suspect that the omission
arose, not from tiio early CrUics, but merely
from the scribes, and was occasioned by the two
Tov's.

30. The Apostle concludes with entreating

them to commend himself and his fortunes among
the Palestine Jews to God. He entreats them
both by Clwist, whose religion they profess, and
by that love which is the fruit of the Spirit ; beg-

ging that they would aid him and his eii'orts, by
the co-operation of their prayers to God on liis

behalf. is a strong exjircssion.

and implies that the prayers must be earnest and
persevering.

31. -. iv rjf .] i. e. the unbelieving
Jews, who bore a d(iadly hatred to Paul, anil

sought his life. Koj)pe remarks that the .\postle

does not desire to be preserved from cala/nilies,

but only that he may be so strengthened as to be
enabled to overcome tiiem ; and that he may be
the means of cheering the afllictcd Christians at

Jerusalem, " ), &c., the sense is,

" that my service may be acceptable to the
saints," i. e. be kindly accepted or taken by
them ; for acceptable, in one sense, it was sure
to be to somewhat indigent persons. Yet wIkmi
Paul considered the violent jirojudices of the
Jewish Christians against the (ieiilile converts,

and especially against himself, tlie Apostle of the

GeiitUes, and, upon this occasion, their Almoner,
he might well have some doubts whether tlicy

would come under any obligation to the charity

of those who set so lightly by the Mosaic cere-
monial ordinances. See Stuart.

XVI. This Chapter contains the concluding
portion of the Epistle ; consisting of various

commendations and salutations, intermixed with

a solemn warning, in respect of those among
them who sowed divisions, and caused offences,

and an earnest desire that they would cultivate

kindliness and candour. Then, after e.xpressing

the salutations of several Christian friends who
were with him, the Apostle concludes with a

noble and impressive doxology, comprising ear-

nest prayers for them, and devout ascriptions of
glory to God.

1. 3.'] She seems to have been in the

company of those who conveyed this Epistle,

though not herself the bearer of it. It is plain

that she was known at Rome, and is here prob-

ably commended to the Roman Christians, as

needing their friendly notice and assistance.

—.] According to the constitution of
the primitive Church, there was an order of
women discharging part of the public business of
the Church, consisting of two kinds, 1. Elderly
iromen (-rtptafivTihc) presiding over, and superin-

tending the morals of, the other female t'hris-

tians ; 2. deaconesses, (.) who discharged
some of the otHces of the ministry, as baptizing

the female converts; and who also collected and
distributed the contributions for the relief of sick
and p<ior females, besides other offices less im-
portant. See Bingham's Antiq. L. xi. 12., Cote-
ler. on the Const. Ap. iii. 13. and Suic. Thes.
in V.

2. Iv] " in the name and on account of
Christ.'' ^ ., " in such a manner as

Christians ought to receive each other." «-
\), literally, "stand by her," J Hv

Vfiiov ~., " in whatever office she may
need your assistance." , '-'a protec-
tress," like patrona in Latin.

3. iv X.] " my coadjutors in pro-

mulgating the Gospel of Christ." See Phil. ii.

25. 1 Thess. iii. 2.

4. Tbv tavTwv. {."] Literally, '' sub-
mitted their necks [to the sword]," i. e. hazarded
their lives. This is by some supposed to relate

to the perilous situation of Aciuila and Priscilla

in the tumult at Corinlli. See Acts xviii. 12.

6. ; \/.] Not, I conceive, "their
own family," an some Commentators explain;
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the reason for which injunction, see Chrys. and
Theophyl. in Recens. Synop. On this kiss of
peace much has been written by Whitby and
others, who trace it to ancient Oriental usage,
and suppose it to have been borrowed from the
Synagogue. It appears that, in the Apostolic
age, the kiss was given to each other at the end
of the Liturgy, and before the Communion Ser-
vice, and was understood to express mutual love;
and, in things spiritual, equahtij. The custom
continued during a great part of the first century,
and is noticed by several early Ecclesiastical
writers. Why the Apostle has not more fre-

quently made mention of it (having only adverted
to it here and in I & 2 Cor. and Thcssal.), has
been the subject of various conjectures. Be the
cause what it may, there is reason to think that
the custom, so liable to abuse and misrepresenta-
tion, was laid aside at a very early period of the
Christian Church.

IG. at Xp.] i. e. as Grot, has shown,
of Greece, in which he was writing.

17. Before he concludes, the Apostle again
touches on the subject of those dissensions which
he had heard prevailed among the Roman Chris-
tians, and the suppression of which was one prin-
cipal purpose of the Epistle. Of these, then, he
admonishes them to beware. He bids them ?iiark

those that caused divisions and raised factions,

and also that occasioned scandals and offences
among the unbelieving. Now these
might arise both from the immnraliti^s of those
who made profession of Christianitv, and from
the foUij of those who, by the introduction of he-

retical and false opinions, caused the Heathen to

take unjust offence at the Gospel. But, from the
context, it should seem that the former scandals
were most in the mind of the Apostle.

18. Who these heretics were, and what their

doctrine was, cannot Avith certainty be deter-

mined
5
yet, from the subject of the Epistle, it

but, as most ancients and moderns interpret, " the
congregation which met at their house;" the

Christians yet, it seems, worshipping ,
and not in a public building for general worship.

See Acts sx. 20.

—'?] instead of the Vulg.. So
several ancient MSS. and some Edd. and Fathers,
which is preferred by Grot., Mill, Bang., Whitby,
Valck., Koppe, and Rosenm.,and has been edited

by Griesb., Knapp, and Tittm. Indeed, it is so

well supported both by external and internal evi-

dence, that there can be little doubt but that it

is the true reading. The very nature of the term
suggests the idea of one person only (see

1 Cor. XV. 20.) and as in I Cor. xvi. 15. Stepha-

nas is called the ]^, EpccneUis
could have no claim to the name.

7. iv 6\.'] The sense is

somewhat uncertain. Whitby, Koppe and others
take it to mean, that " they were eminent teach-
ers ; "- being sometimes used in a lower
sense ; as in 2 Cor. viii. 2,'?. Phil. ii. 25. But in

both those passages the Article is not found, as

here ; which, I think, determines it to mean
Apostle in the highest sense. Thus the iv will

signify inter; q. d. "who were well known, and
held in consideration by or among the Apostles."

8 — 15. Salutations are sent to 26 individuals,

and two whole families. By which it is plain, 1.

that Paul, though he had not yet been., at Rome,
yet well knew the Christians who resided there

;

2. that he well remembered them, since he called

them all by name, and assigned to each his re-

spective commendation ; 3. that he felt persuaded
that the Romans would not take this letter amiss,
though written somewhat boldly, xv. 15. (Carpz.)

13.\ iv K.] equivalent to iv

Xp. just before.

16. —.] As the Apostle had be-

fore bid them salute certain persons in his own
name, so he now bids them salute each oilier. On
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seems probable that they were Jeios ; who, with
an outward appearance of sanctity, were carnal,

and led an immoral, or, at least, a sensual life

(which latter seems to be adverted to in the words
iovXiiovatv -/), and only aimed at

making the profession of the Gospel a means of
gaining a luxurious livelihood. (\ prop-

erly means a kind address ; but is here used, in

malam partem, to signify a. plausible discourse, con-
sistins; of mere professions, without any reality.

So Pallad. Epigr. C. 1. 2. (cited by Wetsius.)

70V av^pa' '',
({ rpiitoif. The word following, -\, is synonymous and e.vcgetical of ^.,

and is merely a delorsio ad delerius of the primary
signification of tiXoyia, which is not hlessiyto-, but

(in our old English idiom) " speakins; any one

fair." By are meant those who, having
no evil in themselves, suspect none in others,

and consequently are easily deceived.

19. Ti i(j>' '.] Sub. fiipog, " on your behalf,"
" on account of you." The words is— arc well paraphrased by Grot, thus: " I

wish yoii to be so prudent as not to be deceived,
and 80 good as not to deceive."

20. Tbv.] Many modern, and especially
recent (Commentators, understand by this the
persecuting Jews and Judaiztirs. See Whitby.
But Grot, lias shown that it must mean /lie s;reat

enemy of God and man ; whose personality, it

may be added, our modern Heresiarciis are so
anxious to overturn, that they hazard the greatest

absurdities of interpretation to attain their pur-
pose.
—

)/
—.'] The sense is: "And for

these and all other purposes may the favour and
help of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you !

"

25. The construction is suspended at - Sw.
(in the Apostle's manner) and resumed at v. 27.) . We may render kuI to
" even the Gospel ; " for . is in apposition
with. ; the object of Paul being (as Stuar^
observes) to shew that the Gospel which he
preached was the true one.
— —.] The sense

is, " agreeably to the revelation of the mystery
[of the f iospel] which was kept unrevealed from
ancient times," i. e. before any revelation had
been promulgated. By " this Gospel," the Apos-
tle means the gratuitous justification of the Gen-
tiles as well as the Jcavs by faith, without the
observance of the law of Moses.
is nearly equivalent to a-ni in Eph. iii.

9. and Col. i. 26 ; and may be rendered " during
a long course of ages." With respect to the

doctrine itself of redemption, it is plain from
tliose passages, and from 2 Tim. i. 9. Tit. i. 2.

and 1 Pet. i. 20, that it had been revealed from
the beginning, but faintly and obscurely.

26. The construction in this verse is,.
(5 , ck '

((. and which was made known by prophet-
ical declarations given, by the command of God,
for the purpose of bringing all nations into obe-
dience to the Gospel,
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tianity. Hence both immorality and a kind of
philosophical Christianiitj, which even denied the
resurrection of the dead, were but too prevalent.

Besides this, the license of wealth had produced
its usual effects among the richer members of the
Church. Hence arose insolence to their poorer
brethren, whom they prosecuted before the heath-
en tribunals concerning matters which might have
been settled by arbitrators among their Christian

brethren : nay, they showed their contempt of
them by contumelious treatment at the Lord's
Supper. Even those persons, too, who were
most enlightened in Christian knowledge, entered
into violent controversies respecting celibacy and
marriage, &c. : nay, those who possessed the
highest Spiritual gifts, abused them in various
ways by pride, insubordination, or otherwise.
The Apostle, being informed of this state of
things, towards the close of his second visitation

of Ephesus, (about the end of A. D. 56, or the be-
ginning of 57), partly from some of the family of
Chloe (i. 11.), and partly by letters from the Co-
rinthian brethren, vii. 1. wrote this Epistle, with
the design, 1. of supporting his Apostolical au-
thority, and vindicating himself from the calum-
nies of his adversaries ; and 2dly, of applying
suitable remedies to the disorders which had
crept in.

1 — 9. form the exordium of the Epistle, con-
cerning, as usual, a conciliatio heiievolentice.

1.^ -.'] See Note on Rom. i. 1.

— iia' .] The recent Commenta-
tors generally render \. bemsrnitate. But there
is no reason to deviate from the common inter-

pretation decreto. So Valckn. : "propria
est animi jam determinati statutum decretum."
Thus it is equivalent to the Qtou at

1 Tim. i. 1.

—'.'] Supposed tw some to be the
person mentioned at Acts xviii, 17. ; though others
imagine it was the scribe who wrote this Epistle

;

and St. Paul, they conceive, joins Sosthenes with

C. I. Corinth was the capital of Achsea, and
from its situation (as Thucyd.• says) Iv, (in

the passage between Peloponnesus and the Upper
Greece, and in connexion with both the iEgean
and Ionian seas) it was a place of great resort,

and in some measure the Emporium of Greece.

Hence the inhabitants were rich, but luxurious
;

and, as in most commercial places, dissolute in

their morals. From the devoted attention paid

to commerce at Corinth, a considerable number
of Jews had settled there, as well as in other
trading places of the civilized world ; and con-
sequently there was a mixture of Jewish super-

stition and Gentile scepticism and licentiousness :

for the place abounded in sophists, and swarmed
with prostitutes. St. Paul, compassionating the

miserable state of this great city, had gone thither

first of Greece, about A. D. 52, remaining there a

year and a half, and planting a Church, consisting

partly of converted Jews, but chiefly of Gentiles.

On his departure, he was succeeded by Apollos,
who preached the Gospel with great success.

But the peace of the Church was soon afterwards

gradually disturbed by the intrusion of false

teachers, who, with great pretensions to en-

liglitened Christian knowledo-e, endeavoured to

subvert St. Paul's apostolical authority ; but were
resisted by his friends. Hence (wo parties were
formed — Pauline and Antipauline ; the latter

comprehending not only some of the adherents
of Apollos, but all those of the false teachers.

And besides this, the same disputes between the

Jewish and Gentile converts (as to the extent of
Christian liberty, in the use of meats unlawful,

or which had been oflbred up to idols) existed, as

did in the Roman Church. Moreover, the ex-

tremely corrupt state of society at Corinth in-

fected even the Christian converts ; who had not
sufficiently eradicated the licentiousness to which
they had been addicted before their conversion,
nor abandoned that philosophical scepticism so

prevalent in Corinth j but introduced it into Chris-
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himself out of modesty, or from prudence. Al- — gn] "siquidem, quandoquidem." -
most every thing, however, concerning the per- , for, ye abound. Compare 2
son in question, is mere conjecture. All we can Cor. viii. 7. ix. 11. 1 Thess. iii. 12. The words
be sure of is, that, from being joined with St. fv? Xdyy, fcc, are (as Crell, and Pott observe)
Paul in this prefatory address, he must have been a further explication of the preceding general
a person of great consideration. CrelL, Valckn., enunciation iv

; q. d.' iv navri,
and Rosenm., indeed, regard the h&' as in- &c. And )^ ; may denote
dicating the ci'/cinV;/ of Sosthenes. But the ex- (as Schoettg. and Pott say), a thorough knowledge
pression is more properly regarded by Bp. Middl. of the Christian religion,

as merely a designation of fellow-Christian. 6.;— .] This is variously

2.' —\~ .'] Both these interpreted, and is indeed susceptible of more
expressions are, by most recent Commentators, than one suitable sense. See Recens. Syn. and
regarded as mere designations of Chrisiians, con- Pott. The most probable, however, is this ;

" in-

sidered as separated from the world at large, set asmuch as the truth and excellence of the Gospel
apart for the profession of true religion, and fur- of Christ has been confirmed, and is fully estab-

nished with extraordinary helps and motives to lished among you ;
" namely, by the extraordinary

holiness; those being called to the Gospel who spiritual gifts above mentioned,
have obeyed the call, and are thus placed in a 7.& .'] " no spiritual gift, whether ordi-

state of salvation. But surely they must be des- nary or extraordinary," such as was bestowed on
ignations of true and faithful Christians, and other Churches. ^', " whilst ye are

suggest what all Christians ought to be, and, if waiting for," [namely, in humble hope].

they would obtain the blessings of the Gospeh,' is nearly equivalent to ri/i/ iVi-

7nust be. . /, Sec, is in 1 Tim. vi. 14. 2 Tim. iv. 1. 8.

regarded as a periphrasis for Cluisfians. But we Tit. ii. 13. The only difference is, that.
are also to remember as. often signi- suggests the appearance or advent to jiW^mewi,
fies to invoke for religious purposes, to vwrship, as 2 Tliess. i. 7. 1 Pet. i. 7. 13.

it is clear that worship was paid to Christ, and 8. .] Some Commentators refer the

consequently supplies a proof of the Divinity of oe to• but others (and indeed all the most
our Lord. 'Kv , i. e. every place as eminent ones), to , at v. 4. ; which seems far

well as Corinth. Thus the Epistle is called by preferable, not only because there is a manifest
Chrys. a Catholic Epistle. The words distinction between him who, and our' are by some early modern Commentators Lord, whose daij is mentioned ; and because, if

referred to : but by tlie more recent ones, had been to be referred to 'I. Xp., the Apostle
as well as by the Greek Commentators, to ought to liave written, not Iv . .,, pier epuuorthosin, q. d. " our Lord, did I say ? but a'< ; but especially because (as Pott
Not so ; but , theirs as well as well observes), from v. 4. forwards h is He
ours ; " which method is preferable. to whom the summa oratioiiis is referred ; while

After this affectionate sahitation, the Apostle is here only mentioned per occa«o?!f?n;

proceeds to conciliate their good will, by congrat-

ulating them on the abundant gifts and graces

bestowed on them by God; and that in order to

introduce, without offence, those reprehensions
which the state of the Church at Corinth de-

manded. First he adverts to those dissensions

which had broken its peace.

4. " perpetually," i. c. whenever I

make my prayers to God. , i. e. liis favour,

as vouchsafed in the things now parlicuhirizcd.

5. f). The Apostle now more fully explains what
he had said, by enumerating those various bene-
fits of which the Corinthians had been made par-

takers by Clirist and his doctrine. (Krause.)

and hence at v. 8. is again expressly men-
tioned. By is meant "will do his part

to confirm them, by furnishing them with the

requisite means." See Whitby. This, the Apos-
tle proceeds to say, they may expect, for God is

true to his promise to confirm, strengthen, stab-

lish, all who faithfully seek him in the Gospel.
Ei'c \, i. e. to the end of this state of trial.

9. ', &:c.] The sense seems
to be, "to a participation in the benefits obtained
by his Son Jesus Christ for all true Christians."

10. seq.] The Apostle now proceeds to com-
plain of various schisms which had arisen among
the Corinthian Christians 5 with the intent, if
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possible, of restoring concord. (Krause.) He
also endeavours to vindicate the simplicity of

Christian doctrine, as well against the ambitious

boasters of the Greek Philosophists, as against the

superstitious Jews, that he may recall both of them
to the truth, v. 10. Ch. iv. 21.

— iia , &c.] "in the name and by
the authority of Jesus Christ committed to me."
Or, with others, " by the love of Christ." To
ai'To \1 is equivalent to ,, bopnv'iv, and other terms denoting co7i-

cord and imanimittj ; and of this sense examples
are adduced by Wets, from Thucyd. and Polyb.
Some confine the sense to agreement in doctrine.

But this is an undue limitation of the sense, which
the Apostle more fully unfolds in the next words;
where may denote disagreements in doc-

trine as well as affections ; especially since, in the
words following 7 ii iv vo'i,

(where we have a continuation of the same idea,

by a metaphor derived from repairing a broken
vessel, or mending a rent vestment) ; and the ex-

pression is equivalent to•«(. re-

fers to the iiiind or disposition
;, to opinion

or sentiment.
11. '/] sub..
12. The Apostle now proceeds to unfold his

meaning ; for ", both in the N. T. and
the Classical writers, is adapted to the purpose of
explanation, and answers to the Latin scilicet, ni-

mirum. Literally, " JVIy meaning is this." "Ed-ti-

is only to be referred to the generality, i. e.

the factions; each one of them (sin^uli) said, I

am, &c. On this whole passage (especially iyd
if) Commentators have sought difficulties

needlessly. As to the new modes of interpreta-

tion propounded by Pott and Hcydenreicli, they
are, more or less, liable to objection. No diffi-

culty need be found in Paul, Apollos, and (.ejihas

being mentioned as heads of parties ; for the
words are not F^t. Panl's. but those of persons

supposed so tn spea/c. That parties called them-
selves of Paul, or of Apollos, or of Cephas, in-

volved no blame to those personages, since it

was done without their wish. Hence St. Paul
lays the blame on the Corinthians themselves.
As to Cephas, or Peter, the party called by his

name seems to have been so denominated, not so
much from any attachment to the person of Peter,
(as in the case of Apollos,) but with reference to

his understood, though in some respects misun-
derstood, opinions as to the obligation of the ritual

part of the Mosaic Law on Jewish Christians.

Accordingly, the persons in question vrere doubt-
less Judaizers.

As to the difficulty connected with (j/ ic-, to cancel the words (with Bp. Pearce) would
be to cut the knot, and to alter to,
merely on conjecture, is little better. The best
mode of encountering the difficulty is to suppose
(with Storr, Bertholdt, and Heydenreich) that
those who called themselves were per-
sons pretending to have derived their knowledge
of the Gospel either from the fountain head, i. e.

immediately from Jesus Christ, or at least from his
nearest relatives, James the less, Simon, and Jude;
the first of whom held a very great authority
among the primitive Christians, being (as Euseb.
H. E. i.7. or iii. 11. 20. tells us) called b-.

13. h ;] These words are va-
riously interpreted. Most modern Expositors
take them to mean, either, " is the doctrine of
Christ divided and different ? " or " is the Church
divided, has Christ sanctioned divisions in it 1 " or
" does Christ belong to any one part only ? " But
the simplest mode of interpretation, and the one
most accordant with the context, is that of the
ancients, which is .adopted by Tiren., Menoch.,
and Pott, which supposes the sense to be :

" Are
there then more Christs than one?" are there
others to whom the honour and authority of Mes-
siahship is communicated ?

"

In the words following, the interrogation in-

volves a strong nesrntion ; and, from the emphasis
in ITrtrAoc, the answer is," aWH. On
the phrase ' -, see Note on
Matt, xxviii. 19.

14. .] The best Commenta-
tors are agreed that this phrase (by an idiom com-
mon even to modern languages) signifies " I
exceedingly rejoice." Thus his enemies lost a
fair opportunity of censuring him, as if drawing to
himself partizans.

IG. '] "family," including every age and
sex, and, of course, infants. So Ignatius Epist.

p. 21. cited by Wolf: -< '^\ , }. The
phrase 7 must (notwithstanding what
some say) imply uncertainty; but that is not in-

consistent with inspiration, wlien properly under-
stood. See Doddr. and Whitby.

17. The Apostle now passes to a vindication of
his doctrine, and the method he had pursued in
communicating it. Up to ii. 2. he treats of its

nature, and declares that he cannot accommodate
it to the prejudices ol" men, so as, like the false

Apostles, to keep out of view, or sophisticate, what
v.'ould be censured by many, and seem to them
foolishness. Then at Chap. ii. 3. seqq., he details
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the vietlwd he had pursued at Corinth in preaching
the Gospel. (Rosenin.) — non tarn— quam.} \6 is put tor iv\, or

] as in ii. 13. iv - -. or as 1 Pet. ii. 1. IG.' ; i.

e. not what appeared to men learning, acumen, or

eloquence.
— —?.] Campb. well para-

phrases :
" lest to human eloquence that success

should be ascribed, wliich ought to be attributed

to the divinity of tlie doctrine, and the agency of
the Spirit, in the miracles wrought in support of it."

18. Adyos—] "the doctrine of salva-

tion through a crucified Redeemer." , "ap-
pears." 1 would compare Thucyd. v. 41. tie^ i c . The
ancient and the best modern Commentators have
shown that. " rem denotat ex eftectu ;

" and
that the sense of the clause is :

'' To those wlio
disbelieve and reject the Gospel, and therefore
perish, it appears foolishness ; but to those who
believe and embrace it, and are thereby saved, it

is regarded as the power of (iod ;
"

i. e. the pow-
erful means, employed by Him for bestowing sal-

vation on men. See Rom. i. 18. and Note.
19. , &c.] q. d. So that the words

of Scripture may be applied. The citation agrees
verbally with the Sept., (except that for >,
"will set aside," we have there) ^' in

sense with the Hobr. . is only a free version
instead of the literal one. By the

and the are meant those W'ho sfem so, es-

pecially to themselves. and prop-
erly differ as our Ifunihic^, and talent, i. e. natural

acutcness. (See my Note on Thucyd. ii. 97. 6.

Ka't) ; but the terms are in use sy-
nonymous. The full sense of the passage, in its

present application, seems to be : "I will destroy
and take away the credit of the wisdom. &c. of
the wise, by showing its inefficiency towards dis-

covering any means of obtaining pardon and rec-
onciliation for man from his offended Maker."
See Chrys. and Thoophyl.

20. roS, &c.] The .apostle now applies
the sense of the passage, thus understood, to the
present case, employing words which are by some
supposed to be a i/uotalioji i'rom Is. xxxiii. 18 ; but
by others, more properly, regarded as sort of
piirndij on it, retaining the point in — •

where the interrogation has the effect of a strong
negation

; q. d. " They are nowhere, are nauirht."
Here Bp. Middl. compares Doniosth. i' \ ;

TTov ; ~mi ; By the& are desig-
nated the licilheii philosophers ; and by
the 0"^^3TD• *" Jf^tvish Tlieohf;i<ins ; though it

viay, with some, be taken to denote men of letters

in general. The, is best
iaterpretcJ " the subtile disputer of this world

only," the Sophist, who rests on mere human wis-
dom. It is not agreed whether the Apostle has
reference to the Heathen, or to the Jew-
ish nzj'tJOT, who deduced from Scripture alle-

gorical, mystical, and cabbalistic senses; held
subtile disputations on decrees and customs ; and,
in short, were very like the Scholastic Theolo-
gians of the middle ao;es. Both, it should seem,
are intended (so Theodoret, b tV') ; and the sense taken
generally is, '• a subtile disputant on difficult

questions, and curious, but empty, speculations,"

the of 1 Tim. vi.4. By
is hinted his intentness on what con-

cerns this world only, without a serious thought
on the next.

—-, &c.] This interrogation with
a negation involves a strong affirmation •, and the
sense is,— that God, bv promulgating a plan of
salvation which no human wisdom could have de-

vised, much less accomplislied, has thereby placed
in a strong point of view the inefficiency of mere
human wisdom for the purpose of salvation. See
Theophyl.

21 .& —.] These words
are closely connected with the preceding, show-
ing the cause irhif God did so, and are exegetical
of what went before. Thus they ma!/ be render-

ed, " For after that, by the wisdom of God, the
world by wisdom knew not (Jod." Thus iv

will mean either, "by permission
of (iod's wise providence " (which is confirmed
by the expositions of the Greek Commentators)

;

or, according to others, " amidst the wisdom of
God, so conspicuous in his works both of nature
and providence." Pott, however, thinks that the
true construction of the passage is as follows:' h ficdv f»

rp , for. Where -) is for -.
The former interpnitation, however, bears in its

simplicity the stamp of truth, and is more agreea-

ble to the paronomasia. The force of ha -
is well ex|)ressed by Pott, '• adhibito omni

ingenii acumine, ac ernditionis apparatu." -, " thought good, vouchsafed." ?
roXi is for , i. 6. accord-
ing to a figure occurring in the Classical writers

(as Thucyd. vi. 17. ;, and
Soph. Alltig. 95. ' -
'(') what was thon^ht, or seemed to mm, foolish-

ness. is best explained "to
put into the way of salvation those who should
believe the Gospel propounded by this preach-
ing." See Whitby.

22,23. Here a ird.sr)?? is given, by illustration,

i/'/ii/ the Gospel should seem foolislincss to so

many of the Jews and Gentiles. The sense is [For]
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23 xal" ' ^ fOTUV-jJiJ^'^^'^o'Je.

2i^'" ," ' ^ (5 h Rom. . ., , y.ai

25. " &^^ '
26 & & . ^ '/(" ^l^^Ji.f'/,, , , -
27 , /7 ' f|fP.£|«TO

6 , h'u '] ' &
while the " Jews require a sign, and the Greeks,
«fcc, we, on the otlier hand, preacli Christ cruci-

Hed." Prof. Scholefield justly notices that-
is not, as it is generally considered, redundant.

Yet I cannot agree with him in regarding the Si

as such ; for though we were to admit that it is

not unfrequently redundant, it is plainly not so

here, since the Apostle means to contrast his own
conduct with that of the votaries both of Judaism
and Gentilism. The is to be repeated from
the preceding verse.
—.] 12 MSS., 5 Versions, and some

Fathers have, which vas preferred by Ben-
gel, and edited by Griesb., Knapp, and Tittm.

:

but the common reading has been restored by
V^ater and Pott, as it had been retained and de-

fended by AVets. and Matth. ; and rightly ; for

the evidence 3ISS. is insufficient, and that of
Versions and Fathers, though strong, yet, in a
case of this kind, is exceptionable. But the in-

ternal evidence in favour of the common reading
is yet stronger than the external ; and it is most
convincingly established by Whitbv, Wolf, and
Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit. p. 190, who remarks that " if

the Jews had but re(iuired signs and miracles in

general, abundance had been performed by our
Lord and his Apostles, abundance were at that

very time performing in the Corinthian Church,
to which St. Paul was then writing. It is evident,

therefore, that they were eagerly expecting some
particular sign of the Messiah, in and from the

heavens." Besides, is required by the par-

allelism with. and in' and.
Here the Jews and Greeks are well rfiaracter-

ized. The Jews seek a sign from heaven, some
ndracle agreeable to their gross conceptions ; the

Greeks do not so much require miracles, as ivis-

clom ; but it must be human wisdom, set off by the

aids of rhetoric, and grounded on the deductions
of human reason and philosophy.

23. Sf, &c.] " But we simply preach,"'

&c. f'oT. is equivalent to rof Xdyov (the

doctrine) roH, the Gospel. The sense of
the next words is : "Though it be to the Jews a
stumbling block (as contrary to all their secular

expectations) and to the Greeks foolishness, as

not resting mainly on the principles of reason."

24-, ''-^ In this is implied ohedience to the

call, ., i. e. the powerful
and wise means by which God works the salva-

tion of men (see supra v. 18, also Whitby's para-

phrase and Grot.) ; meaning (as Dr. Burton says)

that the Gospel is really the sign, which the Jews
asked for, and the wisdom, which the Greeks
sought after.

25. oTi ri — .^ This is meant
to anticipate an objection, and give a reason for

the preceding. " Probat (says Pott) loco quodam
communi ;

" where and ro are to

be taken like, supra v, 21, and after-
VOL. II.

supply from the context ; and at. . Thus the sense is :
" For the

teaching of God, though it be thought foolish, and
the dispensations of God, though seemingly weak,
are wiser and stronger than all which the wisdom
and power of the world could accomplish." I

would compare Philo Jud.' -^, where . may be rendered infuntiam, in the
sense in which the word is used by Cicero Topic.
" Possitne eloqueatia commutatione aliqua con-
verti in infantiam ?

"

2(i— 28. The Apostle now proceeds to trace

the counsel of God in bringing men to the Chris-

tian religion, and to explain u~ho those are whom
He will think worthy of the benehts of it ; ap-

pealing to the example of those Corinthians who
had been converted to Christianity. (Pott.) The
foregoing view proceeds on the supposition that

by is meant their call to the Gospel
in general ; whereas there is great reason to

think, from the context, that it must mean the
particular calling of the Ministers to their office.

Thus the supplementary words at the end of the

verse, "are called," , to be fetched
from the foregoing. must mean " called to

preach the Gospel." This view I find confirmed
by Prof Turton (Text of the English Bible, p.

G.5), in the following able examination of the con-
text. " The Apostle, from v. 17 to v. ult. is dis-

coursing on the mode of preaching the Gospel,
and the agents employed for that purpose. The
preaching of the Gospel was (v. 17.) not with
' wisdom of words'; it was, as it were, (v. 21.)
' the foolishness of preaching

'
; and with regard

to the agents, St. Paul declares (vv. 27, 28.) that
' God had chosen the foolish things of the world
to confound the wise — the w-eak things of the
world to confound the things that are mighty —
and base things of the world and things that are

despised— i/ea, and things that are not, to bring
to nought things that are.' And the reason as-

signed (v. 29.) is, that ' no flesh should glory in

his presence.' In the midst of all this comes in

v. 26 ; which, of course, ought to accord with
what goes before, and what follows. Can any
thing be more manifest than the object of the
.Apostle in this place ? For the purpose of the
' calling ' spoken of, it was not the ' wise,' not the
' mighty,' not the ' noble ' ; no : God had chosen
' the foolish things ' to confound ' the wise '—

' the
weak things ' to confound ' the mighty ' —

' things

base and despised' to confound 'the noble.'

^^'hen, therefore, our Translators give it, as the

meaning of the verse, that ' not many wise,' &c.
are called, it must be understood called to preach
the Gospel."
— , &c.] Render :

" for ye see the
mode in which this calling to the ministry has
taken place," i. e, the kind of persons who have

13
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k Rom. 3. 27.

Ei>h. i. 9.

1 iobn 17. 19.

Horn. 4. 25.

Kph. 1. 7.

Col. 2. 3.

m IsA. 65. 16.

Jer. 9. 23, 24.

2 Cur. 10. 17.

Supra 1. 17.

&4. 13.

2 Pit. 1.16.

Gal. 6. 14.

Acts 18.1, 3.

2 Cor. 10. 10.

& 11.30.

& 12. 5. 9.

Gal. 4. 13.

eldi'laro 6 Osog, ' « " a'/tvr\ 28

y.ul & tidi'iuio 6 , , oVia/] ' ^ aag^ * . 29

' ' /& 30, /. \ ' "^, - 31

^- ) &.
11. " ,, -& &' 1. ° 2, -. ^ &, ) 3

been called. In r« and we have

things for persons; and 6•> is for iv rif. "., \. e. " to put them to shame,

by siiowing that what they could not effect by

tiicir wisdom, had been accomplished by what

tliev accounted foolishness."

28. Til —.] The ApOStle adds

another link in the chain of antithesis, by employ-

ing an expression which partakes of the Hyper-

bole, or the Oxymoron, but is not unfrequent in

good writers. Kampy. is here, as often, to be un-

derstood losrid, i. e. in the sense " to cause men to

Bee that those persons .are noljodies, of no esteem."

29. onto? /!>) —«« oiipl] " that no human being

should boast," or ascribe what he does to his own
wisdom or eloquence. For, I have edited

Qtov, from very many M.SS., Versions, Fathers,

and early Fdd., and with the concurrence ofBeng.,

Wets., Matth., and Griesb.

30. f| sell, , Sub.. , iv

. signifies " to be Christians." Thus the

sense' is :
" by the dispensation of God alone can

ye become Christians."
— OS £'/)—.] Bp. Warburton

has an excellent Sermon on this Text (Vol. ix.

79.) which, he says, " gives us a full and exact

character of the personage of Jesus, and of the

nature of the religion he was to propagate among
men." Wisilnm and Righteousness, continues he,

dcscrihe a Messent'er "sent from God with the

publication of the eternal law of Truth and Right:

Scurti/inilion and Redcmpiion denote the Mes-
siah foretold ; who was to atone for man's trans-

gression, and restore him to his lost inheritance.

This text, therefore, is a beautiful smnmanj of

(iospel blessings, admirably adapted to the Apos-

tle's views and purposes ; as will appear from an

examination of the context, in which the learned

Prelate shews at considerable length the full im-

port ol'the words, and the nature and advantages,

both to Ji:ws and Gentiles, of Jesus being made
to them Wisdom, and Righteousness, and Sancti-

iication, and Redemption. Finally, he proves

that the teaching wisdom and righteousness was
what niaile his mission expedient, but the bestow-

ing Sanctiiication and Redemption made it 7ieces-

sary ; and that consequently the former was but

the secondary, while the latter was the primary
end of Christ's mission.

31. (1/(1, -'] "So that [to use the

words of Scripture]." These are taken, in sense,

from Jcr. ix. 23, 2i) ; and the meaning is :
" He

wlio is disposed to boast, let him ascribe all of

which he boasts to the Lord [Jehovah]."

II. 1— 6. The Apostle, returning to the sub-

ject treated of at i. 17. (whence, v. 18— 31, he

had somewhat digressed), now more copiously

treats it. He did not attempt to catch their at-

tention by splendour of diction or by ingenuity

of reasoning. It was his sole object to deliver

the message of salvation by Christ. Whatever
knowledge, therefore, he possessed, he resolved

to keep it out of sight, and speak as if he had it

not; confining himself solely to the things which
related to the redemption for sinners through His
blood. Whatever did not bear upon this great

doctrine, he disclaimed. We are not to under-

stand the Apostle's meaning to be, that he con-

fined himself to the topic of the crucifixion of

Christ, i. e. to the exclusion of other parts of the

revealed truth (as the various relations of man to

God, the attributes of God, and man's nature and
destination, &c.), but that (to use the vords of

Scott) he preached •' the whole counsel," as the

great circumference to that circle of which
" Christ crucified " is the centre in which all the

lines meet. The Apostle then proceeds to show
why he purposely disclaimed all human wisdom,
namely, because the doctrines he had to teach,

being a special revelation from God, \vere far

above the reach of the human understanding; in-

somuch that their nature could not be thoroughly
understood, or correctly received, by the natu-

rally corrupted minds of men.
1. There is here some difference of opinion as

to the construction. Some, as Rosenm. and
Krause, trace it as follows : i'XOuiv ,^, <7 ,
}\ '^ , for -. Others thus ;^( npbg,,

'/\' (for ., . .
KiiTuyyf') 6 '.

)). The sense is the same either

way ; but 1 agree with Chrys. and Heydenreich
in preferring the latter mode of construction, as

being the more natural and obvious. To
is a periphrasis for " the Gospel," as 1

Cor. i. 6.

2. ov , &c.] The general sense is ;

" I resolved so to carry myself as to show no
knowledge, but of," &c. The is cancelled

on the authority of a few MSS., by Griesb. and
Tittin. ; but uncritically. It w.as, no doubt,

thrown out to remove a diiRculty in construction.

But the idiom (on which see Win. Gr. Gr. , 38.

3, C. Note 3.) is elsewhere used by the Apostles;
and yet not so often as to induce us to suppose it

to have been introduced by the scribes.

3. Thus far tJie Apostle has spoken of the sub-

ject of his teaching. He now adverts to the

jnethod which at Corinth he had pursued in preach-

ing the Gospel.
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— . for ', " Was
among you ; " perhaps a Latinism for apud vos.

As to the sense of iv \ iv ) iv, most Commentators are, with reason, of

opinion that. has reference to those bodily

infirmities and personal disadvantages, which im-

peded the Apostle's usefulness, and were the

source of much mortification ; insomuch that the

here, and the at 2 Cor. x. 10. may
mean the same as the thorn in the flesh at 2 Cor.

xii. 7. By the is, I think, denoted
ixtreme modesty.

4. ovK iv'. .] There are

few passages which have more perplexed Editors

and Critics than this. From the multitude of

varr. lectt., the Critics suspect corruption. But
variety is sometimes only an attestation of the

difficulty found by the ancient Interpreters ; and
often shows only the modes in which they sought
to remove it by Critical conjecture. A course
which can very rarely be approved, and never
where, as here, the general sense of the passage
is clear. It would, indeed, on a slight glance,

seem difficult to perceive what there is excep-
tionable in the common reading. The only ob-

jection (and that which, I conceive, led to such
extensive alteration of the passage) is to

;

for the adjective, persuasoriiis, is, we are

told, found in no other writer. Be it so— but
since the Apostle uses many rare words, and his

style differs materially from that of the Classical

writers, where is the wonder that he should use

a word vhich, though it may not have been em-
ployed by other writers, yet was probably in use
in the language of common life ? It is not, how-
ever (as some say) contrary to analogif ; but it is

formed on the model of and. The
Critics, however, hazard conjectures ; of which
the most probable is that of Hemsterh. and Kuhn.,
for? to read. This, however, has
not the slightest support from MSS. or even
Fathers ; for though Chrys. does once or twice
cite, yet he elsewhere has. Far
preferable is the readiiiic (from, per-

suasion, which occurs in Kuscb. and Zonaras)
found in 7 or 8 MSS., several Fathers, and the

Syriac, Armenian, Slavonic, and Italic Versions.

But the authority is by no means sufficient to

warrant any alteration of the text ; for the evi-

dence of Fathers is negatived by their sometimes
citing the passage in the common way of reading

;

that of Versio7is is, in a case of obscurity, diffi-

culty, or doubt, exceptionable. As to the argu-

ment urged by some, that in7 the has
been repeated from the following,— that de-
pends upon whether . be retained; which
will be considered further on. Or, at all events,

the argument turns two tvays ; since it was as

likely that the should be absorbed by a fol-

lowing, as that a should have been added
to from the following word : indeed, this

does occur in some MSS. and Fathers. Or it

might be so altered to suit. Finally,

(which involves the greatest objection) the read-

ing in question will render it necessary either to

cancel, or change it into; for neither
of which alterations is there any tolerable au-
thority, except that of those MSS. and Fathers
ill which ' is found. And to admit that,

would be reasoning in a circle. The common
reading, then, must, by every rule of criticism, be
retained.

With respect to, it is omitted in 8
MSS. and the Syriac and ^thiopic Versions, as
also in some MSS. of the Vulg. and Origen; evi-

dence only just sufficient to occasion some doubt
of its genuineness, but not to warrant its being
cancelled, with Griesb. and Tittm. ; especially

from in the verse following.
—' iv —.] Notwithstand-

ing what some recent Commentators say,

must here denote the operations of the Holy
Spirit, both ordinary and extraordinary, namely,
the Gifts imparted by St. Paul ; and. refers to

that highest sort, the working of miracles.

G. , ifcc] The Apostle now
shows, that if human wisdom be wanting to his

preaching, it is not devoid divine wisdom. On
the exact sense, however, of this obscure passage,
there is some diffi^rence of opinion. See Wolf,
Pott, and Heydenr. It should seem to be this :

" But we too have wisdom to address our hearers
vithal ; which we bring forward among those ad-

vanced in spiritual knowledge. But that wisdom
is not of this world.'' By is simply meant
the doctrine of Christ crucified, and salvation by
Him, who, it is said, supra i. 30. -, ,
where see Note. The are opposed to the

01, the further on (as Hierocles
opposes to ), and are
the same with the opposed to the -
YiKol V. 1-i. and the iii. 1. 4. But Heydenr.
tiiinks, that by the Apostle had reference,

not to Christians simply, but to such, among both
Christians, Jews, and Heathens, as were cultioris

sanctiorisque ingenii. By ^^. seem to be
meant generally persons of authority and influ-

ence in the world, both Jews and heathens
;

whether as political governors, or teachers of
religion, or masters ofhuman wisdom, the,-, at i. 2(5. ' is best
explained by Pott as signifying (by a popular
idiom), '• qui vanitatis convicti sunt." This is, in

fiict, meant to be affirmed of their wisdom itself,

which is proved to be emptiness and folly, as

compared with true wisdom.
7. —.] At . sub.

7:, " a Divine and mysterious wisdom," name-
ly, that of the (iospel. Tin•. is added to
further unfold the idea (see Eph. iii. 9. Col. i. 26.

Eph. i. 9. Rom. xvi. 25.) ; and both together de-
note the all-wise coimsels of (Jod for the salva-

tion of men, planned from all eternity, but not to
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be fathomed before their completion ; nay, not
even at that time to be thoroughly understood,

but in m;iny respects hidden and obscure. See
V. 9. Tlie -poujp. has reference to the eternal

counsels of Ciod ') for the sal-

vation of men. See Acts iv. 2S. Kom. viii. 29.

sq. Kph. i. 5. 11. At. supply, from the sub-

ject matter,'-. The sense is :
" which

God had from eternity planned, and purposed to

reveal," Ei;&} some refer to the Apostle,

or to tlic Apostles in general
; q. d. " to the glory

of the publishers." But they are better under-
stood (with the best ancient and modern Inter-

preters) to mean us ('hristians. q. d. " to our
[future] glory and felicity." Tlius the general
sense of the verse is :

" What we preach is not
the wisdom of this tcnrld, but that which proceeds
from (iod : mysterious, indeed, and formerly hid-

den and unknown ; but which Ciod had from eter-

nity pre-drtcrmined to reveal, and promulgate, to

be the means of glorification to us believers. By
what has been said in the foregoing verses, the

Apostle means, that they were not to suppose the

extent of Divine revelation to be limited to what
the mind of man is naturally able to discern ; but
were to regard what was preached, as coming
from the fountain of Infinite IVisdorn, and relating

to truth which could not have entered into the
heart of man, unless supernaturally imparted to

liim. Hence ho infers, that whatever difficulties

might present themselves, respecting detached
parts of the Divine system, they were to be ob-

viated, not so much by reference to what is known
independently of Revelation, as by what may be
collected from the Sacred Word. See more in

Bp. Van Mildert's Bampton Lectures, p. 178,

Tittman, however, in a Dissert, on v, 10

—

16., is

of opinion that the sense is :
" tradimus, quae esse

intellignntur a perfectioribus,"

8. ''\ " thoroughly understood," See
Reccns. Synop. / (Vi^ijc. This must
mean the slrn-ioni [,ord, implying (iodhead ; such
being a title of the Dkitv, See Ps, xxiv, 10,

Acts vii. 2. compared with ,Iohn xvi, 3, Acts iii,

17, xiii. 27. 2 Cor. iii. 1.3. seq.

9. (!>/\«, KiiOioc -} But (to apply the words
of Scripture). The passage intended is, no doubt,
Is. Ixiv. 1. But the dissimilarity with the Hebrew
and Sept. is so great, that some have fancied the
words were quoted from a lost apocryphal book,
or traditionary story of the liabbins. The ex-
pression, wc, however, is nowhere else
applied to any but the Cannnirnl books of Scrip-
ture, Besides, the reseniblnnce to tlie Hebrew
in sense, nay, even words, is such, tliat we can-
not suppose any other passage intended. If the
passage be well considered, it will be evident,
that it is a tolerably faithful citation snisiim,

though not ml litrrnm. For 1. the words /-;-
iiav— form no part of the quotation, Imt are
merely exegetical of the preceding, though formed
on Is, Ixv, 17, The words and oiuc-

ought not to be adduced in comparing the
Apostle -with the Hebrew and Sept., since he
plainly did not mean to cite them. As to the 3
at the beginning of the verse (which has nothing
corresponding to it in the Hebrew or the Sept.),

I am inclined to think that it is not genuine, but
arose from the <« preceding. As far as concerns
the vestigia literarum, I should be ready to adopt
the conjecture , if there were better authority for

it, and did I not doubt whether such a use of the
Article can be admitted, or would be agreeable
to the Hellenistic usage ; which rather rejects the
Article where it seems necessary, than causelessly
introduces it. Thus at Job xxix. 11. (I conj.

arc) ,(^, where we should have expected .
It is not my present purpose to consider the ques-
tion as to the corruption of the Hebrew or Sept,

;

suffice it therefore to say, that the Sept. seems to

me here to be very corrupt, but the Hebrew quite
correct, though obscurely elliptical •, and yet the
ellipsis of jjoj^ is not a very unfrequent one ; and
so in Greek. At ^•'ii there would be
an impersonal use (as in 1 Sam, ix. 9,), like the
French on, and the German 7nan. As to the el-

lipsis of the relative ^^ before nti^l"? it is fre-

quent. The next ellipsis, corresponding to " such
things," or rather ' what thou doest,' is very un-
usual, yet is agreeable to the genius of the lan-

guage. The sense is well expressed by Bp.
Lowth, and is, in itself so good, that it is matter
of wonder why the learned Prelate should have
thought that " we are here reduced to the dilem-
ma of supposing, either that the Hebrew has been
wilfully corrupted by the Jews, or that the Apos-
tle's quotation is not made from Isaiah, but from
some Apocryphal Book," I have ventured to
bracket the «, especially since 1 find the passage
quoted by Clemens Romanus ad Corinth, 34,

without it.

The Apostle, then, plainly accommodates the
words of the Prophet to his present purpose.
Now accommodation admits oi' some chanu^e ; and
it may easily be shown that there is iiere no
change in se7ise. And a slight modification of the
words is the more permissible, since the best
Interpreters, ancient and modern, think that the
suhject is probably the same both in the Prophet
and the ,\postle ; namely, the blessings of the

Gospel dispensation.

10, The Apostle shows how things so
hidden and remote from human imagination,
could have been known to himself and the
other Apostles,— namely, by the revelation of
the Holy Spirit. The next clause shows why
we cannot of ourselves conceive or know these
truths,

— 3 \(7'.'\ Sub. : "for the Spirit

[alone] searcheth into and knoweth all [these]
things ; even the deep counsels of God," This
sense of ipnmav " to know thoroughly, as from
diligent scrutiny," occurs also in Rom, viii. 27.
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Rev. . 23. By is meant the -

.!. . 7., those mysterious dispensations,

which lie hid from human view; such as the call-

ing of the Gentiles.

11. This exact knowledge of the mysteries of

God by the Spirit is now illustrated by an apt

comparison, q. d. for, as nobody can tell the in-

ward thoughts and designs of any man, but the

man himself; so it is the Holy Spirit of God
alone, that can be acquainted with the secret

counsels of God. Hence it is clear that the

Spirit is omniscient, and intimately united with
God, just as the soul of man is with the body.
— yap, ifcc] Construe -Ic,, for. The . is emphatic. . Sub.-

from the context. To- is for. Ti
fv, for , denoting its privacy, and
being hidden from others. To5- is used,
and not nioc, or iavTov, in order (as Pott observes)
to make the application of this example from man
to (Jod the stronger.

12. ii, fee] This is, by the best Com-
mentators, restricted to the Apostle himself, who,
they suppose, uses the plural number from mod-
esty. Yet it may mean himself and the other
Apostles. To , " the temper and
disposition of the world," which deals in human
wisdom only. See John iii. 13. 31. To

is variously interpreted ; but the best

Commentators take it to mean (vi oppositi) " the
spirit or mind which is given by God [through
the Holy Spirit]," equivalent to the

IV V. 7.

—' ' — .] The full sense is :

"[And this has been done], that we may fully

know [and appreciate] the things freely given to

us by God ; " i. e. the various blessings, both of
this world and the next, imparted by the Gospel
of grace.

13. hiiaKTolg . . .] Mr. Holden
recognizes in this " a plain declaration that the
venj words of the Apostolical writings were dic-

tated by the Holy Spirit." I must confess that I

cannot be in(hiced to take such a view, even
though I find it adopted by Dr. Burton. Not to

say how improbable it is that this should be the
sense intended ; and what awkward consequences
would flow from it; suffice it to say, that no other
Commentator has so understood the words ; not
even of the ancirnis, who would, if any, have been
likely so to do. It is generally agreed that by

is meant, the maimer of treating; a subject

:

comprehending, as Pott says, the " expositionis
rationem, argumentorum delectum, pondus atque
ordinem, totumque dicendi genus;" so in Ger-
man, vortrag, wording.

—- ..] The best
Commentators are agreed that by- are
meant the things revealed by the Spirit in the O.
T. ; and by, the revelations of doc-
trine made by the same Spirit to the Apostles,
under the New Dispensation. Several eminent
Commentators propose to supply, mean-
ing the at v. 6. That, however, would
require the Article. , omitted in some
MSS., Versions, and Fathers, is rejected by Grot.,

Mill, and Beng., and cancelled by Griesb. and
Vater; but. I think, without sufficient reason.

14. The Apostle now gives the reason why this

heavenly wisdom was not held in due honour by
many, but treated with contempt; namely, that
the^, &,C.—^ ii .] The are
those who have the (or animal and sensual
principle, which man enjoys in common with the
brutes) only, without having, or at least using, the, Or intellectnal facidly, which is peculiar to
man; and who, of course, are destitute of the il-

lumination of the Holy Spirit : men who are either
led by sensual impulses only, or rely solely on the
light of nature, slighting every thing which cannot
be brought to the evidence of the senses. Such
a person, therefore, it is said, ov'. , "'does not admit, or hearken to,

the doctrines revealed under the guidance of
God's Holy Spirit." nor care to understand or

appreciate them ; for, in fact, they seem to him
foolish, nor can be understand them, they being
to be searched out and discovered alone by the
spirit or understanding, under the illumination of
the Holy Spirit, of which he is destitute. " By
this (as Bp. Van Mildert, Bampt. Lectur. p. 179,
observes) we are not to understand that the mind
of man is physically incapable of apprehending
such truths, when propounded to him ; nor that
it requires some special illumination of the un-
derstanding, to enable him to discern the terms
of the propositions laid before him in Scripture;
but that these truths are not naturally to be dis-
covered by the irreatest exertion of his intellect-
ual faculties. They cannot be known until re-
vealed by the Spirit of God ; nor will they even
then be fully received, but by the effisct of the
same Spirit in subduing the pride, and cleansing
the cornipt affections of the human heart." Thus
(observes Chrys.) as the eyes of the body, though
the most beautiful and useful of the members, yet,
without light, cannot see ; so the ;) cannot
discern, unless enlightened by the Holy Spirit.

15. i ii, &c.] The sense seems to
be :

" On the contrary, the man who is guided by
the intellectual faculty when enlightened by the
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Holy Spirit, is able to piiscern all things revealed

by the Spirit of God ; but he himself is not to he

discerned, understood, or judged of by any natural

(i. 8. not spiritual) person." Many recent Com-
mentators take as accus. siiigul. masc, and

assign the following sense :
" The spiritual man

can discern and determine upon every one who
is not so, but he himself can be thus judged of

by no one [who is not so]." But this is scarcely

permitted by the contest.

16. Now follows the reason for this inability
j

in expressing which the Apostle tacitly employs

the words of Is. si. 13 ; and as there is no direct

citation, the application of the words may well be,

.as it is, very diti'erent from that of the Prophet.

The Commentators,however,diirer in their inter-

pretations, according to the view they take of6 5 some referring it to, others to b. The ancient and most modern ones

prefer the former ; by w-hich there is supposed to

be an inquiry, whether any man has so known the

mind of tlie Lord, as to be able to give him coun-

sel or instruction. See Slade and Hcydenr.
Many, however, of the best Commentators refer

the ahrbv to, and assign the following

sense :
" for what [natural] man hath known the

purposes of God, so that he may instruct him,"

i. e. the spiritual man : but we have the mind of

Christ, and arc therefore able to judge all things,

and to instruct and discern the spiritual man.
This latter mode is far more agreeable to the con-

text; it being evidently the Apostle's intention

to expose the absurdity of a natural man presum-
ing to instruct a spiritual man in spiritual things,

or of any ordinary Christian or Teacher presum-
ing to dictate to an inspired Apostle like himself;

for it was plainly the Apostle's principal purpose

here to establish his own authority, which had
been called in question among the Corinthians.

III. In order to check their contentious spirit

about teachers, and their boasting of having had
a clearer insight in divine truths, the Apostle now
proceeds to anticipate an objection of his adversa-

ries, that tlic Corinthians had scarcely received
from him the rudiments of the Gospel ; and that

they therefore did right to prefer teachers wlio

had communicated the cnpitu rernm. lie shows
Id/»/ he had not fully instructed them on those ab-

struse subjects, on which their teachers had
plausibly speculated, namely because, though they
nad been many of them endued with the super-
natural gifts of the Spirit, yet he had observed
such things in their disposition and conduct, as

rendered it improper for him to speak to them, as

to persons qualified to receive the deeper discov-

eries of Divine wisdom. On these the Apostle
did not much treat, because he knew the Corin-
thians could not bear them ; and also that instruc-

tions would feed carnal passions, instead of gen-
erating fiiith and love. See more in Scott.

2. The Apostle continues to illustrate what he
is saying by a metaphor (suggested by the-
just before) taken from the custom of feeding in-

fants with the lightest food as milk, pap, &c.
By is meant the of Heb. v. 12;
both expressions denoting the more sublime and
mysterious doctrines, as' does the elementary
and simple ones, namely, the corruption of human
nature, and the rich mercy of God in redemption
by the blood of Christ; faith, regeneration, the
nature and necessity of holiness, the influences

and fruits of the Spirit, the eternal happiness or
misery of all men, &c. - is meant to re-

late, per sijllepsin, to both the ^^ and ; an
idiom frequent in the Classical writers. See
Win. Gr. 31. 3. a.

The after is not found in several

MSS., some Versions, and many Fathers, and is

cancelled by Griesb. ; but without reason : for

the authority is insufficient, and we can better
account for its omission than for its insertion.

There is more to be said for the ovii, which is

received by Griesb., Knapp. Tittm., and Vater,

instead of. But though strict propriety of
language requires it, yet, as the Apostle is inat-

tentive to such minutiae as this, it seems rather to

have come from the early Critics ; especially as

the MSS. in which it is found are generally such
whose text has been systematically altered.

3. Sirou] " whereas : " of which sense see ex-
amples in Rec. Syn. \, , and
are not, as Krause imagines, mere synonymes

;

but there is rather a Climax; "envy (as Grot,

observes) leading to strife, and strife to faction."

; for this envying and strife are

by the Apostle at Galat. v. 20. numbered among
the works of the flesh ; "which include among
them (says Grot.) all those afl'ections which do
not tend to the glory of God and the welfiire of
man, but are merely directed to our own selfish

gratification." By the Apostle does not
intend the prevalence of the sensual appetites,

but of the malignant or selfish passions. Thus a

man may be, in some respects, thus carnal, yet,

in other respects, not destitute of spirituality.

By , is meant correspondent to the

habits of mere unregenerate man.
4. See Note on i. 12.

5. '] i. e. persons merely instrumental

in producing, and not the antliors of, faith and
conversion; and Avho therefore ought not to be
set up as heads of the religion. At
there is, as (Jrot. observes, an inverse construc-

tion for ; q. d. to each his office, his

ability to exercise it, and his success in it. At
supply KiaTiijciv, i, e. if the words be refer-
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red to the evangelized ; but if to the evangelizers,

the sense will be, even according as the Lord
gave to each his peculiar office iv rio.
The words ' ;) are not found in several very
ancient MSS. and some Versions, and are cancel-

led by Griesb. ; but on insufficient grounds. The
external proof that they are not genuine is very
slender, and the internal by no means strong

;

since it is more probable that the words were re-

moved by those who objected to the inelegance
of the Greek, than inserted by those who wished
to remove an abruptness.

6. Here the metaphors are derived from agri-

culture ; of which, in the East, irrigation forms an
important operation. ^», literally, "made
to grow," i. e., as Abp. Newcome explains, by the
miraculous powers communicated to us, and by
the influence of his Spirit.

7. tan ri] Sub., i. e. comparale. An idiom
frequent in the K. T. See Acts v. 36. and Galat.

ii. G. and Notes.
8— 17. Annectere videtur .\p. argumentum

secundum ad dissidiorum, es nimio honore, aliis

doctoribus prs aliis tribui solito, oriundorum,
stultitiam reprehendendam ; idque inde repe-

titum, quod, quomodo doctores omnes, qui uni

eidemque consilio promovendo destinati sint,

hoc ipsum promoverint, et quonam adeo honore,
quibusque pra;miis aliis pra; alio dignus sit, non
penes homines, sod solum Deum judicium esse

possit, debeatque. (Pott.)

— cv] " are one and the same," i. e. en-
tirely united in affection, work, and purpose.
Hence there ought to be no faction.

—' — -.] This (as the Greek
Commentators remark) was added to repress

sloth, as if all the labourers would be on the same
footing, and receive the same reward. The
words, therefore, form an epanorthosis ; q. d. they
are not so far one, but that respect will be had to

each one's labour and pains, and he will receive

his own reward proportionably. It is labour to

which reward is promised, not success of labour,

which is not in any minister's power.
9. Previously to describing this , the

Apostle briefly points out the scope to which it is

to be directed. In there is a resumption
of the foregoing agricultural metaphor. The
in may be referred either to God (q. d.

" We are fellow-labourers with God"), or to the

Apostles and preachers of the Gospel (q. d. "We
are fellow-labourers of, and employed by God."
So 6\ in Matt, xviii. 29. But the latter

seems more agreeable to the context. /,
i. 6. the feld cultivated. In the next clause the

Apostle slides from the agricultural into an archi-

tectural metaphor; both being employed in Scrip-

ture with reference to men as the object of God's
purposes in the Gospel. See Matt. siii. 38. John
XV. 1. Is. Ixi. 5. and 2 Cor. vi. 16. Eph. ii. 20.

The pronouns are emphatical, and the sentiment
is :

" You are, as it were, the field which God
cultivates, and the building which he erects; we
are his labourers in both works."

10— 15. Thus far the Apostle has proceeded
on the supposition that the labourers were skilful

and faithful ; he now adverts to those who were,

more or less, not so ; and in doing this, he con-

tinues in the architectural metaphor just adopted.

The whole passage is allegorical. The Christian

congregation being the building, and its ministers

the architects. St. Paul had, by the free grace of

God, laid a sure foundation ; if that be removed,
there is quite another building. Whatever super-

structure be added, it must await the issue of
that day of trial, which will bring every man's
work to the test.

10. , &c.] "' according to the
office [of Apostle of the Gentiles] graciously

committed to me by God." , i. e.
" by communicating the elementary truths." In

St. Paul adverts to his own dignity, as

Apostle of the Gentiles. The is, as Pott
remarks, to be talieu collectivelij, with reference
to those persons (Apollos and others) ivho had

followed the Apostle at Corinth. On the men-
tion of "building thereon," the Apostle engrafts

an admonition to those who are, or may hereafter

be employed in it. /, scil. fV'\. The words and. are em-
phatical and antithetical.

11. "can," consistently with what is

right, i.e. ought. (Grot.) Tlapii after SWog (taken,

as often, for a comparativeJ, signifies >), than or
besides. This idiom is supposed to be Hellenis-
tic ; but it occurs in the Classical writers. -
;<' scil. '. The sense of' Xp. is,

as the best Commentators have seen, the History
ofJesiis C/ir/s<, comprehending the doctrines and
precepts, the promises and tlircatenings of the
Gospel, as we find them stated in tiie Evange-
lists, or, as Scott explains, the Person, media-
torial office, righteousness, atonement, interces-

sion, and grace of the Lord Jesus Christ. I have
double bracketed the b, since it is not found in
the earliest Edd. and many MSS. and Fathers,

and has been cancelled by Beng., Wets., Matth.,
Griesb.. Tittm., and Vat.

12. The sense of this and the following verses
is somewhat obscure, arising from a certain con-
fusion in metaphor. But the difficulty has been
increased by a'misapprehension of the Apostle's
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general purpose in this passage; which was not,

as is commonly thourrht, to represent one edifice,

but (as the best Commentators are agreed) two.

The Apostle means to say, that on the foundation

of those elementary principles two very different

buildings might be erected. And thus the meta-
phorical expressions are meant to designate the

good and the bad superstructure, respectively. I

have pointed accordin.gly ; for (as Pott and Hey-
denr. have seen) there is after ii\a an ellip. of

tiTC, for i) ££ nj. The Syr. supplies the

particle.

TJie words — are closely con-

nected with the foregoing, and form, as Pott says,

the apodosis. The sentiment is, " Whether any
one builds on this foundation a solid and splendid

building, like a magnificent Temple, or a mean
hut, formed of boards and thatched with dried

grass, each architect's work will be made mani-
fest." The best Commentators are agreed that. designate those precious marbles, with
which palaces and temples were built, or at least

the walls cas«/. See Is. liv. 11, 12. The hut in ques-
tion is supposed to be built of upright posts and
pales, filled up with twigs daubed over with clay,

and the whole thatched with stubble or ofl'al hay.

13.
>'i

!;£.] This maij mean, as

many Commentators suppose, " time show
[this]." So the Latin adage, "dies docebit,"

and the Greek . But
this interprptatioi\ is forbidden by the presence
of the Article. From the words following, it

seems best, with the ancient and several eminent
modern Expositors (and recently Pott and Hey-
denr.), to take it of the day, i. e. the day of judg-

ment. Mackn., Middl., and Burton, indeed, un-

derstand the dinj nf persecution (see James v. 3. 1

Pet. i. 7. iv. 12.) : but besides that that would sup-

pose the meaning to be most cptnirmaticallij ex-

pressed, the other is more suitable to the gravity

of the context, and is required by the idea meant
to be suorgested in tV !. ; for God's
judgment is often elsewhere compared to a fire.'))7£ 7;io;/be with some, referred

(building), the words /; \ being
regarded as in some measure parenthetical ; and
thus a good sense will arise. But it is more natu-

ral to refer. to the nearer antecedent
;

and thus a more simple construction is obtained.

The sense, too, which it yields, is equally good
;

for the day of judgment will (as we learn from 2
Pet. iii. 10) be revealed with fire.

14, 15. ] " remain [uninjured by the
flames], abide the fiery trial." ^.
and' are opposed to each other ; and in

the /O/v«cr there is an ellipsis of f'nyou, to be taken
from just before ; in the latter an ellip.

of TOM (iiffOjM, from preceding; q. d. He
shall be mulcted of, lose the reward, which he
would have received for his work. At ().
those Commentators are not a little perplexed,
who refer the (lassage to Christians in general

;

but without reason ; for it is plain that the Apos-

tle had only in view Christian teachers. The
sense of the passage is, indeed, obscured by a

blending of the physical and the metaphorical

parts of the comparison, the first of which repre-

sents a builder, wliose house is, as it were, burnt

over his head, and who with difficulty and dan-

ger escapes through the fire. From the passages

cited by the Philological illustrators this appears

to have been an almost proverbial expression, as

in Jude 23. and Livy xx. 35. ex damnatione
colleg£E et sua^j/'o;)^ ambustus evaserat. The sec-

ond designates a Christian teacher, the superstruc-

ture of whose doctrine does not square with the

fundamental principles of Christianity previously

laid down, and accordingly is brought to ruin

:

thus, then, he loses his labour, and is himself saved

with very great difficulty.

That this passage cannot, upon any principles

of just interpretation, be adduced to countenance
the Popish doctrine of purgatory, I have shown
in Recens. Synop. ; remarking that the notion

has no support in any of the earlier Fathers, and
the countenance seemingly afforded by the later

ones, is not without suspicion of interpolation
;

of which we are enabled to convict the Romanists
in one instance, that of Theodoret in loc, where
see the Note of Noesselt.

IG. ovK' ' .'] There is here
a recurrence to the idea at v. [)., but suggested
by the foregoing architectural metaphor ; and
under this imagery the Apostle speaks of the

whole body of Christian converts, as being the
Temple of God, built by Him and consecrated to

his service. Just as in the O. T. God is said to

dwell among the Jews ; who are accordingly
styled the habitation and the Temple of God.
And he further assures them that the Spirit of
God dwelleth in them, and is attested by his gifts

and graces, as God manifested his presence in

the Temple at Jerusalem
; q. d. Ye are not

merely the building of God, but his Temple, as

being that in which his Spirit dwelleth. This is

meant to point a denunciation against false teach-
ers, who corrupt the minds of their disciples with
error. The general sense is, that the indwelling
of the Spirit constitutes the Temple of God : and
that every true Christian is both indiridualhj such
a sacred shrine, and that the whole Christian

Church forms collectively the complete and mag-
nificent building substituted in the place of the

Jewish Temple. The assertion is, that if any
one shall corrupt or injure this body of the

Church, composing the spiritual Temple of (Jod
(whether by false doctrines, or a contentious and
sectarian spirit, or by a conduct unworthy of his

high calling, see vi. 15— 19.), him shall God
destroy. It is strange that Abp. Newc. should
render will corrupt, which spoils the

beauty of the antanaclasis subsisting between
and. Compare Acts xxiii. 2, 3.,

where the expression used is not imprecatory, but
predictive. Here is not so much predictive

(as Theophyl. considers it), but rather denunciu-
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tory. is here very significant, and even
emphatic, q. d. holy [and therefore not to be vio-

lated or injured with impunity].

17. ] " whicli kind of Temple
[in inviolability] ye [the body of Christ] are."

The construction here is remarkable ; the plural

being used instead of the singular ', by
a not very unusual idiom ; whereby, when a rel-

ative is placed between two substantives, it some-
times takes the number of the preceding, some-
times, as here, of the followmg. See Matth. and
Buttm. Gr. Gr.

18. The Apostle now traces the origin of the

dissensions which harassed the Corinthian Church,
(Crell.) adducing a third argument to prove the
folly of making schisms. (Pott.)

—' .] The words) are meant to be referred, not, as some
suppose, to what precedes, from v. 10. ; but to what
Jo/loivs; and are a formula (occurring also in

Matt. xxiv. 4., where see Note Eph. iv. 14. 2
Thess. ii. 3. 1 John iii. 7. and Jer. xxxvii. 9.)

intended to give force and solemnity to a warn-
ing or a precept, by hinting at the danger of de-
spising it, through the deceivableness of persons,
or the deceitfulness of things. Thus the sense
is, " let no one deceive himself," either by rest-

ing on the vain opinion of his own wisdom, or of
wisdom in general, which, without Divine aids

and lights, cannot but fail him. .
I have in Rec. Syn. proved that the sense is not,
" thinketh himself to be wise," nor, " seemeth to

be wise ;
" but " has the reputation of being wise."

So Thucyd. i. 79. . The
words iv are by some ancient and
modern Interpreters construed with the words
following. But it is more natural, and agreeable
to the style of Scripture, as well as to the con-
text, to connect them (as do most Commentators,
and among the rest, Pott), with the preceding.

Render, " in knowledge of the things of this

world." , "let him renounce all

pretensions to wisdom superior to what the word
of God reveals." "Iva ., " in order that

he may become really wise," i. e. unto salvation.

19. , &c.] The full sense is, " [And
this indeed is necessary] for the wisdom of this

world [only] is [but] foolishness in the estima-
tion of God." Dr. South (in an able Sermon on
this text, vol. i. 375. seqq.) takes here to

mean that ivorldlij ivisdom, which lies in practice,

and goes by the name policy,— a kind prac-
tical cunning having something of the nature of
a irade. This he thinks plain from the

in the next clause. But from what the Ajiostlc

immediately subjoins at v. 10., especially advert-

VOL. ii.

ing to (see Rom. xiv. 1.) and
(sec Rom. i. 21.), it should seem that he had also
in view that sort of wisdom which consists in
.speculation, and, however admired by the learned
among the heathens, was called by St. Paul " vain
philosophy " and science falsely so called. To
this, there is reason to think, the false teachers
and their disciples were exceedingly attached,
and vith it corrupted the simplicity of the Gos-
pel. By is meant the wisdom of men who
rest on their own intellectual powers, without a
reference to God ; a wisdom which has no more
effect in procuring salvation than folly. This
truth the Apostle then establishes from Scripture,

namely. Job v. 13.

— b] scil. b . Render "it
is God who catcheth [and holdeth fast] the crafty

in their own cunning." The Apostle here fol-

lows the Hebrew rather than the Sept., and ren-
ders more forcibly. \, " devices,
plans."

21 — 23. Having thus shown the folly of
schisms, the Apostle adds an exhortation ; not to
boast, some of one teacher and some of another,
to the disregard of all the rest, since not only all

teachers, but all events that may befall them, are
made subservient to the general good of the
Christian body. (Pott.)

—] " boast of," by ranging himself
under any one's banners, as leader of the Sect,
(which was the case both with the Jews and
Greeks) seeing that they are but men, and in-

struments of God for the salvation of the world.
In the words which express the reason, the
is by some Commentators referred to things,

namely, the endowments of the Apostles and
teachers ; by others, to persons, namely, all teach-

ers. The latter is preferable, especially as the
other sense maybe included; to hint which, it

seems, the neuter was used for the masculine.
Render :

" All teachers and all the various en-
dowments they respectively enjoy, are yours," i. e.

meant to be promotive of your spiritual good.
Compare Rom. viii. 24. This is then (Pott
and Heydenr. observe) explained per.
The general sense of the passage is clear; but
how to adjust the language to the ordinary rules
of construction, is not easy. It is, by the best
Expositors, supposed to contain the following
sense :

" Yours are all teachers [and their en-
dowments] ; whether Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas :

nay, yours is the whole universe, and whatever it

affords, whether distributed into things endued
with life, or destitute of it ; whether into things

present, or things future (compare Col. i. 16.

Rom. viii. 39.), all are yours, i. e. are meant to be
14
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subservient to your real and ultimate good." The
component parts of the above are well

explained by Kewc. as follows :
" or ii/e, as ex-

ercising your virtues, and prolonging your use-

fulness : or death, as displaying your faith and
patience, and leading to glory ; or things present,

the girts of the Spirit, the good or evil things of

life : or things to come, the happiness and immor-
tality which you shall inherit; all things are for

the benefit of Christ's faithful disciples, and work
together for their good."

With respect to the words Si, &c.,
they doubtless mean :

" But [though all things

and persons be yours] you yourselves are Christ's

subjects," and therefore ought not to attach your-

selves to any other, as head of tlie Church. The
words are meant to bring the

gradation in this spiritual Hierarchy (with which
VVolf compares a similar one in Philemon) to the

highest pitch ;
— " Christ is God's," i. e. (as the

best Commentators e.\plain) in his office of Me-
diator and Redeemer. See Chrysost. and Whitby.

IV. The first five verses of this Chapter closely

connect with the preceding, being a sort of co-

rollary, showing what followed from the fore-

going; namely, the exact degree of estimation in

which Christian teachers ought to be held ; to

whom the Corinthians had hitherto assigned

either too much, or too little honour. (Krause.)

That they might not be too proud of their new
teacher, to the undervaluing of /itmse//", the Apos-

tle shows that all preachers are but stewards of

the manifold mysteries of God, and are valued in

the sight of God according to t\\c\r fidelittj , which
could not now be known to men ; and that there-

fore they ought neither to be too much extolled

nor depreciated, till Christ, their Lord, shall (lome,

who will assign them their due honour. More-
over, that having nothing but what they have by
him received, such stewards have no ground of

glorifying. Then in order to point out the dif-

ference between the falsr teachers (so admired by
the factious) and himself and the other Apostles,

he draws a striking contrast between the luxury

and ease in which the former vere living at

Corinth, with the poverty and persecution which
the Apostles endured. He further intimates that

he shall shortly come, and put to the test the

claims o<" his adversaries, by seeing the siiper-

vntnral powers which they can bring forward for

their confirmation.

1.'] is put (like the Heb. Q^x ortf'X)
for'. ?, " in this [following] manner."{. Xp., and consequently not Lords of your
faith, so that ye should be called after them.

., " stewards and dispensers
of the benefits of the Gospel, by preaching its

doctrines ; which are called ?nijsteries, because
they were not discoverable by human reason, but
only to be kaown from Divine revelation." He

means to say that they are steicards only, not the

proprietors of that which they dispense, and there-

fore are in all respects to follow the directions of

their Master, and fidelity is their chief duty. On
the points of parallel between the duties of an

and a minister of the Gospel, see Raphel.

and Scott.

2. ii .} A form of transition equiva-

lent to TO at Eph. vi. 10, and which may
be rendered caeterum, nmv ; or, with Heydenr.,
potissimum.

3, 4. .'] An Hellenistic phrase,

equivalent to the Classical' oiiiiv, or, &c. '' properly signifies " to

examine the qualities of any thing or person ;
"

and sometimes it denotes, as here, the result of

that scrutiny, whether for praise, or blame. Now
the result of the in question would, in

the followers of Paul, be praise , in the followers

of Apollos and others, blame. To soften the seem-
ing harshness of this, the Apostle adds, ) vnb -, i. e. " or of any ma?i's judgment ;", being often used to denote a day ofjudg-
ment, but here s'nu'pXy judgment. It is, however,
so anomalous an expression, that Jerome would
regard it as a Cilicism. We may rather suppose
(with Beza, Olear., Dobree, and Pott), that St.

Paul chose to say day instead judgment, with
allusion to that ,-- »;/ of final judgment, about
the award of which alone he was anxious. His
meaning seems to be this, — that whether he be

approved or censured by human judgment, is of

little consequence to him, in comparison with the

unerring judgment of God at the great day.

Then, to preclude all idea c/ arrogance, he adds' ovltt , the sense of vhich
briefly worded, and therefore obscure, clause

seems to be :
" [As to human, judgment, so far are

the judges from being able to determine], that I

cannot even judge myself [or determine vhether
I am superior or inferior to the other teachers.] "

The next clause — is par-

enthetical, and the sense is, " I am not conscious

to myself of having done any wrong [in my min-
istry] ;

yet am I not, on that account, justified

and free from blame;" namely, it should seem,
that of sinning occasionally through ignorance,

or deficiency in even what was right. So Pott:
'• siqiiidem plura mihi supersunt praestanda." At

sub., as in the Nil conscire sihi of

Horace. The word is sometimes expressed, as in

a kindred passage of Job. xxvii. 6. ov,. The Words b —
must, from the context, mean :

" He alone
who has to judge me at the last day is tlie Lord."
Sec Bishop Bull's Harm. Ap. p. 25.

5. On this the Apostle founds a weighty ad-

monition, of universal application.

— "aforetime," namely, as is just

afterwards explained, the time of Christ's judg-

ment at his second advent, ' signifies to
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bring to light, i. e., in a popular sense, to make
known; synonymous with. just after. The
sentiment" is : "He will bring to light [and pass

judgment on] the most secret actions, and hid-

den thoughts and plans."

'ETruim? is, like the Latinyifraa, a word of mid-

dle signification, denoting what is thou^^ht or said

of any one, either for praise or btame ; and some-
times, as here, it has an adjunct notion of reward
or punishment as resulting therefrom. Of course

this is intended primarily of the teachers before

mentioned ; but it is applicahle to all Christians.

6. ' if, ., ,^. .^-
signifies to transfer, by accommodation to

one's self, what may be said of another. The
sense is :

" These things [namely, ' which I have
now written, on the authority of teachers,' iii.

35. seqq.] I have in figure applied to myself and
Apollos for your sakes, for your instruction ;

"

q. d. " I have brought forward this in my own
person and that of Apollos. as if what was said of

others (whom I, out of delicacy, forbear to men-
tion), were applicable to iis ; intending, under my
own name and his, to admonish you as to the de-

gree of estimation in which you ought to liold

anif teachers of the Gospel. The Apostle had
recourse to this, partly, we may
suppose, from motives of prudence and modera-
tion, but chiefly that he might be enabled tlius to

intimate, in the least invidious manner, the true

dignity of ministers of the word.

6. (' iv — ''.] ' is com-
monly introductory of what is written in Scripture

for general admonitio}i ; hut the best Commenta-
tors are agreed that here, agreeably to the con-
text, it can only mean, " what has been written

in this Epistle." Supra iii. 7, 9, 22. The next
words iVo »)— signify, "that ye may not

be vain of one teacher to the prejudice of anoth-

er." Thus the expression is equivalent to -
iv supra iii. 21. On ha with

an Indicative, see Winer and Alt.

7. The Apostle here apostrophizes the false

teachers, using the singular number, to make the

address more pointed. [Why dost thou boast]

for who, &c. ? , " distinguishes thee,

makes thee superior to the generality ? " Hey-
denr., however, is of opinion that what is here

said is meant for the Corinthian Christians at large.

It seems, indeed, to have been intended for both

the teachers and the people ; with some accommo-
dation of sense in, according to the appli-

cation. Thus, also, as to the reference in '\,
whether it be, as some say, to God, or (according

to others) to Paul, it maij be understood of hath :

the natural endowments and spiritual gifts as

ascribed to the /oivreer,— the religious knowledge
in general, to the latter. Though I am inclined

to think tliat the Apostle had the former chiefly

in view*, meaning that there vvas nothing tliat

tliey had not received immediately from God,
or mediately, through his instrumentality, as

Apostle.
o. j;(5i7 , &c.] The best Com-

mentators are of opinion that this is spoken iron-

ically, and directed against the false teachers,

Paul's adversaries; q. d. " I see ye are like per-
sons who are satiated at a feast

;
ye think ye have

all, and need no more knowledge." But it should
seem that there is a reference to the people also.

By.( and the Apostle
merely places the same idea in difl^erent points

of view, by varying the metaphor, so as to rise in

climax. The 1st is taken from persons filled vnth

food, so as neither to need nor desire more. The
2d, from persons so rich as to have no want of,

or desire tor more wealth. The 3d, from one
who, from being a private person, is raised to the
throne, and, having therefore attained the highest
station, has nothing further to wish. '.
ought (as in the case of f-Xour.) to have been ren-
dered " ye reign ; " which must be taken in the
jrei/ap/ior/ca/ sense, common in the 'Lann regno,
as denoting the obtaining Avhatever we desire,
without the controul of others. So Herat. Epist.
i. 10. 8. Vivo et regno, simul ista rcliqui. So
Heydenr. explains it as equivalent to, &c. In the next clause, \6{, &c., irony passes into sarcasm.
As to the sense, that adopted by most Commen-
tators, " I wish ye had the anthority of princes,
that ye might afford protection to us in persecu-
tion," is frigid, and at variance with the context,
which demands the fignraiive sense above ad-
verted to. The true mode of explanation is that
of the ancients and some moderns (as Calvin,
Lightfoot, Tiren., Menoch., Krause, Vat., Pott,
and Heydenr.), who assign as the sense :

" Would
that ye ivere so abundant in all spiritual riches

;

for then I might partake of your prosperity in the
credit and honour which 1 should enjoy from
having converted and taught ynu ; since the fame
of the disciple tends to the honour of the teacher."

9. ioKw — .'] The words are
obscure from deep pathos, and the only way to
understand them is to ascertain the connection, and
trace the scope of the passage. The latter should
seem to be, to contrast his own situation with
theirs, and thus put them to shame. As to the•

former, the link of connection seems to subsist

in a clause omitted, to which the has refer-

ence, q.d. [And well may wc Apostles form such
a wish] ; for how different is bur situation as com-
pared with yours ; for while ijou abound in every
good thing, and carry your heads high, toe, &c.
This use of 6« is (like our I trow) subservient
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to irony or sarcasm. ., " hath set us Apostles in the lowest
place." signifies to show, appoint

any one his place. As to (which term
simply signifies the lowest or last in a row), there

is not, perliaps (as many imagine), any allusion

to the gladiatorial exhibitions of the Amphithe-
atre, but only an expression to denote the mean-
ness of their condition. At ImQav- repeat,.
There is supposed to be there an allusion either

to the bpstiarii, or the f^ladiators. But possibly
the Apostle intended (as Chrysostom, Pott, and
Hcydenr. think) to express only the general idea
of men condemned to death, and who are in con-
tinual expectation of meeting their fate. The
words following, indeed ( )
countenance the fonner view ; but it should seem
that the .\postle there adduces a figure, en-
grailed on the former. Thus the sense of on— seems to be: " And, in one
point of resemblance, we may truly be called

; for we, like them, are become
gazing-stock to the whole universe, both angels
and men," is taken for ; and -. is for, as in a kindred pas-
sage of Heb. X. 33. With respect to the difficulty

started by some — how angels can be supposed
present at such a spectacle, it may be answered,
thi'.t \. . are put \>, being
enumerated as the constituent parts of
preceding. See Calvin, Krause, Pott, and Middl.
If this be thought not satisfactory, we may, with
Chrys., Grot., and Heydenr., suppose that the
world [of intelligent beings] is here distinguished
into two parts, the superior and tlie inferior fami-
ly, as were the visilile and invisihle spectators.
And so probably the passage was taken by Ori-
ffcn, who says (Contra Cels. viii. p. 3'J'o.) that
God permits to evil spirits the permission to vex
the pious, IVa h •,',

roTc )\ '^ -. This view is

confirmed by I Tim. v. 21.—! .
10. }: — ari/joi.] In this antithetical

sentence the A])ostle reverts to irony, which is,

however, drop))P(l at the end of the verse.
is fur iv. The idea meant to be

conveyed by «. and \<\ is not (piite clear.

It seems to hp. " weak in presence, infirmities,

and worWlly advantages," as o[)p()sed to being
buoyed up by outwanl advantages and prosperity.

11 — 13. The contrast is here carried forward
;

from what affected the miitd, to what jirossed on
the body ; and that in a patlictic en'mmration of
various sufferings. The expression with Avhich
the description is introduced, , serves
to show the continuity or perpetuity of the evils.

q. d.
' [Nay, not to mention past afflirtionsi up to

this present day we are scantily supplied with food

and drink, and are in want of necess.ary clothing."

properly signifies to be lightly clothed

(like the ), and from the adjunct, to be
ill clothed. The first is eviphatical, and sig-

nifies even. . is explained by the best Com-
mentators to mean, " we are ignominiously treat-

ed," as xi. 20. 2 Cor. xii. 7. ', " we
have no settled abode."

12. . I. .] The circum-
stance of having to support himself by severe
hand-labour is, with reason, enumerated among
his miseries ; for a misery it must have been to

one so circumstanced.

— The Apostle now adverts to the manner in

which he bears all tliis, and his general demean-
our. " The foregoing endurances (observes Theo-
doret) put his fortitude to the proof; these fol-

lowing spring from a higher principle."

—\.'\ Literally, " we give good
words." See Kom. xii. l4. and Note. .,
" we bear it patiently." Compare the

of Epictetus.

13. " we entreat [to be better

used;"] or, as others explain, we entreat God to

forgive them. The next clause, <
—, forms the highest step of the climax ; in

which the Apostle sums up the details of inju-

rious treatment in a few words ; the sense of
which, however, is disputed,, is by many Commentators, ancient and
modern, regarded as a sacrilicial term, with allu-

sion to the expiatory sacrifices of the Greeks and
Romans; among whom, in times of public calam-
ity, some poor wretch was selected from the

dregs of the people, to be offered up as a lustra-

tion sacrifice. Such persons, however, were call-

ed, or, with reference to

the purification, or expiation, effected by their

sacrifice ; which can have no place here, unless

the term be taken, in a very qualified and highly

figurative sense, of those who undergo the great-

est evils from their fellow creatures. See Hey-
denr. and Phot. And Avhen we consider the ex-

pression which follows, and vhich is evidently

meant, by a parallelism, to be exogetical,-, there is little doubt but that the sense

oi' is " the cleansings up," as-
" the sweepings up or around ;

" metaphorical-

ly denoting the vilest things, or persons. Theo-
phyl. regards both terms as having the same sense,

and equivalent to : but irfpiif. rather

means quisqnillie. So Theodoret explains : ohiiv

(read) -, j) { ), >)

( conj.). Thus it will mean the outcasts

of society. Examples of this sense of

are frequent; of. very rare. Nay, the

word itself is so uncommon, that it is not improb-

able the Apostle himself formed the expression

(as he does some others) on the. just after.
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14•. The Apostle now turns the discourse from
the teachers, to the Corinthian Christians in gen-
eral, and softens the seeming harshness of the

preceding expressions.
— ()-.'\ 'Errpinctv properly signifies "to

turn aicatj," and then " to make any one turn

away his eyes, by staring at him," and figurative-

ly " to make him ashamed."
15. In& and the Apostle con-

trasts the severity and mercenary service of in-

structors, to the gentleness and disinterested spirit

evinced by himself 'Kv Xp., •' in the doctrine of
Christ." In thayytXiov he
shows the nature of the paternity he speaks of;

namely, that of having converted them to Chris-
tianity.

16. - Not, " imitators of my mod-
esty," as many Commentators explain 5 for it

seems to be simply the .Apostle's intention to de-
duce from his spiritual paternity the inference,

that they should bo imitators of him
;
just as pa-

rents and teachers are to their children and pu-
pils, the exemplar by which they are to model
their character. The imitation, therefore, in

question is to be extended to every branch of
Christian doctrine and duty.

17., disciple or convert. , " in

the business of the Lord," the spreading of his

Gospel. The words 1)& iv Xp. (sub.) "my methods of Christian instruction."

See Chrys. and Theophyl. The next words -
— lih. suggest that these injunctions

involve nothing new, but what is common to all

the Christian congregations, and therefore ought
not to have been deviated from.

IS. (] "as though I were not
coming [to you]."^ has a very ex-
tensive sense, and is well explained by Pott, "are
puffed up with an opinion of their superior wis-
dom, carry themselves insolently, and arrogate all

the authority of deciding in matters pertaining to

the (Miurcli."

19. —.'] We have here a sen-
tence of infinite dignity and vigour, the intere-
tation of which depends upon the sense to be as-

signed to . This some ancient, and
most of the earlier modern Commentators explain

the })oirer of icorh'no: 7/iiracles. That, however,
is somewhat harsh, and scarcely permitted by the
words following. It is better (with some ancient
and most recent Commentators) to understand it

of the ability of performance, as opposed to that
of mere words, boasting and promises, of what
they can and will effect. So Grot., Whitby,
Locke, Krause, Pott, and Heydenr. We need
not, however, exclude the power of the Holy
Ghost as evinced in the spiritual gifts, which con-
tributed so much to the of the Apostles
and first teachers of the Gospel., " I

will put to the proof [in order to know] : " for,

according to Glass's Canon, verbs of knowledge
often denote, not knowledge alone, but certain
motions, affections, and effects, which are con-
joined therewith.

20. oh ev—.'] The interpretation
of these words depends upon the sense assi'gned
to the preceding. If the frst-mentioned interpre-
tation be adopted, will denote (asNewc.
explains) the power of working miracles, of know-
ing the heart, and of inflicting Divine vengeance.
If the second be adopted, it will denote the power
of eff't'cting something, as opposed to bare words.
And the best Commentators are, with reason,
agreed that the words are meant of ieac/iirs of the
Gospel, and that signifies the
promulgation of the Gospel. We must supply,
i. e., " is accomplished." Thus (5/
and will respectively denote boasts, prom-
ises, and mere words, as opposed to the power of
effecting what may serve to confirm the truth of
the Gospel, to explain its doctrines and promote
its efficacy on the heart and life. Here again
the spiritual gifts are included; though when
taken as a dictum generate, they must not be con-
sidered.

21. ri] for, " whether [ofthe two things]
do you choose." , must I come? (for). This seemingly proverbial expression
(which has, as Schoettg. thinks, a reference to the
corporal discipline of the Jewish Church) is, as
the ancient and most eminent modern Commen-
tators are agreed, equivalent to iv, or h, alluding to the castigation by
severe reproof, or by spiritual censures, or, when
the extremity of the case demanded it, by inflict-

ing miraculous judgments on the refractory.

V. Nexus hujus sectionis cum proxime prseced.
ex voc.- c. iv. 19. v. 2. repetendus
videtur hie : vos arrogantia ct vana superbia in-

flati estis, iv. 19. vos, quos potius pigeat arrogan-
ti(v vestrs, cum pessimre notE hominem in famil-
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iaritatem vestram receperitis. (Pott.) The true

connexion seems to be this,— that after having no-
ticed their arrogance, and his own power of pun-
ishing obstinate oiTenders, he proceeds to animad-
vert on an instance which woidd be liltely to call

for punishment, and now demanded severe reproof.

1. \{ {V '' nop.] There is an ellip-

sis of civai, and the sense is :
" It is generally re-

ported that," occ. The Apostle first notices the
existence of -opicla in general, and then specifies

a flagrant instance of it. Now is a general
term to denote illicit sexual intercourse of all

kinds. In the present case, it must be under-
stood in the sense of iticest ; and unless the woman
in question had been separated from the father by
legal divorce, adultery. Whether the man was
living with the woman in viarriage, or in concu-
binage, is not agreed. The latter opinion is the
more generally adopted ; though probability lies

the other way. "»' in the sense to be united
in cotijuoal union, is frequent both in the Classical
and Scriptural writers ; while in the other sense
it probably nowhere occurs in the Scriptural
ones. Yet from 2 Cor. vii. 12. it should seem
that the father was then alive.

—/.] This vord is rejected by many
Critics, and cancelled by most of the recent Edi-
tors; but on insufficient grounds, since MSS. (on-
ly ten) which have it not, are confined to one
family, and, however ancient, are altered ones.
And Versions and Fathers are not good evidence
in a case like this. Besides, we may better ac-
count for the omission than the insertion of the
word; namely, from a fear lest the sense arising
from them could scarcely be justified. For that
this and even more incestuous connections were
named among the heathens, cannot be doubted.
But that will only prove, not that& is

spurious, but that the sense generally assigned to
it is incorrect. The true import seems to be, " is

heard or spoken of [as occurring]." And so the
word is taken at Eph. v, 3, —>-

h ; "reported as being practised among
you." Thus the sense will be the same, whether
the word be retained, or not : for in the former
case,, must be supplied from the preced-
ing, and in the latter. will have the sense of. And it is yossihle that. might be
inserted from the margin, where it was meant to
supply what seemed wanting to the sense, with-
out running into tautology. But I am far more
inclined to think that the &. was thrown out
either by hold Critics, vho scrupled at the sense
arisinir, or fastidious ones, who thought the style
would be improved by removing the word. Thus In
Latin, the passage reads better without the word,
I must not omit to add that. is also supported
by the I'csch. Syr. Version. Finally, what is here
said can hardly be regarded with most recent
Commentators, as savouring of hyperbole ; since
(as I have shown in Recens, Synop.) great as was
the corruption of morals among the heathens of
that age, such a connection as the present was so
exceedingly rare, that it might be almost said to
be unheard of

2. Koi , &c.] Editors and
Commentators are not agreed whether this should

be taken interrogatively, or declaratively. Sever-

al modern Editors and Expositors prefer the lat-

ter ; but, I suspect, biassed by the Vulgate, which
had a great influence both in punctuation and in-

terpretation. It must be confessed, too, that there

is some difficulty connected with the former mode.
Yet it seems to have more spirit, and to be more
agreeable to the air of the context; and is sup-

ported by the authority of the Pesch. Syr. Ver-
sions and the Greek Fathers and Commentators.
And the more difficult construction is, in a writer

like St. Paul, more likely to be the true one.

Though, indeed, there is no great harshness; for

the sense may be thus expressed ;
" And now

[while such enormities are committed in your so-

ciety] are ye puffed up with spiritual pride ? [as

if all things were right among you,] and do not ye
[as ye ought] rather mourn [over this fall and
your disgrace] and take measures that he who
hath done this deed should be removed from your
society ? " . alludes to that formal motirn-

ing over any scandal brought on the whole body,

which accompanied the excommunication of the

offender, who was bewailed for as one dead; a

custom borrowed from the Synagogue, and long
retained in the Church. Hence, under the idea

oC mourning is couched that of excommunication,

which is particularly enjoined in the next clause.

'^' may be rendered, " should
be removed fiom among your body," A mild ex-

pression, instead of the harsher one, and
meant to suggest the possibility of his restoration

to the body, after thorough repentance and refor-

mation. See 2 Cor, ii. 7,

3, , &c.] The Construction is :

^ — ' . -^, and the rest are to be reckoned as sen-

tences inserted. See Pott, , in spirit

and mind, namely, by my solicitude for you. So
Plutarch cited by Wets. ;, .
The is omitted in 7 or 8 MSS. and a few

V^ersions and Fathers, and is rejected by almost
all Critics. But the authority of MSS, for its

omission is very slight. As to the Versions, they
are in such a case of little weight. And if the

word ivere (as the Critics say it is) pleonastic, that

would be no reason why it should be cancelled.

For such redundancy usually implies no more
than a non-correspondence to any foreign language
in some expression. But. in fact, ? is here not

redundant, but is rather elliptical,; q. d.

Being (as I am) absent in person.. The sense seems to be : "I do here-

by determine [and direct]." They are told that

they will do well to use this his Apostolical au-

thority, to take steps (such as are then suggested)

for removing the offending member. , " so

[scandalously.]"

4. The construction here is disputed. That
part of the words arc parenthetical, is obvious

;

but hotr far the parenthesis ought to extend, is

not so certain. Some, as Chrysost., include iv
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Eph. 5. 11.

Tip —. Others (and indeed the

most eminent Commentators) only take-
Tiav—^, which seems preferable. -
Souvai scil. {7105 depends upon , or, un-

derstood, ' in order to your delivering him," and
the passage may be rendered thus :

" I do hereby
direct that ye (being assembled together, and I

being spiritually and virtually present with you,

by the signification of this my opinion) do, in the

name and in behalf of our Lord Jesus Christ, and
acting by the power of our Lord Jesus Christ,

deliver the person so described," «kc. At
ToiovTov there is an epanalepsis.

5. — .] On the exact
sense of this passage there is no little difference

of opinion. See Recens. Synop. It should seem
that (as the most eminent Commentators, ancient

and modern, are of opinion) we have here plain

vestiges of a formal excommunication, indicated

by- rw. (with allusion to the chief

words of the excommunication), a.nd a punishme7it

in the €3, indicated by tU .
Now that the Apostles had the power, and some-
times exercised it. of inflicting doatji or disease

supernaturally, cannot be denied. But whether
this can be considered as an example of its exer-

cise may be doubted. There seems to be no
more than an injunction to pass sentence of ex-

communication ; but not to inflict disease. In

. . is, I think, only intimated one pur-
pose of the excommunication which might be ex-

pected to follow, and, if God so pleased, icould

ibllow it.

The words ' —' may be thus
paraphrased :

" that his soul, corrected, hum-
bled, and reformed by these sufferings, may be
saved at the day when Christ shall come to judge
the world."

6. ' . .'] The Greek Com-
mentators, and also Grot., \\Tiitby, Locke, and
Macknight refer this to the false teacher. That,
however, is harsh, and it is better (with Menoch.,
Hall, Rosenni.. Krause, laspis, Pott, and Hey-
denr.) to regard it as a i-eHeru/ reproof, founded
on' at v. 2 ; the Corinthians having, it

seems, in a letter to Paul, boasted of the excel-

lent state of things in the church, and perhaps
hinted their superiority to other churches. Thus
the sense is :

" Your boasting is not well founded
or commendable [while such foul sins are com-
mitted among you]."
— .] This must not be regarded, with

Pott, as merely a form of transition ; but neither
must its sense, with some, be too much pressed
on : it merely refers to what is subjoined as what
is, or ought to be, well known. So iii. 16. and

elsewhere. , &c. is a proverbial say-

ing (occurring also in Gal. v. 9.) found in the
Scriptural and Rabbinical, and even the Classical
writers. Thus is applied to whatever has
metaphorically the power of corrupting ; as evil

example.

7. (. .] The ApoStle
takes occasion from the above similitude to exhort
the Corinthians (under a new allegory, derived
from the Jewish custom of putting away leaven
at the Passover, then probably at hand) to forsake
vice and vicious men ; since vice can never be
banished from the Church, unless those who will

not abstain from it are banished with it. It ap-
pears that the .\postle had in view all persons who
sinned like the person in question, tiiw,
"a. new-made mass of dough" (i. e. before the
leaven is put in). . "As ye
are, by your Christian profession, bound to be un-
leavened," i. e. uncorrupted by vice and vicious
persons. The sense of the vords
— is: "We Christia7}s have also a Pas-
chal lamb,— even C/imi, who died for the ex-
piation of our sins; which sacrifice obliges ns to
greater purity of life than the .Teics were bound
to obsgrve." There is, as .Abp. Magee has shown,
an allusion to the whole work of atonement and
expiation accomplished by Jesus Christ, who is

compared to the Paschal lamb.
8.'] " let US keep our feast." i. e. (as

Loesn. explains) let us with alacrity worship and
serve God in holiness of life ; or (as Pott e.x-

plains) let our whole life be spent as a festival-

day. The words^— are explained by
Pott as put for ,, ,. . '. denotes true virtue, and

signifies properly such a purity and
w^hiteness as will bear the closest examination,
like that of an article inspected in the full light

of the sun.

9. <7 iv ^ . . . .] Having ex-
pressed his wonder that they had not yet expelled
from their society a noxious member, and enjoin-
ed them immediately to do it, the Apostle again
adverts to the subject of fornication in general
(on which he had touched at v. 2), in order to
give some further admonition, and explain his
meaning more fully.

On the exact import, however, of fV ,
Commentators are much divided in opinion.
Some of the most eminent (as Calv., Beza, Grot.,
Capell., Le Clerc, Mill. Wets., Beng., JHeins.,

Pearce, Mosheim, Mich., Semler, Rosenm.,
Schlcus., Krause, Vater, Pott, and Heyd.) think
that the vvords have reference to an Epistle, which
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St. Paul had already written to the Corinthians,

but tcliich is now no longer extant. Others (as the

Greek Fathers and Commentators, and, of the

moderns, Vorst, Est., Olear. Glass, Whitby, Wolf,
Fabric, Lardncr, Pyle, J. Jones, Mackn., Newc.,
Middl., and Towns.) contend that by jy

is meant the Epistle he is theit writing. Bp. Mid-
dleton, however, admits that the question can never

be so decided as to preclude all future doubt

;

since the reference in the Article may be eitiier

to the Epistle St. Paul was writing, or, to a for-
mer one : and the meaning ofeypaii-a is not less am-
biguous. He justly observes that one thing alone

is certain,— that our common version, "in an
Epistle," is not correct. " 'Ei' \^, then
(continues he), must be rendered ' in the letter,'

or, ' in my letter :
' but the question is, What let-

ter ? the present, or a former one ? That it may
(continues he) denote the letter St. Paul is writ-

ing, is beyond dispute ; as appears from Rom. svi.

22. Col. iv. IG. 1 Thess. v. 27. 2 Thess. iii. 14,

and two passages of Libanius cited by Lardn. At
2 Cor. vii. 8, indeed, ^ can only mean the

former Epistle : but there the reference to it is

evident, because the Apostle had just been speak-

ing of its effects; which is not the case here.

There seems, then, no internal evidence for a

lost Epistle, unless iypa^j-a and the general import

of the passage compel us to suppose one. But
the first Aorist, it is well known, has often a

Present signification, and even a Future one, and
is not necessarily to be understood in a Past

sense. At v. 11. iypa^pa again occurs, where we
have: vwl 6i 4'<, ,, ait\<pbi." The learned Prelate

then proceeds to show (as had been before done)

that there is no external evidence for supposing a

former Epistle now lost. The reference, how-
ever, must not bo supposed (with some) to vhat
follows in this Epistle; but rather to the direction

which has been given to expel the fornicator

;

which certainly might, from the Apostle, be re-

garded as equivalent to a general command not to

associate rcith fornicators, especially as the admo-
nition to "purge out the old leaven," i. e. forni-

cators and such like, would favour the same opin-

ion. " Lest, however (to use the words of Mr.
Towns.) they should so far mistake the command
as to withdraw themselves entirely from the world,

the Apostle explains himself; and informs them,
V. 10, that this injunction does not extend to for-

nicators among the heothins, for with such, in the

ordinary intercourse of life, tliey must associate,

but that it applies only to their Christian breth-

ren."

10. ] for, " and yet." By the toij -nop-

*oij is denoted lewd persons in general. Tow
is tacitly opposed to '\, or&. And what is said of dissolute persons is

also applied to other notoriously worldly persons,

or to open heathens. On the cllip. of after

tiTit see Note on Rom. iii. 6.

11. vvvl ."] The is not, as it would seem to

be, adversative ; nor used with a reference to

time ; but (as Prof. Scholef. remarks) in a sense
similar to that in Heb. xi. 16. wvi -. Thus the sense will be, " But what I

really mean hj writing tlais, is"— . So that (as

Prof. Scholef. observes) it will be an explanation
of, not an opposition to, the of v. 9.

— .] This is more signifi-

cant than uicX^os , and denotes one who makes
a public profession of Christianity. Instead of
the common reading , before 7 MSS. and
many Versions and Fathers, the Ed. Princ, and
those of Beza, Schmid, and Beng., have p, which
is approved by Wets, and Matth., and edited by
Griesb., Knapp, Vat., and Tittm. : rightly ; since
propriety requires it, and the evidence of MSS.,
were they far better collated than they are, is, in

matters of accentuation, of no authority ; whereas
that of Versions is, on any thing affecting the
sense, as strong.

may he explained with the best

Commentators, " to hold no familiar intercourse "

( V. 9., of which this is an ex-

planation) ; community of table being a figure

expressive intimacy. See Luke xv. 2. Gal. ii.

12. This was meant to strengthen the efficacy

of excommunication, and, under certain circum-
stances, to supply its place. For (as Grot, re-

marks) In excommunicationis locum, ubi aut pres-

byterium non est, aut ecclesia est lacerata,

succedit privata familiaris commercii fuga."

12. The connection is this :
" [I give these

directions respecting your conduct to sinning

brethren] for what business is it of mine (at

sub.\ or-) to judge those without the

pale of the Church ? " Kypke compares Joseph.

Ant. iv. 13. where o'l (the Jews) are opposed^.
The sentiment is then illustrated by an ex-

ample drawn from common life ; where some (as

Theophyl., Michael., Semi., Rosenm., and Hoy-
den.) point:• . But this,

as Pott observes, neither the context nor the use

of the particle will permit. Indeed, there is

no good reason to abandon the common punctua-

tion, according to which the sense will be :
'' Have

you not the right to judge those within the

Church ? Those that are out of its pale God will

judge. So then [exercise ye this power, and] cast

out that wicked person from among you !
" The

Apostle here seems to have had in mind Deut.

xxiv. 7. ' 6 t| . And
hence is confirmed the of the present passage,

which Griesb., Vat., Krause., and Pott, have can-

celled, on the authority of several MSS. ?,
instead of , is edited, from many good
MSS., Versions. Fathers, and early Edd., by
Wets., Matth., Griesb., Krause, Tittm., Vat, and
Pott.
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VI. The Apostle now proceeds to touch on a

subject perhaps suggested to him by the foregoing, — namely, the litigious spirit which pre-

vailed among the Corinthian Christians ; and he
introduces it with the abrupt earnestness of one
astonished and shocked at the existence of the

evil practice in question. Prof. Dobree suspects

that this incestuous union gave rise to some
question of property, and observes, that if so,

this will account for the apparent confusion of

two subjects.

1. , ifcc] The best Commentators
are of opinion that this may be rendered :

" can
any one bring himself to ?" &c. But as the sub-

ject is an offence of no ordinary magnitude in the

then state of the Church, and as the air of tlie

sentence is that of strong reprehension, there is

no reason to pare down the natural force of the

e.xpression, which, as Heydenr. remarks, " usur-

patur de ausis impiis et nefandis, qute qua rati-

one quis sustinere, qua fronte ilia a se impetrare

quis possit, mirum et animo vix complectendum
videatur." is a foiemic term, signifying

a suit, or such a matter as would atford ground for

a suit at law. Tor, '• another," or, as Bp.
Middl. takes it, his neighbour, as Rom. xiii. 8, and
infra x. 24. 29. The reason of the Article being
used is, he says, this,— "that two persons are

supposed, who stand in a certain relation to each
other.•' The truth is that, in almost every in-

stance of this idiom (and here especially), it would
be better to render, " the other party.",
liligari, to be impleaded. - is for)\> ,

equivalent to , ^, as

opposed to (, or. The recent Com-
mentators are of opinion " that as the Jews had
permission from the Romans to hold courts for

the decision of suits at law, one among another,

so this privilege had been granted to the Chris-

tians, especially the Jewish Christians : but that

some Corinthian Christians, despising the Chris-

tian Judges, had recourse to the Heathen ones,

from some false notions respecting Christian lib-

erty, and a disinclination to assimilate themselves
with Jews." It is plain that by are here
meant, not Christian Judges authorized to finally

decide suits, but private arbitrators, by whose de-
cision they were not obliged to abide, and often
did not abide, but brought their suits before the
Roman Judges. In after times, however, it ap-
pears from the Const. Apost. C. 4(1, 47. (where
there is much matter illustrative of this passage),

that there were regular trials, in courts composed
of the presbyters and deacons.

2. o! .^ There are few
passages on which the Commentators are more
divided in opinion than this. Of the numerous
interpretations, the principal ones are stated and
considered in Recens. Synop. Suffice it here to

say, that they may be distributed into two classes,

1. that of those who suppose this (which
is generally admitted to refer to some privilege

and honour) designates a privilege to be enjoyed
by Christians, or at least some of them, on earth,

and in this life ; either then, or to be bestowed
afierwards. 2. That of those who understand by
it a privilege to be enjoyed in a future state, and
at the daij ofjudgment. Now, in order to arrive

at the true sense, in the interpretation of any
passage confessedly obscure, it is proper to keep

VOL. 11.

close to the literal import of the terms used,

neither straining the meaning of any, nor explain-

ing it avmtj by undue limitations. And above all,

we must admit no interpretation that is not agree-

able to the context, and does not accord with the

scope of the argument. Now if the various in-

terpretations in question be tried by tiiis test, they

must nearly all of them be rejected. As, for in-

stance, those which are founded on a limitinjr the

sense of , so as to designate Christian

teachers, or magistrates ; whereas it must desig-

nate Christians at large, meaning, of course, true

Christians and accepted in (^irist. The same
remark applies to the confining the privilege, or

honour, to this life ; whereas, from the context,

it must be meant of another world. Again, as

judfring is the subject of the context, no inter-

pretation of must be admitted, that is in-

consistent therewith, or is unsuitable to the scope
of the argument carrying on,— which is to show
the fitness of private persons (if they correspond
to the title of o'l ) to act as arbitrators, in

order to settle disputes between their fellow

Christians. Now if tried by this test, that inter-

pretation must be rejected which has been adopted

by most of the Foreign Commentators for the last

century, who suppose the sense to be, " Chris-

tians can rightly judge of heathens," i. e. perceive

their errors in things pertaining to religion.

Moreover that no interpretation of. -
must be admitted, that is inconsistent with.. Now this is fatal to the interpre-

tation of Whitby and others, who suppose the

sense of. to be, " they shall judge
and condemn the world," i. e. by the faith preach-
ed for a testimony unto them ; as did Noah. Far
more attention is due to the interpretation of the
ancient Expositors almost universally, and some
few modern ones ; by which, being taken
for, the sense is supposed to be, that
" the accepted servants of Christ shall condemn
both men and angels, by comparison, i. e. shall

place them in a worse light, and increase their

condemnation." See Matt. xii. 2'J. 41. seqq. But,
though this has been ably maintained by Chrys.
and others, it should seem to be untenable, as

being by no means agreeable to the scope of the
context, and the course of argument. Upon the
whole, there is, after all, no interpretation that

involves less of difficulty than the common one,
supported by some Latin Fathers, and, of modern
Divines, by Luther, Calvin, Erasm., Beza, Casau-
bon, Crell., Est., Wolf, Jeremy Taylor, Doddr.,
Pearce, Newc, Scott, and others, by which it is

supposed that the faithful servants of God, after

being accepted in Christ, shall be, in a certain

sense, assessores judicii, bv concurrence, with
Christ, and being partakers of the judgment to be
held by him over vicked men and apostate an-

gels ; who are, as we learn from 2 Pet. ii. 4. and
Jude 2G., " reserved unto the judgment of the last

day." There is little doubt but that the Apostle
had here in mind the words of Christ, Matt. xix.

28. ol., iv T-q —-
im &. ., &cc., where see

Note. For although as Crell. acutely remarks,
" propria quspdam ac peculiaris prae reliquis om-
nibus Christianis disrnitas ct excellentia apostolis

promittatur, nihilominus tamen ad reliquos om-
nes Christianos, qui turn temporis etiam Christo

15
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adcrunt, illique conjunctissimi erunt, licet in

niinori perlectione et gradu, extendi potest."

Objections, indeed, have been started to this in-

terpretation, especially by Mackn. ; but they are

almost all founded in misconception of the Apos-
tle's purpose, and the nature of the expression,

vhich is ?/;;//•(/•!. See Oell. This view avoids

tlie objections so formidable if not fatal, to in-

terpreting the Kpii'tiv strictly oi Jmlgim; ; and, on
the other hand, is abundantly sufficient for the

purpose of the Apostle's argument. Tliere is (as

Calvin remarks) an " argumenlum a mhiori ad
nutjiis, q. d. Quum Deus tanto honore dignatus

est sanclos, ut constitucrit (quodammodo) totius

raundi (imo angelorum) judiccs, indignum est

eos excludi a levibus judiciis, tanquam minus
idoneos."— \.} An elliptical phrase,

signifying " unfit for [tlic exercise of] judgment
on matters of the smallest moment," things of
this life only,, as compared with those of

a future state. On yz see Hoogev. de Part.

4. —/.] Some eminent Com-
mentators place a mark of interrogation after -, which they take as an Indicative, in the

sense :
•' If, then, you have controversies about

worldly affairs, do you set tlicm to judge who are

the least esteemed in the Church, i. e. heathen
magistrates ? " This, however, is liable to seri-

ous objections. See Recens. Synop. and Calvin.

Indeed, there is no reason to ai)andon the com-
mon interpretation (supported by the ancient and
most modern Expositors) by which is

considered as an Imperative. ., i. e.

Toiif ,., " even those in least esteem [rather

than heathen judges]." So Calvin well remarks,
that this is said per anlicipationem, q. d. " Vel
postremus vestrum melius hoc prspstabit, quam
indices impii, ad quos curritis; tantum abest ut

hii'C necessitas vos cogat." The Apostle intends

an indirect censure of "the vain glory of the

chief persons." In the' there is no pleo-

nasm, but rather a strengthening of the sense.' is properly used of judges, but it is also

applicable to arbitrators.

5. & .'] The sense is :

" What I have said tends to shame you," viz. as

proceeding on the supposition that there is no
person of judgment among you. ,
&c. This use of' (as of the Latin itune?)
imports wonder mixed with censure

; q. d. is it

really so ? In the repetition at ov^t , and
even in the dialijsis, there is much force

; q. d.

"Are none of your boasted teachers wise enough,
rone of your eloquent preachers acute enougli, to

decide a pettv case of common law between
Christian orethren ? " For many MSS. and

Fathers, and all the early Edd. except the Eras-
mian, have hi, which is edited by Beng., Wets.,
Matth., Griesb., Krause, Tiltm., Vat., and Pott;
and rightly. " for is found both in the
Scriptural and Classical writers, and even where
iv follows.
— &\< .^ At the sinfiular here

many stumble, and would read, from
some iSISS. That, however, is uncritical ; and
the singular must be retained, and may be taken
(with Storr., Heydenr., and Winer) as a singvlar
used collectively. See Gen. iii. 8. Or rather,

vith Pott, as a formula contracted by long use,
from ava ' ,
" between his brother and his brotlier," i. e. be-
tween one brother and another.

G.] " is impleaded," has a suit.

7. .} This has a conclusive force, "Now
then." ", i. e. generally speaking, though
there may be exceptions. " properly sig-

nifies an inferiority, and figuratively, as here, a
defect or fault. is for, suits at law.

In and (the former of which
is supposed to denote personal general injury,

and the latter injury in one's property) there is

an unusual idiom, viz. " to bear to be injured, or
deprived [of property]." See Glass. Phil. Sac. &
Winer's Gr. 32. 3. A Classical writer would
have said i . So
Thucyd. iii. 47. 5. —{-, )), ,.
As to the present sentiment, Menander, cited

by Steph., finely remarks : '
avrip, ^," '.

8. ] " nay, or whereas." , for

(et quidem), is rare ; but Rosenm. has
adduced one example from Joseph., and Rinck
others from Plato, more, than sufficient to justify

the common reading, instead of which many
MSS. have kui, vhich is plainly an altera-

tion.

9. ; ovK' q. d. I need hardly tell you what
you must know. ",, for o'l ai., the oi-

just mentioned. Tlie Apostle then proceeds
to enumerate all such vices as, including those

he has been censuring (fornication and injustice)

exclude from salvation. This he? introduces with
the impressive formula ;i^-, found in Luke
xxi. 8. 1 Cor. xv. 33. Gal. vi. 7., and sometimes
in the Classical writers. So Philemon cited by
Krause : TrAui'j/Ojfs. "," , b -. By the

are denoted catamites; to which corre-

sponds the ; the former being the, the latter the'.
There seems to be a sort of classification into
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groups, thus : Tlopvot, !\\—^,-, —\~,'—, \-,. It should seem that is a

stronger term than\, the latter denoting

those who defraud others by deceit, the former,

those who practise open extoi-tion. It may seem
strange that drunkards should be comprehended
with those guilty of far greater crimes. But, in

fact, vices go in clusters ; and it is very rare to

find drunkenness unattended with one or more
of the other vices. The term Xoioopoi is with rea-

son put next to, and intended perhaps to

qualify it.

11. .'] Some supply . But, in

fact, the neuter is for the masculine, because the

vices in question are considered as tilings, name-
ly vicious. The plural, in which consists the

peculiarity, is used with reference to the plurali-

ty of the vices.

— -'— '.] In the 1st of these
terms there is an allusion to baptism; in the 2d
and 3d. to its effects and benefits, sanctification and
justification. With respect to the nest clauses

(V . . . and iv, the first is by Hamm. and others referred to

iStK. ; but it ought rather to be referred to-, or perhaps conjointly ; there being, it should
seem, an allusion to the form of baptism " in the

name." &,c. The second must be referred to

{., and the words may be rendered, " by the

Holv Spirit proceeding from, and imparted by,

God'." Bp. Bull, in Harm. Apost. I. Ch. i. ^i 3.,

thus distinguishes the terms :
•' Lai^atio significat

primam a vitiis per Baptismum purgationem

;

sanctificatio pra?parationem et quasi formationem
hominis per gratiam Spiritus Divini, ad opera bona
facienda, vitamque aanctam degendam

;
jiistificatio

denique amorem ilium Dei. quojam sanctam vitam
degentes complexitur, eosque in Christo vitae

asterns praemio dienos censet." Thus the Apos-
tle commences with the first attained grace, and
concludes with the perfective energy of the Holy
Spirit.

12. , &c.] It is rightly remark-
ed by Crell., Grot., Krause, laspis. Pott, and
Heyd., that these words arc supposed (by an
ellip. of' ) to be the words of an ob-

jector, and such as were probably often used by
those who wished to indulge in sensuality, and
eating meats offered to idols ; and who sought to

justify it under the pretence of Christian liliertii.

By " all things" are meant all things which the

Apostle has here in view; i. e. all kinds food.

To this the answer is ' ,
where the has both a concessory and an ex-

cevtive force (on which see Devarius de Partic. p.

12. Ed. Reusm.)
; q. d. [True ;] all things are

given us to enjoy ; but -, all meats
are not expedient to be eaten ; because they may
throw a stumbling-block in the way of others.

The Apostle then repeats the objection, in or-

der to give an answer to it more etl'ectually.

the words of the answer the Commentators sup-
pose a paronomasia with, q. d. " 1 have
power over all meats, but none of them shall

liave power over me." The is adapted to

the of the supposed opponent, and (by an
idiom peculiar to the popular style) the Future
is to be rendered 7nust.

13. ( —] scil. fVri, i. e.,
" are meant for." Here the foregoing sentiment
is further illustrated, and an objection antici-

pated
5 q. d. All aliments are meant for the

sustenance of the body ; and the body is fitted to

the reception and digestion of them. Or rather

it may be regarded, with some, as another argu-

ment of the opponent, containing an excuse for

indulgence in sensuality. The words following

TO li, Scc. contain the ayiswer of St. Paul

;

in which the t^i — are meant to

reply to the (, and the h hi?— avTou to the Cc . It is true,

that in the first case there seems no direct an-
swer. But, in fact, the argument needed none

;

as it would be like arguing from the use to the
abuse of any thing. The Apostle, therefore, it

should seem, Avaves this, and replies to the apolo-

gy in the peculiar case for which it was, no doubt,
often pleaded, namely, fornication; and which
may have been meant by the opponent to be im-
plied in what was said. The answer, then, of the
Apostle is this :

" But [be that case of the body
and meats as it may] it will not apply to natural
appetites of another kind ; for the body was not
made for fornication" (i. e. There exists no ne-
cessitij for satisfying the natural appetites in this

case, as in that of food : the body was made to
require food for its existence, but the gratifying
the other appetites is not necessary to existence),
but , i. e. for his service ; which implies
obedience to his vill. " Now the will of God
(says the .Vpostle elsewhere) is our sanctification,

that we should abstain from fornication." It is

then added : b , which words
admit of more than one sense. Most modern
Commentators explain , "for raising and
glorifying the body." But this is harsh, and it

is better to adopt the interpretation of the Fathers,
and some modern Commentators, which is thus
expressed by Heyd. :

" ut Christo sit dicatuin et
sacrum, Christique potestati sese subjiciat, quem-
admodum Christus in potestate sua continet
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corpora nostra, et jus illorum atque dominium
habet, hoc corpus nobis est datum."

11. b ie Otic — iui'd/itof .] Here the
Apostle replies to tlie secotid argument of the op-
ponent ; namely, b it . It is well
observed by Heydenr., that the sentence would
have been more exact in inverse order, and with
particles of comparison, thus ; b if

{/ ita , /. Pott construes the words thus :

() / (' ) {
!)') '. Sup-

ply :
" How, then, can you maintain that our

body is utterly to perish, and therefore that while
we live, we may do as we please. Our bodies
are not destined to come to nought, but to rise to

immortality,— an immortality of glory and felici-

ty. But lust renders them unfit for the resurrec-
tion to life and bliss with Christ. See Phil. iii.

21. and John V. 29. Who then, will suppose im-
pure pleasures a thing indillerentj when they,
for a transitory delight, plunge a man into an
eternity of woe ? " " and ,' contain
an adjunct notion of raising up to u/nnj and fe-
licity. For the common reading is. But
that is justly regarded by Wets, as a tijpogntphical

error of the 2d Kdit. of Beza and the Jilzevir Edit.

15. The Apostle now uses uvoiher and still

more powerful argument against fornication.

— i. e. yourselves both body
and soul. ' . .Sub./, the members
of Christ's mystical body, namely, the Church, of
which he is head, and the rest members inserted

by baptism, and consecrated to his service.

(Vorst. and Rosonm.) In there is no pleo
nasm, as Krause imagines; but two clauses are

blended into one. Prof Scholef., however, re-

garding this use of? as uncouth, would (with
Valckn.) read, from' several MSS., . But the

MSS. arc of little value, and it is far more likely,

that an unrnulh reading should be altered into an
easy one, from cmijfclure, or pass into it by acci-

dent (since rTpa oJi' often occurs in the N. T.),

than that so plain a reading as ana should inad-

vertently be changed into. Besides, not to
mention that tlic reading « has been proved by
Rlatth. to be as ancient .as the time of Origen, the
proposed change enervates the visour of the lan-

guage of dissuasion resorted to by the .Xjinstle.^; 1. e. both literally and figura-

tively, by being subservient to the lust of the, and thus reasing to be the Lord's, and
dedicated to his service.

16, 17. Here is a further illustration of the pre-

ceding. and. are words appro-

priate to the thing in question. Sometimes, how-
ever, it only signifies metaphorically to be attach-

ed to, as in Gen. ii. 21•. Livy : scortis imp/iciti.

Wisd. xix. 3. b . and Ruth ii. 8.

At . sub. atrg ; and at, sub..
17. " soil, , for- " is one heart and soul with him "

(see Acts iv. 32.), as intimate friends are said to

be^. Compare 1 John iii. 2-1.

18. must be understood com-
parate (being expressed ^jopi/Azn'/er) ; especially if

TO' . be understood, with many
recent Commentators, of injuring the body by
wasting its health and strength. Such an argu-

ment, however, would be more suitable to a

Heathen moralist than to the great Apostle ; and,

in fact, is adduced, in reference to intemperance
of erer?/kind, by Socrates, ap. Xen. Memor. i. 5. 3.

Though the Apostle might mean to include a
sense injuring, he intended. I conceive, chief-

ly that of disgracing and polluting the body, by
using it for purposes not intended by its Maker,
and profaning, what was meant to be dedicated,
like a temple, to holy uses ; as the Apostle more
particularly mentions in the next verse.

ly. TO ] j but is used
for the argument's sake. scil.. The
is for 0, by grammatical attraction. See Note at

iii. IG. and compare Rom. xiv. 7, 8. iav-, " ye are not at your own discretion [but
Christ's]." So that to abuse the body is to abuse
what is not your own.

20. ] " ye have been bought off,

or redeemed ;
" in other words ; Ye are bound to

his service, as a bought slave to that of his pur-

cliaser, or him vho has purchased his redemption.
For. is by the best F,xpositors taken to mean
"we are redrrmed." is meant to strengthen
the sense of. Thus the Vulg. well expresses
the sense by pretio Jiiagno. ), &c.,
"make your body, then, subservient to the glory
of God," i. e. consecrate both body and soul to

his service. "Anio Gtoii, both of which
are God's, viz. by right of creation, and still more
of redemption.

The words -. Iv — are omitted
in several MSS. of the VV'es-tern recension, the

Vulg., Coptic, and iT'.lhiopic Versions, and several
Fathers, and are cancelled by Griesb., Krause,
and Pott; but strenuously defended by Matth.,
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who has shown that the evidence of the Fathers
is contradictory, and not of any great weight. It

must however be confessed that, though they
seem almost necessary to complete the sense,

and correspond to vv. 16, 17. 19., yet they might
have been added for that reason. Their high an-

tiquity, however, is apparent from their being
found in the Syriac Version.

VII. The Apostle now proceeds to answer
certain questions, which, it seems, had been pro-

posed by the Corinthians, on matrimony, and
other kindred subjects. Whether that concern-
ing the usefulness and necessity of matrimony
proceeded from the Jewish Christians, or from
the Gentile conrerts, the Commentators are not
agreed. The former seems to be the most prob-

able. It may, however, be safest to suppose, that

the question was propounded by some of both the
Jewish and Gentile converts.

1. KoXbv oiOp.] The best Commentators are

agreed that, by the context, cannot mean
pulchrum, or honestum, but titile,, i. e.

(by a common idiom) better, namely, for the rea-

son mentioned at v. 32, for the avoiding of care

and anxiety. It is obvious that this is not an
authoritative decision, but a friendly counsel, not
treating the question^iwera/Zj/, but with reference
to those times., denoting sexual intercourse, is to be
understood chieflv of marriage; though possibly

the Apostle might mean to include concubinage,

which was then very common.
2. 5ia if .'] The plural may, as Grot,

thinks, have reference to the various kinds of lust

mentioned supra vi. 9, 10. here, as at x. 25.

27., " servit cautioni, ne quid fiat," as Pott re-

marks, ', and Xiiov are generally consider-

ed by recent Commentators as pleonastic. But
they denote property, which involves the duty of
reciprocal fidelity: and, by implication, they for-

bid both polygamy and concubinage. This is not
to be regarded as a permission to marry ; for that

was unnecessary ; but as an admonition meant for

those who could not lead a life of virtuous ce-

libacy.

3. .] Eleven MSS., two
Versions, and some Fathers have which
was preferred by fJrot., Mill, and Beng., and has
been edited by Griesb., Krause, Tittm., Pott, and
Heydenr. : but. I think, on insufficient grounds.
The external evidence for it is slender; and the
internal not very strong. For as to the common
reading hcing a. gloss on, that is far from
certain. Nay, considering the commonness of
the expression dehitum conjugate, the contrary
would be nearer the truth. The gloss might
easily creep into the Vulgate and the Latin Fa-
thers, and from thence into some Greek ones,

and finally, into the Western recension. Of the

Greek Fathers, Chrys., whose authority is alleged
for, did not so read. The expression only
occurs in his paraphrase ; vhich rather confirms
the suspicion of being only a gloss. From
the commencing words of his exposition, it is

plain that he read , as indeed do
some MSS., but evidently by a gloss on.
The common reading, then, is justly retained by
Wets., Semler, Matth., and Vater.

4. The words of this verse are exegetical of
the former, and depend on preceding.

5. The Apostle returns to the exhortation
at v. 3., in order to further make known his

wishes.
— ^7). .] scil. .. At Sub., quodammodo. < scil..

contains a preceptory limitation of the
Apostle, applying to both parties; though we find,

from Ecclesiastical History, that it\vas sometimes
not observed in the early Christian Church.

Ttvi signifies to give one's. leisure

and attention, to any thing. The words rj), (not found in 7 uncial MSS., and a few oth-
ers, besides several Versions and Fathers), were
rejected by Mill and Beng., and cancelled by
Griesb., Krause. Tittm., Vat., and Pott; but with-
out sufficient reason. External evidence here is

but slender, and the internal not strong, since the
omission might arise from homoeoteleiUon ; and
fasting, in that age, usually accompanied a more
than ordinary attention to religious duties.—^.'\ The reading of MSS. and Edd.
here varies. The early Edd. and several MSS.,
with some later Versions and Fathers, have -. But was edited, from sev-
eral MSS. and early Versions, by Beza, 5, Schmidt,
and Elzevir, and thus was introduced into the
textus receptus. Again, /, which is found in
some ancient MSS. of the Western recension, as
also in several Fathers, is preferred by Mill and
Beng., and edited by Griesb., Knapp, Krause,
Tittm., and Pott. Considering, however, the
source of the reading, and the natuie of the ex-
pression, may suspect this to be an alteration
of the ancient Critics, in order to remove the
seeming pleonasm ; which, however, occurs infra
xi. 20. xiv. 23. Acts ii. 1.. and sometimes in the
Sept., nay even the Classical ^Titers. The read-
ing in question has very little countenance from
MSS. or ancient Versions, and must therefore be
rejected, and the truth supposed to lie between' and. The latter is support-
ed by the most important MSS., by many Fa-
thers, and the Greek Commentators, and is, I
think, recommended by its greater fitness. The
MSS. collated by Rinck have most of them -, some, none ^.
— -.] "may not throw you into carnal

temptation." . Expositors
are not agreed whether the sense be " intemper-
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ance,'' or "incontinence," i. e. your not being able

to, contain yourselves. Many eminent modern
Commentators, as Krause and Pott, adopt the

former; but others (as Wolf, Grot., Wets., and

Heydenr.) the latter interpretation. Either makes
a good sense, but the hitter seems preferable ; and
though (i. c.) might have been
more proper; yet examples are cited by Wets,
more than sufficient to prove that the two words
were sometimes confounded by the later writers.

6. \iyu), &c.] The Commentators are

not agreed wlielhcr this is to be referred to what
follows, or to what precedes ; or, if to what pre-

cedes, whether to wliat immediately precedes, v.

5. or, a little further off, at vv. 1 , 2. The latter

method is greatly preferable. And the words may
be referred to the - and ' (
rb at v. 5, or to V. 2 ; and then

m.ay be rendered, with some ancient

and several modern Interpreters, iinlnlgence. Yet
they are better referred to v. 1. But there is no
reason why the\ may not be referred

both to \vhat precedes and follows on this subject

;

and thus the sense will be : But I say what I say,

or am saying. It will not be necessary to render. " counsel," (with many eminent Commen-
tators,) but per/nission, as in our common Ver-
sions ; which sense is adopted also by Doddr.,

Newc, and Wakef See my Note on Thucyd.
vii. 15, 3.

7.] for', " I could wish." An idiom
which Pott regards as Hebraic, since that lan-

guage wants the optative mood ; t)ut it is rather

an idiom of the common style. Witli respect to

the expression , since it would, as

Doddr. observes, be absurd to suppose the Apos-
tle wished marriage to cease, it must be limited

to mean, "have the same mastery over their ap-

petites and passions as he had," so as to be able

to remain in virtuous celibacy, while it was by
circumstances required. Thus Clirys. and The-
odoret add : fV. The \ after is said

by the Commentators to be pleonastic, (like in

the Hebrew) as is often the case after nouns of
similitude. In such instances, however, it always
signifies either eren. or loo. denotes the

being able to remain such ; so called, says Chrys.,

out of mndesty. as not claiming any merit from
continency. Yet this and every other gift of the

Spirit does not preclude the necessity of human
exertion. See James i. 17, and Matt. six. 11. In

Si , oi if', we are not, with most
Commentators, to suppose the sense to be, "One
hath this gift, another hath it not;" for that would
be inconsistent with the ^ just before.

The words (as Pott observes) refer to the differ-

ent degrees in which the is supposed to

be granted.

8. . There has been some doubt
as to the exact sense here. " proj)crly sig-

nifies unmarried, without determining whether
the person to whom it is applied has ever been

married. And such is commonly supposed to be

its use here, denoting both bachelors ana widow-
ers. But the best Commentators from Grot, to

Heydenr. are of opinion that it denotes those who
have no longer a wife,— i. e. vidoicers , observ-

ing that, as fhe usus loquendi did not permit the

Apostle to write, so he employed the gen-
eral term in a special application. " The case of

those who have never married is. say they, enter-

ed upon at v. 25. And as to the opposition al-

leged between the and the at

v. 10, and the b and b at vv. 32 &
33, the connection, they observe, is there differ-

ent." At Sub.( from-
just after.

9. if .^ "if they have not the power
to practise temperance."
— . j) .] . Pearce

renders. " to be made uneasy :" a very defec-

tive representation of the sense, which does not
(as almost all the English Commentators suppose)
designate mere uneasiness or annoyance from the

desire, but an inability to resist it, which indeed
is implied in . So Theodoret :-,
,'.

10, 11. The Apostle now ansvers their inqui-

ries, as to the preservation of the marriage bond
among Christians.
—^'/; —.] The sense is com-

monly sup])osed to be, '• not so much / command,
as tlie Lord," or, " not only I command, but the
Lord." It does not seem, however, that the
Apostle meant even to include himself, when he
used the strong term )/^£'. The positive

command of the Lord could require no reinforce-

ment from tlie Apostle's ; and to his Master there-

fore (in whose code of morality the preservation
of the marriage bond formed a new and striking

feature, in strong contrast with the levity of di-

vorce then practised under the sanction of the
Law) the Apostle wholly refers this positive com-
mand, founded on Matt. v. 32. Comp. six. 3—
10. I have pointed accordingly, with the support
of most of the ancient Versions, and also of Hey-
denr. and the Bfile Editor. Or we may suppose,
that the words \\ . are added per epa-

northosin, to show that he here speaks '-
; and therefore the command is not his own

but the Lord's. On the contrary, at 12. he says,

\,' b.
—).] This is closely connected

with tivipn at V. 11 ; for the best
Commentators are agreed that the words liiv —

are parenthetical. As to the use of
and, it may be observed, that a

husband when divorcing his wife was said-
Xciv, or, by a milder term,, or, by the
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mildest,. The first term is most used in

the O. T. as Gen. xxi. 20. Wisd. vii. 27. On the

contrary, a wife who, from whatever cause, left

her husband, \vas said\, or^
(passive for reciprocal); for the wife could not
seiid away the husband, but only leave the house.

KriraWUTTcoOai and. are by the best writers

used of reconciliation of every kind both public

and private. See Note on Rom. v. 10. From
the use o(\\. and the air of the context, it is

plain that the Apostle is not here speaking of

formal divorces, effected by law, but of separa-

tions, whether agreed on or not, arising from mis-
understandings or otherwise.

12. Here St. Paul speaks to the third point on
which he had been consulted ; namely, whether
the marriage of a Christian and a non-Christian
ought to be dissolved. This the Apostle decides
in the 7iegative.

—7 &] scil., "the rest [of
married persons]." / , b ;.
Many eminent Commentators consider the words
as equivalent to, " This is only my private opin-
ion ; is not founded upon any revelation from
Christ, and forms no part of his doctrine deliver-

ed personally while he was on earth." But this

mode of explanation lies open to strong objec-
tions : see Slade. Certainly Xtyuj must not
be limited to private opinion, as if apart from in-

spiration; for the Apostle speaks with authority,

as if in the full persuasion and consciousness of
inspiration, especially when he concludes his de-
cision (v. 17.) with (\ -. Our Lord, indeed, could

not, w'iuiont anticipating the designs of the Deity,
touch on this question ; but left it, together with
many others, to be decided by the Apostles, under
the guidance of that Holy Spirit, who was to lead
them into all truth, as the Apostle was fully con-
scious when declaring at ii. IG. ii voiv -.

14. The Apostle now gives a reason why diver-

sity of religion could not authorize separation;
and that by an anticipation of the objection,
" Shall I not be potln.ted by such close union with
a profane and i>olluted person ? " To which the
answer is :

" No ; the believing wife is not pollut-

ed by the unbelieving husband, but rather the un-
believing is sanctified by the believing." (Ivrause

and Crell.)

On the exact sense of the passage, and espe-
cially of>. Commentators are divided in

opinion. See Recens. Synop. I have there
proved that it cannot well mean, "will gradually
become holy by feeling better inclined to Chris-
tianity;" for that would be harsh

;
(besides, the

argument is touched on at v. 16.;) nor, "is re-

ceived into the number of Christians ;
" for then

(as Heydenr. observes) the end of the verse would
not correspond to the beginning, and a manifest

inconsequence would arise. It is better with
Chrys., Fisc, Grot., and others, to suppose-

to be here equivalent to ,
or. But I still prefer, (with Crell., Scla-
ter, Camer., Beza, Calvin, Whitby, Wolf, Doddr.,
Bengel, and Newc.,) to suppose the sense to be,
that " the one is so sanctified by the other, that
their matrimonial converse is as lawful, as if they
were both of the same faith." Since, however,
this may be too limited a sense, and there seems
to be an allusion to what took place in the case
of marriage between Jews and heathens, and by
a form of speaking transferred from the Jewish
to the Christian Church, 1 Avould conjoin two of
the above interpretations, and express the sense
as follows :

" He is reputed as if sanctified, be-
cause of one flesh with her who" is holy ; at least
their matrimonial converse is as lawful as if both
were of the same faith."

—} aoa—».] The sense is : "For other-
wise (namely, if one party be not sanctified) your
children would be considered impure and pro-
fane " (see 2 Cor. vi. 17. Acts x. 28.) :

" but now
(i. e. in this case) they are holy;" i. e. form part
of God's people. How strongly this supports the
practice of Infant baptism, is manifest. See
Doddr. in loc. and Colls on Inf Bap. p. 35.

13. After having at vv. 12. & 1.3. directed that
the Christian wife should not be the first to sepa-
rate, if the other party be willing to live with her;
the Apostle shows, 'in this verse, what is to be
done by the Christian wife, if the Pagan husband
be the first to break the marriage bond. She is

directed to let the unbelieving party, if he will
separate, separate. We are not, however, to
suppose (with Grot, and others) that the marriage
was, in such a case, ipso facto dissolved, so that
the believing party might contract a fresh one.
This is alike at variance with the letter and spirit
of our Lord's decision (Matt. v. 32.) ; and, indeed,
with the Apostle's own words in this Chapter.
See vv. 10, 11, 30, and Rom. vii. 1 — 3. The
sense, therefore, seems to be, what is laid down
by Ilamni. and Whitby,— that the conjugal union
is not to be dissolved by reason of difference in
religion

;
yet if the unbelieving party be disposed

to separate, the believing party maV blamelessly
submit to such separation. is to be
taken in a popular acceptation q. d. " let him
go." At . we may supply aird
from the context and the subject niatter. And n>

may mean " in such circumstances."
The next clause (as Pise, Crell., and others

remark) limits the liberty, lest it should run into
license

; q. d. God, however, hath called us
[Christians] to live in peace ; and, therefore, we
must do every thing we can to live in peace ; ac-
cordingly the believing must not afford the unbe-
lieving party any cause for separation, by an un-
yielding spirit, or over precise scruples.
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16.;—?.] Here is another rea- 20. Here and in the next verse a genera/ pre-
Bon for avoiding causeless separation, and culti- cept is laid down, followed by a speo'a/ one, intro-

valing peace,— namely, that thus the believing duced i;/ Miai/iye-Tt/m/i/e, and to limit and explain

party may bring over the unbelieving to the Chris- the sense of the former. Mi) is an
tian faith : for^ here, as often, signifies ?o ;)?«< idiomatical expression (on which see the Com-

i/ie wujy o/"suZii«<io«, on which sense see Note mentators on Eurip. Hel. 134.), signifying, "let

a John 8. 36

infra 9.

Gal. 5. 13.

£ph. 6. S.

i Pet. 2. 16.

bSupra6.1!0.
Heb. 9. 12.

IPel. 1. 18,19.

2 Pet. 2. 1.

on Matth. i. 21. Ktoiaivuv is used asinakindred
passage at ix. 22. The tl signifies annon. Here
the Articles and are for pronouns posses-
sive.

17 — 2-i. This portion is digressive ; the Apostle
therein incidentally touching on other conditions
of human life, wliich ought not to suffer change
by reason of the change from Paganism to Chris-

not this be a trouble to you : be not solicitous

about this [as though it could affect your accep-
tance with God; for grace knows no distinctions

of bond or free]." ^. Sub. -.
22. iv ., &C.] This is closely con-

nected with . at V. 21, and the sense is

:

"for the Christian slave is the Lord's freed man
tianity ; showing by those examples, that the (i. e. in a moral and spiritual sense) ; and in like

Gospel does not dissolve, or interfere with civil manner the Christian freeman is the slave of
relations, or any other obligations before contract- Christ," i. e. metaphorically, by being bound to
ed, or which may be incumbent on men by their obey his precepts. Comp. Rom. vi. 20— 22.

situation in life. Almost all our English Translators render

ci ] for, sed ver6; as at Matt. xii. 4.- freernan : whereas the true sense is

Rom. xiv. 11•. Gal. i. 7. and often in the Classical freedman. So the Vulg. hbertiis and the Pesch.

writers. Grot, remarks that in there is a dou-
ble transition, as at iii. 5. Rom. xii. 3. An idiom,
I would add, occurring sometimes in Thuci/dides.

The sense is :
" According as God hath appor-

tioned to each his situation in life, let him [con-
tinue to] live."

— '— A brief mode of
expression, in which something is left to be sup-

plied to the sense
; q. d. " .\nd so do I ordain [not

in your case only, but] to be done' in all the
Churches [which I govern]." V. 18. is an illus-

tration by example of the preceding preccnt. I

have, with Griesb., Knapp, Krause, Vat., Tittm.,
and Pott, removed the mark of interrogation at

(introduced from the V'ulgate), as in the
Ed. Princ, and in the copy from which the
Peschito Syriac Version was formed. The sense
may be thus expressed :

" Any one is [we will

Syr. ]i^.i£) , freed, Part. Praet. Pael. So Sui-

das : :\• •. Theodoret notices
this use of . (where the antithesis would
rather have required .), and remarks that. denotes , where I

conjecture . ^, which is

confirmed by Ammonius : \. b '-. But, it may be asked, is not the master,
too, an / ? True ; but, as Phot,
has acutely remarked, the Apostle places the
parallel in this liglit, the better to console the
slave, . d. and show him a point of superiority,

inasmuch as <5|
6 . In fact, the whole is

intended (Calvin says) "ad servorum consola-
tionem et simul retundendum ingeniorum fastum."
The condition, indeed, of slaves, in most parts of

suppose] circumcised : [Then] let him," &c. Mi? the ancient, and especially Greece, was
is (as Heysch. explains) equivalent to little inferior to that of the lower orders free-
ri, " let him not use any means men. So Eurip. Ion. Sai-. says : "Er

to remove the marks of circumcision;" which iohUwi ,'• i"« &,
was done by drawing down the prepuce with a 1\ Oh<hU iovy^oi, '\ .
surgical instrument called the spnslcr. The pro- Of patience in bearing slavery, and on what pnn-
cess is descrif)ed iu Celsus de Medic. V. ii. 2.5. ciple, Grot, points to a noble example in the illus-

and Epiphan. de Metris IG. cited by Wets. The trious Epictetus, wlio is said to have left the fol-

whole subject is elaborately discussed in a Dis- lowing couplet as his Epitaph: >$
eertation of Groddeck, reprinted in Schoettg. Hor. ,, ' (tamcn)
Hebr. . Eorso would point the passage.

19. I)), &c.] "Circumcision is By the expression Trtii'i;»/" is meant (to use our
of no moment, and uncircumcision of no moment; own adage) " as poor as Job ;" with allusion to
but keeping llie commandments of God is some- the bein^ar of that name often mentioned in
thinjr of consequence ;

" i. e. as being the test of Homer's Odyssey.
genuine faith. Sub. rl ian. 23, 24. -] See Note on vi. 20.
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23, 2^. .] The best Com-

mentators are agreed that this is to be taken
figuratively, in the sense " do not be blindly fol-

lowers of men, conforming to their opinions,"

<fec. The Apostle is, with reason, thought to

allude to the false teachers above adverted to
3

meaning to caution the Corinthians against taking

an unnecessary yoke, by subjecting their con-
sciences to such dogmatical directors. He then
repeats, on account of its importance, the jreneral

injunction with which he had begun to treat on
this subject. See Note on v. 20.. and an e.xcel-

lent Sermon by Bishop Sanderson on this text,

his 4th ad Popiilum. rw Qm, " conformably
to the will of God." See Bp. Sand, ubi supra.

The is not found in many of the best MSS. and
nearly all the early Edd. ; and, after being intro-

duced by Beza, was thrown out by Beng., Matth.,
Griesb., Krause, and Pott.

25. The .Vpostle now returns from his digres-

sion, and having before treated of the married and
the widowed, now adverts to the unmarried of
both sexes. On which sense of ., see Re-
cens. Synop.
— .] The best Com-

mentators, ancient and modern, are in general
agreed that the sense is : "I have no special

command of Christ [issued by him while on earth]

to urge." This deficiency, then, the Apostle pro-

ceeds himself to supply.
— is '.] The ancients, and most

moderns, interpret, •' I give my counsel and pri-

vate opinion." Others, " I give my decision."

The former seems preferable, and it leaves noth-
ing wanting; for surely the very private judgment
of an inspired Apostle, even when not sugsiested

by a special revelation, may be thought sufficient

to decide in extraordinarij cases, on which Christ
left no command. Indeed, this may seem meant
to be suggested in the words following, !).(.-; — tlvai, especially if they be inter-

preted (with some ancient and almost all the most
eminent Commentators for the last century), ' As
one who hath been so graciously dealt with by the

Lord, as to be entrusted by him with the office of
Apostle," equivalent to' v-d ,, 1 Thess. ii. 4. See ix.

17. Gal. ii. 7. 1 Tim. i. 11, 12. The construction
seems to be as follows : {') '^ vnd[]?, " as being one who has
been so graciously dealt with [as to be favoured
with the Holy Spirit, and entrusted with the
Apostleship], insomuch that I am worthy of entire

credit." Perhaps, however, the only clue to the
true explanation of this obscure passage is to con-
sider it as consisting properly of two sentences

blended into one, in which; would occur
twice

;
JJrst in the sense (scil.-) 2d, that

worthy of being relied on.

VOL. II.

26. .] The sense, as required by the
just before, must be judico, arbitrnr. A

signification very frequent in Scripture, and not
rare in the Classical writers. is to be taken
as at V. 1, where see Note.— cia Iv..] The sense seems to be,
" in respect of the present afflicted state of the
Church." is used both in the Scrip-
tures and the Classics for ^, to denote
affliction and calamity in general. Here some
understand the difficulties of life, and the incon-
veniences of inatrimomj. But, then, why should. have been prefixed ? It is in vain to at-

tempt to change this from a special admonition
intended for that time, into a general one for all

ages. The best Commentators, ancient and mod-
ern, are agreed, that what is said (as especially
appears from v. 29. seqq.) must have reference to
the persecutions for the Gospel's sake, which
were then beginning; though at the same time it

may, 1 think, also advert to those peculiar diffi-

culties in which a religion so much at variance
with the customs of the world would involve its

professors,— difficulties inseparable from a state

of society where a new order of things was strug-

gling for the mastery with the ancient and long
accustomed one. Now in such a situation (as in

ail agitations and convulsions of society), the
married would be liable to many more troubles
than the single. So Eurip. cited by Grot. :

\1, ^' MfVpiov.
At there is a sort of anacoluthon ; not,

however, from inadvertence as to the construc-
tion, but resorted to as a kind of repetition serv-

ing to emphasis. At' sub. , as
we should say, "to be (i. e. remain) as he is,"

namely, unmarried. An example of the idiom is

adduced by Heydenr. from the Acta Theclie.

27. and are in the best writers
used of matrimony, with allusion to the vinculum,

implied. The Commentators are not agreed
whether• and. is to be understood of
the dissolving of marriage by death or lawful di-

vorce, or of the being without a wife. The ex-
pression itself, from its nature, suggests the former
sense ; while the admonition following points to
the latter. So that the expression was probably
meant both, and should be rendered free ; since
freed and free (like ftted and ft) will express
both senses.

28. {> ,] By this the Apostle meant
only to correct the error of those false teachers
who (as find from 1 Tim. iv. 3.) forbade mar-
riage as sinful,

—/ if—.] Render; "However,
such will have trouble in the flesh; " namely, that

of the mentioned at v. 2b. The next
words f'vii— may either mean (as they
are explained bv the ancient and many modern
Commentators from Grotius down to Sclileus.,

16
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Pott, laspis, and Hcydenr.) "/ [would] wish to

keep tjou free from these evils ; " or (according to

many Latin Fathers and some modern Commen-
tators, as Est., Wells, Newc, and Mackn.) " 1

spare you [the pain of dilating on these evils],"

" I forbear to dilate further on those evils." The
latter interpretation is preferable, and is confirmed

by a parallel expression in 2 Cor. xii. 6.

29— 35. The Apostle here more fully intimates

wliat he meant by the expressions ry, and <, treatint; on the

former at 29— 31. ; and on the latter at32— 35.

— roDro if -] This, like ^^ if, is a

formula of transition, introducing a strengthening

of what has been before said, or a further explana-

tion of any thing. Before 6 the texttis re-

ceptus has on, which was first inserted by Schmidt
and P^lz., but was afterwards marked for omission

by Wets., and cancelled by Matth., Griesb.,

Krause, and Pott; rightly, I think; for it proba-

bly arose from interpretation. On the sense of' Commentators are divided in opin-

ion. The ancients and early moderns in general

take it to mean an!^7istus, contracted, i. e. short.

But most recent Commentators, adopting a fig-

urative sense (derived from hemming in), take it

to mean troublesome and afflictive. See 2 Tim.
iii. 1. The proofs adduced for either sense are

but weak, but those of the latter preponderate.

The former, however, is the simpler sense, and
less requires formal proof. And as the latter is

objectionable on the score of phraseology, the

former is preferable.

The words 5 \oin6v are in many MSS. and
Edd. joined with the words following. But the

senses assigned admit of no certain proof. And
it is better, with most recent Editors, to take

them with the precedincr. Td \6 is for li/ , " The time, as what remains,

is short ; " suitably to what is said further on, that

the ran with all its ties, con-
ditions, and fortunes, wliether prosperous or ad-

verse, is fast passing away. I would compare
Find. Pyth. iv. 509. h , ,. If the first interpretation of\{ be admitted, the sense will be, '•' The
time, as to what remains, is [to be] one of trouble

and affliction."

'Ira is variously interpreted, according to the
different views adopted of the preceding words

;

either in the sense " when," or " that." But it

seems to denote result or consequence, as in the
formula "iva ^]-) &, &c., q. d.
" So that they who have wives will he as those
who have them not. Such, at least, is the view
of the sense of here and throughout the
whole passage, taken by most of the recent Com-
mentators. This may be the true one ; but it is

liable to several objections, which 1 have urged in

Recene. Synop. And though these may not be

fatal, yet, from the air of the context and the

words which follow the whole passage (namely,), 1 cannot
but reject that interpretation. I would render

:

" So that they who have wives may be, or should

be, as though they had them not." With the ol

— I would compare what
Aristotle, Rhet. ii. 15., says of old men (with ref-

erence to their apathy) : 8
ifii " ( -) , •. This view is ably supported by Wakef.,

Pott, Heydenr., and Rinck. The exhortation,

however, is not direct, but indirect ; though the
scope of the Apostle is to inculcate, not a philo-

sophic apathy, or a reining in of the passions for

interest's sake ; but a sitting loose to the things of
this world, a keeping ourselves superior to its joys

or sorrows, and great moderation in tlic use of
our possessions ; for the reason subjoined,— that

they cannot long keep what they now possess;, vhere
Toll is not, as many recent Commentators
say, for. The suggests the mode in

which the world may be considered as passing
away ; namely, as Grot, and Valckn. have seen,
like the shifting scenes in a theatre. This passage,
I would observe, was probably in the mind of
Philostr. Vit. Apoli. viii. 7.

;

31. puvo—.] The best
method of taking ., which is generally
explained as equivalent to, is that of Dr.

Shuttleworth, who expresses the sense thus

:

" And those who use this world, as though they
used (or rather I might say ahused) it not." See
Note infra ix. 18. Thus is glanced a censure at the

too luxurious way of living among some Chris-
tians at this seat of Grecian profligacy.

32.. is here to be understood compara•
lively : viz. as much as their respective conditions

in life would permit. The Apostle's meaning
seems to be :

" my object in speaking thus is, to

keep you as much as possible unentangled with
worldly cares." The words following are an il-

histration by example ; and what is said must be
taken emphatically. The unmarried person more
especially, employs his thoughts, so to act as to

approve himself to the Lord; the married person
devotes his cliief attention to ivorldly cares.

rjj" .. i. e. by taking care of her and her
children ; which brinsrs a multiplicity of cares.

So Menander cited by Wets. : ',
tJvat &,,,.

34.^ is by several eminent Commen-
tators explained, " is distracted by cares." That
interpretation, however, is harsh, and not agreea-
ble to the context. The true sense seems to be
that assigned by the ancients, and several eminent
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moderns (as Grot., Beza, Casaub., . V., and
Doddr.), '• there is a difference between."

In tliis verse there are many varr. lectt. Some
MSS. introduce a before, others

before i; ; and others, again, at both places.

The evidence for the second var. lect. is consid-

erable ; and that for the first not slight. It will

mean " so also." Indeed, authority ii so great

as to seem to demand the insertion of also

before >;. But surely the Apostle would not

have used thrice in a clause of six words.

May we not therefore suppose, that those MSS.
which have the there, were copied from oth-

ers which had the \ marked for insertion, above
or in the margin, and that they introduced it in

the wrong place 1 Besides, the might easily

be introduced before by those who pointed :

yuidifci, Koi. Since would thus be
necessary. Others, repeated the ., which is

unwarily adopted by Heydenr. For my own part,

I cannot but suspect that the , which has been
so rariously inserted, has place nowhere, and only

arose from those who mistook the construction

of the passage ; and ther^ore I have cliosen to

follow Erasmus, the textus receptus, Griesb. and
Tittm., in inserting it itowhere, rather than the

Ed. Princ, Beng., Matth., and Vater, in inserting

it after.
35. '^ -] On the sense of

and the nature of this metaphor the Com-
mentators are not agreed ; some assigning the

sense " rope," i. e. snare ; others, " yoke," i. e.

bond. And indeed the yokes of the ancients
were often made of rope. The latter is adopted
by the ancient and many eminent modern Inter-

preters, as V'orst., Grot., Pise, Locke, and Hey-
denr. ; the former by the greater part of the mod-
ern ones, which seems preferable. But whether
the metaphor be, as they imagine, derived from
bird-catchiiitr , may be doubted ; since ropes were
employed for other purposes as well as snares

;

and we may rather suppose a military metaphor

;

since in war, ropes were thrown out, with which
an enemy was dragged away, and put to death, or

captured. That, however, would require.
The term is more probably used with allusion to

the rope ivith a noose, used by the ancient hunts-
men, whereby (as by the lasso of "the South
Americans) when thrown over the head of an
animal, the beast was taken and compelled to go
where the huntsman pleased. However, since

the ratio metaplwrce is uncertain, it mav be safest

to express the sense so as to include both meta-
phors, q. d. My meaning is not to entangle your
conscience, or lay any force on your wishes.
" Two things (says Calvin) are here to be noted :

1. the end for which celibacy is to be desired

;

viz. not for itself, as being a more perfect state,

but to enable one to serve God without distrac-

tion. 2. That no constraint is to be put upon the
conscience, but every one be free to judge for

himself."
— TO•—.] Sub. . It

IS put for TO^' Kai^, " for your [more] decorous and assiduous
service on the Lord." Instead of &,
many MSS., early Versions, and Fathers, have
£., which is edited by Beng., Griesb., Tittm.,

and Pott. But the external evidence for that

reading is not very strong; that of the Fathers
being, in such a case, slight; and here, not con-
sistent. The MSS. which support it abound in

altei'ed readings; of which this seems one; since

-6. is a more Classical word than. ;

whereas. is found in the later Greek and
Hellenistic writers, and its cognate words in the
]V. T., as. where some of these very
MSS. have -, though no Critic pleads for it.

To advert to another strong internal evidence,

—

. is (as Wets, and Matth. remark) the more
modest and respectful term ;- being
applied lo inferiors, and having a notion of reipeci-

yiU attention ; . to equals in rank.

36. The Apostle now subjoins a counsel for

those who may not follow the foregoing advice.
' Tii'—] is best explained by the

ancient and most modern Commentators, " If any
[father] think he is incurring somewhat of dis-

grace, with respect to his virgin daughter;"
namely, by her being unmarried ; since the dis-

grace, which temale celibacy implied, extended in

some degree to the father. So Pseudo-Phalaris
cited by V'alckn. -rSat ^ -
ioKTai -. The above sense of !). a. is requir-

ed by the context, and is confirmed from the
Classical writers by Krause.' ; i. e.

past the or flower of her age, the .
(sub. fa»') ' . '. Here we have a

popular expression, like our "If it must be so;"
which will include reasons of all sorts, both on
the side of the parent and of the daughter. -, not " all virgins so situated," as Doddr,
explains, but the maid and her suitor.

37. Of] scil. h, as almost all the best Com-
mentators are agreed, since the subject of this

sentence must be that of the last.

— i(?paio<] " continues steadfast in his

puose." A stronger expression than

would be, which occurs in I Cor. xv. 58,

or even-• at Col. i. 23, in which (and

in other passages cited by me in Rec. Syn.) there

is a metaphor derived, not (as has been imagined)

e palaestra, but (as in Eph. ii. 22, & iii. 17.) an
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architectural one, with allusion to a statue stand-

ing n';-m on its pedestal, (so Stob. Serin, i. 4, cited

by Krause, f-i, anavSum 6c

ini (
clvai), or to a pillar, or column, standing firm on
its base, (so 2 Tim. ii. 19., slamU'tk sure) ; as in the noble pas-

sage of Dr. Young

:

'• On reason build resoh-e,

Tliat column of true majesty in man."' refers both to the disposition of the

daughter, and the domestic circumstances of both

fatiier and daughter. ToCru . strong

term, used to express firm determination.

Tttv i.. popular expression, signifying to

keep her witli him, not wed her.

3'J. The Apostle now subjoins an admonition
respecting tridows (probably in answer to some
inquiry) ; tending to check their hastily forming

second marriages.
—.] This is not found in about six MSS.

and some V'ersions and Fathers, and is cancelled

by Griesb., but without reason. It seems to have

been expunged as admitting no very Classical

construction, and also because some may have
stumbled at the sense; which is (as Bp. Middl.

has well explained) " by moral obligation," "by
the spirit of every law, Divine or human." See
Rom. ii. 25. ' . A popular idiom,

like one in our own language. ., " so

that it be consistent with her obligations as a

Christian ; " i. e. as Tlieodoret remarks,^,,,.
40. if— £;^'] These words are by some

ancient and many modern Commentators thought,

80 far from expressing doubt, as others have sup-

posed, to be an empluitic meiosis, expressive of the

liighest certainty. This, however, is with reason

denied by Mr. Slade, who renders thus :
" And I

trust that I have the Spirit of God." But though
that Version be confirmed by the authority of
Rosenni. and others, it seems to be going too far

the otiii'r way ; for though not expressive of the

highest certainty, yet denotes full persuasion,

though modestly exjjressed. And this is sufficient

to fully answer those who call in question the

continual inspiration of the Apostle. With re-

spect to the ex])rossion ;. Bp. Middl.
thinks it cannot be taken of the Holy Spirit in

the personal sense, but must mean " divine guid-

ance." And Wakef. lowers it still further to " a

divine spirit;" i. e. (as Bp. Middl. on Rom. viii.

9. thinks the phrase may mean) " a godly frame
of mind." But it must surely imply " Divine aid,

by the influence and inspiration of the Holy Spir-

it," "the influence or inspiration of the Iioly

Spirit sent from tiod." That ^^/ ? is

equivalent to 6 ., the Bishop him-
self would not deny, since it falls under his own
Canon C. ii'i. ft (J. of iiouus in regimen, in which
" the Article is either prefixed to both the gov-
erning and the governed nouns, or else is omitted
before both."

Vni. In this Chapter the Apostle (no doubt

in answer to some previous inquiry) treats of the

use of, or meats which had been of-

fered to idols. On the sense of the word, see

Note on Acts v. 20. It appears, from the re-

searches of the learned, that it does not merely
mean meats actually sacrificed to idols, but also

that part of the victim which was reserved for the

use of the Priests, and from which they often

entertained their friends, or gave part to the

poor, or sometimes sold it in the market.

Though, as the animal, when alive, had been
formally consecrated to the use of the god, and
had been partly oii'ered on his altar, so the meat in

question might, in a certain sense, be said to be
offered to the idol. See more in Heydenr., the

Tract on the Lord's Supper, appended to Cud-
worth's Intellectual System, and the Note of Dr.
Shuttleworth. Now it was a question of some
moment to Christians living among idolatrous

Gentiles, whether it was lawful for them to par-

ticipate in any such meats. In deciding this, the
Apostle seems to allude to certain plausible argu-

ments employed to justify the use of it; ex. gr.,

that the idol was not a God, but a mere stock or
stone ; and if this their opinion of the idol was
notorious, their participation of food in the tem-
ple consecrated to its worship, could not involve

any acknowledgment of its godhead, and there-

fore could be no more a sin, than eating a com-
mon meal. This sophistry the Apostle confutes}
and shows that, though idols were mere " vani-
ties," yet, by participating in feasts made of
meats which had been offered to them, Christians

occasioned a scandal to their weaker brethren,

and ought therefore to abstain.

1. On the punctuation and interpretation of
this whole passage, vv. 1 — 4, there is some doubt

;

to remove which, many eminent Critics would
regard '^ bn as a part of
the letter of the Corinthians ; to which the Apos-
tle answers in the following words : thus the pas-

sage, they think, forms a kind dialoguehelvieen
St. Paul and the Corinthians. All this, however,
is purely hypothetical, and creates more difficul-

ties than it removes. Indeed, \\. uuiteccssary ;

for the difficulty may be removed by supposing a
parenthesis, commencing either at (as

Vater, Knappe, Krause, Gratz, Pott, and Heyd.
suppose), or rather (according to Schmid, Bos.
Raphel., Wolf, Schulz. Newc, Griesb., and
Winer), at on -. For whether, on the com-
mon mode of interpretation, without a parenthesis,

or on that of making the parenthesis commence
aX , We encounter this harshness,— that

must then mean "this [kind of] knowl-
edge ;

" viz. of the matters in question ; which
the doctrine of the (iriiok Article will not per-
mit. Yet I cannot entirely agree with those who
insert in the parenthesis

;

for the words evidently do not consort with those
following. I have, therefore, chosen a middle
course, and separated the clause both from what
precedes and what follows, by a kind of hypo-
parenthesis, which also, by its notation, will indi-

cate that in the words preceding there is a break-
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ing off of the construction, which, after the long
parenthetical portion introduced to show the ef-

fects of knowledge without charity, is resumed
with an ovv epanaleptic, and a repetition of the

most necessary words which occurred before the

parenthesis. Of this several examples may be
seen in Winer's Gr. Gr. ^ 5. Thus the on

may be rendered, " £[>r we haveall
{yyuxledge

; " a tacit censure on the prevalent

conceit of the Corinthian converts. Now this

mention k)iowledo;e gives the Apostle an oppor-

tunity of introducing, for admonition's sake, a

weighty gnome (introduced, for greater effect,

without a particle) on real as contrasted with/iitse

knowledge, and on its va/iie as compared with the

love of God. ', however, does not denote
" knowledge " simply, but " the knowledge [I

allude to]," ''this knowledge," (as at v. 7,) and
even religious knowledge ; as far as it is considered
as a branch of science, and confined to speculation

only; and unaccompanied with an attention to

practice as well as theory, love to man, as well as

devotion to God. Thus, in the very opposition
of' and, it is implied that the former
is separate from the latter. See Chrys. -, " promotes the edification of themselves, and
the furtherance of the Gospel." See Rom. .xiv.

19. 1 Cor. X. 23, and c. 14, and Heydenr. in loc.

2. It is rightly remarked by Pott, that in this

verse the sentiment at ,) is amplified,

as in the nest verse that at is

expanded.
— ] " fancies that he knows some-

thing (great, or any thing thoroughly)." There
is here a conjoint notion of pride and conceit, as

in the case of a, who is vain of his

knowledge, and rests in it, without applying it to

practice, by the discharge of his duty to men.
Such a person as yet kuoweth nothing ; neither
that, nor ami thing else, as he ought to know it,

i. e. completely ; namely, because he neglects
the true end and use of real knowledge, practice.

3. ' .'\ This is explained by
some ancient and many modern Commentators,
" is acknowledged and approved by God." But
though this be a frequent signification of the word,
it is here not permitted by the context; since, as

Pott remarks, a sense is required the opposite to
—. It seems best, therefore, (with

some ancient and many of the best modern Com-
mentators,) to suppose taken in a Hophal
sense, " is made to know •, " i. e. is taujrht by Him

;

as 1 Cor. xiii. 12. Gal. iv. 9. An idiom which.
Pott shows, is found both in Classical and Hel-
lenistic Greek ; referring to John v. 42. Rom. ii.

18, compared with vv. 19, 20, 21.

4. The oZv is here resumptive, of which exam-
ples are adduced by Raphe! . The Apostle now,
4— 6., refutes two arguments urged in defence
of eating idol meats, 1. that the Heathen Gods
are not existent. This he grants and confirms

;

but shows V. 7. that the conclusion thence deduced
is false.

— .] By' is meant, not the
image itself of the God worshipped under the
image, but (as Pott, and Heydenr. explain) the
so called gods, deastri, thus termed by the Jews
in contempt

; q. d. a mere " shadoiv," " of noth-
ing" (as Isaiah says xli. 24.), non-entities,,
vanities, no existence, much less divinity.

(V is a popular phrase similar to one in
our own language, literally, " nothing in the
world" [but stocks and stones]. See Bp. Bull's
Works, p. 112. D.

5. ', &c.] This is meant for ex-
planation, and to anticipate an objection. By -

is meant, i. e. (by the power
of the emphasis) only those accounted, not really

such; . The passage is well illus-

trated by Loesn. from the following one of Philo

p. 122. ^
' '

\ '

b Tip b , (jT.' iv and ' are enumerations
of the constituent parts of the preceding.
By the former it is thought, are meant the Dii
Ohjmpii, orrnajores ; by the latter, the,
the minores. inferior deified powers, presiding
over the fountains, woods, mountains, rivers, ifcc.

;

or the Dii minorum getitium, the Demi-gods, Divi,

Genii, received into the number of Gods for their
virtue, and acting as messengers between the ce-
lestial gods and mankind. With respect to the
words , . Pott rightly re-

gards the as the same with the o'l

before ; and not to be distinguished from the
Kvpioi, by which name (he adds) the gods and god-
desses both of Greece and Rome were called.

By the same term (denoting power and dominion)
the Heb. ^y^ was used to designate the Canaan-
itish gods and goddesses adopted by the Israelites

;

and sometimes the Tyrian Hercules, and such
other deified mortals become tutelary deities.

See Warburton's Divine Leg. Vol. vi. p. 388.
Pott well remarks that, " by this accumulation
of terms the Apostle meant to exhaust the notion
of polytheism (which is also meant by the repeti-
tion of), in order that the notion of the one
God, to be worshipped by Christians, might be
the more prominent."

6. '( . &c.] The sense seems to
be :

' But [whatever be their opinions] there is to
«s (there is believed by us Christians to exist) but
one God, the Father, from whom, as Creator and
First Great Cause, all things have their origin,

and we for Him (i. e. for his service and glory,
see Col. i. 16.) ; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by
%vhom [as the efficient cause] are all thing's, and
we hy Him, i. e. are what we are, viz. created and
redeemed." On the sense of the phrases re-
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spectively applied to God the Father { , and

eh ), and to (iod the Son ((5i' uxitov), there

are various opinions. The best exposition of

them will be found in the ancient Commentators :

who in the Father recognize the origin of all

things, and their continuance ; wlio to the Son
ascribe, mediately, the creation of all things, and,

as respects Christians, a two-fold creation, natural

and spiritual. But almost all recent Commenta-
tors recognize only a moral creation, and explain

ii' nuroii, •' and we [Christians] are by
him [what we are] ;

" i. e. regenerated and saved.

See I Fet. i. iil. This view is confirmed in The-
odoret cited in Recens. Synop., and adopted by
Air. Towns. As to the Socinian perversion,

founded on the distinction here laid down be-

tween the Father and the Son, the Apostle (ob-

serves x\[r. Holden) by calling the Father " the

one God," does not exclude Jesus from being the

God of Christians, any more than he excludes the

Father from being Lord, by calling Christ " the

one Lord." On the contrary, he intimates, by
this mode of expression, that Father and Son are

•one God and one Lord, in the unity of the God-
head." See also Mr. Slade.

7. yiuffic] " the knowledge of this," namely,
that an idol is nought, has no virtue to sanctify

or to pollute. The sense of the words following

is :
" But some, in the secret persuasion of the

idol's being something (i. e. a real being, or a rep-

resentation of one), even yet eat of the food, as

if it were food offered to some really existing

d;pmon." This sense of. is satisfactorily

established by Schoettg. and Schulz.
— Kui^—\{• ] The sense seems

to be, " and their percr>ption of right and wrong,
being weak and ill-iiiformod, their conscience is, as

it were, defiled, [and they feel self-condemned] ;

"

i. 0. by doing what they believe to be wrong.
So, in Ammian xv. 2. (cited by Pott) he is said
" polluere conscicntiam," w'ho is troubled with
the reproaches of an evil conscience ; and in

Ecclus. xxi. 30. the whisperer >).
8. it, &c.] The best Commentators

are of opinion that this is spoken in the person
of the Corinthians, and contains the ptlwr plea
(and that derived ^ rerum natiira) by which they
justified their eating idol-meats

; q. d. '' But food
(i. e. the eating, or the abstaining from certain

meats) does not recommend us to the favour of
God." If the words be supposed to be the Apos-
tle's, they may, with some, be regarded as corices-

sory. At all events, it comes to the same thing.

To advert to the phraseology, napicrwai signifies

properly " to introduce any one to the notice of
another," his superior,— and, from the adjunct,
" to recommend to the favour of any one." -

and signify, " are we the bet-

ter or the worse [Christians]." The inference,

as Pott observes, is left to be supplied, which is

:

" Therefore it matters not, whether we sit down
to table at idol-feasts, or not." To which the
Apostle answers : Si, &c. q. d. [True];
" but be careful, lest the exercise of this liberty

of yours," &c. ; for such (as the ancient and
many modern Commentators explain) is the sense
of^, as denoting, what is claimed as a right,

though it may be an abuse of right. Thus it is

shown to be sinful at x. 15— 23.

10. fiii' —.'] Here we have an illus-

tration by example, q. d. "Thus, for instance,

if he see you, who have this [boasted] privilege,

sitting at table in an idol-temple, will not his con-
science (weak, uninformed, and wavering as he
is) be emboldened, so as to eat what has been
offered to idols ? " is a vox sol. de
hac re, appropriate to the reclining posture of
eating food, both among the Orientals and the
Greeks.
—^.] A word frequent in the Apocry-

pha, and of the same form with, and
many others ending in—, which are properly
adjectives with an cllip. of. On the sense^ there has been some doubt. By
Wets., Storr, Rosenm., and Pott, it is thought to

be used ironically : which, however, is too harsh.

It is better, with the ancient Commentators, and
also Grot., Schmid., Kypke, Valckn., and Krause,
to render it, " will be confirmed, i. e. embolden-
ed ;

" as Mai. iii. 13. .
Joseph. Ant. xvi. G..

11.\] "will be caused to perish [by
thee] ;" i. c. as far as thou art concerned." '

Xp. . This places in a stronger point of
view the enormity of the offence.

13. 66—.] This is the conclu-
sion of the whole reasoning ; expressed, however,
out of modesty, not in tlie form of a command
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(though meant to be such) but, per, in his

own person.

IX. In continuation of the same subject the

Apostle proceeds to show, by his own example,
that many things in themselves lawful, ought to

be abstained from for the sake of others ; and how
many things of much greater consequence he had
abstained from, that he might not -offend weak
brethren, or throw an impediment in the way of

religion. (Krause and Rosenm.J
1. ' !- ; d ;^ Seven

MSS., and some Versions and Latin Fathers make
i\. precede.; which was approved by Grot.,

Beza, and Beng. and has been edited by Griesb.,

Knapp, Krause, Tittm., and Pott. But without
sufficient reason. The MS. evidence is slender,

that of Latin Fathers of little weight, and far over-

balanced by the Greek Fathers, and that of Ver-
sions is liable to exception. The above Critics,

indeed, urge that the climax requires this ; there

being, they think, a gradation from his right as a

7}uni, to his right as an Apostle. But that is taking

for granted what requires to be proved. It should
rather seem, that in this verse he (as Lightf re-

marks) does not treat of political, nay, not even
of Christian liberty generally, but of Apostolical

liberty. And so Wets, thought (who retains the

common reading) subjoining: " de- a2it

distinctius, in v. 2. de libertate, v. 4. seqq." The
common reading, then, is with reason retained

by Wets., and also Matth., who has well vindi-

cated it, and shown its superiority to the new
reading. Rinck. too, after testifying that all the

MSS. he has collated have the common reading,

gives the preference to it, and ably shows the

origin of the transposition. There could, indeed,

have arisen no doubt as to the correctness of the

common reading, had the true nature of the words
been perceived ; which was long ago seen by
Crell., who remarks that it is as if there had been
written ' [^ -

; So Semler renders, " nunc ego. cum apos-
tolica auctoritate polleam, mei ipse juris sum."
The next words are meant (as Crell. observes)

to anticipate an objection, — that Paul was not
one of the Apostles, and therefore had not any
such authority. The words of the answer to

which, by the interrogation with a negation, have
the force of a strong affirmation ; namelv, that he
has seen Jesus Christ in the flesh. "The Apos-
tles (observes Whitby) being chosen to be wit-

nesses of the resurrection, it was requisite that

St. Paul should also see him risen. Hence the

language addressed to him by Ananias, Acts xxii.

13 — 15, and his own declaration to Airrippa, .\cts

XXVI. 26. Accordingly, we find that Christ was
seen of him, xv. 8. ; nay, often appeared to him
after his resurrection. Acts xviii. 9. xxii. 18., and
that he was taught the Gospel by the immedinte
revelation of Jesus Christ." In the words fol-

lowing, ro —', Paul proves his Apos-
tleship 5 namely, from having, in the exercise of

that ofBce, converted them to Christianity ; which,
without Divine assistance (a proof of his divine

mission) could not have been done. Therefore,

by so doing, -\] {-. In

the CV«si!c«/ writers, too, the pupils or eleves of

any one are said to be their work. So Philo cited

by Wets. : . The words Iv

signify " in the business of the Lord and
his religion."

2. £1 —' .] It is well observed by
Chrys. and the Greek Commentators, that St.

Paul here speaks )^ ; q. d. granted
that I am not an Apostle to others, or, if there

be any who doubt of my Apostleship, you cannot
doubt it, to whom I have approved myself as such.

, at certi , on which sense see Devar. and
Hoogev. The is rendered by Pott quodsi vel

maxime. The \vords i; ]—/ are

corroborative of the preceding. , as it

properlv denoted the impression made by a seal,

which, being affixed to writings, is a proof and
evidence of their authenticity, — so it came to

mean generally a demonstration. Thus the sense
is :

" Your being in the Lord (i. e. your conver-
sion to Christianity) is a decided proof of my
apostleship, as a seal is of the authenticity of a
writing ; or as a seal put by a vorkman on his

work proves it to be his work." Comp. 2 Cor.
iii. 2.

3. i; — fori.] Expositors are not
agreed whether what is here said ("this is my
defence") is meant of what precedes, or whatybi-
lows. Most of them refer it to the latter ; which
certainly makes a good sense : but it is more
agreeable to the course of the argument (well

traced by Crell. and Calvin) to refer it to \vhat

precedes ; as is done by many eminent Expositors,

ancient and modern.^ and. are fo-

rensic terms, used by St. Paul in order to glance
at the arrogance of those who sat in Jndgment
{.) on his Apostleship, debating on his

claims ; as if, because he had waved the use of
his privilege of Apostle, he was no Apostle, but
only an ordinary minister.

4. Having vindicated his Apostleship, he ad-
verts to his rights and privileges therein, which,
however, he shows he had often forborne to use.

(Krause and Pott.)

— , icc] ' is by
the best Commentators taken for . But it

may be understood of all the Apostles. By -7 is meant maintenance suitable to the

situation which they held ; a right originally

granted to the Apostles by our Lord, Matt. x. 9.

The Commentators have shown that it was the

custom, among all the nations of antiquity, for

the publicly appointed teachers of religion to be
liberallv supported by those whom they instructed.

5.\ -/•] Most ancient,

and many modem, Commentators take .. to

mean a sister-icoman. i. e. a Christian woman, or

matron. Thus it will refer to those pious women,
who followed the Apostles for instruction, and
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sometimes, as in tho case of our Lord, ministered

to tliem of their substance. As, however,-
yttv implies co/ivi'ijarKe and sustenance at the ex-

pense of the Church, that cannot be thought of.

The best modern Commentators are, with reason,

agreed that (5(/>. . means a sister-wife, i. e.

a wife who shall be a sister, namely. Christian,

as vii. 15. Or rather we should, as I proposed in

Recens. Synop. (and wliich is adopted by Dr.

Burton), take yvi'ui/fu as a subst. qualifying '.,
and suppose an ellipsis of, ([. d. " a sister

who sliall be our wife." Such is nearly the view
of the sense taken by Chrysost. The chief rea-

son for the Apostles being allowed this privilege

was, not so much that those females might minis-

ter to their domestic comfort ; as that they might
be instrumental to the conversion or religious

instruction of females, especially the unmarried.

6. f/, ikc] The sense is, " Are we
to be made e.xceptions to the general rule, that

Apostles have the privilege, &c. The
'., Doddr. thinks, points at some peculiar

spleen which had arisen against the two Apos-
tles of the uncircumcision. But it should rather

seem that this was especially expected from tliem,

by the circumstances under which they had be-

gun, and carried forward the work of evangeliza-

tion ; which had led them first to adopt, and af-

terwards to persevere in, the method of subsist-

ing by tlieir own labour. See more in Scott, who
well observes that thus, by not i-eqiiirinsc minis-

terial support, they seemed to have lost their 7-i<rlU

to it, and were generally left to struggle with
difficulties for want of assistance. The drift of

the Apostle, in adverting to his having waved this

liberality, was probably what Mr. Scott supposes,

namely, that the Corinthians might see, as in a

glass, the impropriety of ilieir selfish exercise of

their liberty in eating [16\.
7— 11•. The Apostle here subjoins arguments

for the right in question, and illustrates it by
throe examples ; two taken from common life,

and the custom of the Gentiles, the third from
the injunctions of the Mosaic law.

— . (5;.] Render :
" Who ever

serves as a soldier at his own expense ? " The
construction of iVO. with a Genit. is rare, and with
the Genit. and U. is regarded by Stcph. Thes. C.
1909. as unexampled elsewhere. There is an ellip.

, by a Hebraism, the Commentators say
;

but this partitive construction is, more or less,

common to all languages. The application, as

Pott observes, is left to be supplied, which is :

" So neither ought the Apostles,'' &.c.

8— 10. To human enactments the Apostle
now adds Divine sanctioiu.

— Kara d'iOp.] " by a reference to the practice

of men and the sanction of human law." See
Note on Rom. vi. 19.

9. ) . Sub., suggested by the
emphasis, wlience also is implied [and not of men
also '.'] VoT perspicuity, however, it is added,
f; ii' Xtyti ; of which words the sense
is, " Or saith he it [not] especially for us [men] ;

"

q. d. may not men learn much from this ; namely,
that (by an argument a minoriad ma/us) the min-
isters of the Gospel have a right to maintenance.
Then the words following directly affirm what
was only before indirectly asserted.

10. \ .\, &c.] With these words both
the ancient and modern Interpreters have been
perplexed. The numerous varr. lect. only show
that the ancients felt the difficulty, and endeav-
oured to remove it in the same manner as have
some moderns, namely, by Critical conjecture.

Griesb. and others edit (from a few M!>S. and
some Versions and Fathers) ' (/ 6. b. .
. b,'^ . But agree
with Rinck, that this is magis " facilius mtellectu

quam verius." And he truly remarks, that no one
would have added the somewhat obscure words
Tijc by loaij of explication, and least

of all in an inverse order. In fact, Rinck has suc-
cessfully traced the oricrin of the corruption (for

such it is) in the MSS. whose reading Griesb.
has followed. The passage assuredly needs not
emendation , but explanation ; and the following
will, I apprehend, be found the true construction
and interpretation : b a'Kouiv (o(pd\ti \) L•'

{)^ fXirMoc, " \\ he
that reapeth ought to reap in hope to partake of
[tho fruits of] his hope. So Horace says of the
liusbandman, " spe fnis dura ferentem." Here
we have an argutk dictum, united with a parono-
masia, such as is frequent in St. Paul. Of this

sense of iArif examples are adduced by Krause
and Rosenm. Finally, is here put for

', or, as in Heb. v. 13. Herodot. vi.

107. Xen. fficon. xvii. G. See my Note on Tlm-
cyd. vii. 69. \(.

11. Here is a further argument (with a con-
tinuation of the agricultural metaphor) to prove
that, on principles both of justice and gratitude,

ministers are entitled to a competent provision.

— Tii] " the seed of religious in-

struction." is a dalivus comniodi. At
supply ' and ', which is expressed in

F.urip. Inc. Frag. 401. (cited by Kypke) -^ , oh ' cZ". ' , " enjoy the Corpo-
real supports of your substance."
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the Apostle, they are not to be supposed unne-

cessarily. And here the sentiment would not

suit tiie context : for the / is here evidently

meant to introduce a conclusion from the fore-

going premises. That sense, too, is forbidden by
the 'iva, which rather denotes the means than

MSS. and some Versions and Fathers, the words, which were approted by
iVIill and Beng., and admitted into the text by
Griesb., Knapp, Krause, Tittm., Vater, and Pott.

But I ratlier agree with Matth., that they ought
not to be received, since, although the clause

the mode. It is best, with the ancient and early miolu have been omitted per homa>oteleuton, yet
modern Commentators (including Ilesych.), to it is very improbable that this should have taken

consider here used, by metonymy, for the place in all the MSS. except Ji/tee7i ; which might,

cu«.se of reward, the i;;O?/7i(/ of boasting; for the as Matth. observes, be corrupted from the Vul-

two are, in the present passage, interchanged; gate, the insertion being, as he thinks, formed in

^h

order to correspond to the — in the

next verse. The authority of Fathers here is of
no great weight, especially since they are incon-

sistent with themselves. I have, in this second
edition, admitted the clause; but have taken care

to express my doubts of its authenticity, by in-

closing it in brackets.

21. Toic] i. e. 7 inb, V. 20,—
namely, the Gentiles, o'l , Rom. ii.

12 & 14•. To these he became by not ob-
serving the Mosaic Law. This use of the word, however, being somewhat irregular, the
Apostle explains it by the parenthetical clause, which signifies " not as though I

were under no Divine Law." ,
" but under law towards Christ, and the precepts
of the Christian Religion."

22. 7 .'] This has reference to the
less instructed, and therefore superstitiously

both of Jews and Gentiles. See
-_,.„ 11&12. To these Paul accommo-

^ dated himself in things indifferent, and, to sum
up the whole, says : (scil. ,

q. d. " What, then, is my hope of reward, or

[ground of glory] ;" or, asCrell. explains, " Quid
igitur est, quod mihi in hoc munere obeundo sin-

gularem mercedem afferre potest, et efficere, ut

jure gloriari possem ? " The sum of the Apostle's

declaration is admirably expressed by Calvin.

Karu^p. is by almost all the best Expositors taken
(compound for simple.) A view sup-

ported by the Pesch. Syr. Version, _,jj^jj.

and which is thought to be required by the course

of argument. Yet I cannot think that the com-
pound was here used without some cause. The

is, I think, intensive, and I would render,

"ut perutar,"— "that I may use to the utter-

most." Hence it is meant to be hinted, that the

pressing his right in a case like this would be a

kind of abuse of it. See Calvin. In fact, (cnra;^p.

here seems to correspond to. supra vii. 31,
(by a kind of significatio pra;gnans,) the full sense ,

'' .••

being, " So as to not use (or rather I might say ^,"5!} ^^''.Ij,

abuse) my power.'

19. Having, at VV. 2—18, spoken with refer- ^, \)
;

cnce to the question , (showing Pott explains), (sensu bono
that h<! had, for avoiding otlence, waved his right
as Apostle, and preached the Gospel cost-free,)
the .Vpostle now adverts to the other and subse-
quent question, fXctOtpos; (Pott.)— tK] i. e. under no obligation
to serve them. ..; i. e. acting as their
servant, declining no labour, and making myself
subservient to their wills ; becoming .. " - (]. Here the Arti-
cle is 7iot, as some say, plrotiasHc, but signifies
"the more," i. c. more than he otherwise would.. may be rendered, " might gain over to
Christianity." Comp. Matt, xviii. 9 &15. 1 Pet. iii. 1

.

20, 21. Here is shown the nature of the
just mentioned. ', &, viz. by the obser-
vance of Jewish rites and ceremonies. See Acts tio^n )"to the enifthat may", with y'ou'be paVtaker
xxi. U), and xvi. 3. By are meant of its benefits."
Gentile Proselytes to Judaism

; some of them 24. The mention of the future rewards of the
converted to Christianity, but yet adhering to the Gospel suggested to the Apostle the idea of the
Jewish rites and ceremonies. prizes in the asonislic conlesls ,• and, accordingly.
Between ind and ha are found in several on this ho founded the following exhortation,—

i. e. (as, ,. The before is not found in sev-

eral MSS. and Fathers: and Bp. Middl. would
cancel it. Indeed, two passages of Ach. Tatius
and Lucian cited by the Commentators have

joined with without the Article.

But there it is only used for . and
is not followed by 7 - • which makes a
material difference. The Apostle, it seems, used
the Article at because he used it at,
intending thus to strengthen the antithesis. .
" may put them into a state of salvation."

23. —] q. d. "This con-
duct I adopt (i. e. these compliances 1 make) for

the Gospel's sake, (i. e. for its further propaga-
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to strive after the rewards of the Gospel as stren-

uously as the athleUc did after those of the public

games ; such as the Olympic, the Isthmian, the

Pythian, and the Nenisan. The Apostle points

his admonition by the argument,— that whereas
in those games, though all run. only one receives
the prize ; in the Christian race all may receive
the rewards, inasmuch as they are held out to all.

The Apostle's reasoning (says Bp. Warburton, in

a Sermon on tiiis text, vol. x. p. 91. seqq.) is as

follows:— "Worldly attainments are like the

contentions in your games, where, though the

athletes be many, and the struggle great, yet the

prizes are extremely few, and the success very

uncertain : for each adventurer hath an adversary

in every other. On the contrary, they who aspire

to that immortal crown, which Religion holds

out, are sure to win; the rewards being certain,

as coming from the all-bounteous hand of our
heavenly Father. Therefore put in for this prize

;

which no accidents of time or fortune, nor any
thing but your own fault, can hinder you from
obtaining."

25. b 6\ for . This is

referable to all the various kinds of gymnastic
games. '.(),'^ practises^." For
the preparatory training for lasted ten
months. Of the extreme abstinence and temper-
ance required three examples are given by .^lian
V. H. iii. 30. & 10. 2. 11. 3. So Fpicletus En-
chir. C. 35. (cited by the Commentators) graphi-
cally describes the thing thus :

',
,^,, , , ( ^,^^, , ^,

napii^iiwKivai ,. . Warburton, ubi supra, observes
that "the Apostle here urges a/iorte/• argument
for their engaging in the heavenly race, and pre-
ferring the pursuit of spiritual things to things
temporal

; q. d. The pursuit of the former \is
not only these advantages of certaintij above that

of the Games, but they are without any peculiar
drawback ; since the preparation for the spiritual

prize is not more severe than that for the earthlij.''

Whence the learned Prelate establishes these
two truths, 1. That the vorldly advantages so
considerable as to deserve the name of a prize,

are of the most uncertain and difficult attainment.
2. That the immense rewards which Religion
holds out to its faithful servants are vithin the

reach of every one. Here all things are as proin-

isincr and easy as they are discoiirairinac in the

pursuit of worldly ambition. Instead of anxiety,
toil, labour, opposition, oppression, and final dis-

appointment— all here is peace and pleasure;
joy in believing. Divine assistance in obtaining,
and full security in possessing."
— - i. e. a wreath of the leaves of

trees, laurel, or wild olive, or pine, and sometimes
only of parsley.

26. '] q. d. Having then,
this heavenly prize in view, I, for my part, so run,
&.C. On the sense of /; coiisiderable dif-

ference of opinion exists. The most probable

q Rom. 6.18,19.
&8. 13.

Col. 3. 5.

interpretations are the two following : I. That of
Bp. Pearson and Pott, who regard it as put for

vel. 2. That
of Theodoret, the Vulg.. Beza, Luther, Hamm.,
Elsn., Wolf, Kypke, Wells, Warburton, Rosenm.,
Schleus., Wahl, Bretschn., Krause, and Heydenr.,
who take for i-' /, in incertum [even-
turn], dubio exitu, obscura et ancipiti victoria, as

if dubious of the result, and therefore faintly. So
Lucian : iirt ]\ ' -
. This use of. also occurs in 3 Mace. vii.

34. ; and the interpretation connected with it

seems to deserve the preference.
In wc oliK we have a pjioilislic meta-

phor ; there being many ways in which pugilists

might beat the air,— namely, either in private
exercise, or as a. prelude to tiie contest, or during
the contest itself, when aiming a blow and not
reaching their object. So Ariosto Orl. Fur. Can-
to ii. 51. Feri Gradasso il vento e I'aria vana.
This last seems to be the meaning in the present
case. With this metaphorical use of I

would compare Anacr. cited by Casaubon Anim.
ad Athen. p. 722. ".
The absence of the .\rticle before, Bp. Mid-
dl. thinks, "maybe accounted for by regarding
the words as put, by an Hendiadys, for the com-
pound air-beater." But may we not rather con-
sider nipa in the same light with substantives

denoting the principal objects of nature, as the
sun, moon, &,c. ? And as those are admitted by
the Bishop to be anarthrous, so may such as de-
note the elements.

27. ', &c.] After having shown
how he does not, the Apostle shows how he does
fight. properly signifies to strike un-
der the eye ; and as that is especially severe to

an adversary, it thus came to denote "to treat

harshly," so as to subdue any one's spirit. The
next term \., goes still further, and signifies,
" to gain the complete mastery over." Hence
both terms denote figuratively, " to mortify the
body, by bringing its appetites into complete
subjection" (literally, by beating it black and
blue).

—- , &c.] Most recent
Commentators here suppose a continuation of
the agonistic figure. K)7oti^ns they explain, "after
having served as a herald to others," by proclaim-
ing the Gospel : and ai5o*-i^(oc, they say, was the
term applied to one who Jailed to obtain the vic-

tonj. But it was rather applied to those who,
from badness of character, were not allowed to

contend. See Chrys. cited by Wets. Besides,
not to say that it would involve a considerable
confusion of metaphor, by the Apostle represent-

ing himself both as an and a, the
(as I have proved fiom very many passages

of the Dramatists) was not a person of sufficient

dignity for the Apostle to represent liimself under
that character. And moreover, there is no proof
that the addressed any exhortations to the
candidates for the prize ; but only that they pro-

claimed (as our criers do) the laws of the combat ;

custom is implied at 2 Tim. ii. 5. -
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Peal. 78. 15., ( !) }. The task of
exhortation, as well as of announcing the victory

and crowning the victor, belonged solely to the. In short, it seems that there is no
agonistic allusion at all ; that being dropped at

iov\. As to the sentiment, it is injudicious to lay

such a stress as is done by some Anti-Calvinistic

Commentators, on this expression, as if the Apos-
tle doubted or feared for his salvation. The best

Commentators, from Chrys. to Pott, are agreed,
that the Apostle here, as often, speaks per-
CIV, and intends to hint an admonition to the

Corinthians that //iey should bring under the body,
lest, &c. Yet the passage will, even in this view,
prove the possibility of Christians falling from a

state of grace.

X. On the connexion of this Chapter with the

preceding, there is a difference of opinion. Nay,
some eminent Commentators contend that there

is no connexion at all. But the ancient, and many
considerable modern Interpreters (as Grot., Crel!.,

Pearce, Wets., and Heydenr.), are (more rightly)

of opinion that there is one ; and they only differ

as to the r-inculum, which some suppose to be in

the just before; while others (as Pott)

trace it to the subject of the (50 at c. viii.

The former view, however, seems the best found-

ed. " The Apostle (says Grot.) had just before

described himself as mortifying the lusts of the

flesh, that he might not fail of the hoped-for prize.

He admonishes the Corinthians to do the same,
and not to suffer themselves to be lulled into se-

curity (as many then did) by the consideration of
the many spiritual gifts they had received from
God; since by these they were by no means
placed beyond danger ; but were under so much
the greater obligation to care and watchfulness."

This he shows to be adumbrated in the circum-
stances of the Hebrew people in the desert ; in

which the wiser Jews recognized a type of the

times of the Messiah. In short, the connexion
maybe briefly traced as follows: "[I have spoken
of so running that ye may obtain, and of becom-
ing reprobate and rejected] ; for [mind] all do
not inherit God's favour, who enjoy external priv-

ileges ; as will appear by the example of our fore-

fathers, who, though they enjoyed many precious
external privileges, yet incurred the Divine dis-

pleasure and severe punishment." Oif this the

Apostle founds the o;i'iieral conclusion at v. 12.

f> SoKwv ffXcnlTu) niai]. And to this

he at V. 14. subjoins a special one, on the duty of
avoiding the eating of meats offered to idols;

q. d. they must not think every thing lawful to

them, because they arc called by God as his chosen
people ; for the Jeu-s were (Jod's cho.sen people,

yet they were formerly punished lor disobedience,
and are now rejected for contumacy.

1. may signify not so much to be i^vo-

rant of, as tnimimifid of.
'-i . ^, i. e.

" were all under the guidance and protection of
the cloud."

2. £(c rbv M. With this passage

the Commentators are not a little perplexed; and

consequently much diversity of inteetation
exists. I have in Recens. Synop. stated the two
most probable views of the sense; one supported
by nearly all the ancient and early modern Com-
mentators (thus expressed by Theophyl.,), , ^', /, ,

vni ^ , \ i5icA-

.), the oilier by almost all Commentators
from the time of Hamm. downwards, who take
the sense to be :

" were, by passing under the
cloud (yielding themselves to its guidance) and
through the sea, as it were baptized, or initi-

ateil into the religion promulgated by Moses

;

and thus thoroughly recognized his Divine mis-
sion, and bound themselves in future to obey his
laws. For baptism, say they, was a symbolical
rite, by which any one bound himself unto faith

and obedience to any teacher of religion; and
the baptism itself was a form of initiation into
that religion. Now this, indeed, does express
St. Paul's meaning ; but not, I apprehend, his

full meaning. He did not, I conceive, merely
mean to trace a similarity, by tacit comparison,
between what the Israelites went through, and
Christian baptism ; but intended to represent the
former as topical of the latter; i. e. the being
baptized unto Moses, as typical of the being bap-
tized unto Christ." It has been well observed
by Whitby and Bp Marsh (Lect. p. 384) that
" the Jews, who admitted proselytes by baptism,
appear to have generally considered the passage
of their forefathers through the Red Sea, not as
a mere insulated historical fact, but as something
representative of admission to the Divine favour
by baptism. They said that " they were baptized

in the desert, and admitted into covenant with
God before the Lain was given.'' Nay, both they
and .St. Paul seem to have regarded all the cir-

cumstances of the Exodus as typical ; namely,
either of Christ, or of some rite of his religion.

See also Is. iv. 5. The complete sense, then,

seems to be that laid down by .\bp. Newc. as

follows; "They vere figuratively and typically

baptized ; they were initiated into the law given
by Moses, and led to acknowledge his divine

mission, through these miracles expressive of
baptism." The material of the cloud and sea
(being nothing but water) was well adapted to

express this typical representation of baptism,

both Jewish and Christian.

For( many MSS. and Fathers have. But that is evidently a gloss, pro-

ceeding from those who were not aware how
closely connected the reciprocal force of the
Middle verb is with the Passive voice.

4. — .^ Some Com»
mentators suj)posc the food and the drink to be
called, because given miraculously

from heaven (see Heydenr.) : others, inasmuch
as they had a spiritual import,— by being typical,

the food, of Christ (the true bread from heaven,
John vi. no.), and the drinlc. of the blessing of the

Gospel ; including an allusion to the Holy Spirit.

See John vii. 37— 39. The latter is, I think, the
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true view : and, if so, there is also an allusion to

the Eucharist.
— —.} Pressing on the literal sense

of these words, many eminent Commentators
have supposed the meaning to be, that the water

at first miraculously drawn from the rock, vas
afterwards conveyed as miraculously, through the

desert. They have, however, no better authority

for the fact than some Rabbinical stories adduced

by Wets, and Schoettg. : and the whole is a mere
superstitious notion, resting on no solid founda-

tion, and proceeding from utter misapprehension

of the figurative language of the Apostle ; which
is by Calvin, Glass, Wolf, Rosenm., Krause, and

Heydenr., rightly understood, not of a natural

rock, " tanquam causa materialis (to use the

words of Wolf) ex qua," but of a spiritual rock,
" tanquam causa effieiens, a qua ilia aqua et po-

tatio profecta sit." Of this signification of

there are examples in abundance. So Theodoret
explains : thciv, on ov, a\y , ('

avaiovvai < -. The meaning, then, is, that Christ,

who is typified by that rock, everywhere ac-

companied and was present with them, supplying

water miraculously furnished; which, as it never
failed them, might be said popularly to follow

them, as Christ, who supplied it, did; either

really, though invisibly, or Jigitraiively and spiritu-

ally, by his perpetual and present help and pro-

tection. The general sense is (in the words of

Mr. Holden), that "the Israelites had the same
spiritual advantages and privileges offered to them
typically, which are offered to us really."

5. ovK iv -.] Most of the recent
Commentators take this as put for iv'.
But there is simply a meiosis (of which I have
adduced several examples in Rec. Syn.); q. d.

with most or very many of whom God was sore

displeased, namely, with all but Joshua and Ca-
leb. On this sense of o'l see Note on Rom.
V. 19.

At &c. there is a clause

omitted, to which the refers
; q. d. [This we

may infer,] for they were, &c., i. e. from their

being strewed ; since. (founded on Numb,
xiv. 16. iv ) signifies, not

were orrrthrotcn, but " were stretched or strewed
[dead] over the desert ;

" a usage of., like

3"' '1 Numb. xiv. 16., frequent in the Classical

Avriters (so .iElian .\nim. vii. 2. cited by Wets.

:

' Ci " .)
and meant to represent death in its most appalling

form ; here denoting (as Theophyl. says) >
0(,6 . Doubtless, too, it 38 in-

tended as an awful image of the eternal perdition

of the wicked, and meant to serve for an awful
warning, by example, to sinners of every age.

See Chrys. and Calvin.

6. ( .'] " came to pass as ex-
amples to us ; " {{ being put for !, as in a
kindred passage of 1 Pet. v. 3. See also Heb. iv.

11.) or, figurative representations of God's deal-
ings with his disobedient creatures. ',

is a general expression further on unfolded
particularly. Render :

'• lusters after evil things."
This term ., Theophyl. observes, is used, be-
cause every evil originates in i^:tva. So Thu-
cydides iii. 45. represents desire and hope as the
passions which lead men into evil, -'. It has reference, not merely, as The-
ophyl. supposes, to the savoury idol feasts, nor, as

Grot, imagines, to a discontent with necessaries,

and a coveting of luxuries ; but to evil concu-
piscence of every kind, — namely, the coveting
sinful or inexpedient indulgences,— "' cupiditates

(says Calvin) qua? ex fastidio donorum Dei, et

nostra incontinentia proveniunt." That evil cov-
etousness against which God, by the mouth of his

prophet (Hab. ii. 9.), denounces heavy woe.
7. The .\postle now applies the above prin-

ciple to the different vices and sins to which the
Corinthians were prone ; commencing with that

of abusiiirr their Christian liberty, by indulging in

the use of meats offered to idols.

—'. .] Namely, by participating in

idol-feasts ; as is plain from the rest of the words
of this verse, which refer to the sacrificial feeist

to the honour of the golden calf mentioned at

Exod. sxxii. 6.

—] '•' sat down to table ;
" according to

the ancient posture, afterwards changed to re-

dining, and adopted from the Gentiles. On the
sense of here (which is somewhat dis-

puted) see Rec. Syn., where I have shown that it

is best to assign to the word here a. general signi-

fication (similar to that in Herodot. ix. 11. and 1

Chron. xv. 29. Esdr. v. 3.). including leaping,

dancing, singing, and all other kinds of festal

sport. And certainly it may admit of this, since
(anciently) was derived from naTj,

and literally signified to play the boy.

8. TTopi'.] This has reference to all sorts of il-

licit connection with women, with allusion to the
sin of the incestuous person. On
see Numb. xxv. 1— 9.

9. . Xp.] There are here two
varr. lect., Kiptov and ', of which tlie former
is by many recent Critics supposed to be the true

reading; though, from the slender authority for

it (only that of eight MSS., one Version, and
some Fathers), no Editor has ventured to intro-

duce it into the text. Rinck's MSS. have all

XpioTov. except one, which has Kipioi'. Of the

two readings, indeed. Kvowv and, the former
has most to countenance it ; but there is reason
to suspect that both proceeded (as Vater remarks)
from those who stumbled at XpicThv, not well

knowing how the Israelites could be said to tempt
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13. —-.'] This is (as Clirys.,

Theophyl., and Crell. observe) an anticipation of
an objection, and removal of an e.xcuse. q. d.

Tiiese temptations are not, as they are sometimes
alleged to be, above human strength ; are no more
than human nature is made liable to, and may be
enabled to bear. Of this sense of, see
examples in Recens. Synop. and an e.vcellent

Sermon on this text by Dr. South, vol. vi. 283,
where, after observing that true faith is bottomed
upon tiod's infinite wisdom and power, who alone
can deliver man out of temptation, he recounts
the principal temptations which threaten the souls

of men; and then observes, that in opposition to

these, we must consider, 1. that the stro7i<rest

tcmptutions to sin are no ivarrunts to sin ; and
2dly, that God delivers only those who do their

utmost to deliver themselves. That God's deliv-

erances are of two sorts : 1. those whereby God
delivers inimediatehj, and by himself; and, 2. by
various providential means. See also an able

Discourse of Bp. Atterbury, entitled, '' Tempta-
tions not irresistible." In short, the promise in

question may be supposed to import, that God
will so direct and overrule every event, as well

as communicate strength to bear even the most
adverse ones,— that we shall never be tried or

tempted above our power, if duly employed, to

bear; but will, in his providence, or by his grace,

make a way, by which we may, if we are not
wanting to ourselves, escape unhurt from the
temptation or trial. As a motive of encourage-
ment, we know that God is " faithful to his prom-
ises, and may therefore be relied on to give his

aid."— '] " the mode of deliverance," the

Article being used (as Bp. Middleton remarks) in

reference to the temptation from which escape is

to be made.
14. The Apostle subjoins, as an inference from

the above e.xamples and warnings, a solemn ad-

monition.
— .] i. e. "Avoid every

approach to idolatry," such as was contracted in

attending on idol feasts. The Apostle now re-

turns to the subject treated of at C. viii.— name-
ly, the eating of idol-meat ; and shows how far it

is lawful, and how far unlawful. He first shows
that it is not lawful for them to eat at idol-feasts ;

since that is a kind of idolatry, 14— 24 : but that

it is lawful for them to eat the flesh that had been
so offered, when sold in the market and set on pri-

vate tables, 2.5— 33. In order to evince the ne-
cessity for this abstinence from participation in

heathen rites, he lays down the position, that

every sacrificial feast is a kind of worship,— and
consequently attendance at it is an association in

the worship of the deity to whose honour the

feast is instituted. This he illustrates by two

examples : one taken from the Christian Lord's

Christ; and partly, it is probable, from those who
wished to destroy this proof of the Divinity of

Jesus Christ : for, as Bishop Bull (Defens. Fid.

Nic. i. 1. 15.) has shown, the words of the textus

receptus prove both the pre-existence of Christ,

and his Dei/y. Suffice it to say, in the words of

Mr. Holden, " Him whom the Israelites tempted
•was God : but here it is said that they tempted
Christ, who consequently is God." In fact. He
whom they then tempted was the same Person

whom they now tempted, their Redeemer, who was

then with them as Jehovah, and often appeared

to Moses in the form of an Angel. See Calvin.

On the perfect propriety of in this in-

stance, the reader is referred to Dr. Burton's

Testimonies of the .\nti-Nicene Fathers to the

Divinity of Christ, and .\bp. Magee on the Atone-

ment, vol. ii. 675. signifies " tried the

patience and long-suffering of God ; namely, by

murmuring at their condition, and God's dispen-

sations ; " under the influence of impatience,

"which (as Calvin remarks) would anticipate the

designs of God, and refuses to be governed by

Him ; but would bind Him to its own and

pleasure." Thus some of the Corinthians mur-
mured at the restraints of the Gospel, and the

spiritual authority exercised over them.
10.] ' the destroying angel,' men-

tioned at Exod. .xii. 23. Heb. xi. 28., and often

in the O. T. under the name of " the angel of

death." There is here a reference to Num. xiv.

and other parts of the O. T. This verse seems
meant to be, in some measure, exegetical of the

former.
11.' if —.] This is a repeti-

tion, though more perspicuously and forcibly ex-

pressed, of the admonition at v. G.

— \ .] It has been fully estab-

lished, by the researches of the most eminent
Commentators (as (irot., Crell., Lightf, Schoettg.,

Wolf, Pearce, Whitby, Ros., Pott, and Heydn.),

that this does not mean, as is commonly supposed,
" the ends of the world ;

" but that there is an al-

lusion to the .lewish mode of computing the dura-

tion of the world, and distributing it into three

yEnns, or periods of 2000 years each : 1. the age

before the Law ; 2. that of the Mosaic Dispen-
sation ; 3. that of the Messiah. Thus the sense

will be, " upon whom the end of the reons, or

ages, i. e. the last teon or age, is come, namely,"
the age of the Messiah, the last dispensation of
God to man.

12. An admonition is now subjoined, founded,

by conclusion, on the examples which had been
adduced of the consequences of abusing God's
mercy and long-suffering, by any kind of disobe-

dience to his will.—.] Namely, in sure acceptance with
God. . i. e. fall away from a state of grace,

aud relapse into sinful habits.
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Supper, the other from the sacrifices of the Jews
;

from which he at v. 20 draws the conclusion, that

Christians who were accustomed to be present at

heathen sacrificial feasts were considered by oth-

er heathens as persons favourable to their idola-

trous religion, in the same manner as those who
were present at the sacred feasts of the Christians,

thereby declared publicly that they belonged to

the society of Christians.

15. .'\ An expression meant
to soften the harshness of what he may have to

sav. The Apostle addresses them as persons of

wisdom and judgment, because they valued them-
selves on their superior knowledge, and in order

that he might make his appeals to their reason and
conscience more effectual. See Theodoret.

16. TO rtoTi'ifiiov .] This is best explained

as put for \', ('' the cup for,

or over which, we give thanks to God,") and it is

supposed to have been a popular phrase to denote
the Eucharist, and adopted from what was called
" the cup of blessing " at the Paschal feast. See
Note on Matt. xxvi. 26. "O\ is exegeti-

cal of the. ., and (according to the opinion

of most of the more eminent Interpreters, ancient

and modern, is put for' 3 \. [i. e. ^^-
'^'] '.

In , &C. many Commentators think

that the signifies '• is a symbol of" But it

may more simply be taken in the usual sense,

and, conjoined with ., be regarded as a popu-

lar form of expression : thus the best Commenta-
tors, ancient and modern, adopting a metonymical
mode of interpretation, suppose the passage to be
equivalent to : - o'l- rd .. ; Tiv\. . . ' ; and
Chrys. paraphrases thus :

" Those who participate

in the Lord's Supper are, and thereby form one society

of worshippers of Christ, and commemorators of

his death and sacrifice for sm." The Accusatives

a^Tov and are regarded as put for b

ov \), <fec. ; or else is supplied. There
may, however, be an anacoluthoii, as at Soph.
CEd. Tyr. 451. X/yw if avipa, Sv, . The Apostle means to

argue, that as Christians who participate in the

Lord's Supper are supposed, by commemorating
his expiatory death, to be in communion with
Christ, and the Christian society ; so, by a parity

of reasonins:. those who participate in heathen
sacrificial feasts must thereby be supposed to be

in communion with idols and idolaters, or at least

to be favourably inclined to idolatry, Bp. War-
burton, Div. Leg. ix. 2. Vol. ,yi. 296, maintains,

that as the religious ordinances of the heathens,

here adverted to, were feasts upon sacrifice, so the

nature of the expression used by St. Paul plainly

denotes that he considered the Eucharist not
(with the Socinians) as a mere commemoration
of a dead benefactor^ but as a.feast upon sacrifice.

17. oTi —.'] This may be render-
ed :

' for as there is one loaf, so we, the many,
become one body ;" i. e. " as the loaf is one, so
ive, the many (i.e. we all) are one body," profess-

ing ourselves thereby to be all mem'bers of that

body of which Christ is the head. Thus (as

Hesych. shows) it is as if he had written :", ,' '
(Eph. iv. 4.) 8' noWoi (for ). The vords may be thus paraphrased, with
Bp, AVarburton, ubi supra: ' Our being partakers
of one bread (or loaf) in the communion makes
us, of many, [which we are by nature,] to become,
by grace, one body m Christ:" the communion
of the body and blood of Christ uniting the re-

ceivers into one body, by an equal distribution

of one common benefit." The loaves, or rather
cakes, of Judaea were usually (especially at the
Paschal feast) of a very large size ; so that a con-
siderable number may be supposed to partake in

common of one of them.
18. & -, &c.] Another example,

to show the force which is inherent in a feast
conjoined with religious observances; and that
taken from the customs of the Israelites; who
used, at festivals, to make an entertainment of
the relics of the victims not only for their ser-

vants, but for strangers. (Pott.) By.
are here denoted the natural descendants

of Israel as a nation,— Jews by birth, who wor-
shipped God by sacrifices, and were as yet uncon-
verted to the Christian religion. The sense of' o'l ., &c. is, " Are not those, who eat of the
flesh of the victims, supposed to be participators
in the sacrifice on the altar ; and of the benefits
of that sacrifice. The application is left to be
supplied, which is : ' 7, . Now
that was supposed to bring them in communion
with the Deity ; especially as He was supposed
to be personally, though invisibly, present. In-
deed, that communion was implied by the bene-
fits, vhether real, or (as in the case of the heath-
ens) imaginary, being confirmed by a pact or con-
vention between the sacrificer and his God. See
Warb. ubi supra.

19— 22. The .\postle here shows that, even
their own premises being conceded, the conclu-
sion they draw would not follow ; since the
ground of censure consisted in tliis.— that the
Pagans must necessarily suppose that Christians,
who were present at their sacred feasts, worship-
ped the deities, to whose honour those feasts were
instituted. (Krause.)— ;—.] The sense is :

" What
is my meaning ? " That an idol is any thing, i. e.

has any divinity ; or, that the idol-meat is any
thing? (i. e. differs from other meats.) iVo; this

is not my meaning.
20. «' .] Render, " No ; but my meaning

is, that," &c. This ellipsis of after an in-

terrogation is occasionally found, both in the
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Scriptural and Classical writers So Arrian (cit-

ed by Raphel) : ftfi /^) ;. add Liban.

Or. 104. D. av&ptiog ;
'. The words a •— are

(as .Schleus. remarks) taken from Deut. xxxii. 17.

By the /'. are meant the falsely called deities

of the heathens, elsewhere termed'.
— ii ., &c.] "Now I would not wish

you," &c. By., &c. see JMote supra,

V. IS.

21. oi'] q. d. '/Ye cannot, consistently
;

it is not suitable, and therefore not lawful for

you." " The inconsistency (as Bp. Warhurton
shows) was this : that they who eat and drink in

the /east on that sacrifice are partakers of the sup-
posed benefits of the sacrifice, and consequently
are parties to the federal rites which confirmed
those benefits : so that the same man could not,

consistently with himself, be partaker of both
tables, the Lord's and that of devils. The in-

consistency arising from the Pagan and Christian

rites having one common nature, (a feast or sacri-

fice,) which, springing from contrary originals,

destroy one another's effects."

and signify, per merismon,
a partaking of the Lord's Supper. The expression' -. ii'lludes to the wine partly poured
out and partly drunk at the sacrificial feasts : the. ., to the banquet set out. from the

remains of the victim, for the votaries, in the

temple or elsewhere. Krause observes, that--
depends upon understood ; of which very

rare plena locniio he adduces an example from
Lysiaa. I add ^scliyl. Agam. 490. oh

—''' .
22. The Apostle here intimates, that to at-

tempt such an inconsistency must be highly dis-

pleasing to God. may signify either

to excite any one to jeaknisy. or to an<j,er. The
former sense (which is chiefly adopted by the

earlier Interpreters) has much to recommend it

in the usage of the Sacred writers ; but the lat-

ter, which is preferred by most of the recent Ex-
positors, is more agreeable to what follows,. , in which something is required

to be supplied ; q. d. "' Are we strons;er than He,
[that we can venture to brave his wrath ?] The
two senses, however, merge into each other ; the

jealousy, and the anger of God being convert-

ible terms ; and accordingly united in a parallel-

ism at Ps. Ixxix. 5 ; where the noble exclamation
(misunderstood by the Translators) ought to be

thus rendered: " How long, Lord, wilt thou be

angry 1 — for ever ? How long shall thy jealousy

burn like fire ?— for ever ? " Tlie repetition is

required by the context, and admitted by the pro-

prietas linguce. For we have here an example of

the Synthetic or Constructive parallelism, on which
Bee Bp. Lowth de Sacr. P. Lect. xix., and Bp.

Jebb, Sacr. Lit., p. 27, of whom the latter well

observes, that " in this kind of construction a

part is sometimes to be supplied in the latter

line, taken from the former, as Job xxvi. 5."

This view is confirmed by Jerem. iv. 4. " Lest
my fury come forth like fire, and burn that none
can quench it." See also Ezek. xxxvi. 5. By
" like fire " is meant " so as not to be satisfied."

For at Prov. xxx. 16. Jire is numbered among the
" four things which say not it is enongli." Of
course, the jealousy here spoken of is to be un-
derstood ; the relation of God to

his chosen people being in Scripture often com-
pared with that of the husband to the wife.

23. The Apostle now reverts back to the ob-

jections at vi. 12. He shows that some limita-

tions must be assigned to their Christian liberty,

and general expediency and mutual edification

consulted, in the use even of things lawful. The
here is in son^e MSS., Versions, and Fathers,

not found, and is cancelled by Griesb., Krause,
and Pott ; but without reason : for the suspicion

that it may have been introduced from vi. 12.

seems ungrounded. I rather agree with Rinck,
that the Apostle seems to have here, as often,

repeated the same objection in the same words, as

at vi. 12. It is surely, as Rinck says, less credi-

ble that the Eastern Recension should have re-

peated from the parallel passage, than that the
Western should have thrown it out, probably from
mistaking its scope. " Vereor enim (he shrewd-
ly adds) ne quis censor Alexandrinus verba

non pro objectione alterius acceperit

;

et demiratus, cur ad apostolum ipsum referrentur,

pronomen damnaverit." Indeed, I see not how
the can well be dispensed with,— since in

the latter, at least, of the two clauses it is em-
phatical, having reference to rdv or, as was seen by Chrys. and Crellius,

—

and as, indeed, is plain from the next verse. At
any rate, contains the objection of
the Corinthians, and the words following its an-

siver. Theodoret, indeed, to prevent the w'ords

from being referred to the Apostle, places a mark
of interrogation after. But this destroys

the beautiful, so frequent with the Apos-
tle, and found in the Avords immediately preced-
ing; which, it may be observed, serves to con-
firm the here.

24. —.] Many regard this as a

general gnome, comparing that in 1 Cor. xiii.:
'•' Charity seeketh not her own." That passage,

however, is not of general application ; nor as-

suredly is this. Both are to be restricted to the

case in question, and the subject matter. Here
there can only be reference to the use of idol

meats, and other ^. The passage is evi-

dently meant to nnfold a sentiment which was
only implied in the preceding verse ; and the

sense is :
" Let no man consider how his actions

affect himself only, but also others ;
" meaning,

that we must not consider our own gratification,

when it injures the spiritual welfare of others."^ is not found in several MSS. of the

Western recension, as also some Versions and
Fathers, and is cancelled by Griesb. But there
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is no sufficient ground to cancel, though there

may be to suspect the authenticity of the word.

25. !}' .] The best recent Commenta-
tors consider this as put for scil. -., " examining no kind of meat,
to see [whether it be idol-meat or not]." And
this interpretation is supported by the follow-

ing. See Note on Acts xvii. 11. -
may refer either to the conscience of others

(i. e. lest by so doing you raise needless scruples),

or i/oiir own; i.e. lest, on inquiry, you should

learn that it is idol-meat, and your conscience be
wounded, if you eat it ; or, if you ascertain that

it is not so, your conscience be unnecessarily

disturbed.

26. —.] This refers only
to the second interpretation of., q. d. [You
need none of you feel scruples in your own
minds ;] for as the earth and all its productions
are the Lords, so there is nothing na/nrallij im-
pure, but it is only so in the opinion of any one.\( here signifies whatever fills up the world,
all God's creatures, animate or inanimate. So

in Ps. xcvi. 11.

27.] for frf ic'i-vov.

28. 6 (Kcivov—^.] I have in Recens.
Synop. shown that the sense is, " on account of,

in deference to the scruples of the informant; "

and that the words following, Kat . are
exegetical of the foregoing, and put for., or ; also that there is a
Hendiadys for iia . scil.

; the full sense being, '' Eat not, out of
respect to the conscientious scruples of your in-

formant."
The next clause, —, is ab-

sent from almost all the uncial MSS., and in

general, those of the Western recension, as also
the Syr., Vulg., Cop., Sahid., ^Eth., Arm., and
Italic Versions, and several Fathers ; it is reject-

ed by almost every Critic, and cancelled by
Griesb., Tittm., Vat., and Pott. This, however,
rests solely on internal evidence ; the great ob-
jection to the clause being, that it seems super-

fluous. But to this it might be replied, How,
then, came such a superfluous clause to be intro-

duced into the great bulk of MSS. ? Unless
this could be satisfactorily accounted for, the
question would have to be decided in favour of
the clause. But here it is acutely remarked by
Beng., Griesb., and Rinck :

" Ad v. 2(), vocabulo
utrinque praevio, librarius Orient, reci-

dit." This is, I think, satisfactory ; and, consid-
ering that, admitted , the clause cannot be made
apposite without supposing the omission of a very
long sentence to which it misht be referred, I

must decide against its authenticity. It is not,
however, to be accounted an interpolation (as

Dr. Burton terms it) ; for then surely no reason
could be imagined whij it should have been in-

VOL. II.

terpolated ; but we may rather suppose it intro-

duced by careless scribes from the Margin.
29.^— .'] This is a further ex-

planation of the foregoing; q. d. I used the word^ simply ; which, nevertheless, I wish to

be understood not so much of your oicn con-
science (for ijou who have knowledge are, I know,
not troubled by the promiscuous use of food), but
that of others who possess not that knowledge,
and are easily disquieted. (Pott.)

— , &c.] The sense of this

clause has been not a little disputed. By many
Expositors the words are regarded as not the
words of the Apostle, but an ohjection of the Co-
rinthians to his directions, in the sense :

" Why
is my liberty to be thus judged of or determined
by other men's consciences, or restrained out of

regard to the conscience of others
;

q. d. I may
have it, though I forbear to exercise it. on account
of their scruples." Thus the words following are

explained :
" If I partake [of the meat] with

thankfulness, why," &c. But that these are the

words of an objector is negatived by the; and
surelv to suppose them so without proof were un-

critical. Besides, when St. Paul is introducing

the words of an objector, he always, I believe,

sithjoins an answer ; whereas, none such is found
here ; for to suppose it at v. 31 is utterly without
foundation ; and the supplementutn in the place
of it, introduced by some, is quite unauthorized.

There is every reason, with the ancient and the

most eminent modern Commentators, to suppose
the vords those of the Apostle, and intended as a
caution (sugcrested bv the use oC) to the

following effect : "For why is my liberty to be
so exercised as to be condemned by another's

conscience [while I do what he thinks wrong,
but I believe to be riaht]." Thus v. .30 may be
rendered :

' If I, by [Divine] grace, be a partak-

er of this liberty, why should I so use it as to be
evil spoken of for the use of that liberty for which
I am thankful ; i. e. why am I to occasion cen-
sure and ffive offence by the rash and imprudent
use of that liberty, for the possession of which I

am thankful ? " So Theodoret : ' ()3( . This in-

terpretation is strongly confirmed by the context;
and there is nothing philoloricalhj unsound in it

:

for may verv well be taken for-, Or\7. ' is for,
which occurs in Rom. xv. 20. and Thucyd. I. 78.

1. XapiTt may better be rendered "by grace,"

than " with thankfulness," vhich would require'. The may, with Hevdenr., be taken
for , althoudi (r^x) as in 1 Cor. ix. 2. 2 Cor.
xiii. l-t. The above view of the sense is con-

firmed by the authority of Theodoret. Beza, Cal-
vin, Pise. Est., Bp. Hiill. Wolf, Locke, Rosenm.,
Krause, Newc, and Hevdenr. Of these, Calvin

has ably proved such to be the sense, observing:
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" Admonet Paulus quantum inconimodi sequa- wound their conscience, lead them into sin, and
tur, si promiscun libertate nostra utamur, cum imperil their souls. The - must be taken
offensione proximorum, quod scilicet earn damna- with due limitation. (See Calvin.) The words
bunt. Hoc periculum nisi cavemus, vitiamus seem meant to suggest the principle, which alone
nostro abusu libertatem." would make the rule of " pleasing all men "' a safe

I cannot omit to remark one peculiarity un- one,— namely, by not consulting his own interest,

touched on by all the Commentators, and yet but the spiritual good of his fellow Christians,
closely connected witli the true interpretation of
the passage, and for want of seeing which many XI. 1. — Xpioroi?.] This verse is closely
have missed the sense. I mean that idiomatical, connected with the last of the preceding Chapter,
and perhaps popular or provincial use of the Pi-fs- from which it ought not to have been separated.
ent tense, by which it denotes not what is, but The words are added, to preclude
what is to he, or ourrlu to be. Something like the idea of his holding himself up as a prmarj/ ex-
this occurs in our own tongue, in the lax and ample.
little exact language of common life. And the The Apostle now proceeds to treat of various
use of the Present for the Future, common in Ecclesiastical matters, and censures certain irreg-

Scripture, is nearly allied to it. The ii, omitted ularities which had occurred in the assemblies
in many of the best MSS. and Versions, several for divine worship, or for religious purposes.
Fathers, and the Ed. Princ, is rejected by most 2. .'] As they were chargeable with some
Editors, and cancelled by ]Matth.,Griesb., Tittm., inattention to his directions, the expression must
Vater, and Pott ; and rightly, I conceive. It be taken, with limitation, to mean, " vpon the

arose, I suspect, from misapprehension of the true inhole, ye have been observant of my ordinances."
sense of the passage. By the nupabu are meant the dirertiojis, in/unc-

31. c'trt — notctTc] It has been well tions, and ordinances, whether written or oral,

observed by Grot., that the scope of the admoni- which the Apostle had left with them, or transmit-
tion is, to bid them beware, lest by any act of ted to them, for the regulation of the Church,
theirs, under any circumstances, the glory of God Thus the word is often used in the sense precept,

(namely, by the spread and influence of the Gos- institution, &c. So 2 Thess. ii. 13.:
pel) should be injured. The sense comprehends 56, &, bia \, ' (5 tVi-

a o-enerd/ under a pa)ViCi//(;i- admonition ; and the oToh-jc. "In matters (observes Rosenm.) re-

is conclusive ; what is said in this and the two specting the preservation of order and decorum,
following verses being the conclusion deduced there were many things which in themselves did
from what has been brought forward in the three not concern religion, but which it was advisable

foregoing Chapters. Render: " Upon these prin- to have established on general rules, lest discor-

ciples, then, act ;— in whatever ye eat and drink, dant customs or disputes should injure the Church,
and in all your conduct, keep an eye to the srlory and from disputes schisms should arise."

of God ; and do not injure the cause of religion 3. \ ii' ,&,.'] This is closely con-
by throwing stumbling-blocks in the way either nected with the caution given at x. 21. and the

of unbelievers, to hinder them from embracing it, general admonition at x. 30. And the Apostle

or of weuk and scnipnlons believers, to shake their means now to draw their attention to certain cases

attachment to it. With the sentiment the Com- in which thev had abused their Christian liberty

mentators compare that of Socrates ap. Plato 35. in things indifferent, and thereby occasioned great

C. apa ai'T'T) , (- offence to the Jews, the Gentiles, and even Chris-

cTtov . jf f i^i hiiKrj , tians themselves. That they may be the better

inatnvTi^ , 7'. disposed to obev his present injunctions, he begins
32. .] The sense is :

" Be not with commending their obedience aforetime. In

any occasion of stumbling, either to the Jews, or / we have a form of serious ex-

Greeks, or Christians ; " "Beware lest the Jews hortation to attend to what is going to be said,

have it to say, that you are not sincere worship- and implying that it is spoken authoritatively.

pers of the true God ; lest the Greeks say that So I find in an Epistle of a Roman Proconsul to

you think there is no liarm in idolatry ; and lest the Milesian Magistrates, Joseph. Ant. xiv. 10.

Christians weak in the faith be induced to forsake 21. oZv ', Ang. I wish you to

their Christian profession." (Rosenm.) mind this.

33. ] i. e. I endeavour to please —' navrb? avSpoc, &c.] The Apostle (doubt-

them (see Pearce). I consider what will approve loss in answer to some inquiry in the letter of the

itself to them ; avoiding what will throw a stum- Corinthians) proceeds to treat of the behaviour of

bling-block in the way of their faith, defile and women who were moved.by inspiration to speak
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in their assemblies. And first, as to whether the
women ought to have their heads covered. Now
this question the Apostle thought proper to treat

as one closely connected both with the subjection

of wives to their husbands, and with the honour of
the htisbands ; which would be disgraced by any
such impropriety in their demeanour, as might be
imputed to levity, or such violation of custom, as

would imply insubordination. See xiv. 34. 1 Tim.
ii. 12. jN'ow the custom was, for all married
women, as well as single ones, to wear veils in

public. Hence to depart from that custom (which
was regarded as symbolical of subjection to her
husband, and amongst the Jews was a token of
modesty) would be to act out of character, and
thus occasion disgrace to the husband, and scan-

dal to the Church in the eyes of the heathens.
This disorderly practice had, no doubt, first arisen
among the Gentile converts ; and has been, with
great probability, ascribed to an imitation of the
custom of the heathen priestesses, to prophesy,
or otherwise discharge their religious functions,
unveiled. In fact, it was the custom for all women
to attend the sacred rites in the temples with
heads uncovered. All this, however, was directly

the reverse among the Jews and Jewish converts.

Consequently, when the practice arose, it was
(as deviating from what had been hitherto the
custom) sure to be imputed by the heathens to

immodest feeling, especially since, in the heath-
en temples, the women being (there alone) un-
veiled, led to that familiarity between the sexes,
which often produced very improper results.

Hence it is strictly forbidden. The Apostle,
however, insists first on the argument as regards
the dishonour done to the husband, by thus seem-
ingly disavowing his authority. And he contrasts

the case of covering the head during public wor-
ship, as regarded the women and the men re-

spectively. Upon the whole, it must be borne in

mind, that all that is here said has respect only
to those times, places, and opinions, where the

customs were directly the reverse of our own.
And accordingly it is of no further importance to
us than as furnishing us with a principle of uni-
versal application— namely, that Christians must
not, in externals, rashly recede from decorum

;

that in things indifferent they should use the same
manners and customs as their contemporaries and
fellow-countrymen; so that whatever may be
accounted as base must be abstained from, though
it may in itself have nothing wrong, in order to

avoid all suspicion or offence : and, above all, that

in public assemblies for religious worship, per-

sons of both sexes should assume such dress and
demeanour, as are, according to the custom of
the country, thought decorous and suitable to

their respective relations to each other, and to

the common Head of the Church ;
" so that all

things mav be done decently and in order."
— is here for, as in A.chmet cited

by Wolf. Dr. Burton regards the order of the
sentence as inverted. I* ought, he thinks, to be :

/cc^'iA// '& &' b-'] b. Ouvht, however,
is an inappropriate term. It misht have been so
written ; but it is quite as correct, and more nat-

ural as it is. Had St. Paul indeed, %vritten the

sentence with rhetorical exactness, he would prob-
ably have employed the particles of comparison

and ', and framed it thus : avipi;
b , i• b avtiq,'

b . It is well observed by Dr. Burton, that

b would have been enough
for the argument : but that St. Paul adds the anal-
ogy of order and subordination in the church.
The best Commentators, ancient and modern,

are generally agreed that Christ is here represented
as subordinate to God, considered as Mediator;
in which relation he received his kingdom from
Him (see xv. 27. John xvii. 2. Heb. ii. 8.);
though Mr. Holden is of opinion that " there is

a/so a reference to Christ's subordination to the
Father, even in his nature, as deriving his essence
and perfections by an eternal generation from the
Father." Yet how one can be engrafted on the
other, it is not easy to see. And, after all, it may
be best to suppose, with Theodoret, Ambrose, and
Heydenr., that there is simply a reference to the
human nature of Christ. So Ambrose refers the
expression " ad assumptam carnem, quia Divinitas,
utpote creatrix, caput est creaturse."

4. On the sense of- in this and the
next verse, Commentators are not agreed. Some,
as T. Aquinas, Beza, Calvin, Parapus, and Dr.
Burton, take it to signify to interpret Scripture
under Divine inspiration. Others (as Est, Wells,
and Bp. Pearce), to teach, and communicate by in-
spiration the doctrines of revelation. Since, how-
ever, the word is in the next verse applied to
icomen (who it appears from xiv. .34. sq. were not
permitted to teach and preach in public), most
Commentators for the last century, to avoid this

difficulty, have adopted the interpretation of
Menoch. and Mede ; to sing sacred hymns under
the impulse of the Holy Spirit. But such a sense
of the word is unauthorized. The first men-
tioned sense is liable to the same objection as the
second; though, in fact, that would seem to hold
equally against evenj possible one ; for the Apos-
tle says in the same Chapter, v. 14.. that " it is

a shame for a woman to speak in the Church."
Bp. Pearce, however, maintains that teaching is

consistent with both the above passages ; since
here it is teaching by divine inspiration ; (a cir-

cumstance quite extraordinary) which is not the
case in those passages ; for (continues he) " when
St. Paul imposes silence on women in the
Church, he means silence not in opposition to
any gift of the Spirit; but to the desire, which
those who had not the Spirit mieht have, of in-

structing others, or being themselves instructed
in Christian knowledge." I see not, however,
why he should confine the sense to teaching. It

m.ay, I think, denote every otiier sort of speak-
ing, under divine inspiration, to edification, ex-
hortation, and instruction, in addition to that of
praijing just before mentioned ; all equally ful-

filling the prophecy of Joel ii. 2S. applied by St.

Paul, Acts ii. 17., to the times of the Gospel,
namely, that their daughters should prophesy.
This view is much confirmed by Heydenr., who
understands. here " de actu sacro singular!,

ad sineulos singulasque duntaxat charismatibus
extraordinariis prseditos et instructos pertinente."
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At sub. , scil., which in things pertaining to religion
;
yet nature her-

is expressed in a passage of Plutarch cited by self requires that the superiority should be con-
Krause. As to the sense in this ceded to the man in rfomesi/c and ciriZ affairs ; and
and the next verse, Commentators are divided the Law of God, by its injunctions, confirms

in opinion, whether the word should be talien those dictates. See more in Heydenr. First,

in its figurative sense, as just before, or in its the Apostle, at v. 7., draws a contrast between
natural one. One thing seems certain, that as the man and the woman, as to the use of head-
there are two propositions affirmed, of the man, covering in public. The vian (he says) ought
and of the woman, in the same terms, it would not to employ it, as being ,
be harsh to interpret one in the natural, and the image of God, as holding, in delegation from
the other in the figurative sense. Nay thus Him, the governance of all creatures (Gen. i. 26,
the import of might be thrice changed 27. Ps. viii. 4— 6. Wisd. ix. 2.), including wo-
in the compass of three short verses; which man. Man is thus considered as a type of God,
would be very harsh. And as in the case of the just as a viceroy was called <' ,
woman the natural sense is plainly alluded to in a ray from his brightness, and shining (like the
the words following, and therefore cannot be ex- moon) witli borrowed light. In this is implied
eluded : so also it cannot well be excluded in the the duty of consulting the glory of God, by not
case of the man. And yet the context (at v. 3.) abandoning the place of dignity assigned by God.
strongly supports the metaphorical sense ; which. As to the woman, the contrary is meant to be as-

indeed, is the most /mporta/ii, and was probably serted of her. And the sense, if expressed at full

most in the mind of the Apostle. So Heydenr. length, would be : [
assigns as the sense :

'' Christus viri, vir mulieris on] . The woman is said to be
dominus est ; dominum ergo suum, Christum, in the same sense as the man is

vir, si caput operiat; dominum suum maritum, si , and with the same additional meaning by
retegat caput, dedecorat mulier." See also Cal- implication ; i. e. she was created out of him, and
vin. In order to remove the above difficulty, it for his use, and therefore ought not only to be
should seem best to suppose, with Heydenr., that subject to him, but should so act as to contribute

there is intended a nnion of the two senses, per to his credit and honour. See 2 Cor. viii. 23. 1

amphiboliam, either, as he supposes, by engrafting Thess. ii. 20.

the metaphorical sense on the natural, or (which, 8, 9. Here are shown the grounds of this infe-

I think, is preferable) by understanding the met- riority, 1. in respect of nature, by the woman
aphorical sense to be the principal, and the nat- having been formed from the man; (Gen. ii. 18—
ural the sjiiorrfiwaic, or under sense, in the case 21.) 2. In pos/crionVi/ of creation ; 3. in purpose

of the woman. And thus there may also be of creation, namely, to be a helpmeet for him.
supposed a double sense of-, per Dilo- Now siibserviency implies inferiority.

giam; denoting, in the former case, 1. to insult, 10. —. There are few
or disparage, namely, by contravening the in- passages that have so perplexed the Commenta-
tentions of the Great Head of the Church, or tors as the present. The difficulty centres in the
disobeying her head : 2. to disgrace or dishonour meaning of the terms and, which,
namely, by acting out of character, and violating though in themselves plain, yet seem to yield,

common propriety. Now, in the case of the according to tlieir ordinary import, no very appo-
man, to carry the symbol of subjection (i. e. site sense. The former is by almost all Corn-
having the head covered up in public) was tan- mentators explained to mean a i'fiV. But, from
tamount to actini; like a woman, and consequently the context, and from its being at v. 15. inter-

disgracing his dignity as a man. In the case of changed with 7rfpi/?(iX«ioi', it should rather seem to

the woman, the Apostle (to represent the dis- mean a kerchief (couvre-chef ). So Theophyl.
honour in the strongest point of view) says, it is . is plainly the name of the arti-

one and the same thing (i. e. as bad) as if her cle of dress in question (of which mention is made
head were sliaven ; for that is the force of the in Ruth iii. 15. Is. iii.23. Comp. v.7.), and is best

idiom , "let her even be shorn," left untranslated.— i.e. E.vousia. Ofthisuseof
i.e. she may (i.s well be shorn; which, it has the word (exceedingly rare) wi*• example has been
been fully shown, was regarded as the greatest adduced by Olearius, from Callistratus, who uses

possit)le disfigurement and disgrace to a woman
;

the expression to denote a kind

and was only adopted in extreme grief, or in- of topping, composed of braids of hair. So also

flicted, as a mark of infamy, on adulteresses or the Latin Imperimn is used in the later writers.

harlots. TT'/»/ it was so called, has been not a little dis-

7— 12. The scope of this portion is further to puted. That tlie point should be involved in

illustrate the impropriety of such an abandon- obscurity, is no wonder, considering that the roiio

ment of the veil (or rather coif, i. e. head-cover- appellationis, in names of thiniis is often a matter

ing). as being alike a dishonouring of the man, of the greatest uncertainty. The term evidently

and a disgracing of the woman. For that not- denotes power , or anthoritij ; but with what re/er-

withstanding the woman enjoys the same dignity <=race Expositors are not agreed. The ancient
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and most modern ones suppose it to have been less cogent one would be subjoined ";— this is

so called, as being emblematical of the authority surely being too hypercritical, not to say disre-

of the husband over the wife : while many recent spectful to the sacred \vriter. And certainly there

Expositors have adopted the opinion of Salma- is no reason why the Apostle should not strength-

sius and others, that it is so called, not with en his injunction by the addition of a considera-

reference to the authority of the husband over tion which, though less powerful, yet was likely

the vife, but of the married woman over the to have material force,— though it would be

maiden. Yet, notwithstanding that there is rather in the way of appeal to their feelings than

much to countenance this opinion, it must, I argument. As an illustration of which, it may
think, be abandoned; the other view being far be sulficient to notice another similar passage of

more suitable to the context and the scope of the Apostle at 1 Tim. v. 21. Atauapioa
the Apostle's argumentation. Thus the sense is, ,
"For that reason (i.e. in acknowledgment of , , &c. In the

the superiority of the husband, whose delegated present instance, where propriety and decorum
authority she holds) the wife ouglit to have on were more particularly concerned, none surely

her head an -ExoMiM." This article of dress con- could be fitter objects by whom to make the

sisted of a piece of cloth of a square form thrown appeal, than those "ministering spirits, sent

over the head and tied under the chin : of which forth to minister unto those who shall be heirs

the most exact representation I have seen is in of salvation" (see iv. 9.), and who, by their pe-

an ancient family picture in the possession of my culiar characteristics of purity, humility (see Is.

excellent friend. Sir Frederic Fowke, Bart., of vi. 2.), and preservation of that subordination, in

Lowesby Hall, Leicestershire. which we have reason to suppose the various

It still remains, however, to consider the sense orders are placed, would feel peculiarly grieved

of the following words, iut , which (from the interest which they take in the con-

have been thought to involve even more diffi- cerns of ?nen, considered as the lower family of

culty than the former. Most Commentators, God, see iv. 9.), at any such violation of the cus-

adopting the usual signification of, take ternary forms of propriety and decorum as might

the sense to be, " through reverence of the bring scandal on the Christian name. On the

Angels;" who, according to what we read in va- subject of the presence of Angels in places of

rious parts of Scripture, were ministering spirits Divine worship, the following examples and illus-

attendant on the house of God, and symbols of trations (selected out of a great number adduced
his presence. To others, indeed, this has ap- by the Commentators) are important in defend-

peared so little satisfactory, that they have sought ing the usual interpretation. Fs. cxxxviii. 1.

out such a signification of, as, however Sept. . (Compare also

rare in itself, might yield a more suitable sense.

Thus some of the recent Commentators under-

stand it oC spies, sent by the heathen to watch for

and report any improprieties, that might occur

V. "Z.) Philo de aniore reckons among the audi-

tors of the hymns sung at the Temple -,[ ,^ (i. . Out of tune,

at the Christian assemblies. A method of expo- inharmonious, incongruous). So also, in the most
sition liable to insuperable objections, stated by ancient Liturgies and the Const. Apost. viii. 4.

me in Recens. Synop. Other interpretations angels are supposed to be present at Divine wor-

have been adopted, which it is not necessary to ship, especially on solemn occasions,— either as

notice, and conjectures proposed of the most im- joining in the services, or as being witnesses to

probable kind. Were any conjecture allowable what takes place, and also, as we read in Origen
in a case where the MSS. all unite in the pres- C. Cels. L. v. p. 233., in order that they may
ent reading, I should venture to propose - convey the prayers of the just to the throne of, meaning such persons of the heathens God.
as being permitted to attend at the Christian 11,12. The sense of these verses is well ex-

places of worship, would be likely to notice and pressed by Bp. Middl. thus : Notwithstanding,

ridicule any such impropriety as that in question, (such is the ordinance of God) neither is any man
The abbreviation for might easily be con- brought into being without the intervention of a

founded with . This conjecture, however, woman, nor any woman without that of a man

;

has no support from MS. authority. And to sup- for as (v. 12.) the woman (i. e. women generally)

pose, with Dr. Owen and Abp. Newc. (what had is originally from the man, so the man (i. e. men
also occurred to myself), that the words iiH generally) is brought into being by the interven-

are a marginal gloss, is running counter tion of the woman (i. e. women) : these and all

to all the MSS., and indeed violating probabili- other things are ordained by the wisdom of God.
ty itself; for the words would, in effect, be no It is well remarked by Calvin :

" Hoc additum
gloss at all. They might rather be a marginal est, partim ad cohibendos viros, ne mulieribus in-

remark, introduced trom the ancient Scholiasts, sultent : partim ad consolandas mulieres, ne aegre

But the number and extreme antiquity of our ferant subjectionem. Hac, inquit, lege sexus vi-

MSS., which all unite in the present reading, rilis eminet supra muliebrem, ut mutua benevo-
forbid this notion. Upon the whole, as we are lentia inter se conjuncti esse debeant : neque
not authorized to deviate from the received read- enim alter potest altero carere." The words
ing,— so, I apprehend, it involves no such difficul- ii- scil. are meant for both

ty as to make us abandon tlie usual interpretation, sexes, denoting that all these matters were or-

As to what is urged by Pearce and Newc, that dained to be as they are, by the providence of
" a just and sufficient reason having been assigned God.
before, we can scarcely suppose that a new and 13. The Apostle here adds another proof of
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the impropriety of the thing in question, deduced
from the natural feelmgs of good sense and deco-

rum. For (pbaii is best explained of an " in-

stinctive and natural perception of what is right

or wrong ;
" though some interpret it of use and

custom; which, indeed, merges into the forego-

ing, since use is second nature. On tlie custom
of men's wearing their hair long, and the origin,

and cause of it, see Recens. Synop. ^ aurri" k.,

" it is an ornament to her, and becomes her."

jrtpi/3 ,
" as a sort of natural covering, or

veil."

16. ioKtl \. .'] This is well explained by
Luth.,Casaub.,Grot., and Wets., " thinks good ;

"

i. e. " is pleased, to be contentious or disputatious

[on this matter]." After that there seems to be
a clause omitted,— namely,/' •'.— —.] " Such a custom is

neither tolerated by us Apostles, nor in use in

the churches of God generally." " Thus (ob-

serves Abp. Newc.) to the contentious he speaks
with authority ; to others, with deference."

17— 22. The Apostle now brings forward
another exception to the general commendation
which he had bestowed on them, as to attention

to his directions and ordinances : and that was in

the celebration of public worship, and especially

the Lord's Supper. He complains of their great

divisions and factions,— and, as consequent there-

upon, their irregularities in the celebration of the

Lord's Supper ; which vere so great as almost to

utterly pervert the of its institution : in

order to remedy these, he reminds them of its

first institution and purpose.

17. TovTo. (., &c.] The full sense is :

" While I am giving you this direction, I cannot

but take occasion to censure you, on the ground
that." &.C. In . tlierc is an elegant meiosis,

of which examples are adduced by Raphel and
Wets, from Aristoph., Plato, and Xenoph. See
more in my Note on Thucyd. v. 10.5. The de-

notes not purpose, but result : which was not edi-

fication, but the reverse.

18.^ —.'] Expositors are

not agreed whether means ecclesia, or

ccetit, I. e. assembly. The former interpretation"

is maintained by Grot., Est., Fuller, and Mede.
But the arguments they urge (some of them in-

conclusive) only prove that the word maij have
that sense ; not that it mi/.9<. Kay, the compari-

son with v. 20. leads to the contranj conclusion,

There is more reason to suppose (with Gamer.,
Pise, Wolf, and most of the recent Commenta-
tors,) that the expression means " ccetu [sacro],"

conventi/, assemhiii. A sense more suitable to

the Apostle's argument; which is to warn them
against dissensions in an assembly met together

for the worship of God. Besides,^. -
here cannot well differ in sense from the repe-

tition of the same thing, ^. ) at v.

20, which can only be understood of the assernbhj.

Not to say, that there is some reason to doubt
(with Dr. Burton) whether the word had
acquired the sense Church (as of a building) so
early. And although it would seem, by the an-

tithesis, to have that sense at v. 22, yet even there

it may only denote an assembly meeting in a par-
ticular place, i. e. a sense midway between ccetus

and ecclesia. The Article, indeed, here might
seem to decide in favour oi ecclesia : but it is not

found in many of the best MSS. and the Ed.
Princ, and was thrown out by Matthaei, Griesb.,

Knapp., Tittm., Vat., and Lachm.,— very prop-
erly ; for it was more likely to be inserted, by those

who wished to make the sense ecclesia certain,

than cancelled by those who sought to confirm the

sense asseinbly. That the later Fathers (espe-

cially the Latin ones) should have adopted the

sense ecclesia, would cause the Article to be in-

serted. And the circumstance of the Vulgate
having in ecclesia, would tend the same way ; con-

sidering what an effect the Vulgate had on the

Greek text of the MSS. of the Western and Af-

rican families.

19. , &c.] Here (like the expres-

sion at Matt, xviii. 7. and xxiv. 6.) does
not import absolute necessity, but, as Bp. Pearce
explains, " such as arises from the tendency of
several causes to effect it;" or, as Theophyl.
says, " it expresses what 7mi^t take place, while
men continue to be men ;

" q. d. It cannot but

be, from the passions of men, that divisions will

occur. " In this observation (says Bp. Warbur-
ton. Works, vol. x. p. 113.) the Apostle hints at

one condition of the jnoral u^orld, inseparable, as

it is at present constituted, from its existence,

—

a mixture of truth and falsehood, analogous to

things salutary and noxious in the natural. But,

in both worlds, the good produced by this mix-

ture is so eminent as fully to support the trite

observation, that eril 2cas suffered for the sake of
a greater good : a species of whicli is here men-
tioned, the manifestation of the approved." He
then shows at large the nature and the end of that

manifestation,— its benefits to the approved them-
selves, and to the Church at large ; evincing that

thus the evil of heresies, by the gracious disposi-

tion of things, is turned to good, and heresy, by a

contrary exertion, made to produce faith and
charity; and thus God's general providence, in

permitting evil to exist for the sake of good, and
in bringing good out of evil, is amply vindicated.

"Iva is here by many of the best Commentators,
ancient and modern, supposed to have, not the

causal, but tlie eventual force; q. d. whence it
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will come to pass, that they who are approved
will be made manifest. Yet this is somewhat
straining the sense ; and it is better to consider
tva as adverting to the purpose of God in permit-
ting this mixture of truth and falsehood in the
moral world.

20. Distinctius indicator, qua de causa et qua
ratione non in melius, sed in deterius conveniant.

(Heydenr.) On the expression '^. t-l tu alri,

see Note at Acts ii.

—' (57•.] On the sense of this ex-

pression some difference of opinion exists. By
modern Commentators it is usually supposed to

denote the Eucharist. And so Theodoret inter-

prets. The ancient Commentators in general,

and, of the modern ones, the Roman Catholic Ex-
positors almost universally, and some eminent
Protestant ones (as Grot., Michcelis, JNIarkl., and
Bp. Middl.,) suppose it to mean " a (or '• the ")

Lord's-day meal ; " understanding it of the Agapee,
or feasts of charity, which then preceded the Sa-
crament of the Lord's Supper. And certainly

itinvov is frequently used in the sense conmvium

:

and we find Tertullian (cited by Heydenr.) calling

the AgapcB a convivium dominicnm. Besides, as

Heydenr. remarks, it is clear from the whole con-
text that the Apostle in this passage had in mind
the Agapae ; since the abuses he censures are such
as do not well apply to the Eucharist, but rather

to the .«Vgapae. And yet, as Heydenr. admits, it

can as little be denied that the Apostle had in

view, at the same time, the Eucharist, which was
added to the Agaps as a post-coenum. For the
abuses that prevailed at the Agapas, are chiefly

censured on the ground that they made Christians
unfit for the worthy celebration of the holy .Sacra-

ment, and indeed involved contempt and desecra-
tion of that sacred rite ; as the Apostle sets forth

at large in a representation of the true nature and
purpose of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
It is therefore best to suppose (with Heydenr.)
that the Apostle has reference to the whole of
that Lord's-day solemnity, which was composed
of both Aziipa ami Enrhariit, in imitation of
Christ's last repast with his disciples, which con-
sisted of both the ordinary supper, and, after it,

the Lord's Supper, then instituted and celebrated
for the first time. Hence it is highly probable
that in the .\postolic age these Agapae took place
before, the celebration of the Eucharist; though
in after ages the reverse became customary, as

we may suppose, from the abuse of the Agapa;.

2L The .\postle here contrasts what the Feast
teas with what it ought to be. To h'nrvov\3. The ancient and almost all modern
Commentators, take. to mean " eateth be-
fore others." Mackn. and Dr. Burton, however,
explain it, "takes his own supper before the
Lord's Supper :

" which might, as far as the words
themselves go, be admitted, were it not for the iv

united with . as if to qualifij it.

But tlmt demands the first-mentioned sense

}

which also is far more agreeable to the context.

To Xhov' denotes the supper which each
one had brought as his own contribution to the
common meal. ., a7iiecapit, has reference to
the eagerness with which each one (of the richer
sort, we may presume) snatched up the food he
had brought, and filled himself therewith, before
the poorer class could well touch it ; which would
cause them (who had brought little or nothing
with them) to fare very scantily. And as this

(which is to be understood of the Agapa preceding
the Lord's Supper) was not an ordinary 7nefit, it

was a violation of propriety as as Christian
charilij so to act ; for though each brought his
own supper, yet when it had been thrown into the
common stock, it ceased to be his own. Thus
the plenty of some shamed the want of others

;

which occasioned heart-burnings, and so defeated
the very end of the solemnity. It is rightly re-

marked by the ancient Commentators, that the
ratio oppositi requires the word to be interpreted
only of satietij in both drinking and eating. We
need not suppose any drunkenness or gluttony.
See Note on John ii. 10. The fault with which
they are charged is sensualitij and selfishness at a
meal united with the Eucharistical" feast ; and
formed on such principles of Christian charity
and brotherly communion, as would be a proper
introduction to it; and ought, therefore, in spir-

ituality, to be assimilated to it.

22, '. ] " the congregation as-

sembled to worship God." ? . Sub.- ; i. e. those who had brought scanty pro-
vision, and who would thus be inhumanly put to
shame ; for, if they must struggle with want, they
ought to be left to bear it at horne, not shamed
with it by rude comparison with the plenty of
their richer brethren ; for (as an heathen Poet
feelingly observes), "Nil habet infelix pauper-
tas durius in se, Quam quod ridicules homines
facit !

"

23. To further show how unseemly and cen-
surable was the abuse in question, the .\postle
lays before them the whole history of the institu-

tion of the Lord's Supper ; that they might the
better understand the purpose of Him who insti-

tuted it, and thus more clearly see, that by such
conduct that puose was entirely frustrated.

I have in Rec. Synop. shown that,
&c., cannot be understood of tradition derived
•irom the other Apostles ; nor be supposed to de-
note merely, that the Eucharist is not the inven-
tion of himself or any man, but a Divine ordi-

nance ; but that the contest, and the parallel pas-
sages at 1 Cor. sv. 3. Gal. i. 11 &. 12. and 2 Cor.
xii. 1, admit no other sense but the following:—
"The institution which I am now about to treat

on, is what I myself received from the immediate
and personal commuiiicatiop. of the Lord himself,—
and, according to the express injunction therein
contained, is appointed for your observance. It

is not, therefore, of my own devising, nor that
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any man, but Divinely instituted, and conse-

quently imperatively binding on all Christians."

Uaptoi&oTo is rendered by most recent Interpre-

ters, " was delivered up." But though that be

the proper sense of the word, yet it is only with

the adjunct or, or tic : and
as treachery was combined with the delivering

up of Christ, and seems by the context to have

been in the mind of the Apostle, there is no rea-

son to abandon the common interpretation.

24., &c.] On this, and especially

on the, (signifies) see Note on x. 16. Matt,

sxvi. 26. Luke xxii. 19 & 20. The words,
are omitted in several MSS. of the Wes-

tern recension, the Italic, Copt., and Sahidic Ver-

sions, and some Fathers ; and are cancelled by
Griesb. and others. And indeed we may imag-

ine more reasons why the words should have been
inserted than ejected. But as the present account

bears a strong similarity to that of St. Luke, in

whom the words are not found, may we not sus-

pect that the early critics omitted the words, to

purposely make that correspondence the stronger ?

Besides the MSS. in question are all of the alter-

ed sort, and not many in number. That the words

are contained in the Peschito Syriac, is a proof

of their high antiquity. As to what some urge,

that the Apostle did not intend a statement of the

exact words of our Lord, it is a mere gratuitous

assumption.
signifies, by a significatio prcegnans,

" broken and given." , ,, " in

commemoration of my sacrifice, and the benefits

thereby imparted to all Christians."

26..] There is here asign. praegn.^

"ye proclaim and commemorate." At
there seems an omission of a clause, q. d.

" [And this you are to continue to do] till he

come."
27. ] " this being the case." i. e. such be-

ing the intent of the Lord's Supper. The best

Commentators are agreed that the \ is for .
^ must not be construed with/ (as

some recent Commentators contend), but be ta-

ken absolutely, in the sense " in a manner unwor-

thy of and unsuitable to the purposes for which
this right was instituted."

— IvnvoQ carat — Kupi'ov.] The sense is, "he
will be guilty with respect to the body," i. e.

guilty of profaning the symbols of the body and

blood of Christ, and consequently will be amena-
ble to the punishment due to such an irreverence,

and abuse of the highest of the means of grace.

So, in a kindred passage of James ii. 10.,

(scil.) ''?.
28. .'] Let him examine himself,

whether he eats it as he ought to eat the repre••

sentation of the Lord's body, and see whether he
hath the dispositions which the participation in

so holy a rite demands ; whether he feels a suita-

ble gratitude for the sacrifice it commemorates,
and is firmly resolved to observe the injunctions

of its Founder ; otherwise it will be taken not
only ineffectually, but, and therefore ^?«'/-

tily.

—\] "and [having] thns [examined
himself] ; " or, turn demum. So Chrys. 6.

29.] for, condemnation, and con-
sequently punishment, by the infliction of some
bodily infirmity, sickness, or death. ". &c. ; to further explain which the words

ri are added, which
the best Commentators interpret, " not distin-

guishing between the sacramental elements and
symbols of the Lord's body, from the food used
at an ordinary meal ;" thus making the eucharist

no more edifying than a common meal, by neg-
lecting to properly estimate the sacrifice of the
Lord typified in this holy rite. Ernesti, in his

Opusc. Theolog. p. 136, remarks, that this use of. is derived from the disiingnislting of meats
according to the Mosaic law, in which persons
are said not to distinguish meats, who eat alike

of meats pure and unclean, or forbidden, without
distinction, regarding the profane and forbidden
as lawful and permitted.

30. iia TovTo] i. e. because of their partaking
of the sacrament unworthily. For almost all

Expositors, ancient and modern, are agreed that

the Apostle means to make his warning of future

punishment for such abuse the more effectual, by
adverting to what had already taken place, in the

sickness and mortality which had been inflicted.' and are nearly synonymous
terms ; but the latter the stronger, and exegeti-

cal of the former. As is almost always
used in the N. T. of the death of the rigliteoys,

we may presume that the Apostle has reference

to those who, although they had been visited

with the temporal punishment of death, yet had,

before they died, made their peace with God, by
sincere repentance. Or we may suppose (with

Scott) that the Apostle charitably takes it for

granted.

Notwithstanding the presumptuous attempts

of certain foreign Commentators to explain away
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the reality of the judicial inflictions of temporal
punishments, they must certainly be considered
as proceeding from God, and as altogether super-
natural (similar to others mentioned at Acts v. 5.

1 Cor. V. 5. 2 Cor. x. 8. xiii. 2. 1 John v. 16.

James v. 14, 15. Rev. ii. 22.) ; being intended to

preserve the purity of Christianity, and vindicate

the authority of the Apostles. These were prob-
ably confined to the Apostolic age, or perhaps a

short period after it.

31. ^ iuK. Sic] These words are

exegetica^f the preceding; and the sense is,

"if we would so judge and discern ourselves, "

as before mentioned, viz. whether we receive the

Lord's Supper worthily or not, " we should not
be adjudged to suffer such punishments as those
just adverted to."

32. Se—- This seems
added to console those who were suffering under
sickness so inflicted, and at the same time to im-
part serious admonition as to the use to be made
of this correction from the Lord. The full sense
is :

" But when are so judged and visited by the

Lord, we are not capriciously tormentcJ , but dis-

ciplined, like scholars at the hands of a master,
for our good ultimate reformation, in order that

we may not be finally condemned with the impeni-
tent and unbelieving world.''

33. '] scil. rb-
Kiv, to the Agapa, and the Lord's Supper
which followed it. /. . The older
Commentators in general regard this as equiva-

lent to -, wait for each other. But
the recent ones are generally agreed that it sig-

nifies, " receive each other, with the hospitality

of private guests," implying a cordial community
between the rich and the poor. Either sense is

agreeable to the context ; but since the latter is

founded on a signification found nowhere in the
Scriptures, whereas the former perpetually oc-
curs, there seems no good reason to desert the
ancient and usual interpretation.

34. , &c.] The sense seems to

be :
" If any one be so hard to be satisfied, that

he canli^t sufficiently gratify his appetite at the
Agapa, let him take an antepast at home ; and
not make a feast, meant for religious purposes,
subservient to the mere gratification of sensual
appetite ; lest he should so act as to incur con-
demnation and punishment."
— ] i. e. " What else requires to be

set in order ;
" viz. in this and other parts of Ec-

clesiastical discipline.

XII. This and the next two Chapters treat of
the nature and use of the Spiritual gifts. In
Chap. xii. St. Paul shows that all those nifls were
alike imparted by the Holy Ghost, and all \vere

for the use of the Church ; and therefore tliat no
one should value himself upon his gift, so far as

VOL. II.

to contemn another who had an inferior one. In
Chap. xiii. he recommends love as a higher per-
fection than all the gifts of the Holy Ghost put
together, because all those gifts must cease here,
but love will remain lor ever in heaven. In Chap,
xiv. he gives particular rules about the use of
their gifts in public assemblies. (Bp. Pearce.)

1. . "[ There is here an el-

lipsis, on which the Commentators, ancient and
modern, are not agreed ; some supplying, but most^. Either is suitable to
what follows

;
(for the Apostle proceeds to treat

fully of both spiritual gifts, and spiritual persons).

But the latter is perhaps more so, and is confirmed
by xiv. 1. and Rom. i. 11, and therefore seems
to deserve the preference. The Corinthians, it

seems, had disputed concerning the relative ex-
cellence and dignity of these gifts, and had ap-
plied to the Apostle to decide the preference.

is a formula (occurring also
at X. 1.), requesting serious attention and implicit
credit.

2. ' '—6.'\ These words are
not, as Rosenm. imagines, parenthetical ; but
meant to suggest the necessity of being well in-

formed on this important subject ; since they have
now no longer the excuse of being immersed in

the ignorance of heathen idolatry. There seems
to be an emphasis on ' !; q. d. but are
now converted to the worship of the one true
God. £5« rii; i. e. mere stocks
and stones

; q. d. (as Newc. explains) " unable
themselves to spea'K, much less to inspire you with
the gift of tongues, or of prophesying." --

is a strong term denoting being hurried
away by a force wliich cannot be resisted : and
here it refers to the blind infatuation, by which
the heathens were lead away into idolatry and
vice, like brute beasts that have no understanding.
This is especially alluded to in Hv '/, " as
ye might be led;" viz. by custom, example, or
inclination, just as it might happen.

3. (] " for vhich purpose,"— namely, that ye
may not be thus ignorant, but have the requisite
information. , " I give you this rule, to

enable you to distinguish concerning spiritual

things and persons." The first must be un-
derstood chiefly of the Jews, who pretended to

the Holy Spirit, and yet denied the Messiahship
of Jesus. 'The phrases , and' . arc to be explained, with ref-

erence to each other, of jifter rejection, and of
cordial acceptance of the Gospel. To advert to
their more primary sense, sig-

nifies " to call any one abominable and fit to be
put away from the earth." On the term,
see Note on Rom. ix. 3. Ei-f?!'' '»;«' im-
ports " to acknowledge constantly, publicly, and
sincerely the Messiahship of Jesus, and thoroughly

embrace his religion." must,
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from the context, mean " by the inspiration of the

Holy .S[)irit."

The best comment on this passage may be
found in a kintirfid one at 1 John iv. 1 — 3, wliere

is mentioned a similar mode of distinguishing

true from false (Christians. St. Paul means, that

no one can solemnly disavow all belief in the

divine mission of Jesus, and have the gifts of the

Holy Spirit, however he may pretend to them :

and, on tlie otlier hand, that tliere is no one who
makes that confession sincerely and heartily, but
must have the Holy Spirit, in some degree or
other.

4— 12. The Apostle now proceeds to enu-
merate the various xi/ts of different Christian
teachers ; and that for the purpose of showing
that no one of them is to be despised, nor any
one to be extolled above the rest.

I have in Recens. Synop. evinced how utterly

inadmissible is that mode of interpretation, which
has been so prevalent among the Foreign Com-
mentators for the last half century, by which (for

the purpose of removing certain difficulties) the

here mentioned are supposed to have
been merely ndtural endowments, improved by
use and art. For, while I readily acknowledge
the difficulty of determining the exact import, and
defining the limits of the several^, yet I

maintain there is not the less reason to suppose
them to have been, more or less, supernatural.

And, although some of them may seem to imply
human agency, yet that is not inconsistent with

tliere being also Supernatural gifts ; since, in all

such cases, the cooperation of the human^-
with the Divine is perfectly agreea-

ble to the analogy of the Gospel system. The
first occurring and most important term
must be interpreted of the Holy Spirit, I mean,
in the personal sense ; since personal agency is

as much implied here as in the next two clauses.

It is manifest that there is here alike a distinct

recognition of the tJiree persons of the Godhead :

for the terms prove not only the personality of the

Holy Spirit, but his Deity ; as Bp. Middl. evinces

in the following able observations :— " The con-

cluding clause b Iv must be
understood as applicable alike to the Three Per-
sons; else the two preceding verses would be
defective, and only the last complete. It is the

same Spirit — who does what ? and the same
Lord— who does what? b iv. The personality of the Spirit is also clear-

ly asserted v. 11 , where it is said to distribute sifts

according to his pleasure, which is the attribute

not only of a Person, but of a Being, who is om-
nipotent. The Spirit is there said to work, plainly comprehending all the miraculous
powers enumerated from vv. 7 to 11 inclusive,

among which are, spoken of in v. 4, and{ in v. 6. It appears, therefore, that all

the miraculous powers mentioned 4, 5, G, are in

V. II. ascribed to the influence of the Spirit, who
is thereby made solely to be the cause of effects

above severally ascribed to the Spirit, to the

Lord, and to God ; and, consequently, that He is

identified with the other two Persons." So also

Bp. Sanderson, in his third Sermon ad Clerum,
p. 42. well observes, that " that variety of gifts

which in v. 4. is said to proceed from the same
Spirit, is said likewise in v. 5. to proceed from
the same Lord ; and in v. 6. to proceed from
the same God : and this only the Holy Ghost.
And again (continues he) at v. II., the Apostle
ascribes to this Spirit the collation and distribu-

tion of such gifts, according to the free power of
his own will and pleasure ; which free power be-
longs to none but God alone. Which yet ought
not to be so understood of the Spirit, as if the
Father and the Son had no fellowship in this busi-

ness. For all the actions and operations of the

Divine Persoiis are the joint works of the whole
three Persons. And perhaps here the tljjfee words.
Spirit, Lord, and God, are all used to intimate

that these spiritual gifts proceed equally and un-
dividedly from the whole three persons, as from
one entire, indivisible, co-essential Agent. It is

in condescension to human dulness that these
great and common works of power are sometimes
appropriated to some one Person of the Trinity,

after a more special manner than to the rest."

— •^.] This is put for-^. The word signifies

any thing which, has been freely be-
stowed, at the pleasure of the donor. In the

N. T. is confined to God's gifts, as

is to God's operations. Thus it is suggest-
ed that these are not mere natural endowments
of mind, or acquired talents, but powers and fac-

ulties conferred by Divine influence. With re-

spect to the three terras here employed, (namely,,, and), they are
generally regarded as synonymous. And such
they, in one sense, are ; being, as Chrys. says,!, tH. The
difference, I conceive, refers only to the various
particular vieivs under which the gifts, taken gen-
erally, may be considered. They were all-, as being //-ee/j/ bestowed (1 Cor. ii. 12.)

;

they were, inasmuch as the gifts, con-
sidered as powers or faculties, were worked in

men, by the energy of God, through the Holy
Ghost. They were likewise, as being
connected, more or less, with offices, of various
kinds, belonging to the persons who held the
Gifts ; Apostles, Prophets, Teachers, Workers of
healing miraculously. Speakers with and Inter-
preters of tongues supernaturally. The term.
is used perhaps to intimate, that the possession
of the Gifts, or faculties, carried with it an obli-

gation on the possessors to diligently exert them
in the discharge of their particular functions.

These offices are adverted to at vv. 7— 11., and
especially at v. 28— 31. The term,
however, is chiefly applicable to those,
like the'' and, where the office

seems more prominent than the spiritual aid by
which it was properly discharged ; especially as

the term was very early applied to those

who discharged such office. Sec Note on v. .30.

7. —.] The sense is, " But to

i
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each [in particular] is given the manifestation of
the Spirit [vouchsafed to him], and that for use-

fulness (namely, to the Churcli at large) [not for

ostentation or lucre's sake," to himself.] -
„; Xlvthn. is for .^; '. So Heydenr. well explains it '' iflud quo
vis divina conspicua est ; dona quibus impertien-
dis nianifestatur Spiritus Divini virtus et gratia."
" Thus the was (as Bp. Sanderson ob-

serves) a manifestation of the Spirit, just as every
other sensible effect is a manifestation of its proper
cause."

8. The Apostle now proceeds to notice the

ditierent gifts separately. And here we enter

upon a subject of the most difficult nature, and
on which a wide difference of opinion exists.

That it should be a most arduous task to settle

the exact nature, and mark the discrimination of
these, is not surprising, since, as Pa-
rous remarks, " we have lost the things which
those terms were intended to denote." On this

subject the earlier modern Commentators (with

the exception of Grot, and Lightf ) are but indif-

ferent guides. In later times more has been ac-

complished by Vitr., Whit., Locke, Dodr., and
especially by Lord Barrington, Bp. Horsley, Dr.

Hales, Mr. Towns., Prof Heydenr., and myself
in Rec. Syn. ; but still the subject is involved in

no little obscurity. The great error which runs

through most of the disquisitions of the above
learned persons is, that of supposing far more of
regularity of plan in what the Apostle says, here
and at vv. 28— 3L, than what, I suspect, he in-

tended. Thus when Mr. Townsend lays before

his readers a Table composed of three Lists of the, and marks their correspondence, he is

obliged to rest much on guess and hypothesis

;

and to resort to very bold suppositions. Here,

at least, vv. 9, 10, 11, the Apostle, I apprehend,

did not intend any regular list of the -
; but only meant to adduce, by way of ex-

ample, instances of diversity in those gifts, even
where there seemed such a coincidence as might
mark them out as belonging to the saine class.

It is, I should think, equally certain, that no
regular list was intended at v. 29, 30. At v. 28.

there is indeed more appearance of a regular

list; yet even that, it seems, was not meant to

be complete, since there is no mention made of

the and the ,
adverted to at v. 10. Such being the case, it

is necessary to proceed with the greatest caution,

and to, as little as possible, take for granted what
cannot be proved. As to the passage before us.

vv. 9, 10, 11, it should seem that the Gifts are,

with the exception of (which is placed
alone, as being the fundamental principle on
which all the others were exercised) distributed

into PAIRS. And to advert to the first of these,

Xdyof and \6, the distinction,

which is implied, has been variously explain-

ed. The ancient Commentators, in general,

supposed the former to denote the faculty of

speaking and teaching ; the latter the mere knowl-

edge of the Gospel, without the faculty of com-

municating that knowledge to others. But thus
the word }. would, in the latter case, be
useless. Not to say, that it is only those higher
endowments, and those by which Christians could
be useful to the Church, that are here meant. I

prefer the explanation of Heydenr., who takes

\iyoq of the gift of " teaching and preach-
ing, in a popular way, the fundamental truths of
Christianity ;

" and " de facultate,

ingeniosioribus res allioris inda^inis, doctrinas
s'//>/i//iiOi'esatque arcanas, sermone politiori color-

ibusque rhetoricis ornato tradendi." And there
is something to countenance this in the use of

by the earlier Fathers. But how uncer-
tain this interpretation is, may be imagined from
the fact, that another class of Expositors entirely
reverse the sense ; understanding the . of
elementary and fundamental, and the, of
more recondite doctrines and instructions. To
me it appears that and
are simply meant to point at the qualities requi-
site for the discharge Uiose functions connect-
ed vvith the Spiritual gifts corresponding to the
terms in question ; and, of course, must refer

alone to the preaching and teaching, as carried on
by the,. and 5»:. Thus
the (especially as it comes first)

seems to have reference to the Apostles ; the, to the Prophets and Teachers. Or
the former may refer to the Prophetas ; the latter,

to the didascali. The above view is supported
by the opinion of Lord Barrington, Bp. Horsley,
Dr. Hales, and Mr. Townsend.

may be taken as above suffgested. Or
if we suppose it to refer to the Gifts which in-

volved the exercise of supernatural powers, it

may (as Chrys. and Heydenr. suppose) denote
the ftducia, or confident reliance on Divine aid,

which was always indispensable to the working of
miracles, even by the Aposties. See Matt. xvii.

20. x\i. 21. Luke xvii. 5; 6. Mark iv. 40. and
Notes. Thus the and the

may, with Heydenr., be regarded as the effects of
this faith. Between the . and the. ,^ it has been thought difficult to

mark the distinction ; the gift of miraculous heal-
ing (which must here be meant) being itself an^. To avoid this, some, as Mackn.
and Heydenr., explain. of an i/i-working of
miracles, i. e. enabling others to work them.
An interpretation, however, philologically weak,
and destitute of all foundation either in reason,
or analogy, or support from the records of Eccle-
siastical history. We may rather suppose, that
the Apostle has reference to miraculous poivers

in general. The terms are, indeed, (what were
allowable, from their forming a pair), transposed,
as we find from v. 28. and v. 29., in both which
places,. ivv. is placed before the . .,
and that as proceeding from genus to species.

The has no reference to the

of V. 28, 29.. but denoted the gift of preaching the
truths of the Gospel bv inspiration. With this

is classed as a cognate gift the ,
the faculty mostly, though not always (as Mr.
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Towns, imagines), imparted to the Prophets,

—

namely, that of dctcrniininii; (as Chrys. and other

ancient Commentators suppose), on the preten-

sions to the gift of prophesy and teacliing, and

indeed of spiritual gifts in general ; and some-

times (as we find from .\iv. 29.), on the mode of

exercising even acknowledged gifts. The last

mentioned jjair of gifts (so placed, doubtless, to

intimate the inferior estimation in which the

Apostle held them) are the facidty of speaking in

various sorts of languages never previously learnt

(on which see Ernesti's Dissert, on the gift of

tongues in his Opusc. Theolog. pp. •17— 47G.),

and the interpretation (doubtless in the vernacular

tongue), of what was uttered by the persons en-

dued witli the gift of tongues. These two gifts

did not necessarily go together (the latter with

the former) ; though (as we may infer from xiv.

5. 15.), they sometimes did.

11. if —\.] Render: "Now
that one and the same Spirit inworketh all these

[diversities of gifts], dividing and distributing to

each [of the persons favoured vith them] sepa-

rately his own gift, as he pleasoth." At sub.. \t is very rarely found without some cor-

responding term; but an example occurs in Thu-
cyd. ii. 13.

12. , &c.] Under a metaphor de-

rived from the mutual dependence of the various

parts of the human body, the Apostle (as at Rom.
xii. 4, 5.) inculcates the lesson, that all the mem-
bers of the Christian body (i. c. all true f^hristians)

should so act as to I'nrm one united whole, each
mutually contributing to the common benefit of

the Church. : •• For as the body is but

one, anil [yet] hath many members, and all the

members of this one body, many as they are, are

but one body, so also is Christ (i. e. his Church)
but one." Tow is not found in some MS.S.

and Versions, and is considered as an interpola-

tion by Will and Bi^ng. It has, indeed, the ap-

pearance of coming from the margin ; but its

omission m.ay have arisen from carelessness, it

not seeming necessary to the sense.

13. ( '/— '/;/('.] Most
recent foreign ('ommentators understand this of

the communication of the. And to

this the is not unsuitable ; while the
sense arising is specious. But this method re-

quires cv to be read in the place of cl; tv

ilv., and then yields a sense not so natural as that

arising from the interpretation adopted by almost
all Commentators, ancient and modern, who here
suppose an allusion to the two Sacraments. " By
being baptized (say they) we are all made mem-
bers of the body of Christ, and united one to an-
other under Him, our head ; and thus, whether
we be Jews or Gentiles, bond or free, we are all

one in Christ, who, by baptism, have been admit-
ted into his Church ; and this union of ours one
with another is testified and declared by our com-
munion at the Lord's table, which is here called
a driitkintr into one spirit ; referring to the sacra-

mental cup."
14. In this and the next two verses the parallel

is further developed and illustrated. Of
—-\ the sense is, " It is not one mem-

ber, however important, \vhich constitutes the
body, but all together ;

" an argument often em-
ployed by orators to excite large bodies of men
to unanimity and concord. The Apostle had
probably in mind the well-known apologue in

jEsop, which was probably derived (together with
most of his others) from the East, that ever fer-

tile source of fable.

15. oi —^ "it does not on
this account form no part of the body." Such is

the sense, according to the punctuation which I

have adopted, with several eminent Editors and
Translators, and as is required by the proprietas

Unviue. Those who ado)it the iiilerrovation are

obliged to sink the second ov by calling in the

rule, that two necatives make an affirmative;

which principle will not apply in a construction

like the present.

IS. ' bi, iVc.] The sense is :
" Rut as they

are now constituted, (iod hath placed tlu; mem-
bers each of them in tlio body in that situation,

and for that office which it hath ])leased him."

19. bl >, tfcc] " Rut if all the members
were one member, where would be the body ?

"

q. d. there would be no hodij.

21. ] i. c. cannot, consistently with

fitness and propriety, and therefore ought not.
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22.- It is not agreed whether this

refers to the eijcs, or the brains, or the liivgs and
intestines. But there is no reason vhy it should
not have reference to all such parts as are at once
delicate, and yet indispensable to the functions

of the whole body.

23..] By this is meant the lower
parts of the trunk of the body, especially (as Abp.
JVewc. explains) " the ducts by \vhich nature
throws off what is redundant." . . sig-

nifies, as Grot, shows, the more studiously cloth-

ing and cherishing them with raiment. The
vords ra, &c. form a sort of parallel-

ism on the former, to introduce the paronomasia
between ^. and. This sense of. is

illustrated by Krause from Diod. Sic. p. 54.{.
24•. .] Sub. ^.. By the, St. Paul adverts to

they«c»', hands, &,c.

—' —.] Render: "But God
hath attempered [the parts of] the body, by as-

signing more abundant honour to any meaner
part." By is meant '• hath attempered
and adjusted the respective advantages of the
various members, so as to form a just compound
of the whole."

25.] " division, separation," by which
the members would want mutual aid.

26..] This must be interpreted agree-

ably to the antithetical, and the synony-
mous ; and the sense is, " receives at-

tention," is made much of.

27. The Apostle now applies this apt similitude

to the case he intended to illustrate
;
q.d. "what

I have been saying holds good of you."
28. fOrro] " constituted ; " a sense sometimes

occurring in the Classical writers. On the various

names of offices in this verse, see Notes supra,
vv. 8, 9, 10. It is observable that here (not as

there) the Gifts are arranged in the order of their

dignity. is equivalent to the-
at v. 10, meaning the persons hav-

ing those powers. /; and
are terms which are not found either at v. 8. 9,

10, or at vv. 29, 30, but are here inserted, the

present being more in the form of a regular list.

As to', the most probable of the many
opinions as to the office which it designates is, that
it is equivalent to the, or persons who
attended to the sick, poor, and destitute, and prob-
ably had other duties not always the same. The
term (which is also exceedingly dis-

puted) seems to be best explained, by the ancient
Commentators, to mean those who had the gov-
ernment of a Church, and the management of
its affiiirs (as an Ecclesiastical body) ; an office

formed on that of the Rider of the Synagogue
among the Jews, and which afterwards merged in
the office of the Presbyter, the -

of 1 Tim. v. 17. The above view is con-
firmed by what is said at a similar passage of Roin.
xii. 7, 8, where, after the same comparison as oc-
curs at vv. 12— 17, the Apostle argues from
thence as to the rise of the various, to
which he then refers, but in a general way :\, ' " ,-\ ', (- ' , fv, where -. and are, think,

meant to refer to the grand Division of the gifts

(by which are to be understood the gifts of all

those under the rank of Apostles) into preaching,
or teaching and ministration,, or.
Then, in what follows, he means to refer to the dis-

tribution of the former into preaching and instruct-

ing (answering to the and the
here) for the \. The'^ and the' seem to correspond to the here

;

and the -, to the here.
(See the Notes on that passage.)

Finally, the must, from a com-
parison of V. 10. and v. 30., be supposed to include
the \. Nay, some Versions and
Fathers sid>Join fp/^j/i^ia 7•', which Heydenr.
positively maintains to have been lost in the
Greek text, by reason of the repetition of the
word. But it is far more probable that
the words should have been supplied (as seeming
necessary to complete the list) in the V'ersions
and Fathers, than that they should have been lost,

from such a cause, in all the MSS.
31. —.] Some Commenta-

tors, ancient and modern, take ^;;. as in the -
dirative, and regard the sentence as interrogative.

But the difficulty which has induced them to
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abandon the common interpretation (by which

^^. is taken as in the Imperative), will entirely

vanish on recollecting that ^;. is a word of mid-
dle signification. Now if the term be taken in a

good sense (of which see examples in Rec. Syn.),

the Apostle will not, as has been thought, " thus

unsay what he has before been saying." The sense

intended by the Apostle seems to be as follows:

"Have all the higher gifts? No 5 but all (you
say) earnestly desire them. Be it so. Seek after

them by prayer unto God, ye that have the

lesser." The Imperative has often this sense of
pe)• me licet. The . following is for , sed

iamen. , "I am showing," i. e. going to

show you. 'O&bv, " a method of attaining what
you aim at," namely, by the cultivation of love,

or universal benevolence. '- is an
adverbial phrase, here used for an adjective, as

often in the Classical writers.

XITI. 1. This verse ought not to have been
separated from the last verse of the preceding
Chapter ; since it is closely connected with it.

In order to fully e.xpose the error of the Corin-
thians, in overvaluing and priding themselves on
Spiritual gifts, without due regard to ordinary

usefulness, as regarded their Christian brethren,
the Apostle now declares the most illustrious of
them to be as nolhinor compared with Love ; mean-
ing to show by the strongest instances imasinahle,
that nothing could prove a man a true believer,

who was destitute of this. The Apostle speaks
in the first person per, to avoid giving

offence.
— lav Tali yXoVff«is, &c.] q. d. "if we could

speak the language of every nation, nay, even
that of angels." It is not necessary to debate (as

do the old Commentators) whether the Angels
have a language or not. It was sufficient for

the Apostle to suppose this ; especially as that

was the opinion of his countrymen ; some of
whom even thought that certain of their Rabbins
had attained a knoirledi^e of it, which they sup-

posed was the key to all mysteries.
—} meaning " Love to God, and toman

for God's sake." is best rendered by
Wakef ,

" I am." This idiom of the Pret. mid.
for the Present is frequent. By the ,; is

meant some brazen n-iwl itislniment : and the epi-

thet suggests the idea of a trumpet ; especial-

ly as CCS is so used in the Latin. But probably
St. Paul meant another brazen wind instrument,

like our horn, mentioned in Virg. ^En. iii. 140.

On the\ sec Lampe and F.llis de Cymha-
lis, from which it appears that this was a hollow
brazen plate, which, being struck against another
such plate, emitted a very acute and sonorous
clangor : and therefore the term should be ren-

dered, not tiiitliuo- (which would only suit the
or tintitiiiahuhim) but chins:;orous.

The true key to the interpretation of this verse

Is to keep in view, that the Apostle is here ad-

verting to the highest of those spiritual gifls be-

fore mentioned, which the persons whom he was
addressing could aim at,— namely, that of the, or the iit5«V/caXoi of the highest class—
those possessed of the\, or the '. The is the same as that at xii. 9.

(where see Note), but is supposed to be of the
most exalted kind. ", . is an hyperbol-
ical expression, founded on that of our Lord at

Matt. xxi. 21, 22. and elsewhere. Oh&iv , " I

am nobody," i. e. I am entitled to no distinction

on that account.

3.^ ^. - In Order to per-

ceive the full import of this passage, it is neces-
sary to advert to the scope of the Apostle in the
whole Chapter. He is liere exerting himself to

lessen the too great anxiety of the generality

of the Corinthian Christians for the

above mentioned; and, in order to do this the

more effectually, he brings forward a certain

principle, which, he says, is of more value than

thein all, namely, aydiTi; ; by which, I conceive,
he means real and heartfelt love towards God,
and towards man. Not love towards God only,

as shown in external forms and outward profes-

sions of zeal ; nay, even laying down one's life

for the Gospel's sake ; but internal and. heartfelt

lore towards God, as separate from all motives of
vanity, self-interest, obstinacy, or fanaticism ; also

love to 7}ia.7i, both for the sake o/'man, and also in

order to please God ; not in externals only, or

for our own sake, to gratify our own vanity and
to gain popularity, but internally and heartily.

This opinion of the lore of God being here in-

tended to be united with that of man, is supported
by the view taken by Doddr. and Scott, the for-

mer of whom defines this ^; to be "such a
love to the whole church and the whole world as

arises from principles of true piety, and ultimate-

ly centres in God." And Mr. Scott, speaking of
what the Apostle primai-iht intended, evidently

perceived that something further was meant by
him ; and he gives a very edifying Note on the

subject

In the words ^, &c., and ,
&c., the Apostle appears to have intended to give

an example of two of the most remarkable of those

external marks of reli2:ion, in its principal parts,

love to God and to man ; and thus to show that

iC ever*these be of no worth, it must a fortiori be
true of others. . signifies properly to break
into bits (), and, by implication, to distribute

them, to feed any one therewith ; in which sense

it often occurs in the O. T. and the later Classical

writers. Here, however, there is allusion to the

mode in which such exalted charity was then
usually evinced,— namely, by dealing out food in' at the gate of the house. So Is. Iviii. 7.

" Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry ?

"

There may be an allusion to the or the( of Rom. xii.

The next words -— should

be rendered, " though I deliver up or yield,"

&c. So the Syr. and Vulgate Versions, and
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Doddr. There is, I conceive, an allusion to

what is said at Dan. iii. 28. of Shadrach, Me-
sliach, and Abedncgo, that they " yielded up Iheir

bodies to be. burned, that they might not serve any
god except their own God." Now this e.\aniple

belongs to the other branch of the, namely,
love to God ; and this, as before, is represented in

its most striking point of view,— by supposing
the very laying down one's life, by martyrdom,
in the most excruciating tortures, to bear testi-

mony to the truth of our religion. That this

7>iai/ be done from fanaticism, obstinacy, vain-

glory, and such other carnal and selfish motives,

the records of history amply prove. Of this a

striking example is found in a passage of the

Acta Martyr, cited by Heydenr., where mention
is made of one Sapricius, who went to the stake

refusing to forgive or be reconciled to an old

friend with whom he had been lately at enmity,
and who humbly entreated his pardon and for-

giveness.
— ovSh] i.e. I am nothing the nearer

to salvation ; the thing being done for my own
sake, not God's.

i. Having said thus much in recommendation
of this divine principle of Love (finely termed by
Milton, " the golden key, which opes the palace

of eternity"), the Apostle proceeds to describe it;

and that (remarks Scott) " as a man would gold,

by showing its efi'ects and abstract properties, and
the marks by which it may be distinguished."

To make what he says the more impressive, he
personifies the principle, by using language suited

to a person endued with it. And although these
characteristics are mostly such as appertain to

that virtue as it regards men ; yet they are all of
such a nature as originate in, and are inseparable

from, the- as it regards God.
—, ^'.] . denotes

lenilij, as opposed to passion and revenge : and. gentleness, as opposed to severity and mis-
anthropy. \1 seems meant to check the
envij with which the possessors of the higher^ were viewed by those who had the les-

ser, or none at all. On the sense of ntpniptvtrai

Commentators are not agreed. Most ancient and
many modern ones (especially the more recent)
explain it (by a reference to its derivation from
the old Latin perpertis and the yEolic ),
" to act precipitately and rashly ;

" a signification

confirmed and illustrated by Wets, with numerous
examples from the Classical writers, and which
has much to recommend it. See Recens. Sy-
nop. It is, however, scarcely agreeable to the
context. Hence we may rather adopt the sense
assigned by some ancient and several eminent
modern Commentators (as Heins., Wolf., Fessel,
Fabric, Valck., Piosenm., and Ernesti), " vaunt-
eth not itself," for a signification of
the word found in Polyb., Marc. Anton., and
Cicero. Heydenr., however, thinks the Apostle
means to censure the I'uin loqnarity of the Co-
rinthians, in the use of the gift of tongues for os-

tentation only. And he renders :
" iSion blatuit

amor, vana verba non facit, non est vaniloquas."

At all events, there can be little doubt but that
denotes pride as shown in words.

Accordingly may refer to the carriage
and beanng, to denote pride and haughtiness on
account of certain external advantages.

5. ovK )(]'.'\ On the sense of this term,
the Expositions are very various and unsatisfac-
tory. The earlier moderns take the sense to be,
" non agit inverccunde•,'' •' doth not behave itself

unseemly ;" while most of the recent Commen-
tators explain it (with Grot.) "avoids whatever
in the opinion of men may be base or unseemly."
The former interpretation is the simpler and more
natural, and may very well include the latter.

The vord is properly a dramatic one, and was
used of an actor who did not support the or
deportment suitable to his assumed character.
The meaning then seems to be, " avoids all con-
duct which may be indecorous, or, in common
estimation, unbecoming the professors of pure re-
ligion." This, I apprehend, was in the mind of
St. Clement, 1 Epistle to the Corinthians, v. 7.

seqq. where, in a passage founded on this of St.

Paul, he says: ohilv, base (as connected
with selfishness), h ). When Clement adds, he had, no doubt, in mind the oh

of the present passage. The Apostle
seems in . to allude both to the incestuous
person, and to those who attended at the idol-
feasts.

— oil .] Here;? is emphatic,
implying an ellipsis of : and the sense seems
to be, " does not seek her own interest exclu-
sively, without caring for the good of others j

"'

" is not selfish. "

— oil.] Some limitation may seem
necessary, and with that view our Common Ver-
sion inserts easily. Doddr. and Newc, however,
rather suppose some stronger sense intended than
being provoked ; namely, is " not hurried into
high irritation, exasperation, or outrageous an-
ger ? " But as there is evidently a limitation to
be made in the ipords immediately preceding,
there is surely no reason why there should not in
this. It seems to have reference to the provoca-
tion occasioned by attempts made to overreach.— ob .] Some ancient Com-
mentators explain this, " thinketh no evil ; " i. e.

is not prone to suspect it. That signification,
however, though suitable to the conte.xt, is desti-
tute of proof; and it is better, with most ancients
and the best moderns, to render " imputeth not
evil or injury," literally, does not enter it into a
notebook, for future revenge. It may, however,
simply mean.

6. T^] i. e. true and sincere virtue, as
opposed to the just before, which is a gen-
eral term to denote iniquity of every kind. So
John iii. 21. b . Thus the sense
is, " rejoices not in the vices, but in the virtues
of men."

7. .] This is by most ancient and many
modern Commentators explained " beareth." But
that sense would be superfluous, as being ex-
pressed in the just after: and the best
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Commentators (supported by the authority of St.

Clement in his first Epistle to the Corinthians)

are agreed in interpreting it te.<rit, relicet, " cover-

eth, suppresseth the faults and infirmities of oth-

ers : " a sense of the word occurring in Eccles.

viii. 20. ov . and some-
times in the Classical writers. See also 1 Pet.

iv. 8. James v. 20. and compare Prov. x. 20. The, however, must here be taken with due re-

striction, according to circumstances, on which
see Recens. Synop. The and

denote such a spirit of candour, as is dis-

posed to believe and hope the best of others, as

far as facts and circumstances permit.
8.' " is never to cease, or be out of

tise," but will be practised in a future state. The, &c., is generally taken to mean, " What-
ever portion of these spiritual gifts be possessed
by any one." But the sense seems rather to be,
" Whatever spiritual gifts of this kind there may
be," meaning all imaginable ones, and in every
conceivable degree. Nor does the, as would
seem by our common Version, imply douht ; but
when followed, as here, by a repetition of the

same in the apodosis, it may be said to have
merely a comprelieyisive force, and the import of

here is exactly that wliich it has in ', who-
soever ; an idiom occurring frequently in the N.
T. Render literally, " whatsoever gifts of proph-

ecy there may be." . I would interpret,

with Newc, " shall be done away," namely, by
being no longer of use. here simply de-
notes the spiritual gift so called.

9. 10. Here the Apostle states the reason why
these and such like spiritual gilts will cease and
be done away ; namely, because they will be
partly useless, and partly imperfect, and to be su-

perseded by the perfect knowledge to be enjoyed
in heaven.

10. IK .'] It is meant, that the endow-
ments and the use of these spiritual gifts are

alike imperfect, as compared with that degree of
both which is imaginable, or with the complete
discoveries of another world.

11. This truth the Apostle now illustrates by
two similitudes, one taken from the state of boy-
hood as compared to manhood ; the other from
the view of objects through a dim and obscure
medium.
— Was affected as a child, had

the dispositions, feelings, and understanding of
a child. . ., i- e. reasoned about things
with a childish ignorance and misapprehension.
Td Tou, denote the toys, the trifles, and
frivolities of that ago. Wets, compares Xenoph.
Cyrop. viii. irntc , /-

' ( 6,

' :, . ^.
would add Philostr. Vit. . \.\. p. 22. See

also Horat. Carm. iv. 10. 7. The application (left

to be supplied) is :
" Such will be the attainments

in knowledge of the heavenly state, as compared
with that supplied by the most exalted spiritual

gifts."

12. —.'] The cause of that
obscurity which envelopes this passage, is, that
the Apostle intermingles the natural and the
metaphorical, the thing itself with that with
which it is compared. Thus' properly
belongs to the latter, but it is used for' j

and iv, which properly belongs to the
former, and for which one would have expected, is used of the latter. ». denotes,
as Hesych. explains, h, '' oy guess,"
as in attempting to solve a riddle. The
is to be understood (with Rosenm., Elsn., Pearce,
Wets., and most Commentators since their time),
of some of those transparent substances, which
the ancients, in the then imperfect state of the
arts, used in their windows ; such as thin plates

of horn, transparent stone, ill-prepared glass, and
such like ; through which they saw, indeed, the
objects without, but obscurely.- is an expressioji found
in Judg. vi. 22., and signifying what is seen on
the closest inspection. , " as
we also are known by God," (i. e. thoroughly and
completely) even of that God who " spieth out
all our ways :

" nor is there a thought in our hearts

but He "knoweth it altogether."

13. ' ^ —.'] I have in Rec. Syn.
pointed out the misapprehension of the sense of
this V. by many modern Commentators, espe-
cially the recent foreign ones ; and have shown
that its import was well discerned by the an-

cients, and of the moderns, partly by Whitby,
Pearce, and Mackn., and completely by Doddr.
and Scott. The difficulty, I conceive, hinges on
this — that the .\postle has omitted to mention the

cause of the superiority; though he hints at it in

the words vwX ; namely, since the and
only remain in use now, in this world only

;

the will also be exercised in another world,

and to all eternity. The sense, then, may be
thus expressed :

" Now Faith, Hope, and Love,
these throe together, exist in the present scene
only ; but in the future world Faith and Hope
will be done away, and therefore the greatest of

these is Love," meaning universal benevolence,
as it is rightly explained in an able Sermon on
this text by Bp. Warburton, vol. x. p. 252. It is,

however, contended by Bp. Bull, Harm. Apost.,

]). 11., that St. Paul's meaning was not that the

superiority was due to Love solely on account of
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its duration in another life, but also because in

this present life it is, as the Apostle admits at v.

2., far more useful and excellent.

XIV. 1. riji' )/(1•»;] " studiously, then,

endeavour to acquire this love." Here we have
a venatory metaphor. . , &c., " but [at the

same time] be earnestly desirous of spiritual

gifts." The Imper. has here, as often, a pre-

ceptive force. (5 (p., rather, how-
ever, that ye have that of prophecy. See Note
on xii. 28.

2. .] This is equivalent to the
at xii. 10. 28. where see Notes.

From what follows a case is contemplated, _ , , ._.

which would often occur,— that the language so words, indeed, have given rise to much discussion

spoken was unknown to the bulk of the congrega- Now in all these forms of expression, the tv is by

tion, the gift being exercised only as an evidence Heydenr. supposed to denote the object of the

of the divine origin of the Christian religion ; in speaking in question. But it rather, I think,

which case it was directed that there should be marks the manner; though indeed the two senses

an interpreter. merge mto each other; q. d. in the exercise of,

— ovK . ] i. e. "he, as it were, ad- so as to exercise. It is, however, of more con-

dresses not men ; It is as if he addressed them sequence to advert to the meaning of-,
notj" for, as the Apostle adds, no one (nemo ^,,, ^;/», and5, on which Expositors

fere, next to none) understands him. are much divided in opinion. Some take them, "but God [only]."
'

all for Accusatives with ', m the sense, " so as

— ie .] On the exact sense to explain and make known to you my meaning,

here some difference of opinion exists. The an- either in the way of prophecy, or teaching in gen-
"^ .-

. .
--

. gral." A mode of interpretation harsh and inad-

missible. The general sense seems plainly this

you." 'Eicrof is tliought to be a pleonastic

form ; but perhaps it is meant to be more strongly

exceptive than above. , sub., i. e. if there be no interpreter at hand. Thus
it will jwt be, as Dr. Mackn. supposes, at variance
with v. 28. Besides, this is required by the spirit

of V. 13.

G. By way of illustrating the subject, the

Apostle puts the case,— that if /ie, for instance,

(meaning, per, any one of the persons

who possessed the above mentioned)
should visit them, and should merely display the

gift of tongues,— what would his visit benefit

them ? Not at all ; unless, he adds, I should ad-

dress you jj iv- — , which

cient Expositors generally, and almost all the

modern ones, suppose it to mean, "although, by
the impulse of the Holy Spirit, he speaketh mys-
teries." But thus . will not yield any sense of
importance ; and the interpretation is forbidden
by the doctrine of the Greek Article. It is,

that the use of the gift of tongues would be
unprofitable, unless it were accompanied with

some other gifts, which might contribute, in some
way or oiher (see v. 3.), to the edification of the

therefore, better (with Est., Vorst., Abp. Newc.'. hearers. That the Apostle has reference to the

and Bps. Middl. and Pearce) to take it in the Spiritual gifts above described, is the opinion of

sense animo ; rendering, with Casaub., " Quippe the best Commentators, and seems certain. The
cum nemo intelligat ; sed animo loquitur arcana ;

" reference in- and ^^^ is plainly to the

for, as observes Casaub., it being the use of and &). But that in . and

speech "utanimi sensa declararet aliis
;
qui ita is not a little obscure. If there be {bij

loquitur ut alii non intelligant, is animo magis anticlimax) descent from superior to inferior

quam ore loquitur." gifts, then iv would seem, as Mackn.

3. Most of the older Commentators, following and others suppose, to have reference to Apostles.

the Vulg., regard,, and- So Gal. i. 12. Si' Xpi-

as dependent upon : understood. This, . And at 2 Cor. xii. 1, 7. St. Paul speaks of

however, is too arbitrary, and makes the sense the abundance of the revelations made to him by

less direct. It is better with the Syriac, and the Lord.

most of the recent Commentators, to regard the Thus the (scil. ) here

words as governed of; q. d. " speaketh edi- would correspond to the supra xii. 8.

fication • "
i. e. what may fill their minds with Such is the view of the sense adopted by Mackn.,

instruction, exhortation, and consolation 5 make who understands of the , the

them wiser, better, and happier. gift of a superior Prophet : and. again, ., of

4. iavTdv] scil., i. e. by the confirmation the gift of an inferior prophet ; &!>., that of an

of his faith; for to speak thus must to himself ordinary pr^tor. Yet all this is surely too hypo

be an undeniable proof of his being divinely in-

spired.

5. .] Render, " vellem," " I could wish
VOL. .

thetical. That. does not necessarily imply
the revelation peculiar to an Apostle, is clear from
V. 26., ', where it is considered as

20
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one of the ordinanj gifts, and (as I have there
shown

j
probably attached to the. So

TheopWl. on v. 25. says : > \\\.^ '. As to Mackniirht's distinction

between superior and inferwr Prophets, it is

wholly fancied, and has nothing in the N. T. to
countenance it ; and, indeed, was only suggested
by mistakingly supposing the\ and the
\6 to themselves denote specific Gifts

;

which has been already shown to be groundless.
In short, I am persuaded thatfi». imdtp
here have no reference to any Spiritual gifts, but
only denote the /cts and results of certain cor-
respondent spiritual gifts ; and, in the present
case, those of the -- and the.
Thus. will denote the revelation of high
doctrines propounded by the Prophets ; and-, the ordinary knowledge of the fundamental
truths of the Gospel imparted by the Teachers.
This is perfectly agreeable to the scope of the
passage, as above poinlRd out ; for the Apostle
means to advert especially to those Gifts that had
most utiliUj, and those assuredly were the-

and the'. Thus at v. 1. the Apostle
prefers it to all other gifts, on the score of high
usefulness.

7. '.'] Illustratur cxemplo, quantopere pro
re supervacanea atque inutili sint habendi ser-
mones lingua peregrina confecti absque interpre-
tatione. (Heydenr.) Thus the sense of
seems plainly to be (as the best Commentators
suppose) similiter, for; (as in Ga\, iii. 15.),
of which signification sufficient examples are ad-
duced by Kypke. Heydenr., indeed, renders it

atqni, (luinetiam. That signification, however is

destitute of authority ; while the other is requited
by the connection. •

—.] Supply. is for,
or, and is a term applicable both to wind
and to stringed instruments.
— iriv ' ] "unless

they give a distinction in the sounds," or rather
" to the sounds," or notes, as Pierce and Mackn,
render. It should seem that the Apostle is not
(as many suppose) speaking of the intonation ne-
cessary to the distinction of one note or tone
from another ; for that would be little pertinent
to his argument ; which does not respect one who
can speak vo language (as the words so interpreted
would sugsest), but one who uses a language that
is not understood by his hearers. Vet neither
can I agree with Rosenm. and Krause, that he is

speaking of the lau^s of harinony aial melodif : for

that will as little suit the arcrument. In fact, as
Calvin says, " non est subtilius disputandum

;

quia Paulus id tantum sumpsit, quod vulgo per-
cipitur." Yet he must certainly advert to some-
thing which strikes the senses of the vulgar. And
that I am inclined to think is the stiilr. or peculiar
characteristic of any tune, which the ancients de-
noted by the term mode; using it, in some meas-

ure, as we do keij. This, I would observe, is

confirmed by the expression just after,

; for without attending to the distinction

of tones or 7wtes, the performer surely could not
be said to play on the instrument at all. There
is evidently an allusion to those various and
strongly marked characteri.'ilics, which among the

ancients distinguished different kinds of music,
whether sacred, domestic, dramatic, or mililarij

;

insomuch that any person, with a tolerable ear,

could tell to what class to refer any composition
which he heard. Whereas if those characteristics

were not observed in the air, he would not know
what the tune was meant to be ; whether, as we
should say, a March or a Waltz. This, then,

seems to be what the Apostle means ; as is plaiu

from the words following, which contain another

illustration of the same kind, but more perspicu-

ous, and serving to explain the preceding.
8. ( (iS. &c.] The Apostle here ad-

verts to a use of musical tunes, in which tlieir

distinction was especialbj necessary, viz. for mili-

tary purposes. Now the military wind instru-

ments of the ancients were not used merely for

the purpose of directing the steps in marching

;

but also for the purpose of signifying to the

soldiers, as it were by signals, what they were to

do; whether to advance, or retreat, take up arms,

or go to quarters : in fact, they performed all that

is now done by our trumpets or bugles.

— lav uiij'Xov . ] q. d. if the trum-
peter sound his instrument without proper atten-

tion to this distinction of tunes, and thereby make
the signals in question indistinct; not distinguish-

ing between that wliich sounds to arms, and that

which signifies a retreat, or other military evolu-

tions, no one will know what to do. So Polyb.

XXX. o'l a i a.

9. Sia ;^ " by the tongue," meaning
the organ of speech, as opposed to the musical
instruments just spoken of Eis aipn <' is a

proverbial expression, to denote speaking in vain,

like ventis verba profiindere in Latin, and a similar

one in our own language.
10. Here is another illustration by example

;

in which we must attend to the elliptical and
idioinatical cast of the words. I have in Recens.
Synop. shown that the true ellipsis is, not, which would lead to a wrong sense, but( Sv : and that at 1 must be repeat-
ed. Thus the sense is :

" There are (we
will suppose) as many kinds of tongues in the
world as ye choose, if so many there should be."
The sense of is " none formed
of inarticulate sounds," but is adapted to be sig-

nificant to the persons who use it.

11. iav ovv , &c.] Render: " Now, un-
less I know the meaning r)f the language [which
may be addressed to me] .
&LC., I shall be. with respect to the speaker of it,

a foreigner ; and the speaker will be, with respect
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to me, a foreigner." On this sense of, cients and most moderns for the last century,
i. e. one who speaks a language he understands " my mind." Render :

" If I pray in a foreign
not, see jVote on Acts s.xviii. 2. and Rom. i. 14., language (without interpreting my words) my /«//if/

and iiiy Note on Thucyd. iii. 63. The above prayeth, but my meaning (i.e." the jnemung or
signilication of iv is Hel3raic. A Classical wri- purport of my prayer) produces no benefit to
tcr would either have used en\, or dropped the others."
preposition. So in a kindred passage of Diog. ' . ovv ;] Sub. -, as Rom. iii. 9.

Laert., of which I have not noted the page. vi. 15. The answer to the question is made
Anacharsis says of the Greeks . ie (agreeably to the)('.) in the^rst per-
")/£{,. son. The exact sense, however, is disputed.

12. ' .] This must be taken, not Some ancient, and almost all the early modern
with the preceding, but with the following words, Expositors (together with Hanim., Whit., Ro-
and construed with. Tlie ' may be senm., Kranse, and laspis) suppose the sense to
rendered, with Walcef, So then, or wherefore, be this : "The best to be done is to ask God to
Tlie full force of cii- will be perceived by sup- be endued with the faculty of divinely-inspired
plying the ellipsis, as follows; "Thus also (to prayer in a foreign language; not with the spirit

apply this to your case), since you are anxious and soul alone, and to our own edification only,
for, ifcc, strive, fcc." is here taken as but , with meuntuo-, so as to be understood
atxii.31. and xiv. 1. is for-
(scil.^) abstract for concrete, which
occurs at xiv. I . In the next words there is a

transposition, for 'ira^ nobc& ;, ' endeavour to abound, or
be zealous of aboundinnr in them' &c. The rea-

Ijy others also," i. e. that we may have, too, the
gift of iiilerpretaiwii, as well as tongues. This
sense of is required by the context. See v.

19. But how -. can be thought to contain

any such sense as that here ascribed to it, how-
ever agreeable to the context, I see not. The

son for the transposition seems to have been that general sense intended, allowing for the-^ was the principal thing meant to be en-, seems to be simply this :
" We must,

forced, and is therefore put first. then, so pray witli the Spirit, that others, as well
13.^ 'ira .} On the sense of as ourselves, may understand the meaning of our

these words Commentators considerably differ in prayers." Thus voi (as Heydcnr. observes) is for
opinion. Some (as Mackn. and Dr. Burton) take , i. e. ',
it to be :

" Let him [so] pray, that [another] may . And he adduces an exam-
interpret his prayers." But this introducing a pie of a vox intelli^entue being used transitively

word which has nothing corresponding to it in of that which others may understand, i.e. be per-
the original, so as to quite change the sense of mitted to understand, "from Kehem. viii. 9. 1

the passage, cannot be tolerated. Most eminent Chron. xxv. 7. f!. The above view of ihe sense I

modern Commentators assign this as the sense : find supported bv the aulhoritv of Theodoret, as
" Let him [sp] pray, as that he may, or in such a follows : j& - - it -
manner that he may (by the words used in his . ' .
prayer, or by explaining it in a known language) ,' |//(5«5,' fVi-
interpret and impart to others, what the affl.itus , ,
has imparted to him ; and not, out of vain osten- ' -
tation, utter it in a tongue unknown." But that . If this be
sense cannot be extracted from the words without not admitted, we may, with Tlieophyl., suppose
much violence, and would suppose the sacred ovv to mean, " W^hat, then, is to be asked
writer to express himselfmost enigmatically. The for?" And then, with several of the most an-
most simple, and, it should seem, the true inter- cient MSS., reading•. and supposing
pretation is that of the ancient and some modern an ellip. of, the sense will bo, " that I may be
Expositors, who assign the following sense :

" Let enabled to pray vith the Spirit," «fcc. * may
him pray that he may likeirise be enabled to in- here, as in a kindred passage at James v, 13, be
terpret [what he says], " See xii. 10. and Notes, understood not necessarily of a hijmn actually

This view, as Heydenr. observes, is most agree- siutg. but of a composicion, perhaps half prose

able to the words following, which contain a rea- and half poetry, recitrd. This at least would
son, for the above. seem to be the case from the passage of James,

14. Here the Apostle excites them to aim at where see Note. S'O also Col. iii. Ki. and Note.
hio^her gifts than speaking \vith tongues, by point- 16. tru\, iav .] here signifies '' since,

ing out the inefficiency of that gift to general edifi- in tliiit case" (viz. that other case) 5 as also in

cation. The pronoun I denotes, per- Rom. iii. G. xi. 6. 1 Cor. v. 10. vii. 14. xv. 29., any person having the gift of tongues. Heb. ix. 26. x. 2. and sometimes in the Classical

Hence it is plain that ^ cannot mean writers. ., "if, or when, thou givest

the Holij Spirit, as many Commentators suppose
;

[God] thanks." :•. in the spirit, " with
nor, as others explain, " my spiritual gift." The thy mind [only]," i. e. to thyself only.

true interpretation is doubtless that of the an- — - I have in the Note on Acts iv
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13, and in Recens. Synop. in loc, shown that

denotes a private person, as opposed to

one in any office. Hence the sense assigned

here by most Commentators, " one of the laity,"

might be admitted, if the context, &c. allowed it.

But as that requires some more special sense, and
the distinction between Clergy and Laity was
probably not yet made, I, as the context
requires, interpret it, with Chrys, and Heydenr.,
" one who occupies the situation of an uninspired
person, one not endued with the gift of tongues."
The Article here denotes the genus of persons so
circumstanced. . is not a mere He-
braism ; but the metaphor is common to both an-
cient and modern languages. The word is

properly an adjective signifying true, and, as such,
was used as well in solemn asseverations (when
tan was left to be understood), as after any
praijer, which involved either asseveration (as

when the praises of God were pronounced), or
supplication, when his aid was sought ; which re-

quired the ellipsis '. The at ought to
be expressed, since it denotes what was ciisloma-

ry. is equivalent to, both being
general terms to denote prayer and praise.

18. ., &c.] This is (as Chrys. observes,)
introduced (like the just before) to show
that he does not depreciate the gift, because he
possesses it not. The is not found in several
ancient MSS. and Versions, and some Fathers,
and is cancelled by Griesb. and Tittm. But the
same phrase occurs at Phil. i. 3, and Philem. 4. ;

and it is less likely that it should have been inter-

polated here from those passages, than have been
thrown out by the early ('ritics, as savouring of
inelegance. AakCiv is for on, being so ex-
pressed, somewhat inaccurately, to avoid egotism.

19. In . there is an idiom, common to all

languages, by which a small certain number is put
for a veryfew. And the same, mutatis mutandis,
may be said of. ; V. (or, as is

read in many MSS., Versions, and Fathers,) is by the best Commentators shown to
mean " ex mentis meaj scnsu." See Note supra
V. 15. The next words are exegetical of the pre-
ceding.

20. After pointing out the t-ne nature and com-
parative value of the gift of toi.gnos, the .\postle
endeavours to repress in them a too great anxiety
for its possession— by showing that to wish for
it without regard to the advantai;e thence result-
ing, were even puerile. And then usint; a deli-
cate turn, suggested by the word. ho adds :

Trj' ., of which the sense is, ' but as
respects vice, be even infantile." Theodorot ex-

cellently paraphrases thus : M^
(" do not invert the order of nature")/ , ', .

This childlike simplicity our Lord himself often

earnestly enjoined. (See Matth. x. IG.) And
with good reason ; since it is closely connected
with virtues even of the highest kind. Thus it

is finely remarked by Thucyd. i. 83. init. tH, .—7 St (.] ''but as to pru-

dence and judgment, in approving those things

which are excellent, be grou-n-np persons, and
attain to something of the maturity of your Chris-
tian profession." This sense of occurs in

Eph. iv. 13. and Heb. v. 14. and elsewhere in the
best writers.

21. iv.'] The passage alluded to

is Is. xxviii. 11 &, 12, which (as well as the
kindred one of Jerem. v. 15.) may be regarded
as predictive of the gift of tongues. Or (to use
the words of .Scott) " while it seems primarily to

have related to the languages of those foreign

nations by whom God intended to execute ven-
geance on Israel, it might also denote that he
would instruct them by persons endued with the
gift of tongues, to convince them that those per-

sons taught the true religion." The words here
quoted differ considerably from the Sept., but
agree in substance with the Hebrew ; this being
a citation ad sensnm rather than ad literam. In

fact, the only material difference is in the substi-

tution of the first person for the third, to make
the sense more pointed. are the
words of the Apostle, and do not profess to be
from the Prophet. By is here, as often, de-

noted the Old Testament. See John x. 34.

22. In order further to show the inferiority of
tongues to interpretation, the .Apostle adverts to

the chiefpurpose which signs v/ere meant to serve
;

namely, for the conviction of unbelievers, rather

than the edification of believers.

— a'l, &c.] The sense is :
" Where-

fore the tongues in question are [meant] to serve

for a sign, or mark, by whicli it may be known
that the Christian doctrine is true. Yet these

are [intended] not [so much] for believers as un-
believers ; whereas the, though it is not
so much a sign to tlie unbeliever, yet is especial-

ly such to the believer; being a sign and a con-
firmation of their faith, and an increase of their

knowledge,"
23. The Apostle further evinces the inferiority

of tongues, by showing the misionstmclioii which
tlie use of the gift might occasion to the heathens

;
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so that, unless employed in conjunction with in-

terpretation, it might tend rather to the injury

than the benefit of the Gospel.
The oZv is not conclusive, but transitive,

signifying now if, if for example. By- I

\vOuld not understand, with most Expositors, " all

together, confuse, tumultuarie ;
" but simply all

the persons present who speak in virtue of a
spiritual gift. The should not, (with

some) be taken as supra v. IG. (for that would be

unsuitable to what follows), but in the sense,
" persons not conversant with Christianity." So
Hesych. explains by. See my
Note on Thucyd. vi. 72, 3. ,. The Apostle, we may suppose, is

here designating such heathen (strangers) as

might occasionally attend, or be induced to go
once or twice, out of curiosity ; and this by a

tacit allusion to two sorts of persons : 1. those

who were well inclined to the Gospel, but unin-

structed in its doctrines ; 2. such as were disposed
to reject it, and went merely from curiosity, or to

catch up something to censure or ridicule. This
view is supported by the autliority of Theodoret,
who explains it by- ; and also by Hey-
denr., who takes it to mean "imperiti religionis

Christianas, extranei, de rebus Christianis baud
satis edecti." The words following will have no
difficulty, if referred to both, or to either of those
classes, as the case may be. The

{" they will say you are frantic enthu-
siasts") is evidently meant for both. At v. 2-i.

have the plural changed into the singular,

in order that what has now been said should be
referred to either of the above sorts of persons
respectively. ', is (as the position

shows) meant for the ;, and signifies " he
is convicted of error in the notions he had enter-

tained of Christianity, and convinced of his sw in

opposing God's true Religion ; his understanding
belns; convinced, and his conscience awakened."
The '•'£ (which is intended chiefly for the) seems to mean, " he is put on his exam-
ination, is made to discern aright of his condition,

as a poor ignorant sinner needing the salvation of
a Saviour. 'Xno, " by all [the preachers],"

each saving something that comes home to his

conscience.
25. T(i-—.'] This may mean (as

Mr. Scott explains) "his secret thoughts are di-

vulged (viz. by being, as it were, spoken to. See
Heb. iv. 12.), his secret objections answered, his

secret sins reproved, and the real state of his

heart made known to him." Tlie words !
before - are not found in some

MSS., Versions, and Fathers, and are cancelled
by Griesb. and Tittm. But the words are more
likely to have been tlirown out, by over-nice
Critics, to remove a tautology, than to have been
introduced, as they must, through mistake, orig-

inating in the ' just after. That such a
mistake should have crept into nearly all the

MSS. is very improbable. Besides, the words
have great propriety, as serving to mark the coti-

sequence of the former; self-knowledge being the
necessary consequence of close self-examination,

carried on under the power of an awakened con-
science. For although the generality of F,xposi-

tors understand the- — of the
being made known to others ; yet it should

rather seem meant of the person himself. A view,
I find, supported by the opinion of Calvin. See
his admirable note.

The next words describe the effects of convic-
tion of sin and compunction ;

— namely, humble
and hearty prayer to God for acceptance, or
furtherance in His grace ; and an open acknowl-
edgment of the truth of the religion which had
before been rejected. The last clause seems
meant for the only.

26. Now follows the conclusion,— that the
value of these is not to be measured
by the nature of the gift, considered in itself, but
by the 7node and degree in which the advantage
of others, as well as the possessor, is promoted.
On Ti ovv see Note supra v. 15. In the words
following something seems wanting; to supply
which, some suppose an ellip. of ti ; a rather pre-
carious expedient. Others read the words iriter-

rogatively : which is frigid and inefficient. Others,
again, reject both the interrogation and the in-

sertion, and render '' each is ready
and eager to supply." But that is straining the
sense. There is, in fact, no difficulty, if the
words be taken of what is supposed to be done

;

and ' or i) may, with CEcumen., Camer., and
Schliting, be understood, which is expressed in

the verse following. Thus the sense of the whole
passage will be :

'• What, then, is to be done [to

avoid these evils, and promote the good in view

;

why this]. Each [we will suppose], i. e. of the, hath some gift or other : either he
hath a psalm, or he hath, «fee. [Well, be it so,

so that all be done unto edifcation]. Keep that

in view. Let every thing be done unto edifica-

tion." The /cr/n.? expressing these gifts are to be
explained with reference to what the Apostle has
before said concerning them. Yet as he here
speaks generaUtj, and does not use precisely the
same terms, the Commentators differ in opinion
as to the sense, of which see a full discussion in
Rec. Syn. Suffice it here to say, that the/^
seems to have reference to the at v. 15.,

and probably denotes an extemporaneous and in-

spired piece of poetry, adapted to bo sung to some
melody. seems to denote the instruction

of the mentioned at xii. 28, 29. The' and . must be explained on the same
principle. With respect to

, it may,
from the general air of the context, De supposed
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to be something brought forward by a.
See Note supra v. 6.

27. The Apostle now gives some special direc-

tions, by whicli the gift of tongues may be exer-

cised to edification. The is used (like the

French mi) to denote several peisotis (on which
idiom see Matth. Gr. Gr. vS. 487.) as in 1 Pet. iv.

11. . Thus in both passages it is equiv-

alent to ti'rt Tivh \>], and in both we
may supply '«' from . Kara rj

means " two or three [only] at each time of
meeting."

28. ) .'] "but if there be no one
[present] who has the gift of interpretation," i.e.

neither another nor himself. See Chrys.,CEcum.,
and Rosenm. . scil. b».' is well e.xplained by Chrys.,.&, ) . By.
is meant " address God [in silent prayer]."

29. iio .] Sub., i. e. two or three at

one meeting. By o'l' are meant the rest of

the prophets
J
namely, who are not to speak at

that meeting. Of. the sense (as almost all

Commentators are agreed) seems to be, '•' let them
decide on what is spoken, whether it be dictated

by the Spirit of truth or not;" namely, lest false

prophets (of whom St. Paul varns them in his

second Epistle, written a year after) should creep
in. This office was attached to the prophetical

one, and was exercised by those who possessed
the gift of the , spoken of at xii.

10., where see Note.
30. —.'] The sense (which

has been debated) seems to be this :
" If any

revelation be made [by the Spirit] to another
[prophet], let the first [prophet] have done speak-

ing." And in this way the passage is taken by
the ancient and early modern Commentators.
And in this sense . occurs in Acts xv. 13., and
often in the Classical writers ; as Polyb. ix. 13, 2.

.Several, however, of the modern Commentators
(as Grot., Whitby, Locke, Pearce, Doddr., and
Mackn.), stumbling at the idea of any one speak-
ing by the Holy Spirit being si/ettced, take

in the sense " lot him permit the first to come to

a conclusion," or, " let him wait till the first has
done speaking." But so to strain the plain sense
of words is not the way to remove difficulties.

Here that may be done without resorting to such
means : not, indeed, by sinkinrc (with many recent
Commentators) the siipermdiirul in these gifts;
but by supposing, that, in the exercise of this

ministry, the prophets were so perpetiialbj acting

under a divine afflatus, or so entirely removed
from the operation of their understanding, or the
guidance of their own feelings of prudence or

propriety, that they might occasionally need the
suggestions of their brethren the other prophets,
and sometimes to be reminded to come to a con-
clusion (tliough we need not suppose an abrupt
one), when running into undue prolixity ; which
it is plain from the words following tlie Apostle

had principally in view. Indeed, that those so
speaking were not ahcaijs under the actual in-

fluence of the Holy Spirit, is, I think, manifest
from the direction of the Apostle aWoi iia-. Besides, that a person endued with
any spiritual gift had the power, as free agent, of
using, or not using it, and might be controlled by
authoritative admonition (without any disparage-

ment of the respect due to the Spirit), is clear

from this,— that those who possessed the gift of
tongues are commanded to be silent when there

was no one by to interpret it. All the prophets,
I agree with Calvin and Parous, vhether speak-
ing, or sitting in silence, were endued, indeed,
with the Holy Spirit; but very differently at

different times. But besides that general assis-

tance of the Holy Spirit, by which they were en-

abled to discharge their duty, they were, no doubt,

at times sensible of a special illapse of the Holy
Spirit ; which being extraordinary, might, in the

case of a silent prophet, demand its requisition to

be complied with by a speaking one.

31. , &c.] The sense is: "For
[thus] ye may all [viz. who are prophets] be
enabled to prophesy one after another ; so that all

may [in their turn] receive or communicate in-

struction, or admonition."
32. -:...] The

Commentators are not agreed on the exact sense
contained in these vords. Some ancient and
most of the best modern ones regard this verse

as asserting the possibilitij of obeijing the foregoing
injunctions ; q. d. The spiritual gifts of {he proph-
ets are [not, like the phrenzy of the Heathen
priests, beyond their controul, but] subject to the

prophets ; who inay exercise them or not, as oc-

casion may require. See Theophyl., Hamm.,
Whitby, VVolf, Krause, and Heydenr. Bp. Middl.,

indeed, urges that the propriety of the Article

would require ;; and he adopts the

interpretation of Schulz, Rosenm., and Schleusn.

;

(which, indeed, had been propounded by Chrys.,

Theod., Calvin, and Est.) " They who are di-

vinely inspired are bound, at proper seasons, to

give place to others who have been gifted with
the same inspiration." This interpretation, how-
ever, involves no little harshness ; it^being thus

necessary to take-- for., and
to supply '^. Now this would suppose
the sentence to be written most onnigmatically.

As to the objection, urged by Bishop Middl., with

respect to the absence of the Article , it has
no force ; since, as both the nouns,- and, arc without the Article, it cannot be
necessary to the latter ; especiidly since what is

said may be supposed to be expressed gno7nicK
Moreover, the connection, as regards what pre-

cedes (- ), is quite in favour of the

first-mentioned interpretation. And as regards

whaX follows, no connection is necessai-jj, since

(though the editors have failed to notice it) the

words of V. 32. are parenthetical : and the
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which commences v. 33. (not well rendered by
M.ickn. besides), has reference to the injunction

and the reason for it at vv. 30, 31 . q. d. " Let this

injunction be observed, for it is the ordinance of

that Being who is the author not of confusion,

but of ])eace and order." I have indicated this

hijpo-pareiithesis by inclosing the words between
two colons. They were meant, I conceive, to

anticipate an objection, q. d. " How can it be
proper for any prophet to be thus silenced ; or

how he should be able to controul the suggestions

of the Spirit?" To this the ansv.er is, that the

e.tercise or non-exercise of their spiritual gift was
at their own discretion (for such, as Chrys., The-
ophyl., Est., Whitby, and Mackn. have pointed

out, must be the sense of .) ; whence it fol-

lowed, that whatever impropriety or evils arose

from the undue exercise of the gift must be im-
puted not to the Spirit, but to the Prophet iiim-

self ; whose duty it would therefore be to rein in

his impetuosity, and yield to another, before he
had finished what he intended to say.

33. .'] On the proper sense of the
word see Luke xxi. 9. It here denotes tumult and
confusion, as opposed to', quietness and order.

The words iv — may be render-

ed :
" as is the case in all other congregations of

Christians." There is no reason, with many em-
inent Editors and Expositors from Bp. Pearce
downwards, to connect these words \vith the

vords following. For thus the gravity and au-

thority of the Apostle's injunction will be in-

jured, and a great irregularity supposed,— namely,
that of introducing an inferior reason frst in the
sentence. And what example is there of a sen-

tence so commencing with an ; 1 This seems
to have been an expedient resorted to from the

connection between these words and the preceding
ones, being not very obvious. But why should
we not consider this (like very many others in

St. Paul's Epistles) as a briefly-worded clause,

standing in the place of a complete sentence, in-

troduced by an illative particle ? So Calvin (who
rightly makes it refer to all that has been before

said on the cultivation of order and peace) ex-

presses the sense thus :
" Nihil vobis hactenus

prsecepi, quod non observatur in omnibus Eccle-
siis ; atque ita continentur in pace." So also

Theodor. (following the exposition of Chrys.)

paraphrases : Ohilv Kanov, aWii^ , '-
h-. See Luke ii. 14. and John xiv. 27.

34. (V TuXi .' ' ux) yap, &C.] This
injunction (which, it is almost universally admit-
ted, implies a total prohibition to women to speak
at all in the congregation), seems to be contradic-
tory to that at xi. 5. To reconcile which with
the former, many Commentators suppose that the

Apostle here refers to voluntary discourse, though
even spoken with the ordinary aid of the Holy
Spirit; and in ch. xi. to praying and prophesying
under the extraordinary influence of the Spirit.

According to this, the women w'ere to keep si-

lence, i. e. to refrain from speaking in public in
the churches, except when they were influenced
by an extraordinary inspiration. See Holden.
But to that sense Whitby and Mackn. urge seri-

ous objections (v.-hich see in Recens. Synop.)

;

and they maintain, that the Apostle at Ch. xi.

only intended to say how the women should speak

if they spoke at all, but here means absolutely to

forbid it. Both solutions of the difficulty, hov/-

ever, are open to objections, and there seems to

be no safe mode of removing them, but by sup-
posing the -. there to mean some such inferior

sort of the, perhaps (expounding Scrip-

ture), as should not, by its exercise in public,

contravene the order in this passage.

35. , ifcc] This is meant to ex-
clude the pretence of speaking for the purpose
of interrogation, and for instruction's sake ; which,
as it w'ould produce disorder, is forbidden.

3(j. The Apostle fortifies the injunctions con-
tained in this and the two preceding chapters
(but chiefly those in the foregoing verses, espe-
cially v. 33. which refers to the example of oilier

churches) by adverting to a fact, — namely, that

the Corinthians had no priority of conversion to

plead, or any superiority over other Churches,
w-hich might give them a privilege to deviate from
the general practice ; q. d. is your's the mother
Church, or the only Church ? There is an allu-

sion to Is. ii. 3. The inference is. " You must
therefore submit to the custom of the generality."
Now the mention of these irregularities naturally

brings to the Apostle's mind the authors and
abettors of them, certain persons who pretended
to be endued with the Gift of Prophecy, and other
spiritual Gifts.

37./ is wrongly rendered in our common
Version " seemeth to himself; " and .still worse
by Mackn. and Holden, " is sure ; " a sense which
the word nowhere bears. The sense is, " is ac-
counted," " is reputed " (as iii. 18. '), meaning, " if any one be realh/ a prophet."
In the words —' there is a fre-

quent Hellenism : and w-e may render :
" let him

understand or know that what I write unto you
(i. e. my injunctions) are commands of the Lord ;

"

just as what comes from an Ambassador may be
said to come from his Sovereign. The before' is omitted in many of the best MSS. and
some Fathers, and not found in the earliest Edd.
It is cancelled by Matth.. Griesb., Krause, Tittm.,
and Vater, and is probably an interpolation.

38. ayi/o£i] i. e. professes ignorance, or, as it
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seems, from the antithesis, to mean, " is not dis-

posed to acknowledge them as such.",
i. e., by a popular idiom (being an example of the
permissiiie Imperative), "per ots licet, let him do
so, suo periculo, I have no more to say to him."
Comp. ii. IG.

39, 40. Here the Apostle sums up the Avhole of
what has been before said. M») signifies,
" be no hindrance to," " discountenance not."' ., " in a decorous and or-

derly manner." . refers to the breaches of
Ecclesiastical decorum before adverted to ; and.^ to the violation of order and subordina-
tion in the ministrations of the Church, with al-

lusion to which the Apostle enjoined Christians
(Eph. v. 21.)- ( .
See also Coloss. ii. 5. rhv ^, which
is rightly rendered by Schleus., " videns vestrum
ordinem in dispositione et ohservatione riluum ec-

clesiast^corum." The various passages of the
Classical writers which I have adduced in Recens.
Synop. prove that was applied to discipline

and subordination, both political and religious.

XV. After repressing breaches of decorum,
order, and discipline, the Apostle now proceeds
to stop the progress of heresy; and especially on
that vital doctrine of the Gospel, the Resurrec-
tion. The Corinthians were tinctured with the
Sadducsean spirit of Jewish scepticism, or with
the philosophical dogmas of the Grecians ; each
alike subversive of, or discouraging, all expecta-
tion of a resurrection, at least in the sense in

which it is here meant by St. Paul,— namely, a
resurrection of both soul and body in a future

state. There were, it should seem, not a few, both
of the Jewish and Gentile Christians, at Corinth,
who entertained notions (founded on the dogmas
they had held before their conversion) adverse to,

at least, a resurrection of the body ; and who had,

in fact, brought with them their old tenets into

the Christian Church, and corrupted its doctrines.

Now the Saddiicees, and also the Epicurceans
and Sioirs, rejected alike the resurrection of the
body and the soul ; while the Essenes, the Pro-
fessors of the Oriental philosophy, and the Plato-

nists in general agreed in rejecting a resurrection

of the body ; while all three admitted a resurrec-

tion of the soul, at least in icords ; though there

is great reason to think that tlie Philosophers of
that age denied even tiie resurrection of the soul,

at least in their esoteric discussions. At all events,

the various sects ofGentile Piiilosophers all agreed
in rejecting a resurrection of the body. Hence
the ill reception which St. Paul met with at Ath-
ens, from his avowal of this doctrine. It appears,

then, that the Corinthian heretics were of two
kinds, corresponding to the above two classes ; 1.

those who rejected a resurrection both of the
body and soul ; 2. those who disbelieved a resur-

rection of the body, but admitted one of the soul.

The persons of this class, however (namely, the
Essenes and the Platonists), rejected a resurrec-

tion of the body on different grounds. The latter,

taking for granted the absolute phy.tical identity

of the raised body, with the mortal body before
existing, denied the possibility of the tiling

; the

former, taking for granted the moral identUij,—

i. e. the being equally frail and corrupt, thought
that if it were possible, it would be most undesira-

ble, and the thing not to be reconciled with the
wisdom and benevolence of the Deity. As to the
former class, those who had been Sadducees or
Epicureans, and still clung to the same notion—
they endeavoured to justify this departure from
what had been revealed by Christ, by taking (as

the heathen Philosophers, of the Platonic school,

especially, often did) the term in a mei-

aphorical and allegorical sense, to designate a
bidding adieu to ignorance and vice, and embrac-
ing light and truth, and practically approving this

regeneration by a reformed life. Tlius the -
they professed was nearly equivalent to

the Stoical, or iraAiyyei'to/o. Hence
they might^ maintain (as did Hymenaius and
Philetus), that the resurrection (i. e. of the just),

if such was its nature, was already past. The
Sadducrean notion had plainly been borrowed
from the Gentile Philosophers, with whose writ-

ings the Jews became conversant soon after their

return from the Babylonian captivity ; and when
the necessity of preserving their liberty against

the attacks of the neighbouring monarchs of
Syria, Persia, and Egypt, compelled them to form
connexions with the Gentile nations of the West,
especially the Greeks and Romans. But besides
the «/«believers and tlie /(('//"-believers, in the doc-
trine of the resurrection, there was a third class,

composed of those who might be called toeoJc be-
lievers, inasmuch as, though admitting the doc-
trine of a resurrection of the body as well as soul,

yet they felt doubts and scruples as to the time

when, and the manner in which, it would take

place ; and also whether those found alive at the

general resurrection would have need to die, or

be received into tlie company of the raised saints

and angels, without any such change.

Now to the above three classes of persons, the

Apostle, I apprehend, is here addressing himself;

and, as it should seem, in the natural order,

—

i. e. of unbelievers, half (or mis) -believers, and
doubting believers as to the doctrine of the resur-

rection. Tlie first, it should seem, he encounters
in the first 31• verses; the second, from v. 35—, inclusive; the third from v. 51 — 57, inclu-

sive. V. 58. contains the inference to be drav/n

from what has been before said, and involves an
earnest e.rhortation. To advert to particulars, the

errors or doubts of the several classes are en-

countered and corrected by the discussion of the

three following questions, 1. Whether there ivilL

be a resurrection of the dead ? This is proved, 1.

from Scripture, v. 1 — 4. ; 2. from the testimony

of eye-witnesses of Christ's resurrection, v. 5—
12. For the connexion of the truth of Christ's

resurrection from the dead, with that of the doc-
trine of the resurrection of the dead, was of the

closest nature ; so that what proved one must
prove the other : and the possibility of such a

resurrection being siiown, all arguments on the

score impossihility of the thing, would be com-
pletely demolished. 3. He ai'gues the same ques-

tion ex absurdo, i. e. by showing the absurdity of

the contrary doctrine — thus : 1. If the dead rise

not, Christ is not risen (v. ]3). 2. It would be

absurd to have faitli in him, according to the
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preaching of the Gospel, if He is not risen. 3.

The Apostles, who attest his resurrection, must
be false vitnesses. 4. The faith of the Corin-

tliians, who believe it, must be vain. 5. All the

believers who have died in the faith of Christ,

have perished, if Christ be not risen. 6. Be-
lievers in Christ are in a more miserable state

than any others, if there be no resurrection. 7.

Those who are baptized in the faith, that Christ

died for them, and rose again, are deceived. 8.

The Apostles and Christians in general, who suf-

fer persecution on the ground that after they had
suffered awhile here, they shall have a glorious

resurrection, are acting a foolish and unprofitable

part (v. 30— 35.) Now here it may be proper to

observe, that there seems great reason to suppose
(with Cocceius and Gerdes.) that by

the Apostle here, in his arguments for the

resurrection of the soul (especially when he ar-

gues ex absurdo), means, in a general sense, not

only a resurrection of the body, but the transition

of the soul to a state of bliss in heaven. For (as

Cocceius and Gerdes. show), the Apostle's argu-

ments at 19— 33. would be inconclusive, as based

on a fallacij of coiuequence, unless those, whom
he is here immediately encountering, denied the

resurrection of the soul as well as the body

;

i. e. the doctrine of a future state in general, as

did the Sadducees and Epicureans. And conse-

quently. must be tciken as at Matt. xxii. 31.

Assuredly the strong expression\ and
others would lose their force ; since the reply

would have been at hand, that ' the soul might
live apart from the body ; that thus our better

part might/ , and conse-
quently our hope would 7iot be utterly cut off";

though the particles of flesh should not be re-

stored to life : and accordingly there would still

remain that anchor of hope for the faithful, thai

of preserving the soul in the blissful commu-
nion of Christ, and in the fruition of God him-
self Again, how would it follow, from there

being no resurrection of the bodij only, that there

would be no such thing as virtue, piety, or faith
;

since those might nevertheless profit the soul.

So that supposing an immortality of the soul only

it would still be the true interest of man to mor-
tify carnal lusts, and to live soberly, righteously,

and godly in this present world. Whereas the

contrary doctrine, which denied the immortality
of the soul, cut at the root of all virtue, and tend-

ed to immorality of every kind. We are (as Ger-
des. well suggests) carefully to distinguish be-

tween the persons here had in view. The per-

sons whom the Apostle addresses, informs, warns,
and exhorts, are different from those against whose
heresy and arts of persuasion he cautions them.
The latter he nowhere directly attacks, but con-
fines himself to addressing the former. Other-
wise, indeed, his arguments would have been in-

valid (as addressed to Sadducrean Jews, or Athe-
istical Gentiles) : whereas they have their full

force, as addressed to persons who acknowledged
certain principles, on which the Apostle argues.

Hence what is said of the resurrection, is meant
of the resurrection of Cliristiaiis, and of the just
and pious, not of the wicked (though the Apostle
recognizes both at Acts xxiv. 15.) ; their resurrec-
tion (which, as it appears, will be after that of
the just) being, in some measure, implied in the

VOL. .

former, as in the case of the immortality of the
soul, in regard to the resurrection of the body.
Especially since (as Gerdesius observes) qui dis-

tribuenda Deo supremo terrarum orbis Judaici
prcemia asserit, distribuendas quoque poenas ne-
gare nullo modo possit ?

To pass on to the two other general heads, the
Apostle at 33— 4\), or 30, with reference to the
second class above mentioned (namely, those who
disbelieved, or at least doubted of the resurrec-
tion of the body, but held a resurrection of the
soulJ, shows that the resurrection in question
will be a resurrection of the body as well as soul,

and what be the nature of the bodies thus
raised, and in what manner the whole will be ac-
complished. Again, at V. 49. or 30— 37. inclu-
sive, he adverts to the third class, and shows the
time and manner of the resurrection, and what
will become of those who are found alive at that
period. Finally, he concludes with a most sol-
emn and impressive exhortation, as to the use
to be made of the doctrine he is now communi-
cating.

1, 2. The difficulty in these verses (which has
led to much difference of interpretation) has been
partly occasioned by the unusualness of the con-
struction, and partly by the somewhat rare senses
in which the words ^,' and are used.
As to the construction, there need be no doubt
that it is, according to a common Grecism, for

\> . So
Gal. i. 11. -/ ', ' . As to., it must, from the context, mean .
or., with reference to the re-communica-
tion of knowledge by calling it to remembrance.
For the Apostle does not mean to say, that they
need to be taught it, but only to be reminded of
it, and kept firm in the belief of the doctrine

;

q.-d. (in the Vords of Chrys.) ) avro rd,'- . See
also Theophyl. and CEcumen, and compare a very
similar passage at 2 Pet. i. 12. By are
meant the doctrines of the Gospel, especially
those of the incarnation and resurrection ofChrist,
and the like resurrection and redemption of the
righteous. SeeRom.viii.il. In^ (which
means ".ye have persevered and do persevere")
there is an agonistic metaphor (see Eph. vi. 13.),

or an architectural one, like iipaioi at v.

57., where see Note. On the sense of no
little difference of opinion exists. See Poole's
Synops. and Heydenr. The latter gives the pref-

erence to the signification method, uay. But that

sense is ill supported. The word is, think, best
rendered, with Pr. Oohree, argument ; by which

will be, by Hebraism, for . So
Dobree explains, '•'

I am putting you in mind of
the argument I chiefly used in my preaching."
It should rather seem that there is an ellipsis of
int, and that is (as Theodoret supposes) for, ground, purpose, puort. subject, or ob-
ject ; with reference to the doctrine of the incar-

nation and resurrection of Jesus. is best
explained, with Whitby, " are brought into a state

of salvation." See his TSote and the Note on
Matt. ii. 23. The full sense of ; — iiricr.

is %vell expressed by Dobree thus :
" [as you will

perceive] if you have not forgotten my words

:

unless, indeed, you were converted from mere
21
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caprice." Yet rather means sine fructu, recorded at Matt, xxviii. 16. As to the particles. he'ing for] ; for the lull and, they must not be pressed on, as

sense is, as Heydenr. explains, '' nisi, obliterate if the appearances are referred to in exact chroii-

resurrectionis J. C. memoria, penitus evanuit, ologicaL order; for I entirely agree witli Bp.
atque a fundamentis disjecta est fides vestra, et Warburton, in his admirable Sermon on v. 17 of
omnia prius credita conciderunt." this Chapter, that " the Apostle here docs not

. 3,4. "Apertiusindicatur, quale fuitEvangelium mean to enter into particulars, but introduces his

illud, quod Paulus Corinthiis nunciaverat; q. d. cloud of witnesses, with becoming dignity, in the

Doctrina palmaria ac principalis, quam, sicut ipse gross." Thus they may be taken merely to mean
didici eam, ita et docui, fuit hi;c, Christum mor- ' porro ; unless, indeed, we suppose, with Heum.
tuum, sepultum, excitatum denique a mortuis (to whose opinion Gerdes. is inclined to assent),

esse, secundum oracula Veteris Test, divina." that v. 7 has accidentally been put out of its

(Heydenr.) order, and ought to come in before v. G, thus:
— f'l'?] i. e. among the principal, and car- " , rois -,

dinal truths of the Gospel, and most necessary ' ' ^.
to be believed, and forming the foundations of Yet for this transposition there is not a particle

Christian faith; namely, the passion, death, bur- of external evidence : and as io internal, it is diffi-

ial, and resurrection of Christ. The biirial is cult to imagine how such a lucidus ordo should
mentioned as proving his death, just as the ap- have been perturbed. I am .rather inclined to

pearance to Cephas and the .500 brethren attested suspect that the words-,
his resurrection. The is not, as some con-' came from the margin, wliere

sider it, for ; but should be rendered ovi they were the remark of some one who thought
account of, for the e.rpiatioti of, witli allusion to proper to record the tradition, found in the Apoc-
the atonement made for us by Christ suffering in ryphal Gospel according to the Hebrews, and re-

our stead. See Rom. iv. 25. must corded at large by Jerome, in Catal. Scrip. Eccl.

(notwithstanding what some recent Commenta- The words cannot, with Heydenr., be referred to

tors allege), in this context, denote such parts of the ascension of our Lord, because that would
the Scriptures of the Old Testament as have have required, not <!\, but.
reference to the sufferings, death, and resurrec- 8.- — f'/uoi.] There are

tion of Christ; namely, not only the prophecies two points connected with this passage on which
of the Messiah, but also to the sacrifices, and, in Commentators are divided in opinion : 1. on the

general, the ritual and typical ordinances which sense and ratio mctaphorne of ; 2. on
prefigured the great Sacrifice. ^ the force of the Article here. As to the former,

5. To7s .] There "were'then but eleven, (not a pure Attic word, though found
But the Apostles were so called, by a figure com- occasionally in good authors, as Hippocrates,

mon to all languages and nations, whereby any Aristotle, Plato, and Aristides) has always the

hodij of persons, who act as colleagues, are called sense which Hesych. ascribes to it, !) '-
by the number of which the body is properly , an abortion. With respect to the ratio meta-

composed, though it may not be complete at the phorce, many eminent Commentators suppose

time. The reading is evidently ex emenda- an allusion to the name given, as Sueton. Aug.
tione. C. 35. tells us, by the Romans to supernumerarij

6. -. Supply ))'. This peculiar use of senators, viz. abortive. To this, however, it is

for - (which seems to have been objected by Bp. Middl., that thus the compari-
popular or provincial, not being found in the son would not hold good, since an abortion is

Classical writers) occurs also in IVIark xiv. 5, but brought forth dead, and the Apostle was living,

with a Genitive. Perhaps, however, it has prop- both naturally and spiritually. He would there-

erly no regimen, but is used parenthetically, like fore take the word to mean a last-horn child, rcf-

the Latin p/)/.s trecentos, 300 and more. On the erence to the common notion of the last-born

nature of this evidence see Doddr., and also an being the smallest and weakest of the progeny,

elaborate Dissertation of G. Olearius de resurrec- But for this sense there is no authority; and
tione Christi, appended to his Obs. Sac. p. 750. indeed it would involve a most harsh catachresis.

7. This is by Expositors generally supposed to We may rather, I conceive, recur to another

be a transaction (like that in the next verse) not sense , which has not, perhaps, been
recorded in the Gospels. That principle, how- preserved in any author, but which, no doubt, •

ever, should not be resorted to unnecessarily; existed, and is recorded in Hesych. and the

and to suppose the appearance to be the same Glossaria; namely, , a child born

with that in Galilee, according to the promise in before the due time. So the Latin abortivus,

Matt. xxvi. ,32, is founded on weak grounds. It though it generally means an abortion, yet in

is far better to suppose (with Para-us and Cierdes.) Horat. Sat. i. 3. 16. " ut abortivus fuit olim Sisy-

that there is an allusion to the last appearance of phus " has this very sense. Now such infants are

Christ to his Apostles and disciples generally, invariably weak and feeble, scarcely deserving
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the name of children; which is, I conceive, what
the Apostle means to say ofhimself.— calling him-
self so, as being an Apostle not formed and ma-
tured by previous preparation and instruction (a

view of the sense, I would observe, supported by
the authority of Theophyl., Hesych., JN'ewcome,

and Wahl.), hut sudde?iiij caWed to the oihce, by
an i7isliuiiajieoiis conversion. It is proper, how-
ever, to advert to the force of the Article here;
though it does not, I think, afford any ground
whereon to determine the exact sense intended
by the Apostle. According to the first and tliird

of the foregoing interpretations, the Article seems
to have no force ; unless we suppose, with Bp.
Middl., that it is meant to apply the term par-

ticularly to the Apostle. So Luke xviii. 13.. If this be thought unsatisfactory,

we may suppose, withDobree, that the r.S (which
is not found in a few MSS.) came from the mar-
gin. And it seems not to have been read by
Ignatius, who, in his Epistle to the Romans,
similarly calls himself the " last of the Preachers,"

Koi. Yet it is defended by a similar

passage (imitated from the present) of .Simeon
Styletes in an Epistle to Basil : (says he) b, ' .
read (for) with many recent Critics, would
introduce an Atticism, such as is nowhere found
in the N. T. (which contains scarcely any thing
of Atticism) nor in the Sept.. nor indeed in any
Hellenistic writer. .\s to (on which the

dilficulty mainly rests) it must be understood ac-

cording to one of the two last-mentioned inter-

pretations. But whatever be its exact sense, it

is plain that the Apostle calls himself such out of

deep humility ; for the- is extenuative of

the harshness of the expression, not of the thing.

10. 6i ] sril. -';.
While, however, he, in deep humility, ascribes

whatever he is, or has effected, to the free grace
of God. yet he gives way to a brief impulse to

feel proud of his labours (he notices not his mira-

cles) as being greater than those of all the other

Apostles, i. e. taken singly, not conjointly. This,

however, is speedily checked by the recollection,

that he is not the sole doer of the work, but that

he needs the cooperation of God's grace. Comp.
Phil. ii. 13. 14.

11. ovv, , Scc.^ At £/ repeat- from the preceding -, and at

supply from the context. Also
at both and repeat-. The
sense is, " Whether [it be] I or they [who] la-

boured most, [it matters not] ; this doctrine [the

death and resurrection of Christ] we all preached,

and ye professed your belief of it. And having
thus attested your belief thereof, how can ye,
consistently, call in (juestion the other doctrine,
so closely connected with it, of the resurrection
man from the dead.

1~. fi ii , &c.] forci &.
Xp. . The sense is :

" but if it be
publicly maintained or announced by us all, that

Christ arose from the dead," &c. ?
;
" how can some of you maintain ? " The

argument, as Crell. remarks, being this: "If
Christ rose, then the resurrection of the dead is

not only possible, but actual." We have here a
conclusion from the foregoing premises, q. d.

JVow Christ really and actually rose from the
dead, as has been evinced on irrefragable evi-

dence. How, then, can any deny the possibility

of a resurrection ? For what has once been, may
again be. And, e contrario, if a resurrection of
the dead were to be supposed to be a vain imag-
ination, not deserving of our belief, our faith in

the resurrection Christ would be destroyed.

It is well shown by Gerdes. that in v. 12— 19,
the Apostle treats of the connection between the
resurrection of the dead and the resurrection of
Christ, and the indubitable proof thereof; tacitly

rebuking the Corinthians for dulness, in not see-
ing this, and for too great readiness to lend an ear
to the suggestions of deceivers.

14. Here we have another inference.

is by the ancient and earlier modern, and some
recent Expositors, explained useless, as not attain-

ing the desired end. Most Expositors, however,
from the time of Grot, and iVIackn., assign to it

the sense false and unfounded. The former in-

terpretation seems preferable ; but both may be
included, the latter as dependent on the former.
The sense may be thus expressed :

" If Christ
had not risen, our testimony of his resurrection
to life and glory would have been false, and an
imposture (see v. 25.), and without any benefit
to ourselves, and your persuasion of the truth of
our report would produce no good to yourselves."

15. fii +^.'] The sense (as

Chrys. shows) is: "Yea, we siiould [thus] also
be made out to be false witnesses concerning
God." is by the best Interpreters explain-
ed cmicerniTtir , a signification of the word very
rare, but which the Apostle chose to employ,
probably as wishing to include the sense to the

prejudice of. which ialsificalion would occasion
;

inasmuch as it would .ilmost imply a want of
ponder in God to raise the dead ; for the Gentile
Philosophers denied it. So Pliny Hist. Nat. L. iL

C, 7. Revocare defunctos ne Deus quidem potest.
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IG, 17. It is well observed by Theodoret, that

here the Apostle\ ',7' \;. On the logical

form, see Gerdes. It is not, he shows, a mere
repetition of the arguments at vv. 13 & 14, but

serves for further illustration. For (to use tlie

words of Heydeur.) does not here, as before,

signify asse7tt. to the testimony of the Apostles,

concerning the resurrection ofChrist,but thatytaV/i

which the Corinthians had accorded to the whole
Christian doctrine : or (if it be thought better to

understand objective) the doctrine itself

of the Gospel, which would be without any solid

foundation, would be of doubtful and ambiguous
faith ; nay, would be liable to strong suspicion,

were the resurrection of Christ taken away, in

which we have the plainest demonstration of

Gospel truth, and the most certain confirmation

of its divine origin." "The Apostle (observes

Heydenr.) addresses them by an interchange of
Persons, speaking first in the second, then in the

third, and lastly in the first per. At v.

17, he points out a new absurdity arising from
the denial of Christ's resurrection, — that they
would be under the penalty of unforgiven sin,

which is inconsistent with the very elements of

the Christian system. See a masterly Sermon
by Bp. Warburton on v. 17, where he shows that

this conclusion completes the proof of the mira-

cle of the Resurrection. Here it is proper to

bear in mind, that only the possihility of a resur-

rection of the dead, is wliat is sought hence to

be established, not tlie/"ne< of an actual resiirrec-

tion. The truth of that is, as Heydenr. observes,

proved in the subsequent verses, by the especial

argument, that, according to the Divine decree,

all things which had perished by Adam, are to be
restored by Christ. On the full sense intended

by the Apostle, see Calvin and Scott.

— in taTi h . -] The sense here is

certainly not that assigned by many recent for-

eign Commentators, but what the ancient and

most modern ones explain it, as follows: "Ye
are. yet liable to the guilt and penalty of your

sins, [notwithstanding you may have repented of

them] ; evidently pointing to the atonement of

Christ : for if Christ be not raised, he has made
no atonement for sin."

18. Kfu —'.] Here another conse-

quence is pointed out, q. d. " It follows, also,

that those who have died in [the faith of] Christ,

(oi I't/cpoi fv, Rev. xiv. 13.) are perished,"

Such seenTs to be the real sense of the passage.

Though many ancient and some modern Com-
mentators (as Grot., Mackn., and Schleus.) take

oi. iv Xp. to denote those who have suifered

death as martyrs for ('hrist's religion. -,
q. d. there is an end of them and all their hopes;
all their labour, toil, and suffering for Christ's sake
are thrown away and perish ; they arc disappoint-

ed of their hope of salvation, and are no better,

in a worldly view, than if they had not encount-
ered them.

19. Here (as Crell. and Calvin remark) we

have another argument ex absurdo: and in what
is said there is (as Crell. observes) an answer to a
tacit objection,— namely, that the Apostles know
there will be no resurrection, but preach the doc-
trine for present advantage. Now this is shown
to involve an absurdity ; because, by preaching
the doctrine in question, they expose themselves
to present evil of every kind ; and if there is to

be no resurrection of the dead, there will be no
future state in which they could enjoy any re-

xcard. Thus they would act as they do without
any motive.

— fi iv TJf;, &c.] The must be
construed after . By is not meant (as

Grot., Gerdes., and others suppose), " the Apos-
tles and preachers of the word," at least not those
07ih/, but also all Christians in that age of perse-
cution.', " we are of all men
the most to be pitied." In what respects they
would be such, see Calv., Gerdes., Scott, and
Heydenr. " It was (as Doddr. well shows) the
hope of salvation alone which could counterbal-
ance the many peculiar trials and hardships to

which Christians were then subject ; without
which they would indeed be more miserable than
all other men."

20. Having already shown, from the fact of
Christ's resurrection, the possibility of ovr resur-

rection, the Apostle now applies himself to es-

tablish its certainty; and after having at v. 20.

taken for gi'anted, as already 7nade certain, the

truth of Christ's resurrection, he proceeds to de-

duce from it some considerations, on which we
may ground the most confident reliance of all

Christians being raised from the dead. These
are deduced, 1. from the close consanguinity, as

itverc, of Christ, as Head of the Covenant, with
faithful Christians, his members ; insomuch that a
close connexion must be supposed between one
and the other, however dissimilar may be the

mode, \. 90— 23.. inclusive. To use the Avords

of Heydenr. :
" He the first born son of the Father,

holding a principal place in (Jod's family, went
before us to that future life, to be hoped for after

death by all his brethren, even the sons of his

heavenly Father. Like unto the destination of .

Him, the first-born, must, by the Divine counsel,
be that of the rest of God's children." The
Apostle then draws a parallel between our rela-

tioiisliip to Adam, and to Christ; and reasons

that Ihe fruits of eacli (death and life) must natu-

rally arise. He also at v. 23. intimates that this

connexion of Christ with faithful Christians, as

of the head and tlio members, suggests naturally

the order in which this resurrection should take

place; and as Christ's resurrection was admitted

by the persons he is addressing, to have really

taken place, so ought that'of /i/s faithful sen-ants

to be confidently lixpocted to follow.

— vuvi, &c.] 'J'he full sense is ;
" But as things

now are [this is not the case] ; Christ hath risen."

is for

( , as in Col. i. 18.-. Rev. i. G. ; ^ .
See also Acts xxvi. 23. There may also be an
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allusion to the first-fruits of the corn, which was
an earnest and pledge of the ensuing harvest, and
indeed a comnuincenu'nt of it. Jesus Christ was
the first [to rise] of those who have died and risen

again to die no more. For those raised by Elijah,

Elisha, and our Lord, after being raised from the

dead, did return to the grave. 'Eyfvtro is not
found in several MSS. of the Western recension,

some Latin Versions, and some Fathers, and is

cancelled by Griesb. ; but without reason ; for

both external and internal evidence are in its fa-

vour. See Matthaji.

2L 22. The Apostle here further proves the

resurrection of Christ to be the cause (as well as

the pledge) of our resurrection ; for since by
man (i. e. a human being) sin and death entered
into the world ; so by lilan, by One in human
nature, came the resurrection of the dead ; and
as, in consequence of their relation to Adam, all

men are born mortal, and at length die ; even so,

in and by Christ, shall all be made alive. See
Scott. All shall be raised by him, the wicked
(as Burkitt says) by his power, as their Judge,
the righteous by virtue of their union with him
as their Lord. The meaning here is well ex-

pressed by Heydenr. as follows :

'' Our connec-
tion with Adam brought us death, our connection
with Christ, life : b}' the one we became subject
to the dominion of death ; by the other, being
raised from the dead we shall be delivered from
that dominion : the evils inflicted on us by the

former will be entirely done away by the latter,

and the ruin arising from the former, which sticks

so close to the nature of all men, will by the
latter be completely removed." V. 22. is exe-
getical of the preceding, and the yap signifies

for example.

23. " Here we have, as Heydenr. observes, an
answer to a supposed doubt or question as to the

seeming delay, and period allotted to the awful
change in question : q. d. a certain order and
fixed period of time is appointed of God for this

effect ; in due order and succession, by certain

intervals, must this take place to all, and not be-

fore the time appointed must that resurrection be
expected." The Apostle then proceeds to show
what that order will be. It is, indeed, not agreed
whether by be here meant order of time,

or of dignity. But the former sense is prefera-

ble ; the meaning being "each at the time, and
in the manner ordained by(iod;" namely, that

Christ should rise first, by himself, long before
the rest •, then, at his second advent, all true

Christians. Oi ; as Gal. v. 21•. ol . Xp.

The Apostle says nothing about those who arc

not Christ's, the wicked. Those, we know,
be raised too, and, as it appears, last.

24. eha rd .] Sub. '. On the exact

sense of\ Expositors are not agreed. Hey-
denr. thinks it is to be taken for o't, (as at

V. 23. is equivalent to b) meaning
those who shall rise last, i. e. all the rest except
Christ's faithful servants : or, at the termination
of the period of the resurrection. Yet'either in-

terpretation is harsh ; and there is no reason to
reject the one adopted by the ancient and most
modern Expositors by which rAo? is supposed to
mean the end of the world, or of the Christian dis-

pensation (the QBconomical or mediatorial king-
dom of Christ), or ioi/i, when Christ shall have
gained a complete victory over sin and death,
wicked angels and wicked men, and shall resign
the government of all things to God the Father,
adverted to in the words following,. . .; which Grot, illustrates from the
custom of Presidents, sent by the Roman Em-
peror to govern provinces ; who, at their return,
used formally to restore their authority into the
hands of their sovereign.
—' —.'\ Some doubt ei-

ists as to the persons meant by. Of course, powers -
verse to Christ must be intended ; but not, as

some suppose, the entires and kingdoms of this

•world, i.e. human powar generally, but with some
ancient Expositors "(as Chrys. and Theodoret.) and
modern ones, as Newc. and Heydenr., by these ad-

verse powers are meant such as yet hinder the con-
summation of the felicity obtained for us by
Christ, and are a hindrance to the Divine coun-
sels for the completion of man's restoration to

the favour of God ; namely, the kingdom of Sa-
tan, i; , Col. i. 13. Eph. vi. 12. :

also sin, misenj, and death. See also v. 26. The
powers who act in league with Satan, to further
his purposes, are called and, to

suggest their systematic opposition to the king-
dom of God and Christ

;
just as in 2 Thess. ii. 4.

the b (meaning the uphold-
ers of sin) are said to be b

iiri .
The persons are here called an, as being a
regularly organized body, in opposition to the

of Christ.

25. itt .'] The seems chiefly

meant of the necessity of fulfilling the Scriptures,
" which cannot be broken." This is clear from
the words of David, Ps. ex. I. then introduced.

2G. —.'] I would render (with
the sanction of some eminent Commentators,
ancient and modern, as Chrys., Theod., Gerdes.,
and Heydenr.), " .\nd, last of all, the enemy
Death is to be destroyed." Now as all enemies
and obstacles are generally encountered in the
order of difficulty, this suggests an idea of Death
being the mostformidable enemy. Thus what is
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said is equivalent to, " He will subject all his

enemies,— even, at last, Death, [the greatest.]"'

Death is here persnnififd, though elsewhere more
usually represented under the name ", or
Samad, or Asmodeus; the meaning, however,
being the state of death. The above view of the
sense will enable us to explain the next words

yup-^ ini ; which can
only be done by supplying a short clause, taken
from the preceding, to which the has refer-

ence
; q. d. I say all, since id, it is predicted ol'him,

that He [i. e. God] hath put all things (by which
is necessarily included all persons, all creatures,

animate as well as inanimate) under his feet."

The words of the Psalm were primarily meant of
the^rst Adam, as being the representative of the
human race ; but are here, and in Heb. ii. 6, re-

ferred, in their secondary and mystical applica-

tion, to the second Adam, Christ. Indeed, the
whole Psalm is referred to the Messiah by our
Lord himself. Matt. xxi. IG. El'iti;, sub. .
At supply . Render, " It is

plain that [this must be] with the exception of
Him who put all things under him." This sense
of occurs in Acts xxvi. 22, sometimes in the
Sept., and occasionally in the Classical writers.

28. , &c.] Of this obscure
and disputed passage, the meaning seems to be
ihis :

" and when all things shall be subjected to
Him (i. e. the Son), then shall the Son also him-
pelf declare himself to be subject to Him that
pad subjected all things to Him;" meaning (to

use the words of Mr. Holden) that when all the
designs of the Son's Mediatorial kingdom shall

he accomplished, the Son, as Mer/iafor, will be-

Icome subject to the Father, i. e. will resign his

mediatorial office to the Father, from whom he
Eeceived it ; that God (meaning the Godliead,

omprehending Father, Son, and Holy Ghost)
may be all in all [to men], i. e. reign without the
intervention of a Mediator, which will no longer
je necessary. That this passage, when properly
inderstood, gives no support to the Arian and
socinian notions of the Son's nature being infe-

rior to the Father's, has been proved by Paraeus
and others in the Critici Sacri, as also by Petav.,
Woir, Whitby, Doddr., and especially by Gerdes.
and Heydenr. "The truth (says Heydenr.) rep-
resented under this image is, that the Son of
God, as soon as he shall have overcome death,
and restored the dead to life immortal, will have
discharged the whole oflice committed to him

;

and will then, as it were, take leave (missionem
quasi petet a Patrc) of that office on earth which
he has now completely discharged ; having van-
quished all adversaries, that power given him by
the Father, which he has hitherto employed for

their defeat, he will no longer make use of for

this effect, nor will it be necessary for him any
longer to make use of it, since there will be no
more enemies to sujidue."

iv' is a phrase denoting to
be possessed of complete power, equivalent toolv

•i-TTi )', or tnaito in Rom. i.x, 5. See

also John iii. 31. Eph. iv. 6. and i. 23. also my
Note on Thucyd. viii. 95.

29. .
;]

Here the Apostle resumes the subject he had
broken off from at v. 23. At- there is an el-

lipsis of, "Since [otherwise, i.e. if that
were not the case, i. e. if there were no resur-

rection]." On the sense of the next words, ol, a great diversity

of opinion exists. If we were to judge of the dif-

ficulty of the passage from the variety of inter-

pretations (see Poole's Syn., Wolf, Gerdes., and
Heydenr.), we should say that this is the most
obscure and least understood passage in the N. T.
The learning and labour expended on ascertain-

ing the sense has been immense, and the matter
contained in the various Dissertations would form
a good sized volume. Yet the result of this

exertion has been by no means correspondent.
In fact, the effect produced on readers of the
whole mass would be, that, instead imperfectly
comprehendins; the sense of the passage, they
would be quite at a loss to know what judgment
to form of it. The main points of dissent in

opinion among Interpreters are these : 1. Wheth-
er is to be taken in a literal, or in a
metaphorical sense. 2. Whether is

to be understood literally, or fo^nratirely. 3.

What is the force of the . Now, in every
one of these questions, the great fault has been
that of devising certain novel and almost unheard
of significations ; and which, however good in

themselves, are not agreeable to the context, and
the scope of the Apostle throughout this whole
Chapter. As to those interpretations which pro-

ceed on taking in a metaphorical
sense, they seem entitled to little attention

;

and that which explains it " overwhelmed with
miseries and calamities," cannot be admitted, for

want of the addition of some word or words de-
noting misery or suffering. There can be no
doubt but that the expression is to be taken in

the natural sense. As to the interpretation of Le
Clerc, Ellis, Deyling, Doddr., Newc, and Scott,

who take the vntp for, an allusion being sup-
posed to the case of those who, after the mar-
tyrdom of Christians, presented themselves for

baptism, to supply the place of the martyrs,— that

is destitute of Philological proof, and, as involv-

ing so very far-fetched an allusion, is not likely

to be true. More attention is due to the inter-

pretation of some ancient and many eminent
modern Expositors (as Scaliger, Grot., Wall, Au-
gustin, Heydenr., and Crell.), by which an allusion

is supposed to the practice (in use, as we learn

from Tertullian, Epiphan., and Ambrose, in the

first century) oC rica7-ioiis haplism ; i. e. of baptiz-

ing a living person in the place of. and for the

benefit of one who has died uubaptized
;
just as,

by some, the Eucharist was administered to the

dead. But no certain proof has been adduced
that the practice was prevalent so early as the

time when this passage was written, or at Corinth.

Nor is it to be believed that the Apostle would,
for the sake of so precarious an argument (for the
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practice was, doubtless, very rare and secret),

countenance so grovelling a superstition, involv-

ing a profanation of Baptism, as Calvin observes.
" Obsecro (continues he) an verisimile est, sacri-

legium, quo Baptismus inquinaretur, ac trahere-

tur in abusum prorsus Magicum, Apostolum pro-

tulis-se vice argument!, et non saltern uno verbo
verbulo notasse vitium." Yet surely the inter-

pretation adopted by that able Expositor, " to be
baptized inartir.ido mortis," besides being destitute

of Philological proof, is liable, in some degree, to

the same objection. And vain is it to urge, with
Ileydcnr., that in such a case the y\postle argues

ex concessis, and is using an argnmentum ad hom-
inem. For no other argument so used by St.

Paul would have the same consequences. Al-

though, therefore, the interpretation which refers

it to vicarious baptism does indeed in with the

words as they stand, (rather, perhaps, by a sort of
coincidence than agreement), it cannot, I think,

be admitted; since, besides being liable to the

foregoing fatal objection, it is little suitable to

the context, the sense thence arising, in conjunc-
tion with the argument of the context, being not

a little frigid. And as to the interpretation of
Gerdes., " ut potius (vel ex illorum hominum
qui resurrectionem mortuorum negant, senten-

tia) ipse ille baptismus sit baptismus pro talibus

qui resurrecturi sint nunquam," i. e. "pro mor-
tuis ;" that sense, however agreeable to the con-
text, cannot be extracted from the words without
great violence. The interpretation most likely

to be the true one is such as shall depend on no
remote or far-fetched allusion ; shall be agreeable

to the context; and be shown, with some proba-

bility, to be inherent in the words themselves.
Now this, if I mistake not, will apply to an in-

terpretation most early adopted, namely, that of
Chrys. and the Greek Commentators, and the gen-
erality of Expositors in modern times, including
some very eminent names, as Hamm., Burkitt,

Wets., and Pyle., who explain :
" What will they

be doing, i. e. what will they benefit themselves,
who are baptized for the sake of, i.e. in hope of, the
resurrection of the dead. They will be no better

for it. cither in this world or the next." The
only objection that can be urged to this interpre-

tation is. its supposing the ellipsis of ^^-. But as that forms the grand subject ofthe
v/hole Chapter, there is surely no great harshness
in supposing it left to be nnderstooa. How simple
and agreeable to the context is this view of the

sense, will appear from an examination of the

minute and accurate Analysis of Gerdesius. And
that it should be the general interpretation, and
such as unlettered persons immediately form in

their mind (not at all, be it observed, helped out

by the common translation, that being word for

word after the original), is a proof that it cannot
be really, though it may be grammatically harsh.

This interpretation, then, in its simplicity carries

on it the stamp of truth. There is, with reason,

supposed to be an allusion to the confession which
jireceded the rite of baptism, " I believe in the
resurrection of the dead," and the interrogation
which succeeded its answer in the affirmative,
" Wilt thou be baptized in this faith, i. e. in the

hope of a resurrection." There may also be (ag

the ancient Commentators think) an allusion to

the ancient mode of baptism by immersion ; which,
while typifying a death unto sin and a new birth

unto righteousness, also had reference to the
Christian's communion with his Lord, both in

death and resurrection from the dead. See Rom.
vi. 4.' ', &C. and Col. ii. 12. Certainly, Baptism
is (as the best Theologians are agreed), if not a
type of the resurrection, yet a sign and seal of
the same. See Para;us, De Dieu, and especially

the elaborate disquisition of Gerdes. Finally, the
reception of Christian baptism and adoption of
the Religion was one witli the recognition of a
resurrection of the dead; therefore, for any per-
sons professing to be Christians, to disavow that

doctrine, was gross inconsistency, and must de
prive them of all benefit from that Religion.

And here, too (as Calvin justly remarks) the
Apostle, as before, is arguing ex absurdo.

Instead of the second , some MSS.,
two Versions, and certain Fathers have ,
which is approved by Mill and Beng., and e3ited
by Griesb. and others : but without sufficient rea-

son ; for the external evidence is too weak ; and
as to internal, the new reading has every appear-
ance of an alteration, to remove an inelegant rep-

etition. But, in fact, such repetitions as this are

often introduced for the sake emphasis ; which
is indeed, here recognized by Calvin.

30. Ti , &c.] By the ' understand
"we Apostles," meaning especially himself. The
sense is, " Why, too, are we encountering jeop-
ardy every hour?" i.e. upon what other hope
than of the resurrection of the dead ?

31 KiiQ' .^ A strongly figurative

phrase, expressive of his being continually in dan-
ger of his very life ; for there is a climax on the
preceding. ;) isaparticle of solemn
protestation. Of , it is gen-
erally agreed that the sense is, " the boasting

which I have concerning you," . for , i. e.

imip. By the mention of this the Apostle
delicately hints at what is their duty.

32. avQ. ^.] A differ-

ence of opinion exists as to the sense of.,
which some take in a literal, others in a meta-

phorical sense. The greater part adopt the ybrmiT•
view, urging that the air of the passage suggests
a reference to some imminent danger. This, they
think, is confirmed by the strong language of the
Apostle at 2 Cor. i. 8— 10, with respect to some
extreme peril at Ephesus :

ToS/ auroi -
— Zf ^,

<fec. They further urge that Tertullian, Origen,
and Cyprian so took the word ; and that the fact

itself, considering how frequent was this punish-

77ient for alleged treason in that age, is not im-
probable. This mav readily be admitted; but
whether the thing actually happened in the case of
Paul, may be doubted. That it should not have
been recorded by St. Luke would seem strange,

and not to be paralleled by the omission of the
story of the penitent thief in three of the Evan-
gelists; though it may be admitted that several
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important circumstances must have occurred at

Epnesus, besides those recorded in Acts xix. As
to the air of the context, it suggests, I think, no
more, than extreme peril of life : for that is all that

is meant by the expression' - ;

and the language of the passage at 2 Cor. is ex-

actly of the same nature, and amounts to no more.
As to Tertull., Origen, and Cyprian recording a

tradition, of the Apostle being exposed to wild
beasts, the tradition itself might easily arise from
no more than taking. here in a literal sense.

That he should have been exposed to wild beasts,

involves no improbability; but that such was
meant to be asserted in the term under considera-

tion, is more than can be proved. If the expres-

sion stood alone, there would be less difficulty in

admitting that such might be the sense. But the^, with which it is associated, alters

the case ; since that admits ofno sense very suit-

able to the literal import of idijp. ; whereas the

acceptation in which it is elsewhere used by the

Apostle is such as highly favours the metaphorical

sense ascribed to. by some ancient and sev-

eral eminent modern Commentators (as Beza,
Grot., Raphel., Pearce, Schoettg., Doddr., Newc,
Wakef., and Rosenm.) who suppose the Apostle

to mean only the imminent peril of life which he
ran (as we find by Acts xix.) from the opposition

of ferocious adversaries. And when we consider

that such a use of was (as is proved by
Philological illustrators) usual in that age, being

found in Ignat. Epist. to the Romans, C. 5, there

is great reason to think that this interpretation is

the true one. ' may thus be regarded

as an elliptical expression, for, or''. ', x\nglice, " to employ
an usual phrase." To the examples adduced of

this figurative use of I am enabled to

add another from Liban. Epist. GOG. 1. a inoiovv

av ', d ',
' t , (7. So

Euripides in his Hel. 980, speaks of struggling

with hunger as with a beast. See more in the

Note on Ephes. vi. 12. The point is, however,
after all, one of uncertain determination, and the

view of the sense first stated ;»(/?/ be the true one.

Either seems preferable to supposing, with Chrys.

and Heydenr., that avOp.. means "quan-
tum ad hominum voluntatem, quod in hominiim
potestate fuit, cum bestiis pugnavi," meaning that

It was their purpose to thrust him into the Circus

among the bestiarii, from which peril he was de-

livered by Divine interposition. A method of

interpretation exceedingly harsh.

The words , avpiov -
are derived from Is. xxii. 13. Similar

sentiments abound in the Heathen writers.

33. Leaving the argumentum ex ahsnrdo, the

Apostle now proceeds to direct exhortation and
aamonition. . is a form appropriate to

warnins;. The words of the admonition are by
some supposed to be taken from Ein-ipidrs ; by

Others, from Menander. They occur in both ; the

latter probably deriving them from the former.
This is not, however, a regular quotation (for then
the metre would require' instead of-) ; but had probably grown, by frequent use,
into a popular gnome. The implied censure was,
no doubt, meant for certain teachers, who en-
couraged, or permitted close intercourse with the
Heathens ; the same probably who had counte-
nanced attendance at the idol-feasts.

34. The Apostle now presses home his admo-
nition. -/^' properly signifies " to awake
from a deep sleep," especially that of drunken-
ness, as Gen. ix. 24., and elsewhere in the Sept.,
as also in the Classical writers : but it is also
used, in a figurative sense, of awaking from the
inebriety of error, and returning to a right mind.
See Dr. Parr's Sermon on 1 Cor. xv. 8. At ii-

many Commentators supply. But
it is better taken for ;&, " as it is right
you should." And this is supported by the au-
thority of some ancient Versions. .
must, from the context, mean ' fall into the er-

rors [which have been above adverted to]." For
the same reason, )(
must denote persons vho, upholding baneful er-

rors as to the resurrection, and other fundamental
doctrines, show that they know not God aright.

The words-. }. are a formula of affec-

tionate expostulation, occurring before at vi. 5.

35. . —^ ;] The Apostle now
proceeds to notice two objections, which were
probably often urged, in the form of questions, to
the doctrine of the resurrection : for, as Gerdes.
shows, the Corinthian adversaries, like cavillers

in general, sought to overturn the doctrine of the
resurrection by puzzling questions. So here it is

objected by way of interrogation, can all the
different parts of our bodies, which have been re-

solved into dust, or apparently annihilated by fire,

or devoured by beasts, or have become so mingled
with and converted into the nature of other ani-

mals, nay, of trees, plants, &c. — how can these,

after having been for so many ages thus dissipated,

be at length reunited, and coalesce into one body."
2. [If that be possible] with tvhat kind of body
are the dead to rise ? Those objections the

Apostle shows proceed from folly ; and he intro-

duces a poj)ular illustration of the doctrine, de-

rived from what subsists in plants. It is plain,

however, from the air of the words, that (as ,

Gerdes. shows) the objectors intended, by this

moving of questions and starting of difficulties,

not so much to ask the jnanner in which the

resurrection of the body was to be effected, as

(by an idiom common in our own language) civilly

to deny its possibility. ,

36. Here the Apostle first proves, in a popula» (

way, the possihiliiij of the resurrection, by ad-

verting to a similar process going on in the vege-

table world ; where the same objection to the pos-

sihiliiij might, a priori, be made. Thus he shows
that by a parity of reasoning, the body which dies

may be quickened again; and at v. 42. asserts
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that it 7.? so. Of course,- is here to be
taken, in a popular sense, for " as it were dies,"

namely, by suffering corruption. He adverts to

that mysterious process (as little to be accounted
for as the resurrection of the body) going on in

the buried and rotting grain ; whereby the germ,
or bud, fed by the corruption of the roots, springs

up into new life. The expression must
not be too rigidly interpreted, since it may only

convey the idea of iaconsiderateness, and want of
due thought. Similar terms employed by our

Lord are probably to be taken with a similar

limitation of sense. The Apostle's meaning is

well expressed by Prof Dobree as follows :
" The

living body is, like a seed, organized matter,

united with a vital principle : when the body dies,

and the seed is sown, the organized matter is

thrown off, and replaced by other matter, of dif-

ferent form and properties."

37, 38. In these verses the Apostle adverts to

the other objection involved in the words of ver.

35. Si ; And, continuing the

same similitude, he shows, that it is not necesianj

that the bodies of the raised should be precisely,

and in all respects, the same as when they died
;

since in like manner, in the case of grain and
plants, the body committed to the earth is not the

same, but in many respects different, yet esseti-

tiallij the same. Thus the objection raised from
the dissipation of the particles of the bo'dy which
has died, loses its force ; since it is not necessary

to that general identity, that the body raised

should be composed of the very same particles
;

which is inconsistent with what the Apostle sub-

joins, (i. e. the grain apart from
the blade and ear, which shall afterwards spring

from it) ; in vhich expression it seems plainly

implied, that the bodies shall differ as the grain

and the ear differ, the latter being far more glori-

ous than the former.
— .'] " God (observes Doddridge)

is said to give it this body as he pleases, because
we know not how it is produced : and the Apos-
tle's leading thought is, that it is absurd to argue

anainst a resurrection on a principle which is so

palpably false as that must be, which supposes us

to understand all the process of the divine works."

The 'iiiov is, I Conceive, meant to further

explain the , on which the

whole sentence seems to turn
; q. d. God hath

ordained that each particular seed should repro-

duce, not its own body, but one far more silorious,

and of a form such as it hath pleased the Almighty
to assign to it.

39— 44. In this passage the Apostle, proceed-
ing in his confutation of the objections of his ad-

versaries as to the qualitij of the bodies to be
VOL. II.

raised, employs an illustration of what he has
been saying, and that by similitude. His main
purpose is to inculcate, directly and expressly,

the important truth, which at v. 37, 38. he had
only intimated, as it were by implication;—
namely, that the raised body, though in all essen-

tial points the same with the body buried, would
be very different and far more excellent. Ac-
cordingly the argument is this : that as, through-

out the ^vorks of the whole creation, whether
earthly or heavenly, animate or inanimate, a great

difference subsists between the bodies of one
class, as compared with those of another class ;

—
and even those of the same class, differing widely
— such (v. 42.) will be the case here ; so will be
the difference, at the resurrection, between the

bodies which shall arise, as compared with those

that were committed to the earth. In (he verses

following, the nature of that difference is pointed
out, and the reasons on which it is founded are

intimated. It might, indeed, seem that the
Apostle has enlarged more on the diversity of the
various classes of bodies from each other, than
was necessary for the purpose of the illustration

in question. But it was done for a good reason
;

for (as Rosenm. justly suggests) '• the Apostle

means to infer from the vast variety of bodies,

yet all bodies, the power of the Deity to produce
from a mass of corruption a glorious and immor-
tal body." And surely, as Locke observes, " it

is not more incomprehensible, that a glorious

immortal body should arise from a mass of cor-

ruption, than that all this vast variety of splendid

forms should arise from nothing."

As to the precise nature of the difference be-

tween the earthly and the glorified body, on this

much has been written, but to little purpose.

Indeed, the Apostle's words were not meant to

teach us, what perhaps no human language could

have made clear. It is sufficient for us to be as-

sured, that the bodies of the righteous be

raised in a spiritualized state, and yet be, in a

certain sense, the same with those that were
buried.
— oh , &c.] is here used for

/(, because, as Heydenr, observes, " corpora an-

imantia viva sunt, sensibilia,animala.\j.v^tKa,non.

inanimata, ut plantre et corpora coelestia; attamen
ninrtalia, non perennia, ut corpora,, in resurrectione restituenda," here

signifies dignitv and excellence. 'Ei' and

iv are adjectival phrases, for the adjectives

and. It is generally agreed on by
the best Expositors that here, as being

opposed to (especially as the expres-

sion is used with a reference to the words of Mo-
ses respecting the body of Adam, iyivcro
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Gal. 1. 16. ] ,) must signify 7«/ (literally that which erence to the Divine decree) that the wrnaZ must
draws in the breath of life, necessary to the ex- precede, the spiritual, follow. The reason for this

istence of all animal bodies), that which is en- procedure is suggested in the very nature of the

dued with faculties of sense, and has need of food, terms themselves and, which
drink, and sleep for its support. imply that the latter is far more perfect than the

44. ', &c.] These words are former. Since it is agreeable to the usual course

meant to throw light on what has been said at v.

42— 44.; but, as there seems something awk-
ward, Gerdes. would suppose a confusion in the

vhole passage ; in order to effectually remove

Gen. 5. 3,

John 3.31.
Rom. 8. 29.

2 Cor. 3. 18

&4. 11.

Phil. 3. 21.

1 John 3. 2.

b MiUt. 16.

John 1. 13.

of God's operations, both in the physical and
moral world, that the more perfect should suc-

ceed the less perfect, (and not vice versa) and
from the natural to proceed to the supernatural,

which, he recommends a </-i(/i5posi7i07iofvv. 45, 46. The Apostle, however, intimates the jeiisore for

This, he says, will make all plain : which is very

true ; but it will not justify so great a liberty being

taken with the text, without any authority what-

ever from MSS. or ancient Versions. It is, there-

fore, better to regard the text as it now stands,

as one among the many examples of Synchijsis,

found in St. Paul's writings. If indeed, it be

this procedure more clearly in the verses fol-

lowing.
47. b —'.] The first and

second man are here opposed to each other, as at

v. 45.; the first and last Adam: and as, in the

former case, the second Adam is Christ, so here
the second man must be so too. The best Ex-

necessary to suppose any such perturbation of the positors are agreed that f| must refer to

natural order of the matter, as Gerdesius imag
ines. But that will not be necessary, if we sup-

pose, with Photius ap. (Ecum. and Heydenr.,

that the clause — with its

illustration in v. 45. is interposed between v. 44.

and 46. (which verses are closely connected to-

gether), to show the meaning intended to be af-

fixed to the words' and. In

the heavenly oris;inal of Christ ; this making him
superhuman and Divine. See Cameron in Poole's
Syn. and Bp. Bull Jud. Eccl. Cathol. v. 5.? is' absent from almost all the uncial

MSS., the Vulg. and Italic Versions, and many
Fathers, and is cancelled by Griesb. and Tittm.
It has, indeed, the appearance of coming from the
margin ; but there is not sufficient evidence to

order to complete the sense, we must supply, warrant its being cancelled. Its great antiquity
' " "is attested by its being found in the Peschito

Syriac Version. Of course, the sense will remain
the same.

48, 49. The full sense here may be expressed
in paraphrase as follows :

" As [was] the earthy

[man, Adam] such also are [in origin] those that

are earthy (i. e. they live in an animal and cor-

ruptible body as he did) ; and [on the other hand]
as in the heavenly [man, Chri.st] so are also they
that are [to be] heavenly," i. e. to have glorious

from the subject matter, the words " to every

human being so sown in corruption."

45. ytypiijrrai.] Namely, in Gen. ii. 7.
;

but the qnotation terminates at. Indeed, it

is, properly speaking, not a citation, but an appli-

cation of the words of Scripture ; in which also,

for adaptation's sake,; and (5 are insert-

ed. To this clause, thus brought forward, the

Apostle subjoins an apodosis, in the words b-. 'Ai5u/j ti's'/ja. ; which are (as Mackn
observes) formed on our Lord's words at John and immortal bodies. And as we have borne,

V. 3G. See also v. 21. vi. 23. By -• is and do bear (for. may signify both), in our

properly meant a living sentient creature : but, in bodies the image (or characteristics) of the earthy

the application made of the passage by the Apos- [man, Adam ; namely, in frailty, sin, sorrow, and

tie, it must mean more ; namely, a vital principle, death] ; so shall wo [at the resurrection] bear the

intended for immortality, but lost by sin, and only stamp of the heavenly [man, Christ] ; resembling

to be restored by the last Adam-, the antitype of him in our glorified and immortal frames." The
the first, i. e. Christ, who is elsewhere so called, word is, as Kypke observes, used properly

See Rom. v. 14. and the ample proofs and illus- of statues, pictures, &c., formed after an archc-

trations from the Rabbinical writers in Schoet- type, and consequently representing it exactly,

gen's Hor. Heb. in loc. 50. Thus far the Apostle has shown the

46. ' ., &C.] Supply possihility that God should give us, at the resur-. These words are to be referred, not to v. rection, bodies very different from our present

45., which immediately precedes, but to the last ones. He now shows the impossibility that those

words of v. 44. 4', bodies should be, like our present ones, of flesh, since that might suggest a question and blood, mortal, frail, and continually cliang-

(or objection, here answered by anticipation) why ing.

the sp»-i7;i(r/i;t'ii ifirfi/ might not have jUfvTcf/.'rf the — ] i. e. cannot in the nature of

animal body. To which the answer is (by a ref- things. KXr/pov. here signifies simply "possess
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and enjoy." The words ovit . \. perplexed, and others, presumptuous in their
are exegetical of the preceding: " It is not possi- ignorance, set tliemselves to alter for the easier;

ble, I say, for those fleshly, corruptible, and mor- though greatly to the prejudice of the sense in-

tal frames to enjoy a place fitted for incorruptible tended by the Apostle, which is most evident
and immortal beings." both from the context and from the parallel pas-

51 — 53. Here commences the i/uVci part of the sage at 1 Thess. iv. 15. compared with Acts x.

Discourse, which is more especially intended for 42. Rom. xiv. 9. The full meaning intended is,

those who, while admitting the doctrine of a res- as Heydenr. shows: "All must undergo the
urrection of the body, staggered at the manner, change necessary to fit them lor immortality,
time, and other circumslances. The preceding both those alive and those dead. The latter,

verse seems to have been intended as a connect- after previous death and corruption, on being
ing link, to unite what is said from v. 34— 50. again restored to life, shall receive a glorified

inclusive, to what is said at v. 51 — 57. Or (as body; the former without having undergone
Calvin understands it), having 1st, shown that death and corruption, being alive, shall be so
there will be a resurrection of the dead ; and 2dly, changed, that the mortal body shall be absorbed
pointed out of -u^hal kind it will be, the Apostle by an immortal one (2 Cor. v. 4•.); and those parts
now enters into a more minute description of the of tiie body vhich are incapable of eternal life

manner [and that for the sake of those who stum- and heavenly felicity, shall be separated and cast
bled at that only], which he calls a mijslenj, be- aside; while those, which may furnish the mate-
cause it had been hitherto not unfolded in Scrip- rials of a glorified body, shall remain and be pre-
ture ; and also for the purpose of drawing greater served, and assume a form and fashion suited to

attention to what he is saying. eternity."
— tiou, vii7v, &c.] Having suf- 52. The Apostle now indicates the mode of

ficiently shown how the objections and cavils this change, as being most sudden; for iv

of the adversaries were to be removed and re- (scil. ,) and iv^ were common expres-
futed, and the belief of the faithful fortified, the sions to denote the shortest conceivable time.

Apostle now proceeds to communicate, for their i^. To discuss, with some, the

information, some new and most important mys- number of trumpets to be sounded, is, I think,

teries of the faith ; certain verities hitherto quite quite irrelevant. Though the opinion that there
unknown, which could be derived from no other will be seven trumpetings, has some countenance
source but a Divine revelation ; especially of the from a passage of Rev. s. 7., where the seventh

transmutation and, as it were, trans fi(juration of trumpet is the solemn announcement, that the
those faithful servants of Christ, who shall be mystery of God is accomplished. Nay, Dr. Til-
found alive at the last day, and of the incorrup- loch supposes this passage of the Apostle to have
tibility and immortalitij to be communicated ; in- an allusion to the last of the Apocalyptic trum-
terraixing some intimations as to the mazier and pets. In which view, however, I cannot acqui-
the order of events which shall usher in the last esce. There is, I think, plainly an allusion to

great day. The ' has here great force, as the custom both of the Jews and Greeks, by
calling their attention to what was both new which summons to judicature, or other meetings
and momrntons, matter at once of wonder and of for civil or religious purposes were signified by
Joy. MvcTi'ipiov has here a figurative force, which sound of trumpet; yet I cannot agree with Hey-
is excellently pointed out by Gerdes., and, from denr., who would resolve «// into metaphor. We
him, more briefly and perspicuously, by Hey- cannot surely venture to infer less from the plain

denr., as follows :
" JVempe rem hi^ctenus incog- words of the Apostle, than that the Almighty will

nitam, sponte sua et sine peculiari revelatione issue his fiat for the solemn convocation of the
divina a nemine cognoscendam, imo excedentem dead and living— if not by sound of a trumpet
adeo captum nostrum, ut. quamvis divinitus reve- literally (as Calvin thinks is 7iot to be understood),
latem, mens tamen mortalium et intellectus hu- yet by some (as Gerdes. says), " signo notorio ex-
manus earn penitus assequi nequeat." The sense terno," but of what nature we must not presume
may be thus expressed :

" We shall not indeed to pronounce. If we might suppose, with Ger-
all of us die : but we shall (i. e. must) all be des., that the (or of John v. 25.)
changed (i. e. undergo a transmutation, in order would be such as that recorded in Exod. to have
to incorruptibility) before we can enter into hea- accompanied the promulgation of the Law on
ven." The use of the first person fwcj will not Mount Sinai, I would venture to suggest that it

prove that tlie Apostle thought the day of judg- may be one of those awful convulsions of nature,

ment to be so near at hand, that he and his con- which the interior state of our globe permits us
temporaries might see it, since (as the best Ex- to suppose miixhl be such as to make themselves
positors are agreed) it appears to be used per heard throughout nearly the whole world. From
Kohoiaiv ; the Apostle here speaking in the person the researches of the creat naturalist, Humboldt,
of those alive at the last day ; or. at least, mean- we know that the sound of the volcanic eruption
ing thereby to designate such as should be found of Cotopaxi is heard throuj^hout a radius of <?/'
alive. See Gerdes. is here put for hundred miles. But I desire to pronounce no de-

Phil. iii. 21. OT in cided Opinion; sensible that, in such a case as
Matt. xvii. 2. Several various readings are here this, where no distinct knowledge is intended to
found

; (see Griesb. and Srholz.), yet none that be communicated, it is our duty iv aofici o-

merit any attention; all of them being easily ac- civ.

counted for from the somewhat unusual nature of —\ o\), &c.] In the there is aft im-
the phraseology, and a certain degree of// plied noWnn instantaneous performance. See
in the sentiment ; with which, it seems, some were Ps. xxxiii. 9. cxlviii. 6. Judith xvi. 14. Job v. 20.
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By the ; is meant / ; the

Apostle here, as before, speaking not in his own
person, but in that of the persons then alive.

Thus Doddr. justly rejects the inference so

often drawn from hence (and unwarily conceded
by Grot, and Rosenm.), that the Apostle expected
he should live till Christ appeared for judgment.
^' signifies, " we shall undergo the

change in question, receive incorruptible in the

place of corruptible bodies." Moni and in what
way, aud to what degree, it is not for us to spec-

ulate, except by adverting, by way of comparison,

to the change which takes place in the traii.sfor-

mation of the caterpillar to a butterfly ; which
has ever been considered an emblem of the im-
mortality of the soul.

53. This is certainly not (as has been generally

supposed) a mere repetition for greater effect, of
what was said at v. 30. ; but as there we have the

assertion, that this change of corruptible to in-

corruptible will take place, so here we are told

tiiat it must necessurih/ take place. I have
thought proper to notice this error, chiefly be-

cause it has led to another and far more serious

one; namely, that of supposing (as many have
done) that there is here, in addition to what was
before said, a specification of tlie manner of the

change,— namely, by the corruptible body of those

then alive having an incorruptible body (a)• put over it as a o;artnent ; like the doc-
trine of the Platonic philosophers as to an
(so Hierocl. speaks of^ /), learn-

edly treated on by Cudworth, Intell. System, iii.

3, 27. p. 1072. A notion which, though it may
seem to be somewhat countenanced by 2 Cor. v.

2, 3., rests on no solid foundation, and merely
took its rise from the peculiar metaplior here em-
ployed, formed on a blending of two images. For
the best recent Expositors are, with reason, agreed
that here ami at v. 51. only signifies, by
a figure taken from putting off" one garment and
putting on another, to assuine, receive, as Eph. iv.

24. Col. iii. 10.

64. The Apostle now shows the conformity of
this doctrine of the resurrection of the dead with

the word of prophecy. On which see the able

Dissertation of (Jerdesius.

—] "shall be [accomplished]."
X(5yo;, the prophecy, namely, of Isaiah xxv. 8.

The words agree with the version of Thoodotion
;

though both differ from the Sept. and the He-
brew ; agreeing with it. however, in ,
which is by almost all Commentators taken for

', i. e. ; though Bp. Pvlarsh

successfully vindicates our English Translators,
who render it "in victory," which, indeed, is

confirmed by the Peschito Syriac. Instead of
seeking for a Hebraism in', he rightly, I think,

applies it to, and translates the passage,

"Death is overcome with triumph ;" the Hebrew

verb signifying, literally, absorpsit, and, figura-

tively, ricit.

In the next words the style rises, by a bold
personification of ", to the highest pitch}
and is expressed in a kind of so7ig of triumph for

the victory obtained by Christ over Death and
the Grave ; whatever of bitterness either might
heretofore have had, being then removed by
Christ. The passage is from Hos. xiii. 14 ; and
the Apostle's words differ only, by the transposi-

tion of vi/cof and, from the ancient Ver-
sions ; except that for the Sept. has.
But I suspect that to be only a gloss on,
which reading is found in some of the Fathers,

though evidently only an error of the scribes for. The Hebrew, indeed, differs too materially

to admit of any mode of reconciliation. Yet it

differs more in ivords than sense ; so that it was
not inapplicable to the Apostle's purpose. The

is by some supposed to allude to the dart
which the Jewish writers, and many Classical and
modern Poets, depict death as holding. The
Greek Commentators, however, and, of the mod-
ern ones, Grot., Crell., Vorst., and Kraus. (more
rightly, I think.) suppose an allusion to the sting

of serpents, or scorpions. So Rev. ix. 10.

CIV boa, iv{. This, indeed, is exceedingly confirmed
by the next words ; for, as Theophyl. remarks,
" the stills of serpents constitutes their strength,

and when that is taken away, they cannot hurt, if

they would." Thus the sense of the next words
is :

" It is sin that gives death its chief power
over us, and thus occasions its greatest bitterness."

5(j. The words St b

may be rendered :
" It is the Law which is the

strength of sin ;" i. e. what causes this power of
sin, imparts this power to it. By b seems
to be meant, not the law of Moses, (as most Com-
mentators explain,) but, as the Greek Commen-
tators, and of the modern ones. Grot., Crell, &c.,
understand, law of every kind, both natural and
revealed. So Rom. v. 13. if /c'. See also Rom. iv. 15. and vii. 9.

57. The Apostle concludes with thon/:soii-{ng

to God, the Author of all good, and an exhorta-

tion (as in the parallel passage of 1 Thess iv.

13— 18.) to be steadfast in the faith of the Gos-
pel ; and especially in this important article of

the resurrection of the dead. And first with re-

spect to the former, it may, with Gerdes., be re-

garded as uttered in a sort of /oreii/i^f'. through

faith, of that period of glory, when he should join

with the heavenly choir in singing, ' . > !

Rev. vii. 10. Of this verse the full sense is ably

drawn forth in a masterly Sermon of Cudworth
(on this text) appended to his Intellectual Sys-

tem ; where he considers this virtorij as a tliree-

fold victory, obtained over a three-fold enemy

;
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1. over Sin, as that which is the caitse of death;

2. over the Laxv, as that which aggravates the

fuilt, and exasperates the power of Sin ; 3. over

h'aih, the fruit and consequence of Sin ; and

shows that the victory over death is expressed by

the resurrection of the body to life and immor-
tality ; which, as it was meritorioushj procured for

us by Christ's dying upon the cross, so it will be

reallij effected at last by the same Spirit of Christ

which gives the victory over sin here. See Rom.
viii. 11.

58. The Apostle now concludes his appeal with

a. nohle, forming, as it were, a. practical

corollary on the foregoing profound ratiocination

on the resurrection of the dead, enjoining three

duties; l.or7nness in faith; 1. imnioveableness

in hope ; 3. proficiency in holiness and good works
of every kind. That the expressions iipa'ioi and

have respectively this reference,

would appear from Col. i. 23. ^
iipa7oi )& . See

Cierdes.

They were very properly exhorted to that^rm-
ness in the faith, demanded by the authority on
which the above revelations were made ; that

hope, full of immortality, which must result from
a firm faith ; and lastly, that zealous performance
of all good tvorks, which wbuld put to the test

the firmness of their faith, and furnish the fairest

fruits of its efiicacy. So Gerdes. understands the

passage. In iipaloi there seems to be, not (what
Gerdes. imagines) an agonistic, but an architec-

tural metaphor. Thus Simonides, cited by Grot.,

calls a good man -, as we say upright and downright. And So
Dr. Young finely expresses the same idea in his

noble lines

:

" On reason build resolve, that column of
True majesty in man."

The last clause '? ' h, &c. has ref-

erence to the preceding words iv, with allusion to that rec-

ompense at the resurrection of the just, the hope

of which would be necessary to animate them to

continually abounding in every good work ; for, as

Dr. South truly remarks, " He who takes away
the incitements to duty (in the two great main-
springs of action, Hope and Fear) not only im-

pedes the performance of duty, but hinders its

very attempt."

—' on—'] Render: " knowing as-

suredly that your labour is not [i. e. will not be]
vain in the sight of the Lord, or as reposed in

Him as your trust."

XVI. 1. \ ay.] i. e. the

collection of alms destined i'or the relief of poor

Christians. Such collections for the relief of

poor Jews of Palestine, had been not unfrequent

among the foreign Jews ; and had now, it seems,

been introduced among the Gentile Christians.

The reason for which was,— that the Christians

of Judaea were, by the arts of Jewish persecu-
tion, direct and indirect, brought into great dis-

tress. The Article shows that it was well known,
and perhaps spoken of in the letter of the Corin-

thians to St. Paul. The word Xovia is nowhere
else found in the Scriptural, and very rarely in

the Classical writers ; and seems to have been
confined to the language of common life. It

properly signifies a gleaning, and then, as here, a

slight gathering.

2. Kara '] " on the first day of the

week ; " being used, by Hebraism, for,
as in Matt, xxviii. 1 ; and understood, q. d.

"on the first of the days of the week;" from
which it is plain that Sunday was then set apart

by Christians for religious purposes. , for. ' , " by him." Fr. cliez lui,

"at home." "O Hv. Sub. /, " accord-

ing as he has prospered, or prospers." Thus'
is equivalent to. So Acts xi. 29.76.& signifies properly " to be

set right on one's way," and metaphorically " to

prosper." It is in the Classical writers almost
always used of a thing, but in the N. T. (as here
and Rom. i. 10. 3 John 2.) of a person. The
collections in question were doubtless directed

to be made weekly, because every one is more
inclined to contribute by little and little, than all

at once ; and on the Lord's day, because a partici-

pation in the offices of religion most effectually

opens the heart to charity. The propriety of our

common version will be evident, and the diffi-

culties started by many Commentators at

may be removed, by supposing that the

Apostle only meant that there should be no pri-

vate and pettJi gatherings, then first to be made,
ivhen he came, but only one formed, con-
taining all the sums which had been gradually
laid up by each in private.

3. lav ioK. ii'. . .] There
has been some doubt as to the construction, and,

as depending tliereupon, the sense of the words.' may be construed either with the

preceding, or the following words. The former
method is generally adopted by the older Com-
mentators, and by Pearce and Mackn. But it is

liable to serious objections. The latter construc-

tion (supported by the Greek Commentators and
the most eminent modern ones) is preferable.

Thus the will be for iv or , and may be
rendered " charged with." "Ov^ is to be
taken as a brief expression, (" whom ye may think

proper to choose,") of which examples are found
in the Classical writers. , for \-.
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4. SI . Sub. , .
At supply . Tlieophyl. and
CEcum. have well pointed out, tliat the force of

is, " they shall have my com-
pany," I will accompany them. Tlius the full

sense is this :
" If the sum of money collected

be considerable enough, or any other occasion

require it, I will accompany them."
5. The Apostle fixes the ihne when he shall

visit them, viz. on the occasion of his passage

through Macedonia. The words '
—^ are well rendered by Prof Scholef,
" When I have passed through Macedonia; for I

am passing through Macedonia;" the former al-

teration of the common Version being required

by the proprietas linrrum ; the latter by the geog-

raphy of Greece. For from the common render-

ing one would (as Prof. Scholefield observes)

suppose that Corinth was in Macedonia, and that

St. Paul meant to visit them in his circuit through

that country.

G. { if,,'.] " And I shall

[in my way] make some stay with you." '"H <. " or even remain for the winter."

is an adverb formed from the second Aorist par-

ticiple neuter, with an ellipsis of rd, occur-

ring in Xen. Anab. vi. 1, 12. It e.xactly corre-

sponds to our per-haps. "Iva has here the evcnliml

sense, denoting simply resiilt. This sending, and
in some degree, accompanying: forward the teach-

ers of Christianity, was an established custom in

the first ages ; and especially when the stay was
of any duration ; which the Apostle here con-

templates. iav irop., viz. into Judsea, as we
find from 2 Cor. i. Hi.

7. 01) / — Ifiih'.] This is (as (Ecum. says)

exegetical of the preceding. The apn is meant
to be emphallral, and is not well rendered now.

At least the full sense is, " now that I have de-

layed so long."

8. );] i. e. " the lime of Pente-
cost," with which even the Gentile converts must
have been well acquainted. See Note on Acts
xxvii. 9.

9. '] i. e. an opportunity for effecting any
thing; a sense in which the word was sometimes

used by the Classical writers. See Acts xiv. 27.

is for, which some Atticists

thought a solecism, out others tolerated. It only
occurs in the later writers. 'Ei'cpyijc is well ex-

plained by a Glossographer •
and may be rendered " effective." So Thucyd.
iii. 17. ivcpyol. In. >,' the may be lietter taken for, althonnli, than rendered /o/•. But it should
rather seem that the meaning is not fully evolved,
but is to be supplied from what precedes

; q. d.

" And as there are many adversaries, there is need
of my further stay."

10. tXOij] "should come [unto you]," or be
come, it appears from iv. 17. that that was
doubtful. -—. The sense is :' Take
heed that he may be (i. e. abide) with you with-
out molestation,' namely, that of factious opposi-

tion. The words — seem meant
to anticipate their undervaluing him on the score

of his youth and inferior spiritual gifts ; and their

general sense is :
" He discharges the office of

preacher of the Gospel even as I do," i. e. he is

as much a divinely commissioned minister of God
as myself.

11. —!.} There was, as Theo-
phyl. observes, reason to fear this, since he was
yoiiiio-, a/one, and had the charge of so wealthy
and proud a people.

12. At TtavTux ovK fll\. sub. uvni. The sense

is :
" But it was not fully his inclination to go

710W."

13. —.] The words jncnj

be understood of Christian watclifTilness general-

ly ; but, when taken in connection with what pre-

cedes, they must be understood of .>:teaflfastness

in the faith,() watchfulness against the arts

of fidse teachers,() and a manly firm-

ness in maintaining what they conscientiously

believed to be the truth. On . iv tq ,
see Note on xv. 58. ?. and Kpnr. mayhe aoo-

nistiral metaphors : but it should rather seem that

the Apostle had in mind 1 Sam. iv. 9.- i. e. by Hebraism
•: ; with which we may compare the Homeric. Comp. F.ph. vi. 10. Kfwur. is a word
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not occurring in the Classical writers, although

frequent in the LXX., as Ps. xxx. 24•.,. It is frequently used
of perseverance in opinion, or determination.

The literal meaning of the word is '• to gird up
one's loins, or string up one's nerves for any ar-

duous undertaking." The Apostle has especially

in view perseverance in sound doctrine ; the not

being henceforth tossed to and fro with every
wind of doctrine. See Note on supra xv. 58. and
Eph. iv. 1-1. The Asijtideton impa.iis peculiar vig-

our to the expression.

14. — .'] It is worthy of
remark, that exhortations to constancy in doctrine

are often, as here, followed up with an admoni-
tion to love, and to " keep the unity of the Spirit

in the bond of peace."

15. The construction here is somewhat in-

volved ; nor is it to be cleared either by throwing
the words, with some, into a parenthesis ; or witli

others, by supposing a transpositioji. The present
order is very natural, and may be best adjusted
by supposing an ellip. of ', omitted because of
the oTi just after. It is expressed in the Peschito
Syriac, " quia nostis quod ipsi sunt primitice

Achaiae." Render :
" forasmuch as ye know,"

&c.

— ch &. . . f.] The sense is :
" have

devoted themselves to ministering unto the
saints." The word hiaK. nunj have reference to

the offices and duties of Deacons : but it should
rather seem that it denotes performing the duties
of hospitality and general kindness to poor Chris-
tians, especially strangers.

16. The ' connects with '. By
is meant ' to them and such like.' -. may mean, as many Commentators an-

cient and modern explain, " show them all due
respect and deference. ' Though, as there seems
to be some reference to the preceding', (which, by a military metaphor, signifies

"they have ranged or set themselves") may rath-
er mean " range yourselves under and cooperate
with them in their benevolent designs."

17. ' TO . .] The sense of
these words is somewhat obscure, probably from
the popular mode of expression. The ancient
Interpreters explain it: "They have taken this

long journey to act as your representatives."
This, however, seems very harsh. Mackn. ren-
ders :

" they have supplied what was wanting in

your letter," viz. {adds Grot.) "by informing mc

of your disorders." But this the Apostle could
not mean. I prefer (with Beza, Rosenm., Schleus.,
and laspis) to render: " they have supplied your
absence," i. e. supplied the deficiency occasioned
by your absence (as in Phil. ii. 30.) or, to use the
words of Doddr. in his paraphrase, " have given
me, by their converse and friendly offices, that
consolation which I might justly have expected
from you all, had I enjoyed an opportunity of
conversing with you."

18. —.^ The sense of these
words is mistaken by most of the modern Com-
mentators, though well explained by the ancient
ones. They are by Chrys. rightly regarded as

exegetical of the preceding, . avc.n\., "have solaced." A use of the word
quite Hellenistic. The real sense of the clause
seems to be this :

" By thus supplying your ab-
sence, they have benefited us both:" i'or Paul
gained information of the state of those absent,
and they gained in the counsel afforded to them
by the Apostle.

—- . r.] i. e. acknowledge and no-
tice such with affection and respect.

19. rjf' oiKov f<o)cX.] It is strange that
some of the best modern Commentators should
explain this of all the Christians in their family.
See Grot, and Whitby. The most natural and
probable sense is that adopted by the Greek Com-
mentators, and of the modern ones, by Mede,
Wells, Pearce, laspis, and Slade, " the congrega-
tion that was accustomed to meet, for divine wor-
ship, at their house." And this sense has the
advantage of including the other. See more in
the Note on Rom. xvi. 5.

20. —. ay.] On this custom,
see Note on Rom. xvi. 16. Kraus. appositely cites
Justin Martyr ApoL i. 85..

21. b-— .] Schoettg. remarks the
ellipsis, which he supplies thus :

" Restat saluta-

tio a me, quae est adscripta a me ipso, propria
manu." He adds, that we may suppose this was
written by Paul with his own hand, though he had
dictated the rest to some scribe. The Apostle
was accustomed to dictate letters, and at the end
add a sentence with his own hand, to prevent
fraud. See Rom. xvi. 23. Gal. vi. 11. 2 Thess.
iii. 17. Philem. 19. ' is rarely used, as here,

hand wmting : insomuch that, were there not
an example found in Hijperides, we might suspect
this to be a Latinism.
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On ;/ see Note on xii. 3. Mapac is a words Anathema Maranatha the Jews began their

Syro-Chaldee expression, signifying " the Lord papers of excommunication,

is to come," i. e. will come, to take vengeance on
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This second Epistle was written about a year

after the first, and as St. Paul was on his progress

through Macedonia (see 1 Cor. xvi. 5.) and prob-

ably at Phiiippi. as the subscription attests.

This is plain from a consideration of the journeys,

and the occurrences which had taken place since

his writing the first, on which see Home's Introd.

From ix. 2— 4, it appears to have been transmitted

to the Corinthians by Titus and his colleagues,

who were on the road from Macedonia to Corinth,

to finish the collection of the contributions for

the relief of the poor Christians in Judaea. The
circumstances which led to the writing of this

second Epistle were, 1. the peculiar state of the

Church at Corinth ; 2. the alacrity of the Co-
rinthians in contributing to the necessities of the

poor Christians in Juda;a, and their kind treat-

ment of Titus ; both of which required acknowl-
edgments from the Apostle. Having heard that

his first Epistle had produced much good among
the Corinthians, and considerably broken the

faction against him, he wrote this, to confirm them
in the doctrine he had preached, to vindicate him-
self against the calumnies of his enemies, and so

to pave the way for the third visit to them, which
he meditated. The scope of the Epistle cannot,

however, be well understood without adverting

to the partial y'iiiVa;•;; of success which his former

Epistle had experienced, at least t'rom certain

persons, for whom, therefore, a second address

seemed necessary. IN^ot a few, it should seem, of

the Corinthians even yet adhered to their false

teacher or teachers, and even denied the Apostle-

ship of Paul ; founding their denial of his claims

even on his manner of address in his first Epistle.

Because, too. he had changed his intention of visit-

ing them (see 2 Cor. i. 15 &. 16.) in his way from
Ephesus to Macedonia, they charged him with

fickleness and irresolution ; with pm/i» and tyr-

anny, on account of his severity towards the

incestuous person ; and also with general arro-

gance in his ministry, and a haughtiness of de-

meanour little suitable to the insignificance of his

VOL. II.

personal appearance. The chiefscope, therefore,

of the Epistle is to rebut these charges; wherein
he, 1. satisfactorily accounts for his not having
come to them so soon as he had proposed. 2. He
shows that liis sentence against the incestuous
person was not harsh or severe, but necessary,

and, as it appears by the effects, salutary : ac-

cordingly he authorizes them to absolve him from
that sentence, and restore him to communion
with the Church. 3. He adverts to his great

success in preaching the Gospel, and shows that

he dwells not upon it for his own glory, but for

that of the Gospel, in preaching which he used
all diligence and faithfulness; notwithstanding

the sore tribulations it brought upon him, and of

wliich he gives a most affecting detail. 4. He
excites them to lead a holy life ; and in order

thereto, to avoid all communion with idolaters.

5. He desires them to complete their contribu-

tions for the poor saints in Judaea. (5. He enters

into a long defence of himself against the cliarge

of timidity and personal insignificance. The for-

mer he effectually refutes by the severely objur-

gatory air of his address to the disaffected. See
more in Mackn. and Home's Introd. The most
remarkable circumstance in this Epistle is the

confidence of the Apostle in the goodness of his

cause, and the support from above to bear him
out in it, though under difficulties of the most
formidable kind. See Scott, who shows at large

that "a stronger internal testimony, not only to'''

his integrity, but divine inspiration, cannot exist;

for had there been any collusion, it is next to

impossible but such a conduct must have occa-
sioned adisclnsure of it." On the effects produced
by this Epistle, see Marsh's Michaelis iv. 74. or
Home's Introd. On the chronological difficulty

connected with xii. 14. and xiii. 1, 2. see the

Notes there. The sremiineness of this Epistle is

so manifest, from the stronaest iw/e.'v/u/ as well as

external evidence, that it has never been doubted.

I. In this Chapter, after his usual salutation,

he (vv. 1, 2.) blesses God for the consolations

23
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under tribulation, and the deliverances in dangers
vouchsafed to him, and intended both for the
comfort of others similarly circumstanced, and to

himself as an earnest of future aid from above.
(vv. 3— 11.) He rejoices in the testimony of his

conscience, and expresses liis confidence in their

attachment to him, which had induced him to

propose again visiting them (12— IG) ; and shows
that his deferring this visit did not arise from
capricious mutability (vv. 17, 18.) : and, after ad-
verting to the stability of God's promises, through
Christ, assures them tliat he had postponed his

visit from motives of lenilij ; tliat the faulty might
have time to repent, and that he himself miglit

be spared the pain of using severity, vv. 17— 24.— ?.] See note on 1 Cor. i. 1.— i ^,.] Not "a brother," as Doddr.
renders ; that not being permitted by the Article,

(especially as it is here used, in a very strong
sense, for the possessive pronoun ) i. e. either "our
brother," meaning fellow Christian, or, what is

more apt and suitable to the intent of the Apostle
(which was to give consequence to the person
whom he had sent in some degree as his legate),

"?«?/ brother [minister of the Gospel."] See Est.,

Wolf, Locke, and Mackn.
2. —.'] See Rom. i. 7. I Cor. i.

3. and Luke xxiv. 36.

3. (. b , &c.] Doddr., Mackn., and
Newc. translate, " praised be the God and Father
of," &c. But there is no sufficient reason to

deviate from the common version, " blessed be
God, even the Father," &c., which is supported
by the authority of the ancient Versions and an-
cient Commentators, and by the most eminent
modern Expositors. See the Notes of Calvin
and Whitby. We have here an usual form of
thanksgiving, occurring, Doddr. says, in eleven
out of the thirteen Epistles of St. Paul. On -. Wets, remarks that the Jews
much used the expressions our Father, onr mer-
ciful Father, in their pravers. The expression is

not, as most recent Commentators (after Grot.)

regard it, a mere Hebraism, by which substan-
tives in the Genitive are put for adjectives of like

signification. A use, indeed, not confined to the
Hebrew, being often resorted to as possessing
more spirit than the ordinary usage. Thus the
import here conveyed is, (as Chrys. and the an-
cient Commentators point nut) " that God is the
fountain of mercy, and the spring of comfort."

4. •] for or, aS

at Acts xvi. 4f•. xx. 12. and olscwhore. Thus -(\ signifies literally to '• bid any one take
courage," by suggesting to liim reasons for hope
and confidence. By /;'5 is meant (as the best
Expositors are agreed) the Apnsf/e himself, who,
Theod. thinks, uses the expression out
of modes/y. But though the word must not be
pressed on, neither must it be thus explained

aiuay. For, as Calvin well remarks, " ut non sibi

vivebat Apostolus, sed Ecclesia; ; ita quidquid
gratiarum in ipsum conferebat Deus, non sibi soli

datum reputabat, sed quo plus ad alios juvandos
haberet facultatis." The' and napa-

must not be confined to any one of the
sources of comfort, but be understood generally
of all ; especially of that spiritual su])port breathed
into his soul by the Great Comforter, sent from
God, and who is God. Now that comfort would
be imparted to others, both for communicating to

them the grounds of it, and by inspiring them
with the same spirit of devotedness to the Gos-
pel, which filled his own bosom.

5. — ] literally, " have occur-
red to us abundantly." So Rom. v. 15. >— . The just

after is added on the authority of several of the

most ancient MSS., and after the example of the
most eminent Editors. The on is elliptical ; and
the sentiment following is expressed with an ob-
scure brevity. It is very well developed by Dr.

Burton in the following paraphrase :
" We are

able to administer comfort to others, because, in

proportion to the sufferings which tlie Gospel of
Christ exposes us to, so does the same Gospel
supply us with consolations which we are able to

administer to others." In ra. the

Genitive 7naii, with most ancient and earlier mod-
ern Expositors, be so taken as to denote the suf-

ferings endured by Christ, inasmuch as the suf-

ferings of Christ's members for his sake are styled

his sufferings, as beinti evils inflicted on his mem-
bers out of enmity to him, and by reason of their

mystical union to him, and the sympathy he has
with tliem in their sufferings; as Rom. viii. 17.

It is better, however (with Glass, Est.. JNIenoch.,

Vorst., and almost all the more recent Expositors),

to interpret " the sufferings endured for Christ's

sake and for his glory." Of which force of the

Genitive examples are not rare. So Eph. iii. 1.( h '. Thus the

sense will be, ' because, in proportion to the suf-

ferings to which the (iospel of Christ abundantly
exposes us, so does the same Gospel supply us

with abundant conso/atinn [which we may admin-
ister to others] ;

" which last words, implied from
the preceding verse, form the true vinciilnm be-

tween this and the next verse, on the connection

of which Expositors have been perplexed. The
words, then, of v. (J. are meant to further develop

the above sense. , " for the saving

of your souls." In the next words the order

varies cxceedinalv in different Editions and MSS.
The textus receptus (derived from the later Edi-

tions of Beza and FJzevir) has : E!Vc it\6,, , -
(If uTTO^orjJ", -\! '
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. Some ancient MSS., as ., C, and ten

others, together with the Syr., Cop., jEth., Arm.,
Vulg., and some Italic Versions have : tiVc na^a-, VTtlp , ;(-) , Kui( ) / ')-

', &C. But this, tliough edited by Griesb.,

Tittm., and Vat., is founded on slender external

evidence, and is by no means strong in internal

;

for it savours of the alterations of the early Crit-

ics. Greatly preferable is the reading of very

many other MSS., several Versions and Fathers,

also the Edit. Princ, Erasm. 1, Beza 1, and other

early Editions : &i 3,\, \, ev --,; • '-, !\!^ . This
reading was preferred by Calvin and Beza, adopted

by Wets., and edited by Matth. and Lachmann :

and with reason ; for the evidence in its favour

is exceedingly strong; while that for the com-
mon reading is exceedingly weak. The context,

too, as Rinck observes, strongly countenances
this reading; the general sentiment being this:
" Et afflictatio et consolatio mea vobis prodest

;

ilia, quia meo exemplo, ut spero, ad tolerantiam

communium malorum incitamini, luec, quia non
afflictionis solum sed etiam solatiorum participes

estis." The transposition of the clause fj(
— to the end of the verse was, no doubt,

made by those over-nice Critics, who thought it

interrupted the antithesis between ' /3., »kc.

and . This class of Critics were, how-
ever, far less bold than those who, besides mak-
ing use of the same transposition, introduced
other alterations,— partly to prevent tautology,

and partly to render the interpretation the

easier; though, in fact, it yields a very objec-

tionable sense ; for, adopting the transposition

of the clause —^, it is dif-

ficult to see how their consolation could be pro-

moted by their bearing the same sufferings as the

Apostle. The sentiment cannot be admitted
without great violence to the interpretation.{ should be referred to both-
and. The Apostle means to say, that

both his affliction and his consolation is calculated

to profit them ; and, in expressing this sentiment,

he interposes the clause —^-
to show how his affliction may profit them : it

will, he says, be made efficacious, by their pa-

tiently bearing, after his example, the same afflic-

tions that he suffers. To this he subjoins a paren-

thetical clause, expressive of his hope and trust

respecting them, viz. that they will copy his ex-
ample. Thus it is evident that the transposition

of the clause ?—, according to

either the textus receptus or that of Griesb.,

though it makes the passage read better, yet, in

the latter case, injures the sense, and in the former,
misrepresents the Apostle's meaning. The Apos-
tle did not mean to show how his consolation

might be effectual for their consolation ; for that

was too plain to need being touched on. See
Scott. In fact, the most certain of all Critical

canons demands the rejection of botli those texts,

and the preference to be given to that adopted by
Wets, and Matth. ; for nothing is more evident
than that that, in the somewhat harsh and involved
nature of the phraseology (highly, however, char-
acteristic of St. Paul), presents a reading from
which the others might spring; while the other

texts, and the readings which are 7iiodiJications

of them, arose from various attempts to remove
the difficulty. The words were thrown
out partly by those who wished to remove a tau-

tology (though, in fact, tautologies of this kind,
where the sense is strengthened, are frequent in

St. Paul and the best writers of every language
and every age), and partly by those who stum-
bled, not seeing how the Apostle's consolation
could promote not only their consolation, but sal-

ivation. If any should yet stumble, let them read
the satisfactory explanation offered by Calvin.

'Ei'tpy. is here used as at 2 Cor. iv. 12. Gal. iii.

5. and v. 6. 1 Thess. ii. 13. Rom. vii. 5. Gal. v.

6. See Bp. Bull's Exam. p. 9.

7. .'] Here is an anacoluthon, such as is

frequent in the best writers, especially Thucyd.
and Herodotus ; the participle being used for a
verb and . This verse is explanatory of the
preceding. They were partakers of his sufferings

by sympathy ; and of his consolation they could
not fail to be, by being like-minded, and as firm
in the faith.

8. The has reference to. in the pre-
ceding verse

; q. d. For of afflictions, I would have
you to know, [ have had my share. The is

for TTfoi, which is found in a few MSS. and Fathers
;

but is plainly a gloss, though accounted by Dr.
Burton as probably the true reading.

On the circiimslance here adverted to by the
Apostle, the Commentators differ in opinion.
Some refer it to the persecutions at Lystra, men-
tioned in Acts xiv. 19, 20. Others, with more
probability, to what happened during the com-
motions at Ephesus mentioned in Acts xix. 26.

seq. ' ':'\ is for {•\\6, as Rom.
vii. 1.3. With. I would compare Aristoph.

ap. Zonarre Lex. p. 178.5. .
Notwithstanding what Rosenm. and others think,

—^ can only mean, "inso-
much that we even despaired of life." |«7.
signifies properly to stop short in our progress,

from being at a loss to know what course to take.

So iv. 8. anopovuivot' .
9. iv ^. This

contains a strongly figurative mode of expressing
utter despair of life ; q. d. Die having nought but
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death before one's eyes.^ signifies prop-

erly a }-espo7ise, and varies its sense according to

the occasion. Thus, when used of judges, it de-

notes (as here) verdict or sentence. So Chrys.^. The Article is employed with reference

to a clause suppressed; q. d. [Nay, we had sen-

tence recorded in our minds,] and we had this

sentence, in order that we should not trust," &c.
Of the bold figure in . the Commenta-
tors adduce no example ; and therefore the fol-

lowing may be acceptable. Thucyd. ii. 53.,

speaking of the people at Athens during tlie pes-

tilence, says, that '• they set all laws at defiance,

from having death continually suspended over

them, as a sentence of death already denounced

;

and which they might continually expect would
be carried into execution : " ^l (scil.) a t\p t.

is not merely put for-; but the participle and verb substantive are

used to express continuity of action, implying cus-

tom. By " trusting in ourselves," is meant having
regard to our own strength [alone], without ref-

erence to Divine aid. <,
" who raiseth the very dead, [and therefore who
can preserve the living, in however great peril of
deatn]."

10.] "deadly peril," "peril of life."

The full sense in ', &.c. is :

' who hath
delivered, now delivereth, and, we hope and trust,

will deliver us."

11. —/.] Render: "you
too cooperating in supplication on our behalf,"

i. e. on your cooperating, &c. ; which is spoken
with characteristic modesty. There is not (as

some imagine) any transposition of the Article

rp , for it has no force : this word and,
taking the article as being abstract nouns. See
Middl. Gr. A. Ch. v. § 1. and numerous examples
in Schleus. Lex.
— 'iva —.'\ These Words are,

from brevity and perplexity of construction^ ob-

scure ; but the general sense (similar to that at

iv. 15.) seems to be this, " that so the gracious

gift [of future deliverance] being bestowed on me,
by means of the intercession of many persons,

may, by many persons, for me, be acknowledged
with thanks;" i. e. may be acknowledged in the

thanksgiving also of many for me, i. e. my deliv-

erance ; for, as Doddr. observes, nothing is more
reasonable than that what is obtained by prayer
should be owned in praises. This use of-' (as said of a thing) to be. returned thanks

for, is very rare.

With respect to the next words,
—', they are obscure from brevity; and I

have in Rec. Syn. shown at large, that the gen-

eral sense is :
" that so the gracious gift [of deliv-

erance] being bestowed on me, by means of the

petition of many persons, may by many persons,

on my behalf, be acknowledged with thanks."

This use . in the passive, in the sense " to

be returned thanks for," is very rare ; as is also

the sense of , " on the part of," i. e. procured
by the prayers of."

12.
t'l , &c.] The connection seems

to be as follows: " [And we trust that God will

continue to deliver us, you cooperating with us in

prayer ;] for our glorying," &c. . signifies

a ca?ise for glorying, something on which we may
pride ourselves, i. e. towards men ; which is im-
plied, and is perhaps suggested, in the words fV

•(^; just after. To. Sub. ov, "that which
is testified by our own consciences." On the
value of this testimony of conscience, and how
far alone we ought to rest in it, see Bp. Sander-
son, 2nd Sermon ad Magistratum, 9— 30. -.
and '. are nearly synonymous. On the former,
see Note on Rom. i. 8. and xii. 7, 8. ; on the lat-

ter. Note on 1 Cor. v. 8. They both denote can-
dour and sincerity, 7nay, as most recent
Commentators say, be meant to raise the quality

by proceeding to the highest pitch. But it is

more agreeable to the characteristic modesty of
the Apostle to interpret, with Chrys., "what is

well pleasing to, or required by, God." So The-
ophyl. o'iav b ^. . means
generally carnal or secular wisdom, the selfish

wisdom of this world, though probably with allu-

sion to the arts of the Heathen Sophists and Rhet-
oricians. See Theophyl. By cv must
(as all Commentators, except some recent ones,

are agreed) be meant the gracious help of God,
as shown in the communication of supernatural

gifts and miraculous endowments imparted to the

Apostle. ., '"' we have behaved ourselves."

It has reference (like i^ersari in the Latin) to

conduct of every sort.

13. aWa —/''.] The sense
is not very clear ; but the best Commentators,
ancient and modern, are generally agreed, that

there is a reference to the' and \.
just before. And the real and full sense (much
mistaken by Commentators) seems to be this

:

[" I may well say in godly sincerity ;] for I write

no other things [i. e. doctrines] unto you than

what you read, than what you even recognize [to

be true], and I trust will always continue to ac-

knowledge." This seems to be a popular man-
ner of speaking, of which the sense is, ' I have

no other meaning in what 1 write, than what is

open and legible ; agreeably to the obvious pur-

port of the words ; I do not write one thing and

intend another, express one doctrine and mean
another.' For (as Mackn. observes) "it seems
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the Faction had affirmed tliat some passages of
Paul's _^/•.?< Epistle were designedly written in

ambiguous language, that he might afterwards in-

terpret them as it suited his purpose." If this

interpretation (which is supported by the opinion

of almost all the recent E.xpositors) be thought,

as it mail, to rest on somewhat precarious proof,

and to be little accordant with the words folloic-

ins:, we may suppose, with Thcophyl., Est., Beza,
Calvin, and JV'Ienoch., that the Apostle here
means to soften, what might be called arrogance

in what he had said
; q d. he makes no more

boasting in words than what can be proved by
deeds ; and that, the Corinthians themselves being
witnesses, whose own previous knowledge of him
would bear testimony to the truth of what they

read. Thus should be rendered,

as it is done by Calvin, recognoscitis, recognize.

And the word is used thus in Xen. Anab. v. 8. 6.

and elsewhere in the Classical writers. There is,

too, a kind of climax ; for f7Tlyl••ll', as Calvin
shows, is more significant than. Thus the. has reference to the less favourably dispos-

ed ; the fitly., to those who were sincerely and
firmly attached to the .\postle. This distinction

seems adverted to in the next verse ; where, after

saying, he corrects the term by the lim-

itative phrase ani, meaning, " a part at least

of you."

To briefly advert to the peculiar idiom in

—' (, the explanation given of its na-

ture by Hermann on V'ig. p. 778. in his Note, is

very far-fetched. And as to that proposed by Em-
merling, who considers it as a blending of two
modes of speaking, oh a'S\a ,, &C., and oh ) a ., that

is taking too much for granted. I cannot but

suspect that the' comes not from . but

; and that there is here simply a repetition

(perhaps taken adverbially) of the preceding,
in order to make the comparison the clearer and
stronger.

14. uTi — .'] The scnsc is :
" [You

will find and acknowledge I say] that we are

your rejoicing, as also you are ours, in the day of

the Lord." Chrys. and Theophyl. interpret./ " such as may make you proud of having me
as a teacher." , /', namely, as

being proud of such disciples. The proper ellip-

sis at '7 ;;' can only be : but the clause

iv Trj" . . is best referred to the-^ suspended by ellip. on on.

. .] Sub. f-!, namely, on your
being well affected to us. , i. e. on writ-

ing the former Epistle. See 1 Cor. xvi. 5. He
means to say, that be had at first intended to have
visited them before the Macedonians ; and then

shows that he did not change his intention with-

out good cause. . . Most modem
Commentators explain the ^npiv^iyif, or benefit;

but the ancient Commentators, and some modern
ones, as Wolf and Schleus., gratification, for. It should seem to mean benefit generally,
every spiritual advantage, or gratification from his

society, imparted by his presence.
17. ] 1\. _.] " did I, forsooth,

show inconstancy or fickleness," viz. by changing
his design without good reason. The interroga-

tion implies a strong negation,. At 11 sub., quod attinet ad. , '' according to

carnal views and private passions, interest, ambi-
tion, or worldly policy."
—' -q Trap' — '.] These words are il-

lustrative of the above ; but on their exact sense
Commentators are not asrreed; and no wonder,
since the idiom is almost sid generis. Some
would read val, ov, found in a few MSS.
and Versions. But this authority is far too
slender to warrant any change of reading ; and
to suppose, with Dr. Burton, that the repetition

of ! and makes no difference in the sense, is

taking too much for granted. Considerable error

has arisen from the mistaken notion, that the
Apostle here has in view inconstancy ; whereas
(as the ancient Commentators have shown) the. has reference to various worldly
views, and carnal dispositions (see iii. 3, 4.) ; and
the one here adverted to by example, seems to be
(as Chrys., Theophyl., CEcum., Theodoret, and
Phot., suppose) a head-strong, self-willed spirit,

which will either do things, or not do them, as it

pleases, without giving any reasons. The force

of the repeated val and may be illustrated by
the usual expression of such positive persons 3, or -. The
^ ' refers to any purpose to be effected

;

the TO , to what is not to be done ; as Theo-
phyl. well observes, who also notices the address
with which the Apostle turns off what was mat-
ter of accusation into a ground of praise. Thus
the construction is : val ^, .

18. b — .] This (as Chrys.
observes) is meant to anticipate an objection;

q. d. If what you say be not firm and stable (and
you often say va), and it is found ov), may we
not fear lest your word (doctrine and preaching)

be found such ? viz. vat al , i. e. unstable and
zcavering. To which the Apostle answers: "My
purpose to come was my oirri, Avherefore I attain-

ed it not; but my doctrine is of God. and what as

such, cannot deceive. Now God is true {,
verax), so that, as He is constant, neither is his

word to you, which we preach, inconstant and
unstable." With b< compare Heb. x.

28. X. 11. 1 John i. 9. See a fine passage in Bp.
Sanderson's second Sermon ad Populum § 7., in
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which he shows that " we are to lay this on a firm

and infallible ground, that our God is both truly

uncliani^eab/e, and unchatic^eablij true."

19. By Xp. is meant his doctrine.

20. — )!/.] Bp. Middl. well renders :

"for how many soever be the promises of Cod,
in Him (Christ) is the Yea, and in Him the

Amen;" i. e. whatever God hath promised. He
will through Christ assuredly fulfil ; vui and

being strong and well known asseverations of the

truth." 0£(3 is, by transposition, for, to the glory of God by our

preaching.

21. b ii, &c.] God is here designated

as the author both of their original conversion to

the Christian faith, and of their confirmation in

it. So Abp. Newc. paraphrases: " But I do not

arrogate any thing to myself, when 1 use the ex-

pression by us. God establishes both me and you
with respect to Christ, as disciples of Christ.". ! Xp. may be rendered, " who makes us

firm in [the faith of] Christ." , i. e.

who hath solemnly called me to be an Apostle,

as it were by the rite of unction, such as was used
to inaugurate Kings and Prophets. -, " who hath given us a pledge [of his

future acceptance]." rbv .,
" by giving the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts."

So Eph. i. 13, 14•.' , ' '. '/'«?' and the Latin

arrhabo are derived Irom the Heb. i^lj;, a pledge

or earnest; i. e. a part of any price agreed on,

and paid down to ratify the engagement ; Germ.
hand-s:ift. The pledge spoken of consists (as

Bp. Middl. observes) of those various gifts of the

Spirit, which were an earnest of immortality to

the persons on whom they were conferred.

23. fffi Tviv })\ ^^] " against my soul," i. e.

if I speak not the truth. The sense life, mind, or

thoiiffht, though supported by one or other of the

best Commentators, is too feeble. The solemni-

ty of the asseveration here, and in other parts of
this Epistle, was justified by the unworthy impu-
tation (of fickleness) which called it forth.' is for wc ^fii5., i. e. <pcihaOai, " to

spare you the pain of the severe censure, which I

must have passed on your irregularities."

24. —.^ There is in

and sub. , (as Beza and Grot, remark) an, or softening. The sense being :
" I

do not mention this, as if domineering over your
faith (i. e. your belief of the religion you profess)

by wanton acts of severity ; but as a fellow-work-

er with you, in promoting your real happiness."

Of the ne.xt words (which are variously interpret-

ed) Abp. Newc. has well expressed the sense
thus :

" [I use the expression ' over your faith] ;'

for faith causes you to stand firm in your duty and
in the Divine favour." Rom. xi. 20.

II. 1. In this Chapter the Apostle continues
his justification of himself (intermixing a direc-

tion as to the course they should now take with
the incestuous person), and contrasts his own con-
duct with that of the false teachers. Instead of
the common reading, -, sev-

eral MSS., some Versions, and the Ed. Princ.

have v.'hat I have edited, with Beng., Matth.,
(iriesb., Tittm., and V^ater. For this position has
more of the character of genuineness. Xvntj

must not be confined to Paul, or to the Coriii-

iliians, but be extended to both, and the sense is :

"so as to give myself and you pain," viz. by cen
suring your irregularities. Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 21.

Iv&.
2. y<!p ( — f'^ ;] There is here

some obscurity, perhaps occasioned by the refined

delicacy of the remark ; which was, I conceive,
meant to be explanatory of the h ] i\0. just

before. Various interpretations have been pro-

pounded, which see in Recens. Synop. The true

one seems to be that of Grot., Rosenm., Doddr.,

Mackn., laspis, and Emmerling. The . like

the Heb. }, increases the force of the interroga-

tion, and may be rendered f/uteso : and in the in-

terrogative is implied in the answer.

The b tv(p. is expressed popvlariter, the

sense being ;
'" And who then is there (i. e. would

there be) to soothe my sorrows, but the grieved
person," i. e. per.'son^ ; for the singular is (as

Rosenm. observes) put for the plural ; as in col-

lectives. Here that designation might be said, in

some degree, to embrace both the sound and the

unsound part of the congregation : for the yb; mer
would so sympathize with the latter, as to afl^rd

the Apostle but little cordial consolation ; and the

latter could not be expected to do it, unless in the

event of entire repentance, and thorough reforma-

tion ; which the Apostle would not stay to see
put to the proof And thus his comfort with both
of them could be but small.

3. .] Some Commentators
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understand this of the present letter : but most of

the former one; taking to refer to the

order given, to excommunicate the incestuous

person, and the general reproof on their moral
conduct. At TovTo . sub. f- cro'Xtov. "Eici,
" it was proper and reasonable," as in Matt, xviii.

33; xxiii. 23. 'E-i:, "respecting you
all." *Oti 1/ —, "that whatever affords

me joy would give pleasure to you all
;
" i. e. the

sound and far greater part of them.
4. fV -oWTis — KafjMag.] The sense is :

" out

of much affliction, and heartfelt distress."

properly signifies the being so hennned in as not

to know which way to turn, and figuratively de-

notes great distress ; as Luke xxi. 23.-. '''£.()4., " I wrote [what 1 did]."

ii'a ., &c. The complete sense is:

" [The purpose, however, was] not that ?/(> should
be pained, but that [sensible of the motive which
had urged me to so write] ye might recognize

therein my lore; which I bear \'ery abundantly
towards you."

5. The Apostle now adverts more directly to

his purpose in writing thus ; and the words may
be rendered; " But if any one (meaning the in-

cestuous person) have occasioned sorrow, he hath

not so much grieved me, as, in some measure
[that I may not bear too hard upon him] all of
you." The true punctuation here is that which
I have adopted, with Griesb., Emmorling, Vater,

Gratz., and Goeschen. ' must, with the

Syr. Version and Emmerling. be taken intransi-

tively, in the sense "ne quid gravius dicam,"—
i. e. ne dicam nos solos. Of this sense of --, to hear hard upon, two examples are ad-

duced bv Wets, from Appian.

6. Reasons are now adduced for showing mercy
to the penitent offender.

— -.} This word signifies in Philo and
other of the later writers, the Jiie, or other pun-
ishment afR-isd to any offence ; and in the earlier

Fathers it denotes any Ecclesiastical punishment
enjoined by the Canons of the Church. ,
[of] itself, i. e. without any more.', " at the hands of the many," the general
body of the Church. Comp. 1 Cor. v. 4. '.-^.

7..] This of Course, implies that he
had repented of his sin. Ai-ji, " be over-
whelmed, by the excess of his sorrow." A met-
aphor derived, I conceive, not from the being de-

voured by a beast, as is generally supposed, but
from drowning. Compare Ps. cxxiv. 2, 3, & 4.

8. tig avrbv .'] This is rendered,
" to confirm your love to him." But the proper
import of the word permits, and the context and
circumstances of the ca.«e, rather require the
sense, "to make him assured of your love;"
namely, by some public testimony of it; i. e. the
annulment of the act of excommunication, in
order to confirm that reconciliation. The term,
however, may also denote that the readmission
was to be formal, as the excommunication had
been.

9. — forc] The full sense
contained in this briefly worded passage seems to
be this : [Forgive him, I say;] for the chief ob-
ject I had in writing [that you should punish
him, is answered ; and that] was, that I might
know the proof of you, (i. e. that I miglit put you
to the test) whether you be obedient in all things."
Compare Phil. ii. 22. ^ .

10. (J , \ fyu).] Sub..
The sense intended by the Apostle is best ex-
pressed by laspis as follows :

" in omnibus ju-

diciis, quoe sequitatem et lenitatem animi produ-
cunt, nemo liberaliiis vos sequitur, quam ego."
So Dr. Shuttleworth :

" where you feel disposed
to show forgiveness in cases like the present, I

am no less disposed to do the same."
—? — Si' .'] The sense seems to

be : For whatever I have [hereby] forgiven any
one, (if I myself can be said to have forgiven) I

forgave it for your sakes, and to testify my regard
for you." At (J. sub. .. which was sup-
pressed to avoid repetition. The next words iv- are by almost all Commentators
joined with the words inmiediately preceding.

And thus a good sense arises ; but one, con-
ceive, not very agreeable to what follows, jio

)'. . therefore agree with the
Bale Editor, that the words — are par-

enthetical ; and that h ^, <fcc. belong to{. See also Mr. Scott.

Xp. signifies ' acting in the name and in

behalf of Christ, as it were in his person.' So
Theophyl. It is well observed by Theod. that

the Apostle adds the ' ; , '~-•, .
— -'.. &.C.] These words seem

meant to give a reason v;lni he and they should
be always disposed to show lenity ou repentance

;
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namely, lest, by their excessive severity, Satan

might obtain an advantage over them, by tempt-

ing the offender either to despair, or to apostasy

;

thus bringing Christianity into evil report, as a

harsh religion, and deterring others from em-
bracing it ; or, by exciting divisions in the Church,
preventing the success of the Gospel. See JXevvc.

and Scott.

12, 13. The Apostle says this, to suggest a

further proof of his affectionate concern for them,
and his desire to visit them; namely, that after

he went to Troas to preach the Gospel, and had
good opportunity of success

;
yet, because he

found not Titus there (who was to bring Jiim ac-

count of the state of the Corinthian converts),

he could not rest, but must go in search of him
into Macedonia. At . sub. , at or on
account of. By must be understood the

Trojans.

14. if —.] With reference to

the happy turn affairs had taken at Corinth, and
the good account he had received of the Corinth-

ians from Titus (See vii. G.) the Apostle breaks
forth into thanksgiving to God, for tlie success

with which He is pleased to bless his Evangelical

labours. The. ifcc. shows the grounds of
the thanksgiving; namely, because "he niaketh

us to triumph." The word properly signifies to

triumph over ; but here is used (as the best Com-
mentators ancient and modern suppose) in a

Hipliil sense ; and Schleus. cites a similar use

of the word in Eurip. Her. Fur. 1596., also of

other verbs, as,,,, -qv, &,c. The sense is ;
" causeth

us to triumphantly overcome all difficulties," " go
from city to city, as triumphing conquerors in the

cause of Christ." But the metaphor is not to be
too much pressed on. So also the expressions

and iv - are not to be rigidly in-

terpreted, but understood of what, upon the iclwle,

was the case. Indeed, when the Apostle was
least successful, there was always some kind of
victory obtained over the kingdom of Satan.
— 6—, &C.] The sense

is :
" And who diffuseth, by us, everywhere the

odour of his Divine knowledge." There being
an allusion to the fragrant odour of flowers and
aromatics scattered around conquerors \vhen go-

ing in triumph. Some confusion of metaphor
exists ; but, under a lively allusion to the wide
spreading of aromatic odours, it represents the
wide diffusion of the Gospel, and its salutiferous

influence.

15. '—.] Here there is

a continuation of the metaphor, though with some
change in the application, and the Ai)oslle is sup-

posed to have had in mind many similar illustra-

tions found in the Jewish writings. Many Com-

mentators take for . But it

seems better (witli the ancient and some eminent
moderns, as Schleus.) to interpret "by God."
The general sense is ,

" We are those through
whom God spreads and propagates this odorifer-

ous, beneficial, and salutiferous Gospel of Christ."

In ii; 7 and is im-
plied all. q. d. " We indeed bear the sweet odour
of Christ's Gospel to all ; but all who participate

in it do not experience its salutiferous effects.

Yet if some be saved, and others perish, the Gos-
pel retains its own virtue, and we, the preachers
of it, remain just as we are ; and the Gospel re-

tains its odoriferous and salutiferous properties,

though some may disbelieve, or abuse it, and
perish. Thus the general sense may be thus ex-

pressed with Mr. Holden :
" To those who perish

through unbelief, the fragrance of the Gospel,
which we diffuse, becomes a deadly savour, end-
ing in their death ; but to the saved it becomes a
vivifying savour, ending in life eternal."

(as the Greek Commentators explain)

simply denotes those who believe and embrace
the Gospel, and who, by faitlifully fulfilling its

requisitions, are saved ; the ., those who
either disbelieve and reject it, or at least neglect

to fulfil its requisitions.
— o'ls , &c.] q. d. We have done our

part, whatever be the result; though to the one
we are a savour, &c. and are Geni-
tives of a substantive in the place of its cognate
adjective. The words and ch are

partly exegetical, but chiefly meant to strength-

en the sense.

IG. ' ;] have shown at

large in Recens. Synop. that the sense must not
be limited, but left general ; importing that no
human being is of himself sufficient for so mo-
mentous a business ; by which it is implied that

our sufficiency is of God. In v. 1.3, 16. Dr. Pa
ley recognizes one of those numerous instances

of digression in St. Paul which, he thinks, may
be denominated going off at a word. " It is (he

says) a turning aside from the subject upon the

occurrence of some particular word ; forsaking

the train of thought then in hand, and entering

upon a parenthetic sentence, in which that word
is the prevailing term. See 2 Cor. iii. 1. at the

word epistle. 2 Cor. iii. 12. at the word veil.

Eph. iv. 8. at the word ascended, v. 12. at the word
light."

17. — roi' \6.'] These words are

by some thought to refer to those immediately

preceding. But the best Commentators are, with

reason, agreed, that the reference in the is

to the words of v. 11. q. d. "' [We are indeed so

favoured by God, that we arc caused to triumph,

and are permitted to scatter the odours of the
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Gospel] : and we do this with zeal and alacrity
;

for we are not as the many,'' i. e. very many, &c.
The use of the participle and verb substantive for

the finite verb, denotes custom. Thus it connects
with the verb following. The force of

the expression -^. -bv will be
seen by bearing in mind the proper signification

of;£. Now this will depend upon that of;5 • vhich is 7iot derived from and
m)\bi (as the Etymologists say), but is cognate
with the caiip-o of the Latin ; and both are de-

rived from the Chappen, Koppen, and other cog-

nate words of the IVorthern languages, denoting

to sell bij retail. Thus means retail

dealer, one who sells at second hand ; as is plain

from two passages of Plato (which have escaped

all the Commentators) p. 531. C.^,? »'. and . 600. And so Hesych. explains-\ by-. /Eschyl. too Theb. 541.

by a bold figure (formed on the foregoing sense)

says (\eiiv r5' , " he will

not Hffht by retail," i. e. in a peddling way. In

short, the were pettij chapmen, (and that

chiefly in eatables or drinkables) exactly corre-

sponding to our hucksters. And as provisions are

most susceptible of that adulteration, which is so

likely to be practised by petty venders, so these

««'7777X01 \vere, from a very early period, accused
of this trickery. So Isaiah i. 22. o'l

rdv oJvov viart. K/iffj/XtCcii', therefore,

came to mean " make a gain of." and also, as here,

corrupt for the purpose of vain. So CI. Alex.

60. oil <-!\\' . The sense, then, is,

corrupting the Gospel, in order to make a gain

of it, by representing its doctrines and injunctions

as otherwise than what thev really are. \
these admixtures were, may easily be conceived

;

though they, no doubt, differed in different teach-

ers ; sometimes consisting of Jewish supersti-

tions, and sometimes of Philosophical notions,

and the dreams of the Sophists. See Cudworth
Intell. Syst,

The idea is further unfolded in the words fol-

lowing aW ., which signify " with sin-

cerity and integrity." At ? sub.,
which arises from the idea of suggested by. v. The sense is, "as persons

who speak from God, and not from themselves,, as in the presence of God, and
with a view to his approbation alone." Xp.,
" in the name of Christ, as his legates."

III. In this Chapter the .\postle obviates any
charge of self-commendation, desiring to ascribe

all his success to God. And adverting to the su-

periority of the Gospel over the law, he espe-

cially points out ploiii speakinz (probably to excuse
his freedom) as most accordant with its nature ;

and concludes with describing the liberty and
progressive holiness which arose from the Gospel.

1. — :] This is meant to

anticipate an objection, that by thus mentioning
VOL. II.

his sincerity, he was recommendincr himself. In
the interrogation is implied a strong negation, -

! The next words ( ^ are to be
considered as having reference to something
omitted for brevity's sake

; q. d. " [Nor have we
any occasion so to do]." Thus there will be no
reason to read ;) \ for , with Griesb. and
others, from a few MSS., Versions, and Fathers;
though contrary to the most certain of Critical
canons. "H is plainly an alteration (an inge-
nious one, it must be confessed) to remove a dif-

ficulty, which, after all, is, as we have seen, but
imaginary.
—. fTTiffT.] These were letters of intro-

duction, and, more or less, of recommendation,
probably deriving their origin from the tesserce,

hospitulitatis of the earlier Greeks, and often men-
tioned in the later Classical writers. They were
much employed among the Greeks and Romans,
and also the Jews : from whom, it is probable,
was immediately derived the frequent use of them
in the primitive church. The alludes to the
false teachers, who, it seems, had thus introduced
themselves to the Church at Corinth.

2, .3. »;.' ?!, &c.] As if he had
said (observes Theodoret), &-' ' . ac-
cording to the sense expressed by Theopyl., " that

which letters of introduction and recommenda-
tion would have done, this ye yourselves do, when
seen and heard." Thus the meanmg is, " Ye are
[in fact] our recommendatory epistle, one written
by Christ, through our instrumentality ; not with
ink, but with the Holy Spirit; not on letters of
stone, but on the heart; q. d. your conversion to

the Christian faith, by my preaching and miracles,
isasufficientrecommendationofme as a true Apos-
tle. Now this conversion and the reformation there-

in implied, must (from the extensive communica-
tion of Corinth with almost every part of the world)
have been known to all, and were in that sense
read by all. Moreover (what seems meant by the. iv 7 ) this knowledge was
especially imprinted on the mind of the .\postle;

and he himself was the means of bearing it about
to all parts of the world. The words are well
paraphrased by Prof. Dobree as follows : '-'Omni-

bus me satis commendat fama summi amoris mei,
quo vos, Christo conciliante, in intinuim pectus
recepi." Vide vii. .3. Instead of )';;(', indeed, a
few MSS. and Versions have, atlter -7 -; which is preferred by Olearius, Doddr.,
Harrington, Wakef . and Rinck. ; but without
sufficient reason, since it is little suitable to the
context.
— ', &c.] Professor Dobree

remarks, that " here there is a transition from the
heart of Paul to the heart of the Corinthians, as

at infra v. 13— Ifj. from Moses veiled to the Jews
veiled. Hence arises a comparison of the min-
istry of Paul, as compared with that of Moses."
See Exod. xxxiv. 33. . ' ', &c., is for' tare, " it being manifest that ye are,"

2-i
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phor is here continued, but with alteration, and a The meaning is :
'• We are of ourselves unable to

different application. When it is said tliat they devise or even conceive, the mysteries and truths

are even Clirist's Epistle, the latter must be un- of the Gospel ; much less to give them the ejiect

derstood in a different sense to the former ; and by which the Holy Spirit rcrites and imprints them
the sense may be thus traced : " Ye bear the on the hearts of men ; but our suffering is from
commands of Christ on your heart, and transcribe God. Wolf refers ; f|, to the will, ;
them into your practice. This is as it were, a let- " . \.q ihe power. It should rather seem that

ter dictated by Christ to me, and by me written in is meant to I'urther explain the sense
;

on your hearts." In some sense, too, it might be and tliat the meaning is what Emmerl. expresses,

said that they were thus a letter commendatory " ita ut e.\ me profectum putcm." The must,

of Christ and the Gospel to tiio heathens. By by the conte.xt, be limited to denote any thing

the -. Xp. is meant the Gospel; and to tliis relative to the peculiar doctrine of the Gospel,

the term is very applicable, according to and tiie method of salvation revealed in the new
the sense in which it is here used, namely, ma?/- covenant.

datum. The term, indeed, is applicable to any 6. iJ; [ ijuaj.] Sub. tlvai. The sense

revelation of God's will to man. is, " And it is He who fitted us to be ministers,"

The remainder of the verse is meant further to &c, The words oi. . should be
unfold the sense of', and to show the su- rendered, ' not of letter, but of spirit," i. e. not
periority of the Gospel over tjie Law. It is thus of a literal, but a spiritual Covenant. By literal

illustrated by Theophylact; "As Moses was the is meant resting on written documents, or Scrip-

minister of the Law, so are we the ministers of ture only, like the Law of Moses. It may also

your faith in the Gospel. He cut the stones; denote (in a figurative sense) " consisting in out-

we cut the hearts. The law was written with ward forms and ceremonies." Thus by .
ink ; the Gospel was written upon you by the is meant " what is literal," viz. tlie Law ; and by
Spirit. As far as the Spirit is superior to ink. and -, '• \vhat is spiritual " (viz. internal anil

the heart to stone, so far is the new Dispensation spiritual religion), the Gospel. Such (in opposi-

superior to the old." It may be added, that in the tion to the Mystics, who take these words of the

Law there was a bare command ; in the Gospel literal and the spiritual interpretation) Bp. Marsh,
the injunction was rendered effectual by the min- in his Lect. p. 3), has proved to be the only

istry of the Holy Spirit, both in His ordinary and sense wliich tlie context admits. "The Apostle
extraordinary operations. On this subject see (says he| is drawing a parallel, Avhich has no con-

Bp. Bull's Harm. Apost. The words h cern with interpretation, but is between the Law& . are, by transposition, put for of Moses and the Gospel of Christ. Tlie former. ., i. e. on fleshlij tablets, namely, those of ' kills,' inasmuch as it denounces death without
the heart. Compare Jer. .xvii. 1. The same fig- hope on all who disobey it ; nay, sometimes oc-

ure occurs in .iEschyl. Prom. 814. 'r)v casioiied death, by the multiplicity and difficulty' . See also a passage of its ceremonial rites. See Rom. iii. 20. and
of Theophyl. Simoc. and Plato, cited by me in Gal. ii. 19. On the contrary, the, the

Recens. Synop. Spiritual System of the Gospel,, 1st,

4. The connexion is here somewhat uncertain, brings life and immortality to light, and affords the

Many early modern Expositors suppose the words means of salvation ; 2dly. it imparts life, a new
to refer to those immediately preceding. And life, by the Holy Spirit. There is also an allusion

so Rosenm. A harsh sense, however, thus arises, to that expiatory sacrifice by which this vivification

The true view is, I think, that adopted by Chrys. is effected. The two Dispensations, moreover,
And Theophyl.; who suppose tiic Apostle here are contrasted as to their tendency: that of the

means to deprecate the accusation of lioastinrr cf Law was piniisltmcnt ; that of the Gospel, refor-

himself. Whatever his superiority might be, it ma/io?i rather than punishment,— salvation rsXhet

rested, he says, solely on his confidence in God, than condemnation."
through Christ, from whom alone he derived his 7, 8. The Apostle now further evinces this su-

sufficiency to spread the Gospel. The sense, periority of the Ciospel, by showing, 1. that its

then, maybe expressed as follows: "We, how- glory is erealer ; inasmuch as the Law had only

ever, have (or rest) such a cause for trust and a corporeal and visible glory,— namely, that in

confidence [as this superiority implies] in God the face of Moses ; but the New Dispensation

alone and through Christ.'' 0! Supply an intellectual and spiritual one. (Theophyl.) I'. must, with the ancient and the have in Recens. Synop. shown that the sense of

best modern Expositors, be interpreted caci'w-iiari•.• the verse is this: " If the ministry or office of
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promulgating a covenant which, in the letter,

(when written on tables of stone) brought noth-
ing but death with it, was rrlorwiis (namely, by

.. the appearance of angels witli the cloud of glory)

;

"^ and so glorious, that the children of Israel were
not able to look at the face of Moses, because of
the shining of his countenance, which glory was
^( to vanish; how much more shall not the
ministration of the Spiritual, or the Spirit-giving

Dispensation (i. e. the Gospel) be glorious?"
'El' is for&. On this see Note on
Luke ii. 9. The words of Exod. xxxiv. 29. sug-
gest the idea of such an irradiation as that which
is represented in pictures, encircling the coun-
tenance of Christ. With respect to ;/-, it must not be understood, with some, of
fading away with youth, and ceasing with death.

The best mode of taking the words is that of the
ancients and some eminent moderns ; namely, to

suppose that rhv (introduced to im-
part force to the argumentation) though it pertains

in appearance to riiv, yet, in fact, belongs to, meaning the Mosaic economy ; and that
the Apostle meant to hint that, as that glory was
temporary, and would cease at death, so was the
Dispensation, of whose Divine origin this was the
symbol, meant, also, to be temporary.

9. £(' —h <5|;.] The Apostle
here (as Theophyl. says) " gi\es another turn to

the same thought." Indeed, . . is

meant to furtlier illustrate what was said at v. 7,

Tuii (. The condemna-
tory Law and the justificatory Gospel are con-
trasted ; the former as a ministry of condemna-
tion, the latter as one of justification ; conferring
justification on all who heartily embrace it. ^
is for; which use of a substantive for its

cognate adjective is also found in the Classical
writers.

10, 11. Here the sentiment is further strength-
ened. At TO . sub. , meaning the
Mosaic Dispensation. &, '•' was not
esteemed glorious or excellent." The is in

many MSS., Versions, and Fathers, not found
;

and is probably not genuine, but originating

merely from the following. It is cancelled by
Matthaji, Griesb., Tittm., and Vat. In

and there is some distinction of sense;
the Tto signifying en cet egard (as the

French say) in respect of comparison; and,
" on account of." Thus no contains
comparison, and ', &c. is only exegetical of
the preceding. It is, however, proper to bear in

mind (as Beza and Scott suggest), 1. that the

Law is here not considered simply, but as con-
nected with the ministration of Moses, and as

apart and distinct from the CJospel. 2. That the
Apostle's principal aim here seems to have been
to magnify his otfice, and to show, from the ex-

ample of Moses, that the ministry (especially the

Apostolical) of the New Testament was honour-
able in proportion to the supreme glonj of that

Dispensation.

11. The comparison is here continued, in

another view, between the Law, as transient, and
the Gospel, as permanent ; which would naturally
give the latter a superiority over the former.
— TO.] Not " which was done away,"

but " which was to be done away," i. e. intended
to be only temporary. To, " what was to
be permanent," (viz. until the end of the
world), and so called, as being the last Dispensa-
tion of God, and to be succeeded by no other., sub. ))r, " was attended with glory," both
at its delivery, and in its use.

12.^ . .] Some eminent Com••
mentators explain, " having such confidence in
the glorious perpetuity of the Gospel ministra-
tion." But this seems too confined a sense. It is

better, with Chrys., Newc, and Macknight, to
regard it as having reference to all that has been
said of the superiority of the Gospel over the
Law; q. d. "Having such an assured hope as
this, so grounded on the infinite superiority and
preeminent advantages of the Gospel over the
Law " (and, by implication, of the same superior-
ity of his ministry over that under the Law), "

use," &c. And here, observes Calvin, " longiua
evehitur Ap. neque enim tantum de Legis naturd
tractat, de perpetua qualitate, sed etiam de alnistt."

Of this sense of iS-dg examples occur in i. 7.

Phil. i. 20. Tit-, i. 2.

— TTuAXg '^.'\ On the sense of these
words, Commentators are not agreed. Some
explain, " we use great freedom and boldness of
speech." Others, "we use great plainness of
speech, sine verborum involucris et ambagibus."
The former interpretation is better supported by
the usus loquendi ; but the latter is more agreea-
ble to the words following; for I agree with Em-
merling, that what is said at vv. 13— 13 was sug-
gested by the idea then in the Apostle's mind, of
sometliinff kept concealed. And so Dr. Paley (in

his Horje Paulinfe), observes, "that this allegory
of the veil arose entirely out of the occurrence
of the word ; and drew the Apostle away from
the proper subject of his discourse, the dignity of
the office in which he was engaged. Tliis sub-
ject he resumes at iv. 1, almost in the words he
had left it." The above use of with'', Sec. occurs in Mark viii. 32. John s. 24.
xi. 14. xvi. 2.5, 29.

13. .] Sub. , i. e.-\, or'^ (I'rom the context),
" we do not use a veiled and mysterious form of
speaking." On the sense of this passage the In-
terpreters are by no means agreed. The most
correct view of the sense seems to be that adopt-
ed by Calvin, Beza, Cameron, Sclater, and Locke.
I would add a few general remarks. 1. That, as
Est. observes, the narrative contained in Exodus
is here converted into an allegory, and the mys-
tery concealed under it pointed out. Or, as Grot,
expresses it, we are here presented with a mysti-
cal explanation of the glory or light of Moses, and
the veil which he put over his countenance. The
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whole is, as Cameron observes, mystical and typi- then very much as it had been in the time of
cal. A carnal people could not bear the splen- Moses. During these verses the construction is

dour of Moses' countenance, a type of the tios- suspended, and then at v. 17. is resumed and
pel of Christ : and thus, agreeably to the figure, completed.
the Law was veiled until the Spirit should come, — rb — .^ The sense
who was to take it away. In short, as Grot, and is :

" For to this day, the same veil as that which
Doddr. point out, even Moses himself was, in this, Moses used (i. e. the obscurity of the Mosaic
a type of his own Dispensation. 2. It has been law, typified by the veil of Moses' face) still re-

well noticed by Calvin, Beza, Vorst., Sclater, and mains, when they read the Old Testament. — The
Emmerling, that is not to ne.vt words- are best
be understood of any intention on the part of taken (with the Syriac Versions, Macn., Newc,
Moses ; as if (what Locke and Wets, suppose) he and Enimerl.) in the sense '' it not being discov-
spoke obscurely in the Law, that its ultimate im- ered by them, or become known to them, that it

port should not be discovered; As (viz. the darkness of the Old Covenant) is done
Calvin has shown, Moses would doubtless have away by Christ

;
" i.e. that the true end of the

wished that the true intent should have been Law is discovered by the Gospel of Christ,

known, but that he had a simple duty to perform, 15. Here there is a repetition, in somewhat
to publish the Law ; and as he could not rcgen- plainer and more circumstantial terms, of what
erate the minds of the people, so also no blame was said in the preceding verses. Of course, by
is imputable (or is here imputed) to him, "quia , is here meant the spiritnal veil which
non debuit plus pr<TStare quam fercbat dispensa- darkened the minds of the Israelites.

tio sibi commissa." In short, the - is to be Ifi. i' . -] The use of the
taken simply to express eventiim rei (namely, the singular here, where the plural miijht have been
blindness of the Israelites). And this Cameron expected, has occasioned not a little perplexity,
proves by a reference, 1. to facts ; and 2. to the and given rise to a difi'erence of opinion as to the
antithesis at v. 14•; 3. from the tininrc of the reference. Some refer it to;, (i.e. people
thing; and 4. from the propriety of the thing. of Israel) at v. 13.; others, to Moses in the pre-
The general sense contained in vv. 13, 14, 1,5. is ceding verse, meaning the Law of Moses, i.e.

well expressed by Scott as follows :
" The Apostle the Old Testament : others, again, to in the

means to say that his doctrine was not hid in ob- preceding. The view first mentioned seems to
scurity, or ambiguity, or under types and shadows, deserve the preference; yet only as involving
as tlie Legal Dispensation had been ; of •vhich the the least harshness. It should seem that (as

veil on the face of Moses was a figure or emblem. Cameron and Capellus point out) the singular is

As this covering concealed the lustre of his coun- here put for the plural, by a sort of impersonal
tenance, so the obscurity of that Dispensation use, or rather by an ellipsis of in a collective

concealed its real glory ; and the Israelites were sense (for the plural, like the French on) ; the
unable to look steadfastly to Christ, the great End, Active also being used, as a reciprocal, for the
Scope, and Substance of those ceremonies which Passive. This, I would observe, is supported by
were shortly to be abolished," the authority of the Pesch. Syr,, which assigns
The words — the following sense; "When any one of them

may be paraphrased thus: "So that they did not shall be converted to the Lord, the veil will be
see what was adumbrated under the Law which taken away from him." So also, I suspect, the
was to be done away, Q\cn ihe substance— the Vulg. Translator took it.

Gospel of Christ, the end and object, and to be 17. h il Kipioe .] On the sense
the co77ip/e/ii€nii«ii of the Law." So Rom. x, 4, of these words considerable difference of .opinion, ' • exists. See Rec. Syn.. One thing seems plain, that (as Abp. Newc.

14. ' . .] The iiWii seems suggests) the Apostle here takes up the Khptov
to refer to a clause omitted, and the full sense to of the preceding verse, and enlarges on it, showing
be this: "Nor has this only been in old time, the advantages of the Gospel over the Law. The
but it has ever since been the case, that their un- sense may, with Prof Scholefield, be thus ex-
derstanding and perceptions have been, and are, pressed :

" The Lord (of whom I speak, see v.

dull and stupid." This sense of. is frequent IfJ.) is the Spirit;" or, as Prof Dobree admirably
in the N. T. See Mark vi. 52. viii.' 17. John xii. paraphrases, " When I speak of the Jews turning
40. It is well observed by Cameron, that the to the Lord, I mean, their turning from the
Apostle here says, not "eyes," but "understand- letter to the Spirit," So .\bp. Newc. and
ings," "loco significati rem significatam red- Bp. Middl. well render; "The Lord and his

dente." It is worthy of remark, that vv. 14, 15, doctrine is (i. e. imparts), the spiritual and life-

16, and 17. form a parenthetical portion, of which giving religion" (mentioned above, ver. G.), or,

the matter was suggested by the mention of the " the Lord Jesus is the leading object, as well as

blindness of the Israelites in the days of Moses, author of that spiritual dispensation."
and intended to show that their disposition was — bi rb ] i. e. where that spir-
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itual religion is received and acted on. '-
f . The sense may be expressed, in a gen-

eral way, with Newc, " is a dispensation of
freedom, and not of bondage to ceremonies."
But we are also to advert to that freedom from
condemnation imparted by the Gospel (Rom. viii.

34.), freedom from the bondage of corrupt pas-

sions or slavish principles, imparted by Christ,

whereby the believer is enabled to find liberty in

willing obedience. See Rom. viii. 1, 2, 14, 17.

18. This verse contains the completion of the

contrast between the Dispensation of the Law
and of the Gospel, in respect to their spiritual

efficacy, commenced at v. 13., but interrupted by
the intervention of a passage expressing an idea
suggested by the term. Accordingly, the
present passage ought not to have been thought
so perplexing as to occasion that very great di-

versity of interpretation which here exists : and
the sense may be thus expressed in close para-

phrase :
" We, on the contrary, (if) (meaning

Christians) nil of us, with unveiled face. (i. e.

clearly and plainly) beholding, as in a mirror, the
glory of the Lord, as shining forth in the Gospel,
(and not, like the Jews, seeing the truth veiled

in types and shadows, but beholding clearly and
distinctly, as if reflected in a mirror, the glorious

manifestation of the Lord in the Gospel), we, I

say, are transformed into the same image and re-

semblance as that of the Lord, which we behold
in the Gospel, and go on from glory to glory

;

even as we are supported by the Spirit of the

Lord, which worketh in us, and produceth this

transformation." See Scott and Holden.

To advert to particulars, r^i/ So^av—.
may signify, beholding the clear and resplendent
image of his doctrine, and recognizing its glory

in its saving efficacy on the hearts of men, and
thus having our minds enlightened by it. See
Parkh. ap. Rec. Syn. On the term., see
Note on 1 Cor. xiii. 12. At — (which
alludes to the changing of the face of Moses on
beholding the Schechinah) there is an ellipsis,

not of ch, but of, which is expressed in a

kindred passage of Col. iii. 10. rot''' . Tlie words
^!. io^av imply, that the more we behold this

resplendent and glorious light, the more do we
reflect back its rays

; q. d. the more we contem-
plate the great truths of the Christian religion,

the more do our minds become imbued with its

spirit ; we are enabled, under the influence of
Divine grace, to go on from one degree of holi-

ness to another, until, at length, the view of faith,

as in a mirror, shall be changed into immediate
and perfect sight, even the glorified vision of God
in heaven itself.

IV. Here the Apostle skilfully resumes (al-

most in the same words with which he had left

it at V. 12.) the subject of his discourse,— the
dignity of the office he was discharging, (from
which he had been drawn by the comparison with
the ministration of Moses, suggested by the alle-
gory of the veil.) In order to this, and as tending
to that general purpose of apoloonj which runs
through a great part of the Epistle," he compares
his own conduct with that of his adversaries, and
intimates his superiority over them, in the most
important characteristics of his ministerial office,

fdelittj, sinceritij, zeal, and diligence. And, to
set in a still higher point of view his merit in the
last mentioned quality, he adverts to the various
trials and tribulations which had broken his
strength, and consequently lessened his ability
to serve them. To this physical weakness he
then opposes, by contrast, the power of the Lord,
by which alone he was enabled to persevere, and
faint not under trials.

1. '/.] This word is often used of the
grace of God, shown in bringing men to salvation,
asRom.ix. 15. seqq.xi. 30,32. ICor. vii.25. 1 Pet.
ii. 10. On the sense see Note on Luke
xviii. 1. The word is properly a viilitary term,
signifying " to give way from cowardice."

2.- "we have nothing to do with."
The Aorist is here used for the Present, as de-
noting what is done at all times alike, and is ha-
bitual. See Alt's Gr. N. T. p. 233.

'., namely, all such base practices as men,
from shame, conceal ; meaning all underhand and
foul dealings ; especially such as the false teach-
ers, whom the Apostle is supposed to allude to,

were chargeable with. Mj;. iv,
" not adopting a crafty line of conduct."

is synonymous with^•
at ii. 17. By ifcc.

is meant, " acting so as to recommend ourselves
to the unbiassed [good] opinion of men." Of this

sense of ^. another example occui-s at v. II.- , " as in the presence of God."

3. The figurative language before adopted is

here continued. An objection is here supposed,
founded on the preceding

; q. d. all do not
receive the Gospel, even when preached so plain-
ly and strongly as he does. To which the answer
is, that the fault is not in the Gospel, nor in any
obscurity which attaches to it, but in the blind-
ness and perversity of those who are perishing,
are in a lost state, meaning that of unbelief. For
that that is the sense of \\. appears from the
verse following, and from a comparison with a
passage at ii. 15., which is the best comment on
this verse.

4. h ojg b, &C.] Put for i.
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&C. By is meant the wicked
and sensual part of it, mere worldlings; and by

the God of it, Satan, (See John xVi. 31. xiv. 30.),

to whom, as being the original author and con-

tinual promoter of sin, sinners are, as it were,

bound to yield obedience. See Rom. vi. 16.

And it is but natural that worldlings should wor-
ship the God of this world. Satan is called, not
Lord, but God, of this world, because he is wor-
shipped and served in the place of God by the

world at large. So Bp. Sanderson (in his 7th

Sermon ad Populum) shows that it is by doing
service to Satan that the men of the world make
a God of him ; service being a principal part of

that honour which belongeth to God. So Matt,
iv. 10. ) . -, &C. The construction and sense is :

" So
that the light of the glorious Gospel of Christ

(who is the image of God) might not shine unto
them," i. e. that it might not show its true pur-

port, and its real e.xcellence to them ; so that

they should neither understand the one, nor ap-

preciate the other. The2 after is

omitted in many MSS. and Fathers, and is can-

celled by Griesb., Tittm., and Vater. ^/,
"splendour and excellence," vith reference (re-

marks Grot.) to the preaching of Christ's mira-

cles, resurrection, and ascension to Heaven ; and
also of a celestial kingdom, and the sending of

the Holy Spirit procured by Him.

—' .] Christ is so called, either

in respect of his Dirine nature, by which he pro-

ceeds from the Father, as an image bearing an

exact and perfect resemblance to Him ; or, in

respect of his office of Mediator, of which the

principal part is, that he should hold forth the

Father to our view. See Note on Heb. i. 3.

5. oi'i —-.] The words, as Theophyl.
said, have reference to the preceding »). iv

navovpyict 5. ' ; VV. 3, 4. be-

ing in some measure parenthetical
; q. d. " [We

do not act in a crafty manner, or adulterate the

word of God,] because we do not preach ourselves,

as do the false teachers." . is ex-

plained by most Commentators to mean seeking
our own advantage or credit in preaching. This
may be admitted as a secondary sense, and is very
agreeable to the jisus loquendi. So Synes. cited

by Wets, to ,, !, . But the

primary one intended seems to be that propound-
ed by Theophyl., Grot., and Emmerl., " [Wo do
not speak as principals, as if in a business of our
own; we merely act as ambassadors on the part

of another, namely, Jesus Christ." That this is

the sense is plain from the context and connex-
ion. See Theophyl. Of the next clause, the

full import seems to be this: "So far arc we
from regarding ourselves ns principals, that we
consider ourselves as performing whatever reli-

gious service we render to you, on the part of

Christ." This sense of ha would readily spring
from the common one on account of.

6. ' h Ofos — ^, &c.] The Apostle
here returns to the allegorical mode of speaking,

alluding again to the shining of Moses' face. The
construction, however, is somewhat irregular;

and the best mode of tracing it is to suppose aa
ellipsis of before '. In £'
(" who bade ") there is an allusion to Gen. i. 3.

" let there be light, and there was light." The
Apostle, as laspis observes, means to intimate,

Physice quasi in creando mundo, et moraliter per
Christum Dcus dixit. Fiat lux ! et facta est lux,

"O;, " [he it is] who hath caused the light

to shine." See Gal. i. 16. How this light, v/hich

shineth on men by the revelation of God's truth

and the illumination of His Spirit, through the

ear or the understanding, conveying the light of
truth unto the heart, may (as in the case of those

mentioned supra v. 4.) be in many ways excluded
and become ineffectual, the reader is referred to

a fine passage in Dr. Barrow's Sermons, vol. ii. p.

25. The Apostle has reference to the state of
ignorance and prejudice to which he had formerly
been so wedded ; when (in a two-fold sense) the

light of heaven broke in upon him. The words
npdi, &c. denote the purpose, for which
the light was vouchsafed, and . . &.c is

put for- TO [«] ., " for en-

lightening others in the knowledge of the glory

of God." . Xp., i. e. as Mr. Scott

explains, as seen " in his person, miracles, char-

acter, righteousness, atonement, and mediation ;

"

which being steadfnstly beheld, as in a mirror,

transformed the soul into the glorious image of
God exhibited in it.

7. Tlie Apostle now proceeds (from this verse

to ch. v. 10.) to advert to a very different sub-

ject; namely, his own infirmities of body, and
the trials under which he suffered

;
probably (as

Theophyl., Schliting, and F-mmerl. suppose) to

preclude the idea (no doubt entertained by some)
that these were inconsistent with the possession

of those illustrious gifts and that Apostolical dig-

nity which he claimed. Tn refutation of this, he
shows that his heavy trials and tribulations are

appointed bv God, for his own wise and merciful

purposes ; that he is amply supported tinder them
by i)ivine aid (a manifest attestation to the truth

of his claim), that the trials are not without profit

to them, and not without great benefit to himself,

both here and hereafter.

—''] for -. ., i. e.

the " light of the knowledge of the glory of God
in the face of Christ" just spoken of, and the

important ministry which related to it. 'Er., i. e. by an alhision to a proverbial say-

ing, of rich treasures being deposited in earthen

vessels, i. e. bodies mean in substance, and fragile

in form. The term !.• (from ', to hold) has

an allusion to the body's being the depository of
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the soul." properly signifies a sJiell (of
which material, probably, the primitive i-essels

ivere formed) ; and, 2dly, a vessel, of baked earth.

And as that is proverbially brittle, de-
noted weak, fragile, both in a natural and a met-
aphorical sense j and therefore was very applica-

ble to the human body, both as frail (so Artemid.
Oair. i. 52. and vi. 25., cited by Wets., tells us

that to dream of being an earthen vessel, or to be
in an earthen vessel, was a sign of death), and as

7nean. So Arrian Epict. iii. 9, says that a poor
savant addressed a rich booby thus : (mean-
ing his talents) /,^^ , },6,
soil,. Indeed, there was an ancient saying,

to be traced as far back as Herodotus,— that men
are but earthen vessels. There may, however,
be an allusion (agreeably to the Platonic doctrine)

to the body, as standing in the same relation to

the soul as the shell to the fish.

— l)- ;'?] " the exceeding great

power [committed to me as an Apostle]." Or3. ivv. may be considered as referring to

tlie mightiness of the things effected— whether
miracles, or the scarcely less preternatural work
of conversion effected with such strikingly insuf-

ficient means. 'Hi, for, might clearly

appear to be of God (comp. Ps. Ixiv. 9.) and not
of us : the same sentiment as at i. 9.

8. ev TTiji'Ti. &c.] q. d. ' So great is

God's power and support, that although we be
earthen, and beaten about by so many trials and
tribulations, we are not broken down ordestroyed.'

The participles are, by the ellipsis of, nomi-
nativi pemientes, or are put for finite verbs.

(sub., or. or -/) is for-, as in Thucyd. iii. 37.'^ -. In ffXiii., and the other similar terms
employed in this figurative passage (where an-
tithesis and -paronomasia are united) there are

generally recognized a^onistical metaphors. But
we may rather, with Theophyl., suppose militarij

ones ; the allusion, it should seem, being to an
arniij so hemmed in and distressed, as scarcely to

know whither to turn itself; yet not utterly re-

duced to despair. To which view of the sense

\. and. are far more suitable ; \. de-
noting to be pressed upon or thronged,., to

be hemmed in ; of which see a grapliic descrip-

tion in Thucvd. v. 72, 73. The two terms are

similarly combined at Arrian Diss. Epict. i. 25.

(v/here the . signifies utterbj, as in^) is used in the same sense as at i. S.^ ), where see Note.
There is an allusion to an army so entirely sur-

rounded and hemmed in , (as the Roman
army at the Caudlnae Furcse) that there is left no
hope of escape.

9..) "deserted [by God]," as an army
by its auxiliaries. . This term is alone

applicable to soldiers, since the worsted athletae

were not destroyed. And that must determine
to contain a military allusion ; of

which it is quite as susceptible as of an agonisti-

cal one.

10. — 0/?.] Here and at V. 11.

we have a strong mode of expressing the mortal
peril to which he was continually exposed; (as 1

Cor. XV. 31. ' :) together with
an indirect comparison of the sufferings endured
by himself and the other Apostles, with those en-
dured by the Lord Jesus even unto death. The
Genitive toS is (as Grot, remarks) a Geni-
tive of likeness. The sense is, •' bearing about,
continually sustaining perils and sufferings, like
those of the Lord Jesus."
The words following, ha —< sug-

gest a reason why they were permitted to suffer

all this ; namely, that the faith of Christians in

the resurrection of Jesus might be confirmed;
i. e. in order that the life of Jesus, ascended into
heaven, might be made manifest by their perish-
able bodies, so wonderfully preserved amidst
deadly perils. See Whitby. Ver. 11 is explana-
tory and illustrative of the preceding; q. d. For
so it is : we who, &c.

12. b — '.'] Here we have
an inference introducing a contrast between their

condition and that of their converts. Yet, on the
exact nature of it, Expositors exceedingly differ

in opinion. Much depends upon the import as-

signed to ; which most Interpreters,
ancient and modern, take in an active sense,
" worketh, is ejicacinus." Others, however, as
Beza, Grot., Est., Menoch., and Bp. Bull, assign
to it a 7?aiiiie sense, ejicitur, procliicitiir ; which
certainly is found in Rom. vii. 5., and is assigned
by Bp. Bull, at 2 Cor. i. . Eph. iii. 20. Col. i.

ult. 1 Thcss. ii. 13. 2 Thess. ii. 17. This latter

view of the sense I am inclined to prefer, since
here at least and in i. 6. and Eph. iii. 20. the
passive sense seems more suitable to the con-
text ; v/hile in the others, the verb or participle
seems to be of the Middle voice, with a recipro-
cal sense, like the Hebrew conjugation Hithpahel
of which see many examples in Kuster and Dresig.
de verba Med. And no wonder ; since the lead-
ing notion of the Middle verb is reflexive.

To advert to the sense of and ?wh, they
may (with some ancient Expositors, as Cnrj's. and
certain other modern ones, as Primasius and Cal-
vin) be taken in their proper sense— to mean that
while he is dying for Christ's sake, tlieii are en-
joying life. If -o, this must be meant as an iron-

ical reproof. Yet the sense thus arising is harsh
and friffid, and does not acrree with the context,
which (as well as the usual jirofnndity of thought
in this great Apostle) rather seems to require
to be understood in a metaphorical sense of spir-

itual life. Though perhaps the natural sense may
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be meant to be included, q. d. " Insomuch that,

while we are in peril of life for Christ, ye are not
only preserved alive (in being exempted from
persecution), but made partakers of spiritual and
eternal life [by our ministry]."

\', 14•. The general sense here is :
" We en-

counter these perils and afflictions through the

very same principle of faith [namely, in the res-

urrection] which David had." (Ps. cxvi. 10.)

The vinculum of the connexion here is ably

traced by Theophyl. to the use of the term
for salvation, which resting in hope (and what is

hoped for is not seen), must be centered in Faith.

Karii TO. means, " to adopt the words of

Scripture." The sense may be thus expressed :

" But, having the same Spirit of faith as David
had, adopt his words ; and [accordingly] we too,

actuated by the same faith, speak as we do.", " will introduce us together
with you," namely, into the presence of his glory

in heaven, as objects of his love.

15. ii' .] The sense here is

obscure, from the uncertainty of the reference in, and consequently has been variously inter-

preted. But from the context, there can be little

doubt that- must mean all the trials and
tribulations detailed at vv. 8— 12. There is an
ellipsis of, ereniunt, "have [by God's provi-

dence] happened [to me]." ', " for your
sake," or " on your account," for your spiritual

advantage. The true connexion with the pre-

ceding verse has been alone seen by Calvin. The
Apostle intimates, that the prospect of joining

them in the society of the blessed, has been to

liim an encouragement to suffer for their spiritual

benefit. The next words ' —
OcuTi, advert to the jmrpose, or result, of those

sufferings— namely, in order that the abundant
favour of God, displayed in his preservation,

might, through the thanksgiving of many persons,

redound to the glory of God. For so, I think, the
words are to be understood. The Apostle inti-

mates, that under all his afflictions he shall at

least have the comfort of their sympathy, and the

benefit of their prayers. Agreeably to what he
says at the kindred passage supra i. 11.•( { / •, "

' iin ^. which words are the best comment on
the present. The construction, indeed, is not so

clear as the sense. I am of opinion that the dif-

ficulty is here, as in very many other cases, occa-
sioned by extreme brevity ; and that the sentence,
if expressed fully, and in its natural order, would
run as follows : ' [^), Siii ' ,^ . This mode of considering the pas-

sage is placed beyond doubt by the parallel one
at i. 11. We may remark the antithesis between

and, which latter, therefore,

does not simply mean redomul, i. e. conduce.
Moreover,' does not signify mamj, but
very manij ; the comparative only denoting a high
degree of the positive, as in Phil. i. 14. And if

the force of the Article be urged, we may render
" the many," understanding it to denote all the
rest of the body, composed of the Corinthians
and himself and Timothy, after subtracting tliem.

On the same principle that the Article oi has been
explained at Rom. v. li(.

IG. bib oi'K ., &c.] These words may be
paraphrased (from the ancient Commentators) as

follows :
" Wherefore, although suffer evils

and encounter perils of various kinds, yet, know-
ing the power of God, — and feeling assured that

as he hath delivered us 7ioic, he will continue to

deliver us, and finally raise us up at the last day,
— we faint not, nor despair under our sufferings."

^. denotes the body, as b aiO. the

minJ, or rather soul. See Rom. vii. 22. -, " is impaired [in its strength.]"-, " acquires fresh strength," namely, the

strength of faith and hope. For (as Bp. Sand,
finely remarks) " the testimony of a good con-
science from within, and the light of God's coun-
tenance from above, put more true joij into the

heart, than any outward thing can sorrow."

17. TO , ., &c.] This is meant,
as Theophyl. observes, to be explanatory of the

preceding; as showing hotv the inner man ac-

quires fresh strength, even under such Iri.als.

"i'here has, however, been some doubt entertain-

ed as to the sense of — ')?.
As bearing a strong resemblance to the present, [

would compare a passage of Thucyd. iii. 5G.' ,
'' and when, too, our own advantage for the pres-

ent is consulted." In both these passages

means " at present ;
" which, indeed, is the lit-

eral sense of the word, it being formed from nap',

at, and, present. Thus it would seem that

the sense here is that which the Syriac Transla-

tors, and most of the recent Commentators as-

sign, "our present [comparatively] light afflic-

tion." But the ancients gencndhj, and almost all

the earlier moderns, took to mean nw-
7ne7itanj ; regarding the words as put for i^?> . [], " OUr affliction, which
is but moraentarv, and therefore light." And as

this interpretation is the most natural, it be
the true one. The sense " for the present " read-

ily suggests an idea of what is temporary ; which,

indeed, seems to be the best version of the word,

and is required by the antithetical. The
phrase''>) : . is highly significant;

the repetition having an intensitive force (like

the Heb. ^^ TXoOj •'•"'' ' ™^y ^^ rendered
" infiuilehi exceedimr." See a fine passage illus-

tr.ative of this in Dr. Barrow's Sermons, vol. i. p.

55. and also Hooker's Eccl. Pol. p. 18. 1st Edit.
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18. , &C.] These words are ex-
planatory of the foregoing, and meant to show
how it comes to pass, that the afflictions seem light.

Now that is not only because they are temporary,
but because we consider them as things of tem-

poranj interest onhj, compared with those of an
eternal existence. -' is by the best In

terpreters taken as a participle for a verb and par-

ticle, " while we looit at," or rather " keep our
minds intent upon ;

" as in Phil. ii. 4. lii. 17. and
sometimes in the O. T. and the Classical writers.

By the' are meant all the visible and
sensible things of the world, whether pleasurable

or painful, elsewhere called t- and iv

; by the r,i . the things not corpo-
really seen, but which are realized by faith. So
Proclus (cited by Bulkly) counsels us to with-

draw our souls anb .
V. 1. This is closely connected with the pre-

ceding Chapter ; not, however (as has been
thought) with the last verse, but with v. 16.

ovK, vv. 17, 18. being, in some measure,
parenthetical. In it the Apostle takes occasion,

from the mention of the felicity of a future state,

to enlarge thereon up to v. 10 ; showing the strong

support, which the consideration of it afforded

him, under the greatest perils, afflictions, and
trials of this present scene.
—'] "we assuredly know:" for the

knowledge is that of assured and firm faith, on
the nature of which Calvin has admirably treated.

The is by some eminent Expositors interpreted

postquam, quando, as in John xii. 52. But the

sense thus arising is feeble compared with the

common signification if or though. 'Kiiv KaraXvOrj'

should be rendered, "though it be dissolved ;"

i. e. though it is to be dissolved. With
the Commentators are some-

what perplexed. Some, as Rosenm. and Wakef.,
regard the as redundant ; since, they
say, of itself signifies the human body. That,
however, is merely evading the difficulty. It is,

indeed, true that in the Classical writers (espe-

cially the Philosophers) has sometimes
that sense. So Plato calls the body) •

and atVVisd.ix. 15. wehaveroytwitcffKilinc. Hence
some Commentators (as Michaelis, Schleus., and
Bp. Middk) take the sense to be:" our earth-

ly abode of the body." See Bp. Middl. ; who,
however, is more successful in showing the in-

correctness of our common version, than in es-

tablishing the one he adopts. It is plain that, .as

must not be regarded as pleonastic, -
must be meant to be exegetical of the ;;.}. And yet, according to the sense as-

signed by the Bishop, the explanation would be
scarcely necessary. Besides, as that signification

is nowhere else found in St. Paul's writings, nor,

indeed, in the Scriptures either of the N. T. or
rO. T., it ought not to be here introduced. Why
should we not translate " of the tent ? " (as a

VOL. II.

Genitive of explanation, as Grot, says) which is

not liable to Bp. Middleton's censure, and yields

an excellent sense ; as meant to suggest that the

earthly house of the soul, the body, w,as a mere
tent, set up for a temporary purpose, and formed
for speedy decay and ruin. There is a reference

to the just before, and the just

after. Michaelis, indeed, grants that the Apostle
?jiaii have adverted to the literal meaning of the
word ; and may have contrasted the temporary tent,

the body, with the eternal and immovable habi-

tation, which we shall occupy hereafter. But
why then must he be thought not to have so ad-

verted ? — "because," says Mich., "the house
of the Tent would not be very intelligible in

English or German." That, however, would
only prove that the Article may sometimes have
a force in one language which has nothing cor-

respondent to it in another. Besides, it should
seem that, according to the propriety of the

Greek language, when a Genitive noun of expli-

cation in the place of its cognate adjective (as

here) comes after a noun which has the Article,

the second noun ought to have it likewise. And
here the adjective could not be used, because of

the adjective. just preceding. We may ren-

der, " our earthly tabernacular house." The ex-

pression is used with a reference to iif

at iv. 7. 'E/f means, [sup-

plied] at the hands of God. There is a similar

ellipsis at i. 11. . , for, as opposed to the before.

2. TovTt,)] scil. , this tent. Supply. See v. 4. Some, indeed, render, " on this

account," (as Acts xxiv. Ifi.) ; i. e. on account
of the knowledge we have of the dwelling pre-

pared in heaven. And this interpretation is sup-

ported by the Syriac Version : but the common
one is more natural and agreeable to the context.

— TO '/ —:-).^ Here we have
a change of the metaphor by which the body was
compared to a habitation, into another, by which
it is compared to ^ garment : both similes in use
among the Greek Philosophers, — the former
employed by the Pythagoreans,— the latter by the

Platonists. We have, however, the two blended
together ; which has caused a misapprehension
of the sense by some Expositors. is

here used, not, because a permanent, and
not temporary building is intended. To ovf>.

Supply, which is expressed in John iii.

27. Though . is generally taken for i-ovpa-

viov. On the true import of vL, which is sim-

ply to put on, see Note on 1 Cor. xv. 53.

3. fi' ivSva. ov '•] Not a little

obscurity here exists ; to remove which, some
ancient Critics read (V(5. This, however, rests

on slender authority, and is rejected by the most
certain of critical Canons. The interpretation

of the ancients cannot, I conceive, be admitted j

and the expositions of modern Commentators are,

in general, liable to objection. The one most
25
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generally adopted is that of Bos, Hardy, and Wets,
(followed by Slade, Emmerling, and Rinck), who
assign the following sense :

" If, indeed, it may
be so, that we shall be found [when the change
takes place] clothed with a body, not having put

it ort'by death." The Platonists (Bos has shown)
used the term to denote tlie dead, and iiiv-

the lirinu-. This interpretation, however,
yields a very frigid sense ; and I have in Recens.
Syn. shown that it is wholly untenable. TJie

sense appears to be simply thus :
" Since being

so clotlied (i. e. having put on this dress) we
shall not be found naked ;

" i. e. destitute of a

body (whatever may become of our earthly one).

See 1 Cor. xv. 33 & 54•.

4. This verse contains the same sentiment as

that at V. 2, but more plainly expressed. ' J,
inasmuch as, since. The of the Erasmian
and Stephanie editions, found only in three MSS.,
is evidently a mere gloss. On the general sense
of the words — iTrcvi- some difference of
opinion exists. The best Expositors have sup-

posed it to be :
" For we desire not to put it off]

but to be clothed upon it ; so that our mortal state

may be at once exchanged for the immortal," by
an immediate entrance into an eternal state. This
interpretation, however, especially the latter part,

is open to many objections, which see in Rec.
Syn. The true sense of the passage appears to

be as follows :
" For (I repeat) while we are in

this tent or tabernacle, though groaning under
the weight of many afflictions, yet our wish is

not so much to put off this body, and thereby be
rid of those evils ; but rather to be clothed upon
with ; i. e. put on, a celestial body." At.
we must repeat, from the preceding context,. . As to the real meaning intend-

ed to be conveyed, many eminent Commentators
have thought it to be, that the raised bodies of
the just will be covered and encircled with anoth-

er body, which shall be bright, aerial, and re-

splendent, and shall somehow communicate a
principle of immortality to the raised mortal
body. And this is supposed to be countenanced
by i Cor. xv. 53 & 54•. But see the Note there.

It should seem, as Mr. Scott says, that "the
Apostle did not mean to determine any thing
concerning the manner, as to external circum-
stances, in which the body subsists after the res-

urrection." The next words'
are best explained, with Chrys.,The-

ophyl., and Theod., " that thus the mortal prin-

ciple may be absorbed and annihilated by the
vivifying and immortal one." Compare 1 Cor.
XV. 54.

5. b ie — ^^.] Here not a
little difference of opinion exists as to the sense
of ^. The senses assigned by various Ex-
positors, wrought, destined, created, or ftted, do
not materially differ. Wliich of them is to be
adopted, will depend upon what is understood by. Now from v. 4. it should seem to mean
this change from corruption to incorruption, and

from mortality to immortality, the^
of Rom. viii. 23, the deliverance from the

bondage of corruption, and restoration to the glo-

rious liberty of the children of God by adoption
and grace. Thus the sense of- will be,

formed, adapted, destined. The words following,

which strongly support this interpretation ; being
meant to show the certaintij of the cliange in

question ; since God had given them the Holy
Spirit as a. pledge of future acceptance, by which
they were sealed to the day of redemption (Eph.
iv. 30.) On the term' see Note supra i.

22. By . are meant the gifts of the Spirit,

both ordinary and extraordinary.

6. —.] At . supply
: or take it as a participle for verb finite.

The full sense of the passage is, I conceive, as

follows :
" In reliance, therefore, on these gracious

aids, which are the pledge of resurrection and
glorification, we are courageous in encountering
danger, nay, even death itself; especially since
we know this," &c., which last words arc meant
to show the ground of that confidence, and the
nature of that courage, as it respected death.

is not well rendered, " while we are
at home ;

" for although the word is susceptible of
that sense, it is unsuitable to the context, and at

variance with the rest of the N. T., which repre-
sents this world as not our home, but our sojoitrn.

On the other hand, the version of Dr. Clarke and
Dr. Doddr., " whilst we are sojourning," though
agreeable to the tenor of Scripture, is wholly at

variance with the 7tsus loquendi, since the word
never had, and never could have had such a sense.

It is best rendered, residing, or living. With
respect to, this term, when followed by, always denotes separationfrom.

7 cia —'.] This is meant to show
hoio the Apostles could be said to be, — namely, as, by faith, considering
heaven as their only home, and what seemed, to be
such, a mere sojonrn ; q. d. for, in our present
state, we live (i. e. lead our spiritual life) hy faith
[only] in Christ; not in the sight of Him, as we
shall when released from the thraldom of the
body.

8.' —.] This is resinnptive,

and further illustrative of what was said at v. 6
;

q. d. " We are, I say, desirous rather to be," &c.
The general sentiment is, that they wish circum-
stances to be quite reversed. The terms ikL and
Ivi. are not well renAere.a absent and present; still

less so by Mackn. ,/;•; home and at home. The
true sense of. is migrare, to depart ; as it is

rendered by Pagninus, Flacius, and Schleusn.
And so it was taken by the Pesch. Syr. Transla-

tor : for ^i^j? should be rendered, not peregri-

nari (with Schaaf), but migrare, or rather "ut
migremur." Thus those who have departed from

this life are in the tituli, or contents, at Matt, ix•
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10.

18. X. 3, called
]^ ^ i V : and death is, at 2 Pet. i.

14, styled ]j.JQ,ii, literally, departure. So in a

kindred passage of Phil. i.23., to depart. On the other hand, the word
should be rendered, not to be present

with, but (agreeably to the metaphor) to be at

home with, implying communion with Him in

whose presence is fulness of joy. In the verse

following,. and .. must have the very

same sense as in this, and may best be rendered,

"whether we are at home or from home ;" i. e.

remain in the body or depart from it.

9. (5id Koi 0.] The sense is :
" Wherefore

[since we have such exalted hopes] we strive to

the uttermost." The metaphor is derived from
striving for the mastery in the pursuits of ambi-
tion, as calling forth the most strenuous exertions

;

since the combatants must have learnt (in the

words of the Grecian historian), ]& .
10. '/ ., &C.] The re-

fers to a clause omitted; q. d. "[And there is

need to strive to act, so as to approve ourselves

in His sight], for both we and all persons must
appear," &c. some Commentators,
ancient and modern, explain, be made manifest,

meaning that our inmost soul will be displayed.

But though that sense be a good one, and is agree-
able to what we read elsewhere in Scripture, it

may be doubted whether such is here intended to

be directly asserted. The expression is better

rendered by Beza, Pise, and H. Steph., compa-
rere, appear. And I suspect that it was a forensic

term, meaning, •' to present one's self for trial."

So the Pesch. Syr. Version, " we must all stand

up [for trial]." At the same time, the other may
be included, as an under sense.
— « . Sub., (from the

context) which is expressed in jElian H. A. v. 26.. The (5 is by some
early moderns rendered by per; but the best

Commentators have been long agreed that ha. is for fi' . And this is confirmed by
the Pesch. Syr. Version. As properly

signifies (by the force of the Middle voice) "to
carry off as our own," so it may very well be ap-

plied to the receiving the reward of any action,

whether for good or evil.

11. . This is used, by a metonymy,
of the effect, for , to denote the awful
judgment of the Lord. ., i. e. " we
use our utmost endeavours to persuade men, by

pressing on them these awful considerations, to

embrace tlie Uospel, and obey vvliat it enjoins."
— <5f .] The perplexity found in the

interpretation of these words might have been
avoided, by supposing an ellipsis, to be supplied
from the subject-matter, of some such words as', " And in so doing we are made
manifest to God;" implying, "our fidelity and
sincerity are approved unto God." In the words
following may be supplied from the context,

and. be taken in the same double sense,

and. as at iv. 2. Render :
" And I trust,

too, that we are manifested and approved [to

you], in your judgments and consciences."
— i'l' is not, what Emmerl. calls

it, merely equivalent to. As Calvin well ob-
serves, " plus est in conscientiisesse manifestum,
quam experimentis notum esse ; conscientia enim
longius penetrat, quam carnis judicium."

12. yjjp, &c.] This is, as Calvin and
Schliting observe, meant to anticipate an objec-

tion*; " Why, if your views be so manifest to us,

commend yourselves to us." The answer to which
is: "Not so; for we are not commending our-

selves; that is not our purpose."
—, " but our intent in so speaking is to afford

you matter for boasting of us." At ' sub., or. The words.. are meant for the false teach-
ers, who were proud of their external advantages,

which excited the admiration of the multitude;
to the neglect of the virtues of the heart, and the

testimony of a good conscience.
13. ' ;— ~.'\ On the exact im-

port of. Commentators somewhat differ ia

opinion. See Recens. Synop. The best, how-
ever, both ancient and modern, regard it as used,

after the manner of the false teachers when speak-
ing of St. Paul, to denote speaking boastingly, i. e.

exceeding due measure in self-commendation.
Consequently,' will denote the opposite

to this, namely, the spea/cino modestly of himself.

This idiom may be easily accounted for, since
the phrase was often used to

denote being a fool ; which frequently carries the

adjunct sense of boasting of one's self So further

on, xi. 1., a is used for " iolly of boast-

ing;" and at v. 16. means to be a
fool, i. e. in boasting. See also 21. xii. G, 7.

signifies " for the glory of God, [to whom
the praise of my virtues is due], and not my own
glory." ', " for your advantage," namely, by
setting you an example of humility.

14. '; Xp. .] The con-
nexion seems to be this; "[For your benefit, I
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say, and that of others]; for the love," &c.. may mean either " the love we
bear to Christ," as John v. 9, 10., or rather, as in

Eph. iii. 19., "the love which Christ bears to us."

So in Rom. v. 8. 2 Cor. xiii. 13.', "strongly urges, constrains,", as

CEcunien. explains. The sense of is best

expressed by a verb and particle. Ei signifies

" if [as inthis case]," i. e. CTMce. , " one [even

Christ]." 'Ynip nanrwv, i. e. as an expiatory sac-

rifice tor the sins of all. It is scarcely necessary

to observe how strongly this inculcates the doc-

trine of Universal Redemption, which Dr. A.

Clarke remarks, no Apostolic man ever did doubt,

or could doubt. (See 1 Tim. ii. 6. Heb. ii. 9.)

Indeed, as observes Bp. Bull, in his Exam. Cens.
" unless Christ be understood to have died for a//,

that foundation on which ministers of the Gospel
build exhortations of this kind, will be ahvaijs

uncertain, and very often false. Always uncer-

tain, because it cannot be made manifest to men
Jt'/io are the elect. Very frequently false — as

often, namely, as it is used to the non-elect, who,
on this ground of redemption, would not beheld
bound to live unto Christ, unless it were presup-

posed that Christ had really redeemed them.

Finally, Christ himself could not. in right of his

own death (Rom. xiv. 9.), claim supreme domin-
ion over all and each, unless he had really died

for all and every man."
15. o'l TTQiTEc /.] Almost all T/ans-

lators render . " were dead." But to this

version strong and well founded objections are

urged by Professor Scholef (in his Hints, p. 50.),

who shows, 1. that it involves a strange confusion

of terms ; 2. that it is contrary to the nsus lo-

quendi of the Apostle ; and 3. that can-

not signify, " I was dead," but " I am dead."

I would render " then are all dead" (as Col. iii.

3.) The full meaning is, "Then are all by
nature spiritually dead," i. e. in a state of con-

demnation, liable to eternal death 5 and, as it is

implied, need to be brought into a state of salva-

tion by the Gospel.
15. ar.iQavcv.'] This seems meant

to show the duty of the redeemed to be co-ex-

tensive with the purpose of Christ's death ; which
Avas not only to deliver man from spiritual death,

or perdition, but to restore him to the s])iritual

life which he had lost in Adam •, meaning to in-

timate that it is but just that the life so preserved

ehould be devoted to the preserver. As in the

Civil Law, when any one's life, which had been
forfeited, was ransomed and preserved by anoth-

er, the person so preserved was considered bound
to devote all his future life ibr the benefit of his

preserver.
— o'l "] i. e. those who are brought to a

spiritual life by Christ. M»;*:. /imroic, i. e.

should not live subserviently to their own carnal

inclinations, or worldly views. ' , &c.,
but to the glory, &c., subserviently to his plans

for the salvation of men.
IG. The sense in this verse is obscure. The

chief difficulty is to trace the connexion. Some

couple it with v. 12. ; but without reason. The
connexion is doubtless with the precedin/r verse,

but it is by a very slender link ; the verse being
evidently (though Commentators fail to notice
it) a parenthetical, or interposed reflection, not
intended for general application, but confined to

himself and his brother Apostles. There is, as

Calvin says, an allusion to the death before men-
tioned. The best Commentators are agreed, that

the Apostle here glances at those who, like the
false teachers, prided themselves, and were es-

teemed by others, on account of some personal
and external advantages ; as having known Christ,

or his relatives, or the Apostles in Judsa. Of the
next words il (— (which
are exceedingly obscure), the sense tnaij be that

laid down by Scott: " Even such of the Apostles
as had personally known him, or had been nearly
related to him, did in this respect disregard that

external tie, when it came in competition with
their union with him as believers, and their obe-
dience to him as his servants and ministers." 1

am, however, inclined to prefer the interpretation

of Chrys.,Theophyl., and Calvin, " Etiamsi Chris-
tus ad tempns versatus fuerit in hoc mundo, et
agnitus hominibns in iis qua; spectant ad condi-
tionem prssentis vitffi ; nunc alio modo cog-
noscendus est, nempe spiritualiter, ut nihil mun-
danum de ipso cogitemus." ', we show
respect to. See Note on v. 1.

17. —.] This is resumptive of
what was said in the preceding —,
forming the second inference from vv. 14, 15., and
laying down a general maxim (expressed with a
terse brevity), which is, as Scott says, the stand-

ard of genuine Christianity. From the very brev-

ity, however, with which it is expressed, the pas-

sage admits of being variously interpreted. See
Poole's Synopsis, Wolf, and Calvin. But if we
consider the nature of the ellipsis, and the scope
of the context, we shall see that the complete
and true ellipsis is, " If any one be in Christ,

he is a new creature." " The alteration (as ob-

serves Mackn.) in the minds and manners of men
by the faith of the Gospel was so great, that it

might be called regeneration." By the expres-

sion heiii'r in Christ is not merely meant being
grafted in the bodv of Christ by baptism (as many
understand) but being really united to Him in

faith and love.] i. . "he is wholly changed con-
formably to the new and spiritual religion of
Christ," which requires a renewal of the heart.

The next words , ice, arc il/nstrative

of the preceding : and must not be taken in the

limited sense assigned by many modern Com-
mentators, but interpreted according to their full

import. As regarded the Jew, it would include

an abandonment of all his former prejudices, and

narrow views ; an undergoing that great change
of principles and feelings, which may best be con-

ceived bv contrasting together the dispensations

of the law and the Gospel. As it regarded the

Gentile, it would tlenote a still greater change ;

implying a total abandonment of the errors of
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Atheism, or Polytheism, and abjuring of those
demoralizing principles, which were generated by
each of them. Finally, as regarded bolh, it im-
plied a complete abandonment of sin and immo-
rality, a renouncing the works of the flesh and
the Devil, a ceasing to live after the flesh, and
henceforth a living after the Spirit . a change
which might well be called a . See
more in Calvin and Scott.

IS. ii] " all these things," i. e. all the

means of salvation bv Christ, and all its blessings.

Supply , " come." ToS. ,
"who hath [thereby] reconciled us (namely, such
of us as embrace it) ; i. e. given us the means of
being reconciled to himself" ', i. e. to the
Apostles and their fellow-labourers. .
\\., " the office of administering this office

of reconciliation to men."

19. { , &c.] This is further illustrative

of the preceding. Some obscurity here exists,

occasioned partly by the peculiar idiom in on
(best rendered quippe or nempe quod, literally,

that is, that) but chiefly by the harshness of the
construction. For there is an Hyperbaton from

to ; the intermediate words '
iv . &c. giving the reason of what was

said at v. 29 ; of which inverted argumentation
oJi' is the index. As to the sense, there is no
difficulty, except as regards the words Iv,
which may be taken, either with the precediiio-

(and thus the meaning will be, that God recon-
ciled the world to himself by Christ) ; or with
the following, by \vhich the sense will be, that

God was in, i. e. united to Christ reconciling, Sec.

The latter mode seems the more simple and nat-

ural. According to either view, the doctrine of
Christ's Divinity is strongly attested. And thus
the present passage has been constantly appealed
to by the Fathers.

— '] " not imputing." So Rom. iv.

8. 0) Kirpiot;. So also -
in Rom. v. 13. iv rbv . liter-

ally, " putting into oar hands," i. e. committing
to our trust. Tdv ., " this message
of reconciliation."^ is a Genitive of
explication.

20. The ovv is very significant, an inference
being now drawn from what has been said

; q. d.
'' In the exercise, then, of this office of reconcili-

ation, we the Apostles of Christ are ambassadors
on the part of Christ." The words following— are exegetical of Xp. ., and mean,
that, in delivering the message, tliev act on the
part of God, and represent his person ; and there-
fore God may be said /;;/ them to persuade, and
Christ to entreat, vhen they address the ex-
hortation, , " Embrace the

means of reconciliation afforded to you, through
Christ, by God."

21. , &C.] The refers to
what follows, as suggesting an especial reason why
they should hearken to the message of reconcilia-
tion ; namely, that He who sent it has been so
benignant and merciful as to make, &c. 1)

(expressed according to the He-
brew idiom) is a most significant designation of
Christ ; denoting " the perfectly holy and righ-
teous," or, as Theophyl. explains,'',
righteousness itself. In , the .
is taken by many eminent Commentators to mean
" a sin offering, " or a sacrifice by which he ex-
piated our transgressions : and, as that sense is

frequent in the Sept., it is likely to be intended
here. Other Interpreters, however, of not less

note take. for , abstr. for con-
crete. .\nd thus the meaning will be, in the
words of Dr. Burton, that " though Christ was
free from sin, he underwent the punishment of
death, which is the consequence of sin : he was
accounted as a sinner." And this is somewhat
confirmed by the next clause, which signifies
" that we might be accounted righteous, and justi-

fied through the redemption that is in Christ Je-
sus ;

" iiK. being for (comp. 1 Cor. i.

30.), and for napa . On either interpre-
tation, the doctrine of the Atonement is abun-
dantly evident from this passage. On which see
.\bp. Magee Illustr. No. xx. viii. and Bp. Bull's

Exam. Cens. p. 39 — 43. and especially p. 39.

VI. This Chapter consists of two parts, vv. 1 —
10. (or 1— 13.) and v. 11. ult. with the first verse of
the following Chapter. 1. The -apostle, continu-
ing his vindication of his ministry, shows with
what faithfulness, zeal, chanty, and patience he
has discharged it, amidst all the afflictions and
disgraces to which he has been subjected. Then
at vv. 11, 12. he desires, as a return for his ardent
affection for them, a similar affection from them ;

and that evinced in abstaining from a certain
practice, which was contrary to Christian princi-

ples, and must be destructive of their happiness
here, as well as endanger their salvation here-
after;— namely, intermarrying with idolaters or
unbelievers. In short, v. 14. ult. seem to prop-
erly connect vith the exhortation at v. 1, ' not to

receive the grace of God in vain.' For vv. 3—
10 seem to be parenthetical, and meant to
strengthen the force of the exhortation, by ad-
verting to the character of those who gave it.

After desiring a proper return for such devotedness,

the .\postle proceeds to notice the practice in

question.

1 . hi .'] Render :
" As

fellow-workers, too, with [Him, i. e. God], we
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also beseech you, " &c. For Commentators are

in general agreed, that at. must be supplied

£. The Apostle means to represent them not

only as ambassadors/rom God, but as fellow-work-
ers tvith God and Christ. So in 1 Cor. iii. i). the

Apostles and teachers are called .
By , sub. ', &ic. is meant, " not so

to act as that the grace of God, i. e. the gracious

offer of reconciliation in the Gospel, shall have
been given in vain." /, for '{.

2.'] " for He (i. e. God) saith ;" name-
ly, in Is. xlix. 8. must be supplied (as in

Rom. XV. 10.) from in the preceding verse;
not

)/, or, as many recent Com-
mentators suppose ; for such an ellip. would
be intolerably harsh. Whereas, the other is

regular, and confirmed by the context of the

Cassage of Isaiah ; for there God is (as even the

est Jewish Interpreters admit) represented as

saying to the Messiah, that he had heard his in-

tercession, in behalfof the Gentiles, in an accep-
table or favourable time, and at the day of salva-

tion (that destined for salvation) had resolved to

succour him, This scripture the Apostle in the

next words applies; q. d. 'And mind— 7)ow is

an acceptable time, now is the day of salvation
;

the time is now come when God will fulfil his

promise respecting the salvation of the Gentiles

through Christ ; and that salvation is now offered

by those whose Divine mission is confirmed by
signs, and wonders, and mighty deeds ; and is

regarded as the accepted time, or day of salvation,

to all who seek an interest in the Redeemer's
kingdom.'

should be translated, " I have heark-
ened, or listened to thee ; " as in Gen. xvi. 2. The
notion of listening is contained in the ini, which
denotes that the person not only hears, but turns

his ears, fn-i towards the speaker, and thus, as we
say, le/ids an ear; implying a disposition to grant

the request.

3. — .] This closely con-
nects with the at V. 1. " We beseech
you, we, I say, who," &c. The Apostle proceeds,
very earnestly, to remind them of his most meri-
torious conduct, and unsparing sacrifices for their

spiritual benefit, as an additional reason why they
should not receive the grace of God in vain. The
sense is :

" putting no stumbling-block(,
Rom. xiv. 13.) in tlie way of Christians, by which
any one might be shaken in his religions faith, or

turned from it ; or by which our ministry might
incur censure, and be made less eflicient."

signifies the ministry of reconciliation,

the oflice of preaching the Gospel mentioned
supr. V. 18. The Article has the force of the
Pronoun.

4. ] " manifesting, approving
ourselves as." This siprnification (occurring, also,

in a kindred passage of vii. 11.) arises out of the
primitive one of phirinnr to^^ether ; and imports

the juxta-position of two things, for the purpose

showing their comparative size. ', .,
sub.; q. d. evincing ourselves to really be
persons entrusted with a Divine legation. The
general import of this and the verses following
is :

' We approve ourselves as God's ministers
both by a patient endurance of the various tribu-

lations (vv. 4 & 5.) to which the exercise of our
office exposes us, and by our cultivation of the
various virtues (vv. 6 & 7.) suitable to our sacred
character.'

The words iv>( \>.• must be connected
with the following clauses up to h, and
denote patient endurance of the various affiictions

specified in the words following, which are not
to be treated (with Rosemn.) as merely syno-
nijines denoting evils in general, but considered
specially, and (as I conceive the Apostle meant)
in groups.

In the first, we have iv, iv, iv, in afflictions, in necessities, in pinch-
ing distresses ; wliere there seems to be a climax.
Comp. supra V. 8. infra xii. 10. Rom. viii. 33. And
as these were, more or less, the results oC indirect

persecution, so the next group, iv },7, iv \.,
represents the effects of direct persecution., iv, iv, iv

form another group, and denote such of his troub-

les as did not arise from any persecution, direct

or indirect, but solely from his situation and of-

fice, and his cares and labours therein as Apostle
of the Gentiles. Thus. is wrongly ex-

plained by Grot, and Mackn. tumults. Nor does
exile, as Casaub., Beza, Schmid. and Rosenm. in-

terpret, represent the sense. I agree with The-
ophyl., Schleus., and Leun., that the term refers

to that unsettled and wandering kind of life which,
that the Apostle thought very miserable, is plain

from his connecting it at 1 Cor. iv. 11, with en-

durance of hunger, thirst, and nakedness :-
\^, . ,

which passage, indeed, is the best comment on
the present, and shows that- must be chiefly

understood of his labours at his trade, and .,
of that insufficient support, which labours so in-

terrupted by his ministerial duties, could alone

be expected to supply. seems to refer

to the abridgment of his rest by night, to make
up for the time expended by day on his ministerial

labours.

G. Now follows a statement of the virtues cul-

tivated, ', "by purity and sanctity of

life." Of f 1' the sense is disputed and un-

certain. As the Apostle is generally admitted to

be here speaking of the practical virtues, there is

much to countenance the opinion of most recent

Commentators, that denotes a practiced

knowledge of religion, such as shows itself in ac-

tions. That, however, is an interpretation not a

little harsh : and as the Apostle intermixes with

practical virtues some particulars which cannot

be referred to that head, (as fi; and

iv .) it may be better to understand
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of the cultivation of Divine knoidedge ; that

wisdom from above which St. James iii. 17. asso-

ciates with pufity and the other Christian virtues

here specified.

and iv seem to have
reference to the 7node of exercising the ministry

in question,— namely, by patience and forbear-

ance towards those who oppose themselves, and
by a benignity of disposition, as contrasted with

starched austerity. must be

understood of the influence of the Holy Spirit.

Thus the sense will be, "by evincing those dis-

positions produced under the influence and aids

of the Holy Spirit." See Bp. Middl., Est., Me-
noch.. and Doddr. It may fticilitate the under-

standing of this and the following clauses, to sup-

pose (as I think we are permitted to do) that the

Apostle intended, in the words ii/. —
iv . to further illustrate what he had
before said in , iv., iv -^. ; mean-
ing to say, that the knowledge to be cultivated is

Divine and inspired knowledge, and therefore

emphatically the Word of truth : also that the

forbearance and benignity practised is genuine

undissembled love to man for the sake of God

;

not like the hypocritical and self-interested love

of false teachers. Comp. Rom. .xii. 9. 2 Tim. i.

5. 1 Pet. i. 22. is variously in-

terpreted. It may (with the ancients and the

earlier moderns) be understood of the mighty
supernatural Gifts enjoyed by the Apostles and
others ; and thus seem intended to complete the

idea before represented by iv . But it

sliould rather seem to have been subjoined to sug-

-t under whose Gracious Aid the struggle with

world, the flesh, and the devil was carried on.

' in Eph. vi. 10. il^ivvao iv '. Km iv

> irfi . See also vv. 11, 12. In

short, that passage affords the best illustration of

the words following, aid o-'Suiv, &c., which
are meant to suggest the yneans by which the

power of God in their defence is made effectual.

Now these are in Ephesians called the panoply

of God : and there the military figure is e.xpanded

into a fine alhirory. Here the spiritual arms are

not particularized ; yet the terms Kai. are very comprehensive, referring to the

complete armour and arms, on both sides, with

which the 8-\, or completely-armed soldier was
furnished, who was thus said to be ,.
Thus the general sense is :

" We employ no other

arms than the panoply of rischteousness.'^

8— 10. lid -^.] Here the refer-

ence to the circumstances, under which they em-
ployed the armour of righteousness, is converted

into a sort of description of the situations in which
they did all this ; and that by way of contrasting

their real character with that which their calum-
niators ascribed to them ; and showing, in some
other respects, their real as compared with their

fancied situation ; by which, indeed, it might ap-

pear that their life was made up of seeming,
though not real, contradictions. Aid here denotes
not the means, but the manner ; and may be ren-

dered through,— i. e. amidst
; q. d. ' Such is our

conduct, under all circumstances and situations,

whether good or evil.' In the next words some
obscurity has been occasioned by the irregularity

of the construction ; to adjust which, we must,
after, supply, to suit with the partici-

ples in the clauses following, where the is for, or, (as John iii. II.) corresponding
to the Of at^ and'^ q. d. our
adversaries represent us as impostors; but we are

really ambassadors from God.
Tliavoi is, no doubt, the term which had been

applied to Paul and the other Apostles by their

adversaries, the Pagan priests and the Jewish
rabbles ; as it had formerly been done by the
Scribes and Pharisees to Jesus, Matt, xxvii. 63.

Athenfeus, p. 20, gives a list of the most notorious. It is vell observed by Chrys., that

refer to the preceding iid, as also . . to.. By is meant obscure nobodies.

By is meant " well known as the
dispensers of spiritual good." In -,
&,c. there is a sort of Oxymoron, and the sense
is, " near to death, devoted to death bv our ene-
mies." See 1 Cor. xv. 31. Uoi ^, " and
yet, strange to say, we live." Kdi, would,
indeed, have had more of regularity, but less of
spirit. Here Grot, compares the Latin saying
" Semper casuris similes, nunquamque cadentes."

is by many eminent Commentators
explained punished, or corrected by the magis-
trates ; as in Luke xxiii. 16 & 22. But that sense
is somewhat frigid ; and the word is better inter-

preted (with all the ancient and most modern
Commentators, as Erasni., Pise, Calvin, Whitby,
Doddr., Schleus., Wahl, and Vat.) " chastened,"
viz. by the Lord, in his fatherly correction ; there

being an allusion, it should seem, to Ps. cxviii. 18.— i<!v b 6f oii-
. And so 1 Cor. xi. 32.,, vhere see Note. Thus the

sense is :
" Wc are permitted to fall into these

tribulations, as chastenings for our good in the

end." See Heb. xii. 6.

The reflection in the words following, -, &c., naturallv arises out of the preced-
ing

; q. d. Under these afflictions and corrections

we seem to be suffering grief, and are thought the

most unhappy of men
;
yet, in fact, we are re-

joicing in the testimony of a good conscience,
and in the consolations of Divine grace. -, " making them [spiritually] rich." -
6fv ; i. e. having nothing that we can call

our own, no properii/. ; i. e.

" and yet possessing all things [essential to our
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real happiness] ; and, in the promises of the Gos-

pel, what must infinitely outweigh all that the

world can give." See VVhitby.

11— 13. The difficulty complained of in these

verses has partly arisen from not well attending

to their scope, and partly from inattention to the

nature of the metaphor in and.
With respect to the ybrme/•, the Apostle's intent

is,— 1st, to apologize for language, which might
seem to savour of egotism, and involve somewhat
of reproach to the persons addressed. 2. Under
the language of tender affection, to convey a deli-

cate reproof to them for the want of a due reiiirn.

He tells them, that he has spoken thus frankly

from his strong affection for them, and his desire

to promote their spiritual good. It is the warmth
of his affection that has caused him to speak out,

as he has, and to pour forth all the feelings of his

heart so unreservedly. At v. 13. he shows how
this ardent desire to serve them might by them be

made most effectual; namely, by making a due
return, and following his example : and as Ids heart

was expanded in affection towards them, so should

theirs be to him, by opening themselves to his

salutary counsels; which he proceeds to give

them in the remaining verses of this Chapter and
the first of the next. To advert to the nature of

the metaphors here employed, we may observe an

even Philosophic exactness ; the effect of joy,

affection, and unreserved confidence, being to un-

loose the tongue (see Ps. xl. 3, and cxxvi. 2. Acts

ii. 2G,) and expand the heart, which, therefore,

feels as it were enlarged, " quodammodo (as Scla-

ter says) proripere se cupiens ad rem amalam."
While, under the contrary feeling, the tongue
seems chained, and the heart contracted. The
Apostie had here, very probably, in mind the

words of the prayer of Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 1.' tv awTtjplif, scil.. Thus the sense of v. 12. is :
" Our

affections for ijou are not contracted, but your af-

fections for lis are contracted." The term^.
denotes the tender affections, as being supposed
to be seated in the heart. A use which has

been thought Hebraistic : but it is of frequent oc-

currence in the Greek tragedians, as Euripides.

13. ! if /.] Sub. . The
sense is :

" Be ye also thus enlarged in your af-

fections for us, according to (i. e. by making) that

equal return of affection, which is due to us."{ \ (with which may be compared
Rom. vii. 1. 1 Cor. vi. 5. 2 Cor. xi. 23,) suggests

the £-roii7id of the claim,— namely, on the score

of spiritual ]Uitier«i7?/. By this patiietic appeal to

their hearts, the Apostle endeavours to draw their

attention to some serious admonitions which he
had to address to them.

14•. ) .. The difl^erence

of opinion which exists as to the se?!^^ of this in-

junction, has chiefly arisen from inattention to the
nature of the metaphor under which it is couched.
Now denotes a heam of a balance, or steel-

yard : aad ! Was applied to a

steelyard that draws one way, when it should
draw equal. The sense, however, thence deduc-
ed is harsh and unsuitable, and it is better, with
most ancient and modern Commentators, to derive
the word from and, a yoke. Thus

will denote to draw on the other side

of a yoke with another, to be ayoke-fellow. And
the sense will be ;

" Do not maintain any close

connection, or intimate society with unbelievers."

So 1 Mace. i. 15. '. The
Apostle did not intend hereby to forbid a/l com-
munication with them ; which would be impossi-

ble. See 1 Cor. v. 10 &. 11. Some, indeed,
suppose the chief purpose of this injunction to be
to forbid marriage with heathens. But that view
does not well suit with what follows ; which
rather alludes to close society and intimacy. See
Theophyl. At the same time, marriage may be
thus said to be, /-</•, virtually forbidden : and
considering that the marriage bond was, in the

idioms of all languages, represented under the

metaphor of a yoke, or pole, to which draught
cattle are harnessed together, there can be little

doubt that while he dissuaded from intimate

society, he meant also to condemn man-iage with
heathens.

14— 16. The Apostle here adverts to the rea-

son why they should abstain from intimacy with
heathens; and that in a popular way; q. d.

There is not the idem velle atqiie idem nolle, no
affinity of sentiment or feeling; as being oppo-

sites, they can no more unite than things the most
dissimilar. One caimot but admire the

displayed in the disposition of the clauses of tiiis

sentence, and the rich variety of expression in the
words which point the sense, as,,,. and
are for }, jUst as] and
denote respectively, those enlightened by the

Gospel, and those involved in the darkness of
heathenism.

By) and the systems of virtue and
of vice, are, as xi were, personified. is from
the Syriac IJ^'Sh• and that from Heb. Sj7'S3>
wickedness (derived from ''73 not, and '7^''. use,

ireal, literally signifying that which profits not,

but injures) which word occurs in 1 Sam. xxv. 25.,

and is applied (abstract for concrete) to denote' the Evil Spirit, Satan, as the Peschito-

Syriac renders it. See Job xxxiv. 18. There is

here a slight variation in reading. The Edit.

Princ. and the textus receptus have '. The
Erasmian, Stephanie, and other early Edd. have, which has been restored by Bengclius,

Matth., Griesb., and Tittm. ; and justly ; for both

»external and internal evidence are in its favour;

it being found in the majority of the MSS., in

many early Ecclesiastical writers, and (ireek

Fathers : and, considering its derivation, and that

the Vulgate has Belial, it is more likely that -
should have been changed to than the

contrary.
— n'i if, &c.] signi-
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fies properly a putting together. It should be here
rendered, not concord, or agreement, but commu-
nity, or connexion, q. d. "what has a [not the']

temple to do with idols 1

"

The words following, !; yip—, are

illustrative of the preceding; the image of a tem-

ple being transferred to Christians, q. d. " For ye
[Christians] are [each of you] a temple ; " as 1

Cor. iii. 16. 17. vi. 19. The maij, however,
be understood of the whole Christian Church,
considered as a temple ; as in Eph. ii.20,21. The
epithet is applied to Jehovah, as denoting
a real and existing Being, in opposition to the

pretended gods of the heathens, which were but
stocks and stones. The words - h;
are s.formula of application. The .\postle means
to argue, that the ancient promises of God. to

dwell among his people Israel, and to be their

God, were now, by the Gospel covenant, renew-
ed to believers, and belonged peculiarly to them.
In this quotation there is some alteration in the

words, but no change of sense. Ver. xvi. is taken
from Levit. xxvi. 11, 12.; and the alteration is,

in fact, no more than a change of the person. Ver.

17. is taken from Is. Hi. 11, 12., and the general

meaning of the prophet is correctly represented

;

J. e. according to the mystical sense, which some
of the best Jewish Commentators admit. See
Bp. Lowth in loc. is an insertion of
the Apostle. Ver. 18. is supposed by Mr. Scott

and Dr. Burton, not to be taken exactly from any
passage of the O. T., but to have reference to the

general declarations made by Jehovah concerning
Israel in various parts of Scripture, namely, Ex-
od. iv. 22, 23. Jer. xxxi. 1—9. Hos. i.9, 10. But
surely the vords bear as strong a resemblance to

2 Sam. vii. 14. (to which passage they are usually

referred) as those of the preceding verse do to Is.

Iii. 11, 12. There is no more than the same
change of person, for application's sake ; and the

words\ and are taken from
ver. 8. of the same Chapter, which surely Jixes

the reference of the foregoing words.

17. Here (as Emmerl. observes) -, and, and form
one and the same sentiment, expressed by three

enunciations, first, directly, then h» implication.

The two first, however, are so closelv connected
as to form, in fact, but one, q. d. . ;

and it may be doubted whether 'arrr.. should

be taken figuratively, of intercourse with Pagans,
or literally, of abstaining from the use of any thing

'impure, as idol-meats. The latter view is prefer-

VOL. II.

able : but the former may be admitted as a sec-
ondary sense, for (as Grot, observes) " the wiser
Jews supposed the prohibition not to touch un-
clean animals meant of abstinence from society
with idolaters,", v. signifies " I will

receive you [into my especial favour]."

VII. After having adduced the words of
Scripture to inculcate this important truth, and
comforted them with the promise therein attached
to its observance, the Apostle proceeds to subjoin
an earnest exhortation, and that in the way of
inference from what has been before said of the
privileges of those " who are accepted in the
Beloved." With respect to the scope of the ar-

gument, the Apostle here means to intimate (as

Calvin remarks) that " promises are not only
encouragements to serve God, but contain an
implied condition." " Hoec igitur (subjoins he)
promissionum natura, ut nos ad sanctificationeni

vocent, quasi tacita pactione a Deo interposita."

1. .] i. e. not only from the de-
filements of idol-meats, and idolatrous society,

but from every sort of defilement. By \.
are denoted the pollutions of the sensual appe-
tites, as exhibiting the outward expression of sin

by the body, in word or deed; by \. '. the
pollutions of the passions, as shown in the inward
workings of sin in the imagination and affections,

a precept (as Newc. remarks, ivell suited to the
dissolute manners of Corinth.) The latter point
is. indeed, little adverted to by Commentators
and Theologians (excepting, however, Calvin and
Scott). Yet it is of no small importance ; and
has been by no writer so ably treated, as by the
celebrated Robert Hall, in one of the Sermons
included in the last volume of his Works.
—-\ .] "striving to bring our

holiness , seeking entire conformity to

the law of God." , i. e. from
reverence to His authority and fear of his dis-

pleasure.

2. The Apostle now makes a transition from
what is doctrinal to what is personal and partic-

ular to himself, and resumes what ho was saying at

vi. 13., in nearly the same w'ords
;
;^>'<"'£

being equivalent to' Thus the sense
is :

" Give us. I say, an enlarged place in your
atTections." The next words suggest that there

is no reason why thev should not do so ; since

he deserves to hold that place in their affec-

tions, not having been guilty of any such conduct
as alienates the alToctiona of a people from their

'Jti
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minister. . is a. general term, and'
and (. are special ones, usually exphiined of

corrupting any one's religious principles, and
coveting his property. But the latter interpreta-

tion cannot well be maintained ; and the former
is scarcely tenable. YetseeCalv. I am inclined

to agree with many of the best Commentators of

the last centuiy, that . means, " we have
not wasted your substance, " and . " we
have not made a gain of, or overreached you." So
xii. 17. Si' uvToZ ' ; and 18.>, /?; This language may be
compared with that of the prophet Samuel, 1

Sam. xii. 3. seq. ; and, no doubt, there is refer-

ence to what was done by the false teachers

;

who not only received a stipend for their office, but
in other ways fleeced their devotees. So xi. 20.

— ' ', namely, by, as we
say, eating them up, by living upon them, and
taking from them if not money, yetvwnei/s worth,

or otherwise making a gain of them by the many
cunning arts of overreaching, in which sense the

word occurs in Thucyd. iv. 8G.

3. ov /.] Of this briefly

worded passage the full sense seems to be : ''I

say not this to hint any reproach of unkindness
to 7ii.e ; [but I speak merely to show my claim to

a large place in your affections [as ye have in

mine] ; for, [as I have before said], ye are in our
hearts," &c. . is not to be interpreted of
the venj words, but of words to that effect., &C., is for iv7 /
[(!7] ['' ^ [^.
The (II is ^ iv KapSta. rb

is for. The sentiment is of the same kind
as that in Athen. p. 249. (cited by Wets.) '\7 )^ .
and that of Horace :

" Tecum vivere amem,
tecum obeam libens." And so Mark xiv. 31.

iav (5; , &c.
4. nuWij— i'i/j«c.] This is supposed to be meant

to soften the harshness of the preceding expostu-
lations ; and is interpreted by the generality of
Commentators, " I venture to use this freedom
with you, which I know you will take in good
part." That sense, however, involves so much
liarshiiess, that it is better with most recent Com-
mentators (as Schleus., Rosenm., Parkh., Wahl,
Leun.,and Emmerl.) to render- reliance, or

confidence, " I have great reliance or confidence in

you," q. d. "optima qu^vis de vobis spero ; " a
signification of^ the word frequent in the N. T.
And this is supported by tiie authority of the
Syriac Version.
—- —."] The sense is, "[Inso-

much that] I am lull of comfort 3 nay, I super-

abound with joy, " " amidst all my tribulation."

This verb -. occurs also at Rom. v. 20.

;

but nowhere else. We may, however, compare- at Mark vii. 37. Of these tribula-

tions the nature and origin is then pointed out.

5.&- -] The scope of the

Apostle is well pointed out by Calvin as follows :

" Alagnitudo tristitiae argumento est, quantum
efficacia; habuerit consolatio. Ego, inquit, un-

dique premebar, tam intestinis quam externis

afflictionibus : non tamen obstitit hoc totum, quo
minus gaudium quod mihi contulistis, pncvaluerit,

adeoque exundaverit." ,. The best

recent Commentators are of opinion that is

here (as often in the K. T.) used for the person;
meaning simply, " We had no rest," namely,
from the persecutions of our unrelenting foes,

the Jewish and Heathen zealots. But I would
rather, (with Beza, Sclater, Calvin, and Scott),

take of the outer man, — i. e. as regarded
outward circumstances: for the Apostle, doubt-
less, suffered both in body and mind from the

effects of his extreme anxiety, and was with-

out any support save that of spiritual consolations.

The next words are excgetical ; of which iv nuvrX

\. is a general expression (see supra i. G. i\

.

8.) and — a particular one. The seii>i•

is : externally (i. e. in our body) we were exposcil

to opposition and violence, internally (in om
mind) to anxieties and fears ; namely, for the

safety of the Church at Corinth, lest it should be
destroyed by heresies and dissensions. See Gal.
V. 15. And as the mind presses on the body, the

latter could have no, or respite.

6. Toiic] " those that are cast down
and afflicted." God is frequently in the O. T.
described as the comforter of those in trouble.

See Ps. cxlvi. 8.

7. ev Tfl .'] " by his coming, or presence, "jj

meaning his society. The next words are ob-fl

scure, and, in tracing their sense, many eminent'
Commentators take. to denote the narra-
tion of the comfort. This, however, is harsh

;

and it is better to take the sense simply as it

stands, and render, ' but also by the comfort and
encouragement with which he was comforted, or

encouraged, with respect to you." The Apostle
means that he rejoiced in what was related ; both,

as it had given such pleasure to Titus, and as it-

was in itself a matter of rejoicing to himself. S^"',

V. 13. iri Tp .' iniTT. is best interj)reted, "your long-

ing [to see mc] ;" as Rom. xv. 23. '•.. '. may be explained,

"heartfelt sorrow for what had been amiss.". . vTtip, " your attachment towards»
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me, " imphjing a readiness to perform his injunc-
lioixs. ", ., "so that I rejoiced
!lie more, " i. e. in addition to that I felt at his

ruining, by what I heard of you; or, as Scott
(^ plains, "' So that my present joy was rendered
llic more abundant by reason of the sorrow that

'receded it." But though such might be the
1 ise, yet whether the Apostle meant this may be
doubted.

o. ' —.'\ The best Commen-
tators are agreed that the sense is :

" Wherefore,
if I even did pain your I'eelings in the Epistle

[uhich I wrote to you], I do not [now] repent;
tluiugh I did repent, was sorry (see ii. 4•.) ; i. e.

al'ter I had sent it off, and before I saw Titus.

This mode of taking the words removes all am-
liiixuity. It cannot be hence inferred, that the

Apostle had written with undue severity ; still

less need we stumble at the idea of repentance
fur what was done under the guidance of the

Holy Spirit ; for by this. we are only to un-
derstand that misgiving which a good man feels,

lint from the consciousness of having done wrong,
tint from tenderness for the feelings of others,

and an apprehension lest his well-meant reproofs

I
iv have been too severe. In short (as Calvin
il points out) is here to be taken
I'ropri^ et popidariter, simply for dolorem capere.

Jims the sense is well explained by Calvin as

dlows :
•• Tametsi invitus vos pupugi, ac mihi

I'duit, quod vobis durus esse cogerer. nunc dolere
) hanc causani desino, dum video utile vobis

Kse. " And such is the view taken by Grot.
—/5 , &c.] The sense of these words

li thus laid down by most recent Commentators :

For I perceive that the letter grieved you only
fur a short space. " Such, however, cannot be
jiroved to be, nor is it likely to be the sense,
\\ liich rather seems to be as follows :

" For I

jierceive that that letter did pain you, though it

was but for a season. " Now as the

preceding almost implied " I am glad ; " the

Apostle, to soften what might seem harsh, and to

explain his meaning, adds , &c. The
-/," is meant to suggest that the pain was
lemporary, the benefit permanent.

!). I'Zv ', &c.] The sense is :
" Now the

'satisfaction I speak of is, not that ye were pained,

lint that ye were [so] pained, as to be brought to

repentance and reformation. " The next words
are explanatory of the foregoing sense. ,
-rilicet. ', " in such a way as God re-

quires, " " with reference to his will and glory, "

i. e., as Rosenm. explains, " arising from causes

out of which he would have it arise, and produc-

ing effects such as he would approve. " In tv]. i. ij. the may, with the best Com-
'nentators, be supposed to denote result. Ren-

r r ; "So that in no respect were ye aggrieved
I injured at our hands. "

10. The Apostle here means to show that, so

far from having been injured by him, they have

heen benefited : and this he does by showing the
salutary nature of the )-;?., with which
he then contrasts that' ; the icorldly

with the religions sorrow. The has reference
to a clause omitted, q. d. [Ye were in no respect
injured] for, ifcc.

—.] produces, as Rom. iv. 15.

here signifies such a change of mind as produces
reformation in conduct. See Bp. Taylor's Works,
viii. 312. So Hierocl. in his Aur. Carm. p. V2i.
Needh. sa3s : if '

' \ ,. With
respect to, it is not agreed whether
we ought to refer it to, or to.
In the former case, it will mean certain and un-
changeable. Yet this interpretation involves no
little harshness, and the sense arising is somewhat
jejune. It is therefore better to suppose a slight

transposition, and a sort of paronomasia ; which,
if had been written, would have
been complete. There is also a meiosis, the sense
being, " never to be regretted, but rather to be
rejoiced in. " Since no one will ever have cause
to repent of godly sorrow for sin, that being nec-
essary to produce reformation, and therefore in-

dispensable to salvation. So Antisthenes says, -. By the is meant a sorrow
about worldly objects, which, when separated
from the fear of God, tends to death, temporal
and eternal, and will produce the latter, but for
the preventing grace of God.

11. yiip] " for see, now, [in your own
case]." , &c. Render, with Pro-
fessor Scholefield, " this very circumstance of
your having sorrowed," Sec. Xiroviriv (properly
denoting bustle) here marks the ardour, diligence,
and earnestness with which they strove to clear
themselves of the charges made, and remove the
abuses censured by the Apostle. This general
term is then followed up by particular ones, of
which Emmerl. observes that some, as .,
.,., and, pertain to the Apostle, to
vhom the Corinthians were anxious to clear
themselves. They therefore earnestly desired to
appease him, and to testify to him their prompt
obedience. The other terms,. and^,
belong to the incestuous person. The words may,
however, refer to others, who had been in a less

degree guilty, as those who attended at or en-
couraged attendance at the idol-feasts. '.
and are to be taken as at v. 7. . should
be rendered punishment, as in Rom. xii. 19. and
elsewhere. '., "ye have approved
yourselves," i. e. (as Sclater, Doddr., and Scott
explain) as a Church or Society ; which removes
all scruples about the applicability of the term. , " in the affair, namely,
of the incestuous person." " The Apostle (ob-

serves Emmerl.) is accustomed thus to speak of
any thing disgraceful ; as 1 Thess, iv. 6."
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12. Here the Apostle explains his purpose in

•writing as he had, which was not for any particu-

lar person's sake, neither of the injurer (or offend-

er) nor of the injured ; not from any desire to

fiunish the former and procure justice for the

alter : but chiefly, that his anxious care for them
might be manifest to them in the sight of God.
Such seems to be the true sense, wliich has been
needlessly perplexed by Commentators ; inso-

much that some (as Newc. and Wakef ) would
read, from several MSS. and Versions, Fathers,

and Early Editions, including that of R. Steph.,& . But though that pro-

duces a sense, yet it is one far-fetched and jejune,

which does not arise naturally from the subject,

and is not so agreeable to the context. The ex-

ternal authority for the reading in question is but

slender
J
the Ed. Princ. and the great bulk of the

MSS. having . And though it may
seem strong in internal evidence, as being the

more dijicult reading
;
yet that Canon, it must be

observed, does not apply to words so nearly alike

as to be perpetually interchanged ; which is the

case with and. And there that word
which is most suitable to the context must be
preferred. The words were doubtless

cancelled by those Critics who did not understand

the passage, and supposed the words to be unneces-
sary. Finally, is simply for ovtos,

Judice Deo, revera, as Luke \.C>; and that (Schleus-

ner says) " quia Deus rerum intima visu suo pen-
etrat, nee ejus judicium uUo modo falli potest."

13. Sta —.] The Sense (rendered
obscure by brevity) seems to be thus :

" Where-
fore [from the love we bore you] we were com-
forted in the exhilarating news of you, which
Titus brought." Coinp. v. 7. By the next words
the Apostle means, that his own joy was exceed-
ingly increased at the joy which Titus manifested
at his reception among them. The words

— are illustrative of the.
Comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 18. . thus signifies " to

be set at rest, made happy."
14. Ti] for 3 Ti, " whatever." In ov 7).

we have the e'ect for the canse ; and there is a

meiosis. 'Enl is by some explained as put

for£ TiVoD ; but by most it is better interpreted
" apud Titum," as the context requires. And
this is confirmed by the ancient Versions.

15. Kiit .] " with deep reverence
and respect," implying an anxiety not to offend
him, and a disposition to carefully follow his in-

junctions.

16, ;^<)—'.] The sense seems to be : "I
rejoice that, from the experience I have had of
you, I may in every thing feel confidence in your
ready obedience to all my admonitions or sug-

gestions."

VIII. The mention the Apostle had made of
his confidence in the Corinthians gives him an
opportunity of again introducing the subject of
the collection then making for the relief of the
poor Christians at Jerusalem, which occupies this

and the following Chap. ; and, after informing
them of what had been done elsewhere, of ex-

horting them to follow so good an example.
They would thus, he says, testify their firm faith,

by imitating their Saviour; they would justify the

Apostle's boasting of them ; and whatever they
bestowed, the Divine blessing would amply com-
pensate ; besides that, they would have the prayers

and intercessions to God on their behalf, of those
whom they had relieved.

I. Toil Qcou .] There has here
been some doubt as to the sense of these words.
It is, however, generally agreed, that

here means (as often in this Chapter and else-

where) gift, or liberality. But on dif-

ference of opinion exists. Some (as Hamm.,
Knatchb., Pyle, Newc, and Wakef) take it as

used, by Hebraism, to denote great. That idiom,

however, is of very limited application, and can-

not have place here. The word must have its

usual sense. And we may suppose the so

termed, either, as it is generally understood, to

suggest that it was God, who had by his grace put

into their hearts to bestow this charity ; or rather

(as that would involve some confusion of ideas)

we may suppose the alms to be called God's, as

being given for his sake, and in a certain sense

given to Him when given to his distressed ser-
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vants. According to the gracious assurance, Matt.

XXV. 40. e<p''- />'!', . and Prov. xix. 17. -5 . Thus we may render,
" the God-alms," and suppose that the collection

was so termed, both to suggest the duty and re-

ward of the giver, and to spare the feelings of the

receiver.

2. The Apostle now, in order to enhance the

merit of the gift, shows it was done under the

most unfavourable circumstances. / -iroWy Sok.

., for iv ))", 6, " in afflic-

tion most trying." So Rom. v. 4. - -, and supra ii. 9.

. is usually rendered " their abundant
joy;" i. e. joy from the doctrines, promises, and
consolations of the Gospel. Since, however, this

is a sense not very apposite, the recent Commen-
tators take for ; which, however, is

quite unauthorized. Why should we not take

in the sense alacrity, viz. to give. As giv-

inir is the subject of the context, there can be no
objection to assigning such a sense ; by which all

difficult) is removed. is a phrase for

an adjective : and, as is often applied to

riches, so it may to poverty. . \. is

another idiom to denote rich liberality, or free-

heartedness ; for that is the literal sense of \.,
like simplicitas in Latin. /. may be
rendered " redounded," or " conduced greatly."

Thus the sense may be expressed as follows :

" their abundant alacrity, and [yet] deep poverty

have redounded greatly to their rich liberality;"

i. e. their great alacrity to give, even amidst deep
poverty, has abundantly shown their rich and free-

hearted liberality. So. is used infra ix. 11

& 13. Rom. xii. 8.

3. .'] Sub. i/cav, and from-
before.

4. . .'\ In the inter-

pretation of this passage much depends upon
whether the words after

be genuine, or not. They are not found in 34
MSS., many Versions, Fathers, and Greek Com-
mentators, were rejected by Mill, Beng-., and
Wets., and cancelled by RIatth., Griesb., and
Vater. They are, however, ably defended by
Rinck, who has very satisfactorily accounted for

their omission, from the carelessness of the scribes.

Without the words, it is, I think, difficult to make
out any construction. Those who expunge the

words suppose and. to be governed of

in the next verse : and they render,
" entreating us [to permit it.] " Thus the con-
struction and sense will be, as Dr. Burton lays it

down, as follows :
" For even above their means,

voluntarily, and most earnestly entreating us [to

permit it], they gave this charitable collec-

tion of theirs, and not merely this, which was
what we hoped they would do, but they gave
themselves before every thing else to the Lord
and to us." Yet thus a great feebleness and

jejuneness w'ill attach to the. It should
seem that the words, if not omitted by acci-

dent, vere originally thrown out, and have been
since cancelled, from misconception of the real

meaning of the Apostle. This some recent
Commentators, as Rosenm., Leun. and Emmer-
ling (who retain the words) suppose to be,
" enixe precabantur, ut reciperemus in nos nego-
tium eorum coactum distribuendi." But, as the
Bale Editor justly observes, (Pref. p. 7.) "that
was a request rather suitable to the elders of the
Church at Jerusalem, than to the Macedonians,
and was, indeed, what the former had enjoined
on Paul." Indeed, this runs counter to the
scope of the Apostle, which is well pointed out
by Calvin. Moreover, as the Bale Editor sug-
gests, so extreme \vas the poverty into which the
Macedonians had, from various misfortunes and
persecutions, fallen, that St. Paul would have a
scruple at taking at their hands even so little. The
Macedonians, therefore, had to earnestly entreat

him that he would receive from them the alms
they had collected. We may suppose the words

to be exegetical of. And so is used infra ix. 13. Rom.
XV. 26. Heb. xiii. 16.

5. Kal o!:, -., &c.] Sub.- and
6•, both frequent ellipses. The sense maybe
thus expressed :

" And not only this— which was
what we had hoped, or expected they would do
— but they gave themselres first to the Lord [to

do his will,] and [then] to us;" i. e. to observe
our directions. Givinv- themselves to the Lord is

a strong expression to denote the devoting them-
selves, and whatever they possessed, to his ser-

vice. /— is put for rrpioTOv, .
The ancient Versions.'however, express the-,
which may lie said to be understood. In the sec-
ond clause,' '//«'' must mean," yielded
themselves to our direction." The construction
of the particles-— is meant to illustrate

the difference in the kind of devotion to the Lord,
and to Paul. And that is more plainly indicated
in the phrase \. which is but im-
perfectly represented by modern Expositors

;

though its force is well pointed out by Calvin,
who, after comparing Exod. xiv. 31. (" The peo-
ple believed the Lord and Moses his servant"),
observes that the words.- are meant to intimate,
that when they were obedient to Paul, they con-
ceived that they were obeying God, since they
regard him as speaking by the mouth of God.

6. ] for, " insomuch that." The com-
plete sense is this :

" The consequence of this

unexpected liberality of the Macedonians was
this, that [fearing lest you should be outstripped
by them] I exhorted Titus," &c. .,
"had already begun;" i. e. when he delivered
the first letter of Paul to the Corinthians, and ex-
horted them to make a contribution. Eij ,
" apud vos;" for . : this

work of liberality,— namely, the collection. See
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supra . 1, and Note. The may be emphatic,

and refer to the other good works to which they

were e.xcited by Titus. See vii. 13.

7. '.] This particle has here the hortative

sense, Now then, as in Marli ix. 22. This horta-

tive sense is the more necessary to be adverted

to, since from that alone can we account for the

omission of a verbnm liortandi before ' -. '. Supply from what follows, " all

spiritual gifts and graces." The next words

\6 are meant to exeiuplifij these

gifts and graces, of which- must have the

same sense as at 1 Cor. xii. 9. The/ seems
to be equivalent to the?'? at 1 Cor. xii.

8. The \6 seems to have reference to the-, or power of instructing others, either by

preaching, or explaining Divine truths. So Eph.
vi. 19. ' ioBifj Xdyoj—. Compare John xvii. 20. Acts vi. 2.

To the gifts of the Spirit are now subjoined the

graces of the Spirit. Uciuri -);"; i. e. earnest-

ness in the discharge of every religious duly ; as

Rom. xii. 11. Heb. vi. 11. 1 Pet. i. 5. T^
iv ' ., " and in the aifeclion borne by

you to us." 'El/' is for . At '.
sub. : or, (as the best recent Commentators
propose,) we may take the ' with a Subjunctive

as put for an Imperative. And this is supported

by the Peschito Syriac Version. ,
"this grace,"— namely, that of liberality in re-

lieving your Christian brethren.

8. oil'. '.] The best Commentators
are agreed that the sense is : "I do not say this

by way of command, or injunction, as if I would
dispose of your property authoritatively

;
[for

works of charity should be voluntary] ; " but " be-

cause of the alacrity of others," viz. the Mace-
donians

; q. d. " lest ye should be outstripped by
them." At ' repeat '. The words
—^ contain the other reason for en-

joining the duty on them ; namely, that he might
put to the test the genuineness of their love to

God and man,— namely, by setting it in com-
parison with the zeal and liberality of the Rlace-
donians. The construction is : [' /,
ws], i. e. '.

9. This verse is parenthetical, and the argu-

ment is the same as at 1 John iv. 19. They are

exhorted to give liberally, as bestowing some por-

tion of the riches conferred on them by the Lord
of the universe ; who, for their sakes, left his own
exalted state in the bosom of his Father (see John
xvii. 5.) ; and. divesting himself of those glories

(compare Phil. ii. 7.), assumed the condition of
lowliness and poverty, that theij might become
spiritually rich ; rich in the blessings of his re-

ligion, in the means of grace afforded them here,

and in the hopes of glory hereafter. It is obvi-

ous how irrefragable a proof is here supplied of
the preSxistence and divinity of Christ. See Abp.
Magee on the Atonement, vol. ii. p. G21, who
shows, that in all the passages of the Sept. or

Classical writers where occurs, it signi-

fies to become poor, or be 7iiade poor ; implying
change of stale, or transition from opulence to

poverty, from possession to privation. See also

Slade in loco, and Mr. Rose on Parkh., p. 752.

S>v is well rendered by the Syr. and V'ulg.

" cum esset dives," and by almost all our Ver-
sions " though he was rich." '". being here, as

not unfrequently, the participle Imperfect.

10. iii.'\ Put for the more
Classical . The Apostle means
that he does not issue orders, but merely gives

his advice, showing them what is expedient for

them. , namely, 3-
fv Tfl. The refers to v. 7. q. d.

[I bid you abound in this good vork]. for, &c.., denotes '' it is suitable to your profes-

sion " or character. So the Schol.,.
It was also necessary to their reputation, that

what they had begun they should finish. Such
seems to be the sense intended in the words fol-

lowing. In the words themselves, however, there
is something perplexing. One would have ex-
pected ov TO\, • as,

indeed, some V'ersions arrange the words, and
certain Critics would read and explain ; supposing
a Ififsteron Proteron, or genus locjuendi iiiversum,

where, in the comparison of things unequal, that

precedes, which naturally would follow. The
MSS., however, give no countenance to the for-

mer method ; nor do the true principles of phi-

lology afford any to the latter. Indeed, there is

no reason to resort to any such precarious method
j

since we may remove the difficulty by taking

(with all the ancient Commentators and the best

modern ones) to denote a willing niind ; " which
(remarks Archbishop Newcome) God approves
of; and not the mere deed, which may be done
grudgingly." See ix. 7. It should seem, that not

only is meant (as the above Commentators
say) to denote more than ; but that this

is the case because after must be re-

peated, from the preceding. is

an adverbial phrase, in which the is prop-

erly a Dative from the obsolete noun, time

past, from , trayiseo. Now this, by usage
came to mean the iiear past. The answers
to our back, or ago (i. e. agone). The Classical

writers never use the ; though the later ones
do and. It was, it seems, about a year be-

fore, since they had begun to make the collection ;

which they had done of their own accord; and
without any suggestion on the part of St. Paul.

11. Si Koi Td .] The sense is :
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" But now bring to an end the doing," or what
has been doing} finish what was begun. .

\. may be rendered " the promptitude of

wishing [to do good]," alacrity of wish to do
good. Sub. rjv. To-. " the accomplish-

ing [of what ye have begun]." Sub. -^ from the

subject matter. 'E*: ', (sub., and) literally, " out of the means which ye have."

12. This verse is exegetical of the preceding.

Ei ytip . may be rendered, " For if

this readiness of mind be but forthcoming,"-, as Hesych. explains. scil.. On this text I would refer to a masterly
sermon of Dr. South, vol. i. p. 421. With the

sentiment I would compare Aristot. Eth. x. 8. p.

493. ^. which passage may serve to defend
the Tif against Griesb. and other recent Critics,

who are strongly inclined to cancel it, from some
14 MSS. and a few Versions and Fathers. Though
the latter evidence is here inadmissible ; and the

former very weak, since, in so comparatively
small a number of MSS., we might account for

the omission from transposition ; the being in

some MSS. found before /. But I suspect it

vas cancelled by certain over nice Critics, who
knew that it was often omitted in the Classical

writers. Thus in a kindred passage of Soph. CEd.

T. 314. ' ?!/ ^' ,\\, where the scil. { is ex-

plained by the subsequent words '. On
the suppression of the subject of a proposition,

see Matth. Gr. Gr. \ 294. '. (for) should
be rendered " may have."

13. oil yap, «, &c.] There is an ellipsis of
Toiro\ : and the refers to a clause

omitted
;
q.d. " [according tohis ability I say. that

all without distinction may bear a part] ; for I

would not," &c. The words 'ha are

wrongly rendered in most of our English Ver-
sions, and the Commentators have quite mistaken
their sense. , by a metaphor taken from
loosening a string or cord, signifies abatement of

pain, or of distress. That the latter is the sense
here, is plain from the antithetical term.
Compare 2 Thess. i. 2. Render :

" My meaning
is not that they should be relieved by you from
distress, so as to occasion distress to yourselves

[but that you should give what you can spare]."

The words following are illustrative of the fore-

going.
—.] Repeat . This and the

next verse may be rendered :
" But [my mean-

ing is] that by an equalization, your superfluit)',

at the present time, may be a' supply of their
want; so that, in like manner, their superfluity
[at another time] may serve to relieve your want

;

that there may be [as I said] an equalization," or
an equal reciprocity of giving and of receiving
good offices between you. The sense contained
in " at another time, " though not expressed, is

implied in.
15. .'\ " agreeably to what is written

[of the manna]," q. d. (as Abp. Newc. explains)
" So that there may be a general resemblance to
the case of the Israelites in Exod. xvi. 18. And
that the rich may, considering his station and cir-

cumstances, have no superfluity. " It is well ob-
served by Theodoret, that the Lord intimated
this equality by the manner in which the manna
was collected : Oliilv h TO nMov -|' b^ -. At and supply, not (as is

usually done) , but, from the
preceding>•. The citation varies from the
Sept., but faithfully represents the Hebrew.

IG. The Apostle now returns to the subject of
Titus, which had been dropt at v. 6. ; and in or-

der, as Calvin observes, to leave them no excuse,
he reminds them of two zealous advocates in the
business, who had it much at heart. Adverting
first to Titus, he commences with giving thanks
to God for having put it into his heart to hearken
to his request. Aicovri iv is for

rp KapL - is to be taken as at v. 7, 8., '• the
same earnest care for you [which I feel].", " for your welfare and benefit. "

17. -. .'] Here, correcting
himself, he intimates that Titus's promptitude
for that service was so great, as not to need so-
licitation, he readily acceding to his request. In. I apprehend that no compari-
son is intended; and Abp. Newc. has, I think,
rightly rendered " being very earnest. " If any
be meant, it must, I think, be, not what the Com-
mentators suppose, but this: "being readier to
engage in this service than I to put him upon it.

"

Of this I have given several examples in a Note
on Thucyd. ii. 11, 10. There may seem some
inconsistency between the former and the latter
part of the verse ; but this merely arises from
brevity of expression ; and will disappear when
the sentiment is fullv expressed as follows :

" He
truly complied with my exhortation ; and [not
only that] but being, " &c.

18. \<,, &c.] It is not agreed, nor is
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IX. " 1

it possible to exactly determine, vho it is that is

here meant. The best founded opinion, (as be-

ing that most supported by the testimony of an-

tiquity) is that St. Luke is meant. Be that as it

may, the best Commentators are agreed, that the

words cv Tiji ,. do not mean, " for writing the

Gospel, " but, " for preaching it ;
" as x. xiv. Phil,

iv. 3. 15. Compare 1 Cor. ix. 14. 18.

19. .'\ The sense is :
" And he not

only deserves that praise, but also, " iScc. HcipuT.,

"being constituted or appointed," as .\cts xiv.

23.^ ., i. e. the God's gifl mentioned
at V. 1. At , repeat the TTpbc, " for

the manifestation of, "&c. The verse is well

rendered by Abp. IS'ewcome, as follo\vs :
" And

not that only, but who was appointed also by the

churches our fellow-traveller with this liberal

gift, which is to be administered by us to the

glory of the Lord himself, and to the declaration

of our ready mind. "

20. £5/J£l( -.] This depends upon-^ at v. 18. (v. 19. being parenthetical)
;

for the sense is: " We have sent the brother,"

«fcc, we guarding against (i. e. in order to guard

against) any blame to us, as to the distribution

of your abundant liberality. This rare sense of(. arises thus., in the middle voice,

signifies to go on an expedition, and, generally,

to o-o o/T, retire, keep off. Hence it came to signify

keep off from any person, or thing, beware of,

guard against him or it.

— ' .'\ The sense is : "Lest any
one should have a handle for slander or calumny,
as if I appropriated any part of the large sum col-

lected by me to my private use."

21. —-.] The same senti-

ment, and in nearly the same words, occurs at

Rom. xii. 17.. where see Note.
22. Tiv&\.] Who is the person here

meant, is as uncertain, as it is unimportant to

know. ' &., &c. The sense is, " whom
we have, by much experience, found to be dili-

gent. " It is strange that so many modern Trans-
lators and Commentators, should understand this,

"the great confidence which we have in you."
For surely, according to every principle of cor-

rect Philology, the sense must rather be, "the
great confidence which he hath in you ; " the ref-

erence in Tc-oiOi'iact a.na • being evidently to or—
onovi. the brother. And indeed the sense thus

arising is far more suitable and direct to the pur-

pose ; the meaning being, " by the reliance which
ne places on you," i. e. on your good dispositions

in general, and your liberality on the present oc-

casion. So Schliting explains :
" Vestra virtus

experta fecit ilium multo alacriorem. " The
above view is, 1 find, supported by the authority

ofTheophyl. andfficumen., Grot., Leun., Mackn.
and Emmerl.

23. '- .] There is here an ellip. which
most supply by . But the hi of the

Greek Commentators seems better. The mildest

ellip. is that of Grot., who supplies " agitur. " So
the Peschito Syr. Translator has " Sive igitur

Titus [consideretur]. " E<s , " apud vos. "- fV/fX., " messengers, or legates of the

Churches, " persons sent to despatch their busi-

ness ; according to the primitive sense of the

word, as Phil. ii. 25. These are called the

Xp., by metonymy, as instruments for diffusing the

glory of Christ and his Gospel.
2'i. —.] The best Editors

have been long agreed that the before-
is of no authority (being, indeed, a mere in-

sertion of Erasmus from the Greek Commenta-
tors, and not to be found in the Ed. Princ. and
other ancient Edd., nor in any of the best an-

cient V^ersions) ; and, accordinglv, it has been
cancelled by Wets., Griesb., Mattli.. Tittm., Vat.,

and Emmerl. Agreeably to the true construc-

tion, we may render, " Give therefore to them, in

the presence of the churches, this evident testi-

mony of yoi/r love to them, and of [the truth of]

our boasting concerning yo7i. " Now vhatever
they did in this matter, might truly be said to be

done " in the presence of the churches," not only

because Titus would proclaim it vhelever he
went; but because Corinth was, in all respects

placed in exrelso ; and, from its perpetual com-
munication with all parts of the civilized world,

the tidings would soon spread to all the Gentile

Churches planted by Paul.

IX. In this Chapter the Apostle continues to

urge their liberal contribution. And (observes

Emmerl.) " to the reasons before deduced ab

honestate, are now subjoined those ab iililit'ile.
"

He first assigns his reasons for sending " the breth-

ren be/ore-hand , to make up the collections, not-

withstanding his confidence in them." Then,
after encouraging their cheerful liberality, he. in

the full expectation of its fruits, affectionately

recommends them to the Divine blessing.

1. yr'tp .] The ynp serves to con-

nect this with the last verse of the preceding

Chapter. Though, indeed, that connection is
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not, at first sight, obvious 5 nay, the Apostle
seems to be passini( to a new subject. Yet there

is no transition, properly speaking ; or only, at

most, that kind of quasi transition, when a writer

stops short in treating on any subject, in order to

again advert to something that has been before

said, so as to make that the means of introducing

some new topic. In this case, ^ is not

unusual in the Classical writers. And there is

always an ellipsis of some words to be supplied

from the context, or the subject-matter. So here
we may paraphrase, with Newcome :

" [However,
I need say no more, nor insist on the foregoing
topics, viii. 24•] ; for as to the propriety and rea-

sonableness that you should contribute to the
wants of the Jewish converts, I have no need to

insist on them. " If this be thought too preca-
rious a principle, as depending on the supply of
a whole sentence to which it is to be referred,

we may suppose that the corresponds to the

if at V. 3 ; and so the cause denoted in the

may j'afler being suspended in vv. 1 ifc 2, be brought
out at v. 3. So rfp! ii is used at 1 Cor. vii. 1

;

viii. 1 ; sii. 1. This is much confirmed by the

able statement of the connexion and sense by
Calvin as follows :

" I do not tell you that you
must minister unto the necessities of the saints

;

for that were needless ; since you well know it,

and have practically declared that you would not
be wanting to them : but because by my every-

where boasting of your liberality, I have engaged
at once my own credit and yours, this will not
suffer me to remain inactive.

"

2. vnip is not. as some say, pleonastic, but', " when speaking of you, " may be supplied.^, prcedicere so/eo. Ato'ri sub. from
the subject-matter. By is here denoted
that Province of the two into which Augustus
distributed Greece, consisting of Greece proper;
namely, that tract of country to the South of
Thessaly, Epirus, and Iliyricum ; which, with
Macedonia, constituted the other province. -

need not, with some, be interpreted

of intention only and will, as opposed to deeds

;

nor, with others, of complete preparation : for (as

I have shown in Recens. Syn.) it iuotj denote
"has been preparing itself;" viz. by contribu-

tions for the general collection to be made when
St. Paul should go. See 1 Cor. xvi.2. Thus a-b

will (as at viii. 10.) mean " for a year back
j

i. e. during the course of that year."
— f| {] i. e. " the zeal evinced on

your part ; " for the f| is not, as Grot, and F>,osenm.

suppose, pleonastic.
3. —-] i. e., as Theophyl. explains,

Ktviv/, " should be found vain." 'Ei/

.." in this respect ; " i. e. your readiness
to contribute, as iii. 10. ". , i. e.

VOL. II.

" that there may be no collections requiring to
be made vhen I come, " as the .apostle says, I

Cor. xvi. 2.

4. ' , iav \0. .] " lest, if, any Macedo-
nians should accompany me." He does not say
they looitld accompany him ; but it was not un-
likely that they should, considering the constant
intercourse of Macedonia with this emporium of
Greece, and the custom of setting forward the
Apostles on their way, and sometimes accompa-
nying them, so as to bring them safe to the next
Christian congregation. In ha '.
there is a most delicate turn.

— . .'\ The sense is :

" on account of this confidence of boasting ;
"

i. e.

confident boasting. '-. may well bear this

sense, since it properly denotes a foundation, or
support for any thing ; and then easily comes to
mean any Jiducia or, as resting on hope
or persuasion. T^i. is exegetical of.
It is, indeed, not found in some MSS. and Ver-
sions, is rejected by Mill and Beng., and is can-
celled by Griesb., Tittm., and Emmerl. But
there is no sufficient evidence to cancel it ; though
there is great reason for suspecting it to have
been interpolated from the parallel passage of
xi. 17.

5. .'] Some MSS., Ver-
sions, and Fathers, have-\ , which
is preferred by Beng. ; but without reason : since
it is manifestly a gloss. The common reading
must be retained ; though the sense seems not to

be that expressed in our common Version, but
this, "which had been [so much] spoken of be-
fore [by you] and announced [to me and the pub-
lic]. " With respect to ], is by most
recent Commentators simply taken to denote a
gift : but they do not satisfactorily show how such
a sense can arise from the primitive signification

of the word, i. e. '• an expression of good will to
any one." Abp. Newcome's solution is the best ;

namely that it is so called from a metom/mii of
the effect for the cause ; i. e. because it produces
blessing. The true mode, however, of viewing
the idiom seems to be (as I suggested in Recens.
Syn.) to suppose it used from delicacy. The
Apostle often employs such terms to denote alms,

as are calculated at once to spare the feelings of
the receiver, and remind the giver that he is ex-

ercising a duty towards God. Thus we may com-
pare this use of with that of at viii.

1., and elsewhere. Hence it may be
rendered " a thanks-sift," or gift bestowed on
man in gratitude to God for his goodness. The
same principle may be applied to its use at Gen.
xxxiii. 11. 2 Kings v. 5. Sept.

At sub. . The words. &c. are illustrative of the fore-

27
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going sense of. The sense is :
' that it

may be [as it is] a thanks-gift, and not as it were
a grudging alms, wrung from unwilling givers by
importunity.' The force of\> is well il-

lustrated by Theophylact, who observes that " he
who gives alms unwillingly, gives it as if he were
overreached, or cheated out of it.",
as Thucyd. says i. 77., where it is opposed to. And so Doddr. shrewdly defines

the- " a kind extortion, by which money
is, as it were, icrung from covetousness. by such
obstinacij as covetous people themselves use
where their own gain is concerned."

6. toZto if.] Sub.\ or yi'iaarbv. This
seems meant to encounter an argument for giving

at least sparingly ; the answer to which is : [The
gift must, indeed, be voluntary, and only in pro-

portion to what can be spared] but mind this —
he who soweth sparingly, shall reap sparingly.

The Apostle does not prescribe the amount which
any one is to give ; but merely reminds them that

they must expect to reap only in proportion to

what they have sown. This metaphorical use of, in the use to bestoin, is founded on the lan-

guage of the O. T. (See Is. xxxii. 20. Hos. x.

12. Vrov. xi. 18 & 25. xix. 17.) And it is (as Mr.
Scott says) here adopted to suggest an obvious,

but most important lesson. Indeed the sentiment
appears, from the parallel passages adduced by
AVets. and others, to have been a proverbial one.

'Err' is a phrase for an adverb, like in•', securely, in Acts ii. 26. And the plural

has an intensive force. Thus the sense is " most
abundantly." So Ezek. xxxiv. 26. (Sept.), abundant rain ; and Prov. xi. 25.)\', " the liberal person."

7. rfj'] literally, " as he pre-
purposeth in his heart ;

" or rather, i. e. " as he
is disposed, or chooseth in his heart;" for the
Apostle is speaking not so much of determination,
or purpose, as vjill. Thus in the antithesis we
have . And although the former sense
is most frequent in the (Classical writers

;
yet the

latter prevails in the Sept., and is found in both
the later and the middle Greek writers, and is

indeed most atrreeable to the primary import of
the word. The above view of the sense is sup-
ported not only by the most considerable modern
Commentators, from (irot. to Emmerl., but also
by some eminent ancient ones. After r-j^ KapSiif

sub. (5(! from the subject-matter. \.
The English Versions vary ; but not one ex-
presses the sense so accurately as our common
version grudgingly.
— —.] Taken from Prov. xxii. 8.

and also found in Eccles. So Rom. xii. 8. b. With the sentiment I would compare
Find. Pyth. 18. ',. and Thucyd. ii. 40. ult. where
Pericles says of the Athenians : rn fs

—,.
8. —. '] This (as Chrys.

and Theophyl. observe) seems meant to antici-

pate an objection :
" But if I give, I shall impov-

erish myself." To which the answer is : God is

able to [and, as he sees fit, will] make every sort

of beneficence, i. e. the ability to practise it,

abound unto you. So some of the best Com-
mentators, ancient and modern, interpret, taking

for. And this is confirmed by

the Syriac Version. Others, however, as Grot,

and Rosenm., understand it of the gifts of God.
The accumulation of,, and
much strengthens the sense. lp^J. " you
may have to spare [to bestow] on every kind of

beneficence."
9. .'] " Thus the saying of Scripture

will be made good." From Psalm cxii. 9. -
signifies to scatter, as in sowing, agreeably

to the metaphor at v. 7. is for-., viz. in its consequences. There is a
sort of O.xymoron, similar to that at Prov. xi.24,

which the Apostle probably had in mind : '',,.
10. b —.] The connexion

here is ably traced by Chrys. and the Greek Com-
mentators, whom see in Recens. Syn. The words
b — are a periphrasis of God
(i. e. the Good Being), " who giveth us all things

richly to enjoy." It is formed on Is. Iv. 10. In. '. (" may he supply and multiply ")

there is a Hendiadys for " may he abundantly

supply." ', " the seed you sow ;"

by which is denoted the money or goods bestow-

ed in alms, and thus " sown unto the Lord.". (borrowed from Hos. x. 12) sig-

nifies "the eflicct or produce of your liberality."

The sentiment, according to some, is, " may he

richly reward your liberality ; " though others

make it otherwise. But the true view seems to

be that of the ancient Commentators, and Em-
merl., who take. . to denote " the bene-

fit arising from their charity." Thus the senti-

ment is, " may their charitable spirit find more
scope for doinc; good !

" i. e. may they have more
to do good withal.

11. £1/ —.] This is exe-

I
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getical of the precedina; —. The
construction is irregular, in tracing which it is

best to regard >.. as a nomin. pendens, ye

aboundins, for Gen. absol., and that for -
scil. - .

— — .] The sense is :

" wliich being ministered by us, produces, through

our instrumentality, thanksgiving to God ; " name-
ly, both from the indisent Christians, who re-

ceived the bounty, and from the Apostle who pro-

cured and administered it.

12. This verse is explanatory of the foregoing,

and may be freely rendered, " For the minister-

ing of this supply [to the wants of the poor] not

only relieves their necessities, but is abundant to

the glory of God, by [producing] many thanks-

givings " to God ; viz. both from the poor thus

relieved, and from all true Christians. Conip.

supra iv. 15.

13, 14. These verses are further illustrative of

the preceding. . is a nomin. pendens, like. at V. 11. Emmerl. shows that the words
of V. 13. are put for . . -, ' .!\ . '

.. .. ' 1). The force, however,
of . is disputed. It seems best to suppose

it (with Beza, Sclater. Rosenm.. and most recent

Commentators) as put for rq &'\-^. " their

professed or avowed obedience." -
. . . . . may be rendered " by the lib-

erality of this your ministering to the necessities

both of thern, and of all [who are in need."] It

is, I think, plain that the whole of this verse is

parenthetical ; and that the Kat , &c.
of the next verse connects with v. 12. To clear

the construction, we must take as put for. For as the Apostle has before said, that

this supplying of the necessities of the saints

would redound to the praise and glory of God ;
—

so here he adverts to another effect which would

thence result. " It will also (he says) tend to

[excite] their prayers for you." -. is

to be referred to. The expression -.
{< may be best rendered, agreeably to the Syr.

A''ersion!i " having a great affection for you," as in

Phil. i. 8. Thus the words following will yield a

very suitable sense ; where the sig-

nifies the in-ace of God in tliem, as evinced by

their obedience to' the requisitions of the Gospel

in the exercise of this charity.

15. rp . .] This may, w^th many
Commentators, be understood of the gift of the

Gospel of Christ, or of Christ himself. But it

rather means " the gift of salvation by Christ."
So, besides many other passages vhich might be
cited, Rom. vi. 23. to

. Also Ephes. iv. 7. -, and John iv. 10. .
Rom. . 15.

. Now commences the third part of the Epis-

tle, termed by Emmerl. the epilogus ; in which
the Apostle speaks more directly against the false

teachers, and vindicates himself from their calum-
nies. In this portion of the Epistle some differ-

ence of style is observable ; there being here more
of connection and fnisli than in the preceding
Chapters ; which were probably written on the
spur of the occasion, and in the course of journey-
ing from place to place ; these, probably, at some
fixed situation, and with more of previous thought
and deliberation. A yet greater difference exists

in the spirit and manner. In the former part of
the Epistle it is mild and conciliatory ; here severe,

objurgatory, and sarcastic. There is, however,
no such inco7isistency as some have recognized

;

and therefore we may dispense with the hypothesis

by which Emmerl. has endeavoured to account for

it. In truth, the persons here glanced at are not

the same. In the preceding Chapters the Apostle
merely encounters those who were not well af-
fected to him, or insubordinate ; and hence he
only there acts on the defensive. Here he seems
to encounter the false teachers, and their partizans

his enemies, and therefore he acts on the offensive.

He commences with entreating them, by the
meekness of Christ, as pointing to an example
which might justify his previous forbearance, and
his delay in punishing those who had offended.
For the faction had, it seems (as Calvin remarks)
called him a\.

1

.

.] The ancient Commentators
notice the diicnity inherent in this mode of ex-

pression. Mackn. has here, at least, improved on
our common version, by rendering :

" Now I, the

same Paul who," &c. In fact, there seems to be
here a blending of two modes of expression,

Of, that same person who?, and .. The sense seems to be, '' by the exercise
of, i. e. exercising that mildness, of which we have
both the precept and the example in Jesus Christ,"

At«. sub. , " when personally present."

v. " use bold confidence towards you,"
i. e. by letter.

2. The is resumptive : and if may be
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rendered " entreat you, I say." The sense is :

" I entreat, 1 say, that I may not have to be bold

when I am present, with that confidence, where-

with 1 intend to be bold against certain, who re-

gard mc as walking after the flesh," i. e. guided

by worldly principles. There seems to be a pa-

ronomasia in and\(, which, if

introduced into English, may perhaps be best ex-

pressed by reckon.

3. fi; —.] We may remark the differ-

ence between Iv and , and the use

of' in the sense to be or live, as John
V. 7. The former imports to live in a human
body, have a frail human nature ; the latter, " upon

merely human views." The sense and the force

of the allusion in. are disputed. The an-

cient and some modern Commentators suppose

an allusion to Paul's office and commission, as

Apostle; as 1 Tim. i. 18: and the recent Com-
mentators think the expression has reference to

his strong supports therein. The former view is

far preferable ; but there seems to be also an al-

lusion to the strong contest which the Apostle had

to maintain against sin and wickedness, and its

upholders, which is admirably illustrated by Bp.

Sand, in his 3rd Sermon ad Populum, p. 145. The
expression here, like Kara at v. 2,

refers to the maxims hximan policy. See Note

on John viii. 15. So Newc. paraphrases :
" There

is no fraud, self-interest, or corrupting of the word

of God, imputable to me." Comp. iv. 2.

4. yap, «fcc] Here the figure is con-

tinued, in order to suggest the mighty supports

from aboi'e, which the Apostle had in the exercise

of this warfare ; and that in order to establish his

Divine commission. The general sense is this :

" Our supports in this struggle [literally campaign]

are not merely human [and therefore weak] , but

are strong, througli and by God, to the pulling

down of strong holds." Tw is by many sup-

posed to communicate a superlative force to ivva-

T05, i. e. exceedingly powerful. But the interpreta-

tion above adopted, from the ancient and best mod-
ern Commentators, seems to be the best tounded.

In . &• the metaphor is continued, and

the purpose of this warfare adverted to, namely,

the removal of all impediments, however formi-

dable, to the propagation of the Gospel ; which
are represented as the strong holds of sin and
Satan, whereby he maintained his empire of

darkness, idolatry, and vice. See Scott.

5.\ Kab.,&LC.] This is further explana-

tory of the preceding. is

a Nom. pendens, and put for .
has reference to the dialectic syllo-

gisms, rhetorical strophcc, and vain sophisms, by

which the heathen philosophers assailed the Gos-
pel. See Tittm. de Synon. p. 176. In ^.
there is the same metaphor as in before.

And as. is a particular term referring to

the heathen philosophers, and partly the false

teachers, so /^ (as appears from tlie) is a

general term applicable alike to the heathen phi-

losophers, the false teachers, and the Jewish doc-

tors. That the Apostle should have employed
the terms and '^, is not surprising. —
since militarij metaphors run throughout the whole

passage, as,,, and

(besides and).
In like manner Philo (cited by Loesn.) calls false

wisdom ; and, similarly to the, &C., he speaks of {'. By .
is meant ' the Gospel. should,

I think, be rendered, not thought, but cogitation,

i. e. intellectual ratiocination, as supra ii. 11. So

the Syr. " ratiocinationes." The false teachers

(against whom this is, I conceive, chiefly directed)

found it more difficult to subject their reason to

the obedience of Christ than Uie'ix actions. Against

this the pride of human reason has ever rebelled.

Thus of those who now reject the Gosj)el, few
are indisposed to admit the excellence of its

moral precepts ; but against any subjection of the

reason of men they loudly protest.

2.1 vnoKoijv Xp. may best be renderf^d
" into obedience to Christ," i. e. his Gospel, the. . The Genit. is used because i-a-

takes a Genit., and verbals follow the case

of their verbs. Thus it is for tls.
6. for{ ., " being

ready." " . . -, i. e. when you are

generally and completely brought to the obedience
of Christ. By . is meant the obedience
of the sounder part of them. We are not, how-
ever, with many recent Commentators, to sup-

pose that the Apostle waited till the greater and

sounder part were reduced to obedience, in or-

der, by their aid, to punish the disobedient.

Since for the^; mentioned he needed not

their aid. It should seem that he deferred exer-

cising the supernatural power of inflicting judg-

ments, intrusted to him by God, until, by giving

time for repentance, he should have brought back
as many as possible to obedience, who would
help to keep the rest so ; and thereby render it

the less necessary to resort to severer measures.

7. The Apostle now turns (says Theophyl.) from

the deceivers to the deceived. The sense of

. \. is :
" Do you form your estimation

of things [concerning a Teacher] according to

^l
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external circumstances ? " such as person, manners,
learning, or eloquence, weallh, birth, rank, or lastly,

the adventitious advantage of conversion under
Christ himself. Compare 1 Cor. ix. 1. In the

there is an allusion to the false teachers, and it

should seem one, who took the lead.

iuvTUi should be rendered " is confident in him-
self," viz. by placing reliance on some personal

merit of his own. tlvai, sc\\. &\ •., im-

plying, by the context, one especially approved
by Him. Ti/Sro -. . i. may be render-

ed; " let him, in turn, consider this with himself,"

or, reason thus of himself ; meaning, that whereby
he will find by all those arguments he concludes
himself to be Christ's minister, that he may con-
clude the same of 7ne also.

8. Here St. Paul shows that he may justly claim

far more than the bein^ a minister of Christ

;

which was all that the false teachers pretended
to. So 1 Cor. XV. 10.. /, " the authority

given to me," namely, by Jesus Christ personally.

The words ; i . refer to that per-

soital commission which Paul had received from
Christ. And the next words elc —
are levelled against the false teachers, whose
measures tended not ., but ., viz. by
throwing impediments in the way of salvation, by
the dissemination of heresy and false doctrine.

OiV', i. e. I should have no reason to

be ashamed, as if I spoke falsehood ; nay the

truth of facts would justify me.
9. ' — f-'.] There is here an

air of abruptness, and an obscurity, which most
Interpreters, ancient and modern (regarding the' , as a prcecisa oratio), endeavour to re-

move by supplying some clause introductory of
the words. The most probable supplementum is,' oil, q. d. [if I irere, I say, to boast.

But this I will not do], in order that, &c. Since,

however, this seems too arbitrary an ellipsis, it is

better, with some ancient &nd several eminent
modern Commentators (as Griesbach, Tittm., Va-
ter. Leun., Emmerl.,and the Bale Editor) to regard
V. 9. as forming a protasis, to which there is at

V. 11. the apodosis ; v. 10. being parenthetical.
', Hv is often, as here, put for. as it tcere ;

of which many examples might be adduced from
Thucyd. and others of the best writers. H. Ste-

phens in his Thes. seems justified in saying that

in such a case we should write.
10. .'\ This will not prove that

they had previously received more than one ; for, as

Bp. Middl. suggests, might (as is the

case in all languages) be used generically, as de-

noting the character of them ; though only one
letter had been received. , Sub. . (See
Win. Gr. § 41. 2.) This seems to be meant of
the person supposed to make the observation, and
probably the leading person among the false

teachers. ., " authoritative and se-

vere." . . is for

; as in Thucyd. vi. 8G. 6\ -.
—] " mean." This is supposed to have

reference to the very diminutive and crooked form,

and the ungraceful deportment of the Apostle
;

including other personal defects which the evi-

dence of antiquity records of the Apostle. See
Note on 1 Cor. ii. 3. . This is

supposed to have reference to the weak and
shrill voice, and the defect in his enunciation un-
der which the .\postle is said to have laboured.

But the may also refer to his elocution, in-

cluding his phraseology ; which was, we may sup-

pose, not refined enough for the fastidious critics

of Graecism at Corinth.

11.] " let him suppose [as he may]."
Theophyl. explains by.

12. , &.C.] The is transitive,

q. d. [But we will say no more] ; for, &c.
\., " non sustinemus," we cannot bring our-

selves ; as Rom. v. 7. and 1 Cor. vi. 1. 'Eyx. and
are well explained by Theophyl.-

and. By the Apostle
means the false teachers, against whom he di-

rects the pointed sarcasm following.

— nvTol—.] These words have
been thought obscure, and for that reason were
tampered with by the early Critics. But the sen-

timent is sufficiently obvious, and may be thus
expressed :

" While they thus measure them-
selves by themselves only, and not with the triie

Apostles, they perceive not what they are doing,

and the self-delusion into which they are fallen ;"
which is the greatest mark of folly. This abso-
lute use of ''. is also found in Alark vi. 32 ; vii.

11; viii. 17 & 21. Numerous parallel sentiments
are here adduced by the Commentators from the
Classical writers, the most apposite of which may
be seen in Recens. Syn. It must here suffice

to advert to the Horatian " Suo se pede metiri."

13. ;.'] The );fi£i? is emphatical, and meant
in opposition to the false teachers. At
sub.. The same metaphor is here continued,
and the sense is : "I will not boast or seek glory

in respect to any parts further than the limits

God hath assigned to my evangelical labours."

At must be supplied . The sense
is :

" And those limits extend so as to reach even
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unto you. [Ofyou, therefore, I may be permitted
to boast.] "

14. This verse is explanatory of v. 13 ; and the. (with which the Commentators
compare ) is equivalent to the-. Tlie sense is :

" as if our
boundaries did not extend so far as to reach to you."

—, " for I have advanced as far

as you also, in preaching the Gospel of Christ."
'^. signifies properly to arrive first ; and the
right of pre-occupannj is alluded to.

15. $ « .] The Apostle here
resumes the sentiment at v. 13, in order to en-
graft another upon it illustrative thereof, " We
(alluding to the false teachers) do not boast be-
yond our limits, over other men's labours."
Comp. Rom. XV. 20. I would compare Joseph.
Ant. siv. 11. *,. -/. The Apostle then hints at a re-
sult from his labours far more precious than ac-
ceptance and honour. We have, he says, a hope,

iv'
;

that, as your faith increases, (i. e. as the profes-
sion of the Gospel extends further among you,)
(i. e. at the further perfecting of the faith in some,
and the extension of it to others, at his next visit

to Corinth.) ', " to gain fame
and glory by you,"— namely, as a teacher justly
may, by the reputation of his pupils.

16. — .'] Sub., i. e.

6. The sense seems to be :
" The result

which I hope for, from this abundant success of
my labours among you, is\' (scil. ), " that I may spread the
Gospel to the parts beyond you." \—. Render, " So, however, as not to aim
at boasting over that which is ready obtained, and
in another's bounds." Eh is for iv7. The general sense of the passage is

well expressed by Mr. Holdcn thus: " St. Paul
would not boast of any thing out of the province
which God had assigned him, a province extend-
ing to Corinth, vv. 13, 14•, but though he would
not boast of other men's labours, he hoped that
when the Corinthians were confirmed in the faith
his province would be enlarged, so that he might
preach the Gospel in countries beyond Corinth."

17. The Apostle concludes with a most weighty
sentiment, occurring also at 1 Cor. i. 31. (and
supposed by some to be derived from Jerem. ix.

23. sq.) but here levelled against the false teach-
ers. The construction is ably adjusted by Em-
merL thus :

" Equidem puto, cum verbis, ov

/jf)'— V. 12. cohffirere, lis, quas
interjacent, tanquam pro parenthesi habendis,
quippe quorum unum traxit alterum(—, hoc (, hoc, hoc-, hoc et deinceps, \\6, &,c.) "

18. '] i. e. shows to be ; and
that not so much by imparting spiritual gifts, (as

many Commentators suppose,) but rather by giv-

ing a blessing, and prospering his evangelical la-

bours.

XI. 1. As v. 17 of the preceding Chapter was
intended to deprecate the disgust and displeasure
wliich arises at hearing self-praise, so is the pres-
ent verse thus meant. The words may be ren-
dered :

" Would that ye could bear with me a
little in my folly [of boasting] ! Now do even
bear with me !

" On, utinam, see Matth.
Gr. Tji" ., "folly ol' boasting ;

" i. e. Avhat liis

opposers called such; though it was not so, but
arose from necessity, and was employed solely
to rescue his converts from the arts of false

teachers.

Here there is some variety of reading. The
common text, supported by several MSS., has

. . . -. But the reading
which I have adopted (with Wets., Matth., Griesb.,
Tiltm., Vat., and Emmerl.) is supported by almost
all the early Edd. and Versions, and is as strong
in internal evidence as in external authority.. is required by the i/sns loqiiemli of the N.
T. ; and the Article rnj.by the proprielas linvuce,

the sense being " my folly." The arose from
the margin.

2. \ \, &c.] The general sense of this

dark passage seems to be simply this :
" I bear

the greatest affection, and feel the most lively

concern for you." The metaphor, however, was
adopted in conformity with that just after intro-

duced, of representing the Church as the bride
of Christ. In. the Apostle is thought to
have had allusion to the', or persons who
negotiated marriages for their friends. (See Prov.
xix. 14, and Rom. vii. 4.) The allusion, however,
is not to be pressed on, and the general import
only to be attended to ; by which is simply de-
noted the close affinity between Christ and his

Church.
3. —.] The Apostle (Ro-

senm. remarks) proposes the example of the
woman being deceived by the serpent, because
he had just compared the Church to a virgin. It
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has been hence justly inferred by the best Com-
mentators and Theologians, that the history of
the fall is here recognized as a real transaction,

not, as some represent it, as an allegorical nar-
rative.

'\6. denotes the simple and unadulterated

truth as it is in Jesus. , " habits of

thinking."
— (pOapjf a-o \6. . . .] " be cor-

rupted and perverted from the simplicity," &c.
Yet by. th . Xp. is, I conceive, meant, not

(as many recent Commentators suppose) " true

and sincere love and obedience to Christ," but
" simplicity of faith and doctrine as regards Christ

and the Gospel." So Theophyl.~ . This,

it seems, had been, more or less, corrupted \vith

admixtures of Jewish or Heathen superstition.

Ei'i Xp. erga Christum.

4. b. This is by many Commenta-
tors supposed to designate the false teacher. But
it seems to simply mean '' any one coming to you
[as I do; i.e. as a teacher of religion]." Now
the Apostle supposes a case, which does not ex-

ist : and by tiWov is meant, bij implication, " anoth-

er and a better." here simply means, ac-

cording to its etymology, Saviour. The sense
of the passage may be thus expressed :

•' If any
one coming to you, were to preach another and
better Saviour than Him whom we preached ; or

ye were to receive from him other and better

spiritual gifts than those which we imparted ; or

another and better gospel [than that] which ye
had accepted

;
ye might have been right in bear-

ing with him, and admitting his claims ; [But this

is not the cuse,] for I account myself," &c. The
above clause, though not expressed, is necessary
to be supplied to complete the sense, and there

is an evident allusion to it in the. Its omis-
sion may perhaps be attributable to modestij. "The
ground of censure (Phot, observes) is this : that

when the false teachers preached only the same
Sarionr, Spirit, and Gospel, as the Apostle, yet
they abandoned him, and held with them., though
they had not to plead the attraction of novelty

and variety."

In?. there is not, as the Commenta-
tors imagine, irony, but sarcasm. Compare vv.

19. 20. For ., however, many of the best

MSS. and the Ed. Princ. have ., which was,
with reason, adopted by Wets, and edited by
Matth., Griesb., Tittm., Valer, and Emmerl.

5. vTifo .'\ The best Com-
mentator? art agreed in supposing Peter, James,
and Jol/i, here meant, who are in Gal. ii. 9. called
" ^ijiarfs of the Church." What St. Paul says

""^as probably meant against those followers of
Peter, or Cephas, who (as we find from 1 Cor. i.

12. iii. 12.) formed a party at Corinth. '
(in which we have adverb for adjective) may be
compared with the words, and.

Indeed compounds with v-ip are frequent in the
Apostle. As the Commentators adduce no Clas-
sical illustration, the following may be not unac-
ceptable. Thucyd. vii. 70. .

G. The Apostle here adverts to one of the

principal objections made to him by his oppo-
nents. Ei (?£ Kai, " but though I be even "

)' ; On the true sense of which see Notes
ou Acts iv. 13. 1 Cor. xiv. 16. It may here de-
note rude and unpolished ; and ^ be meant to
complete the sense, and to correspond to

just after. Thus the sense will be: "My lan-

guage and address is plain and unpolished." So
the .\postle dfjscribes himself at 1 Cor. ii. 1. And
So Josephus Antiq. ii. 12, 2. calls Moses an-, inasmuch as he had not the gift of eloquence.
And Xenoph. de V'enat. xiii. 4. cited by Wets.
)' ei •.
Origen (cited by Eisner), with reference to

this passage, says :

liimTiKTj \\. ^ -
is meant true and Divine knowledge, that of

the great truths of the Gospel.

—' TTQi'Ti —.^ The sense seems to

be, " Nay, I have at all times, and in every way,
become fully manifest to you [as having such
knowledge]."

7. ii — ;"] There is here an ab-
ruptness of transition, which may be removed by
supplying a link in the chain of reasoning, as fol-

lows :
" If then the matters of objection above

adverted to, are of no force in showing my unlit-

ness for the Apostolical office, what other ground
of complaint have you to allege against me ? Have
I done wrong in humbling myself ? " &.c. namely,
in abasing himself by labouring with his hands,

and exposing himself to all the humiliating cir-

cumstances attendant on poverty, (true, says the

Satirist: "Nil habet infelix paupertas durius in

se, Quam quod ridiculos homines fecit), when he
might have claimed the maintenance due to him
as an Apostle. See also 1 Cor. ix. 7 — 14. That
he had not claimed his right was (some think) al-

leged by the false teachers as a proof that he did

not regard himself as an Apostle. This he an-

swers by giving the true reason for his conduct.
There were two other misconstructions of his

conduct in this respect ; 1. that he would receive
nothing from them, because he had no affection

for them. This is answered by his doing what he

does for their spiritual advancement. 2. That this

was only a crafly device to catch them. This he
notices, and replies to at xii. 16. "Ira .,
" that ye might be exalted in spiritual knowledge
and the favour of God." The words following

are explanatory of the preceding, q. d. ' because,

or inasmuch as, I have preached to you the Gos-
pel cost-free.' The reasons why lie did so are

stated in vv. 9— 21.
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8.? \.^. This is meant to carry

the allegation still further
; q. d. " I not only

preached the Gospel among you cost-free, — hvt-,

that [ might be enabled to do this, I, in the case

of other Churches, even abandoned my ruie of

taking notliing ;
" thus, as it were, spoilins. them

;

for must be taken comparali. it is prob-

able (as Emmerl. supposes) that the e.xpression

had been used by his adversaries, with reference

to his conduct in receiving money from those

Churches. This the Apostle was compelled to do,

since his ministerial labours at Corinth had been
so great, as not to allow sufficient time to sup-

port himself by his trade. We may observe that,

ne says, not :-, but', to show
that he had earned the money he received from
them, by previous services.

—] " when I was in straits." Thus
in Phil. iv. 12. is opposed to.. ovL, " I was no encumbrance to

you ; " literally, I did not lie a dead weight upon
you, from, down, and, torpor : so called

from a fish of that name, possessing the power of

atfecting any one with torpor by the touch. Jer-

ome says this is a Cilicism for. And
as he testifies that xurav. was in use in Cilicia, it

mi^ht be such. But as occurs in Plu-

tarch, so it is probable that both that and.
were provincialisms, or words of the vulgar Greek.
On the thing itself see Phil. iv. 15.

9.} " unburthensome." The word is of

rare occurrence ; but three examples are adduced
by Wets, from later Greek writers. Kai. q. d.

I say not this in order that I may henceforth re-

ceive of you. Compare 1 Cor. i.x. 15.

10. This the Apostle confirms \vith a strong
asseveration (like that at Rom. ix. 1.) bearing
affinity to an oath ; since it appeals to Christ for

the truth of what is said. sense may be thus
expressed: "The truth of it is, i. e. (Let the

truth in Christ be thought to be) in me, as I shall

do what I protest, when I say this," &c. The
Commentators have failed to discover the true

nature of the idiom, because they did not see that

oTt has here the very force as when, in the Sept.
it follows formuUc Jitrandi, — such as ^ Kiptog,

thus corresponding to the Heb. 'j. .
signifies " this cause of boasting," as in

a kindred passage at 1 Cor. ix. IG. .,
" shall not be silenced," or made void ; i. e. b)'

being shown to bo groundless. There is an allu-

sion to the use as said of the mouth; as
in Rom. iii. 19, nav ^.
The £15 (' in my case') is not (as the Com-

mentators imagine) simply put for, but is more

significant; the expression being, I conceive, em-
phatic, and meant with allusion to the false teach-
ers; who were, as appears from v. 20., very bur-
densome to the Corinthians.
As to the reading (or

of the Stephanie Edifions), it was, I suspect, a
mere error of the press, arising from a mistaking
of the of the Ed. Princ. and Erasm. 1. for a.
The true reading was adopted from the Ed. Com-
plut. first by Beza, 15()5, and then by H. Steph.
1567, and thus was introduced into the Elzevir
Edition, and so came into the textiis receptus.

11. iiari;] " Why is it that I do so?" The
ansiver in the interrogative implies a strong nega-
tion, " No ! I take God to witness it is not so !

"

The Apostle does not tell them what vias his rea-

son for so doing, but leaves that to be inferred

from what follows.

12. There has been some doubt as to the sense
of this briefly worded, and therefore obscure,
passage. It may (with Mackn. and other Com-
mentators) be best expressed thus :

" ' But wliat

I do I will also continue to do, that I may there-

by cut off an occasion (namely, of taking main-
tenance from you) from those who wish for it ; in

order that wherein they boast themselves, they
may be found to be even as we ;' i. e. to really

take nothing." Some eminent Commentators
supply after ha . . But that is

not agreeable to the context. The foregoing in-

terpretation is confirmed by Gal. v. 13.

rtf.
13. <5.] scil. '. The has

reference to what is implied in the preceding
clause, that they are in reality difierent from what
tliey pretend to be : q. d. "really, I say, and not pre-

tendingly ; for such are not what they seem, they

areyii/ie .\postles." 'Epyorai should be rendered,

not, workers, but workmen, i. e. ministers, as

JVewc, Mackn., Leun., and Emmerl. render.

And so the Syr. Vers. The word is used in this

sense at Matt. ix. 37. Phil. iii. 2. 2 Tim. ii. 13.

They are called, as pretending to that dis-

interestedness, which they did not possess.

14.. . .} As when he tempted
Eve, and also our Lord in the Avilderness. It

should seem, however, not to refer to any sincrU

instance, but to be a general description of the

customary devices of Satan ; who assumes an ap-

pearance of the purest virtue to bring about his

designs. See a masterly Sermon on this text by

Dr. South.

For eight MSS. have ~, which
should seem to be an emendation of the Western
Critics ; unless, indeed, it be a marginal gloss,
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IG. Having stated broadly the true character patiently with foolish persons, since ye yourselves
of his opponents, the .\postle returns to his sub- are wise," i. e., as .-Vbp. Newc. paraphrases, '•' for

ject by the formula ; which does not your superior wisdom enables you to bear with
import that he is going to say no more than he the inconsideration of others."

had before said ; but only that he returns to the 20. ] exempli gratia. The words follow-

same subject, which had been interrupted by ing are intended to place the faults of the false

what had been said of the false teachers. The teachers in the strongest point of view. They
expression, however, which he employs is also, must not, however, be too much pressed on ; nor
like the former one, of a snfleniits: kind, depre- explained with reference to any hypothesis re-

cating censure for venturing on self-praise. Thus specting the kind of persons who were tlien false

the sense is, '• Let no one account me a fool, or teachers. The words maybe freely rendered, witli

vain-glorious person, for this self-praise," Wlnj, Newc, " if a man subject you to his imperious
the Apostle does not here say ; but he adverts to will, exact a large stipend, receive private gifts

it at v. 11. of the next Chapter. He is induced to besides, proudly exalt himself over you, treat yoa
thus boast, since the importance of the occasion contumeliously in the highest degree." .
demands it of him, and because, as he alleges at denotes a domineering spirit, shown, we may sup-
xii. 6, he says no more than the truth. pose, chiefly in the imposition of external forms.
— (5f > ] ' But if ye will not [acquit me See Gal. ii. 4. Is. xliii. 23. Aq. & Symm. Ei's

of this charge]." Kuk . ^., " why, then, is plainly a figurative phrase, to de-
even bear with me as a vain-glorious person ;

" i. e. note insulting by contumelious treatment. -
suffer me to be such. The expression. . and are variously interpreted. See
is synonymous with . at vv. 1 & I'J

;

Rec. Syn. Many eminent Commentators under-
of which Elsn. adduces an example from Plu- stand the former term of receiving a large stipend

;

tarch. The kHv, Emmerl. remarks, is elliptical and the latter, of taking private gifts. It should
for , fiii/ . The next rather seem that. is to be taken of receiving
words, ' . . should be rendered, a stipend, and. of exacting presents of
" in order that /, too, [as well as the false teach- money or goods, and also living at their tables.

ers] may boast myself a little." See Note supra vii. 2. Perhaps, however, the

17. —'.] I am Still of opinion two expressions are meant to be taken toirether,

(as in Rec. Syn.) that the various endeavours as descriptive of the raparioi/s spirit by which
which have been made to extract a satisfactory those teachers miserably burthened theirdevotees,

sense from this p.assage are fruitless ; and that the and devoured their substance. here

only way of removing the difficulty is to suppose signifies to put up ivith, as in Joseph, p. 1172. 12.

the Apostle to be speaking (as in the verse pre- (Huds.)'. See Note on Acts
ceding, and that following) not serious/ij. It is xx. 29.

said, as Sclater, Beza, Vorst., and Newc. agree, 21. . —.] The sense ofthese
per concessionem. This is confirmed by the words is obscure, and variously traced. See Rec.
at fv. The sense may be thus expressed. Syn. It should seem to be this :

•• I say what I

" Be it so, if you please, that what I am going to am saying, according to the reproachful language

speak, I speak not [as I profess to do] according used of me, and to mv own disparagement," ',
to the Lord (i. e. bv inspiration, or suitably to liie uVi ., " as if I were really the weak per-

purposes of his relitrion). but speak it, ns it were, son they pronounce me to be." ', ', " as if,"

in folly, in the confidence of boasting." " The as supra v. 19. and 2 Thess. ii. 2. 'F.v '
Apostle first asserts (remarks Abp. Newc.) v. Ifi, , supply. to be taken from the pre-

that his glorying vvas justifi.able ; and then he ceding. Or render, " wherein any one
modestiv grants that such glorying has the appear- may be proud of aught," Simil. Phil. iii. 4. Tiiis

VOL. II. 2S
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is softened by the qualifying insertion iv. )',
which is equivalent to at v. 23.

22.' —'.] Carpz. and Rosenm.
remark on the distinction here preserved between
Hebrews and Israelites ; the former being properly

a religious, the latter a national designation. His

enemies, perhaps, had represented Paul as a mere
Jewish proselyte. So he says in Phil. iii. 5. that

he is '. ', i. e. a Hebrew by both
parents, and consequently a genuine one. On
'lap. compare Rom. ix. 4.

23. .] Here. signifies

more than ., and should be rendered " I speak

as a very fool,•' i. e. an absolute boaster. Thus,
Emmerl. remarks, the Greeks used the term of

excessive boasting. So Aristoph. Plut. v. 2. uses. ', like some other prepositions

(see Kypke) is used as an adverb for irXinv. -, " extreme perils." Sec supra i. 9, 10. These
are exemplified in the next two verses.

24.. .] Those were all that they
could inflict. See Deut. xxv. 3. And as the whip
was formed of three cords, and every stroke was
allowed to count for three stripes, the number of

strokes never exceeded thirteen, which made 39
stripes.

25. ; '.'] viz. by the Gentiles ; for it was
a Roman punishment. Oyte instance only is re-

corded, that at Philippi, Acts xvi. 22. AiO.

viz. at Lystra, Acts xiv. 19.

—rpU fVnuoy.] None of these shipwrecks are

recorded in the Acts ; for th.at at Acts xxvii. took
place later, and must have been the fourth.-, i. e. about 24 hours. This word is very
rare ; but some examples are adduced.
— |3] " the sea," as we say the deep. A

signification occurring in Is. xliv. 27. and ^lian
H. An.viii.8,7. iv. I would
compare a similar passage in Lycoph. 753.
6'-(. The other senses
assigned by some Commentators to /?, namely,

well, or a prison, are (as Bp. Middl. observes)
inconsistent with the Article. There is evidently
a reference to some shipwreck not recorded in

the Acts of the Apostles ; for only one out of the

three here mentioned is there recorded.
—' " 1 have passed, " as in Acts XX. 3.

And so the Heb. riiCj? ^^'^ Latin facio. On the
mode in which this took place the Commentators
variously speculate. One thing is certain, that

it cannot be (as some suppose) that Paul merely
passed the time on a rock : for that is inconsist-

ent with the iv which requires some such
sense as' (i. e.) \ in

Aristoph. Ran. 704. Now there would be no diffi-

culty in supposing him to have been miraculously
supported ; but as the Almighty usually works by
second causes, it is better to suppose, with the

best Commentators, that he was supported on
some fragment of the wreck ; which is very con-
sistent with his being h. This is confirmed
by Theodor., who takes it to mean,^ !]-

rjfAt .
26. b&oin. —].] The Apostle, I

conceive, added the second and third terms, to

e.remptifyvihat is expressed in the first. For to

the great hardships which he would have to un-
dergo in his long journeyings, were to be added
the dangers to which he was thereby exposed,
both in crossing, and sometimes niakinn; his pas-

sage along, broad and deep rivers, in petty boats
;

and also the perils from robbers ; with whom, at

that time, even the most thickly inhabited and
civilized parts of the \voild swarmed. The Genit.
here is dependent upon understood. -

scil. (see Gal. i. 14.) Their blind big
otry everywhere persecuted him with unrelent-
ing malice. ', is to be taken genericallij

for (V. It is meant that dangers met him
wherever he turned himself— whether in the
busy haunts of men — or in the solitudes of the
desert— or in the bosom of the mighty deep.
Those in the cities would be from the bigots, both
Jewish and Gentile. By those in the deserts,

may be understood those from the excessive heat
or draught (which sometimes has destroyed great
multitudes at once), wild beasts, or the ambushes
of the bigots, or from the attacks of robliers. And
as Kivi. iv comes immedi.Ttely after the
words denoting the attacks of assassins or robbers,
we may suppose it to advert to the dangers there
of tt.WiWi-iws (so Acts XX. 3. -

iiti '&,\
1') or of pirates. By. are chiefly

meant pretended Christians, whether Jews or
Gentiles

;
generally, perhaps, the former, >vho

feigned to be converted, in order to act as spies :

but partly Judaizing Christians may be meant.
See Gal. ii. 4.

27. i'l' , &c.] To perils of life, and plots

against his personal safety, the Apostle now adds
those less formidable, but scarcely more tolera-

ble, because continual, inflictions to be endured
in the course of his almost perpetual and most
wearisome journeyings, and even his more settled

sojournings. Comp. supra vi. 4, 5.

28. .'] Some Commentators an-

cient and modern (as Chrys., Theophyl., Casaub.,
Wolf, Rosenm., Emm., and Wahl) take this to
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mean " besides other things, which I have omit-
ted ; " which interpretation is supported by the

Syr. Version. Others (as Calvin, Beza, Erasm.,
Pise, Schleusn., and Schmid) e.xplain, " things

not of the regular routine of my office and la-

bours." Others, again, (as E. V., Wakef , Abp.
Newc.)^ understand it of " the external troubles

already mentioned ;" q. d. 'besides such exter-

nal inconveniences as I have recounted.' This
Wets, supports from a passage of an anonymous
Philosopher ; but not successfully, since the ex-

pression there is not, but. As to

the first-mentioned interpretation,— it is open to

the objection, that tiiere is scarcely any thing

that might not be supposed to be included in the

foregoing particulars. And, indeed, the sense

arising is frigid, and little agreeable to the con-

text. Not to say that this signification of;
is destitute of proof. Moreover, it would re-

quire the words to be taken, with the preceding,

thus : Kill, %? : which
would make it very difficult to assign to the words
following any tolerable sense. The second inter-

pretation is, on all accounts, entitled to the pref-

erence ; it being founded on the usual sense of, and enabling us to assign a satisfactory

meaning to the words following, i'/{:, ifec.

The complete sense of tlie verse is excellently

expressed by Calvin, as follows :
" Prater ea quE

superveniunt hinc inde, et quasi sunt extraordi-

naria, quanti Eestimanda est moles ordinaria, qua3

assidue me urget ; nempe quod omnium eccle-

siarum solicitudinem gero."

There is at . an ellip. of ; and the i';. is in apposition with, and
explanatory of the preceding : q. d. " There is

that crowd of labours and anxieties \vhich per-

petually beset me — the care of all the Churches.
These various cares, one after another, in con-

course, must have pressed heavily on the Apostle,

so that to him may be applied the words of the

Greek tragedian (Eumen. 129.) '\ '. By . are meant all the

churches he had planted ; and, indeed, all the

churches among the Gentiles, of which, as Apos-

tle of the Gentiles, he might be said to have the

care. See Col. ii. 1.

29. Ti'c, &c.] This is, I conceive, meant
to illiistrait' the preceding, and show the

interest he took in all the Churches. . may,
with most Commentators, be understood of weak-
ness in the faith ; and wo-, of anxiety to recover

a sinning brother. Thus the sense will be :
" Who

among my converts is weak in faith, and I am not

also weak " i. e. as compliant to his weakness,

as if I were weak (see Rom. xii. 15. and 1 Cor.

ix. 22.) •,
" who is perverted in his Christian prin-

ciples, or erring in Christian practice, and I burn

not with grief and zeal to recover him ? " Some,
however, as Noesselt and Emmerl., assign the

following as the sense :
" quem afflictum dicas, si

me non dicas ? quem calamitates oppetere, si me
non iis premi, quin uri, memores ? " But.
will not admit of such a sense ; which, it is plain,

is meant to designate the e^'ect of the preceding, to which it corresponds. Thus the two
terms are united in Rom. xiv. 21. & Iv h-
<j)ot )

30. £('. , &c.] " If, then, I must needs
boast, (see v. 18.) [as 1 am compelled so to do] I

will boast of" . (forru;), " my
sufferings and tribulations." So Rom. viii. 26. 2
Cor. xii. 5, et al.

31. b — 8ti '.] This must not, I con-
ceive, be referred (with the ancients and some
moderns) to what follows ; but (as the best mod-
ern Commentators have seen) to what precedes ;

namely, the affecting detail of his various suffer-

ings for the Gospel's sake, the truth of which he
avers by the present solemn asseveration.

32. 33. This circumstance (which, as Doddr.
thinks, look place not when he was first convert-
ed, but when he had preached about three years
in Arabia) is subjoined to the foregoing, quasi

kiit' -. It is related in Acts ix. 20— 25.

With respect to the word, it may be ob-
served that it is derived, not from. but from
the Chald.

J j'lQ,
from J"^Q, to twist. The Etym.

explains by-. See
more in Rec. Syn., from which it appears that it

is uncertain whether the word here signifies a
large hamper of wicker work, or a large stiff Jish-

ino-net of braided cords. Considering the avuptSi

of St. Luke, the former is most probably what is

meant.
But to adverLto a seeming discrepancy in the

accounts of St.^^uke and .St. Paul, as to the es-

cape in question ; in the former it is said that the

Apostle was let down 6 , " by the
wall," — i. e., as Doddr. explains, liij the side of
it. Which seems not to agree with the account
of St. Paul. Yet there is no discrepancy in the
orio^inal ; for lua may mean through the wall ; i. e.

through an aperture of the wall, a loop-hole, etn-

brasure, or window. See the Note on Acts xx. 9.

Such is the sense of iia in St. Luke : but
St. Paul makes the thing clearer by using both, and ita.
. The Apostle now proceeds to treat of

other matters whereof he might boast, but which
he kept apart from the former, as things of another
and very superior nature ;

— namely, the exalted

Supernatural Gifts he enjoyed, and the Revela-
tions from Heaven which had been vouchsafed to

him ; such as were proper to be mentioned on
this occasion, as fully establishing his claim to a

high superiority above his opponents and depre-

ciators, the false Apostles. Yet, with the same
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prudence as elsewhere, St. Paul introduces this

fresh cause for boasting with an expression meant
to deprecate censure.

As to the var. lect. is, for iti, and the omission

of the, (approved by Griesb.) I have, in Rec.

Syn. shown that tliey are mere emendalioiis of the

ancient Critics of the Alexandrian School, and

that the real and complete sense is as follows :
" I

know, indeed, that it is unbecoming in me to boast;

i. e. KuT(i, (see xi. 18,) [but I am compelled

to do so, and I have causes enow to justify me]
for, to proceed, as I shall now do, to visions and

revelations from the Lord," &c. Equally remark-

able omissions of clauses occur elsewhere in St.

Paul's writings. The terms. and

are not, as some imagine, synonymous. The lat-

ter is a stronger term than the former. And Em-
merl. observes, that the at Acts xvi. 9. unites

the senses included in both these terms. -, says Abp. Newc, " is an appearance present-

ed to "the mind of a person sleeping or waking;'. is a suggestion of a truth, or fact, by

the Spirit of God." Surely, however, tlie use of. in the N. T. requires the above definition

to have added " supernatiirally 'presented." As
far as it was presented, to one awake, it might be
called a trance ; for though awake, the external

senses of the person were bound up. See Slnde,

and Bp. Lowth, on Is. i. 1. Macknight, how-
ever, is of opinion, that by visions of the Lord
must be understood his seeing the Lord Jesus on
many occasions after his ascension. Acts ix. 27;
xviii. 9 ; xxii. 18 ; x.xiii. . And, above all, those

visions of Christ, which he saw when he was
caught up into the tliird heaven. The plural in. is by most recent Commentators supposed to

be taken oeneric'dltj. See Win. Gr. ^ 21. 3. Kote
1. But St. Paul had probably inamj visions.

2. fv Xp.] scil. >. The best Com-
mentators are agreed that this expression signifies

a disciple or servant of Christ; the Apostle thus

speaking of himself in the third person through
modesty; as John, in his Gospel, xviii. 15; xix.

35. That the Apostle here means himself, ap-

pears from vv. 6 & 7.

— ( i^cii.] On the year meant by the
Apostle, the Commentators are not agreed. It

•will depend on the date assigned to this Epistle,

which itself depends on that of the first Epistle.

See the Introduction to it.

— uTt iv— ovK o7(5«.] The Commentators ex-

plain this to mean, that, during the rapture in

question, he lost all consciousness of any thing

around him (as in the case of Peter's trance, Acts
X. 9.); and that his outward senses were so en-
tirely closed, (the whole perception being by the

powers of the mind,) that he could not say whether
his soul was then in the body, or removed from
it. It is, however, remarked by Dnddr., that,
" what the presence of an immaterial soul in a

body can be, distinct from the capacity of per-

ceiving by it and acting upon it, we have yet to

learn." But whatever may be the difficulty, it

must by no means be removed in the summary
way ado[)ted by some recent Commentators ; i. e.

by supposing the Apostle only to mean, that •' the

things were represented in so lively a manner, as

to leave it doubtful whether they had not been
really seen and heard ; that he was quasi raptus

extra se," &c. By retaining the natural sense,

though confessing the difficulty, we, at least, are

enabled (with Whitby) to " regard this as a proof of

St. Paul's belief that the soul may have percep-
tion when oi^t of the body, and consequently have
an independent existence."
— —' ovp.^ This IS accom-

modated to the language of the Jews of that age
;

who held that there were three heavens; 1. the

region of the atmosphere ; 2. the sidereal, or

place of the stars ; 3. the heaven properly so call-

ed, the abode of God and the angels. The Phil-

ological Commentators have failed to remark,
that this passage of the Apostle was had in view
by the author of the Philopatris, in Lucian iii.

597. fin., where it is said of Paul : -^ eiripfjivoi, • olpnidi'. The writer seems to have
had in mind Aristoph. Nub. 225, where Socrates

says : .
4. ' «.] It is debated whether

this rapture, or vision, be the sa7ne as the last, or
another. Most of the best modern Commentators
are of the ybrmfr opinion : while the ancients and
several moderns (as Grot., Bp. Bull, Whitby,
Doddr., and Rosenm.) are of the latter; under-
standing by the nupda. the place of departed souls.

See Note on Luke xxiii. 43. Either may, in a
certain sense, be true.

—[/ ».'\ " may signify either

what cannot be uttered, or what oiigJit not to be
uttered. If the latter sense be the true one, thev

words following a , &c. are explanatory
of the preceding; and yet, in that sense,

required no explanation, since it was the common
signification of the word ; as, for instance, when
applied to the '% o"" the Tetragrammaton,
called the'. The former significa-

tion, therefore, deserves the preference, viz. in-

ejfalili/, inexjiressihly sublime, such as no human
intellect could comprehend, " verba (to use the

words of Horace) sacro diona sileutio."

The words following •)
signify, " and which, [if they were capable of

being expressed,] it would not be lawful for me
to communicate ;" and that (Schoettg. observes)
" because the Apostle had not the authority to

declare the mysteries revealed unto him, these

having been not so much for the sake of the

Church, as for himself, for the strengthening of

his own faith, and the alleviation of his affliction."

5. The sense is, ' I may and will boast.'., uffiictions, as in xi. 30.
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6. The sense is here only to be completely
seen by tracing the connexion with the preceding
words. Taking — from what pre-

cedes, we may express the full sense as follows :

"As to myself, I will boast of nothing but my
weaknesses and afflictions, [though I could boast

of far more. Of these I will not speak in my
own name, though I might do so;] for if I should

choose to boast of them, I should not be foolish,

(i. e. it would not be foolish boasting) since I

should tell the truth : but I forbear to do it, lest

any one should think of me beyond what he seeth

me to be, or heareth of me ;" namely (as Abp.
Newc. expresses it), " desiring no other opinion of

me than what is suggested by my miracles which
you have seen, and my inspired doctrines which
you have heard." To have claimed merit for

what had not, and could not fall under the ob-

servation of men, would have been too much like

the false Apostles.

7. It is well remarked by Calvin, that " here
we see a man Avho had conquered infinite dangers,

torments, and other evils ; had triumphed over

all the enemies of Christ, had shaken off the fear

of death, and renounced the world
;
yet had not

wholly subdued his propensity to pride. JXay,

he was still engaged in so dreadful a conflict with

it, that he could not conquer without being him-
self beaten and butfetted."

—{ Ty .] This is mentioned,
in some measure, to lessen the invidia, which the

above disclosure of his high privileges might ex-

cite. 'F.hoQq signifies (by a popular idiom) "was
inflicted." As to the gkoS. - ., it is one of the

most disputed expressions in the N. T. The best

Commentators, however, are, with reason, agreed
that the word must be taken in the natural sense,
— as denoting some very painful disorder, or

mortifying infirmity; grievous ajjictioiis being, in

all languages, expressed by metaphors taken from
the piercing of the flesh by thorns or splinters.

Various acute disorders have been supposed to be
meant; as the head-aclie, the ear-ndie, the stone-

and-grarel. But it should rather seem that some
chronical distemper or infirniitv is meant, and
probably such was exceedingly mortifijinir (by ex-

posing him to the ridicule of the multitude) as

well as painful ; otherwise the Apostle would
scarcely have felt such anxiety to have it re-

moved. No radical or nat/iral infirmity can be
meant, since such could not be imputed to the

instrumentality of Satan : not to say that to have
prayed for the removal of such, might have sa-

voured of presumption. The most probable con-

jecture (for we can rise no higher) is that of Bps.

Bull and Sherlock, AVhitby, Lord Barrington,
Benson, Doddr., Mackn., and Rosenm., that it

w^as a paralytic and hypochondriac affection, which
occasioned a distortion of countenance, and many
other distressing effects, which would much tend
to impede his usefulness. This disorder might
be called -., as being partly inflicted

by Satan. And, indeed, there seems an allusion

to the Heb. '7) which is properly a past Par-

ticiple of the obsolete verb (at least not occurring
in the O. T.) "'7, to send; like legatus in Latin.

8. .] i. e. Christ, as appears from the
next verse. See Whitby and Macknight, who
rightly adduce this as an example of prayer to

Christ, and consequently a proof of Christ's Di-
vinity. is considered by the Commentators
as a certain for an uncertain, but large, number
(i. e. often-times.) To the passages cited by them,
I add Eurip. Hippol. 46. /; c!g ^

3, and Job. xxxiii. 29., which I would
render, " So all these things doth God work with
man unto three times," namely, by divinely sent
disorders, by nocturnal visions, and by divine
messengers. See supra from v. 15. In the Ver-
sion of Symmaclius, for ) read . Our
common translation ofteidimes is rather an inter-

pretation, and that an erroneous one. See Ro-
senm. in loc.

9.,. Namely, either by vision, or by
the Bath kol mentioned in 1 Kings xix. 12.- signifies " is sufficient for thy help,"
implying a promise of support, as supra ix. 8.

" God is able to make all grace abound to you."
Thus signifies the gracious support
of God, both internally and externally. TtXci-, ' plenius sese exserit." ., i. e. in
the weakness of the instruments I employ.— —. ;.] There is some ap-
pearance of incongruity between'^ and. ;-^ rather requiring, as in 2 Mace. ii.

28. (which St. Paul seems to have had in mind)
)(5 . This, however,
may be removed by supposing in. asigriifi-

caiio prcFgnans, thus :
" Most willingly therefore

will I bear with, nay, rather rejoice in, and boast
over mv infirmities, [than be discouraged under
them]." "iivj- — Xp.. " that the power
of Christ may rest upon me [to strengthen and
support me]."

10. '.] I am well pleased, complaceo
mihi. By,,, 7,
and^, are meant distresses of various
kinds ; the sense being first expressed by a gen•
eral term (), then followed up by pariicu-
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tar ones, by way of example. belongs

to all of these. In 8rav, ;
we have a beautiful turn (like that of Philo, cited

by Wets., ,
.) q. d. 'The more I am brought down by

tribulation, the more do 1 experience the supports

of Divine strength.' See Phil. iv. 13.

11. .] As the Apostle began

this detail of his merits and spiritual endowments
with the deprecatory softening^. &c. and ? , so he ends it with

an apology introductory of the reason for it
; q. d.

" Ye see, then, that I have made myself a fool in

boasting. But ye have compelled me so to do,

viz. by rendering it necessary to do justice to

myself, and also for your good, by disabusing you
of your prejudices." It is truly, thougli quaintly,

observed by Fuller, in his Holy State, that " self-

praising comes most naturally from a man where
it comes most violently from him in his own de-

fence. For though modesty binds a man's tongue

to the peace in this point, yet, being assaulted in

his credit, he may stand upon his guard ; and then

he doth not so much praise as purge himself. "

And Bishop Sanderson, in his Sermon on Job
xxix. 14— 17., remarks, that "when men do us

manifest Avrong, it is not vanity, but charity, to

do ourselves right ; and whatever appearance of

folly, or vain boasting, there may be in so do-

ing, those are chargeable with all, who compel us

thereunto, and not we."
after is omitted in many an-

cient MSS., Versions and Fathers, and is can-

celled by Gricsb. It may, indeed, be suspected

of being an interpolation.

The next words show how he was compelled
;

namely, by the want of that comrjiendaiion from
them which was his due, since he was nothing
inferior to the chiefest Apostles. His merits and
endowments ought to have been summed up by
them, and then it would not have been necessary
to praise himself

"The words & may, with most Com-
mentators, be taken as said seriously (as in John
viii. 54•.), and as expressive of genuine humility

;

his own weaknesses being considered apart from
the strength of his Lord. Many eminent Com-
mentators, however, with good reason, regard
them as said sarcastically, and ex opinione Pseud-
apostolornm ; q. d. though I am, it seems, a no-
body. This may be confirmed from Soph. Trach.
1109. kHv to^ . & Aj. 7G7. K<jv b& .

12. '.] The is for, saltern.. is rightly rendered by Wahl, "of the
Apostle

;
" for the Article is not without its force,

but has the hypothetical use. See Middl. Gr. A.
Ch. III. § 2. So we say, " he gave proofs of the

general, or the hero." ., " have been
effected," scil. - . Here by are de-
noted documenta, proofs, as in Matt. xvi. 3. Rom.
iv. 11. ] Cor. xiv. 22. and Thucyd. i. 10. ;

is taken as supra vi. 4. iv

noWy. Or iv. may be taken for. perseveringly,

as in Luke viii. 15. Rom. viii. 25. Heb. xii. 1.

Here ., ., and 6vv. are associated, like iw.,
Tip., and . at Acts ii. 2., where see Note, and
Tittm. de Syn. Compare Rom. xv. 19.

13. Having shown that no signs of an Apostle
were wanting in him, he enquires whether there
be any other deficiency, which should leave them
inferior to other churches, q. d. " [What have
you to complain of?] for in what," &c. At 3

supply. '. here signifies to be in an in-

ferior condition ; of which sense some examples
are cited from the Classical vriters. ' is

for Ij. The is, I think, emphatic,

q. d. " / myself have not, whatever others may
have." — contains one of the
most cutting things ever said.

14. This and the next verse are, as Emmerl.
observes, parenthetical, v. 16. being closely con-
nected with V. 13. The scope of the passage is

to exclude any misrepresentation of the false

teachers, — that lie was only urging his past

moderation, to pave the way for future demands
upon them. Thus the sense is : "I have not
been burdensome to you [heretofore] ; and when
I come to you asjain [as I am now for the third

time purposing in mind to do] I ivill not be bur-

densome to you." So xi. 12. ii Kti'i.
The best Commentators are agreed that the

is to be referred to ' ; since it appears

from i. 15. that his last visit could only be the

second.

— oh —] q. d. I seek not your
substance, but only desire the salvation of your
souls. '\ —- An adagial sen-

tence (perhaps formed on Ezek. xxxiv. 2.) ex-

pressed popnlariter, and referring to what is natu-

ral, and in the regular order of things. Grot,

here cites the law dictum " Ratio naturalis, quasi

lex quscdam tacita, liberis parentum haereditatem

adducit."

15.- .] q. d. " I am ready to

spend my time, substance, health, strength — nay,

my very life for your sake." /. signifies to

be utterly exhausted by labours, &c. Thus the

expression is similar to that at Acts xx. 24. '
oiitvbs \oyov, &(£ '/
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1 XIII. ' ' 0|U e ni't^io 'as.'. The next words, ' — are

well rendered by Emmerl. :
" Si vel amorem vestri,

qui in me suinmus est, vaster erga me amor parum
SBquet." It is a fine remark of Theodoret and
Theophyl., that what is here said is at once acru-

satoiy, and yet conciliatonj. He heals the pain

he might inflict by charging them with want of
uffection to him, by intimating his great affection

for them.

U5. ' if— 'fSaiiov.'] The Apostle here speaks

in the person of his calumniators, making their

words his own. '^' is supposed by

almost all Commentators to mean, " 1 took

you in, made a gain of you, by artifice and strata-

gem." The sense, however, seems simply to be :

'
I practised, it seems, upon you a piece of re-

fined artifice, and sought to accomplish my self-

ish purpose by the instrumentality of another

person."

17. Here nva — i^i' is put (as Emmerl. ob-

serves) by a popular mode of expression, for(, ', &C.
18.., «fee] This has reference

to what was said supra viii. 6. IS. The Apostle ap-

peals to /((c/s, which they themselves could not
deny. And the interrogation at •. im-
plies a strong negation. The sentence, arranged
according to the regularity of Western composi-
tion, would run thus :

" Did Titus, whom I re-

quested to go to you, or the brother whom I sent

with him, make a gaiu of you ? " This the Apos-
tle follows up with a sentence in which the con-

sequent is put for the antecedent. He does not

say, '• No, they walked in my steps," but deli-

cately substitutes, " Have we not walked in the

same spirit,— pursued the same disinterested

course ? " aS. should be rendered " the broth-

er," i. e. the one whom ye well know. See Note
supra viii. 18— 21.

19. ' —.] This is said in order

to prevent the anxiety, which he shows to justify

himself in all respects, from being ascribed to

improper motives,— whether timidity or selfish-

ness. The ra\iv refers to iii. ]. & v. 12. Now
the Apostle does not reply to this by a strong

negation,; but leaves that to be implied,—
by stating, with a solemn protestation (in attesta-

tion of the truth of what he says), that his views,

in acting and writing as he has done, have been
solely their edification and spiritual benefit.

20. This verse is meant further to apologize

for his refutation of the calumny circulated against

himself, and for the languasje of reprehension
above addressed to tliem. , i. e. re-

formed. In «/ oh Oi\. there is, as at x. 2, pun-
ishment hinted at, which is more fully expressed
at xiii. 2. oh. At., (fcc. repeat. and, " lest there be found." The
change of construction may be attributed to deli-

cacy ; since, if the Apostle had finished the sen-
tence as he had begun it, he must have used in-

stead of nouns denoting vices, nouns denoting the
persons gvilti/ of those vices

; q. d. lest, namely,
I should find you zealots, quarrelsome, back-
biters, &c. ; as Rom. i. 30. The terms,.. denote the more violent forms, and\\<
and i^iO., the milder modifications, of anger and
ill-will. denotes a partij spirit: and. refers to that confusion which must
thence arise. Comp. Jam. iii. IG.

21. Here the Apostle hints at something «'o/\?e,

itnmoraHtij. The -' may be taken either with', or with -]. But the former seems
preferable. M/5 ^. h . h., " lest my
God should humble me in respect of you ; " i. e.

lest I should be mortified, and grieved to find, in

some of you. so little profit of my labours. .., &,c. The sense is, " [lest] I may have to

bewail many who have not repeated, and forsaken
their sins."

XIII. In this Chapter the Apostle proceeds to

intimate his purpose to inflict punishments super-
naturnlly on those who persisted in resisting his

authority. And after exhorting them to self-exam-
ination, and to anticipate his correction by timely
reformation, he concludes with exhortations, sal-

utations, and benedictions.
1. TovTo f'p;^.] '" I am preparing, and in-

tending to come." See Note supra xii. 14.

—- The purport of these words is

not a little debated. By many the meaning is

supposed to be, " W^hcn I come, every matter or

complaint respecting impenitent oflenders shall

be decided according to the rule laid down in

the Law (Numb. xxxv. 30. Deut. xvii. 6. xix. 13.),
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' ,
and sanctioned by the Gospel (see Matt, xviii.

16.), that by the testimony of two or three wit-

nesses/' &c. Some ancient and several modern
Commentators, however (as Grot., Hamm., and
Locke), understand by these ivilnesses the Apos-
tle's admonitions in his two Epistles. The sense,

however, seems to be that assigned (and I think

rightly) by Mr. Scott :
" When at length he

should come, he would proceed against them ac-

cording to that Law, or to the rule laid down by
Christ for his disciples." (Matt, xviii. 15— IS.)

" In the former Epistle (continues Mr. S.) he had
before told them of his purpose ; in the preceding
part of this Epistle he had again warned tiiem, as

if present witli them ; and here, again, at the con-

clusion, being yet ' absent,' and giving them a lit-

tle longer space to repent, he now wrote, to as-

sure those who had before sinned and continued
untractable, and all others who might counte-

nance them, that when he came again, he would
' not spare ' the offenders, nor appear so timid and
weak as they before had concluded him to be

(x. 1 — 11. xii. 17 — 2L 1 Cor. iv. 18 — 21. v.

1 — 5.)•, especially as some of them boldly de-

manded ' proof of Christ's speaking ' in him ' as

his Apostle ; though this had already been con-

firmed by no feeble evidence, but by his ' mighty
power working in and among them, in various

ways.'

"

2. '.'] The sense is, " I

have just told and warned you, and I now say it

before-hand." This is, Emmerl. says, put for' /', vvv/ at Phil. iii. 19. and irpo-^ Gal. V. 21. With re-

spect to (Lj vvv, the best (Commentators are

agreed that the sense is, " as if I were present

the second time, though now, as yet, absent."/ TO '. is for 6 -, like rb.
The construction is cleared bv the parenthesis.

is wanting in several MSS. of the Western
recension, and is cancelled by Griesb., Tittm.,
and Vat. : rightly ; as we can better account for

the insertion, than the omission of the word.

3, 4. On the construction, punctuation, and
sense of these verses, difference of opinion exists.

Many recent Commontators connect ^— at v. 3. with . at v. 5, thus

making the former contain a protasis, and the lat-

ter an apotlosis ; throwing the intermediate words
into a parenthesis. But though this method yields

a good sense, it seems too artificial and far-fetch-

ed ; nor is the Apostle accustomed so accurately
to complete a sentence, interrupted by so Ions a

parenthesis. The common mode of pointing and
taking the words seems to be more natural, and
yields full as good a sense. The sense of v. 3.

may be thus expressed :
" Especiallv since some

of you boldly demand a proof of Christ's speaking

in me, as his Apostle ; though this hath been al-

ready confirmed by evidence of the strongest

kind, namely, by His mighty power working in

and through me, in various ways." By . is

meant, as Newc. observes, " a proof to be evi-

denced by the exercise of my authority." -, viz. in the working of miracles, either to

cure, or to inflicl disorders, and by the communi-
cation of the spiritual gifts. This, exert-

ed through tlie instrumentality of Paul, at-

tested his Divine legation as Apostle. Nay, his

very success in converting them to the Gospel,
so that they had received the Spiritual (iifts, was
also another testimony that God worked with
Paul. See Whitby.
The sense of v. 4. is well expressed by Whitby

in the following paraphrase :
" For though he was

crucified through [the] weakness [of that human
nature which he took upon him, and in that ap-

peared to others as weak], yet he liveth [and dis-

covereth efficaciously that he doth so] by tlie

power of God [so gloriously attending the invo-

cation of his name, and faith in him] ; we also

[Gr. ajid so we a/sol are [as yet in your apprehen-
sion] weak in him, but we shall [appear to] live

by the power of God [exerting itself by us] tow-
ards you." The scope of the argument is well
pointed out by Mr. Scott as follows :

" F'or though
Jesus was crucified, as if he had been only a weak
helpless man ; and was despised as unable to ' save

himself;' yet he was raised from the dead, and
lived in glory, 'by the power of God, ' to ' put

all enemies under his feet ' In like manner, the

Apostle and his brethren appeared weak and des-

picable, as being made like the Saviour; and the

power, which they spake of, seemed to be dead,

because they did not exercise it : yet they were
assured that it would revive, and that they should

be evidently quickened, and endued with the

power of God, exerted in their behalf towards

the disobedient Corinthians, by inflicting miiacu-

lous judgments upon them."
5. {«., &c.] Instead of presumptuous-

ly demanding proofs, where none ought to be re-

quired, he bids them try and examine thejnsc/vps

;

and if they be but in the faith, they find suiTi-

cient proofs of his Divine legation, in the Spir-

itual (iifts and general reformation produced
through his preaching, as well as to prove Christ

to be in them, by His power. But that would
prove his own Divine mission.
— ovK ., &c.] The sense seems to be :

" Do ye not know concerning yourselves, and

find that Jesus Christ is in you ?— unless, indeed,

ye be not genuine Christians, but deserving re-

jection, and therefore destitute of proof that

Christ is in you." It should seem that the Apos-

tle here uses &. in a double sense per parono•
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masiam. In the latter of the two, the word is

used in the next verse. It is here remarked by
Mr. Valpy, " that the proof of Christ's presence
in any Church, was the existence of miraciilotis

powers and spiritual gifts in that Church." Which
is true as far as it goes ; but the Apostle had, I

apprehend, a reference to something besides that,

namely, the dwelling of Christ in their hearts by
faith, producing its genuine fruits in good works.
See Mr. Scott.

Ci.' —.'] The sense (somewhat
dubious) seems to be this :

" But I trust that we
find and know that ire, at least, are not,
i. e. destitute of the proof of Divine power in us."

7. The sense of the verse seems to be this :

" However, I pray that ye may do nothing evil,

and deserving of punishment
;

[for it is my wish
and purpose] not tliat our divine commission be
by that means approved ; but [rather] that ye
may do what is right and good, and that we may
thereby be, as it were, without that proof, by not

having to exercise the power," viz. of punishing
offenders.

8. oil —^- The sense is

here disputed. But there is good reason to de-
viate from the common interpretation, by which
the sense is :

" [Ye need fear no injustice or par-

tiality] ; for our decisions must be agreeable to

the truth which is in Jesus, being preserved from
error by the same Being who intrusted us with
this mighty power." ' inlp . is, as Em-
merl. observes, for' / ::7 hnip. See 1 Tim. iv. 3. . must here
mean true religion ; a signification frequent in

the N. T.
9. —.- This has reference

to the preceding i'lu, &c. The sense seems
to be :

" Nay, so far are we from wishing to give

proof of our power, by having to punish your ir-

regularities, that we rather rejoice when we are
[thus] u-enic (i. e. seem weak, by not having our
power shown by the proof) and ye are strong [in
faith and good works]."
— Toi'To <5f —. "This [it is that] we

not only wish, but even pray for
;
[namely] your

reformation and perfection, that we may have no
cause to exercise severity towards you." -

signifies properly the setting of a broken
bone, or curing a distorted limb. Here it de-
notes " your restoration to a sound and perfect
state."

10. Sia ToTiTo, &c.] This is, as Theoph. ob-
serves, meant to apologize for the objurgatory and
minatory language he had employed ;

— namely,
as wishing that it would have to be extended no
further than loords, and not shown in deeds. The
next words are a repetition of what was said at
X. 8.

11.. See Note on v. 9. The
meaning^ seems to be :

" strive after reformation
and perfection." Thus our Lord says. Matt. v.

48. \ by which can only be meant,
" aim at, strive after being perfect." That God
hath His part in this work, as well as man, is

clear from Heb. xiii. 21. (scil. b )
iv .
—.'] "take comfort ;" or, as some ex-

plain, " comfort each other." Id ahd,
" aim at concord in your religious sentiments,
avoiding dissensions and factions." The Apostle
then fortifies his exhortation, by proposing a strong
motive to the practice of this unanimity and con-
cord ;

— namely, that the God of all love, the Giv-
er of peace and all other blessings, will be with
them, namely, for their protection against ail who
seek to interrupt that peace and concord.

VOL. II. 29
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This was among the earliest of the Epistles of

St. Paul ; being written about A. D. 52 or 53 :

some say 48 or 49. The Galatians had been
converted to Christianity si.x or seven years be-

fore, chiefly or entirely by St. Paul. But after

his departure, Judaizing teachers had crept in,

who maintained the necessity of circumcision,

and the observance of the precepts of the Mosaic
Law ; and, in order the more effectually to work
their purposes, had depreciated tlie authority of

St. Paul ; representing that he was no Apostle,

having only a depuied commission from the

Apostles and elders at Jerusalem ; who had al-

ways, they said, required or encouraged an ad-

herence to the Mosaic Law. To counteract
these errors, St. Paul, in the present Epistle, y?';si

proves his Apostleship,— by showing that he had
received it directly from God, appealing to the

history of his conversion, and his subsequent
conduct. He tlien proceeds to refute the notion

of the necessity of an observance of the Jewish
Law to salvation ; showing not only that those
who embrace the Gospel are freed from its ob-

servance, but also, that whoever depends on it

for acceptance with God, will lose all the benefits

to be expected from the Gospel. Furtlter, he rm-
dicates the doctrine he taught, on the important
subject of justification by faith without the works
of the Law, and shows the folly of the Galatians

in going about to subject themselves to the Law,
whereby they would forfeit the benefits of the

Covenant of Grace. Lastly, after giving them
various instructions and exhortations to walk
worthy of their high calling, and especially to

make a right use of their Christian freedom, he
concludes with a brief summary of the topics

above discussed, terminating in an Apostolical
benediction.

Hence it is plain that the present Epistle re-

lates to the same subject as that to the Romans,
justification by fiith oidy ; though a difference is

perceptible in the manner of treating the subject,
arising, Palcy tliinks, " from the difference in St.

Paul's situation. In this Epistle to the Galatians,
whose Church he had founded, he rests much
upon authority : in that to the Romans, where
he was not personally known, nor his authority
established, he rests entirely on argument." Be-
sides this, however, there are other, and more ma-

terial points of difference, which are well stated

by Dr. Mackn. in his preface to this Epistle. The
Epistle to the Galatians (he shows) " was intended
to prove, against the Jews or Judaizers, that men
arc justified by faith, without the works of the

Law of Moses. Whereas the Epistle to the Ro-
mans treats of justification on a more enlarged

plan : being meant to prove, both against Jews
and Gentiles, that neither the one nor the other
can be justified meritoriously by performing works
of Law, or any law of works ; but that all must be
justified gratuitously by faith, through the obe-

dience of Christ. Accordingly the two Epistles

supply a complete proof that justification is not
to be obtained meritoriously, either by rites and
ceremonies (though of Divine appointment) or

by works of morality ; but that it is entirely a

free gift, proceeding alone from the mercy of
God in Christ."

To proceed from the subject and scope to the
manner, here, too, there is a considerable differ-

ence between the two Epistles. For while in the

Epistle to the Ronums, the matter far e.xcels the

manner, and, from extreme brevity, a consider-

able obscurity prevails throughout; in the pres-

ent, though there is much of conciseness, and,

from a similar boldness of expression and pecu-
liarity of treating a subject, much of difficulty

often exists; yet here far more of plan and regu-

larity, and a sort of consummateness is found
In short, to use the vords of Winer in his Pro-

legomena : "Tviihil facile addiderit quispiam, quod
argunientorum incredibilcm vim augeat ; nihil

dcmserit, quod absonum aut debile ; nihil trajc-

cerit, quod alieno loco positum videatur. Bene
omnia composita absolutaque sunt, squabiliter

iluunt, et his, qui legant, assensum paene extor-

quent."
C. I. 1— 5. In these vv. is contained the in-

scriptio7i and the salutation. In treating of the

former, there is, I think, much clearness imparted
to a somewhat involved sentence, by placing the

\vords ovK uz-— (as I liave

done, after the example of Prof. Schott, in his

learned edition of this Epistle) between marks
of parenthesis. The scope of this parenthetical

portion is to show the grounds of Paul's claim to

A])ostlcshi[), which, it seems, had been called in

question. Instead, therefore, of merely saying (as
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in the Epistles to the Corinthians and those to the tioned, to show the vast superiority of the Gospel
Colossians and Ephesians), Sui , over the Law, in respect to the expiation for sin.
he enters more at large into the thing, showing Compare 1 Mace. vi. 44. Tit. ii. 14.
wliat he is not, as well as what he is. In this — —] "in order that he
parenthesis, {or rather), might [thereby] deliver us from this present
must be supplied from the preceding. See Note evil age;" by wliich is meant, might deliver us
on 2 Cor. .\ii. 7. . The ' auOp., from conformity to its corrupt manners, and the
and ' ., are not, 5 Koppe andBorger sup- condemnation consequent thereon.|
pose, synonymous. The signifies " on the signifies to rescue any one from evil, and by-

part of;" and the "by the agency or media- implication, bring him to good. , i. e.
tion of" Thus the sense is '' not commissioned the present state of things in the world (marked
from men, meaning the Apostles and Elders at by sin and misery) this world, as compared with
Jerusalem, but from Gou, not by the agency of the future and heavenly one; where sin and sor-
man, but by Jesus Christ." It is plain that row shall be done away ; or, as it here seems to

(which signifies any mere man) points mean, the corrupt men of the world, the
to the Divine origin of Christ. Hence the pas- >/. Acts ii. 40. See also Rom. .xii. 2. The
sage was justly regarded, by Origen and the other deliverance, however, may be both from the fate

Fathers, as one among those which prove the attending the evil men of this world, and from the
divinity of our Lord. evil customs, examples, andprac^ices of the world;
— Sul . Xp. Kui .] i. e. of Divine ap- just as, in the Lord's prayer, we pray to be de->

pointment. So Abp. Newc. explains :
" by the livcred from evil, or from the Evil One.

ministration of Christ who appeared to me ; and — . . . /.] " agreeably to
ultimately by the act of God." . the will of God, even our Father." See 1 Cor.
ex. "The reason for adding this was, xv. 24. 2 Cor. i. 3. Col. iii. 17. A formula,
doubtless, as Calvin, Koppe, Borger, and Winer Winer observes, frequent in St. Paul's writings,
point out, to show the s;roiauls which approved And he refers to 1 Cor. xv. 24. 2 Cor. 1. 3. xi. 31.

Jesus as Son of God, and supreme Ruler of the Eph. i. 3.

5.
I'l
.'] This is rendered by Wakef, "the

glory of this deliverance and salvation." So
Rom. xi. 36. xvi. 27. Eph. iii. 21. Phil. iv. 20.
2 Tim. iv. 18. 1 Pet. iv. 11. The common ver-

Church : especially as on this rested St. Paul's

claims to a Divine legation.

2. ^'.] I have in Recens. Synop. proved
that tliis cannot mean, as some modern Com-
mentators (even Borger and Schott) suppose, sion, however, is defended by Acts vii. 2. 6

brother Christians," but (as all the ancients

and almost all the moderns, Beza, Hanim.,
Whitl)y, Doddr., Koppe, Rosenm., Michael.,

laspis, and Winer explain) " brother ministers."

Compare 1 Cor. i. 1. 1 Thess. i. I. Phil. iv. 21.

, from which it seems that is one of
those nouns, which, when used in their most ab-
stract sense, take the Article. See Middl. Gr. A.
Ch. V. 1.

Besides, as Winer and Scott have seen, the, on which the other interpretation is Article is used, when the subject of the discourse
chiefly grounded, is often applied to a small num- is God. On the substance of the doctrine taught
ber, as three orfour. \., i. e. all of them in these introductory six verses, see an able sum-
in the province. mary by Whitby.

3. ', &c.] See Note on Rom. i. 7. 6. The Apostle now passes at once, and some-
4. TuZ' .] The sense what abruptly, to an attack on the gross errors

is, " who gave himself up to death for our sins," in doctrine, into which the Galatians had fallen
;

i. e. as a sacrifice for their expiation. Several — errors so serious and fundamental, that they
MSS., some Fathers, and the Ed. Princ. have for might be said to form another Gospel. Accord-,, which was preferred by Mill, and has ingly he opens his subject in the language of as-

been edited by Matth., Griesb., Tittm., Winer, tonishment at tlieir conduct.
and Schott. It is difficult to say which reading —, . .] Astonished
deserves the preference ; since and he might justly be, because they had all the- . in this sense are both of them found in means of being better informed.
the N. T.. and one is as frequent as the other, signifies, in the middle voice, properlif to change
Not to say that and are often confound- one's place ; and ftruratively, to change one's
ed in the MSS. of the Classical writers. Here, side, and go over to another. Thus we may ren-

however, while internal evidence is perhaps der, " that ye are gone over, or going over from
equal for each ; external evidence is in favour of him." . //(/ri/, with several Commentators,
'. Of -! the sense is nearly the same ; for, be referred to Christ: though as the office of
as the Commentators remark, , calling is elsewhere ascribed to God, the ancient
according to the language of Scripture, is used of and most modern Expositors are right in so ap-

sin-offerins;, as implying an atmiement for the plying it here. But in fact, there is (as Michaelis,
sin committed. Borger, and Scott remark) a breviloquentia (as ev

This circumstance, Chrys. observes, is men- // in 1 Thess. iv. 7.) of which the full sense
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b 1 Thcss. 2. 4.

James 4. 4.

is :
" who hath called you, that you should bo and

continue in tiie state of grace by Christ." Here
Theodoret points out the strength of the reproach

;

which is, not that tliey are turned from this doc-

trine to that, but altogether from Him wjio called

them to the grace of Christ; not from Christ

only, but from God himself: implying tliat the ob-

servance of the Law must be a denial of the au-

thority of tlie Lawgiver; for the Father himself
who gave the Law, hath called them to the tJos-

pel. Consequently an abandonment of this, and
a return to the Law, must be a defection from
Him who had called them.

is by most modern Commentators
taken for . But the ancient and some
eminent modern Expositors, as Koppe and Win.,
render, " by or through the grace of Christ," i. e.

unto salvation; as Rom. v. 15. 2 Cor. i. 12. 2
Thess. ii. 1. Which latter mode is preferable.

El's . ihayy. ; i. e. as it were another, being so

corrupted by the admixture of the dogmas of

another religion, Judaism.
7. 8 oliK a'\)^o, , &c.] There is some

difficulty in tracing the constniction, and conse-

quently uncertainty as to the exact sense of the

words. The ancient and most modern Commen-
tators, supposing the to refer to ., take the

£1 ] as put for (!, attumen. And they lay down
the sense either as follows :

" Which, however, is

not another (Jospel ; but there are some," &.c.

;

or thus :
" Wliich, however, is not another Gos-

pel, not worthy of that name, nor indeed the

Gospel at all; but, notwithstanding, there are

some," &c. Others, as Grot., Calvin, Crell.,

Locke, Bornemann, and Win., take the to refer

to the whole matter in question, (^) and
suppose that the Apostle is giving a reason for

their defection, and excusing it by throwing the

blame on otlicrs
; q. d. " Qus res nihil in se

habet aliud, qnam quod," i. e. Cujus rei nulla alia

est causa, quain quod quidam sunt qui, &c.
This latter mode of taking the passage, however,

would suppose the Apostle to have expressed his

meaning very imperfectly. For, as Scott observes,
" thus he ought to have written : aWo,
ri Uti TivU" And indeed there would thus be
something not a little forced and far-fetclied in

the sentence. As to the former interpretation, it

is rejected by Prof. Schott, on the ground that

is nowhere put for, nor used in any other
sense than ?//.«/. Yet it has been said by Professor
Scholefield (in the Preface to his Sermon entitled

St. Paul and St. .James reconciled) and Professor
Turton, in his Text of the English Bible, p. 7-1•,

that this idiom occurs not unl>p(iuently in the

N. T. That it is so used, seems decided by 1 Cor.
vii. 17. and Rom. xiv. 14. How the idiom arises

has been before explained. Yet it does not fol-

low, because it maij be so taken, where requisite,

that it should be so taken here. Understanding
S ui'K ' in the first-mentioned sense (which
is the most natural, and agreeable to the context),

I should prefer, with Schott, to regard it as a

parenthetical clause, corrective of the foregoing

assertion. So Abp. Newc. paraphrases :
" But

I recall the word diff'ererit. The Gospel is not
sometimes one thing, and sometimes another, but

always the same." (Heb. xiii. 8.) Thus the

will, as Schott remarks, refer to ; and
though the correct use of the moods ami tenses

would require, : &c. ;

, &C.
;
yet the Apostle probably preferred the

use of the Imlicatire and the Present, because it

was more suited to his purpose, (of reprehension)

and the certainty of his persuasion as to their

lapsed state.

—. , &C.] is here Used,

as at Acts xv. 24, in the sense to perturb the

mind, and pervert the understanding, by throwing
in perplexing doubts, and inculcating errors. Mt-

has here its primitive sense ; i. e. " to

change the nature of any thing, by the introduc-

tion of something else with which it will not
amalgamate ; " alluding to the mixture of the Law
of Moses with the Gospel. So Aristot. cited by
Wets. : '..

8. ] quiiiimo : as in Luke xii. 7. and some-
times in the Classical Avriters. There is infinite

spirit in this sentence. So Theodoret :-,
•~>, , &C. " . . Here there is

supposed, what is next to an impossibility, for il-

lustration's sake. See Newc. and Scott. Chrys.
has shown that the words have reference to the
other Apostles, especially Peter and James ; whose
authority was, no doubt, often pleaded (tliough

falsely) for retaining the rites of the Mosaic Law.
Uap' 0, contrary to what. So Rom. xii. 3. xvi. 17.

Acts xviii. 13.

— .] does not properly
differ from, but was only a /ater form.
The earlier and purer writers use ; and
almost always in a good sense, to denote any thing
set apart, or consecrated. The new form, too, was
sometimes used in a good sense ; though, in the

Hellenistic writers, generally in a bad one, to de-
note a thing or person devoted to curses. Lit-

erally, separated from use. So the Otaheitan
taboo :

" interdicted from society, forbidden to be
associated vith." See more in the Note on 1

Cor. xvi. 22.

9. Here there is a repetition, arising from ear-

nestness, and used in order to show his settled

judgment. ', " received or learnt [of

us.] " See Phil. iv. 9.

10. — ;] There is here an abrupt-

ness, and a brevity, which has occasioned some
obscurity, and led to a variety of interpretation.

But the best Expositors, ancient and modern, are

in general agreed in regarding the passage either

as an apology for the foregoing language, which
might be thought to savour of vanity ; or as an

appeal to themselves, whether what the false teach-

ers affirmed of him (namely, that he suited his

doctrine to the humours of men), was not a mere
calumny. Both views may be admitted. The
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tw ,
refers (as Crell. and Win. have shown) to

the whole time which had passed since his con-
version to Christianity

; q. d. ' now that I have
so long preached the Gospel, and suffered so

much for its sake.' is to be taken of en-

deavoitr, by an idiom very frequent, and especially

in this verb. Render :
" am I now endeavouring

to sway the assent of men to my own private no-
tions ? " Or, as Koppe, Borger, Winer, and
Schott take it to mean, " hominesne enim niihi

conciliare volo (institutione mea Evang.), an
Deum ? " The interrogation involves a strong

negation.
— tl —] "For if! were yet, or

still, pleasing men, I should not be a servant of
God." See the Notes of Scott and Locke. The
yap refers to the negation implied in the preced-
ing interrogation

; q. d. ' No ; for,' &c.
11. The connection here has been thought very

doubtful : nay, some are of opinion that there is

none, but that a 7iew subject is commenced,
namely, the proof of his Apostlcship. See The-
odoret and Borger. I am, however, induced to

think, vith Schott, that it is connected with the

preceding verse ; and also with v. 7. ; what is

there said being here more fully treated of ; and
what is said up to this verse serving to pave the
way for introducing the grand point which is

treated on at Ch. I. & II. his Apostolical dignity

and authority. This connection is well pointed
out by Calvin, who remarks :

" Hoc est validis-

simum argumentum, et quasi prtpcipuus cardo, in

quo causa vertitur, non ab hominibus acceptum
se evangelium habere, sed divinitus sibi fuisse

revelatum." The var. lect. (inadvertently

adopted by Winer and Dr. Burton) doubtless

arose (as Schott points out) from a gloss of those
who perceived the connection in question, and
wished to make it more prominent. Bat it is

well remarked by Schott ;
" Minime solicitanda

vulg. of. Recte enim sic ponitur ubi oratio ad

sententiam transit, quae, quamvis arete coheereat

proxime antecedentibus, singnlari tamen studio

separatim consideranda estac distinguenda." The
it should be rendered aittem, 7iou\ The idiom
by which there is a transposition of on is ire-

querit ; and may here, Schott thinks, have been
made use of, in order to place a most important
topic in the most prominent point of view.

seems here to signify coimnonefacio. as

in a kindred passage at 1 Cor. v. ], or significo.' . is for, i. e. (as the

best Commentators, ancient and modern, are

agreed), "is not of human origin, nor composed
of human precepts received from men, or taught

by men;", as the words following explain. So
Plutarch, cited by Borger: It ', , .

12. '- scil.
;

meaning (as Markl. shows) that he had derived it

immediately from Jesus Christ himself, and there-
fore had no need of instruction from the other
Apostles. There is also, no doubt, a reference
to the mysterious nature of certain things re-
vealed,— namely, the peculiar doctrines of the
Gospel. The chief of these revelations are sup-
posed to have been communicated to Paul when
in Arabia.

13. The refers to a clause omitted; q. d.
" [It is scarcely necessary to show this by refer-

ence to the well-known events of my early life
;]

for ye have heard," &c. Or the may be
e.regeticat ; what is subjoined being a proof of the
foregoing assertion, from a brief narrative of his

course of life previous to his conversion, and of
the circumstances which attended it.

here is synonymous with the of Acts xxvi.

4, and signifies manner of life, character, and
conduct ; as often in the Old and New Testaments,
and sometimes in the later Classical writers. Tlie

is for, which occurs in Eph. iv. 22.
" The argument (Rosenm. observes) is, that from
his former life, it is plain that he must have re-
ceived his doctrine by Divine revelation. For
since he was such a persecutor of the Christian
religion, how could he have been so suddenly
changed, had not a Divine revelation influenced
him f"
—' .'] for, or rather it is a

stronger term. The expression \.
is used, as Winer remarks, to set in a strong point
of view the criminality of his conduct, and also
that of the Jewish persecutors of that time.

is a more forcible term than,
and sliould be rendered, " laid it waste," namely,
by dragsiingits professors to execution. See Acts
ix. Sl.'^"

14.- ir '\ovS.'\ " made proficiency
in a knowledge of the rites and forms of the Jew-
ish religion." \., " many of my age,"
and. by implication, fellow-students., " among those of my own nation." Zi/\. hn.

T. TT. . . Verbals like \. have the force of ad-
jectives (taking their regimen, whatever that be),
and consequently admit an adverb.
and is an expression frequently occurring
in tiie Apocrypha. The . irapnL serves
to show what was especially meant by ''.
This expression, well designated the Judaism of
the Pharisi'ps, as a relision handed down from
their fathers, and containing, together with what
was of Divine institution, much of tradition

merely, and what pretended to no more than hu-
man authority, tliat of their forefathers. Comp.
Matt. XV. 2. Mark vii. 3. Acts xxvi. 4. Here
Wets, aptly cites Joseph. Antiq. xii. 6. 2. li rij
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^ • ' & &, , & - 17\( , - QGcumen. By . it is shown that;, . . here, like the . in at tlie time of the revelation in question, he re-
Joseph., is for-. ceived such information as placed him on a foot-

15. b . .] The full sense seems to be, iiig with the ^/^«//«,— even those who had been
" who separated [and, by implication, destined] invested with that office by Christ himself ; nay,
me to preach the Gospel." See Acts xiii. 2. xxii. even above them,— since he had received the
14. sq. Rom. i. 1. & is wanting in four illumination in a more extraordinary manner than
MSS., the Syr. Version, and some Fathers, and they had.
is by Griesb. and Schott thought to be probably 17 — 19. On the circumstances here adverted
an interpolation ; but it is more likely that it was to, see Acts ix. 25— 28. and Notes, and especial-
accidentally omitted because of the b — b. ly my Note in Recens. Syn. on the present pas-. must be referred (with the best Com- sage. The discrepancies which occur in the two
mentators, ancient and modern) to the yiii-<'/r?iO!fi/- accounts may, in a great measure, be attributed
edge of God. See Hamm., who shows that the to the difference of the circumstances in which
term cannot with good reason be understood of the general historian is placed, as compared with
any irrespective decree of his person to heaven the writer of a personal narrative. The former
and bliss. " It was (says Slade) foreseen by God necessarily speaks in general terms ; the latter

that he would be a fit instrument for the propaga- descends to particularities of time, place, and
lion of the Christian religion. And therefore He persons. See Paley. As to the journey into
decreed, even with the foreknowledge of his bit- Arabia not being mentioned by St. Luke, it may
ter enmity against the Church, to set him apart very well be accounted for on that principle,
for the Apostleship : just as the Gentiles were See Recens. Synop. So little, indeed, is Aere said,

chosen, though in a state of actual idolatry." that to adjust the chronology of the Apostle's
On the expression . see Theophyl. in Rec. life is difficult. As to the reconcilement of the
Syn. diversity, which seems to subsist between the

16. \<<\ — iv f/ioi.] Some interpret. Apostles, in order to settle the chronologv, no
" [was pleased] to propagate the religion of His method I have yet seen proposed, api)ears quite
Son by me." This, however, is liable to several satisfactory. I may, therefore, be permitted to
objections, which I have stated in Recens. Synop. suggest, that there seems to be nothing in the
And to sink the meaning of iv (with Koppe, Cal- words of St. Paul, to lead us to suppose that his
vin, and Borger) would be uncritical. The an- stay in Arabia was otherwise than s/if/i ; nor need
cient Commentators, and of the moderns, Winer, we suppose that the journey was a very long one.
Schott, and Scott, seem right in regarding this as It was probably taken, in a great measure, for the
a strong expression for " in my mind and heart." purpose of restoring Ids health, — since it is said
The. has reference to what was said at v. at Acts ix. 19., which implies that he
12 ; and, indeed vv. 1.3 & 14 are, in some moas- was the?i only in a state of coiivalescence. And at
ure, parenthetical. The Avords following stale this very period (when, according to the words of
the purpose of this revelation, that he should St. Luke, we find the Apostle had remained at

propagate the religion of His Son to the Gen- Damascus some days) I would fix the first journey
tiles, not confining it to Jews, and consequently into Arabia, which, as having occupied but a very
rejecting Judaism, as a religion for the world at short time, and affording no circumstances of mo-
large, ment, St. Luke omits, continuing his narration
The (as Koppe and Win. remark) prop- with iv7 . And surely

erly belongs to in the next verse ; though, the propriety of the will scarcely be affect-

in consequence of the long clause interposed, a ed by this short interposed journey. Certain it

change of construction is introduced by the •
is that the words —: must refer

"scil. (observes Win.) Paulus, qus fuit ejus to awoi/ifr narrative. For I cannot acquiesce in

alacritas, interponit negativam sententiam, qua? the opinion of Kuinoel, that with the (««in! i;//tput

ipsi in mentem vcnit." signifies may be numbered the mentioned at v.

properly to commit any thing to another, and in a 19. The state of the Apostle's health would not
special sense, to deposit any secret, or comniuni- admit of his immediately resuming his evangelical
cate any information to another, lay one's cause labours at Damascus ; and that, as we see, is not
open to him, refer it to him, coji/t•/• with, and co?i- at variance with St. Paul's account. Finally, I

suit him upon any matter. So Diodorus, cited would understand the words of St. Luke ii

by Wets.7 rod,' iKuviil of the whole time of St.

'. may mean any (by a tacit oppo- Paul's second sojourn at Damascus ; which, by his

silion to frorf and Chri.it before named) not even own account here, must have extended to not
the Apostles, who are just alYer particularly men- much less than three years. Or we may suppose
Honed. But Koppe, Schulz. and otliers arc, not the narrative of what took place in his second
without some reason, of opinion that it signifies stay at Damascus, to commence at v. 22. ?
" in consilium non adhibni sensus et aff'octus hu- it, &c. And though that may seem scarcely
manos." Yet I rather agree with Prof. Schott
and Scott, that both should be included

; q. d.
" I neither consulted with men, nor conferred
with the dictates of my own mind and feelings,

80 as to consult my own interest or comfort." A

warranted bv tlie words, yet it must be remem-
bered, that the expression. by an Hebraism,
has often only the general signification of time;

and is a term of extensive application, and
is often used of a somewhat lonix period. ITpon

view of the sense supported by the authority of the whole, there can be little difficulty in under-
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standing St. Luke's wqtAs of as considerable a interpretation of the» depends upon the view
time as St. PauZ's words require. adopted of the preceding.

18. .] signifies to visit 2. ^'p;;l/ -.'] Koppe and Borger
for the purpose of becoming better acquainted show that this is 7io< inconsistent with the account
with any one by personal communication ; which at Acts .\v. 2. ; for though he went up, as appoint-
usually implies an expectation of seeing some- ed by the Antiochians, yet his determination to
thing more than ordinary. So Joseph. Bell. vi. comply with their request (which he had many
1,8. (cited by Kypke) ov (scil. Julianum) - reasons to decline) might be, and, as it appears,, " whom I became acquainted with." The jc«s a Divine order.

word rarely occurs in the Classical writers. See — .] " set forth, or laid
Acts i.t. 26, 27. before them the Gospel ; " by which seems to

19. /'.] To which of the three Jameses be meant setting forth those peculiarities, as to
this is to be referred, the Commentators are not the disuse of the rites of the Mosaic law, the free
agreed. I have considered the subject at large admission of the (Jentiles without binding them
in Recens. Synop.. and have, witii Borger, adopt- thereto (and perhaps some of the more huniblin^
ed the opinion of most Commentators, ancient and peculiar doctrines of the Gospel), which seein
and modern, that this James was not brother, but to have been especially treated on by St. Paul

;

cot/sin or k-insmim, of our Lord, and a son of A\- on all which accounts he might well style it his
pheus. This opinion was also maintained for- Gospel. At iuKovct we may supply diai
merly by Winer, who, however, is not disinclin- which is expressed at v. 6. See' Note supra v. 3.

ed to think that '. should here be taken in its In the Classical vritcrs, however, this is o-ener-
usual sense brother. And this, he supposes, was ally omitted. So Porphyry cited by De Rhoer
James the Bishop of Jerusalem. opposes \ to 7•. The expression

20. Here we have a solemn asseveration by is well explained by Theodoret.nffi^^ioi, "persons
oath of the truth of what had been said, similar to of" mark, the .Apostles and Presbyters. See v.

those at Rom. ix. 1. 1 Tim. ii. 7. 2 Cor. xi. 31. 9. This was done " privately." because (as Abp.
'lioC, mind i Before bn sub.. The argu- TsTewc. observes) •' many could not bear the doc-
ment, as Whitby observes, is this :

" Having, trine, that the (ientiles' had a right to admission
therefore, preached the Gospel so long before I into the Christian Church, and that all converts
saw them, and staying so little while with them, were exempted from Jewish observances."
and going then only to see, not to learn of them, —•.—'.'] The meaning is bv most
it cannot be conceived I should receive my in- modern Commentators supposed to be, " lest, by
structions how to preach the Gospel from them." not making this communication, I mi^ht be mis-

21. ..'\ "By Syria (Winer observes) is represented by my calumniators, and' misunder-
here to be understood (as appears from Acts ix. stood by the .Apostles, through \vhose discoun-
30.) that part of Syria which is elsewhere called tenance the good effects both' past and future of
Phrenice."

_
my labours would be diminished." I do not.

22. 'lov6aiag. i. e. (as Koppe and Win. remark) however, see how such a sense can be extracted
the coimtnj of Juda;a, exclusive of Jerusalem, from the words, and I prefer the interpretation of
where he was well known. Chrys., Theophyl., Oicum., Hvper, Camer., and

21. h fVoi]
" on my account," " on account of Borger, " lest should be reallv thought to la-

my conversion," i^• hour, or have laboured in vain;" i. e. errone-
ously, and under mistake; which was what his

11. 1. 5i« inc. fVcSi'] " after the lapse or inter- calumniators pretended,
vention of 14 years." This use of hii for iiayt- 3. ,' ovii T.. &c.] The connexion is well

occurs also in Mark ii. 1. and .Acts xxiv. laid down by Win. as follows: "So far were
17. On the chronological difficulty involved in they from setting me right, that thev did not
the words, see Recens. Synop., Paley, Borger, even order Titus,' though a Greek, to be circum-
Winer, Schott and Emmerl. Prol. to 2 Cor. p. 25. cised :

" an irrefragable proof that they did not
sqq. They read• ; rightly, I think. The believe in the necessity of circumcision, but
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thought with Paul on that subject. \\-
is often used, as here, of the inoral com-

pulsion of strong persuasion or urgent remon-

strance.

4. Sta if nap. \pcvS., &c.] There is here

a difficulty, arising from a seeming want of a

construction : and the sentiment has been thought

by some to be liable to the objection, — that

"if Titus remained uncircumcised on account of

the false brethren, it may be inferred, that if

there had been 710 false bretliren, he would have

been circumcised ; " which runs counter to the

Apostle's ariiument. To remove this difficulty,

several of the more recent Commentators main-

tain the sense to be, that Titus was actually cir-

cumcised. They lay a strong emphasis on the., as denoting that the circumcision, though

not compelled, was judged expedient. As to llie

words oic ov6e irpbg, which seem adverse to

such a sense, the contrariety is endeavoured to

be removed by a subtle distinction. Thus the

sense will be :
" We consented for a short time,

thus more effiactually consulting the permanent
interest of the Gospel." This mode of inter-

pretation, however, is liable to insuperable objec-

tions, several of wliicli are stated by Bcrger,

Wiuer, and myself, in Recens. Synop., and others

will occur to every Critical inquirer. Above ail,

there is not the least reason to suppose
interpolated ; the evidence, both external and in-

ternal, for the words, being almost as great as

can be imagined. See Borger. Indeed, there is

no necessity to resort to so violent a method as

the foregoing ; since the chief objection may be

removed by connecting fiia It ., not with the

preceding, but with the following words. It is

true that then some verb seems to be wanting
;

and Stroth., Rosenm., Borger. and laspis, would
repeat or- But this is too arbi-

trary and factitious a mode to be depended upon
;

and the same may be said of that adopted by
Winer, who would interpret the ciii fii, " quod
autem pcrtinct ad," and take the for.
It should rather seem that there is an anacoln/lwn,

occasioned by the introduction of the parentheti-

cal clause ohwcc —. Or rather, that

thereby not only the thread of the construction

is abandoned, but some word, which ,St. Paul
would otherwise have used, is altogether lost,

though easy to be supplied from the context

;

namely,' eiroiovv, with reference to his whole
conduct on that occasion, both in going up to

Jerusalem, and in the measures he adopted when
there. I have pointed accordingly.., " who had been introduced," or had
introduced themselves into the society. So rupa

is used in,. &C. By the

must be understood not only Paul and Titus,

but the congregation at large in Antioch. OlH
iTpii &nnv is a popnlar phrase, denoting ' not for

an instant," or not at all. The " not yielding to

them" is to be understood of the matter in dis-

pute, the necessity of the Law to salvation. Tp

-. is for h- ; i. e. . for. ; which is a much stronger term than. The Apostle was inclined, it seems, to

yield, as far as was allowable, in tenderness to

weak consciences ; but not to abandon the im-
portant matter in dispute. This firmness was
adopted ha —

; i. e. " that the pure
and unadulterated Gospel might remain with the

Gentiles, and not be perverted or destroyed by
Judaizing teachers." By are to be under-
stood not the Galatians only, hut the Gentile

Cliristians in general
; q. d. " you Gentiles."

G. In this verse again (as the best Commen-
tators are agreed) there is an anacoluthon ; the

Apostle intending to write —
oiaii/ , ov^h; though,

by reason of a somewhat long parenthesis, he
drops the thread of the construction, and thus

changes the Genit. into a Nominative ; as it

vere resuming wliat was said before the paren-

thesis. For the yap is resumptix-e. This view I

find supported by the opinion of Prof. Schole-
field (Hints, p. .5()), who remarks that this is an
irregular sentence, t!ie writer liaving hegnn with
one form and concluded with another (for we
should have expected, on the part of, &c.
nothing new was communicated to me). 2.

That the insertion of tlie parenthesis was the
occasion of this variation, and that there 0! ioK.

is tl'.e repetition of &< in accord-

ance with the altered form of the sentence.

"The object (continues he) of this parenthesis

is, to preclude the idea of his having bowed
to the autiiority even of the Apostles. He had
received his Gospel from God independently of
them (Chap. i. Vl.]; and Avhen he compared it

with theirs, the identiUj resulting was a striking

proof of its truth and Divine origin." The sen-
tence is well rendered by Prof Scholef :

" But
of those who were high in reputation, (whatso-
ever they were, it maketh no matter to me : God
acccptcth no man's person,) those, I say, who
were high in reputation communicated nothing
new to me."
— tZv clval .] Render "those who

were of repute," or thought to be of conse-
quence. , qualescunqne. The Apos-
tle means to say, that let their dignity or repu-
tation be as great as it might, it was not so great,

as to render it necessary for him to be taught

by them. means, '' it does not
affect my authority as an Apostle." On --
TTov —. see Acts x. 31. In o't —
jtpoanv. there is a.paronom'tsia ; q. d. " those who
were thought something [great], added nothing
to me;" i.e. to my knowledge of the Gospel.
Or rather, with Prof. Scholef, render, " commu-
nicated nothing new to me." " P'or (observes

he) as in v. 2. is properly rendered co/n-

municated ; so here is, commnnirated
in addition. Paul communicated his Gospel to

them, that they might be satisfied of its being the

true and full Gospel; but they communicated
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nothing new : they set to it the seal of their tes- Cor. iii. 16. 2 Tim. iii. 15. Eph. ii. 21 &22. 1 Pet.
timony tliat it was the Gospel which they them- ii. 5. So Mairaon. cited by Wets, calls the
selves preached. Prophets " columnse generis humani in recta

7. TOVV-] q. d. " nay, so far from teaching fide." Eurip. ap. Wets, calls male offspring -
me any thing, or supposing that they had any '; and Philo, cited by Borger, says that
thing to teach mc, they acknowledged my Divine good men ', o\ov. Pin-
commission, and, seeing that I was instructed," dar, I add, in his Olymp. ii. 145.'',
&c.— "they gave the right hand of fellowship " .
[as Apostles] tome and Barnabas." At -. —, —.'] By this is not (as
supply ; for a divine communication is Rosemn. and Koppe imagine) indicated merely
implied. See 1 Cor. ix. 17. Rom. iii. 2. and friendship, and consent in doctrine, but chiefly,
Kotes. To. signifies the acknowledgment of his Apostleship in common
preaching of tlie Gospel to the uncircumcised. with themselves ; which it seems to have been a
The nouns and are frequently, principal purpose of St. Paul to bring them to
as here, put for the participles , acknowledge. The g-iving the right hand is to he
&c. St. Peter was chieflij but not entirely occu- regarded as a symbolical action, denoting union,
pied by the Jews, and St. Paul chiefly, but not whether fellowship in any office, or o( compact,
wholly with the Gentiles ; the former had for his or accord generally. .So (among the passages ad-
assistants principally James and John ; the latter, duced in illustration by the Commentators) Vir-
Barnabas, himself divinely appointed to this of- gil yEn. vii. 2GG. Pars mihi pacis erit dextram
fice ; whom the Greeks have, therefore, not ill tetigisse VjTa.nni. Here, it should seem, both /eZ-
styled the fourteenth Apostle. lowship and agreement, or compact are meant, the

8. This verse is parenthetical ; and the former principally, the latter secondarily. And,
has reference to a clause omitted

;
[And this is indeed, such seems adverted to in the , &c.

very true ;] for He who, &c. ' properly following. The full sense, then, is :
" They for-

signifies " to work an effect in, or on any thing mally acknowledged us as fellow-Apostles, and it

or person;" and (as Win. observes) is often used was agreed that," &c. At and avrol must
de eflicacia Dei, quae ad rem Christianam perti- (as Winer observes) be supplied
net; as iii. 9. Eph. i. 11. Phil. ii. 13. 1 Cor. xii. 6. and, from . at v. 7.

He aptly compares a similar construction in 10. ha.] Sub.-? or
Prov. .xxxi. (xxix.) 12. . An cllip.,Koppe observes, frequent

' and assigns the following sense :
'' qui in after or -\tiv,and before, in St. Paul's writ-

Petro hoc effecit, ut provinciam instituendi Ju- ings; as2Cor. viii. 7. Eph. v. 33. Compare v. 13. 1

daios capesseret ac tueretur, qui Petrum admovit Cor. vii. 39. The complete sense is :
" [They

muneri apost. in usura Jud;Eorum suscipiendo." did not wish to impede or circumscribe my lib-

The iv, however, has reference to the immediate erty of action as an ,\postle by any rules or di-

and extraordinary mode in which each of the two rections of theirs ; but] they only desired that we
Apostles was appointed to his peculiar charge, would be mindful of the poor." In. (as in

El's «-. . is for '\2' j *• ^'• .) there is, as often, an ellip. of. And is for ' some verb of relieving or helping, from delicacy, as the Syr. translates it. omitted. By . the best Commentators, an-
9.- This and at v. 7. are in cient and modern, are agreed, must be under-

apposition with the Nomin. cases to the verb stood not the poor i^ewiva//;/ (for tliat Avould have'', Avhich are , been needless to urge on Paul) but those of Judaea
scil. Tiji(, as '-\ in particular. So Chrys., Theophyl., Grot., Est.,

(said by Hendiad.) in Rom. i. 5. The; may Schleting, Hamm., Borger, and Winer. See Rec.
have reference to the supernatural nee- Syn., where is pointed out the reason this in-

essary to the discharge of the othce. Or we junction, and the expediency, and even justice,

may, with Borger, render, " the favour bestowed of the relief of the Poor Christians in Jud;ea by
upon me in conferring the Apostleship." the Gentiles.

0; is incorrectly rendered, — S —.] Koppe and other
"who seemed or appeared," &c. ; for there is Commentators here recognize a 7i/i'ona57re in

(as Chrys. observes) nothing of doubt intended
;
. which they compare with a similar use of

to exclude which, many eminent Commentators the Hebrew demonstrative after the relative

take roK. for o'l. That, liowever, is too arbi- ^'• ^^'^^ "' """/ better (with Win., Borne-
trary a method. The sense is, " those who were mann, and Schott) suppose an anacoluthon, the 3

accounted " or reputed to be. So the Peschito being suspended on. and the brought in

Syr. and Winer. .' scil., or to explain the pronoun relative ; on which idiom
: an architectural metaphor, where- see Herm. on Sopli. Phil. 315. cited by Bornem.

in the Christian society is compared to an Yet I should prefer regarding this as an instance
edifice, such as tlie Temple at Jerusalem, of blending of two constrnclions, (\'\z.

which the main pillars are the Apostles. See 1 (. and uvrb ~. noiijaai) which has
VOL. II. 30
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usually an irilensive force. Render :
" Wliich

very tiling I was myself even studious to do ;

"

' forward to eftect."

11. a yXOt . .] On the ti/iie of this

visit (not mentioned in the Acts) the learned are

not aiirced. It was, no doubt, after Paul's return

from .Jerusalem to Antioch. And it is, with most
probability, supposed by Koppe (who refers to

Acts xiii. 37.) to have taken place a short time
after that period; and been made for the purpose
of jjcrsonally inspecting the state of the Anli-

ochian Church, and by his authority and influence,

composing the yet remaining differences in it.

Schott, however, is of opinion, that what is said

from the beginning of tliis Chapter is to be refer-

red to what took place at the council at Jerusa-

lem, and not, as Koppe and Borger suppose, after

the council. Kara has the same sense
as-:' at V. 14. The phrase. occurs also at 2 Chron. xiii. 7 & 8, and
Deut. vii. 24•; and . at Job. xvi.

8. seems to carry with it the double
sense of ivithstanding and coiifuting.

— oTi >7i'.] Calvin, Beza, Kop.,
and Borger, regard this as an example of the par-

ticiple passive for the Latin past participle in dus,

and as put for ; i. e.

,, " erat reprehendendus," as Borger renders.
Others, however, as Luther, AVincr, and Schott,
take it to mean, " he had incurred blame ;" and
th.it, by imi)lication, and from what follows, just-

ly. Thus there will be no occasion to suppose
the metonymij in question : and the more simple
interpretation is, cccteris paribus, entitled to the
preference. This view is, I find, supported by
the ancient Interpreters almost universally. On
the degree of blame to which Peter was liable,

and on this whole question of the dispute be-
tween Peter and Paul, see Paley's Horse Paulinas,
Borger, Schott, and Scott.

12. Tivus ( .] The persons were, no
doubt, Jewish converts and Judaizers. The words
do not necessarily imply that they were sent by
Jame^ ; though we cannot infer les's than that thev
had his consent for their journey ; and probably
they had some letters from him to Peter and to
Paul. They seem to have been some of the per-
sons characterized at v. k By the best Ex-
positors understand, not Pagans, but Gentile
Christians. . must here chiefly denote
eating with ; though it may include the sense of
associatinr with.

—/. There is no occasion to supply
furiTiTl, since tne just after seems to be
meant for both is•, and «0., the latter of which
terms is the stronger. !• ,., i. e. the
Jews, or the Jewish converts, as Acts x. 45. It

is well observed by Ur. Burton, that " we are not

to suppose that the persons who came from James
again raised the question, vv'hich had been settled

at the council, or wished to bind the Gentiles by
the Law of Moses. They only declined eating
with them ; which they need not have done, be-
cause the decree of the council had provided
against the Gentiles offending the Jews at their

meals."
13. .'] " dissembled with him," " prac-

tised the same dissimulation with him." The
word occurs only in the later Greek writers. It

is properly an Histrionic term. Borger recognizes
in. a metaphor taken from a torrent, which
hurries any one away with it. But it seems to be
rather from a croicd. So 2 Pet. iii. 17. ha ry]^. See also Note on
Rom. xii. 16. Schoettg. here appositely cites the
foUowins very curious passage of Arrian in Epict
li. 9. * ;,,"

; ^,{' ;'; >; ', ' ]7,'-. " Si ^,, , .' {, ,
';) .

14. -, &C.] The sense is, that
they did not act uprightly, and agreeably to the
true spirit of the Gosj)el ; viz. by thus compro-
mising the truth contained in it.& prop-
erly signifies to direct one's footsteps aright.

— ^jff] " livest like the Gentiles," i. e.

in non-observance of the Mosaic Law.
is for ^Jv, " to observe the Jewish Law.". denotes the compulsion of strong influ-

ence ; for Peter seemed to employ his influence,
at least by example, to induce the Gentile con
verts to submit to circumcision, and put them-
selves under the Jewish Law.

For Tt several MSS. (almost entirely of the
Western recension) and some Versions and Latin
Fathers have ;, which is edited by Griesb.,

Tittm., Vat., and Winer : but perhaps on insuf-

ficient grounds. V crsions are, in such a case, not
good evidence ; and the MSS. in question are
not many in number, and being of the Western
recension, might be corrupted from the V^ulgate
" quomodo." It is true that is the more
difficult reading; and as it is very unusual in tliis

expoptulatory sense, niiiiht seem to be a gloss
;

yet had been originallv written, it is impos-
sible to suppose it should have been so generally
altered to .

15. It is not agreed, amon.i Editors and Com
mentators, whether the Apostle's address to Peter
terminates at v. 14, or is carried forward ; and if

so, v'iiere it terminates. Manv tliink it is con-
tinued to the end of the Ciiapter; while some
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suppose it to terminate at v. 17; others, at v. IG; 17. ^;;r. Six. iv Xp.] The best Commentators,
others, a^aiii, at in v. 1(i; and others at ancient and modern, are agreed that the sense is:

V. 14. Weighty reasons are alleged in support " while we seek to attain justification from Christ,
of almost all the above opinions, especially the resting all our hopes of it on Him."
first and last. The question is, I apprehend, one —., " we be found sinners," i. e. it be dis-

that cannot be brought to any absolute decision, covered that we are sinners) namely, by having
For, as observes Schott, " in ipsa ciuidem serie et rejected the Jewish Law. Winer and Schott
indole sententiarum luijus sectionis, nihil apparet, rightly reject the criticism of most recent Com-
quo alterutrum certo comprobetur." The scope mentators that. is for. Strictly speaking,
will, in either case, be precisely the same— to . is never put for (though in use they may
maint;iin tiie doctrine that a man is not justified seem interchanged), nor is it ever a mere syn-
by the works of the Law, but by the faith of onyme thereof. It has almost always a much
Christ. In tlie one, it will be part of the address stronger sense, though it may sometimes include
from Paul to Peter; in the other, it will be a that of 7<«. See Schott, who points out at large
general statement of the reasons on which Paul the peculiar propriety and force of. /lece. Thus
acted in thus addressing Peter. But it should . (i^apr. signifies, "if we are discovered to
seem that if we suppose the address to extend be still in our sins," i. e. by clinging to the Law,
beyond v. 14. (and the nature of the construction and having recourse to its expiations. After this,

obliges us to do so ; for otherwise, as Winer ob- regularity would have required to be written apa
serves, the Apostle vvould certainly have added Xp. . • " then it will follow that Christ
some word, to indicate that he was addressing is the author of sin 5 " a sort of reductio ad ab-
the Galatians, as ouv,, &c.), we can- suidiim. And this is edited by Borger, Vater and
not suppose it to terminate at least until v. 17. Winer. But as 1) follows, which is every-
Though, whether it terminates there, or at the where else in St. Paul's writings preceded by an
end of the Chapter, I would not positively affirm, interrogation (see Schleus. Lex.) that cannot be
In the former case, vv. 18— 21 may be regarded safely admitted; and it is better to suppose that

as meant to be a further illustration of what the the Apostle stops short in the conclusion, which
Apostle then said on the subject of justification he was going to draw, and changes it into the
by faith alone. And thus there will be, as Est. more spirited form of an in<er;-oo-(i/io7i, employing
remarks, '• latens recessus a Petro, etingressus ad apa, nonne ? not apa ; which enabled him to sub-

materiam principalem," i. e. a paving the way to join the strongest exception to such a conclu-
the direct address to the Galatians, at iii. 1. A sion, by \ This view I find supported
view, it may be observed, confirmed by the tran- by Schott, who refers for examples of this sense
sition from the use of the plural to the singular of to Mattha;i's Gr. Gr. T. . p. 124], and re-

number. Upon the whole, while, on the one marks that the interrogation thus understood af-

hand, it should seem most simple and natural to firms the truth of the consequence,
suppose, with almost all the ancient and most 18. u^—.'\ The yap re-

modern Expositors, (including Parreus, Pise, fers to a clause omitted, which is thus supplied
Rosenm., Titlmann, Knapp, Winer, and Schott), by Newc. :

'' [It will follow, I say, that Christ
that at V. 15. seqq. the speech of Paul is con- leads us to sin, and we shall be found yet under
eluded ; so, on the other hand, it should seem to sin ;] for," (fee. The first person singular is (Ro-
be more suitable to the manner of the Apostle to senm. and Borger observe) used through delicacy

;

suppose that 18— 21 contain atransition, as above, though the first person plural, would be more suit-

The ^; should (though the Commentators able, a general assertion being meant. It may,
notice it not) be constructed with ', form- however, be used on account of the transition

ing nominatives absolute, put for a verb and par- above adverted to. In. and. there is

tide. And at must be supplied, (as often in St. Paul's writings) an architectural

like.- in the preceding verse. The metaphor. By okoo. is meant " I observe, or en-

sense is, " Since we, who are Jews by nature or join or countenance its observance, as necessary
birth ;" a sense of sometimes occurring in to justification ; " by \., "I pronounce inef-

the Classical writers. After ';, Griesbach fectual for justification." . /. '., "I
inserts hi, from several MSS., the Vulg., and some set forth or declare myself a transgressor [of the

Latin Fathers. The authority, however, is too Law] ;" i. e. (as Whitby explains) by not trusting

weak ; and it arose, I suspect, from ignorance of in it for justification ; or (as Newc.) " by resting

the construction, or was perhaps meant rather to my acceptance with God on a Law, which places

come in after /;i(E(C. ^ . is a. periphrasis me in the class of transgressors." This sense of

for . being a customary appellation of occurs also in Rom. iii. 5. v. 8. 2 Cor.

the Gentiles, with reference chiefly to their idol- vi. 4, and sometimes in the later Classical writers."

afn/, and alienation from the knowledge and wor- The connection is well traced, and the sense laid

ship of tlic true God. down, by Schott, agreeably to the view taken by
16. On the doctrine here inculcated, see Rom. the Greek Commentators, Whitby, Kop., Flatt,

iii. 20. 28. and the Notes. The« io") is supposed and Winer. Perhaps the import of the passage

to be put for ; which Winer accounts for by has been \vith most simplicity and truth stated

supposing a blending of two sentences. by Pyle as follows :
" For if, after having taken
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upon me the Christian profession, as the means
of this justification, I run back again for it to the

Jewish law, I am hut where I was, an unjustified

sinner, and act just like a foolish man, who pulls

down his house to make it better, and then builds

it up again witii the very same materials, just as

it was, upon its old foundation."

]'J. —'.] There is no little differ-

ence of opinion, as to the sense of these words.

That by is meant the law of Mosen is gener-

ally admitted; but on the purport of the

Expositors are not agreed. Some ancient and
modern ones, as Theophyl., Rosenm., Koppe, and
Borger, take it to mean " the Christian religion,"

called in Rom. iii. 2B. . and i.\. 31., and vi. 2. . This
makes, indeed, a good sense in itself; yet one
by no means suitable to the context ; and it would
indispensably require the Article, and also some
substantive added. There can be little doubt
that both and refer to one and the same
thing. By which, as Schott observes, we obtain

a weightier sentiment, namely, " per ipsara le-

gem mortuus sum (renuntiare didici) lege.", however, even by those who take and
of the same thing, is e.xplained in more than

one way.
Many ancient and modern E.^positors (as Chrys.,

Theophyl., and Abp. Newc.) explain it " by the

tenour of the law itself, which foretcls that bet-

ter covenant which Christ ha.s introduced, I am
wholly freed from observing the law." I would
rather interpret it with Calvin, Beza, Para;us,

Semler, Winer and Schott, '• by the very nature

of the law," with allusion to its extreme strict-

ness, and the extent and minuteness of the law,

which left no hope of fulfilling what it required.

The sense is well unfolded by Crell. ; who after

observing that is said, " ad minuendam
dicti invidiam," assigns the sense thus, q. d.

:

" Ipsa lex mihi causa fuit, ut earn desererem —
quia niniis rigide mecum egit, ita ut per earn non
possem justificationem adipisci, quin potius sua
voce me damnavit ; adegit igitur me, ut alio me
conferrem, et earn disciplinam amplectcrer, per
quam et longe melior, quam eram sub lege, et

longe felicior evadercin, hoc est, justificationem
consequerer."

It is strange that Bp. Middl. should so strenu-

ously contend for and being rendered
" law" (i. e. law of every kind) merely because
there is no Article. For as the Mosaic Law is,

in a great measure, the subject of the whole con-
text, the Article might very well be omitted as
unnecessary. And consistency requires the same
thing to be meant throughout, as the Apostle is

arsuing in continuity. It is true, indeed, that the
Apostle does frequently inculcate that the defect
of ((// law is its inevitable condemnation of im-

Eerfect obedience ; but that could not well have
een introduced here.

— "tva .] These words are added in
order (as Crell. observes) to suggest that his pur-
pose in dying to the Law, was not to lead a more
lawless and careless life, but to live unto God

;

i. e. to serve, honour, and obey him, by the pro-
fession of the Law of grace, and the performance

of all those good works which are required by
Him. Thus the expression is nearly equivalent

to that at v. 20. iv -.
Borger compares Dionys. Hal. iii. 17., (to me, your fiither),.

20. In this ver. the Apostle more fully dilates

on the sentiment of the preceding one.. may be rendered, " I have been crucified

with Christ," i. e., as Abp. Newc. explains, " I

have been crucified, as it were, together with
Christ, to a law of works and therefore of trans-

gressions." The Apostle, as Borger observes,

comparing the death just mentioned with that of
Christ on the cross. The best comment here
supplied is the kindred passage of Rom. vi. 4. 6.

vii. 4. Col. ii. 12. where see Notes. And the full

meaning intended by the Apostle is well express-

ed by Schott in the following paraphrase :

'' Ilia

sentiendi agendique ratio tota, quam olim tenui,

tanquam Juda;us legi Mos. addictus de salute

cogitans per legem impetranda, prorsus jam de-
siit, ex quo Jesum Christum cognovi, nostra causa
in cruce mortuum, quo pignore sancto gratise

divinaj homini resipiscenti propitia; nos certiores

redderet venire peccatorum, abrogata ilia quae
putabatur victimarum ad Deum placandum neces-
sitate, et indefesso virtutis studio sancte obstrin-

geret homines sibi addictos." So (Winer remarks)
we have in Rom. vi. 4.

Col. ii. 12. And similar is the passage at Rom.
vi. 6. b JTrtAaios . Thus
the sense, he adds, is as follows :

" Omnis vita,

quam ego antehac tanquam Juda;us egi, adeoque
omnia studia et officia, quibus ista vita regebatur
(to - Th> ), Tfi, tr) nulla amplius
sunt : novam nunc, ut homo Christianus, ingressus
sum vitam {^ , , ')."
This interpretation is supported by the authority

of Chrys., Theophyl., fficumen., and, of the mod-
erns, Est., who, closely following them, well ex-
plains, " per baptismum, qui symbolum est mortis
et sepulturae Christi ; Christo commortuus sum,
et consepultus sum." By Grot., Par., and Me-
noch., a modified view is adopted.
—^ —.] The sense may be, as it

is usually, explained, "Yet I live; [or rather] ^.
not /live, but C/iriii liveth in me." If this view '

be correct, there is in ' a sort of epiui-
'

orthosis as at 1 Cor. xv. 10., ,'
;. Yet here we have, not . but :

and it is therefore better, with several eminent
Translators and Expositors, to suppose it to mean,
" Vivo autem non amplius ego." A view of the

sense supported by the authority of the Pesch.
Syr., " et deinceps nequaquam ego vivo." The
sentiment may, with Winer, be thus expressed :

" I do live by myself and by my own powers, but

Christ wholly rules me [by the influences of His
Spirit and grace — Ed.], as the principle of a new
life ; so that I live unto God and Christian piety."

See Theophyl.
The next words are exegetical of theprecedinq;

clause, and the sense may be thus expressed with
Schott :

" Quod autem nunc vivo (i. e. vita qua-

lem nunc habeo et ago) carne pra!ditus (hsc vita

mea terrestris qua; in oculis cadit oppos. invisib.
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et aeterna) id vivo in fide habita Filii Dei, i. e.

haec vita quas mea dici possit tola versatur in fi-

ducia laetissima in Filio Dei collocata." Or,
'• This life in the flesh I lead not on carnal prin-

ciples, but subserviently to faith in the Son of

God, depending solely upon Him, and the atone-

ment made by the sacrifice of himself for me
unto salvation, and abandoning all legal justifica-

tion." See Borgerand Tittni. in Rec. Syn. The
expression iv is well explained by Rosenm.,
Borger, and NViner, se ioltim componere ad, &c. In- — there is (as Koppe and
Borger observe) an Hendiadys for '•' who so loved

me, as to yield himself up to death for me."
21. . . ., &c.] The sense of

the passage is, from brevity, somewhat obscure
;

and it may best be represented in a paraphrase,

as follows :
" By thus arguing, I do not frustrate

the grace of God in the Gospel [which I should

do, if I were to aim at obtaining justification by
the Law] ; for if justification in the sight of God,
so as to be admitted into covenant with him, and
consequently to become heirs of future glory

(v. 5.), can arise from observing the Law, then

there was another way to the divine favour on
earth and in heaven than by the death of Christ;

then the old covenant of the law superseded the

necessity of the new covenant by Christ." Of
the full sense is well expressed by Schott

thus, ' causa idonea, cur miseretur (si^
per legem impetrari posset), non praegressa."

in. Having previously vindicated his Apostle-

ship and doctrine by a statement of facts, the

Apostle now ])roceeds to speak more authorita-

tively, and comes closer home to the point ; en-

tering more fully into the subject of the abroga-

tion of the law. He argues 1. with reference to

the case of the Galatians ; 2. from that of Abra-
ham ,• showing the Law to have been only pre-

paratory to the Gospel. Then, further to excite

the attention of those whom he is addressing, he
apostrophises them ; employing an epithet, which
need not be prrssed upon, even could it be proved

(which I have in Recens. Syn. shown, it has notj

that the Galatians were a stupid people ; for insult

we cannot suppose to have been intended. See
Note on .\cts xvii. 22. In short, they are called

simply with reference to the /ci-i7;/and in-

constannj whereby they had deserted the doctrines

of the Apostle, which they had professed and en-

gaged to follow ; being so foolish as to suffer

themselves to be deceived by the arts of false

teachers. Thus Themistius ascribes to them the

same characteristics as those of their ancestors the

Gain (and transmitted to their posterity the mod-
ern French), namely, a quickness of apprehension,
but united with /evi/ij and inconslancy.

1. TIC ,3.'] Render, "Who hath

fascinated you." Hyperius ap. Borger remarks :

" Fascinare propria dicuntur, qui sic imponunt
humanis sensibus, et prrecipue oculis, ut alia forma,

res appareant, quam re vera se habeant." And

Borger thinks this is^alluded to in the ^. just after. There may, rather, be an allu-

sion to the power popularly ascribed to the evil

eye. Be that as it may, the force of. may
best be seen by considering its derivation, which
(notwithstanding what has been alleged) is doubt-
less from the old verb, to talk : and as
the form — is (like the Hebrew Conj. Pihel.J
intensitive ; thus it means to chatter, or mutter :

and magic incantations were usually gabbled
over. So Milton, Com. 817. —

•' Without his rod reversed, . ^__ ^
And backward mutters of dissev'ring power^flli

At all events, the charm was supposed to be/'
partly at least, worked by the muttering over a
certain form of words (usually in a rude kind of
poetry; and adapted to be either said or sung).

So Hor. Ep. i. 1. 34. Sunt verba et voces, &lc.,

where see Doering. ' seems to be an
Hellenistic form, for the purer Greek,
which is, indeed, found in some of the more
recent MSS. and the Ed. Princ. and Erasm.

;

but is doubtless a correction. Tp \. -.
is dependent on - understood. By .

,\. is meant, as Grot, observes, not retaining
the true doctrine once delivered to them, namely,
justification through Christ alone. This clause
is, however, omitted in several ancient MS.S. of
the Western recension, some Versions, and many
Fathers ; and is, perhaps with reason, rejected by
most Critics, and cancelled by Griesb., as intro-

duced from V. 7.

— '^— £.] is a
pictorial term, used vith reference to paintings

being publicly (-oo) exhibited. But it is here
used metaphorically ; and the best Expositors
are agreed that the sense is, " You, to whom the
great doctrine of the crucifixion of Christ [and
the atonement by his blood, and not the rites of
the Mosaic law] has been so plainly set forth

[and fully expounded both in its causes and ef-

fects] :
" wjiich had been done partly by preaching

(see 1 Cor. i. 2.3. and ii. 2.) and partly in the live-

ly representation of Christ crucified, in the Eii-

charist. In — iv there may be, as is usu-
alh' supposed, a pleonasm (such, indeed, as is

common to the popular phraseology in most lan-

guages :) or rather, perhaps, according to the
opinion of Schott, as " verba priora figurate enun-
ciaverant ( —/^/) explicatur delude ac
definitur sermone propria, iv , in animis
quippe vestris."

2. TouTo {\, &c.] From the ex-

amples adduced bv Wets., this appears to have
been a common formula, resorted to in order to

bring any ariiument to a speedy decision, as being
o^ jVs.?//'sufficient to determine it. I have in Rec.
Syn. shown that bv. must (with the ancient
and most modern Expositors) be understood the

ffl/'ls of the Spirit, both ordinary and extraordina-

ry ; though, of course, the latter, namely, the
supernatural gifts, must be chiefly intended. And
this is confirmed by the use of the .\rticle, which
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. Middl. justly supposes to denote notoriety,

q. d. the well-known gills. .\s to the gloss of some
recent Commentators (as Mar., Koppe, and Ro-

senm.), " animum Christianum," it is refuted, and

the common interpretation placed beyond doubt

by the words of v. 5. h ,
If '. where . is plainly

exegetical of the preceding.', is not, as many Commentators imagine,

put for ; but denotes the hearing, or be-

ing instructed in : and . signifies the Gospel,

as being opposed to. So in 1 Thess. ii. 13.' is equivalent to\. The
is prefixed to, as in a kindred passage

of Rom. ix. 32, in order to hint at the nature of

the Law, as one of uwrks ; and, to ., be-

cause, as the Apostle says, Rom. x. 17, " faith

comelh by hearing [the word of God preached]."

3. (4< — ; "After having be-

gun in the Spirit, do ye finish with the tlesh ?
"

i. e. having begun with a .spiritual and moral,

are ye finishing with a carnal and ceremonial re-

ligion ? do ye take up willi those external ordi-

nances of the law which were mere forms, and

only typical of the internal and spiritual gifts of

the Gospel ?

4. ;] We have here anoth-

er argument, the exact force of which depends
upon the sense assigned to /., which is a word
used not only erit, but of ^ooi^. Almost all the

more recent Commentators have taken inaO. in a

good sense,— of the favours and benefits before

mentioned ; i. e. Have ye received so many spir-

itual benefits, tokens of Divine favour, to no pur-

pose ? sense very agreeable to the context,

but, as Crell. shows, not required by it. He, with

Bos and Wolf, has ably maintained the interpre-

tation of the ancient and earlier modern Exposi-

tors, " have ye suffered so many evils ? " i. e. per-

secutions. The great objection to the other is,

that, although some few instances have been ad-

duced from the Classical writers of used,

without the adilition of or such like, in a good
sense

;
yet not one has been produced from either

the N. T. or the Sept. Whereas examples of
in a had sense, without any addition, are

common in both the Scriptural and Classical

writers. Besides, the ' and (scil. .)
have more point according to the common inter-

pretation ; by which, too, the argument of the

Apostle is more diversified. The phrase '
must not be regarded (with many) as hav-

ing the force of amplification (as if involving a
sort of threat), but of mitigation (as is pointed
out by Chrys.. Theod., Theophyl., fficum., Cal-

vin, Est., Oell., and others); q. d. "If, indeed,

iit
should be proved by the event that] they have

een suffered in vain [which 1 will not suppose]."

Thus it is expressive of hope in them, that they
would sec their errors and amend them.

5.- This particle is here resumptive, and
may be rendered now. . is by most recent

Commentators (even Koppe and Borger) regarded

as a participle put for a finite verb, by an ellip.

of t^v. But it seems better to regard the sentence,

with the ancients and most moderns, as highly

elliptical ; something in the latter member
— being to be supplied from the

former one,— na.me]y, from --, and from. The full sense is

well expressed by Schott as follows: "Kum qui

(et universe) Spiritum vobis suppeditat et facul-

tatem facta edendi insignia in vobis efficacem

reddit (suppl. hrec vobis contingere jubet) ex

operibus legi Mos. accommodatis, an ex auditione

doctrina; fidem (Christo hab.) postulantis ?
"

6— 9. The Apostle here (as in Rom. iv. 1.

seqq.) supports the doctrine of justification by
faith, by a reference to the example of Abraham,
the Father of the faithful, and illustrious for the

many signal proofs he gave of faith in God.
See the Note on tiie passage in Romans.
must not be rendered, with Mackn., "seeing."

The word has here its usual illustrative and fom-
parative force, and may be rendered quemadmo-
dum. It also involves an, with reference

to the thing compared
; q. d. " Even as Abraham

had faith in God, and it was counted unto him
for righteousness ; so it is in your case." You
must have entire confidence in God : wherein
the correspondence of the two cases especially

consists.

7. oi (K .'] This is supposed to be a

phrase like oi for oi,
and equivalent to oi. It seems, howev-
er, to be a stronner expression ; meaning, " those

who rest on faith." genuine faith, as Abraham's
was, and rest on that only, as he did, and seek to

be justified alone by it ; they are alone the true

[spiritual] children of Abraham. On the force

of '] see Note on Rom. iv. 1, and ix. 7.

8. Quod in genera docuerat Apostolus, homi-
nes nimirum justificari ex fide, non secus atque

Abrahamus ; id nunc nominatim etiam de genti-

bus scriptura; testimonio docet : ne quis forte

putet. justificationem ex fide, qua; Abrahamo con
tigerit, et ejus semini promissa fucrit, ad gentes

nihil pertinerc. (Crell.) By // must be
understood, per prosopoposiam, the Holii ^irit,

who inspired the words ; as Rom. iv. 3. Joiro vii.

38. , having foreseen and foreknown., " is to justify : " i. e. icould justify. A
not uncommon sense of the^ present tense.. . The sense is, "announced
before [the giving of the Law, nay, even before

the birth of Isaac] the glad tidings."'.
is a very rare term ; but it is found in Philo.

—^,' — .'] The citation is

founded «either on the Hebrew nor the Sept.;

and indeed is, Borger thinks, formed from two
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different passages,. from Gen. sii. 3,

and from Gen. xxii. 18. where
is added. Instead of ., . is right-

ly edited by Wets., Matth., Griesb., Tittm., Vat.,

and Winer, from many MSS. and all the early

Editions. , ^ 5 i. e., as Xewc. explains,

by the birth of Christ among thy descendants.

9. ol — /3.] The Apostle
here simply repeats the general conclusion at v. 7.

Render :
" So then those [only] who have a like

genuine faith with the believing Abraham are to

be blessed [with him] ; " viz. by having their

faith counted for righteousness. " The Apostle
(observes Warburton, Works vi. 14) is here con-

vincing the Galatians, that the Gospel of Christ
is founded on the same principle with that which
justified Abraham, — namely, Faith."

10— 14•. Here the Apostle urges other argu-

ments in proof of the doctrine of justification by
faith. And first he shows, that those who sought
to be justified by their observance of the law, so

far from obtaining the blessedness of Abraham,
abode under the curse of the law, and were liable

to divine punishment. There is, as Borger says,

this entlitjmeme implied :
" Those who trust to the

law for salvation must completely observe it ; for

vengeance is denounced against the transgressors

of it. But all have transgressed it; therefore all

are liable to its punishment." Or we may, with
Schott, suppose the to refer to some clause

left understood, and thus to be filled up : [" Nee
alia esse potest ratio impetrand» conditionis ho-
minum Deo probatorum.] Les enim cujus ob-
servatione Judsei confidunt, nonnisi pcenffi divinEE

obnoxios reddidit homines." |
must, from the force of the context, mean " those

who depend upon the works of the law for salva-

tion." There is an allusion to the -
at V. 7 & 9. - £., " are under curse,"

namely, rtiat of the broken law; are hiKo.raparot,

as in "the passage of the O. T. then quoted,

to shov/ the reason of the thing. The cit.ition

does not quite correspond with either the Hebr.

or Sept. ; but the sense is the same. ',
is used both in the Scriptural and Classical writ-

ers with a Dative of some noun expressing, or

implyinir, ens^avemint, or ohIi2,ation, and may be

rendered " to abide by an engagement, continue

in its observance." is equivalent to

! t3, or •.

11. ' if — f.rjXov.'] Here is adduced another

argument to pfove that no man is justified by the

law. The f,i may be rendered aidem, or porro.

'Ei; 6)), " by the observance of the law as a

condition." . is nearly equivalent to the
at v. 9. An'Sov scil. , (viz. as

Abp. j\ewc. explains) " from the tenour of the

Christian covenant." This the Apostle fortifies

from the words of the Prophet. At ' sub. -. The passage is also cited at Rom. i.

17. and Hobr. x. 38. Some (as Macknight and
Knapp) would construe : b( .
But it is Avell observed by Bp. Middleton, that
" that would require b . b . . or else b

., and would then yield a weak and
inappropriate sense. Whereas to affirm that the
good man, he whose obedience, though imper-
fect, is sincere, shall reap life everlasting from
faith (as opposed to a law of works) and from
faith alone, is a most important declaration ; and
it agrees exactly with the context." Bp. War-
burton (Works Vol. V. p. 400.), ably states the
argument in the following words :

" That no one
can obtain eternal life by virtue of the Law is

evident from one of your own Prophets [Hab.]
who expressly holds,'that the just shall live by
faith. Xow, by the Law, no rewards are prom-
ised to faith, but to works onlij. The man that
doeth them (s.-i}s the Law in Levit.) shall live in

them." "The Apostle (continues he) is showing
thai justification, or eternal life, is by faith. This
he does even on the concession of a Jew, the
Prophet Habakkuk, who expressly owns it to be
hy faith. But the Law, says the "Apostle, attrib-

utes nothing to faith ; but to deeds only ; which
if a man dn he shall live in them."

12. • ;.] This means, "the
law depends not upon faith," i. e. has nothing to
do with faith. In (where the .
is emphatic) is implied ' f'|. Though
that is suggested in the following aWa, which
belongs. 1 conceive, both to the clauses omitted,
and to the one to which it is affixed, where it may
be rendered iino.

"AvOp. is vanting in several MSS. of the Wes-
tern recension, and not a few Versions and Fa-
thers, and is probably from the margin, being
introduced either from the Sept. or from Rom.
X. 5.

13. ^ —.'\ Here we liave a
further argument, derived from the intent and
object of Christ's death

; q. d. " we are justified

bv fiith, and not by the works of the law, becau.ie

Christ has redeemed us;" literal! v, " hath bought
us off from the curse of the law;" there being
an allusion to tlie price paid. often
signifies "to liberate a captive by thie payment
of his ransom ;" where the denotes the libera-

tion. It is not agreed Avhether the has refer-
ence to the Jews only, and by " the law " be
meant the law of Moses ; or to both the Jews and
the Gentiles, and by the law, the law of nature as
well as the law of Moses, is to be understood.
7"hc latter opinion is ably maintained by Grot.,
AV'hitby, and Mackn., and is greatly preferable.
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is meant the blessing mentioned at v. 14•, salvation

secured, as by inheritance, on Abraham, and be-

lievers in general. At sub. earl, " does
not come by the observance of the Law [or by
our own works and merits.]"
— (^ ., &LC.] i. e. (as Mr. Holden

explains) '•'
it is not obtained by the promise of

God to Abraham, that it should come through
Jesus Christ." '' The reason (says Abp. Newc.)
is, because obedience to law makes reward a

matter of debt; whereas, in fact, the inheritance,

or Abraham's reward, was a free gift by promise."
The sense of the verse is admirably illustrated by
Bp. Bull in his Harm. Apost. p. 46. He shows
ivkij the Apostle here places the Law in opposi-

tion to the promise, and points out the real scope
;

which (as Beza saw) was to tacitly meet an objec-

tion on the part of the Jews, as to what had been
said in the verse preceding; q. d. " the Law and
the promise cannot stand together, nempe ut

haereditas ex Lege simul et promissione detur

;

cum justitia Legis (loquitur ', v. 15)

meritum inducat et gratiam e.xcludat, adeoque
gratuita; proraissioni ropugnet, nempe si Lex jus-

tificandi causa data fuisset." . is used, and
not eii^ov, either to suggest the gracious kindness
of God, or that it was made gratis, and without
merit; or both. See Bp. Bull, ubi supra. '., by virtue of a positive promise, or en-
gagement.

19. Here an objection is anticipated, and the
answer given. Ti oJi/ ;

" What purpose,
then, did the Law answer?" and why promul-
gated, if justification be not of works, but of faith ?

The answer is ; . , where
by-, according to the best Ex-
positors, is meant, either that the Jews might be
preserved from idolatry and its concomitant vices,

and the worship of God be preserved till the

coming of Christ ; or, that they might be convicted
of sin in committing those vices (the heinous
nature of sin being by the Law set in the stron-

gest point of view, and the power of conscience
roused. See Rom. iii. 20.); and that thus they
might be taught to seek after a more effectual

method of obtaining pardon ; meaning, says Cal-
vin, " Legem latam fuisse, ut transgressiones pa-

lam faceret, eoque modo homines cogeret ad
cognitionem sui reatus." Thus the Law (as St.

Paul to the Romans says) was given " to detect
transgressions," to " make them abound," v. 20;
so that sin " should appear to be sin." Schott
well annotates thus :

" Maluit scribere

quam, propterea quod lege ac-

curate cognita, cui jam resisteret cupiditas hu-
mana in vetitum nitendi, majori evidentia naturam
suam perversam et prorsus damnandam declara-

bant, quam habent tanquam violationes roliintaiis

divince le/re declanUce." In short, to use the words
of Mr. Scott, '•' the moral law was useful to con-
vince men of sin, to show them their need of re-

pentance, of mercy, and of a Saviour; the Cere-
monial Law shadowed forth the way of acceptance
and holiness ; and believers were thus enabled to

maintain communion with God by faith in the
promised Messiah." The words ' >]
(where supply ) suggest that the Law

was only intended to be temporary, and prepara-
tory to tfje Gospel (as in many respects shadowing
it forth, and showing its necessity), to be ushered
in when the Seed, i. e. the Messiah (see supra v.

IG.) should come, unto whom both Jews and Gen-
tiles being engrafted by faith, should become the
spiritual seed of Abraham. Instead of,
5 MSS. of the Western recension, the V'ulg., and
other Latin V^ersions, and some Fathers, chiefly

Latin, have , which is preferred by Mill,
Beng., and Borger, and edited by Griesb., Knapp,
and Winer. But the authority adduced is fir too
weak; and the reading is plainly an alteration of
those who did not perceive the force of the .,
which, as is well pointed out by Bp. Warburton,
Works, vol. V. p. 5, is this :

" it was superadded
to the Abrahamic covenant, and introduced be-
tween that and the Christian dispensation." So
Rom. v. 20. , where see Note.
Some, however, of the correctors and critics,

above alluded to, seem to have rejected the .,
as thinking that is nowhere else used
of a law. That, however, would be no good rea-

son for cancelling it. But, in fact, the phrase
occurs at least twice, as far as my

own knowledge extends (and probably in more
cases), namely, Herodot. ii. 136. and Thucyd. ii.

35. '.-' may be taken impersonally, or
supplied from just before

The words^ it'' are closely con
nected with. Render, '' promulgated
by or through the intervention of the angels;"
the meaning of which will appear from the Note
on Acts vii. 53. -. ., '• by the intervention of a
mediator or internuncius, namely (as Theodoret
and the best modern Expositors have seen),
Moses." It has been fully shown by Schoettg. in
loc, that "n;3T0, the Mediator, was the common
appellation given to Moses in the Rabbinical
writers ; by whom the Law is often said to have
been given " by his hand as mediator."

20. h ii — (v.^^ This is confessedly
one of the most obscure passages in the N. T.,
and perhaps above all others " vexatus ab inter-
pretibus ; " for Winer affirms that there are no
less than 250 modes of explanation, which are
stated and reviewed by Koppe, Borger, Keil,
Bonitz, Weigand, and Schott.
Some, by h ., understand a mediator, or um-

pire, generally : others, some one in particular,

—

as Moses, or Christ. There is plainly an ellipsis

at ; which some supply by, others by
yivovi,,, or, according to the
peculiar view taken of the scope of the Apostle.
Again, the is by some taken of number,— one,

i, e. one only ; by others, for h, " one and
the same," i. e. immutable. Under these circum-
stances, it is impossible, in a work of this nature,
to do more than advert to the grounds on which
any interpretation nnv be founded, and point out
that which seems to bid the fairest to be the true
one. Previously to doing this, I shall beg to lay
before the reader seven Rules of interpretation,

which are laid down by Prof Schott, and which
may serve as a clue through the labyrinth of jar-

ring interpretations, and, bv showing what is 7ioi

31
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the true one, may guide the inquirer to what

is so.

1. "The words Si here express the

vnive.rsal notion of any mediator, as the expres-

sions Jolin X. 3. h b KuXoi ; and Rom. i. 17.

b , [on vvliicl] use of llie Article, whereby

it is subservient to hypothesis, see Bp. Middl. Ch.

iii. § 2. and Winer's Gr. Gr. p. yi. Ed. 3.] and

therefore do not suggest the idea of any one in

particular ; certainly not Chiist, but rather Moses.

For althougl) what is said merely concerns any

mediator, yet the Apostle doubtless meant what is

here affirmed to be applied to what had been just

said of the Mosaic Law promulgated by a medi-

ator. 2. That connection of the words which, at

the first glance, spontaneously presents itself,

namely, h (subject) (predi-

cate) is to be adhered to by expositors, and not to

be changed for any other, when there is no urgent
necessity. 3. The Genitive fi'Of must necessarily

be referred to the Genitive of some substantive

to be supplied in thought. Care, however, must
be taken not to supply what neither the nature

and disposition of the thing spoken of, nor the

series orationis, may seem to spontaneously bring

in. 4. The connection of each member of the

sentence, and the nature of the Apostle's style

of argumentation, requires that in each member
of the sentence the signification of should be
the same. 5. The one member in like manner as

the other either contains an universal seiiliment

to be transferred to the present case, or contains

an enunciation pertaining to certain times. 6. Even
if it should be granted, that the former contains

an universal sentiment, which, agreeably to the

meaning of the Apostle, ought to be transferred to

the question concerning the Law of Moses, yet
the Apostle is by no means to be supposed to have
said in the latter member what was only to be
ap[)!ied to the question as to the promise given to

Abraham. Nay, by the words b it ;
lie meant to affirm something ti.nirersal ; which
either, in like manner as the former enunciation,

ought to be transferred to the Mosaic Law only
;

or must be transferred at once to the Law and
the promise. Otherwise, the argumentation which
is intimated at v. 20 would be neither sufficiently

perspicuous, nor would it well cohere. 7. The
first words of the verse following (21) b ovv' (an interrogation suc-
ceeded by a form of serious denial, /u^ yifioiro !)

certainly require that the whole of v. 20 should
be supposed to contain a primary sentiment, of
that kind which gave occasion to the interrogation
proposed and refuted in the subsequent verse.

Moreover, the negation so takes up
the interrogation before propounded, that it is

plain that this interrogation has by no means the
force of denia/, but is a mere doubt, proceeding
from some one who, using such a kind of argu-
ment as is contained in v. 20, would be justified

in collecting that the promise given to Abraham
might be taken away by the Law subsequently
given."

Having applied the severe test of these seven
rules of interpretation, to almost all the exposi-
tions which have any claim to attention in them-
selves, or from the celebrity of the scholars who
have proposed them, the learned Professor con-
cludes with rejecting them all, as almost univer-

sally unfounded. To these my limits forbid me
to advert, except to notice that one which seems
to be least objectionable, and was supported by
Para!us,Crell., Capell., Locke, Whitby, and others

since their time, as Noesselt and A. Clarke, and
which may be expressed in the following para-

phrase :
" Now a mediator is not [cannot in the

nature of things be] a mediator of one [party only
in any covenant], but of two [at least]. But God,
who gave the promises to Abraham, is one party

only [belonging to the Abraharaic covenant]

;

q. d. the other party (consisting of believers of

all nations, Gentiles as well as Israelites) was not

concerned in the promulgation of the law ; and
therefore the original covenant, not having been
dissolved by hotlt the contracting parties, remains

in full force." Even this, however, will, 1 appre-

hend, not quite stand the test above adverted to.

Upon the wliole, the most satisfactory view of

the sense seems to be that propounded by the

very learned framer of the above rules, in the fol-

lowing Note :
' The intent of the Apostle is, I

conceive, to affirm the superior authority and
dignity of the Sinaitical Dispensation above any
human covenant, from a consideration of the na-

ture (not, indeed, of the Lawgiver, Moses, but)

of God, tlie Autlwr of the Laiv. And though the

expression , viewed by itself alone, would not

signify any tiling or person unchangeable, yet this

idea of one is all-consistent, and whoever remains

the same, may very well, in a context like the

present, be united with the proper and usual sig-

nification of the word. Compare Rom. iii. 30.

Philipp. i. 27. In vv. 15, 17, seqq. mention had
been made of the alteration, or abrogation of a

Dispensation or Covenant. These things consid-

ered, there is surely no objection to assigning to

the word fft in both members of v. 20. the sense

of immutability or perfect consistency. With re-

spect to the expression , it is here, I

conceive, used in the same signification as at

1 Cor. i. 12. iii. 4. a partibus alicujus stare, ei

addiclns esse, to be of any one's party. Thus the

sense will be : "A mediator indeed belongs not to

one person or party only (and that unchangeable) ;"

q. d. "in human concerns, where a mediator is

wanting, there are of course two parties between
whom a mediator may act, whether the transac-

tion be between two persons only, or there be a

large number of persons constituting either or

both parties. Hence, from the Sinaitical Law
being promulgated iv (v. 19) it does
not follow that it is of perpetual authority. And
yet God is one, — he remains ever a God mi-

changeable ; the covenant of the Sinaitical Dis-

pensation Avas not of human, but Divine authori-

ty ; nor did it depend on the will of man, but of
God, who is unchangeable."

21. A doubt is now brought forward, arising

from what the Apostle had said at v. 20 respect-

ing the authority of the Sinaitical law, as evinced
from the nature of God ; namely, whether the

Sinaitical law. being of divine authority and com-
mand, vvas meant to so limit (or change) the prom-
ise given to Abraham, that that should no lon-

ger be a promise, of which the fulfilment belonged
only to the free grace of God. This doubt the

Apostle removes, by giving them to understand,

that although each Dispensation of God (the Law
and the Promise) is different in its own nature
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and efficacy from the other, yet that there is no elude the former. Ei? rm \\... signifies
such inconsistency between themas that the ,/ 'until the promulgation of the faith, which was
i-liould take away the promise; nay, that each afterwards to be revealed.'

"

( .'heres with the other, by a connection divinely 24. h — Xotarav.] As the law was
oidained, whereby the Law served to pave the before compared to a Jailor, so it is here likened
way for the Christian Dispensation ; that the to a, by which term, the best E.xposi-
L:iw does not interfere with the promise, but tors have l)een long agreed, is not meant a sr/iooZ-

tciids to confirm it. (Schott.) Winer has shown master (for that would have been ',). but
that £(' , " if it /iurf ieeji given," implies the pedagogue or person (usually a freedman, or
at the end of the sentence a clause expressing, slave) who conducted children to and from school
that that was not the case (see Note on Rom. vii. (whence their appellation), attended them out of
1', 10. and iii. 23.): so far from being contrary school hours, formed their manners, superintend-
thereto, it vas promotive of it; it was good in ed their moral conduct, and in various respects
Itself, and suitable to the ends proposed ; but was prepared them for the !)\. See Chrys.
I 'Illy an inferior covenant, which was not in- cited by Borger. The leading idea here intend-
i' tided to give salvation to sinners, as all men ed, is that of bringing 7/7/, and preparing for

<^• (as the Law did in respect of the Gospel, name-
22. \ —- The sense ]y, by its doctrines, moral precepts, types and

IS, "Nay [so far from that] the Scriptures de- prophecies, all leading men to the Gospel, by
clare all men [of all nations, both Jews and showing the imperfection, and the impractica-
Gentiles] to be sinners [and therefore amenable bility of performing a law of works. See Note
to wrath and punishment]." is by on Matt. v. 17.) ; hinting also at the restraint and
many explained, "has included." This, how- discipline under which boys were held till they
ever, appears too feeble a sense. It is better in- reached manhood, and at the necessarily de-
terpreted, with Borger and Winer, " has shown fective knowledge until then communicated to
or declared all to be subject to the dominion of them ; as if those under the law were com-
sin, brought under it;" just as in R.om. vii. sin is pared to the of the Gospel,
compared to a tyrant, who holds men captive, 25. .] i. e. because it is no longer
and to whose dominion all are subject. So De- necessary to us, and therefore no longer obliga-
Mosth. uses . See more in the tory upon us ; as in the case of boys when grown
Note on Rom. xi. 32. , the Commenta- up. The better covenant being established, the
tors say, is for . But perhaps the introductory one ceases.
Apostle had in mind the, and accommodated 26.] i. e. all of every nation, both Jews
the gender thereto. In there is no and Gentiles. By ' "is meant, " are «rf-

pleonasm of, but {V . is for -. mitted to a sort of sonship by adoption," with. Render, "in order that the promised bles- the adjunct notion of liberty'from unnecessary
sing, which depends on faith in Jesus Christ, restraint,

might be given to them that believe in him." 27. ' yJp — .'] The sense is: "For as
23. Having refuted the foregoing objections, many of you as, having received baptism, profess

the Apostle proceeds to show the use and intent the Christian doctrine [whether circumcised or
of the law. . , " before uncircumcised], are united with Christ by the
the faith (i. e. the dispensation which requires closest bond." See Calvin, Koppe, and Borg.
faith in Christ as indispensable, or the Gospel On the phrase Xp. see Note on Rom.
covenant) was introduced." See Rom. iii. 27. xiii. 14.

xi. 6. The words following^. 28. , &c.] The general sense is, "there
are illustrative of the metaphor in the preceding, is under the Gospel no discrimination in privi-

the comparison being "persons shut up in a leges, no distinction of wa/?On, nor of condition or
place from which they cannot get out." " The sex, but ye are all one famihi. by the religion of
words (Winer says) may be interpreted in two Christ Jesus— all alike entitled to the same
ways

;.. is either ' lege Mos. obstricti benefits, those of sincere believers."
tenebamur, tanqnam prcpsidio, usque ad,' &c., 29. Xo.] scil. viol. ., i. e.

or, 'lege obstricti custodiebamur, asservabamur the true spiritual seed. '. \.,
in,' &c. ; as 1 Pet. i. 4.? iv - " and heirs by Divine promise [of the blessings

eh. The latter sense is prefer- attached thereto]," without any need of legal
able, especially as it may, in some measure, in- performances.
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IV. 1. \ .] This formula (on which of the Gospel was promulgated, by which both

see Note at iii. 17.) serves to introduce a con- were alike superseded.

tinuation of the argument, and an illustration of 4•, 5. Here St. Paul carries on the illustration

the reasoning in the preceding Chapter
; Jirst, drawn from the /. and okov.,q.a. "For as

comparing the state of God's Church under the the son is, for a time, subject to the governance

law to that of a minor, whose father is dead
;

of masters ; but when the is accom-

and who, though he be, by legal right, the owner plished, is, as it were, liberated, and becomes

of the whole inheritance,— yet, while in his mi- his own master; so ice, so long attached

nority, is in a situation little differing, in respect , are liberated from them, by

of restraint, from that of a servant ; and so con- the Son of God being sent into the world for the

tinues, until the period appointed by his father purpose of delivering us." (Borger.)

for putting him into possession of his inheritance. — rXi'yp. .'] The phrase occurs also^ is used in the sense minor, in the Classi- in Gen. .\.xv. 24•. xxix. 21., and denotes the end

cal writers (from Homer to Dionys. Ital.) as well of an appointed time. So \. , Eph. i.

as in the Scriptural ones. - . 10. Thus \. . . is equivalent to

should, I think, be rendered not tutors and gov- - h. An expression occurring

ernors, but guartlians and ?nanagers. It is true in the Ciussicat as well as Scriptural writers,

that some difference of opinion exists. Many It here denotes the time appointed by the Father

Expositors take iztrp. to signify tutors; while for delivering all nations from the bondage men-
most are agreed that by . are meant stewards, tioned at v. 3. . is not synonymous with

It is not. however, necessary to suppose (as many . ; but is more significant., " born ;"

recent Commentators do), that because the minor a signification found in Rom. i. 3. Gen. iv. 25.

is said to be under them, such were and also in the Classical writers. .
care-takers of the minor, as as stewards

;
is a Hebrew phrase formed on' 1lV '" '"'*

for of that no sufficient proof is adduced. We xiv. 1. and elsewhere. It here intimates that

may suppose the to refer to the minor having Christ was endued with the whole of the hinnan

no control over their management. Of both nature. See Phil. ii. 7. some render

the iitirp. and, we have mention in Gen.
_
" subjectum legi ; " others, " sub lege ;

" i. e. for

xxiv. 2.
' Compare xv. 2, At . supply '. Both senses, however, may be included

;, " the period previously fixed." The word the latter primurihj, the former secondarily.

often occurs in the later Classical writers. ToS , supply, or, from the

narpdj, for ; which is the better ac- preceding, " under the tyranny and condemnation

counted for since npuO. being, in some measure, of the Law," whether of Moses or of nature,

an adjective, may stand for a participle, and thus See Rom. iii. 20. Tiji' '. See Note on iii. 26.

take a genitive. and on Rom viii. 15. 23.

3. /] i. e. both Jewish and Gentile Chris- 6. on v'loi.] Wakef. and Borger explain,

tians. , i. e. children in the knowledge of " And to show that ye are sons." The ellipsis,

God, unable to attain that accurate and complete however, is not used by St. Paul. It is true that

knowledge of Divine things which pertains to the the Apostle seems to mean to assert their having

Tcictoi mentioned in a kindred passage of received the Spirit as an evidence of iheir Son-

Eph. iv. 14. ship. But that may be implied as follows :
" And

— -'] denotes figura- since ye are sons, God has [in token thereof]

lively "the elements, or rudiments, of any sent" &c. Or we may, with Schott, regard tliis

branch of knowledge;" consequently what is as a brief mode of expression, of which the full

superficial, and only suited to the less informed
;

sense is, " That ye are sons, God hath himself

not intended to be permanent, but to give way to shown, by sending to you his Holy Spirit." " The
the more complete knowledge of a further ad- same argument (observes Mr. Locke) from their

vanced period of study. See Col. ii. 8. Here having the Spirit, St. Paul uses to the Romans,
it designates, in conjunction with the qualifying Rom. viii. 16. And on reading 2 Cor. v. 5. and

term , that state of religious knowl- Eph. i. 11 — 14. it will be found that the Spirit is

edge, which subsisted both among Jews and looked upon as the seal and assurance of the in-

heathens before Christ ; and which was, from its heritance of life to those who have received the

rude and ceremonial nature (dealing chiefly in adoption of sons." This will sufiiciently defend

external and carnal institutions), suited indeed to the usual interpretation of against those

the capacities of the recipients, but was only recent Commentators, who lower it to " animus

calculated to be temporary. How hhv'K. is to be Christianus." Here the best ancient and modern
understood, will appear from the Note on iii. 26. Expositors alike recognize the express mention

The Apostle means to suggest the inference,— of the three persons of the Trinity, with the due

that, however useful might be the Law of Moses, distinction. " The Son (as Bp. Pearson observes)

or the law of nature (each as introductory dispen- is distinguished from the Father, as first sent by

sations, more or less perfect), the obligation to Him ; and the Spirit of the Son is distinguished

both must cease, when the more perfect religion both from the Father, and from the Son, as sent
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by the Father, after He had sent the Son. And
this our Saviour hath taught us several times,
John xiv. 26. xv, 26. Hence we conclude that

the Holy Uhost, although He be truly and prop-
erly God, is neither God the Father, nor God the
Son."

here signifies, " teaching and enabling
us to cry out [in prayer] " with filial confidence,

'A/3ii<i ! addressing God as a Father. See Rom.
viii. 15. Perhaps there is an allusion to the dis-

tinction between Slaves and Sons, or others of
the family,— that the former were not allowed to

use the title of .Abba in addressing the master of
the fiimily, while the latter enjoyed that privilege.

Why the Chaldee term3 should have been
used as well as the Greek, Expositors are not
agreed. The opinion of Winer seems most prob-
able, — that the Chaldee term was used because
the Jewish prayers ordinarily commenced with

; and that the Greet was meant for those
who did not understand the Chaldee term.

7. Here we have the conc/iisinn. See v. 1.

Compare Rom. viii. 17. iii. 29. where see the
Notes. The u is supposed to be for. But
it should rather seem that the singular is adopted
to make the application, by its individuality,

more forcible. There is a similar transposition

in Rom. xii. 19. 20. 1 Cor. iv. 6. sq. In the

it is implied, that the person in question has re-

ceived the Holy Spirit given through the Son, to

seal them as the children of God. . .
signifies heir (i. e. a partaker) of the blessings be-
stowed by God on men through Christ, viz. justi-

fication and redemption ;— which are very often

denominated an inheritance, to denote certainty

of possession.

8 — 10. Considering the dignity and excellence
of this condition as sons of God, obtained for them
by Christ, how highly, the Apostle now shows, is

to be reprobated the temerity of those who again

inclined to the former servile state ; with ref-

erence, chiefly, to that part of the Galatian

congregation which had formerly been Pagan.
(Schott.)

There is here (as is indicated by the) a
conversio sennonis ; the Gentile Christians being
especially addressed. In vv. 8. 9. there is a fine

contrast drawn between the pristine state of the

persons in question (when involved in gross idol-

atry, through ignorance of the nature of God),
and their present condition, when knowing and
being known of God. This is done to place in a

strong point of view their folly in wishing to re-

turn to their former state of servitude to the Law.
—.] Of this particle no satisfactory ac-

count is given by the Commentators. It seems to

belong to taken a second time ; the full

sense being, " Ye did, indeed, then worship those
who were no Gods ; but however ye did it through
ignorance of God; which ye have not now to

plead." By the is meant the time when they
were ^ . V. 3. By

Otoif the ancient and many mod-
ern Expositors suppose are meant, " those who
have no existence in nature," but are mere stocks
and stones. The best modern ones, however, as

Winer, render '• lis, qui non natura [sed ex homi-
nuin tantum opinione] Dei sunt," the )^

of 1 Cor. viii. 5. The latter interpretation
is more agreeable to the words ; unless we read
from some M.SS., . But some
eminent Critics are agreed that that is an altered

reading
;
probably introduced from the Scholiasts.

It is, however, not impossible that the Apostle
intended botli senses.

The of this verse and the t'f of the next are

adopted, in order the more forcibly to contrast

their /O/v?i.e;• with their ;j/-(?«e«i state. / of,

(• rather") is :\.formid:i corri2;endi occurring also

in Rom. viii. 31. and often in the Classical writers.

is rightly explained by Luther,
Grot., JXewc, and Winer, " recognized by God as
his sons, and approved to be such by the Spiritual

gifts imparted to them." See supra iii. 5. 1 Cor.
viii. 3. 2 Tim. ii. 19. Wisd. iv. 1.

9. ., &c.] '• how is it that ye are

turning back," &,c. The Apostle expresses his

wonder that they, who have been set free from
the bondage of atheism, or polytheism, should
return to bondage ; even to a dispensation, which
however of Divine institution, was not of suffi-

cient efficacy to procure them s.alvation ; for that

is all that is meant by the and ^"!,
of which the latter is a further illustration under
another metaphor, of the idea contained in the
former. See Grot., Crell., Doddr., and Theophyl.
How the Lav/ of Mioses was ivtuk, appears from
Heb. vii. IS. 19. x. 1. ; and how the law of nature
was such, appears from the Epistle to the liomans,
passim. For that the .\postle has both in view, is

the opinion of the best Expositors. In'-
I would not, with Koppe and others, recognize

a pleonasm for the simple ; though the forms' Ik and :\ might seem to coun-
tenance it. Here there is no necessity to resort

to any such principle; for the context \e.ry well
admits of the full sense, namely, ' aa^ain, as at

the first." Compare Wisd. xix. 6. We have here
a kind of blending of two modes of expression

;

and on that principle, the complete sense of the

passage is well expressed by Rambach and Schott
thus :

" Quicunque rudirnentis illis egenis, quibus
ante suam ad Christum conversionem addicti fue-

rant, iterum () servire volebant, hoc ita facie-

bant, ut redirent ad iuitia, elementa prima (''-
'), quae elementa parum accommodata essent

cognition! emendatae et dignltati Christianorum."

10. Here the Apostle illustrates by examples
this ^.
— — fnaurouf.] Render, "So then ye
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observe days and months, and times and years !

"

. refers to the Sabbaths;, to the novi-

lunial festivals ; and iv. to the Sabbatical and

Jubilee years, Passover, &ic. By are sup-

posed to be designated the stated festivals. -
here signifies, " to superstitiously observe,

Dy scrupulously distinguishing certain days from

other days." It properly signifies to keep the eye
fixed upon {irapa) any person or thing, so as to

watch the former, or attend to and observe the

latter.

11. In, &c. Borger and Winer think

there is a kind of altraclion ;, vi'hich belongs

to the clause following, being thrown back to the

preceding one. Thus, by a very common Grecism,
It will mean, " I am afraid I have bestowed on

you labour in vain." Here, however, it is better

not to resort to any such idiom, since it tends lo

lower the sense, which is far stronger according

to the usual manner of rendering. The Apostle

first expresses that he is in fear of them, and then

subjoins the nature and extent of that fear. The
force of with the Indicative is (as Win.
observes) to show that the writer or speaker sup-

poses the thing feared to have already taken place.

So Thucyd. iii. 53. ,. Ei'c , "upon you," as in a

kindred passage of Rom. xvi. 6.

12— 16. Having thus justly reproved the in-

constancy of the Galatians, the Apostle now sub-

joins an exhortation, in which he most affection-

ately adjures them to return to the right path,

and imitate his example ; reminding them of the

time past, when they had most reverently and
thankfully received the doctrine preached to them
by the Apostle. (Schott).

12. , «Sic] There has been some
doubt as to the sense of these words. Some (as

Grot., Mor., Wolf, Whitby, and Mackn.) take it

to be, '' love me with the same affection as I do
you." But, as Winer observes, thus the{ will have no suitable sense. The most
natural interpretation is that of the ancient Ex-
positors and Translators, and, of the modern ones,

Hamm., Doddr., West, Rosenm., Semler, Koppe,
laspis, Schleus., Scott, Winer, and Schott, who
at ' supply, and assign this

sense :
•' Follow my example, in renouncing the

law for the Gospel. I was once as zealous for

the law as you now are ; but now I live as do the

Gentiles, and not as do tke Jews. Do you, who
are not Jei/;6-,but Gentiles, live in like manner, as

men released from the law." Thus Schott ren-

ders :
" Estote mei similes (decutiendo jugo legis

Mosaicoe) siqnidem es:o quoque factus sum, quales
vos [facti estis]." This ellipsis of is in-

deed somewhat harsh ; but it is far from unex-
ampled. It is, in fact, agreeable to that idiom,

treated of in Winer's tJr. Gr. p.. Ed. 3, by
which " from a preceding verb another tense (or

even another mood) and person is supplied, in

some following member of the sentence." In

fee above way the passage must have been taken

by Justin Martyr, who introduces it in his Ad-
monit. ad Grcecos, Chap. ii.

— oiiiv .] The sense of these words
will depend upon the view taken of the preced-

ing ones. According to that above adopted, it

will be this :
'' 1 have no grievous injuries to com-

plain of at your hands, and therefore in speaking
so plainly as I must do, 1 am not induced by
resentment." The true connection is skilfully

pointed out by Schott in the following paraphrase.
" Brethren, praying I admonish you (not with any
angry feeling, but with one full of affection, and
with an anxious desire for your good), as indeed
1 well may, for you have not done me any injury,

and once were most afi'ectionately attached to

me."
13. if, &c.] The connection (which is

disputed) seems to be as follows :
" [I harbour

no resentment acrainst you, but rather affection

for you, from a remembrance of your kind treat-

ment of me :] for when I was labouring under
much bodily infirmity, ye did not despise me
[on that account] but," &c. Ai' . .,
" under weakness of body," for iv. On
which idiom see Wahl's Clavis, i. 276. Ed. 2,

and Winer's Gr. Gr. p. 339. It is, however, of
more importance to .advert to what may be sup-

posed meant by , the import of
which expression has been not a little disputed.

See Borger, Winer, and Schott. The most gen-

eral interpretation adopted seems the best : and
thus I would take it, with Neander and Schott.

of great infirmity and sickness of body, even such
(see Calvin) as to make his personal appearance
mean and contemptible to the multitude. This
is in the next verse called tv r-q.

14. - iv " .] Most Exposi-

tors, ancient and modern, take this expression
to refer to the persectitions and afflictions \vhich

Paul underwent. But to that interpretation in-

superable objections have been urged by Whitby,
Doddr., Mackn., Slade, Scott, and Borger; with
whom, and also Newc. and laspis. I would un-
derstand it to denote the same with the corpo-

real trial «ailed '' the thorn in the flesh " at

2 Cor. xii. 7. Compare 2 Cor. x. 10. .
—^. . means, by a common hypal-

la'j^e, " to set at nought and scorn me on account
of my trial." ^. is a stronger term than. So jEschyl.-^ -'. The words ' i^i^. do not

(as most recent Commentators suppose) denote

merely great personal respect; but also, and per-

haps chieflv, such obedient admission of his doc-

trine, as if they were promulgated by an angel of

God,— nay, even Jesus Christ himself in person,

and not by deputy.
15. {— '';] CEcum., Locke, Wolf, Doddr.,

Koppe, Borg., laspis, Winer, and Schleus.,

rightly regard this as not meant to be intenoga-
torii. but exclamatory : i. e. " How great was your
felicitation," or mutual congratulation of your-

selves, how happy did you think yourselves and
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others, [in having such a teacher] ! See iv. G.

The '. uv &. con-
tain a proverbial expression, frequent in the

Classical writers, denoting tlie strongest affec-

tion. Indeed the eye is, both in the Scriptural

and Classical writers, taken to denote what is

dearest to us.

16. The .\postle now deprecates any offence
being taken at his free-spoken expostulations,

and hints that that would be unjust: q. d. " Faith-
ful admonition is the prirt of a friend, not an
enemy." Compare 2 Thess. iii. 15. The only
difficulty here is respecting the, which the

best modern Expositors (following the Vulg.)

render, ergone as if it were written a^' oZv ',-

Quhs ; But of such a sense not the

slightest evidence has ever been adduced. For
as to passages where means ilierefore, at

the beginning qf sentences not interrogatory, but
declarative, they are not to the purpose. And
that the sentence is interrogalive, is plain. It

would be preferable to render, with the Syr.,

Piscator, and others, nnmqu.id ! Yet this interro-

gation is only inherent in the context, and can-
not be extracted from the -. Upon the whole,
I am persuaded that the Commentators are quite

in error with regard to this word; and that it

has neither the force oi conclusion, nor oC interro-

Ration, but rather of mitigation or softening.

For it seems to be used, as occasionally in the

Classical writers, for or -tg, as it were

;

q. d. ' .\m I become, as it were, your enemy, by
speaking to you the truth ; " The force of the

Asyndeton, in such an appeal as this, it is need-
less to point out to any person of taste. Other-
wise I should have supposed St. Paul wrote,
scilicet. &c. ? And Hoogev. (de Partic.) has
shown that inservit interrosrationi et iudigna-

tioni. and consequently expostuLitioni.

With respect to the words '. ^'. Exposi-
tors are not agreed whether the sense be vobis

invisus, the object of your hatred ; or, vobi? in-

festus, one who hates you. The former seems
preferable ; but both senses may be included.

(for "by speaking the

truth." The .\postle may have had in mind some
such saying as that of Terence :

" Obsequium
amicos. Veritas odium parit."

17. There is an obscurity in this and the

next verse, arising partly from extreme brevitij,

arising out of that deliracy of the Apostle, on a

subject so personal to himself, which made him
rather hint his meaning than speak it fully out

;

and partly from that union of point and antithesis,

which sometimes tends to darken the sense. The
persons meant by\ are the false teachers

;

who endeavoured to draw the Galatians to the

observance of the Mosaic Law, and superadd
that to Christianity. These persons, it is said,• which is by some supposed to

mean, " imitate vour zeal for the Gospel." But it

seems best rendered, with Erasm., Beza, Crell.,

Calv., Rosenm., and Schott, amhiiint, or affectant.

And so also Win. interprets ; observing that the

vords mean generally "acri studio in aliquem
ferri

; " i. e. expetere : q. d. " The persons in

question do this, but oh .\, not with an hon-

ourable or praiseworthy intent, or on proper
principles ; i. e. (as I would understand it) not
from a real desire to promote your salvation, but
from selfish motives and party feelings. This ex-
planation is strongly confirmed by the next words,
vhich seem intended to be illustraiire. And,
viewed in that light, they need not have so per-
plexed the Expositors. The embarrassment, in-

deed, partly arose from the reading, intro-

duced, 071 conjecture, by Beza, and transmitted
into the Elzevir Edition and the textus receptus.
Though for this reading there is not any direct

evidence ; MSS., Versions, and Fathers, all

uniting in &, which was, with great judgment,
retained by the authors of our common version)
and has been very properly restored by Bengel,
Wets., Matth., Griesb., Tittm., Vat., and Winer.
It was, in fact, discarded by Beza because he
did not perceive the sense of the (>.. just after; which is not, as many interpret,
' they desire to exclude you from the Church
and salvation ;

" but must be (as Wahl, Bretschn.,
and Winer explain) " they wish to separate you
[from following me, or from connection with me,
or (as Schott explains) from all others, (i. e. who
have abandoned the iVIosaic Law)] in order to,

as it were, monopolize you to themselves." The
words ha >.. plainly mean, by the force
of the antithesis, '• that you may attach your-
selves to them and their party."

18.\ Of, &c.] This sentiment (which has
also been wrongly interpreted) was suggested by
the \ just before. The difficulty com-
plained of will vanish, if the words be considered
as consisting of two sentences blended into one.

Thus the full sense will be: "Zeal and attach-

ment in a good cause [such as you formerly bore
to me] is laudable : but it should be felt and
shown always ; and not merely when I am ivith

you, [but when, as now, absent from you]." It

is scarcely possible to conceive a more delicate
mode of censuring than what the Apostle here
employed. Real love (he means to say) exists in

absence as well as presence.
19. — {'^iTi/ !] These words are by

most recent Editors and Commentators, as
Semi., Xewc, Borger, Vat., Winer, and Schott.
connected with the preceding ; a comma being
placed after. While the ancient and most
modern Commentators suppose . to com-
mence a new period ; i. e. " quasi (as Crell. says)
amore erga Galatos, et summo solutus eoriim
studio animi dolore abreptus, ita eos alloquitur."
The former mode seems to weaken the pathos of
the expression (on which see Theophyl., Beza,
and Macknight) : and, considering the nature of
the preceding sentence, the propriety of a Voca-
tive here is questionable. While, on the other
hand, the Vocative is very suitable to. Yet the if (found in every MS.) joined
with\ seems to reject the. And to
pass it orer (with Prof. Scholef ) as redundant,
would only be avoiding the difficulty. Upon the
whole, i.t seems best to regard the clause
— {' as a parenthetical exclamation (called
forth by the recollection of the endeavour made
to draw away their affections from him, v. 17.,)
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and left unfinished, from pathos. The ic

(which may be rendered with Mackn.

and Newc, " Now I could wisii." See Acts

XXV. 22, and Note on Rom. ix. 3.) was suggested

by what Jiad been said at v. lo, and the is re-

siimplive ; i. e. I couhl wish, I say, to be present

with you. The metaphor in . iihivu> is fre-

quent in St. Paul, and scarcely less so in the

Rabbinical writers. The term iibiv. refers to the

whole process of gestation and formation in the

vomb, to which the words following. . ev are skilfully accommodated
;

there being, as Pise, and Calvin observe, a meta-

phor derived from an imperfect, foetus. See The-
odoret. The sense, when divested of the meta-

phor, is : "The same anxiety, which I formerly

felt in converting you, I again feel, till the

Christian doctrine and disposition be thoroughly

formed and perfected in your minds."

The sense of the words following ^
Tiji»' is not very clear. Some, as Pise,

Wolf, Wets., Doddr., Rosenm., Schott, and

jVewc, take it to mean " change my tone, [to

praise instead of censure ; which I cannot do]

for I am in doubt about you;'' while others, (as

Theodoret, CEcumen., "Est., Menoch., Grot.,

Hamm., Whitby, Locke, Wells, Schleus., laspis,

Vat., Borger, and Winer) suppose it to mean,
" to alter and vary my tone," — namely, 'by ac-

commodating my addresses, either for reproof or

condemnation, according to circumstances ; for

while absent I am quite at a loss with respect to

you, what to think of you (see John xiii. 22.),

whether you have been truly converted or not,

and how to adapt my language to your real de-

gree of merit or demerit.' See 1 Cor. iv. 21.

The former interpretation is the most agreeable

to what precedes, the latter to what follows. And
perhaps, considering how pregnant in meaning
every portion of the Apostle's writings is, we
shall not be wrong in supposing that both these

senses might be intended.

21. The ,\postle now turns to the Jiidaizers,

and resuming the refutation of their error, which
formed the principal purpose of his Epistle, pro-

ceeds to prove, by an allegorical interpretation of

a passage of the O. T., respecting the two sons

of Abraham, that Christians, whom he compares
to Isaac (not Ishmael, vhom he likens to the

Jews in bondage to the law) are liberated from
the dominion of the law ; nor has the lavv any
power to obtain justification

; q. d. " the former
inherit by promise, the latter are in bondage."

The is not an Kpanalepsis, or am-, as some Commentators suppose ; but

a formula of affectionate, yet authoritative, re-

monstrance, as in Luke vii. 42. and in

Is. i. IS. rbv is an expression

often used by St. Paul, as here, of being subject

lo the ceremonial law.
— rbv <.] The sense seems to be,

" do ye not hear and know what is written in the

law, and what ye have heard read continually in

your ears." (See Rom. ii. 13.) So Newc. and
Winer. Some recent Commentators, however,
explain, "do not you attend to, nor understand
the law [you profess to receive] ? " Perhaps the

latter may be admitted in conjunction with the

former. As the error of the persons in question

arose from a misapprehension of the scope and
true intent of the Law, the Apostle now endeav-
ours to remove their mistake by a reference to

the Laic, q. d. (in the words of Abp. Newc.)
" Let me engage your attention by accommodat-
ing the language of the O. T. to my present pur-

pose. Let me illustrate my argument by borrow-

ing thence an apt example for comparison."
22. , &.C..] The may be ren-

dered .vciYi'ce/, or exempli gratia, q.d. The History

of Abraham will illustrate what I mean to say,

since it contains an apt emblem of the two cove-

nants between which you are hesitating.

23. '] " after the regular course of

nature." In the antithetical words iiii <.
something is left to be supplied, and the full

sense is :
" [out of the common course of nature,

and] by virtue of the promise made to Abraham."
24. .] There has been

no little difference of opinion as to the exact

sense of these words. The ancient Expositors

in general, and most of the earlier modern ones,
take the sense to be (as it is represented in the
Vulg.), " quas sunt per allegoriam dicta," or
" qua? per allegoriam dicuntur," meaning, as

Koppe expresses it. " that when these things con-
cerning Sarah and Hagar were written by Moses,
God intended the religion of Christ, and the ac-

cession thereto of the Jews and Heathens, to be
obscurely prefigured." Or, in the words of Mr.
Holden, that " the events referred to were so
ordered by Providence as to be an apt represen-
tation of the different conditions of Jews and
Christians, and that the literal history contains
a spiritual and mystical meaning." But some
eminent modern Translators and Expositors, and
almost all the recent ones, take the sense in gen-
eral to be, " quai sunt allegoriznta : " an inter-

pretation ably maintained by Chandler, Sykes,
Doddr., Pearce, and especially Koppe, Dr. A.
Clarke, Borger, and Bp. Marsh, Lect. p. 35.5.

seqq. They differ, however, in their modes of
rendering: some translating, " these things have
been allegorized," viz. by Is. liv. 1.; others,
" have been," i. e. may be allegorized ; others,

again, "are to be allegorized." Thus, Koppe
observes, "it is supposed, that the narration in

question was merely historical, but seemed to

the Apostle worthy of being accomjnodaled to

the case of Christians, which bore some resem-
blance thereto." One thing is certain, that our
common Version, retained by Mackn., " are an
allegory." does not properly represent the sense.
" It is one thing (observes Bp. Marsh) to say

that a history is allegorized; it is another thing

to say that it is allegory itself. If we only alle-

gorize an historical narrative, we do not of ne-
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cessity convert it into allegory." Be that as it

may, it has (I think) been fully shown by Koppc,
Borger, and Bp. Marsh, that the interpretation

first mentioned is untenable. The second must
therefore be adopted. It, however, contains two
or three modifications, between which we may
hesitate. The version '' are to be allegorized,"

can, I think, no more be defended than our
common one. And to say •' ai'e allegorized,"

meaning by others, would be forced and frigid. I

ehould prefer to render, with Abp. Newc, " are

here allegorized [by me]," or "are [and may be
thus] allegorized," i. e. accommodated to the case

of the Law and the Gospel. In this sense,-
is often used by Philo. The author of

the Life of Homer, too, speaking of the marriage
of Jupiter and Juno in that poet, says ;\\ (" are to be understood al-

legorically ") on k , 6
6 '. But after ail, the coincidence of circum-
stances in the two cases is so exact, and the man-
ner of the Apostle's words is such, as to convey
far more than the sense of accommodation. So
that we cannot, I think, suppose the Apostle
meant to express less than what Winer assigns as

the sense, " quae habent hunc sensum sublimio-
rem." So Schott: " Haec (de utroque Abrahami
filio narrata) aliud verbis dicunt, aliud innuunt,
sed sensum habent sublimiorem." It is meant
that they may be considered as emblematical and
typical, namely, by the correspondence of type
and antitype. The same view of the sense is

adopted by Chrys. and Theophyl. So Bp. Marsh
also well observes, that " when St. Paul allegor-

ized the history of the two sons of Abraham, and
compared them with the two covenants, he did

nothing more than represent the first as tijpes, the

latter as their antitypes. But though he treated

that portion of the Mosaic history in the same
manner as we treat an allegory, he did not thereby

convert it into allegory." And after censuring
Mackn. for confounding the terms allegory and
type, the learned Prelate continues :

" An alle-

gory is a fictitious narrative : a type is something
real. An alle^^ory is a picture of the imagina-
iion ; a type is an historic fact. It is true, that

typical interpretation may in one sense be con-
sidered as a species of allegorical interpretation

;

that they are so far alike, as being equally an
interpretation of things ; that they are equally

founded on resemblance ; that the type corre-

sponds to its antitype, as the immediate represen-

tation in an allegory corresponds to its ultimate

representation. Yet the quality of the things

compared, as well as the purport of the compari-
son, is very different in the two cases." This is

very true ; but it does not thence follow that the

literal and proper sense of the two terms in

Greek, Latin, and English, may not have been
occasionally so confounded, as that allegory may
have been used for ti/pe. Thus Calvin remarks
that (7. is here used catachrestid. And it

is plain that the Syriac Translator, in rendering
" these events are allegories of the two cove-
nants," must have meant types. Nay J. Capell.,

Gomar, and others, render, " sunt typica, vel

fisurata." Finally, when C'rell. translates " quas
-'"

VOL. IL ^'

sunt allegorica," he, as is clear from the words
following, takes allegorica in the sense typica.

With the excess to which it has been shown the

Jews carried their allegorical interpretation of
the O. T., we are here not concerned. And be
it observed (with Chandler and Doddr.), that

this portion is here introduced, not as a direct

argument, but as an illustration of the subject.

Or, to speak yet more exactly (with Schott),

the Apostle only meant to bring forward a sec-

ondary argument, for the use of those who were
convinced by the preceding argumentation, that

bondage was inherent in the Mosaic Law.
—] these, i. e. these persons, Sarah and

Hagar. EiViv, ' signify," " represent " (as Matt,
xiii. 33. Eph. iv. 9. 'and often in the N. T.)
were emblems of the covenants, the Mosaic and
Christian. Ai is not found in the early Editions
(except the Complut.), nor in the best MSS.,
and is with reason rejected by every Editor of
eminence from Mill downwards. Bp. Middl.
has shown that it is not necessary. .,
" that which came from Mount Sinai, [brought
by Moses]." scil.. The literal

sense is, " a covenant vhich brings forth [chil-

dren] unto bondage [to the law and to sin]," the

verbal being, more Heb., included in the verb.

., however, is only used suitably to the meta-
phor, by which the covenant is considered under
the image of a motlier bringing forth children.

The real sense is well expressed by Bp. Bull,
Exam. p. 101., where he remarks that " the Sina-
itical Covenant is said ad servitutem generare,
quia aptum natum erat per se, vi promissionum
et comrainationum suarum, tale hominibus inge-
niuin indere."

25. TO "—.'] The difficulty

which the earlier modern Commentators found in
these words, and in consequence of which Bent-
ley, Kuster, and Valckn., proposed to cancel them,
as a gloss, is much lessened by throwing them,
with Capell. and Wolf, into a parenthesis. To
advert to a great source of perplexity : the most
eminent Commentators, ancient and modern, are

agreed, that " signifies " this tvord Agar."
Thus we may render :

" Now this word Agar is

[the name given to] Mount Sinai in Arabia."
That this was an appellation of Sinai among the
people of the surrounding country, we have the
testimony of Chrys. and the ancient Commenta-
tors, which is confirmed by the accounts of mod-
ern travellers. And it might well have it, since

Ijn '" Arabic signifies a rock, or rocky moun-
tain ; and as Sinai is remarkably such, it might be

called TO ". After all, however,
it is not improbable that this clause is, as Bentley
thought, a marginal gloss, or scholium.
— if] (scil. )) ".) " corresponds to

Jerusalem." Tjf vvv, " which now is," i. e. in its

present state, antequam solemniter instauretur

regnum Messianum, dum manet res Judaica.
See Win.

26. 6c .] The best Expositors, an-
cient and modern, are in general agreed, that

this must signify the Christian Church, the Gospel
Dispensation (as is plain liom its being opposed
to the Mosaic oeconomy), understood ^;g-M/-aiii)e/y
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of the Christian Church, in that new and perfect

state, which it will assume at the coming of the

Messiah.', free, viz. from spiritual bondage.
Mt'iTrjp ; i. 6. of all true believers.

The ', however, is wanting in several

MSS., Versions, and Fathers ; and is rejected by' and Beng., and cancelled by Griesb. and
others. It may be an interpolation ; but the
Apostle (as Winer observes) is accustomed to

join- with or ; as Gal. iii. 28.

2 Cor. ii. 3 ; vii. 15. Phil. i. 4. Though as that

is not very agreeable to the usage of the best
writers, it might therefore be removed by the
early Critics.

27. — avipa.] This is quoted exactly
from the Sept. Version of Is. liv. 1. And the
passage represents the Jewish state, though then
labouring under great distress, as to be hereafter
restored to its pristine glory. But it is, we find

by the Apostle's application, to be referred, at

least in a sublimer sense, to the Christian Jeru-
salem, the Church. With respect to the corre-

spondence, the7 . is to be understood
of the Christian Church, in a great measure
composed of Gentiles ; and the 7\
av&pa, of the Jewish Church. See Chrys., The-
ophyl., and Whitby. is brought in with
reference to the barrenness of the antitype Sarah.
At sub. ).— —. Render ;

" many more
are the children of the deserted and neglected,
than of her who had a husband." In .

there is an allusion to the fecundity which
may be expected to result from the circumstances
described. ' has reference to the deser-
tion of Sarah by Abraham, to cohabit with
Haiiar, who is therefore meant by . avSpa.
" The (ientile world (says Chandler) is here rep-
resented as a forsaken unmarried woman [rather

as a neglected unmarried, or a forsaken married
woman. Ed.] because the Gentiles were not
constituted the (Miurch of God, nor taken into a
special covenant with him, but were generally
abandoned to idolatry and vice. And she is

ordered to shout for joy for that happy alteration

which God intended to m;ike in her circum-
stances, by espousing her to himself, and giving
her at length a more numerous posterity than the
married wife, viz. than the church of the Jews
could ever boast of, who are represented as be-
trothed to God, because they were under his

peculiar protection, and brought into a special
covenant with him."

28. Here the Apostle adverts to the promise
itself of offspring held out to the heavenly Jeru-
salem ; i. e. the Christian Church ; q. d. " If you
would know who are meant by the prophet, it is

we Christians ; we are the , for, children divinely prom-
ised, not , like the Jews, Rom. ix. 8.

See also supra iii. 14. ., "after the
similitude or example of Isaac." So is used
in Eph. iv. 24, and often. The words may be
thus paraphrased with Mr. Holden :

" We be-

lievers after the similitude of Isaac, are children

to Abraham and Sarah, not as being born after

the flesh, v. 23, but by virtue of the promise to

make him the father, and her the mother, of many
nations," Gen. xvii. 15, 16. supra iii. 8.

2'J. " Here (observes Koppe and Borger) the

Apostle, dwelling on the same similitude, adds,

that as Ishmael vexed Isaac, so do the Jews per-

secute the Christians." It was not, however,
done merely to trace another point of coinci-

dence, but to suggest (as Chrysost. and Theophyl.
remark) that Christians are not to be surprised

at similar persecution from a similar cause,

—

envy ; but may comfort themselves with reflect-

ing, that the persecution of Ishmael did not pre
vent Isaac from being the free born son of Abra-
ham, and the persecutor's superior. " As (ob-

serves Chandler) being born after the fesh, and
after the Spirit, are here opposed ; the being born
after the Spirit must mean, Isaac's being born in

a peculiar manner, by the extraordinary influence

of the Spirit and power of God." * will

here denote injurious treatment of every kind,

both in deeds and words. And although the
Mosaic history records only one instance of in-

sulting treatment, — namely, on Ishmael mock-
ing Sarah, when she weaned Isaac (see Gen. xxi.

9 & 10.) ;
yet when we consider the disappoint-

ment which both Hagar and Ishmael must have
felt on the birth of Isaac, it was not unnatural

for them to feel ill-will, and shotv it on every
occasion to the real heir of the promise. And
many such are recorded from tradition in the

Rabbinical writers. See Mackn. and Paley's

Hora; Paulina.
30. ; *-/?.] This is meant

to indicate that the consequence of unbelief and
disobedience, in the case of the Jewish Church,
will be correspondent to that in the case of the

antitype Hagar; viz. the being cast out from the

presence and favour of God, and excluded from
salvation. A solemn warning this to the Judaiz-

ing false teachers.

31. apa, \\, &c.] The Apostle here,

through delicacy, does not fully express, but

only hints at the conclusion to be made (which
is indicated at large by Chandler and Borger)

simply expressing what may serve to si^sest it;

q. d. " We believers, then, whether Jews or

Gentiles, are not in the state I have represented

by Hagar, but in that which I have represented
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by Sarah; consequently, we are not under bond-
age to sin and death, but are free from them by
Christ, being alone heirs of the promises."

V. Having set forth their Christian liberty,

the Apostle subjoins, by way of inference, that

they should steadfastly continue in, and maintain
ttie exercise of that liberty from the yoke of the

law. which Christ had bestowed on them.
Here there are two remarkable varr. lectt.,

but manifestly inferior to the common one. The
origin of both readings (one of which is with
singular rashness edited by Griesb.) has been
evinced by Rinck to have been mere error, or the

emendandi audacia of the early Biblical Critics,

some of whom appear to have been displeased

with the posilion of the , and changed it,

though (as in many other cases) for the worse.

From this change of position, Griesbach irra-

tionally concluded that it ought to have place

nowhere ! and he cut it out ; though without any
authority, and notwithstanding that the sentence
is thus deprived of what shows its scope.

1. There is here an inference from the preced-

ing; and, therefore, this verse ought not to have
commenced a new chapter. /. cv is equiva-

lent to the Classical./ is gener-

ally explained by ?. The word is used
properly of being held by ropes, nets, &c. ; but

is often metaphorically employed ; as

iv, to be held in obedience to the laws.

2. . ', &c.] This mention of his

name may be meant (as at Eph. iii. 1, and 2 Cor.

X. 1.), to give weight and authority to what is

about to be said. But it seems also intended to

contrast his doctrine with that of the false teach-

ers ; nay, as some think, what he rea//i/ teaches
with what he is by certain persons represented as

teaching. The,! hints at the great im-
portance of what he is going to say.

— .'] \. e. if ye undertake the ritual

law, — namely, as necessary to justification.

Xp. ovbiv iiip. j i. 6. " the Christian relig-

ion will be of no avail to your salvation."

Koppe and Winer observe "that this is said in

opposition to the false teachers, and, as occasion-

ally elsewhere, with harshness ; though some-
times the Apostle uses more indulgence. See
Acts xvi. 3. 1 Cor. ix. 20. Rom. ix. 11•. seqq."
The remark, however, is founded in error, and
proceeds upon a very objectionable principle.

The indulgence spoken of was only to weak
brethren, and not extended to violent partisans.

Besides, the indulgence was to Jews, who still

continued in the observance of the Mosaic law,

not, as here, to Gentiles. Nor is there any in-

consistency : for though the Apostle does say,

that circumcision would exclude a man from the

benefit of Christ, it is not at variance with his

position at iii. 28, and vi. 15, that circumcision
is a thing indifferent ; since, though circumcision,

of itself, could do neither harm nor good, yet

when considered in conjunction with all the

other rites of the law which it drew after it, and
accompanied with a tntst in it as necessary to
justification, it could not but do harm, nay ex-
clude from salvation bij grace, since the two
modes of salvation in the Law and the Gospel
are inconsistent with each other. " The Jews
(Grot, and Michaelis observe) might adopt cir-

cumcision as a national rite ; but the (ientiles,

having no such po/iiical reason, could only use
it as necessary to justification ; which would
make void faith and grace, and is therefore
strictly forbidden."

3.. it.] '' And moreover I solemnly de-
clare ;

" as in Acts xx. 26. is'used
as in Rom. viii. 12, where see Note. St. Paul
means to say, that circumcision, like baptism,
binds the person who undergoes it, to the other
rites of the religion undertaken; and that thus
the undergoing circumcision is a virtual abandon-
ment of Christianity. The verse, then, serves to
further illustrate the former, and gives the reason
for what might have appeared a rigid restriction.
4—6. Here the Apostle shows ichii circum-

cision so undertaken must exclude from Christ.. . . The sense is, " are separat-
ed from Christ," "are cut off from Christ," as
CEcum. explains ; or, " have fallen off from him,"
as the Pesch. Syr.; or, as Theophyl., "hold no
communication with him." The is here used
alter. agreeably to common usage after

verbs of loosing and separating. The primary
idea is not altogether lost, but is alluded to in

the grace heretofore given having lost its effect

by becoming useless, and having been given in

vain. So Rom. vii. 2. 6.. .
means (as (Ecum. observes)6. The next words . are exe-

getical of. ; q. d. " ye are fallen from, and
have forfeited the hope of salvation by, grace in
the Gospel." So 2 Pet. iii. 17. '
ISiov. See Thucyd. viii. 81.

5. In this verse the Apostle shows that those
are aiming at an absurdity, who think that both
religions may be conjoined ; and wish to be ac-
counted Christians, even though they seek to
attain justification by an obedience to the law.
This he does by tacitly contrasting the carnal
with the spiritual faith. The yip has a very
elliptical use. In translating, we may render it

" whereas." On the sense of the Ex-
positors are not agreed. The ancient and earlier

modern ones understand it of the influence of the
Holy Spirit. Others, as Grot., Par., and Ros.
interpret, " by the internal feelings." This, how-
ever, is too vague. It were better, with Wolfe,
Koppe, and Borger, to take it of the doctrine of
the Gospel, which is spiritual, as opposed to the
carnality of the Law ; or, as Newc. explains, the
Gospel covenant, which the Spirit attests, and
which communicates the Spirit. Yet, after all,

there is no good reason to abandon the ancient
and common interpretation, according to which,
Schott renders :

"' nos enim, pro indole mentis
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emendata per Spiritum Divinutn, efFecta," &c.. is not, I conceive, a pleonasm (as

some recent Commentators imagine), but a very

strong mode of expression, denoting anxious

longing and full expectation of any thing. The
word -^^, like, signifies

properly to tlirust forward the head and neck, as

in an.xious expectation of hearing or seeing some-
thing. See Rom. viii. 19. 1 Cor. i. 7. and com-
pare Deut. xxviii. 32. The full sense may be

thus expressed :
" We look anxiously forward to

the hope of (in the expected) justification by
faith."

6. tv Xp.] q. d. [I say in faith, and faith

only;] for, &c. This is (as Chandler observes)
" the winding up of the whole argument, or

the conclusion to be drawn from it." Compare
1 Cor. vii. I'J. and Gal. vi. 15. and see Note
on Rom. ii. 23. 29. To preclude, however, the

supposition, that a bare faith was meant, the

Apostle cautiously subjoins the limitation 6i'., meaning, what shows itself, ex-

erts its efficacy in action, as opposed to mere
speculation ; what is operative, as opposed to

what produces no fruits. See 1 Thess. ii. 13.

some understand of love to Christ, or to

God : others, of love to man, as shown in charity

or benevolence. The latter interpretation is

preferable ; but it rather denotes love to(,
to man for God's sake (as in 1 Cor. xiii. 1. seqq.);

implying universal obedience to God's command-
ments. See Bp. Bull's Harm. Apost. p. 40.

7. Having opened out the true nature of the
Christian religion, and shown that it cannot stand
with the Law, he now takes occasion to express
his wonder that the Galatians should in any
degree have deserted it; and inveighs against the

false teachers, by whose evil persuasions the Ga-
latians had been induced to swerve from the right

course of Evangelical liberty, to which, however,
he expresses a hope that they will return. (Crell.

& Schott.)
— K."] "ye were running well," going

on successfully in your Christian course. An
agonistical metaphor (see Note on ver. 22. and
1 Cor. ix. 24.). suggested by the at v. 4.— /.] The common reading is\^, " hath checked you in your course,"
" hindered yon," of which examples are adduced
by Elsn., Krebs, and Loesn. Thus we should
explain it " hath retarded, hindered." And this

reading miffht be very well admitted ; but as all

the best MSS., all the early Editions, except
the Erasmian and Stephanie ones, and many
Versions and Fathers, have/, which yields
quite as good a sense, and one more agreeable to

the foregoing agonistic metaphor, it is preferable,
and lias been with reason adopted by Beng.,
Matth., Griesb., Tittm., Vat., and Schott. .
signifies to cut off any one's course, bv digging
trenches in his way, and tlius stopping his prog-
ress. It occurs in Rom. xv. 22. 1 Thess. ii. 18.

I Pet. iii. 7.

At sub. or The !) ia

used with. (though our language would reject
it) according to that Greek idiom, by which verba
containing or implying denial admit a to be
added to the Infinitive following. Of this I have,
in various Notes on Thucyd. (Edit.), as vol. i.

pp. 17, 47, 102, 110, 118, 144, 278. vol. ii.p.4.

vol. iii. pp. 5, 84, 117, 168, shown the true nature,
and proved that there is no pleonasm. ^\\
here means the true religion, as it is in Jesus, the
true doctrine of Christ. The n'f is not simply
interrogative, but implies grief and indignation,

as at iii. 1. ; So Newc. para-

phrases, " Who ? what Judaizers, what pervert-

ers ?
"

8. .'] The sense of the word is dis-

puted. By the ancient and most modern Exposi-
tors (as Grot., Schleus., and Winer) it is explained,

"this facility of belief, credulity,', where-
by ye take up the notion of the necessity of mix-
ing Judaism with Christianity." Others, however
(as Koppe, Borger, Flatt, and Schott), understand
by it power or skill of persuasion, of course re-

ferring it to the false teachers. Either of the
above interpretations will yield a good sense

;

but the former is the more natural and agreeable

to the context, and to the paronomasia subsisting

between and. The word -
is so rare, that it has only been found else-

where in Eustath. and Hesych.

9. —.] A proverbial saying,

also occurring at 1 Cor. v. 6. With respect to

the applicatio?i here, many refer it to the false
teachers ; q. d. a few false teachers may corrupt

the whole congregation. See 2 Tim. ii. 17. While
others refer it to the false doctrine which main-
tained the necessity of circumcision, and such
partial observance of the Law as those Judaizers

might then be content to enjoin. This is prefer-

able : for the Apostle means, that the yielding on
those points would entirely corrupt their Christian

principles. So that this is parallel to what was
said at v. 3.

10. lyi) —.] This is intended
to soften the harshness of the preceding expres-

sions, by an assurane of some remaining confi-

dence in them. The asyndeton (destroyed by
some tasteless Critics) has here great force ; and
tjie is emphatic. Render :

" I, for my part,"

&c. —/ may mean, either "I have
confidence in you, through the goodness and as-

sistance of the Lord ;
" or rather, " I trust in the

Lord concerning you." Perhaps both senses

are intended
; q. d. " I trust in the Lord [relying

on his help], and I place confidence in you."

— ov&fv nWn (ppov.] Here there is something
left to be supplied, as often, from modesty. It is

not agreed among Expositors whether the words
mean, " that you will be of the same opinion as

myself," namely, on the subject of this Epistle;

or, " that you will entertain no principles con-
trary to the doctrine I taught you." The former
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is preferable, especially as the latter sense merges
into the former.

— bSc .] " However, he that troub-
leth you," or rather, "perplexes and unsettles

you;" as if that was all he could do,— not teach

them. So Galen, cited by Wets :, 6i. The
use of the singular will not prove that there
was no more than one false teacher ; since it may
be used collectively. Yet the Apostle seems to

glance at one, the principal of them : and by the

^ we may infer that he was a person of
some consequence. Bu^r. 6 . I would render,
" shall or will bear (i. e. receive) the punishment
[suitable to his offence]," whether excommunica-
tion, or the infliction of bodily disease. See
Matt, xxiii. 2k Rom. xiii. 2.

11. —' .] The Apostle here glances
at one of the grossest calumnies respecting him,
disseminated by the b and his partizans

;

namely, that he had, on some occasions, and
when it suited his interest, preached the necessity

of circumcision (or, at least, had allowed it to

some other Churches) ; while to the Galalians
he interdicted it. ", "even yet," i. e. after

having become a Christian, and Apostle of the

Gentiles. ' If I yet, as they say, preach [the

necessity of] circumcision [to justification],"

(., ' how is it that I am yet persecuted ?
"

viz. by the Jews and Judaizers. This sense of ri

occurs in Luke i. 62. and elsewhere, both in the

Scriptural and Classical writers. The Apostle
means to argue, that his being yet under such
furious persecution from the Jews, was a decided
proof that he did not preach circumcision and
the Law. If that be the case (), then /.
TO<\ . ., " the chief matter at which of-

fence is taken [by the persons in question, Jews
and Judaizers] (namely, that salvation was only
to be obtained by believing in the Messiahship of
one who vas crucified) is done away," q. d. " then
persecution would have ceased : but it has not."

By is meant the doctrine of the sacrifice

of Christ on the cross, and the necessity of that
sacrifice for the salvation of men. And as by
this death not only eternal salvation was pro-
cured, but deliverance from the burdensome cere-
monies of the Mosaic Law was effected (thus

making void the Law), it is no wonder that such
a doctrine should have been a stumbling-block to

the Jews.

12. o<pi\ov, ^. ol. .] There are

few passages that have more perplexed Expositors
than this. The ancient ones almost universally,

and some of the most eminent moderns (as Beza,
Grot., Selden, Raphel, Kypke, Wets., Mor., Ro-
senm., Semler, Cramer, Koppe, Borger, De Witt,
Schleus., Wahl., Brets., Winer, and Schott) rec-

ognize a sarcastic paronomasia between-
and • q. d. " Would that they,

who are so fond of circumcising, would not only
circumcise, but even cut off" the parts usually cir-

cumcised." But although this is supposed to be
voluntarily performed (and therefore is not liable

to the objection of Doddr., that " it were incon-
sistent with the Apostolic character to wish any

bodily evil were inflicted by human violence")
yet I am inclined to agree with Erasm., Crell.,
Le Clerc, Elsn., Whitby, and others, that this

sentiment has too much of bitterness and levity
(not to say indecorum), to be supposed likely to
have come from St. Paul (even with all the allow-
ance which Koppe, Borger, and Schott, justly
claim for the change of manners, and difference
of ideas between ages so distant as St. Paul's and
our own) ; especially as we find no approach to a
coarse joke in other parts of his writings, though
penned under equally great " commotion of mind."
P'or in the passage of Phil. iii. 2., we have only a
paronomasia between and. Of
the other interpretations, that have been proposed,
only two seem to merit attention, 1. that of Elsn.,
Koppe, Newc, and others, who take the sense to
be, " may they be cut off" by some disease, or
even suff'er perdition from God !

" But that yields
a sentiment even less suited to the character of
the Apostle, and, as Schott remarks, had this been
the sense, the Apostle would have used another
expression, not . See 1 Cor. xvi. 22. v. 5.

2dly. That of Pise, Menoch., Par., Est, Crell.,

Whitby, Chandler, Doddr., Jortin, Dresig., Mi-
chael., laspis, and others, who assign the follow-
ing sense :

" I would that they were even cut off

from your society by excommunication, or would
cut themselves off", by leaving it; and thus were
prevented from giving you any further trouble."
The ellipsis of ' is very mild, and like
that at iv. 17. 30. And the use of the fut. middle
for fut. passive, is by no means uncommon. The
construction with a fut. Indie, for Infinit. is indeed
rare ; but examples are adduced from Arrian and
Aristaenetus. The uncommonness of the word
in this sense, may be tolerated from the parono-
masia; for, as Winer observes, " ubi paronomasia;
efficiendae studio ducuntur, optimi quique scrip-
tores verba rariora ponere hand dubitant." See
Note supra v. 8. I cannot, however, think, with
Dr. Burton, that the allusion is to at v.

7. ; but rather to the thi?is; in question,,
which at Phil. iii. 2. the Apostle contemptuously
calls. This last interpretation is con-
firmed by the Apostle having alluded to excom•
7nunication at i. 8. 9., and by a similar passage of
1 Cor. V. , 7. adduced by' Whitby and Chandl.,
where having said, as here, a little leaven leaven-
eth the whole lump, he adds " Purge out there-
fore the old leaven, and put away from you the
vncked person." The Apostle wishes that they
would do it, rather than feels disposed himself to
order it to be done (as in 1 Cor. v. 1 — 5. ix. 13.),
because (to use the words of Mr. Scott) " the in-
fection had spread so wide in the churches of
Galatia, the persons to be censured possessed so
great influence, and so very many were concerned
in some degree, that there was little prospect,
except by the intervention of miracles, that such
a command would be obeyed." Besides, the
Apostle could not well command the Corinthians
to excommnnirate the false teachers, their conduct
not being of the scandalous nature of that of the
incestuous person.
The here, is like the-
!) at Acts xvii. 6., and is equivalent

to the at v. 10.
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13.7, .] The recent Commentators

in general suppose that there is here a connexion

with the words immediately preceding. The,
however, thus requires too much to be supplied;

and it may rather refer to the words

{,— ori oMh ; the intermediate

ones being, in some measure, parenthetical
; q. d.

" [Do so then] for," &c.
— irr' {'.] The f'ni is rendered by Rosenm.,

Borger, and Schott, " hac lege et conditione ut

libertatem usurparetis." So Thucyd. vii. 82.

£-', aniifat. But the

sense rather seems to be, " to the intent that ye
should be free [from tlie law of Moses]." So 1

Thess. iv. 7. b im <}.
On the mention of Christian liberty, the Apos-

tle gives a seasonable admonition as to its ri^ht

vse , warning them against a carnal, and urging

them to a spiritual life, and contrasting the one
with the other.

— , &.C.] Here there is an ellip. (as

Win. says, of.) Of which two examples
have been adduced from Arrian., an

occasion or handle. So Demosth. p. 1.'. The word is generally used

of what is bad in itself, or may become cause of

abuse. Tn is for , well explain-

ed by CEcum. tic -. Compare 1 Pet. ii. 16.

— . .] The expression

ii' . is 7iot (as Koppe regards it) put

for, but is more significant, denoting iii-

servire commodis miili/is. So Schott well ren-

ders :
" Immo servitium mutuum vobis pra;state

per amorem Christianum." See 1 -Cor. ix. 19.

The marks, as Chrys. observes, the ex-

treme of love. And here, though the Apostle

takes away the yoke of the law, he lays upon
them another, which, though light to affection,

is yet stronger than the other; " veluti (says

Schott) servitium honestissimum, quod per amo-
rem efficitur, conjunctissimum voluntati firmae

libertatem veram moralem usurpanti." It is well
observed by the ancient Commentators (and,

of the modern ones, Rosenm. and .Schott), that

the Apostle here clances at the of the de-
ceivers, and the disputes and enmities of the rest.

14. The Apostle now, with great address,

turns the discourse from doctrinal to practical

subjects ; subjoining a most important moral
maxim, the primary precept of tlie Law, called

by James ii. 8. 6 , " the Prince of
Laws."
— - — \.'\ Meaning the

whole law, whether Jewish or Christian, as it

respects our fellow-creatures. ;. may sig-

nify, as many understand, " is fulfilled." But
the best Expositors are, with reason, of opinion
that. is equivalent to^/, " is

comprehended," as in a similar passage of Rom.
liii. 9., where see Note. The sense, then, is:
" it may be reduced to this maxim ; " in which

the , Koppe observes, refers to the kind, not
the degree of life. We are to love others (riv\ being for '] in the same inanner as

we love ourselves; though, from the principle

of self-love, which the Creator hath wisely im-
planted in us, to love them to the same degree is

impossible, and therefore could not have been
enjoined. In short, the love here meant is the, SO finely described by St. Paul, 1 Cor. xiii.

15. Here the Apostle urges the practice of this

duty from huvian motives; i. e. with reference to

the evils which would result from the breach of

it. In iOKv. and. (of which the latter is

the stronger term, and denotes the accomplish-

ment of the evil meant by the former), we have a

metaphor taken from wild beasts, finely expres-

sive of backbiting, disputes, and bitter quarrels.

To the Classical passages cited by the Philologi-

cal Commentators, I would add Philodem. ap.

Brunck. Analect. II. 88., .
In —\. the. is accommodated

to the foregoing metaphor; and the full sense is,

" Take care lest ye be made instruments of mu-
tual destruction as individuals, and of ruin as a

society."

16. 6.] A form of earnest exhortation.

This verse (as Borger observes) contains the sum
of St. Paul's injunctions to the Galatians ; and
the verses following are explanatory and illus-

trative of it. :., "live," "act;" referring

to the habitual manner of life. " by
the spirit," i. e. conformably to its guidance.
See Rom. viii. 4. By. most of the older

Commentators understand the Holy Spirit. But
as there is no Article, that cannot be admitted.

Besides, it is plain, from the words following, and
from the opposition between and at

vv. 17, 18., that the sense is what some ancient
and many eminent modern Expositors suppose
(as Beza, Rambach, Mor., Flatt, and Schott),

the xpiritiial part of man, or the spiritual prin-

ciple in man, their reason and conscience, en-
lightened by the Gospel, and sustained by the

Holy Spirit.

— —.} " And thus ye will

by no means fulfil any longer the lusts of the

flesh." The phrase' hiO. is cited from
Ach. Tat. p. 91. Salm.

17. , &c.] The refers to a

clause omitted
; q. d. " [And need have ye to

strive to walk after the spirit], for the flesh," &c.' is for '. By is meant
the animal principle of man's nature, which im-
pels him to gratify his sensual appetites. These
principles, it is said, ., "are mutu-
ally opposite to each other." Simil. Porphyr.

de Abst. i. 56. ',, .
See the Dissertation of Schoettg. (annexed to

his Hor. Ilebr.) de Luctu carnis et spiritus ad

mentem priscorum Hebroeorum.
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— itV '., . .] The sense is by
some explained, •• So that ye cannot do the
things that ye would ;

" understanding this, how-
ever, not of what is alwaijs, but often the case.

See Chrys., Borger, Koppe, and Winer. Others,
as Hamm., Locke, Doddr., Newc, Scott, and
Vater, explain, " so that ye do not the things

that ye would ; " '' meaning (says Chandler)
they act sometimes by one oP these principles,

and sometimes by the other; in either of which
cases they do not what they would, or what that

principle, which they oppose, would lead them to

do." See Scott. And compare Rom. vii. 18.

18. if TTi-ii/i. . See jVote on v. 16. By
ir-d the Apostle must chiefly have meant
the law of Moses ; but the same applies also to

the law of nature, which likewise requires what
man cannot perform. And that the Apostle had
this also in mind, would appear from v. 23.

. .
19— 21. From the enumeration of the works

of the flesh now subjoined it should seem, that

the Apostle in the foregoing words, v-b, meant to intimate, that they were not

thereby at all freed from the obligation of the

moral law, which forms the essence of every law,

especially the law of nature : indeed, that those

who perform the works of the flesh are, as it were,
outlaws. That those only who obey the spiritual

principle in man can subdue the lusts of the flesh.

With this enumeration of vices and sins compare
other similar ones in Matt. sv. 19. Mark vii. 21.

Rom. i. 29. 1 Cor. vi. 9 & 10. 2 Cor. xii. 20. Eph.
V. 3— 5. James iii. 14. See Notes. The order,

indeed, of the vices varies: but reasons may
usually be given for each particular distribution.

Si. Paul (as [ have before pointed out) generally

digests them into regular order, and throws them
into groups. At the same time, it is plain from
the concluding words, ' (mean-
ing, as Bp. Bull observes, E.xam. p. 82, om-
nia qufe istis sunt analoga, i. e. quse a simili

voluntatis malitia proficiscuntur) that the list

was not meant to be complete ; which was, in-

deed, unnecessary ; they being, as the Apostle
says, manifest ; viz. (as Mr. Scott adds) " to

every one who considered the conduct of un-
converted men, and the state of the world in

general."

The must be taken with some latitude

;

since some of the particulars are, as Whitby re-

marks, errors of the mind ; others, evil disposi-

tions of the heart. ", denotes, as Theodoret
explains, , our corrupt nature,

the ^ '^' ', extending, as

Doddr. says, to the powers of the mind as well as

the appetites of the hodii. and opposed to the new
nature communicated by the renewing of the

Holy Spirit. See Tit. i. 15.

Of the groups into which the vices now speci-

fied seem thrown, there axe four : 1. Those of

lust, ., ., ... 2. Those super-

stition, or impiety,. and. 3. Those of
anger, discord, enmitij, reviling, and contention,

., ., ^), ., .,., .,.^.
4. Those of drunkenness and dehauchenj, id.. As to the first group, the terms. and

. are often coupled, both in the Old and Nevs•
Testament. ^. is, indeed, wanting in six

MSS., some Versions, and Fathers, and is can-
celled by Griesb. and others ; but rashly ; since
the external evidence for this is very insufficient,

and the internal not strong. The omission arose,

I suspect, from homoeoteleuton in MSS. which had
nopv. ^. The recently collated MSS. have
almost all of them the common reading. By. and \. are denoted the unnatural lusts
adverted to in Rom. i.

20. ., .] I Cannot agree with Koppe,
Borg., and Win., that 5. is placed after fornica-
tion as being spiritual fornication. It has, I con-
ceive, no connexion with the preceding, (hence
it is separated in all the ancient Commentators,
and forms the commencement of a fresh verse,)
but is coupled with .. as bearing an affinity

thereto. Notwithstanding what some recent
Commentators say, ctS. must be taken in the
usual signification of the word ; being rightly
numbered among the works of the flesh (or those
things to which human nature is especially
prone), since it originates in a grovelling and
sensual mind, which cannot worship God in
spirit, nor have any conception of his perfect
holiness; but brings Him down to the senses,
and represents him to corporeal eyes by images.

is by many of the most eminent
Commentators supposed to mean poisoning, a
crime dreadfully prevalent in the then corrupt
state of society, both among the Heathens and
the Jews. This, however, cannot, I think, be
admitted as the true sense ; not. indeed, for the
reason assigned by Slade and Scott, " because it is

included in" (for, as 1 shall show, homicide
rather than murder is meant there), hut because
the vices and evil dispositions contained in this
enumeration are, as Chrys. and Theophyl. have
pointed out, such as our corrupt nature is prone
to. Now it cannot be meant, that man is by
nature prone to poisonins-. In fact, the works in
question are. almost all of them, such as were
by the Heathens regarded as but slight delin-
quencies ; and scarcely any of them punishable
by law. It was therefore not unnatural for the
Christian converts to treat them in general as
venial offences, not inconsistent with their salva-
tion. To remove this misconception, the Apos-
tle solemnly assures them that they tvill (i. e. if

persisted in, and unrepented of) exclude from
the kingdom of heaven. On the contrary, to
the enumeration of vices which closes the first

Chapter of Romans, is subjoined not the present
declaration, but that " the perpetrators of such
things are deservedhj adjudged to spiritual death."
Moreover, the sense in question of . is

inconsistent with the word following ; and the
true interpretation seems to be that adopted by
the ancient Expositors in general, and most mod-
ern ones ; i. e. sorcery of every kind, including
charms, dii'inations , incantations, fortune-telling,
and attempted intercourse Avith evil spirits, real

or pretended ; together with other arts, employed
sometimes by the heathen priests for the support
of their superstition, but oftener by impostors,
similar to our conjurors, for the purpose of gain.
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cients often committed in the excitement of

anger and strife. This is confirmed by Rom.
i. 29.

The last group is,, joined also in

Rom. xiii. 13. and often in the Classical writers.

By the latter are denoted those 7tocturnal reivl-

lings, usually attendant on an evening of de-

bauchery, consisting of licentious singing, danc-

ing, and parading the streets with drunken riot-

ings.

22.^ .'] The best modern Com-
mentators take. as put for', to correspond
to the' before ; referring to Matth.
vii. 16. and Eph. v. 9. But the truth meant seems
to be, what is excellently expressed by Chrys.

and Theophyl., as follows :
" Evil works come

from ourselves alone ; therefore they are called

the works of the flesh ; but virtuous ones require

not our own exertions alone, but the aid of Di-

vine grace ; therefore the Apostle calls them the

fruits of the Spirit ; the seed (namely, the inten-

tion) being from ourselves, but X\i& fruit resting

with God."^ is placed first, as being the germ, of

all virtues, and a general virtue comprehending
many particular ones ; being the love of God, and

of man, for God's sake. Xapa may denote joy

of the spirit, as 1 Thess. i. 6. ; or rather (as the

context suggests, and the best Expositors under-

stand) a rejoicing in the happiness of others,

opposed to envij and malevolence, which are

works of the flesh. '/ denotes a peaceable

In all such cases there can be no doubt that

there was a mixture of sorcery and legerdemain ;

of which the former, in all its branches, was

closely connected with tiie making up of power-

ful medicaments, to produce deception of the

senses, and otherwise effect what might be in

vain attempted by incantations or such like.

How feasible this \vas, as well as other illusions,

by methods now familiar to all who are versed in

natural philosophy (by phantasmagoria), is fully

proved by Dr. Hibbert on Apparitions. Nor was
this all ; for such impostors also eked out the

force of charms, spells, and medicaments, by the

use of actual poisons, as in the case of Sir T.

Overbury in modern times. Not to say that

idolatry is in Scripture frequently mentioned in

conjunction with sorcery. See Deut. xviii. 9, 10.

xi. 15. Exod. XX. 17. Also Levit. xix., xx. and
2 Chron. xxxviii. Indeed, Sir W. Scott on De-
monology. Letter II., has fully shown, that ' the

sorcery, or witchcraft, of the Old Testament re-

solves itself into trafficking with idols, and ask-

ing counsel of false deities ; in other words, into

idolatry." Finally, it should seem that the

Apostle has in view not so much the persons who
practised the arts of sorcery or divination, but

rather those who resorted to them. This would
exclude from salvation, as being inconsistent with

any true dependence on God, and in fact (as Mr.
Scott says) " worshipping the Devil," since in

1 Cor. X. 20. the gods of tlie heathens are by im-

plication called devils, i. e. when real, and not

mere slocks and stones.

The terms of the next class are such as we
find frequently united both in the N. T. (as Phil.

i. 15. 2 Cor. xii. 20.) and the Classical writers.

The plural being used for greater force. It

should seem that the terms £;^-6p'ii, iofif, ^,, are meant of private enmities, bickerings,

emulations, and angry disputes ; and ',
and, of public and party strife,

and its results in uncharitable divisions or separa-

tions, and heresy or sectarism in general. See
Whitby, Chandl., Doddridge, Newc, and Mackn.
By may be designated the temper which,
as the Poet says, " inlv pines " at the happiness

of others. Or it may be meant to be conjoined
with the ))roceding. So Soph. CEd. Col. 1228.

(cited by Wets.)
(J) (i vo i,, ', ^,. Several eminent Editors and Com-

mentators vould cancel the , on the au-

thority of some six MSS. and a few Latin Fathers.

This, however, is very uncritical, since it appears

to have been omitted by the scribes from homoeo-
teuleuton, and by the ancient Critics from the

same vain notion that induced their modern breth-

ren to cancel it ; thinking it strange tliat murder
should be inserted in the list, as being |)unishable

rather by the civil magistrate. But not to say
that adultery was also punishable by the civil

magistrate, and yet is found in the list; (compare
also Eph. iv. 28. 1 Cor. v. II. vi. 10. Rom. ii. 22.

seqq.) that objection may be fully removed by
supposing, that the Apostle here does not mean
murder, but homicide ; which was among the an-

temper of mind, opposed to 'epic,,•, a'lpiattc ; as. scems to be to ',
wiiich may be paralleled with the rd ';

of Thucyd. iii. 82. So also 2 Tim. iii. 4.. To proceed,. and. are mod-
ifications of the same virtue, springing partly

from that constitutional good temper with which
some are blessed. The terms are often, as here,

combined, (as Rom. xv. 14•. Eph. v. 9. 2 Thess.
ii. 11.); the former aenoung beniiinity, affability,

and good humour ; the latter, kind-heartedness,

which delights in doing good, is vari-

ously interpreted. It may denote (as most re-

cent Commentators suppose) fidelity and integ-

rity ; which is not an unfrequent sense of the

word. From the context. ho\vever, it should
seem to mean that modification of fidelity which
consists in sincerity, and does not, in the words
of Homer, " think one thing, ' vi ."

denotes not only temperance in the

gratification of the appetites (as opposed to sen-

suality) but in the indulgence of the passions;

in short, a general moderation about earthly

things.

23. The sense of the verse is :
" Against such

dispositions as those above mentioned, no law,

whether the law of Moses, or that of nature, is

directed ; and to these neither can have reference,

being not promulged against virtue, but vice."

For the law Avas not made for the righteous, but

for sinners, &c. 1 Tim. i. 9. See Bp. Bull's

Exam. p. 82. Col. 2.
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24. —.] There is much

diversity of opinion as to the connection of this

sentiment. .See Recens. Syn. It should seem
that the .Apostle means to still further enforce
what he had said at v. 21 :

'• they who do such
things shall not inherit the kingdom of God,"
q. d. " No ! I repeat, they shall not inherit the
kingdom of God. For those only are Christ's,

and can possess the inheritance, \vho have cruci-

fied and do crucify and mortify those carnal

lusts." This obedience to the Law, and earnest
striving after conformity to it, is represented as

the test whether persons really belong to Christ
or not. . is used as at supra v. 16 : and. and . are nearly synonymous, but may
be rendered " passions and appetites ;

" for by
crucifying the former as well as the latter, we
cleanse the fountain. On the present subject,

see Rom. viii. 13. and vi. 4.

25. —.] There is here an ab-

rupt transition, and the connection is not very ob-

vious. The ii is by some rendered since, which,
however, cannot be admitted. The connection
is certainly with the preceding verse ; and if that

had been fully understood, there would have been
no difficulty in discerning the sense. Now as there

St. Paul says thn/ onlij are really Christ's who
thus crucify the flesh [whether they profess to

have the Spirit or not], so here he means to sav.

If, then, ye profess to be living by the Spirit,

show it, by acting conformably to it, evincing the

fruits of the Spirit. " A caution (observes Bp.
Middl.) against trusting to the all-sufficiency of
faith." On the force of the term ., see
Rom. iv. 12. Phil. iii. 16. and Notes. It is not
a mere Hebraism, since examples of the sense
are adduced by Wets, from Philo, Polyb., and
Sext. Emp., as C. Eth. 59. .
The Apostle here adopts the frst person through
delicacy.

26. ) . .'] q. d. " And as a proof that

we are living by it, let us," &c. ' The Apostle
means to caution them against giving way to

pride, conceit, and envy, to which he knew "they

were prone. The expressions seem to have a

reference chiefly to their conduct in spiritual

matters, and religious communication. The terra- signifies to call forth any one to

a trial of skill or courage, and may here allude

to the competition of those who exhibited their

spiritual gifts. Hence the injunction following is

closely connected with what is here said.

VT. 1. Contemplating the probability that there

would yet be breaches of the foregoing rules (as

is clear from the , even), the .\postle subjoins

an admonition to certain persons who, however
Bpiritually minded, had not yet mortified the de-

VOL. II.

sire of vain-glory ; indulging their vanity, by cen-
soriousness and spiritual pride.

— ilv /^);", &c.] " If any person be
overtaken in and hurried into a fault," (i. e. be-
fore he is aware, and not with deliberation, or
habituality) do you ol (i. e. who possess
the spiritual gifts mentioned at iii. 5. and con-
sequently advanced in Christian knowledge), and
who are (agreeably to the above admonition)
walking by the Spirit. These nunj have been, as
some say, the persons who held Ecclesiastical
offices in the Galatian Church ; but the first men-
tioned sense is probably what the Apostle chiefly

intended. See Scott. . is for,
i-. On the nature of the term I have
treated at 1 Cor. i. 10. and elsewhere. The met-
aphor is derived from setting right a dislocated
limb, there being an allusion to the erriiirr member
of Christ's body, the Church. Now this is direct-

ed to be done iv. ., which (notwith-

standing that many Expositors refer it to the
Holy Spirit, the bestower of it) must mean " with
a spirit and temper of mildness."

1. —-^.] The sense is, "each
of you considering thyself, lest thou also be [so]

tempted [as to fall in like manner]." If this be
thought too harsh, we may take the ntip. for^. vith Wakefield, who aptly cites from
Plutarch : Vtpwv \ ^ '

I

!- , . \

' .
\

(chimes in with) .
2. .] The sense is. " Bear

Avith each other's infirmities and faults ;" called, as being burdensome not only to the person
himself (see Ps. xxxviii. 4.) but to others his fol-

lowers. Comp. Rom. xv. 1. and Note, 1 Thess.
V. 14. and infra v. 6.

—'' ., &c.] The sense is, " And
thus fulfil [as ye will do] the precept of Christ,
which enjoins us to love one another;" (as in

John xiii. 34. xv. 12.) thus also following his
e.vample. So Ignat. (cited by Borger), b,•', .

3. £(' , &C.] The argument is, that this

self-conceit is iisetess ; for it does not really make
any one the greater : he only deceives himself,
[not others, much less God]. ' must be
taken popitlariter, to denote " nothing comparable
to what he thinks himself, or claims to be thought,"
and, in one sense, nothing at all ; as not having
learnt the fundamental duties of humilitij and
charity. . A word not found, except in

St. Paul's writings, and pi-obably provincial. The
sense is that of- in a kindred
passage of James i. 26.

4. 5. To prevent this fatal mistake, and effisct-

ually dissipate the delusion, the Apostle bids

33
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them, instead of censuring the failings of others,

to examine and try tlieir oioti actions by the test

of God's laws. Tlie words -—
are variously interpreted, and, indeed, ad-

mit of more than one sense. See Rec. Syn.

Several recent Expositors (as Schleus., Koppe,
and Borg.) talce it to be, •' let him liecp his boast-

ing to himself alone, and not extend it to others."

But the common interpretation, with some modi-
fication, is more natural and agreeable to the

words, " Thus he will have matter of glorying, or

rejoicing, in reference to himself, and not to oth-

ers ;
" i. e. by comparing himself with others.

5. —.] This passage admits
of two senses, corresponding to the two interpre-

tations of the latter part of the preceding verse.

By the one it will denote (as Koppe, Borg., and
Win. explain) " Every one will find frailties enow
of his own to wrestle with ;

" by the other (which
is supported by the ancient and most modern Ex-
positors), " Every man will bear his ouni burden ;

"

1. e. his own burden only, not another's ; his own
burden of faults and sins, and give his account of

them at the last day. Consequently we are not
to busy ourselves about the burdens of others, nor
try to lighten our own burden by making that of our
neighbour heavier ; but mind solely our own, or

at least rather try to lighten our neighbour's bur-

den. Thus. is for , as Thu-
cyd iv. 114.

6. .'] " let him give part." See Note on
Rom. xii. 13. . . ., "to him who in-

structs him in the Gospel." ', . for, which is the usual syntax. See
Note on Rom. xv. 27. The meaning is, " in all

things necessary to the attainment of the purpose
in view," the dissemination of sound religion.. is a term properly applicable only to in-

struction viY^^voce^and it is frequently used of
religious infSuction.

7. .] A formula generally introduc-

tory to some weighty admonition on a subject

which the person addressed would be likely to

neglect, ov. The sense is, " is not to

be mocked or offended [with impunity]." Both
expressions seem to refer to the various subter-

fuges, by which it is usual to seek to evade this

duty
; q. d. Deceive not yourselves, nor hope to

escape the punishment of CJod, who will not suf-

fer himself to be insulted with impunity. The
words Ibllowing contain properly a seiUenlia gen-
eralis ; which, however, is here meant first to be
applied to the preceding subject, i. e. the support
of the teachers (as at 2 Cor. ix. 6.) ; and tli>>7i, in

the next verses, has a gencnil application. There
is here a metaphor in which the Jiesh and the
spirit are compared to fields, in which the seed
of each is sown, and yields crops according to

its nature
; q. d. that he who neglects the duty in

question, and charity to the poor, aiming only at

his own gratification, and seeking only his own
interest, will reap the fruits of such a selfish and
sensual life, in corruption both temporal and
spiritual,— WAmeXy, iieniition. But he who sow-
eth to the spirit, (i. e. wliat is spiritual generally)

by living according to it (see Note on v. IG— 25.)

shall reap [not only the present fruits, in inward
consolation, but] everlasting life.

9. TO (5f KiAov, &c.] The Apostle here shows /

that what he has said is meant to be applied par-

ticularly to works of piety and benevolence, such
as the support of the teachers of the Gospel and
the relief of the poor. The same agricullural

metaphor is continued. '.} signifies "to
give up, from being tired out," as in the more
complete phrase\ 4t'X«^S '" Heb, xii.

3.\ signifies to be quite wearied, and
is often used, both in the Scriptural and Classical

writers, as applied to; of which examples
are adduced by Kypke and Borger. It refers to

that tiring of charity which the frequent calls on
their benevolence and the ungrateful returns they
miiiht meet with, would be likely to produce.
With this elegant use of and \1>(^ as

applied to benevolenre. I would compare a simi-

lar use of in Eurip. Bell. frag. 28. 2.

', oi'if ^,. and Athen.
27G. C. ' Sv .
See also 1 Cor. xv. 58. 2 Thess. iii. 13.

10. apa—.] The o'pa is used like

at2 Cor. v. If!., and the sense is :
" Having, there-

fore, these strong motives to sow unto the Spirit,

by making pious and charitable contributions, let

us do good," &ic. It seems to have been the es-

pecial care of the .4postle, in this concluding
admonition, to show that the duty was to be per-

formed, not only towards the ministry, but tow-

ards Christians in general, and not towards
Christians only, but towards all their fellow-

creatures. , ., " whilst we have tlie

opportunity of this life, and as occasions present

themselves." 'Epya^. is a more significant term
than -, and implies diligence, in short, " la-

bour of love." The phrase . occurs

also in Herodotus. signifies, " one who
belongs to any family," who is connected with it,

either by consanguinity or affinity; and also one
who is closely connected with another, as an ae-

qiiiiirtttitice ; of whic'.i sense examples are adduced
by Wets, from Herodian and other authors. One
cannot but remark the hicrh su|ieriority of the

Gospel, in liberality of spirit, over the law. Nor
was the admonition here of the Apostle given in

vain. Thus even Julian (cited bv Wets.) bears

this testimony (the more valuable, as coming
from an Apostate and bitter enemy)
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?. It may be observed, that though the Apos-
tate has mentioned the Christians by his usual

opprobrious term o'l, yet he was not

ashamed to steal from their Scriptures, and ap-

propriate one of their most sublime precepts.

Thus in his Frag. ap. Op. p. 290, 2'Jl. edit. Spanh.

he says: —",
/»£" .

11. :7'\7.- These words have
not a little perplexed l^xpositors ; some of whom
(both ancient and modern ones) take the sense to

be, " See with what great kind of letters " (i. e.

how mis-shapen), &c. This, however, would be

frigid, and does not comport with Apostolic grav-

ity, or the reserve manifest through the whole
Epistle. The difficulty may be removed by tak-

ing \. (with the best Expositors) to denote
" how long," instead of the customary sense of

the word '• how great •, ". being used, like

the Latin epistolx, for a letter, as in Acts xxviii.

21. It is well observed by Win., that the letter

is called long, considering that it was written

with his own hand. The Apostle meant thereby
both to attest its genuineness, and to point to that

circumstance, as indicating his affection for them,
and anxiety for their welfare and salvation. St.

Paul, it is well known, generally dictated his let-

ters to a scribe, (as was indeed much the custom
in ancient times, especially in the East, where it

continues to this day) probably because the in-

firmity of body alluded to in '•' the thorn in the

flesh," made it irksome for him to form the char-

acters with any accuracy. See Note on Rom.
xvi. 22.

12. /', &c.] q. d. " It is not / who
impel you to the observance of the Mosaic Law,
but those who court the gale of popular applause,
— they instigate you to it." ^. is by many
explained " endeavour to please others." That
sense, however, cannot fairly be extracted ; and
the word is best interpreted " to make a fair ap-

pearance of piety, commend themselves as very
religious." So Chrys. explains by&. The
word is not found in the Classical

writers ; though -- and.
there occur. And plausible arguments are by the

Rhetoricians called'. The £i' is not
well explained ;. The true sense
seems to be that pointed out by Winer. " As
(says he) the term comprehends every thing

that is not of the Spirit, nor belongs to it,-' are those who endeavour, not
by that disposition of mind which proceeds from
the Spirit, but in another way, by outward ap-

pearances [rather by carnal compliances, Ed.], to

recommend themselves (viz. to the Judaizers)."^ must here, as elsewhere, be under-
stood of the moral compulsion of earnest per
suasion, which will take no denial.

Xp. is explained by almost all

the recent Commentators (as it was by Luther
and Calvin) of " punishments such as Christ suf-

fered." But it is better, with the ancient and
most modern Expositors, irom Piscator to Borger,

to take the fni in the sense propter (of vhich
many examples are adduced by Borger) ; and

to denote " the doctrine of the cross,"

Christianity being so called by opposition to the
Law ; and since the death of Christ abrogated
the Mosaic Law, and the doctrine of the atone-

ment thereby made for the sins of men, effectually

excluded the use of circumcision. See Note at

v. 11. as also the excellent annotation of Doddr.
13. o'l ,.'] Many Commentators refer

this to the persons who had thus submitted to

undergo circumcision. Others, however, with
more propriety, refer it to the Judaizers. The
var. lect., (found in many ancient

and excellent MSS. of' all recensions, and sev-

eral Fathers and early Editions,) is approved by
Matth. and Griesb., and preferred by Rinck. I

have not ventured to edit it, since the reading
seems to me to have arisen from a gloss ; though it

strongly confirms the interpretation which I have
adopted, as showing its high antiquity. The per-

sons in question, did not, indeed, intend to im-
pose the whole law ; and they acted as they did,

to keep fair with the Jews, and have to boast of
their influence in procuring the reception of the

rite of circumcision; for that is (as Borger and
Win. have shown) the sense of the "va iv rq .

^., where is to be supplied
from the. preceding. " Your circumcised
flesh," being equivalent to " your being circum-
cised," "your circumcision."

14. The is emphatical, there being an im-
plied comparison with the Judaizers. The sense
may be expressed by the following paraphrase i

" But, for my part, 1 leave them to glory in an
antiquated rite ; such is not 7nij course ; God for-

bid that /should feel proud of the inculcation of
anij doctrine [and least of all circumcision] ex-

cept the plain unmixed doctrine of justification,

not by my own merits, but by the atonement of
a crucified Redeemer." See the excellent Note
of Calvin. ' o£i, " by which soil,, doc-
trine of the cross."
— —.^ By. is meant

" is crucified and dead," i. e. is nothing to me.
should not be interpreted " the Jewish

nation," or the " Jeioish oeconomi/," or non-Chris-
tians, with many recent Commentators. It must
mean, as the best Expositors, ancient and mod-
ern, understand, the things of the world, i. e. its

riches, honours, and pleasures. Dp. Middl., in-

deed, stumbling at the omission of the Article,

and having remarked that whenever in the N. T., the world, occurs in its common accepta-
tion, it has the Article, except here and in 2 Cor.
V. 19. (of course, not reckoning passages like

Rom. ii. 12. 15. where the omission may be ac
counted for by the rules) thinks that, in both
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these passages, the world has somewhat of the

nature of a proper name, and can tlierefore dis-

pense with the Article. He instances Plutarch,

p. 470. 6 a Zci's , "Jupiter and World."

And he might have added Shakspeare, " World,
thy slippery turns !

" Since, however, it seems
impossible to adopt that view of at 2 Cor.

V. ly., both on account of its harshness (suppos-

ing a sort of concetto such as we should not ex-

pect in the Apostle) and because and
immediately follow ; so it should seem

unsafe to adopt it here ; which is also forbidden

by the with just after; for though the

Article is not found there in seven or eight

MSS., yet it has never been cancelled by any
Editor. Indeed, it was more likely to be omitted

(on account of the omission before) than inserted.

The interpretation, in short, may be considered

as a learned and ingenious, but unfounded fancy.

And the common mode of taking the word must
certainly be preferred ; especially as it is sup-

ported by Acts xvii. 24. b i»

).
The Dative here is for the Accusative with .

Winer supposes that we have here one sentiment
e.xpressed reciprocally by two formulas ; as in

John. vi. 36. 2 Thess. i. 12. 1 Cor. vi. 13. 2 Cor.

si. 35. This, however, is a precarious principle.

See the Notes on the passages adduced. We
have here two formulas, because there is, as

Chrys. and Theophyl. point out, a two-fold death

indicated, ( "

' )^1 ' ; .
15. {Vt-iV.] This reading (found in all the

most ancient MSS., as also many Versions and
Fathers) was approved by Mill and Beng., and
has been edited by Griesb., Koppe, Tittm., Vat.,

and Win. ; rightly, I think, since the common
reading is plainly a gloss, probably from v. 6.

Nay,, Rinck says, would involve a petitio

principii ; whereas, with the has its

force, denoting the reason why he did not boast
of circumcision, as did his adversaries ; "for
circumcision is nothing." « .
The full sense is ;

" But the being a new crea-

ture, moral regeneration, is every thing, all in

all, the substance of the Gospel." See Note on
2 Cor. V. 17.

16. - On the force of. see Note supra v. 25. and on. see Note
on 2 Cor. x. 13. By " this rule," the Apostle
means the doctrine just mentioned, of salvation

by grace, and the necessity of moral regenera-
tion. By . is meant the true

spiritual Israel. See Note on Rom. ix. 6. In' we have not an assertory/, but a

precatory form, nearly allied to that of benedic-
tion, by bidding adieu. The Epistle probably
was meant to terminate here, just as the Epistle
to the Ephesians concludes with roij \•, and v. 17. was added afterwards.

17. .] This is by some rendered
" quod reliqui est." But it seems rightly taken
by Koppe, Beng., and Winer, for in 2 Cor.
xiii. 11. 1 Thess. iv. 1. henceforward.. is for the more Classical . The
sense seems to be, "let me have no more trouble,

by either my doctrine, or sincerity and integrity

being questioned ; for [of the latter] I bear strong

attestation in the orvounds of former
scourgings, beating, and stoning of the Jews and
others for the sake of Christ and his Gospel."

is here used for, and only means
that this is, wherever he goes, an evidence of his

sincerity.

18. . .] The best Expositors are

agreed that means mind and heart.
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C. . This has been pronounced the richest

and noblest of the Epistles. And, certainly, in

fulness of matter, depth of doctrine, sublimity of

metaphor, animated fervour of style (occasionally

'ising to what has been called rapture), and
Apostolic earnestness of e.'ihortation, it so inter-

ests the heart, that (to apply the words of Dr.

Johnson, with respect to Law's Serious Call) "if
the reader have a spark of regard for the Gospel,
it will blow it into a flame." Or, to use the meta-
phor of Dr. JVIacknight, " he will feel impressed
and roused with it, as by the sound of a trumpet."
The reason for its peculiar character of pious ex-

altation, and affectionate admonition, seems to be
that assigned by Mr. Scott,— namely, that "the
Apostle's heart was much enlarged in writing to

those, whom he had no occasion to rebuke, and
with whom he was not under the necessity of
engaging in controversy ; so that entire confidence
of affection took place of the caution, reserve, or

sharpness, which were requisite in the three pre-

ceding Epistles." Accordingly, none of the re-

proofs, that are so frequent in the preceding
Epistles, are found in the present ; which was
written, it should seem, to confirm the Ephesian
and other Asiatic Churches in the true faith and
practice of the Gospel; of which the Apostle ^/-si

(i. 1. 2.) shows the sreat end,— that it was meant
for all mankind, and that he himself was appoint-

ed the preacher of it to the Gentiles. Then,
after expatiating on the love of God, the dignity

of Christ, and the excellence of the Gospel, he
warns his converts against the evil practices, in

which they had formerly lived ; and which, as

Christians, they had renounced. And while he
guards them against errors, he establishes them
in the great doctrines of the Gospel, fortifies their

minds to contend for, and persevere in, the faith

of Christ, and animates them in their Christian

warfare. Finally, he earnestly exhorts them to a

zealous discharge of the relative duties, and all

others becoming their Christian profession. The
Epistle is universally admitted to be from St.

Paul ; for which indeed there is the strongest evi-

dence, external and internal (see Home's Int.)

5

and, as appears from various allusions, was writ-

ten during his imprisonment at Rome. Commen-
tators are neither agreed on the date (varying
from A. D. 57 or 58 to 62), nor even on the

Churcli, to whom it was addressed. Some think
it was to the Christians at Laodicea, and is the
Epistle to the Laodiceans referred to by the
Apostle in Col. iv. 16. While others, to reconcile
conflicting testimonies, suppose it to have been
a circular letter, intended for all the churches of
Asia Minor. Be that as it may, there is not a
shadow of external proof that it was not addressed

to the Epitesians (see the Notes of Bp. Middl.
and Rinck) ; though doubtless intended for the

use also of the other churches of Asia Minor.
As to the alleged internal evidence, thai it was
7iot written to the Ephesians. it is quite inconclu-
sive, being merely founded on a misconception
of certain words and expressions that occur in

the Epistle; and which, v,'hen properly interpret-

ed, rather confirm the common opinion,— sup-
ported by all the MSS., and the almost unvaried
evidence of antiquity. As to the difficulty occa-
sioned by the seeming mention of an Epistle to

the Laodiceans, it admits of an easy solution.

The Apostle is, with much probability, supposed
to have directed the Ephesians. through Tychi-
cus, the bearer of the Epistle, to send a copy of
it to the Laodiceans ; which should also be after-

wards transmitted to the Colossians.

1. , . .] See 1 Cor. i. 1. 2 Cor. i. 1.

Gal. i. and Notes. . See Note on
Rom. i. 7. Krti. This term seems to be
exegetical of the preceding, q. d. " even to all

true believers in Jesus Christ."

3. " The twelve verses, from 3— 14. inclusive,

properly speaking, form one sentence. The
Apostle's mind was so full of his subject, that he
was not very exact about his style. Reflecting

on the great things which God had done for him,
and by him, especially among the Gentiles, the

Apostle breaks out into rapturous thanksgivings

unto God on that account." (Scott.)

— ('\. b Qcii \, &c.] The sense is,

as at Rom. xv. 6., where see Note. With respect
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to the accumnlation of coonate terms here in -
Joy-, \>, and \, that was by the an-

cients rather sought after as a beauty, than avoided

as a blemish.
— \>'/—- " who hath blessed us

with (i. e. hath liberally bestowed upon us) every

spiritual blessing." 'I'iie Commentators in gen-

eral are not agreed whether this is to be under-

stood of the supernatural g-ifis of the Holy Spirit,

or the sanctifijino rrraces of the Spirit ; including

all the ordinary, though invaluable blessings of
salvation : whatever may conduce to the conso-

lation of our souls here, or prepare them for glory

hereafter. It should seem best (with (^hrys.,

Theodoret, Whitby, Wells, Chandler, and others)

to unite both senses.

INluch diversity of opinion exists as to the sense

of the remarkable phrase L• roTs(, which
is either interpreted " in heavenly places," or " in

heavenly Ihings," according as the ellipsis is sup-

plied by, or. The former mode is

adopted by the earlier modern Expositors (as

Beza, Pise, and Grot., and, of the later ones, by
Wolf. Wells, Chandler, Wakcf, Koppe, Sclileus.,

and Wahl), and is confirmed by the Syriac Ver-
sion. Thus the sense they assign is " not only

on earth, but in heaven." This they establish

from the same expression at v. 20; ii. 6 ; iii. 10,

where, they say, it means " in heavenly places."

Even there, however, Dr. Burton explains it, " in

heavenly or spiritual things." So at John iii. 12.

T(i are opposed to . And this

is probably the case at vi. 12. Indeed, the above
ellip. is so harsh, and the sense yielded so un-
suitable, that it is better, with almost all the an-

cient and most modern Expositors (as Vorst.,

Casaub., Crell., Schlit., Whitby , Schoettg.,Doddr.,
Rosen., laspis, and Bretchsn.) to take it in the

latter sense, understanding by heavenly things (as

Doddr. explains) things relating to heaven, and
tending to fit us for it. Thus iv'. is, as

Schliting observes, in apposition with, and exe-
getical of, Iv. \. : or rather there is a kind
of climax, hovp. denoting more than.

4. The Apostle now adverts to the nature of
these. and. is variously trans-

lated ; but by none, I think, accurately repre-

sented. It seems to mean siqiiidem. inasyniich

lis, (as at John xvii. 2. Rom. i. 28. 1 Cor. i. 6.),

with a reference to v\ob, &c. ; the \^ords b

fi'^oy.—^ being in some degree parentheti-

cal. 1 have pointed accordingly, with R. Stephens
1, and Vater. . {/ a., "hath selected
us, or .shown us marks of peculiar favour by and
through Him;" i.e. "Christ;" as 1 Cor. i. 27
<fc 28. (where see Note) and James ii. 5. Tlpi. 6., . 6. from all eternity, see Note on
Matt. xiii. 35. At ! sub. . " to the
end that." See Win. Or. Or. ^ 38. 3. No. 1. In

kiu the former term seems to re-
gard the duties piety, the latter those ftwral-

ity. The words ev are variously construed.
In several MSS., Fathers, and the Greek Com-
mentators (and also by some moderns) they are
taken; as Koppe and Griesb., with in the

next verse. I have, however, preferred, with
Tittm. and the Bale Editor, to retain the common
punctuation, since the Avords are more naturally

connected with the preceding than the loUowing.
This is confirmed by the circumstance, that v. 5.

is exegetical of v. 4; and therefore it was likely

that, as the portion to be explained commenced
with the principal word', so the explana-
tory one would with. ^] may,
with some, be referred to, and signify

"out of His love to us:" but it more naturally

connects with, and signifies " by or in

the exercise of charity," as Pise, Erasm., Beza,
Crell., Schlit., and Doddr., and Chandl. take it.

suggests the idea of truth and
realilij.

5.', &c.] The e/^ciiow of the foregoing
verse is here further represented by predestination

to sonsldp. Tlpoop. '. ' is said by
Koppe to be put for vpoop./. But it is rather for .'
aiiT~o and that for . This had
formerly appertained to the Jews only, (Rom. ix.

4. comp. V. 8.) but was now extended, through
Christ, to all believers; as denoting that relation

in which Christians especially stand to God.
Thus the sense is :

" And this election consists

in having from eternity decreed for us the privi-

lege of being his sons." . . \.,
"according to his own mere good pleasure,

—

because sic visum est." See Grot. The best
Commentators, ancient and modern, are agreed,

that the election and predestination in question
solely relate to God's eternal purpose, of bestow-
ing the privilege of adoption (on which see Note
on Rom. viii. 1.5.) upon the Ephesians and other
sincere believers in Christ. This is confirmatory

of what was said at v. 3. of spiritual blessings of
the highest kind having been imparted to them.
Indeed, even candid Calvinistic Commentators
(see Doddr.) admit that the Apostle has here no
reference to the personal, election of individuals.

but to the election of whole communities and
nations,— even all the Gentiles, whom God was
pleased to admit to the benefits of the Gospel.
See more in Chandl.

6. Having assured them of God's eternal pur-

pose to call them to the knowledge of the Gospel
and the privileges of the Church of God, he pro-

ceeds to show them how great an instance this was
of the mercy and goodness of God. (Chandl.)
— —.'] The sense is: " to the

praise of his glorious grace;" i. e. that his

glorious grace might be admired and adored.

'., "hath made us accepted," or "favoured
us with his grace." Sec Luke i. 28. and Note.
'Er . Render, "by or through the Be-
loved;" so the Peschito Syr. Version, " per Di-
lectum." Thus rw. is a title of Jesus, like

b (as in lAike ii. 2G.- !/ ''), or what Aquila substitutes for it in the

O. T., i. It appears, then, to have been
not a 7>iere appellation, but (like) to have
denoted office or dignity, with allusion to the

words of the voice from heaven, Matt. iii. 17.
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" This \s my Beloved Son." Thus it may be conw 10. — fia Xp.] The obscurity
pared with the i of .John i. It «Sc 18

;

here (wliich has occasioned some diversity of in-

lii. 18. 1 Jolin iv. 9. where the full sense is, '• only terprctalion) may be removed in the manner sug-
and most dearly beloved." So the Hebr. T-p'; gested by me in Rec. Syn.,— namely, by takin<T

vhich properly denotes otihj, as said of a child, the to denote purpose. The sense will thus
is by the LXX. rendered at Ps. xxii. be ;

' [And this was done] for the purpose of dis-
21. and xxxv. 17. and at Prov. iv. 3. it is rendered playing the plan of (or respecting) the fulness

by the LXX., -but by the of time ; " i. e. the plan to be put in execution at

other Greek Translators. Both ideas, however, the fulness of time ; namely, that of bringing all

seem intended; and the term is not ill rendered things together in Christ, at the fulness of time,
in our common Version " only beloved."' The Of this sense of the Commentators ad-
same rendering should, I think, be adopted in the duce examples from Polyb. and Ignat. On.
passages of St. John. Both ideas vere meant, as Xp. see Note on Gal. iv. 4. . is in
Schleus. says, " ad indicandam sithlimiorem ejus apposition with. : and the sense is, •' name-
naturam, qiue nuUi creaturcc competit.'' ly, that of bringing together into one body, and

7. iv (il^ — .'] I would render, uniting all beings under one Head, Chkist." See
"through whom we possess (i. e. to whom we Col. i. 20. Tu is for ; ; i. e. (by
owe) the redemption [procured] by his blood." a common idiom) all intelligent beings, meaning
So Rom. iii. 2-1•. :\ Tijs fi' Xp. 'I. both Jews and Gentiles. By iv are
(where see Note) and also Heb. xi. 35. oii- denoted the ar^g-e/s, elsewhere called God's yii/ni'-, . where VVakef. and Bp. /;/ in heaven, from which his family on earth had
Middl. have alone seen the force of the Article, been long dissevered, but was now to be united
I am not, indeed, aware of a single instance in with it into one society. Compare Col. i. 16, and
the N. T. where the Article, when used with this see Chrys., Doddr., and especially Ernesti's Dis-
word, has Jiot its full force. . ., sert. on this passage, and Col. i. 20. in his Opusc.
" the forgiveness of our sins." . properly Theolog. p. 440. seqq.
denotes a s/i/j or slight transgression, but is also 11. iv io.] There is here, I conceive,
used, especially in the N. T., of sins of every a resumption of the construction at v. 7. ev iJ

kind. ^, (fee. ; vv. 10 & 11 being, in some degree,
8. for p, (by a common Grecism, in which parenthetical. The epanalepsis may be thus ex-

the relative is attracted by the antecedent,) if pressed, " By'him (I say) through whom also we. be taken, with many modern Expositors, '
...

.. .
.. _

in a neuter sense, " in which He hath renewed
his abundant goodness to us;'' but if, with the
ancient and some modern ones, in an active one.

have allotted to us this possession." By we, are
meant the believing Jews. In . . .,
as also in . \. there is no pleo-
nasm, but a stronger mode of expression ; and

'• to make to abound " (as in 2 Cor. iv. 1.5 ; ix. 8.) the sense of the passage may be represented as
the );; will be for '(JK. The sense is : "which he follows: "having been predestinated [by this
has bountifully bestowed upon us." 'Ei'. adoption of sons] by the deliberate counsel of
(ppov. ina\i be construed with vhich fol- Him, who accomplishes all His purposes and
lows ; but it is belter taken (as it is done by the plans according to His own unfettered will and
ancient and some eminent modern Expositors) pleasure." We have here a i/eicr/piio/? of the om-
with. which precedes. If the words be nipotence of the Deity. How the terms.
referred to God, the sense will be, " in the exer- and. are reconcileable with man's free-will
cise of the deepest wisdom [of plan] and prudence see Doddr. and Chandler.
[of execution]." If to the iUp/ipSi«n5. it will be, 12. ! —.] Render, " In order
"in imparting to us the wisdom and prudence that we, who first hoped' and trusted in Christ,
necessary to understand the Gospel." Either should be to the praise of his glorv." i. e. an
method is agreeable to the context; but the lat- occasion for his praise and glorification. Locke
ter seems preferable on account of the parallel and manv recent Commentators understand ,'/
passage of Coiossians i. 9, and because the words of the Gentiles. But though a plausible case is

seem meant to further explain this sense. made out, the must thus be sunk, or have
9.] "by having made known to us [in assigned to it a frigid sense. It is better to sup-

the Gospel]." To. 0. ., " his will or pose (with the ancient and most modern Ex-
purpose long hidden in the mind of God ;

" name- positors), that it refers to the .Tpn-ish Christians.
ly, for the salvation of all men. Gentiles as well See Chandl. and Mackn. The -po may mean,
as Jeics. Compare Rom. xi. 25. and Note. And with Chandl. and Mackn., "before he came into
on. see Note on Rom. xvi. 25. the world ; " or rather, with others (as Chrys.,
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Theophyl., Koppe, and Wahl), " already and be-
fore the Gentiles :

" which is most agreeable to

the context. Ti)i before 6^ is omitted in sev-

eral M.SS. of all recensions, some Fathers, and
the Ed. Princ, and is cancelled by Matth., with
the approbation of Rinck.

13. iv — .] There is here a seem-
ing irregularity ; which several Commentators
seek to remove by si/pplying something after

either\ from \., or \[)
from( at v. 11. This, however, is

harsh : and it is better (with the ancient Exposi-
tors, and, of the modern ones. Grot,, Rosenm,,
and Newc.), to suppose a. parenthesis, and then a

resumption, after the manner of St. Paul. The
sense being :

" In whom tje also (i. e. the Gen-
tile Christians) believed after ye heard the word
of truth, the glad tidings of your salvation ; in

whom [I say] ye also [having believed] have
been sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise
(which is the earnest of our inheritance) unto
the redemption, &c. The to.
(the Gospel by which ye are saved) is explana-

tory of Tbv . . Of'. . the sense seems to be, "in
which ye have been confirmed and attested as

true believers, by the promised gift of the Holy
Spirit;" . being, by Hebraism, for-, " promised," namely, by the Proph-
ets, and by Christ himself before his ascension.

On the force of the metaphor in .. and the
nature of this sealirio;, see Notes on John vi, 27,

and 2 Cor. i. 22. and compare infra iv. 30, Con-
sidering the persons of whom this is said, we are,

1 think, bound to understand the extraordinary
and supernatnral gifts of the Spirit, as well as his

ordinary influences and graces ; though most re-

cent Commentators take it of the latter only,

14. ] for 0, say the Commentators, who en-
large much on this trite idiom, but without in-

quiring into the reason wJnj it should have been
here employed. The Apostle, I conceive, wrote
8f for 0, from considering the Holy Spirit as one
of the persons of the Godhead ; and therefore, by
association of ideas, accommodated the gender
accordingly. This, then, affords a strong though
undesigned proof of the personality of the Holy
f^pjirit. On ^. see Note on 2 Cor. v. 5. E/s\. . may, with some, be referred to

^.; q. d. "a pledge that the redemption,
which has been procured for us [by Christ] shall

actually be ours;" rrpiw. being for-, scil. lyih', and that for .
See Koppe and Wahl, and compare 1 Thess. v.D.

2 Thess, ii, 4. 1 Pet. ii. 9. ^.

Or it may, with others, be referred to -, i. e.,

as Abp. New. explains, " unto," or, as Dr. Burton,
"with reference fo the purchased possession,"

i. e. redemption of those whom Christ purchased
with his blood. Compare Acts xx. 28.

15. 6ia] "for this reason," namely (as

Theophyl. explains) "that ye were sealed with
the promised Spirit."

— . v., &c.] It is well ob-
served by Locke, Doddr., Mackn., Rosenm., and
Holden, that " this language will not prove that

the Apostle had never visited those whom he is

addressing (since he speaks in the same manner to

the Thessalonians, Colossians, and Philippians),

but only imports that he had received good ac-

counts of them during his absence from them of
five or six years," -, affection and kind-

ness, the \\< at 1 Thess. iv. 9.

17. —).] The best Expositors,

ancient and modern, are agreed that our Lord is

here spoken of only in his human 7iature ; as

when he speaks of his God, John xx. 17. 1 Cor.
xi. 3. iii. 23. where see Notes. So that the Uni-
tarians have here no argument at all against the
Deity of Jesus Christ, since this passage will only
prove that he had a humaii nature as well as a
Divine one ; which we readily admit.

(5|. is by some interpreted " the glorious

Father of Jesus Christ," understanding the of

the eternal and unchangeable glory of the Deity.

It is better, however, with others, to take IIht.

to denote author, cause, and source .• a frequent

sense, of which many examples are supplied by
Schleus, and Wahl, And this is more agreeable

to what follows.

The Knt^ may be

interpreted (with Creil,, Schlit., Chandl., and Bp.

Middl.) "a spirit of wisdom and revelation;"

there being no Article to authorize us to take' of the Holy Spirit, ns most Commentators
explain. The, however, in that sense

would be scarcely suitable to\. which
word, from its perpetual use in the N. T., sug-

gests the idea of Divine teaching. It should seem
that the Apostle adopted the term to show that

he chiefly meant such iiiflneiices of the Spirit,

sent from the Father of all light, as should ren-

der them wise unto salvation. See 1 Cor. xiv. 6.

is for i. e. " that

ye may more and more know him, i. e. attain

to a more and more perfect knowledge of his

religion.

18. — {}.'] This is explana-

tory of the ., as denoting the effect of it.

Instead of. >', Strict propriety
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Heb. 1. 3.
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I Pet. 3. 22.

y Phil. 2. 9.
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Heb. 2. 8.

Rom. 12. 5.

1 Cor. 12. 6, 27.

infra 4. 12, IS,

16. & 5. 23, 30.
Col. 1. 18.

4 3. 11.

would require 7. Instead of the

common reading huivoiaf, many of the best MSS.,
Versions, Fathers, and early Editions have •«-
biaq, which was preferred by Mill., and received

by Beng., Wets., Matth., Griesb., Tittrn., and
Vat. ; and justly ; for the common reading (intro-

duced from the Erasmian Editions) is, no doubt,

a gloss. Wets, compares the Ovidian " oculi

pectoris." and quotes from Achniet Onir. <\•
Ty . Koppe, too, cites

from Plato: Siavoiag
^, (].
And have noticed something similar in The-
mist. L. ii. 29. ^,

6 . Tile reading

is also confirmed by its Hebraic character ; the

Heb. ^ denoting not only the seat of the will

and affections, but also of the understandins:-

The is for , " how precious !
" -

. a., for {. 'i" .
The next words — are exegetical

of the preceding; and the sense is : "And how
gloriously rich is the inheritance which he has

prepared [for true Christians]." See Scott.

', (says Theophyl.),
" ineffable and incomprehensible !

"

19. Tiie sense of tliis verse depends on the

construction of the words —, which many Expositors, ancient and mod-
ern, construe with ; . But the sentiment
thus arising is so little agreeable to the context,

that the best Commentators have been long of

opinion, that those words must be referred to', and the signify ' accord-

ing to," i. e. similarly to; . mean-
ing " us believers." They are not, however,
agreed on the nature of this comparison ; namely,
whether it is of Christ's resurrection, by the

use of a ^gure (namely, as understood of God's
power exerted in their conversion, and subse-

quent support by Divine grace), or, in the natural

sense, as understood of the power to be exerted

in the resurrection of believers ; meaning (as

Cliandl. says) that "the future resurrection of

believers shall be accomplished, according to

the working of that mighty power which he ex-

erted in Christ, when he raised him from the

dead." This last mode of understanding the

words (which is supported by Theodoret, of

the ancient, and by the most eminent modern
Commentators), seems most natural and agreea-

ble to the context. For, as Chandl. observes,
' as this is tlie hope of our Christian calling, and
the peculiar promise of the Gospel, so it is one
of the noblest instances to which even Almighty
power itself can reach." Perhaps, however, both

comparisons may liave been intended; as, I find,

thought Hamm. and Mackn.
VOL. II.

In , the Genit. . has the

force of the adjective.
20. '] for ', the recent

Commentators say. considering it as an anaco-

luthon. It arose, however, probably not from
inadvertence, but purposely adopted ; for the
verbs have a far stronger effect in expressing the
important truth, couched in the next two verses,

than would participles. Thus here, as on other

occasions, the Apostle sacrifices the minuter
accuracies, and delicate proprieties of style, in

order to more forcibly inculcate weighty sen-

timents, and important truths. ' .,
" in the lieavenly abodes." A more dignified ex-

pression than .
21. The substantives ),, &c. are ab-

stracts for concretes,— namely, the persons who
fill those dignities, and such like. However,
and f|. seem to denote the superior, and iw. and
Kvp. those next in dignitij. See Note on Matt,

xxviii. 18. '5, " title of authority. " In

fi' Tu) . and fi' tm. the general sense is,

that the power of Christ is infinitely above all

created power, whether human or angelic.

22. In — (on which compare Matt,

xxviii. 18. and see Note) there is intimated the

subjection to which his very enemies must be re-

duced, and its results in their punishment. On
the contrary, to his/riends that power will be ex-

erted for their support. Thus, then, it is sug-

gested, that in his capacity of supreme Head over

the Church Catholic (those of every age and na-

tion, compare Heb. xii. 23.) he will exert his pow-

er, —^^not in the way that eartlily supreme Poten-

tates usually do, but exercise it for the benefit

alone of his people ; as the head exerts itself for

the benefit and support of the other members of

the body, of which it is chief, and with which it

is indissolubly united. ", for or,
by an idiom formed from the use of the Heb.

tnj• '"^^ip, " over all persons and things."

(Koppe.)

23. & —- These words
are in apposition with. And the Church is

called his bodii and fulness, as consisting many
members ; being an exct'edingly numerous so-

ciety, under the government of Him who filleth

all with all [things] ; for so .
should be rendered ; by which is meant, " filleth

all his members each with their peculiar spiritual

gifts and graces." See John i. I'i. and 1 Cor. xii.

G. On 7rA);pw/ja,see Note c)ii Rom. xi. 12.-
' is to be regarded as a deponent, of course with

an active sense ; of which I have noticed an exam-
ple in jEsch. Agam. 304•. ', nap' aWov.

34
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II. 1. —- There has

been some doubt respecting the connection of

these words with the conte.xt; namely, as to their

construction, and the verbs to be supplied. Many
ancient and most modern Expositors connect

them with v. 5, supplying from -
before, where there is thought to be a

repetition per epunalepsin. Thus, what follows,

up to V. 4, and at v. 5, must be taken as pleo-

nastic (after the manner of the Hebrews, who oft-

en so use their •\, which signifies it and ), or

the it is to be rendered inquam, and the , etiam.

The words are, however, by the recent (Commen-
tators, generally connected with' in

the last v. of the preceding Chap. ; both being so

united together, tliat only a comma is placed after, with the foUowing sense :
" He who

filleth all [his members] with all [spiritual gifts

and graces] hath also filed you, who were dead
in," &c. But the former method (supported by

many similar instances of anacoluthon, and also

by the parallel passage at Col. ii. 13.) is more
natural and probable. Some, indeed, connect the

words with the 19th verse of the preceding Chap-
ter ; and Mr. Locke thinks they take their train

and connection from v. IS— ~0, which, he says,

are formed by joining v. 20, and-. 5. together; , 1. and / v. 5.

being governed by' ; and he ably

traces the connection of thought in the Apostle's

mind thus: "God by his miglity power raised

Christ from the dead ; by the like mighty power,
you Gentiles of Ephe^us being dead in trespasses

and sins ; what do I say, you of Ephesus, nay, its,

all converts of the Gentiles being dead in tres-

passes and sins, hath he quickened and raised

from the dead, and seated together vith Christ in

his heavenly kingdom."
Tu(?. (for h 7 nap.) may be rendered

" by or on account of trespasses." By
iv'' is meant, " to be entirely enslav-

ed, to sin, as a dead body is to the power of death,
and to be as incapable of rising from it to spir-

itual life, as a corpse is of being restored to natu-
ral life." This use of the word is also

found in the Philosophers, who called backsliders
from philosophy and virtue to vice and sensuality,

dead.

2. rbv r.] " according to
the sceculmn," as Tacitus calls it, the way or course
of the world ; i. e. in conformity to its corrupt
principles and evil practices.

— rbv ^. . » .'] The best Ex-
positors, ancient and modern, are in general
agreed, that is here put for. " pow-
er (says Chandl.) for those who exercise the
power, or rule, throughout the various degrees of
subordinate agency." So Theophyl. explains,, the leader of those
powerful spirits who hold their residence in the
air. See Jude 6. Mede. Whitby, and Wets.
have shown at large, that both the Jews and the
Gentiles (especially of the Pythagorean Sect) be-
lieved the air to be peopled with genii or spirits.

under the governance of a chief, vvho there held

his seat of empire. So Philo, p. 31. 28. ic

Kat .
and Diog. Laert. viii. 32.4 \. These spirits were supposed to

be powerful, but malignant, and exciting men to

evil. That the Jews held tlie opinion in ques-
tion, is plain from the Rabbinical writers. So in

Pirke Aboth. fol. 83. p. 2. (cited by Wets.) they
are represented as' the whole air, arranged
in troops and under regular siibordinalion ; which
illustrates the of the Apostle. This be-

lief was transmitted to the early Fathers (so Ignat.

and Ephes. ^ 13. iv y -:.) and came down even to

modern times, as appears from Sir W. Scott's

Letters on Demonology. We are, however, nei-

ther, on the one hand, to ascribe to St. Paul all

the dreams of the Rabbins ; nor, on the other,

to suppose that he disbelieved this notion, and
yet countenanced it for a temporary purpose. If

the reader should think this view unsatisfactory

(as did the able Reviewer of the first Edition of
this Work in the Eclectic), he may perhaps be
induced to adopt the interpretation of the phrase
proposed by the learned Critic himself, who con-
siders the expression .

as equivalent to at

Col. i. 13, implying " the Prince of the dominion
of darkness." But it is so difficult to imagine
how can ever of itself be equivalent to,
that nothing but authority of the most undeniable
kind (which 1 am not aware can be adduced) would
be sufficient to establish it.

is said to be put for, by a
slight anomaly in construction. Which may be
true ; but the t'easnn for it seems to have been
this,^ that the just before signifies accord-
ing to the v/ill of. Now as a Genit. is. in thought,

implied, so we have the case of. accommodated
r.ather to that, than to the grammatical construc-

tion. Newc, Mackn., and Scott, endeavour to

do away the difficulty by inserting a before

ni'., and interpreting. -nv. " author (i. e. cause)
or ruler of the evil disposition, " «fcc. But this

is, in every view, objectionable. 'Eicpy. is

wrongly rendered by Mackn. ' inwardly works.

"

It means, literally, " exerts his energies and 7nani-

/('i?s his influence." So Matt. xiv. 2. a'l. viz. because he had risen from
the dead. Hence, Doddr. observes,-
denoted Demoniacs. The meaning is, that " the

Evil Spirit powerfully and manifestly, by their

actions, operates in the disobedient;" referring

to the Gentiles, who are called v'to'i ;
;

which expression is not synonymous with.
but a stronsrer term, to denote " devotedly and
habituallv disobedient. " So Luke xvi. 8. v'ln}'. " devoted to this world, " and Matt.
xxiii. 15. ' , like in the

. .
3. ] The Apostle here applies

what has been said, to the Jeirs also ; and shows
(as in the Epistle to the Bomans), that theij,

as well as the rest of the world, had been un-

der the dominion of sin. Thus the best com-
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ment on this whole passage is the 2d Chapter of
Romans.
With respect to the , Expositors are not

agreed whether it is to be referred to . .,
or to- at V. 1. The latter (which is

supported by tlie Peschito Syr.) has much to coun-
tenance it. See Rec. Syn. More, however, may
be urged against it : and the objection, as to the

construction of with a dative of per-

son not thing, will not hold, because it is here
construed with iv . . . (which words, ac-

cording to the other view, would be useless) ; and
as here we have. iv inid., so at 2 Cor.

i. 12. we have iv-\ -
iv . Nor need we strictly in-

terpret the iv by inter ; but we may suppose it tak-

en in a laxer sense, for (meaning '' as well as

they "), of which Schl. Lex. will supply examples.
This is confirmed by the joined with.
See Note on v. 6
— '.'] The plural of this word (occur-

ring also in Acts xiii. 22.) is not found in the

Classical writers, though it occurs in the Sept.. iiavoiHv is not well rendered " the mind.''

It denotes the passions, as does the appe-

tites, of our corrupt nature. This natural corrup-

tion is implied in. (which should be rendered
propensities), and is expressed in the next words,
\vhich seem added for that very purpose. For
though the there is tortured by many learned
Commentators to yield some such sense as shall

exclude tiie doctrine of the natural corruption of
the human heart, (namely, either custom, or ac-

quired habit,) yet in vain, for in all the passages

cited, the sense natural disposition always peeps
forth. My own experience of the Classical writ-

ers enables me to confirm the remark of Mr.
Scott, that " the word was never used of any
other customs than such as resulted from innate

firopensities. " In short, a far greater portion of

earning and ingenuity, than have been employed
in the cause in question, would be insufficient to

set aside the common interpretation, and establish

a sense unsupported by the norma loquendi, and
at variance with the context. And all merely to

get rid of a doctrine plainly revealed in Scripture,

and confirmed by the experience and attested by
the confessions even of the most virtuous and
pious persons. Indeed, the very heathens them-
selves acknowledged the truth of the doctrine

;

as might be shown by many examples, one of

which must suffice. Eurip. Beller. frag. ?.
The expression signifies persons

worthy of wrath and punishment. .So the Heb.

13 'f' Deut. xxv. 2. (where the Sept. has) 2 Pet. ii. 14. . Is. lvii.4.. The same idiom has place in •

but sometimes the substantive following is found
not in a passive sense, as here, but in an active

one, as v. 2. v'loi. Finally, o'l should
be rendered, not others, but " the rest [of man-
kind]," the other nations.

4— 6. The Apostle now returns to the subject

he was treating of at i. 19 ; and what is there only
indirectly hinted at, he here distinctly propounds

;

namely, that as God raised Christ from the dead,
so lie will raise us up.

5. ] for. The in. signifies

as well as, i. e. both you Gentiles and us Jews.

Some, however, take the expression here and at

Col. ii. 12. figuratively, of the raising up tliose

dead in sin to a life of righteousness. And this

7naij be the sense. See Note on v. 3. On. see Note on Rom. iii. 24. and on v. 8.

6.. iv .] This intimates the

great dignity of our Christian profession,— the

participating with Christ in the Society of God
and the angels 5 and that by a right of citizen-

ship obtained by Christ, so that we are entitled

to all the privileges of the Church and family of

God.
7. iv 7 . ,.] " in all future ages

(i. e. all futurity) both of this world and the next."

iv.'/. There is a par-

ticiple understood, and the sense is, " his rich-

ly abundant grace and mercy shown towards uS "

in tlie blessings conferred, through Christ and his

atoning merits, by the Gospel.

8— 10. These verses are closely connected
tojelher, and contain the same sentiment, only

repeated in other words. (Koppe.)

8. '.] The best Expositors have been
long agreed that this must, as restricted by the

subject of the context, signify " are put into a
state of salvation," brought to the knowledge and
profession of true religion. See Note on Matt,

i. 21. . This, of which the sense

has been disputed, seems simply to mean (as

Koppe points out) "by [your reception of] the

faith or Gospel of Christ;" a signification of
not unfrequeiit. See Schleusn., Wahl, and

Rose's Parkh.
— ff .] It has been not a little

debated among both ancient and modern Com-
mentators, to what the ro?ro should be referred.

Some say, to ; others, to : though
on the sense of ': they difl^er in their views.

See Hamm., Whitby, Bp. Bull's Harm. Ev. p. 83,

and Koppe. Yet, in fact, the reference seems to

be neither to one nor the other, but to the subject

of the foregoing clause. — salvation by grace,

through faith in the Gospel. A view, I find,

adopted by Dr. Chandler, Dean Tucker, Dr.

Mackn., and Dr. A Clarke. To show that thie

interpretation is not a mere novelty, I need only
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Titus 3. 5.

h 2 Cor. 5. 17.

supra 1. 4.

infra 4. 24.

Tims 2. 14.

iCol. 1.21.

i Rom. 9. 4.

to refer to Theopliyl., who thus explains : Oi

jttariv , & •

•. So also Chrys. and Theodor.

TJie is empliatic, and therefore may be ren-

dered yourselves, i. e. not derived by any work of

yourselves.

9. — «.] i. . non ex operibus

quae proprio Marte. sine gratia Dei edidistis. Sic

enim (alias nequaquam) materia aliqua gloriandi

in vobis ipsis superesse videretur. (Bp. Bull.)

"Iva (the best Commentators are in general

agreed) has here, as often, the eventual sense.
" So that no man may boast [as if he had done
anything to deserve salvation]." See Rom. iii.

26, 28. iv. 1—5.
^

10. nvrov yap i. .] The serves for

confirmation and explication ; that being, as Bp.
Bull points out, the scope of the verse. And (re-

garding the as said per /, though
intended for the Ephesians only) he thus ably

paraphrases :
" Tantuni abest ut propriis vestris

operibus absque gratia Dei servati sitis, ut e con-
tra non sine admiranda plan6 gratiie divina3 vi

atque efficacia denuo quasi a Deo formati sitis,

atque ex rudi ista mole, in qua ignorantiaj ac pec-
cati tenebris olim obsiti jacuistis, veluti creati in

id, ut opera jam vero bona, quibus ad justifica-

tionem atque teternam salutem pervenitur, pro-

ferre valeatis." On this sense of. compare
Deut. xxxii. G. Is. xliii. 21. xliv. 21. The next
words, f77( seem (as Theophyl. and
Phot, suggest) added to prevent any misapprehen-

of tile foregoing words, as if they could be
saved by faith only.

The next words are meant to further enforce
the sense intended in. .. And
(resolving the ; — f'l' into its proper equiv-

alent) the sense may be thus expressed: " since

in them God hath before prepared us to live ;
"

i. e. (to use the words of JVlr. Holden) "to the

performance of which [good works] God hath

before prepared us [by the calling of the Gospel,
and the influences of the Spirit], that we should
live in the practice of them." This mode of in-

terpretation is the general one, and is ably sup-

ported by Grot., Chandl., and others ; though
some recent Commentators (as Koppe, Newc.
Ros., and Wahl) suppose the meaning to be, " for

which God has long destined us," i. e. in which
he has determined we should walk.

11 — 1.3. Having spoken to them of the general
state of fallen man, and the salvation of all be-
lievers by the rich vrrace and mercy of God, the
Apostle next proceeds to show the Gentile con-
verts the peculiarities of their case, which had
placed them much further out of the way of
mercy than the .Jews had been. (Scott.) He
illustrates the mercy of God in their conversion,
by showing them that God was under no previous
obligation, by virtue of any special covenant he

had entered into with them, to confer so great a

happiness upon them ; since they were wholly
unacquainted with, and strangers to the only

peculiar covenant he had entered into with any
part of mankind, and who consequently could
have no interest in the peculiar benefits of it.

(Chandl.) The full sense is, " Wherefore [that

ye may understand the magnitude of the benefits

ye have received, and the obligation ye lie under
to the performance of good works] remember,"
&c. , " by natural descent, or carnal

origin." The words oi' —. are ex-

egetic and parenthetical : thus at there is

a resumption of the construction, o!., i. e. who are contemptuously styled the

7iucircumcised ; for, abstr. for concrete
;

as- just after for . So,

Schleus. observes, the Heb. (^'SlV ^^-^^ -^ name
of contempt applied to the Gentiles by the Jews.
See Judg. xiv. 3. xv. 18. Is. Iii. 1. . h. signifies, per hypallagen, " made by hand on
the flesh." This, Grot, otiserves, is an emphalical

expression ; there being another circumcision of

the heart, .and spiritual,. See Col. ii. II.

12.? Xp.] iOr Xp., " without
communion with Christ." The sense is further

developed in the next words. . .
., " aliens from the citizenship of Israel.".
(which is found only in the later writers) is a

stronger term than ; though that word is

by Aristotle opposed to7. is a
word used, as here, of ecclesiastical as well as

civil polity; especially since, in the case of the

Jeirs, the one was closely united with the other.

is used for (to correspond with
the ,;;.) and consequently carries the regimen
of a participle.

—! fVayy.] Here the Genit. of the

noun has the force of an adjective. By these

hnO. are meant the Patriarchal and the Mosaic
covenants. See Note on Rom. ix. 4.

., " having [therefore] no [assured] hope of
eternal life and salvation." See Chandl. and
Doddr. , " and [thus] with-

out God," i. e., as Chandl. explains, either by
knowing him not, or not worshipping him as God.
See Doddr. The words are added to

magnify their offence, as living in a world created

and preserved for blessing by God, and yet not

knowing him or worshipping him as its Creator

and Preserver.

13. f'l' Xp. .] "by Christ and his religion."

Or we viay, with Koppe, supply (compare
Rom. viii. 1.) "having been united to Christ,"
" become Christians." and

were figurative expressions, denoting respec-

tively the pious worshippers of God, and there-

fore favoured with admittance to His presence ;

and those who neglected it (i. e. the Gentiles)

and were consequently far removed from his
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1 Pet. 2. 4, 5. Rev. 21. 14. s 1 Cor. 3. 17. & 6. 19. 2 Cor. 6

1 Isa. 9. 5, 6.
John 10. 16.
& 16. 33.
Ads 10. S6.
Rom. 5. 1.

Col. 1. 20.

Gal. 3. 28.

m 2 Cor. 5. 17.
Ga:.6. 15.

Col. 2. 14.

Rom. 6. 6.

&8. 3.

Col. 1. 20.

& 2. 14.

Psal. 148. 14.

Isa. 57. 19.

John 10. 9.

& 14.6.
Rom. 5. 2.

infra 3. 12.

Hel). 4. 16.

& 10. 19, 30.

q Gal. 6. 10.

Phil. 3.20.
Heh. 12. 22, 23.

Psal. 118. 22.

Isa. 28. 16.

Mutt. 16. 18.

1 Cor. 3. 9, 10.

. 16. in!ra4. 16.

presence and favour. See Is. Ivii. 19. and Notes
on Acts ii. 39. and Luke xv. 13.

14. rjiiiov.] Put, by metonymy, for J

(" the author of our peace [and recon-
ciliation with God]") in the next verse

5
just as

the Jews call the Messiah their Cl^lS'i'» •• • Peace.
— .] The force of the Article may

be expressed by rendering, as the sense requires,
" both of the parties." Sub. or. The
words following are illustrative of the sense of
the foregoing, by an allusion to the partition wall

of the Temple, which separated the Court of the
Gentiles from that of the Jews. The word -. is very rare in the Classical Avriters ; though
an example is cited by Wets, from Athen. p. 281.'^.

is a Genit. of explication, for. It here alludes to the ritual

law of Moses, which was intended only to keep
the Jews apart from the Gentiles, but which pro-

duced that mutual enmity to which the Apostle
proceeds to advert.

15. may be taken either with the
preceding, or the following \vords ; for the same
sense will arise. But it seems more naturally to

connect them with the following. is

in apposition with, denoting the cause of
enmity : which the Law was, since it generated
in one party an antisocial and supercilious spirit,

and in the other a deadly hatred. :' rrj a.,

i. e. by the sacrifice of his body on the cross,

namely, to bring in that everlasting righteousness,

of which Daniel prophesied. The . and .,
refer to the ceremonial part of the law ; and are

specified, as being the cause of the disunion. On., see Rom. iii. 31. Gal. iii. 17. and Notes.
—' — ''.] literally, "in order that

[thereby] he might, by himself, form the two
classes of men into one new mankind." At
Toi'c iho sub.', from following.

The two classes should be one man, by being one
in friendship, and having a common spirit of af-

fection ; as a man is inseparable from himself;
and " one new man," since each party would be
brought to a new and reformed religion, with
new and infinitely better principles. See Chandl.
'El', i.e. "through his means, i. e. by his

death on the cross." ' " [so] making."
16. -.] This is more significant than
\., and refers to the enmitij previously exist-

ing. \ ., " by composing one body," i. e.

Christ's mystical body, the Church.

T})v. is not synonymous with
just before, but a stronger expression,

denoting that it is annulled for ever. There may,
however, be (as Koppe thinks) an allusion to the
metaphor by which laws, when abrogated, are

said to be dead.

17.., &.C.] As Christ did not him-
self preach this peace to the Gentiles, we must
understand it as done through the medium of his

ambassadors, the Apostles.
(i. e. a mode of obtaining peace and reconciliation
with God) is a phrase occurring also at Acts x. 36.

18. '] i. e. (to express the force

of the Article) " the access which we have."
In. there is an allusion to introduction to

a king or great man. iv'i-, i. e. by the
intervention of one and the same Holy Spirit, in his

office of Paraclete. See Rom. v. 2. Cor. xii. 13.

19. apa ovv, &•.] Here we have the inference

drawn irom what has been said at v. 15— 18.
" So, or now, then," ifcc. The terms l/ioi and- differ, — the former being applied to a
city, or country, the latter to a family ; thus cor-
responding respectively to the Latin terms pere-

grinns and hospes. In the words following (which
are exegetical) the . refers to the ,
and the to the. Compare v. 12. The
meaning is, that they all have now every privi-

lege, which the Jews had, of being the people

and family of God.
20. On the, implied in just before,

the Apostle engrafts a figurative comparison of
the Church to a House or Temple of God ; hav-
ing in mind, it is supposed, the Temple of Ephe-
sus. The present passage is one of great beauty,
and especially worthy of admiration, from the
skill with which the architectural figures are

applied to the subject. By, most an-

cient and early modern Expositors understand
the prophets of the Old Testament, as being the
heralds of the Gospel. Since, however, the term
is put after, and the Old Testament
prophets could hardly be said to form part of the
Christian edifice with the Apostles, the most em-
inent modern Commentators, from Grot, down-
wards, seem right in understanding it (as indeed
the 5th V. of the next Chap, requires) of the-, or inspired teachers of the New Coven-
ant, so called in various parts of the first Epistle
to the Corinthians. See also iv. 11. Acts xi. 27.

20./.] Called in the ancient
prophecy (See Matt. xxi. 42.), .
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In order to understand this expression properly, Expositors ("by the Holy Spirit "), is far more
we must bear in mind, as Chandl. observes, that agreeable to the context and the general tenor
"the strength of buildings lies in their a/ig-Zes

;

of the Apostle's reasoning,

and that the corner-stone is that which unites

and compacts the different sides of them ; and III. The Apostle having now fully declared,
that the c/iiV/" corner-stone is that which is laid at that it was the eternal purpose of God, to call the
the foundation, upon which the whole angle or Gentiles to be partakers of the privileges of his

quoin of the building rests, and which therefore church, proceeds to speak of the dignity of his

is the principal support and tie of the whole own Apostolical character and office, and of the
edifice. Now Christ is the chief corner-stone

;
extraordinary manner by which he was called to,

the main stress of this spiritual building lies and and fitted for it ; that hereby he might not only
rests upon him, who by his death hath united give them a fuller assurance of the truth of the
Jews and Gentiles, the two different constituent doctrine he had laid down, but prevent their

parts of it, into one compact, regular building, being offended and prejudiced against him, upon
and temple." This view is confirmed by the account of those persecutions and sufferings to
ancient Commentators, and is required by the which he was exposed. (Chandl.)
expression. in the verse following. Com- 1. iyih — {''.] There is here a seem-
pare also V. 14— 18. ing deficiency, which the Translators variously

?1. The i; is not found in several MSS. of supply. Most suppose an ellip. of , which,
Griesb. and Rinck, as also in some Fathers and however, is shown by Bp. Middl. to be inadmis-
the Ed. Princ. ; and it is cancelled by Beng., sible. It is better, with ninny eminent Expositors
Matth., and Knapp, and is marked as probably to (as Abp. Newc, Bp. ISIiddl., and others), to re-

be cancelled by Griesb. But without reason, gard vv. 2— 13. inclusive as parenthetical; the
the external testimony being not against, and thread of the reasoning being resumed by a
the internal all in yi/ row?• of the Article; since, repetition of the ("on account of
though required by the propriety of the language this equal admission of both Jews and Gen-
(for as Bp. Middl. and Vater observe, would tiles "). Tlie argument is ^ stated by Bp.
signify every, whereas the sense irhole is required, Middl., in the following paraphrase :

" For this

which demands the Article to the substantive cause, I Paul, the prisoner of Jesus Christ; for,

following. See Middl. Gr. A. i. 7.), yet this pro- or since indeed ye cannot but have heard both
priety was not so commonly known, as to induce of my divine commission, and of the nature of
us to suppose the Article to have come from the the doctrine vhich I am commanded to teach
early Critics, much less the scribfs. Whereas (v. 12, 13.), for this cause( repeated
that the scribes should oinit the Article was very vv. 14— 19.) I pray to God, who has been thus
likely, and might be confirmed by several exam- merciful in calling you, that ye may be strength-
pies from the best writers, ened with might by his Spirit (v.'l6.), that so

(J should be rendered " by," i. e. by means Christ may dwell in your hearts." After this

of. . signifies " framed together," so that prayer is subjoined a doxology (20, 21.), with the
the stones shall ^/ in {\() ; according to the concluding Amen.
ancient manner of building, in which the stones
were not squared, but laid \?. See my
Note on Thucyd. iv. 4. So .Anthol. iii. 32. 4.

(cited by Wets.) . In the .
there is an allusion to carpenters^ work, and in
the to 7iiasonry. Ei'i vabv iv

may be rendered " into a holy temple through

2. ' is used afjlrmatirehj for since., does not simply signify Apos-
tleship, as some suppose ; but. as the best Exposi-
tors are agreed, qljice of Apostle, or herald of
tlie grace of God. , though gram-
matically bolongins to, yet seems (by an
idiom found in Thucvdides and others of the

the Lord," or rather, " into a temple holy to the best writers) to be meant for 7•>. Thus, in the
Lord." parallel passage of Col. i. 25., it is united. In t/

22. tv .] This may, with some, be referred the denotes the ejtd or purpose, q. d.

to just bclore : but it is bettor referred by " for your benefit."
others to vaov, which is confirmed by a similar 3. Sri] " [also] that." \. is for iv

use of the rare word. in Thucyd. i. 93. '• Compare Gal. i. 12. To,
(of the walls of Athens) i. e. of the calling of the Gentiles. :. for'-. Dr. Burton well para- ' a. iv, " I have before briefly

phrases :
" Into which temple ye also are built, glanced at," namely, i. 9 & 10. ii. 11. sq.

together with the Jews, so as to make a building 4. ? o.] This may be taken, with Koppe,
in which God dwells by his Spirit." On for iv m, or resolved into ^. , see Rom. viii. 9. 1 Cor. iii. IG. ', i. e. iv m'lrfi. denotes
1 John iv. 13. and Notes. 'Ei' is by most intelligence and sagacity (whether natural or ac-
recent Commentators taken for nrti'finTociii•. But quired), as evinced in a complete and accurate
the one assigned by the ancient and most modern knowledge of any thing,
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5. .] " in the same manner as," i. e. with the

same extent and clearness as.

6. ., -, and ., are all rare words.

'EirayytXi'm belongs to all of them except .,
which is inserted to denote close union. -

answers to the Latin incorpor. and denotes
" many members of the same body," the Church.

., "joint partakers of his promise
[of salvation] by Christ."

7. . iiaKovoi] i. e. had committed to me the

mentioned at v. 2. The same expression
occurs at Col. i. 23.' ivv., " by the

great [and supernatural] efficacy of his power."
See supra i. 19, 20.

8. (—.] The sense is, '• To me [I

say] who am beyond comparison the least of all

saints." ; before is cancelled by Beng.,

Wets., Matth., Griesb., and Tittm., being absent

in many MSS., Fathers, and early Edd. ',.
is a comparative formed on a superlative (-) as.' is used by Sext.

Emp. The Apostle means to say, that of all per-

sons now Christians, he was, by reason of his

former bigoted adherence to Judaism, and perse-

cution of the Gospel, humimhj speakina•. the least

worthy of the supernatural call, and Divine illu-

mination which had been vouchsafed to him.'., " unsearchable and inconceivable. " So
Orat. Alanass. v. 6. avi^. to '.

9. 0'.] This term is more significant than, and is very suitable to the light of God's
revelation. So Ignat. cited by Grot,-
iv •. Instead of the common reading. a great number of the best MSS., Versions,
and Fathers, together with the Ed. Pr. <fec., have, which has been rightly adopted by Beng.,
Wets., Matth., Griesb., Tittmann, and Vaier.
On the sense of the expression, see Note supra
f. 2. The common reading might arise either

from an efrnr of thr scri.'ifs, or from a glos.f, or
correction of the early Critics. no )
signifies "from the ages [of eternity]. "

is by many of the best Comnientntors taken JJa^n-

rativehj of the new creation of the Gospel ; but
by the ancient and most modern ones in its natu-

ral sense. I would, with \Vells, Doddr.. and
Chandl., unite both ; which, as the last mentioned
Commentator observes, adds to the dignity of the

sentence. See Hammond.
i^ia , which is not found iu some

ancient MSS., Versions, and Fathers, was rejected
by Mill and Beng., and cancelled by Griesb.

;

justly ; for it may be suspected, with Rinck, to

have been an alteration of the same early Crit-

ics who, as we find from Tertullian, cancelled the

iv just before.

10. ha'—] "to the end that,"
&c. By Trtic. . are denoted the various
orders of angels. See Note on i. 3, 10, 20. "Ev
To7s l-aovp., " in the heavenly mansions. " See i.

20. and ii. G. '. implies the communication
more light and knowledge, even to Beings of

s«c/i great wisdom. (See Chandler.)
signifies " in various regards conspicuously ex-

cellent. " , i. e. by the founding,

propagating, and governing of the Church.
1 1. - —( iv . ] The v.'ords

mean, as Chandler explains, " that the angels un-
derstood the manifold wisdom of God, by the

gathering the Christian Church, in that di.fposi-

tion of the ages, which he formed or settled by
Jesus Christ ; all which had a reference to him,
and led on to the accomplishment of the divine

purposes of mercy and favour towards mankind,
in and by him. " See also Whitby and Locke.. signifies the disposition which any one makes
of any thing, whether in act, or intention. See
.Acts xi. 23. and Note. Some, however, fire of
opinion that. means dispensations, viz. the
Patriarchal, the 3Iosaic, and the Christian. But
that is not so apt a sense.

12. ' .'] This i.s, by hendiad.,

for " a free access [viz. in prayer,] (See Rom.
viii. 1.5. Gal. iv. 6.) and also an admission to all

the privileges of the (-hurch of God. implied in

that access." The iv. is added in order to

explain and strengthen the preceding.. a. Render " through the faith we have in

him. and confidence in his merits." See The-
ophyl. So. Phil. iii. 9. Col. ii. 12.

13. ] i. e., as Chandl. explains, " since ye
are made partakers of these invaluable privileges,

by the Gospel which I have preached to you."
In' iKKaKuv, ^c there is an obscurity

arising from extreme brevity. There is a want
of some pronoun at ah. Several recent Commen-
tators supply /If. and take . in the sense " I

pray God that I may not faint. " iScc. That, how-
ever, cannot be admitted. The context requires

ah. to be taken in the sense " I earnestly intreat,

"
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which necessarily implies. The difficulty

chiefly turns on the words fV7 v-tp, . But it will vanish, if we
regard the words as C07isisliiiff of three claiises

compressed into one ; and \vhich, when dilated

in a paraphrase, will yield a very plain sense, as

follows :
" I entreat you not to be discouraged in

your Christian profession, at the evils I suffer;

(which, however, I suffer for your sake and in

your cause, by preaching the equality of the Gen-
tiles with the Jews ;) since those afflictions are

so far from being a reproach to me or you — that

they are rather matter of glory to ijoii, in behalf
of whom I suffer, when you consider the firmness

with which I endure them, as an attestation of
my sincerity in the Gospel I preached to you ; so

tha»!; ye may be proud of being converted by me."
By the must, I think, be understood not the

Ephesians only, but the Gentile Christians gen-
erally. "Ht is for aiTivci ; an idiom common to

the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin ; by which the

relative is accommodated in gender either to the
former or to the latter of two substantives. So
Cicero :

" ignibus qua? sidera vocatis."

14. ^.] See Note on v. 1.. . . is (Rosenm. remarks) "used in-

stead of, to intimate that it is on account
of this mysterious connection that salvation re-

dounds to Christians. I'rom the mention of this

connection subsisting between God the Father
and the Son, the Apostle was led to introduce
that which subsists, though of a very different

kind, between all created beings and the Father."
15. 'E| ov " may (as Mr. Holden remarks) refer

to the Father, from whom both men and angels
are named, i. e. are denominated the family and
sons of God, ii. 19. Luke .\.\. 36. John i. 12. ; or
to Christ, by whom saints and angels are incorpo-
rated into one family or society, of which he is the
head." The expression is supposed to be
adopted from the Jewish manner of speaking, by
which the angels were called God's family above,

and the chosen people on earth his family below.

The shows the wiiver.ialily o{ t]mt incorpora-
tion ; q. d. that it extends to both earth and heav-
en ; and, as respects the eartlily family, it im-
plies the admission of the Geniifes, together with
the Jews, to the benefits of the Gospel ; meaning
that all such distinction is done away; God be-
ing the Head of every family or nation of men.
From there being no Article with, Bp.

Middl. strenuously maintains that the sense must
be, not " the whole family, " but ' every family."
This sense, however, runs, I a))prehend, counter
to the argument carried on in the context. And
as to the support, which he seeks to derive to
this view, from the ancient Commentators, it is

rather fancied than real, beinc merely founded on
an incomplete quotation in Suicer. Indeed, the
words immediately following seem to show that

the Apostle recognized but two sucii families

;

the iv, being for ;; iv ovp. ]
fff!, as the Peschito Syriac Translator evidently
took them. Kor is it likely that the Apostle
should have been aware of a nicety, respecting
the use of the Article, which is, I believe, not
uniformly observed, even by the Classical writers.

Besides, it must be borne in mind, that the error
(if such it may be called) consists not in the im-
proper use of the Article, but in the omission of it

as unnecessary, or, at least, where it may very
well be understood. And the Bp. himself admits,
on more than one occasion, that it is difficult to

fix limits to the licence respecting the omission
of the Article.

16— 19. This portion contains the substance
of the prayer, and may be compared with a paral-

lel passage of Col. ii. 1 — 10.

— -\. . i. .] The sense seems to be,
" according to his abundant beneficence and mer-
cy, which is his glory." being for.
This is not to be understood, with Chandl., mere-
ly of Jirmness of resolution and courage in pro-
fessing the Gospel amidst persecution ; but must
comprehend (as Mr. Scott suggests) all the holy
dispositions of their renewed souls, in faith, rev-
erential fear, love, gratitude, hatred of sin, hope,
patience ; that thus they might be steadfast amidst
temptations and persecutions, enjoy comfort, and
glorify God in every situation. On the expres-
sion ., see Notes on Rom. vii. 22. 2 Cor.
iv. 16. So Plato (cited by Koppe) says

b '.
17. —.^ Sub. , for ,

(denoting result. In. the heart of the Chris-
tian believer is compared to a temple fit for the
abode of God ; and, from the verse follovving, it

should seem that the Apostle had here in mind
the celebrated temple of Diana, at Ephesus. See
Chandl. and compare 1 Cor. iii. 16, 18, 19 ; also

John xiv. 23. At the snme time, this in-dwelling
of Christ in the heart of the true (^hristian must
chiefly be understood of fervent love to Christ

and his religion ; as, indeed, is plain from the

iv. «fee. of the next verse, which is meant
to explain the preceding.

18. In (ji'p. and ., which keeps up the ar-

chitectural metaphor, it is meant that the love

should be deep and sincere. And though.
be properly applicable to trees, yet it was some-
times (see Wets, and Rec. Syn.) used of the
foundations of massy edifices. In which case,

however, it is almost always accompanied with
some word which has reference to building.?,,, and i!i/oc are terms here used
to denote immense extent; viz., as some explain,

of his spiritual temple, the Church ; or, as others,

of the lore of Christ. If the former view be
adopted (as it is by Beng., Wolf, and Kopjje), we
should, I think, point ^,. But the former i?

the more natural and simple ; according to which
we have here a beautiful and sublime expression,
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to denote the vast extent of the love of Christ,

"which passeth knowledge ;" what the .\postle

at V. 8. calls " the unsearchable riches of the love

of Christ. " And here the slight irregularity of
the construction adds not a little to the sublime
character of the sentence ; being suspended, to-

gether with the mind of the writer, by the great-

ness of the thought, on which he knows not how
sufficiently to expatiate.

ID. — .] This has been
thought to involve a contradiction, and has given

rise to some discussion. See Dr. A. Clarke.

Tiie difficulty, however, may be effectually re-

moved by considering this as a brief mode of ex-

pression ; of which the sense, conveyed in a
few more words, is as follows :

" And [in short]

to know the immense love of Christ " (i. e. the

immensity of redeeming love); though, indeed,

to completely know it surpasses the powers of all

finite beings.
— iVa —.] The sense here is

disputed ; but the one assigned by Grot., Crell.,

Whitby, and Mackn., as being the simplest, most
natural, and of most e.'stensive application, de-
serves the preference. The Apostle means to

say that, by thus attaining the Holy Spirit, and
having suitable conceptions of the great mystery
of redeeming love, they may be filled witli all

the spiritual gifts and graces of every kind, both
ordinary and extraordinary, which God imparts
to his faithful worshippers. It is not without
reason that Dr. A. Clarke says, that " of all the
grand sayings in this passage, this is the grand-
est." On the whole of this sublime portion, see
the admirable Commentary of Calvin. On the
expression\ he here excellently re-

marks :
" Uno verbo jam declarat, quid per varias

dimensiones intelligit : nempe qui Christum ha-
bet, eum omnia habere quae requiruntur ad nos-
tram in Deo perfectionem."

20, 21. The general sense of tliis noble doxo!-
on-y is clear, and therefore no petty exceptions
are to be taken at the phraseolnoy ; as, for in-

stance, and ; since this

accumulation of the same or similar phrases, like

the repetition of irords. serves to strengthen the
sense. But. in fact, the irregularity (if such it

nny be called) arose from blending two clauses

into one. When separated, the sense will run
thus ;

" Now unto Him, who is able to do for us
all rliintis that we can ask— nay, who is able to

do all things infinitely beyond what we can ask, or

even conceive." Compare 1 Cor. ii. 9.

—) . /. iv »;.] The sense is,

" agreeably to that powerful influence of the
VOL. II.

Spirit which now worketh in us." See i. 19, 20.
" This power (ex|)lains Chandl.) was exerted, in

their being quickened when dead in trespasses

and sins, in recovering from the dominion of the
power of darkness, and in building them up to

himself a church and people, that they might be
to the praise of his glorious grace ; now the same
power which they had already experienced ia

producing this wonderful change (a change which
they neither asked nor thought of) was abun-
dantly sufficient to confer on them as real and
valuable blessings for the future, suitable to all

their wants, far exceeding all their thoughts, and
even greater than they themselves could ever di-

rectly ask for."

— —.] An exceedingly strong

and animated expression, signifying, " through
the succession of all generations, unto the latest

period of eternity."

IV. Having concluded the doctrinal and argu-

mentative part of the Epistle,— showing God's
gracious design in the Gospel dispensation, and
the benefits and privileges that appertain to all

the faithful in Christ Jesus ; as also the mariner

of his calling the Gentiles into his Church, and
how precious was the blessing,— the Apostle now
subjoins (agreeably to his custom) various prac-

tical directions, and, with affectionate earnestness,

exhorts them to walk worthy of their hio;h call-

ing. And first he presses upon them the duties

of unanimity and concord, from the consideration

of their being all alike members of tlie same
body, of which Christ is the head.

1. ol'vI " therefore," i. e. such being your high
privileges and hopes. , '• the

prisoner in the Lord ;
" or, " the person who is

a prisoner •, " which expresses the force of the

Article, the use being here . -
is for , " in the Lord's cause.", i. e. the state to which they were called

and admitted by the grace of God.
2. TrjTT. Kill 7!pri6r.'\ The terms are synonyj!W7is

;

but the latter virtue is connected with the former,
as usually resulting from it. In, for, there is a slight anacohitiion. '.
., " bearing with each other's provocations."

'El/ uyOTii), in the exercise of charity. Comp.
1 Cor. xiii. 7.

3. . must not here
be lowered (with many recent Commentators) to

the sense "mind;" neither need we, with Mr
V^alpy, suppose it to be put for. The
sense seems to be this :

" the unity so suitable

and agreeable to the dictates of the Holy Spirit,"

35
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whose influence they possessed. / '.', . . by the cultiv.ition of that peacea-

ble spirit, which binds all together. So Ovid,

cited by \Vets. :
" Dissociata locis concordi pace

ligavit."

4. . .] The sense is, " There is

one body [of you all, namely, the Church] and
one Spirit [by whose gifts and graces (as by one
life or soul) it is animated ; even the Holy Spir-

it.] " See 1 Cor. xii. 11, 13.

— ((— '.'] Render, "even as also

ye were called [by one Spirit] unto one hope of
your calling," i. e. to one hope of the blessings

resulting from that calling. ' . is for

iXniSu. The , throughout this whole
passage, means " one and the same." The Apos-
tle enumerates every thing in the religion in

vhich there is an. The argument to unity

here employed may be compared with the fol-

lowing in .\ristid. adduced by me in Rec. Syn. :, )^^, \,, if ',, . The same argu-

ment is used by IVIalachi, ii. 10, to induce the
Jews to cultivate unanimity.

6. b Ini 77QI '.] " We deny not that God the
Father is one God over all, or that there is one
who is both one God and the Father : only we
add, that there is also one, who is one God of
the same essence, and the Son ; and hath his

principality in all things ; and so also say we of
the Holy Spirit : and that as the one Lord and
one Spirit here do not exclude the Father from
being both Lord and Spirit, so neither doth the
one God and Father exclude the Son or Holy
Spirit from bcin2 God, but only from being God
the Father." (Whitby.) -, i. e. " fill-

ing all things with His presence, and overruling
them by his Providence." (Chandl.)

7. ivi if—. Xp.] This is intended to

encounter an objection, — namely, tliat the gifts

of the Holy Spirit are different in different per-
sons ; which might occasion envy, and be un-
favourable to unity. The sense is :

" [It is true

that these gifts are not the same in all ;] but then
to each one of us is given the gracious aid of the
Spirit according to the measure [not of faith or
natural endowments, but] of the srJft of Christ ;

i. e. in such measure and proportion as Christ
thinks fit to bestow. Being, therefore, a./ree-gift,

tliey ought to excite, not conceit and arrogance,
but thankfulness to God fr)r his "unspeakable gift."

8. The .Apostle now proceeds to prove the gift

of the Spirit to be from Christ, by an appeal to
Ps. Ixviii. 18. The argument is this :

" In the
Scriptures some one is said to have ascended up
into heaven, and from thence to have distributed
gifts unto men. But since Gnd liimsrlf cannot
be said to have ascended unto heaven, inasmuch
as He always is in heave•, and never descended
from it, the Prophet must necessarily have had

in mind some other person, who, after he had de-
scended from heaven to earth, ascended from
thence unto heaven. And he can be no other
than Jes7/s the Messiah, whom we know to have
descended from, and again ascended up to heav-
en." At A/yci supply ^ ypn^iy; a frequent ellip-

sis. The Xf'yfi, however, does not necessarily

imply a regular qnolation : and the passage fol-

lowing is not intended to be such ; as appears

from the change of the second person into the

third. The only variation is, that, for ^, the Sept. has ;
iv. The )7:, however,

agrees, neither with the Hebrew nor the Greek
of the Apostle, and yields no tolerable sense

j

and, in short, is corrupt. Some MS.S. have', which is doubtless the right reading.

But the error rests chiefly in the iv, for which I

Avould read in', answering to theybr of our Eng-
lish Version. Now iv and fn" are perpetually
interchanged. Thus the only variation will be
in the use of toU for\ &. (for so, I apprcnend, the
Apostle read in the .Sept.) ; and that is no dis-

crepanaj, the meaning being the very same ; for

the sense of the Hebr. mjno nnpS
and . fV . can be no other than " thou
hast received gifts on account of men ;

" i. e.

to give to men. And the Apostle only says

to make the sense plainer ; as also does
the Chaldee Paraphrast, and the Syriac and
Arabic Translators.

The application made of this passage by the

Apostle to the Messiah was, no doubt, according
to the mystical interpretation of the Jews them-
selves ; and not, as many suppose, by a mere
accommodation.

—-] Render, " having ascended up on
high;" i. e., as applied to Christ, into heaven.

In ^.. we have a bold expression, proba-

bly signifying (as appears from Judg. v. 12.) " he
led captive those who had led oi/iei's captive ;

"

i. e., obtained a glorious triumph over his ene-
mies. Comp. Col. ii. 15. The enemies of Christ,

meant in the Apostle's application, must be all

the enemies of the Gospel, both 7nen and demons,
w'hci had so zealously striven to put it down ; in-

cluding also (as many Expositors suppose) all

tilings adverse to its progress,— as sin, the world,

and death, which are often personified.

9. tI '] " what docs it infer or imply ?
"

The Apostle's argument is, — that, if Christ

ascended into heaven, he must have first de-

scended and been on earth. For the orii^inal

abode in heaven of the Messiah was not doubted
even by the Jews themselves. The expression

was by many of the old

Expositors taken of Hell. That interpretation,

however, has been overturned by Bp. Pearson on
the Creed, p. 229, and some other of our great

Divines. Many eminent Commentators, ancient
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and modem, understand it of the grave, agreeably
to the frequent use of the expression in the O. T.
Since, however, that sense is not very suitable to

the Apostle's argument, the best Expositors are

now generally agreed, that .
means '• the lower regions," — namely, of the
earth : < being a Genitive of explanation.

Thus the expression .
will refer, not to the descent into the grave, but
to his descent to earth, and incai-nation on earth,

terminating with his descent into the grave.

The is in many of the best MSS., Ver-
sions, and Fathers, not found ; and may be an
interpolation.

10. I) —.] The sense is :" Now
he who thus descended, is the same as he who [at

his resurrection] ascended far above all the heav-
ens;" i. e. to the liighest heaven. Comp. Heb.
vii. 26. Ps. viii. 1 ; cviii. &5. In '. ir.

the neuter is for the masculine ; and the sense is :

" that thus he might fill all persons (i. e. all be-

lievers) with sifts and graces necessary for them."
See i. 23. and iii. 19. The reason why the neuter

was employed in preference to the masculine
seems to have been, that the Apostle regarded
the persons in question as members () of the

same mystical body of Christ, the Church. So at

V. 12. . Also V. 16.

— ivog .
11. The Apostle now illustrates and e.rempli/ies

this '. in its various degrees; and shows
that in all cases the gifts were given [not to ex-

cite self-conceit, but] .
Now as we have here only an exemplification of
the variety of spiritual gifts, we must not expect

anv such exact detail, as that in 1 Cor. xii. 8— II.

& 28— 30. The o!, however, are evi-

dently placed in the order of dignity, as in 1 Cor.

xii. 20 «St. 30, to which last passase this bears a

strong affinity. And the. and^^ here

seem exactly to correspond to the. and <5ii5.

there. AVith respect to the., however, much
difference of opinion exists. In the only tiiw other

passages where the word occurs in the N. T.
(Acts xxi. 8. and 2 Tim. iv. 5.) it simply denotes

a prearlter of the Gospel. But here some more
special sense is evidently meant. Now we learn

from F.useb. Hist. Eccl. v. 9, and other writers

cited by Suicer, that, in the Apostolic Church,. was the appellation given to those preachers

who aided the labours of the Apostles, (and we
may suppose, also the or principal

Teacher'! of 1 Cor. xii.) not by taking charge of

any pirticular Church, hut by acting as itinerant

preachers and teachers, wherever their labours

might be needed, and thus building on a founda-

tion previously laid bv the Apostles or prophets.

This is the account which the ancients give of

the duties of the. But when we con-

sider what were the duties of the Seven\-
only a few years before, of whom Philip

formed one (.\cts xxi. 8.), we can scarcely doubt,

that to those above mentioned may be added that

of evangelizing the heathen,— in fact, discharging

the kind of duty performed by the Missionaries

of modern times. To these\\ there is,

I apprehend, nothing corresponding in the enu-
meration at 1 Cor. xii. Or perhaps the'
there may include the. ; for it should seem
that the' here are not the same with
those in 1 Cor., and that the term is here closely

conjoined with, to show that it was not,

properly speaking, a separate order; though the
appear to have been superior in dignity to

the, and are supposed to have been the
same with the at 1 Cor. xii. 28., (See,
however, the note there,) or the at

Rom. xii. 8. and the of Acts xx. 28. It is

thought that the were those who had the
more important pastoral charges in cities and large

towns ; the), the smaller ones. See The-
odoret. Thus it would happen, that the cily

would have first an infiaeiice with, and then an au-

thority over, the country Pastors. Hence gradually

their offices would vary and become distinct; the. at first discharging all the ordinary pastoral

duties ; and afterwards, when they became regard-

ed as s^^per^^/e?^f/c?^<s,— and were then styled fni-,— they either discharged them, or not,

according to circumstances.
The here corresponds to the of 1

Cor. xii. 28. ; but the former is here used with
reference to the < at v. 8.

12. The Apostle now points out the sole intent

of God in bestowing these gifts, and to which
they, therefore, ought to be made subservient.
— . .] " for the complete

edification and perfection of Christians, by fully

instructing them in the Gospel." So-
is used at 2 Cor. xiii. 11 : on which term see

Gal. vi. 1. Grot, and Koppe remark, that in

—' there is a transposition,

for . . . (as in the

./Ethiopic Version), and that for ri )7
& [], "to instruct

in all the knowledge they themselves possessed."
So Luke vi. 4-0. Af (scil.-
\) <^\. And SO is

used elsew'here. The next words o!koL t..
. are another mode of expressing the same

sense ; namely, " for completing the building of
the edifice of the Church of Christ;" i. e. by
thoroughly edifying and instructing its members.

13.^. ;, «Sic] rtoiTfc, " we
all," viz. who form the body of the Church. On
the sense of. see Note on .\cts vi. 1. At. vve may supply, from the preceding,. At . .
. . . repeat . The sense of.. seems to be, ' agreement in doctrine and
views respecting salvation by the Son of God."
The words following, ' — Xp., are fur-

ther explanatory of what was expressed in

just before. E(? av?pa \., " unto a

complete man;" i.e. unto complete manhood.
So' occurs in this sense at Heb. v. 14. I
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Cor. xiv. 20. Phil. iii. 15. The words{/ are, I conceive, of the same sense with

ai'ipa ., and are only used to introduce the. roil Xp. ; for/y^i/c. here does not signify stiili/re,

hnt fill/ ae:e, as John ix. 21. See Koppe, Scldcus.,

and Wahi. That . may mean manhood, is

proved bv the various examples adduced by the

Commentators. is here used as in Phi-

lostr. cited by Wets, rb (/Xuci'ae —. as also in Lucian cited by Raphel. To
which I add Bion. Od. ii. 13. ] i'

tXOiji. and Theocr. Idyll, xiii. 15. ;. . 'Xp.

sigiiifies, " of that wisdom and holiness which be-

comes lhe/i</7i«s of Christ," meaninghis Church,
as at i. 23."or his doctrine, as v. 20.

14. The connexion is well traced by Chrys.

and Koppe as follows :
" All this was done, these

various orders were instituted by Christ, for the

perfecting of the saints (v. 11 — 25.), in order that

thereby we should be no more tossed," &c. In
the above metaphor is continued.

shows that they, whom he is addressing, '/iat/ been,

or ti^ere. so tossed. In '.,-, and the words
following there is a metaphor ^ re nautica. So
also James i. 6. (on the same subject) and.
in Heb. xiii. 9. Of. in a metaphorical sense

examples occur in the later writers. The
here does not refer to the stoudij winds of some
seas and latitudes, but to the chancteable, yet vio-

lent, ^?/s<soylo/jif/ prevalent in the Mediterranean,
and well known to Paul, called I^evantfrs. See
Acts xxvii. 14•. In there is a metaphor
taken from pinijincr at dice. The word, however,
had not onlij that sense, but also that of coffzins;

the dice; and, in a general way. denoted the

triclcery of gamesters, and those who practised

legerdemain. 'Ei/ -' is added by way of
explanation. 3 . . . sianifies, " with
concerted or deliberate planning of deceit."

15. \. h oydnrj.] This is variously inter-

preted. See Recens. Synop., where 1 have fully

shown that, as this is manifestly meant of Cliris-

iians in general, not of ^linisfer.•;, the sense usual-

ly ascribed is inadmissible. The meaning seems
to be, "maintaining the truths of the Gospel in

the spirit of charity " (so fully described in 1 Cor.
xiii.), so as to let no love of truth militate against

it. Eic ', " in respect to him ;" as Rom. xi.

36. Eph. i. 5. Col. i. 20. At nl supply.
IG. i| r,7i'. &c.] The Apostle here returns

to the figurative representation at v. 12, 13. (in-

terrupted hy the hortatory matter in v. 13. 15.);
and, agreeably to the proper sense of .,
employs the same image, derivedyrowi the human,

body, which he had before done at ii. 21. Com-
pare the parallel passage at Col. ii. 19. The words
may be thus construed : irav, equivalent to .

., by an idiom derived, it is said, from the
Hebrew, but, in reality, common to the inartificial

style in all languages. K«r' ivipyciav, " by the

operation or working of each individual part or
member, according to the measure [of its power]."
The whole body (i. e. the Church), is said to be
connected together, by each joint, or member,
contributing in common, its own peculiar ad-
vantage. The general sense is,— that as the body
is compacted, and. by the common assistance ren-

dered by each of the various joints, ligaments,
tendons, and arteries, the whole thrives, and
gradually grows up to maturity ; so the body of
Christ (his Church), being held together by each
member doing his utmost for the good of the
whole, grows into a complete spifitual body fit

for the service of Christ; and thus is upheld by
the mutual support and love of the members, be-
ing preserved by the authority and care of the
Head, Christ.

The above view of the sense I have satisfac-

tion in finding supported by the opinion of Prof.

Scholefield, Hints, p. fiO., where he explains,( , " compacted through
every joint of supply," i. e. " every joint being the
instrument of sending forward the supply to the
next part or member." And he renders the
whole passage thus :

" compacted through every
joint, according to the effectual working of the
nourishment supplied in the measure of every
part." On which subject see an able Concio ad
Clerum on this text, by Bp. Sanderson.

17. Having exhorted them to walk worthy of
their vocation, and especially to cultivate unity

among themselves, as being all members of one
body, the Church of Christ, the Apostle proceeds
to caution them against the corruptions of the

Gentiles, and to inculcate other duties and virtues

suitable to their Christian profession.

— TovTo' .'] A very energetic
expression, denoting " This 1 charge and earnestly

entreat." 'Ei', " by the Lord," i. e. by the
love you bear and the duty you owe to him. TH
'Xniva , " the rest of, (i. e. the unconverted)
Gentiles."
— fV «.] Render, " in vanity

of mind, "
i. e. modes of thinking and feeling. So

Rom. i. 28.-^ '^ vorv, where
see Note. On the exact sense, however, of.
Expositors are not agreed ; some explaining it

folly, or error of opinion and reasoning ; others,
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error in practice, improbily ; others, again, idola-

try. The first iiiterpret;ilion seems to deserve

the preference ; but the one last mentioned may
be included. This passage iv. .
a.,. ry is altogether a kindred one
with Rom. i. 21., where, speaking of the

of idolatry, St. Paul says the heathens-
iv Toti , '', i.e. . Folly of

imagination and reasoning led to idolatry and im-

morality ; as, on the other hand, immorality dark-

ened the understanding and perverted the judg-

ment.
18. In this verse the Apostle illustrates the na-

itire, and intimates the cause of this mental folly.

The expression signifies literally, be-

fooled. See Note on Rom. i. 21. I would here
compare a similar expression in Joseph, p. 400.

14. Huds. ('. and 1238. 25.

— 7);)<;^£.] This is considered as if it

were an adjective, (so the .Syr. has " alieni ") and
may be rendered "alienate from;" as Milton,

Paradise Lost, "O alienate from God!"
is for7 , " such a life

as is according to the will of God." And as the

will of God is our sanctification (1 Thess. iv. 3.)

so it denotes, as Theodoret explains. )/ h
>'/. This use of the Genit., fOr the Accns. with

-, is formed from the Hebrew. See Ps. li. 18.

The next words suggest the cause of their blind-

ness and aversion to religion. They are so, it is

said, iiii — , where. must not be regarded (with Koppe and
others) as merely synonymous with .

;

nor ought it to be separated from it. (as almost all

Editors have supposed) .but closely connected
with it, as tracing the origin thereof Render :

" because of the ignorance that is in them owing;

to the callousness of their hearts or consciences,

[and that produced by immorality]." If this be
thought not admissible, we maij, with Bp. Jebb,

Sacr. Lit. p. 191., here recognize an example of

the Alternate quatrains, in which, by a peculiar

artifice of construction, the third line forms a

continuous sense with the first ; and the fourth

with the second, as in Mark xii. 12. Thus, ad-

justing the parallelism, the verse will run as

follows :

(lyK. ^•. • .
Yet this is surely too artificial to suit the style

and manner of St. Paul ; and we may rather sup-

pose that there is here, as often, from pnthos, a

slight confusion of the resular order, in which tlie

sentiment was meant to be understood. On .
see Note on Rom. xi. 7.

13. -'.'] This term has been variously

interpreted, (as indeed its extent of signification

will admit) but generally in too limited a sense.

The notion implied in it is very complex, and
may admit of all that sense which Chandl. ex-

presses ; but as the term seems to have been
meant to be explanatory of the just men-
tioned, it may chiefly denote a being past all feel-

ing of remorse or shame, insensible to the stings

of conscience, callous to all sense of right and
wrong. On this sense of artd in composition (by
which it denotes ceasing from the action express-
ed by the verb) see my Note on the same use of

in Thucyd. ii. 61. fin. (Transl. and
Ed.) and ii. 4G. . rjf., " abandoned themselves to all sorts of
lasciviousness and corruption," as described in
Rom. i. 29. seqq. . is meant to further
develope the idea in napfi. q. d. " not
only gave themselves up to the perpetration of
all vice, but with a. greediness of sensuality never
to be satiated."

20. . .] The sense is " Ye
have not so [imperfectly] learned the doctrine of
Christ [as to practise such things]."

21. '.] Most Commentators, and especially
the older ones, take in the sense si modo,
which is very agreeable to what follows in this

verse. But then there will be a considerable
difficulty, as to the construction of at

the beginning of the next verse ; which cannot,
without great harshness, be supposed to depend
upon\ at V. 17. It is better to

take the ' (as it has been done by the best
Commentators for the last century) in the sense
inasmuch as; which is supported by the ancient
Greek Commentators, and occurs also at iii. 12.

By the and must be understood the
doctrine of Christ, as corresponding to Xp. in the
preceding verse. Though the Apostle does not
e.rpress that they had been taught l>ij him, yet he
suggests it in the words following

iv ., being very suitable to the in-

struction of one who was taught by personal rev-

elation from Jesus Christ (see Gal. i. 12. and the

Note), and who therefore must be supposed to

fully know the pure doctrine of the Gospel.
22.. <7<nc.] q. d. "[You have been

[I say] taught] that you should put off."

— jrp. '.] These words yield no
suitable sense, as they are taken by almost all

Expositors, and expressed in almost all Versions
;

namely, as if they formed an independent clause.

It is rightly observed by Grot, and Yorst. that

they are closely connected with the words fol-

lowing, and are further explanatory of the. .; i. e. him who is in his former sinful

lusts. So also Koppe, who takes the construc-
tion to be : .. ..,
" the old man, or disposition and manner in which
we formerly lived," " the old man of your former
life," as Wakef renders. . is added, be-
cause . is a vox medife significationis. It

may be rendered, " which was corrupt," i. e. be-
come corrupt. Thus- in. will be for

in., "through the inffuence of deceitful lusts;"

being for ->/. The . must
(notwithstanding what some Commentators say)
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existence of a Being, who, by himself and his

agents, tempts men to sin ; and especially makes
his attacks when any of the violent passions are

in motion.
28. .] Theft was then very preva-

lent among the heathens, and in some countries

is said to have been tolerated by the law. See,

however, Rec. Syn. At least here the Apostle

means only such sort pilfering as was practised

by necessitous and idle persons. Thus the Apos-

tle enjoins industry as the best preservative from

this sin, since tlien there will be no temptation

to commit it. The construction and exact sense

of —"' should seem to be as follows :

Kort. Toii (. , " let him labour

with liis hands [if need be], working at what is

good," i. e. some honest occupation. Some, in-

deed, take to mean " a livelihood." But
of this signification there is no proof, and little

probability. Whereas the former one (supported

by Pise, Erasmus. Menoch.. list., Zanch., Vorst,

and Grot.) is liable to no objection ; for may
be supplied. To is equivalent to, i. e. (as Theod. explains) ,
as opposed to the evil industry and pernicious ac-

tivity of the tliief, so graphic:illy described by
Cow-per in his Task, B. iv. The above sense is

also very suitable to the context: for, to use the

words of Wolf, "in eo erat Apostolus, ut ad rir-

tiitis studium cohortaretur : " and it is well ob-

served by Grot., " Bene hoc add it, ne quis putet

quemris quaestum probari," This, too, is con-

firmed by what is said in the next verse, where
the discourse is enjoined to be " what is good,"

as here the occupation is to be what is honest and
creditable.

29. —] for^, bv a Hebraism, as also

nSc

—

common in the N. T. See Note on
Matt. x. 29. (like piilidiis in Latin) may
mean obscene, as it is taken by most Commenta-
tors ; but, from its own proper signification, and
the Trpdc^, to which it is here
opposed, it must be also meant of anvkind of bad
and unprofitable discourses : as brawling, slander-

ing, and the foolish talking and jestinn- mentioned
at V. 4. In fact, there is no grent difference be-
tween the - here, and the

of Matt, xii. 3G, where see Note. El' is, as

often, for '. And here Poddr. and Mackn., by

aiming at great lilerality, as often, pervert the

sense. 'AyjSfic 5? . mav be interpreted, with
the Svr., ' good, and adapted for edification."

With the Rxpositnis are much perplex-

ed. In some of tlie ancient Versions and MSS. it

is omitted. Others hnve •> \ a manifest

change to get rid of a difficulty •, though that, and
even the omission of the word, is supported bv

eminent Critics; but in vain. Both external and
internal evidence are strontrlv in favour of the

common readinct ; which nioht be explained, with

some, as put, per hi/valla^-i'/i, for^, if we could conceive whii the sense

should have been so expressed in preference.

Indeed, the would thus be almost needless.

It is better, with Grot, &, Wahl, to take . as

a Genit. subst. put for its cognate adjective. Of
which many examples are given by Win. Gr.

§, 26. 2. C. So Erasm. and Vat. well render " qua
sit opus," and Casaub. " quoties opus est." It

must not only be edifying in itself, but suitable to

the occasion and person. So Plutarch, cited by
Wets., says that Pericles prayed to the Gods, that

no expression might fall from liini •.
The words ' . must not be un-

derstood, with many recent Commentators, of

giving pleasure to ilie hearers, or gaining their fa-

vour (see Recens. Syn.) ; but (with the Syr.,

Vulg., and the ancient Expositors, and, of the

modern ones, Beza, (!rot., and Elsn.) of being the

means of communicating spiritual edification. So
2 Cor. i. 15. ' . See Note
on. at V. 5. The clause is, in fact, exeget-

ical of the ;{.
30. . .] This injunction

is given with a reference to the preceding vices

and all similar ones. 'Ei' t.J. Render, " by or

through whom," not whereby, as in our common
Version, which was wrongly altered from the by

whom of all the old English Versions, though con-

firmed by the Peschito Syr., the Vulg., and other

Versions. And this (as Bp. Middl. has shown) is

required by the use of the Article. Of course,

this will prove the personality of the Holy Spirit.

Many eminent Commentators however, for the

last century, take the to •. r. a. . . as put

for TO •, i. e. . But whij it should have
been so written they do not tell us. It should

seem that this is an expression (perhaps occurring

nowhere else) compounded two forms of speak-

ing, each very frequent, viz. ,
and '. Thus the is omit-

ted in some MSS.. Versions, and Fathers, (as

Chrys. and Athannsius) which at least shows the

sense tliev put on the passage. That must
be taken in the personal sense, is clear from the

kindred passajes of 2 Cor. i. 22. b \.,
ioviTov . and Eph. i. 1.3. iv

(soil.), '-
; . Of Course, the pas-

sion of beincr grieved (which implies personalitij)

is to be understood, as Whitby says, per anthro-

popatliiam. On the sense of ,, see Note on
Rom. viii. 23. and Eph. i. 14.

31. .] See Note on Rom. iii. 14, In the

placing of this and the followincr words, the Apos-

tle intended, I conceive, a sort of rlima.r, pro-

ceeding from ace.rbilxi of spirit and manner to

hrawlinsr and cross abuse. And to pluck up by

the roots everv similar vice, he adds rrvv, together with all other vices of the same
class ; i. e. violations of the principle suggested

in the next verse (of being kind, gentle, and for-

giving), and especially secret calumny. See CEcu-

men.
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32.,, and. are Jiot (as

Koppe supposes) synonymous, but the latter is

the stronger term. (See Note on 2 Cor. vi. G.

and Gal. v. 22.) Render: "gentle (or kind)

compassionate, mutually forgiving." The words
following suggest the reason for this, where they

are enjoined to be as forgiving to others as God
had been to them, by graciously placing them
through the atoning merits of Christ, in a state

of salvation. Compare Matt, xviii. 21 — 35.

V. 1. This is closely connected with the last

verse of the preceding Cliapter
; q. d. "' Be ye,

therefore, [as being thus mercifully accepted]

imitators, iu this respect, of that God, who hath

set you an e.xample. which, as children beloved
and favoured, you are bound to follow." Chil-

dren, it is presumed, will follow the e.xample of
their parents (compare Matt. v. 44— 48.); and
children beloved are doubly bound to attend to

their injunctions. In -, there is, I

think, an allusion to the v'loQiaia and its benefits,

on which see Rom. viii. 15, and compare 19 & 21.

and ix. 11. Gal. iv. 5. Eph. i. 5.

2.. h /;.] This is more significant

than-\\ would have been, since it

denotes the whole tenour of life. is used
as at iv. 32, and carries with it' ?-?. In the sacrificial terms,

Kat, (as in at Heb. . 5.)

we need not make the distinction between bloody

and un-bloody sacrifices, or sin-offerins:s, and peace-

offeiings, which some eminent Commentators do

;

but the two terms may be regarded as both express-

ed, in order to denote the completeness of the sacri-

fice. So in Ps. xxxix. 5. Sept. (xl. 6. Hebr.) which
passage the Apostle, I apprehend, had in mind,' ovK. Agreeably to tliese

sacrificial terms we have , an ex-

pression derived from the Jewish sacrifices, and
denoting such as God would receive with approba-
tion and pleasure. See Gen. viii. 21. The.
is a Genitive of substantive put for its cognate
adjective. .See 2 Cor. ii. 14.

3. &t, &c.] The Apostle reverts to the
immoralities which they had formerly been ad-

dicted to, and into which, by the evil communi-
cation of their heathen neighbours, they still

were likely to fall. On the sense of-
here the (Commentators are by no means agreed.
Most understand it, in the crmmion acceptation,
of coretoiisness. As, however, that does not com-
port with the nopvcta , many re-

cent Expositors take it to mean prostitntion for
lucre's sake, or getting money by acting as pan-
ders to the lust of others. But of such a signifi-

cation no proof is adduced ; and, indeed, the
sense is furcod and frigid. Some ancient and
many eminent modern Commentntors, from E?ti-

us aud Hammond downwards, explain it, " greedi-

ness in the indulgence of the lewdness just

mentioned." The interpretation, however, is

liable to insuperable objections, stated by Salma-
sius, Wolf, and Scott. Nevertheless, the above
expositors (especially Hamm., Heins., and Locke)
have, I think, fully shown that the common in-

terpretation is inadmissible. Why covetousness

should not even be named among Christians,

cannot be imagined. I am still of opinion, as in

Rec. Syn., that the term signifies an insatiable

desire of or intemperance, in even lawful carnal

gratifications. So supra iv. 19. -
rij"\ . .
Pior is what is said at v. 5. at all at variance with

this. For excessii^e sensuality is as much idolatry

as covetousness. See Col. iii. 5. It may, indeed,

be said, that thus the sense is not plainly de-

veloped. But nothing is more frequent than this

in the writings of St. Paul. And here, it may
(as Mr. Locke observes) be imputed to the

characteristic modesty of the Apostle. In the

above manner, I find, the term was also under-

stood by Doddr. and Dr. A. Clarke. And that

St. Basil so interpreted, is pretty certain. See
Matthaii.

With respect to the ., it is interpreted

by Expositors according to their view of the

sense of. Many are of opinion that it

is equivalent to, " be heard of." But
as that does not account for the ii, where
would have been tlnis more suitable, the sense

would seem to be, " let not such vices and ex-

cesses be even named [much less practised]

among you." For, as Theophyl. observes,

bfog & < :. Yet see Note on 1 Cor.

V. 1.

4.. ]. !). These are meant,
I conceive, to exemplify the a lit-

tle before, iv. 29. . denotes obscenity of

speech : and. and. mean literally " foolish

trifling, talking, and jesting," but here are used,

per, a figure very frequent in the

phraseology of antiquity. See my Note on Thu-
cyd. iii. 82. 4. Transl. and Ed. And they denote,

the former, the same with the Hebr. pri n'^T.ij
" the naughtiness of the mouth," the stultiloquinm

of Plautus ; the latter,, scurrile jokins',

(so Aristot. Eth. defines by

.) or rather the double entendre, in which
(as t'handl. says) " indecency is couched in a

witty turn, and is, by being thought ingenious,

the more dangerously corrupting." With these

words we must repeat iv '. with a

sliglit accommodation of sense ; i.e. "let none

of these bo heard of among you." So 1 Cor. v. 1.

— ovfif iv Wvtaiv. The. may be rendered, " things which are

not suitable [viz. to our holy calling, as cliildren

of God, members of Christ!^ and temples of the

Holy Ghofat]." . Sub..
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"let. be practised among you [in society]." Here, by the context,' must mean one
On the sense of the term. there is some who is wholly devoted to sensuality, and who is

doubt. Many learned Expositors suppose it to thus, as the Apostle says, an idolater, or, as he
be, " polite and innocent pleasantry," as opposed elsewhere expresses it, Phil. iii. 19. (an Epistle

to scurrililij. But (as Koppe admits) this sense written nearly at the same time with Ephesians)
of the word is not found in the N. T. ; and, in- " whose God is his belly." See also Rom. xvi.

deed, the sentiment itself would not be suffi- 18. With tV . Xp. may be com-
ciently weighty for an Apostle. Most Expositors p;ired 1 Cor. vi. 10. \. .
adopt the usual sense of the word, •' giving of Though here the phrase is somewhat different

;

thanks." This, however, yields a forced and and Bp. Middl. has fully shown that tlie words
frigid sense, and quite destroys the paronomasia ought to be translated, " of him who is the Christ
between and ; which had the and God ;" which is therefore a decided declara-
Commentators perceived, they \vould have seen tion of Christ as God.
that the true interpretation is that of Hamm., 6. Xdyoi?.] In this the Apostle seems
"edifymg and instructive discourse," such as to allude to the empty reasonings of the heathen
may (in the words of the .A.postle) (5i5 (spir- sophists, or those led away by them; who plead-
itual edification) tou. And so Col. iv. ed that the vices in question were '56,
6. b (scil. ) h. things indifferent, or at least venial offences. It

Now the paronomasia is sufficient to Juslifij this should seem, too. from the next words, (where
use of the word : for in that figure, the usus lo- ' is, I conceive, emphatical) that some
qiinndi is not strictly observed. There is a very

similar paronomasia at v. 17.'.
b. ' >.^ For several

Versions and Fathers have ', which is pre-

even urged that the denunciation was not so for-

midable, — since God would not put his threats

into execution against these comparatively light

offences. The -?. —' is

well illustrated by Col. ii. 4. ]
ferred by the recent Commentators and edited and 8.

by Griesb. : but rashly ; for in external evidence i^id .
it is inferior to the common reading. Versions On an., see Note on ii. 2.

in such a case being of no weight, and Fathers 7. ] for . {)7 ; but the
but slender authority. Internal evidence, too, adjective is treated as a subst., " partakers with
is quite against it; for the words are frequently them [in the punishment which must fall upon
confounded by the scribes, and is just such them]."
an emendation as would occur to the early

Critics. The common reading, then, must, as

being the more difficult one, be preferred. And,
moreover,. would, according to the otiter

reading, be worse than useless. '.
must not be taken (with most Expositors, and.

a. yip —•] The Apostle now
shows the inconsistency of this conduct (compare
supra V. 4.) ; q. d. " For ye are not, as formerly,

in a state of moral darkness [which might ex-
tenuate your vices], but are now enlightened in

the knowledge of the Gospel of Christ." And
it should seem, the ancient Translators) as put he exhorts them to remove it. by living suitably

for tlie Imperative : but it is merely to their high calling. , is for fV, or
a stronger way of expressing the Indie.• q. d. Rom. ii. 19. 1 John i. fi. tv

" Ye are knowing ;
" i. e. " ye are [yourselves] . Liirhl and darkness, from the

sensible," &c. So Thucyd. vii. G4. ] . earliest ages, figuratively denoted rrood and evil.

"The Apostle (as Scott observes) supposes his Thus the ancient Magrians, or worshippers of the
readers to know it: as he justly might, since in Deity by fire, made fire the symbol of the o-ood

his former Epistle (doubtless in great circulation principle, as darkness, that of the evil principle,

among the Gentile Christians) he had often ex- 9. vva<t.] About 12 MSS., several Ver-
pressed this ; as, for instance, 1 Cor. v. 11 & 12

;
sions, and some Fathers, read , which is

vi. 9, 10, & 11. It may be added, that in both approved by most Critics, and edited by Griesb.,

of those passages does not mean a Koppe, Tittm., and Valpy. I have not ventured
covetous person, but an extortioner, as (Jrot., to follow them, since, from the character of the
Est., and most eminent Commentators for the 'MSS., it seems to me more probable that ^;
last century are agreed. And if there could be is an emendation — proceeding from those Critics

a doubt in the former passage, it is quite re- who wished to reduce the expressions of the
moved by the position of the word in tlie latter, passage to strict logical accuracy — than (as those
This, indeed, is a sense of the word frequent Commentators suppose) that. was an altera-

in the Classical writers. So Thucyd. i. 40. '^ tion of those who would make the expression the
K'li >•' '. It should seem that the same as at Gal. v. 22. The Critics who formed

term there denotes such a kind of extortion and the text of those MSS.. dealt much in the former
ciieatincT, as borders on rnhhrn/ ; while the «pit. kind of alteration, but little in the latter. Besides,
signifies what we commonly understand by nipaf!- that the Apostle uses ^. to show, that that

tu'.a. tnking any advantage of others in bargaining, light must be expected alone from tlie influence
VOL. II. 36
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of the Holy Spirit. Since, toa, this verse is

parenthetical, such an irregularity might the bet-

ter be tolerated. - denotes the practical

effect. On ., see iNote on Gal. v. 22.

10. '!, &c.] This is closely con-

nected with '. 8. TCKva . The
Bense of. is disputed ; but it seems to be,

"proving by trial or search [in order to knov^
and practise]."

11. —.^ This is meant
as a supplement to the exhortation at v. 8.

(j>wT. . The e.xpression .,
&c. (like Koiv. To'is at 2 John. 11.

and. at 1 Tim. v. 22.), signifies " to

partake in evil deeds, either by practising, or by
approving and countenancing tliem." See Rom.
i. 32. ., by a litntcs, signifies that which is

pernicious and mischievous. Such adjectives,

chielly with the u privative, are frequent. See
JNote on Rom. iii. 12. and my Note on Thucyd.
1. yi. ^'.—.] Most Expositors supply aiVoif,

meaning the doers of the works : and they render. reprove, viz. by wliolesoine correction.

This, liowever, is so harsh that it is better (with
Theodnret, the Pesch. Syr., Wakef., Schleus.,

Phot., and VVahl.) to supply avrd, (i. e. tlie) and to interpret iX. " bring to the
light, and evince tlieir evil nature," namely, by
showing in contrast the opposite virtues. So
Photius ap. (Ecum.. \• -q. This sense is required by
V. 13., with which the present closely connects.
And so is used both in the Scriptural and
Classical writers.

12. Til — X^yfii'.] This is meant to

place in a strong point of view the abominable
vices of those persons, with whom he has just

exhorted them to have no society. The,
of course, refers to those persons, The has
reference to a clause omitted q. d. "For [as to

censuring their actions in ?/.<], it were a

shame," tfec. The sentiment contains one of the
most cutting reproofs ever uttered, and is pointed

by the emphasis on . and, of which
many similar examples are adduced by Wets.
There is supposed to be here an allusion to the
abominations of the nocturnal mysteries, on which
see Whitby.

13. Til 6 —.'] The sense is

here disputed ; and. indeed, is not very clear. I

have in Reccns. Synop. shown, that the interpre-

tations of the recent Commentators cannot be
admitted, and that the most natural and simple
one is that of the ancient and most modern Ex-
positors. By tH must be meant all the evil

deeds just mentioned ; and, in firt, v. 13. is

closely connected with the \\ A?. at

V. 11. Rosenm. and Koppe are of opinion that
a reason is here meant to be given j?'//;/ Chris-
tians shoidd study to correct the bad morals of
the heathens. But it should rather seem that
as at V. 12., the ,\postle mentions Imw those
deeds of darkness could not well be reproved and

made to appear what they are,— .so, in v. 13., he
shows how they might be most effectually made
to appear in their true character ; viz. by being
brought into contrast with the deeds of light from
the children of light, or true Christians. The
sense, then, may be thus expressed :

" Now all

these [deeds of darkness and vice] being made
to appear what they are, by the light [of the
Gospel, as evinced in the children of light] arc

made manifest or exposed
j

(i. e. their moral tur-

pitude is discovered).''

With respect to the words —, they
are variously interpreted. The preference has
generally been given to the sense assigned by
Grot., adopted by Newc, Slade, and Holden

:

" For it is the light [of severe truth] which
makes every thing manifest and in its true col-

our." But though the sense thus arising, is a
good and suitable one, it cannot, I think, be ex-
tracted from the words without great violence.• is plainly in the Nomin., not tlie Accns. Nor
can. be taken for. The Apostle
would thus have v/ritten. And the common interpretation (as con-
cerns .) lies open to the same objection;
though the sense yielded is suitable. The true
interpretation seems to be that of the ancient
Expositors almost universally, by whom. is

taken in a passive, or a reflected sense
; q. d.

" Whatsoever showeth itself [to the world and
doth not seek concealment], as the life of true

Christians may do (so Matt. v. 14. ' ye are the
light of the world : a city set on a hill cannot be
hid,') that is lizht, [and adapted to discover dark-
ness, i. e. by the contrast]."

14. \, &c.] There has been no little

controversy as to these words ; (wherein the
heathens are apostrophized) which, while they
seem to be introduced as a <piotation from Scrip-
ture (for wherever else the form iw occurs
in St. Paul, it serves to introduce a citation) are

nowhere found in .Scripture. The ancient and
many modern Expositors regard the words-
pai — as a quotation, from Is. xli. 1, 2.

Others, again, suppose them taken from a lost

canonical, or as some say, apocryphal book. But
that a canonical book should be tost, is of all im-
probable suppositions the most improbable. And
that the Apostle should speak of an upocnjphal
book in the same manner as of a canonical, is

not for a moment to be supposed. Many recent
(^ommentators take for, and suppose
that the words form part of a spiritual sotiff, then
sung or recited in the Churches. This, however,
rests on mere conjecture. The vords, may, I

think, best be regarded as formed upon Scripture

(especially Is. Ix. 1 — 3.) being under-
stood. It is well observed by Zanrh. that '' what
is here said contains the seyise of what the Proph-
ets teach, and consist, 1. of an exfiortation to

repentance ; 2. of a prediction of the light of
salvation by the Messiah." Hooker, Eccl. Pol.

i. 7. ably traces the cause of that sluggishness in

human nature, which rendered this expostulation
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of the Apostle necessary,— namely, " the wea-
riness of the flesh, which is a heavy clog to the
will." See Wisd. ix. 15. " Hence (continues
he) the Apostle strikcth mightily upon this key :

' .\wake, thou that sleepest,' cast cif all that
which presseth down, watch, labour, strive to go
forward, and to grow in knowledge." Eph. v. li.

Heb. xii. 1, 2. 1 Cor. xvi. 15. 'Ert^. seems
formed ort Is. Ix. 1 — 3. which passage, Wets, re-

marks, the Jews have always interpreted of the
Al-^ssiah. And he vvell illustrates the-
from Orph. Hymn, !/. On this metaphorical sense of .,
see Rom. xiii. 11. and Note ; on ., ii. 1. ; and
on the figurative sense of light, see John i. 4.

and Note.
15, —.] This is not. I conceive,

(as it is by many Commentators regarded) a new
admonition, — namely, to Christian prudence

;

but, as others have vvell pointed out, a resump-
tion or continuation of the precept at v. 3. 8.^- signifies " to conduct oneself
carefully and circumspectly, cautiously minding
one's steps." The is said to be for on ; to

account for which, we may suppose that this is a
blending of two modes of expression,., and on . In,' there is a paral/elismus an-
titketicus (such as is found in the Classical as well
as the Scriptural writers), where for emphasis
sake, a proposition is expressed both affirmatively

and negatively ; as in John. i. 20.\.
16. tgv Katpiv, &.C.] This is ac-

knowledged to be one of tiie most difficult pas-

sages in Scripture ; and hence it is variously in-

terpreted. See Rec. Syn. Some eminent Com-
mentators, as Grot., Hamm., Whitby, Locke,
and Mackn., explain it of the caution to be ob-
served in avoiding persecution ; viz. that they
might draw out their lime as long as they could,

by not provoking their enemies to cut them off.

This view, however, is agreeable neither to the
context, nor to t ~ parallel passage of Colossians
iv. 5. adduced ii. illustration; and yields a sense
not in the manner of the Apostle. The common
interpretation is, " endeavouring to recover and
buy back the time that has been lost, by dili-

gently making use of whit remains, and improv-
ing it to the most valuable purposes." But this

also has no support from the context, 'md is not
agreeable to the parallel passage of Colossians.
It should seem that, in order to ascertain the
sense, wc must first carefully trace the connection ;

according to which i^ayop. r. . must, I think,

have reference to;. in the preceding
verse. And that expression must also refer to. and the whole of v. 14. The Apostle, I

apprehend, means to teach them how that

and ^: might be brought about; namely,
by the . And the words
&ao<f.ci,' and. are,

think, meant to further ursie this circumspection,
by showing that thereby they will act like truly

wise men
;

(so Liban. Epist. 627.'
0 ' '
Kaip'jv.) namely by diligently making use
of the opportunity for presenting in their conduct
such a contrast as may rouse those who are in

Ihe deep sloe» of pagan ignorance and vice ; so

that, standing reproved thereby, they may be
brought to Christ, who will give them the light
of the Gospel and the Holy Spirit.

The remaining words o-rt a'l/ '
are obscure, and admit of more than one suitable

sense. If they be referred to. ,
the sense will be, '• because the times are dan
gerous, thn season of their usefulness is precail

ous, and the opportunity ought to be carefully

made use of" They are, however, by some re•

ferred to ; and thus the sense
will be, not that the times are dangerous to their

safely, but to their virtue; being full of tempta-
tions, trials, and various hindrances to religion .

so that they will have need of all their circum-
spection and care to walk aright. But this is not
agreeable to the context, and the parallel passage
of Colossians.

The above view of the sense is greatly recom-
mended by its bemg equally suitable to the par-
allel passage of Colossians, where the tv <^

is equivalent to the \
of the present Epistle ; and though ,
is not here expressed, yet it 'is understood in, which may be supplied, vvith reference to

the at V. 12, which relates to the '
at V. 6 ; and that cannot but refer to the

heathens, who are unquestionably meant at v. 14.

The admonition, then, clearly is, that they should
adopt a discreet and circumspect conduct tow-
ards their heathen neighbours ; thereby making
use of the opportunity afforded, of bringing them
to the light of the Gospel. A view of the sense,
I would observe, much confirmed by a masterly
disquisition on the import of this verse by my
late friend, the very learned Dr. S. Parr, in his

Sermon, vol. ii. p. 704. He commences by ob-
serving, that '• the use of the phrase here, tl^ayog.

is acknowledged to be founded on Dan-
iel ii. 8, where the sense is : 'I know of a cer-

tainty that you would, by all means, obtain a more
favourable opportunity for avoiding explanation
altogether, or attempting it with better effect,

because ye see that the thing is gone from me,'
namely, the particulars of the dream ; for it seems
the king had only a confused recollection of what
he had dreamed. The expression

became, it should seem, proverbial

among the Hellenistic Jews. It acquired the
signification of guining; favorable opportiinilie^,

and the specific use to which those opportunities
was to be applied, may sometimes have been ex-
pressly stated, in speaking or writing, though we
are left to collect it from the context, in the pas-

sages of the N. T. as well as of Daniel." The
learned writer is of opinion that both here and in

the passage of Colossians, the same duty is in-

culcated, of circumspection a'ld prudence ; the
same ground existing for it, in the immoral habits

and malicious dispositions of the adversaries to

Christianity. The Ephesians were to walk cir-

cumspectly, and ^/^ • -', because
;he days were evil. The Colossia?)s were to walk
in wisdom to those without, and,, because, in the reign of Nero, St. Paul
was thrown into bonds for speaking the mystery
of Christ, and because the dangers which had
already overtaken St. Paul impended over the
Colossians. Now the opportunity for gaining a

more serious hearing to tlie preachers of the Gos-
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pel would be the result of the wisdom with which excess, since that's implied in. It is a very
they and thoir followers walked towards those conipreiiensive term, and denotes the life of a
that were witliout ; and the want of such wisdom person abandoned to vice. Render, " in which
would have occasioned the loss of such oppor- [druni<enness] there is a [tendency to] dissolute-
tunity — would have created additional obstacles ness or profligacy." See Prov. .'sx. iii. 30. The
to tiie propagation of tlie Gospel, and additional Apostle, however, viaxj have played on the ety-

difficulties to those who were already converted vwlof;y of the word, and meant to represent-
to it. Tlie rtiv signifies the oyportunitij. As to ria as the state of a person whom (to use the
i^ay., it specifically signifies to recover, by pnr- Classical saying) " even the Goddess of Salvation
chase, that which has become the property of herself could not save." And of wliose reforma-
another. And in Galat. iii. 13. iv. 5. it is meta- tion do we so much despair as the drunkard's 1

phorically transferred to the redemption of man- There is an antithetical paronomasia between
kind from their captivity to sin by the blood of and . ., i. e. Be not filled with wine, but
Christ. With a greater latitude of metaphor it [rather endeavour to] be filled with the Spirit
is used here and at Coloss. iv. 5. for obtaining The Apostle means to admonish them not to imi-
some object with the same ear7iestjiess, sohcAiuae, tate the revels of the heathens, nor seek exhilara-
and intense application of the whole mind, which tion from intemperate drinking (which would lead
persons engaged in bargains employ for pecuni- to the ruin of both body and soul), but rather to
ary advantages, Luke xvi. 8. By a reference to endeavour to be filled with the Spirit, and seek
the passages of the Classical writers here adduced for the abundantly satisfying consolations of his
by the Commentators, we may see how terms holy influences.
such as fjnyop. and,, which originally 19.? iovroTs?, &C.] These words
denoted the act of purchasina-, came to be fii^ura- are, I think, intended to illustrate and exemplify
lively applied to the act of securing any future the preceding verse : the meaning seems to be
object with the cautious and vigilant attention of that, when in their families, or in society, they
purchasers. The specific object in the view of felt elevated beyond ordinary conversation, and
the Apostle, when he wrote to the Ephesians, is souglit for hilarity, they should not express this
well expressed in the words of Schleusner: "quae- feeling, as did the heathens, in singing or reciting
rite opportunitatem sancte vivendi et alios emen- dissolute songs (called scolia) but in the use of
dandi, hoc cnim, quo vivimus, tempore multa " psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs ;" either fly

sunt virtutis impedimenta." Nearly the same 7-ec"?Va/?ow,^ each other, or by '?^ i/icm, singly
object was in tfie mind of the Apostle when he or in chorus. On tlie discrimination of sense in
instructed the Colossians to walk in wisdom to ., ., and iZL vv. I have fully treated in
those without. They were so to walk, as to avoid Rec. Syn. It should seem that by. we are
the dangers to which they were exposed from the not to understand the Psalms of David only ; but
malice and obstinacy of their enemies. Their a/so the compositions of those persons who had
spirit was always to be mild and courteous, both the spiritual gifts (so I Cor. xiv. 2G. '/
as became the teachers and professors of a be- . where see the Note) ; which are in Euse-
neyolent religion •, both for the credit of their re- bins (Hist. Eccl. L. v. 28.) distinctly adverted to :

ligion. and for their own preservation in evil times. « fa] a it's an'
The Colossians are not called upon to recover any ; which compositions, he says,
part of time which had been misspent, but to at- , 6,,\, . e.

tend to the present difliculties and perils by which " speaking of him as a God." Accordingly such
they were surrounded ; and to avail themselves // differed in no material respect from.
of any future occasion for discharging the Chris- See Rec. Syn. How far the olinl. differed

tian duties, and propajiating the Christian faith, from both, is not clear. The difference should
with safety to themselves and usefulness to the seem to have been,— that the two former ceJe-
sacred cause in which they were engaged. brated the praises of God in strains adapted to be

17. , \)^, occ.l Tills is very swig in chorus; while the ' were poems on
similar to the /(>> <,' at v. 15. some religious subject, and it is probable were
Here, however, the sense is carried still further; usually only recited ; or, if sung, sung as our solo. being a stronger term than ; there anthems. I would add, that though we find they
being, it is supposed, an allusion to tlie feasts of used, in singing of psalms or hymns, the a7iii-

Bacchus, or rather, I should think, to the Bac- phonia, yet it appears, from Justin's Resp. ad
chanalian orgies of the heathens ; which enables Orthod. p. 107, that they sang only with the voice,

the Apostle to introduce the admonition against .
drunkenness. Thus the sense is :

" Wherefore This the Apostle directs to be done h •

[such being your obligations as children of light, i. e. so that tlic affections of their hearts should
live accordinirly, and] act not like persons out of go with the outward expressions of their voices;
their mind [but play a wise and sober part], un- meaning that this was not to be done in a fori',•,!

derstandinu what the will of the Lord is, [even manner, or be regarded as always to be done, but
your sanctlfication.] " only when tliev felt so inclined. Thus we shall

18. . ?.] Drunkenness was a vice fully comprehend the force of the admonition at
to which the Greeks were proverbially prone : James v. 13, at which so many have stumbled :

indeed the exquisite wines of Ionia, and the na-
; /. The meaning is not that

ure of the climate, strongly tempted the Asiatic our cheerfulness must always be shown in singing
Greeks to excess. ' is not well rendered of Psalms } but that if any one be elevated, more
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than ordinarily, let him express it, not in the use
of dissolute songs, but rather in hymns of praise.

And as that passage cannot be supposed to refer

to public worship, so neither, I apprehend, does
the present. I need scarcely add, that in neither

passage is there an injunrtion to sing psalms and
hymns in all seasons of joyfulness. The terms. and . are synonymous, but botli terms are

used ; the former to correspond to the ^\, the
latter to the.

20. ., &c.] This forms another head
of admonition as to their private conduct, and is

illustrative of tlie?. It must re-

late solely to the expression of thankfulness " to

God even the Father" in private devotions, or in

family prayer, and that under all circumstances,
whether prosperous or adverse. See Whitby in

Recens. Svnop., and two admirable Discourses of
Dr. Isaac Barrow, on this text, vol. i. 91. 121.,

entitled. " On the Duty of Thanksgiving," where,
after observing that the words may without vio-

lence or prejudice on either hand, be separated
*rom the context, and considered distinctly bv
themselves, he remarks that •' every single word
of the sentence carries with it a notable emphasis
and especial significancy. The first expresses the
substance of the duty to which we are exhorted.
The next (namely, in order of con.struction) de-
notes the object to which it is directed (God).
The following " always," determines the main
circiarMatices of this and all other duties, the time

of performance. The last " for all things " de-
clares the adequate matter of the duty, and how
far it should extend.

21.. .] This forms another head of
admonition. — namely, to that subordination, the
violation of which was, there is reason to think,

not unfrequent amoncc Christians ; and more than
any thing else tended to bring Christianity into

discredit with Governors and magistrates. They
are, therefore, exhorted " to submit themselves
to every ordinance of man. for the Lord's sake."
And the .\postle, from this verse to ch. vi. 10.

(following up the o-eneral injunction •. \.
with particular ones) adverts to various kinds of
subordination,— both natural and social, each in

order, and exhorts to the discharge of the relntire

duties. See Doddr., and compare 1 Cor. vii. 10—
19. 1 Tim. vi. 1. 2. to 0-ip>. "from refer-

ence to the authority of God." See Rom. xii.

11. and Note.
22. I'Aiuij.] This is not to be pressed on, but

is put for (as Col. iii. 18.); a use not
found in the Classical writers, 'iij ., " as a

duty rendered to the Lord, " and therefore to be
discharged with alacrity.

23. <. .] See 1 Cor. xi. 3. 7. and
Notes. . (., " Head of the body of the
Church." See Rom. xii. 5. and Note.

24. This is illustrative of the preceding verse.
'El -, i. c. in everv thing lawful.

25. The Apostle here points to the reciprocal
duty, by which tlie submission before enjoined
would be rendered more easy and effectual ; name-
ly, by /cindness and affection, as a liberal indul-
gence to the frailty of the weaker sex

; protection
being implied in the authority vested in the
husband. Kui . . See Gal. i. 3. and
Note.

2(). )—)\ i. e. that he might
[by his Spirit] consecrate it to his service, having
cleansed it by the washing of water (i. e. by that
baptism which is the laver of regeneration. See
Tit. iii. 5.) and through the word, i. e. the Gos-
pel as the means of their conversion and sanctifi-

cation. See Whitby and Scott.

27. -apacTi'icfi — ;/({.] There is here
some variety of interpretation, occasioned proba-
bly by a misconception of the metaphor. Koppe
takes it simply for- or, " make
her his own." But that is merely avoiding the
difficulty. Others, as Doddr. and \'alpv, render,
" that ho may present to himself. " in his own im-
mediate presence ; namely, at the resurrection.
Yet that would surely suppose an almost unpre-
cedented harshness, and indeed confusion ofmeta-
phor. Considering the words of the foregoing
verse, in conjunction with Oriental marriaije cus-
toms (among which was this, that the bride should
be carefully washed, and in every way purified
previously to the marriacre), there is here doubt-
less a matrimonial allusion. .\nd viewing the
present passage in conjunction with 2 Cor. xi. 2.' ''. we may well
suppose that there is such' here. The words }>

-?/ ? allude to the Oriental
methods (by cosmetics or otherwise) of making
the skin clear and smooth, removing all freckles,
wrinkles, or other blemishes, as to be,
from the Heb. tUTj, a blemish. So Solomon,
Song iv. 7. Ku\li Kii'i; !• fv . "-

(observes Bos, Obs. p. 187.) is either used
of the father-in-law's introducing the bride to the
bridegroom, or of the briderroo/n's taking her
home when espoused." See also Elsn. Obs. 8.

Vol. ii. ].5... and Alherti's Opusc. Phil. p. 314. It

should seem, however, that the expression has
reference to the Pu.rauymph, h; ,
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John iii. 29. ; who originally selected the bride
for the bridegroom, and afterwards formally in-

troduced her to him, firstfor Ids approhatioji (See
John iii. 29. and Note), and finally when formally
broi/glU home to his house, on the wedding night.

So Ps. xlv. 14. (which was perhaps in the mind
of the Apostle) " She shall be brought unto the
king (rather, introduced or conducted to) in rai-

ment of needle-work." And as in John iii. 29.

the Baptist compares himself to the paruriif7iiph,

and Christ to the bridegroom ; so here, it should
seem from iavrCi, that Christ is considered as

paranymph to himself, as regards his spouse the
Church.

Instead of, about sixteen MSS. of the
Western recension (including some of the most
ancient), and the Vulg., Coptic, and Italic Ver-
sions, with some Fathers, have, which was
preferred by Grot., Locke, and Dr. Burton, and
is edited by Griesb. The common reading, how-
ever, has been retained by Knapp, Tittm., and
Vater ; and, I think, upon just grounds ; for though
the other reading be specious, it should seem to

be only a correction of those who stumbled at the
irregularity of the expression in this sense ; which
is not to be removed by supposing, with Grotius,
a trajectio for ' . < (\., " the
church before mentioned ;" for that surely yields
a very frigid sense, and involves a violation of
the lingtKP proprietas. The truth is, the irregu-

larity (which would be, as the ancient Critics
saw, removed either by cancelling or by
reading) was occasioned by \)]
being thrown in to make what is meant by uvriiv,

which is personified, more plain. I have pointed
accordingly. The passage may be literall}' ren-
dered :

" That he might present her, [namely]
the Church, unto himself glorious," &c. This is

confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., which construes
\. immediately after. The rendering her,

as above, is reciuired by the imagery, and support-
ed by the authority of the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., and
Mackn.

28. The argument in this and the three follow-
ing verses is founded on the nature of the conju-
gal union, whereby the husband and wife become
as it were, " one flesh." Thus the wife is regard-
ed as the husband's second self.

is for iuvToitc, conformably, Koppe says, to the
preceding figure : but rather, it should seem, in
order to make the application in the next verse

the stronger, by the use of. The argumen-
tation is popular, and, therefore, must not be
too much pressed on. Thus Aristot. Eth. p. 233.

says any one's son is , and then
adds : il . Comp.
Hom. 11. .. 340.

30. '\ —.] The sense is proba-
bly to be completed from the preceding verse, as

follows :
" [The Lord so nourishes and supports

us who are his Church] because we are [in that

view] members of his body." The next words
press the comparison more closely, by an allu-

sion to what Adam said of Eve, Gen. ii. 23 ; thus
representing the relation as being equally close
as that of Eve to Adam. And then, to place
what is said in a stronger point of view, the
Apostle introduces the very words spoken of the
woman.

32. TO — .'] Literally, " This
mystery is a great one ;" q. d. " in this is [con-
tained] a great mystery, representing a most im-
portant truth, [though long unknown]." The
Apostle recognises an allegorical seyise in that

passage, involving an image of the intimate union
between Christ and his Church.
—\ —.] The sense seems to be,

" But in saying this, I especially advert to [the

union between] Christ and his Church, [that you
may apply it to yourselves]." " The mystery
(observes Abp. Newc.) w.as that Christ should
leave the glory which he had with his Father, and
should join himself to his spouse the Church

;

purchasing this Church by his blood."

33. '] "however [not to enlarge on this

truth respecting Christ] let," «fee. [Newc] The
:\, however, seems to be transitive, resuming
vhat was said at v. 29 ; and may be rendered
enimrero,— a sense occurring in the later Clas-

sical writers, ' '. This mode of expres-
sion is very rare, and not found in the Classical

writers. "Iva . sub., expressed supra
V. 15.

VI. 1. ."] The Article may be thus ex-

pressed :
" The children of you ; " i. e. those of

you who are children. > ; . e. in defer-

ence to the authority of the Lord, Iv ., v.

21. yap f. S. It is meant, that this is right

and just, both by the law of nature and that of
revelation.
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2. . .] properly signifies " to

perform one's dut}' to any one ;
" and here rever-

ence must comprehend the cognate offices of 'f/"-

fection, care, and support, suitable thereto. There
is the same complexity of sense in the Classical. In i)Ttg tarh'. -p. tv . some
limitation is intended. Most eminent modern
Commentators understand by- " the first witli

a special and appropriate promise annexed to it;
"

that in the seco7id commandment being only a

feneral declaration of God's mercy to all who
eep the commandments. If this be thought un-

satisfactory, we may, with the ancient and some
eminent modern Commentators, (as Hamm.,
Wets., Koppe, Rosenm., lasp., Schleus., and
Wahl.) take () h to mev\ '& principal com.-

mandment,'— as, from its peculiar importance,
it may very well be termed. Of which indefinite

sense of., Schleus. and Wahl will furnish exam-
ples. Thus the iv. will mean, " and that,

too, with a. promise annexed." This latter mode,
however, is not necessary ; for as to the objection

that some have made, that the former sense would
require the Article, that has been refuted by Bp.
Middl., who has shown that^ may very well

be taken for -.
3. 3 — >:] Rosenm. and many recent

Expositors, represent the import of the promise
to be, that ' the Jewish state should be flourishing

and permanent, if the cliildren were educated.'

Now that the education of children is of great con-
sequence both to the welfare of families, and of
benefit to the community at larrre. cannot be de-

nied : but there is nothing said hce education

;

nor was the commandment meant for children in

a<re, but offsprincc, w'hether children or adults.

There is no reason to abandon the view taken by
the ancient and early modern Expositors, that the

promise was meant for itidiridiials. Though it

would, of course, appl}' to ivhnle snrietifs, as com-
posed of individuals. Besides, the promise was
especially adapted to indiridiiuts,— and, like other
promises to the Jews, was tem|>oral. We are not,

however, hence to infer, that the same temporal
blessing may 7iow be with certainty expected to at-

tend the performance of tliis dutv. For the promise
is only mentioned as a proof of the high import-

ance of the commandment. Still it seems to be
implied, tliat what was attended with so marked
a blessing under the Mosaic Law, (even the per-

formance of a precept whi-"h constituted part of .

the Moral law engrafted into Christianity) w-oiild

experience a -.oiresponding portion of blessing

under the Gospel of Christ; though the reward
might be not so much of this world, as of the
next.

4.' i. e. " irritate by undue austerity,
or unnecessary severity." At the parallel passage
of Col. iii. 21. is added ha . ; i. e. lest

they fall into that discouragement, and despair
of doing their duty, which unmerited harshness
occasions. The words following seem meant to
suggest the vnode, by which the duty and obedience
of children might be most efTectually secured,—
namely, by giving them (in the words of Doddr.)
'• such a course of discipline and instruction as
properly belongs to a religious education ; which
ought to be employed in forming them for the

Lord, by laying a restraint upon the first appear-
ances of every vicious passion, and nourisldn^
them up in the words offaith and ofgood doctrine."

See 1 Tim. iv. G. ^/ . should be ren-
dered "education and discipline;" the former
terra seeming to regard the instructortj part of
education ; and the latter the corrective part, by
forming their morals. is added to suggest
that the whole of this education, and moral in-

struction (and training) should be suitable to their
Christian profession.

5. \ -] (earthly) ; said in allusion to
their Master in heaven. Thus the .\postle does
not interfere with any established relations, how-
ever (as in the case of slaves) morally and polit-
ically wrong; but only enjoins the discharge of
duties, which the very persons themselves recog-
nized. - . See Note on 2
Cor. vii. 15. 'Er. . ., " with heartv sin-
cerity and good-will." Xp., " as if the
service were unto Christ, the heavenly Master,
who is, in a more eminent sense, the Lord of the
Christian."

6. ' (\\., &c.] This is further
illustrative of the preceding verse. They are first

told how the service is not to be rendered, and
then how and on what principle it is to be ren-
dered. The terms . and. are both of
rare occurrence, and denote a service and obe-
dience rendered only vhen the master is present,
and to gain the praise of men. 4' is

equivalent to -\. ^' in the foregoinif
verse. '', "with good will."

9. T<; ai)Tii ^rpb uiroi'c] i. e. " discharge
your duties to them as conscientiously and re!)

giously, as they are required to do it to i/ou."

— 1-/; ] The sense (not a litilo

disputed) must depend upon that assigned t»
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\), which word is often in the Sept. used of

anger and angry objurgation ; and we might here

take it to mean " a threatening objurgatory de-

meanour." will then signify forbearing

(as in Ps. .txxvii. 8. " leave off wrath, let go dis-

pleasure "), or moderating \\., as the Margin has

It. Thus, however, the Article will have no force
;

and, after a careful examination of all the passages

of the Classics, where I could meet with the

word, I find no instance of the Article being
used without some n-fereuce. Now, as aviivai

often in the Scriptural writers signifies to remit,

but scarcely ever to leave off, I am inclined to

think that the sense is, " remitting the severity

of punishment you had threatened,'' or intended,

or which is denounced by the Law. So in jEn.
Mag. Eq. i. 14•. ;; signifies the punishment
awarded by Law. Also Plutarch Alex, cited by
Wets. : i>g ii rdv ': :\),
"had shaken off all fear of the punishment de-

nounced." This interpretation is placed beyond
doubt by the words following ; the argument
being, " Show a forgiving spirit towards your
bond-servants, knowing that you stand in great

need of forgiveness from that common Master in

heaven, in whose sight you are equally servants,

and who will make no distinction of persons."
10— 17. The Apostle here draws his practical

exhortations to a close, by an admonition ex-

j)ressed in a figure derived from military affairs.

As the soldiers of Christ, the Ephesians are called

upon to stand firm against their various spiritual

enemies, in the exercise of all the Christian

virtues and graces
;
(see 2 Cor. vi. 6. and Notes)

aptly designated by the panoply, or complete
suit of armour provided for every true believer

;

clothed in which they were to fight under the

banners of the great Captain of their salvation

against Sin, the world, the flesh, and the Devil.
IVitlinnt this they would have been unequal to

the contest ; and they can only be strong in the

Lord by seeking his strength, as communicated
by his Holy .Spirit, and to be obtained by the
" prayers of faith " to the throne of Cirace.',' iv ., &c. has the same sense
as in a kindred passage of 1 Cor. xvi.

13. Kpur. r.. may be rendered " through the
force (i. e. efficacy) of his strength." The Apos-
tle first compares generalhi the stronff motives to

steadfastness in tl)e profession of tlie Gospel, sup-
plied by the consolation and aid it imparts here,
and the glorioui hopes it reveals hereafter. He
then follows up this military metaphor, evolving
it into a kind of spiritual alle^oni, in which
he compares the spiritual arms with which the
Christian ought to be furnished with the panoply
of tlie Greeks.

11. OtoFij i. e. as it were supplied by God,
just as the of the ancients (on which
see Montfauc. Antiq. Expl. vol. iv. p. 21) was
by the inonarcli, or the state. / (to with-

'

etand, oppose) is properly applied to persons, hut
metaphorically to things, when closely connected

with persons. . must, in this context, be
regarded as a military term, denoting manoeuvres

;

especially as in some passages cited by the Com-
mentators and are used as synony-
mous. See supra iv. 14. and Note.
— \.^ I have in Rec. Syn. shown

that it is in vain many recent Commentators
endeavour to exclude all notion of Diabolical

agency, by explaining /3. to mean an adver-

sary ; since, when taken in conjunction with
what follows, and what we find in other parts of
Scripture, we cannot but recognise a reference

to the great Author of Evil, and consequently a
proof of his personality and power. There may,
however, be a reference, though only a subor-

dinate one, to the arts of malicious adversaries;

not only Jews and heathens, but also those of the
false Judaizing teachers.

12. — \.'\ Literally, "for to us the
contest is not with," ikc. is properly a

gi/mnastic term ; but the Apostle often unites

military with agonistic metaphors ; and here the

agonistic is not less suitable than the military.

Though the Philological Commentators have fail-

ed to exemplify this, 1 can refer to a similar pas-

sage of Max. Tyr. Diss. v. 9. vol. i. 79. Ed. Reisk.

where we have mention of Socrates wrestling

with Melitus. with bonds, and poison : next the

philosopher Plato, vrestling with a tyrant's an-

ger, a rough sea, and the greatest dangers ; then
Xenophon, struggling with the prejudices of
Tissaphernes, the snares of Ariajus, the treachery
of Meno, and royal machinations : and, lastly,

Diogenes, struggling with adversaries even more
formidable, namely, poverty, infamy, hunger, and
cold. Also ^lian V. H. ix. 41. says of Pausanias,

who was stoned to death in the temple of Miner-
va, rw '.

At sub., " merely human
enemies."- -. as Theophyl. explains ; namely, as opposed
to Da;moniacal foes. See Matt. xvi. 17. and
Gal. i. 16. So Heb. ii. 14. '? . That
DtEmoniacal opponents are adverted to is clear

by the force of the antithesis, as also from the\ irovripov at v. IG. By —, the best Expositors, ancient and
modern, are agreed, must be meant (by an anthro-

popathia frequent in the case of good angels) the
various orders of evil angels (as is plain from the

ToTi /3 in the preceding verse) who had
long revolted from, and been in opposition to,

God and his kingdom. See Rom. viii. 38. and
Note. The words : . . . . , .
are by some recent Commentators supposed to

refer to the Jiirish rulers. See. however, Rec
Syn. It should seem that they are merely meant
to designate more particularly the fore-mentioned
evil anscels ; and show how they are conne<-ted

with this world, and are enabled to oppose the
supporters of the truth ; namely, as being the

Rulers and directors of the spiritual darkness of
this world 3 namely, of those who uphold ignor-
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ance and vicn in this work). . is a strong

term, properly used of" the Eiiipi:rors of Rome,
the Kings of Persia, and otiier powerful monarchs.
So Satan is in John xii. 31. called '

roirov, and examples of this use are ad-

duced by Wets, from the Rabbinical writers.

Iremus, too, says,. -
a, plainly alluding to the present

passage, and consequently confirming the com-
mon interpretation.

The next words rpo? ., &.c. must be
regarded in the same light as the preceding
clause, and are, I think, explanatory of what was
there said ; . being exegctical of. Thus <. is rightly explained as

equivalent to ; which is confirmed
by the Syr. Version. There is, I conceive, an
ellipsis of, suggested by the foregoing

imagery. is, by Hebraism, for.— iv roU fiToiip.] Of these words the sense

is disputed. See Recens. Synop. Some would
supply, i. e. in things relating to hea-
ven and the Gospel ; which sense is ably main-
tained by Chandl. Perhaps, however, there is

no sufficient reason to abandon the common in-

terpretation, by which the ellipsis is supposed to

be, designating (according to the opinions

of the Jews) the abode of those spirits in the

aerial regions, and before mentioned supra ii. 2,

where see Note.
13. rrf . .1 i. e. the day of persecution

and temptation. See v. 16. The concluding, as antithetically opposed to the '.
before, must denote "to stand triumphant over,

survive the contest." So Thucyd. v. 102.\,
(5, where see

my Note, and Note on 2 Cor. iv. 8. Perhaps
.the Apostle had in view Ps. 20, 8. (Heb.) " Some
put their trust in chariots, and some in horses

;

but we will rememl)er the name of the Lord our
God. They are brought down, and fallen; but
we are risen, and stand upright." Where the

Sept. has . But the

true sense of ij-jp is, I think, that expressed by
Pise, and Gigeus.' .s/iiiV/uis (or stuinus) immoti et

victores. See Josh. 7, 12. Dan. 7,4•. The next
word "nu'njl is exegetical of the preceding,
and it is well rendered by Tirin. consisti/nus.

It would have been better rendered, in the

Gre'ik, by dpOai. . is not well
rendered "having done, effected, or accomplish-
ed [all things]." It is well explained by Beza,
Zanch., Kypke, Wets., Koppe, Schleus., and
Wahl, " having conquered all our enemies,"
(neut. for masc.) namely, those above advert-
ed to.

VOL. .

M. The Apostle repeats for the third time this

exhortation, and that in order to develope the

nature of the duty, by tracing its various parts.

In the accommodation of the figure we may ob-

serve admirable skill and address. ' signi-

fies " stand to your arms !
" the first thing soldiers

learn., for. . 6. v. . ., or. There is an allusion to

the belts, with which the flowing vests of the

Orientals required to be girded up for any active

employment.
— tv] " truth and sincerity," true and

sincere belief, the bracer up and support of re-

ligious constancy. Similar metaphors occur in

Philo Jud. and Josephus. By . must here be

meant the constant practice of the moral and
Christian virtues, which would be the surest safe-

guard against the calumnies of Pagan adversaries
;

and it would also be the best internal support,

and far more potent than the nil conscire sibi of
the heathen Poets.

15. '-&—- Of this difBcuIt

passage the most probable interpretations are

detailed in Rec. Syn., where, I think, it has been
fully shown that the following is the true sense
of the passage :

" And [like as soldiers have their

feet shod with sandals armnd with iron, as a
preparation, or defence, against the roughness,

and a security against the slipperiness, or miri-

ness of the roads,] so do ije arm yourselves

against the slippery temptations of your Chris-

tian course, by being, a^ it were, shod with the
preparation and defence supplied by the Gospel
of peace (i. e. which alone gives peace), even
the strong motives to constancy in religion and a
holy life, supplied by the Gospel."

16. e-l] " aljove all," or rather upon or

overall. At iv J — there is no
incono^rniiij, as some suppose, in the metaphor.
The \ . (more properly termed, or ; though\ occurs in Apollodorus) were slender arrows

of cane, to which ignited combustible matter was
attached, which when shot would set on fire

wood-work, tents, &c. Now it was the aim of

the persons so assailed to intercept and quench
these burning arrows. And that could by nothing

be so effectually done as by the use of their

shields; which would extinguish them,— since

they were easily put out by a sudden jerk, and •

required only some soft substance on which to

fix themselves. Of course, the term will here
denote sharp trials, and strons: temptations. With
the I would compare Ps. xviii.

35.- and .iEschyl. Ag. 1412.'. •

17. ."] for , as in Is. xxxviii.

11. Ps. Ixsxiv. 7. Luke ii. 30; iii. 6. AcU
37
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xxviii. 28. Here it must mean the hope of salva-

tion, as in 1 Thess. v. 8.. ToB /. must (notwith-

standing what some recent Commentators say)

denote the Holy Spirit : and , denote
both the revelation of the Holy Spirit to man in

the Scriptures of the O. T., and also in the pro-

mulgation of the Gospel of Christ with such glo-

rious power in that age. Now this would supply

the best offensive weapon against all the attacks

of adversaries, as supplying abundant matter to

refute every objection.

18. By engrafting this on what immediately
preceded, the Apostle intends to suggest the mode
by which the sword of the Spirit can be made
effectual. The prayer, however, must be rea/.

iirayer; supplicatory, if need be, but always
learty and fervent, and persevered in to the ut-

most (which is meant by iv ::.), at all

seasons, early and late. To earnest application

for spiritual aid under various trials, they are to

add prayers for the support and welfare of Chris-

tians in several.

19. The XiSyoc is interpreted by some of a poorer

of speak' 171 ; by others of permission to speak;

by others of opporlunily to speak. The second
sense seems preferable, especially as the third is,

in some measure, contained in it. And it is con-
firmed by the parallel passage of Col. iv. 3. 'ha

Gtic ,) . The tv —)] should, I tliink, be rendered ' by open-
ing my mouth with freedom." Probably St. Paul
expected soon to be brought to a public hearing,

and then to be permitted to vindicate both him-
self and the Gospel. On . ) -, see
Note on 1 Cor. ii. 7, .Abp. Whately's Essay on
the difficulties of St. PauFs writings, p. 20y, and
Hooker's Reel. Pol. p. 11.

20.'] i. e. " I act the part of,
or ambassador.'' So vnip Xp. at 2 Cor.

V. 20. In fi- there is thought to be an allu-

sion to the custom of all nations, to hold inviolate

the person of an Ambassador. Whenever . is

used with h, it has a generic sense, to denote
chains, or, figuratively imprisonment. So here
the Peschito Syr. renders, " in catenis." And
even Wakefield, who so often errs by inserting an
a where no Article is expressed in the Greek,
here renders " in chains." The word is often in

the Versions of the O. T. by Sym.. .Aquila, and
Theod., used in the singular to express the He-
brew terms in the plural.

21. TL (:..] This is exegetical of the

( scil. before. It is a popular
phrase occurring also in 1 Sam. xvii. 18. -

should not be rendered " a beloved," as in

•almost all our V^ersions ; for that is neglecting the

Article; nor " i/ie beloved," with Wakef. ; though
the common Version so renders at Rom. xvi. 12.

TlcpaiSa ', and 3 John. i. Tip -. It is clear from Rom. xvi. 12. that the Ar-
ticle cannot be meant to mark notoriett/, or celeb-
rity, and therefore the cannot be tolerated. It

is, I conceive, used for the possessive pronoun.
Thus in Philem. 1 & 2 our common Version
rightly renders \. and. ~ . by
" our beloved Philemon, and our beloved .\ppia."

In fact, there is in these cases an ellipsis of
or ?>, which is sitpplied in Acts xv. 2.5. Rom.
xvi. 5, 8 <fe 9. 2 Pet. iii. 15. The pronoun be-
longs to the subst. or omitted,

which is expressed at 2 Pet. iii. 15, and the pres-

ent passage. Thus at Roin. xvi. 12. and 3 John
1 & 2. the pronoun should be supplied, as is done
in the Peschito Syr.

23. .] i. e. faith united with love

and charity; in which, it seems, they had been
deficient. See Gal. v. 6, and comp. 2 Pet. i. 5.

24. iv }.'] With sincerity and truth.
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This is evidently one of the later Epistles of

St. Paul •, though on its precise date no little dif-

ference of opinion exists. Some fix it to A. D.

63; others as late as 65. The most probable

date seems to be that of 62-, since it was evi-

dently written during St. Paul's first imprison-

ment at Rome. The church of Philippi was
founded by St. Paul, A. D. 50 (Acts xvi. y— 14)

;

and that he again visited them in 57, we learn

from Acts xx. 6. They had been all along very

liberal in imparting to him of their substance
;

and had, on various occasions, aided him with

money, (though but a poor community) that he

might be enabled to carry on his great designs

for the evangelization of the principal cities of

Greece and Asia Minor, without incurring the

imputation of interested motives, by becoming
chargeable to his converts. Accordingly, when
they heard of his imprisonment at Rome, they

evinced the same good dispositions towards him
as formerly ; and sent Epaphroditus, one of their

Presbyters, with a present for the relief of liis

necessities, which, it appears from the Epistle,

were great. The more immediate purpose of this

Epistle (sent on the retuim of Epaphroditus) was

to return thanks to the Philippians for their kind-

ness. That it was written during his imprison-

ment at Rome, is plain from i. 7. 13. iv. 22.
;

and from various intimations in it, (i. 12. ii. 26.)

it appears to have been written towards the end

of his first imprisonment, and consequently at

the close of 62, or the early part of 63. Of this

Epistle the genuineness has never been doubted.

The purpose of it was to express to the Philip-

pians his feelings of gratitude for their bounty,

and his esteem and affection for their zeal and

Christian virtue ; and at the same time to con-

firm them in the pure faith of Christ, to caution

against Judaizing teachers, and encourage them
to continue to walk worthy of their high calling.

The general character of the Epistle ia that of

unqualified commendation, in a style singularly

animated and affectionate.

C. I. 1.- On this word see the

Note on Acts xx. 17. 28. and especially the ela-

borate Note of Whitby, who (inter alia) observes:
" The Greek and Latin Fathers with one consent
declare that the Apostle here calls their Pres-

byters their bishops." So Chrys., 'J'heodoret,

CEcum., and Theophyl., among the Greeks, and,

among the Latins, St. Jerome, Pseudo-Ambro-
sius, Pelagius, and Primasius ; and that not only

for the above-mentioned reasons, that " there

could be but one Bishop, properly so called, in

one city ; " but for another, alleged by them all,

viz. that ~, " then the

names were common to both orders," the Bishops
being called Presbyters, and the Presbyters Bish-

ops. " And this (Theodoret says) is manifest in

this place, because he adds here Deacons to the

Bishops, making no mention of their Presbyters."

(Whitby.) Notwithstanding Avhat has been so

confidently asserted, that there was no distinction

between Presbyters and Bishops until some time
after the Apostolical age ; the profoundly learned

Bingham, in his Eccl. Antiq. L. ii. 1. seems to

have satisfactorily proved the existence of a

power in the Apostolic age itself, equivalent to

that of Bishops •, and, in the next age to the

Apostolical, both the exercise of the poicer, and
the assumption of the title of Bishop. The term,

it may be observed, was at length appropriated to

denote, what we understand by Bishop, and was
probably so employed with reference to Is. Ix. 17.

Sept. ;^ '/"•'??' '^"' ''"''. See more in Note on
Acts XX. 17. 28.

2— 4. See Rom. i. 7— 9. and Notes. And on. . . see Note on Eph. i. 15, 16.

4. is 7iot, as some say, synonymous with), but denotes supplicatory prayer, or inter-

cession. may be rendered " the, or my
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supplication." The meaning is, that whenever
he oti'ers up supplication for them, he offers it up

for them always with joy. This is confirmed by

the Syr. Version.

5. ini rp . h. . .'] On the sense

of these words no little difference of opinion

e.xists. The ancient, and some eminent modern
Expositors (as (Eder, Michael., Wells, Fyle,

Hardy, Storr., and Wakcf.), assign the following

as the sense, " for your liberality in contributing

to the furtherance of the Gospel ; " citing in proof

of this signification of. several passages, tlie

most apposite of which is 2 Cor. i.v. 13.. That, however, will

only justify the use as applied to perso7is, not

things. In fact, such a sense would be (I agree

with Mr. Scott) neither sufficiently important, nor

in the Apostle's manner. It is better, with most
eminent modern Expositors (as Crell., Sclaler,

Whitby, Grot., Menoch., Heins., Macknight,
Valckn., Rosenm., Scott, and Vater, supported

by the authority of the Syr., Vuk., and other

ancient Versions, and also nearly all our English

Translators), to suppose the sense to be " for

your participation in [the blessings of] the Gos-

pel." This signification of is far more
frequent than the other, and needs no proof It

is, indeed, urged that thus will here be used
for fi' ; which would be rather harsh. Yet many
examples of that use may be seen in Schleus.

and Wahl. In the present case, however (and

in most of the examples adduced), there is not

so much a use of for iv, as a blending of two
modes of expression. Thus the sense will be,
" that you have been converted to the Gospel,

and are become partakers of its blessings ;
" im-

plying that they had been constanl in the pro-

fession of the faith ; which Schleus. and others

wrongly make the only sense, though it can only

be a secondary one. :- . (scil.

), refer to and are exegetical of' 6 ., q. d. '' And this I

have done, from," &c.
6. -, &.C.] This states the grmmds of

his gladness in praying for them. ",,
may be understood eillier of faith in embracing
the Go.'^pel ; or, of reformation and sanctifcation

by the Gospel ; which is supported by the absence
of the Article at, and is more agreeable

to the next words. In iniTc^iaei there is a

signiUcatio prcvgnans : the full sense being, "will
go on with it unto, and finish it at," &.C., i. e.

" will carry it forwards till it," &c. See the

Note on a kindred passage of 1 Cor. i. 8.', &C., where the end of
our mortal course and the coming of Jesus Christ

are considered as the same ; the period of death
and that of judgment being, to all practical pur-
poses, the same.

7. —- Of this verse, which

involves no little obscurity, Abp. Newc. offers

the following version :
" As it is right for me to

think this of you all, because I have you in mine
heart, and because both in my bonds, and in my
defence of myself, and my confirmation of the
Gospel, I have you all joint-partakers of the
favour bestowed on me." But, according to this

interpretation, no tolerable sense can be assigned
to. ^ ; for to explain it,

as he does, of participation, by sympathy, in

the favour extended towards him, is not a little

frigid. And tjiis repetition airb of
is exceedingly harsh. As to the common

version here, it cannot be justified, since it com-
pels us to adopt a most harsh explanation of. . In short, much of the

perplexity in this passage has been occasioned
by connecting 'iv 7—. with the
words folloiving, when, in fact, they belong to

those preceding ; though they are in some meas-
ure parenthetical. And so they were taken by
the Pesch. Syr. Translator, and in modern times,
by Mackn. and Heinrichs. In the words fol-

lowing,

there is, as it were, a resvinption of the
construction, interrupted by the—., q. d. 6 , which must
be repeated, with a slight change of sense in

KapSiif. The Apostle means to say, that it was
but natural and proper (Acts iv. 19.), that he
should be thus affected towards them (with refer-

ence to — at v. 4.)

making continual and joytul remembrance of
them in his prayers, because he had them in his

mind at all times, in the most trying situations,
" sive (to use the words of Heinrichs) sit in

carceris solitudine, sive extra carcerem, sit coram
judicibus:" and because he had them in his

heart (bore a heartfelt affection for them ; see
2 Cor. vii. 3. and Note), " inasmuch as they were
all co-partakers with him of the grace bestowed
on him, and acting on the same principles

;

which constituted the strongest of all bonds of
affection." "The Apostle (says Wolf) felt a
peculiar affection for the Philippians from seeing

them partakers of the same benefits from God,
which he himself gratefully acknowledged."
And this is especially to be numbered among
the several arguments to or brotherly

love, as appears from Eph. iv. 4. seqq.

8. yap] This refers to the iia

in the preceding verse, q. d. " [I say I have you
in my mind, and bear you in my heart] ; for,"

&c. On. see Rom. i. 9. and Note. 'Emjr.

is a stronger term than Kap&iif.

9— 11. Here there is a sort of compendium,
by specimen, of the prayers which he is accus-

tomed to address to God on their behalf By
is meant, not " love to himself," as some
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Expositors, ancient and modern, suppose ; but, in

its most extensive sense, love of God, his reli-

gion, commands, ifec, and of man for God's sake
;

in fact, the principle of love so finely described
in 1 Cor. xiii. . denotes knowledge gen-
erally, but especially of divine things. So the
Syr. adds spiriliiali. '. signifies that quick
perception of truth or falsehood, right or wrong,
which corresponds to what we call judirment.
The Apostle here prays that their knowledge and
understanding may keep pace with increase of
love and affection ; since, by that means, Chris-
tian love produces better fruits. They had, it

seems, been from the first docile, well-disposed,
and kind-hearted. But, as would appear from
the words following, their simplicity had been
somewhat abused by crafty fidse teachers, chiefly

Judaizers, &c. ; for to these there seems an allu-

sion. So Theophyl. : ' -,( , , Kut.
And Theodoret : ,)(, ,

', ' ^^ ,
' ;[. The above view I find sup-

ported by the opinion of the learned and acute
Pierce in loco.

10, 11. .'] This refers to the result or

efliect of knowledge and discernment, in that

experience, which often enables us to decide at

once on the comparative excellence of things :

"Which (savs Milton) doth attain

To something like prophetic strain."

The expression. maij signify,

as some explain, to approve (i. e. to put to proof
and ascertain by trial) the things which excel,

i. e. the excellence of any thing. But, from what
goes before, it seems rather to mean (as the best
Expositors are agreed) "to distinguish between,

and, after examination, decide upon things which
clifTer;" a signification of . occurring in

Rom. ii. 18. 1 Cor. iii. 13. and confirmed by
Theodoret. St. Paul seems to have especial

reference (as many eminent Commentators sup-

pose), to the genuine Gospel, as compared with
the adulterated one, preached by the false teach-

ers, Judaizers, and others. '. has reference

to puritv of faith and doctrine ;. to integ-

rity and rectitude of conduct. So Acts xxiv. 16.' ^. Thus it is nearly
equivalent to at ii. 15. .
must denote the end of their Christian course.

See Note supra v. 6. The words-. . . are

a further developement of the idea contained in

the preceding clause, and represent the good
works as being abundant as well as excellent

;

and thereby evincing the purity of the tree of
faith which produced them. By . X. it is

hinted that these works are, however, only the

effects of his grace, and accepted through his
mediation. . . . ., " would redound to
the glory of Christ and the recommendation of

his religion."

For — several MSS. of the Western
recension and some Versions have —,
vhich was preferred by Beng., Storr, and Heins.,
and has been received into the text by Griesb.
and Knapp : but without sufficient reason ; since
the use of the singular seems to have arisen from
an inattention to the idiom of the Latin language,
by which the word fruclus rarely occurs in the
plural in a metaphorical sense. As to the other
Versions, they are chiefly such as usually follow
the Vulgate ; and the MSS. are such as Latinize.
Not to mention that and are perpetually con-
founded. The common reading, too, is more
agreeable to the style of the N. T. (see James iii.

17.) and is supported by the authority of the
Pesch. Syr. Version. And although —
be the more difficult reading, and on that account
has been adopted, — yet even that rule is not
applicable, Avhere a manifest violation of pro-
priety is involved.

12 — 14. So far from his imprisonment, and
other trials and afflictions, proving (as they might
apprehend) obstructions to the progress of the
Gospel, he declares that they have conduced
rather to its promotion. )5., for,
" cessit in," "have tended to;" as Mark v. 26.
The words , &c. are, I think,
meant to intimate the manner in which this fur-

therance to the Gospel had arisen; —-
being put for ! , and that equiva-

lent to (V Tu) ; namely, by his imprison-
ment being publicly known, together with the
c««seofit — even the preaching of a reliiiion so
full of hope and consolation to men. Besides
that persecution naturally furthers the cause it

is intended to suppress, and courageous endur-
ance of persecution for religion's sake recom-
mends it, by showing its reality, and displaying
its eflicacy.

— ; .^ . is by some sup-
posed to mean the camp or quarters of the Prce-
torians : by others, the Palace called Prcetoriiim,

being the residence of the military Governor of
Rome, the commander of the Prstorian bands,
the body guards of the Emperor. The sense
seems to be :

" to those of the Praetorian bands,
and to all other persons." Yet see Pierce, who
ably defends the common version, and the other
interpretation.

16, 17. These verses are explanatory of the
preceding: v. 16. of the , &c., and v. 17.

of the ': , &c. Though in several MSS.
of the Western recension, Versions, and Fathers,
tlie verses are trausposcd ; which method has
been approved bv most Critics, and adopted by
Griesb., Knapp, Vater, and Heinrichs. But with-
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out sufficient reason ; for thougli the transposed

order is more agreeable to Classical usage (by

which is referred to the nearer, and to the

more remote, and is found in 2 Cor. iii. IG.), yet

the other is more agreeable to Scriptural usage.

And, indeed, the usual position is the more likely

to have been adopted by St. Paul, as being the

more popular and natural one ; by which the

placing of the two kinds of preachers would cor-

respond to that in v. 15. This is much confirmed

by 2 Tim. ii. 20. (adduced by Rinck), where
has reference to what precedes, H ii to what

/allows. .Such, too, I find is the view entertained

Dy Pierce, who thinks the common order is sup-

ported by the context; "for (adds he) both in

the verse before and in the verse after these, i. e.

vv. 15, 18, he speaks of these two sorts ; and as

he in both places mentions those who acted out

of envy first, it seems very probable he observed
the same order in the IGth and 17th verses that

come between the other."

15. This and the ensuing verses indicate the

existence of a party at Rome (like that at most
other places where Paul preached the Gospel)
hostile to him. These are supposed to have been
Judaizers, who (to use the words of Scott) " con-
cealed part of their sentiments, and preached the

substance of the Gospel, in order to form a party

under their influence, and in opposition to the

Apostle and his friends ; that so they might grad-

ually impose the Mosaic law on the Gentile con-

verts." They were, in fact, worldly-minded per-

sons,— to whom the humbling doctrines of the

Gospel preached by Paul would be unacceptable.

Nay, they must have been, in some measure
insincere in their profession of the Gospel. Thus
there were (we find by the Apostle's words) two
parties of those who preached the vi'ord ; one
party actuated, in what they did, by envy of Paul's

popularity, and by contentiousness, ' 'ipiu (for

f'i or { of the next verse : like tiie

01 at Rom. ii. 8. ; others ii', out

of good-will and love to man (especially Paul)

for God's sake, as opposed to party spirit.

— ?] "not from pure motives, but
those of selfishness and contention ;

" implying,
more or less, a want of sincerity in the profession

of the Gospel, as is plain from the h
at V. 18. The words — are usually

supposed to mean, " They are desirous to add
yet more affliction to that of my confinement, by
strengthening the hands of my adversaries." But
he ancient and many modern Expositors take

the sense to be, " They are desirous to bring upon
me severity of treatment, in addition to confine-

ment." Both senses were probably intended,
since either motive may have actuated diflerent

persons, or even the same persons at different

times. Peirce here recognises an opposition be-
tween and. |, out of love
[to me and to the Gospel]. For those who really

loved the Gospel could not but love Paul, as

being appointed for its defence. means,
" am placed where I am ;

" q. d. " appointed to

this post," or " am ordained to this ministry."

So 1 Thess. iii. 3. .
18— 19. ;] scil.

; q. d. " not to

enlarge on the motives of either class of persons."

The ' is not well rendered " nevertheless,"

or " notwithstanding." It is, I conceive, put for

!\ , which is found in several MSS. and
Fathers, but doubtless from a gloss. The sense
(as Grot, points out) is " Suffice it to say." -, " with a pretended zeal ; " corresponding
to the ^ at v. 16. See also, 1 Cor. v. 8.

— X'upu) Kal .] There is no occasion to

stumble, as some do, at the Apostle's rejoicing in

the spread of error ; since we are not told that

the avowed doctrines of the persons in question
were erroneous, but only that their motives were
not pure. At all events, there would be in any
case reason to rejoice at the Gospel being made
known to the Heathens. -., though gene-
rally understood of salvation, may, with Chrys.,
Theodoret, Menoch, Zanch, Peirce, Newc, and
almost all the recent Commentators, confirmed
by the Syriac Version, be interpreted of temporal
deliverance or ivelfare. So 2 Ccr. i. 6. imip-\ . Yet the words
[] . . . are more in

favor of the other interpretation. To remove
this difficulty, the best course will be to take. in the most general sense of the word, of
benefit, welfare (as in Acts xxvii. 34•. and often),

which may then be understood in the two senses
of temporal and of spiritual benefit ; the former
as adverted to in bia (comp. 2
Cor. i. 11. and Acts xii. 5.), the latter in

. ., which must (notwithstanding
what some recent Commentators say) mean, " by
the supply of the Holy Spirit of Christ [procured
by our prayers]." See Chrys. and Theophyl. and
Gal. iii. 5. h . Comp.
also 2 Cor. ix. 10. The Spirit is said to be of
Christ, as being procured by him. See John xvi.

7. And that Christ is considered as the bestower
of the Spirit, is plain from 2 Cor. iii. 17, 18. (see
also John i. ](').), though, as he proceeds from the
Father and the Son (see Matt. iii. 16. John xv.

26.), he is often called .
20. .'] " anxious expectation,'' as in

Rom. viii. 19. "On iv ., i. e. "that in

no respect shall 1 have reason to be ashamed [by

being frustrated in my endeavours], but shall rise

superior to all my difficulties." See Theod. and
Schleusn. The word is so used in 1 Cor. x. 8.
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and 1 John ii. 28. To show that he seeks not his

own glory, in any success, he adds,. 4

Xp. 'El' ri3 is more energetic than if

would have been, since martyrs and saints are

said to glorify God " in their bodies." See John
xxi. 19. 1 Cor. vi. 20.

21. — (cf'pioc.] The yap has reference,

I conceive, to a clause omitted
; q. d. " [And

whether one or the other shall befixll, is alike to

me]ybr," «Sec. On tiic sense of the words foUow-

2, difference of opinion exists. The interpre-

tation most generally adopted is that originally

propounded by Airay , and afterwards recommend-
ed by Gataker, and'adopted by Peirce, and, after

him, by most Interpreters down to Valpy ; who
maintain that the meaning is (the same as in

the latter clause of the preceding verse) that
' both in life and death Christ is his gain ; ' i. e.

that his death and life are alike consecrated to

Christ, as in Gal. ii. 2, being considered

as the subject of both members, and the

predicate ai both, and the construction being as

in Heb. vii. 4. Yet, after ail, it may be doubted
whether there was any sufficient reason to forsake

the interpretation of the ancient and most modern
E.Kpositors, well expressed in the common ver-

sion. — Nor is it any sufficient objection to it to

urge (with Pierce) that "thus the .\postle only

clears away one part of his assertion, and says

nothing of the other ;
" for in an acute dictum

like the present, it were injudicious to demand a

strict logical correspondence of the second mem-
ber to the first. And, indeed, as Heinrichs ob-

serves, " Paulus non ad accuratiorem dirigere

solet sententias." Not to say, with Doddr., that

" the proposed interpretation would destroy the

antithesis, which, in so antithetical a writer as St.

Paul, would be very uncritical." In laying down
the sense, we must allow something for the sacri-

fice of strictness of expression to point. The
sense is undoubtedly as follovs :

" For my life

[if I live] will be devoted to the service of Christ,

and [if I die] death will be a gain to me, [since I

shall be released from the miseries of this wicked
world.]" According to this interpretation,

^rj'i' is for )'; ; a view of the sense support-

ed by the Pesch. Syr. Translator. Render liter-

ally :
" For my life "is Christ : and if I die, a gain

is it to me." See also Chrys., Theophyl., and

Theodoret. On the sentiment, several passages

are here quoted from the ancient authors, where
death is spoken of as gain ; and many others are

adduced by me in Recens. Syn. from ^lian, Pla-

to, Soph., and Joseph. One must here suffice,

Joseph, p. 67G. 31. Huds. &' d,
-d ^'.

22. fi if TO ^—.'\ Here, again, is an

obscurity (arising, as often, from extreme brevity)

which has occasioned variety of interpretation.

Mr. Valpy thinks that ynom'^o) is to be referred to

both parts of the sentence ; and that is here

used for, iitrum : rendering, " Whether to

live in the flesh is profitable to me, and whether

of the two I should choose, I know not." But
this, I apprehend, is doing violence to the con-

struction. The ancient, and the best modern
Expositors are, with reason, agreed that the ei 6i

means quod si, But if; and the sense is well laid

down by Chrys. as follows :
" I said that to die

would be gain to me ; but if my living in the flesh

be profitable [for the work of the ministry], veri-

ly which to choose I know not." And so Theo-
doret, and, of the moderns, Luther, Zanch., Pise,

Wolf, Rosenm., Reichar, and Heinrichs. The
term is often used of the office of a Chris-

tian teacher, as 1 Thess. v. 13., and signi-

fies /ri^ii, utility. Thus Heinr. well renders

by fructus ex munere Apost. ad augendum
religionem Christ, redundans. With respect to

the , it is certainly not, as Heinr. imagines,

pleonastic ; but as the sentence is very elliptical,

so, from pathos, there is an aposiopesis after
;

and the signifies ifea. orverilij. Render, " But

if my life in the flesh be useful for the ministry

of the Gospel [what can I say] ; verily, what I

should choose, I know not." Aip. is for' ;

on which see Win. Gr. Gr. § 25. 3. This use of^ for is rare, but sometimes found in

the later writers.

23. ii (5.] The sense is, " for

I am held in suspense between the two [motives

following.] " ^. properly signifies " to be

hemmed in." (See Note on Acts vii. 7, 58.)

The i/c is for into. In there is a nautical

metaphor ; the word properly signifying to loose

cable. Supply from the antithetical. See Note at Luke xii. 36, and com-
pare 2 Cor. V. 8. See also Paley's remarks, in

Hor. Paul., where, among other e.xamples of the

use of ^r-ov and/ as qualifying adjectives

in the Comparative, he cites, what is most appo-

site to the present purpose. Isocr. p. 138./'', which I would observe will serve

to defend the correctness of frag. xiv. of the

CEdipus of Euripides from the unseasonable

emendation of Heath and Musgrave ; for the

common reading and punctuation are as correct

as can be desired.
'. \ f/\, .

The construction (which escaped the notice of

those Critics) is : ^ ^ -. \\ (fori) ; . Thus
we may dispense with the supplementum, brought

in by Musgrave (within brackets) as the com-
mencement of the next line. The above con-

struction of \ with . is required by

the context, and is confirmed Ijy Herodo. i. 111.3.( Si , |\~& $,, &C. and Livii Hist.. 10. 20. inter

assiduas lacrimas unum quantumcunque e.x in-

sperato gaudium adfulserat. la

called a pleonasm : but it is. in fact, a stroncrer

mode of expression. See Mattli. Gr. Gr. § 457.

2. 458.

For yip, &f is rightly edited by Wets., Matth.,
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Griesb., Knapp, Vat., and Tittiu., from all the

best MSS. and early Editions.

23. .] Supply , " is more needful."
" A strong expression (says Loesner for pneslal."

And he adduces a passage of Fliilo, where it is

followed by, as if by way of explication.

To \vhich 1 would add another still more to the

purpose, from AppoUonii Epist. 55,''^ ' ( conj. oviif). for., " more
absolutely expedient for you to know." So Thu-
cyd. vii. 14•. & uv^ fVi-

OTtWciv, . As respects the

sentiment, it is finely said by Seneca (cited by
Wets.) " Bono viro vivendum est, non quamdiu
jm^at, sed quantum oportet. Ingentis animi est,

aliena causa, ad vitam reverti," i. e. as it \vere to

return back to life, and interest himself in its

concerns ; there being an allusion to the phrase
reverti (i. e. redire) in gratiam, to be reconciled
to. So reverti in Ovid. Trist. iii. 7, 9. Et tamen
ad Musas, quamvis nocuere, revati.

25. Kal toZto, &c.] The sense seems
to be, '' And this I assuredly know, or feel assur-

ed of;" for and -. must (with the ancient
and most modern Expositors) be connected.
'On Kut. it. v. The sense is :

" that I

shall remain [in this life], and continue with you
all in the enjoyment of your society."

— —/.] Of these words there
have been various translations (See Pool and
Wolf) ; most of which, I agree with Bp. Middl.,
are liable to the objection, that they disjoin rtpo-

!) and ^, as if. did not depend on the
Jhrmer, as well as the latter ; as may be inferred
from the omission of the Article before.
So supra v. 7. iv rq

tviiyycXiov. Accordingly, the learned Prelate well
renders, " to promote your advancement and joy
in the faith," i. e. for your religious improvement
and your religious comfort. And so Zanch., Cal-
vin, and Beausobre.

26. Tb — I'/ji?.] The sense is, that
your rejoicing, on account of Christ [and his

Gospel], may be increased in me, by my return
again to you."

27. Having said thus much of himself, the
Apostle now adroitly turns the discourse to ex-
hortation, showing how alone tliey can have this
joy in the Lord. Of this elliptical use of,
Bce Note on Gal. ii. 10.

—.] " conduct yourselves." See Note on
Acts xxiii. 1. °lva —'/. Render,
" So that, whether coining and visiti7i<^ you [I

may see], or being absent from you, and liearing

of you, I may learn that ye stand fast," &c. ",.
iv ill nv. is supposed to contain an agonistic met-
aphor, further developed in the next clause. The
simple sense, however, is :

" striving together
strenuously for the furtherance of the Gospel ;

"

to which the living worllnj of it would not a little

contribute.

28. —.^ Exposi-
tors are here not agreed whether the. is to

be understood of terror at the cruel persecutions
of the opponents of the Gospel (which is the
common interpretation), or to be explained '' be-

ing startled, and shaken from the faith by the
sophisms and calumnies of your opponents, the
Judaizers." See Zanch., Est., Locke, and Pierce.
The latter sense, however, is too far-fetched to

be admitted. The former is Tar more simple and
natural. It is, besides, more agreeable to the
ratio significationis of, which word is

properly used of horses who take fright, and then
is applied to men who are (to use the old English
terms) afear'd or scared. The above Expositors,
indeed, rest much on the connection with the pre-
ceding words. But that, it may be observed, is

not so close as they choose to represent it, by
passing over the , which, according to their
interpretation, ought not to be there ; and instead
of ), ought to have been written ov. As it is,

the syntax seems to be the very common one in
St. Paul, of the participle for the Verb. And,
on account of the prohibitive, the verb must
be in the Imperative. A view of the passage sup-
ported by the authority of the ancient Versions
almost universally, and by the ancient Commen-
tators.

With respect to the sense to be ascribed to the
next words' —, if the interpre-
tation of Locke and Peirce be adopted, it may,
with Mr. Valpy, be thu.s expressed :

" which be-
lief in Christianity, and perseverance in the faith,

is to them an undoubted proof of your r?/in, for

they consider it as obstinacy in error; but to you
it is an evidence of your salvalinn." See Pierce.
This, however, I cannot but regard as a sense
very frigid and jejune. It is better, with Rosen.
Beza, and Heinr., to suppose that ' is, by a
grammatical enallage (frequent in the best Greek
writers, as Thucydides), made to agree in gender
with the predicate ^,, when it ought, more
accurately, to have agreed with the subject con-
tained in the words preceding, i. e. Avhich [free-

dom from terror.] Upon the whole, the true
sense of this and the next verse seems to be that

expressed by Abp. Newc. in the following para-

phrase ;
'' Which constancy, as it shows the truth
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of that Gospel which ye believe, is to your adver-

saries a proof that they deserve destruction for

rejecting it, and for persisting in their vices ; and
is to you a proof that the (iod who now supports
you will hereafter reward you."

II. 1. The Apostle now resuming his admo-
nition at i. 27, proceeds to earnestly and all'ec-

tionately exhort ihcm to the performance of va-

rious duties,— as Christian humility, diligence in

woriting out their salvation, and adorning the

Gospel by their lives and example. There is great

energy in the sentence ; chiefly from its being
composed of clauses commencing with , which
particle (as Rosenm. remarks) does not imply
doubt, but is strongly affirmative. It indeed ob-

tains that force from a clause omitted
; q. d. " If

[as is certain] there be." &c., i. e.

consolation under the sufferings endured for his

sake ; as supra i. 29 ; or, as others explain, " if I

am to have any comfort in Christ respecting you."
denotes either the comfort aris-

ing from that love to God and man whi(;h is the

sum and substance of the Gospel (see 1 Cor. xiii.),

or the comfort arising from the pardon of our
sins by Christ's love. See Scott. .
must be explained according to the preceding.

It maij (as the ancient and most modern Exposi-
tors suppose) mean '"fellowship of the Spirit."

See Note on Rom. xv. 30. and on 2 Cor. xiii. 14.

Though, as there is no Article, almost all the

recent Commentators, perhaps rightly, render it

conseiisio or conjunclio animorum.
2. ). . . ,'] " fulfil ye my joy," i. e. give

me full cause for rejoicing, or complete the joy

I felt in converting you, and have since felt

;

namely by cultivating the mutual agreement in

doctrine, and concord of mind before enjoined.

With respect to avrd . and <ppov.,

they are by Phot., Heinr., and Schleusn. sup-

posed to be synonymous. And so they are con-

Joined in Polyb. 441. (cited by Wets.), and Aristid. p. 569.. On the other hand. Grot., Kypke,
Mich., Storr., and Rosenm., suppose that the for-

mer denotes covsent in doctrine, the latter, social

concord. Bp. Middleton, however, thinks that

the Article before cannot be explained without

supposing some kind of reference. This refer-

ence, he maintains, is to what immediately fol-

lows, () ', as if the Apos-
tle had said, " minding the one thing, viz. &c."
" An interpretation (says he) favored by the

Vulg. id ipsu/n sentientes. Nihil per contentionem

neque per inanem s:Joriam." But what principal-

ly, he thinks, confirms this opinion, is the con-

struction of the sentence following,^, which in having no verb assumes the

form of a proverbial admonition, such as might
be made a subject of reference. All this, how-
ever, seems not a little far-fetched, and strain-

ing a point to support a theory ; which, after

all; may be as well maintained in another way.
VOL. II.

What the Bp. calls " the principal confirmation

of his opinion," is, I conceive, no confirmation
at all ; since the true ellip. in the next sentence
is not -, but, as was seen by the

Peschito Syr. Translator, and many of tiie best

Expositors. In fact, the clauses which follow,

all of them dejjendent
upon it, being meant to show how they might
complete his joy. And as to his interpretation

being " confirmed by the Latin Vulgate," that is

7iot the case; since the Translators plainly read,

not TO , but TO, as also do several MSS.,
though doubtless from an emendation of those
Critics who, like the learned Prelate, stumbled at

the . The emendation, however, was a very
ill-judged one; since thus not merely tautology
would arise, but such a mode of expression as

would be intolerable. As it is, we have a form
of speaking not very usual, indeed, but capable
of being accounted for. It should seem that the
admonition to concord or unanimity is first pro-

pounded generally, in ' ) ., and then
specially, as resolved into its parts, i. e.

&. . and^^ scil.. With respect to

TO ., the TO ' is, I conceive, for

; and thus the Article has a reference, though
to a word omitted. It is plain that ''

is a stronger expression, and there is a climax.
3. ipifl. ^.] This chiefly has

reference to the former of the two sorts of agree-
ment above mentioned, and alludes perhaps to

the waywardness and vanity sometimes attendant
on the possession of the higher Spiritual Gifts.

vSee Gal. v. 26. 1 Cor. xii. xiii. xiv. The next
words - ., &c. suggest the best cure for

these dispositions,— namely, a spirit of unaflected
modesty, evinced in a disposition to " think others

better than ourselves," i. e. (with the limitation

implied at 1 Cor. xiii. 7.) as far as plain facts will

permit : and thus far «"^-,
Rom. xii. 10.

4. —.'\ This is commonly
understood as an admonition against selfishness,

and inculcating a disinterested spirit. And many
similar moral maxims are adduced by ^V^ets.

The interpretation might also have been sup-

ported from Thncyd. vi. 12. •-. Appian i. 380. . Soph.
Elect. 1114. &', !•},. But,

considering what precedes and follows, it should
seem that the words contain, not an injunction,

to a fresh duty, but an admonition (which might
enable them better to perform wliathad been just

enjoined) to modesty. It was for want of attend-

ing to the gifts and endowments of others, as well

as their own, that so many gave way to vanity

and spiritual pride. It is plain that is to be
understood. The above view of the sense is not

only adopted by many of the best modern Ex-
positors (as Raphel, Michrelis, Kraus, Rosenm.,
Keil, and Heinr.) but by the ancient ones almost
universally, as the very emendation,
for (for an emendation it is, though edited

38
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by Griesb., Knapp, Heinr., and Tittm.) attests.

So Theoiloret (alter Chrys.) says tliat in these

verses, 2,3, 4, the Apostle inculcates ?nnderation,

and follows up his precept by placing before them
llie greatest e.vatnple of humility, in Christ Jesus.

5. Tovro — X. 'I.J - is by recent

Expositors regarded as used impersonalhj : but,

in fact, it may be said to be put for ',
understanding by disposition, way of

thinking and acting. The e.xpression must, of

course, be especially meant of the disposition

here especially adverted to, hitmi/ily.

6. ' — .] "This passage is

(says Doddr.) remarkable for the contrary uses

that liave been made of it in the controversy re-

specting our blessed Redeemer."' A full detail

of the various interpretations may be seen in

Rec. Syn. The ancient Expositors almost uni-

versally, and by far the greater part of the modern
ones, are of opinion that tv^ .
signifies " being in the form and nature of God."
i. e. being rea/h/ God; being taken to

denote, by metonymy, the and ', the
nature and essence. And, indeed, when applied

to God, the term can have no other meaning, —
since the Deity has properly no form nor shape.
Of this signification of several examples
have been adduced both from the Classical writers

and Josephus. So Plato says that God
Iv \) op ^. And Joseph, says that

the heathens deified the worst passions tic Qtou
(piatv' \'. That the leathers

took the word in this sense, appears from Suic.

Thes. ft. 377, and Bp. Bull's Defens. Fid. Nic.
p. 37. seqq. Thus the sense will be, " subsisting

in the. real, form of God, o?ie ivith and equal to the

Father : " as is ably evinced by the most eminent
of the earlier modern Expositors, especially Bps.
Pearson, Bull, and Burnet, and recently by Abp.
Magee (on the Atonement, i. p. 71, and ii. 479.)

Bp. Burgess, and others. Some considerable
Commentators, however, (as Whitby, Ellis, Wolf,
Carpz., and M.ackn..) think the above view can-
not be admitted,— since Christ, when he became
man, could not divest himself of the nature of
God. And with respect to the government of tlie

world, we are, they say, led by what the Apostle
tells us, Heb. i. 3, " to believe that he did not
part even with that ; but in his divested state still

upheld all things by the word of his power." By
the , therelbre. they understand that
glorious form, " the visible glorious light in

which the Deity is said to dwell, 1 Tim. vi. IG,

and by which he manifested himself to the Pa-
triarchs of old, Deut. V. 22, 24•, which was com-
monly accompanied with a numerous retinue of
angels, Ps. Ixix. 17, and which is called the
similitude of the Lord, Num. xii. 8, the face, Ps.
xxxi. 16. the presence. Exod. xxxiii. 15, and the
shape, John v. 37. The interpretation is, they
think, supported by the term, here used,
which signifies a person's external shape, or ap-
pearance, and not his nature, or essence. But the
learned Commentators seem here to confound
the si£:nifcatio7i with tl)e sense of a word. That

has not properly the sigrtifcation in ques-
tion, essence, may be admitted ; but that it was
sometimes bo used by the writers on philosophy
and theism, ia attested by the examples adduced

by Elsn. and others. And its use here in the

above sense is confirmed by what is elsewhere
said in Scripture. Thus Heb. i. 3. the Son is

similarly called ,
" the express image of God's person ;" evidently
with reference to His nature and essence.

— tlvai ] 1. e. as

the ancient Expositors generally, and most mod-
ern ones explain, ''did not think it a robbing
God of his glory to be," &c. Several interpre-

ters, indeed, ancient and modern, (as Theodoret,
Rufin, Wolf, Wets., Abp. Newc, and Bp. Middl.,)

take the sense to be literally, " He did not esteem
it a preij, a thing to be caught at, a great prize ;

"

meaning (as Abp. Kewc. explains) " did not
eagerly covet to be equal with God." But that

interpretation presents a sense quite at variance
with the context, and every way objectionable.

And as to what the above Expositors say, that

is here put for, that they merely
ta/fe for gi'anted. Abp. Newc, indeed, thinks
this has been evinced by Wakefield from the
genius of the Greek language. But unless the
genius of the language be something difl'erent

from the iisiis linguce, I must deny this. For
after carefully examining all the words in —
(about a hundred) 1 find scarcely any instance of
words in being for the cognate form in,
when that form has a passive sense. Of a neuter

there are some examples. But in at least four-

fifths of the whole, an active sense in the —
is assigned by the Lexicons, of course agreeably
to the usage of the best writers : and there is

almost always a cognate form in —, which
has as regularly a passive sense. Now if such
an extensive usage does not show the genius of
tlie language, what does ? In vain, too, does
.Abp. Newc. allege the rapizia of the Vulg. in

defence of his view, since that word, as it is well
known, has an active as well as a passive force.

And the Peschito Syr. translator evidently took

it in the active sense ; for (.j.SQA>^5 though

rendered in the Latin Version rapina, yet signi-

fies direptio. the act of usurpation, as it is ex-

plained in SchaaPs Lexicon. And the sense is

found in three other passages of the N. T.

Thus the ancient and general interpretation, as

above stated, may justly be regarded as the true
one. I would render; " who being in the form
of God (i. e. of the nature of God) thought it [as

he justly might] no robbery to claim equality
with God ; and yet, nevertheless, emptied him-
self of," <fcc. In we may recognise
that sort of co7icessive sense, which not unfre-

quently belongs to such words as think. Judge,
(fee, as used of what is thoroughly admitted and
acknowledged, and of which no doubt can be
entertained. So of the Jews our Lord says, John
V. 39. " Ye search the Scriptures, because ye
think [as ye justly may] that in them ye have
everlasting life." The use of the word, in such
cases, is subservient to argnmeitl, and may be
especially observed in a train of reasoning,

wherein the person arguing is sensible that he has
the advantage. Thus it appears that the clause" {} & is not a

principal, but a secondary part of the sentence
;
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8. ^. '. /.] i. e. Remaining what
he was, he took what he was not ; his nature was
not changed, but he was changed, iv,
i. e. iv. (Thenphyl.) The is, 1 con-
cei%'e. not put for tmiquam (as many eminent
Expositors, ancient and modern, suppose), but is

used with allusion to the wide difference between
the^ which our Lord assumed, as compared
to the . Nay, the term may be
thouglit to have some allusion thereto ; though it

is by the recent Commentators in general con-
sidered as merely equivalent to . The scope
of the verse seems to be to represent the humilia-
tion and condescension of our Lord, as the pre-
ceding verse does his emptving himself of his

glonj. And as there the. \. and the
iv bo... show how that took place ; so
here the ;^. . . and the... show the 7tatut e a.nd extent of the condescen-
sion ; namely, in his taking upon him the humaa
nature, and in submitting to death. This view is

confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version.
9. ^..] "has exceedingly exalted him."

" Since (observes Theodoret) one who is God
cannot properly be said to be exalted, the ex-
altation in question must be understood of his
human ?iatiire." See John xvii. 1 — . Acts ii. 33.

Heb. ii. 9. is by the best Expositors in-

terpreted dignity (as in Rom. ix. 17. And so
Achmet cited by Schleus.,''), namely, the dignity of
our Lord in his quality of Mediator. See Eph.
i. iO. Dr. Tilloch, ap. Valpy, however, would
render the name, viz. the name Jehovah,
which, he thinks, is the proper rendering of KO-
piug at v. 11., attempting to justify this in a long
Note. But though much that is true is contained
therein, it is truth not in point here. The inter-

pretation proposed would require the Article, the
omission of which here were a greater irregular-

ity than can anywhere be found in the writings
of St. Paul. Besides, (which is well
rendered by ^L^ckn. "bestowed") would not
thus be the proper term.

10. 11. These verses show the nature and e.x-

tent of the dignity ; namely, by having paid to
him an act of the lowest obedience (which must
here imply religions adoration, see Eph. iii. 14.),

and receiving a title of dignity correspondent,

—

namely, that of. In "this noble passage
the Apostle is justly supposed to have had in

view Is. xlv. 23. -& most recent
Commentators regard as simply equivalent to^ : while the Romanists convert the bowing
at the name of Jesus to a mere ceremony. In
which case, as often, a middle course will be
found nearest the truth. The .Apostle may have
meant to represent the supreme dignity of Jesus
by such a form of expression as would designate
that of a man in the highest dignity •, namely, in

the proposition mainly resting on the iv-^ and , and this clause
serving to point the argument. And so Bp. Hall
seems to have considered it, paraphrasing :

" who
being very God, and knowing it to be no pre-
sumption in him to equalize Himself to God the
Father, yet voluntarily humbled and abased Him-
self."

By ' is meant the being possessed
of the same Divine attributes and perfections.

"To vviiich (remarks Scott) he was conscious of
having a full right, without at all interfering with
the honour due to the eternal Father." Thus
the expression here signifies ' the same in

nature ;" and the , though not, strictly speak-
ing, put for, is equivalent to it in sense. And
no wonder; since is for ()
{(^, " to be at exjual shares with, to be on
an equal footing with, to be on an equality with."
That has sometimes this use, has been proved
by many examples adduced by the Commenta-
tors. And if it be explained, with some, as

Doddr. and Slade, " to be eren as. like as God,"
equality is implied ; for, as Mr. Holden observes,
"since infinite attributes admit of no increase or
diminution, he who is as God, or like as God,
must be possessed of these attributes, and con-
sequently possessed of every perfection entering
into the very idea of God."
The scope of the whole passage is well ex-

pressed by Chrys., Theophyl., and QCcum. as

follows :
" When any one usurps any dignity, he

is afraid to lay it down, lest he should lose it, as

being not his own ; but when any one has it by
nature, he can very well disregard it, knowing
that he has something which he cannet lose ; and
if he chooses to lay it down, he can take it up
again." The general meaning, therefore, is

:

" The Son of God was not afraid to descend
from his own dignity, since he had not this

(namely, the being equal with God the Father)
by usurpation, but knew it was his natural rank."

7. '] " seipsum inanirit." as the Vulg.
renders, emptied himself, divested himself [of

his Divine natural glory] as the Pesch. Syr.

;

and, by implication, " se ipsum ad statum tenuem
depressit." and w.as content to be as the sun in

eclipse, shorn of his beams. ^ -, " by takins the form of a servant, and by ap-

pearing on earth as one of no dignity or renuta-

tion but of lowly condition." The words follow-

ing should be rendered, " after having become like

nnto man." i. e. by assuming a human body : and
they suggest (as the Greek Commentators remark)
the Divinity of Jesus Christ, being meant to

show the difference between Christ's former
srloriot/s and his present hiimhle state. The. however, imports not resemblance only,

but real nature. See Note on Rom. viii. 3. iv. . and compare Heb. ii. 14.
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not only the bowing of the knee to him when The words following must
present, but even at the pronouncing ofiiis name; certainly be construed, not (as they are done by
which is, 1 believe, an Oriental custom. At all Pierce and Mackn.) with h rp , but
events, the words designate the profound subjec- with. j and the best Expositors understand
lion of all created beings to the supreme dignity the sense to be, " labor with all diligence, ear-

of Jesus. But they by no means authorize any nestness, and an.xiety, to effect your salvation ;"
such empty ceremony as that of the Romanists, where the is intensive; and this use of
"quasi (in the words of Calvin) vox esset ma- is frequent in the Scriptural and the
gica, quK totam in sono vim haberet inclusam. Classical writers. See Eph. vi. 5. and my Note
Atqui de honore loquitur Paulus, qui Filio Dei, on Thucyd. ii. 37, 3. , "we
non si///ul)is, exhibendus erat." The expressions are fearfully cautious of doing any wrong." Cal-
inuvp., ., and., refer, not to tilings (as vin, indeed, explains as if the expression were
our common Version, adopting an error of Tyn- merely meant to inculcate Immititij ; whereas it,

dal, renders), but persons, i. e. beitigs, as it is I think, plainly marks anxiety, with reference to
translated by Uoddr. and Newc. And so the the arduousness of the work, and the awful con-
I'esch. Syr. Translator evidently took it ; as also sequences of failure in it. At the same time
Chrys., Theophyl., and Theodoret. . is there seems no objection to e/i^z-a/iiiVijO- that idea;
best explained by Theodoret and many eminent and thus the full sense seems to be, " with anxious
moder7i Expositors, to denote the souls of the de- diligence, and yet humble dijidence." See Hamm.,
parted (over whom Jesus Christ is alike Lord ; Doddr., and Scott. In. there is a meta-
see Rom. xiv. 9.) ; a use of the word as early as phor taken from agriculture, or other hand-labor,
the time of the Greek Classical writers. It is So S. Barnabas, Epist. p. 1251. (Edit. Wess.) says
injudicious, however, to refine upon the expres- (in imitation of this, bia ipv. '
sion

; since it may, as Chrys. points out, only . The is justly
have been added to complete the idea of all per- supposed to advert to the part taken by the per-
sons in the uriiverse. ', is a stronger term sons themselves in working out their salvation,
than \., and denotes pw/i/ic profession in re- The next words b —^ assign a
ligious adoration, as seems implied in the f(. By reason why they may do this with the more
KhpioQ understand " Lord supreme over all per- alacrity : and the sense should, I think, be thus
sons and things [in his Mediatorial kingdom.] " expressed, ' for there is God, of his good pleas-
Ei'c ioiav , " which redounds to the ure, producing in you both to will, and to car-
glory of God the Father." ry into effect [that will] ; " i. e. both the will

12. 13. On the doctrine of the humiliation and and the faculty to perform. So the Pesch. Syr.

:

obedience of Christ to God the Father, and the " Deus enim efficit in vobis, turn velle tum agere
reward thence resulting, the Apostle engrafts ex- id quod vultis." ' . signifies, " accord-
hortations to obedience, in a more general accep- ing to his own gratuitous benevolence," as Eph.
tation, to his injunctions, and the commands of i. 5. . Thus
God. See Theophyl. cited in Recens. Synop. the sovereign freedom of God in these opera-', "have been obedient [to my injunc- tions, as apart from all claims of human merit,
tions]." The yforas h — are by is here inculcated, in order to ^^rouioXe humility
the generality of Expositors referred to the. and diffidence as^ as diligence. And when it

preceding ; but by a few of the more eminent, to is said, " there is God working," «fcc, the Apos-
the words following, . ;

tie, I apprehend, refers to the \ of
which is the preferable view. For it may be the preceding verse; q. d. " though /be absent,
doubted whetlicr they had been mtich inore obe- yet you have the continual aid of God, not only
dient during his absence, than before, in his pres- to stitnulate your tvills, but both in will and deed."
ence. And, moreover, according to the other "To work in us, (says Hamm,) the rd and
method, the vuv would be little suitable. Be- the , is the giving us that strength,
sides, as the requires an elliptical to working in us those abilities which are required
correspond to it, so it must be supplied at > for our willing or working, as necessary to pre-
tv — . The words may be pare, and assist us to do, either." Of course this
regarded as a blending of tioo clauses into one. working of God on the disposition and will of
And thus the sentence, if written at length, man must be so understood as not to be incon-
would stand as follows : , sistent with the foregoing exhortation to labor, } • earnestly and diligently to work out their own

I'ui', , - salvation. We are not to understand that God, • ., &c. The ') >\ is by over-rvles our wills ; for that would be working
the Pesch. Syr. Translator rightly united with in our stead, and thus we could not be said to\\. In there is an hortative force, "work out our salvation." See the annotations
By this it is not necessary to understand, that of Beza, Hamm., and Whitby, and two able dis-
they had been more obedient in his presence than courses on this text by Bp. Sherlock, vol. ii. So
in his absence

; but that circumstances had oc- Dr. Cudworth, in his admirable Sermon on 1
curred, which enabled them to especially evince Cor. xv. 10. shows that we must not fancy that
that oliodienco. They are exhorted to be espe- our own actire cooperation in this work is not
cially obedient, inasmuch as he is absent from necessarily required thereto. For as there is a
tliem. " Nam si adesset (to use the words of spirit of (iod in nature, which produceth veseta-
Calvin) coram, assiduis monilionibus stimulare bles and minerals, which human art and industry
ipsos et urgere posset ; nunc opus est, dum pro- could' never be able to effect, namely, that spin-
em abest monitor, ut ipsi sibi insistant." tus intus alens, which the Poet speaks of), which
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yet notwithstanding doth not work absolutely,

unconditionally, and omnipotently, but requireth
certain preparations, conditions, and dispositions

in the matter, which it works upon (for unless
the husbandman plough the ground and sow the
seed, the spirit of God in nature will not give
any increase) ; in like manner the Scripture tells

us, that the Divine Spirit of grace doth not work
absolutely, unconditionally, and irresistibly in

the souls of men, but requireth certain prepara-
tions, conditions, and cooperations in us." Thus
we are to suppose (as Chrys., Theophyl., and
Theodoret suggest), that when God finds a dis-

position to do good, He augments it by the co-
operating energy of His grace ; and the,
as regards our aclions, must (as Chrys. remarks)
denote the carrying them into effect[
being here for fV; \ oiyciv. as in Eph. i. II.),

of course in some such way as is consistent with
man"s free agency. Much to the purpose, I

would observe, of the present passage is that of

1 Cor. XV. 10.,
'•' and His grace which was be-

stowed upon me was not in vain ; but I labored
more abundantly than they all : yet not I, but the

grace of God which was with me." In short, to

sum up the doctrine contained in this most im-
portant passage, it is said of God. that of his

good pleasure He worketh in us both to will and
to do ; and it is said of man, that he is to work
out his salvation, i. e. to do Ids part, whatever
that be, in effecting it. Nothing can be more
marked than the distinction which is here made
between the agency of God, and the agency of
man. Nothing is more certain on the one hand,
than that, without the assistance of God, man
cannot be saved at all ; nothing can be more cer-

tain, on the other hand, than that by his own
voluntary cooperation, with such aid from above,

man iiltimatelii is saved. How far, indeed, our
facultv to work extends, is, I am ready to admit,
with Calvin, a question which the Apostle does
not here mean to discuss ; but simply to teach
us that God so acts in us, as, nevertheless, not
to suffer us to be idle ; but, by his secret im-
pulses, e.Kcites us to strenuous exertion. In
short, to use the words of Mr. Scott (whose an-

notation has much of good sense and moderation),
" He worketh in us effectually, that we may ef-

fectually work.''

Ik — 5.] Havmg given this

earnest exhortation to Christian diligence, the

Apostle now reverts to the subject of concord

and iinaiiimity, moJestij, and humilitii, treated of
at vv. 2. 3. 4. By the words. and ha\. seem
designated the effpcts of the and,
against which he had there cautioned them ; the

former of the two terms denoting a murmuring
and insubordinate spirit, and the latter a disposi-

tion which seeks to excuse itself from performing
what is enjoined, by raising doubts, based on

some flimsy reasonings, and by magnifying diffi-

culties. The must, of course, be
understood of the direction of their spiritual pas-
tors and masters.

15. ' . . is derived from
privative and Ktpuu, to t/iix ; and is equivalent to

the integer vitae scelerisque purus of Horace.
On. see Note on Matt. xvii. 17. Acts ii. 40.
There is the same metaphor in the Heb. ^frnn,

icicked, which comes, I suspect, from an old root
jjfpy, " to make hooked, or crooked, to distort,"

&c. In fact, not only typ;?, but ^pj.•, np^t, Sp;r,

and lpJ7, are, I think, only variations, of one gen-

eral idea ; and, though regarded as separate roots,

are, in fact, derivatives from the primitive biliteral

p», which, it is strange the Lexicographers

should not have seen, signifies, literally, " to

hook." Indeed, our hook is evidently derived
from it. It may also be observed that our wicked
(which has so perplexed the Etymologists) seems
to have come from the Heb. pj^', through the me-
dium of the Northern ric/rn. I or wickan, which
literally signifies, " to turn from a straight line,

at an angle (7)^), and figuratively to err, to sin,"

&c. I

— Iv. In this there may he
an allusion, as Saurin and Doddr. suppose, to light-

houses ; but rather, I think, to the heavenly lumin-
aries, which give light to the world, and are so
called in Gen. i. 14. Ifi. and elsewhere. The
metaphor is frequent both in the Scriptural (as

Matt. v. 11. 16. Eph. v. 8. 1 Thess. xv. 5.) and
the Classical writers. By "ye" is, I think,

meant ye Christians, not ye Philippians, as most
Expositors suppose ; which occasioned others to

take. as an Imperative. But their duty to be
such is rather implied than expressed.

16.- " holding forth." as persons do a
lantern to light others, or rather, as the heavenly
luminaries give liffht to the world ; i. e. " the light

ofDivine knowledge and good example to others."

There is, as Grot, observes, an intermixture of
the comparison with the thing compared, In., &c., the ; denotes end, or result, and is

for ' "so that your
conversion to the faith, and your constancy there-

in, may be a matter for rny rejoicing in the day of
Christ;" i. e. the day of judgment. On 6.
in this sense, see Note on 1 Cor. xv. 31. "On,
" namely, that," " as a proof that." In '
— there is an agonistic allusion, as at 1

Cor. ix. 26. and Gal. ii. 2. The. is well illus-

trated by the , &c. of 1 Cor. vi. 5. There
is here an elegant litotes, with which I would
compare Solon, v. 29. yap^," ' .

17. aW \ — .] Here there
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is a fine sacnficial allusion, probably suggested

by the association of ideas with the preceding
notice of the labours and sacrifices he had made
for tfie Gospel's sake ; and it is meant, that for

the same glorious cause he is ready to sacrifice

life itself. The nature of the metaphorical allu-

sions is fully discussed in Rec. Syn. Suffice it

here to observe, that the faith of the Philippians

is supposed to be a sacrifce offered to God ; and
that his own life is compared to a drink-offering

of oil and wine poured upon the sacrifice (Exod.
xxix. 40. sq.). Thus the meaning is, that " if

his very life's blood should be poured forth, by
martyrdom, in promoting so acceptable an offering

to God as their faith, he should rejoice, as they
would have reason to do, in the consolations of
the Gospel."

19. fV . .] to whom St. Paul refers his

hopes, as well as every thing else. The is

used elliptically, and the full sense of the words
— is, " to send Timothy; that

not only you may be fully assured of my fate, but

I also, being assured of your condition, may be
easy in my mind."

20. ''] as it were, " one endued with
the same soul and disposition," a second self
The word is very rare, but occurs in Ps. Iv. 14.^ seems to signify ' with the same sincerely

faithful feelings as he did.' Compare 1 Tim. i. 2.

So, in a funeral Inscription cited by Wets, on iv.

3. '\oih!; -^ U/ut /-; ' ), faithfully and virtu-

ously.

21. ] for ! noWot, the great bulk, sup-
posed to be those of the .ludaizing party. And
the may be taken with limitation, for no7i tarn— qua7H.

22. SoK. .'] The sense is, " the
proof of him (i. e. his fidelity and constancy) ye
nave had and known." So 2 Cor. ii. 9. ' yvS. and ix. 22. •

2.3. orv.] The force of this particle is re-

sumptire : "Him, then," &c. (, " as soon
as." So 1 Cor. xi. tii. < Hv ;. The sense is,

" as soon as 1 shall have seen the state of my
affairs [so as to be enabled to say something pos-
itively]."

25. .'] " colleague," literally, " comrade
[in the warfare of the Gospel]." It is not agreed
whether. signifies messenger , or Bishop, or
teacher, i. e. minister. The first mentioned sense

(occurring in John xiii. IG.) which is adopted by
Theodoretand some eminent modern Expositors,

seems to deserve the preference, tor of the other
significations there is very slender proof,.
Tiji. is, I conceive, intended to complete the
designation of Epaphrodilus's office ;

— namely,
that of legale from the Philippians to Paul on the
affairs of the Church, and bearer of the contribu-
tion which they had sent for his relief and support.
See 2 Cor. ix. 12.

26. i/i'] " he has been longing [to see]
you all." See Note ati. 8. Kai 6., &c. Ren-
der, "and was much troubled on [learning that]

ye had heard he had been sick." So Hippocr.
cited by Wets, b.

27. --. /.] Heinrichs thinks that pro-

priety of language would require , as

in Isaiah xxxviii. 1. This, however, is Injpercrit-

iccil. The Greek Versions and MSS. there differ;

and. probably in the time of St. Paul, some Copies
might have-. •3. That St. Paul had
that passage in view, is very probable, since he
has nowhere else used the word. To the adver-
bial use of' for'^, no reason-
able objection can be made, since it occurs in

Thucyd., Herodot., Polyb,, and Lucian ; and
sometimes with a Dative, as Polyb, iii, 33, 17.

That it should be used with is not strange,

since Xen,Cyrop. v, 1. 11 (Ed, Thiem,) has -npa-\- and Aristotle ap, Steph. Thes.
speaks of a disorder(. But what
decides this point is, that Hippocr, Epid. I. (cited

by Wets.) has \ -' — \, where is, in like manner, an
adverb. '\ a. is used agreeably to the
Scriptural doctrine, that recovery from dangerous
diseases is to be regarded as proceeding from the
interposition of the Deity, and as a mark of his

mercy. The words — contain a

delicate turn, and attest the affectionate tender-

ness of the Apostle's heart; as the words-
viov —. in the verse preceding do that of Epa-
phroditus,

28. annvL] This is well rendered by the Vulg,
feslinnntins, and by Theophyl. ,

" more
hastily [than I otherwise should]," namely, for the

reason mentioned at v, 25, The words ha
— contain another instance like those noticed

at the preceding verse, . , viz. by
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1 111. , , ) ' vom- Jai"es . a.'•> S» /Si Pet. 4. 13.

2 , , . '' Toi?.2Co;^fi "'

3, , . &3..

John 4. 24. Rom. 2. 29. & 4. 11, 12. Col. 2. 11.

knowing that the person.so much beloved by us III. 1. .} This may be rendered
all is restored to health again. henceforth, or as to remains ; but the sense

30. \. T[j" ] " not regarding his (as also that of), depends upon whether
life;" literally, " consulting ill for his life;" if, this verse be connected with the preceding, or

at least,'. be the true reading : but some with the following ; on which see Recens. Syn.
of the most ancient MSS., a few Versions, and . denotes such a cordial profession of the
some Fathers have \., which is preferred Gospel, as results from an adequate conception
by Salmas., Scaliger, Casaub., Grot., Newc, of the love of Christ. By < are meant
\Vakef, Winer, Wahl., and most Critics; and the same things which we have urged to you
has been edited by (iriesb. and Tittm. The com- before ; viz. by word of mouth ; for it is not
mon reading has, however, been ably defended necessary to take as here put for \{,
by Hamrn., Wolf, Heum., Beng., t^lsn., Matth., as some do. ^ ., "makes you safe;"
Mich., Knapp, Schleusn., Storr, Heinr., Nolan, since, in the words of the adage, " litera scripta

andRinck; who urge, that though nupn/iouAiiiEuQut manet.'^^^
does not elsewhere occur, yet no authority is re- l<Tiiie Apostle now subjoins an exhortation
quired for so ordinary a compound. I would add, to depend on the Gospel alone for salvation,

that as to the authority of MSS. and Versions without regarding the Law; and warns them of
for the other reading, the MSS. are but six in the evil arts of deceivers. '., "look to," i. e.

number; and though very ancient, are such as beware of. The more usual syntax is with
have been everywhere altered by the early Crit- and a Genit., as in Mark viii. 15. and elsewhere,
ics ; who changed the popular expressions into The persons designated by the term dogs (a word
Classical ones. And with respect to the Versions, of reproach common to both the East and the

they are worded so ambiguously, that it cannot West, and expressive of impudence and rapa-

be pronounced with certainty what the Transla- city) are supposed to have been Jews and
tors read ; though the sense " not regarding his Judaizers, who had privily crept in, and were
life," or " despising his life," seems more to fa- sowing the seeds of Judaism. As the persona
vour the old than the new reading. As to the in question had probably called the Gentile
authority of celebrated Greek Scholars, it cannot Christians of Philippi by this name, Paul retorts

decide a question of this kind ; for we may ac- it on them. ' should be rendered "the
count for their predilection, in the same way as (i. e. these) dogs;" and . " the evil

for the correction of those Critics who emended workers ;
" i. e. those who are performing an evil

the MS. A. B., &c. ; namely, from the perpetual work, viz. the introducing of the law. Indeed it

occurrence of and- in a might mean " evil iciic/ie;-.? " (for that sense of the

sense not unsuitable to the present passage ; and word is frequent in the N. T.) like^ in\iot

the very great rarity ^, which has at 2 Cor. xi. 13. So Theodoref, who explains :

been found nowhere else, except in the Greek , '
Fathers. But that is no valid argument asainst.
thu existence \t, since [t is formed analogicallij. the reproachful appellation the

Thus it seems derived from, synony- Apostle subjoins a sarcastic one in ,
mous with : and. though that word be which the recent Expositors in general regard as

rare, it is found in Du Cange's Gloss. Grrec. denoting the action itself, and as opposed to ntct-

accompanied with two authorities, and- ; q. d. " beware of this mangling of the flesh,'\ in the sense here required occurs in [for it is no more] which they call circumcision."

iEschvl. Suppl. 113. \5\,. But that would perhaps require -rr a .
Ion. 877. ^-^ ' \7' . . Fi- At any rate on account of'' (. preced-

nally, the new reading is weak in that very point ing, to which this corresponds, kut. must refer

where the old one is strong, being, it should seem, to persons, as indeed is plain from the next verse

contrary to analogy ; for compound verbs have . The expression seems
frequently the termination —, but never rightlv regarded by Vorst.,Gatak., Grot., Rosenm.,
—\. and Wahl as abstract for concrete, to denote those

From the nature of the expressions following, who maintained the necessity of circumcision
;

the best Commentators are inclined to think that Avhich is styled concision (or mangling) by way of
the dan^-er of life above adverted to was brought contempt.
on by Epaphroditus's hastening forward to reacli 3. }j •.] Render, " for toe

Rome, in order to fulfil his commission from the are the Circvmcision ; i. e. we Christians are

Philippians, in spite of a .^cre;•!» _/?< o/"?7/i)»'.';.s which alone the professors of true circumcision. "It
seized him ; and with which he struggled so as to was, Heinr. observes, then customary with Chris-

reach his destination, and fulfil his commission, tians to claim to themselves those appellations

though almost at the expense of his life ; since on which the Jews prided themselves." Oi.
the disorder was so aggravated, as to become \. Render, " [we-are those] who worship
nearly fatal. God spiritually," i. e. pay that spiritual service
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enjoined by Christ, John rv. 23, or the reasonable

service mentioned in Rom xii. 1, and which (ob-

serves Bp. Middl.) •' made the essence, as distin-

guished from the barren ceremonial observances,

on which principally the Jewish opponents of
Christianity appeared to set a value." Compare
Rom. ii. 25. to the end of the Chapter. Instead

of , very many MSS., early Editions, and
Fathers, have , which is adopted by Wets,,
Matlli, and Griesb., but without sutlicient reason

;

since (as Bp. Middl. has shown) " the propriety
of the Article, as well as the context, exclude
), and require ." Koi. . ., " and
who make our boast [not in Jewish rites and
privileges, but] in Christ Jesus [only]." ,
i. e. carnal and external, as opposed to internal

and spiritual religion.

4. , &c,] Supply, and ren-
der :

" Although / am one having (i. e. one who
has) confidence." The Apostle does not mean
that he feels this confidence, but that he has or
sliould have this ground of confidence, if suck
existed: and that he does not recognise such
grounds, appears by the &' of the following
sentence ; which, therefore, is not, as it is by
some Commentators supposed, pleonastic. He
means to hint, that he does not depreciate such
grounds of confidence because he possesses them
not. Nay he goes still further,— declaring that
he has 7nore grounds of oucli confidence than any
other : for that is undoubtedly the sense of the
words ' —', which are considered by
most Commentators as a mere Hebraism. Yet I

have remarked something similar in a passage
bearing strong resemblance to the present in

Diog. Laert. iii. 4.3, where he gives us the Inscrip-

tion on the tomb of Plato : El, (scil. -)'. The brevity at /' ap-
pears to have arisen from the writer's wish to
avoid seeming to recognise such grounds.

5. In proof of the assertion in ', the
Apostle here states the principal grounds of con-
fidence on which the Jews trusted.

—..^ The sense of this idiomati-
cal clause is, as Bp. Middl. remarks, "being, in

respect of circumcision, [circumcised] on the
eighth day." On the rending here, however,
there has been some doubt. The Edit. Princ.
has ; while the Editions of Erasm.,
Steph., Beza, and Elz. have. Yet-
\) was afterwards introduced into the textus re-
ceptus ; and the MSS. would seem to be decid-
edly in favour of it. It is moreover preferable

;

eince (as Bp. Middl. observes) !) would
require the Article, (" mij circumcision was an
eighth-day one ") and thus the usus loqnendi, by
which adjectives of time in — and —aio;

are applied to persons, not thinns, would be vio-

lated. The Jews regarded circumcision before
the eighth day as no circumcision, and after that

time as of little avail.

— (K . . \. .] Render: "by
nature an Israelite, by tribe a Benjaminite." I

would compare what Josephus says of himself in

his Preface to Bell. Jud. ^ 1. . This
he mentions in order to show the genuineness of
his Judaism, viz. as being a Jew by biit/i (not one
become so by proselytism) ; and that birth of a
tribe not contaminated by foreign admixture.
',. ., scil., " a Hebrew descend-
ed from parents who were both Hebrews." The
idiom is found also in the Classical writers.

Carpz. observes, that the appellation is not pro-

perly synonymous with, \vhich is a re-

ligions, as that is a political designation. By -
must (as the best Commentators are agreed)

mean the peculiar to Pharisaism : a very rare

signification, but of which 1 have myself adduced
two examples in Rec. Syn., Aristoph. Av. 1343,
and Thucyd. vi. 16.

G. .] The sense is :

" As to zeal, that was attested by persecution of
Christians." Kar<} —. It is

commonly supposed that . here denotes a dili-

gent observance of the law
; q. d. " as far as re-

gards an exact observance of the law, I was irrep-

rehensible." But the sense seems to be :
" As

far as regards the justification to be obtained by
the Law, I was irreprehensible."

7.] i. e. the things just mentioned and
such like, "—, " regarded them as

no more than occasions of loss ;
"

i. e. not only
as useless, but injurious. So, in the next verse,

he says he accounts them as not merely valueless,

but contemptible.
8. — .] This is partly

explanatory of the preceding, and partly said per
epanorthosin. The full force of the words (where
much meaning is contained in the elliptical

form ') is, " And not these things

only, — but nil other things of the flesh, which
are thought honourable and profitable, did I

despise. Nay, to the present time I continue to

think all things but loss," &c. The iif! signifies

" on account of," which implies comparison with.

To . is for -. it was the e.rcellenry of that knowledge,
(meaning the Gospel of Christ.) which induced
the Apostle to make the sacrifice of whatever
came in competition with it. This may be popu-
larly meant to imply, that he wholly relinquished
his means of livelihood. is by some
eminent Commentators interpreted, not dung,
but dro.9s, dregs, refuse. But of tliat signification

there is no good proof. ., " ob-
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tain the benefits purcliased by the sacrifice of
Christ."

9. , &c.] This is explanatory
of the nature of the benefit from Christ, and has

an allusion to the mode by which it is effected.

Ei'p. is not (as most recent Commentators sup-
pose) put for , but there seems to be an allusion

to the judgment of the great day. Thus the sense
is ;

'• and be [at the last] found united to him
in faith and obedience." The kv denotes the

spiritual union mentioned by our Lord in John
vi. 56. fi'\ iv. The next words
hint at the means by which this union is to be
eflected. M^

'^X•^")
"^c. ; i. e. not having as a

dependence the righteousness obtainable by the

law. See Rom. iii. 20. <5 .,
" but the justification [obtained through faith in

Christ]." The next words . -', are exegetical of the preceding ; where at

CK sub.. The . signifies
'• on condition of faith.'' See Whitby.

10. To5 - Sub.. It is put for

i'l'u , '• so that I may but know Him," «fcc.

This must be connected with the first clause of
V. 8, the words Si' — being in some
measure parenthetical. The knowing Christ de-
notes the knowledge of the Gospel, by which
salvation is offered. See John xvii. 3. hOva-, " and its efficacy in con-
firming my faith in Him, and hope of salvation

through Him." See 1 Pet. i. 3 & 4.. a. is expressed populariter for -
vi7v, ifec. ; i. e. ', &c. The next clause

is explanatory of the preceding, and the sense is,

" being conformed or likened unto Him in his

death."

11.] for h'a, lit, as often in the N. T.

;

or rather, " in order that by any means, by any
sacrifice ;

" as it is taken by Theodoret. The
whole passage is well explained by Mr. Scott.

That no doubt is intended, was long ago ably

proved by Crell. Indeed, it is strange that any
doubt of the resurrection should ever have been
thought to be imported ; for by. is de-

noted not simply resurrection, but the resurrec-

tion of the just, in order to be received into celes-

tial glory. At the same time, in this and many
similar expressions we are to bear in mind the

characteristic modesty of the Apostle ; who often,

as in the next verse, speaks per. See
1 Cor. ix. 27.

12. ' (3.] The full sense of this

elliptical expression is, " Not that I mean to say

that I have already attained [the certainty of
salvation]." See 1 Cor. ix. 27. . is usually

VOL. .

rendered, " were made perfect." But the best
Expositors are agreed that in this (as well as in,, and Other terms occurring in this

and the nest verse), there is an agonistic meta-
phor, as in Luke xiii. 32. Loesn. aptly compares
Fhilo p. 74.. From which, and other passages, it is

clear that this was a word denoting to reach the
goal as victor, and receive the prize. At. there is (as at Acts viii. 22. and often) the
ellipsis of some verb of striving ; i. e. " striving

that 1 may reach ;
" for is equivalent to ,

intimating, however, a modest doubt of success.

The words f0' i.J . are obscure, and
variously interpreted. The ancient Commenta-
tors and Grot, were, I think, right in recognising
an allusion to the extraordinary manner in which
Paul was, as it were, pressed into the Christian

stadium. Thus the sense appears to be, " in

order that I might obtain which, I was laid hold
of by Christ [at my conversion]." So the Pesch.
Syr. and V'ulg. well render comprehensus sum.
There seems to be an allusion to the impress-
ment of soldiers, sailors, or labourers, for the
public service ; of which we occasionally read in

the Classical writers. Thus Thucyd. vi. 22.^!, where see my Note. The word is

wrongly rendered by our English Translators
" am," or, " have been apprehended."

14. it.] Supply, or from what
follows., " unheedful of," as in

Heb. vi. IG. and elsewhere. must at

least include all his past attainments and services

for the Gospel. The term is highly
appropriate to the racer, — whether on foot, or
on horseback, or in the chariot; since the racer
stretches his head and hands forward in anxiety
to reach the goal. So, in the passage of Horace
cited by the Commentators ;

" Instat equis auriga

suos vincentibus, ilium Praeteritum temnens ex-
tremes inter euntem." In this and other passages
here cited, the racer is graphically described as

thinking not of the space already run (" nil cre-

dens actum, cum quid superesset agendum ") but
looking solely to what remains ; and, regardless

of the progress made, stretching forward to

traverse that which separates him from the goal.

1 would compare a similarly metaphorical passage
in Diog. Laert. v. 20.

; . ,.— and . have allusion to the

or, who sat on an elevated
seat, and called forward the candidates for the' or prize.

39
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Gal. 6. 16.

supra 2. 2.

1 Pel. 3. 8.

rlCor. 4. 16.

&11. 1.

1 These. 1.6.
2Theu. 3. 9.

1 Pel. 5.3.
«Rom. 16. 17

Gal. 6. 12.

tHos. 4.7.

Rom. 8.6. &16. 18. 2 Cor. 11. 12, 15. Gal. 6. 13.

15. One cannot but observe the address and include both the above mentioned senses, the

delicacy with which the Apostle passes from the latter engrafted on the former ; - uvto (poovuv,

imlirect admonition oClhe preceding verses 8— 11. which is equivalent to , being added,

inclusive, to the direct exhortation contained in to engraft the one upon the other ; as in Rom.
the present; and that first introduced, per- xii. 16. .xv. 5. 2 Cor. xiii. 11. Indeed, as in many, with " we, " but immediately changed to other passages of St. Paul, two clauses are here
" ye." the best Commentators, rightly, blended into one, and consequently there is a

interpret of ' full growth in Divine knowledge," peculiarity of phraseology as well as a brevity.
" fully instructed in the Christian religion," as If written at length, the passage would have run

in 1 Cor. ii. 6. So also ippea't rAtioi, thus:\ ., Tourio [iel]7 > airio

1 Cor. xiv. 20. ., "let us aim at being . The is very elliptical, and
thus disposed" as I liave already mentioned; may mean, " But [be that progress what it may]."
namely, to press forward for the prize, &c. The So in a kindred passage of Rev. ii. 25.

next words —. are obscure; but ,'/ '. The expression

the best Commentators are agreed, that there is n5 is parallel to that at Gal.

an allusion to the prejudices of weak, but sincere, vi. 16. .
Jewish converts, and the misconceptions, or in- 17.. '.'\ " Be joint-imitators

adequate notions, entertained by others. Thus of me," i. e. unite in following my example,
the sense will be, " And if there be aught, ,—. The sense is, ' And observe

wherein ye are of different sentiments or feelings [for imitation] those who so act, as you see us
— this prejudice or error. God will, I trust, even acting, and liave us for an example [therein]."

remove ; and thus open to your minds the truth." On see Note on Acts vii. 44.

We are not to understand by '. any su- 18. 19. These verses are in some measure pa-

pernatural revelation, but such an enlightening renthetical. After. the Commentators sup-

as would result from the exercise of the under- pose an ellipsis of ««, or. But there

standing, under the ordinary influences of the seems ratlier to be an aposiopesis, for delicacy's

Spirit. See John i. 17. Ps. xxv. 12. sake. In the place of a term to characterize

16. }. —.] Of this passage both their conduct, the Apostle chooses to describe

the reading and interpretation have been contro- the persons, — first generally, as enemies of the

verted. Some ancient MSS. and Versions omit cross of Christ ; then under their principal cha-
—

; others' only ; others, again, racteristics. First, then, they are designated
7-0 ; and in some the words are trans- generally as the enemies of the cross of Christ;
posed. Griesb. has cancelled all the words. V'ater i. e. inimical to the doctiine of a crucified Re-
has bracketed them. Tittm. brackets only the deemer, through the sacrifice of whose death
TO avTo. The first mentioned Editor circumcision was become unnecessary

;
(see

seems to have been induced to cancel them all. Notes on Gal. v. 11. vi. 12. 14.) and in general
from a rule in criticism, — that a passage which utterly averse to the humbling and spiritual doc-
is variously read in the MSS., is probably spu- trines of the Gospel. They are then character-
rious. That rule, however, has many exceptions

;
ized by their principal traits,— senswtlity, a

and, among others, when a passage is obscure, shameless iinpinlerce m g}oryix\g\n\.he.\r i-Ase aoc-
and there are many alterations, whether by omis- trines and licentious practices, and a 'general
sion, alteration, or transposition, all tending to vorldhj-mindedness. Of these the first is expressed
remove the difficulty. Now to cancfl such a pas- by a comjiarison used in Rom. xvi. 18. and else-
sage would be as uncritical as cancelling a passage where. Several parallel passages are adduced
merely because it is difficult. Of this kind is the by Grot., Wolf. Alberti, and Wets., the most
passage before us; and therefore 1 agree with Wolf, apposite of which are the foFlowins. Eurip.
Wets., Matth., and Rinck, that the words must Cyclop. Z?,b. a ' . n'Stiv { &' ).
not be cancelled; nor even altered, since the ^ ' ^ fi '.
transposition arose from certain words being first ' ' '' '$ <.
omitted, ob homoKoteleuton, and then introduced . and Fragm. incert. 149
in the wrong place. Besides, the cancelling < !, '
would compel us to take rw' for ToSro) ; which . The trait f) & ^ '. a.

cannot be allowed : not to say that or ji- denotes a hardened insensibility to shame. The
ni™ would have been required, as in (^ol. ii. 6. o! '//;^^ should be rendered, " whose
And the sense, "that they should use the know- mind is devoted to earthly things," of course to

ledge they had attained unto, and apply it to the neglect of heavenly ones. See Col. iii. 2.

practice," though good, seems not to be the Wets, compares Hom. Od. xxi. 85. -
ic/io/c of what was meant. The Apostle intended, . To which may be added iEschyl. ap.

I conceive, to engraft on that admonition a7io//i('i•, .Stob. p. 98. b '
viz. to preserve unity of doctrine, and concord in .
general. The Apostle, I apprehend, intended to Of these it is said —., the
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sense of which is not (as Wakef. and Heinr.
suppose), " whose aim is the ruin of others ;

"

for that would require ; nay, per-

haps that was more than could be said of many,
i>r at least all. Nor need be rendered,
with some eminent Commentators, pcpna. The
sense is," who must come to a bad end," '' whose
conduct must terminate in their perdition." See
Jude 13. This interpretation is confirmed by
several passages of the Rabbinical writers. So
Targum. Hieros., " quonan est in desiruc-

lionem."

20. This verse connects with v. 17., to wljich

the yup refers. . may denote either con-

duct, manner of living,, as it is com-
monly interpreted ; or citizenship, as many mod-
ern Commentators explain; or community, politi-

cal society, as Parkh. and Wahl. The two last-

mentioned senses are most suitable to the context
and the doctrine of the N. T.; and, indeed, they
merge into each other.

21. In touching on the redemption to be be-

stowed on all who make good their title to the

heavenly citizenship, the Apostle, with admirable
address, adverts to that which is (as we learn

from 1 Cor. xv.) to be the commencement of the

rewards he will bestow, and, as it were, a pledge

for the rest. On this point he has, with great

judgment, taken his stand; since it suggests a
strong motive to resist temptations to sensuality,

selfishness, and worldly-mindedness ; namely,
Why should I take so much thought for this

wretched and perishable body — this paltry self—
when by resisting temptations, I may expect that

this very bodij\\'\\\ by my Saviour be changed into

a body similar to his glorious body, and be made
capable of pleasures, " such as eye hath not seen,

nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the

heart of man to conceive " ? -. denotes
anxious expectation. ,,. signifies to

change the or form of any thing, as

2 Cor. xi. 13. 15. 1 Cor. iv. 6. On
., see Note on Eph. iv. 13. The words

£iV TO are not found in some MSS.,
are rejected by most Critics, and are cancelled

by Griesb. They are probably an interpolation.

— —.] "An argument
(says Heinr.), a majori ad minus," and, as Theo-
phyl. observes, " adapted to silence all unbelief;

the power he hath to subdue all things having
subdued even death." See 1 Cor. xv. John xi.

25. is for : but the verb

is used in order to suspend upon it [] -.

IV. 1. This verse forms the conclusion of the
exhortation, (as at 1 Cor. xv. ult.) and should not
have been separated from it. The is con-
clusive, and may be rendered So then. ,.
is not synonymous with ., but a stronger
term, also denoting his anxious desire to see
them again. See i. 27— 30. Jiapa

;

i. e. a cause of rejoicing and of glorying to me.
On the expression . iv, see 1 Cor. xv. 1.

xvi. 13. Gal. v. 1.

2. Tb ' iv /.] This expression
may denote both unanimity in doctrine, and con-
cord in views and plans. The persons in question
were probably deaconesses of the Church.

3. I'fii. For most of the best MSS.,
Versions, and many Fathers, and all the early

Editions have va'i, which is approved by almost
all the Critics, and adopted by Beng., Wets.,
Mattli., Griesb., Tittm., and Vater. It is on all

accounts greatly preferable, being so suitable to, q. d. " Now, I beseech you." Indeed,
there is reason to think that the was a mere
misprint in the 3d Edition of Stephens. «,
probably from the Hebr. j^j, has this sense of
qvcrso also in Philem. 20. ,^, and Rev.
xxii. 20. ..—.'\ On the sense of this word Com-
mentators are not agreed. It seems rightly taken
by Heinr. to denote a closer connection than, supra ii. 25. Otherwise it might be
supposed to designate Epaphrodittis. It should,

therefore, seem to mean colleague, and to be
meant for the Bishop, or principal presbyter, of
Philippi (vide supra i. 1.), who was, in some
sense, Paul's colleague. And this is confirmed
by the use of, supra ii. 20. . de-
notes cooperation in the furtherance of the Gos-
pel (so at Rom. xvi. 13. he calls Priscilla hi?'), but in what precise way is uncertain.

See Rec. Syn.
— \(.'\ This is said by the ancients to

have been Clemens Romanus, one of the Apos-
tolical Fathers ; but the tradition has been gener-
ally rejected by the moderns.
— \ (.1 This expres-

sion may, I think, with Heinr.. be supposed to

be employed in accommodation to the image by
which the future life is represented a little before

(iii. 20.) as a ; which supposes a li^t of
the citizens' names, from which the names of the

unworthy are erased. See Rev. iii. 5. Thus the

names of the virtuous are often represented as

registered, in heaven. See Matt. iii. 5. and espe-

cially Rev. xiii. 8. So also in the Rabbinical

writers we read of a book of eternal life in which
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the names of the just are inscribed. Nay, it is

found in Mai. iii. 16.

5. TO huiKii] for ;; imciKUa. It should be ren-

dered, not moderation (a version derived from the

Vulg. modestia), but meekness, gentleness, imply-

ing lenity and a forgiving spirit. So the Pesch.

Syr. lenitas. This signification is frequent both in

the N. T. and the Sept. See Note at 2 Cor. x. 1

.

— 6 Kiif/ioc fyyi)?.] Most recent Expositors

take the sense to be, " The Lord, or God, is at

hand [for help] ;
" comparing Ps. xx.tiv. 19. But

it is better taken, with the ancient and earlier

modern Expositors, of Christ ; not, however, so

as to understand, with many, the day ofjudgment.

Nor need we, with others, interpret it of the

second advent of Christ to the destruction of Jeru-

salem : though the opinion is ably maintained by

Whitby. I "agree with Scott in understanding

the expression of that advent of our Lord which
takes place at death, and is to every man the

same as the final advent of Christ to judgment.

And as death cannot be far from any man, and

the final consummation of all things is, when
measured with eternity, as it were at hand ; so the

judgment may be said to be near, even at the door.

6. fiEpiffi/.] Render, " be not anxiously

solicitous about any thing." See Matt. vi. 25.' iv, scil.^. See Notes at Rom.
xii. 12. and Eph. vi. 18. ., " with

thanksgiving," viz. for what God shall be pleased

to grant ; implying acquiescence in what he may
see fit to withhold.

7. ] " and [then]," viz. by so doing; denot-

ing the high advantages of such a practice,

namely, as procuring that peace which God, by
the Gospel and the influences of his Spirit, be-

stows. See Isa. .\xvi. 3.

—. — //.] This is by
many eminent Expositors supposed to mean,
" will support and preserve you in the faith of
Christ," i. e. guard you against all temptations to

desert the faith. That sense, however, is frigid,

and not agreeable to the context. The interpreta-

tion of many good Commentators, " will preserve
you in a Christian frame of mind " might be ad-

mitted, were it not certain that. must be
referred to a little before. The
sense seems to be, " will fortify your hearts and
minds by Christ and his religion [against such
over-anxiety]." Truly, the experience of that
peace which God imparts by the Gospel is the
mind's best safeguard against such a disposition.

We feel fulfilled in us the words of the Prophet
(Isa. xxvi. ,3.) " Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace whose mind is stayed on Thee." By the

words of the preceding clause h — '
the Apostle meant to show how that peace could
be most surely procured in the time of need, and
for the time of need ; namely, by prayer and
supplication in the Spirit.

8. 9. TO, &c.] The Apostle here briefly

sums up the foregoing practical exhortations, and
in a manner the most impressive

;
giving them to

understand that Christian faithfulness cannot rest

on the discharge of any one virtue, but on the
consistent and uniform observance of the whole
of what is enjoined in the Gospel, and hath been
urged upon them by himself; and that then "the
God of peace would be continually with them.^ signifies " truly virtuous,", as The-
odoret explains. ", honourable, or respectable.

^?;, amiable, meaning that quality which
conciliates love and respect. So Ecclesiasticus
XX. 12. b iv Myij) . By this

the Apostle seems to advert to that in which
religious persons are sometimes deficient ; who,
by an austere and ascetic demeanor, prejudice
the cause of religion. El' —. &c. The
sense seems to be, " Whatever else there is of
what is virtuous and praiseworthy — think of and
study to practise them. See Dr. Barrow's Ser-
mons, vol. i. p. 46. med.

9. Here the Apostle refers them to his own
doctrines, precepts, and example, which as they
follow, so will they attain the peace of God.

10. . .] Some eminent
Commentators take . in a Ifiphil sense,
"have made your cause to flourish." But for

that there is no authority : and it is better, with
others, to suppose at . an ellip. of or
£ic. As to ., I have in Rec. Syn. shown at

large that there is no reason to abandon the com-
mon interpretation, " that ye are revived in 3'our

care of me," which, by hypallage, may mean " that

your care of me hath revived." Comp. Ezek.
xvii. 24. is here for,. The next
words ' — are, like the last, render-
ed obscure by the delicacy and modesty of the
writer. He means to suggest the best excuse
for them, by presuming that they had not before
had an opporturntij of sending, or were destitute

of the 7neans. . may be understood of ei-

ther. See Note on Acts xxviii. 14— 16.

11. on —.] These deeply affecting

words show that he had been suffering under a

decrease of his usual means of subsistence
;
yet

that he had been endeavouring to reduce his

desires to a level with his moans, so as to be
content. The sense is, " I do not say this with
reference to any necessity to which 1 have been
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reduced ; for I have learnt in whatever circum-

stances I am, therein to acquiesce, and accom-
modate myself thereto." At [ supply.)] is used both of a thing siijicient for the

pur-pose intended ; and of a person who feels suf-

fciency, and is therefore content. See Ecclus.

xi. 18.

12. The ir is absent from several Versions and
Fathers, and is cancelled by most Editors

;
perhaps

rightly. Internal evidence is certainly against it.

Moreover, the Asyndeton here has great strength,

and is much in the Apostle's manner.
—-»!.] This signifies to be in lowly

and necessitous circumstances (see Levit. sxv.

29), as the antithetical term. signifies to

have a superfluity. The sense is rendered plainer

hv the following . nctvav. .. is a more significant expression than rarr. kui.,. signifying " to be in utter want of the

necessaries of life." In the expression^
(" I am initiated "), there may be. as many Com-
mentators suppose, an allusion to initiation in the

Heathen mysteries. At all events, it is a very

energetic term, signifying thorough knowledge
by long experience.

13.] i. e. all things connected with my
Christian duties. He then shows the source of

his ability, even the aids afforded to him by
Christ, through the Holy Spirit.

14. —.] This is added to preclude

the idea of his depreciating the gift, or miscon-

ceiving the intentions of the donors. Though
he had learnt to endure poverty without mur-
muring, he was not the less entitled to assistance.

And they had done a good work, in communi-
cating aid to him in his distress , for that is the

sense of the words. . . ., which are for. iv -q \.. The is supplied in Revel.

i. 9.. .
15. h .- " at the beginning of the

Gospel's being preached among them." In. Aiji/.. there is an allusion to the ratio
acceptorum et datorum among the Romans, to in-
timate a regular reciprocation of giving and of
receiving. If any other Church gave, it was
something not worth noting down.

16. iic.] This is by many Com-
mentators supposed to signify " prettv frequently."
But the plural must here be taken literally, as' is

shown by Doddr., and especially by Paley in his
Hor. Paul., where he has illustrated vv. 15 & IG.

17. ' -.] Sub. \, " I do not say
this because I seek a gift." '-—;
q. d. " I fee! pleasure in the gift ; not so much 0:1

my own account, as yours ; considering the fruit

that will redound from it, in the praise of men
and the recompense of God." In /s\ .
there is the same allusion as v. 15.

18. '.« is for .. as in Arrian Epict. iii. 24.
(cited by Wets.) ^ hi, a ),- . . is

added to strengthen the sense, and to show that
lie wants no more. On the expression &.,
comp. Eph. V. 1.2. 2 Cor. ii. 14. .\nd on .., see Rom. sii. 1.

19. -»;.1 This seems to be said in allu-

sion to the. at V. 18. Render, "will [I

doubt not] abundantly supply." Kara, '' according to the abundant power and
glorious omnipotence whereby, as Lord of heav-
en and earth, he can bestow what he will."

22. 0! iV . \•.] i. e. either relations of
Ceesar, or, rather, his domestics. See Joseph, and
Philo cited by Krebs. and Loesn. The domus
Ccpsaris often occurs in the Inscriptions, and the

in the Greek Historians, as Dio.
Cass. Thfe a'.iXtpoi are distinsuished from the 01, Christians; and probably were his fellow
labourers in the Gospel mentioned at Col. iv.

10 — 14. Philem. 23, 21.
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Colossae was a large, populous, and wealthy
city of Phrygia (whose site has been at length

determined beyond all doubt to be the present

KhonceJ, at which there was a flourishing Chris-

tian Church ; but by whom planted we have no
certain information. From some passages in the

E|)istle, (as i. 21. 25. ii. 5, 6.) and from the pro-

bability of the thing (as he had twice visited

Phrygia), there are some reasons to think that it

was St. Paul. While from oilier parts of the

Epistle (as, for instance, ii. l.jthe contranj would
appear. And as there seems to be something like

positive proof \\. he was not the founder ; wiiile

there are only arguments of probahi/ity that he
loas, we seem authorized to decide rather in the
negative. Yet, though not literally the founder,
he might, in a qualified sense, be termed such

;

since the Gospel dispensed to the Colossians (i.

21 — 25.) came mediately^ though not immediate-
ly from him. Wiw was the actual founder, the
learned are not agreed. .Some say, Epaphras

;

others, Timothy. The latter supposition has most
probability in its favour. Be that as it may, it

seems that the Church at Colossae had been
planted and watered, and brought to a flourishing

state by both those two active fellow-labourers
with Paul in the Gospel. With respect to the
date of the Epistle, the internal evidence supplied
by the Epistle itself, shows that it must have
been written at nearly the same time as that to

the Ephesians. The two are, in fact (as Paley
says), " twin Epistles, being both written tog'i-

ther, insomuch that many expressions in the one
were made use of in writing the other." The
strong similarity, however, arose, not merely
from the train of ideas being still in the writer's

mind, but also from the circumstances, in which
both the writer and those whom he addresses
were placed, being almost the very same. Thus,
as in the former case, nothing of expostulation
and reproof occurs ; but the .apostle, in like

rpanner, commences with expressing his joy at
the accounts he had received of their constancy
in the faith, and the fervency of their love. The
immediate occasion of its being written was, that
some differences had arisen among the Colos-
sians, in consequence of which they sent Epa-
phras to Rome, to acquaint Paul with the state of
things at their city, and to ask his counsel for
their direction. Accordingly, the Apostle replies

to them in the present Epistle ; which is mainly
directed against the tenets and practices of cer-

tain false teachers, who had crept in, and dis-

seminated erroneous and superstitious notions

respecting the worship of angels, self-mortifica-

tion, and the observance of the Jewish Festivals;

and indeed of the Mosaic ritual Law in general,

as necessary to salvation. Wlio these persons

were is not agreed. See Scott's Intr. and Boeh-
mer's Isagoge. The truth seems to be, that,

though the notions of the Essenes were most in

accordance with the errors here condemned, yet

that the false teachers were not of one particular

class, but were composed of fanatics and ascetics

of various classes, chiefiy Judaizers, and for the

most part such as had taken up the dogmas of the

Essenes, — but also Platonizers, Gentile con-
verts, who blended Platonic notions with the
doctrines of the Gospel. Nor probably were
there wanting some who had been professors of
what is called the Oriental Philosophy (for asceti-

cism had been ever prevalent in the East), and
had, on becoming Christians, retained several of
their superstitious and ascetical notions. Hence
the scope of the Epistle is 1. to lay down the

great design of the Gospel, and to show how far

it surpasses the law of Moses both in glory,

greatness, and comprehension; and especially to

point out, that all hope of man's redemption is

founded on Christ, our Redeemer, in whom
alone all fulness, perfection, and sufficiency are

contained. 2. To caution the Colossians against

the insinuations of the Judaizing or philosophizing

teachers, as inconsistent with the grand doctrines

of the Gospel ; after which follows an interesting

description of believers acting uniformly under
the influences of the Gospel, and an earnest ex-

hortation to walk in their steps. Having finished

which, the Apostle concludes with general admo-
nitions, and affectionate salutations.

From a comparison of this with the Epistle to

the Ephesians, it will be obvious that the sub-

stance of the former is found in the latter. The
two consequently reflect great light upon each
other, especially the former upon the latter, of
which it is indeed often the best comment. In-

somuch that it will, in many instances, be only

necessary for the reader to refer to the parallel

passage in the Ephesians, and consult the full

explanations given in the Notes thereon. In
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order to facilitate such reference by the reader,

even when not indicated in the Notes, I have
carefully indicated in the margin the correspond-
ing passages of the Epistle to the Ephesians, as

in that Epistle I have done to the Colossians.

1. -] Many MSS. and early Edi-
tions, and several Versions and Fathers, read., which is preferred by most Critics, and
adopted by Wets, and Matth. Yet there can be
little doubt that the common reading is correct,

at least according to the orthography of the in-

habitants themselves ; as we find from the coins,

of every age, which may be seen in Eckhel
Doctr. Num. Vet. vol. iii. p. 14.7. sq. And as

the is found in all writers down to the time of
Polyaenus (in whom we first find the a), there

is little doubt that, after the time of St. Paul,

the spelling was corrupted, from provincial pro-

imnciation ; and it seems probable that the altera-

tion was introduced by those who lived distant

from the place.

4. aKobo'ivrec -] since we have heard
of your faithfulness, or constancy in the faith.

(Compare v. 2.) A sense of mVnt, as is shown
by Locke and Pierce, required by the context.

5. dirt ', &c.] Some doubt exists as

to the construction of these words. By most
modern Translators and E.Kpositors, they are

connected with, &c. at v. 3. ; v. 4.

being regarded as parenthetical. Yet this can-

not, I think, well be admitted ; not indeed, for

the reason assigned, that no example is to be
found of followed by hit with an

Accusative (for that were insufficient to prove

the point), but because the method in question

involves a considerable harshness of construc-

tion, and yields a sense somew'hat jejune. Hence
I prefer (with some of the best Expositors,

ancient and modern) to refer the words to the

verse immediately precediyis:, especially as the

most simple and natural construction is alwa3's,

cceteris paribus, the more probable and likelv to

be the true one. Yet the reference is, appre-

hend, not to -7, &c.. onlii. as some Exposi-

toi-s (especially the Pioman Catholic ones) sup-

pose, but to the '' also; the latter sprinsing

out of the former ; love being ever the fruit of a

true faith, 1 Cor. xiii. 2. Gal. v. 6. And this

hope (meaning the thing hoped for, the ohject of
this hope), is by the represented as the im-

pulsive cause of their faith and love
; . d.

" which faith and charity ye have exercised in

consequence of," <tc. For, as Dr. South well

observes, " Hope and fear are the great handles
by which the will of man is to be taken hold of,

when we would either draw it to duty, or draw it

from sin." In the expression there is (by way
of expressing the certainty of the thing) an allu-

sion to money or rewards laid up in a treasury,

to be distributed to conquerors in the games

;

and of ivhich they are so certain, that each one's

share may be said to be laid up ready for him.

So Plut. cited by Heinr. roT; ar:oKct-

iv abov. ("ompare 2 Tim. ix. 8. ' nji

Aoyiij '. roC ., i. e. in the true doc-
trine preached to you of the Gospel. See 2 Cor.

vi. 7. Eph. i. 13.

6. Trap.] for u; ^, " which is come or

brought [by preaching] to you." -
may be regarded as a popular hyperbole (see

Note on Matt. xxiv. 14.) ; though indeed there
were very few countries of the civilized world,

to which the Gospel had not been carried ; thus

going far to make good the words of Ps. xix. 4.., " and is bringing forth fruit

[every^vhere] as also among you." By. is

meant the fruit of reforming and blessing men
here, and giving them eternal salvation hereafter.

After ., several MSS., Versions, and Fa-
thers, have Kill, which is adopted by
Griesb. and other Editors ; but injudiciously,

since it is evidently a marginal gloss, suggested
by the. at v. 10. See Matth.

7.; .'] The full sense seems to be,
" which [wide spreading and success of the Gos-
pel] ye have [no doubt] learnt from," &c.

8. ii' -'.] . e. either, as Whitby explains,
" wrought in you by that Spirit whose fruit is

love," or, rather (as Chrys., Theophyl., Beza,
Calvin, Casaub., Wolf, and almost all recent
Expositors understand) "spiritual;" not mean-
ing, however (as most of them explain), merely
heartfelt and sincere. The love is, I am inclined

to agree with Calvin, called spiritual.— inasmuch
as " non respicit mundum. sed pietp.tis auspiciis

est consecrata; et interiorem habet radicem
;

quum amicitis carnales ab externis causis pen-
deant."

9. ' —•] Compare Eph.
i. 15, 16. iii. 16. The substance of his prayer is,

that they may have such an increase of know-
ledge in Divine things, as shall be accompanied
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with a conduct worthy of their high calling. be exchanged for a still clearer manifestation of. .. But the expression may be the glory of God. This latter view is strongly

simply regarded as denoting a knoAvledge of what confirmed by 1 Cor. xiii. 12.

God would have men to believe and to do in jg ^-^ ,^^^^^^^ ^ ^^
-| j ^ ^he dominion of

order to be saved. Compare Acts xvi. 30. xxii. ignorance and idolatry, and the tyrannv of sin
10. On -^^ <'°'P"f "«' <^>"'•

"^r-
Compare Eph. ^^^ j^g j^^j^^^ ^ g^^^^ ^f ^., occurring "in Rom.

1 8, 9 and Ivotes. ,/ar. i e. not amj wis- ^jj- j jj^j^^ remarks on the aptness of the
dom, but ,;/., that suggested by or proceeding jg^m, "since it is not only used of
^"i"'

^!'^ J"!P'i!'*'°" n°^^
,'^..^"*?y ^""^^^ 5 ^^ transferring persons from one country to another.

Cor. 11. 13. hph. U• Col m. lb. ^,^ of changing the form of government under
10. At -repirr. suppi^y [^ tor / q. d.

.^y^ich thev live, as from despotism to freedom.
"^ the^end of knowledge is practice. , go here those who had been under the tyranny
ap. Sub. avTov, ioT . ^f ignorance and Satan are represented as being

is genera] y used in a bad sense, but
transferred to the kingdom of knowledge, virtue,

sometimes, in the later writers, in a good one.
g^j^^ Christ " -

;

So Polvb. cited by Raphel. : - ,.„ , - ^ mi_•. and Philo cited by Loesn. (of Adam) .
I*• ^''^]' -riv ,\. iia . .] 1 his has

,,, -uTobc \. ' . I'een explained at Eph. . 7. The words placed

«y... &c. Render, " by being fruitful in "^ orackets are in very many MSS., Versions, and

[the performance of] every good work, and in-
Fathers, not found, and have been cancelled by

creasing in the knowledge of God," i.e. of his almost every Lditor
;
and, I think, rightly: for

will, \-.^9.
; one being closely connected with the ^^^ ^ay better suppose them to have been brought

other. There is the same allusion to a fruit-tree '" i"°"^ "^"^ margin) from the parallel passage of

as in v. C. In. we have a blending of Ephesians, than to have been omitted by acci-

two modes of expression. So Eph. iv. 15. . "^^^•. 15. —.'] The best Exposi-
11. iv T!aaji Svv.. This adverts to some- tors, ancient and modern, are agreed, that the

thing more than knowledge, namely, that power sense is, " who (i. e. Christ) is [in his human
and miiihty energy of the Spirit, whereby they nature] the visible image of the invisible God."
miglit be enabled not only to know God's will, In refutation of the Socinian gloss (according to

and act according to it, but to .suffer : and that which Christ is here called the image of the in-

not only with fortitude, but cheerfulness. That visible God by his having, through his Gospel,
the strennth in question is the strength of the made known to us the will of God), see Theopli.
Holv Spirit, is clear from the parallel passage of and Theodor. cited in Rec. Syn., and Abp. Man-ee,
Eph. iii. 16. vol. i. p. 72. ii. 487, 707. " Christ (says Whithy)

12.., &c.] This is meant to show the is the image of God, as making him who is in-

grounds of that joy, and how it should find ex- visible in his essence, conspicuous to us by tlie

pression ; namely, by thankfully acknowledging Divine works he wrought, they being such as

m prayer the mercy of (lod, in enabling them, plainly showed, that in him dwelt the Jhilvenf: o!'

though Gentiles, to obtain the glorious inherit- the Godhead bodily ; for an invisible God ran
ancc destined for all true Christians. In \. only be seen by his effects of power, wisdom, and
there is a conjoint notion of enabling and fitting, goodness. He, therefore, who, in the works both
as in 2 Cor. iii. ). S; of the Old and New Creation, has given us siioli. And the construction in , Sec, clear declarations of the Divine power, wisdom,
is adapted to the latter sense. / ? and goodness, is upon this account as much an
signifies, "the allotted portion." In the use of image of God as any thing can be; to which
this figure (frequent in the N. T.) there is, as sense the image of God here seems necessarily

Heinr. observes, an allusion to a state whose restrained by the connective particle on, he is

citizens have assigned to each of them a, the image of God, //• /«/ /">« all things irere rre-

portion, or possession (see Gen. xiv. 24.); and ated." The present passage is manifestly parallel

all these are supposed to be assigned by lot, to that of Hebrews i. 3. > k^'H. See also Theophyl. in Recens. Synop. /en; ;;^aoa)criip Tijc , i. e. a true copy.
By . is meant either the liijht of heax-en, similitude, or delineation of the Father; as fully

where God is represented as dwelling inliffht; representins his substance, essence, and attri-

or, as Theophylact explains, the light of Divine butes, as the impression answers to the seal.

knmvlcdge, as respects both tlie present and a Al.to perhaps (according to Whitby) as having
future state; when the light of the Gospel will appeared to the Patriarchs, and representing that
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God who lives in light inaccessible, to which no
mortal eye can approach.
On the interpretation of

the opinions of Expositors are very various. But
the most natural and best founded view is that of
almost all the ancient, and most eminent modern
Commentators, who take for?
(as in John i. 13, 30.), and assign as the sense,

''begotten before every creature," i. e. before

any created being had existence. So also Bp.
Pearson on the Creed explains it to mean " be-

gotten by God " (as the Son of his love) antece-

dently to all other emanations : before any thing

proceeded from Him, or was framed and created

by Him. " Christ may be so styled (says Dr.

Wells) as, in respect of his Divine nature, he
was begotten of the Father before all creatures,

and as to his human nature, he was the first that

was raised from the dead, never to die again."

On which subject see the passages from the

Fathers adduced in Suicer's Thes. vol. ii. p. 379.

and Dr. Burton's Testimonies of the Anti-Nicene
Fathers, pp. 12, 106, 130, 262, 269, 277, sq.

296 — 8, 312. seq. 334. 390. Thus also Michaelis

observes, that, in the language of the Rabbins,
God is called the first-born of the toorld. How
far the words are from proving (what the Socin-
ians maintain) that Christ was a created being, is

obvious ; since, as Bp. Horsley observes, we
have not (i. e. ), but. And, moreover (as Dr. Clarke re-

marks) " had he been so called, those who hold
such opinions would have gained little, because,
according to what they contend, the Apostle is

speaking, not of a natural, but a moral or evan-
gelical Creation." For a refutation of which
shallow gloss, see the Note on v. 16. .
is not well taken by Whitby and others (includ-

ing Schleusn.) in a figurative sense, to denote
•' Lord of all things," as , since

(as Mr. Slade observes) the word is never so

used, except in reference to primogeniture. See
Gen. xxvii. 29, 37. 2 Chron. xxx. 3. Jerem. xxxi.

9. And though in Rom. viii. 29. we have .
iv ()\7, yet these his followers are

represented not as his criuterei, but as his /)•/-

7-en. On which, and other accounts, the inter-

pretation first mentioned (according to which,
we have here a strong testimony to the eternal

filiation of our Saviour) is greatly preferable ; and
it is clear that vv. 15 and 18 are illustrative of the

nature, as vv. 16 and 17 are an evidence of the

pre-existence and Divinity of Christ.

16. iJTi (V avTio tKT. Tii .^ This, I have
shovn at large in Rec. Syn., must not be taken
(as it is done by most of the recent Expositors),

after Grot., of a neiii and moral, i. e. evangelical,

creation, but of the natural creation of all things

by Christ. This has been fully evinced, espe-

cially by Bp. Pearson on the Creed, and Dr.

Whitby ; of whom the former shows that these
words supply a proof of the precedent/ asserted

in the foregoing, namely, " that all other emana-
tions or productions come from Him, and what-

VOL. II.

soever received its being by creation was by him
created." " Which assertion (continues he) is

delivered in the most pregnant expressions ima-
ginable : 1. in the plain language of Moses, as

most consonant to his description ; 2. by a divi-

sion, which Moses never used, as describing the
production of corporeal substances only. Lest,

therefore, those immaterial beings might seem
exempted from the Son's creation, because
omitted in Moses's description, he adds ' visible

and invisible ;
' and lest, in that invisible world,

among the many degrees of the celestial hierar-

chy, any order might seem exempted from an
essential dependence on him, he names those
which are of greatest eminence, ' whether they
be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or

powers ; ' an3 under them comprehends all the

rest. Nor does it yet suffice thug to extend the

object of his power by asserting all things to be
made by him, except it be so understood as to

acknowledge the sovereignty of his person, and
the authority of his action. For, lest we should
conceive the Son of God framing the world as a

mere instrumental cause which worketh by and
for another, he shows him as well the final as the

efficient cause ; for ' all things were created by
him and for him.' Lastly, whereas all things first

receive their being by creation, and when they
have received it, continue in the same by virtue

of God's conservation, ' in whom we live, and
move, and have our being ; ' lest in any thing we
should be thought not to depend immediately
upon the Son of God, he is described as the con-
server, as well as the creator ; for ' he is before

all things, and by him all things consist.' "

Finally, the contrary exposition is ably refuted

by Dr. VVhitby as follows :
" Not one example

can be shown, where the creation of all things

in heaven and earth is ever used in a moral sense,

or concerning any other than the natural. More-
over, in the first place, ' all things in earth ' and
' things visible ' must comprise things without
life, the inanimate parts of nature, concerning
which it is absurd to speak of a moral creation.

2dly, under ' things in heaven, invisible,' &c.
must be comprehended the whole celestial hier-

archy ; ii. 15. Ephes. i. 20. vi. 12. But good
angels cannot require a spiritual renovation, and
Christ came not to convert fallen angels, but to

destroy their empire. Indeed the words in this

sense were far from being true when the Apostle

spoke them. He afterwards enters upon the

7iioral creation at vv. 18, 19, 20." In fact, he en-

grafts it upon the other.

16. it' eiroii.] By Him, as the efficient cause.

Ei5 uvTov, " for Hirn, as the final Cause, for the

manifestation of his power and wisdom in pre-

serving and governing what he had created." See
Phil. ii. 10. sq.

17. 77'•.] This evidently denotes, not

mere sv.peremiiierice. hni pre-existence ; as is plain

from the words preceding ; this being a further

developement of the thought there. And as little

can the words following, /coi ra h>-
40
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f John 1. 16.

3. 34, 35.

infra 2. 9.

£ph. I. 10.

fflsa. 9.5,6.
John 6. 33.

Acts 10. 36.

Rom. S. 1, 10.

2 Cor. 5. 18.
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*2. 14, 16.

IJohn 4. 10.
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i Luke I. 75.
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Tims 2. 14.

k John 15. 6.

1 Rom. 12. 5.
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&4. 10, 11.
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Eph. 1. 23.

&3. 1, 13.
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Phil. 2. 17.

ft 3. 10.

2 Tim. 1.8.
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, ' agx^j, «, 'ivu if . '" '- 19, ° 20, ' ,
', , ' 21'& ] ,' ^ 22, , \

' / &- 23', -
oil, & naoy /). ^ ISvv 7 24, -, ,, be taken of the moral preservation and

governance of Christ; for of such a sense there is

no e.xample. AVhcreas of '. in the physical
sense, co7isist or subsist, many examples arc ad-

duced from Plato, Philo, Josephus, Diog. Laert.,

and Aristotle. So Aristotle in a kindred passage
;

f/c Toil , iid Qcov .'. It

is manifest that the first clause of this proves the
Deity, the second the omnipotence of Christ.

18. From the natural the Apostle now passes
to the moral or evangelical creation. The sense
is, '' He is, moreover, the head of the body,
namely, the Church." (See Rom. xii. 5. Eph. i.

22. sq.) " [He it is] who is the beginning (or

author and first cause) of all things." So Rev.
iii. 14. he is called ) .
Christ is then said to be. , as at 1

Cor. XV. 20. he is called ,
the first who was raised from the dead, never to

die again. See ]Vote on 1 Cor. xv. 20.

may be referred to both persons and things, and
denote " in all points of comparison." See Epii.

i. 10. 22, 23.

19. OTihabTip—.^ There is here thought
to be an uncertainty, as to the nominative to '.;
which some suppose to be. But that is

neither agreeable to the context, nor to the ten-

our of Scripture. See Pierce. Others imagine
it to be T«^'

; q. d. " in Him all the fulness
[of the Ciodhead] was pleased to dwell;" com-
paring II. 9. fV aVTui -. Such a sense, however, of &.
would be very harsh, and the sentiment unsuita-
ble to what follows. It should seem that the
true nominative is b ^, taken fromvv. 12, 13.

And indeed vv. — IR. inclusive, are in some
measure parenthetical. The above is, more-
over, required by the construction in the next
verse

It IS not so certain what is meant by .
It may denote either " fulness of the godhead ;

"

or " fulness of power and authority," i. e. to cre-
ate and redeem the Church. See the long and
able Note of Whitby

;. of which an abstract may
be found in Recens. Synop. See Eph. i. 23. The
latter sense is more agreeable to Avhat follows.
But it may include the plenitude of Divine per-
fections. See Scott.

20. On. see Note at Eph. i. 10.,. is a modification of the sense of-

|, i. e. " having effected mutual peace."
., " by his bloody death on the

cross." See Eph. ii. 14. EtVs ru . —. must be construed with r«, and denote
all intelligent creatures on earth and in heaven,
men and angels. We are not, however, by-
-. to understand any reconciliation ihe angels
to God ; but only the restoring that amity between
angels and men, which had been interrupted by
the fall of man ; and which could only be restored
by the reconcilement of man to his offended fila-

ker; so that both angels and men might, in virtue
of that peace (purchased by the sacrifice of Christ
on the cross), worship God as one society under
one head. See Eph. i. 10. Heb. xii. 22.

21. :\\.'\ aliens from God, and consequently
alienated, or separated from, deprived of, the Di-
vine promises and benefits. ^ havoiq, " in your
hearts and minds," denoting that the evil is deep-
ly seated in the will and affections.

22. f>' —] i. e. by his fleshly

body given up to death ; so said as opposed to his

rmistical hodv. At. supply. Compare
ii."l3— 18. Eph. V. 27.

23. , &c.] There is here an ellipsis, thus
to be supplied :

" [And so it will be with you],
if at least," itc. On the next words. ' il<pa'iot, see Note on Eph. iii. 27. 1

Cor. vii. 37. signifies to make a
change of sentiment, &c. by taking up some other.
So in 1 Sam. ii. 30. it is used of being drawn this

way or that by persuasion By ; tiJ'

are meant all intelligent creatures, both Jews and
Gentiles ; the expression being equivalent to the
f'l'] supra v. vi. .See also v. 16, and
Matt. xxiv. 14•, and Note.

24. vvv —(.'] The sense is, "Now
I rejoice at my sufferings [undcrirone] for you
[Gentiles] ; and [1 consider that] 1 [thereby] fill

up in my flesh, what remains of the afflictions to

be endured by me for Christ's sake. His suffer-

ings and his rejoicing therein seem mentioned
to show that his profession is founded in solid

self-conviction. Compare v. 11. The ' is

not, as it is generally considered, pleonastic, but
may have tlie sense assigned by Elsn. and Abp.
Newc. in the following paraphrase : "I. who for-

merly persecuted the Church, now in my turn fill

up, by my bodily sufferings, what remains behind
in the course of my life of the afflictions allotted
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to me because of Christ." See, however, Whitby
and Doddr.

25. oiVo.] See Note on Eph. iii. 2. .
signi6es " to fully promulgate the Gospel [to you
Gentiles] ; so as to leave none unevanselized."

26. TO.' •• [even] the mystery ;
" namely,

that of admitting the Gentiles into the Christian

Church ; which, to speak comparatively, had
been concealed from preceding ages and genera-

tions of men.*' See notes on Matt. xiii. 35, and
Eph. iii. 3— 6.

27. ol^ \.. &.C.] " to whom God was
pleased to make known what are the glorious

riches and preciousness of this mystery among
the Gentiles.''

— o; f (rri Xp. iv '.'\ The S; refers in sense
to the. and indeed some MSS. have 5; but

by emendation ; which, however, shows the an-

cient interpretation. The words may be explained

with Newc. and Holden: '"Which mystery con-

sists in preaching Christ among you as the author

of the hope of eternal glorv.'' Compare Rom.
.\. 23.

28. The sense of this verse seems to be,
•' WTiich Gospel we preach, admonishing every

man [of whatever nation] of its claims to atten-

tion, and teaching every man [who attends to the

admonition], the duties it enjoins." The -aira

is repeated for emphasis sake. On ., see

Note on 2 Cor. iv. 14, and Eph. v. 27.' must chiefly denote spiritual wis-

dom; but it is meant to include, by implication,

every sort of knowledge requisite for the pur-

pose.

29. £<f ] scil.. Render, " unto which
purpose also I strenuously labour, according to

the energy which operates in me powerfully."

See Phil. iv. 13, and compare 1 Cor. sv. 10. In

Kott. ay. is a strong expression, illustrated by what
is said at 2 Cor. xi. 23. that he has the care of all

the [Gentile] churches.

II. Ceasing to speak of himself, the Apostle
now turns to the Colossians, admonishing them
to abide constantly by the pure and genuine
Christian instructions which they had received
from Epaphras, and not to suffer themselves to

be led away by any of the devices of false teach-

ers. An admonition, on account of the many
errors of doctrine with which they were carried
to and fro, especially necessary. (Heinr.)

1. ^ This refers to ayuny, " I say, labour
earnestly; for," &c./ -toi ., " an.xious

solicitude and earnest care on behalf of you."
This was natural, on account of the dangers they
were in from the arts of wily seducers, both
Judaizing and Paganizing Christians, who had
corrupted the simplicity of the Gospel. In iwp.

ri ::6 . . . there is a Hebraism signifying
•• to have personal knowledge of." It is generally
supposed that the words . show
that Paul had not been to Colosse and Laodicea.
But thus we must supply aWoi ; which is harsh.

.\nd yet it is highly improbable that he should
have gone throughout Phrygia (Actsxvi. 6 ; xviii.

23.) without visiting two of its most considerable
cities.

2. -.] Here there seems an allusion to

deprivation of the comforts of the Gospel, arising

from the doubts and fears infused by false teach-
ers. For.•\ many MSS., Versions,

and Fathers, read,, which is edited
by Griesb., Tittm., and Vat. But there is no
sufficient reason to prefer that reading. The
term refers to the means whereby the schism
might be closed, and amity restored. See Note
on Eph. iv. 16.

— ' -, &c.] " .\s (remarks Heinr.)
the iv in -] shows the instrument, so the /f

here denotes the scope and end, to which they
were to be united. — namely, that their minds
might be imbued with knowledge far more ele-

vated than the false teachers knew." In order
to heighten the representation, the Apostle, in-

stead of fi; or tls . says !-:, and, what is yet more,,' : ;. Then,
by apposition, he at ; i-. • adds the
cause why he ascribes -. and. to Chris-

tian knowledge,— namely, inasmuch as it leads

us to understand the, or divine decree
for blessing men by Christ, hitherto hidden.

3. h
(f\

scil.) ; or, according to others,. Either yields a good sense ; but much
depends upon whether the words preceding,; ', are, or are not, genuine.
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Now there is, I apprehend, nothing like evidence

to authorize any one word to be omitted •, though

Griesb. and others have cancelled them all.

Render, " of God, even the Father, and of

Christ." See i. 26, 27. The is better, with

most Expositors, ancient and modern, referred to. See Whitby in Rec. Syn. But Xp.

may be taken for his Gospel. Thus the sense

will come to the same as. Of );. . . .
. (jrd/c. the sense is, " in whose Gospel are laid

up (as in a treasury) the most precious and
boundless doctrines of Divine wisdom and know-
ledge." would compare Eurip. Ale. 614. iv'

bi () and
Julian, Hymn in Solem 2.^. By . is meant divine

wisdom. Compare Eph. i. 8, and 1 Cor. i. 21

;

ii. 6 & 7. And it is implied that the Gospel
alone hath it.

4. &c \, &c.] There is a reference
to V. 2 ; v. 3. being parenthetical. The sense is,

" This 1 say, meaning that," &c. ; i. e. I mean to

say that. «. signifies 1. to make a wrong
account ; 2. to cause a person to reckon or judge
wrongly, to deceive. . signifies a plausible

but false representation. Compare^
in Rom. svi. 18.

5. ti yup Kal ^ —. See a kindred
passage in 1 Cor. v. 3 &. 4. . By
Hendiadys, for^. So the Pesch.
Syr., " gaudeo quod videam;" of which idiom
examples are adduced by Wets. The \. may
be understood of the certain information received
by Epaphras and others. See 2 Cor. vii. 8.

|', for (, (by a military metaphor) de-
noting subordination to their spiritual pastors and
masters. See 1 Cor. xiv. 40.

7. (. - See i. 23, and Eph. iii. 18.. is exegetical of fp/. and..
denotes more than the. just before. So
Rom. XV. 13. . iv. 1 Cor. xv. 58. . iv

?)' .
8. , &c.] The general sense is,

" Beware lest any delude you by means of an
empty and deceitful philosophy, which rests

merely on what is handed down as wisdom, or
what is agreeable only to the imperfect doctrines
of the world ; and not the Gospel of Christ."
Compare Matt. xxiv. 4. '. here signi-

fies to lead off captive, make spoil of your Chris-
tian liberty. So 2 Tim. iii. 6.. In /. . . many
recent Commentators recognize a hendiad. for. ; for the Apostle, they think,
does not condemn philosophy itself, but out of
its proper limits, and exercised upon matters
beyond its scope. See Schoettg. and Lord Ba-

con, Advanc. of Learning, L. ii. 5, p. 5. It

should seem, however, that the Apostle does

mean to condemn and caution them against the

Grecian philosophy, as sure to deceive them on
matters of religion ; and which was a " rain

deceit," by professing to be what it was not, and
promising what it did not perform. This view I

find supported by the authority of Bp. Warbur-
ton, Div. Leg. L. iii. § 4, who observes that " the

Apostles always speak in terms of contempt or

abhorrence of the Grecian philosophy." And he
shows at large that they had good reasons for so

doing.

On the persons in question see the Introduc-

tion. The (on which see
Note on Gal. iv. 3.) as well as the. -

may relate to l/oth Jews and Gentiles

;

referring, in the case of the latter, to those sys-

tems of religion and philosophy handed down
from generation to generation, but resting only
on tlie opinions and authority of men. How the

Gospel was corrupted by vain philosophy, has

been ably pointed out by Bp. Warburton, \Vorks,

iii. 196. seqq.

9. 071 iv , &c.] q. d. " Beware of any
who would draw you away from Christ ; for in

Him," &c. I have in R,ec. Syn. shown at large

that the sense of the passage (which is disputed)
is (as the ancients interpret it) " For in Him all

the complete perfection essential to the Godhead
abides corporally, substantially, and really, [and
not in the manner of types and shadows]." Of
the tltree significations which have been assigned
to ., each has been adopted by one or other
of the Expositors ; but it has been shown by
Wolf, in an able Note, (which see in Rec. Syn.)

that they merge into one another. " In Christ
(says Whitby) the Deity dwells in fulness, as no-
thing could be added to it; and so in him, bodily,

that is, as the sun dwells in the firmament, where
the body of it is. The whole divine nature is

not only in part, but fully, without absence of
any part of it, in Christ ; and that not by species,

or image only, but really and substantial!}' : and
consequently the will of God must be supposed
to be so revealed in Christ, that there can be no
need of any addition from the He.athen philoso-

phy, or from the Jewish Law." " The Apostle
(he adds) thus indirectly expresses the Divine
nature of Christ, partly to represent to the Jews
his divinity, willi allusion to the God of Israel

dwelling in the temple
;
partly to oppose him to

the of the Gnostics, which, according
to them, was made up of their tliirty reones. and
to the local and partial deities of the heathens,
who of them all made up the plenitude of the

Godhead."
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b John 1. 16.
Rom. 8.38.
Eph. 1. 21.
c ueui. 10. 16.
&3U.6. Jer. 4.4.
Uoin. 2. 23.
& 6. 6.

Eph. 4. 22.
iniia. 3. 8, 9.

Pliil. 3. 3.

d Rom. 6. 3, i.

Eph. 1. 19.

4:2. 1,5. & 3.7.
Gal. 3. 27.

e Eph. 2. 1,11.
f Eph. 2. 5, 15.

gGcn.3. 15.

Psul. 68. 18.

Isa. 53. 12.

M,ut. 12.29.
Luke 11.22.
John 12. 31.

& 16. 11.

Eph. 4.8.
& 6. 12.

Heb. 2. 14.

hLev. 11.2.
& 23. 2, &c.
Rom. 14. 2, SiC
Gal. 4. 10.

10. .] i. e. " amply provided by liim, or by
his doctrine," with whatever is necessary to

salvation ; without needing any additions from
philosophy, or from the law of Moses.
—^ ; i. e. " who is supreme over every
order of intelligent beings, that exercise authority
and power."

11, 12. The Apostle here encounters those
who endeavoured to bring in circumcision. In
the expressions ^. and fV Ty

ToTi , and fi' rp-' ., we have the principal traits of the
true spiritual circumcision required by Christ

;

on which see Rom. ii. 29. Phil. iii. 3, and com-
pare Deut. XXX. 6. Jer. ix. 26. The second and
third of the above clauses are exeiretical of the
first. Thus tlie sense is, " By whom ye have
been circumcised with a circumcision not cor-

poreal [but spiritual] ; namely, that which con-
sists in putting off the body of the sins of the

flesh
;

(i. e. in renouncing the sins to which the

body and the flesh are prone) even with the
circumcision of Christ (i. e. that spiritual cir-

cumcision which he requires) as it is typified by
baptism, which corresponds to circumcision."
In v. 12. the .\postle illustrates this by a fresh

image, though employed at Rom. vi. 2 — 4. The
sense of . is, "having
ensraijed at your baptism to renounce sin and
walk in newness of life." Of iv . tlie

sense is as in Eph. ii. 5 & 6. where see Note.—. Render, " through faith

in and dependence on the power of God, who
raised hi/n from the dead [and can therefore raise

yoii^." The is wanting in many MSS. and
early Editions, and is cancelled by Beng., Matth..
and Griesb., agreeably to the general usage of
the N. T.

13. {' — -.. &C.] This
moral reformation is here illustrated by another
figure, found in a very similar passage of Eph. ii.

1 — 5. See ante Rom. vi. 3. Ty.
i. e. " your carnal and corrupt state as heathens,"
as opposed to-. at v. 11. Several
MSS. and some V^ersions, Fathers, and early Edd.
insert < after ., which is received by
Griesb., and others, for , have ^, which is

edited by Griesb., Tittm., and Vat. ; but. I think,

injudiciously ; for (as Rinck justly observes)

this is closely connected with the preceding

;

q. d. " You who were dead in your sins, are

quickened, your trespasses being forgiven. After
which, at v. 14•, the general subject is resumed,
with the introduction of the first person pronoun
possessive."

14. —.'] Compare the parallel

passage at Eph. ii. 14. The Apostle here con-
siders the Law as a note of hand, or bond, given
by a debtor to his creditor; and, by way of ex-
planation, he adds 7, where Bp. Middl.
thinks there is an ellip. of ; which is, how-
ever, perhaps unexampled in the N. T.. and the
sense arising, " together with all its covenants,"
is too feeble for such a writer as St. Paul. It is

better to suppose an ellip. of ir, which is .luppli/d

in the parallel passage of Eph. ii. .
fvToXiuv iv . Thus it is for

iv . . Render, " consisting of the covenants, —
namely, contained in tlie various expiations pre-

scribed by the Levitical law. These ordinances,
it is added, " were in full force against themj" for

that is undoubtedly the sense of' •, not-

withstanding that some render " with respect to

us." The words 3 -, which are

variously interpreted by the recent Commenta-
tors (see Rec. Syn.) seem to be simply meant to

exp/ahi the ', as the (from
the Latin ^. imdio iollerej is exegetical of |-
i/ac, in whicli there is an allusion to defacing,

and thus annulling, a writing. In~> there is an allusion to the ancient cus-
tom of annulling covenants or bonds, by driving a
nail Ihrougli them. The sense, hon-ever, cannot
be,," nailing it <o his cross;" for that would in-

volve too great a confusion of metaphor. Rath-
er, " having driven a nail into it bii his cross,"

(i. e. the atonement through his cross) and there-

fore annulled it.

15. :: —.] Here there is a

succession of military metaphors. -. alludes

to the slripping and plundering of vanquished
Ibes : .. to their being exposed to public

gaze and derision : and. (on which term
see 2 Cor. ii. 14. and Note) is added to complete
the idea. 'Ei; napp. is equivalent to. By
the. . are meant those so called at Ephes.
vi. 12,— namely, the evil spirits and their agents.

See John xii. 31.

16. . cfcc] The sense is, " Wherefore
[such being the case with the ceremonial law,]

let no one judge, you in [respect of any rite con-
nected with] meats." 'Ei' is used as in 2
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Cor. iii. 10; i.x. 3. On the thing itself, see Rom.
xiv. 2— 17, and Notes on 1 Pet. iv. 16.

17. a —.] The sense is :

' vhich things [as compared to the future bene-

fits to be obtained by Christ] are a mere shadow;
but the substance is what appertains to Christ

and his Gospel." The best Commentators are

agreed that the Genit. Xp. is put for the Dative

with
; q. d. " the thing (i. e. the tniih itself)

the future blessings themselves subsist in Christ,

from whom alone they are to be sought." For it

is not to be understood that these and all other of

the ritual constitutions of the Law of Moses
shadowed forth some Christian mystery ; but only

(as the best Expositors are generally agreed) that

they were as mere shadows compared to that

solid and substantial truth which Christ, by his

Gospel, hath discovered to us.

18..] This term (which is called

by Jerome a Cilicism, but is found in Demosth.,
Polyb., and Plutarch) has been variously inter-

preted, for want of a clear notion of the sense
of the word, which signifies, 1, to artfully disap-

point any one of the prize he seeks ; 2. to cir-

cumvent, like, supra, V. 4. And
altliough some recent Commentators take the

sense to be to co7idemn, or damnify, or tijrannize

over, yet it seems to be rather that assigned in

the Vulgate and our common Version, "beguile,"
namely, by drawing you off from the true doc-

trine to a false one. Of the sense is not

clear. It is by many eminent Expositors taken
with fV. and explained " delighting in."

By others it is interpreted " affecting," viz. by an
affected humility and modesty. These two senses

merge into each other. After all, however, I am
inclined to think it should be taken, as it is by
some ancients (as the Peschito Syriac and The-
ophyl.), with. ; though not in the sense

they assign. The meaning seems to be, ''»Let

no one gain his will, or please himself by beguil-

ing you," &c. From the context,. must
be taken in sensu dcteriori, to denote an affected

humility, . It is not agreed
whether this means " a worshipping of angels,"

the Genitive being considered as a Genitive of
object ; or, " a worship of angels ; " meaning, such
as angels render, a sort of cxtatic devotion, called

at V. 23.(\. The latter interpretation,

however, is founded on no certain proof, and is

liable to many objections ; and the former, which
is adopted universally by the ancient and by most
modern Expositors, is preferable. The persons
in question (supposed to be Gnostics) adopting
the opinion of the Essenes, Pythagoreans, and
Platonists, maintained, from a sentiment of af-

fected humility, that direct access of prayer to

the Deity was presumptuous and impracticable,

and that prayers could only be presented and
accepted through the mediation of the angels

;

to whom, of course, as mediators at least, worship
was to be paid.

The ne.xt words, S ., seem meant
to censure generally that pnji7ig and speculative
spirit, on points not revealed, which had been in-

troduced lay the Gentile converts. And the sense
seems to be, " stepping out of his bounds, and
intruding or prying uito matters which he cannot
know or understand ;

" i. e. the state of tjie in-

visible world. The words following trace this

spirit to its origin; namely, in vanity, lightly tak-

en up and engendered by a carnal disposition. So
1 Tim. vi. 4.'&.

19. Kt0.] These words refer

to the whole of the preceding verse, and mean,
that by such worship of angels, and such pre-

sumptuous intrusion into the secrets of the Lord,
they did not hold fast their allegiance to Christ,

the Head and sole Mediator between God and
man, and the Pievealer of what was proper to be
known. Of i| —. the sense appears
from the Note on Eph. iv. 16. ^
Toij may either signify, " the greatest in-

crease," ) being taken as an idiom import-
ing the superlative ; or rather, " such an increase
as God may grant." See Schleusn. on.
20— 23. The general sense contained in these

verses seems, from the full discussion of the
phraseology, in Recens. Synop., to be this :

" If

ye be [as ye profess yourselves at baptism] dead
with Christ from the rudiments of the world
(i. e. have renounced both Jewish ordinances,
abolished through Christ), (see Eph. ii. 15.) why,
as if living in conformity to the world, do ye sub-

ject yourselves to carnal ordinances, — such as,
' Touch not this, taste not that kind of meat,
(1 Cor. vii. 1. 1 Tim. iv. 3.), Handle not that, as

unclean,' all which restrictions tend, in use, only
to the detriment of those who employ them ; in-

asmuch as they are only founded on the carnal
words and doctrines of men, and not of Christ
which [ordinances] have, indeed, a semblance of
wisdom (i. e. religion), by an affected devotion,

humility, and mortification of the body— but with
no regard for the body, so as to satisfy its crav-

ings;" meaning, that these and all such things

are but specious emptiness, having no solid or

true worship in them, nor any benefit in their use.

On the (, see Note on Gal. iv. 3. -, "ye suffer ordinances (namely, of the
Jewish law) to be imposed on you." In li^'V,

&c., there is a specimen of the in ques-
tion. Yet the expressions are not (as some con-
sider them) synonymous. The ?; and . seems
to refer to greater or less contact with things

ceremonially unclean. Though the former may
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denote the same as : on which see my Note cited by Heinr.. raust, from the con-
on Thucyd. ii. 50. The terms are supposed to text, denote that kind of humility under which
have reference to certain meats ; and indeed, an- lurks spiritual pride. For " pride (says the Poet)
imal food in general ; which was forbidden by may be pamper'd while the flesh grows lean."

the Pythagoreans to be eaten. Surely, however, With respect to. ., it denotes harshly
it must chiefly be meant of what was forbidden treating (see 2 Cor. xiii. 2.) by the neglecting the

by the Jewish Law. comfort of the body as to other things besides
' Of -dura ' . the sense is not a little food; namely, clothing, warmth, rest, &c. And
disputed. If a- refer to the meals prohibited the words cv ^— are, I conceive,
(as is generally supposed), the best sense will be meant to be explanatory of the. .
that assiirned by the ancient and many eminent may only denote the fully satisfying the wants of
modern Expositors, as Grot., Wolf, and Rosenm., the body so as to fit it for the service of the mind.
" which things are all so far from polluting the

user, that they rather themselves perish by using, III. 1. The general sense contained in the
and tend only to corruption ;

" and consequently first four verses seems to be as follows :
" If,

do neither good nor harm (see Rom. xiv. 17. j;
then, ye have really died with Christ unto the

conformably to the words of our Lord, Matt. xv. observance of Jewish rites (see ii. 20.), and have
17, 18. Yet this yields a sense not sufliciently risen with him to better hopes, and, by his ex-

apposite ; and it should rather seem that the ref- ample, profess to pursue better aims; no longer
erence is to the prohibitory ordinances ; and that grovel in worldly and fleshly superstition, but

is to be taken in a metaphorical sense, seek after and embrace those observances which
Thus the meaning will be :

" All which sort of are spiritual and heavenly ; set your affections on
ordinances tend only, in use, to the destruction heavenly, not on earthly objects ; aiming at those
of those who adopt them ; being [only] according blessings which are seated, where your Redeemer
to the commandments and precepts of men [not will dispense them, — who sitteth at the right

of God]." By this method of exposition (sup- hand of God now and for ever, to bless and
ported. I find, bv the authority of Angusiin, Vat- reward all his faithful servants." is a

abl.. Est., AVoif, and Wahl), we gain a sense stronger term than i^ijrtli', and is so used at Rom.
worthy of the Apostle; and also obtain a good viii. 5. Phil, iii. 10.

construction. For, according to the foregoing 3., &c.] The sense is well expressed
interpretation, the next words by Abp. Newc, in the following paraphrase :

" I

cannot be referred to say mind not earthly things. For ye have died to

what immediately precedes, but to the things of this world (ii. 12.) : and as Christ is

at V. 20. ; which is exceedingly harsh." Accord- invisibly with God, so your life (i. e. as Mr,
ing to the construction I have adopted, the Holden explains, your fruition of God, in which
must be repeated before . your future life will consist) is with God, con-

23.] scil.. On this use of the cealed, deposited, or treasured up, with him, to

relative, by which it serves to connect proposi- be bestowed on you in his good time." See i. 5.

tions, instead of the demonstrative pronoun, see 1 John iii. 2.

Matth. Gr. Gr. §477. c. compare Eph. v. 6. and 5. — yi??•] The sense, I conceive,
Col. iii. (). is by many of the later Ex- is: " obtain a complete mastery over the earthly

positors, from Kypke to Doddr. explained pretext, and carnal lusts, which war in your members."
pretence: but it seems best interpreted by the To make his meaning clearer, the Apostle sub-

ancient and most modern ones show. So Chrvs., joins some examples of the lusts and vices which
who adds oh', /. The opposition ought to be mortified. , however, may
is suggested by the , which alludes to a . include adulterti. By. and are denoted
The above sense, it may be added, is placed those enormities mentioned in Rom. i. And that

beyond doubt by 1 Cor. iv. 20. ov such is the sense is clear from the only two, ' iv. The . other passages where St. Paul uses the words,
may be rendered, " as evinced in a pretended or Rom. i. 26., , and
affected sanctity ; " for on that sense of the term 1 Thess. iv. 5. jiu) iv-,
the best Expositors, ancient and modern, .are / . Hence the Latin
agreed ; and Heinr. shows hojc it arose. So Pathicns. And as in those t'vo passages, ia

Theophyl. explains it so connected with other words as to show that it

iv , "scrupulosity of worship." And must be taken in a bad sense, so here the words
so the word is used bv the early Ecclesiastical following ^/• ^' are used for that purpose
writers.^. occurs in Epiphan. alone.
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is by most Expositors, ancient is an opposition ; and, if so, it is probably that

and modern, interpreted covetousness. As, how- pointed out by Prof. Scholefield, that the " Scy-
ever, that cannot well be reckoned among the thians are opposed to other barbarians, as inore

lusts in the members, it should seem better, with barbarous, just as barbarians in general are op-

some ancients (as Hilary) and moderns, as Est., posed to Greeks." Yet thus the comparison is

Hamm., Doddr., Wakef., and others, to under- obviously one not a little irregular. Though,
stand it of an insatiable desire of lawful sensual

gratification. So Wakef. not ill renders, " inor-

dinate desire." See Note on Eph. iv. 22. & v.

3,5.
6. wioOj .] i. 6. the heathens ; as

Eph. V. 6.

7. fl• $•] This refers to the (".. "which sins," , , , , , ^. ,

at V. 6 ; and the tV airoTi has the same reference. *?^ Hyperboreans as between the Greeks and

On this and the ne.xt three verses, see Eph. iv. Scythians. The above view, moreover, seems

indeed, it is an anomaly not unprecedented

;

since I can myself instance one example, in a
writer not the least polished of the later Grecism.
I allude to Max. Tyrius, who at Diss. xvii. 4. has' ovbi ^ ovis ", ovii

) . For certainly there
was not that difference between the Persians and

22—29. and compar 1 Cor. vi. 11.

8. On,, see Rom. ii. 8. And on, see Note on Eph. iv. 11.

11. - —] q. d. "in which
new creation, or regeneration, it matters not
whether any one be Jew or Gentile," &c. See
a similar passage in Gal. iii. 28. and compare
Acts X. 30. The omission here of
and •(, and between and is

required by the scope of the Apostle ; which is

to show that, under the new Covenant, all human
distinctions, whether of nation, or of religion, of

.s/ (civilized or uncivilized), or condition in

life, would be of no avail, either to help or to

exclude any one from the benefits of that dispen-
sation. But distinction surely implies something
like opposition ; or, at least, comparison. And,
after all, the ellipsis may be not of *.-oi, but of ,
which is expressed in the passage of Maximus

remarkable, and has not a little perplexed Inter- Tyrius above quoted. That the terms
preters. One thing is certain, that what is said

in the second clause — is, as

Calvin says, per ampHlicationem, or crescit oratio,

as Dav. remarks ; and thus the copula was omit-
ted, not for brevitii so much as for spirit, to which
the asyndeton so much contributes. The ancient
Versions, indeed, and also the most ancient MSS.
supply the copula. And in a modern Version
this is probably the best course ; for our lan-

guage, at least, will not admit of this asyndeton.
The nor, however, of our common Version spoils

the meaning; which, as Prof. Scholefield ob-
serves, is, " In which new creation none of these
distinctions have any existence." Of the,", it is remarked by Heinr. that they are not

have reference to kiiowledge and civili-

zation, is plain from Rom. i. 14.'. avot'/Toig. On the sense of

iv , see 1 Cor. XV
28. and Eph. i. 23. and Notes.

12. .] Whitby shows that,
" as the exhortation is addressed to the Colos-
sians in general as a Church, the Apostle cannot
be understood to speak of any absolute election

of particular persons to eternal life; but must
mean the election of them, as a Church to the

privileges and blessings of the Gospel, as Matt,
xxiv. 22. 1 Pet. i. 2. compared with Rom. viii.

28— 30. and Eph. i. 3— 5." Indeed, the absence
of the Article, and the close connexion of.

opposites, like the former (otherwise we should with the words following, exclude any such ap-

have had. ') ; but that there is a plication. On the metaphor in . and ., see
kind of r/)in,'i,r ; q. d. " barbarians, nay, the most Rom. xiii. 12. Eph. vi. 11. and the Notes. In-

barbarous of them, Scythians." As to the former, stead of the common reading, many
however, the, ', I can by no good MSS. and all the early Editions except the
means agree with him. The Apostle would Erasmian have, which has been adopted
surely rather have written "»;' ; by almost every Editor from Beng. to Vat. ; and,

certainly not'?. See Note on .\cts xxviii. I think, rightly: the, it should seem,
2. Rom. i. 14. 1 Cor. xiv. 11. .And as to the arose from those who wished to accommodate
climax, we can hardly suppose the .Apostle would this to the usage of the Apostle elsewhere,
thus intermingle climax with antithesis, and so 13. On this verse see Note on Eph. iv. 2, 32.

spoil the whole. It should rather seem that there and comp. Gal. v. 22. and Phil. ii. 1.
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14. On this verse see Note on Eph. iv. 3.. ., i. e. the most perfect bond,

namely, of union, concord, and harmony ; so
called, because (as Newc. says) " it unites Chris-
tians together, and makes them perfect, being the
fulfilment and perfection of the commandments.
See Rom. xiii. 8— 10. Eph. iv. 3. and 1 Tim. i. 5."

13. Kapi.] The sense maij be,

what some assign, " Let that peaceable disposi-

tion, enjoined by God for all Christians, be, as it

were, an umpire to compose all differences be-
tween you. Since, however, Elsn. and Raphel
have shown that sometimes signifies
" to rule," so the sense perhaps is, " let it be the

director of your feelings." i<\., i. c.

unto which [peace] also ye were called, i. e. in

becoming Christians, and being initiated into his

religion who preached peace on earth. ivi, for , scil., i. e. " that you
should be one hodij ;

" for without peace and con-
cord, unity is out of the question. See Eph. iv.

3. is by some ancient and many
modern Expositors, including most recent ones,

interpreted rrentle, courteous, amiable. And, in-

deed, there is much to countenance this sense.

See Schleus. Lex. But more natural is the sense
assigned by the Greek Commentators and most
Tnodern ones, including Grotius, Casaub., and
Hein.,"be ye thankful," i. e. feel and express
thankfulness to God, viz. for having called you
to such privileges and blessings. So supra ii. 7.

-fi
(scil. ') iv.

16. b Toil •, &c.] I have in Rec.
Syn. shown at large that the sense is, " Let the

doctrine of Christ and the truth of the Gospel
be deeply impressed on your hearts, accompanied
with all spiritual wisdom." See Col. i. 9. and
Eph. i. 8. The iv is for . . is, by
anacoluthon, for. Render, " by teach-

ing." The sense of the whole passage will ap-

pear from the Note on Eph. v. 18. Compare also

Eph. iv. 29.

17. At mv supply , " quod attinet ad."

'El/ . . . signifies, " agreeably to his will

and suitably to his Gospel." Compare 1 Cor. x.

3L ' avToo is variously, but in general wrongly
VOL. II.

explained by the recent Commentators. The
sense seems to be that assigned by the ancient
Expositors, " by his mediation."

18— 23. From general the Apostle proceeds to
particular precepts. Compare Eph. v. 22— 33.

vi. 1 — 9. ', is equivalent to the
of Eph. vi. 1. The literal sense is,

'•'
is right and

just, as being agreeable to the commandment of
the Lord." . (corresponding to the.
of Ephesians) signifies to indulge in a spirit of
irritability and exacerbation. In this sense the
word occurs in Pliilo, but rarely in the Classical
writers, though one example, from Demosthenes,
is adduced by Schleus. Instead of the common
reading >, many MSS., Versions, Fathers,
and early Edd. have . which is adopted
by almost every Editor from Beng. to Vat. ; and,
it should seem, rightly, since this is the more
diflicult reading. For 6<\\. I have
ventured to edit, from many of the most ancient
MSS., and Chrys. and Theoph., as also the
parallel passage of Ephesians,,
which was preferred by Beng. and approved by
Griesb. It is probable that c vvas subjoined from
the word following. At v. 24. — \. the

argument is pointed at a possible objection; viz.

What shall we get by sucli fidelity ? The answer
to which is, '• Perhaps from your master nothing:
but from the Lord ye will receive," &.c. In .
\. the Genit. is exegetical, and signifies

" the reward which consists in the inheritance of
heaven in return [for your obedience]." See
Eph. vi. 8. must be referred, not, with
some, to the master, but to the serrunt : thoug-h,

by the words , it is hint-

ed, that if the master do wrong, he shall be
punished. See Theophyl. and Theodoret. To
prevent, however, misapprehension, this is forti-

fied with a strong injunction to the masters, in the
words following, which ought not to have been
made the commencement of a new Chapter. To! may be rendered " the just

and the right thing." So Thucyd. ii. 44. oh

) , '. Compare
also 2 Cor. viii. 13.

23. . See a Sermon on this

41
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text by Dr. Parr, Vol. ii. xxxii. & sxxiii., Avliere

he considers, 1. the mingled rashness and mean-
ness of permitting the love of worldly praise to

constitute an exclusive principle of action. 2.

The danger of that love, when it becomes exces-

sive, and obstructs the discharge of our most
important duties towards God. 3. The exact

influence which a regard to the opinion of the

world may in some circumstances very properly

and meritoriously be allowed to have on our
conduct. He then concludes as follows :

" Sin-

gleness of heart, united with earnestness, activity

mingled with patience, good will to our neigh-

bour, animated by the love of God, — these are

the duties which the Apostle enjoins on us as

moral and redeemed creatures. And then only

shall we perform them effectually, when disdain-

ing to act as men-phasers, with mere eye-service
;

and striving heartily to do what the Deity has
commanded to be done, we aspire to immortality,

as the precious inheritance of approved sons, and
the glorious inheritance of servants faithful to

their Lord."

IV. 2. TTj'. .'] The same senti-

ment, more fully expressed, occurs in Eph. vi.

18. See Note supra iii. 1.5.

3.. ' . ).] See Eph. vi. 19. The
Apostle, it should seem, desires their prayers,

partly to suggest the duty of praying for each
other. eb(iav. See Note on Acts xiv. 27.

4. & .] There need have been no
doubt as to the sense of this passage, of which
the best comment is the parallel one of Eph. vi.

19. 20. By J)c 5 is meant boldly and author-

itatively, as one empowered to do so from being
Apostle of the Gentiles.

5. iv .] " conduct yourselves with
prudence," namely, to avoid giving unnecessary
offence. Toi'c ^', i. c. those who are without

the fold of Christ, whether Heathens or Jews.

See 1 Cor. xii. 13. Of f'|ny. the sense
will fully appear from the Note on Eph. v. 15. 16.

6. iv .] The best Expositors are agreed
that this is for, courteous, agreeable, as

opposed to ascetic austerity, and therefore likely

to make them esteemed. Comp. ii. 5..
This will tend to fix the sense of the disputed
phrase ., which must not, with many, be
interpreted of Divine wisdom, but have the sense
" seasoned with the flavour of, made agreeable
by being blended with, wisdom or good sense,
(of which sa/t was the symbol) and thus made
more palatable to the hearers." The Apostle
means, I conceive, that kind of talent, which
shows itself in terseness of thought and smart-
ness of expression. Thus they would be ena-
bled, as the Apostle adds, to give an answer to

any one, v/ho asked them a reason of the hope
that was in them ; and would make it more efl^ec-

tual, by being skilfully pointed, and adapted to

circumstances.

7— fin.] This portion corresponds to Ephes.
vi. 21. On. ai., see Note on Phil. ii. •25.

and Eph. vi. 21.

i>. ha, &c.] That he may obtain a knowl-
edge of your affairs, and make report to me. This
anxiety of the .apostle to have that knowledge
appears from ii. 1. At sub. ; as Thu-
cyd. vii.25.: ' .

9. > .'] This is generally rendered
" who is of you ;

" though some assign the sense
" from you." It should seem to mean, " who is

your countryman." See supra v. 12. We learn

from Thendor. that this Onesimus was the run-

awav slave of Philemon, converted by Paul, and
concerning whom he wrote his Epistle to Phile-

mon. , " the present state of his affairs,"

including whatever would be interesting to them
as Ghristians.

10. h'ToXag'] " instructions, whether by letter,

or verbal."
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1 Cor. 16. 21.

2 Thess. 3. 17.

Heb. 13. 3.

11. ovTtt .] i. e. who are Jewish Chris-

tians. The must be resolved into

ovTot, as is done by the Pesch. Syr. Translator.

is Used, according to the popular idiom,

(found also in our own language) for-, or

for' -.
12. . ] " praying fervently

for you." . seems to signify " in

his prayers." is not, as Heinr. imagines,

for ))£. Its force is the same as at Eph. vi. 13., and Phil. i. 27. and
Galat. V. 1. On see 1 Cor. ii. 6. and Eph.
iv. 13. . means thoroughly endued with all

spiritual gifts and graces." ., for. So Eph. iii. 19. '- . There is, however,
a blending of the two modes of expression, and
" complete in all the will of God " suiSciently

well represents the sense.

14. . & laTpbg, b .] So I point, with the

Pesch. Syr. and a few good Edd. Render, " Luke
the physician, our beloved brother." See Note
on Eph. vi. 21.

16. .] " this Epistle." See Notes on
2 Cor. X. 10. and Eph. i. 1. 2.

— Aaoi.] These words have been
thought to refer to a lost Epistle of St. Paul to

the Laodiceans. But as no olhej• instance is on

record of a lost Epistle of the Apostles, we may
hesitate to admit that to have been the case here.

We have only to suppose, with almost all the
best Commentators, that the Epistle in question
was another copy of that to the Ephesians, that

being in some measure a circular one.

17..] He is supposed to have been
discharging the office of ruling Presbyter, i. e.

Bishop at CoIosseb. From the words of the
address , &c., it has been generally sup-
posed, that he had been inattentive to the duties

of his station, and that it is intended to convey a
reproof. This, however, is so inconsistent with
the commendatory manner in which he is men-
tioned by the Apostle to Philemon, that it surely
cannot be admitted. Nor is such a conclusion
at all necessary. We might as well suppose the
admonition to Timothy, 2 Tim. i. 6. to " stir up
the gift of God in him " implies reproof for neg-
ligence. Such language as this is only to be
understood as exciting io reneioed activity ; for

which, considering the then state of the Colos-
sian Church, (beset with false teachers) there
would be especial need.

18. T-Q -^ .] See Note on Rom. svi.

21 — 23. '. & ., "Be mindful of my
bonds [so as to imitate my courage and constancy
in the faith]."
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Christianity was first planted at Thessalonica

(about A. D. 50) by St. Paul, who formed a

Church, partly of .lews, but chiefly of Gentiles.

The unbelieving Jews, however, having, as usual,

excited a persecution against him, he was forced

to leave the newly planted Church, under great

trials and many disadvantages, and to flee to

Bercca, and from thence to Athens and to Corinth.

From which latter place this Epistle was written.

The immediate occasion of its writing was, the

favorable report which Timothy, whom he had
sent to visit them in his stead (1 Tim. iii. 6.) had
given of the steadfastness of the Thessalonians in

the faith. But though the Apostle found in the

state of things, as reported to him, much to com-
mend, and scarcely any thing to censure

;
yet he

thought proper, on account of the temptations to

which the converts were exposed, from the evil

communications of Jews and Heathens, to inter-

mix cautio7is and learnings with his commenda-
tions and exhortations. In short, the leading
design of the Apostle, in writing it, was to co7i-

firm them in the faith, to exhort them to coura-
g-fOiMpro/ission of it (notwithstanding the persecu-
tions of the unbelieving Jews) ; and, above all,

to excite them to such a practice of its duties as

was becoming their high and holy calling.

The genuineness of this Epistle has never been
doubted, being attested by citations from, or re-

ferences to it in the Fathers, from the time of
Polycarp downwards. It is almost universally

admitted to have been wTxitcn first of St. Paul's
Epistles ; though on the precise date the learned,
as usual, differ. It could not well be written
earlier than 52, nor later than 54•. But the ex-
actly intermediate date may most safely be left

in medio. The style of the Epistle is more sim-
ple and perspicuous than any other of St. Paul's,

and is characterized by deep earnestness and an

affectionate spirit. He first reminds them of the
formidable difficulties he had to encounter in

their conversion ; and warns them against those
heathen impurities which they had so lately aban-
doned. Then, after inculcating brotherly love,

he settles some points with regard to the resur-

rection (on which sundry erroneous notions were
entertained), and enjoins them to a due prepara-
tion for the advent of Christ to judgment, and
concludes with various practical counsels and
instructions.

1. ''.'] Silvanus, or Silas, is first men-
tioned in Acts XV. 22. . See Note on
Acts xvi. 1. At h supply ;. At.
the Article r^ would, strictly speaking, be neces
sary ; but it might very well be omitted.

2. ciyap., &c.] Comp. similar sentiment at

Rom. i. 8— 10. Eph. i. 16. 2 Tim. i. 3. 2 Thess.
i. 3. ii. 13. where see Notes.

3.] for '. See Note on
Piom. i. 9. Toil —(. This is by Koppe
and many of the more recent Commentators
thought a periphrasis equivalent to,, '\. The proofs, however, ad-

duced are insufficient. The and must
have an intensive effect, and denote, in the for-

mer case, zeal and constancy; and in the latter,

alacrity and diligence. But to advert to particu-

lars :
" As (observes Professor Schott) in the

words following,6 and%'
are so used, that the former substantive indicates

the thing as arisijig from the latter, so. (opus quod ex fide proficiscitur) denotes
sentiendi agendique ratio ex persuasione Chris-

tiana oriunda; nearly equivalent in sense to

in Gal. v. 6." A view of the sense
supported by the most eminent Expositors, an-

cient and modern. By is

meant that diligence of exertion which springs
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from love, nearl}' equivalent to^.
Thus, again, . means that con-

stancy of endurance , which springs from hope [in

Christ or salvation.] See CEcum. Thus it is

nearly equivalent to .
is a Genit. of object, for rov KOpinv, " hope

reposed in the Lord, as the only besto'wer of sal-

vation." '- , «fcc. This form is

by some Expositors, ancient and modern, referred

to the three nouns ., ., and ., and sup-

posed to denote (by a Hebraism derived from

pjin'' 'JijS) 'he purity and sincerity of those

virtues. Others, however, connect the words
with .. and understand them of prayers to

God. This latter view is confirmed by the Pesch.
Syr., and is, not without reason, preferred by the

best Expositors, from Benson to Schott.

4., &c.] It is well shown by Pelt and
Schott, that here, as well as. at v. 3,

depends on the words of v. 3. —/ /. '- » (as Wolf, Pelt, and
Schott show) must be construed with ., not

with \. ; as propriety of language almost
requires, and the usage of the Apostle elsewhere
(as 2 Thess. ii. . and Col. iii. li.) confirms. So
also the Peschito Syr. and Vulg. Versions. With. h-o . we may compare the Hebre\v
phrase ;^);^•' ^^'^>.
The. is by some (especially the Calvin-

istic Commentators) understood of the absolute

election of the persons, as individuals, to eternal

life. But from iii. 5. 11. and 2 Thess. iii. 11. it

appears that some were disobedient, and in danger
of falling away. We may, therefore (with the

best Commentators, from Chrys. down to Pelt

and Schott), interpret it of their election to ex-

ternal privileges as a Church, I entirely agree

with Dr. A, Clarke, that " the election here

spoken of is that treated of by the Apostle at

large in the Epistles to the Romans, (jalatians,

and Ephesians ; and that it is no irrespective,

unconditional, eternal, and personal election to

everlasting glory, that is meant by the Apostle ;

but temporal election, the being called and
chosen, as a body out of the world by the Word
and Spirit (see John xv. 19) : that all was specifi-

cally conditional as far as their final salvation

was concerned ; so that without any merit on
their side, they were chosen and called to those

blessings which, if used aright, would lead them
to eternal glory," See more in Zanch, Grotius,

Whitby, Hamm,, Benson, Mackn., and Tomline,
5, The scope of this verse seems to be, to inti-

mate their full persuasion that this conversion of

the Thessalonians to the Christian faith was
marked by the efficiency of Divine power, as

attested by the most indubitable signs. See
Koppe, Pelt, and Schott. Here, Pelt observes,

are subjoined the signs by which that election to

the Christian religion might be known. To.{ (the best Commentators are agreed) signi-

fies, " our preaching of the Gospel," or the Gos-

pel as preached by us ; as in ii. 4, Piom, xvi. 25,

Gal. ii, 7, 2 Thess, ii, 18. 2 Tim, ii. 8, With
«s ', ad vos pervenit, Pelt compares

Gal, iii. 14, ' \. The
words iv iv . . (put for iv.. .) are by many eminent Expositors under-

stood of the miracles worked, and the super-

natural gifts imparted by St. Paul, See Rom, .xv,

19, 1 Cor. ii, 4. The sense, however, must not

be confined to these ; but (as the context requires)

the words are to be understood, also, nay chiefly

(with Calvin, Beza, and others, down to Scott

and Pelt) of the internal power of the Gospel on
the heart, eff'ected by the Holy Spirit, and attest-

ed by the fruits of the Spirit. This, too, is plain

from the iv- -, which, according to

the first-mentioned sense, would have to be taken

(unless a harsh transposition were supposed) of

the Apostle, namely, his.. The expression

is well rendered by the Pesch. Syr, " cum firmis-

sima persuasione," a full persuasion and complete

conviction. Thus it is equivalent to }.-
ptu (i, e, iv -a.-) at Heb, X,

22, and at 2 Cor. viii, 22, Com-
pare 1 Cor, ii, 4,

The scope of the next words — Si'

seems to be, as Chrys, points out, to propose

himself as their example. The comparison, how-
ever, is left imperfect, and there is in '?. a

reference to the at , 4, The full sense of

the briefly worded ' oioi ivOv
seems to be that expressed by Schott :

" inas-

much as ye well know [and can testify] what sort

of persons we have been among you ; i, e. with

what Divine power and we have taught

you, and with what confidence, alacrity, and

patient endurance we have borne the suflerings

we had to undergo for yours and the Gospel's

sake,"
6, Kai ; . .^ Here it IS not

necessary to suppose so long an ellipsis as is

done by Benson and Mackn. It is sufficient to

supply ', taken from the words left to be

understood in the preceding clause. Thus the

words will be equivalent to, &c., which the Apostle perhaps would
have written, but that the ne.xt clause commences
with . The imitation here enjoined

is not, I conceive, what most Commentators
make it, an imitation of Christ and the .\postles

in bearing afHictions, but (as Zanch, Grot., Doddr.,

Scott, and Pelt explain) in a general way. In-

deed, the words iv/ -o'XXr] form an inter-

mediate clause, thrown in, to note circumstance

attendant on the principal subject of the sentence,

their imitation of the Lord ; namely, that it was
•'' amidst much tribulation : " for so I would ren-

der, with Abp, Xewc, Goesch,, and Schott. See
Acts xiv. 22. compared with Rom. v. 3. When
the .\postle says that they were imitators of him
and the Lord, he, I think, means imitators of

him, and thereby of the Lord, whom he imitated.

This is confirmed by a kindred passage of 1 Cor.

xi, 1, , '. By. . is meant a joy inspired by
the Holy Spirit, which accompanied and rewarded
their alacrity in receiving the word, and their

firmness in adhering to it 5 and "which was (as
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Benson and Mackn. observe) an evidence of their

election, and a pledge of their title to a happy
immortality." Comp. Rom. xiv. 17. and Acts .xv.

41. The Genit. here denotes author, or efficient

cause.

7. yev.] " insomuch that ye became ex-
emplars," &c. On the term . see 1 Cor. x. 6.

11. Phil. iii. 17. and Notes.

8. ' /.'] The Apostle now dilates on the
excellent eifects of this good example of the
Thessalonians, whose fame had spread far and
wide. (Schott.) This is explained by most of
the modern Commentators " by your instrument-
ality." The literal sense (of place), however,
adopted by the earlier Expositors, must not be
excluded. In fact, both senses seem meant.
" From you the sound of the Gospel first issued,
and by your means was spread abroad in all Ma-
cedonia." With the construction, indeed, of the
sentence, owing to the oh — \ the
Commentators are not a little perplexed. They
are generally agreed in supposing a transposition
of oil, which must be taken, they think,
with [. See Koppe, Pelt, and Schott.
But it should rather seem that the true notion of
the construction can alone be attained by con-
sidering the passage as blending two modes of
expression, thus :

" For from you sounded the
word of the Lord, over all Macedonia and Achaia

;

and not only has your faith in God been well
known there, but the report of it has been dis-

seminated everywhere else,"— namely, in most
of the countries of the civilized world ; with
which Macedonia and Achaia had constant com-
mercial communication. In . there is an
allusion to the of the Gospel, and to that
sonorous voice, as it were of a trumpet (see Is.

Iviii. 1. Rev. i. 10.), with which (like our
cryersj were accustomed to speak. How honour-
able it was for the Gospel to issue forth from any
place ^rsi of all the places of a country, we may
infer from 1 ('or. xiv. 3G. ' b; By '' , " to say any thing," is

meant either in commendation, or congratula-
tion.

9. 10.? y(5p.] i. e. as Grot, observes (by
the construction per

, like that at
Acts viii. 5.) o! scil. , those
to whom the tidings of your conversion were
brought.

— bnoiav /.] Of this phrase the
sense has been debated ; but it seems to be :

"What a successful entrance wo had unto you,"
i. e. what a favour.ablc reception wc experienced
at your hands. For that is implied by,
qualis. The words —. are explanatonj
of the bnoiav. ^.; where. .

is a formula occurring also in Acts xi. 21. xiv. 15.

2 Cor. iii. 16., and which denotes by a Hebraic
and figurative phrase, conversion from idolatry

and paganism, or Judaism, to Christianity. The
contrary is spoken of in 2 Cor. xii. 2., namely, a
going . The words
following show the purpose of this turning; [,
or ^, to worship and serve. On

\., see John xvii. 1— 5.

10. Kat, &c.] " Here," Pelt remarks,
" we have those points adverted to, which dis-

tinguish the Christian religion from Judaism

;

and this and the preceding verse contain a brief
summary of the most important doctrines of
Christianity, theoretical and practical." 1 would
add, that ' waiting for Jesus Christ's second ad-
vent," is a beautiful expression for receiving him
as their Redeemer ; implying obedience to his

precepts, and faithful profession of his religion.

The same metaphor occurs in Rom. viii. 19. 25.

1 Cor. i. 7. Gal. v. 5. 1 Cor. i. 7. 2 Thess. iii. 5.

This I find confirmed by Calvin; who points out,

that the expression, ivaiting for the advent of
Christ to judgment, implies the extreme diffi-

culty of this turning unto the Lord, and
the deep anxiety [expressed in the above pas-
sages of the N. T.] by which alone it can,
humanly speaking, be effected. Here the ex-
pression has much propriety, being meant, as
Pelt suggests, to lead to the principal purpose of
the Epistle ; which was to correct the errors that
had arisen as to Christ's return from heaven.
With the whole passage compare a kindred one
of Phil. iii. 20.

— Thv.] Render, who delivereth, as in

the Pesch. Syr. {" qui liberat"), Calvin, and Abp.
Newc. The present has been thought to be put
for the future, to denote certainty. But it is not
necessary to resort to that principle here ; smce,
according to the usual force, the Present has, as

Schott acknowledges, great propriety and suita-

bleness to the context ; as denoting, says Pisca-

tor, " certainty of action," or rather what is done
at all times, as when we say, The sun shines.

For this deliverance, which commenced at our
Lord's death and sacrifice, may be said to be con-
tinually carrying forward (so 2 Cor. i. 10. Sj^, ' '. '. Heb. Vli. 25. " He
ever liveth to make intercession for us ") by Him-
self our advocate with the Father, and by the aid

of the Holy Spirit, the Paraclete : and this He
will himself complete at the last day, when death
spiritual as well as temporal shall be swallowed
up in victory ; a victory achieved over Sin,

Death, and the Law, by " Him who loved us and
washed us from our sins by his own blood."
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II. Having, C. i. 4., 5. briefly touched on the

sulyect of his coming to the Thessaloiiirins, the
Apostle here pursues it more at large, both to in-

dulge the high feeling of satisfaction, which he
experiences at tlie success with which he had,
under the Divine blessing, preached the Gospel
to them ; and to confirm the minds of the Thes-
salonians in that sound doctrine, which they had
received from the Apostle and his colleagues, so
that they might hold it fast in spite of all the ar-

tifices of the false teachers ; and to excite them
to imitate the fidelity, diligence, and truly Chris-
tian spirit of their teacher. (Schott.)

1. The here refers, I conceive, to the'& ^. at i. 5. 9. q. d. " I need scarcely have
said what I did ; for ye yourselves know."

2. Here, as Pelt remarks, e contrario idem pro-
bat. imo. ! after is not found in

very many MSS., Versions, Fathers, and all the
early Editions, except the Krasmian, and is can-
celled by almost every Editor from Beng. and
Wets, to Vater. It might, indeed, be justified

from internal evidence ; but it is so weak in ex-
ternal authority, that that is unnecessary. It

arose, I suspect, from the imo etiam of the Latin
glossogntphers. The in need not
be regarded, as it is by most recent Commenta-
tors, as pleonastic. See Acts xvi. 22. xvii. 4.

The? refers to his being scourged ; a
great insult to a Roman citizen. . tm, &c. i. e. (as in Acts xiv. 8.) we took courage,
in dependence on the aid of our God, to speak,
&c. ' may be rendered, with many
Commentators, " with earnestness and solici-

tude," as Col. ii. ]. And in this sense the word
occurs in Thucyd. vii. 71. h Si

a a ' . . . with
earnest and anxious intentness. Or it may moan,
" amidst a great struggle,•' i. e. danger. So Thu-
cyd. ii. 45. tuv . also Arrian
cited by Wolf: ' .),' . But the former interpretation

seems preferable.

S, 4. The otiK is here emphatic ; what is here
said being meant as a reply to those who accused
him of doi;!g what he did under the influence of
error {\!), or acting through imposture (cv), or at least of being swayed by interested
motives, . So Calvin thus defines

and distinguishes the charges : 1. .-. as

regarded the sn'istance of the doctrine ; 2. impu-
rity, as regarded the affections of mind and mo-
tives ; 3. guile, as regarded the mode of action.

These charges, then, the Apostle simply and
gravely denies ; and then shows how ungrounded
the3»--were ; since his conduct could not be ac-

counted for on the supposition of fanaticism., or

of imposture, or of interested motives in general.

, in this context, denotes not exhorta-
tion only, but all other branches of pastoral in-

struction. So Chrys. interprets it ^-. .
denotes, in general, the being swayed by corrupt
motives, whether of wealth, fame, &c. See
Tittm. de Synon. N. T. p. 150. So Arrian Epict.
iv. 11. cited by Koppe, ,. 6\ means the knowingly beguiling men
into error, by misstating, or adulterating the truth

;

or at least undertaking and carrying on the work
of evangelizing with fraudulent views, or to an-
swer sinister ends. In short, he means to say,

that they are neither themselves deceived nor do
they wilfully deceive others ; they are neither
fanatics, nor impostors or cheats. Moreover, the
Apostle might here not only intend an answer to

his accusers, but mean this as a retort upon tliem

;

the being emphatic; for the false teachers
of the Jews, or Judaizers, and the heathen Phi-
losophers and Sophists were, as Dr. Chandler has
shown, themselves notoriously guilty of that very
conduct which they imputed to the Apostles,
being the veriest impostors and cheats,, says Lucian ; who adds that the
impudence of their hypocrisy was intolerable :\•) .

4. Here the Apostle declares what was really

the origin of his instruction, and the disposition
suitable to such an origin. (Schott.)
— ? . . .] The

best Commentators are of opinion that this is an
irregular construction, to be resolved into

b, ' Tb.
See Win. Gr. Gr. § 38. 1. Note 2. Perhaps, how-
ever, there is a blending of two constructions,
" as we were approved by God," and, " as we
were put in trust with the Gospel.",
" endeavouring to please." I would compare Ig-

nat. ad Rom. C. 2. (I conjecture), .~>. This use
is thought Hellenistic ; but I have noted

an example of it in Soph. Antig. 74.," ' (scil. ),. The b is equivalent
to the b , Rom. viii. 27. or b^. Acts i. 24.

5. 6. Tlie Apostle now proves this integrity

and purity of intention, by adverting to two things
which usually sway men ; vanity or ambition, and
avarice. But before he notices those points, he
briefly preoccupies the charge ofJiattery (ofwhich
his adversaries were notoriously guilty), and he
proves himself not to be a men-pleaser ; and that
by simply appealing to themselves as his witnesses,
who, had he been guilty of base adulation (the

surest mark of a sordid mind and corrupt motives)
must surely have known it.

To advert to a few points of phraseology, in ev
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\6 we have a peculiar idiom, which
we need not (with some) regard as a mere He-
braism, for fv ; or, with others, as put for

in acnisatioiie adulationis (which would weaken
the sense, and perhaps be scarcely true in senti-

ment) ; but, with Koppe and Schott, we may take

iv for iv, to be conversant
in words, &c., and consider the Genitive
as put for the adjective[ ; the sense
being, " nunquam versati sumus in sermonis
genere adulatorio," were not conversant in tlie

words of flattery, used not flattering speeches.
With respect to iv -, these
words are variously explained. Some siitk the
sense of. ; others think it serves to qualify
the. ; and others assign senses more or less

objectionable. It is, I think, best (with the Pesch.
Syr., Beza, Grot., Benson, Chandler, Flatt, and
Schott) to take iv (sub.-) to mean itti prcetextu araritice ; this being
a popular way of expressing the carrying on any
plan of avarice under a fair pretence, as the false

teachers did. For the truth of which protesta-
tion, Paul appeals to the only Judge, who cannot
err, even the Searcher of all hearts.

— . .'] The Apostle
here adverts to another kind of avarice, ambition
or the thirst offame. At supply >,
from the of the preceding verse : both
being for, on which (" though
we might") is suspended. It may seem strange
that the Apostle should write and ', not . and i^, nor '. and'. But the reason will appear by con-
sidering the distinction of signification in and, which is well pointed out (after Herm. on
Soph. Elect. 65.) by Schott,— namely, that avq
always has reference to the mediate origin (or
second cause) (for examples to the thing or per-
son tliat gave occasion to any thing said or done)
but {V- (as also -) to the immediate, first cattse.

In the present passage this distinction is very dis-
cernible : and the sense is well expressed by
Schott as follows :

" non expetii laudem, qufc ex
ore hominum, labores meos, doctrinam. discipu-
lorum inultitudinem admirantium et prsdicantium
(immediate) mihi contingeret (idem q. napii -, 3oh. \•. W.) sive vobis, sen aliis ccetibus,

quos doctrina evangelica Lmbuissem, huic laudi
et admirationi occasionem prajbentibus." With
respect to the expression fi• . Expositors
are not agreed \vhether it signifies " to be burden-
some to you," or "to use authority over you."
The latter interpretation is adopted by the most
ancient and many modern Expositors, as being
more agreeable to the words preceding and fol-

lowing. But it should seem that the sentiment,
in the clause — is subordinate
to that in iv ., and
that the words iv , &c. (which
are parentlietical ) refer to the principal one. This
view is confirmed by the language of the Apostle
elsewhere. So at verse 9. 1), also 2 Thess. iii. 8. inifiaprjaat. 2 Cor.
x\.9. iv ' iabv ipa. Whereas
the other signification of is nowhere found
in the N. T. Perhaps, however, the Apostle may

here have intended both senses : meaning that he
might, in virtue of his authority and privileges as

an Apostle, have ruled them authoritatively and
imperiously, and been chargeable to them, by
taking pay for his services.

7. /] i. e. as it were a mild parent. So the
Homeric J' /. To avoid a confu-
sion of metaphor, it is proper (as the best Ex-
positors suggest) to take the next words with
what folloivs, not with what precedes. First the
Apostle compares himself to an indulgent /c/i/wr;

then to a tender nursing-mother. In the ex-
pression; there is an allusion to the man-
ner in which birds cherish their young, by plac-

ing them under their wings (Deut xxii. 6. Matt,
xxiii. 37.), or nursing-mothers warm them in their

bosoms ; implying, indeed, every necessary sus-

tentation.

8.' .] " thus having a strong
affection for you." Instead of ., many MSS.
and Fathers, and some early Editions have 8.,
which has been edited by Matth., Griesb., Koppe,
Tittm., Vater, and Schott; but perhaps without
sufficient reason. External authority, indeed, is

much in its favour; but internal, I apprehend,
is against it. . is a word destitute of any
authority, being found only in a few MSS. (not
the te.tt) of Job iii. 21. o" .
And, notwithstanding what Matthsi urges, it is,

as Rinck says, contrary to analogy. Indeed,
Schott, Avho adopts ., has not proved that the
word ever existed. He appeals, indeed, to Hesych.,
Phot., and Phavor. But they, copying from the

Scholiasts, manifestly had tlie present passage in

view; and, therefore, to infer from them the ex-

istence of the word, would be reasoning in a

circle. The same objection, also, applies to his

argument, that " 8. is entitled to the preference,

as being the rarer word ; " for that Canon surely

cannot hold good of words so rare as noxdiere to

be found, especially if they would be formed con-

trary to analogy ; indeed, . can easily be ac-

counted for as a mere error of the scribes. See
Rinck. It should seem that the arose from the

preceding. In the passage of Job it arose evi-

dently from the oi preceding, as the testimony of
the text (almost all the MSS. havino; .)
shows. Matthfpi, indeed, says the wora occurs
in Symmachus's Version of Ps. Ixii. 2. But the

Editions there have. And if even. were
found in some MSS., . might be easily account-

ed for from the preceding. The scribes, I

suspect, fell into the error, because. never

came into the common dialect, and is rarely found

in any but good writers. Thus when an or

preceded, the scribes, thinking of the common
word, easily manufactured1) ;

the fi and being perpetually confounded. Fi-

nally, as to what Schott urges, that /. is the

stronger term, that may be doubted, for. is

surely a very significant term. Not to say that. would yield a sense little suitable, for it

could only mean closely connected with ; whereas
the sense intended by the Apostle is "\varmly at-

tached to." Those who adopt )., and suppose
the word to come from and, besides

being ignorant that oS is never cut ofT at the
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junctura, in derivation, fall into the same error

Avith those who derive' from and£ ; though it is plainly derived from ', on
which see Hemsterh. on Lennep Etyniol. For
the above reasons, then, I have thought proper
to follow Wets, and Rinck, in retaining the com-
mon reading, found in the Ed. Princ, and which
was read, I doubt not, by the Pesch. Syr. Trans-
lator.

—'] "we were read^." Literally,
" we should have thought good." A sense found
in the N. T. and the later Greek writers. The
usual construction with, the Genitive

and Dative, is here altered to the Accusative and
Dative, from the nature of the thing.

9. —.] Compare 2 Thess.
iii. 7— 9. ., "ye, no doubt, remember,"
i. e. ye must remember. , by hen-
diadys, for " my toilsome labour ;

" namely, of

his trade, '^ is equivalent to-, assidue, early and late.

10. b.] . regards duty towards God
;

liK., that towards men ; and denotes by
implication the repute of performing both.

11. 12. The construction is here somewhat
irregular, and can only be adjusted by repeating'/ from v. 10, or (which is better) supply-

ing, to be fetched from.—., ., and .'\ I would not,

with Koppe and Rosenm., regard this as synony-
mous. llapdK. and. differ as our exhort and
persuade. The same sense of. occurs in

Horn. II. . 417. and GSO. Xenoph. Venat. vi. 25.. is a stronrrer term than the former, sig-

nifying to solemnly urge, urgently press, as in a

kindred passage of Eph. iv. 17, and also Thucyd.
vi. 80, and viii. 53. For, I have,

wrth Matth. and Schott, edited, from
about 30 MSS. of various recensions, and the

Ed. Princ. It is well remarked by Schott, that

cannot admit of the sense here re-

quired. "And although (continues be) Exposi-
tors assert that is sometimes used
for, yet they do not prove it." The
truth is, that though, is sometimes
used for in the sense testari, sanctk

afirmare, yet there is no proof that

was ever used for. See Poppo on
Thucyd. viii. 53. 2. and Note on Acts xxvi. 22.

The common reading, doubtless, arose (as Rinck
points out) from alliteration with the preceding
verse. On the words ., Sec, which
serve to note the intent and effect of the forego-

VOL. II.

ing admonition, compare Col. i. 16. .^ may be for , as almost all

the recent Commentators suppose ; but I agree
with Schott that it is not necessary to resort to

that principle here ; since the word may retain

its proper substantive force, so as to further ex-

plain and illustrate : q. d. ' et [ad] fe-

licitatem gloriosam regni Div. consortio vobis

futuram."
13. Here we have, Pelt observes, a completion

of what was begun to be said supra 2. See also

i. 6. , " wherefore [since we have been
thus successful among you] " we, &c. In-

— there is a transposition usual in

St. Paul (and frequently in Thucyd.) by which
the Genitive is separated from the noun which
governs it, by intervening words. 6 is

not (as most recent Commentators imagine) for, or. It is well regarded by Theophyl.
as equivalent to,. And so CEcum. explains. See Rom.
iii. IG. John xvi. 38. The Apostle had in view
Is. liii. 1. Trj ^ ; This I find

confirmed by the opinion of Schott. '^
is well rendered by Newc. " ye etjihraced it." I

would compare Thucyd. i. 95. ,} . The term diflers from, as implying more or less of appro-

bation. It may be observed, that there is here a
brevity of expression for \-, &C. In ' ' the iif is by some, a.s

Theodor., Storr., and Kop., referred to : but
the best Expositors are in general agreed in re-

ferring it to the more remote antecedent ..; which, indeed, is required by the words
following. . signifies " is made effectual,"

or, shows itself^ in its effects,— namely, (as is

just afterwards shown) in producing an imitation

of the best examples of Christian piety and vir-

tue. This view 1 find supported by the opinion
of Schott, who maintains that is never
in the N. T. used as a iniddle form with an Ac-
tive sense ; but always (especially in St. Paul's

writings) as a Passive. Indeed. Bp. Bull,
Exam. p. 9, goes yet further, and asserts that it

is scarcely ever so used, even in the Classical

writers, (I believe he might have said never,) but
always in a passive sense. And after adducing,
as examples of the N. T. use, Rom. vii. 5. 2 Cor.

i. 6, he rescues 2 Cor. iv. 12. from the misinter-

pretation by which an active sense is by many
there attributed to. He also vindicates

the same sense to Eph. iii. 20, and Col. i. uJt.,

42
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and finally the present passage, 2 Thess. ii. 7,

and James v. 10. And though Bp. Bull in these

passages renders ivtpy. by perjici, while Schott

adopts efiicax reddi, yet both are agreed on the

sense. The latter explaining it of passing from
the mind and understanding into the life and ac-

tions, and thus bringing forth fruit. 2 Pet. i. 8;
while the former ably elicits the full sense by the

weighty remark: " Scilicet turn demum in hom-
ine Dei Verbum (>, sive perjci. dicitur,

cum finem ohtinet, et effectum sibi destinatum,

qua? est FiDEi obediently."
14. This verse is meant to illustrate the effi-

cacy of the faith of the Thessalonians by their

courageous endurance of persecution, and to sug-

gest a strong reason for their conslancij, by advert-

ing to their resemblance therein to the primitive

Christians of Judiea. and even of the Lord him-
self
— ycip ., SccI The point of imitation

here chiefly intended, seems, from the context,

to be bearing the same troubles and persecutions

as the persons in question with the same forti-

tude. So supr. i. (5. ],^ iv \p ^. On
—. ., see i. 1, and Acts viii. 1 — 4.

15. ''?.] This has been cancelled by Griesb.

and others ; but rashly. We can hardly suppose
that a marginal irloss should have crept into

nearly all the MSS. It is far more probable that

it was cancelled in a few copies, from a ground-
less fear lest it might countenance the dogma of
Marcion, that the Jewish Prophets were not the

Prophets of the true God ; and, as an excuse for

the omission, they would be likely to plead a

coriiiplion oi llie text ; and to cast that on Ahircion

himself would clench the argument. Or perhaps
it was thrown out by some over nice Critics of
Gra^cism ; this use being not very Classical. Or
finally it might, as Schott observes, (who retains

the word,) have arisen by ho?naOtelentoii with
the preceding word. Besides, the expression
carries with it great emphasis, as in Tit. i. 12.:<. See Benson and (-handler.

',^. is more .sisnificnnt than ., denoting
" to chase away and annihilate." In -

we are not, I think, to understand the.. as is usually done, in the sense " do not
seek to please God ; " but the term is to be taken,
with the best Commentators, ancient and mod-
ern, per meiosin, for " are in disfavour with God,"
are7, as Josephus himself admits them
to have been. In there
is an allusion to that unsocial, or rather niitisocial,

spirit towards other nations, called by Tacitus
the Kf/iv'iott.v omnes olios hostile odium, and of
which the later (ireek, and the Latin ("lassical

writers, furnish striking proofs; some of them

here adduced by the' Commentators. The scope
of this verse and the next is well pointed out by
Chandler.

16. .] Render, " Not forbidding,
but hinderivg." So the best Expositors, from
Theophyl. downward, interpret. This significa-

tion is not uncommon in the N. T. ; whereas the
other scarcely occurs more than once. By ;-

must here be meant generally gieing instruc-

tion in religion. " ., '" in order to their

being saved, or put into the way of salvation, [as

well as the Jews]."
— TO -- This is rightly considered

by the Greek Commentators, and the earlier

modern Expositors, as put for / •

q. d. '• they act as if they meant to fill up," &c.
So our Lord, Matt, xxiii. 30, 31, 32, after showing
that they are true sons of their fathers, who slew
the prophets, ironically bids them " fill up the
measure of the iniquities of their fathers." See
Benson and Schott. That passage is, indeed, the
best comment on the present, and was probably

in the mind of the Apostle. Compare Gen. xv.

16. Some of the more recent Commentators,
indeed, would render, '' so that they thereby fill

up." But, not to say that that eventual force of
TO is somewhat unusual, the sense yielded is

too feeble for the occasion. And of this opinion,

I find, is Schott. , " at all times;" i.e.

71070 as well as formerly. It is well remarked by
Schott. that the word is put last in the sentence
7iot without reason: namely, for the purpose of in-

timating their perpetual obstinacy, which admitted
of no repentance.— if—.] The sense is, " But the
punishment [due to their offences, and predeter-
mined by God] is. in a manner, come upon them,
and must terminate in their utter destruction."

So the best Expositors, ancient and modern, in-

terpret. The signal fulfilment of these words,
only a few years after, is fully attested by the
great Jewish historian.

17— 20. Here the Apostle reverts from the
Jews to the Thessalonians, and, agreeably to what
he had said at v. 8, expresses his great desire to

again visit them, and the reason why he has sent
Timothy to them. . is a very significant

term, (and a rare word, though I have myself
in Rec. Syn. adduced one example from yEschyl.
Choeph. 214,) properly denoting separation of
children from their parents, but sometimes, as

here, of parents from their children. The ex-

pression is, in the present case, peculiarly apt,

—

since, by a' continuance of the metaphor at vv. 7
&- 11, the Apostle is considered as their spiritual

father.— K-iupbv .] This IS by many eminent
Commentators taken for , or (.
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But it should rather seem that we have here a
blending of two synonymous expressions, in order
to give a sense stronger than either separately.

So Theophyl. and Theodor. rightly explain it by
npos iyiyov. In, oh there is a deli-

cate turn. And at. -6. and cv ;;" fn-
there is a blending of two modes of expres-

sion, denoting great desire, and earnest endeavours
to satisfy it. To If. is a Hebrew,
or rather primitive expression, for " to visit you."

18. ,'] " I Paul at least." This
insertion was intended to prevent any mistake in

the use here of the plural for the singular.

— aVa| i- e. not once only, but again a

second time. On which sense see Note on Phil,

iv. IG. It thus differs from that use found in

Nehem. xiii. 20, and 1 Mace. iii. 30, by which the

expression merely denotes once or twice out of a

small uncertain number. ' . h .
" Satan thwarted our puqiose." See Luke xxii.

3. 1 Cor. vii. 5, and Note on Gal. v. 7.

19. Tie — ;] The refers. I con-
ceive, to a clause omitted

;
q. d. " [And no won-

der we should be thus desirous of seeing you]
for what," &c. The sentence following would
have been ptaivir if expressed dechiratirehj ; but
instead of this, the Apostle elegantly makes it in-

terrogative •, to which is subjoined the same sen-

timent expressed declaratively, with a refer-

ring to the answer supposed to be given
; q. d.

'•' [Are not ye such," &c. I may with truth say

that ye are] for ye are." In .. and ^.
there seems to be a climax.

III. 1. . Here, as the best

Commentators are agreed, must be supplied from
the subject matter rbv ' (the desire of

seeing you). See Note on 1 Cor. ix. 12. For a

reconciliation of a seeming discrepancy between
what is here said, from v. 1 — 7. and Acts xvii.

14•. sq. xviii. 5. see Paley's Hor. Paul., Pelt in

his Prolog. , and Curt, cited by him in loc.

2..] The best Commentators are

agreed, that as. is united with, the sense is, " to exhort or admonish,"
as at Acts xvi. 32, where and. are

likewise conjoined.

3. r~i.] This denotes canse, like the Hebr. "7

put before Infinitives ; and thus it is equivalent

to the ' ro at v. 5. As to the reading row, it is

evidently a gloss, or correction. The sense of
here is somewhat disputed, especially as

the word occurs nowhere else in the N. T. It

seems to be best explained by Chrys. and the an-
cient Commentators by,\,-

: a signification of the word often found in

the Classical writers, especially the Poets. Those
Commentators who adopt this view of the sense,
tell us it comes to mean this from the primitive
signification of the word being '•' to wag the tail,"

as a dog does. But that idea is not sufficiently

primary, and would rather lead to the sense of
adu/ari, which would here be quite out of place.
In fact, the original signification of is (as I

have shown in Rec. Syn.) the same as that of the
cognate form, to more or stir, shake any thing
from its place; and hence, in the figurative sense,
to perturb, &c. A view, I find, atlopted by Pelt
and Schott, of whom the former rightly observes
that comes from the old uncontracted form

(with which I would compare and) and that, of course, from the primitive form. With respect to the exact sense here, I

should say, that while some explain it, " to be
perturbed," others, to be moved [from the faith],

it will be best to unite both senses, the latter aris-

ing from the former.
— iv ] " at these evils [suf-

fered by me and you]." The reason for this is

assigned in the next words, , which
must not be confined to the Apostle and the
Thessalonians, but taken general/i/, referring (as

is pointed out by Calvin) to the lot or condition
of all Christians. , " are appointed."
See Luke ii. 34. Phil. i. 17, also Job v. 7. Matt.
X. 16.

4. — oWart.] A somewhat harsh con-
struction for (put for o), ,(,
" which also, as ye know, came to pass."

5. Here we have a resumption of what was said

at vv. I & 2 ; the third and fourth verses being,

in some measure, parenthetical. The is

emphatical. "The Apostle (observes Benson)
knew all things respecting Christ's doctrine but
was not inspired with a knowledge of all other
things." That is, not a prrpet/uU knowledge, but
only imparted as occasion served, like the power
of working miracles.
— . v. 6 .] Supply

" fearing lest the Tempter may, by some means,
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have tempted you." So the Commentators gen-
erally interpret. The passage, however, is re-

markable in its construction, and is rendered by
Profc Scholefield ap. Middl.Gr. Art. as follows :

" I

sent to know your faith, ju/jg^/ier the^tempter have
tempted you by any means, and /est (in that case)
our labour be in vain." " Exactly similar (adds

he) is Eurip. Phcen. 91 — ~., '.. \ '^, \>,^,' h\ . In both cases has different

senses, according to the different modes with
which it is connected." The above view of the
import is. I would observe, supported by the au-
thority of Theodoret, who takes the meaning to

be,',7 , &C. And nearly
the same view is adopted by Winer and Schott,
who observe that the Indicative is used because
the Apostle thought the event (their temptation)

not improbable. Whereas in the next clause he
uses the Subjunctive, because he trusted the
other event was not probable. Accordingly,
they render the passage thus :

" ut cognosce-
rem, quomodo se haberet persuasio vestra, num
forte tentator vos teniaverit, adeo ut (quod Deus
avertat!) Labor mens irritus fieri possit;" which
seems to be the exact sense intended by the
Apostle.

7, 8. The Apostle here professes the joy he
experienced in receiving, \vhile at Corinth, so
good an account ofthem from Timothy. (Schott.)
Pelt observes that as at v. . there is a protasis,

so here we have its apodosis. The construction
IS : fTTi) ^ 0\ 7
<' ', ha - With . )
compare 2 Cor. vi. 4. , . The' in ' . seems to refer to a clause omit-
ted

; q. d. " [We may truly say we were com-
forted in our distress;] for now, on hearing this

good news of you, we do indeed live, i. e. enjoy
life ;

" a frequent sense of ^rjv. and viveve in Latin.
The words following f'tii'— do not corre-
spond in construction ; but, in fact, there is a
blending of two clauses, rvv ', and. On. in the sense of being
steadfast, see Gal. v. 1, and Phil. iv. 1.

9 This joy, experienced at the faith of the
Thessalonians, leads the .\postle to bless Him
who Avas the author of so good a work ; after
which act of tbanksgivincr, he offers up a prayer
to Almighty God that He graciously fa-

vour his puose of returning to Thessalonica.
(Schott.)
— ^.^ For . ^., or -^ , as Chrys., The-

ophyl., and Theod. explain. There is an allusion

to Ps. cxvi. 12. 'Km , for ., " on account of the great joy." This use
of ? seems to be derived from the Hebrew.
"E/iiTf). should be joined with : and,
as Chrys. observes, the words are meant to refer

to God as the Author of that joy; and to hint

that it is his gift, and not to be ascribed to their

own exertions alone.

10. imp ., &c.] The feeling of de-
vout thankfulness to God for them was naturally

accompanied vith a desire and prayer to be per-
mitted to revisit them, expressed in prayers to

that eflfect ; for in the & denotes
end. In. . the
sense of repairing (i. e. converting) and com-
pleting seems to be united ; as Gal. vi. 1, and 2
Cor. siii. 11.

11.. hSov.l This does not mean merely
(as some recent Commentators imagine) " May
God grant us to come unto you." It is, in fact,

a sort of prayer. And it need not have been de-
bated by Expositors whether there be an allusion

to making a straight road, or to cutting out and
levelling a road (on which see IVIatt. iii. 3. and
Luke i. 79.); for both may be understood: the
directing one's steps implying a removal of all

impediments. The language (that of humble de-
pendence) is founded on those passages of the O.
T., where God is said to direct the ways, or steps,

of men
;

(Is. xlv. 13. Ixi. 8. Jerem. x. 23. Prov.
iii. 6.) and (which the Apostle appears to have
had in mind) xvi. 9. And what is so often in the

N. T. ascribed to God, is here ascribed to Christ
also ; as also in the next verse there is another
ascription of wliat pertains to Deity. On which
see Whitby.

12. 13. Having thus expressed his anxious de-
sire to be permitted to again see them, the Apos-
tle subjoins pious wishes and ardent prayers

for their spiritual advancement,— especially in

charity and love, " the very bond of all perfect-

ness," Col. iii. 14. Comp. I Cor. xiii. 13. 1 Tim.
i. 5. iv. 12. On the full sense here intended see
Chandler.
Here, and. are used in an active
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sense (see Note on 2 Cor. is. 8.), as, indeed,
words of this sense often are in all languages.

is by some understood of the holy

angels ; by others, of all true Christians. The
latter sense must be chiefly intended; but the
former may be included.

On the remainder of the Chapter comp. 2 Cor.
si. 2. Eph. V. 27. and Notes.

IV. Though the Apostle had seen reason to be-
stow high commendation on the Thessalonian
Church generally, he at the same time judged it

proper, by adverting to his own course of life,

both to confirm those who had hitherto done
well, and to admonish certain who might be in-

clined to follow the evil examples so frequent in

this city. After which, he then (Ch. iv.) pro-

ceeds to various exhortations, passing from gen-
erals to particulars. (Schott.)

1. TO .'] Literally, the [instrnctimi] how.
may be taken for •

. ; or there may be an Hendiadys,
for . ".,
" tliat ye may make greater and greater progress."

2. \.'\ The term imports the au-

thoritative injunction of a ruler or his ambas-
sador.

3. TovTo, &c.] We may render by now
(as it ought to be taken in 2Tim. ii. 7. S •

h, &c.) or then, as the particle often

signifies in the Sept., corresponding to the Heb.
ci;-^. Or it may mean nempe, e.rempli gratia, as

introducing a principal instance of the.
The is not pleonastic, but serves to strenzth-

en the expression : and h is per apposi-
tioaem exegeticam. This term is put, like-' at iii. 13., to denote universal purity both in

actions, words, and thoughts. See Scott. The
Apostle, however, especially adverts to what,
though it be the lowest branch of it, is yet the
most required of Christians. In -. there is an
execretical apposition. By is here meant
all kinds of lewdness, as the added in many
MSS. and the Pesch. Syr. eoqn-esses.

4. What is said in this verse is evidently meant
to be esegetical of what was said in the verse pre-
ceding. The exact import, however, will depend
upon the sense to be assigned to

which by almost all ancient and most modern Ex-
positors of any eminence from Luther, Calvin,
and Beza down to Pelt, is supposed to mean " his

body;" a sense of the word extremely suitable

to the context (see Chandler), and established, as

to the consuetHdo lingurr, by examples from the
Heathen Philosophers and the Christian Fathers
of the earliest period, as Barnabas and Hermas,
who seem to have had this very passage in mind.

Thus the body is considered as the;; (to use the expression of Philo cited by
Loesner), i. e. the receptacle of the soul. So
Cicero Tusc. QucEst, i. 22. " Corpus quidem
quasi vas est, aut aliquod animi receptaculum."
And Hermas calls the body simply the vessel, with-
out adding any thing to explain it. That the scope
of the context requires this verse, is plain. See
Benson and Chandler. But whether there be, as
they think, any allusion to the vessels of the Tem-
ple, which were constantly to be kept clean and
pure for use, is uncertain. The above interpre-

tation, however, some ancient and several modern
Commentates reject, and adopt another, by which

is supposed to mean ivife ; a signification

which they seek to establish" from 1 Pet. iii. 7.

and also several passages from Rabbinical writers,
vhere the wife is called the vas mariH, \. e. his

goods or furniture, as we say utensil. But as to
the passage of 1 Pet., it is, as Schott admits, not
to the purpose. And the same may be said of the
passages from Rabbinical writers. For even the
one most apposite will not prove that ""73 could
of itself mean wife ; the v/ord there simply mean-
ing vtensil or article, or goods, and only acquiring
the other sense from the next words by a sort of
catachresis and double meaning, which would
surely be quite out of place in the present pas-
saye. containing a serious and solemn admonition.
Indeed, on that interpretation it is impossible,
without the greatest violence, to extract from the
passage any sense suitable to the context. For
to suppose, with Schott, the meaning to be, that
every one should marry, and thereby live in pu-
rity and holiness (as 1 Cor. vii. 7.), that surely
cannot be elicited from the words, being forbid-

den by the expression (which, as Bengel
remarks, denotes not kno^vled^e, but ability, as
in Phil. iv. 12. Matt, xxviii. 637 2 Pet. ii. 9. and
sometimes in the Classical writers), and also by
the !), and, indeed, by the whole air of the
context.

The former interpretation, then, is undoubtedly
the true one ; against which, indeed, no reasona-
ble objection can be made. For as to the remark
of Wets, and Schott, that-^ will not admit
of that sense, which would rather require -, the objection is more specious than solid

;

since it is surelv belter to suppose that the Apos-
tle was inattentive to this nice propriety of the
Greek language, than that he should use in
such a sense. Not to say that the purity of the
Grecisni has been maintained bv the learned Pelt,
though perhaps unsuccessfully. This use of

for- was perhaps po-pular and pro-
vinni il, and introduced, I suspect, from the Latin
use of possidere, for (see the Glossaria)
which is sometimes employed in the very sense
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here, conceive, intended by the Apostle, namely,
to liold the mastery over. So Cicero Verr. . C.
68. says, " totum hominem possideret," made
himself master of the whole man. And pro
Rose. Com. (i. 6. " qui mediusfidius plus fidei

quam artis, plus veritatis quam disciplincc possidet

in se," mastery over himself. Such, I repeat, is

the very sense of here intended, which is

well expressed by Tnrretin, who remarks :

'' Qui
sese affectibus carnalibus dedunt, non possident

corpus suum, non sunt ejus domini, sed sunt ejus
servi." In/ there is a reference to abuse and
consequent dishonouring of the body by impurity.

With the whole passage compare Rom. i. 21. ult.,

wliich is tlie best comment on the present.

b. TO ' no -pay.]
There has been much difference of opinion as

to the sense of these words. Most modern
E.xpositors understand . and . of
coveiousness , or rather cheating and extortion ;

and by ., business, i. e. commercial trans-

actions ; or they take the as put for. That
use, however, is contra linguam : and rb

in the sense business is negatived by the use of
the Article (which, as Bp. Middl. observes,
' limits the sense to the matter in question,

namely, the conduct of the incestuous person "),

and is required by the context. See vv. 3, 4, 5,

8. It is therefore better, with almost all the
Greek Fathers and Commentators, and some
eminent Latin ones, (as Jerome and Hilary, and
also, of modern Expositors, Est.. De Dieu, Ham.,
Rapliel, Heinr., Whitby, West, Mackn., Wakef.,
Newc, Rosenm., Schott, and Scholefield,) to

take to denote the matter in question,

that of seduction. Of course,. and.
must thus be understood of the same thing ; not,

however, I think, with reference to the person
whose chastity is violated, but to another, who is

grievously injured in the affair ; namely, the
hiisliand, or fallier. ', scil. ,
signifies to violate the rule of right, being for/, as in 2 Kings xviii. 12. Jer. xxxiv. 18.

and often in the Classical writers. And though. maij be rendered, with most of the
above Commentators, injure, it is rather, how-
ever, meant to denote a kind of injury which is

done not by force, but by circumvention : where-
by any one is overreached as well as injured ; as

the word is used in 1 Cor. vii. 2. •, and . 17, 18. So Thucyd. iv. 86.]' . The above
view of the sense in this whole passage is sup-
ported by the authority of the Pesch. Syr.

The words following 6— should be

rendered, " for the Lord is the avenger of all

such [things]," i. e. the vices just mentioned. I

would compare Joseph, p. 169. init. \). Compare Gal. v. 21. and
Rom. vi. 9— 11.

8. b^ scil. \, as the
Pesch. Syr. supplies. —, non tam—
quam. On ., see Note on Gal. ii. 31. By. the Apostle means himself ; intimating that

any such disre2;ard of him would be, in fact, dis-

regard of God. Indeed, he seems here to have
had in mind Christ's words at Luke x. 16. b-

(, &.C. For '/, many MSS.,
some Versions, and several Fathers and early

Edd. have , which is adopted by Wets.,
Koppe, Matth., Tittm., and Vat. But I rather
agree with Griesb. and Pelt, that the Vulg. (which
is found in the Ed. Princ.) should be retained,

being far more suitable and natural. And as to

the superiority of MS. evidence for , the
words are so perpetually confounded, that such
authority is here of little weight. By the

are not so much meant the extraordinary
and supernatural, as the ordinary aids of the
Spirit, given to every man to profit withal.

9. 0«.] From the context it appears, that
we are chiefly to understand that sort of love to

the brethren (i. e. Christians) which is evinced
in what is denoted charity. By &>. is meant
not merely, or chiefly, the teaching of God by
the precepts of the Gospel ; but that teaching of
God by the Holy Spirit, by which not so much
the intellect is enlightened, as tlie heart touched,
and the affections swayed. Compare Is. liv. 13.

John vi. 44.

11. ipi\oT. .] "that ye earnestly study to
be quiet." So ^. is used at Rom. xv. 20.

;^. is meant to be opposed to that restless

and insubordinate spirit, which, we have reason
to suppose, was then very prevalent ; and such as

would be likely to arise from the extreme excite-

ment of a new and deeply interesting religion.

The " is closely connected with
the . So Hesych. :

", -, ." for so the words should be
pointed ; the Lexicographer meaning to say, that. and . are combined. Sim. Plato p.

680. . And so

the Schol. on Thucyd. i. 32.. Instead of in this phrase, elegance
of Grecism requires. But an example of

has been adduced from Galen. Be that as it

may, the pronoun is very emphatical, and the full

force of it is well shown by Dr. Barrow, in two
admirable Sermons on this text. On
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&, see Eph. iv. 28. and Note. The
IS. is here added to strengthen the sense, and
because of the before.

12. '.. . . if.] So Col. iv. 5. tv

iroos roOs . ;^., however,
has here a more special sense ; i. e. '' respectably

or creditably ;
" which must be understood in the

general sense, as applicable to all ranks and sta-

tions. ', " those out of the pale of the
Church," as often. Of 7] . . the full

sense is, " that ye may have sufficient for your
sustenance [and not be beholden to others]."

The Apostle goes still further at Eph. iv. 28. ha
•]5 tJ> .

13— 18. The Apostle now passes on to correct

the errors of those who were altogether doubtful
of the state of Christians already dead, or who
should die before the solemn return of Christ to

judgment (an event which they thought not very

remote) ; namely, whether they would, equally
with those whose earthly course should reach up
to the coming of the Lord, be partakers of the

resurrection of the dead ; or, at least, who sup-

posed they would be in a worse condition in the
heavenly kingdom. Although we are not ena-
bled to exactly trace the origin of this anxiety,

yet from what St. Paul says, we may collect that

some such doubt existed among them at that

time, as to the matter in question ; insomuch that

they mourned bitterly over those brother Chris-
tians who had already died, as if they were to be
deplored, and themselves being ignorant of the

fatal day, were in great fear of death ; and accord-

ingly were more prying than was proper in search-

ing to know the time when Christ should come.
(Schott.) To repress these vain doubts and
fears, and, as far as he could properly do it, sat-

isfy their curiosity, he repeats the doctrine he
had already taught them of the resurrection of
the pious dead to a happy immortality, as founded
un their Lord's own resurrection. He further

informs them, that those found alive at the

coming of Christ will have no advantage or priv-

ilege over those already dead as regarded the

happiness of a future state. That they would,
indeed, not die at all, but be changed into incor-

ruptible ; vet that they would not anticipate the

dead in being received up into heaven ; nay, that

the dead must first be raised, and then both they

and the persons then alive shall be taken up to-

gether, to meet the Lord in the air, and be re-

ceived into heaven.
— ov^ V. .] A frequent form of soliciting

earnest attention. So 1 Cor. xi. 3. ? here

sisrnifies a sure and well-fonnded expectation ;

for that the heathens had a hope, and even a sort

of expectation, is proved by the Commentators.
Though that was, as Bp. Warburton thinks,

rather in the exoteric than the esoteric doctrines.
" .\nd (as Benson observes) even their ablest

reasoners expressed themselves with so much
unrertainty and variation, as only served to con-

found tlie common people, who were ready to

fear that death might prove an utter extinction of
the man."

14. £i ', &C.] At' we must
supply -, taken from just
before. And so, I find, Theodoret and also
some modern Commentators, as Abp. Newc.
(who paraphrases : " If we believe, as we do,
the death and resurrection of Christ, have
equal reason to believe, &.c.) and Schott. The
argument is popular, as in 1 Cor. xv. 13. 18.

is by some construed with . ;

by others with . The former method, in
whichever way it be turned, rests on precarious
grounds : and the latter is decidely preferable

;

according to \vhich the '^ will have, as Pelt
remarks, a sensus prcegnans, for • will raise them
up, and bring them along with Him (i. e. Jesus)
into heaven ;" so that they may remain with him
and partake of his glory. See John xiv, 3. 1 Cor.
XV. 18, 23,

15— 18, Here the Apostle solemnly assures
them that all true Christians shall be partakers
not only of the resurrection, but also of the same
salvation prepared for them in the kingdom of
heaven, whether they be dead, or still alive at

the coming of the Lord Jesus. (Schott.)— —.] Render: "Now this I

tell you, on the revelation (or authority) of the
Lord, that those who are alive and shall survive
at the coming of the Lord, will by no means
anticipate those who are already dead," namelv.
in entering into heavenly bliss. Every one, as
the Apostle says at 1 Cor. xv. 23. will enter "in
his own order." The vords may express (what
some suppose them to do) the Apostle's belief
that he should survive until the last day. But
as we have no proof from any other passage that
the Apostle did entertain such an opinion, it may
be better, with many Expositors, ancient and
modern, to take the as said per•—
meaning we Christians. (See Chrys., Theodoret,
and Benson.) Though, indeed, in thus under-
standing the words as put hypotheticalhj , not a
little harshness is involved : and, as Schott ob-
serves, " it is difficult to imagine any good reason
why the Apostle should have adopted a mode of
speaking always ambiguous, and in this context
obscure," And the passages here adduced in

proof that may mean, "we Christians"
(as Mark x, 3. John vii. 19. 22. Acts vii. 38.),
are perhaps not quite of the same nature : or at

least if we should admit that it may mean, there
is no proof from the context or elsewhere, that it

does mean, that. It may be best, then, to adopt
a middle course ; i. e. to suppose that, though
the' does not imply that the .\postle thought
certainly he should live till the last day, yet it

may serve to show that he thought it possible the
last day was so near at hand, that some then
living might see it ; and that, having no certain
revelation, he expressed himself indefinitely. .\

view, I find, supported by the opinion of Prof
Schott, who after an elaborate discussion of the
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sense, comes to nearly the same conclusion. That
the Apostle had reference to those of his own
age, involves, he thinks, no difficulty ; for our

Saviour himself never spoke definitely as to the

time when he should return, whether sooner or

later ; although some of his sayings seemed to

import as much. Thus there was nothing to

hinder the Apostle from supposing, with most
Christians (who ardently desired the advent of

Christ, and the great change it would bring),

that the coming of the Lord might take place

during the lifetime of some part of the persons

then living. That St. Paul was strongly inclined

to think so, seems evident from v. 4. Nor is

there thus any contrariety with what is said at

2 Cor. iv. 14. vi. I Cor. vi. 14; if we do but

consider, that the Apostle was unwilling ever to

pronounce any positive opinion respecting the

time of Christ's coming. And the may
very well include both all those who had died
before the Apostle wrote this, and also those who
should die before the coming of the Lord. By
speaking obscurehj he doubtless meant to express

no certain expectation on the subject ; for though
he was himself inclined to think that some then
alive should witness the coming of Christ, or, at

least, that it was not far distant
;
yet he was well

aware that it was not permitted to him " to know
the times and the seasons, which the Father hath

reserved to himself," so we find that he sometimes
refutes those who expected the Lord's return to

be close at hand, and gladly anticipated it. And
as the Apostle, at the time when he wrote this

Epistle, was not yet advanced in life, he might
very well entertain the opinion that he should

perhaps live to see that day.

in. Here have ^ description t\ie solemn
advent of Christ, expressed by images and types

derived from the triumphal entry of an earthly

king taking possession of a kingdom with an
armed force. (Koppe.) —
Kof)pe and Resenm. take as put for Iv \.
<!)' Knl <(. . The Avord

(as apnears from the examples adduced by Wets.),
properly signifies the shout with which soldiers

or sailors rushed to battle, or labourers exerted
themselves in any common effort of strength.

Sec my Note on Thucyd. ii. 92, u0' \.'?. How far this may be referred tctfi•^-

nre, it were difficult to say, and presumptuous to

pronounce. See Note on 1 Cor. xvi. .5L Certain
it is, that by iv Xp. are meant those who
have died in the faith and fear of Christ; for the
best Commentators are agreed, that nothing is

said, either here or at 1 Cor. xv., of the wicked

;

since the time when theij should rise could be of
no moment to their friends, inasmuch as they
would rise only to perdition. The has ref-

erence to the whole clause, not merely to o'l -. The sense is, that the resurrection of the

dead shall take place first, and then the glorifica-

tion, by incorruptibility, of the living; who shall

be caught up, together with them, into the clouds,

to meet the Lord in the air. '"Ev is for

-, which is better than interpreting with
some Commentators, " on the clouds," by an ellip-

sis of. Eif. is for a-navrqv, as in

Matt. XXV. 1. 6. Acts xxviii. 15. 1 Sam. ix. 14.

Jerem. xli.6. and sometimes in the later Classical

writers. It denotes, as it were, their being intro-

duced to the Lord, preparatory to their being for

ever with Him.
18. .] " This being the case." Adyoij,

" these assurances."

V. 1. The Apostle here anticipates the fur-
ther inquiry of curious persons; q. d. "when
shall these things be ? " &c. (see Matt. xxiv. 3.)

and endeavours to turn their minds to something
of greater importance;— even the living such a

life, as that they shall always be prepared for the

advent of the Lord ; however sudden and un-
expected it might be : which, come when it might,
would surprise the wicked world. is

more significant than, denoting the e.T-

acl time. , for (scil. fVf),

as supra iv. 9. Though the passive sense may
be retained by supposing an ellip. of , thus

:

" There is no need that any thing be written [to

you]."
2. ', &c.] Alluding to the saying of our

Lord, Matt. xxiv. 38. This must certainly not
be understood, with Hamm. and Schoettg., of
the destruction of Jerusalem. It is better taken
by others of the day of death ; which is to every
one, in .all respects, the same as the day of judg-

ment. But the context here will not, I think,

permit us to understand it in any other than the

literal sense, of the day of Judgment : though it

may (as Chrys. and Bp. Jebb suggest) admit of

being transferred, in an under sense, to the period

of each Christian's death.

3— 5. For greater impressiveness, the Apostle
now adverts to the ejfect which the resurrection

will have on the unprepared and wicked ; and
graphically represents the character of the care-

less and disobedient, and of the watchful and
obedient respectively, under the usual figures of
light and darkness : and then at v. 6. he on this

figure founds the exhortation ; Let us^ then,
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as children of the day, not act like children of
the night and of darkness, by sleeping at our
post ; much less by engaging in other pursuits

usually thought appropriate to the night, as

drunkenness. Such is the full sense, which,
however, is expressed in an inartificial, but most
forcible, manner. With respect to -
aiv, the Commentators have shown by several
passages from the Classical writers (to which may
be added Athen. p. 277. & 433. and Hor. Sat. i.

4. 51. Ebrius et, (magnum quod dedecus,) am-
bulet ante Noclem cum facibus, that the being
drunk in the day-time was thought the greatest
disgrace. See also 2 Pet. i. 13.

8. The admonition to icatchfulness suggested,
it seems, to the Apostle a figurative comparison
of the Christian with the soldier at his post on
guard : and the various virtues and graces, with
which he is to work out his salvation, are com-
pared to the various arms of a soldier ; as at Eph.
vi. 13 — 17.. where see the Note.

9. The full sense is well expressed by Benson,
as follows :

" The design of God in sending his

Son into the world, was not to condemn the

world, but that the world through him might be
saved. He did not reveal the Gospel unto man-
kind, that they might sin with the greater aggra-

vation, and so be the more severely punished.
But the motive v/as love, and the design was
mercy. And he hath appointed none to wrath,

but such as wilfully and obstinately refuse his

gracious offers, and persist in vice and wicked-
ness." Ei's, for , and
accommodated to. So also 2 Thess. ii. 14.

Heb. X. 39.

10. . .] The best Expositors

are agreed that this is put for? '-. See Benson. The Apostle means to say,

that whether we be alive or dead at that day, it

matters not; the living with Christ, or enjoying
eternal happiness with him (see supra iv. 17.),

shall be equally our portion.

11. utKoi.] An architectural metaphor, as at

1 Cor. viii. 1. This edifying: was either by in-

creasing one another's knowledge, and strength-

ening their faith and hope, or by promoting their

holiness rbv. Literally," one by the other,"

for. A very rare idiom in the Classical

VOL. II.

writers ; though an example is adduced by Wets,
from Dionys. Hal.
— .] This praise, mixed with

the exhortation, is delicately thrown in, to make
the latter more effectual. Of this an example oc-
curs in Aristid. T. i. 232. 11. St ovih aWo

'- -^. See also 2 Thess. iii. 1. -~.
12 — 14. Having exhorted them to comfort and

edify one another, the Apostle adds such other
exhortations as he found, from Timothy, were
necessary. Lest they should imagine they had
no occasion for religious teachers, he enjoins
them to show all due respect to their spiritual

pastors and masters : and to tliose he hints their

reciprocal duties to their people. (Grot, and
Bens.) , seems to include the notions of
respect, obedience, and gratitude, shown especially
in making due provision for their comfortable
sustenance. From this passage some learned
Commentators have inferred the existence then
at Thessalonica of the three distinct orders of
the Ministry. Koppe, however, maintains, that
the terms. and- are not meant
of wtriotts kinds of Presbyters (some Bishops, and
others Teachers, see Acts xx. lY. compared with
28. Phil. i. 1. 1 Tim. iii. sqq.) but of the safne
persons comprehended, in this verse, under the
more general term. Kon. is, indeed, a
very general term to denote, "labouring in the
promulgation of the Gospel ; " as Rom. xvi. 6. 12.

1 Cor. XV. 10. xvi. 16. Gal. iv. 11. Phil. ii. 16. Col.
i. 29. 1 Tim. iv. 10. v. 17. But, upon the whole,
I see not how we can come to any determinate
opinion on the nature of the ecclesiastical gov-
ernment of the Thessalonian church, for want
of more exact information than we possess. Yet
it seems probable that by are denoted
those who occupied the ordinary offices of teach-
ing ; and by the, the rulers of the
church

; and that• is a general term
applicable to both. See Note on Rom. xii. 7, 8.

13.' f/cr.] This expression
vnip. answers to the frequent Classi-

cal phrase ' or -, " to
make very much of, to hold in the highest hon-
our." superadds the idea of loving to
that of honouring. The denotes the work

43
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of instruction, or government, or both. -' has especial reference to the pres-

ervation of peace between the rulers and the

people. See Eph. iv. 3.

14. The best Expositors are agreed, that by

. are meant those spiritual rulers just be-

fore mentioned, and now apostrophized. To
these the terms . and. are especially

suitable : and. may very well respect the

Deacons. , is properly a military term,

but is of general application, and denotes insnbor-

dinale. ., for ., often occurs in

the Sept., and signifies one who is labouring un-

der such trouble, that his heart sinks within him.

It may here, however, mean those who arc de-

spairing of working out their salvation. '... must, from the context, mean " support

the veak [in faUh] ;
" a sense of. occurring

in Rom. xiv. 1. . h. It denotes those
who are weak in their notions of religious lib-

erty. ., " be long-suffering and indulgent."

By, " all persons of your Christian flock,"

all, of whatever disposition. Need is there

of this in Pastors, since, as Benson
observes, " the stupidity of some, and the infirm-

ities of all, call for great patience and indul-

gence."

15. bpare , &c.] This admonition
(manifestly intended for all, both rulers and peo-
ple) is founded on that of Christ, Matt. v. 39. 41•.,

where see Note. Compare xii. 14. .
Nat follow, but, earnestly endeavour to do; as

Rom. ix. 30. xiii. 13. xiv. 19. 1 Cor. xiv. 1. Phil.

iii. 12. To, being in opposition to,
must denote benevolence and beneficence.. is well rendered by Professor Scholefield,
" towards one another."

16.. ^..] It is strange that some em-
inent Commentators should have explained this

as equivalent to a sort of valedktion. And Dr.

Burton's Version, "be cheerful," is not to be
commended ; since, connected as this plainly is

with the admonition following, it must denote
joy in llie Lord, as most Expositors, ancient and
modern, are agreed. Nav, in some MSS. is add-
ed h ; though, doubtless, from the margin.
Thus it is equivalent to the admonition at Phil,

iii. 1.

17..] The full meaning of this ex-
pression (which is too much pre.'i.ti'd on by some,
and too much lowered by others) seems to he
unintermittimchj, i. e. both at all stated times for

public or family prayer, and at all such times as

are suitable or required by cirrumstnnces, for

private devotion. See Note on Luke ii. 37.

xviii. 1. Rom. viii. 1. Compare Eph. vi. 18.

Col. i. 8. See the able Discourses of Dr. Bar-
row on Prayer, p. 69. seqq. and 79. vol. i.. Supply ^^,,, i. e. at all

times, and under all circumstances. See more
in Whitby.

18. TovTo — {.] The sense is: "For
this is the will of God [signified by Jesus Christ]

respecting you ; this is what God is pleased to

order by Jesus Christ to be performed by you."
19. TO /3.] The ancient Expositors

in general, and all the most eminent modern
ones, regard . as relating solely to the super-

natural Spiritual gifts, which that some of the
Thessalonians had, is plain from the verse fol-

lowing. They are not, however, agreed whether
by that is meant the quenching them in others,

(by discouraging and disallowing them) or in

themselves ; i. e. by neglect or abuse, or by vice

in general. The latter is, I conceive, the sense
chiefly intended. But though we may under-
stand chiefly the e^traorditiary influences of the

Holy Spirit, surely we must include His ordi-

nary influences and graces, given to every one
to profit withal ; and thus the admonition will be
a kindred one to that at Eph. iv. 30. \' rb. In the passage of 2
Tim. i. 6. ^ , both

these senses are found, and perhaps the second
is predominant.

20.. f|ou0.] As the foregoing admoni-
tion was not to quench the Spirit in themselves,

so this. I apprehend, is not to quench it, by dis-

allowing and discouraging the exhibition of it in

others. The sense of- is, I conceive,
the very same as in the three Chapters on the
Spiritunl gifts at 1 Cor. xii. & xiv. See also Note
on xii. 10. Indeed, those Chapters are the best
comment on the present passage. See also Phil,

i. 1—16. Ephes. iv. 1 — 11. Rom. xii. 3— 6.

Comp. John iv. 1. By using the plural, St. Paul
meant^-.

21. —.^ \. there
is a metaphor taken from the assaying of metals,

or rather the Iryinsr of money, by ringing or the
touch-stone. To this there seems an allusion in

the. There are here two remarkable
diversities of reading. Several MSS. liave. ; others, . The former
of which is edited by (^riesbach, Knnpp, and
Tittman ; the latter, by Matth.-ri. But I sec no
reason to adopt either reading. Botli were, I

conceive, meant to point out the conneriion oC
the words with the preceding, and make the

sense plainer ; and therefore deserve no atten-

tion ; except as serving to show tlie interpreta-

tion of the earliest ages. From the context, and
the parallel passage of 1 John, it is plain that

the .apostle meant the injunction only of the
' and the seems (o refer

to •, intending, however, I apprehend,
also the dorlrives brourrht forward by the S-

; for thopirh onlv the. be expressed,
yet ('// the spiritual gifts which ministered in-
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struction are to be understood. Some, indeed,
h;ive supposed it meant generuliij of doctrines,

by an ellip. of. But tliat is quite inad-

missible. The connection, together with the
injunction to the searching of the spirits,-

at 1 Cor. xii. 10. & xiv. 29., de-
cide the point. At the same time, as the admo-
nition regards the doctrines of such scriptural

persons, as well as the realilij of their gifts, it may
very well admit of being applied, mutatis mu-
tandis, to the endowments and doctrines of the
teachers and preachers of the Gospel in every
age. This is shown by Whitby and
Benson to be indispensable to those, on whom it

is obligatory to '• hold fast that which is good :
"

and that the ancient Fathers allowed this trial to

tiieir hearers, is certain from ihe citations ad-

iluced by Whitby. Wets, compares a passage of
Aristotle, where, speaking of reason, he says :^. which [ would
add the following one from Marc. Anton, iii. fi.,.

22. ( . .] Expositors are

not agreed whether should be rendered ap-
peai-ance, or kind. The former interpretation is

adopted by most modern Commentators, includ-

ing Bp. Aliddl. (on account of the want of the

Article) ; the latter by the ancient ones general-
ly, and some eminent moderns (as Hamm., Le
Clerc, Buxtorf, Wets., Benson) and almost all

recent Expositors, including Koppe, Schleus.,

Pelt, and Scott. The former interpretation, in-

deed, yields a good sense ; but this use of the
word is nowhere else found in the Scriptural,

and rarely in the Classical writers. And, more-
over, it has little or no connection with the pre-

ceding. Whereas, the latter has a very close
one ; on which, and other accounts, it is greatly

preferable. That the word was so taken by S.

Polycarp. appears from an imitation of the present
passage in his Epistle to the Philippians, C. ix.

" Keep yourselves from all evil. For he that in

these things cannot govern himself, how shall he
be able to prescribe them to another 1 " On the
subject itself, see Dr. Parr's Sermon on this

verse, in which he shows that the obedience re-

quired from Christians must be uiriversat, that no
distinctions greater or less will justify us in
evading any commands, or any prohibitions ; that
the very appearance of evil voluntarily hazarded,
is contrary to the purity and dignity of the Chris-
tian character, and that no action can be blame-
less in the sight of God, which gives just offence
to the moral sentiments of his creatures."

23. Here the Apostle, I conceive, speaks with
reference to all the Church of Thessalonica.

should be rendered, " may he sanctify."

The expression is used with ref-

erence to that peace, the cultivation of vhich
was enjoined at v. 13., and the violation of which
was contemplated in what was said of the Spir-
itual gifts. On the full sense of . see Notes
on John xvii. 17. and 1 Cor. vi. 11. ?? is

for b},o\C ; and b}i6Kp. is nearly synonymous
with . Dr. Parr, in a Sermon on this text,

remarks that this word, which primarily signifies

the whole of a thing given by lot, is metaphori-
cally applied, 1. to a city, whose buildings are all

standing ; 2. to an empire, which has all its prov-
inces ; 3. to an army, whose troops are undimin-
ished by accident or calamity. Many eminent
Commentators maintain that the Apostle, by dis-
tinguishing the TO, the , and ,
meant to advert to the opinion of those Philoso-
phers, who represented man as consisting of three
parts, spirit, soul, and body. See Whitby, Ben-
son, and Vitringa. It is, however, unlikely that
the Apostle should advert to such vain specula-
tions. He here speaks popularly; meaning to
denote the ichole man, with all his faculties and
powers both bodily and mental.

24. .'] i. e. will do [what He has prom-
ised.] See Whitby. With vv. 24— 26. compare
1 Cor. i. 9. Rom. xv. 31. xvi, 16.
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This second Epistle was evidently written not
long after the first

;
probably as soon after send-

ing the first, as the Apostle had had time to learn

the situation of the Church of Thessalonica. It

was, no doubt, written principally for the purpose
of correcting a mistake, which had arisen from
the misunderstanding of certain expressions
therein contained ; as if the daij ofJiidgment were
to be in that as^e ; an error which, if not corrected,
might have proved very dangerous ; and which
had already occasioned much evil, by leading
some persons to neglect the business of life. This
the Apostle does by showing that the day ofjudg-
ment will not so speedily arrive as they imagined

;

but that before it, an awful apostasy would pre-
vail. The Apostle, moreover, takes the oppor-
tunity to reprove the disorderly conduct in some,
which had been occasioned by the opinion in

question, and to earnestly exhort them to the
discharge of their Christian duties.

The Epistle consists of three divisions (corre-
sponding to the three Chapters), of which the 1st

is consolatory, the 2d partly prophetic and partly

didactic, the 3d hortatory and valedictory.

C. I. 1, 2. On these verses, see 1 Thess. i. sq.

ii. 14, 19, 20. and Notes.
3— 12. The .Apostle commends them for the

steadfastness of their faith, and for their patience
under persecution ; assuring them that when
Christ comes to judgment, they should be re-

warded, and their persecutors punished. (Ben-
son.) ., &c. Compare Rom. i. 8. 1 Cor.
iv. 5. Phil. i. 3,4. The we here and throughout
the Epistle is, as the best Expositors are agreed,
to be understood of St. Paul only. The.

. is taken by Koppe as expressed populariter

,

for . This, however, is paring

down the sense, which cannot be less than what
Abp. Newc. expresses, " We ought to thank
God ; " a rendering confirmed by the ancient
Versions. " is for or, par
est, it is fit or proper ; of which expression ex-

amples are cited by the Commentators. Schott,

indeed, objects that thus there will be a pleonasm.

He is of opinion that here points at the

high degree required, of their thanksgiving; q. d.

both in words and works. And he renders :

" Oportet nos Deo gratias agere, quales conve-

niant prcestantice beneficii." Yet though the

sentiment is sufficiently true, to introduce it here
would be harsh. The exact force of the expres-

sion (missed by all the modern Commentators)
was long ago pointed out by Theophyl., who ob-

serves that is added to prevent
us from being too much exalted by the perform-
ance of such an act of thanksgiving, since ve are

doing no more than our duty ; there being an
ellipsis of. Thus the injunction answers

to that at Luke xvii. 10. \!. ''
' Sti (sub.)',

" we have done our duty [and no more]." As
is a stronger term than \, vve

may infer that their faith had increased in a

greater degree than their, which includes

all those kind offices by which Christians might
assist Christians ; and thereby mutually sweeten
the bitterness of that cup of sorrow, which
their profession of a new religion, everywhere
spoken against, would be sure to expose them
to.

4. —.] Render, " Insomuch that we
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9 ' , 5^ i^a. 2. is.,
ourselves are proud (or, may boast) of you among
the churches of God, on account of,"' &c. See
Turretin and Schott. . , i. e.

inter creteras. . in this sense occurs in

2 Cor. xii. 5. and often. The is equivalent to

the Heb. ^, df : as ia Gal. iv. 20. iv, and i. 24.& fV • and some-
times in the Classical vriters. In

there maij be, as most of the later Com-
mentators say, an Hendiad. ,
as . But it is better (with the

ancient and earlier modern E.xpositors), to keep
the terms distinct ; the latter being considered
as productive of the former; since patience (as

Calvin says) " is the fruit and testimony of faith."

5. —.] These words evidently

refer to the preceding ; but the connection is not

very clear. If be taken as a Nominative,
we must supply 3 : if, with Koppe and Pelt,

as an Accusative, we may supply , with the

Pesch Syr. and even some MS8. The former
method, however, deserves tlie preference. Still

the reference is the same ; though what that is,

E.xpositors are not agreed. Some refer it to, &c. ; but almost all the best Commenta-
tors, to/? •; q. d. " Which suf-

fering of persecution and affliction is a proof of
the righteous judgment God will exercise at the

last day." So Calvin well remarks ;
" If we hold

it as a first principle of faith, that God is the just

Judge of the whole world, and that it is his office

to reward every one according to his works ; it

necessarily follows that the present is an
evidence of a judgment not yet apparent ; " q. d.

(as Chrys., Grot., and others explain) "God
suffers you to be atBicted with troubles, in order
that, by apportioning to you salvation in heaven,
and adjudging them to punishment, he may set

forth a demonstration of the justice of his judg-

ment." Yet the sentiment, however excellent,

would, so introduced, involve considerable harsh-

ness ; and therefore it seems best, with Schott,

to unite botli references
; q. d. '• Which your

patient endurance of afflictions is an evidence of

the righteous judgment of God [to both you and
your persecutors] ; to you, by apportioning to

you the rewards of an everlasting kingdom, to

those the punishment of their sins." Such, too,

is the explanation given by Schmid, Benson,
Flatt, and others. Here compare a kindred

sentiment at Rom. ii. 5— 8, and especially at

Phil. i. 28. With respect to ., it is by
some referred to, or (see Pelt)

;

by others, to- The former method,
however, is preferable. Indeed, the scope of the

clause is to point out the happy consequences of

thus bearing afflictions for the Gospel's sake with

patience, even the being thought worthy of

being made partakers of eternal bliss, as Luke
XX. 3.5. sq.

6 — 8. The .A.postle now dwells at large on this

sure expectatio« of a just judgment, introducing

a brief description of it, as well for the purpose
of speaking comfort and consolation to the per-

secuted Thessalonians, as also in order from
thence to take occasion to rectify an erroneous
notion of theirs concerning the day of judgment,
&c.' is here confrmalonj, not dubitalive, and
may be rendered " siquidem," "inasmuch as."

So in Rom. viii. 9. , "judice Deo.". is a word of middle signification ; but it

has here more point than a term would have,

which had only a bad sense. " is also op-

posed to? at 2 Cor. viii. 13. The word
properly signifies release from labour or affliction,

and thus is nearly equivalent to. It is

figuratively used to denote the felicity promised
to God's faithful servants ; which image is finely

employed in a passage of singular beauty and
pathos at Heb. iv. 1 — 11.

— (V - a-oKiiK. — fV 0.] Here. (on which see Luke xvii. 30.) is nearly
synonymous with at Col. iii. k ; but is

more significant than. is not

(as some say) for ; but signifies (as Lu-
ther, Calvin, Grot., Benson, Pelt, and Schott
explain) "by whom he exercises his power."

may be construed either with the
preceding words (as it is done by most recent
Commentators), or with the following, as it is by
the ancients and moderns in general. In the

former case, it will denote the glory with which
the Lord will be clothed at the last day ; in the
latter, it will be symbolical of the awful punish-

ment to be inflicted on the wicked, even "the
lake of fire," mentioned in Revel, xx. 10. As to

the reading ^Xoy. -, it is a manifest correction.

(. is for . By . are

meant those who have not embraced Christianity
;

implying the possession of the means of knowing
hovv to worship God aright, but the neglect of
them. To?s . designates those who, after

having embraced the Gospel, have not fulfilled its

injunctions.

9.'. This is an exegetical appo-
sition, showing the wa^Mre of the punishment,

—

even " everlasting perdition." ". is for -, implying misery the most extreme (see
Matt. vii. 13. 1 Thess. v. 3.) ; utter and irreme-
diable destruction. The words anb ., &.C. depend upon ; and their sense
must be decided by the force ascribed to the,
which many eminent Commentators suppose to

be causal, explaining, " punientur a Domino et a
majestate ipsius vim suam exserente." It is,

however, more commonly, and perhaps justly

supposed to signify " far removed from, " " thrust

from, " as in Luke xiii. 28. There is supposed to

be an allusion to Is. ii. 19. and
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10. In '. <. a. and. iv. there is a parallelism, of which the two
members illustrate each other, and the sense is,

' that God may derive glory from the eternal hap-

piness, which he will bestow on all faithful Chris-

tians." The words iv / . are transposed

;

as in Rom. ii. 12. to which, after a

parenthesis of two verses, corresponds h^ at

V. 16. So here the words ' — are paren-
thetical ; and the sense (which has been variously

expressed) seems to be, " because our testimony
among you (literally, apud, i. e. coram vos) hath
been believed by you." Now the foregoing sen-

timent which has respect to all believers, is in

this parenthesis indirectly and mentally applied
to the Thessalonians in particular. Thus the full

sense is, " And in you particularly this will be
the case, because you have believed and obeyed
the Gospel."

11. dg o] "in order to which," i. e. that he
may be thus glorified in you. The sense of the
next clause I'l'u —? !) depends upon
that assigned to the term, which some In-

terpreters explain, " would make you worthy,"
i. e. make you to be worthy ; equivalent to.
at Col. i. 12. A signification rare in the N. T.,

but found in the Classical writers, and here adopt-

ed by the Peschito Syr. This interpretation,

however, is somewhat precarious ; and it seems
better (with many eminent Commentators, and
our English Versions) to render it, " may account
you worthy of," "vouchsafe to bestow upon
you." So supra V. 5. Luke viii. 7.,

and perhaps in Heb. iii. 3., as also in the Classical

writers. See Hesych. and Steph. Thes.
the best Expositors are agreed in regarding as

put, by metonymy, for the object of calling, the

state of blessedness in the Gospel, to which they
were called ; as Phil. iii. 14. Eph. i. 18. Heb. iii.

1. Compare Eph. iv. 1.

— \>}—.^ These Words are

not very perspicuous, and have been variously in-

terpreted. The sense seems to be, "that he
Avould powerfully and fully accomplish all the de-

signs of his goodness, and consummate your work
of faith." signifies beneplacilum, good
pleasure. By -. ? (which is va-

riously interpreted) seems to be meant, " make
your faith complete in those things which are

its proper fruits." See 1 Thess. i. 3. James i.

12. ? f I'i. r3 — airri?.] This points to

the effect of the preceding. To . is not

a pleonasm, but a stronger expression, meant, as

Beng. suggests, to do the more honour to God in

the vork of man's salvation. 'Er and iv

may be rendered, " by him and by you ; " the
former relating to this world ; the latter, to the
world to come. But the fV may, as Beza suppo-
ses, have been adopted to hint at the union be-
tween Christ, the Head, and his members. Now
this great work so far exceeds all that could have
been imagined, or the greatest human merit have
claimed, that it is well said in the words following
to be ), &C.

II. The mention of the coming of the Lord
enables the Apostle to introduce that of the end
of the world, and to correct the error, which had
arisen from a misunderstanding of his words, as

if it were just at hand.

1..] The full sense seems to be. " we
earnestly intreat and exhort you." The hnip

must be taken, as often, for, concerning.. in' avTiv, " our gathering together
unto him." only occurs once else-

where in the N. T., namely, at Heb. x. 25., where
it is used of a Christian congregation. It is often

employed in the Apocrypha to denote the con-
gregation of the Israelites. The term corresponds
to the of 1 Thess. iv. 14— 27., and is il-

lustrated by Matt. xxiv. 31. rov;. It is well observed by Salmas. cited by
Pott, that " the coming of Christ, and our gather-
ing together unto Him, are here united, as relatum
et correlatum."

2. ; Tb . .] This depends upon. in the preceding verse ; being for .. signifies to [suffer yourselves] to be troubled
;

of which we have an example at Acts xvii. 13.

Compare Eph. iv. 19. James i. 6. So .\rrian cited

by Wets. : \' ,
where the metaphor is taken from a ship torn from
its anchorage, and carried out to sea; which, in-

deed, seems to be what St. Paul had in mind in

this passage; ("from your mind")
being for and . In what that

consists, the passage of Hebrews best shows,

—

namelv, faith in the revelation of God by his Apos-
tle. is exeijetical of. See Note
on Matt. xxiv. 6. ba . Thus the

sense is :
" that ye be not hastily shaken from the

hitherto settled persuasion of your minds, nor be
thrown into unreasonable perturbation."

The Apostle then adverts to the various modes
by which they might be perverted ; i. e. nve(>-, \6, and\, where . is not to be
taken (with some) of a person, but simply, a pre-

tended revelation of the Spirit. is by
most E.xpositors, from Grot, downwards, united
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(per hypozeugma) with . ; and thus '
4// will be referred to both ; (as and

in Polyb. iv. 2-1•.) j the former referring
to something asserted to have been said by St.

Paul ; the latter, to a letter purporting to have
been writlen by him. Render, " neither by re-
port, nor by letter as coming from us."

3. ' iiiv ] , &C.] There is

plainly an omission, at the end of the sentence,
of some words to complete the sense ; which,
from the extreme length of the inserted portion,
were forgotten to be supplied. Now, from the'( in the preced-
ing verse, it is plain that the Apostle meant,
" that day will not arrive unless there be first an
apostasy."

On the purport of this most difficult portion,

v. 3 — 12., treating of the Apostasy and the Man
of sin, very great difference of opinion exists.

The interpretations, numerous as they are, may
be distributed into two classes ; 1. That of those
who suppose the words to have respect to what
was speedily to happen, and, in a comparatively
short time, did happen ; as the destruction of Je-

rusalem, or the great apostasy which preceded
that event, or the revolt of the Jews from the Ro-
mans, or the prevalence of the heresy of the Cr?ios-

tics ; not to mention other less probable opinions.

The second comprises those which regard the
words as having respect to something which was
to happen long after; and of the interpretations

of this class, there are again two divisions ; ]. of
those vho suppose the apostasy and the Man of
Sin to have already appeared, in Popery, or 31a-
hometanism ; 2. of those who think they are yet

to come.

The most general opinion is, that the passage
has reference to the grand heresy of Popery, and
the corruptions of the Romish Church ; the Ma?i

of Sin being supposed to denote the Pope for the

time being, i. e. the series of persons who have
filled the Papal Chair; (an idiom by no means
rare ;) and the apostasy being understood of the

abominable corruptions of the Romish Church.
But though this view has been supported by the

ability of iMede, Benson, Bp. Newton, INIacknight,

and others, and is much countenanced by several

striking coincidences, which exist between the

cliaracters of the apostasy, and those of Popery,

yet it is liable to such serious objections (as

appear from what is said further on), that I can-

not venture to recommend it. As to that inter-

pretation which refers the passage to Mahometan-
ixm, it may be considered utterly unfounded.
For surely Mahometanism cannot be called apos-

tasy from a religion with which it had never had
any connexion. .\s to the interetations com-
prised under Class I., they are all liable to insu-

perable objections, and deserve little attention.

Before I venture to suggest where the truth prob-

ably lies, it may be proper to premise a few re-

marks on the nature of the passage, and to con-
sider how far we are warranted in expecting to be
enabled clearly to discern its full sense, and ex-

plain its complete application. And first, it is

evident from the use of the Article with

in every one of the MSS.. and the words -

, &.C., of v. 6, 6., that the Apostle does not
here communicate any new declaration, but that

he only repeats one before made. And equally
clear is it that, when he bids them " remember
what he had told them," it is therein implied,
that something was then said, which is now omit-
ted. The Apostle's words, too, are plainly meant
for the Thessalonians only ; and we may presume
that, with the aid of what had been before said,

they were enabled to sufficiently comprehend their
meaning. But it does not follow, that those words
should be intelligible to such as are ignorant of
what the Apostle had before said. Thus, much
of obscurity must necessarily hang over the pas-
sage, and therefore some harshness may be tol

erated in the explication ; in essaying which, it

is of no small consequence to ascertain what
general points, and those unconnected with any
particular hypothesis, admit of being regarded as

fully established, and consequently fit to be made
a foundation whereon to build whatever further
may be propounded.
That the day of the Lord here spoken of is not

the destruction of Jerusalem (as some maintain),
but the day of judgment, seems to be quite cer-
tain. It is scarcely less so (and the ancient Ex-
positors were all of that opinion) that the Man
of Sin of St. Paul has reference to the very same
character as the Antichrist St. John (i Epist.
iii. 18. and elsewhere), and who seems intended,
though not called by that name, in the Apocalypse,
ch. xiii. That the ancient Commentators univer-
sally considered the prophecy as one of distant

completion, and not to be understood till its ful-

filment, is alike certain, and deserving of serious
attention. The ancient and the most eminent
modern Expositors are, with reason, agreed that
the prophecy has the same reference as that in

Daniel viii. It is probable, then, that both St.

John and St. Paul had in view the above portion,
which manifestly relates to the coming of the Son
of Man, and the events that should precede and
accompany his advent.

But that their descriptions were, as some imag-
ine, solely founded thereon, may be doubted. It

should seem that something was founded thereon,
and that the same highly figurative, symbolical,
and allegorical mode of expression was adopted

;

but that many other characteristics of the Apos-
tasy and Anti-Christ, or the Man of Sin. were
added by St. Paul (whose words in this whole
portion, vv. 3 — 12. may be regarded as a further
illustration of what was obscurely and very figura-

tively spoken of by Daniel) under the inspiration
of the Holy Spirit, or from actual, though limited,
revelation. Upon the whole, there seems good
reason to suppose, with many eminent Expositors,
for the last half century, that what is here spoken
of has not yet taken place ; though I am inclined,
for various reasons, to think that the mystery, or
secret principle, of iniquity and apostasy is now
actually working, and that, when Almighty Prov-
idence shall please that the shall no
longer impede the full working of the principle.
— the apostasy, (no doubt consisting of a series of
acts, though marked by the Article as one whole,)

rapidly display itself; especially when the
Man of Sin, or Anti-Christ, shall be revealed, or
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appear ; and who shall be the great Agent of the

Evil One in the whole transaction. But to pro-

ceed to the rerbal interpretation of the most im-

portant words and phrases contained in this inter-

esting portion.

properly denotes abandonment of

connection with any person ; which implies, in the

case of a political ruler, rehellion. In the Scrip-

tures, however, it almost always means abandon-

ment of a religion, by passing over to another, or

to no religion : but it is scarcely ever, I think,

used of corruption of a religion by persons still

continuing in the profession of it. The term must
here denote, as Calvin says, a very general defec-

tion from God, by Atheism. And so it was taken

by many of the ancient Expositors. ^-
^)" does not, as some suppose, simply denote
appearance ; but has an allusion to those secret

workings of apostasy and vice, which should at

various times precede the final public and general

one. Schott observes, " that St. Paul speaks of

the apostasy and impiety as then latent ; but

hereafter to openly appear, and have its e.x'tremest

measure at the appearance of the Man of Sin."

In the expression h . we may
(with the ancient, and some eminent modern Ex-
positors) trace, as Pelt says, a parallelism of Satan
with Christ. " As the Saviour, clothed in the

human nature, appeared at the time decreed by
God and Christ, so will the Power of Hell, intro-

duced in the person of a man,{ (says

Chrys.) ivipytiav,) appear, when
the apostasy shall have become so ripe, as to re-

quire his agency." He is here called ', as Judas is, at John xvi. 12.

4. h —.] In these words
tlte Apostle had doubtless in mind Dan. xi. 36.

The avT. and -. are (as Pelt observes) to

be conjoined in one idea, denoting the exalting

himself over, and opposing himself to God, and,

putting down all worship of the Deity, in what-
ever form.

that adoration which is

so as to be the only object of worship." A
mode of interpretation supported by the authority

of Chrys. and other ancient Expositors ; and, of
modern ones, by Grot., Koppe., and Pelt. The-. (on which see 2 Cor. xii. 7.) expresses,
Pelt observes, the very extreme of pride. The
word was used both of God and of men ;

i. e. such as were considered God's vicegerents
on earth,— namely, sorereio-ns. Accordingly, -

signifies whatever object is worshipped or
regarded us God. See Theophyl. Tlius in Wisd.
xiv. 20, and Acts xvii. 23, it designates the idols

of the heathens.
— ', &c.] The& should be separ-

ated from the foregoing by a colon, since (as Pelt
observes) " minus consilium quam sequelam innu-
eri videtur." Render, " insomuch that." Avrdv— KaO'wat is best rendered, on the authoritv of
the Pesch. Syr. and several eminent Expositors,

— \6 "claiming to himself
iue to the Deity alone,

" seat himself in the temple of (Jod as God ;

"

i. e. in quality of God. The words following-
btiK. lavTovoTt . . are (as Chrys. and Pelt observe,

comparing 1 Cor. iv. 9.) put for -
; i. e. ', as Philo said

of Caligula. Considering the highly allegorical

and symbolical nature of the whole of this pas-

sage, there can be little difficulty in supposing
that by " the temple of God " is meant (as almost
all the ancient and many eminent modern Expos-
itors understand) the Christian Church, as in 1

Cor. iii. 16. 2 Cor. vi. 16. 1 Tim. iii. 15. Eph. ii. 21.

To this, indeed, some objections are made by
Schott, but not such as have any great force.

He takes it (with the generality of modern Ex-
positors) of the Temple of Jerusalem, or rather

de cede sacro generally, understanding thereby
that the Man of Sin will, as it were, fix his seat

above God's holy place of worship, and affect Di-
vine worship or authority.

5. oi —- It now seems to

have occurred to the Apostle, that to some all

this might be new and unheard ; therefore he re-

minds them that this is no other than he had be-

fore told them ; having communicated to them
the substance at least of this information when
he was with them. (Pelt.) q. d. " And you have
no need to stumble at this doctrine, or to wonder
that you do not see the Man of Sin exerting his

baleful force j for you are well aware that there
is something which prevents him from making his

appearance."
6. & , &C.] The seems

rightly taken by Koppe, Flatt, and Pelt, as a par-

ticle of transition, " Now then." As to what is

meant by , (well explained by Chrys.

\,) it is impossible to pronounce with cer-

tainty. And no wonder, since, as the Apostle
was speaking of what they knew, he had no reason
to open it out very clearly 5 and. therefore, we
cannot expect to very well understand it. Upon
the whole, the most probable opinion is that of
Theodoret ; who understands it of the decree 0/
God's providence, which hinders the appearance
of the Man of Sin until the "fulness of time."

EiC rd. is suspended on, and is iiot

put (as Koppe supposes) for' ;<,-
but there is a blending of two clauses into

one; and the complete sense is, " prevents him
from being revealed, as he will at length be, in his

season,— namely, that agreeable to the counsels
of Almiarhty Providence." So John vii. 30. 1;. Here for, I would, from nine MSS.
and some Fathers, read, as the context evi-

dently requires. The might very well arise

from the preceding. This reading was well
followed by our English Version, which renders
" his time."

7. TO . . (.] The Apostle
saw a most pernicious principle of evil even in

his time insinuating itself among Christians

;

though from the power which restrained it, not

yet fully developed. (Pelt.) T^j av. is rightly
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Vater, " verbo, jusso suo efBcacissimo ;
" which

is confirmed by Chrys. \-, and Theod. u6vov, --
(read). The next clause desig-

nates the ease and speed of this destruction
; (here

represented by the equivalent term ., to
utterly destroy any force, see 1 Cor. xv. 24. 2
Cor. iii. 7.), namely, by and at his very presence.^. . signifies "his glorious presence."
Indeed the expression is often both in the Scrip-
tural and Classical writers used to denote Divine
majesty.

9, 10. must, of course, be under-
stood of the. The following description
of the working of this. . is subjoined, not
for consolation only, as Beng. thinks, but for

warning, and other puoses. See Matt. xxiv. 25.

John xvi. 4. xiii. 19. Ou ivipy.

. . is (as Pelt remarks) for os .
iv , " at whose presence Satan

will work with great power." So Eph. ii. 2.

he is said to be iv -
. The . . may be taken,
with almost all Commentators, as at Acts ii. 21.. Since, however,

is here added, it should rather seem, that by] hvv. is denoted " great power ;
" and by. ., the kinds of power. The •&

qualities all three. The next words, iv*
. . advert to other modes, by which

Antichrist and his agents and abettors will en-
deavour to advance their cause ; namely, by every
other unrighteous deceit and fraud, as well as

that of pretended miracles. \\(
must, as Pelt says, be joined with, quod
latet in kit. Now this implies

a yielding to the arts of the Seducer, and there-

fore . may be rendered, " among
those who are sure to perish," or " among the

wretched victims of their deceit." The next
words show why they are thus devoted to perdi-

tion, and may be rendered, " inasmuch as they

have not admitted the love or care of the truth,

in order to their being saved." The sense, in-

deed, is disputed : but the best way of settling it

is to suppose, as I have done in ftec. Syn., that

we have here a blending of two modes of expres-
sion, " They did not love or care for the truth,"

and, •' they would not receive or admit it."

11. iia TovTo'\ i. e. because they have had no
love of or care for the truth. "For (observ'es

Benson) there is no effectual preservative from
fatal error but the sincere love of truth and virtue.

See two excellent discourses on this text by Dr.

South, vol. iv. p. 323, seqq., wherein he shows
that ill-disposed affections are both naturally and
penally the cause of darkness and error in the

judgment. The best Commentators are agreed,
that we are here to suppose that idiom, by which
God is figuratively said to do a thing which he

44

supposed by Pelt to differ little from the
at v. 3; since may, by its etymology, very
well signify . So
in 2 Mace. ii. 44. those are called

whose was mentioned at v. 15. .. must, with the ancient Expositors, be taken
for ; implying also a notion of
evil ; and of what consequently seeks coiwealment.

See John iii. 19— 21. So Schott well explains

the phrase to mean, " improbitas, quae adhuc effi-

cientiam suam occultat, sive occultare debet, eo
quod speciem prse se ferat honestatis, et artibus

clandestinis utatur." I would here compare what
Josephus calls the life of Antipater, " a mystery
of wickedness ;

" and what Dionysius Halic. says

of Theopompus, that " he developed the myste-
ries, or secrets, of falsely seeming virtue, and of
concealed vice." may be rendered,
" is being carried into action, (,) is being
developed." So the Pesch. Syr., " is beginning
to be effective." See Note at I Thess. ii. 13.

In the next words, fiicoi'—, there is an
ellipsis common in the popular style. And the

sense (as was seen by the Syriac and some other
ancient Translators) is only to be expressed by
expanding the expressions as follows :

" Only
there is one who now obstructs

;
[and who will

continue to do so] until he be removed." This
use of (which corresponds to that of the

Latin moilo) is found in Gal. ii. 10, and vi. 12.

Or we may, with Schott, regard the construction
as an inversion of the words, for 8(.
But thus, while the construction is adjusted, the
sense is left very imperfect ; which is only to be
fully expressed bv supposing here, as often, a
blendinii of two clauses into one. As to the

meaninsof b, that is explained according
to the hypothesis of the Interpreter. It seems
well observed by Pelt, that b may be
taken of a "genus hominum quoddam," a "vis
qu^dam spiritualis siraul cum ipso malo initum
habens." And Calvin well remarks : — " Hoc
mysterium iniquitatis revelationi opponitur

;
quia

enim nondum tantas viras collegerat Satan, ut pa-

lam Antichristus Ecclesiam opprimeret, dicit eum
furtim et clanculum nioliri, quod aperte suo tem-
pore ficturus erat."

8. Here b designates, as Pelt remarks,

the author of the . . The words
following are added for the consolation of true

Christians. The first clause — is

formed upon Is. xi. 4. and Ps. xxxiii. 6. And
is used for the of the Sept., as

being a stronger term, denoting total destruction.

As to the reading 7. here found in some
MSS., it doubtless came from the Sept. ; and the

common reading maybe supported from Thucyd.
Vlli. 65. ? ^'-, made away with.

The •. is well explained by

VOL. II.
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only permits to be done. , not " a lie,"

but " the lie," i. e. that which is false.

12. ' .'\ " here denotes, as often, not

end, hut ejfect. See Luke xi. .50. ., for. The tiioK. iv ai. signifies, " willingly

indulging themselves in false, and therefore

wicked doctrines."

13. if—.'] This is a repetition of
what was said at i. 3. Render :

" However, we
are bound to give perpetual thanks to God for

you, that God hath, from the beginning, chosen
you to salvation." ' signifies " from
eternity " (as at John i. 1. b '), allud-

ing to the eternal purposes of God in calling the
Thessalonians to the Christian faith. See Chrys.
and Benson. Eij, for , or. In fi; . is denoted the
means, or the mode of the salvation ; i. e. " by
the sanctification of the Spirit." or, as Pelt ex-
plains, " on condition of sanctification of spirit."

So at Eph. i. 4. to election is added the end and
condition of it, tlvai , &-C. And at

1 Pet. i. 1,2. Christians are termed>.' ? iv .£ ^. is meant " I'aith in, belief of the truth,"
i. e. the Gospel.

14. th o] " unto which," namely, election and
sanctification. . . i. "e. the Gospel
preached by me ; as 1 Thess. i. 5..,
like. at 1 Thess. v. 9.

15. .~\ See Gal. v. 1. 1 Cor. xvi. 3. and
Notes. riii, for ., as

1 Cor. xi. 2. ^. By.
the best Expositors (except those of the Roman-
ist persuasion) are agreed in understanding, '• the
doctrines and precepts delivered to the world by
the Apostles," either in writing, or by word of
mouth, as a revelation from God. And so-

is used at 1 Cor. xv. 3. See the able Notes
of Calvin and Benson cited in Rec. Syn., and
Dr. Miller's Plea of Tradition, as maintained in

the Church of Rome. The above view is further
supported by the authority of Theodor., who ex-
plains : " ',, . In 5'—
{/, the 1) belongs to both\ and

;

and the sense is, " whether by our word, or by
epistle." The , as Gomnr and Pelt remark,
is (as in 1 Cor. xiii. 8. and xv. 11.) not disjiimtirp,

but conjufictive, as often the Latin sive.

16, 17. Comp. 1 Thess. iii. 11 — 13. and v. 23.

and see Notes there and at Col. ii. 2.. ., i. e. the consolation arising

from the well-founded hope of everlasting life

and salvation. So at 1 Cor. i. 3. God is called

the God of all consolation. «yaOi? here is

equivalent to ? at Tit. ii. 13.

must be construed with, and signifies,

"through [His] grace [alone]," without any
merit of ours, is by the best Ex-
positors understood of that kind of comforting,

which consists in quieting the mind, when
troubled by anxious doubts and fears as to our
salvation, or tempted to let go our confidence in

(iod, under affliction or persecution. See supra
V. 2. Though surely the comforting them under
affliction or persecution must be included. In—)/ we must not, with some Ex-
positors, take the of conversation, or, with
others, of consolation ; but, as the ancients and
best moderns are agreed, doctrine. Thus the
sense of the passage is :

" may he support and
confirm you in sound doctrine and virtuous prac-
tice."

III. 1. &, ', &C.] The
Apostle here, as occasionally elsewhere, desires
the prayers of his converts, to set them an ex-
ample of humility ; and, as in the case of praying

Jhr them., to hint to them their duty of praying
for each other. He, however, does not ask their
prayers generally, or for any temporal good, but
for what would be to him the greatest blessing—
that the Gospel may, through his means, make
its way rapidly, and be successful ; for that, as
the best Expositors are aureed, is the sense of. In the former of those terms
there is the same metaphor (taken from a rare-
course) as in Ps. cxlvii. 1.5. (where the I/X.X.
render, ' •^ b ). which
passage was probably in the mind of the ,\postle.

1 would compare Eurip. Ion. 531. >^ . The ,. lias

reference, not so much to the Gospel being.
embraced by many, as its being glorified in itself
by a faithful fulfilment of its requisitions, and
recommended to others by its producing the
fruits of righteousness. Compare supra i. 10,
12. The words \ - ' contain a
delicate commendation of those whom he is ad-
dressing.
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2. ', &C.] These words must assistance cooperating with our own earnest en-
be connected with iVu, &c. Render, " And deavours." See Chrys. and Theophyl. To trust,
[in order thereto] that we (meaning himself, indeed, in the assistance of God, that they are
Silvanus, and Timothy) may be delivered from doing what he enjoins, seems to involve some-
[the opposition and persecution of]" &c. In thing of incongruity. The most effectual method. . . the . is by most of removing the difficulty is to regard the sentence
recent Expositors regarded as synonymous with as containing two members blended into one.
jToi'. And so tlie word is used at Luke xxiii. 41. Thus the sense will be, " J\ow we hope and trust
But, from the words following, some more specwii that [upon the whole] ye are doing the things
sense seems intended ; and the term appears to which we command you ; and we "trust in the
include the notions of unreasonable, and perverse Lord's assistance that ye will be enabled to coii-

(the latter of which senses is assigned by the tinite to do them." It is plain that the Apostle
Pesch Syr.) ; the former regarding the heathens, everywhere urges the necessity of divine grace,
the latter the Jews, or Judaizing Christian teach- and yet, on the other hand, admits the existence
ers, described in 2 Tim. iii. 8. as - offree-will, or human liberty of action. See Phil.

voi'v, and, by an explication of the ii. 12. sq. 2 Cor. iii. 5. Rom. vii. 18.

foregoing, ] -. 5. b Si; —.] Notvvith-— yap :;.] The sense here is standing the attempts here made to establish a
certainly not what many Expositors assign, sense which differs widely from the one com-
'• There are few men of integrity, or persons monly assigned, the latter is doubtless alone the
whom we can trust ;

" for that interpretation is true one. See Rec. Syn. and Pelt. The words
neither permitted by the use of the .article, nor (which are quite in the Apostle's manner) may
is it suitable to the context. And the sense be rendered, " And now [in order thereto] may
assigned by Benson and others, •' for all men do the Lord [by his Holy Spirit] direct your hearts
not embrace the Christian faith," is very frigid unto the love of God." On. see Note on
and inapposite. The true interpretation is, I ap- 1 Thess. iii. 11. Any seeming incongruity is re-

prehend, that of the ancient, and many eminent moved by supposing Kip. to mean " the Lord
modern Expositors (especially Crell., Wolf, Le [working by the iio/i/ iSpiW<."] . . Xp.is
Clerc, Turretin, Wells, and Pelt), "«// have not by most recent Commentators explained, " such
the dispositions of mind to permit them to receive patience as Christ displayed in his sufferings."

the truth," i. e. the Gospel ; but only the lovers But there seems no reason to abandon the view
of truth and virtue possess tl:em. taken by the ancient and most modern Expositors,

3. b ', &c.] This is by the " the patient endurance of tribulations such as

best Expositors supposed to have been suggested Christ suffered ; and which Christians must be
by the of the preceding verse. The con- prepared to endure in his cause."
neetion is ably traced by Pelt as follows :" Those — 16. We may observe the address with
bad men who oppose the truth do, indeed, lie in which the Apostle first employs soothing Ian-

wait for us; but God will, we trust, rescue us guage to show his affection for them, and to

from their evil designs. Who of his faithfulness make palatable the reproofs he was about to in-

and truth will never forsake us." Comp. 1 Cor. troduce, and which were meant to correct a spirit

X. 13. i. 8, 9. and 1 Thess. v. 24. and Notes. that the Apostle had remarked among some of
— a-d rov.] Expositors are not agreed them ; namely, a disposition to be idle, and throw

whether this means "evil." or '• the Evil one." themselves on the bounty of their richer or more
The Latter interpretation is adopted by almost all industrious brethren for maintenance. These he
the ancients and manv moderns ; and, among had before enjoined to " quietly work, and eat

them, by Bp. Middl.. who urges the presence of their own meat." As, however, his injunctions

the Article. That, however, will only show that had been little attended to, he repeats them with

the interpretation «itt?/, not that it 7H«5< be adopted, greater authority and earnestness; strictly com-
The other (which is adopted in our common ver- manding the other Christians to break off all

sion. and also bv most of the later Commentators familiar intercourse with such, in order thereby to

and Translators) is supported by the authority of bring them to shame and repentance. .,
the Pesch. Svr. That -ov. mutj mean " evil," '" that ye withdraw yourselves from.",
is clear from Rom. xii. 9. . , as the ancient Commentators ex-

4. ., &c.] Compare Gal. v. 10. Pelt plain. See Note on 2 Cor. viii. 18— 21.

observes, that it is the Apostle's manner to couch :. must here denote an idle life, unaccom-
exhortation under commendation. The u^aj is op- panied by that regular !«/;•!/, which the Deity

posed to at v. 2. enjoined on man at the fall. See 1 Thess. v. 14.

— iv] i. e. says Chrys., •' in his benevo- By the. are meant those spoken of at ii. 15.

leoce, implying the necessity for the Divine 7. The Apostle here calls in his own example
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in aid of his precepts. Auroi , &c. The
sense seems to be that assigned oy Beng. and
Pelt, " For you yourselves know what manner of

life ye ought to practise, in order to imitate us."" ., &.C. There seems to be a clause
omitted

; q. d. " [Only, I say, imitate us ;] for," &c.
9. |'] soil,. On which see 1 Cor. ix. 6.

10.' —.} A sort of proverb,
of which many examples are adduced.

11. .'\ The has reference to

a clause omitted; q. d. "[I am induced to give

this injunction] for I have," &c. At. and. there is a paronomasia ; as I Tim. v. 13.

oil , -,
signifies, 1. to labour exceedingly ; 2. to devote
superfluous labour (the- answering to our over,

as in over-work) ; 3. to labour or give one's at-

tention to things which have no relation to one's
own proper business ; which is usually the case
with busy meddling persons.

12. .] Namely, as opposed to that
unsettled spirit which indisposed them for labour
and disposed them to a disorderly life. The
phrase riv seems to be adagial.
Many similar expressions are cited from the
Classical writers, descriptive of the contrary.
So the parasite is said.

13. .] This is similar to
the injunction at Gal. vi. 'J. !), " let US not be weary of doing good ;

"

i. e. by the exercise of charity ; which passage,
together with the connection with the preceding
(indicated by the (\i) must determine the sense
here to the subject of Christian charity ; though
most Expositors extend it to that of virtue in
general. And as to occurring in that
sense at Levit. v. 4, there the context and opposi-
tion with as much require that sense, as
the context here does the other. The ii shows
that the admonition was intended for those per-

sons above the working classes ; and was meant
to repress that disinclination to relieve and assist

even the industrious and deserving, which was
apt to be engendered by the idleness, or unwor-
thiness of some of the objects of charity.

14. fiTio-r.] Some Expositors connect
this with, placing a comma after,
in the sense, " inform me of the delinquent by
letter." That, however, is negatived by the use
of the Article; for, (as Bp. Middl. has shown)
if such had been the meaning, there would have
been none. And cannot well admit of
that sense. may be rendered (with

Bp. Middl.) "our Epistle," literally, the Epistle

which we wrote you. The sense . required
by this interpretation is, indeed, not very frequent,
but it is sufficiently supported by authority, and
is confirmed both by the context here, and the
etymology of the word. On . see
1 Cor. V. 9 & 11. The expression is equivalent
to at John iv. 9. Thus it was a sort

of excommunication, such as was in use among
the Jews. See Schoettg. on Matt, xviii. 17. "\va(^; i. e. "that the shame thereof may bring
him to repentance." Compare Tit. ii. 8, and
1 Cor. iv. 14, and Notes.

15. iy.]
" and yet regard him

not as an enemy." These words are meant to

show the nature of this sort of punishment, and
how far it should extend. It was to be considered
as a, having in view not so much the
punishment, as the reformation of the offender.

And the conduct adopted with regard to him was
not to be so far removed from friendliness, as to

approach to hostility. The term . is to be
taken as at 1 Thess. v. 14. Compare Levit.
xix. 17.

16. See Matt, xxviii. 20, and compare Rom.
XV. 33.

17. 18. See Note on Rom. xvi. 21—23. 1 Cor.
xvi. 24.
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The time when this Epistle was written is a

point of great uncertainty. Dr. Burton refers it

to A. D. 52. ; while the opinion of the most em-
inent Critics is, that it was written .\. D. 63.

The arguments in favour of an ear/ij and of a late

date respectively, are ably stated by Mr. Home,
Introd. iv. 386— 388., who, after an elaborate

discussion, decides (I think justly) in favour of
a late date, and fixes the Epistle to A. D. 64•.

The design of this Epistle is generally supposed
to have been, to instruct Timothy in the discharge
of his ministerial office : but the more immediate
occasion of its being written seems to have been,
to caution him against the delusions of those false

teachers (supposed to have been Essenes), who
by their subtle distinctions had corrupted the sim-
plicity of the Gospel, and by their interminable
controversies on speculative points, had turned
men's attention off from weightier matters. Ac-
cordingly, he presses on him to keep continually in

view (in his preaching) the interests of practical

reli^on, and gives him the most salutary counsels
and earnest exhortations to the discharge of his

office. Hence the Epistle naturally divides it-

self into two Parts,— I. That wherein Timothy
is instructed as to his conduct in the settlement
and administration of the Church at Ephesus. H.
That wherein some seasonable admonitions are

given, for the benefit of the people at large ; some
of whom, it seems, had been disturbed bv the se-

ductive arts of false teachers ; and others had
been too little mindful of the sacred obligation

incumbent on them, to "adorn the doctrine of

God in all things;" — the poo/-, by insubordina-

tion, and the rich, by covetousness. Accordingly
the Apostle gives counsels suitable to both those

classes ; warning the one of the pernicious con-
sequences of trifling controversies on matters of

no moment ; the other, of the danger of resisting

the ordinance of God, " who maketh rich and
poor," and whose will it is that both should alike
" glorify Him," the rich " out of his abundance,
and the poor out of his poverty."

This Epistle is unquestionably one of great im-
portance ; for, although the erroneous notions of

the Judaizing teachers (the immediate occasion
of its being written) have disappeared, yet, as Dr.
Mackn. observes, " the Epistles to Timothy are
still of use, as they serve to show the impiety of
the principles from which these errors proceeded.
For the same principles are apt in every age to
produce errors and vices, which, though different

in name from those which prevailed in Ephesus
in the .Apostle's days, are precisely of the same
kind, and equally pernicious." They are also
exceedingly important to the Church in every
age, by giving its Ministers, of whatever commu-
nity or denomination, the most perfect precepts
as to the duties of their respective offices, point-
ing out the general qualifications necessary to

such as are candidates for the ministry, and ex-
plaining the ends for which the offices were origin-

ally instituted, and ought still to be continued in

the Church.
On the parentage of Timothy, see Acts xvi. 1 —

3. 2 Tim. i. 5, He was, as we find by the Acts
and Epistles, frequently employed by St. Paul in

going about to settle the state of things in various

Churches. At the time when this Epistle was
.addressed to him, he was Bishop of the Ephesian
Church. And it was written to instruct him
as to the right discharge of his important duties,

and probably, through him, others similarly cir-

cumstanced. Certainly the instruction contained
in this and the second Epistle, and that to Titus,

as to the character of persons to be appointed
to the sacred offices, must be of perpetual use.

And even those parts, which have reference only
to the state of things in the primitive Church, are

nevertheless calculated to be profitable in all

asres, and under all circumstances. The design
of the Epistle was not only to remind Timothy
of the sacred obligations he had undertaken, and
to give him directions for his conduct, both in a
public and private capacity ; but also to admonish
and edify the Church at Ephesus, which had been
disturbed by the arts of false teachers.

C. I. This first Chapter is a sort of preface to

the whole Epistle. And in it the Apostle, afler
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reminding Timothy of the sacred charge commit-
ted to him (i. e. to preserve the purity of the Gos-
pel against the pernicious doctrines of the false

teachers, \vhose notions led to empty specula-
tions and frivolous controversies, and not to a
holy life, and which therefore he in tlie next
Chapter warns them to shun and avoid), then
shows the true use of the Law of Moses, agree-
ably to the representation of it in the Gospel com-
mitted to him to preach ; on the mention of
which the Apostle expresses at large his ardent
gratitude to God, not only in calling him (who
had been a bitter persecutor and insulter), not
onlv to the Christian faith, but in entrusting him
with the office which he held in the Church.

1. ' .] Render, '• by the ap-
pointment of God,"' with Doddr., Benson, Wake-
field, Nevvcome, and others. And so not only
Montan., Erasm., and Calvin, but most recent

Expositors, who regard it as nearly equivalent
to TO . Comparing 2 Cor. i. 1. Gal.
i. I. , i. e. the author of our salva-
tion, as iv. 10. Tit. ii. 10., &c. God is with rea-
son so called, since, as Benson observes, " the
original of our redemption through Jesus Christ
was the love and goodness of the Father, who
planned, as well as the Son, who effected it."

means, by metonymy, " the cause of
our hope."

2. •) .] Render, " my genuine, or true
son ;

" (so the Pesch. Syr. " rero "J called son,
as being converted by St' Paul (1 Cor. iv. 14, 15.

(iai. iv. 19.), tind genuine son, as, from his zeal in

propagating the faith, and his other dispositions,

i)earing that likeness to him, which true sons
may be supposed to do to their parents.

3. —.] The construc-
tion here is tortuous and elliptical. .
Mdcci. must be construed between and
ir;/icif., and the protasis at is without its

apodosis, ', which must he supplied. The
simplest and most natural method is to under-
stand Ka't vvv ).. . should
be rendered, " not to teach any other doctrine
[than such as the Apostles teach]," and, as is

said at vi. 3., contrary to " sound words." These
are supposed to have been the doctrines of the
Judaizers.

4. By the . are denoted the traditions and
interpretations of the Jewish Rabbis. So Tit. i.

14. ^. And this may
serve to determine what is meant by the-, which words arc by some referred
to the CEons of the Gnostics ; but (as the ancient
and some eminent modern Expositors have seen),
the expression must chiefly relate to that attach-
ment to genealogical investigation, which has
ever distinguished the Jews. Thus the. may
relate to the stories connected with the genealo-
gies.

^
So Polyb. ix. 2. cited by the Commenta-

tors : ] '.
Some Expositors, ancient and modern, take the. to signify unprofitable. But of this sense

they adduce no example ; nor is any one furnish-
ed among all the numerous passages here cited
by the Commentators and Lexicographers. I

cannot find that the word had ever any sense but
endless : though occasionally in iEschyl. and
Aristoph. it is used for •. unless (which I

suspect), that be, in fact, the true reading. The
word is often used with >.6, or some term im-
plying that sense. Tiie common interpretation,

then, confirmed by the ancient Versions, must
be retained. The most apposite Classical cita-

tions illustrative of it, are Plutarch i. p. 255.-&. So
Milton, '' And found no end, in wandering mazes
lost."

The next words ', &c., give
another reason why they are not to be attended
to;— namely, inasmuch as they were ttseUss

;

only affording matter for interminable and vain
debate. The \\ may be, as the Commenta-
tors say, for oh. The sense of the words fol-

lowing depends upon the reading, which is dis-

puted. For, almost all the MSS.,some
Versions, and most early Edd. and Fathers have, which is preferred by Grot., Hamm.,
and Mill, and adopted by almost every Editor
from Wets, to Vater. The question is one of no
easy determination ; for though critical reasons
are in favour of-, yet it yields, turn it

how we will (whether understanding it of the
Gospel dispensation, or of the ministnij, so un-
suitable a sense that I see not how we can adopt
it. It must be remembered, that the rule of
preferring the more difficult reading, has an ex-
ception in the case of readings which violate the
propriety of language, and yield no tolerable
sense. As to the preponderance of 3ISS. in

favour of ukov., it is not fatal to ., since in

words very similar, and therefore likely to be
confounded, numuscript authority cannot deter-
mine the reading. How perpetually and
were confounded, is well known. Besides, the
ivords themselves are actually confounded in

Thucyd. vi. 98. Moreover, though. be the
more difficult reading, yet is so rare,

and' so frequent a word, that, by an-
other critical canon, we are bound to prefer

o'lKui]., since the scribes perpetually mistake rare

words for other and common ones, very similar
in appearance. Finally, the common reading is

supported by the authority of the Pesch. Syr.,

the Vulg., and other ancient Versions ; and is

required by the words preceding (for St. Paul
would naturally say they were unpro/itahle and
unedifying ; which, on the new reading he does
not), and also by what follows, fscope, or
end), being more suitable to oho^. than .
In there is a Genitive of substantive for the
cognate adjective, as in Rom. i.

IG. I Cor. i. 18. At iv, Sub. oraav,

"which is found in the Gospel." So at vi. 20.

the contrary are called .
. is commonly rendered pre-
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tept, commandment; meaning the revelation of

God in the Gospel. But it is better taken, with

•Creil., ofthe system or body of commandments(\() which we are to observe. Many
Expositors, however, from Benson downwards,
.understand it of the charge which Timothy was
to deliver ; which last view seems to deserve the

preference, and is confirmed by v. 18.-. See Scott. The interpretation of

will depend on which of the above two
views be adopted of. According to the

former, it will denote love to God and man :

according to the latter, the at Col. iii.

• 14. & . The words
following show the kind of charity. It is to be

sincere (not founded on interested motives) and
springing from motives of conscience, and undis-

sembled conviction of Gospel truth.

6. '] " from which [virtues]." In.
and there are two metaphors ; one of

missing a mark (suggested by the just

before) the other, of wandering from a road.

. So Joseph. Antiq. L. xiii. 18.. hhov. See also 2 Pet. ii. 13. Mar. has ref-

erence to the vain speculations, or endless and
unprofitable mentioned at v. 4., and
called at vi. 20. and it is here, by

implication,' opposed to the performance of sub-

stantial duties.

7.] "desiring to be [thought], affect-

ing to be." as Col. ii. 18. No/ioi^., i. e. doctors

or teacliors of the [Christian] law. The term,

indeed, properly signified a Doctor of the Jewish

law ; but it was here used, because the persons in

question were Judaizing Christians, and there-

fore likely to cling to the old term, rather than

adopt, or Other terras generally used

among Ciiristians. ('• though under-

standing not what they say ") is a popular phrase,

to which is subjoined the more recondite one

-\ , where . is used

(is often in the later writers), of strongly afiirm-

ing or strenuously maintaining any thing ; mean-

ing, the true nature of the law, and the real in-

tent of the Gospel. To this the .\postle in the

next words adverts, in order to make his meaning

the clearer, and also to show that he does not

despise the law.

8. KrjXdj] " excellent," both in nature and

intent, especially the moral law ; though the cer-

emonial '.Vis excellent in its true scope. -
< ^-. • . " live by it agreeably to its

design," v.-hicli was to restrain and check, by the

fulfifmeot of its moral precepts, vicious and evil

habits ; and, by its ceremonial ones, to lead

them to that better law which was revealed in

; Christ.
;: 9. £/<U>• roTi 70, o-i — .} By many
eminent Rxpositors understand the minatory

.. and severe enactments of the Prosaic law : q. d.

" Those do not concern or apply to such as have
• a Christian law of righteousness ; are of force

onlv against such as contemn and violate the

law." ~See Crell., Rosenm., and Doddr. I .am,

however, inclined to prefer the interpretation

of Benson, and Bp. Middl., the latter of whom
thus paraphrases; "Recollecting that neither
the Mosaic, nor a7uj other law, is directed against

the just and good; but only against the lawless

and disorderly." So also (observes Bp. Mddl.)
at Gal. V. 23. St. Paul having enumerated the

fruits of the Spirit, love, joy, peace, ifec, sub-

joins, against such there is no law,, which appears to be exactly equivalent to

the ob in the present verse. " I do
not deny (continues he) that the Mosaic Law
is comprehended in ; I contend only, that

in this place is not limited to that Law,
but that it comprises every law written and un-
written, human and Divine ; nor could tiie argu-

ment of the Apostle be stated with greater force,

than by his extending what was primarily meant
of the Law of Moses, to Law universally : the

Mosaic Law, says St. Paul, was intended to

restrain the wicked; against the just, neither it

nor any other law was ever promulged. [So
Aristotle cited by Benson says :

" The law is not
ag.ainst the virtuous, because the virtuous are a

law unto themselves." Ed.] So, I would add.

Menander, p^f, (thy [good]

disposition) ) . As to the following

crimes being violations of the Decalogue, that

will not be conclusive against this interpretation,

since, even supposing St. Paul to have alluded

more immediately to the Decalogue, this allusion

will not be inconsistent with the supposition, that

was meant of law indefinitely ; and in speak-

ing of the vices, which all laws are designed to

restrain, a Jew would naturally specify those

which his own Law had particularly prohibited."

(Bp. Middl.)
In the subsequent enumeration of vices, the

general terras . and ^. [laivle.'is and
unnthj), are, by way of exemplification, followed

up by special ones. These, however, are intro-

duced by the connecting link of some which are

partly general, and partly special ; — as. and
.,., and. ; and which rather consist in

principle than in practice. . inay be taken,

with some, to mean idolaters ; but it is rather sy-

nonymous with ., with which term it is often

connected in Scripture. '. and- are also

nearly synonymous, and may be rendered, " im-
pious and heathenish." Next come the special

terms, commencing with murder, both of the worst

and the less criminal sort. By- must be

denoted adullerers as well as fornicators. .
seems here to denote sodomites of both kinds,

namely, both the and the £'. mentioned
at 1 Cor. vi. 9. To murder and sitts of nnclean-

Tiess of the worst sort, the Apostle, in dripiiroii-, subjoins robb-^ry of the worst kind ; for Ex-
positors are agreed that the word means Vdnap-
ping free persons to be sold as slaves (see Schol.

on Aristoph. Plut. 521.) ; a crime universally re-

garded as ofthe deepest dye, and always punished

with death. By the^ and are de-

noted different modifications of the same crime
(so Rom. i. 31..), the latter ris-

ing beyond the former, as perjury exceuds perjdy.
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For. does not, I conceive, simply mean (as

it is generally interpreted), liars, but decewers.

utterly failhless, as in Rom. iii. 4. 1 John ii. 4. 22.

So Thucyd. in his inimitable description of the

state of society in Greece at the time of the

Peloponnesian war, L. iii. 83. throws together

these two vices (namely,. and.) thus :. The
' is for , meaning " whatever else." By. fiti. is meant, by metonymy, " what sound
or salutary doctrine enjoins." So
at vi. 3. 2 Tim. i. 13. and Philo cited by Loesn.
Also Plutarch cited by Wets, has &6' .

11. Tb ., &C.] These words are

closely connected with the preceding, and are

added to show that there is reference to the

Christian law, as well as the moral part of the

Mosaic law : which Benson thinks is the same as

saying, that the law of nature, or the moral law,
is adopted into the Christian system.
is an epithet applied to God at vi. 15., and also

by Philo, who calls God . It is

meant to denote felicity infinite and beyond com-
parison.

12. iv6vv.'] literally, " who gave me the
ability and qualifications [for discharging this

trust] ;
" of course, implying all that Divine illu-

mination and supernatural power (called ibva-. Acts i. 8.) by which he was enabled to fully

comprehend and effectually preach the Gospel.
All this he constantly ascribes to Christ only.

See Acts ix. 17. Rom. xv. 19. 2 Cor. v. 3. Gal. i.

1. *Ori. . (. \ SiaK., is for 6 ,, iiciK.

13. In., ., and. there is a climax

;

the spirit of ill-will expressed in the first, being
in the second and third terms carried into greater
and greater effect. On \.,5 Acts xxvi. 11.

;

on ., Gal. i. 13. and on .. Acts viii. 3. 11.

ix.2. In ' there is an obscurity and
seeming incongruity, arising from brevity of ex-
pression ; two clauses being blended into one.
The full sense is, " because I did what I did in

simple ignorance fof the nature of my conduct],
and in sincere [though unfounded] unbelief [of
the truth of the Gospel]."

It. — .'\ This is. from
brevity, obscure. The sense, when fully ex-
pressed, is as follows :

" [And not only was I

pardoned], but the grace of our Lord so super-
abounded [beyond my deserts], that I was also

brought to believe and love Jesus Christ [whom
I had blasphemed]." See Acts viii. 3. xxvi. 9.

1 Cor. xv. 9. " The . (says Newc.) is op-

posed to the '} ; and the- to the

\."
15. ^b— '|.] The sense is " Assuredly

true, and worthy of entire acceptance is the as-

sertion, that," &c. . ^ is often found
in the later Classical writers and Philo. ,
denotes not only to put into the way of salvation,

but also to furnish with such aids of Divine grace

in working it out, as are consistent with the free

will of men as moral agents.

— !iv- .] At this strong ex-

pression the Commentators stumble. To remove
the difficulty, Benson explains it, " the first

who from a blasphemous persecutor have become
a Christian." That sense, however, would re-

quire the Article ; and perhaps the truth of the

sentiment may be questioned. Some, as Newc.
and Valpy, render " a chief," i. e. one of the

chief But whether ever has that sense
m.ay be doubted ; certainly not in Eph. vi. 2.,

where see Note. Nor will the absence of the
Article countenance it; since, as Bp. Middl. Gr.
A. i. 6. 3. shows, ordinals dispense with the Arti-

cle. Besides, from the very position of the word,
and the air of the clause, it is manifest that a

superlative sense is here intended. The common
interpretation must therefore be retained, and the
words regarded as expressive of deep modesty
and humility ; like 1 Cor. xv. 9..

16. Sia .. &C.] The sense seems
to be :

'' Howbeit for this reason [also] was I,"

&c., q. d. " I was the first and chief of sinners,

and therefore in me first [of all who had so

sinned] did Christ show mercy."
properly denotes such an exact representation of

the form of any thing, as is obtained by a stamp,

or impression. Thus it came to mean an eaemplar,

and finally a striking e.rample, as was the case of

God's dealings with St. Paul to all sincerely

penitent sinners.

— .] . is well explained by
Dr. Burton, " a likeness made by impression," and
generally an exemplar. " Now, no example
(observes Mr. Holden] could be fitter both to

show the mercy of God in pardoning sin through
Christ, and to encourage sinners to repent and
believe, than the pardon granted by Christ to so

great a transgressor as St. Paul had been."
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17. Here the Apostle's gratitude for the mercy
of God breaks out (as often) into an expression of
praise and adoration. The term is often

applied to God, as being the King of kings and
Lord of lords., as distinguished from
earthly monarchs. Of, the best comment
is tlie parallel passage at vi. 16, which the taste

of iMilton induced him more than once to imitate;

as , ov ,{
157, ,), see Rom. xvi. 27.

1 have here pointed as I have, because it has
been shcfvvn by Bp. Middl., that . and .
agree not with, but with, and that the

true construction is, " To the eternal King, the
immortal, invisible, only \vise God ;

" the Article

bel'ore being, as frequently elsewhere,
omitted before a Title in apposition. The
is not found in some ancient MSS., Versions, and
Fathers, and is cancelled by Griesb. and others,

internal evidence would seem against it, inas-

much as it may have been introduced from Rom.
xvi. 27. Yet I cannot but suspect that it was
removed by those half-learned Critics, who
stumbled at the expression ]), and thought it

would be better away
;
perhaps from their taking

the passage (with Lampe on John xvii. 3.) as if

pointed :, ),,) ~, which
punctuation that Commentator strenuously main-
tains, appealing to Clem. Epist. ad Cor. 1. '~ zli TO rb

; but in vain, as will appear from the

TVote on that passage. If, indeed, that were the

punctuation, it would seem almost useless: but

that argument will only be valid against the

puncfimtion. not the presence of. Lampe,
indeed, asks why the expression only wise should

be applied to the Deity any more than only in-

visible. But it would not be difficult to offer a

reason for that, ivere it necessary : but it is not;
for is only used by an idiom very suitable to

Oriental diction, whereby it merely raises the

positive of any quality to the superlative. " Cer-
tainly (as is observed by Bp. Burgess cited

on John xvii. 1.) does not possess so e.rdusive a

sense as the Unitarians suppose." But what
Unitarians think now. the Arians might think in

the early ages; and, therefore, I cannot but

suspect that doctrinal reasons (to use the expres-

sion of Alatthipi) may have concurred in inducing

some early Critics to throw out the word, em-
boldened perhaps by what is said at vi. 15 &. 16.

h kh , b- -, ' , b ^, . It may, indeed,

be ur;;od, that the Trinitarians might introduce it

from Rom. xvi. 27. But {pnU\n;r g-ood faith out

of the question, and the fact, that of their adding
anv thing to the text, very few proofs can be
adduced) it was far more the interest of the

Arians to remove than of the Trinitarians to add
any thing. Besides, the former were accustomed

to tamper with the text in various ways. That
the Pesch. Syr. has not the word, will not be

decisive in a case like this, which concerns the

addition or omission of words, for unless we
VOL IT.

have better reasons for believing a word not
genuine, than its being not expressed in an
ancient Version, it must be retained.

18. The Apostle here resumes what he had
said at v. 3. There is a remarkable transposition

in the verse : the construction being r. :.. , ', . .,.,
&C. With the words tus. - . rp. the later

Commentators are much perplexed, and propose
various interpretations, which, however, are open
to insuperable objections (see Rec. Syn.) ; and
the only true one appears to be that of the ancient

and most modern Expositors, by which the.. respecting Timothy are referred to the

revelations made by the Spirit to Apostles, or

persons possessing the Spiritual gift called tiie, of the existence of which we have
indubitable evidence in the N. T. See Chrjs..

Theophyl., Theodor., and (Ecumen. Thus thu

revelations may be supposed to be, that he would
be a person who should much benefit the Church,
and be very proper to be invested with govern-
ment in it. See Whitby. -, " concerning ;

"

a signification not very frequent, but which is

found in Mark ix. 12. hi ' . .
Heb. vii. 13. ' ov . 2 Cor. ii. 3.

2 Thess. iii. 4. . may be rendered " ante-

cedent," or "preceding," (as Heb. vii. 18.) —
namely, which preceded his appointment to the

ministerial office.

—] Not " that thou mightest," but
" mayest war." The military metaphor is em-
ployed in allusion to the courage and vigilance

requisite to his office. Such figures (Wets, has
shown) are also employed by the Classical writer
with reference to any office, public or even pri-

vate, representing life as a warfare, and man as a
soldier. The Article is not pleonastic ; the

sense being;, as the Pesch. Syr. Translator saw,
" the good warfare,"— namely, faith ; as vi. 12.. . For there is, as

Theophyl. remarks, a , the making
our members instruments of unrighteousness.

There is an ellipsis of-, as at 2 Tim. iv. 7.

t'ov . seems to

mean, "by and through them;" i. e. by the

stimulus proceeding from those revelations, even
the desire not to be found unworthy ofthem. So
tv is used at 2 Cor. iv. 6.

19. . .] Mentioned supra
v. 5, and forming the principal virtues of the

Christian soldier. " These (observes Dr. Bar-
row, Serm. vol. ii. p. 10) are terms born together,

inseparable from each other, living and dying
together : for the first is nothing but the stipula-

tion of a good conscience, fully persuaded that

Christianity is true, and firmly resolved to comply
with it : and as to the other, a man void of con-
science will not embark in Christianity, or having
laid conscience aside, he will soon make ship-

wreck of Faith by apostasy from it." /. must
here respect orthodoxy of doctrine, and .
probably means sincerity in teaching it. .,
" having cast off"." In (
there is a nautical metaphor (but imperfectly

45
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Tinderstood by Expositors) derived from mer-
chant-sailors, who lose their property by the

vessel in which they have embarked it being
Bhipwrecked. This metaphorical use is rare,

yet is found not only in the Fathers (as Greg.
'. vavay. ) but also in Plutarch,

vol. viii. p. 460; yet always, I believe, with the

Accusative only, not accompanied with
;

>vith the exception of a single passage adduced
by Wets, from Philo, vol. i. p. G78.

~1 aOopof, .-'.
Tiiough there. has a sense very different

from that in the passage before us. The only
difficulty in the phrase \ is to ascer-

tiin the force of the , which Commentators
litive failed to notice. I cannot but think that

Jiad they more attentively considered the nautical

fi^'ure hero, they would have seen that there is an
sllusion to losing a vessel by running it on a rock,

-foi' ; which phrase e.xamples may be seen
iii my Note on Thucyd. vii. 25.

20. ove . .] See Note on 1 Cor.
V. 5. "Iv'i naiS. . This does not mean,
as Beza thinks, " ne impune ferant suas blasphe-
inias ; " which would make what Heinr. calls " a
Bcvore expression" still more so. But [.
miy only allude to that spea/dno; evil of the truth,

to which error indirectly leads. Heinr. would
not have handled this passage in the unskilful, not
to say irreverent, manner he has done, had he
possessed the good taste to discern, that there is

in it a kind of proverbial expression (not unknown
in our own language), as in a kindred passage of
Soph. .Aiitig. 1089..

II. The Apostle now proceeds to particulars,

and to give directions for the regulation of the
Church ; and first as to its external state, com-
mencing with the most important of external
observances, public worship.

1.,, fvT., .' By the first of
these terms (which, however, are regarded by
some ancient and modern Expositors as synony-
mous) may be meant deprecations of evil ; by the
second, supplications for trood ; bythe third, in-

tercession/or others ; by the fourth, si;rate/ul ac-

knowledgments to the Dirine o^nodness for their
preservation or prosperity. \ view supported by
the authority of St. .^ugustin (as quoted by Dr.
Parr, Sermons, vol. ii. p. 611.), who interprets

deprecations, that evil may be averted
from rulers,, petitions that good may be
obtained for tjiera ; occasionul interces-

sions, that needful graces may be conferred upon
them ;/, thanks when they have fulfilled

the liiizh tunctions of their station, bv offOctini;

the deliverance of their people from impending

danger, or by redressing some grievous and in-

veterate wrongs, or by diffusing general happi-
ness in the regular and orderly administration

of government. See an admirable Sermon on
this text by Dr. Barrow, vol. i. p. 122. By.. are meant all, both Christians and non-
Christians.

2. ev {.] These are equivalent to

the o'l iv of the Classical writers, " those
who hold any office in the State," the^ of
Tit. iii. 1. "Iva —. This does not
mean, as some imagine, " Let us do this, that we
may live free from persecution." ^Vhat seems
meant is, that the prayers are to be offered up
chiefly, and in a religious view, with reference to

the will of God, by whom the powers that be
are ordained ; but partly, and in a political one,

in return for that quietness, which can no other-

wise be attained than by good government
;

and without which, godliness could be ill culti-

vated. The latter of these reasons is referred

to in the' (for) of the next verse ; the

former, in the !
of V. 3.

3.- for. in Heb. xiii. 21.

On;, see Note on i. 1.

4. The words ku'i— suggest the means
of salvation, — namely, by coming to a full knowl-
edge and recognition of the truth [of the Gos-
pel]. The Commentators seem not to have per-

ceived this se7isus prcf<cnans in -., which is

often found in. The conjoint and im-
plicit sense " recognition " is found in the verb at

Matt. xiv. ,35. Mark vi. 54. Luke xxiv. 16. Acts
iii. 10 ; xii. 14•.

5. U —''. This Seems to have
reference, not (as Benson and Rosenm. suppose)
to the praying for all ; but to what immediately
precedes

; q. d. " [God our .Saviour will have all

men to be saved and come to the knowledge of
the truth]

; for He is the God alike of all ; and
the Man Christ Jesus is the Mediator between
God and man, who gave himself a ransom for all.

Here it is implied, that it is alone by a recogni-

tion of the truth, as regards (Jod and the Media-
tor between God and man, that we can be saved.

As to the Unitarian gloss on . (by which it is

taken as merely meaning " one who makes known
the ?jiind of two parties to each other, and concludes
an agreement or covenant between them ") that

is disproved by the words of the next verse, f>6 iavrbv\ ' from
which it plainly appears that the principal notion

of -, as ajjplied to Christ, is that of atonement.

This is irrpfragably proved by Whitby, Mackn.,
and .\bp. Magee. the last of whom shows that

this doctrine of Atonement is interwoven with
the whole texture of the N. T. On the whole
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subject of mediation and atonement, see some
masterly remarks by Bp. Warburton, Div. Leg.
Book ix. Ch. 2, who there shows at large that

mediation, to be effectual, must be enforced by
some satisfaction ; and that, as the mode of this

mediation might have been either by interceding

for the remission of the forfeiture, or by satisfying

for the debt, so we find by Scripture, that both
were employed, the intercession being by way of

satisfaction for the debt. The price paid was the

death of the Son of God. And as to the nature

of that death, which had the efficacy of redemp-
tion, he shows that it must be (as it was) both
voluntary, and offered up as a sacrifice. And thus

the expiatory sacrifice of Christ on the cross op-

erated for our Redemption.
.\s to the other Unitarian perversion of the

sense, which represents Christ as here called a
7nere man, it has been abundantly refuted by Bps.

Pearson, Bull, and Warburton, and Dr. Mackn.
Suffice it to say, that if he was a mere man, how
could he mediate between God and man. He
would himself need a mediation. See Bp. Bev-
eridge cited in DOvly and Mant. It is plain that

this passage cannot contravene the doctrine, that

Christ was both God and man. Indeed, as Mr.
Slade observes, " had he not been more than man,
there would have been no occasion for,
whicli word is never found so applied to any other

person, as Moses or John." And though in Numb,
xii. 3. we have b'- ;» {ilv) yet
there the Article is found, (which it is not here,

in U7»/ MS.) nay more, it is there required ; where
It should have been rendered this man ; for there

is surely no reason why ^f^n should not be so

translated in that passage, as it is in Estlier ix. 4.

'^- ;vxri is " this man Mordecai." And here
it may be remarked, that o\ir common Version
throws a needless stumblinsi-block in the way of

the ignorant bv rendering the ;,—, and
in Heb. iii. 3 ; vii. 4 & 24 ; viii. 3 ; and x. 12,

by " this man." It ought surely to be, " this

person." But to proceed, — in the present pas-

sase the .\rticle is unnecessary, since, as Bp.
Middl. has shown, Jesus Christ could not be
called the man , since he did not pos-

sess the human nature in a pre-eminent degree.

The learned Prelate rightly resrards. as used
far a Title, in the same way as . Xp. Thus
we may safely assert, (with Mr. V'alpy,) " that

Christ is here named Man by the title derived

from his inferior or human nature, and that is at-

tributed to one of his natures, which properly be-

longs to the compound nature of Christ ; for he
is mediator, not inasmuch as he is man, but inas-

much as he is. This does not exclude
the Son's participation of the Godhead, but dis-

tin'juishes his mediatorial office to which on many
accounts the divine nature was also necessary."
• Furthermore Jesus Christ (says Whitby) has

here the Title adapted to his Humanity given

him, in order to intimate to us, that having taken

upon him the Nature common to us all, to fit him
for this office, he must desien it for the good of

alt who were partakers of that nature." Comp.
Heb. ii. 16, 17, 18, which is an excellent com-
ment on the present passage.

6. b eavTov \. v. rr.] See Matt. XX. 28.

and Note, and Bps. Sanderson and Beveridge in

Mant. The . of this passage is a stronger
term than the \. of Matthew, and is well ex-

plained by Hesych., implying the substi-

tution, in suffering punishment, of one person for

another. See 1 Cor. xv. 3. 2 Cor. v. 21. Tit. ii.

14. 1 Pet. i. 18. The next words,
'. from their abruptness, involve con-

siderable difficulty, and hence great diversity of
opinion exists on their sense. As to the various
readings, they seem only to attest the perplexity
of the ancient Critics ; and are of no value, ex-

cept to show what some ancients supposed to be
the sense. To advert to the interpretation of the
moderns, .\bp. Newc. renders, ' a doctrine to be
testified of in its proper time." This, however,
is paying no attention to the Article, which, in-

deed, chiefly occasions the difficulty of the sen-
tence. And though Dr. Benson's version express-

es the force of the Article, it cannot, I think, be
admitted, since in the sense of a per-

sonal witness, is unprecedented. I should prefer,

with Bp. Middl., to put the clause into a paren-
thesis, and render, " the proof of it in due time."
Yet this runs counter to the laws of parenthesis,
and the sense arising is scarcely suitable : not to
say that the signification proof is unauthorized.
In fact, the learned Prelate so distrusted his own
interpretation, as to be ready to suppose (as Scul-
tetus long ago had done) that the clause is not
genuine. I would propose to render, "which
(i. e. the fact of Christ's having given himself a
ransom for all) is the testimony (or doctrine) [to

be borne witness to, i. e. to be set forth and
taught] in its due season," namely, that fitted for

its purpose. Thus will have the same
sense as at vi. 13. and Tit. i. 3, and is nearl*
equivalent to-^ ^ at Gal. iv. 4. th*

time appointed in the counsels of God, the time
of the Gospel. The .\postle, then, means to hint

to Timothy (and, through him, to all ministers),
that the fact of Christ's having given himself a
ransom for all is to be the great subject of their

preaching. And, .accordingly, the present senti-

ment is quite parallel to that at 1 Cor. ii.2, where
Paul professes that he " determined to know
nothing (i. e. to keep solely to the one truth) of
Jesus Christ, and him crucified." The above in-

teretation is, I believe, not liable to any well-
founded objection. The supplying " ichich is

"

may be defended from the laws apposition ; for

thai the idiom falls under that head was seen by
Estius and Creil. The above version is, I find,

supported by that of Le Clerc, •' Ce qui devoit
etre annoncc dans son temps ;

" and also that of
Luther, approved by Wolf, who shows that the

must be referred, not to Christ, or to
his passion, but to the thing to he testified of, de-
clared and taught concerning Christ, namelv, that
" he gave himself a ransom for all." Finally, the
above interpretation is strongly confirmed by
the next vords, 8 (scil. ., i. e.)

.
7. — .'] This solemn form

of asseveration occurs also at Rom. ix. 1. See
also John i. 19, 20. and Note. \.,
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i. e. " in the faith [of Christ] and the truth [of the

Gospel.] "

8. The is resumptive, and refers to the di-

rection at V. 1. Tohs avipas may be rendered
" the men, " as having opposed to it just after. ) seems to mean, '' in

every or any place [appropriated to public

prayer]." Perhaps witii allusion to the super-

stitious attachment to certain places (as Jerusa-

lem) supposed to be^more than ordinarily holy,

which the Judaizers fostered.-
refers to the action usually adopted in fervent

prayer. So Ps. cxli. 2. . In-

deed similar ones occur in the best Classical

writers. The use with an epithet is very rare
;

though I have in Rec. Syn. adduced one example
from Philo, where the there answers to

the ha'tovi here; which means "unpolluted by
vice," in allusion to the carefu/li/ icaslted, though
morally unclean hands of the Jews and Judaizers.

The opync may best be understood
of iniimosily, disputing, and altercation. See the

Pesch. Syr. and Vulg., Bens., Newc, and Heinr.
The common interpretation, " doubting," yields,

indeed, a not unsuitable sense, but is liable to

objection. The full sense seems to be, " de-
bating about matters of doubtful disputation and
scruple."

9. 7, &c.] Here almost
all modern E.xpositors take the sense to be, " And
in like manner I wish the women to adorn them-
selves," &c. But thus there is no correspondence,

such as is suggested by the ?. Now, as it

is likely that the Apostle would address something
to the women, as well as the men, on the subject
of prayer, I agree with the ancient and a few em-
inent modern Expositors (as Grot.), that we must
repeat not •1, from the preceding, but
also. Grotius, indeed, repeats the
whole sentence. But that is harsh and unneces-
sary ; for may be taken to mean
6- —. There seems to be here, as

often, a blending of two sentences into one ; and
thus a is to be repeated with. So at

in Luke xiii. 3. and 1 Cor. xi. 25.

must be repeated from the preceding ; and in

1 Tim. iii. 8, 11. v. 25. Tit. ii. 3, 6. is to

be repeated from the preceding. In the present
passage, however, the Apostle blends the two
sentences, as meaning to say, " I wish them to

attend such prayers in modest apparel." Thus
adverting to two points in which hoth respectively
would be too apt to err; the former from a spirit

of contention, the latter from vanity and fondness
for exterior adornment.

In ^, &c. the Apostle here further
developcs his meaning; q. a. "And let this

adornment be rather with modesty than with art,"

where the aM. ]. correspond to what Peri-

cles in Thucyd. ii. . calls " the virtue of their

sex, and its greatest glory ;" and who carries the
even further than St. Paul, by

saying that it ought to be their greatest praise
'• to be as little as possible the theme of conver-
sation among the other sex, whether for praise
or censure." It may be observed that the ,
in this kind of converse construction, stands for

ovK—, non tarn— quam ; as in a kindred
passage of 1 Pet. iii. 3, where see Note, as also my
Note "on Thucyd. i. 6. The St. Paul
corresponds to the of St. Peter and
the of Thucydides ; both meaning a top-

ping of braided hair. By the are denoted
the golden head-bands, bracelets, armlets, anklets,
ear-rings ; and by the, ornaments for
various parts of the body, made of precious stones.
So attreum in Latin is used for ornaments of gold

;

as Virg. .^n. iv. 138. Crines noduntur in aurum.
Revel, xvii. 4. 7iv

, . In illustration of the
sentiment. Wets, cites Xenoph. Mem. 2. rd

T-Q , nUol,. which would add Philostr.

Heroic. C. 13. •, avTiJ,,
10.. This use of the word, by which

it denotes " the following a course " of life, or,

adopting a set of opinions, is found also in the
best Classical writers. . denotes the wor-
ship of God, and, as is implied, in its purest form.
Thus it had been used of Judaism, but was now
transferred to Christianity.

11. ] . .,&,. The best Expositors
are agreed that this injunction relates, like the
foregoing, to public worship : and that in the next
verse the Apostle intends to make his meaning
the clearer. Women are enjoined, at divine
worship, to keep that silence which is suitable to

subjection : they are not only not to pray, but not
to instruct ; they are to learn, and not to teach,

nor in any way assume authority over the other
sex, but to be quiet. Thus the injunction is ex-
actly the same as that at 1 Cor. xiv. 34.

signifies properly " to slay with one's own hand ;
"

2. to do any thing (as we vulgarly say) of one's

men head, or take the law into one's own hand,
avToiiKtlv. Hence it comes to mean^.
At (V, supply, from the preced-
ing words OVK. See Note on iv. 3..
here cannot, as Rosen, imagines, denote the not
discharging a public office (for the women occu-
pied the Diaconal office), but that peaceable ac-

quiescence (the of I Pet. iii. 4.),

which is the very opposite to a spirit of turbu-

lence or disorder.

13, 14. Here are adduced two principal rea-

sons for the foregoing injunction, showing why
the female sex is in subjection to the male. As
to the first, it is generally supposed to be founded
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on the Jewsh notion, by which (as we find from
the Rabbins) priority of creation was always
thought to carry with it precedence. There is,

however no necessity to resort to that principle.

AVe may regard the words as briefly intimating an
argument, which is more plainly expressed in a

kindred passage of 1 Cor. xi. 8. 9.

yvvaiKdi, ( avipoi ' yiif)>, ,
which passage is the best comment on the present.

Her being created as an helpmeet to man, implies

an inferiority to, and dependence on man. The
here is equivalent to the f'/cTiVfli; there, and

has reference to Gen. ii. 7. b- and rrig .
With respect to the second argument,
., here the ancient and most modern

Expositors repeat, from the preceding,.
This, however, is not a little harsh. The .Apos-

tle merely means to say, that the fault of being
deceived rested on the woman. The full sense
being, •' It was not Adam that was deceived [by

the serpent], but the icoman; who, being so de-

ceived, was especially in fault." Hence it follows,

that she, from that original imbecility and persua-

sibility, was very properly subjected to the man,
and thus must not usurp authority over him.

The phrase fi'. corresponds to the Lat-

in in culpa esse.

15. Ci —.^ This passage
has occasioned great perplexity to Expositors

;

and all the interpretations proposed are more or

less objectionable. The difficulty centres in-, and Commentators have attempted to

remove it by assigning to the term some peculiar

sense,— as education, or offspring; the be-

ing taken for. But thus the latter part of the

sentence will not correspond (as it is evidently

intended to do) to the former. .\nd, indeed, both

those significations are destitute of any authority,

and yield a forced and frigid sense. To take the

expression, with others, as meant of the hearing

the promised Redeemer, would suppose such an
(Enigmatical mode of speaking on a plain subject,

as it is verv improbable the .Apostle should adopt.

Lastly, the dilficultv has been attempted to be
removed by changing the sense of ., which
many eminent Commentators think may here
denote onlv temporal deliverance. So Abp. Newc.
renders, " Notwithstanding, she shall be preserved
in child-bearing, if they continue," &.c. This,

however, lies open to the fatal objection, — that

the deliverance has not been observed to be con-

fined to Christian and pious \vomen ; and that

"the context requires. to be taken of salvation.

In short, the true sense is, I have no doubt, as

follows: "The sex, however, which was the

means of bringing such ruin on the human race,

will not be excluded from salvation, or admitted
to it on worse terms ; but it will be extended to

them, in consideration of their child-bearinu.

They will, I say, be saved, as a sex, and all the

individuals of it, if they embrace and continue in

the Christian faith, and practise those duties of
loving obedience, holiness, and modesty, which

it enjoins." The 6 means '' on account of," in

consideration of, as in Rom. iv. 43.'., () -
. Nor ought it to be an objection, that thus

those who die virgins (which, however, very few
do in the East), or bear no children, would be
excluded from salvation ; since what is here said

only refers to the sex at large, not to any individ-

ual of it. The meaning is, that by their child-

bearing (for that is the force of the Article) the

evil done by the sex (for which, too, it is punished
by the pains and perils of child-bearing brought
on by the curse) is regarded as balanced by a cor-

respondent benefit ; and thus it will be admitted to

salvation with the other sex, on the same condi-

tions, of faith, &c. As} is taken generically.

the transition from the singular to the plural has
nothing objectionable, and seems to have been
resorted to for the sake of more pointed appli-

cation.

TIL The Apostle now proceeds to the cognate
subject, of the qualifications of those who are to

preside in the above assemblies for prayer, or are

to discharge other and ceconomical functions con-
nected therewith.

1. h \6.'\ Many Commentators, an-

cient and modern, thinking that the subsequent
affirmation v.-ould scarcely require so solemn an
introduction, refer these words to the preceding
assurance in, &.C. But though the for-

mula is used of what goes before, at iv. 9., yet it

has just been used of what follnics. Ana cer-
tainly the character of the formula is far more
suitable thereto. Besides, it is not solemnitif. but
seriousness that characterizes it; q. d. "It has
been said, and is a true saying, and highly worthy
of notice, that," ifcc. I have fully shov.'n, in the
Notes on Acts xi. 30. xx. 17. Phil. i. 1., that orig-

inally the terms -. and. denoted the

same offices of the Church : and I pointed out
also how the office of Bishop (in the sense in which
we now use the word) was introduced. It is not

clear whether .St. Paul /(ere means to denote min-
isters of the second, or of the first rank of the

ministerial offices ; but probably the former is

intended. " The question, however, is (as Mr.
Holdeii observes) immaterial, since the qualifica-

tions for both the superior offices in the ministry

must have been much the same." By calling it

Ka\bv. an honourable work, the Apostle
means to sugi-ist that its wio-htn duties are to be
considered nither than the honour, much less the
emolument of it.

2.
'-(\ is properlv an a^onistical term,

signifying, " one who sives his adversary no hold

upon him ;
" but it is often (as here) applied meta-

phorically, to one who gives others no cause to

justly accuse him. So Thucyd. v. 17. roTc -.. Of the words; avboa

the sense has been disputed. That the Apostle

forbids poh/gamii, cannot be doubted ; but the

only question is. whether he means to forbid

more than one wife at a time, or more than one
wife at all : q. d. " the candidate shall not have
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married a second wife." Authority seems most
in favour of t\ie former interpretation ; but, as in a

kindred passage of v. 9., where it is required of a

widow, in order to be put on the list tor support

by the Church, to have been (6 ,
where the expression can only mean, to have
one husband, and as it seems (asChrys. observes)

to have been the chief intent of the Apostle, it may be supposed that he
forbids second marriage in a Bishop, lest, in an
age when divorce was so prevalent. Ministers
might be induced to seek divorce, and thus sub-

ject themselves to scandal, as if actuated by im-
proper motives.

Instead of (the reading of many of the

best MSS. and all the early Edd.), vvas

introduced by Beza, but without sufficient rea-
son ; and the former has been rishtlv restored by
Wets., Griesb., Matth., Tiltm.,"and Vat. Ren-
der " vigilant," or circumspect ; a sense occurring
in the later writers. So the Peschito Syriac
" meiite sit vigilanti." ^. Render "sober-
minded," or 6., "orderly," " decorous,'*-, as Theophyl. explains. Indeed the three
terms form a class of cognate virtues. No won-
der that the Apostle should require so much from
Christian ministers, since as much was expected
of the heathen priests. So in .iEschyl. Theb. 606.
Amphiaraus is described as being a model for

priests, thus :
' b ,,, , . On -, hospitable, see Rom. xii. 13. and compare

Heb. xiii. 2. ., " fit to teach ;" as possess-
ing the knowledge and faculty necessary (see
Tit. i. 7.)

3. .'] Some Expositors, ancient and
modern, take this to be equivalent to or

; which is, indeed, much countenanced by
three rices in this clause standing opposed to the
three virtues in the next. But the expression }/^. said of the Deacons at v. 8., re-
quires the physical sense to be here at least in-

cluded : and, according to every principle of cor-
rect exegesis, it must stand 'first, is

commonly rendered " striker." But, as the ex-
pression is opposed to in the next clause,
it is better explained, with the most eminent
Commentators, ancient and modern, quarrelsome,
liticrioiis. Or it may denote, as Theod. and other
ancients interpret, " vehement, impetuous, and bit-

ter in censurinc," the of Thucyd.
iii. 82. Of this metaphorical sense, rare in the
Classical writers, I find an example in Dicajar-
chus, p. 15., ie , '
\nl,&,c. And Pollux vi. 129. reckons
among the disturbers of the state toiic \:.^ is in many MSS., Versions,
and Fathers not found ; and is rejected bv seve-
ral Critics, and cancelled by (iriesb. The words
may be an interpolation from Tit. i. 5 for as to

the argument of Wets., that to three vices are op-
posed in the following clause tiiree virtues, that
weapon cuts two ways ; for it may be urged that

the words were introduced to complete the sense,
and cause the very correspondence in question.
And certainly the style of St. Paul, like that of
Thucydides, is characterized by varieti/, and does
not affect the trim exactness of Isocrates. With
respect to the word itself, it is used by the best
writers to denote one who , gain money by
methods, Avhich though not dishonest, yet are
base. See the admirable sketch of Theophrastus
of.

4. .] " well or creditably regulat-

ing" ; Of the citations in Wets, the most apt is

Diog. Laert. i. 70. r^;) .
To which I add Dionys. Hal. i. p. 178.

ii Toi'g . The words. are to be construed with' , denoting the demeanour
to be adopted. And the \'
adverts to the case wherein the . is

most requisite.

5. ii ^-^;'] This seems founded
on a sort of proverb, that he who cannot manage
his private aliairs, is not fit to be entrusted with
those of the public.

6. .] " Not a new convert," by a
metaphor like that in I Cor. iii. 6. .
There is also implied a notion of the rau'7iess, and
imperfect acquaintance with the doctrines of
Christianity, likely to be found in such : which
seems referred to in the just after ; since
imperfect knowledge generates conceit. See vi. 9.

The words • are by most
Expositors, ancient and modern, understood of
falling into the same condemnation and punish-
ment which the Devil fell into, through pride :

which is supported by the authority of the Pesch.
Syr. Several eminent Expositors, however, from
Luther and Erasm. downwards, take . to

mean the calumniator or slanderous enemy of the

Gospel ; the noun being, they say, used generic-

ally, of those who seek an occasion to calumniate
the Christians. But the former interpretation is

greatly preferable.

7. .'] This may be best rendered repti.-

tation, or character. By , some
modern Expositors understand "the snares of the

calumniators." That sense, however, is frigid.

Tor. is best taken, with the most eminent In-

terpreters, from the Pesch. Syr. downwards, to

mean the " Devil." . may denote, in a generic
sense, the various snares which, as we learn from
Scripture, the Tempter is ever Laying to entrap
our virtue. But probably one temptation may
here be particularly meant, namely (as Theophyl.
and Doddr. think), that of 7Wt being scandalized

for nothing.

8 — 10. The qualifications for Deacons are
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comparatively few, such being omitted as have
reference to government, or teaching.,
" double-tongued." or double dealers, deceitfully

saying one thing to one party, and another thing

to another ; one thing to the minister, and another
to the people.

9. — /6';.] These words are va-

riously interpreted. The meaning seems simply
to be, " holding the doctrines of the faith sin-

cerely and conscientiously." So i. 19. ' -^. On. in

this sense, see Eph. i. 9. vi. 19. Col. iv. 3. and
compare 1 Cor. ii. 7.

10. Kilt ] ' those too," viz. as well as

the Presbyters ; for, it seems, examination as

to character and qualifications was to precede
election.

11. -] Most modern Commentators
understand ' the Deacons' wives;" but the an-

cient ones, and Prof Dobree, interpret " Deacon-
esses," to whom certainl)' the qualifications men-
tioned are more suitable than to the former ; and
the voice of antiquity ought not lightly to be re-

jected. However, it is probable that the same
persons might sometimes be hotli.

12. See supra vv. 2, 4.

13. -.] Literally, " obtain an
honourable post or step," i. e. a higher degree,
viz. of Presbvter, or Bishop. \ '. Sup-
ply ncptn. The sense seems to be, " they obtain

the privilege of speaking with freedom (i. e. be-

yond that of private Christians) on matters con-
cerning the faith."

15. iav i5f. '.] The best mode
of removing the difficulty here seems to be, to

repeat from the preceding verse
;

q. d. " [.\nd write these things unto thee, not

as if I should never come again], but that if I

should be delayed, thou," &c.
The next words, \ Up. \. have

been variously interpreted. See Poole's Synop.,

Wolf's Curre, and especially Deyling's Obss. Sacr.

vol. i. Diss. Ixvi. and Weber's Diss, in the Critici

Sacri. The question is not so much what is the

sense, as what is the scope of the words ; and

whether they should be taken with the precedincr,

or the following. Some ancient and several

modern Expositors, (ns Chillingworth, Gataker,

Maius, Zorn,) and many recent Interpreters refer

them to what follows. This method, however,
lies open to insuperable objections, as stated by
Poole, Benson, and Scott. And thus, too, [

apprehend, the sentiment is overloaded with

words, has in its air something frigid and jejune,
— and what is more, involves an anlictimax no-

wbere found in Scripture, and very rarely in any
writer of credit. The natural connection of the

words is. doubtless, with what precedes : yet cer-

tainly not, as some imagine, with, as if the

reference were to Timothy ; for that would be an

utter violation of the construction, and involve
somewhat of incongruity ; for, though Timothy
might be a pillar of the truth, yet not -i. foundation
thereof. In short, the words cannot well be
united with any part of the preceding contest,
except with —, which is their nat-
ural connection, and which would probably have
been more generally received than it has among
Protestant Expositors, had they not wished to res-

cue the passage from Romish perversion. But sure-
ly such forced expositions, devised merely to evade
the arguments or claims of opponents, are un-
worthy of a cause which needs not the aid of dis-

ingenuous arts to uphold it. Here there can be
no doubt but that the true reference is to

f«:».-X?;aiu, as was maintained by almost all the an-
cient Expositors, and many eminent modern Pro-
testant Commentators, as Grot., Bp. Hall, Calvin,

Hamm., Gothofred, Weber, Schmid, Deyling,
Wolf, Whitby, Mackn., and Bp. Van Mildert,
who understand it of the Church Universal, ad-

ministered under an external visible form of go-
vernqpent,— and which, by maintaining the Rev-
elation of God and his religion, upholds it as a

foundation does a building, or as pillars support
an edifice. So Grotius :

" Veritatem hie com-
parat operi supero ; Ecclesiam, maxime univer-
salem, sed et eas partes quai uiiiversali adhcBrent,

columns et basi." That such is the meaning, is

plain from the context: the design of the Apostle
being evidently this, to give weight to his pre-

ceding instructions, as to the regulation of the
Church at Ephesus, by suggesting the important
purpose for which the Church Universal was in-

stituted. The above interpretation is, 1 believe,

liable to no well-founded objection : and, indeed,
any other mode of explanation is, both philologi-

cally and otherwise, quite untenable. It may, in-

deed, be asked, that if such be the meaning, why
was it not expressed more exactly and intelli-

gibly ? I answer, that the Apostle could not
express' before, &c., because that

would have involved a tautology of the very
worst kind possible, and of which there is no
example to be found in any good ancient
writer. .And it was not necessart/ so to do, since

the apposition supplies this subject to the con-
text, and that context furnishes us with ',
just what is wanted. .4nd that perhaps was one
reason why Saint Paul wrote' just be-

fore, and not ' ), as the grammatical con-
cord with requires-, though it is not unfre-

quently deserted ; as Gal. iii. 1(>.

' (for ) 6<. The idiom is frequent

in the Classical authors, especially Thucydides
;

though there is generally some reason for the hn-

pallatre. Here, besides the one above suggested,

the writer could not well use ', lest it should be

referred to Biol• as the nearest antecedent, and
lead to a confusion of ideas.
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Finally, with reference to the dispute in doc-

trine here involved, I would say, that as the

Church of that age (to which the words were es-

pecially meant to apply) might well be said to be\, because founded
by the Apostles, who were the FilLars of the

Christian faith ; so, if the words be applied, in

the present instance, to the Church, they are not

to be referred to the Church of Rome, or to the

Church England or Scotland, or any particular

Churcli, but to Christ's Holy Catholic Church
(for Avhich we pray in our Liturgy), consisting

of all the true Churches of Christ throughout the

world ; i. e. all such Churches as hold the essen-

tial doctrines of the Gospel. So that the passage

by no means implies the infallibiliiij of any par-

ticular Church. On which subject see the able

and instructive Essay of Dr. Macknight. That
the words are well adapted to express the above
sense, is manifest ; for being qualified and
explained by ^^, must be put for

(on which word see Steph. Thess.) ; and in &-
there is, I think, an allusion to the mode in

which vast edifices, like the Temple at Jerusa-

lem, or that of Diana at Ephesus (supposed by
some Commentators to be here alluded to in

oiKoc), were built; namely, as in several of our
cathedrals (such as Canterbury, and old St. Paul's)

by first laying a foundation with 7•• of pillars

penetrating deep under ground,— and then, upon
those, building the superstructure. Accordingly,
here, as the Church Universal is the-. so each particular Churcli may be a pillar of
that foundation, which upholds the superstructure
of Gospel Truth.

1'). Kul 8' —.^ This is

closely connected with the preceding, and the
sense may be thus expressed. " And, indeed, vast

is the importance of the mystery of godliness
contained in the long concealed, but now revealed
Truths of the Gospel, which that Church is to

recommend and support; — and of which the sum
is, that (Jod was manifested in the flesh." There
may, indeed, seem an abrii])lness, and a sort of
hiatus in the sense between. and. But
that is not uncommon in the writings of St. Paul,
and especially in passages, like the present, of
great pathos. See Rom. xi. 33— 3fi. In these
cases, I have, after eminent Editors, placed a
mark denoting the aposiopesis. The term-
piov is often used of the doctrines of the Gospel
in general ; but was here, I conceive, adopted
chiefly with reference to that great mystery of
" God manifested in the flesh," on which all the
others depend, and which Timothy was especially
to urge.

It is true that the sense, as above laid down,
depends upon the reading:, which, in the case of
©fie, is disputed. Griesb. has for edited oc

;

but without any sufficient reason : for the external
evidence in favour of it is next to nothing; only
three MSS. having B, and one ; and those all of
the ^Vester7l recension, and probably altered
from the Vulgate. As to Versions, though most
of them fiivourthe Ss, yet they cannot be balanced
against nearly the whole of the MSS. The Latin
Fathers, indeed, support the S ; as might be ex-

pected from its being the reading followed in the

Vulgate. But as to the Greek Fathers, they are
by no means, as Griesb. affirms, in favour of the
{. For it has been irrefragably proved by Matthaei,
Dr. Burton (in his Teslim. p. 141. seqq.) and
Rinck, that their testimony is upo7i the whole
decidedly in favour of. The false reason-
ings of Griesb. and Belsham have been fully ex-
posed by Dr. Burton and the British Critic, and
Quart. Theol. ii. 297; the former adducing evi-

dence of the way in which the passage was
understood by the Ante-Nicene Fathers, in cita-

tions from Barnabas, Clem. Alex., Hippolytus,
and Dionys. Alex. ; to which others are added by
Rinck from Ignat. Ep. to the Ephesians, 19.•. Beng., Matt., and
Rinck are decidedly of opinion that the reading

arose from ; and not from OX. And
no wonder; since (as Matthaei has shown) in the
uncial MSS. the line in is not unfrequently
omitted by the scribes ; as, for instance, in the
next word. Kow, in a question of
testimony, like this, it might be sufficient to prove
that external evidence is decidedly in favour of. But we may as confidently refer to the
internal, since it is not less so. It has been
shown by Bp. Bull, Abp. Magee, Dr. Nolan, Dr.
Burton, the British Critic, and Rinck, that the

is liable to almost every objection in inter-

pretation, and violates all the rules of construc-
tion. It cannot legitimately have any antecedent
but . That, however, is rejected by
the Socinians, since it e^i^oZ/f/ inculcates the doc-
trine of the Deity of Christ, which they are

resolved, at all events, to exclude. As to the
sense thus produced, it has been shown by Dr.
Nolan, Rinck, and the British Critic to be quite
unsuitable. I must not omit to state, that Dr.
Pye Smith, in his very valuable " Scripture
Testimony," adopts the reading ', which, Avitli

Berriman and others, he connects with -, including the intermediate words in a pa-
renthesis. But, vith deference to that learned
and excellent writer, I must here difler from him
in opinion ; especially as I am strongly confirmed
in my persuasion of the genuineness of by
the very elaborate discussion of the evidence,
both external and internal, given in an able Tract
by Dr. Henderson, entitled " The great Mystery
of Godliness incontrovertible, London, 1830,"
(who decides the question in favour of ()<), and
also by the opinion of the writer or writers of
the Critique on this work in the Eclectic Review
for Nov. 1832.

In short (to use the words of Bp. Pearson on
the Creed) "St. Paul unfolding the mystery of
godliness, has here delivered six propositions
together, and the subject of all and each of tliera

is God. And this God. is the -iiibjpct of all

these propositions, must be understood of Christ,

because of him each one is true, and all are so

of none but him. He was the Word, which was
God, and was made flesh ; and, consequently,
' God manifested in the flesh.' Upon him the
Spirit descended at his baptism, and after his

ascension was poured upon his Apostles, ratify-

ing his commission, and confirming the doctrine
which they received from him ; \vherefore he
was ' God justified in the Spirit.' His nativity
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the angels celebrated ; in the discharge of his cauterizing employed by surgeons with mortified
office they ministered unto him ; at his resurrec- flesh, which is, as such, insensible to all feeling,
lion and ascension they were present, always The latter view, which is supported by the au-
ready to confess and adore him. He was there- thority of Theodoret, is, on account of the ad-
fore ' God seen of ancels.' " The rest of the jective ', greatly preferable. Comp. Eph. iv.

propositions need no proof or illustration.

IV. 1. rb &i ^ Xt'yci.] The connec-
tion with the preceding context may be thus
traced. " [Of such vast importance, then, are

the doctrines involved in the mystery of godli-

ness, and ever to be carefully adhered to, espe-
cially] since the Spirit expressly assures us that,"

&c. By rb », some eminent Expositors under-
stand that portion of the Spirit vouchsafed to the
Prophets of the O. T. ; as, for instance, Dan. xi.

36— 39. By most, however, it is referred to tha
Apostle himself; including, some think, the other

Apostles also. Be that as it mav, the expression
seems to imply a direcl revelation ; as Acts viii.

29. X. 19. xi. 12. Revel, ii. 7. rb

rais. By . . are
meant, as in Acts ii. 17. Heb. i. 1. 1 Pet. i. 20,

the times of the last or Christian dispensation.

Compare, also, similar expressions in the kindred
passages of 2 Tim. iii. 1. James v. 3. 2 Pet. iii. 3.

Jude 18.- . ., " will fall away from
the faith." This has, no doubt, the same refer-

ence as the in a parallel passage at

2 Thess. ii. 3 — 12, where see Notes. Both these

terms chiefly denote apostasy from the religion

;

but sometimes only a falling away from the true

faith of it. Ili'ii'fi. \\•; (in which we have
Bubst. for adject.) signifies persons who profess

to speak by the Spirit, but in reality are impostors.

The TrAdioic serves to determine the sense of rrv.,

which otherwise would only be, " those profess-

ing a divine inspiration ;
" as 2 Thess. ii. 2. 1 John

iv. 1. iii. 6. With respect to hhaaK. ., it is

not agreed whether it means doctrines sugsfested

Ay demons, or '" concernin'r demons." The former
interpretation is preferable, especially as it may
include the sense of drvilish, i. e. impious. So
in James iii. 15. we have .

2. iv. \1/?.'] Tlie construction here is

somewhat perplexed ; but as to the untiptosis

supposed by some, it is utterly inadmissible •, as

is also the factitious mode of construction pro-

posed by Heinr., who would supply , or

repeat-. The words depend, I con-

ceive, upon' ; and the kv must (with

many eminent Expositors) be taken for, Heb.

^, hit or through. By. is meant a pretence

to extraordinary sanctity. In the fifrurative ex-

pression. ti. ., Commentators are

not agreed whether the metaphor is taken from
the hrandinz of persons for crimes, or from the

VOL. It.

19.' \ 6 , &.C.

3. -^.. Here the best Expositors are
agreed, that' is to be supplied, taken
from . before ; comparing I Cor. xiv. 34.
These two passages being peculiar cases, difiier-

ing from those many, where, in the latter part of
a sentence, a word (generally a verb) is to be
supplied from one that occurs in the former part
of it; or if not the same, some word of cognate
sense. Whereas, in these two passages, the word
to be supplied is one of the very opposite in
signification to what had occurred in the former
member of the sentence. Which may perhaps
be paralleled with the Classical idiom, by which,
in the first clause of a sentence comes a verbum
imperandi with a negative ; and in the second,
the verb is to be repeated, without the negative.

Now here\ includes within itself both; yet,
in the second clause, a verbum imperandi is to be
repeated, as in the former case. On. see
Note on Acts ii. 44. Mtra ^. See Note on
Eph. v. 4. To7c n. is for vnb .

4. .'] This means, " any thing provided
by God in the creation." \., for. Compare Rom. xiv. 6. 1 Cor. x. 31. There
is much light thrown on this part of the Epistle,

in a Sermon of Bp. Sanderson's his 5th ad Popu-
lum, on this text. He takes here to mean
the heaven and the earth, and all things therein.

5. —.] These words do not so
much give a reason for the preceding, as they
limit the foregoing position, and show that every

may become (for that is what
is meant by) namely, ' if it be partaken
and enjoyed,' . " in con-
junction with, preceded by the use of prayer,"
&c. See Note on Acts ii. 42.

is well explained by Dr. Benson, who paraphrases :

"The word of God, in the Gospel, hath abolished
the ceremonial law ; and among other things, the

distinction between meats clean and unclean."

6. .] This must denote all the instruc-

tions that have been before given.

signifies, " to lay any thing before another," as

instruction or admonition., &c.,
" [thou wilt be] one nourished up in the doctrines

of faith." The words following apply what was
said generally, of a , to Timothy :

and the . refers to the Apostle's own instruc-

tion.^ and the Latin innutriri are

often used with Datives denoting instruction.

46
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^., literally, " hast followed up, and learnt ;

"

implying attention to.

7.\— rapairou.] The mention of.
reminded the Apostle of a kind of learning to

which Jewish youths particularly attended, —
namely, that of the Rabbinical traditions and

speculations, such as we find in the Talmud; the\.. of i. 4. To these the

epithets here used are quite applicable : and. may refer to somethinii in them akin to

the Pagan superstitions. ', silly, absurd
;

like the Latin anilts. So Strabo cited' by Wets,
calls poetry . As regards the

sentiment, 1 would compare Phil. Jud. 132. C.

ii {) ^,^ ^.
signifies, " have nothing to do with;'' synony-

mous with in Tit. iii. 9.

The next words seem meant to anticipate and

answer a plea for the kind of learning just con-

demned,— namely, that it exercised the under-

standinsr. The Apostle directs Timothy rather to

occupy himself in actiuiring'a perfect knowledge
of the religion he had to teach. See v. 13.

is here used as at iii. 16. ; though it may
also be meant to include exercise in the prac-

tical part of religion, bv studving to lead a holy

life.

8, 9.. there is an agonistical meta-
phor, from which the Apostle seems to have

taken occasion to show the high importance of

this, by contrasting its benefits with

those resulting» from the to which young
men so devoted themselves, cither by way of

preparation for the games, or for honourable dis-

play in general ; the advantages of the former

being only temporary and temporal, those of the

latter permanent, and extending to a future life.

The argument is the same as in a kindred pas-

sage of 1 Cor. ix. 2.5.' , '', <5f,. The above
seems to be the most natural and consistent view
of the sense ; thougli many Expositors under-

stand the . of what we call bodily exercise.

But that is too limited a sense : and it certainly

was not the intent of the Apostle, as Rosemn.
imagines, to inculcate the advantages of mental

over bodily exercise. Still less can he be sup-

posed (with some) to have reference to the

mortifijins: of the body practisoil by certain Jew-
ish and Heathen ascetics. Kor though there is

something to countenance, tliat interpretation in

the context, there is more which disconntenances

it. And indeed such a use of', or even. is destitute of authority. )
is for Ton {as ^, Tit. iii. !'.).

and alludes to the exercising or training of the

body. The term must, however, not

only be referred to the laborious exercises of the

athlete, but to all the other parts of what we call

training, as applied to pugilists, and expressed by
the term in 1 Cor. ix. 25.

Upbc may be understood both of degree

and duration. , " in every way." The- as regards this world must be under-

stood of that spiritual '•' peace which passeth all

understanding:" not to say that virtue and
temperance preserve the health, and foster habits

of industry, which must be productive of many
temporal blessings. See Benson, Newc, and
Scott. On this latter clause see two admirable
Discourses by Dr. Barrow from this text, vol. i.

p. 13. seqq. and 27. seqq.

9. b ] i. e., as the best Expositors are

agreed, the above, namely,. The in the next verse refers to the{ . at v. 8.

10. £({ '] scil. TO ., iSi.c.

—. The full sense is, "we undergo the

toils [we do in spreading the Gospel] and the

reproaches and persecutions we have to bear

from its enemies" (compare 2 Tim. vi. ."j. xi. 23

27. 2 Thess. iii. 8.), "because our hope and trust

is in the promises of God."
— .] Many eminent Com-

mentators, anxious to support the doctrine of

Universal Redemption, explain, " would have all

men to be saved." But that sense cannot be

extracted from the words. And though it m.ay

seem countenanced by what follows, and the

same expression supra ii. 3, 4•., yet see Note
there. The full sense seems to be, " who is the

temporal Preserver of all men, as well as the

.Saviour of mankind in general, whether Jews or

Gentiles;" i. e. holds out salvation to all of
every nation who seek it in faith. See Whitby
and Scott.

12. —.] From the connexion of
this with the next clause, by means of<, it is

clear that the meaning is, " Let no one have
reason to despise thy youth," i. e. despise thee
on account of thy youth ; as appears from a

similar idiom common in the Classical writers.

The Apostle then enjoins him to be an e.-iamjile,

and adds hojv, first generally,—, iv-, in words and actions, conversation and
conduct ; then speciality ; where ->, must be

taken of love both to God and man, the

of a similar passage in 2 Cor. vi. G.

must here have reverence to the outward
profession r.ither than the internal sentiment.

With respect to Iv, it may seem not in

place, in a detail oi outward qualities which shall

be an example to others. Hence the ancient

Critics (as we find from the omission of the words
in a few MSS. and Versions) cancelled the words.

In this they have been followed by Griesb. and
others ; but without any sufficient cause : since

for the insertion of them no reason can be
imagined ; while for the omission a very strong
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one may be assigned 5— namely, that /^. was
commonly understood of the Holij Spirit ; a sense
which they rightly judged could have no place

here. Or perhaps the eye of the sr-ribe passed
from the first to the second iv, and thus

was omitted. At all events, the vords must be
retained ; and are best explained, with Theophyl.
and some eminent modern Expositors, " in a

spiritual disposition, character," &c. Of course,

in this and most other cases where this significa-

tion has place (see Bp. Middl. Diss, on the v/ord•, § . at Matt. i. 18.), the effects of the

influence of the Holy Spirit are to be understood.

13.. diay.] This is not to be under-
stood, as it usually is, only of the reading of the

Old Testament ; but includes all such other read-

ing or study, as would enable Timothy to better

understand the Scriptures, and consequently fit

him for the more effective exercise of his ministry

among enlishtened heathens. On the utility, if

not necessity, of profane literature to Christian

ministers, we have the testimony of all the most
eminent Fathers, and distinguished Theologians
of every age. See the passages adduced in

Recens.Synop., of which one must here suffice.

Thus Chrysostom (who everywhere enjoins se-

vere study, of which he gave tlie example) says :' mriov /3<,
»)? fiipu'iKa. In writing which passage it is

probable that the erudite Father had in mind the

saying of Athenrous L. iv. p. 159. ,';, /- -' .
14. if .] Notwithstandinff that this

must chiefly allude to the Spiritual Gifts which
Timothy had received, it may include the ordinary

^}•aces of the Spirit, by which his endowments
in learning would be sanctified. These were
given <., i. e. according to prophecy; of

which the passage at i. 18. is the best comment.
The words iiriQ. .^ .. are not

at variance with what is said in a kindred passage

at 2 Tim. i. R. ;. . Since

the here only denotes concurrence in the

thing. Hoir far that extended, we are not in-

formed ; nor is it necessary for us to know.

15. Tuv-a .} The sense is, "Exercise
thvse'if in those things, make them thy perpetual

care and study." So the words are explained by

Prof Scholef , who compares Thucvd. i. 142. (as

said of the long trainins and practice, by which
the Athenians had attained their naval preemi-

nence) .
The Apostle, apprehend, had still in mind the

above a^onistical metaphor ; since the term .
is (as Benson observes) *used of all preparatory

exercises, whether of mind or body. In .
there is the same idiom as in the Horatian

" totus in illis."

V. 1.. The best Expositors are agreed
that this does not mean a presbyter, but an
elderly person, as being opposed to the
and just after. denotes sha
rebuke and objurgation, with a reference to the
verhera linguce. ',, " as you would a
father." Such was, indeed, in theory at least,

the custom of antiquity. And Diog. Laert. in his

life of Plato, ascribes a similar sentiment to that
Philosopher., " intreat them [to act
more circumspectly]."

3. .] The best Expositors, ancient and
modern, are agreed that the sense is, " support,"
or honourably provide for, as at v. 17. Matt. xv.

4— 6. See Xotes on INIark vii. 9 — 13. Com-
pare Acts xxviii. 10.

— Tag .] i. e. those are really

widows, in the proper sense of the word, and ad-

verted to at V. 5.. namely, destitute. See note
supra iv. 25. From what the Fathers and Greek
Commentators tell us, it appears that these per-
sons were maintained from the funds of the
Church. .\nd from what follows it is clear that

they filled an ofTice ; the name ' being as

much one of office as, or, or. Qn its exact duties, however. Exposi-
tors are not agreed. That the persons who held
it instructed the younger females in the principles

of the Christian faith, is pretty certain ; but
whether they were, as some say, the sayne as the

Deaconesses, is yet a disputed point. It should
seem that they were not necessarily the same

;

but that having once been such, during the life

of their husbands, they were not removed from
that office. Otherwise it should seem, their

duties were different from those of the deacon-
esses ; and if we were to call them by such a
name as would designate their chief duties, we
might call them Female Catechists. Thak these
differed from the deaconesses, is certain from the
positive testimony of Epiphanius. Yet they
miffht occasionally assist them in their duty of
visitinff the sick. Be that as it may, the exist-

ence of such an order as the' requires no
very strong testimony from Ecclesiastical History

;

since, from the extremely retired life of the

women in Greece and other parts of the East,

and their almost total separation from the other

sex, they would much need the assistance of such
persons ; who might either convert them to the

Christian faith, or farther instruct them in its

doctrines and duties.

__ Jf^
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4. .] The term denotes any descendants

further removed than children ; as grandchildren,

or great-grandchildren. ., " let [those

children] learn [a lesson proper for them to

know]." So Thucyd. i. 34. , &c.,
where the force of the idiom was seen by the

Schol. . i'iiov , " to show piety

(i. e. pious and dutiful care and support) to their

own family," meaning, by an idiom common to

our own language, their parents or progenitors.

So Thucyd. i. 17. h . This
use of' was almost as common in Greek as

that pii/s and ptetas in the Latin. The expres-

sion ' hints that this is no more
than repaying a debt due to them for their former
care and attention to them.

5. ' —.^ These words
hint at the qualifications required in such persons

;

namely, a genuine and constantly operative faith
;

and habits of devotion, both at stated times, and
at all needful seasons.

6. ); if] '' but she who liveth a life

of luxury and dissipation." The word is rare
;

but its sense is plain from the context, and from
James v. 5. . The term
comes from -\, the skin. But the metaphor
is certainly not (as Schleus. imagines) e cutis

pniritu, but cute bene airata, a common figure

to denote luxury. So Hor. Epist. i. 4, 15. Me
pinguem et nitidum, bene curatA cute, vises., " is [spiritually] dead," i. e. in sin. See
Kph. ii. 1. Similar sentiments are found in the
Apocryplia, the Rabbinical writers, and even the
Grecian Philosophers.

8. if —.} This depends upon.
in the preceding verse ; and the Si is well ren-

dered by the Pesch. Syr. enim. The full sense
is, " that so they do not incur censure [from the
heathens ;] for, indeed, whoever," &c. By

some Commentators understand no more
than. The two words are, indeed, in their
general use, synonymous ; but. denotes prop-
erly a nearer connection than ; the former
that of consanff^dnity , the latter that of nffi.nili/.

This use of is founded on that supra
v. 4. ' ., " he dcnieth [by his works]
that faith [which he professes with his lips] " for

ihal teaches him( .-, . . " is less observant of the
moral and relative duties than an unbeliever;"
for the heathens were not often deficient in this

respect ; and indeed the laws strictly required
them to maintain their parents.

y.] " be chosen " or •' approved,"
literally, " be put on the list."

— fids .] It is strange that some
eminent Expositors should have taken this to de
note, or at least include, preserving conjugal fi-

delity. The expression plainly signifies the hav-
ing had but one husband, being univira. So Luke
ii. 38. '/ , sell..

10. £ .'] It is not necessary here
to suppose any unusual sense of ; but it will be
sufficient to repeat . By.
is meant " educated," and, as is implied in the
context, virtuously. See Eph. vi. 4. Of course,

it must be meant of such children as she has had,
if any ; for we are not to suppose, as Heinr. does,

that the bearing of children is here insisted on.

Piay, at a later period we find, from Ecclesias-

tical History, that aged virgins were received into

the number of the. '|'• denotes hos-
pitably entertaining Christian brethren ; chiefly,

we may suppose, travelling preachers, since

just after occurs. On ^- see Note on
John xiii. 14. This observance was usually ad-

ministered by, or under the superintendence of,

the mistress of the house ; and being, in the East,
particularly grateful, is meant to designate gen-
erally kind attention to the comfort of guests.

»7., literally, ''has followed it up," i. e. has
lost no opportunity of practising it.

IL .] There is not, as Heinr.
imagines, an inversion of construction ; but the
sense is, " When they become wanton against
Christ, rebel against the restraints of Christian-
ity [by which they are destined to celibacy],

they desire to marry." The verb. comes
from, stiff, and figuratively, stubborn, re-

hellious. Compare 1 Sam. ii. 29. and Deut. xxxii.

15.

12. —^.] Expositors are

not asreed whether iriVr. is to be interpreted of
the Christian faith, and. of abandoning it ; or
whether it is to be understood of the engagement
to celibacy, and devoting themselves to the office

of/, which marriage would render impossible
;

and i;9(T. of making light of and forsaking it. As to

the former interpretation, I am not aware of any
example of' -, or . being ever used
ofcaitting o/Ta religion ; which, too, would not nec-
essarily follow their marrying even with heathens,
as appears from 1 Cor. vii. 14. Besides, thus the
suitableness of the expression might be
questioned ; since Paganism was their first re-

ligion. Whereas, according to the sense it car-
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ries in the second interpretation, it is very apt.

And tlie phrase - is frequent in the

later Classical writers and the Sept. Indeed, the
words preceding evidently allude to an engagement
to celibacy ; and therefore to that the may
most naturally be referred. is for nporipav,

as often in the .N. T. ; though there is no occa-
sion to follow the idiom in any version. The

will thus mean condemnation, severe cen-
sure, and Trior., a solemn engagement, perhaps by
vow.

13. a apycu. &c.] This corre-

sponds to the at v. li. ; v. 12. being,

in some measure, parenthetical ; q. d. " They de-

sire to marry, and moreover, learn to idly gad
about among families." By which seems to be
meant, that they made their duty of going about
to instruct the women and children, or other parts

of their office (see Note supra v. 10.) rather a
means of pastime, than subservient to the pur-

poses of their vocation. Thus they formed habits

of idleness,— and not only that, but, as is .added,

of trifling, prying, and intermeddling ; a spirit

which is admirably depicted in the masterly

sketches of Theophrastus, , and ntpl. Between the terms and.
we may observe a paronomasia, as in 2 Thess. iii.

11. /pac comes from, a bubble; and to

blow up such well designates the occupation of a

trifler. h.a\oijttai &. is an euphemism for
•' talking scandal." So Eurip. Phosn. 205. -

yap^\ '• 5',' ., b ( ;;(5.
.14.] . . the younger widows, not

women, as in our common Version, and Wakef.

;

for of those the context alone treats. Indeed,
is added in several MS.S., and expressed by

the Greek Commentators. \ is only to be
understood of n-ish, not injunction. The Apostle
wished them to be left to marry, if they thought
proper. At and . supply :. being for "vn \ ., " that

they may be occupied in the duties of mothers
and wives; and [thereby] give no handle," &c.

is used in a generic sense, for 7. Compare Luke x.\i. 13. 1 Cor. xvi.

9. Phil. i. 20. 2 Thess. ii. 5. Ao!<5., for \.', and that for .
15. ,' . .] This may mean, " have

turned aside to follow the suggestions of Satan ;

i. e. by marrying, to the violation of their sacred

engagements, and to the virtual abandonment of
the faith."

16. '] " have near relations who are

poor widows;" i. e as mothers, grandmothers,
daughters, or sisters. In 6 MSS. and 3 inferior

Versions the words are not found ; and
in others not i) . But in either case it was
evidently an omission to remove an unusual ex-
pression.

17. From the relief of the poor the Apostle
proceeds to the support of ministers ; though with
an obscurity of e.xpression (arising from delicacy,)

which prevents us from acquiring any very exact
information. That a stipend was appropriated to

the support of the minister is certain ; but on the
amount, and the mode of collection, we are left

much in the dark. We get, however, some glim-

mering of light from a passage of Euseb. H. E. v.

28. (cited by Wets.) where there is mention of a
certain Bisliop being engaged -' at 150 Denaria a month. The. -. must not be taken, with some, of
the Pastoral duties properly so called ; but of the
dircctix'e functions of some one ruling Presbyter,
who regulated and had the government of the
Church of a city or district ; in fact, the Bishop
of a somewhat later period. . signifies

not merely, " let them receive," but, " let them
receive as their just due." So Heb. iii. 3. -' yip —apii .
may denote both competent reward and suitable

respect. And (., as the best Expositors, an-
cient and modern, are agreed, is to be taken as

put for ;,', i. e. " liberal stipend. ' This sense
of the word is here to be preferred to the one
commonly assigned, becau.'^e the Apostle never
descends to particulars on this subject, as indeed
rarely do the Ecclesiastical Historians. By -—. is plainly meant, " discharging the
regular pastoral duties." See Benson.

18. '— auroS.] These words are no-
wliere to be found in the O. T. ; and as we are
not compelled here to repeat , we
may suppose that the words in question are in-

troduced as a proverbial maxim, such as our
Lord often adopted.

19. .] Not, "an elderly person," as

many interpret ; but " a presbyter." See Whitby.. " under the testimony of." A rule founded
on the Law of Moses. Deut. xix. 15, and ad-

verted to at Matt, xviii. 16. John viii. 17.

20. '.] It is not agreed whether the

presbyters, or the people at large, are here to be
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understood. The context favours the former
view ; but the air of the sentence, and the change
of number, rather require the latter, wliich is

preferred by the ancient and most modern Ex-
positors.

21. (5ia//., &c.] The Apostle subjoins a most
solemn charge ; with wliich Ileinr. compares
Joseph. Bell. ii. 16, 4. ,

hpovc' . It may partly extend
to all the foregoing injunctions ; but it chiefly

respects the last ; the meaning " all these
matters of discipline." On . see
Note on 1 Cor. iv. 9, and xi. 10. -.,
" keeping yourself apart from prejudice or pre-
possession." The word indeed seems formedfrom
the Latin priFjiidiciiim. .. '' through
partiality, or undue favour." So Clemens' Epist.

to Corinth, '.
22, 23.'—] " Lay hands hastily or

inconsiderately on no man." &;;. .. •,

i. e. " Do not [by thus ordaining unfit persons]

make thyself answerable for their delinquencies."
The next words^. are by many re-

ferred to what folloirs , but more properly by
others, to the preceding ; which is certainly more
suitable to the gravity of the Apostle and that of
the foregoing subject. Nay, it ought on another
account to be adopted — namely, because v. 24•,

according to the opinion of the best Expositors,
is closely connected with v. 22, v. 2.3. being a
parenthetical admonition. The abruptness here
is thus accounted for by Mr. Scott :

" it occurred
to the Apostle's mind, when reflecting on Timo-
thy's manifold cares and labours, that his frequent
indispositions might be increased by too great
abstemiousness, to the prevention of his useful-

ness, and the shortening of his days. He there-
fore broke in upon his subject, to counsel him,
not to drink water any longer, at least as his only
liquor; but to use a little wine to strengthen his

stomajch, and preserve his health." The judg-
ment and taste of this observation are in strong
contrast with the foolish and irrex'errnt remark of
Benson, that '' there was no need of inspiration
to give this counsel." It is justly observed by
Mackn., that " it was not unworthy of a place in

an inspired writing, and might be meant to dis-

countenance the superstition of those who, from
that, or any other ascetic practice, claim the
praise of superior sanctity."

21, 2.5. This must, as was before observed, be
connected with the preceding; and the sense of
the whole may be expressed as follows . " Keep

thyself pure from all participation in other men's
sins [by ordaining unfit persons to the ministry

;]
[To avoid which, however, will require much
circumspection and consideration]

; for though
some men's sins are discernible without any
close examination, anticipating, as it were, the
judgment passed on them

;
yet, in other persons,

their faults on\y follow, and are only known after
much examination. In like manner it is with re-

spect to men's virtues. Some immediately appear
;

others are only known after long acquaintance
with the persons." , &c. The
sense seems to be :

" those good works which
are otherwise [than manifest] (i. e. oh 6))\)
cannot, whether they be good or bad, be long
hid." See Whitby and Newc.

VL 1. The admonitions in this and the follow-
ing verse are (as appears from v. 3.) intended to

correct certain contrary positions of the false

teachers, (commonly supposed to have been
Judaizers) ; who, as some eminent Commentators
imagine, wanted to introduce into the Christian
Church the doctrine,— that, as no Jew was to
remain a slave for life, so ought no Christian ;

thus releasing men from all civil duties, under the
pretence of religious rights ; to the great scandal
of the Gospel. Indeed, into errors of this kind
ignorant or unreflecting persons might easily fall,

(partly by misintereting the metaphorical lan-

guage of the Apostle) even without being per-
verted by any Judaizing teachers. It was obvious
that the spirit of the Gospel is adverse to slavery.

Indeed, in proportion as its injunctions are

obeyed, it tends to root out a practice, in which
folly and injustice are alike conspicuous. And it

was natural for persons so ignorant as slaves, to

regard the Gospel as freeing men from all obliga-

tions intrinsically and fundamentally inconsistent
with justice and equity. Thus the admonition
was highly seasonable.

— ' bv .] The Commentators
are not sufiiciently aware of the strength of this

expression, in which there is a blending of tivo

expressions (compare Gal. v. 1. \-), to out the case in its strongest point of
view (supposing even the harshest bondage), in

order to make the injunction to obedience the

more forcible. See parallel exhortations in Eph.
vi. 5— 8, and 1 Pet. ii. 18, where see Notes.

2. icura0fioi'.] scil. . This denotes

neglecting to obey their orders, as being their
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equals in a spiritual point of view. So Matt. vi. . may be compared Ecclesiasticus vii. 2.

24. '', . . And so', . 16.— iov\.] Render, " but let them 6. - ., &c.] Here such a
serve them the rather," i. e. the more zealously skilful turn is given to the foregoing position, as
and faithfully. So / in John iii. 19, to make it express a weighty truth; — namely,
and xii. -iS. and often elsewhere. At that Religion, if accompanied with that contented
supply. This serves to strengthen the spirit which it inculcates, produces the truest
preceding term. The ne.xt words oi gain, even the greatest(/. So Philo, cited.. must not, with some, be referred to by Wets, ay ' aipius

;

the sto'ps (which yields a very frigid sense), but, '7. ohiiv ., &.C.] The refers to a
v.'ith many eminent Expositors, ancient and mod- clause omitted; q. d. "Why should we be so
ern, to the tiiasiers. Render, " because they anxious to secure what can stand us in so little

who enjoy the benefit [of their service] are be- stead, and fail us so soon? For there is nothing
lievers, and beloved [brethren]." we can long enjoy." Loesn. compares Philo p.

3. mpuSiS.'] See Note supra 'i. 3. /., 852. Miji^fv , ^ '

"accede to, acquiesce in." See 1 Pet. ii. 4. , '., " sound vords." medical 8. The Apostle here shows the nature of the
metaphor, used several times in this and the above (v. 6.) And (. is put in the
second Epistle to Timothy, and tliat to Titus, plural to answer to ^., which answers to our
By. is meant •' the true religion," the Gos- clothes. With the sentiment Wets, compares
pel, as supra iii. ](>. and elsewhere. several from the Classical writers, and others

4.,- .] The sense is, " he may be seen in Rec. Syn.
is pulled up with pride, though knowing nothing." 9, 10. In vain is it that Heinr. attempts to re-

SoYolyb. ii. 81. (/' r£rt0. '. is equiv- fine away and sink this impressive admonition
alent to; in a similar passage of Col. into Jewish notions. Avarice and idolatrv are in-

ii. 11. ' is used agreeably to the metaphor deed compared, both in the Old and New Testa-., and denotes "having a morbid fondness ment; not that they are of /^// guilt, but in order
fur;" of whifh examples are adduced in Wets, to show the great c'lilt of the former. And that
and R<»'. Syn. e. gr. Diog. ap. Athen. p. 104. it is regarded in the Gospel as such, the strong
Xrcri - 7. I add Plato language of the Apostle puts beyond a doubt. Oi
ill Pha;dr. p. 282. 0. . means. " those who study to be rich,. The are those mentioned at i. 4, and devote their thoughts to increase their

and. the verbal altercations thence arising. wealth ; " thus including those who are already
5. -^.'] The reading here is uncer- rich. E<i . ,., " into ensnaring tempta-

tain. Griesb. edits, from 4 uncial and about 20 tions," namely, both in spending what thev have,
other MSS. ,. which Schleus. prefers ; and in gaining more. The words followin2 point
but, I liiink, without reason. The compound out the effects; where avot'ir. refers to all such. is almost unexampled. And good gratifications as are beneath the dignitv of a rea
reasons are given by Tittm. de Syn. p. 233, why sonable being. They are called, as al

the reading cannot be admitted. Indeed, the ways more or less pernicious to health and happi
common one yields a far better sense. The vnoa, ness, ever cheating the sensualist with the shadow
as Heinr. observes, denoting inanity, and the but never giving him the substance of happiness
vehetnence. Several MSS. here have ,• which somf
—.- . '.] Render, with Critics approve, thouirh the common reading is

Newc, •' supposing that godliness is sain." i.e. greatly preferable. The Apostle means to say
regarding the Gospel or any other religion only not only that the desires are hurtful, but such as

as subservient to gain. The Article, as Newc. are unworthy of a being endowed with I'oiis (oi

observes, shows that. is the subject, not the the faculty of reason), and who, being thus raised

predirale. So Dionys. Hal. iii. 5. (cited by Wets.) above the animals, ouglit to rise above them ir

o't Sf^ Tbv. . such animal propensities. This sense of the word
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is found also in Ps. xlix. 13, where the Sept. has

KTifi'tai , '' destitute of reason."

And Longinus de Subl. ^ . says, that when men
are devoted to avarice and sensuality, and the

cognate passions and affections, they can no
longer look itpwards, and that mental greatness

must pine away and be neglected, when men' ', where compares a passage

of Plato, in which the mortal body, contrasted

with the immortal soul, is said to be and. The metaphor in — is

bold, and I cannot but suspect that Longin. de
Subiim. 44. had in mind this passage (as he
elsewhere quotes Moses) in the following words,
cited by Wets. : y«p^, npbi -
Ttc )/$ &, \-, . ' ,. Thucydides,
too, finely remarks (iii. 45.) tliat " the license of
wealth imparts a grasping insatiableness to inso-

lence and wantonness ; and that the lower situa-

tions are not exempt from this ; being, by the

impetuous and irresistible dominion of some in-

tiable lust, hurried into ruin." , " mis-
chiefs and vices.'' '^Hf . Render, " through
the lust of which ; " as in the above passage of
Thucyd. dpYJi . It is strange that

some (as Beza, Elsii., Doddr., Mackn., and Bur-
ton) should take this to mean, "have pierced
themselves all over from head to foot." The

is for or Iv; and signifies prop-
erly to stick any thing upon a sharp stake, &.c.,

or to stick the stake into it (of which sense many
examples are adduced by Wets.) ; and, metaphor-
ically, to inflict, acute asrony. Indeed, the very
phrase r. iii:v. occurs in Homer and Orpheus
cited by Wots. ; to which I would add JEsop.
F.ab. 304•. , "unex-
pected evils." is a very strong term, de-
rived, I apprehend, from, and thus denoting
a irnawins; pain,

11. .] .\ title formerly given
to the prophets of the 0. T.. and therefore very
suitable to the inspired teachers of the New, and,
indeed, to Ministers of succeeding ages, as de-
noting "one devoted to God, and employed in

making his will known unto man." See 2 Cor.
V. 20. and 2 Tim. iii. 17. —.
The Apostle here keeps much to generalities

;

Avhile in Kph. v. 22. where he specifies, or exem-
plifies the fruits of the Spirit, he is more particu-
lar. It is, however, worthy of remark, that he
ends both lists with the qualities of meekness and
forhearanre ; meaning, it should seem, to hint,

that by these alone can the other virtues be made
effectual to the great purpose of the " man of
fiod," even the salvation of souls.

12. 6\ . . .] The expres-
sion must regard the whole of his exertions,

whether in the defence, or in the illustration of
the faith, both by vords and actions. Ka\6v.
Honourable, indeed, as compared with the igno-
ble objects which called forth the exertions of
the. (1 Cor. ix. 25.) The agonistic

allusion (which see also at 1 Cor. ix. 24— 27.) is

kept up in -, with reference to the eager-

ness with which the strove to attain the
prize ; for endeavour here is to be united with the

sense of the verb. See Glass Phil. Sacr. and
Note on John vii. 52. '. By rendering the word
" obtain," as most recent Commentators do, the
spirit of the metaphor is lost. I have thought
proper to mention this, because the misinterpre-

tation in question deceived Winer (Gr. ^ 37. 2.),

and induced him, without reason, to class this

passage under his rule 2, which itself is a doubt-
ful one. Ei'c «. Render, " to which thou
wert, or hast been called ;

" namely, at his bap-
tism, and afterwards at his ordination, which lat-

ter is especially adverted to in the next words,
with allusion to the public profession of faith
which always accompanied the rite. Now this

might ivell be called, as being a full profes-

sion of faith and hope, and a solemn eng.agement
to give himself wholly to the work of the minis-
try. As no var. lect. occurs on , I cannot
but suspect that in the Vulgate, in qua, should
be read in qua, i. e. quam.

13. What the Apostle had before enjoined in

figure, he now expresses in the natural wav

;

making, however, what he says yet more impress-
ive from the solemnity of the manner, taking Ciod

and Christ as tcit7iesses to his injuncv. i. The
words seem meant to anifnute the

courage of Timothy in defence of the Gospel, as

well as his zeal and exertions in fulfilling his vows,
from the remembrance of that Being, wlio gave
him life and preserved it, and would raise him up
at the last day, (see Rom. iv. 17. Eph. ii. 5. 1 Pet,

ill. 18.) and gi\'e him an eternal inheritance. In
— hn\. there is a blending of two

phrases ; for though' be used,

and also , yet never, I think,. The ought to be express-

ed, both here and in the preceding verse, as de-
noting notoriety.

14. By is here meant the injunction

before given, to " fight the good fight of faith."',. \50. .. The. is best explained of that ad-

vent of our Lord, which may be said to take
place at each one's death. This is placed be-

yond a doubt by a kindred passage of 1 Cor. i. 8.,

where see Note.
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:\, . ;0-. " not to carry themselves haughtily." See
Note on Rom. ii. 20. I would here compare a
passage of Eurip. Suppl. 8G3. where of Capaneus
he elegantly says : '," '
'/3 , (was not at all purse-proud)-

is ^, . The
argument hinted at in ^ —--
civ is, that as God is so bountiful as to satisfy all

our wants, and to some (as the rich) supplies these
blessings?,— so He expects that the rich

should imitate His beneficence, by liberally im-
parting thereof to their fellow-creatures.

19.. . ifcc] There is here a
certain harshness of expression, arising from a
blending of two metaphors, and a catacbresis, by
which. is put for. 0,
as in TImcyd. iv. 87. atotov . .
means a good ground for hoping. So Tobit iv.

9., cited by Schleusn., ;' ! .
20. The .\postle would not conclude without

again urging the injunctions contained in i. 18.

and iv. 7. The. here is equivalent to the

at i. 1(5. It is here further called. In. there is, I think, an
allusion to the of speculative science
(see Philostr. Vit. Soph. i. 25. 9.) and the-^ at V. 4. The Apostle seems here to have
alluded to the doctrines of the Judaizers, or prob-
ably of those Gentile Christians, who paved the
way to Gnosticism.

—^ yl'.] With reference to

this, it is finely observed by Cudworth, Sermon
on 1 John :

" We have much inquiry concerning
knowledge in these latter times. The sons of
Adam are now as busy as ever himself was about
the tree of knowledge of good and evil ; shaking
the boughs of it, and scrambling for the fruit,

whilst, I fear, many are too unmindful of the tree

of Life."

15. Here are accumulated the grandest pre-

dicates of the majesty and power of God, vhich
pave the way for the doxology that closes the

passage. (Heinr.) Kaip. ., '"at his own good
time," be that sooner or later. . See
JVote supra i. 11. , 2 Mace. iii. 24. xii.

15. XV. 23. .,. Similar expressions are here adduced from
ancient writers, the most apposite of which is the

following: Philo 2. 187. 5. ,. which would add Diodor. Vol.

i. 16., where, in the column set up by Sesostris,

to commemorate his conquest of Thrace, he calls

himself .
It seems to have been an epithet first applied, by
the piety of the earlier ages, to the Supreme
Governor of the universe ; but afterwards usurped

by the pride of earthly monarchs, or ascribed to

them by base adulation. So that, in the times
of the later Greek historians, it w.as regularly

claimed by, or attributed to, the Roman Em-
perors, and the Persian monarchs. On,
see Rom. xvi. 27. supra i. 17. and note. The
epithet is applied to all the attributes of the

Deity, to show that He is so transcendently the

possessor of them, that He alone may be said to

possess them.
IG. b .'] i. e. "immortality se/f-

derived :" by which it is implied that He alone

can confer it. So John v. 2G. " hath life in him-
self" "Oi' oiS. &c. So John i. 18.-

17. --, «fcc] From his anxiety with
respect to a class of persons of whose salvation

his own manner of speaking, and still more that

of his Lord, asserted the great difficulty, the Apos-
tle subjoins, by way of postscript, what follows.

In To7e . vvv a. we have a tacit

opposition to the spirilnalhj rich. (Matt. vi. 20.

xix. 21.) And here I would compare Plato de
Repub. 69G. B. avrj) o'l

SvTi, , ' -
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1 Acts 22. 3.

&23. 1.

& 24. 14.

Ri.m. 1.8,9.
Kph. 1. 16.

1 Thess. 1. 2.

& 3. 10.

I. " Xqiatov -- , 1, &) ^^ ' - 2

,, \.̂ , & - 3,
That this Epistle was written by St. Paul while

under con^nement, and at Rome, appears from i.

8, 12, \G, 17, and ii. 9, and is universally admitted.

But whether that was his first imprisonment
(mentioned in Acts xxviii.), or a «eco/zrf one, much
later, is a point on which much difference of
opinion has existed. The question is discussed
by Mr. Home with great diligence and accuracy
(from the statements of Benson, Lardner, Mackn.,
and Paley), and he decides in favor of the latter

supposition : rightly, I think ; for the arguments
0.1 that side certainly preponderate. Though,
indeed, had they been of equal weight, the uni-

form testimony of early Ecclesiastical tradition

must have decided in its favour. If this view be
correct, we can be at no loss to fi.f the date of the

Epistle ; for as Paul was liberated from his first

imprisonment in a. n. 63, and after visiting sev-

eral of the Gentile Churches, returned to Rome
early in G5, where, after a second imprisonment
of more than a year, he suffered martyrdom in

June 66 ; and as at iv. 21. he desires Timothy to
'• come to him before winter," it is certain that

this Epistle must have been written some time in

the summer of 65
;
yet it could not be so late as

Dr. Paley, Benson, and Mr. Home suppose

;

since it is admitted that Timothy Vvas at Ephesus,
or somewhere in Asia Minor, when St. Paul
wrote to him. Now, considering the tardiness

of communication by sea in that age (as we find

from .\cts xxvii.,) it will be evident that St. Paul
could not well expect Timothy to receive the

Epistle before the latter part of September

;

when, according to the customs of the ancients.

it would have been impossible for Timothy, even
had he set out immcdiatehj. to have reached Rome
before winter, which was tliouL'ht to commence
about Oct. 11. Nay, he could scarcely have set

out before navigation was considered dangerous.

See Acts xxvii. 9. Hence it appears that the

Epistle was not written at the close of summer
;

and yet not in the earliest part of it, othervvist-

St. Paul would not have said -'.
The immediate purpose of this Epistle was, to

apprise Timothy of the ciraimsta7ices of his second
imprisonment (for of the fact itself he had prob-

ably been already informed by the brethren trav-

elling from Rome to Ephesus in the latter part

of the spring), and to request him to make haste

and come to him before winter. But being un-
certain whether Timothy would receive the letter

in time so to do, and thinking that if he should
not, he might not find him alive when he did

come, he gives him various counsels, exhorta-

tions, and encouragements, with the earnest affec-

tion of a dying parent, in order that his loss might
be, in some measure, supplied by this solemn
Epistle ; which may be read with the greatest

edification by all faithful Christians unto the end
of the world. With respect to the scope of it,

"Imagine (says Benson) a pious father, under
sentence of death, for his piety and benevolence
to mankind, writing to a dutiful and affectionate

son, that he might see and embrace him again,

before he left the world;— particularly that he
might leave with him his dying commands, and
charge him to live and suffer as he had done ;

—
and you will have the frame of the Apostle's mind
during the writing of this whole Epistle."

I. 1. .'] The best Expositors arc

agreed that in this somewhat unusual ex-

pression denotes ettd or purpose
; q. d. " that I

mifjit publish the promise of salvation through

Christ."
.". .] See 1 Thess. i. 2. and

2 Thess. i. 3. -, " after the custom
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Col. 1. 26. Til. 1. 2. Heb. 2. . 1 Pet. 1. 20.

of my forefathers." There could have been no
doubt as to the sense, had the Commentators re-

membered the words of Paul at .\cts xxiv. 14., on bSov, ]', , &.C., where
see Note. What the Apostle here says was meant
against the Jews, who accused liim of abandoning
the God of his Fathers. 'Ei;.. must be
taken as .\cts xxiii. 1. awcii. <[ -, xxiv. 16. and 1 Tim. iii. 9. Heb. xiii. 18.

1 Pet. iii. 16, 21. The is for on. And by.
it is meant, that lie gives

thanks to God, that he has reason to bear Timothy
in mind.

5..\\ lor. -
has reference to the doctrine of the Gospel,

by which true Christians are considered as tem-
ples of the Holy Spirit. See Eph. ii. 22. and JVote.

At supply from.
6. ' i)v ah ] i. e. that it may continue to dwell.^ properly signifies '• to stir up, blow

up," as it were keep alive a dull fire ; and hence
metaphorically, "to rouse s/uggishitess, anA ca\[

into action any dormant faculty, whether of body
or mind." See Notes on 1 Thess. v. 19. and I

Tim. iv. 11. The here must, as appears

from what follows, chieHy denote the supernatu-

ral gifts of tlie Spirit imparted bv St. Paul on set-

ting him apart for the ministry; but it may include

the endowments and dispositions, formed by the

ordinary graces of the Spirit.

7. ov yup —.^ The Apostle
here delicately (per •) hints at a faculty

which, it seems, required to be roused,— his

courage. Yet, considering what precedes, I can-

not agree with many recent Commentators iu

e.'icluding the influences of the Holy Spirit, as

the Gicer fortitude, tempered with discretion,

as well as love ; and which constrains the minis-

ter to attempt the salvation of souls, even amidst
multiform dangers. See 2 Cor. v. 14. ,. is

well explained by Newc. prudence, " as evinced
in displavinc; or not displaying miraculous powers,
in avoiding or softening persecutions, in teaching

and admonishing."
8. The Apostle here hints that this timidity

had in some measure been evinced by his not
coming to Rome, lest he should be involved in

the persecution of his master. And he then sets

before him the mnmentoiis nature of that for

whicli he is called upon to encounter persecution
;

namely, the salvation to be attained by the gra-

cious calling of God, who hath abolished death,
and brought life and immortality to light by the
Gospel., i. e. the preaching and pro-
fession of the Gospel. , i. e. on his
account. See Note on Phil. iii. 1. Kara

(Bp. Middl. has shown) is not connected
with Tip, for then the Article would have
been repeated ( ), but
it is joined with the verb, thus :

" but do thou
jointly suffer the evil which the Gospel brings,

in dependence on the support which God af-

fords."

9. roC] " who puts US into the Way of
salvation." See Note on Matt. i. 21.

if. See Gal. i. 6. The epithet respects
the purpose of the calling, i. e. to make us holy
here, and eternally happy hereafter. Comp. 1

Pet. i. 15. . See Eph. ii. 8.

is for. See Note on Rom. ix. 11.

viii. 28. seqq. Eph. iii. 11. The sense of this
whole passage is well illustrated by Bp. Bull,
Prim, et Ap. Trad. C. vi. p. 4-3. There is, he re-
marks, at ,
an Hendiadijs, for propositum gratiosum, as at v.

10. Kui, vitam iucorruptam. The
sense of the passage, he adds, is plainly this

:

" Secundum gratiam, quam proposuit, sen decre-
vit, Deus ante tempora secularia nobis in Christo
dare." And he proceeds to observe :

" Dari
enim turn quidem gratia a Deo dici potest, re-

spectu certitudinis illius, qua futuris

post seculis istam in Christo gratiam fideles habi-
turos decrevit Deus ; licet actu nee ea, nee illi

turn extitere, qui turn haberent, quod dabatur
lis."

10.. Tbv'] i. 6. as the best Com-
mentators explain, " has deprived it of its Jinal
power, by procuring for all men a resurrection
from the dead." The same term on the same
subject occurs in 1 Cor. xv. 25— 27. and Heb. ii.

14. ; also in an inscription found in Nubia, cited
by Bornem. de Glossis, p. 48., it is said of God

;\ -:.-
here denotes Christ's first appearance in

the flesh ; though elsewhere the word alwavs
means his second appearance to judge the world.—.] Render. " who hath illustrated,"

and, by implication, made certain, what was be-
fore obscure and dubious, just as bringing light to

any object ascertains its reality. So Arrian Epict.

i. 4. . Whit-
by, in an able and instructive Note, shows that
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•' tlie hope the neathens liad conceived, by tracii-

tioii and the light of nature, of certain future

good things to be received after the termination

of the present life, was but faint, not credited by

their philosophers, and disbelieved by the bulk

of the people. The immortality of the soul

(says he) they utterly discredited and even ridi-

culed, as both impossible in itself, and unworthy
of God to effect. .\nd the Israelites, though
they had always an obscure notion of the resur-

rection and immortality of the soul, yet it was
rather by inference from, than any thing plainly

revealed in the O. T." See Bp. Tillotson's

Sermons iii. 111. and Bp. Warburton's Div. Leg.
L. i. There had been many /f?/esies on the sub-

ject ; but since (as Paley says) he alone discovers

who proves, thus the term. is perfectly appli-

cable. In this view, I would compare Arrian
Epict. i. 4. rw it .

11. UC «] for the Classical f^' '.
12. £. C. . .] By

many eminent Expositors understand
here (as at v. 14. and 1 Tim. vi. 20.), the doctrine

of the Gospel committed to him. But by most it

is taken, I think more properly, of the immortal
soul, an interpretation better suited to the vsus
loqiiendi (for, as Slade says, the phrase

more usually signifies what I have depositee!

with another, than what another has deposited
with me. See v. 14. 1 Tim. vi. 20.), and more
accordant with the manner of speaking adopted
by Jewish writers, as appears from the passages
of Philo. Joscphus, and the Rabbinical writers

cited by the Commentators. Thus persons in

dying used to commit their souls into the hands
of (iod, professing to refer their salvation entirely

to him. So 1 Pet. iv. 18. ^--. Accordingly here,. must mean my soul, i. e. my hopes of
salvation, my eternal interests. That by
. '. is meant, as at iv. 18. and elsewhere, "the
day of judgment," Expositors are agreed. The
reference to it is as to something of great noto-
riety. An idiom not wholly unknown in the
Classical vriters.

13. Now follow some exhortations, first gene-
ral, and then special. On ., see Note on I

Tim. i. 16. And on fcy., see Note on 1 Tim. i. 11,

and vi. 3. By? ' is

meant literally, as Mr. Holden observes, " the
sketch, delineation, outline of sound doctrines,

which must have been such a summary of the

Christian faith as is now called a creed, and in

which the Apostle instructed his converts, Rom.
vi. 17. 1 Tim. vi. 3, 4. Tit. i. 9." The must
be connected with kv -. Timothy
was to hold fast this summary, not in faith only,

but with love and charity towards those, who
might differ from him in some respects.

14. -.^ Such, for is the
reading of very many MSS., early Edd. up to the
fourth and fifth of Erasm., and many Fathers

;

which has been justly restored by Beng., Wets.,
Matth., Griesb., Tittm., and Vat. ;

being the Attic form, the common one.

See Wasse and Popp. Thucyd. ii. 72. By this. is here meant the deposit of sound doctrine
committed to him by Paul. It was to be retained

by the aid of the same Holy Spirit, under whose
influence it was cornmunicated

15. Now are held out some examples, partly

for warning, partly for instruction. . does
not, I conceive, so much respect ahandomnent
of the religion, as a forsaking of its outward
profession, and a withdrawing of their counte-
nance from St. Paul, , i. e. in a manner
all.

16. The family of Onesiphorus acted the re-

verse ; and therefore the Apostle prays that they
may find mercy and acceptance with God. On
)'^|£, see Note on Col. iv. 11. The word
seems to signify properly to "bring a person to

life again {nva) who is fainting with heat, by giving

him air."

II. 1. iv ., &c.] I have, in

Recens. Synop., shown at large, that this cannot
mean less than " exert thyself vigorously ;

"

strengthen thyself [by every exertion in thy pow-
er], in [humble dependence on] the grace of CJod
bestowed by and through Jesus Christ. Thus the

passage is quite parallel to Eph. vi. 10.-/, and 1 Cor. xvi. 13.,
where see Notes, and also Grot., Benson, and
Doddr., on the present passage. In all these

cases the expression is to be taken, if not lit'
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ercdlij, in the reciprocal sense, (inculcated by
Grot, and Benson,) in the popular sense of the
word, rouse your powers. " Quo dicto (it is well
observed by Calvin) vult torporera et inertiam
excutisse." Nor are we to wonder that such an
e.fhortation should have been thought necessary
by the .\postle, — since, as Calvin remarks,
'• Adeo ignava est caro. ut medio in cursu llac-

cessant etiam qui prrediti sunt egregiis donis, nisi

identidem excitentur."

2. .] There has been some doubt
as to the persons here referred to. It seems best,

with Vatab., Est., Beza, Wolf, Rosenm., and
Heinr., to understand both the presbyters and
others of the congregation present at Timothy's
ordination, (mentioned at 1 Tim. i. 18 ; iv. 14;
vi. 2; and 2 Tim. i. 6.) which was probably ac-

companied with a public Charge, the substance
whereof St. Paul desires may be delivered to oth-

ers also. In, there is the same metaphor
as in, supra i. 14, and elsewhere. The
next words, —, advert to the two
principal qualifications for the ministry, —fidelity,

and fitness for preaching or instructing.

3. A military allusion, as at 1 Tim. i. 18 ; vi.

12. Here, however, are, I apprehend, designated,
not so much courage in defending, as labour and
hardship in propagating the Gospel. So supra i.

8. . And be it ob-
served, that- is often used by the Greek
Historians with reference to the manual luhoms
of the soldiery. As particularly applicable to the
present purpose, I have noted the following pas-

sage of Valer. Max. viii. 5. Carneades laboriosus

sapientice miles.

4. On this military comparison St. Paul founds
an argument derived from the life of a soldier,

and here applied a fortiori. By -^.
is meant the business of life in general ; the plu-

ral being used with allusion to the various kinds
thereof, as agriculture, trade, m.mufactures. &.c.

Now, by the Roman law, soldiers were excluded
from all such. See Grot. By tw. is

meant the monarch or state that has taken him
into pay.

. On the military St. Paul now engrafts an
agonistical allusion ; as in 1 Cor. ix. 2o. -q

"contend in the games," viz. by Avrestling.

., " he does not gain the prize."

refers, I think, not so much to the rules accord-

ing to which the wrestlers coiitended, as to the
previous rules of exercise enforced by the train-

ers. So rVrrian Epict. iii. 10. !\6 ,, ( , ,-. The phrase . oc-

curs also in Galen and other writers. The two
things which seem here especially adverted to,

are, I the previous severe exercise, and 2. the

stripping off all their clothes, throwing aside every
encumbrance, and giving their opponent no ad-
vantage over them.

6. The agonistic metaphor now passes into an
agricultural one, such as we find at 1 Cor. ix. 10

;

xi. 6 ; vi. 7. James v. 7. The sense, however,
will depend upon what is to be referred to.

It is most naturally connected with. ; and
such is the construction adopted by the generality
of Expositors, ancient and modern. The sense,
however, thus arising, either involves what is in-

consistent with facts, or (even when helped out
by the harsh ellipsis of ha, '' in order that
he may be enabled to labour"), contains a truth
not here to the purpose ; and the spiritual appli-
cation thence deduced is forced and frigid. It is

not. however, necessary, with some, to resort to
conjecture. We have only to suppose, what is

common in the writings of St. Paul, a somewhat
harsh transposition ; and (with Grot., Erasm.,
Beza, Calvin, Casaub., Hanim., Pearce, Wolf.
Benson, Doddr., and altnost all recent Commea-
tators) to join with, as is required
by the course of argument. The true construc-
tion being this : riv -. ..
., where . is the particle imperfect. And
the literal sense is :

" It is necessary that the hus-
bandman, after first labouring, should enjoy the
fruits [of his labour]."

7. ] " iNIind what I say." This re-
fers to all the foregoing admonitions from i. 8.

forwards ; and may be rendered '• am say-
ing." Some difficulty attaches to the follow-
ing, as introducing a prayer or udsh. This, in-

deed, is removed in some MSS., which have
;

but, I suspect, from emendation. The need
not, however, be treated as redundant ; and no
authority will warrant us to render it and. We
may suppose (as often) a reference, though re-

mote ; not, however, that which Hoogev. ap.

Valpy imagines ; but rather such as Benson and
Wahl point out, " For it is my prayer that the
Lord," ifec. ; i. e., for, or, tva.

8.. . Xp., &c.] Here there is a continua-
tion of the admonition in von « : the intent

being, to admonish him, in all his sufferings and
dangers to renieinberijesus Christ, of the seed of
David, (i. e. the promised Saviour) who had been
raised from the dead ; the recollection of whose
sufferings, with the glorious termination of them,
in his exaltation as a Prince and a Saviour, would
be the strongest incentive to constancy, both for

himself and others. . .., i. e. ac-

cording to the Gospel as taught you by me. See
Rom. ii. 16.

9. .'] q. d. " /labour;" suggesting his e.r-

ample in aid of his precepts. , for <, . Of' — the sense is :
" but it is my
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comfort, that the word of God is not bound along in mind by Epictetus Enchir. C. x.xi. where he
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with me," but is making free course and is glori

fied ; and that not only by others, (as is generally
understood,) but also, in some measure, by the
Apostle himself; for he seems not to have been
restricted from preaching it at his own hired
house.

thus addresses the patiently suffering virtuous
man : ear),/.

have pointed the sentence according to the
above, I apprehend, correct view of the sense

;

in which I am partly supported by the authority
10. 5 \.] By this expression is of the Pcsch. Syr. Version, Benson, and Mackn.,

simply meant (as the best Commentators are who, by supplying a but, admit that a new sen-
agreed) those who were called to receive the tence commences. Though that was not necessari/

Gospel, especially the Ginii7«4, of whom St. Paul to be supplied; since the Asijndelon here has
was especially the Apostle. equal force : which had Griesb. perceived here,

11. h .] This formula is by some he would probably have also seen it at '/-
referred to what precedes, as at Tit. iii. 8. But it , and consequently would not have
almost always relates to what yci/Zottii; and that it obtruded into the text the , found in some
is so to be taken here, appears from the in the 17 MSS. and some V^ersions and Fathers, but
next clause, which means scUicet, so that there is manifestly proceeding from certain half learned
no occasion for an . This use of the formula is sciolists, who did not perceive the force of the
intended to direct the attention to some weighty Asyndeton.
and indubitable truth. See 1 Tim. i. 15. iii. 1. iv. 14. .'] So I point, with Theophyl.,
9, and especially when, as in the present case, which is more suitable to the gravity and dignity
flesh and blood would be likely to stumble at a of solemn injunction. There is no occasion to
somewhat unpalatcablc doctrine, involving the supply any subject to the verb. ; but if amj,
sacrifice of what is most precious in this world, the '' 7nen" of Abp. Newc. is preferable to the
in order to the happiness of the next. See Cal- ihe?n of our Common Version,
vin. Many Expositors are of opinion that what — . . .] See 1 Tim. v.

is here said was a saying in frequent use among 21. On. see 1 Tim. vi. 4. At m]
Christians. But of this we have no proof. And there is ?, as some suppose, an ellipsis of /ii; or
the fact itself may be doubted ; for, 1. the saying . Much energy is imparted by the Asyndeton.
is not at all in the manner of a common dictum. The general sense is, that controversies which
cs[)ecially as it is too long (the saying extending turn on some nice distinctions in icords, rathei
as far as ) ; and, 2. it is too refined in than involve differences in things, are to be
the thought, and pointed and antithetical in the avoided; not merely as useless, but as tending
expression ; both characteristic of the Apostle, to subvert the faith of the hearers ; since they
The punctuation, however, has been hitherto in- may thus doubt of the truth of that Gospel about
correct; for the saying consists of two parts : the which the contending parties cannot agree. See
fir.st (meant for encouragement and consolation, Calvin.
and containing in — a 1,5. After having shown what the preachers of
beautiful climnxj terminating at., the God's word ought not to do, the Apostle proceeds
second, meant for warning, as to the awful conse- to point out what they ought to do. It is proper
quencesof failure in enduring the fiery trial. See to notice the ronnexio?; here, though none seems
1 Pet. i. 7. iv. 12, namely, that of being disoicned to have been recognized by the Commentators,
by Christ. See Matt. vii. 23. and comp. x. 23. At least no Expositor has shown the connexion,
The remaining words of the sentence form, prop- but Calvin, in the following admirable Note:
erly speaking, but one clause, and that intended " Quoniam ex hoc fonte nascuntur omnes pngnae
for an illustration of what has been said, and to in doctrina, quod ingcniosi homines se venditare
point tlie warning. Tiie sense is : " Though we coram mundo cupiunt : optimum et aptissimum
sliould be unfaithful to our engagements, //e will, remedium opponit hie Paulus, dum prffiscribit

and must, abide faithful both to his promises and Timotheo, ut in Deum conjectos habeat oculos,
inVxs threateninns. He cannot deny himself (as ac si diccret, 'Alii plausum captant theatri, tu
tee may) by falsifying his own solemn declara- autem studeas approbare te ac tuum ministerium
lions. Therefore, as Christ is true, so must apos- Deo.'"
tates and backsliders be rejected by him at that — . . .] The general
day, with the awful denunciation, ' I never knew seyise here is plain ; but the nature ofthe metaphor
you, depart from me,' <fcc." On the force of the has been not a little debated. Many recognize
expression. see Rom. v. 17. (and Note) in. an allusion to the Jewish Priests cutting

and Revel, iii. 21. This passage was perhaps had up or dimding a sacrifice into its proper parts j
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or to l)ie scribes dividing the Law into sections
;

others, to a carver distributing the meat to the
guests ; or, to a steward dealing out the articles

committed to his management. All vhich no-
tions, however, are unsupported by proof. The
opinion most generally adopted is that of Greg.
JMaz. (ably supported by Eisner in his Obs. ii. 311.,

Wets, in loc. and Schleus.,) and followed by
most recent Expositors ; by which there is sup-
posed to be a metaphor taken from those who
proceed by a direct road, leaving crooked and
winding paths. And they compare the Greek
phrase bSiv, or,, and the

Latin viam secure. This view however, ia liable

to two objections ; 1. That it drops the idea of(, and brings in bSov wrongly. 2. That it

does not sufficiently unfold that part of the com-
pound term which imports the act of
cutting or dividing; and which might lead us
rather to think that the Apostle had in view the

act of phugliing, when the furrows are made
straight. An opinion supported by the authority

of Chrys. and Theodoret, who annotate thus :

" We praise even those husbandmen, who cut
their furrows straight ; so also the teacher is to

be commended, who follows the canon, or rule,

of the Divine Oracle." According to this view,
' the spiritual workman who needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth,'' is

he who wanders not to the right or to the left,

but goes forward directly in the path of truth,

who. at every step, takes for his rule the revealed
word of God. After all, however, I am inclined

to think that even this view may be unfounded,
and liable to the same objection as all the others,
— namely, of introducing an idea which there is

no reason to tliink was in the mind of the Apostle.

Nay, it may be doubted whether he is speaking
of Scripture at all, and consequently whether he
is giving any direction for its interpretation. By
" the word of truth," seems rather to be meant
the Gospel. And the Apostle appears to have
had no special allusions to any of the qualifica-

tions or offices of the spiritual workman, but

solely has ia view the general idea of•' doing his

work of the Gospel so as not to be ashamed,"
i. e. in a workmanlike manner. So the Vulgate
well renders, " recte tractantem ; " and the

Pcsch. .Syr. Translator, renders freely, " preach-

ing rightly :" whence it appears that he also took' : to mean, not the Scriptures,

but the Gospel; an interpretation confirmed by
the context, at v. 14.. ,^ ,-. And in this sense the expression occurs at

2 Cor. vi. 7. Enh. i. 13. James i. 18. Col. i. .5.

Thus, too, in Euseb. and other writers,^
is used for (&\!. With respect to the

nature of the metaphor, it is not clear to mo that

St. Paul had any particular one in view. If he
had it should seem to have been to the labour?,

not of the ploughman, but the stone-cutler, who,
to do his work well, must cut straight. Now

(from which is derived, and
7iot from oaOo< and) means a straight cutter,

and thus inicht ' !) be used of a stone-

cutter. If this should be thought inadmissible,

1 would suggest, that we may, at least, suppose.

with the learned N. Fuller, that the Apostle
speaks with allusion to the e.xprcssion applied
(as we find from the Rabbinical writers) to

teachers of the Law, who were termed C3'p3Dn

CDTIjl^ ol . Be that as it

may, the objection urged by those who contend
for the agricultural metaphor, that is a
term almost confined to agricultural labour, is by
no means such as to invalidate the above view.
For the word is sometimes used artizans , of
which there is at least one example in the N. T. j

namely, in Acts six. 25., where it is used of the
mechanics who made the silver models of the
Temple of Diana. So also Thucydides ii. 40.

speaking of the people of Athens, says)^ ;,
where see my Note.

16— 18. On these verses see Notes on 1 Tim.
i. 4. 20. vi. 20. iv. 7., and also Bp. Warburton's
Div. Leg. vol. iii. 198.

— ] i. . has [a tendency] to eat [or

spread further]. So in Acts iv. 17. (of a perni-

cious opinion) ha ini'^. On the
nature of the opinions here adverted to see
Recens. Synop. and the Introduction to 1 Cor. xv.

19. . &c.] This is a passage of
considerable difficulty, and on which great di-

versity of opinion exists. In order to determine
which, it is proper to pay particular attention to

the connexion. Now although some have denied
that any exists (see Doddr.), and others have
thought it doubtful, yet it is clearly with the pre-

ceding verse; q. d. " Nevertheless [whatever
may be the evil eflOcts produced by these se-

ducers] the Foundation of God standeth firm and
immoveable." But what is meant by this Found-
ation of God ? The recent Expositors in general

understand by it the Christian rdigion. which has
God for its author. Yet thus it will be necessary
to take to mean an edifice; for which
siunification there is no good authority, and which
is not very agreeable to the context. It is plain

that the usual sense of the word must here be
retained. Though even by those who retain this

sense, the expression is variously interpreted ; by
some of the doctrine of the resurrection ; by others,

of Christ himself, or of the promise of eternal

salvation through him : by others, again, of elec-

tion ; which last interpretation is least deserving

of attention. The third interpretation is very
specious, and has much to recommend it in other

parts of Scripture. But it has little support from
the context, which is strongly in favour of the

^r,?i-mentioned exposition. And it has this

further advantage, that it admits of the other

being engrafted upon it: for the fundnment.il

doctrine of the Gospel, tlie resurr"Ction (see

1 Cor. XV. Introd.). contained in itself the promise
of eternal salvation to all true believers. This
view of the sense is supported by the authority

of Theoph. : ov Sirarai ) -
• b {\.' ( \, .

What is more, the above view can alone enable

us to assign any tolerable sense to the words
following,' rijv' : for to' sup-
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pose it to mean token or confirmation (as those

are obliged to interpret it, who understand ^.
of an edifice), would make the next words in-

capable of any tolerable sense. The best Critics,

for nearly a century, have been of opinion, that. may retain its almost constant significa-

tion in the N. T., and denote the impression or

stamp made by a seal, whether cyphers, figures,

or letters. And Biblical antiquaries (see Cal-

met) have proved that the ancient seals had often

whole sentences, moral apoplitliegms, &c. Also,

that the foundation stones of great edifices had
often engraven on them, or stamped upon them
by a large seal, inscriptions having reference to

the purpose of the building. Now here the

foundation of this mystical building, meaning
the Gospel, is supposed to have two inscriptions

upon it. proper to be impressed on the minds of

all professing Christians, both for encouragement
and for learning, according as the case might be.

20. iv Hi—.] This passage par-

takes much of the obscurity of the preceding;
but the difficulty here, as at Rom. v. 12., chiefly

arises from the application of the similitude not

being expressed. It is not agreed whether.' means the world, or the visible Cliurch : but

there is little doubt that the latter is the true

view. By the some think are meant 31in-

isters ; others, Ciiristiajis in general. But if .
means the visible Church, must mean all

professing Christians in it, whether ministers or

not. Thus the connexion may be laid down,
with Mr. Holden, as follows ;

" such being the

case, let every one that nameth the name of
Christ, depart from iniquity, if he desires to at-

tain to the resurrection of the just. This he
must do ; for though there are bad as well as

good characters in the Church, as in a large

house there are various sorts of vessels, yet it is

only by cleansing himself from all iniquity, that

he can be fit for his Lord and Master's service

here, and rewards hereafter.''

21. .'] "keep himself pure." -, evil

things, i. e. heresies and iniquities.

ay.. is exegetical of the• ;

and. signifies " accommodated to," as in

Prov. xxxi. 9.

22.' Tliis is not, I think,

to be interpreted of lusts properly so called,

(though many examples of that signification are

adduced by the Commentators), such a sense
being foreign to the context, and the character of
the person addressed. And the abstinence else-

where ascribed to Timothy excludes the idea of
sensuality. It should seem that . is here for

(so Philo cited by Wets. : . (-, literally, younker-like) and that the Apostle
means that heady, vehement, impetuous, rash,

and arrogant disposition, to which young men are

prone. See Salmas., Wolf, Doddr., Rosenm.,
Heinr., and especially Calvin, who entirely adopts
this view. The words following must be meant
to refer to the qualities opposite to Ihose designat-

ed by.. The sense seems to be, " Cul-
tivate justice, (sequitatem, see Actsxxiv. 25. Heb.
xi. 23.) fidelity," &c., as in Rom. iii.3. Tit. ii. 10.

Or 6iK. and. may mean, generally, virtue and
piety. So Matt, xxiii. 23. .
See also Acts vi. 5. xi. 24. By the words
— it is suggested that this love is to be

evinced even to those who conscientiously differ

from him in opinion, on matters not affecting fun-

damentals.
23.'] " insulsas," which tend to no

solid information, and are founded in /olli/, if

not ignorance ; being, in fact, the

and «5)// of 1 Tim.
vi. 20.

24, 25.] "he disputatious and quarrel-

some." See Tit. iii. 2. On. see 1 Tim. iii.

2. ^/ properly signifies " patient of in-

juries ;" as in Hierocl. cited by Wets, (see also

Wisd. ii. 18.) Here, however, it must denote
tolerant of those petulant expressions which arise

from difference of opinion. The next words li?nit

the ., and point out the manner of the thing.

avTih. has, I conceive, a sensus prspgn., sig-

nifying, " those who are of a contrary opinion,

and maintain it in opposition to him." On
{" trying whether ") see Note at Luke iii. 15. Rom.
xi. 21. ' iiti'yi'. a\. This means, " that so they

may acknowledge the truth which they had before

rejected." The Apostle then hints at the sinful-

ness of their even conscientious opposition to the

truth, by making it need repentance. Compare
Acts xi. 18.

26. Kai .. &c.] This strong expression

is, 1 think, meant to 7/wre clearh/ express the sin-

fulness and danger of those opinions, by a refer-

ence to their origin and tendency. And thus the
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passage need not have so much perplcted the
Commentators as it has done. We have only to

suppose a somewhat abrupt transition from the
metaphor derived from the deep sleep of inebriety,

to that of slarery ; as also, in the first clause, to

the liarsh blending of the metaphors of sobering

from iitebnetij, and that of disengaging oneself

from a snare, here denoting temptation. So 1

Tim. vi. 9. . Of
this mixture of metaphor, and on this subject, I

have in my Recensio Synopt. adduced several

examples from Liban., Joseph., Cebes, and the

Orac. Sybill.

. 1. Compare I Tim. iv. 1 ; the expression. . here being equivalent to the'
of 1 Tim. iv. 1.

2— 3. The .\postle now illustrates the-, in a description full of energy, containing,

as in Rom. i., a long-drawn, with
which the Commentators compare some from the

Classical writers, all serving to show the degen-
eracy of Christians at the - spoken
of The fulfilment of the prop'hecy has been re-

ferred to various periods, with more or less of
probability ; but perhaps never so as to attain

certainty.

The various vices seem here (as on almost all

occasions in St. Paul's writings) to be enumerated
with some regard to plan ; so as to form groups,

of which and form the first,

and should be rendered " selfish, fond of lucre."

The former term properly implies no more than

tlie feeling implanted by the Almighty in man for

his preservation. So Joseph. Ant. iii. 8, 1. iui

TO ' , and .\nt. v. 6. 3.'/ 7<,
where the. is a vox nihili. The best MSS.
there have'. Read '•. It is usual for

the first-rate writers thus to join and ~>.
In the same good sense of the word, Aristotle

Rhet. ii. 15. says that old men are

i) . In the later writers, however, it is generally

used in a had sense, like our selfish. The next

group comprises. I think,, 1•-.,.,
which may be rendered "boasters, arrogant, rail-

ers." The two first terms are associated at Rom.
i. 30. And the. corresponds to the

there. The ne.xt group comprises, I conceive,

the. .,^,,,-
; those vices being naturally connected. For,

as Theophyl. observes, he who is disobedient to

parents will be ungrateful to others. .\nd he that

is such, is;, because haiav \ Tb-. He will also be; since for
whom will he feel affection, if he has none for his

benefactor ? He will also be- ; for whom
will he keep covenant with, if not with his parent,

or benefactor ? It should seem that the three last

are introduced (as in Rom. i. 30.). by way of cli-

max to the preceding. . denotes " violators

of the most solemn civil obligations," which are

called as opposed to (or Divine obliga-

VOL. II.

tions) by the best writers. So Thucyd. ii. 52. if( '. Finally,

when they are said to be devoid of natural affec-

tion, it is not meant thafthey 7tever had it, but
that they have divested themselves of it. See
Benson. The next group comprises, I conceive,
the .,,,, of which
ternis the first may be rendered ••' calumniators ;

"

namely, on the principle of bringing all down to

their own level. is generally regarded
as an equivalent to, to denote inconti-

nence. This sense, however, is devoid of proof;
for I know of no example throughout the Classi-

cal writers of the word being used like the Latin
incontinens. It should rather seem to mean (as

Erasm., Beza, Casaub., Pise, Grot., and Wolf
render) intemperantes, for , sell., affectuum, "having no mastery over
their passions and affections," literally, unreined.

And although examples of this absolute use in a

general sense are rare, yet Aristotle furnishes more
than one in his Eth. vii. 1, 4. And so Hippocr.
Epidem. L. iv. and Thucyd. iii. 84. ,
" ungovernable in its impetuosity." This trait

consorts well with the just after. .•\,
indeed, the next word, fierce, savage,

seems an illustration of this, as the. mr.y

illustrate the/3. The«^^ is explained

by many eminent Commentators " haters and
averse to all that is good." See Doddr. and Bens.
The word is very rare ; but as occurs at

i. 8. in the sense "a lover of good men," we
ought surely here to render, with Xewc, •' hater•;

of good men;" which well consorts with t!ie. preceding. With ^. is, I think, conjoined

npoioTai, indicating a treacherous way of showin:.^

their hatred of the good, and bringing them into

trouble with the persecutors, whether Jews or

Heathens. The --' and Tiru^.form anot'ier

group. The former (on which see Note on .Acts

xix. 36.) answers to the-^ of ThucyJ.
iii. 83, signifying a headlong, rash, reckless spirit. has been before treated on. Lastly, we
have what may be considered a general trait, ^i-

), with which Wets, com-
pares Demoph.. Philo 33.3. 49. :. By the . in ;. may be
meant sensuality in general ; but it is probable

tlie Apostle chiefly intended a dissipated spirit,

and one fond of pleasure ; though, at the same
time, the sort of pleasure may, in some cases", be
not very censurable. With this view the words
following are very consistent, as denoting a mere
profession of the Gospel, and attention only to its

external forms, with little influence on the

heart and life. So Philo cited by Loesn. has. Here, Schleus. thinks,

ought to be supplied, from what goes before,.
And he renders, " factis vero banc pietatem suam
demonstrare recusant." Of which sense of.
he adduces other examples from Heb. xi. 24.

Wisd. xii. 27. xvi. 9. Herodo. vi. 13.

48
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As the persons here supposed to be charac-

terized, and the period of tlie fulfilment of this

prophecy, opinions are various. I agree with
Benson in regarding this as having the same ref-

erence as the great mentioned at

2 Thess., and introductory to the reign of the
Man of Sin, or Anti-Christ ; on which see
2 Thess. ii. 3— 9. Here, however, as in the

former case, the Apostle seems to have consid-
ered the mystery of iniquity as then working,
though only in its beginning, and his corrupt
opposers paving the way for it. See v. 13. and
iv. 3, 4.

6. 01. eh «5 oh.] Here the Apostle throws
in a pecular trait of the persons in question

;

namely, of insinuating themselves into the confi-

dence of families, for the sake of interested pur-

poses. Commentators here recognise a metaphor
derived from serpents ; though they adduce no
example in proof. It should, however, ratlier

seem derived from ivorms. Thus the persons in

question may be said to (as we say) worm them-
selves into the confidence of persons, in order to

make them their dupes : which brings to my re-

collection a passage of Anaxilas in Athenaeus,

p. 25k, describing a similar class of per-
sons, namely, flatterers and parasites, he says :

O! ^., , '" ,&,^,"' b \', S'.
So the passage ought to be pointed, in order to

make sense. Moreover, for, read-
; and for &, read ' .

Observe, too, the elegant paronomasia between
and\. means the Ims/c,

as compared to, the o-rain. This passage, I

would observe, throws much light on the-
of 2 Cor. xi. 20. It seems that both the

Pharisees and the false teachers, like impostors in

religion of every age and sect, fastened on the
liberality of their devotees. ^., " domineer-
ing over." In illustration of this propensitv,
passages are cited by the Commentators from
Irena'us, Josonhus, and others. The Pharisees,
it seems, had always employed these means. In-
deed, the same thing has hajipened in everv aire,

and been practised by religionists the mostvvidelv
separated. In short, .Icronie asserts that all here-
siiis begin with women ; and Less, in a Disser-
tation on this passage, pithily remarks :

" Vetern-
tores istiusmodi plerumque, varium et mutabilo
semper, frominam adoriri : hujus conscientim pro
lubitii imperare.ejusque ope familias regere inte-

grnsquc respublicas,historia docct a;que ac nostri
teniporis expcrientia." The strong passions of
the female sex have, in all ages, laid them open
to the arts of fanatics or impostors,

. the Lex Cyrill, well explains

. So in Ps. i. 4. (which St. Paul
seems to have had in mind), instead of the -\

of the Sept., the other Greek versions
have. This may, I think, partly de-
note the weight of the former sins burdening the

conscience (see Matt. xi. 23.) 5 from the guilt of
which they sought to be delivered on easier terms
than the Gospel authorizes. By.. many
understand carnal lusts and vices of every kind,

in which they were indulged by their teachers.

But by what follows, it should seem to be the

lust of the heart that is meant. (See Ps. Ixxxi.

12.) See ii. 22.

7. —.] Here we
have an example of a verb being used endeavour

after the action denoted ; for that they did realty

learn, cannot be supposed.
8. '/j.] Names of two Egyptian

Magicians, who, as we learn (not from Moses, but
from the Rabbins, confirmed by Pliny and other
Classical writers,) were magicians at the court of

Pharaoh, and who opposed their sleight of hand
tricks to the miracles of Moses. On
Tbv, see 1 Tim. vi. 5, and on &, the

JVotes on Rom. i. 28. and 1 Cor. ix. 27. Compare
1 Tim. vi. 5.

9. " Kvoia here involves the conjoint notions of
extreme folly, presumption, and impiety ; in which
last sense it often occurs in the Sept.

10. oh i/.] The bl is adversative., and serves
to contrast the abandonVnent of the true faith

by the false teachers, vith the adherence to it

by Timothy, a commendation, however, serv-

ing to introduce at v. 14. an admonition to cnn-

stancij. Thus, instead of. t-q, the

Apostle says t'q ^, thus emphati-
cally denoting its truth. On this he engrafts

a sketch of the principal features of his own con-
duct, as a model to Timothy; and closes with
adverting to the persecutions he had endured, in

order that Timothy might be prepared to encoun-
ter the same with like courage ; suggesting, more-
over, for his comfort, a trust in that mighty power
which bad delivered him- out of all his trials. On. see Note on Luke i. 3. 1 Tim. iv. 6. The
term here signifies follow 2ip ; as 2 Mace. ix. 27.

'Aywyp is for^, as often in Classical

writers. is by some eminent Commen-
tators explnined Hrmness or resohition ofpurpose ;

which sense they support from Arts xi. 23. tiJ

~>. But the

notions of firmness and resolution are there com-
municated hy apita c nnd. whereas, here

there is no adjunct, and therefore the usual sense,

purpose, scope, aim, and desicrii (which is support-

ed by the ancient Versions, and often occurs in

St. Paul, the Sept.. and the later Greek writers)

is ])refernble. After the ireneral terms and
Come, as in 1 Tim. iv. 12, the special ones

.,., ., and ' is explained
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as well as that of deceiving others ; for men are
observed to repeat falsities till they almost be-
lieve them themselves. The process is depicted
with a masterly hand in the 5th Book of Cow-
per's Task.

14. -»;?.] The sense is, '• thou hast learnt

with full certainty and certain persuasion." So
Hesych.. The words follo\ving

show the grounds that assurance; namely, 1.

that he had been taught it by a Divine Legate
like Paul ; 2. that the truths were founded on
what had been learnt by him when a child, and
were deeply rooted in his mind ; for his mother
was a Jewess ; and mothers are more likely to

carefully communicate a religion than fathers.'; must be repeated, in the sense " mindful."
By the . are meant (as the best Com-
mentators, ancient and modern, are agreed) the
Scriptures of the Old Testament, not the New,
which in Timothy's childhood were certainly not
in e.Kistence. They are called upa, as being by
revelation from God. Ta —, i. e. which are able to make thee wise (i. e.

to sufficiently instruct thee) in the salvation

which is to be obtained alone through faith in

Jesus Christ, i. e. by means of the Christian reli-

gion. So Hooker, Eccl. Pol. L. i. § l-l. p. 43.

(ist Ed.) proves that the Apostle is here speaking
of the main intent of the Old Testament. The
comparative intent of the Old and of the New
he well expresses thus :

" The general end is

one ; the difference between them consisting in

this,— that the Old did make wise by teaching
salvation through Christ that should come : the
New, by teaching that Christ the Saviour is

come, and that Jesus whom the Jews did crucify,

and whom God did raise again from the dead, is

he."
16. —],] This is, I con-

ceive, meant to further explain what was said in

the preceding verse, proving and illustrating the

kpa and the there. There is evidently

an ellipsis of ; but Commentators are not
agreed whether it should be introduced between

and, or between . and »coi. thus joining 6. in immediate concord
with . The latter method is adopted
by Theodoret, of the ancient, and most eminent
modern Commentators, from Camer. to Heinr.

and laspis •, q. d. " all inspired Scripture is also

profitable," &c. This.liowever, is not permitted
by the , which is found in every existing MS.
And though it does not appear in the Syr. and
Vulg. Versions, yet, as Bp. Middl. observes, it is

far easier to perceive why does not appear

by many Commentators yiiii/i/w/iiiss, as in 1 Tim.
iv. Vi. There, however, uyair;; comes first, and
is afterwards followed by ; while here.
comes first, as in 1 Tim. i. 14. 2 Tim. ii. 22. 1

Tim. vi. 11. 1 Thess. v. 8, where they are con-
sidered as being united (as in Epli. vi. 23.) by
being compared to a breast-plate. And at Gal. v.

6. it is shown how they should be united ; viz.

when '• faith worketh by love." It may be thought
strange that the terms should be here separated.

But if we were to impute it, with most recent
Commentators, to mere irregularity of style, we
should overlook the scope oi' the Apostle ; who
here, I apprehend, purposely separated and^, in order to introduce with each the virtue

springing from it. That; is closely con-
nected with ., is plain from Heb. vi. 12,

which passage is the best comment on the pres-

ent : hiii \-. And that] is equally
connected vith, appears from 1 Tim. vi.

11.,, /'. Tit. ii. 2. rp,
Tjj"^. Whereas of followed by biro-, we have no instance, except Heb. vi. 12

;

nor of followed by. Besides,

St. Paul seems to have subjoined. to intimate

that the lore was, as it regarded men, of that fer-

vent kind, which constrained him to bear any
thing and every thing to accomplish the salva-

tion of souls. The best comment on this whole
passage is Rom. v. 1 — 9. In 7 there

is an excgetical apposition. Render " namely
by." At' i. must be supplied from the con-
text,, which, by an accommoda-
tion of sense, may mean "thou well knowest."

12. ^ h Xp. .] A formula denoting
to live with the piety and holiness suitable to the

Christian faith.

—.'] The remark is more or less

applicable in every age (see Acts xiv. 22. and
Note), especially at periods when (like the Apos-
tolic) the good and evil principles of our nature

are brought into close collision.

13.: —:'] Here there is an indirect

admonition to Timothy to go forward in the right

path, from strength to strength, and righteousness

to righteousness; as the impostors or false teach-

ers in question will go on from bad to worse.

The next words n\av. some eminent
Commentators take to mean, that as they deceive

some, so are they themselves the dupes of oth-

ers. But though that might sometimes be the

case, the words are. conceive, meant to suggest

how it happened that they went from bad to

worse ; namely, by the influence of W/'-deception
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there, than how, supposing it not to have been in

the earliest MSS., it should have found its way
into those that remain. Bp. Middl. proves that

must be meant of the just be-

fore mentioned ; the sense being, " the whole of

such [Scripture] is divinely inspired." Of the

terms ., ^,(, and naii., it

should seem that the two first regard doctrine, axiA

the two last ;}/ac/ice ;. denoting instruction

in the truth, /;^. conviction of the opposite er-

rors. ', denotes the working a refor-

mation of life ; and naib. differs, I think, in this—
that the former teaches how to " cease to do
evil," the latter how to " learn to do well." On
h . , see Note on Tim. vi. 11. On, which is equivalent to, see

Luke vi. 40. and Note, and on ,. Note on Acts
xxi. . Of i. the sense is, " for every
good purpose [his ministry is intended to an-

swer]." See 1 Tim. vii. 11. and comp. supra ii.

21. and Ephes. ii. 10.

IV. To the foregoing statement of the means
necessary for making the teacher complete for

every good work, the Apostle engrafts an earnest

exhortation to the perpetual and zealous use of
them.

1. .'\ See Note on a similar passage of
1 Tim. v. 21. Here — is added,
to express the strict and solemn account which
Timothy must have then to give of his steward-

ship ; and by is intimated the glori-

ous reward of Jidelitij. The latter clause simply
means, " when he will come in his kingdom,"
i. e. that of his glory commencing with the day
of judgment ; the present being only his media-
torial one.

2. '] '• assiduously apply [to your work]."
An exhortation, if not necessary to Timofhij, yet
proper to be made for the sake of others of that

and future ages. , must, as the

best Commentators are agreed, be understood
with reference to Timollnj, not the people; and
denote " at all times and places not only con-
venient, but inconvenient to yourself." Or, in the

words of Dr. Barrow, '• not only taking opportu-

nities presented for it, but catching at them, and
creating them to ourselves, when there is no such
apparent need of it." ',., " confute
[viz. those vvho are in error of doctrine], reprove
[viz. the unruly or the immoral in life]." -, " exhort to continuance in sound doc-
trine and holy life." So Plutarch do Educ. speaks
of instructors,^,,,. .Vll this to be done iv .,

with the greatest patience. The next words" are not (as Rosenm. imagines) per hen-
diad. ; but must be repeated, the sense being,
" and with every [suitable] instruction," i. e.

sound doctrine, as appears from what follows just

after, >€^.
3. . .] See 1 Tim. i. 10. 2 Tim. i.

13. ., " will not bear to listen to." To
sound doctrine, which requires a holy life, the

corruption of human nature, in every age, renders

men averse ; inducing thern to follow such doc-
trines as make the gratification of their passions

consistent with hopes of salvation. Kurii .
is by the earlier Commentators construed

with-. by the more recent ones with
StSaaK. ; which latter method seems preferable,

since it is more agreeable to the iisus loquendi,

yields a better sense, and is more suitable to the

style of St. Paul, which does not reject transposi-

tion. The words may be rendered, " according
to their fancies or caprices." See supra iii. G,

and Note. The term. implies contempt on
the part of the writer; q. d. " there will be no
want of persons istius farince." The next words
suggest why they will do so, — namely, as-, literally, " having a tickling in the

ears ;
" i. e. wanting to be gratified with some-

thing which may please their fancies. So Hesych.
7;'{ '. Of this expression
several examples are adduced by Wets., to which
I would add one yet more to the purpose from
Julian, p. 333.^.

4.- This hints at the false nature of
the doctrines, and the mythical nature of the dis-

courses ; such being ever employed ad captan-
diim ; i. e., as Theodoret observes,,.

5. .'\ See 1 Thess. v. 6, and Note. And
on, see supra ii. 3, and Note. On. see Note on Acts xxi. 8.

fi. ., &c ] The is em-
phatical, and corresponds to the in the former
verse. And the refers to a clause understood;
. d. " [Do thou fully discharge thy ministerial

duties, nor expect any further exhortation from
mc] ; for / already," &c. ; i. e. imOa-. Expositors, however, are not agreed
whether the meaning be, "I am ready to be
poured upon," as the victim had the libation

poured upon its head ; or, '' I am ready to be
poured ; " i. e. my blood, as a libation. The
latter sense seems preferable, (since the term is

not (., but.) and is confirmed by Phil. ii.
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17.' ry ((, &C., where wished. Rosenm. and laspis urge that the Apos-
see Note. tie justly imprecated him, as an apostate from

7. See Note on 1 Tim. vi. 12. And on &6 God and the Gospel, and also for his incorrigible\.. Note on Acts xx. 24. Tijv malice ; which, laspis observes, is one, though
is by many eminent Commentators rendered not the only, cause of the imprecations in the
" I have preserved my fidelity." 1 am not, how- Psalms. However, after all, 1 cannot but agree
ever, aAvare of any authority for that phrase

;

with the ancients, and several eminent moderns,
whereas is often followed by words similar that there is here, properly speaking, no impreca-
in sense to , meaning the doctrines and iio/i at all, but rather a wish for his^condign pun-
precepts of the Christian religion; and this sig- ishment; i.e. that the righteous God and Judge
nification always carries the Article. That of will treat him as he deserves. By /. \oy. is

oddity scarcely ever occurs. Finally, as the probably meant the doctrine of the Gospel.
sense yielded is much less apt, the common in- 16. -. -.] One hearing, it seems, had
terpretation, " I have kept the precepts of the been granted him at Rome ; and he was in ex-
Christian religion," is preferable. pectation of a second, during which interval, it is

8. ] " is laid up as ready." .See siid, this Epistle was written. And, as we learn
Notes on Col. i. 5 — 8. 1 Thess. ii. 19. Gal. i. 15. from Ecclesiastical History, this second hearing,
'Kv ^ >m• See Note supra i. 12. Of rais or trial, turned out very different from the firsf. the sense seems to be, since the L/iperial butcher, in a rage (as Chrvs
who have reason to look forward with satisfac

tion to his coming ; "' i. e. by having fought the

good fight and kept the faith.

10.(, .. &c.] Demas, it seems,
through cowardice, had deserted him, and, through

tells us) at his conversion of the royal cup
bearer, had him beheaded. ''
See Rom. iv. 8, and Note. These words are in

strong contrast with those of the preceding
verse. But it should seem th.at the Apostle had

worldly-mindedness, preferred some opportunity ^n view the different motives of the persons
of temporal advantage to assisting the .\postle, 17.] i. e. by secret help and support.
and furthering the Gospel. So Homer says Minerva (helped) Achilles.

11. .] See Col. iv. 10. By. is meant the Gospel, as 1 Cor. xv. 14.

13, .] Some MSS. and Edd. have ., " might obtain full credence." See
>/>), which is probably the more correct Rom. iv. 21. The is to be taken, Heinr.
spelling, though perhaps not that adopted in the and Rosenm. say, pnpnlariter, for many of differ-

later Grecism. The word seems at first to have ent nations; i. e". who had business at the court,
been (whence the Latin Pccnula) then The words, however, are not, with those and
per metathesin,, afterwards altered to other Commentators, to be referred to his rfc/ince^^ and \6. If, however, the etymology only. Thev appertain to the preaching of the
of Salmasius (who derives it from \{) be Gospel by him during his long confinement, by
right, is the most correct spelling. As to which in a manner all the nations might be said
the sense, — " of the various opinions proposed to hear it; since Rome was the resort of persons
by the learned, the most probable seems to be, from every part of the civilized world, individuals
that it means a icrapper or great-coat, called from each of which would hear the Gospel, and
by the Jews M'Sa•" carry tidings of it, or diffuse its doctrines, in

14. .] ' See 1 Tim. i. 21. and Acts xix. 3.3. their respective countries., &c. To this unbelievers find much —^, .] The best Exposi-
to object; and the defence made by Commenta- tors are agreed in understanding the\ of
tors has not been so satisfactory as might be the Emperor Nero. Mav there not be an allu-
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and yet not be at Ephesus, when the Apostle
wrote this Epistle : or Onesiphorus might possi-

bly be the bearer of this letter." Indeed, that he
was not dead, the authority of the ancients (which
the Romanists always profess to follow) uniformly
tends to establish. They, however, say that he
was yet at Rome ; which, from i. 6. (where see
Note) appears not so probable. Heinr. maintains
that in both places it may signify, by a familiar

idiom, Onesiplion/s and Ins famihj. And he com-
pares the phrase oi . This, how-
ever, appears precarious. It is sufficient to say,

that there is no proof that he was dead, and little

probability; since thus would not have been
used. On the other hand, nothing is more
probable than that he might be, to Paul's
certain knowledge, at some other place, and not

Ephesus.

sion to a well-known fable of .^sop ? for Paul's
deliverance at court, which might be called the
lion's den, would justify the expression, in almost
its literal sense. So Pseudo-Eurip. Rhes. 56.,' '' .

18. — Kovtjpov.'] '" And the Lord
will, I trust, deliver me from every evil work ;

"

i. e. all dangers, temptations, and adversities; for

such appears to be the simplest interpretation of, on which the recent Commentators
seek needless refinements.

19. ."] That the Romanists should
infer from this salutation of Onesiphorus, that he
himself was dead, is not surprising ; for on that
slender foundation they chiefly build the gainful
doctrine of prayers and masses for the dead : but
that many eminent Protestant Commentators
should do the same, is unaccountable. For, as
Benson obse'^ves, '• he might be gone from Rome,
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Titus was a Greek, either of Syria, or of some
province of Asia bordering upon it. He was one
of St. Paul's earliest converts, and so much in

his confidence, as to be allowed to accompany
him and Barnabus to the first Council at Jeru-
salem ; and afterwards to attend him in his cir-

cuit, to visit and confirm the Churches. He was
probably afterwards employed in confidential

public business foe- the Church; insomuch, that

some years after, we find him sent by St. Paul to

Corinth, to examine the state of the Church in

that city, and to transmit a report of it to him.
In consequence of that he was sent back to Cor-
inth to hasten the collection for the poor breth-

ren in Judea. After that time, we have no
further mention in the N. T. of what became of
Titus, except that in this Epistle he is spoken of
as himself with Paul in Crete, and in 2 Tim. iv.

10. as being in Dalmatia, having, it is supposed,
been sent there to settle the aif.iirs of the Church.
It should seem that Titus, though perhaps oc-
casionally sent to settle the affairs of other

Churches, had Crete as his especial province,

from the time when he was left there by Paul
(Tit. i. 5.). As to the tine when Christianity

was first planted in^Crete, we are left much in

the dark. The most probable opinion is, that

notvvithstandins that the Gospel might have been
announced, and become known in Crete, from
the time of the first effusion of the Holy Spirit

at Jerusalem {Acts ii. 11.). where some Cretans
were present; yet that it was not thoroughly
planted there till many years after ; most prob-

ably by St. Paul, and possibly during the year
and a half he spent at Corinth, between the lat-

ter part of A. D. 51. and the early part of 53.

For it appears from 2 Cor. xii. 14. siii. 1. that

he did make an excursion s(.^k^chpre during that

time, and after it returned back to Corinth.

This, howover, is, to say the least, very uncer-

tain ; it boing little probable that St. Paul could
spare time enough for so great a work, as evan-

2 Cor. 2. 12. & 7. 14. & 8. 6, IS. Gal. 1. 1. & 2. 3. 1 Thess. 2. 4

gelizing the " hundred-citied isle,'' quasi iv -. It should either seem, as others sup-

pose, that St. Paul evangelized Crete during the
period between his first and second imprisonment
at Rome. Thus the date of he Epistle (which
has been exceedingly controverted, and entirely

depends upon the date assigned to St. Paul's
evungelizing Crete) will be brought to about
A. D. 64. And there is much to support this in

the strong verbal coincidences between this I^pis-

tle and that of 2 Timothy, confessedly written
not long before St. Paul's death. These coinci-

dences, indeed, are nearly as great as those be-
tween the Epistles to the Ephesians and the Co-
lossians, and cannot satisfactorily be accounted
for except on the same principle, namely, by sup-

posing that they were written about the same
time, and when the same ideas and expressions
were in the writer's mind. Moreover, as in Acts
xxviii., where St. Paul is recorded to have
touched at Lasea, and Fair Havens, not a hint

is given as to the island being evangelized, it

should seem that then (namely, the autumn of

61), St. Paul had not evangelized Crete. This
circumstance strongly confirms the idea suggested
by the strong verbal coincidences above men-
tioned, that the Epistle was written about the

same time as the 2d Epistle to Timothy. It

should seem that Paul evangelized it at the period
between his first and second imprisonment at

Rome ; and wrote this Epistle a little before 2
Timothy, some time in the summer of A. D. 65.

The scope of the present Epistle is the same as

tliat of the preceding one. For an analysis the
reader is referred to Mr. Home's Introd.

C. I. 1

—

3. Kara '7('.] The best Expositors

are agreed that this must be taken as at 2 Tim.
i. 1. and denote "for the purpose of promoting
the faith." So of Km: —. the

sense is, " and for the nromotion, the acknowl-
edgment of the true doctrine which is intend-

ed to lead us to h«lincss. " See I Tim. vi. 3
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oEph. 1.2.
Cul. I. 2.

1 Tim. I. 2.

2 Tim. 1.2.
1 Pel. 1. 2.

Acts 14. 23
MTim.2. 2.

i| 1 Tim. 3. 2.

rLer. 10. 9.

Man. 24. 45.

I Cor. 4. I.

Eph.5. 18.

1 Tim. 3. 3, U
1 Pel. 5.2.
s 1 Tim. 3. 2.

t I Tim. 1. 10.

&6. 3.

2Tim. 1. 13.

&i. 3.

infra 2.1.

u Acts 15. 1.

ITim. I. 6.

" T/TM ' %ctQiQ, , ' 4' .
^ ^, '&- 5

aij, , , / '

'' , /. , , 6, . "/ - 7', ' &, , -
, , ' ' ',^, - 8,, ,, ' 9, ^, . " [«] 10, , ', " of faithful Christians." See 2 Tim.

ii. 10. '' ^;;, for ' &, '' hope of
obtaining salvation." An appella-

tion of God, like b \, and used by the

Heathen writers as well as by the Scriptural

ones. 5 . See Notes ou 2 Tim.
i. 9 — 11. On, see 2 Tim. i. 10. and on, Acts i. 7., and 1 Tim. ii. 6. and
Notes. Toi'. So \6. at Rom.
i.X. 9. On . . . see 1 Tim.
i. 1. In both places the sense seems to be " ac-

cording to the ordinance or direction of God."
4. Compare 1 Tim. i. 2. Kara ,

" according to the faith common to both of us
and all Christians." . &lq. See Note on
1 Tim. i. 2.

5. For, some 12 or 14 MSS. have
anlX. But that is susceptible of no sense suit-

able here ; and is not supported by a single Ver-
sion. 'J'he reading, doubtless, arose from the

Scribes ; for and in composition are per-

petually confounded. . is frequently used
in the sense here required not only by St. Luke,
but by St. Paul, as in a kindred passage of
1 Thess. iii. 1.\ Iv ';5. More-
over, though the writers of the N. T. sometimes
use. where a Classical writer would have
employed ., yet never the contrary. "Iva ra. The complete sense is, " that

thou mightest further put in order the things

which remained [to be ordered]." is here
intensive, and has the same force as in--

at Gal. iii. 1.5. Of the verb no example has
been adduced ; but several of the noun-

with . The terms'. plainly show that Titus was invested with
Episcopal authority, in the highest sense of the
word {'. which was sometimes, as at v. 7..

and .Acts xx. 17. 28., used in the lower sense of, since pastors are overseers over their

flocks. The Presbyterians are obliged to under-
stand this appoin'.inp:, of Paul's interposing his

hifuence with the congregations, to procure the
election of these persons as presbyters ; than
which a harsher or more factitious gloss was
never promulged by the Socinians themselves.
— .'] Not " in every city," but in

each city or town (literally " city by city "), of
all those wiiicli had Christian congregations. Of
such there miirht be several in this " hundred-
^Mied isle ; " though the name was often
[riven to towns. .And not a few of the Cretan
cities were probably no better. See Meursii

Creta. ? 6., " as I [then] directed thee."
Paul, it seems, had not time then to give the
directions and injunctions which he now sends.

6. .'] Render, " whoever is," such
as are, &c. Compare 1 Tim. iii. 2— 7. The

here is equivalent to the
there.. Render, with Newc, " believing; "

a sense frequent in St. Paul ; implying also an
obedience to the requisitions of the Gospel, and
especially those which are then specified, '-, " disorderly and unruly." So in 1 Tim. iii.

4. the presbyter is to have his children Iv -^.
7— 9. Compare 1 Tim. iii. 23. and Notes. ?
., " as the steward of God's family,"

(which every congregation is). For surely, if

fidelity be required in earthly afl^airs, how much
more is it requisite in spiritual ones. See 1 Cor.
iv. 2. , " self-willed." See a spirited

sketch of this character in Theophr. Char. C. 15.

On the other terms see 1 Tim. /, may sig-

nify either " a lover of good men " (as the word
is used in Aristot. Rhet. C. 2. 4. Cod. Vat.), or,

" a lover of goodness." The word also occurs in

Dionys. cited by Suicer, and Sirach vii. 22.^, " closely adhering to," literally,

holding fast any thing, in opposition to [] one
who would wrest it away. This also implies
diligent attendance to, as in 1 Thess. v. 14.-. By are denoted
the sure and certain truths of the Gospel. Tlapn-

IV rjf &i!). . is by most of the later

Commentators explained of exhorting them to

embrace and abide by sound doctrine. That,
however, involves a very harsh ellipsis. The
is well rendered by our common V'ersion and
most Expositors, •' by ;

" which is confirmed bv
the Pesch. Syr. It is, indeed, placed beyond
doubt by a kindred passage of 2 Tim. iv. 2. ?,\-, 7],- ). On . see Note at 1 Tim. i. 10.

10. The after is absent from several

MSS. ; and in others is put before. It

is, therefore, with reason, suspected by the Editors

to be interpolated ; probably by some early Critics

who thought a copula was required. .
here seems to denote disobedience both in mat-
ters of doctrine and discipline ; Judaizers being
probably for the most part intended. .. is

meant of those who are at 1 Tim. i. 6. said to

have turned aside . The
are those who at Rom. xvi. 18. are called-.
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11 " , ^^'-^^•^•
12 , . , ""'

'
'

13 ' " , ^,/ ."-. ,
], ^ 7 &, ^ ''»• ^s• '3-

1 & &. ^ - irim. ui.& &' ^«-*6•20.

16, . ^ |«- ^ct8^o'5°'^''
1

- 't' v^-jr 3 -
1 \ >' \ ' r\ ~ Rom. 14. 14,20., , &,...

. - „ J > j„, & 10. 23,25.&. iTim. 4. 3, 4.

1 II. / ' '"^'*'
2 ,,, , ],
3 ;)' , jUij *

pet'.\ 3.

11. <5 .] \. e. by putting them to

silence after full confutation
;
just as a horse

when well bridled, is not disposed to be unruly.
— '''.] i. e. '• subvert the faith

of whole families." So 2Tim. ii. 18.. This, indeed, is hinted at in the

words. a fi & , where there is a litotes, as

in Is. Ixvi. 4. John xxi. 18. I would here com-
pare Plato, p. 960. \,^,' . These are the kind
of persons described in 2 Tim. iii. 6., as oi h'iu-

',., &.C., and who are at v. 2.

described as.
12. 7 —.] Here 7fiog is put

per eyjmiortlwsin. being a stronger expression.0. is by Newc. and others rendered poet.

And, indeed, the term, like raics in Latin, was
then applied (as denoting a sort of inspiration)

to all poets of more than ordinary celebrity

;

though it had been formerly confined to Homer,
Hesind, and Pindar. Epimenides, however, (who
is admitted to be the person here meant) was not

a poet, but a prophet, and a writer ,
and as Theophyl. says (imitating Thucydides vii.

60.) :7, -
SoKwv, " was reputed to be an able." Hence he is called by \pu\e]nsf(itidir?is,

an'l by Cicero vaticiri'ins. ft should, therefore,

seem that St. Paul had reference to his prophetic

rather than poetic celebrity. The words
'• were borrowed by Callimachus (Hymn
on Jove, V. 8.) ; who proves the truth of the .
from their having fabricated a tomb which they

pretended was Jupiter's. "Thus (says Bp. War-
burton) proclaiming a truth concealed from the

vulgar, that the Gods were only ?norta/s raised to

Divine honours for the benefits they had conferred

on men." This bad character .always adhered to

them, as the Greek proverb testifies ; Tciin', , . \'/hlcn

is the best illustration of a a just after. And
of the terms and . . the former de-

notes their brutishness, the latter their sloth.

13.' .] See Note on 2 Cor.

xiii. 10.

14. ). . .] See Note on

1 Tim. i.
4.'

15. — &.] Compare a

similar sentiment in 1 Tim. iv. 4, 5. and Rom.
xiv. 14. 23. The Apostle takes occasion from
what has been said of Jewish fables and tradi-

VOL. .

tions, to inculcate, that the Jewish distinctions
of meats and drinks, as clean or unclean, were
of no effect as to moral purity ; which consists
not in abstaining from certain meats, but in pres-
erving an unpolluted heart

; q. d. " to the pure
[in heart] all such meats as, by the Jewish tradi-

tions, were held as unclean, are pure ;" i. e. may
be eaten without defilement; but to the polluted
[in heart], and unfaithful to Christ, nothing is

pure.

16. boo., &c.] This is said by way of
justifying the charge of in the preceding
verse. On the expression , 2 Tim.
ii. 19. and Note. The has reference to the

implied in booov. So in a passage
of Aristot. cited by Budx'us Comm. L. Gr. in

VOC., we have ^
(scil. ) •

Si . where instead of the man-
ifestly corrupt words , I ven-

ture, with some confidence, to propose to read-, for, i. e. abandon
their societii- Moreover, is

elliptical for 6. { ;) .
The above criticism is, I apprehend, placed be-

yond doubt by a passage of the same writer,

F.thic. X. 1.' yiip ot. On, see Note on Matt,
xxiv. 1.5., and on aSoK., see Note on 2 Tim. iii. 8.

11. 14. andII. 1—6. See 1 Tim.
Notes.

2. .] Repeat, in the sense , bid.. is by some eminent Expositors taken to

denote, not as:ed men, but Presbtjters ; since the

directions given are similar to those at 1 Tim. i.

3. and at v. 3. is applicable to those
women who bore offices in the Church ; as ap-

pears from the epithets7 and-. This view, however, is supported neither

by the authority of the ancient Expositors, nor
by the opinion of the best modern ones. And
the qualifications do not sufficiently correspond.

Neither is the word ever used in the N. T. in that

sense. More may be said for as denot-

ing female elders, or deaconesses ; where there

is ancient authority to allege. Perhaps we may,
in the former case, reconcile the two interpreta-

tions, by supposing that the Apostle, though using

the general term, yet had also in mind
those who filled ecclesia.<:tical offices. With.

49
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cGen. 3. 16.

1 Cor. 14. 34.

Epb. 5. 22.

Col. 3. 18.

ITim. 6. I.

IPet. 3. 1.

d 1 Tim. 4. 12.

1 Pel. 5. 3.

e 1 Tim. 5. 14.

1 Pet. 2. 12, 15.

& 3. 16.

fEph. 6. 5.

Col. 3. 22.

ITim. 6. 1,2.
1 Pel. 2. 18.

, ,, - 4, ,, '^,, - 5, &, ,. - 6

' ^ ' ] 7&,, &, ' , - 8

' f| ], *. ^/ &, 9, ' , - 10

/& ' -.̂ &, 11

'<£, rp ., . may be compared 1 Tim.
vi..,, >!). and 2 Tim.
iii. 10. where see Notes.

3.] "deportment;" corresponding
to the French " maintien," whence our Ynien. So
Porphyr., cited by Wets., ro if. and Simpl. .. 1
Jtpoirp. the reference should seem to be (not, as

many eminent Expositors suppose) to dress, but
to the ; denoting that their deport-

ment should be suitable to their holy calling. So
Menand. cited by Schleus. Up. . .,
"addicted to;" nearly synonymous with-
^(^ at 1 Tim. iii. 8, though a somewhat stronger
term, and illustrated by John viii. 34. and Rom.
vi. 14.

4, 5. ' ., &c.] These words point
at the chief pi/vposeof the instructions,— namely,
that they should teach them to be, act-

ing as monitresses, and regulators of their morals.
There is no reason to suppose, with some, an
allusion to the ten), who were chosen
as Censors of the morals of the Athenian youth

;

for the term was used (as Hemsterh. on Pollux
ix. 138. has shown) in a general way, of those
who bring others to a right mind. Thus it occurs
in Thucyd. iii. 65. . And
the x'erb is found in this sense at Thucyd. vi. 78.
These instructions (as appears from what follows)

were to turn on the domestic duties suitable to

young married women, and each in the order of
importance. The first, is, as it were, their cardi-

nal virtue ; for it was well said by Socrates (ap.

Stob. p. 488.) a a, b

uvbpa. In like manner modesty is by Pericles
in his F'uncral Oration (Thucyd. ii. 45.) called the

virtue of the female se.r. In we have a
very significant term, denoting not only " stayers

at home," but e.r adjmirto, care-takers of the
liouse. So Theophyl. explains by ;.
which. I would observe, is the sense of the obscure
term in Lycophr. Cass. 101)5, who just

after uses the term to denote Iwnsewifen/.
may mean either,— with reference to the

y/irnis follmmig

,

— -ropd-tempered ; or, as it should
rather seem, with reference to the prerndi?ir>,

good-y:\\cs, in the sense in which the word was
used by our ancestors, like the' of
Artemid. ii. 33. or the bona-fcemina of Ennius

;

namely, good managers. Thus it will be exeget-
ical of the preceding. Onl'ra h \6, &c. see
I Tim. vi. I.

7, 8. TtTTov.] See 1 Tim. iv. 12. and Note.

At Iv rg SiS.' repeat. in the sense. The. is closely connected
with the \ at 2 Cor. ii.

17; i.e. corrupting it for the sake of lucre, or
other base motives. Now this regards the person,
as (by a metaphor often occurring in

the Epistles to Timothy and Titus) does the tiling.\\. is properly a forensic term, but is here
synonymous with the at I Tim. vi. 14.

At supply ; this expression be-

ing equivalent to the b at 1 Tim. v. 14,

and including both Jews and Judaizers. The same
phrase occurs in Thucyd. vii. 45. .

,
" that he may be ashamed ;

" as 2 Thess.
iii. 14. Compare a similar passage at 1 Cor. xiv.

24. On these two verses see two admirable
Sermons by Bp. Jeremy Taylor, Works, vol. vi.

483. seqq.

9, 10. Compare similar admonitions at 1 Tim.
vi. 1. sq. Eph. vi. 5—3. Col. iii. 22. The av-. here is equivalent to the of
Rom. ix. 20. Hence may be illustrated the ob-
scure words of ^schyl. Theb. 244.

ni ; for so I would point, regarding the preceding
line as spoken aside. Hence the conjecture of
Bp. Blomfiold,, hovever learned and
ingenious, is unnecessary.

10. ^.] See Note on Acts v. 1. 2. On
-or . ., " of God our Saviour," see
Note at 1 Tim. i. 1,2.

11,12. —.'] The Connection
seems to be as follows ;

" And this honouring of
your religion ye all, as Christians, are bound to

aim at ; since from all, of whatever rank, it is re-

quired]
; for the grace of God," &c. The Apos-

tle then shows that in that religion is contained
the obligation to avoid the vices, and cultivate the
virtues above enjoined; and. in general, to live

righteously, soberly, and godlily. After which
he points out the strongest imaginable molires to

avoid the one and cultivate the other, arising
from the expectation of a day of retribution

;

suggesting, withal, an encouragement to strive af-

ter virtue, in the doctrine of atonement and expi-
ation by Jesus; and. finally, lie notices the strong
incentive to perform all we arc really able, from
a regard for the purpose for which this atonement
was made ;— namely, " to purify unto himself a

peculiar people, zealous of good works." YlSaiv

must be construed, not with, but
with )'; (/, thus : "which bringcth salvation
to all men, whether Jews or (ientiles.".
" hath been revealed and promulgated." -
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i2^' ^, ' ^^{^\2*'/, )'^• vvvUijbni.ie.

13 /' '' |^ Cor. . .

14 '/' ^ '^. 9. 5.">•'• '• Eph. 2. 10., , x«-Ga'i'.u4.

\')- , . ' iieh. 9. u., ' - iTim. 4. 2..
m Rom. 13. 1,

1 III. "^" -^,..
is for &- The ' is for ort, and

may be rendered reiertincr^ renouncinrr.

So Thucyd. vi. 66. -. •. 'Aof'/j.

denotes not only neglect of tlie proper object of
worship, by idolatry, but by those vices which result

from it. On intd. the best comment
is 1 John ii. 16. . denotes virtue as regards
ourselves ; inc., as regards our fellow-creatures ;

and, as respects God. Similar divisions

are found in passages of the Classical writers

cited by the Commentators.
13. —.] The most natu-

ral sense, and that required by the proprietas lin-

gUcB, is the one assigned to the passage by almost
all the ancients from Clem. Alex, downwards, and
by the early modern Expositors, as Erasmus,
Grot., and Beza, and also by some eminent Ex-
positors and Theologians of later times, as Bps.

Pearson and Bull, Wolf, and Matth., and Bp.

Middl., — namely, " Looking for (or rather look-

ing forward to. Comp. Job ii. 9. and see Grot.)

the blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of

our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ." The
cause of tlie ambiguity in our corainon version is

ably pointed out, and the above version estab-

lished on the surest grounds, by Bp. Middl. and

Prof Scholefield. But, besides the argument
founded on the propriety of lansruage, that of

Beza, who urges that firi^. is nowhere used of

God, but Christ, is unanswerable. So in a late

able Critique on Dr. Channing's works, in the

British Critic, the Reviewer justly maintains,

that " Christ must be the God here spoken of,

because it is his glorious appearing which all

Christians here are said to expect : but of God
the Father, we are expressly told, that Him no

man hath seen, nor caji see." Other convincing

arguments for the construction here laid down
may be seen in Dr. Routh's Reliquia; SacrE, vol.

ii. p. 26. The reader is also particularly referred

to Clem. Alex. Cohort, ad Gentes sub init.,

where vv. 11 — 14 are cited by that Father, and

the view of . here maintained is adopted.

The whole of the context there is deserving of

great attention, as containing such plain and re-

peated attestations to the Divinity of Jesus Christ

as can rarely be found. The passage itself may
be seen in Bp. Bull's Def Fid. Nic. p. 87. also,

with learned remarks, and an English translation

of it, in Dr. Burton's Testimonies of the Ante-

Nicene Fathers, p. 99. Here Doddr. and Mackn.,
though they profess to leave the matter dubious,

yet so translate as both to leave no ambiguity,

and decide it in a manner we should little expect.

See Rec. Syn. Thev and our other Translators

have, 1 suspect, been influenced, more than they

were aware, by an argument specious, indeed, and
employed by the maintainers of the new version,

that " Jesus Christ is nowhere styled the great
God." But the belonging to both
and alters the case, and removes that
objection. The sense is plainly, " the glorious
appearance of that Great Being, who is our
God and Saviour.''

14. ;?] " might redeem us." The word
is here a verbum praegnans, denoting not merely,
as the Unitarians contend, withdrawing men from
sin by a pure doctrine and a holy example,
but paying the , which delivers them
from the punishment of sin, and places them in a
condition to please God. The second of these
senses is alluded to in the next words ,
&c., in which may be recognized a blending of
two clauses into one, namely— "that he might
[by atonement] purify us unto his service, and
[thus] make us a people peculiarly his own, by
being zealous of good works." ?, in this

Hellenistic use (derived from the Sept.), signifies

(as Chrys. observes) what is, or chosea
out from other things, eximium, by an allusion
to the title formerly given to the Jews by God,
i. e. . (Exod. xix. 5. Deut. vii. 6.)
This use is formed on that of the Heb. nSjO-
See Eph. ii. 10. So 1 Pet. ii. 9. >aos -.

15. .'] This must not be rendered, with
Rosenm. and others, " enjoin ; " for which signifi-

cation there is no authority. No perplexity would
have existed, had the comma of the early Edi-
tions after been retained. The sense
may be thus e.xpressed :

" The above doctrines
and duties do thou teach, and exhort to the prac-
tice thereof; and [any who gainsay or neglect
them] rebuke with all authority," i. e. in the ex-
ercise of all the authority vested in thee as God's
minister for that very purpose. So 2 Tim. iv. 2.— —.
— .^ \. e. give no one just

cause to despise thee ; as in 1 Tim. iv. 12.

III. 1 . See Rom. xiii. 1. compared with Col. i. 10.

Expositors are not agreed whether npdi:

. should be referred to the pre-
ceding words (thus limiting the obedience to all

things lavfulj, or to the following ones, as sug-
gesting hoip political obedience may best be ren-
dered, — namely, by discharging the other duties.

The latter mode is preferable, and it is confirmed
by 2 Tim. ii. 21. .
Thus the sense is, "readily disposed to the per-

formance of that (namely, political obedience)
and every other good work," i. e. moral duty con-
nected therewith, such as abstinence from all

reviling language and quarrelsome conduct, and
the cultivation of the opposite disposition of
meekness and forbearance towards all men, even
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Phil. 4. 5.

2 Tim. 2. 24,25.

1 Cor. 6. 11.

KpU. 2. 1, &t.
&5. 8.

Col. 3. 7.

lPet.4. 3.

Supra 2. II.

q John 3.3,5.
Acts 15. 11.

Rom. 3. 20,28.
64. 2, 6.

&9. 11.

Si 11.6.

Eph. 1. 4.

&2. 4, 9.

65. 26.

Gh1.2. 16.

2 Tim. 1. 9.

rEzek. 36. 25.

Joel 2. 28.

Acts 2. 33.

Rom. 5. 5.

8 Rom. 8. 23, 24.

u&ai, &^, ifjyov u/u&ov , ^ 2, tivui,,&. " ,- 3

^ifC,, & ,
if&ovoi,, . '' - 4

y.al & , '^ 5,, -, ' , 6' ^& ] , - 7&, , . ' - 8

those who, like their Heathen adversaries, little

deserved it at their hands.

3. yop, &c.] The is meant to as-

sign a reason for sucn lenity and mildness to-

wards abusive Heathen opponents ; namely, pity

for their situation, and recollection that they
themselves were once such as those persons now
are. The best Expositors are agreed, that by

the Apostle speaks per *.•'• ; i. e. idenii-

Jies himself with them ; as he often does else-

where, in order to soften disagreeable topics, and
avoid offence. For, notwithstanding what some
say, there is here scarcely any particular suitable

to Paul when a Jew ; whereas all of them are

very similar to those by which the Apostle de-

scribes the heathens at Rom. i. and elsewhere.

has reference to the peculiar ignorance

of atheism, or polytheism ; namely, idolatry and
unacquaintance with the religion revealed by God.

is nearly synonymous. So at Heb. v.

2. it is joined with ,. and /, may, as

there, signify " deceiving yourselves," implying
error. So 1 John i. 8. , -. The, as being placed
between. and /., must denote a contuma-
cious refusing of belief and obedience, corre-

sponding to ovK (-
at Rom. i. 28. On the . >.\ the best comment is Rom. i. 28 — 31,

and Eph. ii. 3. And as those words allude to the
abominable vices of the heathens ; so, I conceive,
do the next to certain evil tlispositions, such as

malice, envy, hatred, and all uncharitableness.
So Rom. i. 29. '';,,., " hateful (or deserving of
hatred) to (iod and good men." So Rom. i. 30.. The has no exact
counterpart in the above passage ; but it is im-
plied '\n the^,,&• We
may render, in the words of Tacitus, " invisos

mutuis fldiis."

4— G. Compare the parallel passages at Gal.
iv. 3— 6, and Eph. ii. 1 — 10, the latter of which
especially is a good comment on the present.

is rendered by Bp. Middl.,
" of our .Saviour God ;

" who, in supposing that
here and at i. 3 ; ii. 10. 1 Tim. ii. 2, the Saviour
God means Christ, is certainly mistaken. Not
only the parallel passages of Gal. and Eph. show
it to be God the Father who is here meant, but
euch is clear from v. 6.

6. iiToiijc.] This should be rendered, with
Mackn. and Wakef., " which we had done," or
did

J
i. e. before faith and the laver of regenera-

tion. " This (as Whitby observes) does not in

the least exclude the works ofrighteousness which
should hereafter be done, by virtue of the new
nature given to Christians, and the renewing of
the Holy Spirit, from being conditions of their

future happiness. And when the Apostle says\ /, his meaning is, that

by his free mercy he brought us from a state of
wrath and condemnation, into the way of salva-

tion ; in which, if we walk, and continue, we
shall assuredly obtain salvation."
—.] The best Expositors are agreed that

the sense is, '' hath put into a state of salvation."

See Kote on Matt. i. 21, and Acts ii. 47. It must,
however, likewise import deliverance from the
consequences of former sins, negligences, and ig-

norances, by having the means of true knowledge
and virtue communicated. \. Ren-
der, by •' the laver of regeneration." The ancient
Expositors almost universally (see Chrys. i. 323.)
and all the most eminent modern Commentators
are agreed that by the. is meant baptismal
regeneration. And that this is the doctrine of our
Church, is certain iroin its 27th Article. See the
masterly Vindication of this doctrine by Bp.
Marsh, Lect. p. 386— 392, and Dr. Whitby. The
term, indeed, might, without the adjunct,
mean moral regeneration. And though that sense
be very rare in the ancient writers, yet I have
myself noted an example in Euseb. Eccl. Hist.

iii. 23. fin. - ,. The. .. must, of course, be primarily understood of
the renovation proceeding from the regenerating
grace of baptism ; though it must not be co7ifined

to that ; but understood of that moral renovation
begun in baptism, but requiring the aid of the Holy
Spirit throughout the whole of life. The reader
is here referred to a most admirable elucidation

of this controverted topic by Dr. Glocester Rid-
ley (cited in Mant and D'Oyly) ; which leaves, in

fact, very little about which moderate men, care-

ful to understand each other, would differ.

6. —.'] See Acts ii. 17. and
Note.

7. See the above parallel passages of Gala-

tians and Ephesians, and also Rom. iii. 24—
26; V. 1—9; viii. 17. Gal. iii. 29, and Notes.
See also Bp. Bull, Harm. Ap. pp. 16 & 83.

8. b6o] Literally, " Faithful or true

is the saying." Expositors are not quite agreed
whether this refers to what precedes, or to what
follows. In the latter case the sense will be,
" uphold the doctrine, that believers should main-
tain good works." To this sense, however, the

plural is adverse ; and the ' will not ad-
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mit it. It is better (with almost all eminent Ex-
positors, ancient and modern,) to refer them to

the preceding, understanding by the doc-
trines above mentioned; i.e. concerning salva-

tion to sinners from the mercy of God in Christ,

through regeneration, by faith and justification of
grace. The sense of the ne.xt words is : And I

would have you constantly insist on these truths

:

so that those who have believed in God may main-
tain good works." The cause of the obscurity,

and consequent diversity of interpretation arose

from the Apostle's not having here shown how it

should be, that the doctrine of salvation by grace
should produce holiness of life. But he has done
it in another kindred passage which the Commen-
tators have omitted to adduce ; namely, Eph. ii.

9 & 10, where, after having at large treated on
the subject of salvation by grace (as here), adding
that it is not of works lest any man should boast,

he subjoins : ( /,, • b" ' where the yup re-

fers to a clause omitted
; q. d. " [Vet works must

be done,] for," Sec. Hence it should seem that

the\ here must have the same sense as

tiie there : and consequently it must
not be limited, with many eminent Commentators,
to works of benevolence, still less the business of
our vocation, but be extended lo good works of

even/ kind.^ signifies 1. to set oneself

about any thing ; 2. to assiduously practise it ; a

sense sometimes found in the Classical writers.

f. . Some 14• MSS. have not the

T<i, which Bp. Middl. is disposed to cancel, for

scarcely any better reason than because he does
not perceive the force of it. And what the Bishop
was only inclinetl to do, Mr. Valpy, swayed by his

authority, takes courage, and does ; and, with less

than his usual discretion, cancels the word, alone

of all the Editors. But, not to advert to Bp. Mid-
dleton's reasons for supposing it not genuine, it is

surely difficult to imagine how, if so, it should

have been introduced into nearly nine-tenths of

the MSS. ; for Rinck's collations present no va-

riation. Whereas, for its omission we can well

account; namely, from the ancient Critics being

as unable to discover its force as was Bp. Middl.

Yet, if I mistake not, it is susceptible of a very

good sense, namely: "These are the things (i. e.

duties) which are good and profitable unto men."
A sense much stronger than that yielded by the

common version ; and such as is very agreeable

to the Asijndeton, which in St. Paul is commonjy
introductory to a sentiment of more than usual

energv. Indeed, it is here required by the con-

trast in the next verse : for in the pursuit of

curious speculations, and scholastic subtilties, un-

connected with the main articles of our faith, and

the common rules of human duty, practice is

usually neglected.

9. See Notes at 1 Tim. i. 4. 2 Tim. ii. 16 & 17.

By genealogies it has been thought by some
learned men that St. Paul has reference to that
Oriental system of Philosophy, the advocates of
which taught that the eternal and perfect Deity
lived in a state of undisturbed repose and happi-
ness : that two beings, male and female, imme-
diately sprung from him : that from them de-
scended successive ^e^ieruiWMs (iEons) : and that
these three species of beings constituted a ce-
lestial family, ('). — See Mosheim's Ec-
clesiast. Hist. vol. i. p. 71.

10. The mention of frivolous questions and
curious subtilties naturally introduces that of the
heresies and schisms which they usually generate.
Compare Rom. xvi. 17, where see JN'ote. On the
sense of , and of the term

much has been written. .Suffice it here
to say, that a[p. seems to mean one who takes up
any doctrine in opposition to, or inconsistent with
the fundamental truths of the Gospel ; especially
if anxious to promulgate his own notions, and
from a vain-glorious desire of being the head of
a Sect. Of course, schism is the promulgation
and supporting of such heresies. See Bingham's
Ecclesiastical Antiq. L. xvi. 6. 21. Vitringa
de Svnag. p. 755. sqq. Ellis's Fortuita Sacra,

p. 238.

11. ' —.'] These obscure and
controverted words are, I conceive, meant to

suggest a reason ic'iy all intercourse with such a

pe.son is to be avoided. And the difficulty hinges
upon, which some eminent Com-
mentators tliink may mean " one who furnishes

matter of self-condemnation against himself.''

This sense, however, seems very harsh, and little

agreeable to what preceded. The ancient inter-

pretations, from their simplicity, deserve more
attention. Chrys., Theophyl., and (Ecum. ex-

plain it>., \. e. condemned by himself
and his own conscience. And it is well remarked
by Theodoret, that the import of the whole verse

is b. Perhaps, however,
tlie truth will best be attained by uniting both
interpretations, thus :

" Such an one avoid ; for

he is utterly perverted, and therefore no good can
he expected to be done : he sins self-condemned,
and is so inexcusable that you niav justly break
off intercourse ; and, by his being already self-

condemned, you need not keep up intercourse

with the intent of convincing him of his error;
for that his conscience will admonish him."

14. The scope of this verse seems to be to en-
graft upon the Christian duty enjoined in the last,

a general admonition, further illustrative of v. 8,

as to works of benevolence in general ; and the
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words may be rendered :

" And withal, let our
people learn to carefully exercise themselves in

goodly actions, (i. e. honest industry,) for the

supply of necessary wants, that they may not be
unfruitful. By/ are to be understood the

Christians in Crete. On the expression-
see Note supra v. 8. By'' must here

be especially, if not solely, meant works of
benevolence and charity ; as appears from the

context, and the very expression ,
occurring in a similar connection at 1 Tim. vi.

18, and v. 10, and elsewhere. The next words
seem intended to show what was meant by the

here, and in some degree to qualify

what had been said ; the sense being, for the
supply of necessary wants, ad viUn subsidia, as

Schleus. explains. And that the^ provided
for travellers, were sometimes so called, is plain
from Acts xxviii. 10.^. So that Theophylact (following

Chrys.) well explains by, '/, ^ (. where, for

1), read, as the sense requires, ».
The words following suggest the reason why they
should do this; namely, that they may not fail

in rendering such fruit as Gospel principles re-

quire.
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This Epistle is simply a brief letter written to

reconcile a Colossian named Philemon to his

slave Onesimus, who had absconded ; and having
come to Rome, had been converted to the Chris-
tian faith, and baptized by St. Paul ; with whom
he staid some time, attending upon him with the
greatest fidelity. In order, however, to repair the

injury he had done his master, he was anxious to

return to him; and St. Paul wrote this letter to

entreat Philemon to pardon his offence, and re-

ceive him again into his service; since he might
now place entire confidence in him, as he was
become a sincere Christian, and would conscien-
tiouslv discharge his duties. IVay, in order to

prevent all objection on the score of injury suf-

fered, the warm hearted Apostle offers to reim-
burse it.

On the time and circumstances of the writing

of the letter, see Paley's Hor. Paul. ; who proves

it to have been v.'ritten at the same period with

the Epistle to the Colossiims, and committed to

the same person, who conveyed that, and no
doubt thin at the same time, to Colosse. The
writer was yet in confinement, but is supposed to

have been nearly at the end of his first imprison-

ment. It is impossible to read the letter without

being much struck with the generosity of spirit

which breathes throughout it, and the address

and delicacy employed by the Apostle in accom-
plishing his benevolent purpose.

C. I. 1. X. .] " a prisoner for the sake

of, or in the cause of Jesus Christ." See 2 Tim.
i. 8. and Note. Sui'fpyw. Literally, " helper [in

the cause of the Gospel]," whether as Deacon,
or preacher to the congregation assembling at his

house, is uncertain.

2. ^.] Said by the ancients to have been
the wife of Philemon : and .\rchippus, they tell

us, was his soti, and a Deacon in the Church.

On. see Phil. ii. 25, and Note. With
respect to ^ '' }, Benson has
given good reasons for supposing that this was
not the whole congregation of the Christians at
Colosse, but a part only. The Christians there
(as in most other places at this period of perse-
cution, before they were allowed to build edifices
for the common worship of considerable num-
bers) probably assembled in small parties at the
houses of some of the leading persons among the
Christians, who happened to have rooms con-
venient for the purpose. See Rom. xvi. 5, 11,
and 1 Cor. xvi. 19.

4., &,c.] See 2 Tim. i. 3, and Note.
5. — ')'.] Here the Commentators

have been agreed that there is a transposition
(per Chiasmum et Sijnchijsin) for, \ ' T\phg

., as in Col. i. 4, and Eph. i. 15. It was,
however, left for the taste and judgment of Bp.
Jebb to accouitt for this seeming irregularity,

which he has satisfactorily done in his Sacred
Literature, p. 345— 347; rightly tracing the rea-
son to the different objects of those Epistles as
compared with that rif the present. " In the
former case," he observes, " it was requisite to

give prominence faith ; in the latter, the object
would be promoted by making /nve toward the

saints the prominent member of the period. St.

Paul, therefore, has distributed his terms like a
consummate master of language ; he placed love

first, and the ohjerl of that love last ; including
faith tmvard. Christ, the originative fountain of
all Christian love, between these two extremes :

thus, instead of detracting from the grand im-
pression, the mention of Christian faith pro-
motes it."

G. oVwf . &.C.] The best Commentators
are agreed that here is to be supplied
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from at V. 4., " praying that." .
(as have shown in Recens. Syn.)

must mean. " thy communication or participation

in the faith." Compare Tit. i. 4. and Jude 3.^, " effectual," as in Gal. v. 6. 'Ei',
for clg'. The sense of the clause is not

quite certain, but it may probably be expressed
with Mr. Holden as follows : i. e. " by leading

you all to the knowledge that every good which
you possess, or practise, is for, and redounds to,

the honour and glory of Christ." For the com-
mon reading, many MSS., early Edd., and
Fathers have, which has been adopted by al-

most every Editor from Beng. to V'ater.

7. .] Some MSS., Versions, Fathers, and
early Edd. have, which has been edited by
Griesb., Tittm., and Valpy : but, I think, without
sufficient reason ; since the e.Tternal evidence for

is very weak ; the MS.S. which support it

being only 15, and all of the Western recension,

and abounding in correction.^. As to Versions,

they are in a case of this kind evidence ; and
the authority of Fathers very slight. With re-

spect to the internal evidence, it is decidedly in

favour of, as being the more difficult read-

ing. That it may have the sense joy, is proved
both from the examples adduced from the Clas-

sical writers and from 2 Cor. i. 15., where one

MS. has, which is acknowledged to be a

gloss. Therefore why not here ? And as the

Greek Commentators explain by, the

thing is certain.

8, 9. iio] " This being the case," i. e. since
you have shown so benevolent and liberal a spirit

to Christians. " naph. Xp., i. e. such as I

might, by the authority of Christ and as his Apos-
tle, use. Tb, i.e. what is proper for you
to do as a Christian. ( !) seems to

mean, "because of the love [which subsists be-

tween us]." /;? should (as Bp. Middl. ob-
serves) be rendered •' an old man." •' There are

(says Heinr.) three claims on vhich he grounds
his request; 1. as being an ylpo.«</i' to whom Phile-

mon was indebted ; 2. as being an old man (and
to such we should be loath to refuse a request) ; 3.

as being a prisoner in the cavse of the Gospel, i. e.

for the Gospel's sake." Sec Note at Tit. i. I — 5.

The repetition of after a parenthetical
clause has great energy. On the use of roioSroc,

Wets, aptly compares Andocid. in .-Mcib. h

ictvOToTOv, tov, ( 7>
Tore \6 £«(.

10.] . e. have converted to the Chris-

tian faith ; by a metaphor common both in the N.
T. and the Rabbinical writers.

11. —.] On the ad-
mirable address shown in thus introducing the
request to be made, see Benson." is

supposed to be used, per litoten, in the sense in-

jurious ; since from v. 18, 19, it appears that he
had robbed his master. See, however, the Note
there.

12. TO. '] i. 8. whom I love as if it

were myself, or my own son. So the best Com-
mentators explain, comparing Esth. vii. 3. and
adducing several examples from the Classical

writers of in the sense son. To which
may be added another from Soph. Antig. 1053., " take him to thy confidence and pro-
lection." A sense of the word found in Acts
xxviii. 2.

13. ov \. ..] This is added
to show the Apostle's decided opinion that he is

7imv c X . , for ] , "in
thy stead," " i.e. (says Fell) as thou wouldsthave
done hadst thou been present." . refers, not
so much to the waiting on of a servant, but to the
kind offices which a spiritual father had a right to

expect from those whom he had begotten in tlic

faith.

14. >\ if .] Literally, '• Avithout

thy determination [on the point.]" I would re-

mark, that the Classical writers in this sense use
(, in preference to. So Herodian v. 1 .

if o!b<,, .
Xenoph. Mem. iv. sub fin.;. —" , *fcc. "that
the benefit [if you choose to give him up to

me]," (or, as Benson explains, of pardoning
and receiving him into favour) may not be, .-is

it were, compulsory, but voluntary. This upe
of Tb is very rare ; but examples have been
adduced.

15. The Commentators remark on the eu-
phemism in, "was parted from vou ;

"

and they are agreed that the words suggest the
probalnlity that this separation happened, by Divine Providence. " There
was," observes Benson, " no human intention on
the part of Onesimus, or Paul, or Philemon, to

accomplish an event which had led to much
good ; therefore Providence might probably be
supposed to have brought it about for the good of
Onesimus, and eventually of Philemon. Comp.
Gen. xlv. .5. 1. 20. This could not indeed justify

Onesimus's running away (Rom. iii. 8.) ; but
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hence is magnified the gracious mercy of God,
who had brought good out of evil." "]va-. Here there is, I conceive, a blend-

ing of two clauses into one, i. e. " that thou raight-

€st receive him back from me reformed, and thus

to remain with thee for ever," or perpetually.

This is not only meant indirectly to engage that

he shall not run away again, but to suggest anoth-

er and affecting consideration ; " for if," as Dr.

Burton observes, '' Onesimus had continued a

heathen, Philemon might have had him as his

servant for life, but after that they would have
been separated ; now they would be companions
for ever, in this world and the next."

18. it Ti ; /.] From these

words many infer that Onesimus had been guilty

of robbery as well as desertion. But the recent
Commentators seem right in thinking that the

terms will scarcely authorise us to suppose this.

'H(5i'c. may apply to the having wronged his mas-
ter by depriving him of his services during his

absence, or perhaps by idleness before. What is

meant by ', is not easy to determine. It

would certainly seem little applicable with refer-

ence to any money Onesimus had robbed his mas-
ter of. Though, indeed, some consider it as an-

euphemism. Benson and Heinr. suppose that he

had in some way contracted debts, which his
master had been obliged to pay. \-. Literally, "reckon that in the account be-
tween us as an item for me to pay."

19. IlaSXof. . f. .] q. . " For greater
certainty, take my engagement ; I, Paul, [do
hereby] write with my own hand, I will repay it."

So in Pachym. L. vi. 26. and'^ in Ducange Gloss. Graec.
20. vat—.'} " Do (j{j) brother, grant that

I may enjoy this from thee, as from a Christian,"
(i. e. as from thy conversion). The next clause
seems to mean, " grant my request," and may be
best rendered, " gratify my heart in this matter
connected with the religion of Christ." See
Note supra v. 7.

21. ^.] Benson and others take this in
the sense compliance. But it should seem best
to retain the usual signification obedience, viz. to
the precepts of the Gospel, which would best se-

cure his compliance in the matter. & Srt —. Some think this hints that he should
manumit Onesimus ; while others recognise no
such meaning. Indeed, it is not clear what is in-

tended.
22.- See Note on Acts xxviii. 23.

25. . i.] See 2 Tim. iv. 22.
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We are now arrived at a Book, on the nature

of which, and especially on the writer, there has

been more discussion than on any or all of the

other Books of the N. T., putting aside the Apoca-
lypse. Here points (all of them disputed),

have to be attended to. 1. What may be consid-

ered the nature of this Book? Is it to be called

an Epistle, or not ? 2. To whom was it address-

ed? 3. In what language was it written ? 4. By
whom was it written ? And, othly, What was
the occasion of its being written, and what the

scope of its contents. Now, from the forms of

salutation, usually found in the Epistles, being
here wanting, some have doubted, whether it can
be regarded as an Epistle sent to some one Chris-

tian community ; or whether a Discourse on some
important topics, intended for the instruction of
Christian readers in general. But the objections

to its claim to be regarded as an Epistle, have
been quite over-ruled ; and by the able reasoning

of some eminent Critics (especially Michaelis,

Hug, and Prof. Stuart), it has been established

that the composition in question, though it be
without some of the usual characteristics of an
Epistle, yet is essentially an Epistle; i. e. is an
address combined with dissertatory and argument-'
ative matter in order to give the appeal greater

effect ;— though, for reasons adverted toby Stuart,

not avowedly such. That it was meant especially

for some ('hristian community, in particular, is

plain. Thus, for instance, we have the pronoun
tje. and that in conjunction with some particular

circumstances connected with the persons so ad-

dressed ; and especially a visit is mentioned, as

promised to them, and various salutations are

sent.

2. As to the question, to u^lwm. this Epistle
(for such it must certainly be called) was ad-
dressed ; it is inscribed to the Hebrews : though
the learned are not agreed whether bv those are

to be understood Hebrews in general, Christian
and non-Christian, or whether the former only :

and if so, whether Hebrew Christians in Pales-
tine, or in Asia Minor, or in Greece, or in Spain.
These and other suppositions have been discussed
at considerable length, and witli great ability, hv
Prof. Stuart; from whose learned researches it

seems pretty certain, that the opinion of the an-

cient Greek Church, and that also ado|)ipd by

Beza, Calvin, Bp. Pearson, and nearly all the
most eminent Critics up to the present day, is

the one entitled most to reception — namely, that

the Epistle was principally intended for the He-
breiv Christians in Palestine, who bore the appel-

lation Hebrews, by way of distinction from the

Foreign Jews, who were called Hellenists. But
whether it was meant for the Church or Churches
of Palestine 7 general, or some Church in partic-

ular (as that of Jerusalem, or that of Csesarea),

must, after all that has been said, be left unde-
cided. And probably it might, in some measure
(like the Epistle of St. James), be meant for

the Jewish Christians in foreign countries as well

as those in Palestine, and was therefore written

in Greek. Though on iliat point a difference of
opinion exists. The Fathers of the Greek
Church generally, some of the Latin (as Jerome
and Augustine), and a few eminent modern Crit-

ics (as Michaelis and Bardt), maintain that it

was originally written in Hebrew, and afterwards
translated into Greek by St. Luke, or Barnabas,
or Clement of Rome. While the modern Crit-

ics and Commentators in general, maintain that

it was written in Greek. For the former opinion
the chief reason alleged is, 1. that, since the
Epistle was addressed to Hebrew Christians, it

was proper that it should be written in Hebrew.
But surely there were, as we have seen, reasons
why it would be proper to be written in Greek.
Those, on the other hand, who contend for the
Greek original, establish their opinion from va-

rious points of internal evidence arising from the
composition itself: I. since the work has all the
freedom and spirit of an original, and Hebraisms
are in it not so frequent as in the Septuagint
V^erson. 2. That Hebrew names are interpreted.

3. That the passages cited from the O. T. are not
quoted from the Hebrew, but from the Septua-
gint. These arguments, however, are not all of
them very cogent: for as to the first, can any
work h.ave more of the air of an original than
Josephus's History of the Jewish War ? And
yet we know, from Josephus himself, that it was
translated from a Hebrew original. It is further

urged by Prof. Stuart, against the existence of a
Hebrew (i. e. Syro-Chaldee) original, that " it

would have been understood by comparatively
few of Palestine ; or at least only Jews, and con
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eequently would be misrepresented to the unbe- which, indeed, was at first intended alone for the

lieving multitude, and especially the Gentiles.

Whereas, by writing in Greek, the author would
both instruct his countrymen, and explain the na-

ture of the Christian covenant to the Gentiles."

Of these arguments, however, the former takes

too much for granted, and supposes a state of

Foreign Jews of the Western Dispersion •, though

from the circumstance of the Greek language

becoming prevalent in Judaea, it proved useful to

the educated class tliere. Thus by addressing his

countrymen in both Greek and Hebrew, the

writer certainly took the best method of making
things of which it would be difficult to furnish this address to his nation intelligible to all, whether
any -proof. At all events, those arguments only in or out of Palestine. Thus we know that, in

tend to show the expediency of a Greek, but do after times, in the fifteenth century, there was
not disprove the expediency of a Hebrew original, a Hebrew Version of this Epistle made for the

And as the weight of historical testimony (in the use of those Jews, dispersed up and down, who
Greek and early Latin Fathers) is most decidedly were unacquainted with the Greek, and not very

in favour of a Hebrew original, it should seem to conversant with the Latin, or other languages of

be the best mode of reconcilinii conflicting testi- the Versions.

mony, of removing various difficulties (that rnay With respect to the age a.nacanonical authority

be urged, whichsoever hypothesis, of a Greek or of the Epistle, the former is established by Prof,

of a Hebrew original, be adopted), and account- Stuart, from evidence of the most weighty kind,

ing for various phenomena is to suppose that both external and internal ; and the latter, by
here (as in the case of St. Matthew's Gospel, and actual testimony the most decisive. That it was
Josephus's History), there were, in a certain written while the Temple at Jerusalem and the

sense, two originals, both coming from the author Jewish state were yet in being, is plain from the

himself, and therefore equally entitled to the work itself And yet that it was written in the

name of an original. Nor will it be of much latter part of the Apostolic age, is evident from
importance to ascertain which came first. But if various intimations. See v. 12. x. 32. xiii. 7.

we inquire which, in all probability, actually 17. And the external evidence for its canonical

preceded, there are as maav reasons why we authority is almost of equal strength, from its

should here assign the priority to the Greek, as being found in the Pesch. Syr. Version, and
in the case of St. Matthew's Gospel, to the He- from a chain of quotations and attestations from
brew — reasons founded on internal evidence, as the early Fathers, Clemens, Barnabas, and others

supplied from the nature and state of the com- down to the close of the second century ; where,

position itself Besides which, the Greek would as Prof Stuart observes, " the question of the

oe more called for first, a.nd, at all times be of Canonical credit of the Epistle intermingles it-

more extensive circulation and utility. As to self with the question whether St. Paul was the

supposing, with several ancient Critics, that the writer of the Epistle." And this naturally leads

Greek was a translation formed from the Hebrew us to the most important, though, at the same
by St. Luke, or Barnabas, or Clement, such prob- time, the most difficult question connected with

ably originated merely in report, or surmise, the Epistle

—

uAine\y,ivho was the winter ? Now
or was perhaps suggested by the desire to ac- some have ascribed it to St. Luke, or Barnabas :

count for the dissimilarity supposed to exist be- others, to Clement of Rome, or Silvamts, or

tween the style and manner of this Epistle and Apollos. However, the Christian Church in gen-

those of the acknowledged Epistles of St. Paul, eral has ever ascribed it to St. Paul. Indeed, as

It is probable that the Hebrew was formed either to Barnabas, Clemens, Silvanus, .\pollo3, and

contemporaneously with, or a very short time Luke, there is no external authority whatever to

after, the Greek : and was, we may suppose, prove any one of them to be the writer. And
drawn up for the especial use of those Palestine internal testimony is very slender, nay, as regards

Jews, who, being of the less educated class, or Luke and Clemens, quite adverse. Internal tes-

living in the country, did not understand (Jreek : timony is not wanting in favour of Apollos. But

though intended. I imagine, also for those Jews it only amounts to this — that if the matter de-

out of Palestine, who were called of the Eastern pended wholly upon internal evidence, we might

Dispersion: i. e. those who sojourned in the parts indeed say that there is nothing in the Epistle

beyond the Euphrates, as Mesopotamia, Baby- but what seems agreeable to the character and

Ionia, Media, Parthia, Elamitis. &c. Now these talents ascribed in the N. T. to Apollos. Yet

were not likely to understand Greek, but would this kind of evidence cannot be admitted, where

probably have a tolerable knowledge of the Syro- external evidence is entirely wanting, and where

Chaldee, into which the Old Testament was now, internal evidence of a still stronger kind may be

it is probable, already translated, as appears from alleged in proof of some writer ;
and where

the Targums (i. e. Chaldee Versions) of Onkelos external authority of the strongest kind is com-

and Jonathan Ben Uzziel. And that St. Paul bined with that internal. And this leads us to

spoke, and consequently, a fortiori, wrote the advert to the evidence for the opinion which has

Syro-Chaldee, we know from Acts xxi. 40. generally prevailed in the Christian Church, that

(where he is said to address his countrymen " in this Epistle was written by St. Paid. On so

the Hebrew tongue"). Now the existence of very extensive a question, to enter into details

these Chaldee or Syro-Chaldee Versions, formed would be unsuitable to a work of this nature,

at or before this period, proves the existence of a I must therefore content myself with briefly ad-

very extensive class of persons, probably both in verting to the leading features of the evidence

and out of Judaea, i. e. of the Eastern Disper- external and internal, referring the reader, for

sion, who did not understand Greek, and there- further particulars, to the very elaborate and

fore could not read the Septuagint Version, invaluable Tntroduclion to his Translation and
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Notes on this Epistle by Prof.' Stuart, or to the
.idmirable sumviary of what has been written on
the subject, by Mr. Home, in his Introduction.
Now the evidence for the Pauline origin, is of
two kinds, — external and internal. As to the
oxternal evidence, or Historical testimony, — in

the first place, it seems adverted to as the pro-
duction of St. Paul by St. Peter, in his Second
iCpistJe, iii. 15, 16. ; for there is great reason to

suppose that this Epistle was the one which St.

Peter had chiefly in view. 2. The Epistle is

found in the most ancient of the Versions, East-
ern and Western ; as, for instcince, the Pesch.
Syr., formed in the early part of the second cen-
tury, and the early Latin Version called Italic,

made a little after that period. 3. The testimony
of Ecclesiastical antiquity is decidedly in favour
of the Pauline origin ; the Greek Fathers almost
universally ascribing it to Paul ; as also many of
the most eminent of the Latin. it came
not to be received more generally, or earlier by
the latter, is satisfactorily accounted for by Hug,
Introd. vol. ii. p. 516— 525. To sum up the
matter in the words of Prof Stuart (p. 119.)
" the early testimony is, of course, immeasurably
the most important. And there seems to be
sufficient evidence, that this was as general and
uniform, for the first century after the Apostolic
age, as in respect to many other Books of the
]V. T. ; and more so, than in respect to several.

So that it is apparent that the weight of evidence
from tradition is altogether preponderant in fa-

vour of the opinion that Paul was the author of
this Epistle."

Let us now advert to internal evidence for
tlie Pauline origin. L Paul cherished a great
affection for his kinsmen according to the flesh

(Rom. ix. 1 — 4.): and is it probable that he
should never write to them, and endeavour to re-

move their prejudices and their unbelief? H.
If a writer's method of treating his subject, to-

gether with his manner of reasoning, be a -sure

mark by which he may be recognized,— then St.

Paul must be allowed to be the author of the
Kpistle to the Hebrews. For, in the first place,
the general arrangement or method pursued in

this, corresponds with that found in the confess-
edly Pauline Epistles. 2dly. We here find that
superabundance of meaning expressed in very Jew
words, which distinguishes St. Paul from the
other sacred writers. And 3dly, many things in

this Epistle show its writer to have been not only
mighty in the Scriptures, but perfectly conversant
with the customs, practices, opinions, traditions,
expositions, and applications of Scripture then
received in the Jewish Church. III. Not only
does the general scope of this Epistle tend to the
same point on which St. Paul so much dilates in

his Epistles (namely, that we are justified and
saved alone through Jesus Christ, and that the
Mosaic institutions cannot accomplish that) ; but
there are various doctrinal proposi(io?ts in this

Epistle, which are found in the acknowledged
Epistles of St. Paul; I. .As to the degree of
religious knowledge imparted by the Gospel. 2.

As to the views, displayed in the Gospel, con-
cerning God the Father, and the communication
of the gifts of the Holy Spirit. 3. Concerning
the person and mediatorial office of Christ. IV.
There is such a similarity between the modes of

>] T>Js" ,,^
1

quotation, and style of phraseology of this Epistle,
and those which occur in the Epistles confessedly
by St. Paul, as evince this to be his production.
1. Modes of quotation and interpretations of some
passages of the Hebrew Scriptures, which are
peculiarly Pauline, because only to be found in

the writings of St. Paul. 2. Instances of coinci-
dence in the style and phraseology. Of these
Schmidt, De Groot, and Stuart, adduce a con-
siderable number. Add to this, that agonistic
figures, which are frequent in St. Paul, are found
in the Epistle to the Hebrews vi. 18. xii. 1 — 3,

4. 12. 3. Coincidences between the exhorta-
tions in this Epistle, and those confessedly Paul-
ine. 4. Similarity of the conclusion of this Epis-
tle to the conclusions of St. Paul's Epistles. V.
There are several circumstances towards the
close of this Epistle which prove that it was
written by St. Paul. See xiii. 23, 24. x. 34. Now
is it possible that those coincidences can be the
effect of mere accident ? Is it not, rather, far

more probable that Paul was the writer of this

Epistle ?

The foregoing sketch, chiefly formed on the
details in Stuart or Home, presents the outlines
of the argument on the internal evidence, ad-
duced for the Pauline origin of the present Epis-
tle. For the details themselves I must refer the
reader to Prof Stuart, and content myself with
offering a few remarks on the nature and force of
the above evidence. First, the evidence as re-

gards the circumstances, is, in some respects, in-

conclusive, and in all not so strong as that de-
duced from similarity of doctrines, &c. ; and yet
even similarity of doctrines and method would
not, of itself, be sufficient to prove this to be the
production of St. Paul: for such are not incon-
sistent with its being from the pen of Apollos.

Tlie evidence arising from similarity of diction

would seem likely to be decisive. But here it

must be acknowledged, that a considerable part
of the passages adduced by the defenders of the
Pauline origin are not sufficiently definite to
prove coincidence : while a few passages that are
so (as will be seen by the subsequent Annota-
tions) have been inadvertently passed over. One
thing, however, is certain— from the learned
researches of De Groot, and especially Stuart,

namely, that the points of similaritij and coinci-

dence are far more numerous than those of dis-

similaritij. Though these last have been hunted
out by the indefatigable diligence of a whole
phalanx of German Critics for the last 50 years
(especially Seyffarth), of which the summary
may be seen in the Prolegomena of Kuinoel. and
also, with answers, in the Introduction of Prof.

Stuart. It must, however, after all, be confessed
that the internal evidence for the Pauline origin

is less strong than the external. It is, indeed, of
the nature of all internal evidence in favour of
the authenticity of any composition (I mean, that

a work came from the pen of any certain writer)

to be less satisfactory than that against it. For
while, in the latter case, internal evidence may
be so strong as to prove the point almost to

demonstration, in the former case, it can rarely

rise much beyond this— that the work very prob-
ably was from the writer in question. And as no
internal evidence can prove a book to be genuine,
when external evidence is decidedly against it

;
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60 no internal evidence short of that strongest
kind, proceeding from what involves anachronism,
can prove a work to be spurious, or not written
by any author, when external testimony decidedly
attests that it loas. Yet, sometimes, internal

evidence that a composition is by a certain

writer, may, if his style, manner, and cast of
thought be peculiar, prove so strong, that a person
possessed of a true taste and correct judgment
may feel such a persuasion that the composition
is by that writer, as to rise to what he thinks
certainUj. Here, however, we have to encounter
the perplexing fact, that while the cast of thought,
and modes of reasoning ire decidedly Pauline, yet
the colourings of strjle, and especially the com-
position of tile sentences, are not so : though that

difference may be partly attributable to the dif-

ference of subject in this Epistle ; which was in-

tended as a treatise rather than an hortatory letter

;

and being dirfac^ic, would consequently be written
with far greater deliberation, than most of the

Epistles confessedly Pauline appear to have been,
and would have more finish of style and com-
position than those. At all events, the coinci-

dence in the former particular is of by far the

most importance ; and I must say that the feeling

of my own mind as to the composition now in

question, after repeated and most attentive ex-

aminations of its contents, is that none but St.

Paul could have written it, and consequently that

none but St. Paul did write it. In it, in short,

we have all the peculiar and prominent features

of St. Paul's style and manner— the same method
oftreatinghis subject, the same fulness of thought,

the same devotional spirit, the same warmth of

feeling, and the same energy of expression, which
characterize his other Epistles. Can all this be
the case, and yet the Epistle be not by St. Paul ?

Notwithstanding, however, what may to most
persons seem to be satisfactory proof of the Paul-

ine origin, yet the Continental Critics for the last

half century have almost unanimously rejected it.

Of course, they take their stand on the internal

evidence, founding thereupon various objections,

though for the most part exceedingly frivolous.

These have been examined at considerable length

by Prof Stunrt. under the distinct heads of ob-

jections by Dertholdl. by Schniz, by Seyjjarth (in

which the objection deduced from the number of

oTTuI\6 is utterly refuted by a simple refer-

ence to the number of ' in 1 Cor.,

collected with indefatigable industry bv Professor

Stuart), bv De Wette. by Bo^hme, and finally by

Bleek. The above have been, npon the whole,

satisfactorily refuted by Prof. Stuart ; and for the

details, I must refer the reader to his elaborate

Expose. One or two remarks must suffice. All

the Critics who contend aisainst the Pauline

origin, rest their cause chiefly on the allegation,

that the Oreek of this Epistle is so much superior

to that of the Epistles admitted to be by St. Paul,

that the composition in question cannot have been

his. Now nothing can be more fallacious than

such a kind of reasoning. And moreover, the fact

may be confidently denied. After a study of the

Greek language as diligent, and an acquaintance

with its writers, of every age, about as extensive

as any person, at least of my own country, I

must maintain that the Greek is, except as re-

&ai. 6.

Psal. 2. 7. Acts 13. 33. infraS. 5.

gards the structure of the sentences, not so de-
cidedly superior to the Greek of St. Paul, as to
make it even improbable that the Epistle was
written by him. To prove this would here be
out of place, and indeed were agere actum, since
the Section of Prof. Stuart on the Hebraisms and
non-conformations to Classical usage, in this Epis-
tle, may suffice to decide that point. At all events,
it is certain that, though arguments drawn from
the style and diction ofthe Epistle to the Hebrews,
as compared with those of the Epistles admitted
to be written by St. Paul, would not of itself he
enough to prove the Pauline origin ; so also, on
the other hand, the same kind of arguments, if

even far stronger than they are. never could
decide the Epistle to be not written by St. Paul.
And this latter needs the aid of external and his-

torical evidence even more than the former. Yet
the historical evidence against is very slight com-
pared with that for the Pauline origin, .^nd the
historical testimony that does exist against it is,

as Stuart shows, of a nature which is grounded
more on taste and feeling than on solid testimony.
In short, external and historical testimony ought
here to decide what internal evidence might leave
dubious : nor ought we to hesitate, except on
tlie surest grounds (and we see there are none),
to suppose that the opinion handed down by an-

cient tradition (preserved in the Church to the

time of Origen) is well founded ; namely, that

the Epistle was written Z>;/ St. Paul. Indeed, it

is worthy of remark, that those who bring them-
selves to be of opinion that the Epistle was 7tot

written by St. Paul, are quite unsuccessful in

showing who was the author ; for objections of
the most serious kind lie against any name that

has been or can be brought forward, as has beea
shown at large by Prof. Stuart. That it was
written by Barnabas, or by St. Luke, there is

not a shadow of evidence . for Clemens Rpmanus
or Silraiins, the evidence is very slight: and for

Apollos the external or historical evidence is

next to voliiing ; and the internal only such as to

induce us to grant that he might De the writer,

if liistorical testimony irould allow it: but it does
not. And one cannot imagine that if Apollos
had been the writer, all attestation to the fact

would have been thus wholly lost. It is plain,

therefore, that tliis, as well as the preceding hy-
pothesis is utterly untenable. Of this, indeed,

Seyffiirth and Kuinoel are quite aware ; and
sooner than admit the Pauline origin, they have
devised another hypothesis even less ad-naissible

than the above, — namely, that the Epistle was
written by aii anontfmous Alexandrian Jew. But
wliat can be imagined more improbable, than that

the work of an anonymous writer, and an obscure

person, should, in the space of 30 years after it

was written (the time of Clement of Rome, who
appeals lo it as a book of Divine authority), or

soon after, when the Pcsch. Syr. Version was
formed, have come to be regarded as an inspired

work, and received into the Canon of Scripture,

though no works had been admitted to a place
there, but such as were confessedly written by
Apostles/ This arETument. indeed, holds good,
more or less, of Clemens, Silvanus, and Apollos,

but much more of an anoniimous writer. Besides,

as the writer evidently was well known lo those
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whom he especially addressed, how could it hap-

pen that he should not be more generalhj known ?

On the otlier hand, the early almost general per-

suasion that the Epistle was written by ;S'/. Paul,

can hardly be accounted for, except on the sup-

position that it was so. Indeed (to use the words
of Prof Stuart), '• if Paul did not write it, who
did ? And what is to be gained by endeavouring

to show the possihilitij that some other person

wrote it, when so many circumstances unite in

favour of the general voice of the primitive ages,

that this Apostle was the author ? That the

Church, during the first century of the apostolic

age, ascribed it to someone of the Apostles, is

clear from the fact that it was inserted among
the canonical books of the Churches in the East
and the West ; that it was comprised in the

Peschito ; in the old Latin Version ; and was
certainly admitted by the Alexandrian and Pal-

estine Churches. Now what Apostle did write

it, if Paul did not '.' Surely neither John nor
Peter, nor James, nor Jude. The difference of
style is too striking between their letters and this,

to admit of such a supposition. But what other

Apostle, except Paul, was distinguished in the an-

cient Church as a writer ? None ; and the con-
clusion therefore seems to be altogether a prob,ible

one, that he was the writer. Why should all tlie

circumstances which speak for him be construed
as relating to some unknown writer? Are the

sentiments unworthy of him ? Are they opposed
to what he has inculcated ? Do they differ from
what he has taught? Neither. Why not then
admit the probability that he was the author ?

Nay, why not admit that the probability is as

great as the nature of the case (the Epistle being
anonymous) could be expected to afford. Why
should there be any more objection to Paul as

the author of this Epistle, than to any other

man ? " I must, therefore, conclude by entirely

acquiescing (with Prof Stuart) in the opinion of

Origen (which certainly attests the persuasion to

have been of the highest antiquity), that " it is

not without reason that the ancients have handed
down to us, that this Papistic is Paul's."

To advert briefly to the scope and contents of

the Epistle (which cannot better be expressed

than in the words of Mr. Home) : "The great

object of the Epistle is to show the Deity of
Jesus Christ, and the excellency of his Gospel,
when compared with the institutions of Moses

;

to prevent the Hebrews or Jewish converts from
relapsing into those rites and ceremonies which
were now abolished ; and to point out their total

insufficiency, as means of reconciliation and
atonement. The reasonings are interspersed

with numerous solemn and affectionate warnings
and exhortations, addressed to different descrip-

tions of persons. At length St. Paul shows the

nature, efficacy, and triumph of faith, by which
all the saints in former ages had been accept-

ed by God, and enabled to obey, suffer, and
perform exploits, in defence of their holy re-

ligion ; from which he t.ikes occasion to exhort
them to steadfastness and perseverance in the

true faith."

C. T. The general design of the writer being
so to commend Christianity to those whom he
addressed, as to confirm them in their adherence

thereto, or induce them to embrace it, if they
had not yet done so ; he commences his dis-

course by raising in their minds the highest con-
ceptions of Jesus Christ, the Author of' that new
revelation which God had made to man (v. 1.).

He then points out the dignity of His office and
person, as Lord of the uwrld, which was created
by Him (v. 2.) •, representing him as being the
t7-ue image of God, the representative to men of
His glory, and accordingly endowed with sove-
reign power (v. 3.) ; that, as Mediator of the new
dispensation, he is exalted far above the angels,
who were the mediators of the old one ; that in

his name Son, he has an appellation far more ex-
alted than theirs (vv. 4, 5.) ; nay, that he is the
object of worship to the angels ; while they are
only God's messengers (vv. 6, 7.). That in his
quality of King and Messiah, he has an eternal
dominion; and is elevated by his love of righ-

teousness to an honour above all other kings (vv.

8, 9.), being, indeed, addressed in Scripture as
Creator of the Universe, immutable, imperishable
(vv. 10— 12.); an exaltation never ascribed to
angels (v. 1.3.), who are only considered as agents
employed for the good of those who are to attain

to the salvation which Christ confers. See Stu-
art's full Analysis.

1. :\ ;.] Some difference

of opinion here exists among Expositors, ancient
and modern, as to whether these words should be
kept distinct in se77se, or be connected, as synony-
mous, and designating, by intensity, the greatest

variety of the ancient revelations
; q. d. ' in va-

rious and different ways." Of those who keep
them distinct, some assign to' the sense
" at various times;" others, that of " in sundry
parts ;

" or they unite both ; which is surely inad-
missible. As to the sense, " at sundry times," it

is destitute of authority, and unsupported by any
of the ancient Versions. Upon the whole, it ia

better (with Chrys., of the ancients, and some of
the best modern Expositors, as Grot., Dindorf,
and Kuinoel) to regard the two Avords as synony-
mous in signification, and united to strengthen
the sense ; being intended to denote the variety

in rreneral of the matters and doctrines, which
God directed the Prophets to reveal. An opin-
ion supported by certain passages of Maximus
Tyrius and Philo, where we have', and \- " nay, in

one passage, with the addition of. If,

however, the words be taken separately,-
may be meant (as most Commentators think),

of the various modes of Divine revelation, by
dreams, visions, symbols, Urim and Thummim,
prophetic ecstasy ; or (as Dindorf and Kuin. main-
t.ain) of " the variety in general of the things and
doctrines which God commanded to be revealed
by the Prophets."
—] " in ancient times." For 400 years

had elapsed since the time of the latest of those
writers, who were the writers, in various ages, of
the Book which composed the Revelation of God,
according to the Old Dispensation. ' prop-
erly denotes immediate oral communication; but
sometimes, as here, communication made in any
other way,— bv visions, supernatural impulses, or
such like ; and not to the persons themselves,
but through the medium of others. stands

here for i((i ; an Hellenistic idiom. 0. here.
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as often, denotes those who communicate the Di-

vine will. Instead of the common reading-, very many MSS., early Editions, and Fathers,

have, which has been adopted by every
Editor of note from Mill to Vater : and justly,

especially as it is confirmed by the occurrence of

the very expression in the Sept. at Num. xxiv. 14•.

Ezek. xxxviii. 16. Jerem. xxiii. 20; though-
elsewhere occurs. Moreover, is to

be preferred, as being the more dijficiill reading.

With respect to the sense of the expression in', it generally imports, " at some future

time " more or less remote, according to the con-

text and scope of the passage. When the times

of the Messiah are spoken of, the expression,, or , and rb

mean the last times ; since then

an end would be put to the Mosaic dispensation,

by the coming of the Messiah. Thus the expres-

sion.. was occasionally applied by the Apos-
tles to denote the time shortly previous to the

advent of Christ to judgment at the end of the

world. Sometimes, however, it was employed to

denote the period of the Gospel, the last dispensa-

tion of God, even that of the Messiah. And such
eeems to be its import here.
— f V Tiui.] This use of without the Article

does not, as Prof Stuart imagines, tend to invali-

date Bp. Middleton's theory of the Greek Article.

In a Note on Matt. i. 1, and iv. 3, he shows that,

by a licence arising out of the nature of, vve

may write either h Yios . or - But he

has, I believe, nowhere noticed the peculiar usage

before us of Yios for ' , which is exceed-

ingly rare, yet again occurs at vii. 28, and v. 8.

Had he done so, however, he would have found

no difficulty in reconciling it with his theory
;

since he would have seen that X'tdq may, in this

use, be considered (like put for h) as an appellation converted into a sort

of proper name, and consequently entitled to the

same licence ; which we find to be the case in

; very rarely, indeed, in the Gospels and

Acts, but frequently in the Epistles. In this case,

Eropriety seems to require that the word should

e written with a Capital. And so I find The-
ophyl. Moreover, it is probable that in the

of this verse, and the'^ of the next, the

writer had in view the words of our Lord in the

parable. Matt. xxi. 37.' hi rrpis av-

Tbv v'lov a.
2. '] for, as in Acts xiii. 47. 1

Thess. V. 9. 1 Tim. i. 12 ; which use is also found

in the Hebrew -^v;j. Yet the idiom is not

merely Hellenistic ; being sometimes found in

the Classical writers ; e. gr. Herodian iv. 7. 10.

', '' . where

there is a use of ' midway between the ordi-

nary use a son. and the one just noticed.

—>,6.'] The best Expositors are agreed

that the word is here used in the sense Lord, or

Possessor : as at Gal. iv. 1. the Son is said to be

vnvTwv. And Christ is so called at Acts

X. 36. See also ii. 36. This Prof Stuart suppo-

ses to be a Hebraism, from »;nv But the idiom

seems rather formed from the use of the Eatin

hceres for dominus ; the heir being called herns

minor. Still to render it " Lord " is objectiona-

ble ; since the expression in question was used

for, to hint at something further. See

Theophyl. Of the full sense is :

" Lord of all things in the world by inheritance,"

in virtue of his Sonship ^nsl mentioned. So -
is used at Rom. iv. 13. Com-

pare v. 3, and vi. 14. Bp. Bull, Jud. Cath. Eccl.

Ch. V. § 8, p. 42, well remarks :
" Non ibi dicitur

Christus Dei Filius, nedum unigenitus, qu6d ha?res

omnium constitutus fuit ; sed contra is haeres

factus dicitur, qui prius Filius fuit, idque Filius,

per quern Deus Pater sascula condiderat, quique
adeo ante sascula fuit."

— it' .] Here Kuin. justly rejects the Ver-
sion of Grot, and others, " on account ofwhom ;

"

since ii' and ' ov are nowhere confounded, but

kept distinct in this Epistle. Indeed, the sense

thus arising would be inapposite, and the thing

asserted be contradictory to Avhat is said repeat-

edly in the N. T. ; as John i. 3. 1 Cor. viii. 6.

Eph. iii. 9. Col. i. 16 &. 17 ; from which it appears

that the words must be understood of a physical,

or efficient creation by Christ, as all the ancient

Fathers are agreed. So Justin Martyr : oT. By is meant (as at

xi. 3, and perhaps 1 Tim. i. 17.) the whole system
of creation, the universe, (so the Syr. alma) ; an-

swering to the of John i. 3. This sense of

(found also at Wisd. iv. 2 ; xiii. 9 ; xiv. 6.) is

confined to the plural, being formed by the Alex-

andrian Jews on the Hebr. uD'oSll'• Thus the

Pesch. Syr. here uses jia,^-^ , i• e. the uni-

verse. So Bp. Bull, Jud. Cath. Eccl. Ch. v. p.

42, remarks, that the expression 'nSlJ.'n D1
is frequent in the Jewish Liturgy, with allusion

to the three Aions, or worlds, 1. the i—iSljr

SSKTI or loicer world, the region of the elements

;

2. the -lOTin CdSu') the middle world, mean-

ing the celestial orbs ; 3. the ivSi'D oSli'' ^^^

upper world; namely, the abode of the Divine

Majesty and the angels, which St. Paul at 2 Cor.

xii. 2. calls " the third heaven."

3. —.] Render, " the efful-

gence of his glory, and the exact image of his

substance or essence." ^ corresponds to the

Hebr. 3133, and, like it. is used especially of the .

Divine Majesty of the Deity. The word-
denotes properly the light reflected from a

lucid body ; but it is often used by Philo in the

sense of. from, sciilpo,

properly signifies the die, or stamping-tool, used

in coining, by which the figure expressed is

stamped ; or the impression made by a seal ; be-

ing thus synonymous with. And as such

cannot but be an exact representation of the die

or seal, so the word came to denote an exact and

perfect resemblance, or counterpart, of which

sense examples are adduced from Aristotle and

Plato. Thus it is a stronger term than ';
with which, however, it is in use svnonymous.

So at 2 Cor. iv. 4, and Col. i. 15, Christ is called'; signifies, as the

Commentators are aareed, not person, (a sense of

the word unknown until after the Arian contro-

versy, in the fourtli century) but substance, or

ess'^iire ; i. e. hei'ic:; : a sense supported by the au-

thority of the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions.

The general meaning, then, is,— that the glory

of the Father was reflected on the Son, and the
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,; of the Father was impressed on the Son
;

so that the Son represented it, as an impression

represents the seal ; forming a perfect represent-

ation of God's person and attributes ; i. e. of the

perfections stibsistinc^, or existi7ig. in God. The
writer here had probably in mind a passage of

Wisd. vii. 26. where Wisdom is said to be an

efflux or exhalation from God's glory, an, ,.
— , &C.] is rendered by

JVevvc. " ruling; " by Stuart, " controlling." But
I prefer our common version upholding, which is

supported by the Pesch. Syr., Chrys., and Theoph.,
and almost all the early modern Expositors. Here
the writer had perhaps in mind Ps. Ixxv. 3. " I

bear up the pillars of it (i. e. the earth)." Thus
it is for ; which involves an adjunct no-

tion of regulating as well as preserving
;
just as

the Hebr. xtjfj denotes both to preser-i^e and to

govern. Indeed, such seems to have been the

reading of the original, from which the Vatican

MS. B. (perhaps the most ancient in the world)

was copied ; for the reading is evidently

a mere error of the copyist. The reading-
was, I doubt not, an interlineary gloss of the

MS. from which the archetype of the Cod. Vat.

was copied, and perhaps nearly coeval with the

Apostolic age, and representing the interpretation

of the earliest period, '. . is. by He-
braism, for', " by his powerful fiat ;

"

the words "i^T ^^'^ '- being often used in the

O. T. of the fiat of Omnipotence. See Gen. i. 3.

Ps. xxxiii. 6 & 9; and Col. i. 17., is equivalent to, ii. 17, and at Luke i.

68, and means, " having made expiation for our
sins." ' is equivalent to iia, as in ix. 12 & 26 ; ii. 14 ; implying, " not

by the blood of victims." It is a brief expression

for the more fully developed at

ix 12. See also ii. 14.

—.] Supply, " seated himself."

To sit at the right hand of a king, implied, by
Oriental customs, peculiar approbation, and even
participation in the government. See Prof. Stu-

art's Excurs. iv. scil. .
Abstract for concrete, to signify " the Almighty."
So Liber Enochi (cited by Stuart),)^. ' is equivalent
to in a kindred passage of Eph. i.

20.

4. . . .^ Render,
" being so much superior in rank to the angels."

From the examples cited by the Commentators,
it appears that was used, in an august
sense, of the Gods ana Demigods of the Heathens.

is for. It often occurs in' the

later Greek writers in the sense . This
use of after comparatives (answering to the
Heb. J3, the Latin prcr, and the English than) is

found both in the Sept. and the Classical writers.

This force of comparison is derived from its orig-

inal sense of " by the side of," juxta-position im-
plying comparison. " is by many modern
Commentators explained " dignity ;

" but by the
ancients and the generality of moderns, " name,"
or title ; i. e. of .Son, which is preferable ; for

(as Kuin. and Stuart observe) "the artiument in

the sequel shows that the title Son is the ground

on which the superiority over the angels is

proved." Now none but Christ is ever called the

Son of God.

5. In confirmation of the above, an argument
is adduced from the O. T., formed on two pas-

sages of it (Ps. ii. 7. and 2 Sam. vii. 14.), which
have been in every age referred, by even the best

Jewish Interpreters, to the Messiah, at least in

their mystical and sublimer import. For in such

a sense as is inherent in these passages (namely,

one that imported supreme dominion and author-

ity), neither angels nor men were called sons of
God. The force of the argument lies in'
and ; but, as Mr. Holden remarks, " in

whatever way this may be referred to Christ s hu-

man nature, it can be no ground for such pre-

eminence ; and consequently this filiation must
be applicable to him in his Divine nature, or the

Apostle reasons fallaciously." The -
is usually understood of the eternal genera-

tion of the Son of God
; q. d. " Whereas the

angels are created, he is begotten," i. e. holds the

dignity he possesses by an eternal generation.

But it does not appear how can ever de-

note " from eternity." By Chrys. and Theophyl.
it is referred definitely to time; and the best Ex-
positors have always so understood it ; though

they are not agreed whether by that time is de-

noted the period of our Lord's incarnation, or of

his e.raltation (as regards his human nature) to his

mediatorial throne after his resurrection. The
latter view, however, is decidedly preferable ; on
which see Stuart, especially in his Excurs. v.

— — '.} This was said primarily

of Solomon; though there are expressions which
cannot apply to him. / is a literal ver-

sion of the Heb. ^'^ ^'7, though purity of Greek
idiom would require . On the exact

import of the position and nature of the Apostle's

argument, see Stuart.

6. ' — ^.] The difficulties in

this passage rest on and tlcay. ; and it is best

to retain the same sense as just before ; and, if

necessary, we may, with Rosenm., suppose a

traiisposition of the words, for ', as in

Rom. i. 20. V. 6. and often in the Scriptural

and Classical writers. Stuart, indeed, contends
that there is no transposition ; and he thinks

means, "Again, also, when he," &c. Bnt the

words ( and do not, properly speaking, be-

long to each other ; the belonging to' .,
and the (if it have the same sense as in the

former verse) to/, taken from \, or,
taken from tint just before. Thus the literal

sense is, " And when, speaking in another place,

he introduces," &c. . has been variously

interpreted : but there is no sufiicient reason to

abandon the sense commonly assigned ; namelv,

of ushering, as it were, to the world (i. e. by the

predictions and prophecies of Scripture) the ad-

vent of the First-begotten. Of which idiom

examples are adduced by Kuin. from Jerem. i.

10. and Mich. ii. 12. It should seem that the

term was used by the writer, from his

having in mind not so much the, to which
the preceding context points, as the holy Prophet

speaking under Divine inspiration. That the

Psalmist is intended at vv. 7 & 8 is, I think,

clear ; and this is better than supposing (with
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many eminent Commentators) that the Scripture St. Paul's writings, with respect to the omission

is meant. of the Article where it can conveniently be omit-
— .' This is not well rendered ted, such a principle may be regarded as precari-

by Stuart, '• his first-born." Rather. " the First- ous ; and the question must be determined solely

begotten," or '' First-born." (So the Pesch. Syr. by the comparative fitness of the two senses.
" Primogenitum.") For that, as appears from Ps. That of " spirits " is contrary to the use in the

xxsix. 20. compared with Rom. viii. 29. was a title Psalm, and is at variance with the other member
of the Messiah ; and when the force of the met- of the Parallelism; "since (as Carpz. observes)

aphor is duly weighed (on which see Schoettg. there can be no comparison between an zn^eWi^eni

and Kuin.), it means the LoriZ 0/ m^nanrfan^n^efa,• ens and what is not intelligent." Indeed, the

or, as the Apostle at Col. i. 16. more fully ex- best Commentators have been long agreed in re-

presses it, -, where see jecting that interpretation. The sense " winds "

Note. or " the winds " is doubtless the true one. And
With respect to the words following, the best though here again the words are susceptible of

Expositors are now agreed (see Stuart's Excurs. more than one sense, yet (as Kuin. and Stuart

vi.) that they are taken from Ps. xcvi. 7. accord- have shown) the only one suitable to the context

ing to the LXX., who have rendered OTlSsi ^Y '^ ^^ follows •. " Who employs his angels as winds,\ ; though modern Interpreters take it to and his ministering servants as lightnings ; " q. d.

mean the false gods of the heathen. It is, how- " Angels not less than the winds and lightnings

ever, as Kuin. remarks, used in the former sense obey"his fiat. As he employs the winds and light-

at Gen. xxxv. 7. Ps. viii. 5. Ixxxii. 1, which would nings as instruments of his will, so does he the

be very suitable to the context and the intent angels as his agents."

of the "Psalmist here ; for it is admitted by Kim- 8. -pbi ie .] Xot " unto " the Son, as our

chi that ' this Psalm, as well as all from xciii. to common Version (following t^e Vulg.) renders :

ci., relate to the mystery of the Messiah." but " respecting," a sense adopted by the best

was supplied by the Sept. to make the sense Commentators, and supported by the authority

clearer ; though the use of the Article with ay- of the Pesch. Syr. here is equivalent to,
would have answered the purpose as well, contra. . Nomin. for Vocat., as else-

The argument of inferiority deduced from any where in the N. T., and generally throughout the

one's worshipping another, 'is irrefragable. Of" Sept. This clearly ascribes Divinity to the Son,

course, it is implied how supremely great must agreeably to the Prophet Isaiah ix. 6. " His Name
that Person be, whom the very angels are to rev- shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty

erently bow before. The -'. here has the God," &c. In Qp6v. and (50/35. we have emblems of

same reference as the 4. in the sublime dondninn ; and as the former clause designates

and kindred passage of Phil. ii. 10. the perpemitij, so does the latter the perfect equitij

7. To further prove this inferiority of the angels of the Son's government. For the best Jewish

to Christ the Apostle now adduces" passages from Commentators admit the 45th Psalm to relate, at

the Psalms, in which they are called ?nimsters, least in a secondary sense, to the Messiah. For

but Christ King supreme and perpetual. (Kuin.) Bp. Horsley (in loco) has shown that, by " throne,"

Ilpoe, " as regards." " in reference to." The the kingdom of God-man must here be meant, as

words following are from Ps. civ. 4. (Sept.), is evident from what follows. And he shows that

though for TTv^: \ we have \ ;
the passage is here with the greatest propriety

which, however, will not prove that the Apostle applied to Christ, and made an argument of his

quoted from memory, as Kuinoel imagines : but Divinity, not by any forced accommodation of the

onlv that he gave another version to ^nS 'li'X. words, "but according to the true intent of the

and that so similar to the version of Symmachus, Psalmist, and the literal and only consistent ex-

that it is not improbable some copies of the Sept. position of his words,

(or other Greek Versions) might then have the 9. — "''^;]

rendering assigrned by the writer. Indeed, such

is found in manv of the best MSS. of the Sept.

It has been doubted whether the subject here is

contained in' and <\, or in. and ToxK\. Many eminent Expositors

(especially the more recent ones) adopt the latter

view, renderintr, " who maketh the winds his mes-

seniiers, and flames of fire his ministers." See

JVewc. and Campb. This interpretation, however,

Bp. Middl. thinks, would require the Article at. and. And though it be very agreeable

to the context of the Psalm, yet that of the Epis-

tle requires the first mentioned construction

;

which is confirmed bv the Pesch. Syr. Version.

And Pr. Stuart thinks "the Hebrew words admit

of no other construction. There has been equal

debate as to the sense of. whether

This is illustrative of the

before. The best Commentators are

agreed that the Aorist here denotes, as often,

what is customary ; and thus it is well expressed

by the Present tense. The general sense (en-

hanced by the use of the negative form following

the affirmative) is this ;
" perfectly equitable and

just is thy government." At —(/? there is commonly supposed to be

an allusion to the inauguration of Kings and

Prophets bv anointin^r , reference being supposed

to the anointing of Christ by the Holy Spirit for

his reiral and priestly ofiice in the Church. To
this, however, both the context and the usus

loquendi are adverse. See Kuin. and Stuart.

Indeed, anointing with perfumed oil was often

used to do honour to a suest. See Luke vii. 46.

John xii. 3. But sometimes simply denotes

" spirits." OT " icinds." Now Bp. Middleton's or/iace, insiruere (as in Acts x. 38.), which seems

criticism would necessarily cj-c/iirfe the latter, and to be the sense here. Thus. will have

consequently oblige us "to adopt the former, reference to the exaltation and ce/ehnty,

Considering, however, the license throughout included in that of honourin,

VOL.ll. 51

and so Chrys.
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Psal. 102. 25.

xIm. 51. 6.

SPet.3. 7, 10.

. 110. 1.

Malt. 22,24.
Mark 12. 36.

Luke 20. 42.

Acts 2. M.
1 Cor. IS. 25.

Eph. 1. 20.

infra 10. 1,2.
& 12. 2.

I Psal. 34. 7.

&91. 11.
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must have taken it, since he c.'jplains \\. by, •«//) ]?- By ^
(answering to the Heb. CD'^T^n) ^''^ meant as-

sociates in dignity,, i. e. fellovj Kings,
as Dr. French and Mr. Skinner well render, aptly

comparing Revel, xix. IG. The Accusatiie is

here (by an idiom found also occasionally in the

Classical writers) put for the Dative, which is the

usual syntax. It is not certain whether the first

6 is a Nominatii'e. or a Vocaiive. Many
eminent Expositors, ancient and modern, includ-

ing Ernesti, Rosenm., Kuin., and Stuart, suppose
the latter; while the ancient Translators, and
almost all modern ones, adopt the former ; which
yields a better sense, and with a more natural

construction.
10— 12. The ("and further") connects

this portion with the testimonies at v. 8. The
passage is taken from Ps. cii. 25— 27, which,
Commentators are generally agreed, does not
relate primarily to the Messiah, but to Jehorah,

absolutely considered, being a description of the

eternity and immutability of the one true God.
Yet, as Stuart observes, " there is nothing in

the Psalm which forbids its application to the

Messiah ; but many passages which are most
applicable to him : and such a reference is sup-

ported by the fact that several Psahns do contain

such predictions." That the writer of the Epistle

.60 considered the Psalm, is plain. But Stuart

shows that " if it were supposed to be applicable

merely to Jehovah, there would be no difficulty

with the quotation here, since the application of
the same words to the i^on of God which were
originally spoken of Jehovah, would be the same
as saying. What was affirmed by tiie Psalm of
Jehovah may be as truly affirmed of the Son.

"Thus (continues he) the wcitilit of the argument
as to the Divine nature of Christ would be the

same, and either \vould show the opinion of the

writer to be, that the .Son is eternal and the

Creator of the universe, and truly Divine, since,

as he says at iii. 4. b ii ,."
In the next words we have the climax of the

whole, completing the proof of the Divinity of the

Son. ' is best rendered " of old," since
the Sept. only rendered 3")'^ "', with
reference to the tV of Cen. i. 1. ',.
refers to the first art of creation, with allusion to

the idea entertained of the earth by the Hebrews,
namely, as a plain surface erected on foundations.

The use of imports not instrumentality

(as Stuart supposes), but power, as Menocli., Est.,

and Kuin. understand. By the may, with
Kuin. and Stuart, be supposed to be meant the

hea-vens and the earth ; hoth having been men-
tioned. Thus ol are a periphrasis

of the world. See Gen. i. 1. xiv. 19. And the

gender is accommodated to oip. as the last men-
tioned and the ivoi-thier gender. For, a

few MSS. have ', which is adopted by
some Critics, as Knapp and Stuart. But the other

is plainly the true reading, and is confirmed by

the Pesch. Syr. Translator, who well renders,
" Thou art permanent." And certainly there is

nothing to hinder the Heb. t:3^j~\ from being
expressed in the present tense, as it is done by
Dr. French. Thus, too, there is more force and
sublimity in the sentiment ; the Present being
more applicable to a Being whose duration is

unconnected with time, who ivas, is, and is to be

;

who " is the same yesterday, to-day, and for

ever." It is, moreover, required by what follows,

ai) , corresponding to . The
words '— )^^.. are exegetical of-, as —'. are {. So
Theoph. explains -\. by
With: \\ compare Fs.

li. fi. IlfpiiS. denotes a wrapper, or outer garment,
like the hyke or homouse of the .Arabs, for such
is the idea in the Heb. -'pT, whence perhaps oilr

old English rack, for the sky. In that and\
there is an allusion to the heavens as an e.rpajise,

the roltinz yp implying re?/wval, for the purpose
of substituting others ; the ' new heaven and new
earth' of Revel, xxi. 1. Compare xx. 11. Of

Si b cithe sense is imperfectly expressed
bv the Commentators, who have failed to perceive
that this must here be exegetical of the more
fully expressed phrase at xiii. 8. So Philo (cited

by Carpz.) says of the Sun, b .. is expressive of immortality ; q. d.

" thy years [thy exisience'\ will never fail, or

come to an end."

13. Trpoc 6, ifcc] So Till at v. 5. The
sense is :

" Where does God even address the

anzels in terms implying that they are

with him ; " for such is implied by the phrasp

: on which see Notes on Matt.

xxii. Pi. and Acts ii. 34. The words ' —
contain an ima^e of complete subjec-

tion, and are highly intensive of the sense of the

foreiioinfT phrase. See Stuart. These words arc

applied by our Redeemer himself to the Messiah.

11. ') fiVi . >. &C.] This forms

the coitchision of the comparison made between
the Son of God and the angels, to show the great

superioritv of the former. The interrogation here
has (Treat force, as intimating that the thing is an

universaliv admitted truth. The full and literal
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sense is .
" Are not all of them [of whatever or transgress the truth." Yet, ably as this in-

rank] [no more than] ministering Spirits, sent terpretalion is supported, the proofs of the sense
forth for service (or assistance), on the part of in question seem insufficient. The passage of
(i. e. in behalf of ) those who are to inherit (i. e. Proverbs is not to the point, since, from the vide
obtain) salvation ? " They are said to be/. discrepancy from the Hebrew, and the irregular-, (an expression formed on Ps. ciii. 21. ity of the sense, there is, as the best Critics are

Sept./ Toi/ KOpioi», Xtiroujjyoi, agreed, reason to suspect corruption, and that

T.i ) as being merely- is the true reading; and the Hebrew
( , not, like Christ. The ne.xt verb there, j^^, signifies, to rfec/iH<',r(>cirfe/rowi. As
words are exegetical of the Aar., and show the to the passage of Clemens, it was doubtless formed
nature of that service.. is inserted in on the one before us

;
yet there ^. admits

order to show that they h.ive no self-derived
.. .. ~ .

. —
dignity, but are only-, with delegated
authority ; which is the constant doctrine of the

O. T., and the Jewish writinss in general. So
the angels are called, in the Rabbinical writers,

"angels of ministry." ^'^' 'DxSd (^^^

De Dieu and J. Capell.), with allusion to the

etymon of "t^So» ^"•• [o" service] and.
The word appears to be derived from

equally well of the other sense. The first men-
tioned interpretation, therefore, seems to deserve
the preference, especially as it is supported by
almost all the ancient, and most modern Exposi-
tors ; and adopted, after a learned discussion of
the sense, by Kuin, who thinks the image is de-
rived from a torrent, that has been raised by
heavy rains ; which rapidly falls, when the rain

has given over. So Job vi. 15.

- -„ 2. b . >(5y.] The writer
«/, cognate with , to bnng or bear, (;is ^^ proceeds to show by an argument ex minori

from, and„ from), and is ^d majus, why the Gospel demands especial obe-
derivative from. which means an utensil dienc'e. Notwithstandin<T what some eminent

adapted to carry any thing. So 3\ from Expositors maintain, h i,'. must denote, from, from ,, t^e promulgation of the Mosaic Law, as appears
from, from the old from Gal. iii. 19. b ' it', and

cognate with -, from, &c. ^cts vii. 5.3. ' .\\, then, simply means hearer, and. by where see Notes. And in a similar argumenta-
use, a bearer [of a message or order]. Here n^^ ^^ 28, we have & . Any
Carpz. compares from Fhilo :, seeming discrepancv between what is said in those

b passases and the present, as compared with Exod.. The use of. here . 1."and elsewhere, where Goi/ /limsf// is said to
seems formed on Num. xxvu. IG.& - proclaim the law, is done away on the principle] . On the present subject see of" Qui facit per alium, facit per se :

" and God
two able Sermons of Bp. Conybeare's, on the „,;„},( ^^ ^^^^ t^ promulgate, and the angels to
nature and employment of good angels. Vol. ii. proclaim the law. If more be necessary, see the
p. 267— 310,

— Sin . .] A periphrasis

for faithful and true Christians.

. This and the preceding ('hapter Ernesti

justly calls the Scandalum Sociriianorum. And
the learned Commentator lays down a summary
of the doctrines which may thence be proved,

namely, the divinity and the humanity of Christ

;

the conjunction of both natures in one person,

communication of the Divine idiomata ; the two-

fold state of Christ, and his triple office.

1. Sia toZto] " wherefore," i. e. such being the

elaborate Excursus of Stuart, who concludes with

the following very sensible remark, " that the

excess of speculation into which the later Jews
run on the subject of angelic ministration at the

giving of the Law does not disprove the fact it-

self, that the angels were, in some way, employed
by Jehovah at the promulgation of the Law,
which, though not asserted, is implied in several

parts of the O. T." " This is all the text can be

well interpreted as meaning, and all that is requi-

site for the argment of the Apostle." ,
i. e. firm by being carried into full execution. So
Prof. Dobree well paraphrases v. 2— 4.: "If the

infinite superiority of Christ, the Head of the denunciations of Moses were actually fulfilled,

new Dispensation," over the angels, the mediators much more Christ's, which are now con-

of the old, &c. In the Apostle, as often, friiied to us (i. e. further explained and partly ac-

speaks per. is by some
construed with ^, by others with . It

peems meant to refer to hoth. At. supply

scil.. doctrines of the Gospel. With
respect to•', tile Commentators are not

agreed whether it denotes to a-Ude, to slide from

complished) bv the Apostles, throutxh the witness

of the Spirit." See Rom. iv. 16." 2 Pet. i. 19.13 and are nearly synonymous

;

but the latter implies contumacy as well as diso-

bedience. 9. should be rendered " retribu-

tion," since that rather implies punishment, though

them, turn aside from them, fall from them, so as at x. 35. and xi. 26. it signifies reward.^ To the

to perish ; or, to let them crlide or slip from the illustration of the Commentators I add Eurip. Or.

niiud. And Stuart takes the sense to be, "lest 833., . where the

we should pass bv, neglect the things heard;" Scholiast explains i v. ^Eschyl. Theb.

supportiiia his version from Prov. iii. 21. (the only 1023. , mercedem,.
example of the word in the Sept.) vU, ' Hor. Carm.3,24, 24. et peccare nefas, Mit prefium

{" ne^\ect not") . and C\em. emori. It occurs in no other writer, and is

Alex." ' , " neglect justly supposed by Fischer to have been taken
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from the common dialect, for the Classical ^i-.
3. .^ . is taken by the

best Commentators for\ ., which occurs
in Acts xiii. 26., i. e. the Gospel, or Christian re-

ligion. ., however, inay, by metonymy, de-
note the means, or, the doctrine of salvation, there
being (as appears from the .) a tacit com-
parison between the temporal salvation of the
Law, and the eternal salvation of the Gospel.. is used instead of a stronger term, and in-

volves the sense of total disregard and contempt
by apostasy. See x. io.' corre-
sponds to the Latin initinm capere.

is rightly regarded by Ernesti and Kuin.
as a/ormula prcsgnans, and to be explained 7i\0cv

eh , " was delivered unto vith
confirmation."

4. —/.] This is exe-
getical of ., and the sense is ; " God [him-
self] bearing his testimony [to the truth of what
was preached] by signs and wonders, and various
miraculous powe'rs and distributions of the Holy
Spirit, [imparted] according to his own will and
pleasure." On ., ., and. Sw. see Note
on Acts ii. 22. /. must mean ?niractilous poivers

;

otherwise. would not have been used. The
words following are exegetical, and also show the
manner of the thing; for. does not denote, as
Stuart thinks, " the additional gifts of the Spirit
other than miraculous powers," but " particular
distributions ;" and the best comment on the ex-
pression are the words of the Apostle, on the same
subject, at 1 Cor. xii. 4. b laipi -, it , &C. and xii. 11.

5. —.^ Having warned
them against the consequences of apostasy from
the Gospel, the Apostle resumes the subject
of Christ's superiority to the angels, proceeding
to show that the new dispensation was not indeed
ordered, like the old, by angels ; but that the Son
of Man, the Messiah, was. in his human nature,
placed at the head of it. Now as the Jews sranled
that the dispensation of the Messiah would be of
a higher order than th.at of Moses, proof that Jesus
was the sole mediator or head of the New dis-
pensation, and that angels were not employed as
mediators in it, would satisfy them that Jesus was
superior to the angels ; since the place which he
holds in the neio economy, is higher than that
which they had under the old, because the new
economy itself is of a higher nature than the old.
At the same time, an objection which a Jew,
weak in Christian faith, and strong in his attach-
ment to the Mosaic institutions, would very natu-
rally feel, is met, and tacitly answered by the
Apostle, in what follows. The unbelieving Jews,
doubtless, urged upon those who professed an at-
taclminnt to Christianity, the seeming absurdity
of renouncing their subjection to a dispensation
of wliich angels were the mediators, and of ac-
knowledging a subjection to one of which the

professed head and mediator appeared in our na-
ture. The Apostle concedes the fact, that Jesus
had a nature truly and properly human, v. 6— 18.

But instead of granting that this proves the new
dispensation to be inferior to that of Moses, he
proceeds to adduce evidence from the O. T. to
show that man, or the human nature in the per-
son of the Messiah, was to be made Lord of the
universe. Consequently, in this nature, Jesus
the Messiah is superior to the angels. Of course,
the possession by Jesus of a nature truly and prop-
erly human, does not at all prove either his infe-

riority, or the inferiority of the dispensation of
which he is the Head (v. 6 — 9.). Nay, more

;

it was becoming that God should exalt Jesus, in
consequence of his obedience unto death ; a death
necessary for the salvation of Jew and Gentile,
v. 9, 10. To suffer this death, he must needs
take on him a nature like ours ; and, as his ob-
ject was the salvation of men (and not of angelic
beings), so he participated in the nature of
men, in order that by experience he might know
their sufferings, temptations, and trials, and
thus be prepared to succour them, vv. 11 — 18.

(Stuart.) \ must, from the con-
text, denote the new dispensation (as opposed to

the old) ; i. e. the Gospel dispensation, commenc-
ing at Christ's first advent, and when completed
at his final advent, to be merged into the economy
to subsist under the reign of Christ. See Witsius
cited by Kuin. The term. is used because
as long as the Temple and the Jewish state were
in being, the old dispensation might yet be said

to continue. Hence the propriety of the phrase
advent of Christ as applied to the destruction of
Jerusalem and the Jewish state. Schoettg. has
shown that the Jews used }{ oSirn to de-
note reign or dispensation of Messiah.

fi.. . '?.] There is here a lacuna,
which may be thus supplied :

" but [God put it

in subjection to Christ] for," &c., which sup-
pressed clause is implied in the proof itself.

(Kuin.) Thus the sense is well expressed in

paraphrase by Abp. Newc. as follows :
" But God

hath committed the dispensation under which we
live to his Son, who became man : to which as-

sumption of human natnre, and its consequences,
I apply the words of the Psalmist." must,
from the subject and the context, denote an in-

spired writer. This mode of citation by no means
implies an ignorance of the writer in question,
nor even of the part of his work intended ; but
only supposes so familiar a knowledge of both in

the reader as only to need the words being cited :

and as it was only used of writers of the greatest

eminence, it implies any thing but irreverence.

Indeed, .Schoettg. and Carpz. have shown that

this is a mode of citation common in the Rab-
binical writers, and not unexampled in the Clas-

sical writers. It often occurs in Eustathius, and
sometimes in the Scholiasts on Aristophanes,
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Euripides, and Thucydides. It has been not a
little debated whether by and -

is here meant 3, (i. e. human nature,) or
the Son of Man, i. e. Christ. That the passage is

applicable to the Messiah, we might infer even
from our Lord's applying another part of the
Psalm to himself. (Matt. xxi. 16.) Tliis, how-
ever, will not prove, as some imagine, that the
whole Psalm is meant of the 3Iessiah alone. That
notion has been refuted at large by Bp. Middl.,
who shows that " this Psalm is an instance of the
existence in the O. T. of various passages having
both a primary and a secondary sense ; i. e. capa-
ble of a two-fold application, being directly appli-

cable to circumstances then past, or present, or
soon to be accomplished ; and iiidircctlij to oth-

ers, which Divine Providence was about to de-
velope under a future Dispensation." '' Indeed,
(continues he) on no other hypothesis can we
avoid one of two great difficulties ; for else we
must assert, that the multitude of applications

made by Christ and his Apostles are fanciful and
unauthorized, and wholly inadequate to prove the

Eoints, for which they are cited ; or, on the other

and, we must believe that the obvious and natu-

ral sense of such passages was never intended,

and that it is a mere illusion. Of the 8th Psalm
the primary import is so certain, that it could not

be mistaken, ^J may surely be taken of

Palestine." The learned Prelate shows that the

objections advanced a<^ainst this view only tend
to establish a secondarii. not to disprove a primarii

sense. "It may readily (he continues) be ad-

mitted that the words, though primarily spoken
of Adam and his descendants, cannot in their full

and complete sense have their sole reference to

them, because they expressly represent a person,

vho after a while was advanced to the highest

dignities, a perfect Lord and governor over all

created beings, a complete conqueror over all

the enemies of God's kingdom." See a con-

firmation of this view in Prof. Stuart's Ex-
curs, iv.

But to consider the phraseology in detail,

(" shouldst bear in mind ") is explained

by the antithetical term. which denotes

reixard, viz. with favour and protection. It is

truly observed by Bp. Middl., tliat " the real

difficulty of the Psalm, as applied in the Epistle,

lies in t0y"3• which signifies both in a sjiiall de-

gree, and also for a sliort time, the former sense

adapted to man, the latter to our Saviour. In

this case (he continues) three suppositions ap-

pear possible ; either that the Psalmist has used

the word to signify in a small des:ree, which is the

more common meaning, and that the Apostle,

availmg himself of its ambiguity, has employed
in the other sense ; or else that the

Psalmist had by inspiration a knowledge of man's

future resurrection and exaltation to the condi-

tion of angels, in which case he might properly

say for a little time ; or lastly, that the Apostle

was content to use the phrase, as the Psalmist

had used it, to signify in a small degree, since this

was sufficiently expressive of the condition of
human nature, though the other sense would
have been more immediately applicable to the
condescension of Christ: and of these the last
appears to be the least embarrassed with difficul-
ties. If the Psalmist has declared man to be
little inferior to the angels, the application of
this phrase to Christ will signify that he took the
human nature ; the only difference will be, that
what in the one case is made matter of pride and
exultation, is a subject of humiliation in the oth-
er." Tills interpretation , is confirmed
by the authority of Dindorf and Stuart ; who show
that the sense is required ia the Psalm, and is

more suitable in the Epistle. " What (observes
Stuart) is the design of the writer ? " prove
that Christ, in his human nature, is exalted above
the angels. How does he undertake to prove
this ? First, by showing that this nature itself is

made but little inferior to that of the angels ; and
next, that it has been exalted to the empire of the
world." The Ajjostle (as Kuin. and Stuart show)
was fully justified in using, it being found
in the Sept., and indeed maintained by many of
the best Interpreters, Hebrew and Christian, to

convey the true sense of aTiSx» on which see
Stuart. and^ are terms synonymous, but
comhi/ied to raise the sense. . denotes ornare.
On the nature and origin of the metaphor, see my
Note on Thucyd. iv. 121. and Wessel. on Diod.
Sic. i. 681. Tlie present passage seems to have
been had in mind by Philostr. V. Ap. i. 11. 01—, , ', and vi. 21. fir!' . See also Cebet. Tab. p.
41. and Arteniid. Oneir. ii. 30.

The next words, —, not found
m very many MSS. (including those recently
collated by Rinck) as also some Edd. and MSS.
of the Pesch. Syr., the Sclav., and several Fathers,
and all the Greek Commentators, were regarded
as spurious by Mill, Beng., and Wets., and can-
celled by Griesb., Matth., and Schott; and, I

think, justly ; for it is easy to account for their
insertion (namely, from the Sept.) but not for their
omission.

8. im. .. a.] i. e. thou hast
given him complete and universal dominion. A
metaphor formed from Oriental customs, and co-
piously illustrated by Dind. and Stuart Excurs. ix.

Compare 1 Cor. xv. 27. Tn, as Bp. Middl.
observes, " is a term whose extent seems as-

certained, by the subjoined eniimeration of the
several chasses of brute creatures, v. 7, 8. of Ps.
viii. But .as may include all things, with-
gut exception, and angels as well as men, what
proves the secondary sense by no means disproves
the primary."

i\' ', &c.] The writer now proceeds to

comment on and argue from the above citation.

The may be rendered scilicet. The expres-
sions i'l' ) —. are a strong designa-
tion of the iinirersali/y of the subjection. '.
and may, with many recent Commentators,
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be referred to the writer, by the figure mentioned
in the Note on supra i. G. But it is more
agreeable to the conte.it and scope of the passage

to suppose it (with the ancient and most modern
Expositors, including Kuinoel, Boehine, and Stu-

art), to relate to God.
— Si—] q. d. "this was ful-

filled in no man, therefore it must be referred to

Christ" (Kuin.)
; q. d. 'This prophecy of the

Psalmist is not, as yet, wholly fulfilled; but so

much of it has been accomplished, that we may
regard it as a pledge that a fulfilment of the rest

will certainly follow.'

y. ic —.] Ifw^e were to judge
from the perplexity which Commentators have
found in settling the sense of this passage, and
from the variety of interpretations propounded
(which see in Dind., Kuin., & Stuart), — we
should conclude it to be one of no ordinary ob-

scurity and difficulty. And yet the general sense

is pretty plain, and the construction, I think, very
clearly defined •, namely, as it is laid down by Bp.
Middl., who remarks, that the subject is it

—', and the predicate all which fol-

lows. I entirely agree with the learned Prelate,

that the subjoined clause is to be re-

garded as '• the reason assigned why Christ suf-

fered death, as mentioned in itu )." The difficulty here complained of is

partly caused by an iiwersion of construction (re-

sorted to, it should seem, in order to make the
grand subject of the assertion, Jesus, the more
prominent), and partly by the last clause being
worded with obscure brevity. Accordingly the

sense (when the conslritction is cleared, and the

wording duly expounded) will be as follows :

" But Him who was made a little lower than the

angels (namely, by assuming the human nature),

even Jesus, we behold, on account of his having
suffered death, crowned with glory and honour

;

[which suffering he bore], in order that, by the
grace of God. he might taste of death for every
man ;

" i. e. that, by the goodness and mercy of
God, this his suffering of death might be efSca-
cious for the salvation of all men. I am not
aware that this mode of taking the passage (which
is nearly that adopted by Morus and Kuin.) is

liable to any well-founded objection ; for the
sentiment contained in the last clause is not,

as some affirm, tlie same as before, but is a.further
illnstration of what was before said ; namely,
that Jesus suffered the death in question, that lie

might give his life a ransom for all, as it is said

in 1 Tim. ii. G. Matth. xx. 28. Mark x. 45. and
elsewhere. This may, then, be regarded as an
addition, meant to inculcate the great and car-

dinal doctrine of the Gospel, the Atonement.
Prof Stuart, indeed, in his second Edition, after

rejecting, with reason, several interpretations sup-
ported by great names, as beins^ at variance with
the scope of the writer, declines to admit this, on
the ground that " it does not seem to lie in the
text ; " nor can he understand how Jesus was ex-
alted, " in order that he might taste death for all."

Tliat, he thinks, has not been explained by me
and those Expositors who adopt the same view

of the sense. But this, I must beg to say, pro-
ceeds on a misconception of my interpretation of
the last clause, which, indeed, involves nearly
the whole difficulty. The learned Commentator
will perceive, on reconsidering my Note, that I

do not refer it to what immediately precedes, but
to the words a little further back. As to the in-

terpretation adopted by Prof. Stuart in his first

Edition, and retained and defended by him in his

second (notwithstanding the ability displayed in

the defence of it) I cannot but consider it inadmis-
sible ; since it runs counter to the usus loquendi,

by ascribing to the sense when, which has
been disproved by Tittman de Syn. P. ii. p. G4.

by a searching and masterly examination of all

the passages which have been adduced in favour
of that signification ; and, amongst the rest. Acts
iii. 19, on which Prof Stuart principally rests his

assertion. It is there shown that the usual sense
of is very suitable to the context here,

which is ably discussed, and the sense of the

passage well expressed by him as follows :
'' Sed

Jesum videmus ob ipsam mortem summo honore
potitum, ita ut, beneficio Dei, pro omni (homine)
mortem perpessus fuerit [atque imperium nac-
tus]."

10. The Apostle proceeds to show how suit-

able this crowning of Jesus with glory and hon-
our was to the wisdom, justice, and other attri-

butes of God. (Rosemn. and Kuin.) See also

Doddr. It is well remarked by Kuin. :
"

in N. T. poni solet de eo quod necesse est, quod
honestas, vel officii ratio postulat, atque adeo
idem valet quod' viii. 3. infra v.

17, ? Matt. iii. 15.'' By is meant God, not,

as some say, Christ. The words ii' ov —
(where supply) are a formula designating

the supreme Lord, Creator, and Preserver of all

things, as Rom. xi. 36. , ',. On the construction, as respects. Expositors are not agreed. Many con-
strue it with the words following, thus referring

it to Christ. But thus the sentiment seems over-

loaded. It is better, with Ern., Dind., and Kuin.,
to suppose as put for, by an ana-

coluthon frequent in St. Paul (as 2 Cor. xii. 17.

Col. iii. lb.), and often in the Classical writers,

especially Thucyd. The sense is, " after he had
decreed to bring men to glory," i. e. to bring them
[back] to life and salvation [from death and
misery]. A sense of (•6 occurring in Rom. v.

2. 1 Cor. ii. 8. By ' are denoted " all

true Christians."' is, as Theophyl., says,

for. So v. 9. .
Acts iii. 15. . And Philo says. The relates not
only to the death of Christ, but to those many
acute sufferings which preceded it. On the ex-

act force and nature of the metaphor in

some difference of opinion exists. It is justly

observed by Knapp and Kuin., that (a

word frequent in this Epistle) denotes properly
" to bring to an end ;

" as Acts xx. 24. . riv. and 2 Tim. iv. 7, where there is meta-
phor derived from the stadium; 2dly, it signifies

to perfect, or render perfect. But there is also in-
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herent in the term a notion oi reward and/elicity, men as his brethren: accordingly he is here stip-

derived, probably, from the agonistical metaphor, posed to use the words." '. means pri-

And, indeed, the word is used of reaching the marily the assembly of the nation congregated at

goal and receiving the prize. Hence he who Jerusalem; but secondarily the assembly of the
proclaims the victor and bestows the prize is said nation.^, Tiva, and those who receive it are said 13. The citations in this verse are by some

; which is very applicable to Christ, supposed to be from Ps. xviii. 3. or from 2 Sam.
The above, which seems to be the most correct x.xii. 3. The Psalm, however, contains no al-

view of the expression, is supported by the au- lusion to the Messiah. Indeed, the best Com-
thority of Theophyl. and has been adopted by mentators are now agreed that both citations are

Schleus., Wahl, and Stuart. from Is. viii. 17,18. "There could (Dind. ob-

11. —.^ Topreventany serves) have been no doubt as to the thing, but
perversion of the sense, it is better here to render for the second , which some thought
"the expiator and the expiated," rather than could not be meant of the same passage. At x.

" the sanctifier and the sanctilied." And it has 30., however, there is an exactly similar case."

been abundantly proved by Em., Kuin., and Siu- " The argument (says Stuart) is this : Men exer-

art, that, amongst its other senses, de- cise trust or confidence in God. This is predi-

notes to purify from sin, free anv one from its cated of them as dependent, and possessing a

punishment, to expiate. Hence at Heb. ix. 13. feeble nature. The same thing is predicated of

sq. it is interchanged with. And that the Messiah ; and consequently he possesses a

it must have that sense here, is plain from the nature like theirs, and therefore they are his

context. The has reference to a clause brethren." See more in Stuart's 10th Excursus,

omitted; q. d. "[I say many so/i.?] ; for the ex- "These words (Newc. remarks) Christ maybe
piator and the expiated are all sons of one Father, supposed to use. Accordingly, while on earth,

God." At iioe some supply, or, he called his disciples his children, ,Iohn xiii. 33.

or ; others, more properly, which, xxi. ., and those whom God had given him, John
however, must not, with some, be understood xvii. 9. 2-1-."

of or Abraham, but (as the context 14, 15. The writer elegantly takes up the word
requires) of Go». Both are sons of God, but children from the preceding verse; and goes

in different ways ; one, as of the same substance on to show the fitness of Christ's sufferings,

with the Father, the others as' creatures. See (Newc.) By ', the

Theophyl. . involves (as the best best Expositors are agreed, is meant, "partook

Expositors, ancient and modern, are agreed) of a human nature," as 1 Cor. v. 50. and often,

the vast superiority of Christ to the human na- By the are denoted the^ spiritual children

ture. " For if Christ (as Abresch and Stuart re-

mark) were 7iiere/n a man, where would be his con-

de.'icension in calling men his brethren ; whereas,

if he possessed a higher nature, and -, iovSou >., Phil. ii. 7, 8., then, in-

deed, it was great condescension to call men his

lirelliren.'

of Christ,- signifies, not " in a simi-

lar manner," but. by an idiom common in the best

writers (especially Thucyd.), "in the same man-
ner," which, of course, implies really and truly,

not in appearance only, as the Docetce explained

the word.
— 'ivn (5 TOO — /?.] The sense is, " that

12. F<>r the truth of the above, the Apostle he might by his [own] death put down, and de-

appeals to the O. T. , " since he (i. e. prive of his power, him who had the power over

Christ) says." -/. &.C., for which the death, namely, the Devil." Kamoy. is here used

Sept. has the synonyme ^. (Stuart.) as at the kindred passage of 2. Tim i. 10.

The best Cemmentators, both Jewish and Chris- ; Thv. Here, however, the

tian, are in general agreed that the Psalm (xxii.) Apostle, instead of Oov., adopts ' ri, «Sic.,

relates to the Messi"ih. See Dind. Indeed, as suitably, Kuinoel thinks, to the preceding imagery.

Stuart remarks, " the history of His death seems In what sense the Devil is hero said

a kind of practical commentary upon it: and rop Oni'nrou. has been not a little debated. Many
there is nothing which forbids the application of eminent Expositors illustrate this from the d(P-

it to the Messiah, but quite enough to show that monoloj;]/ of the Jews, by which a certain evil

it is inapplicable to David." "The object, he anael v/as supposed to preside over death, whom,

adds, of the quotation is merely to point out that from a misinterpretation of Prov. xvi. 14., they

Christ is exhibited in the O.'T. as recognizing C2^\ea\he Ans:el• of death, SavimaH. Possibly
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the Apostle might allude to this notion ; but

there seems to be rather (according to the ancient

and most modern Commentators) a reference to

the history of tlie Fall, in Gen. iii. 15. ; where-
fore our Lord, John viii. 44., calls the Devil a

murderer from the beginning. Thus, as being

the author of sin, and so of death also (the latter

being introduced by the former), he may be said

ligurativcly to have the pmoer of death ; and that

not only temporal, but eternal. But by his own
death, our Lord, offering himself up for the ex-

piation of our sins, destroyed the cause of eternal

death, even sin.

The next words ], &c., are explana-
tory of the foregoing, and may be paraphrased
with Abp. Newc. ; " and, by bringing life and im-
mortality to light, might deliver those whose con-
tinual fear of death placed them as it were in a

state of slavery to an inexorable tyrant." Mackn.
and Stuart understand to mean punish-
ment in another world. And certainly to under-
stand it, with the generality of Expositors, of the

mere dissolution of the body, cannot be defended.
1 would, with Beza and Calvin, interpret it of
death both temporal and spiritual, both the first

and the second death, as it is called in Rev. ii. 11.,

not only the separation of the body from the soul
in this life, but the eternal separation of body and
soul united, from the presence and favour of God,
in another world ; most significantly expressed in

2 Thess. i. 9. by )
&. This must be meant

especially of the heathens, who were held in

such bondage to the fear of death that, as Dr. A.
Clarke observes, " they (gften) preferred life in

U7iy state to death, because they had no hope be-
yond the grave." But with them, and even yet
more with those who have any thought or con-
science, it is not simply the ceasing to be, the
" shuffling off this mortal coil " that alarms men

;

for, as Bacon observes, there is no passion so
weak, that does not overcome the fear of death —
love, revenge, grief, fear, and even satiety. But
it is, as Shakspeare says, tlie dread of something
after death. Thus conscience does indeed " make
cowards of us all :

" and, as Lord Bacon observes,
" men fear death, as children fear the dark." So
Arrian Kpict. L. 3. 2G. fin. -, />, b, , b <poj5og. How-
ever, the great " sting of death " is sin ; from
which we can be delivered only by faith in Jesus
Christ. See 1 Cor. xv. 57. note. . is prob-
ably a forensic term, also denoting to liberate

from slavery. By must be understood the
Tu of V. 14. " is put here for-, subject, literally, held bound. The physical
sense is very rare ; but it occurs in an epigram in

Steph. Thes. f-' . The phrase
is like the -

at Gal. v. 1. - is for. This use of the Infinitive in the
place of a noun is frequent in the Classical as

well as Hellenistic writers : but the former very
rarely so far consider it as a noun, as to apply an

adjective with it. For which reason Stuart (fol-

lowing Dindorf) would suppose an ellipsis of. But surely to unnecessarily call in ellipsis,

is uncritical. And as Dindorf admits that the
idiom in question does occur in the early Fathers
(citing examples from Ignatius), there can be no
difficulty in supposing it here ; so as to form one
among the examples of later Grecism, or perhaps
provincialism, to be found even in tliis Epistle.

16. oil —\.] On the sense of these
words some difference of opinion exists. The
difficulty hinges on\., which is by the Greek
Commentators, and the earlier modern Expositors
interpreted " assumes our nature." But this

sense is neither inherent in the word itself, nor
is agreeable to the context." The best Interpre-

ters have been long agreed in explaining, " helps,"
" assists," viz. by redeeming. Thus at v. 18.

is substituted for. here. The
above sense is agreeable at once to the usual
force of the word, and to the context, and arises

thus. . signifies 1. to take by the hand; 2.

to raise up, help, assist. The expression-^ may be understood either of the
natural (meaning the Jews) or the spiritual seed
of Abraham, the Gentiles ; it being true of either

;

tliough, as the writer is addressing Jews, the for-

mer is more to the purpose
;
yet the latter may

be included.

17. 18. These verses contain an inference from
the foregoing. ", whence, i. e. because he
was to be their helper and redeemer. Kara
b. signifies, " to be, in every respect, in the

same condition,'' i. e. as far as extended to the
human nature, its innocent infirmities and amia-
ble sympathies. See Stuart. , as sym-
pathizing with the human frailties and infirmities

which he had experienced, , i. e. faithful

in the duty laid upon him as High Priest. The
words following . suggest the purpose
of that priesthood, i. e. to expiate the sins of the

people. answers in the Sept. to the

Heb. 133, to cover, remove from sight, and. as

used of sins, to forgive ; and takes either a Da-
tive or Genit. with. In Ecclesiasticus xxviii.

5., however, we have (similar to the present con-
struction) (will expiate)«. And so in Dan. ix. 24. 1 Sam. iii. 14. The
full construction seems to be
. This, however, was sometimes, as we see,

shortened to . in which case . signifies to

make an appeasement.
18. a. .] "hath suffered by being

tried with various afflictions." 7.. This is founded on the common sentiment
of every age, that experience of calamity peculi-

arly fits men to sympathize in it, and disposes

them to succour the afflicted. implies

with the power also the disposition to succour.

On these words the best comment is supplied by
the similar sentiment at iv. 15., &c. So Philemon
ap. Max. Tyr. Ixiii. p. 93. 6.

riWoc -. " Hence (observes Dr. Blair, in a Sermon
on Heb. iv. 15.) the distressed fly for consolation
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to those who have known the touch of woe : the that opinion is countenanced by the subsequent
prosperous, as ignorant of their feelings, and words, the other interpretation is more simple
therefore likely to be regardless of their plaints, and natural, and on that account more likely to
they dPKiline.•' be the true one. In . there is involved a

comparison with Aaron, the first and most emi-
III. Next to the consideration, that the " law nent. It is generally supposed to be

was i5i"," the grounds of its pre- meant, that iis Aaron was the of the old
eminence with the Jews were, the exalted cliar- and imperfect covenant, so is Christ of the new
acle.r of^ Moses, and the dignily and offices of the and better one, who is therefore of higher di"-
high priest, who was the instrument of reconcil- nity. making that real atonement for men, of
ing the people to God, when under sin. In re- which the sacrifice offered by the High Priest
spect to both these points, the Apostle undertakes was only the type. But the idea of covenant in
to show, that' the Gospel has a preference, since i^/oAoy. may be rather implied than expressed;
Jesus is superior to Moses, as -, and for though the Classical writers use the word in
Curator aedis sacrre, and to the High Priest, his the sense covenant, and Philo calls the High
superiority is alike visible. (Stuart.) The writer Priest , it is nowhere
here compares Christ with Moses, in order partly, in the i\. T. used in any other sense than pro-
by a parity of reasoning (such as was calculated fession ; which the most eminent Expositors
to conciliate his readers) to show the similarity of have here adopted, taking the meaning to be,
both; and partly from the disparity in condition " our profession of him as our Lord;" q. d.

between Moses as ', and Christ . rbv'. But
; ' , to evince the superiority of the expression may simply denote faith, as in x.

the latter to the former. The exhortation con- 23. And so it is explained by Chrys. and Stuart,
tained in v. 1. is on the same subject with the 2.] i. e. as faithfully discharging all the
preceding Chapter, and by and duties of his office of Legate, or High Priest,

ne meant to comprise the sum of the 2d Chap- revealing to mankind the will of God. At
ter ; the rbv^ including what at ii. supply. . This use of
3. he had said respecting the preaching of the in the sense constitute, is supposed to be
Gospel introduced by Christ; and the ., founded on the Hebr. ^' 5 ^^^ '^ similar usage
what he had said (v. 9.) of the death of Jesus for is found in all languages.
the salvation of men. At v. 1. he only gives the —' — a.] This is founded
cursory admonition, to attentively consider Christ on Num. xii. 7, where the words are used of
as our high Priest, intending to treat more at Moses. From the context it is plain that'
large on the Priesthood of Christ further on at must, as applied both to Moses and to Christ,

iv. 14• ; xii. 13, and proceeds to evince the super- men.n family, (including the more definite idea of

iority of Christ to Moses ; in pursuance of which
he first uses the term -\.— (Kuin.)

I. /j. . The best Expositors are in gen-
eral agreed that the sense is simply " Christian

brethren;" i. e. by profession at least. (See
Stnart) ; and that.. denotes the

Church,) and, as respects the Jews, nation; for

the Jewish nation is considered as God's family,

and is so called in Amos iii. 1. As applied to

Christ, it must denote the great Family of Chris-

tians comprehended in the visible Church. See
Eph. iii. 15. By the, as appears from Numb.

invitation or offer of the Gospel, and its benefits xii. 7, is meant Gon.
to all who will accept it, and fulfil its requisitions. 3. , &c.] The connects with

On the import, however, of inovp. they are not. &c., introducing another point of

agreed ; some supposing it to regard the nature view, in which Christ is greatly superior to

of the blessing proffered in the Gospel, as being Moses. On the exact nature, however, of the

of a celestial kind, (so Phil. iii. 14. \ \- parallel, some difference of opinion exists. Most
)) far exceeding those of the law in spiritual- Expositors suppose the points of comparison to

ity and value. Others think it respects the onV/zi be between the honour due to the huilder of a

of the offer, as being from heaven and promul- house, and that due to the Imilding itself. Others

gated by one from heaven ; and who is in heaven, (and those the most eminent) suppose them to be

i. e. Christ; which latter view is confirmed by vi. between the founder and master of a family, as

4. and xii. 25 ; ii. 3 ; and John iii. 13. And so compared with the family itself. The former is

Boehme and Kuin. , " attentively very agreeable to the figure carried on in the con-

text ; but not to the .iense of that context. " The
purpose of the writer (observes Stiinrt) being to

show that ('hrist at the same time that he is head

of the new spiritual house, w.as also the founder

of it ; while Moses, who was at the head of the

consider." An expression used to solicit atten

tion to what is of high moment.
— . .'] Of these terms the

former designates Christ as legatiis Dei, et inler-

pres voluntatis ejus, (as in John iii. 34 ; x. 3G ; _

xiii. 16 ; xx. 21. Heb. i. 1.) and is adopted because ancient spiritual house, was himself only one of

of the comparison with Moses, who was such, the household [though at the head of it]. .\s

So, at least, the term is generally understood, (continues he) a steward of a house, while he is

Some Expositors, however, as Stuart, think that curator of all in the house, is still but a servant,

there is an allusion to the n'S^• or minister of so Moses was but a servant, while Christ, who

the svnarroiue, who nrinaaed all" its affairs: was curator, was also ,'^», aad therefore 'heir

as Moses was cur.dor (rilis sacrar. so thev iinler- and lor.l of all.' The noiiit of comparison be-

stand Christ as here represented. But though tween M<-.ses a-d Chri.^r, in which the latter

VOL. . 52
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appears to have a decided preference, is not the than that of delegate, I am unable to perceive

being at the head of God's house or family (for any force in the writer's argument." To this

such an office Moses sustained) ; but it consists representation I scarcely know how to give any

in this, — viz. that while Moses was curator, he satisfactory reply. And although it is only a

was also ; but while Christ was curator, change of difficulties, I feel half inclined to adopt

he was at the same time ', and the Professor's view, who regards the amount of." the reasoning to be this :
" Consider that Christ,

4. — .'] There is no little as, and the former of all things, must be the

difficulty connected with tliis passage, and, con- author too of the Jewish and Christian dispensa-

Bequently, great diversity of interpretation; the tions ; which shows that a glory belongs to him,

difficulty, however, is not so nmch respecting the not only in his mediatorial office, and as being at

words themselves, as in tracing their connection, the head of the new dispensation, but also as the

and bearing upon the context. Most Commenta- founder both of this and the Jewish dispensation

tors, from Whitby to Stuart, suppose the words in his divine character ; while Moses is to be

to be an argument to show the superiority of honoured only as the head of the Jewish dis-

Christ over Moses, by showing that Jesus is God. pensation, in the quality of a commissioned
But that requires us to supply at the end, '' and superintendent, but not as author and founder."

Christ is God." The argument, too, would be According to this view, the course of argument
brought forward with an abruptness very unlike contained in vv. .3. 4, 5, 6. may be very well ex-

any other in the Epistle. The sense of the whole pressed in paraphrase, with Mr. Holden. as fol

passage is, I think, well represented by Abp. lows: " Now every house is built by some one,

iiewc. in the following paraphrase: " He who every church has its head and founder; but He
constituted, or set in order, any Society, haih that built all things, both the Jewish and Chris-

greater honour than that Society, or any part of tian dispensations, is God, v. 4. Jesus, then,

it. But Christ conducted the Mosaic dispensa- who founded both dispensations, is God. and
tion, as the visible Representative of God. (John consequently entitled to more glory than Rioses,

i. 18.) I say, 'he who framed the household.' who, though the head of the Jewish Church, was
For every religious or civil body has some Heid

;
himself one of that Church. ' And [though]

the Israelites, for instance, when they were Moses was faithful in all his house,' v. 2, yet it

miraculously conducted out of Egypt, and re- was only ' as a servant for a testimony (i. e. to

ceived the law at Mount Sinai : but the supreme bear testimony) to the things which were to be
and ultimate Head of all things is God." This spoken after' by Christ and his Apostles, v. 5;
view of the sense is confirmed by the learned ' but Christ was a son over his own house,' or

researches of Dind. and Kuin., and leaves no real Church, to which we belong, if we holdfast,

difficulty, except to account for the Apostle's (fee. v. 6. Therefore Christ, who rules over his

having subjoined this. .Ml would, indeed, be Church as a son, and by virtue of that relation-

easy, if we might (with Mackn.) su[)ply after ship is Lord of all, is far superior to Moses, who
the words " who having delegated his au- was only as a servant in the Church founded by

thority to his Son has made him Lord of all•

(rather, " whose Son is Lord of all ") : but this

we are not warranted in doing. Neither is it

necessary ; for in the course of the next sentence,
the Apostle shows by what right (namely, in

quality of Son) Christ had such authority, as

made Him I

;oN] C
>ora of all.

him."
3, 6. The is opposed to the v'tb: a little

after ; though the term is properly opposed to, as denoting one who despatches any busi-

ness as assistant to, or under the direction of the

principal ; i.e. the, and is synonymous with
':. As, however, v'tb; has been shown to

Thus f;ir I had written in the first Edition of be tantamount to /fi'piof, there is no anomaly. The
this work. I have now to add, that Prof. Stuart, next words \\. state the ohJ"cf

in his second E<lition, makes several, I must con- of Moses' service,— namely, to deliver to the
fess, well founded objections to the interpretation people what was to be promulgated and taught
adopted by me from Nev^-c, Kuin., and Boehme. from God in the religion intended to be inlro-

1. " Where (he asks) is there any intimation here ductory to a more perfect dispensation. Such,
that Christ is the visible P.epresentative of the at least, is the sense, if /uapr. be taken (with most
supreme God, the ultimair end of all things ? " I recent Expositors) to denote instruction : but if it

answer, that it is to be found here just as well as be understood as bearing the more usual inter-

the words " and Christ is God," which Prof, pretation of testimony, the meaning will be (as

Stuart supplies. 2. He asks, " How is it to the Dr. Burton expresses it) that " the commission
present purpose of the writer, whose desiirn is to of Moses was merely to bear witness to the highei
show the superiority of Christ to Moses ? Moses, revelation which was afterwards to be made by
as the delegate of God, was the founder of the Christ." /. is for : , to teach
Jewish institution ; and if Christ is merely de- or give directions. See Kuin. ' may be. as

clared to be only a dele^'Tled fauufler. then in what Thoophyl. pavs, for v'tbc , equivalent
way does the writer make out the superioritv of to'. From the structure of the words it is

Christ to Mose-? Both were delegates of the phin that i> must here be repeated. The
same God ; and both founders of a new and opposition too, is not only between and
divine dispensation. If Christ then is not here v'lbc, or -, but between ~> ' and rbv

asserted to be founder in some other character , to show the difference between Moses and
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the wilderness of this world to the heavenly
Canaan, the rest which remaineth for the people
of God in heaven." The promise of the earthly

Christ. The former was part of the family ; the

latter over the family, in quality of Lord. Here
it is doubted whether or be the true

reading. 'I'he former is greatly superior in ex-

ternal testimony : but the latter, I think., in in-

iernal evidence ; and it is preferred by many of
the most eminent Critics. But in so minute a

difference, manuscript evidence is of little weight

;

and every thing must depend upon comparative
fitness. And here is, I think, superior, as

yielding a sense more agreeable to the idea of
involved in \6. This reading, too, is

supported by the Syr. and Vulg. Versions, and is

preferred by Grot., Wolf, Carpz., Heinr., Kuin.,

and others.

6. ol /;.] Some MSS. and Versions
have ., which is preferred by certain Critics

on the ground that otherwise the Article would
be required at. But it has been shown by Bp.
Middl. that such is not the case ; and that, as to

sense, it makes no difference. Indeed, as only

fui/r MSS. have this reading, we may well
suspect it to be an error of the scribes, who
would be more likely to write than . In the

next clause, ). rb. ^ may
be rendered, " our confidence and joy of hope ;

"

i. e. of the hope of salvation by the Gospel. The. fidiicia, has reference to the booa, or

profession of faith, supra v. 1, and infra iv. 11•.8\. So also X. 19.

licoiov , and ill a kindred
sentiment at X. 35. \. The same sentiment occurs at v. 14•. The
expression to. & is added to further

qualify the idea contained in. as not only a
sure confidence, but a joijfnlty hopeful one. -

is made to agree with ., as beins; the
more important term, designating the principal
thing.

7. The foregoing clause — is

skilfully employed as a vinculum to connect, with
the' there mentioned, an exhortation
(extending to iv. 11.) to constancy in the profes-
sion of a religion which furnishes such a joyful

hope. And, as a fonndalion for it, and to en-
hance the gravity of the admonition, the Apostle
adduces Ps. xcv. 7— 11. , " wherefore," i. e.

such being the superioritv of Christ to Moses.
Many eminent Expositors, indeed, refer the ^
to at v. 12. regarding the intermediate

portion as parenthetical. That, however, is not

a little harsh ; and it is better, with Heinr., Dind.,

and Kuin., to refer it to '- at v. 8, in the

sense :
" Wherefore (as the Holy Spirit speaks

by the Prophet, whose words I make my own)
"To-day," &.c. Interwoven with the exhorta-

tion is a paraWi»/ between the state of the family

of Moses (i. e. the Jews in the wilderness), and

that of the family of Christ: i. e. Christians

under the Gospel, who are proceeding '•' through

promise of the earthly
rest, given by Moses to the Israelites, is paral-
leled with the glad tidings preached by Christ in
the Gospel. The grace and mercy shown to the
Israelites is paralleled with that vouchsafed to us
Christians : and the important lesson inculcated,
that as that grace was meant to produce in them
faith and obedience, so was that to us designed to
keep us ftiithfuUy devoted to God and the Gos-
pel. Also, that as the message of mercy did not
profit them, because not embraced in faith ; nay,
even increased their condemnation, and brought
them under God's wrath unto temporal destruc-
tion ; — so we Christians, by the same evil heart
of unbelief, may incur God's wrath unto perdi-

tion. Of course, the application being two-fold,

many of the terms, as t^c, must be under-
stood accordingly. Compare John x. 14— 16,
which is a good comment on the sense here ; the

expression being equivalent to the -, supra v. 1. The is very emphati-
cal ; i. e. " this very time," viz. of the admoni-
tion, (see also iv. 7.),

since that alone is the " day of salvation." See
2 Cor. vi. 2, compared with John ix. 4.

8. . .] q. d. " Be not obstinate

and disobedient [as your forefathers were]."

See Ps. Ixxviii. 8. The words ; fi' -
are well rendered by Kuin. :

" ut [olim] fac-

tum loco, qui a rebellione dicitur, tempore tenta-

tionis in deserto factse ;
" and he shows that, even

in the Psalm, Meribah and Massah are not used

as proper names, though that use bo hinted at ;

and that the place where the provocation and

temptation occurred was in fact called by Mose3
Massah and Meribah. as appears from Exod. xvii.

7. Moreover, the use of the words as appellatives

was more adapted to the purpose of the Epistle,

namelv, admonition. The Article is here used' ; for though the Jews provoked and

tried the patience of God, throughout the whole

of their journey through the wilderness, (five

particular provocations being mentioned, Exod.

xvi. 2. xvii. 2— 9. xxxii. 10. Num. xi. 32. xiv. 29.

Deut. i. 34. sq.) yet the occasion in question was

the last and most signal instance, when God
swore in his wrath that they should not enter

into his rest.

9. ] is for ; and in. (i. e. put him to

proof to see what he would do) there may be a

climax. K«i tloov. Render, with Dr. French,
'' although they had seen ;

'' which is required by

the Hebrew, and this sense oC. like that of the

Hebrew i is not unfrequcnt. By the cpya are

denoted the wonderful works wrought for their

preservation and protection in Egypt, and their

sustenance in the desert.

10. iio.] This is added by the .\postle to make
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what follows more impressive. In,
(" indignatus sum ") the metaphor is the same as

in and ; though it is derived
" e re nautica ;

" the word signifying, as used of a

ship, to impinge on the shore. The figurative

sense occurs also in Ecclcsiasticus i. 25. ev- ^. and Levit. XXvi. -13.

There is, however, a conjoint notion of hatred

and abhorrence. The word often occurs in the

Sept. has nothing corresponding in the

Hebrew, but was added by the Sept. to strengthen

the sense ; and it is justified by the., to

which it adverts. Kap&iif must be understood of

the affections, as appears from the words follow-

ing, which are illustrative : and' implies

not simple iznorajice, but the not caring to know,
or even disapproval, as far as they might know.

11. .] So the Hebrews used qx in the latter

clause of an oath which ran thus :
" God so do

to me, if (dk) / do thus," &,c. See the full form
in 1 Sam. iii. 17. 2 Sam. iii. 35. 2 Kings vi. 31.

The former part of this oath was sometimes
omitted, and qx had then the force of a strong

negative. See 2 Sam. .\i. 11. 1 Sam. 14. 45. alibi.

(Stuart.) . , i. . the rest which I

had provided for them. The word is combined
with in Deut. xii. 9.

12. See on this verse an able Sermon of Dr.

Barrow's, vol. ii. p. 1. sqq.

13. .] Carpz. shows that under-.
is comprehended teaching, admonition, entreaty,

consolation, reprehension, &,c. each to be used as

the case might suit. ', for/, as

often. " —. A forcible expression,

importing " as long as it can be said. ' To-day do
so ; '

" or (to use the words of Dr. Burton), " so

long as you are allowed to consider the time still

unexpired, in which God invites you to hear his

voice." "Iva - ; q. d. " [Use these

means], that none may, by neglect of them, be
hardened and grow callous to all remonstrance.". is by the best Expositors, an-

cient and modern, understood of the delusion to

unbelief and apostasv. But. may be taken
of that corruption of our nature, the tTh, which blinds the understanding, and, by
giving undue weight to carnal reasonings, plunges
men into unbelief, and thus into immorality.

14.^ —.] The refers,

I conceive, to the injunction at v. fi, which seems
implied as the subject of the exhortation at v. 13

;

q. d. [-)(^ ] yiip.
By . . is denoted that spiritual union
with Christ, which implies participation in the

benefits of his Gospel. See John xiv. II. xvii.

23. and I John i. 3. ' has reference to

the implied sense, and suspends it on a conditional

particle Supply. Thus the general sense
of the clause may, with Stuart, be expressed thus :

" Continue to the end of life to exercise such
confidence in Christ as you had at first, and you
shall obtain the reward which he has promised."'. is synonymous with the at v. 6." . is for | , " con-
stancy in the profession.of the Gospel." -«s^

15. IV " ", &C.] These
words seem rightly supposed by Abresch, Em.,
Dind., Kuin., and Stuart, not to connect with v.

13, but to refer to what follows ; being partly a
confirmation of what was said at vv. 12, 13, and
partly an introduction to what was to be said.

Thus is put for

(see Theophyl.) : or rather we may render it,

with Kuin., •' Whilst (I say) it is said, i. e. while
the warning is yet sounded in your ears, To-day,
&Lc." So iv at viii. 13. I agree with
Rosenm., Heinr., Kuin., and Stuart, that the
quotation in this verse extends only to the words

—, the rest of the verse being an
exhortation of the writer, though expressed in the

words of the Psalmist himself. The full sense is,

'• To-day, if ye are disposed to hear his [warn-
ing] voice [attend!], harden not your hearts to

the warning."
16. —?.] The Vords are

commonly taken declaratire/y, in the sense ex-
pressed in our common version. Dind., Kuin.,
and Stuart, however, have shown that this is by
no means agreeable to the design of the Apostle

;

which (as Stuart observes) " is, to lead the minds
of the readers to consider the specific sin,— viz.

unbelief, which occasioned the ruin of the ancient
Israelites, and which would involve their posterity

in the like condemnation." The best Expositors,

ancient and modern, are agreed that the sentence
is interrosative, and may be rendered, '' quinam
enim, audita voce divina, Deum irritarunt ?

nonne omnesqui Mosis ductu ex ^gypto egressi

erant? " the being, as often, taken with lim-

itation. So Stuart renders :
'' Who now were, &c.

Might I not rather ask, or, 7iay, might I not ask,

Did not all who came out of Egv'pt do this?"
" The writer (says Stuart) means to intimate by
this, that the number who embrace error cannot
sanction it ; and that those who receive great
blessings may be refractory and unfaithful, and
even perish. Consequently, that the great body
of the Jews rejected the Messiah during the time
then present, and urged the Christian converts
to do the same, would be no excuse for apos-

tasv."
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17— 19. The general sense considered apart of requiring/(i</i in tlie subjects of the miracles •'

from the? of the mode^ of expression, is So in the present case, that want of faith which

^ . . , 10.5,4c.} ,• ^'^.
, C, 3 3 , , , J

eNum. 14. 30.

19 /Cat '. jy >«"<. .34.

and great benefits, who had revolted from God .' on them. See Calvin,
their carcasses were strewed in the wilderness,

and thev attained not to the rest, the felicity des- ^^• ^'^e writer now treats the history alie-

tined for them bv God." Thus meaning to hint ^oncMy (as in Gal. iii. 16. iv. 24.), applying it to

what will be the fate of those whom he is address- *" case of Christians. (Dind.) He begins with

ing, if, after receiving from God benefits beyond declaring, that a promise of entering into God's

that of the promised land, they imitate the unbe- ^^^^ '^ ^^^^^ "'^de to Christians, as it was to the

lief and disobedience of their forefathers, and peop'e of Israel, v. 1, 2., and into which believers

apostatize from Christ. Kuin. observes that the are still admitted, v. 3. Now that the rest spoken
terms ^.,, and are used pro- °^ °y "^^ Holy Ghost in Ps. .xcv. is not a mere
miscuously as synonymous; the sin of the Israel- temporal rest in the land of Canaan, but also a.

ites being distrust in God, and consequent defec- ^"}^re and heavenly rest, is evident, because

tion from him. " Blind unbelief (to use the words ^°fi '^^}: '® ^""^'^ ^ '^^' ^^ '^'"d enjoyed when he

ofCowper)issuretoerr;''bein!T,asErn. observes, "^^ finished the work of creation, and conse-

the origin of all sins, as faith of all virtues." In

f i' . ip. there is a graphic repre-
sentation of destruction by a violent death. If

were substituted for, it would, in-

deed, be yet more so. But, like the Heb.

quently a spiritual, heavenly rest, v. 3, 1. ; be-
cause the terms of the oath, " they shall not
enter into my rest," imply that the promise in-

cluded another rest besides that of Canaan, a rest
resembling God's rest, v. 5. ; because, since it

^.3], of itself suicgesfs the idea of a sudden and remains that some must enter into the restspoken

violent death. See Ez. vi. 11. Jud"•. iv. 22. 1
of in the oath, and they to whom the promise

Sam. xxxi. 8. (which signifies the members, "'«,« first given did not enter in by reason of Un-

as apart from the trunk) is said to be put. by sy- '«''e'' '* f'>!lo"'s H'^t a rest must be intended

necdoche, for the bodies themselves. But the '"'" ^^""^'' =>" *•'"^ believers may enter, and con-

usual sense may be retained, as being truer to
sequently a future and heavenly one, v. G. ; and
because God in the oath warns the Israelitesnature (see Ps. cxli. 8.) ; for we find from the ac-

counts of Oriental travellers, that in places where
carcasses are found prostrate, the (as leg and
arm bones) are soon all that are left bv the vul-

tures ; and that those continue for a long time
uncorrupted.

', may denote solemn asseveration rather
than swearing, properly so called. Stuart re-

marks that, '• the manner in which the unbe-
lieving Jews were declared in Numb. xiv. 23. 28.

30. and Dent. i. 34. excluded from the o-nodhj

land, and the reasons stated for that exclusion,
together with the reasoning of the Apostle,

against losing this rest, a long time after they had
been in possession of the promised land, and con-
sequently he must have intended another rest

than that of Canaan, v. 7, 8. There remains,
therefore, a spiritual and heavenly rest for the

people of God, into which those who enter shall

cease from their labours, as God did from his

work of creation, v. 9. 10. Hence follows the

duty of labouring to enter into it, v. 11 — 13.

(Holden.)
1..] The sense is, " Let us solicit-

ously beware lest." So Phil. ii. 12.

KM i. , where see
would lead us to suppose exclusion implied ]^„te. Then is shown the niiH«/-e of this promise
Irom the heaveulij Canaan also, or from the rest

^j,^} of the rest bestov.'ed.

of God.' —. f'-ayy.] It is not agreed among
—] "and [so]," so then. ICwi is often thus Expositors, whether the sense is. ' sprela >\&-

used, forming the last link of a chain of reason- sione." or relicta promissione." The significa-

ing. •';0. is wrongly rendered bv some re- tion desert, or nerject, is found both in the Scrip-

cent Expositors, would not. It is v.'ell observed tural and Classical writers ; but Abresch has

by Grot., Carpz., and Ern., that both );i5ui<. and /3- shown that that would here require \-(
are taken popiilariler, and that the sense is ':: Indeed the latter sense, " a promise

simply :
" we see [by the story and the event] ;

" being still left," is far more agreeable to the con-

in other words, " we are authorized to infer from text, implying (as Dr. Burton observes) that the

the story and the event, that the reason whv they promised rest had not yet been enjoyed, but was

could not enter, was their unbelief; which, to- /pf't for others to enter upon. ' signifies

crether v/ith the sins springing from thence, made 1. to come too late for a thing, and miss of it ; 2.

them unfit objects of the protection and favour of to f lil of obtaining any thins. The^ is gener-

God ; and thus their introduction to the promised ally considered as pleona.>;tic ; but the best Coni-

land was so far impossible; as it is said at Mark mentators, ancient and modern, have seen that it

vi. 5. ovK a vara is here introduced to soften the harshness of the

iin meaning, that he could .. as in 1 Cor. vii. JO. and other passages cited

not consistently with the rule on which he acted, by Kuin. and Stuart.

'">
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This inculcates a wholesome fear ; "for (as it

is well observed by Bp. Sanderson) the fromises
of God as well as his thvtatem,ns;;s are conditional,

and such as must be ever understood in the one
case, with a conditional clause, and, in the other,

with a clause of exceplioii, the exception being re-

pentance ; the condition, obedience. — Wouldst
thou then know how thou art to entertain God's
promises, and with what assurance to expect them ?

I answer, with a confident and obedient heart.

COw//(i<?«<, because He is •?**», hath promised
;

obedient, because that is the condition under which
he hath promised."

2. Kn\ .^ The sense seems to

be ;
" for to us [Christians] also has the blissful

promise, or proffered blessing [of a rest] been
made." On the allusion (for it is no more) to the

Gospel as a message, see Note on Acts xiii. 32.

. is a Hebraism for b \6,
" the word heard by them." See Rom. is. G. 1

Thess. ii. 13.

— —.^ Many eminent
E.xpositors suppose. to be used by a figure

taken from the concoction and digestion of food,

and its conversion to aliment. This, however,
is somewhat far-fetched ; and it is better, with
others, to suppose only a figure derived from the
mixture of difterent liquids, and intended to e.x-

press complete imion. So Menand. cited by Wets.\ ^.
Thus the sense is (as Stuart render.s), " faith not
accompanying it." But instead of,
several MSS. have, which is ap-

proved by Mill, Wets., Griesb., Heinr., and V^at.,

and edited by Matth. But 1 agree with Kuin.
that the common reading ought to be retained, as

yielding a good sense, and being rather less usual

in the expression than. Moreover,
might easily creep in by reason of

the preceding.

3. The sense of this verse is (as Kuin. ob-
serves) obscure from extreme brevity, arising

from the writer's pen not keeping up with the ce-
lerity of his thoughts ; as also from the Jewish
cast of reasoning. Hence various modes of in-

terpretation have been propounded ; which, how-
ever, I agree with Kuin., are on many accounts
inadmissible. The ancient and common inter-

pretation is recommended by its simplicity and
suitableness to tlie context. It is well observed
by Kuin., that the writer here unfolds, though
briefly, what he meant by the

in the Psalm ; namely, a quiet and felicity similar

to that which God enjoys; to which, he says.

Christians are to arrive, after having gone through
the troubles of this life. Thus in Rev. xiv. 13.

the dead in Christ are said to " rest from their la-

bours." See also Wisd. iv. 7. He also compares
the rest and felicity to be expected by Christians
in heaven, to the rest of God after the work of
creation was ended (v. 4.) ; the Sabbath (calling

it&) v. 9, 10. ; for it is a saying of the
Jewish Doctors, that " the sabbath was an image
of the future rest of the departed after the resur-
rection." See Wets, and Schoettg.,
may be rendered, '• We are to enter." It is

rightly remarked by Kuin., that the ol . are
opposed to the at iii. 18. iv. 2. The

signifies (as the best Commentators are
agreed) nempe, nimirum ; ''namely," or, ''and
indeed such a rest as God enjoyed [when he
rested] from his vorks after the creation of the
world." The true ellip. at is- and.

See vv. 4. 10. The Article refers to

omitted. ';6)£' must signify " gone through, "

or completed ; and , " after the work
of creation."

The chief difficulty, however, is how to supply
what is wanting to the sense at the second clause
of the verse ', &c. It seems best to

understand after' the words -, to correspond to the o!,
which, indeed, suiricests this subaudition. And
such omissions of words serving to show the
reference, or indicate the application, are very
frequent after the formulas and
such like, of which ' here is one, being
equivalent to at John i. 23, and else-

where, and ' just after. Ex. gr. 2 Cor.
vi. 16. 7 '

b " " , . Now
in such a case the formula merely means that

some truth adverted to man be collected from the
words thus introduced. Thus here the meaning
is. that the truth just mentioned may be collected
from the words of God concerning, the faithless

Hebrews, that they should not enter into His rest

;

implying that the faithful xcould.

4,5. Here the .Apostle further proves that the
rest in question is the rest of God. and conse-
quently heavenly and spiritual. The force of
the argument is in the and ov; for ncpt

&. must not be regarded as the subject spoken
of ; as, indeed, is plain from the words themselves
of the quotation. The purpose of- . is

simply to make the reference in more defin-

ite; and therefore may be supplied. Thus
there will be that kind of reference, in use among
the ancients (and found both in the Scriptural and
Classical writers), by which, as books were not
yet distributed into Chapters, a division was made
according to the prominent subjects, anywhere
treated. See my Note on Thucyd. i. 9. fv

rp '.
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6. —/.] The only mode of in-

terpreting this sentence, so as to make it agree-

able to the context, is to suppose (with several

eminent Expositors) that here, as occasionally

elsewhere in this Epistle, and in those of St.

Paul, the conclusion of the argument is left to be
supplied ; which may be done thus :

" It follows,

then, that '
(5." And this is the less harsh in the pres-

ent case, since a conclusion comprising it is in-

troduced at V. S)., meant both for the argument at

vv. 7, 8., and also for that in v. 6. I have pointed
accordingly.

This view is I find supported by the opinion of

Prof Stuart, who gives the following able illus-

tration of the sense of this verse, in conjunction
with what goes before ;

" This verse is a resump-
tion of the subject in v. 3., after the explanations

rest which vv. 4, 5. contain. There the writer

says, ' Believers enter into the rest of God.'
How is this proved ? ' Because he has sworn
that unbelievers shall not enter into it

;
' which

necessarily implies that believers shall enter into

it. Then, after delaying a moment in order to

show what the nature of the rest in question is.

viz. that it is God's rest, i. e. such rest as God
enjoyed after the work of creation was com-
pleted (v. 3 — 5.), the author resumes the con-
sideration of tlie proposition advanced in the first

part of V. 3., and avers that, as some must enter

into God's rest (for God could not be supposed
to have provided one in vain), and as vribelierers

cannot enter in, so it is necessarily implied, that

believers, and they only, ivill enjoy the rest in

question."

7, 8. The argument here is not very clearly

expressed ; but it may be laid down, with Whitby
and the best Exnositors as follows ;

" And since

the Psalmist, so long after the Israelites entering

into Canaan, speaks of a set time of entering into

his rest, and that time as still future and typical

of something under the Gospel ; for Joshua did

not give the rest, empliatically called the rest of
God, otherwise the Holy Ghost would not so

loni? after that, in David'.s time, have spoken of

another dav of entering into his rest; it follows,

therefore, that there must be yet another rest

remaininff to the people of God." See more in

Stuart. The term•; (which is verv rare)

is substituted for//. partly to exclude any

notion, that the rest of God spoken of might be

the Sabbatical rest, and partly by thus comparing
it with the Sabbath, to hint that that was a symbol
of the true and spiritual sabbath of which' their
Doctors spake, the rest and felicity of the world
to come.

10. b — b .] The best "Expos-
itors, from Theophyl. to Kuin. and Stuart, are
agreed, that this is meant to show that God's rest,

into which true believers are to enter, may, in a
certain sense, be called, b.

11. On the foregoing position the Apostle sub-
joins, by way of conch/.sion from it, an exhortation
(similar to those at iii. 12 — 14. and iv. 1.) to

strive after this rest, " !] —, "lest
any one [of us] perish, in the same manner, by
unbelief and contumacy." There is here an
Hypallage for rrj rrj h!.

VI, 13. Having shown that unbelievers shall

not enter into the rest of God, the Apostle now
represents the awful nature of the denunciations
of God against unbelief and apostasy. And here

he expresses himself in highly figurative, though,

at the same time, difficult phraseology ; in inter-

preting which, and determining the scope of the

passage, the preceding context is our best guide.

By this it appears that h \ must not

be taken, \vith many, of the word of God, in gen-

eral, but (with the best Expositors) only of the

minatory declarations to be found therein. So in

3 Esdr. i. 47. , -
; -. JVow this mina-

tory word is said to be , \, i. e. per

hendiad., of mighty energy and of unfailing ful-

filment on the disobedient. This force of ^^ is

found both in the Scriptural and Classical writers.

So 1 Pet. i. 3. . I Esdr. iv. 33. Ecclus.

xlii. 23. Soph. (Ed. Tyr. . This

terrible force and efficacy is X\\Q.n figuratively de-

.icribed, 1. as being^?—,. e. more
effective and fatal than the double-edged sword,< (Eur. Hel. 989), like our battle-axe,

with which the heroes of antiquity used to mow
down whole ranks. So, in tlie Apocalypse, (see

i. Ifi. ii. 12. xix. 1.5.) the Son of Man is described as

having a two-edsed sword in his mouth ; i. e.

using the most cutting reproof and awful denun-

ciations. This awful efTicicy of God's judgments
on the sonl is further represented by comparing
it to the dreadful effects produced on the bodlj

by the vi/.. by cutting asunder

the trunk,' so as to divide the joints and marrow
;
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i. e. to divide the joints, including the commis- bending back the head, so as to expose the neck,
surae of the ribs, into two parts, and thus to, at as in slaughtering animals, or executing, animals,

once, separate the soul or spirit from the body, By dv ^ b ', many eminent E.\postors

i. e. inflict instant death. This seems to be sim- from the time of Chrys. to Stuart understand

ply the sense ; nor need we, with many, distin- •' Him, to whom we have to render an account."

guish minutely between the 4'''X>i? ^'^^ - And this sense is supported by the authority of
(see 1 Thess. v. 23. and jNote), nor ascribe the Pesch. Syr. Thus there will be an ellipsis

to the writer philosophical subtleties alien to the of. Yet even if the term ' be in-

passage. terpreted, with the generality of Commentators,

The words following, (tpirt/cSs, &c. contain negotiian, concern, the sense will come to the

another not less momentous admonition, grafted «^me thing ;q. d. "with whom we are concerned

on the former, and suggested by the iisure in as our Lawgiver and our Judge ; and therefore,6( —. Here Dind., Kuin., and as Calvin observes "non esse ludendum, quasi

Stuart suppose the subject to be changed from b <="'" homine mortali ; or, as it is said at Gal. yi.

- - 6, " God is not mocked. finally, much of the

doubt and debate as to the reference in and
the sense of has. I think, arisen from the

construction of the verse being not sufficiently

understood. It should seem that the true con-

struction (thrown a little out of its natural order

by the writer's thoughts outstripping his pen) is

as follows :

b' Of ^-'7. The sentence consists

of two sentences blended into one, and b

might be meant to be taken in both the above

to b ; which they think is clear

from v. 13, from whence it appears that there
must be a transition somewhere, and there is no
otiter place but this where it can be. In this view,
too, 1 myself coincided in the first edition of this

work. But, on further consideration, I must, for

several* reasons, abandon it. 1. Because there is

here nothing to indicate transition. And had the
writer intended one, he would, I apprehend, have
written, ; for thus the verb sub-

stantive would be almost indispensable. 2. Be-
cause the words have quite as apposite a reference - „

, , 1 /, TIT

tothe/ormerastothetoifz-conte.xt. 3. Because senses, one for each clause, thus : "Moreover

the transition is not necessarily to be sought for there exists no creature that is not manifest in

here, but in , &,c., as appears the sight of Him with vvhom we have to do
,;
but

from the use of ', and from the air of the all things are naked and exposed to his eyes, to

,yj,(jjjg whom we have to render an account. " 1 make

Of the obscurely figurative words -— the import is well explained by
Calvin :

" esamen habet de tota hominis anima
;

inquirit enim in cogitationes, voluntatem cum
Buis omnibus desideriis scrutatur. Eodem perti-

ret quod subjicit de com-pa<;ihns et meduUis. Sig-

nificat enim nihil esse tarn durum aut solidum in

homine, nihil tarn reconditum, quo non perveniat
hsc Verbi efficacia." And on , &c.
he remarks :

" Et quum officium Christi sit rete-

gere proferrcque in medium cogitationes ex cordis

latebris : id per Evangelium magna ex parte efficit.

this snre (says Bp. Sanderson, 3d Serm. ad Popu-
lum) that nothing may escape his search, by lurk-

ing unspied in some remote corner or dark cranny

of the heart, he taketh a light with him ; he
searcheth it with candles, as the Prophet speak-

eth." (Zeph. i. 12.)

14— 16. The Apostle now returns to a subject

only hinted at, supra iii. 1, where he calls Christ

the of the Christian religion. And this

comparison of Christ with the and the

Levitical priesthood, intermixed with occasional

warnings and threatenings. extends to Ch. x. 18,

where terminates the doctrinal part of the Epis
Est igitursermoDeifcpiriKOi, quia mentem hominis ^j^ ^,^^ ,.^^,,^,, why this subject is treated of
quasi ex labyrintho, quo prius tenebatur implicita,

in lucem cognitionis educit." A view confirmed
by 1 Cor. xiv. 2-1, where (as Calvin observes) we
learn " valere prophetiam ad coarguendos et di-

judicandos homines, ut occulta cordis in lucem
prodeant."

13. ' , &c.") In these Vords the
foregoing sentiment is confirmed by transferring
what was said of the ^cord of God to God himself.

so much more at large than any other, is from its

very great importance, as having a direct bearing

on the most momentous part of our Lord's office,

his Atonement for sin by the sacrifice of himself.

The has much significancy, adverting to the

points of superiority in Christ over Moses, or the

High Priests above mentioned. '. m•-, " who hast passed through the heavens.''

viz. so as to reach the seat of the Majesty on hitrli.

its author. For it is well remarked by Calvin : The Jews reckoned three heavens, — the aerial
" Ut confirmet illud, verbo Dei quicquid in horn- the sidereal, and the highest heaven, or the resi-

ine abscondit.um est dijudicari, argumentum a na- dence of God and the angels, called by Sirach
turii Dei suniil. Nulla, inquit, creatura est, quae xvi. 18. b . and in Luke xxiii. ')3.

lateat oculos Dei. Ergo nihil tarn profundumerit in. See 2 Cor. xii. 2. and Note. So there

anima hominis. quod non extrahitur in iuccm ejus were three divisions of the Temple,— the Coiirt,

verbo, qund auctorein suum refert. Sicuti enim the Sanctinn. and the Sancti/m Sanctornm ; to the

officium Dei est scrutari corda. ita banc cognitio-
nem verbo suo exercet." The cenernl meanimr
intended by is obvious ; but on the
nature of the metaphor some difTerenco of opinion
exists. See Dind., Kuin.. and Stuart. most

furthest of which, and through the Veil that hid

it from view, the High Priest passed once every

year. Thus the passing in the one case is com-
pared to the passing in the other ; and by passing

to the farthest heaven is implied completion of the

probable supposition is, that it is taken from the work of expiation, and an access to God fully ob-
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mercy and of judgment ; but rather (as the best
Commentators suppose) to the ark of the cove-
nant, the mercy-seat (Rom. iii. 25.), where God
was represented as sittino; enthroned, hearing the
supplications of the people, accepting their obla-
tions, and dispensing . The throne
must be understood as that of God, on which also
Christ sitteth at his right hand. \ and

are synonymous, though the latter is

rather the stronger term. "EAtoj and, too,
are generally synonymous ; the gracious dispen-
sations of God being called his mercies, to hint
our miivorthiness of them. Here, however, the
terms have a distinct sense, corresponding, I con-
ceive, to the two ideas involved in at
V. 15, viz. mercrj and compassion to beings encom-
passed with sin, and surrounded with trials and
tribulations (with reference to the at v.

15.), and grace vouchsafed at all times, to com-
fort, support, and sanctify them. Ei?..
is for '. iv, " for seasonable relief."

tained. !)\ is to be taken as at iii. 1,

where see Note.
15. oil —.^ This is meant

to encourage them to follow his admonition, by
meeting a tacit objection ; — as if the great High
Priest were a personage too exalted to concern
himself with their miseries. To which it is an-

swered, that he is not such ; but (which displays

another point of superiority in the new dispensa-
tion), one who can sympathize with their infirmi-

ties ; as has been already proved ii. 18. So.
is used in the Sept. and Philo. 9. has a con-
junct notion of the misery resulting from human
frailly. The. adverts both to trials by af-

fliction, and temptations to sin ; implying, how-
ever, no more than that of being susceptible to

temptation, resulting from the possession of a

human nature. Though, indeed, our Saviour
Christ was, in some respect, tempted, and as-

suredly tried beyond what men are : his whole
life being little else than one unvaried conflict or

trial of virtue, as is shown at large by Dr. Blair,

in an able Sermon on this text. '. (scil.) is for , as Origen and Theophyl.
explain. is not well explained by
some ancient and many eminent modern Exposit-
ors, •' without giving way under those afflictions

;

"

a sense frigid and inept. It is plain from the.
and the. before, that the common interpre-

tation is the true one, " without yielding to, or

falling into sin ;
" which is also adopted by Kuin.,

who confirms it from v. 2. vii. 6. 2 Cor. v. 20. 1

Pet. ii. 22. 1 John iii. 5. " To a nature (says Dr.
Blair) altogether raised above us we must have
looked up with terror. But he who remembers
the struggles of his own soul will not surely judge
ours like a hard master. Acquainted with the

inmost recesses of the heart, he perceives the

sincerity of our intentions : he sees the combat
we maintain : he hears the voice of those secret

aspirations, which we are unable to express in

words, or form into prayer." Parallel to this is

what is said at ii. 18. iv iJ-- ,
(ibvarai .

16.:< —.'\ Here is contained
an inference and exhortation, founded on the fore-

going doctrine
; q. d. " Having, then, an High

Priest who can sympathize, &c. let us, as ice may,
approach with confidence." " Amidst (says Blair)

the iiinumerabie sorrows of life, how soothing is

the thought that our great Intercessor with God
was a fellow-sufferer with ourselves, while passing

through this vale of tears." Well may we there-

fore approach with confidence, assured that what-

ever we ask in prayer, nothing doubting, we shall

receive. See Matth. xxi.22. Deyl. and Kuin. have

shown the exact propriety of the term.
from the circumstances of the worship of the Jew-
ish people in the Temple, who were not admitted

to approach even the altar of the holocausts, un-

less when they offered a sacrifice. \\\. there is not, as some say, an allusion to the

Jewish notion of God's having two thrones, — of

VOL. IT.

V. 1. The writer proceeds to show that Jesus
Christ is the true High Priest, and infinitely su-

perior to the Jewish ones, having all the quali-

ties necessary in a High Priest, and those in the

highest degree. , i. e.

(as Kuin. well explains) of merely human condi-
tion ; there being a tacit comparison with the

Jewish high priests, who were mere men, with

the great and Divine High Priest. It is well re-

marked by Theodoret : \ vnlp,' ,, , -; )) -,, ' •', (-. Here,
like the Hebr. r\ph> '^ ^^^^ (^^ '" ^^^ Sept., Phi-

lo, and Josephus) in the sense to select. In irac(. the singular is used generically i. e. for

the whole class of persons denoted by the appel-

lation. jrpuf. Supply and.
The sense is, " is appointed [such] for the bene-

fit of men [in respect to their observances] to-

wards God." Or we may, with Theophyl., sup-

ply, from the subject-matter,. See ii.

17, and Note. . is a sacrificial term, found

also in Matt. v. 23. John xvi. 2, where see

Notes.

— coipa ?.] These terms are properly

distinct; the former being the original term,

and such as chiefly respected the most ancient

and primitive kind of oblation, that of the fruits

of the earth,— and, indeed, the nnbloody offerings

in general, which were afterwards called thank-

offerings ; the latter, the hloodij offerings, the va-

rious sin and trespass-offerings made by slain

beasts. Sometimes, however, (as at viii. iv. and

often in the Sept.) idnov includes the idea of both

the unbloody and bloody sacrifices. Here the

terms are both used, to denote universality.

53
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2. .] As this phrase corresponds early Editions) by Beng., Griesb., Matth., Knapp.,

to ' at iv. 15, it must denote Tittin., and Vat., and justly ; since it might easily

something nearly akin, though not, 1 conceive, originate with the scribes, or even some injudi-

(as some think,) the same. properly cious Critics ; though as Bp. Middl. observes, it

signifies " to carry oneself with moderation," disturbs the sense ; being opposed to

holdingin the passions and appetites, so as not to iavno; q. d. " not of his own accord, but being

give way to anger or any other excess. Thus it called thereto by God." On the same authority

came to denote (as it here seems to do) being the b before is cancelled. The argument
gentle, merciful, forbearing, and indulgent to the here is, that, though no man could take upon
failings of others. Thus &iiv. means himself the Levitical priesthood, unless called

"being disposed to show forbearance and indul- by God, as Aaron was; yet Christ was not only

gence." " He (says Dr. Blair ubi supra) who re- appointed by God, but had an evevlaslivs; priest-

members the struggles of his •7 soul, will not hood conferred upon him, of which Melchisedek's

surely judge ours like a harsh and unfeeling mas
ter." In . there is not, con-
ceive, (as some eminent Commentators have sup-

posed,) a Hendiad. for . »'. ; for as

Dind., Kuin., and Stuart remark, the indulgence

of the High Priest on earth was not limited merely

was but a type. '/ corresponds to. Literally, did not e.xalt himself,

claim to himself. Thus it comes to mean to

think too highly of oneself, as in Rev. xviii. 7.'. And at h

must be supplied, not per ellipsin, but

to this class of offenders ; much less is the clem- from the context,&,. It is meant, that

ency of our great High Priest in the heavens so Christ's Pontifical office was far superior to that

limited. See also Levit. vi. 1— 7. They rightly under the law, inasmuch as he was appointed to

regard the words as being, by the Hellenistic use, it by the immediate investment of heaven, in

(found in the Sept.) nearly synonymous. See virtue of his relation to God as Son ; and there-

Ps. XXV. 7, compared with 2 Chron. xxviii. 13, fore was High Priest in a far more elevated sense,

and Hos. iv. 16, where ayi/. is put per tiitoKOj3iaf/ui', The .\postle proceeds, vv. 5 — 11, to observe,

for&. And SO and in I'c- that these qualifications are all found in Christ,

clus. V. 18, and in Heb. ix. 7. See Kuin. who being thus made perfect, was enabled to be

In there is a metaphor taken the author of eternal salvation to all vho should

from clothing, and employed, as in many other obey him ; inasmuch as the being made a Priest

cases, to denote the being intimately conversant after the order of Melchisedek exalts him far

with, and implyifig a notion of luiiit; of sinful- above every other priesthood. The ajipointment

ness cleaving to us, like the fatal garment of Nes- to this is shown by reference to Ps. ii. 7, and ex.

sus to Hercules; which, says Soph. T<-ach. 770. 4; those passages, of course, being regarded as, prophetical of Christ, and fulfilled in his appoint-. ment; q. d. "God who spoke these words ap-

3. ] " on account of this [frailty] [and pointed Christ to be our High Priest." For the

the sinning consequent upon it]." latter passage (which is applied to the Messiah
— .] This he was bound to do, by our Lord himself. Matt. xsii. 43.) plainly

if conscious of any particular sin. The sacrifice designates appointment. .\nd in the latter that is

was a young bullock ; which, for greater security, implied in the address ;, which, in its august

was always offered up by the High Priestybr him- sense, inrluded the dignity in question. See i. 5,

self on the day of Expiation, See Levit. xvi. II and Note. )> . the best Exposi-

&, 24. tors (supported by the Pesch. Syr.) are agreed, is

4— 6. The argument is, that the same God fnr' bfwiOTnTa, "after the manner of," as the

who constituted the High Priests of the Jews, writer expresses it at v^. 15. So 2 Mace. ix. IS.

constituted Christ, who did not arrogate to him- {'")!' (for-). " The
self the office, but was appointed by God.

—

particulars (observes Stuart) of the comparison,

(Kuin.) !, like the Latin honor, is often used in respect to the priesthood of Christ and Mel-
of office, whether civil, military, or religious, chiscdek, are not immediately brought into view,

^/3./ signifies, " to arrogate to oneself that but suspended until the \vriter has introduced

to which one has no claim." The use of the other considerations relative to Christ as a priest.

Present tense here denotes what is customary

;

vv. 7 — 9, and given vent to his feelings of con-
and, by an idiom found at vii. 13, and elsewhere, cern for those whom he was addressing, by sug-

the sense is : "no one can lawfully, ox ought io gesting various considerations, adapted to reprove,

take;" it must be by Divine appointment. The v. 11—14; to warn, vi. 1 — 9 ; as well as to

h before in the common text has been excite and animate them, vi. 10— 20."

cancelled (on the authority of many MSS. and 7— 9. The exact reference, scope, and bearing
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of these verses is much disputed. They seem heard, as to be delivered from it. The syntax is
rightly regarded by Newc., Stuart, and Holden, accommodated to the latter part of the sense,
as explanatory of v. i, being intended to serve to On the nature and extent of this fear see Stuart's
the comparison of Christ, as a priest, with the Eic. xi. Good reasons are adduced by him for
Jewish priests. Thus tliere is shown the fitness supposing that it was a suffering (of course con-
of our Saviour to be a merciful and compassionate fined to the human nature) not the apprehension
High Priest, inasmuch as from his assumption of of the suffering of the cross, but the dread of
human nature, and exposure to its infirmities, he sinking under the agony of being deserted by his
can pity the infirmities of others. In the phrase- i'ather, (see Matt, xxvii. 46,) the consequence of
ology itself there is some obscurity in particular being made a curse for us to redeem us from the
expressions, as, ivhijiune, and; curse, Gal. iii. 13. How our Lord was delivered
and still more a perplexity in the construction ; from this fear we learn from Luke xxii. 13
which some attempt to remove by placing in a namely, by being strengthened by an an<Tel.

parenthesis the words —, or — Yidc.] Render, not " thouwh he
the whole of v. 8. or (as Griesb. and V'alpy ) the were a son," but " though he was Son,"' (name-
words . To each of these methods ly, of God). So' occurs without the Article
there are objections : and none of them com- at i. 1, where see Note. The above sense I find
pletely removes the difficulty. The obscurity supported by the authority of the ancient Com-
seems to be chiefly occasioned by the insertion mentators almost universally. So the Vulg.
of the words ' ) '.

; and if Filius Dei. Indeed, the best modern Expositors
these are considered as parenthetical, the sense are agreed that it means " Son of God." But if

will be effectually cleared; as appear by an so, it ought to have the capital letter, and that
investigation of it in detail. . idiom must here have place, on which I have
signifies, " during the time when he lived as a treated supra i. 1. The above view is, moreover,
man, among them •," in which there is an evident confirmed by the close connection which, I

allusion to the period hefote he had put oft' his think, exists between Siv ' and iv

Divine nature, of course implying that he had ,— meaning, "when he
such. So the Pesch. Syr., " cum carne esset was made man :

" on account of which, and to
vestitus." , also carries with it a notion of clear the intermediate portion, I have, with Gratz,
the frailty and misery of the flesh ;

'' the whole placed the words /^;—. in a parenthesis.

(as Stuart observes) designating the condition of In —- there is supposed to be a paro-
the Lonos on earth (see John i. 14. 1 Tim. iii. nomasia, (a figure frequent in the Epistles of St.

16.). and the period of the Saviour's humiliation." Paul.) probably founded on the proverb

Of the phrase,'; (which contains a -, which may be traced to Herodot. i.

sacrifirial allusion) examples are found in the 107. Indeed, a paronomasia on the verbs is

later Classical writers. . here means frequently found in the best authors. In

vehement or ^rdent entreaty, — .i;i unusual sense it is best not to seek metaphysical
of (V^., but of which I find somethin^very similar refinements, but to regard it as a popular expres-

in Eurip. Med. 999. ^ sion ; denoting that he was made to learn experi-';. and . are terms nearly mentally how difficult it is to obey God's will

synonymnus (though the Intter is rather the amidst complicated trials.

iitrongcr one, and therefore introduced last) but 9. 10. >..] This has reference to the

united for intensity of sense. - - at v. 8., and must therefore have the same
paj )fai iavpiiwl• must be construed after (55. Kdi . ;' sense as at ii. 10. Sia ,
and the whole be referred to ous Lord's earnest which, as appears from the preceding verse, is

pravers and agonv in the Garden at Gethsemane. " brousht, or exalted, to glory in heaven." The
With respect to; \., it has . denotes obedience to his Gospel, as prompt

ever been a disputed question whether /J. and complete as that rendered by our Lord to

should be rendered />'/•, or pielu. The usus God the Father. , effector, is equivalent

toquendi permits either version, and especially to op^;;ydf at ii. 10. Of: the sense

the former; that signification being frequent in (which is disputed) seems to be, "being pro-

the later Classical writers and the Sept. And as claimed and constituted." .\ppointment to office

the sense vielded bv the latter is rather jejune, was in ancient, as in modern times, made by

the former' interpretation (supported by the "most saluting the person by the title atUched to the

eminent Expositors, ancient and modern,) is office.

preferable. Thus '-.-. will have ^wn meanings, 11—14. Having thus introduced the subject

bv what is called a se7)su.<! prrrv-n'ins (an idiom of Christ's exaltation as priest, the nature of the

common both in the Scriptural and Classical comparison introduced, viz. the comparison of

writers) ; and the Commentators refer to a similar Christ's priesthood with that of Melchisedec,

use of the Heb. rriT in Ps. xxii. 22, and Job occasions the writer to stop short, in order to

XXXV. 12. Thus the 'full sense is, " wis heard, comment on this, and also to give utterance to

in respect to that which he feared ;" i. e. was so his emotions of concern for those whom he ad-
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dressed. The difficulty and obscurity of the sub-

ject which he is about to discuss are, in his view,

occasioned principally by the low state of reli-

gious knowledge in those whom he addresses.

This he tells tliem very plainly, in order to re-

prove them for the little progress they have made
in Christian knowledge, as well as guard them
against objecting to what he is about to advance.
(Stuart.)

— ] " respecting which [personage] and
his priesthood." Or we may, with Grot, and
Pise, supply, " which matter," namely,
the comparison of the priesthood of Melchisedek
and Clirist. . is for S»a. fi' ,
" difficult to be made intelligible, in speaking on
that subject." uv ' b \6 was a frequent
mode of expression. . ., " you
are dull in apprehension."

12. Kul, &c.] The is by some rendered
etenim, or prcecipue. But such a sense is pre-

carious ; and it is better to suppose a clause

omitted, to which the refers, and to assign

to its usual sense also or even; q. d. " [And
such ye are] for though ye ought, according to

the time, to be teachers," ifec.

— Siii " in respect to, or consider-

ing the time [ye have learnt the Gospel]." Mean-
ing, that they had learnt long enough to be
teachers; i. e. long enough to understand, not
merely the elements, but the more recondite
doctrines of the Gospel. At supply. •)(7 ,^ -

; meaning faith, repentance, and such like.

some, as Kuin. and Stuart,

explain (as also did formerly Grot., Est., and
others), the doctrines or communications of
God in the Gospel, the system of Divine truths,

which we understand by Chi-istiaidty. A view
of the sense confirmed by vi. 1. -', &c., " and have become
such as need," &c. ; q. d. " like children, who
Cannot digest any but the lightest food." The
comparison of knowledge, or doctrine, to food is

frequent in the Jewish writers. The elementary
and the more recondite doctrines are here com-
pared to milk and to solid food respectively, just

as at 1 Cor. iii. 2. is opposed to. By) is meant solid food, called by Galen, like that flesh, and grain in its

most condensed state ; as opposed to milk, por-
ridge, and such like, elegantly termed by Sopho-
cles .

13, 14. There is here some obscurity, occa-
sioned by a confounding of the natural with the
metaphorical (or allegorical) sense. If kept dis-

tinct, the thought would be expressed as follows :

" Thus [as] every one who can live only on milk
is, in some sort, a babe

;
[so] every one who can

profitOnly by the first elements of the Gospel, is

also a babe in knoirledge. being- 6-." So Philo p. 188. cited by Carpz. ii, it

• \ 4'^X'J^\6 — }-— ( conjecture ') .
The expression' is variously inter-

preted. It may mean, as it is generally explained,
" the doctrine of salvation," i. e. the Christian

religion. The best Expositors, from Abresch to

Kuin., take it to mean doclrinam perfect)ore7n, the
of vi. 1.; regarding it as in antithesis

with . And such is the view of the
sense adopted by Calvin. But it should seem
better to simply interpret it " the Christian re-

ligion," the doctrine of salvation through Christ,

the doctrine of justification by faith and grace.

In short, this appears to be a periphrasis to denote
the Gospel. To the ' . are opposed
the TfXfioi, or those who can bear the solid food
of a more recondite inquiry into the origin and
nature of the Gospel ; comparing the word of
righteousness, the righteousness of Faith (See
Rom. iv. 6.), with the righteousness of the Laio
(See Rom. x. 5, C), and tracing the connexion
between the Patriarchal and the Mosaic, and
between the Mosaic and the Christian Dispensa-
tions.

The terms ', , and '^, are

equally adapted both to the natural and to the

allegorical sense. The Genit. in denotes
fitness for. riyv 'i^iv denotes " by habit, in-

duced by long use and exercise ;
" ', signifying

properly a habit of body, and metaphorically,

a habit of mind ; which supposes use and exer-

cise. At supply, meaning
Tuc, as in a fragment of ^Elian, p.

1051. It here, however, denotes the internal

senses.

By\ and are meant moral good and
moral evil, the good [of truth] ancf the evil [of
error], &c., in religion. What is said in vv. 12,

13. 14. is in some measure parenthetical (for the
(5 in the next verse connects with v. 11.), and
what is there premised (as introductory to the

subsequent discussion of the matters in difficulty)

is, as Bp. Fell observes, " not said as if he thought
them utterly un§t for, or incapable of, the sublime
doctrine he afterwards delivers ; but by gently

taxing their negligence and iniproficiency (of

whom also some were fallen away, and others,

like children, were relapsing to the former cere-

monies, elements, and rudiments of the Mosaic
law) to excite them to a greater vigilance and
attentiveness to it."

VI. 1. . i. e. "since ye ought now to be
thus', and imist be, in some degree, able to

comprehend (the more recondite doc-
trines of the faith) let us proceed," &c. Such
seems to be the true force of the ; vet, on the

whole of these six verses much difference of
opinion exists. Towards ascertaining the true

sense, it is important to previously attend to the

scope of th^ whole portion, and the intent of
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the writer. And here Expositors adopt two dis-

tinct and materially different views. One class

considers the whole passage as hortatory, i. e.

earnestly exhorting them not to rest satisfied with
the elementary principles of religion, but to aim
at being fully conversant in the Christian faith.

But to this view of the sense the words, &z,c., and aiivarov, a little after, are

very adverse. Prof. Stuart, indeed, who adopts
it, offers the following as the cou.se of reasoning :

' Christian brethren, who ought, by this time, to

be qualified, by your knowledge of religion, to

become teaciiers of it, quit the slate of ignorance
in which you are. Let it not be necessary any
more to teacli you the first rudiments of Christian

doctrine. Such progress we must make, Deo vo-

lente. Stationary we cannot remain ; we must
either advance or recede. But guard well, I be-

seech you, against receding ; ycip," «fee.

Yet notwithstanding that the view is thus ably

represented, it is liable to several objections. It

is scarcely necessary to remark how much the

meaning of has to be strained.

Cannot mean " we must make :
" and

tliat sense, if admitted, would be quite incongru-
ous with h. Certainly it did

not occur to those Critics of old, who, as we find

from some of the MSS., altered into

; a reading which no modern Editor or

Philologist ever ventured to plead for. Moreover,
cannot possibly mean quitting, i. e. not

resting content with, as Mr. Holden explains.

According to the usus loquendi and the context,

it can on\y," prcetermittuntes, piissino• over

[for the present] ; " a signification frequent in

the Classical writers, and of which the Commen-
tators adduce several examples. In short, the

interpretation in question is, I apprehend, philo-

logically untenable. The true sense of the

words is, I conceive, that assigned by many emi-
nent Commentators (as Grot., Vat.. Pise, Gomar,
Whitby, Wolf, and others, down to the time of

Kuin.) who understand the writer by these words
to apprize them what he is going to do ; viz. pass-

ing over the more elementary parts of the Chris-
tian doctrines, to proceed to the higher and more
recondite ones

; q. d. " Passing over [for the

present] the elementary doctrines of repentance,
faith, baptism, &c.. let us proceed to the consid-

eration of the higher doctrines (as involved in the

comparison between the priesthood of Melchise-
dek and Christ). And this, God willing, we will

now do," i. e. intend now to do. Now this the wri-

ter doe.1 ; but not until after a di£;ression. contained

in vv. i— 12. inclusive ; commencing tlio discus-

sion in question at V. 13. The above interpreta-

tion is, I believe, liable to no serions objections,

if it be but borne in mind that the words
— are, in some measure,

parenthetical : and thus con-

nects well with f'-i . It

may, indeed, be urged that, accordinsr to this view
of the sense, it is difficult to trace the connexion

in a5t'i"irov, &c. But, in fact, the case is other-

wise ; for the words need not, nay, ourrht not to

be referred to what immediatehj precedes, but to

the parenthetical portion — -, as is shown in the Note on v. 4. Finally,

the above view of the sense is supported bv the

authority of the Pesch. Syr. Version : the Trans-

lator even rendering, " we roili leave
[out of sight] and we will come to," &,c. By

is meant , those recondite doc-
trines, which correspond to the solidfood just men-
tioned, food fit for tlie, v. 14•., and 1 Cor.
11. 6, 7. £ ,. It is observed by Theophyl. that
'•tlie Apostle says b, not as if

it were doubtful whether God vvould permit this,

but as being accustomed to use such formulas,
denoting entire dependence on Divine Provi-
dence." The . is ex-
plained by the^. at . 12. And roB . here is for the. there. In there is a navtical
metaphor. The whole is for : ^; rb

., and that for.
— —. The sense here assigned

will depend upon the view adopted respecting
the sense of the preceding words. It should
seem that the Apostle meant to advert to the
chit'/ of the elementary doctrines of the Chris-
tian religion (as in Rom. xv. 20. 1 Cor. iii. 10.),

omitting such as were implied in the very profes-
sion of the religion. And therefore vve are not
to expect to find all that are specified in similar

enumerations at 1 Cor. xv. 3, 4. 1 Thess. i. 9, 10.

Tit. ii. 11 — 14. ; though some of them may be
iv .

In fact, the doctrines arc such as were, so to

say. catechistical ; and inculcated on candidates
for baptism ; viz. to repent, to have faith in the

declarations of God through Christ, and to be-

lieve in a resurrection and future judirment.

Moreover, the best Expositors are agreed, that by, ., ., &c., are meant, not the
//i/«o-i themselves, as acts, but as subjects of con-

.nderation, or doctrines. Thus the sense is, " the

doctrines of repentance," &c. This is plain from^ being expressed at one of the clauses
;

doubtless to suggest it as to be understood with the

rest. For it must not be regarded, with some, as

a separate particular, but be joined with the (3a 77 r.

It is worthy of notice, that though these funda-

mental points of doctrine are six, yet they are

so formed as to constitute, as it were, three pairs,

in which the doctrines of each pair are closely

connected. Thus the particulars are naturally

connected, and the best comment on them is

Acts XX. '2,\. '& ";
£iC ,'. See also Acts . 38. xxvi.

20. In. there is a sensus prEgnans, such

as is sotnetimes found in 7, by which is

meant both repentance and reformation, the

ceasing to do evil and the learning to do well

;

(this being alluded to in the ). The vt-

is by some interpreted sinful ; by others,

what causes dealli, or condemnation. Both

senses may be included, the one as implying

the other. ' Thus at ix. 14. the blood of Christ

is said to purify the censcience [namely, of those

who are converted to Christianity].
2. -.'\ The plural here involves some

diiiiculty ; there beinsr but ow Christian baptism :

and to take the word in a distributive sense would

be harsh. Most Commentators (as Stuart) regard

it as plural for singular, and denoting Christian
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baptism ; alleging a similar use in,, pose the reference in yap to be neither to v. 3. nor, Sec. Vet they have never proved, by a to v. 1, but (by an abruptness peculiar to passages
single example, that this idiom e.vtended to- written under mental agitation) to the matter; which, indeed, were very improbable. The which lay nearest to the heart of the writer;
word is used in three other passages of the N. T., namely, the sluggishness and backwardness, nay,
though nowhere in the sense baptism (which is falling off, in Christian knowledge of those wliom
expressed invariably hy) but always in he is addressing ; and whom he is here an.xious to

the sense wasliing. Thus I should prefer (with excite to a greater attention to the doctrines of
Limborch, Barrington, Dind., Rosenm., Schleus., their religion, by a diligent use of all their oppor-
and others) to understand it of the various cere- tunities of instruction, and the means of grace,

monial washings of the Jews (so ix. 10. iiafopoU See xiii. 17. x. 2.5. Thus the sense may be rep-), especially tlie baptism of proselytes, resented with Kuin. as follows: " [Renuntiate
as compared ivitli tlie Christian baptism. Since, inerliaB,plenam accuratamque religionis cognitio-
however, it is diificult to extract the sense nem vobis comparate, ne a religione deficiatis ;]

expressed in the last clause, I am inclined (with nam qui religionis luce collustrati sunt, et ab ea
Vater, Kuin., and Dr. Burton) to take deficiunt, ad meliorern frugem revocari non pos-
as a general term, referring both to the Jewish sunt, et poenas luent gravissimas."' Such may be
and Christian baptisms ; and implying, in the a correct view of the passage ; but if the above
adjunct }, such a comparison of one with mode of accounting for the reference in be
the other, and such a knowledge of tlie difference thought somewhat visionary, it will be better,

between them, as would lead to the adoption of with some ancient and several modern Commen-
the latter. tators, as Whitby and Newc, to suppose the
— . Here we have a separ- to refer to - aaaXivo

; q. d.

ate head of doctrine, though closely connected " Let us. I say, not have to lay again the foun-
with the last; and (as the best Expositors are dation of our religion, or by giving way to slug-

agreed) there is a reference to the laying on of gishness, gradually slide into apostasy ; for it is

hands, by which, in that age, baptism was fol- impossible to renevv them again unto repentance
lowed ; namely, as a symbol of the spiritual gifts who," &c. That the crime of apostasy is here
imparted to the new converts : a circumstance meant, is sufficiently evident. And this appears
alluded to at v. 4. Now it was necessary that from what follows, and especially from the paral-

these neophytes should be taught the meaning and lei passage at x. 26, 27. (which is the best corn-
intent of this imposition of hands, and the nature ment on the present),
of the benefits which it imparted. \7 ,() must be understood, not (with many enii- ' .
nent Expositors) of the resurrection of the just, , ,
but a resurrection eenerally, both of the just and - • from a comparison of which witli

the unjust. So Acts xxiv. 15. ';^;' the present, we are far better enabled to explain, ^•, - the chief terms here (on which the sense mainly, . By rests),.,, and-.. is meant, " and of a judgment, the con- . No writer, has, I think, thrown so much
sequences of which, whether for bliss or woe, light on this most controverted passage (which
will be eternal." has occasioned much perplexity to serious, but

3. , &c.] See Note supra timid believers), as Bp. Jeremy Taylor in § 4• of
V. 1. his instructive treatise " On the effect of repent-
4,5,6. Much difference of opinion exists as ance,"' vol. ix. p. 199— 202 of his works. He

to the sense contained in these verses ; in deter- there shows that by is meant, in con-
mining which, it is of consequence to settle the junction with what follows, a falling away from
connexion, as contained in diiwaTov. Some the state of excellent things, in which they had
refer to the preceding verse ; others suppose received all the present endearments of the Gos-
it belongs to v. 1 ; but of course vary in their rep- pel — a full conviction and pardon of sins, the
resentations of the meanina•,— according to their earnest of the Spirit, the comfort of the promises,
different views of the import of that verse, and an antepast ofheaven itself. " Now (continues he)
according as they take the in a qualified to fall away from all this cannot be by infirmity

or in an nnqualified sense. If we adopt the view ignorance, or surprise: which is meant by
generally taken of the sense of v. 1, we may re-, to s'lmvilfully, after they have received
gard it as an argument to show the necessity of the knowledge of the truth. It must denote ab-

going on in the true profession and faithful prac- solute apostasy, either unto heathenism or Juda-
tice of Christianity, founded on the desperate con- ism, or any other state of despising; and hating
dition of apostates, and thus paraphrase, with Mr. Christ, as thus crucifying him afresh." On the
Holden :

" Let us strive to go on to perfection, expression, see the Note infra. In
and resolve upon it, v. 1 — 3, for it is impossible , Bp. Taylor shows there
to renew again by repentance those who have is also something peculiar ; by which is, he thinks,
been once enlightened. &c. and yet have fallen meant, that such persons cannot be restored to
away, since they crucify to themselves the Son their former condition, or to any other gracious
of God afresh," &c. Yet thus the argument can covenant ; since they have despised this. " 0th-
hardly be considered conclusive, and the case is er persons who ' hold fast their profession,' and
thus made far more prominent than seems to have ' forget not that they were cleansed in baptism,'

been meant. It is preferable, with Kuin., to sup- they, in case they do fall into sin, may pro-
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ceed, in the same method, in their first renova-
tion to repentance ; that is, in their being sol-

emnly admitted to the method and state of re-

pentance for all sins known and unknown. But
when this renovation is renounced ; when they
despise the whole economy ; when they reject

this grace, and throw away tiie covenant, there is

' nothing left ' for such but a ' fearful looking-for

of judgment; ' for these persons are incapable

of the mercies of the Gospel, — they are out of
the way. For there being but one way of salva-

tion, viz. by Jesus Christ, whom they renounce,
— neither Moses, nor nature, nor any other name
can restore them. And, 2. their case is so bad,

and they are so impious and malicious, that no
man hath power to persuade such men to accept
of pardon by those means which they so disown.
For there is no means of salvation but this one

;

and this one they hate, and will not have : they
will not return to the old, and there is none left,

by which they can be, reneived

;

and therefore their condition is desperate." Fi-

nally, with respect to the expression,
there need not have been such debate, as to

whether it should mean absolutely impossible, or

very difficult. The truth here (as not uniVe-

quently) may be said to lie in medio. The learn-

ed Prelate above cited shows that the word is

not to be understood in the natural sense, but in

the and moral. " There are, he observes,

degrees of impossibility, and therefore they are

not all absolute." And this he illustrates from
the case of a criminal condemned by the law, of

whom we say " it is impossible he should escape,

i. e. by the laiv, it being clearly against him." In

like manner (1 would add) the (tpostate may be
said to stand in the same place with respf ct to

relivinn, that a deserter docs with respect to an
arm!/; the one is condemned by the articles of
war, and has as little chance of regaining the name
and character of a brave man, as the other of ever
again attaining to the state of a sincere believer.

Thus we may, with Bp. Taylor, illustrate the ex-

pression from the parallel words, alluding to Moses' law. in which, for those

that despised it, i. e. for apostates (as Maimonides
expounds) there was no sacrifice appointed. " So
that (continues he) does signify, in sens7!

forensi, a state of sin, which is sentenced by the

Law to be capital and damning ; but here it sig-

nifies the his;hest degree of that deadliness and im-

possibility, as there are degrees of malignity and
desperation in mortal diseases ; for of all evils,

this state here described is the worst. And there-

fore here is an impossibility." Such an impossi-

bilitv (we mav observe), because the sin of apos-

tasy being a sin against light and knowledge, and

especially against that which is the very condi-

tion and instrument of salvation, faith,— that is

destroyed without which no man can be saved
;

an-l the very anchor of the soul is thus broken.
" Finally (says Bp. Taylor), besides all other

senses of this word, it is certain, by the whole

frame of the place, and the very analogy of the

fio'ipel, that this impossibility here mentioned is

net an impossibility of the thins, but only relative

to the person. It is impossible to restore him

whose state nf evil is contrary to pardon and res-

titution, as being a renouncing the Gospel, that

is, the whole covenant of pardon and repentance.

Compare 1 John iii. 9. Yet if this man will re-
pent with a repentance proportioned to that evil
which he hath committed, that he ought not to
despair of pardon in the court of heaven, we have
the affirmation of Justin Martyr. So that this im-
possibility concerns not those that return and do
confess him, but those that wilfully and maliciously
reject this only way of salvation as false and de-
ceitful, and never return to the confession of it

again." Thus it appears that here (as
elsewhere in Scripture and in other writers) de-
notes the highest degree of what we call inoral
impossibility, something so exceedingli/ difficult
as to be utterly hopeless ; though not beyond the
reach of His grace, " with whom all things are
possible." (Matt. six. 2.)
As a warning against this falling away, the

writer, in the words following, places in strong
contrast the precious benefits accruing to true be-
lievers, with the hopeless condition of apostates ;

whose guilt is forcibly represented by being indi-

rectly compared with that of those who crucified
the Lord of life ; implying, consequently, a simi-
lar fiite with theirs. The happy condition of the

faithful is represented in glowing metaphors ; in

the interpretation, however, of \vhich there has
been no little difference of opinion. It should
seem that the Apostle, by, meant to designate the benefits in question
as distributed into two parts, 1. those which re-

spect Divine knowledge ; 2. those which regard
its results, in conferring happiness. The .
and the . . fall into the former
class ; the other particulars into the latter. B^

is denoted, by a metaphor frequent in

the Sept., the being enlightened by the truths of
the Gospel. (Eph. i. 18. iii. 9.) The expression

may be compared with the; in a kindred passage at x. 26., though
it is stronger. By the earlier Commentators and
a few later ones (as Em., Mich., and Dr. Burton)

it is regarded as put for. They, how-
ever, only prove that use to have prevailed at a

much later period •, not in the age of the Apostles.

Yet there is, doubtless, an allusion to baptism, in

this expression and, especially as the

things mentioned at v. 2. were the points in which
candidates for baptism, were instructed : and as

we know the Apostles never allowed a repetition

of baptism, the^ may have had an allu-

sion to the non-reiteration of baptism. With re-

spect to the other particular,, it has reference, not so much
to the increase of religious knowledae in the or-

dinary way, namely, by the sanctifying graces

of the Spirit, as by its extranrdinanj influences ;

occasionally, too', by the communication of

those supernatural gifts by which miracles were

worked.
To turn to the other class, the expressions in-

dicating the privileges and blessings are suspended

on the term, which, by a figure ex-

tending to the Heb. ^DX. the Latin griistare, and

the correspondent terms in most languaL'es, sig-

nifies to have e.rperience of So Ps. xxxiv. 9. Sept.

'? ' i. 1 Pet. 11. 3.' h. Both the

sacred writers seem to have had the Psalmist in

mind. Carpz. aptly compares a similar sentiment

in Philo p. 470. \ 6 iori
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)», ) \6 , both in the Sept. and repeatedly in the

at ii iSovaai, , , . ., not only in the Gospels but in the Epistles

( . I would observe that. is of St. Paul, signifies to crucijy, contrary to Classi-

here used with the Genit., but just after with the cal usage, which requires .; so why should
Accus. ; and, therefore, although our Translators not. mean to re-crucify? That it does
render'. in both cases by taste, we may sup- mean this here, is plain from the conte.xt ; other-

Eose some difference of sense, which seems to wise the point between -noXtv, ., and-
e this. In the former case it signifies to hare . vvill be destroyed, and, indeed, the sense

experience ; and in the latter, to know [viz. the be weakened ; for thus we must, with Stuart,

benefit of any thing] Inj experience. -- explain it only of treating with ignominy and con-

is by some explained, the gift of the Holy tempt, which is nO other than is expressed in the

Spirit; by others (I think rrfore properly) of words following. , i. e. apud se, for fv

tlie gift of God in the Gospel. So iii. 1. ^- , quantum in se. On. see Note on. The \ [/ is vari- Matt. i. 19.

ously interpreted. Many Commentators un- 7, g. y^ ,) vwhaa, &c.] To enforce the ad-
derstand it of the Gospel, or Christian religion, monition contained in &, v. 4. the Apostle
with Its blessings, as derived from God. But now contrasts, in striking imagery, the respective
thus there would be no more than the sense con- conditions of those who, enjoying the advantages
tamed in 6.. just before. It should seem and privileges of the Gospel, use them aright, and
best explained, with Pheod., of the ancient, and of those who abuse them. The former are corn-
some eminent modern Expositors, " the promise pared to fertile, and the latter to barren ground:
of (;od, as held out in the Old Testament, and the difference between which is denoted by the
fulfilled in the New," viz. of blessings here and different effects which the rain from heaven has
salvation hereafter : a sense of found also in upon theiii ; in the one causing exuberance of
Luke 1. 38. u. 29. and sometimes in the Sept., corn or grass, in the other raising up nought but
aiid corresponding to that of the Heb. 2 in ~(2T thorns or briars. Blessing attends the one

;The next expression \ is. cursing and burning the other. Thus are repre-
obscure. Some Expositors take it to mean " the rented the different effects of the Christian doc-
miracles, or miraculous powers, of the Gospel t^ine on difl^erent persons, as in the parable of the
dispensation ;" others, " the blessings and advan- gower. Those (it is meant) who improve their
tages of a heavenly life. Neither of which in- spiritual advantages will be blessed, and those
terpretations, however, seems tenable. I would ,^^ are either wholly unfruitful in Christian
understand it of the powerful motiv-es and sup- graces, or abandon the Gospel, will be rejected,
ports arising from the doctrine of a future state 3^ thorny ground is rejected by the husbandman.
[revealed by God]." See Scott\6. Literally, " those who have
fallen away." A mild expression for <\-. Thus the LXX. render the same Heb.word

SyO by and. Here it is

and whose end will be, " Depart from me ye
cursed into everlasting fire !

", in Classical usage, denotes any veget-
able produce except corn ; but in the Hellenistic,

corn is also included. properly denotes
equivalent to and - fitted orft; and U\en suitable to, useful for. '

at X. 2.6. iii. 12. signifies, 1. oSs, " on account of whom." >'.
to rebuild decayed edifices ; 2. to have them to is for\7. The sense is, simply, " enjoys
renew; 3. in a metaphorical sense, to restore. God's blessing in fertility;" "meaning (says

So Chrys. explains : tiV>^ - Stuart) either that the earth, when thus fruitful, is. Here. . is for. - contemplated with satisfaction by its Creator ; or, implying , that the earth which thus produces useful fruits,

^wnich is expressed at Acts xxvi. 20. This figura- is rendered still more fruitful by Divine benefi-
tive sense of is not unexampled in cence ; the fruitfulness being the consequence
other writers. So Philo p. 1004. cited by Loes- of the Divine blessing, and by metonymy taken
ner : ^ for the blessing itself." The former sense is

(reformed by equality) ' !), preferred by .Stuart ; but I would rather adopt the
The next words ., &c. represent the latter, since it is usual both in the Old and N. T.
peculiar enormity of the offence, — namely, that to use such language as implies devout depend-
by turning apostates, they represent Christ as an ence on God for every thing. So Gen. xxvii. 27.

impostor, and consequently his crucifixion as just; "the smell of a fieldwhich tlw Lord hath blcss-

and thereby put him to shame. Several eminent ed ; " i. e. is blooming and fruitful,

modern Expositors (and amongst the rest Stuart) At the circumstances, of the land's
adopt a somewhat different view of. from having been watered and cultivated, are implied.

that taken by the ancient Expositors in general. And the sense (which is made plainer in the
He would not assign to the ava the sense afresh, Pescli. Syr. Version than in any other), is. " But
but would regard tile expression as the same with the land (supplying /; at tV^/ootma) which [after

the simple. But all that they show is, that receiving rain and cultivation] bringeth forth
the word is fiipaWe of that sense, not that it must thorns," &c. ', i.e. is held despicable
be so taken here. The Prof, indeed, urges that by its owner, as unfit for cultivation. The word
to interpret it rrncify afresh, is contrary to the is properly used of 77ionei/ that 7/7/ no/ pas.?.

tisns loquendi. But that 'is only applicable to the — fyyi)?.] The sense (somewhat dis-

Classical, not to the Hellenistic Greek. And as puted) seems to be, " is near to being utterly
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rejected," literally, thrown up with a curse. So
viii. 13. ). Thus land so hopelessly
unproductive was called cursed land. The sense
seems to be, " is near being cursed by God to

utter barrenness," the opposite to. So the Hebrews called a
sterile field-- ; i. e. devoted by God to

a curse. See Psalm cvi. 34. Septuagint.
— TO .^ The best Expositors

are agreed that (scil.) is a Hebraism

formed on '^T7j'7» ^"d that the verbal is for

the Infinitive passive used as a noun. See Is. xliv.

15. The kraSjii'must not be understood, \vith some
Expositors (as Mackn. and Burton) of being burnt
up with drought

;
(because, as has been before

seen, it is implied that the rain has fallen on the

ungrateful soil,) but it must denote (as all the

best Commentators are agreed) a process com-
mon in the East, and found more or less every-

where, by which foul land is ameliorated, by the
thorns and thistles being pared off at the roots

and heaped and burned ; which both cleans and
manures the soil. When the land is said to be
burnt, it is only meant that the foul surface is

burned. So Virg. Georg. i. 83. " Saspe etiam
Bteriles incendere profuit agros." " Thus the

whole (observes Stuart) is as much as to say ;

'' You are now enjoying abundant means of spirit-

ual improvement. If you act in a manner worthy
of such privileges, God will approve and bless

you ; but if you disobey the Gospel, and become
wholly unfruitful in respect to Christian graces,

you are exposed to final rejection and endless
punishment.' "

9. , . . .] Here the Apostle
softens the seeming harshness of the address by
expressions showing that he is not without hope
of them, and that he has dealt thus plainly with
them solely from affection. is not to

be taken of full persuasion, nor even confident
expectation, (for the Apostle's previous complaint
of their sluggishness forbids that,) but merely
denotes, as we popularly say, a good hope. So at

Gal. V. 10. Paul says, , ', and yet at iii. 1. he had
called them foolish. In 1•6 . the.
is not to be taken, with some eminent Expositors,

of temporal preservation ; still less, with Schleus.,

of constancy and perseverance ; but of salvation.

/^. . may be rendered, " \vhich are con-
nected with and promotive of salvation."

10. ov . &c.] Whitby paraphrases
thus :

" For [if yo be not wanting to yourselves]
God is not unmindful," &c. But this is a per-

version of the sense ; which, indeed, is misunder-
stood by almost all tiie paraphrasts. The )
refers, I conceive, to the reasons for his good
hope of their salvation. And those were founded
partly in themselves and partly in God. Both
are, t apprehend, adverted to in the next words.

They had, it seems, shown such attention to one

important branch of Christian duty, as justified

him in the hope that they would in time add
other virtues and graces. And what they had

VOL. II.

done must be supposed to have gained them such
blessing and aid from God by his Holy Spirit
as might serve to " support, strtngthen, settle
them ; " and thus give an additional hope of their
perseverance unto salvation. See Jude 24. The
best Commentators are agreed, that is to
be taken for nnmerciful, as often means
merciful. At supply, as in Gal.
iii. 1. Mi)(. here is, per meiosin, for ^/^///-. See Heb. xiii. 3. Compare x. 11 «fc 12:
ix. 13.

'

The words are not found in several
ancient MSS., Versions, and some Fathers, and
have been rejected by Mill and Beng., and can-
celled by Griesb., Knapp. Schott, Tittm., Valpy,
and Vat. To whose opinion I myself assented m
the 7?/-s< Edition of the present "Work. But on
further consideration of the question, I see no
sufficient reason to doubt their being genuine.
External evidence is most decidedly in favour of
them : for the MSS. that have them not are very
few in number : and as to the ancient Versions,
they are no good evidence in a matter which con-
cerns the omission of words that seem superflu-
ous. Internal evidence, too, is, I think, quite in
favour of the words, since no good reason can
be imagined for their insertion : for as to their
being interpolated (according to the above Crit-
ics) from 1 Thess. i. 3. ., \ , that is SUrely tOO
hypothetical to be safely rested on. Neither is

it probable; for such interpolations from one
Epistle into another are of rare occurrence : this

being a species of composition offering so little

temptation ; unlike historical records, in which a
inatter of fact may be, and has often been, intro-

duced from the margin. On the other hand, for

the omission of the words the best of all reasons
may be imagined ; since those early Critics who
tampered with the text in so many other places,
would be likely to do so here ; especially as they
waged a- against pleonasms, or
what they accounted such ; though they did not
always agree which to cancel and which to leave.

So here some MSS. and Fathers omit, and
retain. But such falsely called pleonasms
(as Longinus long ago proved) rather serve to

promote the strength of a sentiment.
In Tou there is an Hendiadys,

as in a not dissimilar passage of Soph. Aj. 536.' , , and Eurip.

Phoen. 189:^ ^^ '.
It was. doubtless, the intention of the \vriter to

dwell upon this labour and toil, in order to inti-

mate that as^ , so benevolence can
rarely attain its object, — the real and perma-
nent good of another. — without much pains and
trouble. The same elegant allusion is observa-

ble in a passage of Soph. CEd. Tyr. 314. (which I

adduce because the sentiment would not be un-
worthy of an Apostle) :

' ^ , '" , .
11, 12. Here the .Apostle means to say, that

he wishes them still to evince the same zeal and
activity which they had already shown in per-

54
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forming offices of charity and benevolence, in the

more important concern of making their hope of

salvation firm and sure unto the end of their

lives. The best Expositors are agreed that ;;-' is for \\»,
signifying a sure hope, as at x. 22. h, " unwavering faith,'' and Col. ii. 2. y --. , for ; .
The next words, ha , &c., further devel-

ope the sense in before, and
have reference to the iXn. preceding

; q. d. " that

ye be not sluggish or faint in your hope ; " to

rouse which, the Apostle recoinmends tlie imi-

tation of such as had evinced those qualities

(faith and cojistmicij) which are best calculated

to stimulate hope and rouse exertion. Compare
James v. 7, 8.— .1 The only true interpreta-

tion of this word is that of the ancient and most
modern Commentators, who take it as an Aorist,

and explain, " who have come into the enjoyment
of the promised blessing of salvation," understand-

ing the. as referring partly to the patriarchs

their pious progenitors, who lived by faith in the

promises of salvation through the future Saviour
;

and partly to those Hebrew Christians, who, imi-

tating the faith and patience of their ancestors,

had fought the good fight of faith and endured
unto the end, and being at length delivered from
their trials, had entered into the joy of their Lord
promised to all his faithful servants. The plural

in ., as Kuin. observes, " is used because
the promises in question were extended to the

Patriarchs generally, and were given at various

times and seasons, (see Cen. xii. 3 ; xxii. 16

& 18 ; xxvi. 3; xxviii. 13) ; all, however, center-
ing in the promises of salvation through a Re-
deemer."

13, 14. Here the Apostle takes occasion, from
the foregoing, to excite them to perseverance, by
enlarging on tlie certainty of the promises of God
confirmed by oath ; recalling to their minds the
many examples of faith presented by their ances-
tors, especially Abraham, whom he extols, though
he shows him to have been inferior to Melchise-
dek ; thus paving the way to represent the dignity

of Christ, as being supreme. Tap, " [for exam-
ple]." ., '' had it in his power:" a significa-

tion frequent both in tlio Scriptural and Classical

writers.

— '. " Sanctissim^ promisit,"
pledged his eternal Godhead to fulfil his engage-
ment. So God is said at Num. xiv. 21, and else-

where in the O. T., to swear bv himself as having
none superior to swear by. 'II >• is a formula
of serious affirmation and solemn engagement,
often occuring in the Classical writers.'. is well rendered by Bolime, " IMa; omnibus

te implebo bonis ;
" the reduplication being in-

tensive. EiiXoy. is here, as often, to be taken de
effectu, i. e. blessing. " The Apostle (remarks
l3r. Burton) only quotes part of the promise, be-
cause it was so well known to his readers ; but
his argument is concerned principally with those
words, ' And in thy seed shall all thp nations of
the earth be blessed.' "

15. The Apostle here again inculcates con-
slancij (as at v. 12. iii. 6. and elsewhere), and in

order to enjoin it the more strongly, remarks,
that it was only through constancy in faith that

Abraham obtained the " promised blessing ;
"

namely, of a son who should produce a progeny
that should become numerous. The preternatural
birth of a son under such remarkable circum-
stances was a sufficient pledge that what had
been promised respecting him would be i'ulfdled.

Other blessings, too, were connected with the
birth of Isaac and the faith of Abraham, which
Abraham did not, indeed, obtain by actual pos-
session ; but by anticipation, confluent hope, and
unwavering faith in the promises of God. Comp.
John viii. 56. (Stuart.)

16. From the promise made by God to Abra-
ham the writer takes occasion to speak on the
firmness of the Divine counsels and purposes in
general. See v. 18. (Kuin.)
— i. e. " by some person greater

than themselves, who can avenge falsehood,"
meaning God, who is called in John x. 2G.. Of the next words —
the sense has been disputed. The common ver-
sion and some others are obviously wrong by
omitting to express the force of the Article ; as

also are others in rendering, "the oath for con-
firmation ;

" since (as Abresch and Bp. Middleton
observe) that sense would require h .'.
'• The meaning (adds the latter) is this : The
oath (implied in preceding) is to them
the termination of all controversy unto confir-

mation, i. e. it causes uncertainty to end in assur-

ance." This view of the sense is confirmed by
the authority of Thcophyl. and (Ecumeii.: i:at' '.' avTof (read)
b '. So also the passage is» taken by Kuin.
and Stuart.

17. IV 10. —.^ The sense
of this passage (somewhat disputed) seems to be
that assigned by Kuin. as follows :

" Although
faith would have to be reposed in the assertion

of the God of truth, oven without the interpo-

silioh of an oath, yet, in condescension to hu-

man weakness. He subjoined an oath to the pro-

mise.'' This is confirmed by the authorit}' of
Theophyl. To .. a. "the immu-
tability of his will or purpose." To understand
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the full import of this expression, see Hooiter's

Eccl. Pol. L. I. § 2., where he treats of " that

Law which God from the beginning has set for

himself to do all things by ; " there showing
'' that the force of the term implies that there is

a reason (however inaccessible to human compre-
hension or search) for whatsoever God doth."
The use of the sing?dar here, and not the plural,

is (though unattended to by Commentators) not
without its force. So Bp. Sanderson, in his 8lh
Sermon ad Fop. § 17. p. 657. (on Prov. xix. 21.).

remarks, that '' it is no commendation, but rather

a disparagement of men's devices, that they are

so many ; but it is the honour of Ciod, that his

counsel is but one, and unchangeable ; as it is said

at Heb. vi. 17., where it is then laid down as the
great foundation of our Christian hope, the very
strength of our consolation."
— Sp/cio.] Of the various interpreta-

tions propounded by modern Expositors, Kuin.
prefers that of Bretsch. ; who explains
sponsorem esse, since a sponsor acts the part of a

mediator between two parties. He renders,
•' proniissionis veritatem spospondit juramento,"
and cites an example of in the sense
sponsor from Josephus. Yet even this is liable

to objection. For as God cannot be a mediator
between himself and the heirs of the promise,
so neither can He be a sponsor (in the above
sense.) There is no reason to abandon the sense,
" interposed by an oath," i. e. by a common
Hypallage, interposed an oath, as the Vulg./;-ee/i/

renders : meaning, as Stuart explains, " made [so

to spealc] by an oath ; interposed an oath

between himself and the heirs of the promises."

i. e. made an oath the means of removing all

doubt on their part whether he would faithfully

perform what he had promised. There is the

very same Hypallage in Soph. Elect. 47.\\
6'' ', &c. where the Schol. rightly

take it for^; rp.
18. ' - .] further urg-

ing the argument founded on the oath, the Apos-
tle (anxious in every way to infuse com.fort in

the afflicted minds of his readers) enlarges on
this oath of God ; and, in reference to it, resorts

to a distinction which has been thought some-
what far-fetched ; it being almost universally ad-

mitted, that by the two immutable things are

meant the promise and the onih of God. To this,

however, Storr and Stuart take strong exception.

And they are of opinion, that bv the two im-

mutable things, in which believers may confide,

are meant, 1. the oath that Abraham should have

a son (the Messiah) in whom r,\\ nations should

be blessed. Gen. xxii. 18. 2. The oath that this

Son should be High-priest for ever, after the order

of Melchisedek, Psal. ex. 4. " These two oaths

(says Stuart) it is impossible God should dis-

resrard, and the salvation of believers is therefore

adequately and surely provided for." Yet whether

this be a satisfactory solution of the difficulty,

may be doubted; nay, it may be questioned
whether the difficulty itself be not purely imag-
inary. Bp. Sanderson, I find (Serm. p. 178.), un-
derstood the passage as I do. Nor am 1 aware
that that view is open to any well-founded objec-
tion. It may, indeed, seem to us to have some-
thing frigid and overstrained ; but such forms of
expression are quite in accordance with the style
of Jewish composition, and of perpetual occur-
rence in the Rabbinical writers. Nay, examples
are not wanting of such sort of harshness in the
best authors of antiquity. So I have noticed in
Thucijdides ii. 95.( fiia ibo ", Se .
where see my Note.)7!' is variously explained : but Kuin.
seems right in retaining the common interpreta-
tion, coraso// ; which is supported by the au-
thority of the best ancient Versions and Com-
mentators. In 01 -. . there is a sensus prcegnans, which
may be thus evolved, " [we] who run to take
refuge in and grasp at the hope set before us."
There is a mixture of a nautical and an agonistic
metaphor, . referring to the. The
refuge is supposed to be sought by flying from
sin, sorrow, and death, in order to obtain the hope
of eternal life by Christ. here, as often,

denotes the thing hoped /or ; though in the next
verse it means the hope itself ; of which double

sense in the same passage examples are adduced
by Kuin.

19. From the nautical image the writer slides

into that of an anchor. So common, indeed, was
it so to designate Hope, that an anchor is found
on ancient medals as a symbol of hope. "
is for., as in an anonymous writer cited by
Chrys.^ . There
was, too, an ancient proverb, iv -»; (a sure cable)

Kapiiav . '., the best Expositors are

agreed, is to be referred, not to -, but to.
Render, " which hope gives us an e'ntrance into

the inner sanctuary, where God dwells." The
was the thick veil or curtain which

separated the Sanctum from the .Sanctum Sanc-

torum : (that which parted the Sanctum from the

Court of the Gentiles being called «/) and
designated Heaven. So Joseph, says •-. "The meaning (observes Stu-

art) is, that the objects of hope are in heaven,

where God dwells ; and the sentiment is :
' Hold

fast the objects of your Christian hope.' These
will keep you steady in adherence to your holy

relision, and preserve you, like an anchor, from

making shipwreck of the faith."

20. :6^>^, &c.] On the sense of these

words some difference of opinion exists. The
more recent Commentators, from Dindorf to

Stuart, are of opinion that . tjXec is put for

: appealing to yEschyl. Theb. (19G. Blomf

)

' ^\^. That
passage, however, suits not the present purpose

;
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since there. is for, as in Soph.

Antig. 108. . Indeed, it may be
doubted whether the word ever simply means
one who goes be/ore any thing; lor though in the

400th fragment of the Tragedies of /Eschylus we
have' \-

: yet there, I am persuaded, the true reading

is, to be taken adjectively, for -
; meaning the statue. So Pausan.

iv. p. 337. b (the statue

of the God). In short, wherever it

means one who runs or goes forward, it is there

almost always hnplied. that the going forward is

to prepare the way for those who stay behind.

So Eurip. Iph. Aul. 424.. Hence see little

force in the observation here generally made,
that Christ is merely said to be our pre-cursor,

to intimate that it is our duty to follow him.
That is, I apprehend, but a -part of the truth.

This was, I conceive, said not so much by way
exhortation, as encouragement ; implying that

the possibility of entering the heavenly kingdom
is ascertained, and preparation made for those
that follow.

And here the best comment is a passage of
John xiv. 2. .
The meaning, then, is, that Christ, having opened
heaven, remains there, as the High-priest, to in-

troduce thither all the faithful into the presence
of God. The above view of the sense is sup-

ported by the authority of Chrys., Theodoret,
and CEcumen., of the ancients ; and, of modern
Expositors, by Schlit., Wolf, and Carpz. Ren-
der, with Prof Scholefield, " Whither Jesus is

entered as a forerunner for us."

The expression refers to Christ's

Priesthood, and serves to introduce, by the men-
tion of Melchisedek, another subject, on which
the writer now proceeds to treat: namely,— as

it \va.s lawful for the Mosaic High priest only to

enter, through the veil, into the inner sanctuary
;

so Jesus, as High priest of the new dispensation,

alone entered the eternal sanctuary above, making
expiation of perpetual efficacy for sinners, Heb.
ix. 11, 12, 22— 2G.

VII. The Apostle now takes up again a subject
which he had before slightly touched on at v. 6.

and 10. ; and pursues it to vii. 25., where he re-

sumes the topic broken off at v. 10., and com-
pletes what he intended to say concerning it, vii.

26 — 28.; explaining the passage which he had
referred to from Ps. ex. 4. And after removing
the doubt which might seem to hinder him from
treating of the sublime doctrines of the allegories

and types of Christ, he labours to convince them
of the authority, prerogatives, and exalted Priest-

hood of Melchisedek. His argument is founded
on the oath of God, by which Jesus was consti-
tuted a High Priest for ever, according to the
order or similitude of Melchisedek. Whatever,
therefore, as a priest, this personage was, vhose
history is recorded Gen. xiv. IS. et seq., such
must Jesus our High Priest be. Now the supe-
riority of the priesthood of Melchisedek is shown
in V. 1 — 10. ; and though the Apostle has not
expressly stated the conclusion, but left it to be
supplied by the reader, it is clearly this, that, as
Melchisedek is superior to the Aaronical priests,

and Christ is a priest after the order of Melchi-
sedek, Christ must be far superior to them.
(Dind., laspis, Stuart, and Holden.)
The Apostle points out the resemblance be-

tween the type Melchisedek and the antitype
Messiah. From v. 1 — 10. the type is described
and explained, first his priesthood, and thence its

excellence. From v. 11. the type is transferred
to the antitype; and the superiority of Christ's

priesthood over Aaron's demonstrated. (SchOttg.)

On the whole of this parallel Limborch judicious-
ly remarks :

" Observandum est, scriptorem sa-

crum non hoc velle, omnia qute Melchisedeco
cum Christo communia dicit, secundum literam

precise esse similia, sed certo quodam modo
loquendi : ac perinde de Melchisedeco quredam
dicere, quae de illo non alio sensu dicuntur, nisi

quatenus Christo assimilatur, qua;que absolute de
Melchisedeco dici non possunt : ac proinde quod
ait V. 9. ', ut ita dica?ii, idem etiam
aliis, quae v. 3. de Melchisedeco ait, applican-
dum ; i. e. certo tantum modo loquendi haec de
Melchisedeco dici."

1. The yiip is resumptive and explanatory, and
may be rendered enim, na?n. Some Commenta-
tors al'ter supply ^v • which, however,
mangles the course of argument, from an exam-
ination of which Kuin. shows that " the periodus
oratoria dr.awn from v. 1. ends at the words of v.

3. rb ; and that these words
belong to Melchisedek, and are to be considered
as the predicate ; while all the rest that precedes
is subjoined to the subject, describing it more at

lai-ge." This, it may be observed, is confirmed by
the use of the Article at ., which Bp. Middl.
shows would not otherwise have been employed.
Here it has been doubted whether ;^. is to be
regarded as an appellative or title of honour, or a
proper name. The latter is the common opinion,

and, as Dind. and Kuin. prove, the best founded.
At all events a real person is here designated,
and not (as some suppose) an imaginary one. Yet
of those who admit the reality, all are not agreed
as to the nature of his person. Many ancients
and some moderns have supposed him to have
been a superhuman person ; while others suppose
him to be the same as Enoch, or Shem, or Job.
There seems, however, most probability in the
opinion of Josephus, of the ancients, and several
eminent moderns, that he was a descendant, not
far removed, of one of the sons of Noah ; that he
was a powerful chieftain, or head of a tribe,

among the Canaanites, and, after the custom of
the patriarchal ages (transmitted, I would add, to
those earliest of colonies from Asia, in America,
and found in Mexico) was, as head of his tribe,

both King and Priest.

—.] Whether this was the same as
Jerusalem is a disputed question. Almost all

the ancient and most modern Expositors think it

ivas ; while some, as Carpz., Heinr., and Dind.,
maintain it \vas not. But Kuinoel, who has dis-

cussed the question with his usual diligence and
ability, decides in favour of the former opinion.
— . .] Some eminent recent

Commentators have thought that here only
signifies OTwisiir: but Winzer in a learned Dis-

sertation " On the Priesthood of Christ," cited

by Kuin., has quite refuted that notion, and satis-

factorily shown that " Melchisedek was such a
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priest as offered up sncrifices ; as, indeed, is ap-

parent from the comparison with Christ as priest,

who offered up himself, in the place of a victim,

to God. Nay he is called by Philo p. 381. h." How highly the Jews of the
Apostle's days esteemed the honour of priest-

hood, the Commentators have fully shown.
— h .] Kuin. has here ably re-

moved a seeming discrepancy between this ac-

count and what is said in Gen. xiv. 17. ; from
whence it may, as he shows, be collected that

Melchisedek did meet Abraham ; though the cir-

cumstance is only expressly mentioned of the
King of Sodom. I have here followed Knapp
and Goeschen in including the words
—' ) in a sub-parenthesis ; since " they
form, as Stuart observes, a parenthetic explana-

tion, thrown in for the sake of suggesting to the

reader's mind some considerations respecting the

character and dignity of Melchisedek, which
would be very useful in order to a right under-
standing of the comparison to be drawn further

on."
— .'] Notwithstanding that all our

Translators render this " slaughter," yet its true

sense, 1 conceive, is simply defeat, meaning a

total overthrow. A metaphor found in the Heb.

f\-l^, the Greek, the Latin ccdere, and the

English heat. In the same manner, too, 1 would
take Josh. X. 20.. See also Judith xv. 17.

is by many recent Commentators
taken to mean no more than " having congratu-
lated him." See Rosenm. and Schleus. But it

has been fully proved by Ernesti, Winzer, and
Kuin., that the word must here have that more
eminent sense which the ancient Kxpositnrs as-

sign to it. — as denoting a sacerdotal benediction.

So that the expression does not simply denote
bona apprecari, but bona, ut cerlu erentiira appre-

cari. See Levit. ix. 22. Num. vi. 23. This is

plain from v. 7. rS -. It is implied therefore that what was
uttered was e.v antoritate manitnqiie Divitio ; in

short, such a blessing as that which Jacob de-

sired, and obtained of the angel. Gen. xxxii. 29.

2. aiTu] scil. , as is ex-

pressed at v. 4•. Heinr. and Rosenm. attempt,

but in vain, to prove this to have been only a

courteous interchange of presents between two
chieftains. The Apostle's language will admit
of no such sense ; but plainly implies what is ex-

pressed by Philo, p. 437. (confirmed by the Rab-
bins) that this tenth was given t poi t. That the proportion in

question was not, as the above Commentators
aver, accidental, is clear from what is said by

Spelrnen and Selden on Tithes •, who have traced

back the custom, of dedicating tithes to religious

uses, to so remote an antiquity, that it is sup-

posed by Parkhurst to have existed as early as

the dispersion of Babel; nay, he thinks, may
have made a part of the Patriarchal religion be-

fore the deluge.
—' —.] The best

mode of taking these words is to consider them
as elliptical, and (with Carpz.) to be supplied as

follows :
b _)(;(-

^ & \'
' , -.
— .] This is by some Ex-

positors (including Stuart) taken to be equivalent
to

; while Others (as Ernesti,
Boehme, and Kuin.) have gone far to prove, that
the expression here designates such a king as
discharges his functions, whether regal or sacer-
dotal, so as to make his subjects righteous and
holy

; with allusion to that full jiistitication which
we obtain through the intercession of the great
High Priest, Jesus. So is shown
by Winzer to be an appellation adapted to the
great antitype, the " Prince of peace," the recon-
ciler of man to his offended Maker, and wlio put
away the enmity between Jews and Gentiles.
Compare Eph. i. 10. Col. i. 18— 23. Yet, after
all, the former interpretation may be the true
one ; especially since I find it confirmed bv Jo-
seph. Antiq. vi. 4., where speaking of the original
founding of Jerusalem, he savs : b )
read ) Ijv . b T[j"

' ^ .
Aid , -,}.

3.,, .] On the sense of
these words much difference of opinion e.vists.

The two most probable interpretations are the
following. 1. That of many ancient and some
eminent modern l-^xpositors, from Heins. down to

Stuart, who take the sense to be, " whose father
and mother are not mentioned in Scripture." So
the Pesch. .Syr., "cujus nee pater, nee mater
scripti sunt in genealogiis." 2. That of others,

as Kuin., who, adopting a modified view, interpret,
" who had not a father a priest, nor a mother the

daughter of a priest." . is added for expla-

nation, and means properly one whoso origin and
pedigree are unknown. Others however, think

the sense is clear from v. 6.

scil. ' . They explain ^'.
•' one who is not of the Sacerdotal race, who
does not derive his family from the sacerdotal

tables," Which finds a striking counterpart in

Christ.

Of the next \vords — the sense

has also been much disputed : but. I think, with-

out reason. We have only to observe, (though

the Commentators have generally neglected to

do so), that the Apostle must have intended the

words to be taken in two senses, as applied to

Melchisedek and to Christ, the type, and the anti-

type. As said of the former, the sense may be
that assigned by Cameron, Limborch,and others,

down to Schmidt and Kuin., " having no begin-

ning of his [Sacerdotal] days, nor end of his [Sa-

cerdotal] life ;" or according to others, "having
no limited time for the commencement and ex-

piration of his office," .as had the Lcvitical priests,

who were restricted to serve between tlie ages

of 30 and 50. .\s api)lied to the latter, Christ,
the words will have their literal sense, and must
refer to the etcrnitij of Christ.

The next words !
are not, I think, to be referred to what imme-
diately follows (since Melchiscdek's priesthood
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ended with his life ; Christ's will only terminate
with his Mediatorial reign) ; but to the words
just preceding, taken by themselves, and no
other assimilation understood, but that of his
" being made by the Divine decree a type of
that great High Priest, who had neither begin-
ning of days, nor end of life." And Melchisedek
might be said to remain " a priest forever," since
sacred history makes no mention of any suc-
cessor.

4 — 7. The Apostle here sets forth the supe-
riority of Melchisedek to Abraham, on the ground
that this superiority was acknowledged by Abra-
ham himself, in the act of rendering tithe to him

;

consequently the inferiority acknowledged by him
must attach to his descendants.— (>.'\ The word properly denoted the
first fruits (anapvai) of the spoils taken in war

;

but came at length to designate the whole of those
spoils; and since Josephus and Philo. in relating
the story, both testify that Melchisedek received
the tenth of the whole of the spoils, the best Ex-
positors have, with reason, supposed that to be
the meaning here.

5. Koi o! —.'] Render " And those, in-
deed, of the tribe of Levi, who hold fne office of
the priesthood, have a direction by the Law to
take lithe of the people,— that is, their brethren,
though sprung from the loins of Abraham [like
themselves]." '. is said, since,
though all the tribe had a right to tithes, all were
not priests, but only the sons of Aaron. The ar-
gument goes on the principle (acknowledged by
those here addressed) that the rendering of tithes
to another implied inferiority in the payer. With

compare John xix. 7. rdfiov.
generally signifies to pay tithes, but

here (in a Hippil or Hithpahel use) to cai/se them
to be paid one, to rccdve them, as also in 1 Sam.
viii. 1.5. Nehem. X. 37. ((, h

is a Hellenistic phrase, found in the Sept.,
and corresponding to the Classical one.

6, 7. 6 . «.] " But he (i. e. Mel-
chisedek) who did not trace liis origin from them
(and consequently might be thought no priest by
the Jewish law) received tithes," intimating that
his priesthood was of another kind, and in virtue
of another authority. There is an emphasis on. ; and. contains the other aniument for
superiority

; which is plain if the word be taken
in the same sense as at v. 1. The plural in-
yeX/ai here and at Gal. iii. 16., as used7 prom-

ise (that in him should all the families of the earth
be blessed) is either put di/^nitatis gratia, or rath-

er with reference to the .several repetitions of the
original promise. The (5f is argumentative, and
may be rendered 7iow. The ro is reckoned
among the examples of the use of the neuter for

the masc. as John vi. 37. irSv. 1 Cor. vi. 11..
and often in the Classical writers. In the Scrip-

tures, however, it should seem to be rarely em-
ployed (as in the Classics) for no better reason
than to promote eloquence of diction ; but almost
always on account of some delicate propriety.

Here the neuter is better adapted to a general
proposition such as the present; and, moreover,
does not bring a mortifying comparison so home
to those here addressed.

8. Here another ground of superiority is urged.
'^, i.e. under the Levitical law, which assigned
them tithes. O!, i. e. those who
exercise their office only in succession, each suc-
ceeding to the other by death, and consequently
only life-possessors. Si, "but there," i.e.

in the case of Melchisedek's priesthood. -
on ', i. e. [one receiveth them] of whom

it is testified (namely, Ps. ex.) that he liveth [for-

ever], , as it is said at v. 3. This
view of the sense (on which see Recens. Synop.)
I find supported by the opinion of Theophyl.,
Kiiin., and Stuart.

9, 10. Here the argument is, that the Levites
virtually paid tithes through Abraham their an-
cestor : a somewhat bold argument, but proceed-
ing on a principle recognized by those to whom
it is addressed. (See lasp. ap. Recens. Synop.)
It is, however, softened by the qualifying expres-
sion , intended to hint that he did not
mean to press on the argument. .See some ex-
cellent remarks in Stuart's 14th Excursus.
—

Tfl-, &.C.] The meaning is, that

even then, when Melchisedek met Abraham,
Levi already (in a certain sense) existed, and
through Abraham, paid tithes to the king of
Salem, i. e. acknowledged inferiority compared
with him. Here, as often, the conclusion is left

to be supplied, and the argumejit is : Christ is a
priest after the order of Melchisedek. Melchi-
sedek is superior to the Aaronical priests : con-
sequently Christ, as a priest, is superior to them.
(Stuart.)

Should some parts of the Apostle's reasoning
with respect to this parallel drawn by him be-
tween the person of Melchisedek and that of our
blessed Saviour, appear to dwell upon seemingly
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trifling coincidences of facts, we should recollect

that it was from that very circumstance admirably
well adapted for the convincing of the jiarties to

whom it was specially addressed. The commen-
taries of the Kabbinical writers upon their own
sacred books were, as is well known, almost uni-

formly of this minute, and as to the eye of mod-
ern criticism it may appear, over ingenious,

character ; not merely the general phraseology
of any passage under review, but the collocation

of the words, and even the number of syllables

contained in them, being sometimes made the

subject of discussion, and adduced by them in

confirmation of certain conclusions. (Shuttle-

worth.)

11 — IS. The Apostle now proceeds to prove
the superiority of Christ by another mode of ar-

gument, which may be stated, with Stuart and
Holden, as follows :

" If the Levitical priesthood

had accomplished all that was needed (a free

atonement and salvation), there would have been
no occasion for anotke.r priest to arise after a dif-

ferent order,— namely, after the order of Mel-
chisedek, v. 11. But if the priesthood were
changed, there must also be a change of the law
under which it was appointed, v. 12. Now that

the Levitical priesthood was intended to be
changed, is evident from this, — that Christ, of

whom the things in Ps. xc. 4. were said, sprang

from Judah, of which tribe no one was allowed
by the Mosaic law to officiate at the altar, v. 13,

14. And farther, it is still more clear, from God's
oath, that there was to be another priest, different

from, and superior to, the Aaronical priesthood
;

inasmuch as he was to be after the order of Mel-
chisedek, v. 15— 17., and perpetual. Conse-
quently the law of Moses was to be abolished,

and to give place to a more perfect dispensation,

V. 18, ];i., the High Priest of which must there-

fore be pre-eminent."
— j/i'.] The term /? has been

variously interpreted. Some (following the Pesch.
Syr. and Vulg.) render it consiimmatio, accom-
plishment, viz. of the design of the priesthood.

Others, perfcctio , which may be understood to

express the same sense ; and is by Kuin. thought
to be required by the context, and the subject

matter, namely, the Levitical priesthood, the main
purpose of v.hose order was to sacrifice for e.xpia-

tion. Others, however, understand the perfec-

tion oi corsiimmate holiness: others, again, per-

fect happiness. For my own part, I agree with

iProf Stuart, that " it is best explained by a refer-

ence to some corresponding passages in the sub-

sequent part of the Epistle ; as ix. 9. compared
with V. 14. and x. 1. compared with vv. 2— 4.;

whence it appears that the writer meant to say,

that the sacrifices could not bestow peace of con-

science, could not take away the burden of sin

from the mind of the worsliipper, but left him
filled will; apprehensions of the penalty of the

Divine law still to be executed upon him." On
the use of the Imperfect tlv without Sv (where in

English the Subjunctive would be used) see

Matth. Cr. Gr. § 510.

— b Xad; yap ' airq.] Of these
words the sense is disputed, and depends upon
that assigned to h' avr^. This, the best Com-
mentators are of opinion, must mean " under the
condition of being subject to it," i. e. the priest-
hood. Perhaps, however, the avrf should rather
be referred to, and the sense may be :

" For the people were put under the law, or had
the law given them," i. e. on account of that?. A sense of i-l occurring in 2 Tim. ii.

14. Luke v. 5. ix. 48. Acts iii. 16. 1 Cor. i. 4.

Phil. i. 5. iii. 9. .\nd so ' " in Rom. v. 12.

2 Cor. v. 4. Phil. iv. 10.

— ' —.] The meaning is, •' What
need was there for it to be abolished, and another
substituted for it unless for its insufficiency to

expiation ; " which would prove the Levitical
priesthood greatly inferior to Christ's.

—] " to be raised up." The word
is often used of introduction or accession to any
public office, especially the Regal or Sacerdotal.

Many eminent recent Commentators lake

as put for, " to be constituted." For
that signification, however, no sufficient authority

is alleged. And this is even more the case with

some other senses which have been assigned. It

is best rendered " to be nominated or styled,"

which may irnphj appointment.

12. —.] There has
been needless obscurity occasioned here by ren-

dering the nam, for. Tlie use of it falls, I

conceive, under that extensive class, where the

reason referred to is to be gathered from the con-

text, or the subject-matter. And we may render

it nempe, scilicet, qiiippe ; of which sense several

examples may be seen in Schleus. Lex. in v,

4. . imports abandonment of the old

and the substitution of a new law. The necessity

here mentioned is, as Rosenm. remarks, a neces-

sity arising from the condition of human nature,

i. e. what Dialecticians call a necessity of conse-

quence ; the means of atonement, as Abp. Newc.
says, depending on the priesthood. That a change

of the priesthood involved a change of the law,

is not what the vriter means to prove 5 for that

his readers would admit without proof But that

there was this change of priesthood (necessarily

involvins a change of law) is what he proceeds

to establish, in vv. 13— 17. ; and that by two ar-

guments, ]. That the High Priest Christ was not

descended from the tribe of Judah, 13, 14. 2.

That he v.as to he a High Priest for ever, aind

consequently no change of the priesthood is any

loncrer to be expected. See Kuin. Moreover,

as Christ's priesthood differed from the Levitical,

so must the law by which it was regulated differ

from that which regulated the Aaronical priest-

hood. See more in Stuart.

13.] i. e. his being a priest after the order

of Melchisedek, and of his havino; an eternal

priesthood. ^\(. Literally,^ " had part in,

had to do with, i. e. belonged to." So Diod. Sic.

p. 217, (cited by Munthe) '.. is equivalent to the. at 1 Cor. ix. 13., where see Note. Up6Sv\oi>
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is a stronger term than ii]\ov, and synonymous
with the in the verse following, it may
mean prominently conspicuous. See Recens.
Synop. anti Note on 1 Tim. v. 24. In
the best Commentators are agreed that the meta-
phor is derived from the springing up of plants

;

and they remark that the Heb. tlQi' fa plantJ is

often used in the O. T. of the Messiah, and that

nOi* 's sometimes rendered by the Sept.,
and sometimes. That and
are in the Classical writers used of illustrious

persons, is well known.
15, 16. 6.] " still plainer is it,"

namely, that the priesthood of Christ is far supe-
rior to that of Aaron, and that the law is to be
changed. Kara >. is equivalent to

^. On the sense of the next words
— see Dind., Stuart, and Kuin., the

latter of whom justly rejects the many novel in-

terpretations proposed by recent Commentators,
and in general adopts the common mode of ex-
planation, which is supported by the context.
The sense may be expressed by paraphrase as
follows :

" Who (i. e. Christ) was not made such
(i. e. a High Priest) by a law of fleshly command-
ment [like the Mosaic, which was so, inasmuch
as its ordinances were frail, looked no further than
this life, and therefore temporary, and to be abro-
gated, Eph. ii. 15.], but through the power of an
endless life;" namely, as having in him the
power of endless life, involved in the promise
and oath of God, " Thou art a Priest for ever,"
&c. /c. may have been also intended to sug-
gest the inferiority of the old Law in respect of
its carnality ; and that the exalted excellence of
the new High Priest demanded a corresponding
excellence in the law, namely, by passing from a
carnal to a spiritual service. VVith
Kuin. compares Rom. ii. 2G. ,
and well observes, that the Apostle might have
written , but that he used the
circumlocution for better correspondence to. . . On the var. lect. see Note on
2 Cor. iii. 3.

17. '] soil, h . The Conclusion. Stu-
art remarks, that the law is also changed, is left

to be supplied by the reader.

18, 19. The Apostle here reppats more posi-

tively Avhat he has before said respecting a change
of the law and the priesthood, and at the same
time gives a reason for the change. Verse 18,
then, is closely connected with the words of the
Psalm, especially the phrase . ;

for this order of things was contrary to the Mo-
saic law. (Kuin.) q. d. "For there is indeed im-
plied in those words an annulling of the former
ordinances [t-nncorninir the priesthood], and an
introduction of a better hope." With this sense,

however, seems interwoven a reason for the
abrogation in question. a. . .,
" because of its weakness and uselessness " (viz.

for the desired object, expiation) as is made clear
by the parallel clause —, of which the
full sense is, " for the law [by its sacrifices

and the observances of the priesthood] provided
no real expiation and atonement for sin." Ou
this signification of see Note on ii. 10.

and supra v. 11. To advert to the construction,

Theophyl., of the ancients, and the best modern
Expositors are agreed that has corre-
sponding to itf-. 6i, with a repetition of.

signifies stiperinduction. It is a very
rare word. The Commentators have, however,
here adduced but one example, from Joseph. Ant.
11, 6, 3., to which I add Thucyd. viii. 92. I

would also compare a similar expression in Eurip.
Hel. 1037. '. By the-

is meant, not the author of hope (as Rosenm.
explains), but the hope of salvation held forth in

the Gospel, and introduced by Jesus, by which
(the Apostle adds) we (alone) have approach to

God, namely, with a hope of acceptance, through
our great mediator Jesus. The commandment
denoted by is (as Kuin. observes) not to
be confined to the priesthood, but extended to
the whole of the Mosaic Law, so as to be equiv-
alent to ; as Mark vii. 8, 9. In applying
the epithets. and 0. to the lavi-, there is,

we may observe, something very similar to the
language used in the Epistles of St. Paul to the
Romans and Galatians. So Gal. iv. 9.'^' [ '\. Indeed, almost
the whole of that Epistle is occupied in show-
ing the imperfection of the Law, for justifica-

tion, and that it is therefore abrogated. .See

Kuin. and especially Stuart, vho have proved at

large the striking coincidence in doctrine and
expression between this Epistle and those to the

Romans and Galatians, which point out ho\r the
law was iceak, and in what sense it was useless

showing, as Carpz. observes, that neither can
the moral law make us holy, nor the ceremo-
nial one expiate our sins. And what is true

of the Mosaic Law, is also true of the law of
nature.

19. . .] "we have access to God."
The best comment on this is Eph. iii. 12. The
sense of or^ or

~> is " to be permitted to have access to God
in prayer," i. e. with the hope of acceptance and
favour.

20— 23. Here is further proved by implication

the superiority of Christ, from his having been
appointed with the solemnity of an oath, while
the Aaronical priests were not.

The construction here is involved and irregu-
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lar; for at is to be supplied
from what follows ; or,

Schinid, BOhme, and Kuin., -
: and ' at v. 20. has answering to it

at V. 22, the intermediate portion
(v. 21.) being parenthetical, and added for expla-

nation. The words may be literally rendered,
" And [there is this argument too,— that] inas-

much as he was made a priest not without an
oath, (for those have been made priests willwut

an oath, but he with an oath, even tiiat of him
who said unto him, ' The Lord hath sworn and
will not repent,' &c.) in just so much is he made
the mediator of a better covenant." Compare
viii. 6. The argument may be stated with Stuart

thus ;
" The Gospel is a belter source of hope

;

for as much {' ) as the appointment of a
priest, by an oath, exceeds, in solemnity and im-
portance, an arrangement to take the office merely
by descent, so much does the new covenant, of
which Jesus is the sponsor, exceed the old."' is not (as Kuin. considers it) the same
as, but (as Tittm. de Syn. observes) denotes
a solemn affirmation, or promise on oath. It is a

rare word, though found in Ez. svii. 19, and 3
Esdr. viii. 9. The Classical writers use 8-, though in the sense covenant, or treaty,

sanctioned by oath.

The words following are explanatory of the

nature of the oath. Now when an oath of this

kind accompanies an appointment, it is implied
that the appointment shall not be reversed

;

which is here expressed by oli. ; i. e.

" will not alter the purpose which hath gone out
of his mouth," Ps. Ixxxix. 34•. signifies

1. a disposition or arrangement of any thing; 2. a

covenant; 3. when applied to the Jewish law, or

to Christianity, it denotes (with allusion to the

engagements and conditions involved) a dispensa-

tion. ". sponsor, or surety. A word oc-

curring nowhere else in the N. T., but found in

Ecclesiasticus xxix. 13. 2 Mace. x. 28. The
Classical \vriters use or. The
term is one of extensive signification, and here

carries with it a double sense, — namely, of

Surety .\ Mediator ; as is plain from the paral-

lel passage at viii. 5, where the term used is. These senses answer to the principal

parts of Christ's work in the business of man's

redemption.
23, 24. Another point of superiority in Christ's

priesthood to thjt of the Levites, is here stated,

founded on the fact, that the latter is continually

chans^ing, and passing into ditferent hands by suc-

cession ; while the former is unchangeable and

perpetual. The comparison, however, is espe-

cially intended to apply to the High Priest's

office ; Jesus being all along considered as p-

VOL. II.

; though \', and not ., seems
here to be used in order to include the priests as
well as the High Priest. Ehl., for.
An idiom not unfrequent in the N. T., and some-
times occurring in the Classical writers, as Thu-
cyd. i. 38. . The' (as
Stuart observes) refers not to the number of
Priests existing at any one time, (said to have
been 1500,) but lo the numbers formed by re-
peated succession. Of the High Priests there
had been 75 at the destruction of Jerusalem.

must (as Wakef, Dind., Rosenm.,
Stuart, and Kuin. are agreed) signify, not " con-
tinue alive," (as is clear from v. 3, 17 &. 21,) but
" continue in their office." The, however,
in the ne.rt verse must have the former sense.
The meaning simply is, that he is immortal in

his nature, /, as it is said at v. 25.—.~\ Literally, " not transmissible,"
not having to be transmitted or to pass into dif-

ferent hands in succession. So Theophyl. ex-
plains by ; which interpretation is con-
firmed by the Pesch. Svr. and Athanasius, who
explains it. The word occurs only in

the later writers, and is used either actively, (as

in Joseph, .) or passively, as in Epict..
The argument is this :

" God has by oath con-
stituted the Messiah alCiva, in virtue
of which his priesthood has not, like Aaron's,
any succession in office. He is one and the
same to his Church yesterday, to-day, and for

ever." Hence is then drawn the conclusion, that

he alone (and not the Jewish High Priest) is able

to completely procure salvation for all who have
access to God through Him. The proof of this

ability lies in the words following, ,
" since he liveth for ever." must not,

with some Expositors, be understood of temporal

preservation; but as Bohme and Kuin. observe,

must be used (as the term always is by the writer

of this Epistle) of salvation. ri :\
admits of two senses, entirely, or for ever, ac-

cording as it is referred to, or to
;

on which, and consequently on the sense, Ex-
positors are divided into two parties. Kuin.
prefers the latter reference and sense, as more
agreeable to the- following. But as it

is placed between and, may we not

suppose that the Apostle intended it to be referred

to both, and in the sense adapted to each ?-
is to be understood like ?,. at v.

19. where see Note.
25. TO v. a.] The sense is—

" so that he can [always] maKe intercession for

them." The term may, like at v. 22, ad-

vert to all the various offices of our great High
Priest, as well as his ijtlercession. The import of
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the term has been learnedly discussed by Kuin,
in an elaborate Note on this passage ; with whom,
however, I can only partially agree. "-

Tin (says he) properly signifies to meet with

any one. Hence it also denotes to approach or

address oneself to any one, either to request some-
thing, (whence it means preces facere) or to make
suit for another, or to transact business for an-

other as a Procurator. Now the High Priest on
the solemn day of expiation both scattered in-

cense, and made prayers for the people ; the very

office ascribed by Philo to his Logos, whom he
represents as and ., And so at

1 John ii. 2. Christ is said to be^,, depre-

cator, Filr sprecher. Now here Christ, as our

great High Priest, seems to be compared with
the Jewish Priest in the work of deprecation."

This, however, is taking too confined, not to say

low a view. Intercession, in its fullest sense,

must here be intended ; which may include both

deprecation and that sort of intercession, which is

ascribed to our Lord by St. John, ii. 1. ^-
Tov^ «/ . Now from
the full discussion on the sense of

into which I entered at John .xiv. 16, it appeared
that the word denotes advocate, or intercessor

;

which is, I conceive, the principal sense here
and at 1 John ii. 1 ; though that of Helper, the

one ascribed by most eminent Expositors to

TtapOK. in the above passage of St. John's Gospel,
may be included. The various offices included

in this intercession are (to use the words of Mr.
Scott) " to plead his merits and sacrifice in their

behalf; to present their persons, services, and
prayers for acceptance, through the ransom of his

blood ; to interpose between them, and every one
who would lay any thing to their charge ; to

protect and deliver them by his almighty power.''

In the last particular the -. or h

corresponded to the Patroniis of the Romans.
26— 28. In order to excite them to come unto

the all sufficient and never failing Helper and
Intercessor, the Apostle now adverts to the in-

finite superiority of the High Priest of the /?<•"' to

the one of the old Dispensation, in the spotless

purity of his character ; which is such that he
needs not to offer sacrifice on his own account.

And when he says that such a High Priest as

could effectually be our Intercessor and Helper
was needfnl to be .^iich (for that is admitted to be
the force of the -) for the purposes of ex-

piation and salvation, he strikingly represents the

superiority of Christ who teas such ; for that is

inijitied in the words of the Apostle. " re-

gards the duties to God, accompanied with inter-

nal purity of mind and nature :, those to

men, with purity conduct., infamina-

tns. " This (Stuart observes) may have refer-

ence to the ceremonial purity of the Jewish High
Priest; though it has here a moral sense, and ex-

presses an intensity of the ideas conveyed by
and ." Rather, it should seem, an

intensity of the latter onlv ; as James i. 27. -. So the Horatian " integer -ritcv,

seclerisque purus." /? airb . is

regarded by Stuart as synonymous with,
and added for intensity : and so Abp. Newc. ex-

plains :
" in his present state removed at an infi-

nite distance from them." But it rather seems
to denote, as Kuin. interprets, " differing very
far from the rest of men ; i. e. therefore not of
their number ; who has no 7ieed to offer expiation
for his own sins," v. 27, as being ,
iv. 15. ;(5 . (hp aads) is equiva-
lent to the ' at v. 14, and
the h> roD iv7 at viii. 1. Thus Jesus is represented
as being abvOpovoc. See John xvii. 5. Eph. iv. 10.

Rev. iii. 21. All which phrases denote the most
exalted dignity and majesty, not on earth only,

but in heaven ; consequently, representing him as

infinitely superior to the Jewish High Priests.

27. ' .'\ Some would here supply
or, and understand it of the

day of expiation. That, however, is wholly desti-

tute of authority, without which the ellipsis is

too irregular to be admitted. The sense would
seem to be " daihj." And that the High Priest

did make a daily offering, for the sins of himself
and the people, has been asserted by Commenta-
tors, and seems proved by Philo, who says :,' . See also Levit. vi. 20.

Num. xxviii. 3, 4. And here it is well remarked
by Prof. Stuart, that " this shows the deep and
accurate knowledge of the writer of the Epistle

in respect to every thing connected with the

Jewish dispensation." On the exact nature, in-

deed, of this sacrifice, some difference of opinion
exists. It is, hovever, observed by Kuin., that

the sacrifice was probably not expiatorv. but
eucharistical. He thinks that the expression is

used populariter (as at Mark xiv. 49. Acts xvi. 5.),

to denote from time to time, i. e. " as often as he
was conscious of any private sins, of course
including the sacrifice on the day of expiation.'"

Yet this is running counter to the sacred writer,

in whose words it is implicit^ asserted, that the
High Priest did offer sacrifice daily, and that an
e.rpiatonj, not a mere eucharistical sacrifice ; for

the former is required by the words —-, and the force of the sacrificial term-
for. , which occurs at

xiii. 5. And so 1 Pet. ii. 5. .;.
With the two yap's which follow, Commenta-

tors seem to have been more perplexed than they
would confess ; and vhethor the hiirhly elliptical

force ascribed to them by Owen, Stuart, and my-
self in the first Edition of the present work, be
quite satisfactory, may be doubted. I am now
inclined to think that the truth has been here best

pointed out by one who, though not a regular
Commentator, has occasionally evinced no incon-

siderable talent in penetrating into the hidden
sense of Scripture.— I mean the late Bishop
Jebb, who in his Sac. Lit. p. 385. brings this

passage (vv. 27, 28.) under the head of those
Parallelisms of the N. T., wherein, when a pre-

cept is delivered, an assertion made, or a principle

laid dov/n, co-ordinate reasons for it are inde-

pendently assigned, without any repetition of the

common antecedent, and without any other indi-

cation of continued repetition to the original
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proposition, than the repeated insertion of some mean to compare the work of Christ on earth,
causative particle, or on. Of which he ad- but that in heaven, with the sacerdotal office!
duces as examples Matt. v. 11, 12. v. 17— 20. vi. This office he entered on in heaven by the offer-

7,9, 31. 32. vii. 13, 14. Col. ii. 8, the present ing of his blood ; and this he peetuallv sustains,
passage, and Revel, xiv. 15. xv. 4. xvm. 23. xix. while he acts as intercessor for sinful men. It

2. On the present passage he remarks, that the scarcely matters which of the two interpretations
division of the proposition here is clear and ex- be adopted, so long as the groat doctrine of the
plicit. 1. Our great High Priest is under no /I io/iemeni be duly recognized,
necessity of offering daily sacrifice for his own 1. i'l, «See] From what has been
sins, nor (2) for the sins of the people. The two- said in the foregoing Introduction to this Chapter
fold proof of which two-fold assertion is divided and the next, and from the fact that a neic topic
into two clauses, each commencing with : (or, at least, one only glanced at before) is here
the proofs, however, are arranged in inverted introduced ; it is plain that' must not be
order, so as to form an epanodos ; the 2d assertion interpreted sum, i. e. summary, or recapitulation,
being /f/ii proved, and after it the first. The hut principal point. So the Pesch. Syr. renders by
non-necessilv of offering sacrifice for his own ^

sins is lirst a'sserted, and last proved, in order to ^- caput. So Chrys. explains it, followed by

ffive prominence to the grand comparison between ')lo«^^,,l ,..;,^ ,o.r.o,i.„ - - • \
?• '^ J .1 1 1 I,- u . u ;w c 1 feopnyl. Who remarks, 1' TiuDv-
h.m and the legal h.gh-pnest. He dul once for ^„.,^ ^J,^^^^^_ I„j^^^ the principal modern Ex-
all offer sacrifice for the sins of the people; he ^^^-^^^^^ ^ave adopted the same opinion. The
nerer did. 7•/• could, and Hi;i-er will offer sacri

fice for his own sins ; because he is, and was, and
shall be everlastingly perfect and free from
SIN."

28.] i. e. not consecrated, but, as

the best Expositors understand, perfected and
exalted to the height of dignity, so as to be able,

by his own merits, to expiate the sins of the

whole world. On' see Note on ii. 10. v. 9.

VIII. " After having, in the preceding Chapter,
discoursed on the nature of Christ's priesthood,

and his qualifications for discharging it, the .\pos-

tle now proceeds (in this and the next Chapter)

to the consideration of the duties themselres,—
namely, the nature of the sacrifice which Jesus

offers ; the place vhere it is offered ; tlie efficacy

which it has to atone for sin ; and the difference,

in regard to all these points, between the sacrifice

offered bv Christ, and that which was presented

bv the Jewish priests." (Stuart.) In the pres-
,

- ,•, . i ,t ,i i j

eiit Chapter he shows that superiority on these ,, constitnted hi, Moses ix.U.). and

grounds : 1, that Christ, as a Priest, exercises his
therefore truly such as opposed to the earthly

sacerdotal office in heaven: whereas the Aaron- ""^s, which were only shadows of the heavenly,

ical priests onlv perform theirs on earth, with a 3. That Christ discharges the office of High

typical and emblematic service. 2. That Christ's Priest and Minister of the Sanctuary, the Apostle

ministn/ is more excellent than theirs, correspond- now proves from this, that all the Priests had need

ing with the sireater excellence of the covenant to offer a sacrifice ; and in the next verse he sub-

ofwhich he is the Mediator; which covenant it joins the reasons why Christ is and must be a

was foretold should in due time be introduced. Priest in heaven. The has reference to a

and by which the old covenant was to be abro- clause omitted, which may thus be supplied :

gated. (Holden.) "We have a High Priest and Minister of holy

Here it has been not a little debated, whether things in heaven ; for," &c. Or, with Stuart,

the .\postle means to sav that f'hrist. as perpet- " [Christ is the minister of the upper sanctuary],

ual High Priest, discharges the office of High for every High Priest must have some sacerdotal

Priest now in heaven ; or that Christ, while yet on duties to perform." Bv.^ . are

best Critics have been long agreed, that must
here mean quod attinet ad, in respect to.

— (v, &c.] See Notes on i. 3. vii. 26.

Here the sacred writer means to show the vast
difference between Christ and the Jewish High
Priest, by adverting to the fact, that the one is

seated on the throne of God in the heavens, while
the other only ininisters on earth, in a temple
reared by the hands of men ; which Last idea he
then proceeds to develope. (Stuart.)

2. /.] See Notes on Rom. xiii. 6. and
Phil. ii. 25. By rn' (scil. {>) is here meant
(as at X. 19. xiii. 11.) the Sanctum Sanctorum, as

opposed to the Hyioi' at ix. 1. And, con-

sidering that the term united with it,, has

the epithet (like anrog\ in John
vi, 32.). true anil worthy of the name, — it should

seem that that epithet may also be mentally ex-

tended to . ; and that both . and . are so

called, as being heavenly (in opposition to the

earth, (namely, while dving) commenced dis

charging the o'ffice of High Priest, by offering the

sacrifice of himself here, and afterwards continu-

ing it in heaven. Prof. Stuart here agrees with

Pierce, Mich., Tittm., and Storr in adopting the

especially meant piacular sacrifices, unbloody

and bloody ; the piacular sacrifice of Christ being

compared with the sacrifices of the priests.

(Kuin.) As High Priest, it was necessan,- th.at

Christ should have some oblation to present.

latter view. The Apostle, he thinks, did not What that is. we learn from vii. 27. ii. 12, namely,
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himself; after presenting which, we are told,

at ix. 12, that he sat down at the right hand of

God.
4. The writer now proceeds to show the rea-

son why Christ is a Priest in the tabernacle above,

and not in that on the earth. (Stuart.)

— ' '. &.C.] The full sense is,

"Christ does sustain the character of Priest in

heaven;] for if," &c. Dind. and Kuin. have
shown that the argument is ex absjirdo, and runs

thus :
" Christ does not sustain the character of

a Priest on earth , he was not a Priest here : to

call him such would be to say that he was not

one at all ; for on earth he would not have been
a Priest, much less a High Priest ; since he was
not of the tribe of Levi and of that race which
offers up. &c. Consequently the oblation he pre-

sents must be in the heavenly temple," i. e. heaven.

before upim• is absent from a few MSS. and
Chrys., and has been rejected by Bp. Middl. and
Rinck, as being at variance with propriety of lan-

guage ; being the subject, and Up.

the object. It probably arose from the pre-

ceding.

5. {. &c.] The full sense (unob-

served by the Commentators) appears to be :

" \Vho [however], serve unto a ministry [in a

temple] which is but an image and adumbration

of the temple in heaven." So xiii. 10.\-
rpAuv. ' signifies properly a sketch

(sometimes called) marked out by a

painter, to serve as an exemplar for any one to

copy, and fill up the outlines. And is added

to make the sense more distinct, and with allusion

to the substantial reality of the other ministry or

temnie, in which consists the superiority of its

High Priest. is equivalent to the' ip ovo<iio7< nt i.s. i23.

— —.^ This is meant
to show the propriety of the terms vrofi. and, and alludes to the directions given to Moses
about the construction of the tabernacle, as in-

timating its emblematical nature. On-
,. see Notes at Matt. ii. 12. Luke ii. 26. Acts

X. 22.

6. vvvt if ha^. T. .] The full sense is this ;

" But, as things now are (i. e. Christ being a

Priest in hearen), liis priestly function is very far

superior to that of the fycvitical priesthood ; as

far as tlie covenant, of which He is the Mediator,
is more excellent than the one introduced by
Moses : and such it is, inasmuch as it is founded
on better promises. signifies one who
mediates between two parties, equivalent to the

at vii. 22. was the pure Greek
term. is used also at Gal. iii. 19, and is

applied to Moses, but in a more eminent sense to

Christ at ix. 1.5. and 1 Tim. ii. 5. As to the man-

ner in which this mediation was effected, it is

clear from the preceding context, from the whole
of the Epistle, and more or less, all the Books
of the N. T., that this mediation was effected

not merely, as the Unitarians aver, by interceding
for the remission of the forfeiture of salvation,

but by way of satisfaction for the debt. On this

deeply important subject, of the means of re-

covering what was lost by Adam's transgression,

the reader is referred to Ch. II. of the invaluable

9th Book of Bp. AVarburton's Divine Legation.

The words ' ini .. show how they are

better, — namely, as re.specting an eternal, not a

temporal and earthly inheritance, supplying that

expiation and atonement of which the old Cove-
nant was destitute. here signifies sub con
ditione ; a sense often used in speaking of cove-
nants. ^, Rosenm. observes, is used
to show that this was both a covenant and a law.

"The better promises (observes Stuart) follow in

vv. 8— 13, and the perfection of the second is

further disclosed at ix. 9— 14. x. 1 — 22. xiii.

9— 14."

7. The subject of the superiority of the new
Covenant, adverted to at vii. 22, and resumed at

viii. 6, is here continued up to the end of the
Chapter; and this portion is justly regarded by
Kuin. as parenthetical ; since at ix. 1. is intro-

duced the parallel between the two tabernacles;
which would have come in after viii. 5, but that

the Apostle, on the mention of the better prom-
ises, stopped to show them to be such from the
inferiority of those under the old Law.
— —. The argument is, that the

introduction of a nevi Covenant implies the in-

sufficiency of the former. "^ (as Chrys.
and all the best Commentators are agreed) means
perfectly sufficient to accomplish the purposes
in view,— the reformation and salvation of men;
which, however, does not imply that the Mosaic
law had positive faults, but only that it did not
contain the provision necessary for the pardon
of sin, and the quieting of the conscience, which
the Gospel does. See Whitby. Kuin., and Stuart.

— ovK uv.. .'] This is expl.iined by
Stuart, " no provision would have been made for

a second." But it is not easy to elicit that, or

any other sense that has been assigned, from the
words as they now stand. And yet to resort,

with some, to critical emendation, is unallowable,
and, indeed, unnecessary; this being (like many
in St. Paul's writings) a sentence composed of
two sentences blended into one ; i. e. " there would
have been no place (i. e. room or occasion) for a
better covenant, and [consequently] a better cove-
nant would not have been sought for. The term' was, it seems, used with reference to
that anxious desire and expectation,.
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which had long filled the hearts of the pious, for

the new Dispensation, which " the sure word of
prophecy " had told them should be promulgated
by the Desire of all nations. (Haggai ii. 7.) So
1 Pet. i. 10.; (>

, &C.
8.. . .] Commentators are not

agreed whether. is to be joined with,
or be referred to at v. 7. The former
mode is generally adopted by the older Commen-
tators, and the latter by the more recent ones

;

who justly urge that the context, and the pre-

cision of style observable in this Epistle, alike

require it. See Ruin, and Stuari. Nor is it true

that avTy would thus have been added, as might
be proved by many examples, especially from
Thucyd. Kuin. shows, that in the passage which
follows, the dissatisfaction of God with the Old
Covenant is implied; and therefore it is, not un-
aptly, adduced to prove that that covenant, nnd
the religion introduced, was 7wt. Tiie

force of the proof, he observes, resides in the

words at v. 12. The Apostle, indeed, might the

more readily adduce the passage, since, in its lit-

eral sense, it at least has been (as Sohoettg. and
Wets, prove) always referred even by the Jews
to the times of the Messiah. In the words, how-
ever, there exist not a few minute discrepancies

from the Sept., which the recent Commentators
generally ascribe to the writer's citing from mem-
ory. But as they are for the most part found in

some or other of the AISS. of the Sept., they

may have been in the text at the time of St.

Paul. : scil.\, as suggested by

the context., "are coming." " are to

come." A use of the Present attached to proph-

ecy. The answers to the Heb. ^ for witen., i. e. as being not like the old, but formed
on better promises.

9. Kara here, like the Heb.
ij,

denotes simili-

tude, as in 1 Pet. i. 15, and sometimes in the

Classical writers. In the words iv '.{ there is (as Kuin. remarks) a

Hebraism for h (>. . . . On
which sense of\. see Note on ii. 16.

ev ^. (per meiosi?i for" they violated

ray covenant"), suggests the reason why the new
covenant was to be formed : namely, because the

old one was not observed. By . are here

meant the precepts enjoined in the covenant, the

(see Note on v. 6.), and what had
been undertaken to be performed. '\\, " I disregarded them," " took no care of
them." This perfectly agrees with the Sept.

;

but judging from Sym. and the Vulg., most of the
modern Versions would seem to be very dissimi-
lar. And yet there is no discrepancy. The sense
assigned by the Versions in question is quite un-
suitable to the context, and, as many eminent
Commentators contend, contrary to the proprietas
linguae. The best Expositors, both Jewish, and
Christian, have long been agreed that q^j TiSj'^
should be rendered, " I was weary of and cared
not for them ; " which is confirmed by the words
of 1 Sam. ii. 30.

10. Kuin. observes that oc-

curs also in Aristoph. Av. 438. For the

Sept. has iiioic 6. and the Heb. simply 'nnj»
I icill give. Most Commentators suppose^
to be put for -. But it is better, with Kuin.,

to suppose an ellipsis of \ or. This use

for " will put" is thought quite Hebraic.

And yet an example is adduced by Kuin. from
Xen. Cyr. viii. 2, 20. 3 '7{ '' . There is, 1 suspect, a blend-

ing of two expressions. As to the metaphor in

f-i Kaphiac, it occurs also in Rom.
ii. 15. and 2 Cor. iii. 3, nor is it unusual in the

Classical writers. The sentiment in

— is frequent in the O. T., and may be, as

Carpz. supposes, formula solemnis appertaining

to any Divine covenant; importing the giving

protection and blessing on the one hand, and ren-

dering obedience and worship on the other.

11. }) .] The best F^xpositors are agreed

that the sense is. " they will have no need to

teach." Instead of the common reading :\,
almost all the MSS. and the early Edd., and sev-

eral Versions and Fathers have ::\, as in the

Sept., which was preferred by Beiig. and \Vets.,

and was restored to the text "by Matth., Griesb.,

Knapp, Schott. Tittm., and V.at. ; and justly . for

this is required by the weight of external evidence,

though internal might be urged for\. The
words\ Khpiov are, as Kuin. says,

" illustrative of the admonition adverted to in." For thus speaking, it is predicted,

there will be, comparatively, no 7ieed under tlio

new and better covenant ; since the knowledge

of true religion will be so universally diffused.
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12. ", &C.] Here is adduced the

reason why all should worship God,— namely,
because Christ by his death obtained full pardon
of sin, and hope of eternal felicity. (Kuin.)"
is properly ap|)licable to persons : and hereby
aiiKiatg is for.
— '.'\ A refined way of expressing

forgiveness of sins. The general sense is, that

under the new Covenant a complete atonement
will be made for the sins of men, by which they
may, under the condition of that covenant, attain

salvation.

13./—).'] From the prophe-
cy, announcing that a new covenant would be
formed, the Apostle infers the abrogation of the

old. By- is meant, " represents it as

antiquated." This the Apostle follows up with a

sort of locus comtnimis : q. d. Now what is grown
old, and, by implication, weak and useless, is

near dissolution; implying the inference, that

the old covenant being represented by God as an-

tiquated, will be succeeded by a new and perfect

one. The expression may be sup-

posed to indicate the writer's persuasion, that the

Jewish temple worship was destined to expe-
rience a speedy destruction, which indeed took
place a few years after. This view of the sense
is confirmed and illustrated by x. 37. '

b , ^.
IX. The writer has now shown the utter infe-

riority of the priesthood of Aaron, as compared
with that of Christ, and proved that Christ is

High Priest in the temple of heaven ; while the

Aaronical priests ofier sacrifice in a temple which
is no more than the image and shadow of the

heavenly •. finally, that to Christ belongs a far

more excellent priesthood, as being Mediator of

an infinitely superior covenant. This subject he
further enlarges on, proceeding to consider the

manner and i/iient of the Temple service ; and
while he speaks with due respect of ordinances
of remote antiquity, instituted by God himself,

and gladly dilates on the splendour of the taberna-

cles formed under Divine direction, yet he shows
that there is in the new religion what far over-

balances the external magnificence that so daz-

zled the eyes of the Jews, in the old ; nay, what
was tnthj auffi/st : while that respected only what
is external, and required constant repetition. It

was, therefore, though of Divine appointment,
only calculated to be tewporanj, and meant to last

only till a more perfect and permanent one was
introduced by the promised Messiah ; when, hav-

ing already answered its end, and become useless,

it must cease. The subject, thus treated of, ex-

tends throughout the present and 18 verses of the

subsequent Chapter ; and the following sketch
of the contents of the present Chapter, formed
chiefly from Mackn., laspis, Kuin., and Stuart,

may be not unuseful to the reader.

1. " The earthly temple, with the various appa-

ratus and ordinances attached to it, are described,

and adverted to, to show their imperfection, being
merely types and symbols of what was really ef-

fected in the heavenly, under the Gospel dispen-

sation, vv. 1 — 16. This is shown by a reference
to what was effected in the heavenly one, as com-
pared with the earthly High Priest, especially in

respect to the offences of expiation and atonement.

Christ, the heavenly High Priest, entered the

eternal sanctuary with his mim blood, and pro-

cured eternal redemption for all penitent sinners.

While the earthly High Priest, entering the ter-

rene sanctuary with no more than the blood of
bulls and goats, effected only a ceremonial and
external purification, which cannot cleanse the

conscience, nor reconcile man to his offended
Maker : whereas, such is the efficacy of the pro-

pitiatory sacrifice of Christ, that it extends back
even to the sins of former ages, II — 15. This is

proved and illustrated by the practice among men,
of ratifying all solemn covenants by the deith of
a sacrificial victim, v. 16, 17. Such was the case
with respect to the old covenant, vv. 18 — 21,
which required the shedding of blood (the em-
blem of death) for the remission of sins, v. 22.

The heavenly things, therefore (of which those

under the Law were but types and representa-

tions), must necessarily be purified by so much
better a sacrifice, as the substance is superior to

the shadow, v. 23 ; and this has been effected, not
like the Jewish High Priest, by repeated expia-

tory offerings, but by Christ's offering himself
once for all, vv. 24 — 26. And as all men die but
once, and Christ in his human nature, and by dy-
ing in it. made an expiatory offering, so he could
make this but once ; therefore, when he shall

make his second appearance, it will not be to re-

peat his sin-ofiering, but for the deliverance of
all who wait for his coming, vv. 27, 28."

I. ovv.] This is transitive and continuatii^e

(as in Acts i. 18. ix. 31. xv. 30. xvii. 30. xxiii. 22.),

and may be rendered 7iow or therefore.

is absent from most of the MSS., many Versions,
Fathers, Commentators, and early Edd., and is

cancelled or rejected by almost every Editor from
Mill to Vat. : and justly ; for, as Kuin. shows,
the context will not even permit it to be nnder-
stood. Almost all the best Commentators from
Chrys. to Kuin. are agreed that is to be un-
derstood from the preceding, as in our common
version. Nay, it is even found in the text of sev-

eral MSS.
— .] " Ordinances of service," or

worship. The. is well explained by The-
ophyl. . So and

are often used'^, of Divine ser-

vice. The Genit. in. may (as in the case of
an adjective preceding), be rendered '• respect-

incr," of which sense examples may be seen ia

Win. Gr. Gr. § 23. 3., though he omits this use
after a substantive.

— t6 ",.^ On the sense of these
words, plain as they seem, much difference of
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opinion exists. Almost all our English Transla-
tors render '' a worldly sanctuary." This, how-
ever, Bp. Middl. pronounces a sense utterly in-

admissible. It would, he says, require either -', or else /. And
to this Prof. Scholefield assents ; remarking that,
" both and being adjectives, one
of them must be taken substantively ; and the

position of the Article determines that that one
must be ," which is by Homberg,
Bp. Middl., Wakef, and Prof. Stuart, under-
stood to mean " the sacred furniture," vasa
sacra, totumque apparatum Leviticum. An in-

terpretation, however, with reason, rejected

by Dind. and Kuin., on account of the signifi-

cation being destitute of sufficient authority.

For though Bp. Middl. adduces that of the Cop-
tic version, which renders ornamentiim ; yet that

is taking for granted the existence of as

a substantive. I have myself sought sedulously

for it in the Classical writers of every age; but

without success. It is tiue that in a passage of

Leo Grammaticus cited by Duncange, Gloss. Gr.

in V. I find iviSoacv . But this

proof here halts on the same foot as the last

;

Leo being a vriter infimm Grcccitaiis, who lived

long al'ter even the Coptic Version was formed.

Not to say that the passage (which I have not the

means of examining in connexion with the con-
text) is. I doubt not, corrupt ; for the Greek is

intolerably bad. It should seem that for

the true reading is^ ; the letters and a,

and II and being perpetually confounded. Thus
is an atljeciirc plural, and signifies sectila-

riii : the sense being, " and secular affairs en-

chained him." So in a Hymn cited by Faccio-

lati in v. seccu/um : •' Et sorvientem corpori

Absolve vhiculis sceciili." See 1 Pet. ii. 19. com-
pared with Luke viii. 14. and Rom. vii. 23. 24•.

In shorf, 1 suspect that the siihstanlire

never had any existence. And even the (n//er-

</.' is very rare : and it is not likely that

the substantive would be formed from so rare a

word, but rather from, which was com-
mon. Moreover all the nouns in, are rare —
I mean real substantives, and not adjectives

tiken substantively. For almost all of them are

like, i. e. are adjectives neuter taken sub-

siuntivehj, by the ellipsis of some noun. In short,

the only vestige of the existence of this word is

in a sinsle passage of a Rabbinical writer adduced
by Bp. Middl. Yet there, may we not suspect

(considering that nowhere occurs, and
Very often in the later Greek writers) that

the Rabbi wrote, not np'OTIpj '^"* fVOUp ^

And thoucrh Bp. IMiddl. appeals to other Hebrew
words similarly formed from the Greek, as

and, yet those it may be observed, were
words of frequent occurrence, unlike the one

in question; which if it did exist at all, was

scarce known to the Greeks themselves, and there-

fore would not be likely to be adopted by a for-

eiorner. Of the word, and in the sense

orwunenl (namely, of dress), examples occur in

the Alexandrine writers, as Judg. viii. 26. (Symm.)

Cohel xii. 9. And so the Gloss. Cyrill:

and . Other e.xamples are

also adduced by Ducange from Achmet. Onir.,

Theophaues, Didymus on Homer, and Liban.

Insomuch that I strongly suspect the Coptic
Translator here appealed to by Bp. Middl.. read. Certainly the existence of dis-
countenances the existence of ; since,
in fact, the latter word was not wanted. At all
events, no proof has been adduced of the exist-
ence of the substantive, at least in the
Apostolic age

; and therefore the adjective use of
the word must here be retained, order, how-
ever, to determine its sense, it is necessary to
ascertain that of . JVow this certainly
must mean the Temple, being understood.
So the Pesch. Syr. renders by "domus sancta,"
or rather, the Sanctum Sanctorum. The word
with the Article occurs in Ecclus. iv. 13. and else-
vhere in the Sept. ; and without the Article, in
Joseph. Ant. iii. G. 4. b " f/cuAtiro,

and ix. 3. And such, I apprehend, is the force
of the word here. Nor will this require us to
read (as Bp. Middl. supposes) .
We have only to consider it as ptit for that read-
ing. And why, I would ask, should it7 / For
can we reasonably expect so exact an observance
of the doctrine of the Greek Article in a for-
eigner, as to rest so much on the omission of a
TO, or the disarrangement of the order, which
strict propriety would require ? Not to say that
there is some reason to think (as Stuart says) that

even the Classical writers were less exact in the
use of the Article than the Grammarians would
fain have us believe. Rejecting, then, the sub-
stantive sense of, (which Bp. Middl.
admits to be not necessary) and retaining the ad-
jective sense, it remains for us to explain the exact
signification of the latter ; which has been a mat-
ter of no little debate. The ancient and some
modern Expositors take it to mean, " which be-

longs to the whole world :" while others, as Grot.,

AVets., and Middl., render it mundane, i. e. em-
blematical of the mundane system. Both inter-

pretations are alike harsh and unsupported by the

context. The true sense is. I apprehend, that

adopted by Calvin, Crell., Est., Casaub., Beza,

Pise, Ernesti, Dindorf, and Stuart; who regard

as equivalent to,^,-
at , 11. ; to which is opposed the, the , and at viii.

2. ix. 23. 24. So also the ')
at xii. 22. and Rev. xxi. 2. Now, in order to

fully understand the scope of the passage, it is

proper to attend to the force of ovv and ,
and even of ; since they throw light on the

intent of the writer in this verse. The
(though the Translators pass it over, and Exposi-

tors perceive not its force) belongs to, and

is meant to serve to the indirect parallel, meant
to be instituted between the terrene, or secular,

sanctuary, and the heavenly one ; there being a

suppression of the words to fill up the parallel

i. e. as the second covenant has ordinances of

Vorship and a heavenly Sanctuary. How often

serves to comparison, it is scarcely necessary

to observe. The force of the Article is that

of reference: the worldlij having reference to the

heavenlij in the indirect parallel. The 7•
has continuative, and slightly illative force, and

may be rendered Now. But, in fact, the here

should be separated from the ovv, since it serves

to form a protasis, to \vhich the if at v. 11. (-
ii) forms the apodosis. It will thus, I trust,
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appear that the passage should be rendered : - (see Matt. xii. 4.), the Shew-Bread (so
" Now the^rsi covenant, also, had ordinances of called as being placed before the Lord), elsewhere
worship, and the «'o/Vrf/;/ Sanctuary," mentioned denominated tne j—j'j^pi QnSi ^''^rally, prw-
in the apodosis at v. 11. Here it would be a ence-bread. The altar of incense is here not
work of supererogation to notice at large the mentioned because, as the writer expressly says
frivolous objections made to the usual interpreta- at v. 12., he does not profess to give an exact de-
tion of '. Suiiice it to say, when the tail. The ' refers, not to the ., but to

learned Prelate pronounces that. cannot be {). The Article here and just after is

osifimerf of, but must be «isi?'/erf of (iyiov, he here omitted because ayta is here a kind of proper
offers a specimen of /ii/peicriiifz.sm, wliich, con- name. Yet 'Ay/a must not be written, with some
sidering the popular cast of that upon which it is Editors ; for the sacred writers do not denote the
exercised, seems not unworthy of Martinus .Sc.-i- Sanctum by ;;, but rd, scil., or
blerus himself. And when the learned Prelate

admits that the adjectival sense of. after all

may be true, and yet propounds such an interpre-

tation, as violates every principle of philology.

scil. . See vv. 3. 8. 12. 24. iv. 19. xiii.

11. Whereas denotes the Sanctum Sancto-
rum.

3. .{).'] For there was a second,

the effect of hypothesis and system in warping which separated the Sanctum from the Court,
the strongest judgment is obvious. It seems the and called. here dispenses with
cogency of the sacred writer's reasoning is to be the Article, because it is sufficiently defined by
nothing, when weighed against the omission of an the \, &c., following.

Article, or the translocation of two words which 4. .'] This perplexing term is usual-
stand together. ly interpreted " the altar of incense." A sense,

2. )';. The best Commentators are agreed indeed, found in Joseph, and Philo. But the
that is here, as often, put for, and Sept. always calls it. And from
denotes the anterior, or outward part the tab- Exod. xxx. 20. 26. Joseph. Ant. viii. 4, 11. and
ernacle, corresponding to the SdTI "^ in Philo, p. 512, it is plain that the altar of incense
the Temple; for the tabernacle of Moses (like was in the Sanctum, not the Sanctum Sancto-
the temple of Solomon, and that of Zorobabel) rum. Besides, its very use shows that it could
was divided by a Veil into two tabernacles (in not have been put in the Sanctum Sanctorum,
allusion to which, the whole Sanctuary is called because to that there was access only once a
in Ps. xliii. 3. niJD'iO) Sept..) Prof, year, by the High Priest alone. (Kuin.) The
Stuart thinks that " we should here have expect- learned Commentator rightly understands the
ed, according to the rules laid down by Gramma- expression (with Stuart and many other eminent
rians, that either would have the Article, or Expositors, as Deyling, Alting, and Ernesti) of

omit it
; " whence he argues that the Ca- the golden censer which the High Priest took

nons laid down on the -subject are unfounded, with him on entering the Sanctum Sanctorum,
That, however, does by no means appear from on the day of expiation. (See Levit. xvi. 12.

the present passage; in which, whatever there sq.): a use of the word often found in the Sept.

may be of irregularity in other respects, there is and the Classical writers. That this censer was
none as regards the use of the Article. We have of oo/rf (while we know the censers used daily in

only a brevity of expression (and consequently the Sanctum were of brass) would of itself be
peculiarity of construction) common in St. Paul highly probable, and is proved by Joseph. Ant.
and Thucyd. , whether considered as an iii. 8, 3. Bell. i. 1, 7. referred to by Kuin. A
appellative or as a proper name, did not require perplexing circumstance, however, still remains
the Article : whereas (sub., and ^r) to be explained ; namely, that as the High Priest
could not dispense with it ; since the writer only entered the .Sanctum Sanctorum oiice, how
meant, after mentioning the tabernacle generally', could this censer be laid up, as the would
to advert to its two. Ana il is referred to seem to suggest? .Stuart, in his Excursus on
in the' just after. No difficulty, the subject, has not noticed this difficulty ; but
indeed, would have existed, had the writer ex- merely argues, that as there is no proof that it

pressed his meaning more fully, thus: ''For a was not laid up in the Sanctum Sanctorum, it

tabernacle was constructed, [consisting of two certainly ivas so laid up. Grot., Limb., Storr,

compartments], the first, which is called Holy, and Kuin., attempt to remove the difficulty by
wherein was the, &c., and the second, which con- taking in a modified sense, and suppos-

tained," &c. Yet Thucydides himself might ing that the Sanctum Sanctorum is said to have
have so written ; except that he would probably the golden censer, because it was brought there

have hinted his meaning by i; ; though once a year, and only used there. I should pre-

he might, as often, not have subjoined (5t &- fer, however, the solution of Zeibcch, in a Dis-, but left it, as here, to be implied in the sertation on the subject, who is of opinion, that

TO . The misconception of the golden censer was always in the Sanctum
the more recent Expositors arose from the incor- .Sanctorum, by being lefi there by the High
rect punctuation of the moilern Editions. I have Priest until he replaced it the next year by on-

pointed as was done by Beza, Schmid, Pise, our other. But may we not suppose that aiiother

Common Version, Capell., and Crell., and as I censer was used for the purpose of conveying the
find it in the text of Chrys. fire to the censer which remained in the Sanctum
On see Exod. XXV. 31. seqq. And on {j Sanctorum; by which it would not have to be, see Exod. XXV. 23. removed or replaced at all ? And though it may

By most Expositors i; 60. is regarded be objected, that all this proceeds on taking for

as put tor o'l o'l. But it may granted what cannot be proved, yet the key that

rather be taken, with others, as put for oi t^j opens the wards is likely to be the right key. As
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to supposing, with some, ignorance, or inaccu-
racy from forgeifulness, on the part of the writer,

that is utterly forbidden by the intimate and
thorough acquaintance which he displays with
every thing concerning the Temple and its ser-

vice, and his minute accuracy on other points.

—'] i. e. both outside and inside, as we
find from Exod. x.\v. 11, as also Joseph, and Philo.

^ , i. e. in the ark. This, indeed, would seem
to be at variance with what is said at 1 Kings viii.

9, that the ark contained only the two tables of
stone. .\nd various methods of removing the dis-

crepancy have been proposed ; after a careful ex-

amination of which, Dind., Kuia., and Stuart,

adopt the opinion of Deyling and Carpz., who
think it sufficient to show tliat what is said is true

of the tabernacle constructed and furnished by
Moses (of which alone the Apostle is speaking),

though not of the temple of Solomon. That the

pot of manna and .Aaron's rod were laid up in the

ark of tlie covenant, is, they show, proved from
Exod. xvi. 32 — 34•, and jNurab. xvii. 10, at least

according to the interpretation of the Rabbins and
Jewish Interpreters even to the present day. The
pot too is called golden in the Sept., though not

expressly said to be so in the Hebrew ; and yet,

that it inas so, considering the purpose, cannot be
doubted.

5. av-n){\ scil. Ti7C </5, not, as some
suppose (for thus the sense would be inapposite )

:

and though this is going far back for an antece-

dent, yet the words f i' p" — are, in

some measure, parenthetical.

— Xip. 6,.\ It is plain, from a comparison
of the passages where these cherubim are men-
tioned, that they were symbolical emblems of the

Divine nature, denoting the supreme governance
of the Deity over all creation, and representing

his tutelary presence. The ^^ is by more re-

cent Commentators supposed to refer to the

splendour of the figures, covered all over with

gold : but by the earlier ones, to " the glory of

the Lord " dwelling between, and shining around
them, supposed to be alluded to in Ps. Ixxs. I.

On the persuasion, found among all nations, of

some particular place being selected by the

Deitv for the manifestation of his presence see

Mackn.
—.] This vas the 133, corer or lid

of the ark, (or the mercif-seatj so'called because,

by tiie sprinklin? of blood upon it. the atonement

was effected on the dav of expiation. " Over this

(says Stuart) the Divine (or supernatural

brightness) w.is seen ; and hence God was sup-

posed to be seated on it. as his throne, and from

It to dispense his mercv, when atonement was

made for the sins of the' people by sprinkling it

with blood." By can - . - it IS

VOL. .

meant that he does not enter into 80 particular
a description, as to trace their symbolical allu-
sions.

6. il'.' Render: "Now these
things being [thus] prepared;" i.e. set in due
order. , is best rendered literally by a
Present tense, (not a past, as do most Transla-
tors) since the Present, from its indefinite sense,
suits all times, and was here used with propriety,
the Temple being yet in being, . is a gen-
eral term, including all sacred rites, and not lim-
ited to sacrifices, as some suppose.

7.( . iv.] Since from Levit. xvi. 12— 15.
it appears that the High Priest entered the Sanc-
tum Sanctorum twice, (some say thrice, and the
Rabbins even four times) . i. must (as the
best Commentators are agreed) mean " on one
day only in the year," i. e. the day of expiation

;

and, indeed, as the two enterings were in conti-

nuity, and forming one and the same service, they
might be almost said to enter the Sanctum Sanc-
torum but once. From Philo, p. 591, cited by
Kuin., we learn that if the High Priest entered on
more than one day in the year, or oftener than

twice on that day, he was put to death without

mercy. By are meant all such sins for

which expiation was held available ; sins of pre-

sumption and wilfulness, and the more heinous

offences (as murder, adultery, incest, blasphemy)

being excluded from expiation. This significa-

tion of the word is also found in the Classical

writers. See my Note on Thucyd. vi. 84. No.
25.

8. TovTo'\ Some supply hia, or; i. e. "by
this restriction and difficulty of access." That,

however, involves a needless harshness ; and it is

better, with others, to regard as represent-

ing the subject of what was signified in the in-

struction, meant to be intimated by a sort of figu-

rative and spiritual application of the injunctions,

or bv the inference from them ; which (he means

to say) is, that the true approach to God, and ac-

cess to the real holy of holies, Heate.v, by the

expiation of sin, was not clearly revealed while

the Jewish (Economy subsisted, . hh.

is put for clg ayia (scil. () iSov.

So Matt. X. 5. hoov . The
meaning is, that through Jesus alone, mankind,

whether Jews or Gentiles, have free access to

the heavenly mercy-seat, the throne of grace,

which had before been obstructed by the impedi-

ments of the ceremonial law. By
(which has been variously interpreted) is, I

think, meant simply the frst dispensation ; i. e.

that under the first temple. The image in;
is adapted to \.\\efitrure in. Of
in the sense " to stibsist," examples are ad-

duced from Dionys. Hal. and Polybius.

56
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9. \ scil., " [which dispensation] "

impeding free access to God. . scil.,
" is, or has been, a type or figure, or adumbra-
tion,"— namely, of the entrance of the more e.K-

cellent High Priest into heaven, whereby is ob-

tained free access to God. { rbv /.
is best rendered " up to the present time," i. e. as

Kuin. well explains, the

at V. , and which had then begun (see x. 10 —
H•, 19, 22.) when there \vas no longer occasion
for the type or figure in question ; though by the
continuance of the Temple-service, and the per-
verse unbelief of the Jews, it might be said still

to e.xist. By and. are denoted all sorts

of expiatory sacrifices ; and is accommo-
dated in gender to the nearer and more impor-
tant noun. The sense —
(somewhat disputed) seems to be, '' which cannot
perfectly tranquillize the conscience of the wor-
shipper [who offers these expiatory sacrifices]."

Literally, " cannot make the worshipper perfect
in respect to his conscience.'" This doctrine the
Jews had indeed been taught by their Prophets

;

but, as far as the great multitude was concerned,
in vain.

10. —- The Commentators
are not a little perplexed to determine the con-
struction and interpretation of these words, of
vhich even the reading is debated. Several varr.

lectt. exist (especially for) ;

which, however, seem only so many different at-

tempts at removing what seemed a harsh con-
struction;— namely, —-— : in adjusting which most Com-
mentators, ancient and modern, take-
twice, i. e. with ivl , and with., the fiti being put for iv. And,
indeed, this would seem the most natural con-
struction ; but it leads to a se7ise very objectiona-
ble ; for how oblations and sacrifices can be said
to consist in meats, drinks, and ablutions, it is not
easy to see. It should, therefore, seem tli.it -.
is only to be taken once, and that. -. are alone to be referred to \'

; also that the words hi —
are meant to designate another class of ritual ob-
servances, as being mere ordinances of the esk ;

and, therefore, not able to quiet the conscience,
or make the worshipper perfect. Thus the jVi

must not be rendered m, but, with the best Com-
mentators, either pro'ter or cnm. The iiK.

may denote other similar ol)servances, as circum-
cision, &c. ; but as the ellipsis of is rather
harsh, it is better to suppose this clause meant to

qualify the preceding, and show the true nature
of the ., ., and thus the < will have the
e.rplanatorij force (as when placed between two
nouns in apposition), and signify nempe. It is,

however, omitted in 8 ancient M.SS., G Versions
and Fathers, and is cancelled by Griesb. In in-

terpreting. ., it is strange there should
have been such diversity of opinion, since the
subject of the context (" piacular sacrifices ")
shows that the words must mean '.' the regulations
concerning meats and drinks permitted or forbidden

by the Mosaic law.". «5. denotes those ceremo-
nial ablutions of various sorts (some respecting
the priests, others, the people at large,) which are
detailed in Levit. and Numb. ]\'ow these, in ad-
dition to the preceding class of ritual observances
(i. e. the various kinds of sacrifices) were-, i. e. enjoined, and meant to be in force-, i. e. which should introduce a. refor-
mation of religion, by a change of external forms
into vital and spiritual ^worship; namely, that of
the Gospel. For signifies, 1. the straight-

ening of any thing crooked ; 2. as here, the set-

ting right of any thing wrong. Compare Is. xl. 2.

Thus AiopO. here corresponds to the
in Acts iii. 21.

11 — 15. The x\postle now contrasts these
symbolical and temporary ministrations and ordi-

nances with the effectual services of our Re-
deemer, who exercises the office of high priest in

a greater and more perfect tabernacle, even in

heaven, v. 11, into which he entered by his own
blood 5 thus procuring eternal redemption for us.

V. 12 : for if the blood of bulls and goats, offered
by the Levitical priests, could effect an outward
purification (v. 13.). much more must the blood of
Christ purify the conscience, and fit the believer
for heaven (v. 14.) ; for this reason he is appointed
the Mediator of the new covenant; that by dying
to purchase redemption for sinners, even in for-

mer times, believers of all ages might receive the
promise of an eternal inheritance (v. 15.) Holden.
In vv. 11, 12, the leading features are the pres-
ence of our great High Priest, and his entrance
into tiie holy place, v/ith an eternal ransom of
his own acquisition : these, accordingly, occupy
the first line and the last. JNext in importance
are the tabernacle, wherein this high priest offi-

ciated, and the blood wliich he sacrificially shed
;

his own blood, the tabernacle of his human na-
ture : these occupy the second line and the fourth.

Last in consideration are, the tabernacle made
with hands in the temple, and the sacrificial vic-

tims there typically slain ; the blood of goats and
calves ; these are negatively introduced in the tvvo

central lines of the stanza. (Bp. Jebb.) The
above remark certainly discovers a refined taste

;

but many of my readers may, not without reason,
object to this converting of the passage into
sfa?i:as, as if the verses were part of a sonnet.

Nor may they be disposed to agree with the
learned Prelate, that the epanodos is here indis-

pensable.
— Xp.. . \. fiy.] Of this the

complete sense seems to be that expressed by
Kuin. thus :

" cum Christus has in terras venis-
set, eum in finem, ut, morte superata (', V. 12.). fieret pontifex cui deberemus bona
futura." He riglitly regards
as a Genit. of cause, as John vi. 35. .
and Phil. iv. 9. ? . By ,
he observes, are meant free access "to God, v. 8,
expiation perpetually available, v. 12. x. 4, tran-

quillity of mind and conscience, v. 9. x. 2,3, and
eternal felicity, v. 15. The blessings were at the
time the Levitical worship flourished, being yeS
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future, and reserved for " the time of reforma-
tion." They may, however, be understood as

commencing in this world, and to be consum-
mated in the ne.^t. -t\.

should be rendered, " bv the better and more

2.5.
fra 12. 24.

1 Pet. 3. IS.

tie of Barnabas Ch. vi., where he says of Christ

:

}^\
(the vessel of the spiritual nature of

Christ) . And such may very
possibly be the sense : though others of the above

perfect tabernacle." It is not agreed to what Expositors take a somewhat different view. And
this . is to be referred. The earlier Comraen- indeed, the whole interpretation itself is not
tators in general suppose it to denote the human quite satisfactory. It will, therefore, be better
nature of Christ ; while others understand it of with the ancient Commentators in general and
the Christian Church. But well founded objec- many eminent modern ones (as Calvin, Est.
tions ai'e made to both these interpretations by Whitby, Bp. Middl., Winzer, Kuin., and Stuart)
Dind., Stuart, and Kuin., who (with most Exposi- to understand it of the Holij Spirit, either per-
tors from Wets, downwards) are agreed that, a sonally, or through his infueiices, by which every
comparison is here made of Christ with the circumstance of our Redeemer's course is said in

Jewish high priest, who, on the day of expiation, Scripture to have been accompanied. See the
passed through the Sanctum into the Holy of references in Scott and Stuart. According to the
Holies. Thus the Apostle means to compare the former interpretation, this text supplies a proof
visible heavens (called by the Jews the tent of the essential Dritij of Christ : according to the
God), through which Jesus passed, in his ascen- latter, it evidences the eternal Divinity of the

sion to the highest heaven, with the veil which Holy Spirit. For a full discussion of the present
separated the Jewish Sanctum from the Holy of passage, and a review of various interpretations

Holies. . will thus denote the exterior which have been propounded by recent Com-
parts of the heavenly Adytum. So at iv. 14. mentators, see an elaborate Dissertation by Win-
Christ is spoken of as , zer de Sacerdotis officio, quod Christo tribuitur

This view, too, is confirmed by the Article rm ;
i" Epist. ad Hebrseos Lips. 1835, Prof Stuart's

for there may be supposed an allusion to the 18th Excursus on this Epistle, and Dr. Pye
and at vv. 1, 2. Xtipo-. Smith's Discourses on the Sacrifice and Priest-

means " not made by hitman hands," ov hood of Christ.. " not of this world or creation, not of 15 — 18. In this passage (pelexed in itself,

earthly, but heavenly structure," scil. ^ b anii which has been still more perplexed by the, viii. 2. Thus ^la will be for or iv, as in various interpretations proposed), the difficulty

Roni. xiv. 20. and often. chie.ly turns on the sense to be affixed to-
12. .] Namely, on entering into heaven . By most Expositors this was formerly in-

after his ascension. Ttiere seems here an allu- terpreted testament. That sense is now, however,

sion to the High Priest's entering o«ce only, every generally rejected, as involving what borders

year, into the Holy of Holies; q. d. " that the upon absurdity. (See the statements of Le Clerc,

Aaronical High Priest entered once every ijear

;

Mackn., Slade, Kuin., Holden, and Prof Schole-

the Great High Priest entered once /o/• a//." See field.) For how, it is asked, can any one be

X. 10. called the mediator of a testament? flow can a

13— 15. Here is an argumentum a minori ad testament need a mediator? How can anyone

ma/ns.?. See Num. xix. 2 — 9. be called the mediator of his own testament?', '-sprinkling ;
"

i. e. when mixed with How can the Mosaic law be called a testament ?

water, thus forming a Tioly liquid used to purify Who was the testator ? And how can it be said

the defiled. that the testator died to render it valid ? This,

— Siii .] An unusual expres- indeed, is so plain, that no Expositors of any note

sion, of which the sense and application have now contend for the sense testament throughout

been not a little debated. Many eminent modern the passage; and perhaps Carpz. was the last:

Expositors (as Beza, J. Capell," Gomar, Vitringa, though some (as Limborch and Medhurst, in a

Wolf Pierce, Carpz., and Ernesti) refer. to Dissertation on the subject, in the Bibl. Hag.)

the eternal and spiritual nature of Christ. A ascribe to it the double sense of covenant and

view also adopted by Bp. Bull (Dcf Fid. Nic. testament; namely, a covenant which partakes of

p. 19.), who takes the sense to bo, " a;ternani the nature of a testament. It is, however, gen-

Christi' Divinitatem, sive divinam Filii Dei per- erally admitted, that in v. 5. the sense is cove?mnt

sonam. unitam humanam naturam in ara Crucis (as viii. 6. , and often

Deo obtulisse." This he supports from the Epis- elsewhere in this book and other parts of the N.
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.) ; and the only difTerencc ofopinion is, whether
at vv. IG, 17, it is to have the same sense, or timt

of testament (i. e. will.) The former position is

maintained by many recent Expositors (as Pierce,

Doddr., Michaelis, Mackn., Sleudel, Parkhurst,

Holden, and especially by Prof. Scholefield)

;

the latter by Calvin, Erasm., Wolf, Abp. Newc,
Alberti, Bengel, Schleusn., VVahl, Bretschneider,

Rosenm., Kuin., Stuart, Slade, and Mr. Rose on
Parkh. Those who adopt Vn.ejformer view allege

that such is likely to be the sense here, as it is

found in the preceding rerse; that the Mosaic
covenant cannot well be considered as a testament,

and that accuracy of argument requires the above
sense. In order to evince which, they trace the
course of the reasoning ; which is done by Mr.
Holden (chiefly from Pierce and Mackn.) as

follows :
" Tlie expiation of sin by Christ, and

the promise of an eternal inheritance, are made
sure and ratified by the death of Jesus, the

Mediator of the new covenant, v. 1."). Of this

we cannot doubt, since all solemn covenants are

ratified by the death of a sacrificial victim, vv.

16, 17 ; and such was the case with respect to the

Mosaic covenant, vv. 18— 21, under which al-

most all things were purified by blood, and with-

out shedding of blood there was no remission of
sin, V. 22. It was, therefore, necessary that the

heavenly things, of which those under the Levit-

ical law were types and representations, should
be purified with better sacrifices, v. 23 ; and this

Christ effected by the offering of himself once
for all, vv. 24— 26. Whence it follows, that as

men must die, and be called to judgment, so sure
is it that Christ died for the redemption of trans-

gressions, and that he appear a second time
on earth to bestow the promised inheritance of
eternal life on ail true believers, vv. 27, 28."

Prof. Scholefield traces the course of argument
as follows :

" For this end, viz. that he might
purge our consciences from dead works to serve
the living God, Jesus ' is the mediator of the new
covenant,' that by his death he might entitle us
to the inheritance. For (the strictness of his

argument would require him to proceed) in a

covenant the Mediator must die ; else, how does
the declaration of v. IG assign a reason for that

of V. 15 ? He became the Mediator of the cove-
nant, in order to answer the desired end ; and
this could not be without his death ; for, that the
covenant may be valid, there must be the death
of the Mediator or mediating sarrifrce. In one
sense, Moses was tlie mediator of the old cove-
nant, and so a type of Christ; but not in that

sense which required the death of the Mediator,
which is clearly the sense required in v. 15. iVa, &c. In that sense the sacri-

fices, whose blood was sprinkled on the people
(v. 19.) were the types of Christ; and the points
of coincidence between them as the types, and
Christ as the anti-type, is, their being mediating;

sacrifices to ratify the respective covenants. Now
upon the other view of the subject, the argument
would clearly be inaccurate. ' Christ is the Me-
diator of the New Testament, that by his death
he might procure us the blessings of the testa-

ment : for a testament requires the death of the
testator.' Nay, he ought to have said, the death
of the Mediator. So that by that view we have a
double confusion introduced into the Apostle's

style ; in the general argument we have testament

and covenant confounded together ; in the par-
ticular argument of this passage we have the
testator and the mediator of the teslainent con-
founded together." Agreeably to the above state-

ment, he proposes the following version of vv.

16, 17 :
" For where a covenant is, there must

of necessity be brought in the death of the medi-
ating [sacrifice]. For a covenant is valid over
dead [sacrifices] ; since it is never of any force
while the mediating [sacrifice] continues alive."

This mode of interpretation, however (notwith-
standing the ability with which it is supported by
the learned Professor) lies open to serious, if not
insuperable, objections. 1. Such a sense of im-, is, as he himself frankly admits, quite
unsupported by the usus loquendi : nay, it should
seem that the vord never could have had any
such sense, consistently with its original signifi-

cation, i. e. to make a disposition or arrangement
of any thing. And to understand it not only in

the sense mediating, but " tlie mediating [sacri-

fice']," is beyond measure harsh. 2. The sense
assigned to is quite at variance with the
usus loquendi : for the word is one only used of
the dead corpses of men, not of the carcases of
sacrificed animals. Not to say that the use of the
plural for the singular, would, according to that

sense, be very harsh, and no reason would appear
why the writer should not have written :

whereas, according to the common interpretation,

it is quite agreeable to the idiom of the language.
Moreover, 3dly. the latter clause (as Mr. Slade
observes), if thus explained, would imply that

there was a custom, at the time when a treaty

was made, of appointing some particular animal
for its ratification, and afterwards of suspending
the execution of the compact, by preserving the
animal alive. Whereas, we do not hear of any
such custom. On the conclusion of a treaty, the
animal was immediately slain. " It is (Prof.

Stuart remarks) yet to be proved, that no cove-
nants were valid, except those made by the in-

tervention of sacrifices ; and yet such is implied
in the interpretation in question." But, waiving
the argument as dubious, " the proposition (as

Prof. Stuart, says) in' is too general to

admit of being limited to covenants of a special
nature (as of those ratified by blood)." Finally,

I would add, to suppose and
to be taken in a sense different from that contained
in, is exceedingly harsh ; since the sen-
tence is highly antithetical, and the points of
antithesis fall on those very words. To remove
this formidable objection, some who support the
interpretation in question render (as

does Dr. Burton, after Whitby), " the covenant-
ing party." But we may ask (with Prof. Stuart),
" where is the death of a person covenanting
made necessary, in order to confirm [or ratify]

the covenant ? " " Besides (as the learned Com-
mentator observes) Christ ratified the covenant,
not as a viaker, but as mediator ; agreeably to
what is said in the preceding verse."

Upon the whole, I see not how the above in-

terpretation can be admitted ; for to run directly

counter to the usus loquendi, and violate the
common idiom of the language, in order, as it is

avmced, to make the sacred writer's argument
accurate, is not a course which an ingenuous
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Expositor of the word of God, will, on reflection,

think allowable, or even prudent: for, as Bp.
JMiddlet. observes, " wlien once we begin to with-
hold from words their ordinary and natural signi-

ticaiion, we must not complain if Infidels charge
our religion with mysticism, or its Expositors
with fraud.'' And in a passage, like the present,
where the of an argument is not the mat-
ter in question, it is better to leave the sacred
writer's arirument (be it what it may) as it is,

than to attempt to improve it, at the expense of
violating the laws of interpretation, and the dic-

tates of fairness. In such a case, it were be'.ter

rather to leave the proof of its accuracy or fitness

for the purpose in view, to the result of future

and more successful inquiry. Hero, however, I

appreiiend, it is not necessary to place the matter
on such a footing. For there should seem to be
no serious difficulty involved in supposing (to use
the words of Mr. Slade) that " the Apostle takes
advantage of the two-fold sense of, inti-

mating that it is applicable to the Christian dis-

pensation, not only as denoting a covenant (which
is the usual signification of the word in Scripture)

but also in its general acceptation, of a testament,

the death of a testator being not only as denoting
a covenant (which is the usual signification of the

word in Scripture), but also in its general accep-
tation, of a testament, the death of a testator being
not less requisite to the operation of a will, than

the death of a victim to the validity of a cove-
nant." " As (says Mr. Rose) means
both covenant and testament (each being a solemn
disposition), and as covenants in general anciently

(and especially that of Mount Sinai) were ratified

with blood, the Apostle, in comparing the new
with the old, represents it in a double

light, a covenant ratified by blood, of which the

former sacrifices were the types, and a testament

ratified and brought into action by the death of a
testator." The occasion of here introducing.
in a sense deviating from, though closely con-
nected with, that adopted in the preceding verse,

is ably pointed out by Prof. Stuart as follows :

•' The whole comparison of testaments among
men, which confer a valid title to an inheritance

(vv. 16, 17.) seems evidently to spring from the

mention of Christ's death in the precedintr verse,

and of the confirmation thereby of the believer's

title to a heavenly inheritance. It is as much as

tn sav, ' Brethren, regard it not as strange, that

the death of Christ should have given assurance

of promised blessings to believers— should have

ratified the new, of which he is the au-

thor ; other are ratified by the death of

their respective testators, and only in this way.' "

.\nd then he goes on to show, that even the an-

cient covenant, though it could not be called a

in all respects so well as the new one,

was still ratified in a manner not unlike the new
one, viz. by blood, the emblem of death, vv.

18— 22. There is, as Kuin. observes, a similar

play on the double meaning of a word, and a

similar transition (ex dilogia) in the use of-: supra ch. iii. and iv. and Rom. iii. 2. 1 Pet.

iii. 9. And paronomasias little differing from this

are frequent in the Epistles of St. Paul ; and both

of these are found in the best writers of antiquity,

esDeciallv Thucvdides, Plato, nnd Philo .hid.-pus.

.*^€e Calvin, and e.speci;illy Crcllius, who I'.as

treated on the passage with his usual ability He
completely answers those who object to this view
as if It involved something trifling and bordering
on a sophism. His elaborate discussion com-
pletely establishes the view taken by the above
eminent Expositors, especially Mr. Rose. It is
moreover confirmed by considering the scope of
^7-55 — 18. ; the purpose of the writer being (as
Kuinoel shows) to clear the doctrine of the death
of the Messiah from objections and scruples, by
showing the necessity of it, to effect the grand
purposes of his mediatorial office, namely, " the
expiation of the sins of the whole world." It
may be added that vv. IG, 17. are, in some
measure, parenthetical, and are (as Calvin points
out) intended not so much for proof as for illus-
tration, showing that , " whether
regarded in the light of a testament or of a cove-
vant, requires to be ratified by death." So Crel-
lius observes that the argumentation is here " a
simili, sed contractam (ut sspe fit) non explica-
tam." It is, he adds, as if it had been said

:

" Quemadmodum, cum testamentum fit, mortem
testatoris accedere necesse est

; quandoquidem
illud testatoris morte animetur, vivente vero tes-
tatore nondum vivat, seu non valeat : sic etiam
cum novum fa;dus seu testamentum constitutum
fuit, mortem illius qui id constituit, ac testatoris
instar fuit, accedere, ut testamentum seu foedus
illud firmum ratumque esset, oportuit." In the
sense testament or will, occurs also at Gal.
iii. .; which will furnish another proof of the
Pauline origin of this Epistle.

The words —\'!; may
be rendered, " So that [his] death having taken
place for the redemption (i. e. expiation) of the
transgressions [committed under the first cove-
nant] they who are called might receive the
promise (i. e. the promised blessing) of the eter-

nal inheritance." Compare a similar sentiment
at Rom. iii. 25, 26, where the Apostle speaks of
the of the Jews and Gen-
tiles being expiated by the blood of Christ. Oi

must not be joined with\,, but are to be referred to the-
'', so that. be taken
for \.. At the commencement of
v. 16. Knin. well refers the to a clause to be
supplied in thought

; q. d. " [Christus mori debc-
bat] ; nam testamentum non nisi testatoris morti

insneuta valet." may be rendered, with
Prof. Scholefield, " be brought in," to whose
Version the inseqni of Kuin. is equivalent. And
of this sense an example is adduced by Kuin.
from Philo.

18. By . is meant the old covenant
mentioned at v. 15. To evince the necessity of

the blood-shedding of Christ, adverted to at v.

15, ., the Apostle shows that, from the

first. Gnd ratified his covenant by sacrifice. Hence
not even the Sinai covenant was ratified without

sacrifice, or blood. This sense of. occurs

also in 1 Kings viii. 63. (as used of the temple)

Kilt (corresponding to the Heb.

2\)< and 1 Mace. iv. 36, where it answers to

our handsel. And as that liand.telling of any
building was celebrated by solemn rites, which
served to ratify the possesnon of the thing, so the
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word came to simply mean ratiftj as applied to

covenants.

19. This verse is explanatory and confirmatory

of what was contained in the preceding. The\ refers to Exod. xx'iv. 4 & 7.

— — ifj'fiavTtac.] Moses, in his account

of this transaction, says nothing of tiie blood of
goats ; nor of the water and scarlet wool, and
hyssop ; nor of the sprinkling the book of the

law with blood. These circumstances are justly

supposed to have been derived from ancient tra-

dition, being adverted to as things well known to

his readers. And as similar rites are mentioned
in Levit. xiv. 4— C, 49— 52, tliere can be little

doubt that they were used on this occasion. The
water and hyssop are easily accounted for as

necessary, or at least very suitable to the thing.

As to the sprinkling of the boolr, this involves no
discrepancrj , being only an addition to, though no
variation from, the Mosaic account. And as the

altar was sprinkled, so might the book, just as it

lay upon the altar. With respect to the expres-

sion . that need not be pressed on,

but may be taken in a restricted sense.

20. .] i. e. the blood by which the

covenant was solemnly established and ratified.

The words do not exactly correspond to the

Sept.; but they represent the full sense.

is put for a dativus commodi.
21. The dedication of the Tabernacle, here

adverted to, is described at Exod. xl. 8. sq. and
Levit. viii. 1. sq. ; where, however, the circum-

stance in question is not mentioned •, and might

very well be omitted by Moses in his brief ac-

count. It is supposed to have been derived from
tradition ; and mention of it is made in Josephus
and Philo.

22. .'] This limitation is employed, be-

cause some things (i.e. such as could endure fire)

were purified by fire, and others which could not,

by water. Levit. xvi. 28. Numb. xxxi. 23.

— ., &c.] Agreeable to what is said

by Joseph., Philo. and the Rabbins, that without
blood (tvpical of the remission of sins by the

Messiah) no one was absolved from his sins or

defilements. On the reasons see Braun, Owen,
Dind., Kuin., and the 9th Book of Warburton's
Div. T>eg. The word' may, as the

Commentators say, not occur elsewhere
;
yet we

need not suppose it to be coined by the writer

;

but only regard it as one of the very numerous
words of the Hellenistic Alexandrian and com-
mon dialect not preserved in the remains of

antiquity.

23. ovv—- The Apostle now,
reverting to what was said at v. 21, again treats

of the main point, tlie atonement ; and subjoins a

conclusion to be drawn from the preceding; q. d.
'' It was, therefore, necessary that the shadow of
heavenly things (the tabernacle) should be puri-

fied with these ; but heaven itself, with better

sacrifices than these ;
" i. e. it was necessary that

an approach to heaven should be afforded by a

more efficacious sacrifice. On- see viii.

5. Kow all things done by the tabernacle wor-
ship, and the priesthood of the Old Law, were
but a shadow of heavenly things. Therefore it

was enough for them to be consecrated to sacred
uses by these,— namely, by the blood of bulls and
goats. But those (namely, the heavenly) were to

be dedicated , viz. with the sacri-

fice of Christ alone. In there is a

metonymy, such as we often find, when things

partly similar, partly dissimilar, are compared.
For, as by the legal purification an entrance was
afforded to the sanctuary ; so, by taking the effect

as standing for the cause, heaven is said-, instead of saying that an entrance by them
is given to that heaven. (Rosenm.)
(to be repeated at the end of the verse) should
be rendered (per dilogiam) consecrari. (Kuin.)

24. The heavenly priesthood of Jesus Christ,

which had been treated of previously to the par-

enthetical passage, on the necessity of Christ's

death, is here resumed and further illustrated.

On. see supra v. 11 ; and on ayia see Note
on ix. 3. - is nearly synonymous with
the before explained ; and "denotes the

resemblances relative to Christ in his mediatorial

high-priestly capacity, and as Lord in heaven.
The general sense is, that " Christ did not enter

into the earthly I'.oly of holies, which was only an

image of the lieavenly, but into heaven itself."

is a forensic term, signifying " to

present oneself before a tribunal, or court," either

as plaintiff", or advocate. Here, from the context,

the latter is the sense intended. The points of

correspondence with the rites of the law, as per-

formed by the High Priest, are pointed out by the

Commentators.
25. oiii^f] scil. . The wri-

ter parallels the offering of Christ with his own
blood to the entrance of the priest into the Sanc-
tum Sanctorum with the blood of another; and,

accordingly, declares Christ to have appeared be-

fore God, and entered into heaven, not in order to

make a frequent offering of himself ; i. e. not, after

having entered into heaven, to again go forth from
thence, and descend on earth, and there again be

killed as a victim, and rising again, make repeated
offerings of himself in heaven to God. Herein,

then, he shows the dissimilarity of Christ to the
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High Priest, and his superiority to him ; 1. inas-

much as the High Priest entered into the Sanc-
tum Sanctorum with the blood of another,—
namely, of the victims, so that the High Priest

and the victim were distinct ; Christ, however, by
his own blood, so that the High Priest is identified

with the victim. 2. That the High Priest, after

having entered the Sanctuary, again went forth

from it, and repealed this ingress and egress

yearly, so as to enter several times ; Christ, how-
ever, ojice onlij. (Liraborch.) 'Kavrbv for to 'iSiov, i.X. 12.

2). The reasoning here supposes two very im-
portant facts, 1. that from the fall of Adam to the

end of the world, no man will be pardoned but
tlirough Christ's havinsr offered himself to God as

a sacrifice for sin. 2. That although Christ offer-

ed himself only once, and that at the conclusion
of the Mosaic dispensation, fri /
(see 1 Cor. . 11.), that one offering is in itself

so meritorious, and of such efficacy in procuring
pardon for the penitent, that its influence reaches
backwards to the beginning of the world, and for-

N wards to the end of time: on which account
\Christ is with great propriety termed. Rev. xiii.

Ji! ,
" a Lamb slain from the foundation of the

wt'rld." The \i\\rdAe from the foundation of the

wo. 'Id, in this passage, is not to be taken strictly,

be 'pause the necessity of Christ's offering himself

a sVicrifice for sin did not take place immediately
at t"he creation, but at the fall. We have the

phras^e in this limited sense, Luke xi. 50. (Mackn.)•. here is to be taken as. at v. 24.

27, 23. The Apostle shows by a new argument,
derived simiii, that Christ ought once only to

offer himself,— namely, because his sacrifice and
death were one and the same. Ts'or does he
properly intend to affirm that all men must die,

but that it ii appointed for them once to die, and
that after ( eath, nothing shall remain but judg-

ment. (Di.id.) "a-«|, " once for all." See Note
on Rom. iii. 21. So it is used in Thucyd. i. 139.^ ! . At -

(which is a sacrificial term) supply .
So vii. 27. . On this

verse Prof Stuart has an instructive Excursus
(xix.) ; and, from the deep importance of the sub-

ject (the Atonement), and the perversions of
Gospel truth so industriouslv circulated by the

Apo?iles of heterodoxy, the following sketch of

its contents may be not unseasonable.
'• The phrase to bear sin is to suffer the punish-

ment due to sin or to subject oneself to its con-
sequences, and sometimes to expose others to its

consequences. But to bear the sins of others is

to bear the penalty, or suffering, due to their

; meaning the consequences of sin ; as su-

pra V. 2G. also Lament, v. 7. F.zek. xviii. 19. sq.

Is. liii.4. So the ii^'.l ^^ Pfo^• -^'^• 19• Mic. vii.7.

and (piijiu, Heb. xiii. 13. '. has the same
(or even a stronger— Ed.) sense as, and corre

sponds to the Heb. [;2 and S^O• So St. Peter

( 1 Pet. ii. 24•.) says of our Saviour —
in his own bodtj, on the cross ; to

explain which he adds, ' by whose stripes ye are
healed.' From which and other passages it is

plain that the sense attached in Scripture to bear-
ing any one's sins, is the actual suffering of the
consequences due to sin. And that such is the
sense here, is plain, 1. from the impossibility that

the passage can have any other sense : for our Sa-
viour did not take upon himself the moral turpi-

tude, nor remove it as of itself, but the consequen-
ces of sin he prevented by his own sufferings. 2.

The corresponding Hebrew terms jT^ij^n; ?1i'

and »;•) all mean punishment of sin, as well as

sin itself The sentiment, then, is, that Jesus by
his death endured the penal consequences of our
sins. By which, however, we are not to under-
stand, metaphysical nicety, that the sufferings of
our Redeemer were in all respects an exact equiv-

alent ; but, that vicarious suffering is here desig-

nated, seems to be an unavoidable conclusion,

both from the usus loquendi of Scripture, and the

nature of the argument, viii. and ix. ; and conse-

quently the passage strongly attests the doctrine

of the Atonement." On the expression

Bp. Middl. has the following luminous annota-

tion. •' We are told that o'l toWoI is often, equiv-^

alent to:. It is not, however, quite certain,

that the Apostle here meant to express;
the verse concludes with the mention of those

'who wait for Him,' i. e. who wait for Christ's

second coming in humble hope of receiving their

reward : and these manifestly are not the whole
human race. So also in his Epist. ii. 10. it is said,

that Christ bringeth many sons,

unto glory. See also Matt. xx. 28. xxvi. 28. Mark
X. 45. The reason why, in some places, Christ

is said to give himself a ransom for all, and in

others only for many, seems to be, that when all

are mentioned, it is meant that to all He has of-

fered the terms of salvation ; and where many are

spoken of, it is considered that by all the terms
will not be accepted."

At we must not (with

many Expositors) interpret . a sin-offering

:

but, as these words correspond with the ? -
— at V. 26., explain ^'

(with Pierce, Kuinoei, and BOhme) "without
having occasion to bear our sins [in order to

atonement]." . viay. with some, be re-

ferred to{ ; but it seems more prop-

erly referred by the best Expositors to .,
whence, as Kuin. observes, aptior et gravior sen-

tenlia procedit
; q. d. " will not appear as a piac-

nlar victim, to expiate sin, but to bestow eternal

felicity on his faithful worshippers."
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longer troubled in their consciences with the
remembrance of sins, those being thus expiated.'''. includes the senses of conscience and con-

sciousness ; the latter as the result of the former,
or the one mutually acting and reacting on the
other. Not that it is to be understood that they
lose all consciousness of those sins

;
(since grati-

tude for tlie redeeming mercies of aSaviour would
prevent that) but that they have that fearful con-
sciousness (a sort of', as Thucydides
expresses it) arising from the apprehension of
sufTering the penalty of sin ; which can only be
tranquillized by faith in Christ. This alone can
enable men to solve the Philosophic problem
" Quid pure tranquillet ? " KaO. is a term oc-

curring also in the Classical writers, used of ex-

piations and lustrations.

3. has here a very elliptical use, which
may, with Kuin., be briefly rendered by imo vera

;

as in Acts xix. 2. The force of the argument
turns much on, and the full sense is

well expressed by Boehme and Kuin., " [So far

are they, by these continued sacrifices, from being

X. The scope of vv. 1 — 18. is to evince the

utter inefficacy of the Jewish sacrifices, contrasted

with the perfect expiatory sacrifice made by our

great High Priest. This subject the Apostle had
glanced at before ; vii. 11. 19., viii. 7, 10. ix. 8,

10, 13, 14. ; and he now enlarges on it, beginning
with declaring, that the Levitical sacrifices could

not be a perfect satisfaction for sin, v. 1. ; for if

they had been so, once offering them would have
been sufficient, v. 2. But the continual repetition

of them shows, that sin remained unpardoned,
notwithstanding the previous sacrifices offered for

it, v. 3. ; and, from their very nature it is impos-

sible that they should procure the pardon of sin,

V. 4. This is also asserted in Ps. xl. which is

prophetical of the Messiah, v. 5 — 7. ; and from
which it is evident, that God designed to abolish

his former dispensation concerning the Levitical

sacrifices, and to establish another and better one,

vv. 8, 9., which offers a perfectly efficacious sacri-

fice through the offering of the body of Jesus once
for all, vv. 10— 14.; and which is also testified

by the Holy Spirifin the Scriptures, vv. 15— 18.

(Holden.)
1. yap, &c.] The is rightly re-

ferred by Newc. and Kuin. to a clause to be sup-

plied
; q. d. " [Christ by one sacrifice did expiate

the sins of many; (ix. 28. & x. 10.)] for," &c.
There is also an ellip. of, i. e. " The law
having [only] a faint adumbration of future bless-

ings
;
(See ix. 11.) and not the full form or image

of the things in question." (on which see

Note on viii. .) signifies an outline or sketch, as

opposed to the filled up figure of any thing, so as

to constitute a substantial form. At ' hinvTOv

ra'ig, &c. there is a transposition, for

avra'iq uc ' '!. &C. The belongs tO

the. Compare v. 14. signifies

to make a complete atonement for. See ix. 9. &,

vii. 11.

2. hit ovK av, «fee] Here we have a proof of

the assertion at v. 1. Instead of the common
reading mi uV, most of the best MSS., some
Fathers, and almost all the early Edd. have

OVK uv with a mark of interrogation at the end of

the verse ; which reading was preferred by Mill

and Wets., and edited bv Beng., Griesb., Matth.,

Knapp, .Schoettg., Tittm., and Vater; and I

think justly, since the might more easily

have been omitted than inserted ; and thus, as

Kuin. says, " oratio fit vividior." means
" since or for otherwise," by an ellipsis of,
such as I have often treated on in my Notes on
Thucyd. That f »;ta?/ commence an interrogative

sentence, the Commentators prove from Rom.
vi. 9. and Aristoph. Nub. G89. The sense is :

" For otherwise, (i. e. if the sacrifices could

have perfectly expiated sin) would they not have
ceased to be offered ? " —. " because the worshippers, being, once for

all, made clean from sin, would have been no

freed from the consciousness of unexpiated sin],

that there is [rather] therein a commemoration or
,j

the sins of the people." So Philo (cited by /
Carpz.) says of the sacrifices of the wicked that

oh , ', scil.. It is well observed by Stuart, that
" the sacrifices offered on the day of atonement

^

being meant as propitiatory offerings, served fio

remind the Hebrews of the desert of sin, i. e.

the punishment or penalty due to it. As they
continued to be offered yearly, so those ^*vho

brought them must be reminded, through their

whole lives, of new desert of punishment. The
writer means, however, that a yearly remem-
brance of sin in a spiritual respect, not mcvely in

a civil or ecclesiastical one, was made ; for in

this sense, the yearly atonement procured par-

don. In the other it did not."

4. .] i. e. by atonins, t.o procure
God's pardon for sin, and avert the jnishment
of it in a future state. " The Apostle'a argument
implied, that no sacrifice could really atone for

sin, or bring sinners into a state of acceptanro
with God unto eternal life, which did not mnke
full satisfaction to his offended justice, and ren-

der it honourable to him to remit the punish-

ment of it. But the legal sacrifices werR so far

from being thus efficacious, that they did not

suffice for the individuals, or the generation of

Israel, who presented them even in respect of a

permanent exemption from temporal judgments.
For the most solemn of them at the day of
atonement, was rather an annual remembrance of

their sins, than a removal of the suilt of them
;

so that they had only a respect to the year which
was past ; and the same remembrance. As Di-

vine appointments, such sacrifices might be a

suitable acknowledgment of guilt, and profession

of repentance, and reliance on the mercy of God,
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on account of which he might bear with the

Israelites, and give them temporal benefits ; and
they aptly typified the sacrifice of Christ. But
they could not possibly render pardoning mercy,
in its most plenteous exercise, consistent with

the infinite justice and holiness of God; without
which nothing could take away sin, according to

the Apostle's reasoning in this place. The same
argument equally proves, that the blood of a mere
man, or of a mere creature, cannot take away
sin.•'•' (Scott.)

5. To prove his doctrine in the most unanswer-
able manner, the Apostle shows that, however
opposed to Jewish prejudices, it is no other than

what is recognized in their own Scriptures ; ad-

ducing and arguing from Ps. xxxix. 6 — 19.,

which showed that his coming was the necessary

consequence of the inefficacy of the legal sacri-

fices, and of the Lord's purpose of saving sin-

ners.

Of (5(0—^ the sense is: "Wherefore, in

a Psalm which is prophetic of the coming of the

RIessiah, he is represented by David as saying,

on his coming into the world," &c. The quo-

tation is from the Sept., with only the change of^ into ; and at v. 7. there is only

an abridgment of the words of the Sept. Upon
the whole, the discrepancy is not so great as it

would appear from the writers on the Quotations,

who subjoin khI t'ov ev, though the Apostle plainly did not intend to

take litem .• the Sept. Version itself is only a free

translation of the Hebrew, and its true sense will

better appear when it is pointed (as it ought to

be) thus :. {iv Ke(pa\ihi—)
TO , h , 3)\) '. In order to properly

understand the last clause, it should be observed,

that the Septuagint took the ^^ an Accusa-

iive. not a Nominative, .agreeably to which, ve
must suppose in j"1T."l* ^"'i a dilor^ia, and

repeat them in the next clause, in the sense

cause to be, i. e. put. This would strengthen the

parallelism, but violate the construction. The
most remarkable circumstance connected with

this passage is, that in the words: 61

the Sept. and the Apostle both differ widely from

the Hebrew, which is well rendered, " mine ears

hast thou opened." To remove this discrepancy,

various methods have been proposed, either by

altering the Hebrew to correspond to the Greek,
or the Greek to the Hebrew. None of these,

however, can be adopted, since the present read-

ing in the Hebrew is confirmed by all the MSS.
and "V'ersions ; and in the Greek by all the MSS.
both of the Sept. and the .\postle. More atten-

tion is due to the methods of reconcilins the sense

of the Hebrew with the Greek, and making them,

though different in words, coincide in mcanhicr.

These, however, are very harsh. The words in

the Hebrew may, with a reference to Is. 1. 5., be

explained of obedience ; but all the various meth-

ods of brinsing that to any coincidence with what

is contained in the Sept. and N. T. .
seem to me. more or less, unsuccessful. The best

Hebraists are now agreed that the Hebrew words

'S "^") D'JTX mean " me docuisti," as in Is.

I. 5, and 1 Sam. xx. 2. the phrase r;x \3 signi-

VOL. II.
'

fies that the Messiah has opened out some pro-

found truth. And in this very sense, I find, the

words are taken by Dr. French and Mr, Skinner,

who have admirably rendered the whole portion :

and thrown great light on the passage by placing

the words in a parenthesis ; rightly supposing the

meaning to be, that '• the truth just stated had

been communicated to Messiah by the Almighty.'

That such is the force of the expression, is al-

most certain from the parallel passage of Isaiah.

Prof Stuart, however, takes it to mean, " thou

hast made me obedient to thy service ;'' which
he thinks required by the next verse and Job
Xxxvi. 10, 15. That the words are to be under-

stood as prophetic of the Messiah, is plain, and
has been fully established (in opposition to many
recent foreign Commentators) by Prof Stuart, in

his elaborate Excursus on the passage, to which
the reader is referred.

But, to return to the text of the Apostle, for

we have the strongest external evidence,

and even internal ; for it is required by the-
just before. And at v. 10, in

the words itii - .. there

is an evident reference to the

at v. 5, which must, together with the.
before, be understood of the incarna-

tion of the Redeemer, with allusion also to the

e.rpiation he made with that body off'ered up as a

sacrifice for the sins of the world. See ii. 14;
ix. 25 ; X. 10. It may be urged, indeed, that this

is not the sense of the Psalmist. Granted : but

the .\postle is amenable to no blame ; for, as

Stuart well shows, " the circumstance adverted

to in . is not primary or essential,

but only incidental to the argument he is carry-

ing on." And as the writer had occasion to

quote the long passage in which it occurs for

another purpose, and was obliged to quote it

from the Sept.. which alone was understood by

his readers in general, the words which he there

found he was fully justified in retaining ; espe-

cially as they did not impede, but rather promote

the purpose he had in view, namely, by turning

the minds of his readers to Christ, who, in his

incarnation, became the true expiatonj sacrifice,

of which the sacrifices in the law were but 1ype3

and symbols.

7.] "then." In the Hebr, ;. The words,

however, have so perplexed some, that they

choose to regard each of them as redundant. But

that is cuttinrr the knot. It is better to suppose

some rather unusual, yet suitable, sense of

and ; and we may (with Carpz., Ern., Schmidt,

Morus, Tittm., Gesen.. Dr. French, and Kuin.)

render " therefore." Perhaps, however, there is

no occasion to deviate from the usual sense of

time ; since it may, as Stuart suggests, be under-

stood of the time referred to in the preceding

context of Psalm xl., wherein are related the

•wonderful works of God, By the

is meant the Pentateuch, and such other parts of

the Scriptures of the O. T. as were then in being.

^'., " roll." So called with reference to the

wooden rollers about which the sheets of parch-

ment were rolled, and which had at one end a, or sort of carved or turned head, (which

gave name to the whole) of which, Kuin. re-

57
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marks, a figure is given by Hugo in his book on
the origin of writing.

8. On the passage of the Psalm the Apostle

row offers some remarks, showing from the words
of the Messiah briefly repeated, that the Le vitical

sacrifices, from their ineiRcacy to obtain tlie full

pardon of sins, are abrogated, and the sacrifice of

Christ substituted in their place. The writer's

reasoning on the above prophecy may be popu-

larly expressed, with Mr. Ilolden, as follows

:

*' Since the ineificacy and unacceptableness of

the Levitical sacrifices are declared in Scripture,

(v. 8,) and since Christ came into the world to

do the will of God, it follows that God desiirned
' to take away [abolish] the first ordinance, which
was ineffectual, that he may establish the second
dispensation, founded on the sacrifice of Christ,

which perfectly accorded with his will and eter-

nal counsels,' v. 9."

9. ] i. e. by offering myself
on the cross, according to thy command, John
xiv. .31. contains a conclusion from the

foregoing words. By is meant the

Levitical sacrifices ; and by , the will

of God as evinced in the sacrifice of the body of

Christ.

10. The Apostle proceeds to explain what is

meant, in this case, by doins; the will of God, and
what is the efficacy of that obedience. (Stuart.)

., " in conformity with which will," [of

God,] wherebv he willed Christ to be a victim,

and which Clirist came to fulfil. See vv. 7 <fe !)." , " we are atoned for, purified

and made holy," e.xpiatioii being made for us,

and pardon of our sins obtained. Compare vv.

4 & 11 ; ii. 11. must be referred, not,

with some, to .. but to. Compare
V. 14, and supra ix. 2G and 28. The full sense is.

" once for all ; " the term being very sisnificant,

and denoting (as observes Dr. Pye Smith, Dis-

course on the Sacrifice and Priesthood of Christ,

p. 132.) the absolute cessation of an act under the

idea that it has been perfectly performed. " The
Apostle (says Stmrt) meets the objection as to

dissimilarity in the act of expiation, bv showing
that being once slain, as an expiatory offering, was
quite sufficient to satisfy the demands of the

case."

11 — 1.5. The Apostle had, at again ad-

verted to a point on which his Hebrew readers

might think there was a superiority in the Jewish
CEConomv ; namely, that tlie expiation made by

the High Priest was made every year, that of

Christ only once. The Apostle, therefore, again
meets the objection in the present and following
verses, showing that it was made once for all, by
an act neither needing nor admitting of repeti-

tion ;— on which our atonement may safely be
rested, since it will be forever availing, and not
be temporary like the sacrifices of the old dis-

pensation. Here the Apostle applies generally

to the sacrifices offered daily by the priests the
argument, by which he had proved the inefficacy

of the annual sacrifices of the High Priest in the
holy of holies ; namely, that the very repetition

of such services evinced their inefficacy, viz. to

obtain permanent pardon and complete expiation.

Whereas Christ offered but one sacrifice for the
sins of the world, yet that was so effectual as not
to need being repeated ; and, as a proof of which
completion, he shows he was seated at the right

hand of God as Lord of the universe. At v. 14,

he affirms that the repetition need not be made,
since it has already fully produced the effect, the
perfect expiation of those vvho have an interest

in that sacrifice by faith and repentance. Then
it is said, that to this efficacy the Holy Spirit has
testified, in the before-mentioned account of the
covenant of which Jesus Christ is the mediator;
namely, that under the neii; Covenant, sin should
be no more remembered. Consequently, since
pardon is obtained, no more offering for sin is

necessary.

A few illustrations of the phraseology in vv.

11 — 18 inclusive, will be all that is necessary.

Bv icpti'c is meant, in a generic sense, the priests

generally in their course, including the High
Priest. ".- refers to the rule which req\iired

the Priests to stand while in the temple, and there

is a tacit parallel between the reverential posture

of these ministers and the sitting of Jesus, in

quality of Lord.

12. .'] Gricsb. and Knapp edit, from
some MSS. But this reading Kuin. proves to

have evidently arisen from correction. And he
well observes, that (ipse) was used honoris
causa, as Horn. II. 0. 4. (Jupiter) '-, 5" . Tlius, too, the ex-
pression as used by the Pythagoreans of
their master. E;; is construed by
Valckn.. Dind., Bohme, and Stuart with

;

but by the ('ommentators generally (and recently

by Kuin.), with iVi/Oiat, vvhich is more .agreeable

to the context ; and moreover . e

is opposed to ' . and. at V. 11. And SO Prof. Stuart in his

second ICdition.
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13. ., " awaiting." See i. 13. On the

next words see ii. 8. Matt. xxii. 44. Acts ii. 35. 1

Cor. XV. 27 & 2S.

— . ay.'\ A passage preg-

nant with sense, which may be thus expressed:
" For by (or at) one offering [that of himself, v.

9.] hath he perfectly expiated those that are sanc-

tified." Notwithstanding that some Expositors
construe ! '. willi -., and others with

,., yet its only natural connection is surely

with. (as most Interpreters take it) ;. being nearly equivalent to in a

kindred passage supra vii. 25. '
' .

And the writer miglit here have used that very
expression, but that he wished to make prominent
the truth, that this expiation, when once made,
was made forever,— neither requiring nor ad-

mitting of any repetition. By the expression -
\. (on which see ix. 9 ; x. 1, and Notes) is meant
that provision which was made by the sacrifice

of Christ for pei/t-rt justification, unto eternal life.

And. does not merely mean (as Hammond
and VVets., cited in D'Oyly and Mant, explain)

•'obedient (Christians, such as obey the Gospel,
and so become entitled to the benefits of Christ's

death ;" but those who are sanctified by faith

springing from regeneration, and evidenced by
the sanctification of the Spirit unto obedience."
Which vie\v is supported by an able examination
of the passan-e to be found in Bp. Bull's Harmon.
Ap. Ch. ii. ^ 5, p. 9, where he points out (what is

not noticed by the Commentators) that " the

Apostle here restricts the expiation by the death
of Christ to those who are sanctified in heart and
action

;
plainly intimating that, bv the merits of

Christ, none are justified, unless by the Spirit of
Christ they have previously become sanctified.

Inasmuch as .Justification follows Sanctification,

(at least the first and less perfect Justification,) as

appears from 1 Pet. i. 2, where the order of man's
salvation is beautifully marked out. First comes^ ', then follows-'; ,— namely, for justifica-

tion."

16. . &C.] This passage (from

Jerem. xxxi. 31. sq.) had been before cited at viii.

8. seqq. ; but with a different intent. The Apos-
tle has here not adduced the vtJwle passage, be-
cause he had given it complete before, and since

the 7iemts probandi is especially inherent in the

words here taken. (Kuin.) The fm7v refers to

hiaiself and his readers, and indeed all Christians.

Kuin. observes, that Beza, De Dieu, Storr, BOhme,
and others, rightly connect . with. In — there is a
slight deviation from both the Sept. and the He-
brew, and that in order to make the words better
understood and applied by his readers.

19. Here ends the iLoctrmaL part of the Epistle,
the remainder of which is occupied with admoni-
tory, hortatory, and consolatory matter. And first

the Apostle proceeds to the practical application
of those doctrines ; exhorting his readers to con-
stancy in their Christian profession, and warning
them against apostasy and its awful consequen-
ces

; intermingling, however, encouragements and
promises, to excite them to aim at obtaining the
prize of their high calling in Christ Jesus, by en-
during unto the end.
— .'] Literally, •' a con-

fidence lor the access ; " i. e. a conficlence that
we may enter. In ay. we have a Genit. for
an Accus. with . The expression means the
true Holy of Holies, heaven.

20. ] for^» or ^/
'• which leadeth to salvation." ,
" hath consecrated, or dedicated it to us," unto
our use, namely, by himself first entering upon it.

For to consecrate any road, is to open it for access,
and dedicate it to use. See Note supra ix. 18.
Chrys. well explains : ;<, /•( ^) -, ' .
— .^ Supply.

By this somewhat obscure expression (on which
see Note atvi. 19.) is meant Christ's hodi/ ; which
is, by a certain figure (similar to others at John x. 7.
and xiv. G.) compared to the veil of the Temple;
q. d. " .4s• the veil of the Temple had to be re-
moved for the entrance of the High Priest into
the holy of holies, so was Christ's body to be re-
moved by death, in order to enter into the true
sanctuary, heaven, and open the way to all Chris-
tians." So Rosenm. and Kuin. explain. But
Stuart (in his 1st Edition) and Holden suppose a
paronomasia in, thus :

" As the holy of holies
could only be entered through the veil, so be-
lievers can only have access to heaven, of which
it was the representation, through the body of
Jesus, which was once offered for sin." In hia
second Edition, however. Prof. Stuart abandons
the above interpretation, and propounds another,
which my limits will not permit me to introduce,
so as to do justice to its merits, which, on the
score of ingenuity, are considerable. Neither,
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however, can I venture to receive it, inasmuch as

it appears, though on different grounds, open to

greater objections than the former.

21. oiKuv .] Though tiiis has been some-
what differently explained, there is, I think, little

doubt that it means properly the true sanctuary,

heaven (for that there is an allusion to the Jewish
holy of holies, is plain from the e.\pressions '-

(on which see Note on ix. 7.),
and. See Note on v. 22, and com-
pare iv. 1.) ; but, in an under sense, the spiritual

house or family of God on earth, namely, Christ's

Holy Catholic Church. This is placed beyond
doubt by 1 Tim. iii. 15. ^ iii ', and supra iii. G.-

22..] '' let us approach in prayer,

and worship." Comp. iv. 16. vii. 19. ^'.
IS best explained a sincere, faithful, and true dis-

position of heart. So Is. xxxviii. 4./ ', iv&. See
also 2 Kings . 4. -., " with a

fully assured faith," such as to exclude any ap-

proximation to apostasy. I would compare Dio-

nys. Hal. p. 729. 21. Sylb. iocu,;. See supra vi. 11. Col. ii. 2.

1 Thess. i. 5. . and are terms
belonging to the Temple service ; and the rites to

which they allude had a reference respectively to

expiation and to moral purity. See ix. 13. There
is here, however, a more special allusion ; namely,
as Kuin. points out, to what is said at Exod. xxix.

21. and Levit. ix. 2, 20. of tiie vests of Aaron and
his sons being sprinkled with blood, in order to

their being allowed to enter the Sanctuary. May
we not, therefore, suppose that when the High
Priest entered the Sanctuary, he entered not only
with blood, but also having his robes sprinkled

with blood ? The words nic. . (with which compare 1 Pet. i. 2.(' .) may be rendered
" sprinkled, as to our hearts, from an evil con-
science," i. e. (laying aside the metaphor, on
which see Note at ix. 13.) cleansed and freed from
whatever dispositions corrupt the conscience, and
defile the heart. I would compare Joseph. -
tiq. i. 1.4. ~

23., fi^c] Tliis is not an admonition
to corporeal purity •, but the expression turns

wholly on a comparison with the legal rite of
washing for purification ; and there is an allusion

to baptism ; as also in the foregoing expression
we have a parallel with a Jewish rite. The Jews
(to use the words of Prof .'ituart) " were sprinkled
with blood, in order that they miaht bo purified,

so as to have access to God ; (,'hristians are in-

ternally sprinkled, i. e. purified by the blood of
Jesus. The Jews were washed with water, in

order to be ceremonially purified, so as to come
before God ; Christians have been washed by the
purifying water of baptism."
— Trjv boolav .] One should have ex-

pected . ; but as it is, we must

seek the best explanation we can. Nor is it neces-
sary to lower the expression . . (with
most recent Commentators) to a mere periphrasis
for " the Christian religion." It may, I think, be
regarded as a phrasis prcegnans ; of which the full

sense is, " Let us abide by the faith we profess,
and cling to the hope which it ministers." Comp.
iv. 14. There is also an allusion to the confes-
sion in baptism. ? yijp b. " [which we
may well do ;]

" for God will surely keep his

promises, and therefore we may well perform our
engagements.

24. . Sic.^ Of this expression va-
rious senses have been proposed. Some inter-

pret, " take care of." But such a signification

of the word is unauthorized. Others, " let us
consider, bear in mind," namely, " by showing a
mutual concern for each other." Yet neither is

that sufficiently authorized by the usus loquendi

;

and it is not quite agreeable to the context. It

should seem that as the Apostle has just been ex-
horting to a sincere and lively faith, so here he
intends to subjoin an admonition to those good
works, which are the surest proof of its sincerity,

and the fairest fruits of its efficacy (see Gal. v. 6.)

;

and especially to, in the full sense of the
word, as described in 1 Cor. xiii. (See a most
beautiful discourse on this text by Dr. Barrow,
Sermons, No. xxviii,, in which are stated the mo-
tives and arguments to Christian charity). The
admonition, however, is so expressed as to advert
to a certain principle, which might be serviceable

towards producing and maintaining these good
works,— that of mutual emulation, and the sense
of acting under the eyes of eacli other, as well as

of God. Accordingly, the sense seems best rep-
resented by Chrys., Theophyl., and Theodoret,
among the ancient Commentators, and Beza, Cal-
vin, Grot., Est., JNlenoch., Wolf, Carpz., and Kuin.,
among the modern ones, who take. to mean,
" let us keep our observation attentively fixed on
each other,", as the ancients explain it.

And so the Pesch. Syr. ^j^O ,>* iQA».JO ,

" and let us keep an eye one to another." This
mode of understanding the words is confirmed by
xii. 15. , &c. Of course,

fi'i^ is like the Latin ' in incitamentum."
So Theodoret (following Chrys.) illustrates this

emulation by the simile ,. And how
great an incitement to virtue would arise from
acting each in the presence of another, is hardly
to be imagined ; both on the principle of emula-
tion, and that of fear. See Thucyd. i. 84. 13.

With this very idea in his mind, the Apostle at

Ch. xii. says, " seeing we are compassed about
with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us run with
patience the race that is set before us."

25. . rfiv f .] On the im-
port of. some difference of opinion exists.

To omit certain confined and harsh interpreta-

tions, several eminent Expositors take .
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to mean, " the society of Christians/' regard-
ing the admonition as directed against apostasij.

And indeed there is somethina; to countenance
this in the context, but not sulficient to establish

it ; especially as there is so much more of
aptness in the sense " assembling of themselves
together," which is assigned by almost all the
ancient, and the best modern Expositors. It

should seem that the Apostle meant to suggest
one priucipid means of maintaining their faith

and hope, and calling into action the principle of
emulation, by which the sliigo;ishness with which
he reproaches them at v. 11. might be obviated;
namely, regular attendance on the various assem-
blies for divine worsliip, whether in the public
congregation, or in their more private meetings
held for social worship. How indispensable this

was to the producing the above ends, and how
the neglect of this duty would tend (and that not
remotely) to apostasy itself, it is scarcely neces-
sary to observe. JNor are we justified in seeking
to diminish the force of the implied admonition
too much, by adverting to the peculiar circum-
stances in which the Hebrews were placed, and
the temptation to which it appears they were of
themselves too prone, — apostasy, or. at least,

backsliding. The importance, and even neces-
sity, of the duty of Christians assembling them-
selves together, e.Kists in every aire. In which
view, the following remark of that bitter enemy
to Christianity, Gibbon, in his Decline and Fall,

vol. iv. p. 83, conveys an important truth (fas est

ab hoste doceri) and ought to make those pause
who seek, by an ingenious sophistry, to weaken
the obligation of the Christian Sabbath, and thus

depreciate the inestimable advantages (to those

especially who have to labour, whether with body
or mind, to provide for the day vvhich passes over
their heads) one day, at least, rescued from the

mass devoted to the cares of this life (getting and
spending), in order to labour for the meat which
endureth unto everlasting life. • The devotion

of the poet, or the philosopher, may be secretiv

nourislied by prayer, meditation, and study ; but
the exercise of public worship aopears to be the

only solid foundation of the religious sentiments

of the people, which derive their force from imi-

tation and habit. The interruption of that public

exercise may consummate, in the period of a Cevj

years, the important work of a national rm^ohilion.

The memory of theological opinions cannot long

be preserved without the artificial aids of priests

and of books."
But to advert to a few points in the phraseol-

ogy, this lise of. in preference to .,
was, no doubt, intended for distinction from the

Jewish meetings. The word is rare, and only

occurs elsewhere in the N. T. at 1 Thess. ii. 1
;

which. I would observe, supplies another proof

in addition to those adduced by Prof Stuart, of

the Pauline origin of this Epistle, It is not found

in the Sept., but occurs in 2 Mace. ii. 7. ^ uv] b ? \. At napa-, supply, which is expressed at iii.

13.. —" \-0 (.

By. is meant " exhorting each other to

constancy in the performance of that and all

other religious duties." It is well observed by
Kuin. that the words \, &c. are

to be referred to the ichole of the admonition at

V. 23.

— .] The full sense is, " and so much
the rather ought ye to mutually exhort and excite

each other to the performance of all good works,
inasmuch as ye see the day approaching." \Vliat

day IS here to be understood, whether the day, or
time, of the destruction of Jerusalem, or the day
ofjudgment, is disputed. Most modern Commen-
tators adopt the former interpretation, which is

ably maintained by Prof Stuart. " As Christ
(says he) had foretold the destruction of the Jew-
ish temple and nation [in that generation. Ed.],
what could be more natural than for the Apostle
to say :

' Brethren, do every thing in your power
to guard against apostasy. And this the more,
because a return to Judaism would now be very
ill-timed ; the season is near, when the Jewish
temple and state are to be destroyed.' " But
though it be true that the day of God's judg-
ments on the unbelieving or apostatizing Jews
would be a seasonable deliverance of Christians

from their persecutions, yet that was not, I think,

intended to be made the prominent idea. And
when we consider that the expression the day or
that day is almost always in the N. T. used of
the day judgment, I prefer, with the ancient
and several eminent modern Commentators, as

Calvin, Wolf, Bp. Fell, and Newc, to take it of
the advent of Christ to Judgment. " The day "

here, I conceive, corresponds to " the day of the
Lord " at 1 Thess. v. 2. (evidently meaning the
day of judgment), and which is a little after, v. 4.

called simply, as here, " the day." A passage, I

would observe, corresponding in several particu-

lars to the present ; so much so as to afford a strong

evidence that both came from the pen of the same
writer. Both the above senses, however, might
be intended.— the latter as founded on the former;
for there is reason to think that the Hebrew-Chris-
tians united in their minds the two events, — the
second advent of Christ to the destruction of Je-
rusalem, aJid, the end of all things, the'. So 1 Pet. iv. 7. (5f

' , &C.
26, 27, Here is suggested a reason why they

should bev/are of v-diatever led to apostasy,

—

namely, that if, after havinsr acknowledged and
embraced the truth, they slide back into error,

and deliberately apostatize, there will be no hope
of pardon and acceptance, but their case will be
desperate, OikceVi —, " there is no other
mode of expiation provided." And since God
will not pardon sin without some satisfaction (else

the argument here would be inconclusive,) it fol-

lows that nought can remain to apostates but a

horribly fearful expectation of future judgment
unto perdition, strongly alluded to in the awful
expression , denoting the fiery anger of
God, often thus designated in the O. T. See
Ps. xxi. 9. Num. xvi. 25. Mai. iv. 1. Hebr. v. 17.
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28, 29. Here is an argumentuin a minori ad
inajus, to show the heavy wrath which hangs over
apostates, when even Moses' law punished such
defection most severely. By the is plainly

meant the ceremonial law ; for a wilful violation

of which, no persons, however dignified, were
spared from punishment. Tiie words —^ place in a strong light the guilt of

apostates. The interjected has great en-

ergy, and </|. great elegance. Kurair. implies the

utmost contempt, insult, and contumely, by re-

presenting him (with the Jews) as an impostor.- , like tlic Latin conculcare, is a term
denoting the utmost contempt and insult. I

would compare Joseph, p. ]72, 32. (5;, " and
1179, 10.- . Kui —, " and who regardeth the blood of the

covenant (i. e. the blood of Christ shed to ratify

the new covenant) wherewith he was sanctified

(i. e. cleansed from his sins, and set apart to the

service of God) as a thing common and ordinary,

no more than that of a ma7i (and that an impos-
tor), and consequently having no expiatory effi-

cacy." Kill TO Ili'ci/ju T. .(. The sense
of these words is, 1 conceive, that assigned by
the ancient and most modern F.xpositors, " hath

treated with contumely the Spirit of grace," i. e.

the Holy Spirit, the bestower of grace ; viz. by
resisting his holy iiiHueuces ; which would have
preserved from apostasy. Not that I would have
the common version atleved, as is done by modern
Translators ; for the expression duino; despite to,

7neii7is treating with contumely. So Milton,
Paradise Lost, B. vi. L 906.
" It would be all his solace and revenge.

As a despite done against the Most High,
Thee once to gain companion of his woe."

Tliiis at vi. 4. they are described as once. Riany recent foreign Commenta-
tors, indeed (and the Wakefields and Belshams
of our own country) attempt to lower the sense
to " the mercies of the Gn.'jpel." But it lias been
convincingly shown by Bp. Middleton that this

version is wholly inadmissible. .Xttributes (he
observes) are frequently expressed in tlie ancient
Oriental tongues and scriptural phraseology, not,

as with us, by means of adjectives, but by the
genitives of the names of attributes, made to de-
pend on the noun to which the attribute belongs.
The Hohj Spirit is continually named in the Syr.

Version tlie Spirit of lioliiie.is : tlie gracious
tltrone, a title of the Almighty, is in this Epist. iv.

16. h - : and tlie all-gracions God
is 1 Pet. v. 10. h . And here >
•/(( , the gracious Spirit, i. e. the
Holy Ghost. And this interpretation exactly
suits the context : that the writer should in the

same verse speak of " trampling on the Son of
God," and of " insulting the gracious Spirit," will

seem very intelligible and natural to those who
admit the personality of the Holy Ghost 5 and
they who do not, ought at least to show that fm-

in Greek has for its object things, and even
qua/ities ; and that to " insult the mercies of the
Gospel " is tolerable sense. The last mentioned
interpretation, it may be observed, is decidedly
rejected by Kuin. He, however, explains it of
the hiflueuces, i. e. the gifts of the Holy Spirit;

which, Stuart thinks, makes a good and apposite
sense. But until examples are adduced to prove
the use of so very strong a term with a thing, we
may well retain what is, I think, a far more appo-
site sense ; for to insult the Holy Spirit, is to

reject his holy influences with disdain,— to deny
their reality ; or, it may be, ascribe them to demo-
niacal agency, — the sin against the Hohj Ghost.

30, 31. This awful warning the Apostle follows
up with quotations from Scripture showing the
tremendous nature of the punishment threat-

ened ; applying to apostates what was originally

said of the idolatrous Gentiles. To give greater
force to the words, he has employed, in the place
of the usual formula of citation, a mode of ex-
pression adapted to suggest the acknowledged
greatness of the Speaker (i. e. God by Moses),
in his attributes of infinite power, justice, and
truth. See vv. 31. 37. The passage is from
Deut. xxxii. 35. ; but the words quoted do not en-
tirely agree either with the Sept. or the Hebrew :

thoush the sense is faithfully represented ; and
probably some copies of the Sept. so read in the
time of St. Paul. The passage is cited in exactly
the same words at Rom. xii. 19. ; one among the
many proofs of the Pauline origin of the Epistle.

The words X/yti' are omitted in some MSS.
and Versions, and are, with some reason, rejected
by several Critics. , " and again." or
also. The words following are taken from Dent,
xxxii. 36., though found also in Ps. cxxxv. 14.,

probably derived from Deut. The is by
some explained " will avenge." But thouffh that

sense seems very suitable to the passage of Deut.
and Psalms, the context in the Apostle seems to

require that assigned by many eminent Com-
mentators, from Calvin and Limborch down to

Kuin., " will condemn and punish h^s [apostatiz-

ing] people ;
" of course, by an accommodation of

the sense of the original. answers to the

Latin horrihile, as in Cicero :
" Horribile est

causam capitis dicere." The expression, Kuin. shows, denotes to fall into

anyone's power for evil,— as revenge, or pun-
ishment. The epithet may refer either to

tlie eternitii, or the onmipotence of God, or may
allude to both, in order to show how utterly hope-
less is the condition of his enemies.

32. —.] To the influence
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threatenings the Apostle now (in order to turn

them from apostasy, or presumptuous sin) sub-
joins the argument of self-inlerest. reminding
them of the supports provided under the trials

they had e.xperienced in the former days of their

profession ; and hinting, that as to what they had
hazarded, suffered, and rennunced for Christ, the
sacrifices would be lost if they should now give
way and apostatize. The best comment on this

passage is a very similar sentiment at Gal. iii.

3, -i. is here used adjectively, as often
in Thucyd. On ., " enlightened by con-
version to the Gospel," see vi. 5. In'
tiiere is an agonistic metaphor : and . .
should be rendered '• a great conflict or struggle

with afflictions." I would here compare Thucyd.
ii. 40. TTuialv i]^ hpw ^. The
nature of these sufferings is declared in the two
following verses.

33, 34•. In adverting to the sufferings just men-
tioned, the Apostle first uses an expression sug-

gested by the foregoing agonistic metaphor

;

namely, . \., of

which the sense is, '' being exposed to open and
public abuse and insult," as criminals are in a

tlieatre or public spectacle : an allusion to the

aycui' maintained with beasts by the miserable

wretches thus, or exposed to the

gaze of the multitude assembled at the theatre
;

who to brutality added contumely. The best

comment here is 1 Cor. iv. 9., and the similarity

in the figure is among the proofs of the Pauline

origin. The term[, " to expose to

public ignominy," is cited by Raphel. from Folyb.

The Toi'To and ii are partitive formulas

frequent in the best writers. Render " partly

while ye were made partakers with those v/ho

were so circumstanced," i. e. who sustained a

like conflict. The juttiire of this seems
not to be comprehended by the recent Exposi-
tors, even Dindorf and Kuinoel ; though it had
been pointed out by Grot.. Crell., and Est. They
show that vve are to understand it of sympathiz-

ing with, and participating in their losses, by

assisting them in their distress.

The words of the next verse are illustrative of

holh the above sorts of suffering, — that person-

ally, and that bv svmpathv and mental, participa-

tion (as members of tlie same body) ; only they

are taken in inverse order, per Ckiasiiiiim. Thus
Thucvd. vii. 71. says of the Athenian and Syra-

cusian land forces in Sicily standing by to witness

the last and decisive combat between the Athenian

and .Syracusian fleets, that they had /
'' , and a little further

on : f)i i' ini TO ^,'^
'/ . •\' ( •) fiov\ovv-

.« \ '-
iorrec, (5' ''? ,': &,-;,
ToU -^ itfiyov. the same principle

which makes us, as it were, participators in the

evils of our friends, the Apostle has another allu-

sion at xiii. 1. , & -
( .

Here, however, no little difference of opinion

exists as to the reading. Instead of the recepta

lect. , 11 MSS. and several Versions
have, which was preferred by Grot.. Ham-
mond, Le Clerc, Mill, Beng., Wets., and others,

and has been edited by Griesb., Knapp., and
Schott. The former, however, is ably defended
by Heins., Capell., Wolf, Carpz., Mich., Noess.,

Matth., Mackn., Schleus., Nolan, Bp. Jebb, and
Rinck ; and is undoubtedly to be retained, as has

been done by Tittm. and V'at. ; since the exter-

nal evidence for it is very greatly superior, and
the internal at least as strong. The recent Critics,

I suspect, have been chiefly induced to reject the

common reading from the opinion of Wets, and
Valckn. that it is not good Greek. But it may
be observed that in questions of this kind Critics

are not fully competent to decide ; and as to the

latter, it has been shown by Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit.

p. 334., that Valckn. 's testimony is negatived by
his own admission supra iv. 15.- 7, that " it might be used by the best

Greek writers." That. can be, and is used
of things even by the writer of this Epistle, is

plain from the above passage, and from a passage

of Isocr. adduced (from Wets.) by Bp. Jebb, very

similar to the one before us :' -? ,
' so that each of us had many to sympathize even
with our small mischances." " Now (says he)

since it is unquestionably pure Greek to say-; ', where can be the solecism

in saying - 1 These phrases,

indeed, may be elliptical : 67
[^- [/'] /. -

[]." The ellipsis,

however, extends even further than this. The
complete phrase is. iv

;

and in the process of abbreviating it, there is an

hiipallage. So also in Phil. iv. 14./'/-
rp, there is a similar hypallage for. iv ^ . Besides, as Wolf and

Rinck observe, the correctness of the common
reading is strongly attested by the (even),

which with would be unnecessary. The
may, as Rinck conjectures, have been acci-

dentally omitted after the preceding (of

which he gives an example at Philem. 10.), and

then have been changed into, to

make a sense. I rather, however, suspect that

was a deliberate alteration of those sapient

Aristarchs of ancient times, who, when they met
with a recondite phrase, or harsh construction,

applied themselves to remove the difficulty by

emendation ; (though they were as ill employed
as their brethren of modern times are in defending

their alterations), and here introduced one found-

ed on xiii. 1. It is obvious how much the read-

ing supports the Pauline origin of the

Epistle ; since St. Paul very often mentions his

bonds (not in a boasting spi-'it, but as seals and
confirmations of the truth of the Gospel), and the. is generally followed by a. And when
the above Critics argue, that the common reading

was fabricated to support the Pauline origin of the

Epistle, they take for granted an eagerness of

controversy on the question, of which there is no
vestige in Ecclesiastical history, and dishonesty,

of which Christian charity should forbid the hasty

imputation : not to mention how unlikely it were,
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that such a bold alteration should find its way into

all the 31SS. except 11.; for those collated by
Rinck support the old reading, \vhich we can trace

to as early a period as Clemens Alex. A. D. 210.

With quite as much reason might we say (as

Mackn. does) •' that the 7ieic reading was I'ahri-

cated in order to disprove the Pauline origin. If,

indeed, it could be proved, that the ancient Crit-

ics were as opposed to that, as are almost all the

inoderns*vvho support the new reading, there

might be some ground for the suspicion ; for who
can doubt that the latter have been chiefly actu-

ated in their rejection of the common reading by
their persuasion, that St. Paul was not the author
of the Epistle ?

"

—'] " endured." A signification

found in the Sept. ; but not in the Classical writers.", wealth or possession. A signification

confined to the later writers. is omitted in

many MSS. and Versions and almost all the early

Edd. ; and has been, with reason, cancelled by
Wets., Beng., Griesb., Matth., Knapp, and Schott.

It, no doubt, arose from the Grammalici, who
did not perceive that is a Dat. commodi.

35. - . . i.] " Abandon, not, then,
this your confident hope," namely, the'
spoken of supra v. 19.

37. Commentators here notice the remarkable
discrepancy which exists between the Hebrew
and the Sept. and the Apostle. For while the
Apostle's words agree with the Sept., except in

the transposition of the two clauses of the latter

verse, for better adaptation to his purpose, they
both vary exceedingly from the Hebrew. The
words, b (^ , follow the

Septuagint, except in adding , which, however,
it is not improbable, was anciently in the Sept.

text, since otherwise the Translators would proba-

bly have written ^, i. e. the prediction.

At v. 38. the discrepancy seems very great be-

tween the Sept. and the Hebrew
;

yet it is, I

think, better not to ascribe that (as is done by
most Critics) to corruption in the Hebrew text

:

for it has been shown by Pococke, that the Sept.

may very well be reconciled with the present
text; there being a change of person, to make
the sense plainer. If, however, it should be
thought, with Grot, and others, that the LXX.
read nsSj? ^"'^ ''li'SJ instead of n'^gj^j a"dliy£)j,

I would suggest that we must suppose also some
difference of reading at njn . And I conjecture
that the LXX. read [^ (as in Job xxi. 4.) Ge-
rodsi. The of the Sept., where, according to

the Hebrew, it should have been ), may be
accounted for on the same principle as that above
mentioned. It should seem, however, that the
writer did not adopt the ; for though it is found
in two of the most ancient MSS. and some Ver-
sions, yet it seems to have been introduced from
the Sept., where it was meant to be taken for. In the two other places of the N. T. where
this passage is quoted (namely, Rom. i. 17. and
Gal. iii. 11.) the is not found, except that in

the former passage it appears in one MS. and the

later Syriac Version. A strong proof this of the
Pauline origin of the present Epistle.

Of more importance, however, is it to advert to
the exact sense contained in v. 38., since, from its

being connected with doctrinal points, it requires
more than ordinary caution in its interpretation.

There has been no little debate as to the subject

of the verb. Almost all Commenta-
tors, from the time of Beza and Grot., have thought
it to be Tti : while the ancient and earlier modern
Commentators, and a few alter their time, as Bp.
Pearson, (ParEnesis prefixed to Sept.) Mackn.,
Whitby, Abp. Newc, Dr. A. Clarke, and Prof.

Turton (in his Text of the English Bible, p. 89.),

refer it to the Jtist man before mentioned. Of
course, the advocates for the doctrine of Final
Perseverance adopt the former mode ; the oppo-
nents of that doctrine, the latter; according to

which Whitby proves that the doctrine in ques-
tion is utterly untenable. " The words (says he)
plainly suppose that the 'just man' who ' liveth '

by ' that faith,' in which if he persisted, he would
' save his soul,' may ' draw back unto perdition.'

And this is also evident from the expression,
'My soul shall have no pleasure in him;' for

they plainly intimate that God took pleasure in
him before his drawing back ; for otherwise this

threat would signify nothing, the Lord taking
pleasure in none but ' just ' men only, and such as
'live by faith.'" The question, however, is

which of the two above mentioned modes of ref-

erence should here be adopted, and, in order
thereto, whether there can be any principle \vhich
may suffice to decide a point of such importance.
Now here Prof Turton at p. 78— 8(i. of his Text
of the English Bible comes opportunely to our
aid as follows :

" The Apostle (says he) exhorting
those whom he is addressing to steadfastness in

the faith, employs, with some variation, the words
of the Septuagint Version of Hab. ii. 4•., which
may be rendered :

' If man draw back, my soul
shall have no pleasure in him ; but the just shall

live by faith.' In this rendering, the words ' a
man,' or ' any man,' are more than the Greek con-
tains ; and are introduced because there is, in the
Greek, no reference to any individual before
mentioned. But it suited the Apostle's argu-
ment to invert the order of the clauses. Indeed,
the latter clause, as used by the Apostle, had
stood first in the Prophet, and from its position

had had a more general application, there would
have been some difficulty in conceiving how any
other version than the one now given, could ever
have been thought of. That the bearing and im-
port of words are frequently changed by their po-
sition, is known to all who know any thing of the
nature of language ; and thus the inquiry is re-

duced to this,— whether, for the purpose of con-
firming the faith of the Hebrew converts, the
Apostle used a sentence, the signification of
which should be determined by its own obvious
construction — or by what might happen to be
recollected of its form when used by a Prophet,
who here seems rather to be referred to than
quoted. This point the reader shall decide for
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himself. As to the light in which this passage
appeared to the older Commentators, — Erasmus
manifestly did not contemplate the introduction

of quis, any man : Zeger explained the drawing
back with reference to the just man : J. Csepellus
and Grotius examined the Septuagint V^ersion of
Habakkuk ; and finding to be understood there,

seemed to think that it must be understood in

Heb. X. 38. likewise : Beza, the great authority,

for the rendering ' but if any man draw back,'

described the Apostle as inverting the clauses of
the sentence, but retaining the Prophet's mean-
ing. And this, so far as I can perceive, is his os-

tensible reason for introducing. That, by this

rendering, another version was avoided, by no
means agreeable to Beza's Theological opinions,

thei-e can be no doubt. From Bp. Pearson's

Praefatio Parsn. we learn that, in his opinion, the

inverted order of the clauses, adopted by the

Apostle, at once gave to the verb ' draw back ' a

nominative case ' he.' the just man, (which also

was the opinion of Theophylact) ; and that when
Beza translated, ' But the just shall live by faith

;

but if am/ man draw back, my soul shall have no
pleasure in it;' his two methods of excluding the

'just man ' from being the subject of the latter

clause — 1. by introducing the words ' any man ;

'

and, 2. by transferring God's displeasure from the

person who draws back (him), to the act of with-

drawing (it) — indicate either a want of good
faith, or an undue concession to Theological
opinions."

And although Bp. Middleton on John viii. 14.

seems to be of opinion that is here to be sup-

plied, yet, as Prof. Turton observes, " he was in

quest of passages in which must from neces-

sity be supplied ; and it does not appear that he
had made himself acquainted with the peculiar

circumstances of Heb. x. 28." I would further

observe, that Bp. Middl. would be the more in-

duced to receive this proof without too severe
examination, as to whether the inust here be
supplied, because he was in great straits to adduce
antj one unexceptionable example in the N. T.
The reader will now be enabled (as far at least as

a full statement of the circumstances of the case

can go) to determine whether the should be
introduced or not. In the former case he must
suppose that when the Apostle inverted the order

of the clauses in the Sept., he intended that the

verb\ should carry its indefinite nom-
inative case along with it. In the latter, he %vill

do so, because the passage, as it is read in the

Epis'le, is perfectly clear without it. And assuredly

the common laws of interpretation are decidedly

in favour of the latter. I would farther observe,

that the censure here applied by Bp. Pearson and
Prof Turton to Beza, sliould also be applied, in

some measure, to Calvin, who has on this occa-

sion evinced not a little disingenuousness. For
though he did not venture on the ciiansce intro-

duced by Beza, yet he strove to s?ippress the sense
naturally resulting from the words, by rendering

fh' <\. ''si subductus fuerit ;
" though

such is evidently at variance with the usus ]o-

quendi both of the Classical and the Scriptural

VOL. II.

writers. And, as it would not have been conven-
ient to attempt any justification of this version,
he chose (contrary to his usual custom) to be si-

lent upon these verses. Nothing is plainer than
that all the above methods were (to use the words
of Dr. A. Clarke) " intended to save the doctrine
of fnal and unconditional perseverance ; which
doctrine this text destroys."

Finally, when I said that the ancient Commen-
tators in general supposed the subject to be -, I would refer for proof to Theophylact and
CEcumen., and to the ancient Versions generally,
especially the Vulg. and Pesch. Syr. And lest
the latter should be urged in support of Calvin's
rendering, I would remark that Schaafs version,
" si praecidatur ei," is a wrong representation ofthe

sense of ^.i^^joAiD. For ^.^: in the Con-

jug. Ethpael means " tEedio afiectus fuit," as in-

deed Schaaf himself in his Lexicon states, ad-
ducing as examples 1 Thess. iii. 3. and the pres-
ent passage. The sense, therefore, is, " si taedeat

ipsum." The translator was probably thinking
of the expression at v. 11., where the Apostle up-
braids them with being. In rendering, how-
ever, as he did, Schaaf (as is plain by his trans-

lating |^2Q£) at the next verse by excisionisj

meant the word to be understood of apostasy, and
therefore it will make nothing for the version
above mentioned, especially when it is considered
that at X. 26. the Apostle calls apostasy a wilful
and voluntary sin.

is used by the best writers to
designate (according to our own idiom) " a very
short time." was a usual designation
of the Messiah. "The coming is meant of the ad-
vent of our Lord to destroy Jerusalem, and put
an end to the Jewish state.

— fV .] This suggests the means by
which the just shall attain this life, viz. by his

persevering and enduring faith and reliance on
God ; of which the Apostle soon after takes oc-
casion to illustrate the nature, and exemplify the
efficacy in the Worthies of the O. T. .,
" but if any one lose his confidence, and withdraw
himself from his pledged faith in God." At«
<5. there is a meiosis, the sense being the
same as the Homeric " my soul abhors him as
the gates of hell !

"

39. Here the Apostle skilfully introduces his

intended discourse on faith, by the connecting
link of an indirect exhortation to it; q. d. " But
we [I trust] are not of the " ifcc. On
and-, see Note on Acts xx. 18— 21. At

and we may suppose an ellipsis,

not, with some, of ? or, but of «., " of
the number," and take the words as abstract for

concrete (the thing for the person). The in-

dicates the result or event of such conduct in the
persons in question ; and the. being opposed
to the, must mean, not possession, (as

some explain ) but preservation and salvation of
the soul ; a sense found in the Sept.

58
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XI. Having mentioned faith as a pecular char-

acteristic of those vvho persevere in the Christian

religion, such as to secure their salvation ; the
Apostle now proceeds to make his appeal to the

O. T., in order to show that faith or confde.nce in

the divine promises has, in all ages, been the

means of perseverance in true religion, and con-
sequently of salvation. (Stuart.) To lead them
to patient endurance, he shows that the very
nature of faith, and the character of believers de-
mand this. In order to this he first describes the
rMture, and then illustrates the e^eacw of religious

faith.

1. ;—.] Some ancient
Expositors regard this rather as an encomium on
faith than a definition or description of it. Kuin.,
however, rightly maintains it to be the latter,

though expressed populariter. And in order to

understand the exact sense of this opening posi-

tion, we must, with the best modern Expositors,
take ., not in the sense substance, (which is

generally assigned,) but offr?» confidence ; (as

iii. 14. 2 Cor. ix. 4. xi. 17.) So the "Pesch. Syr.

well renders :
" Est autem fides persuasio de

rebus illis quoe sunt in spe, ac si jam essent actu."

And so Tyndale :
" Faythe is a sure confydence,"

&c.
—\.1 This has been generally inter-

preted " evidence." But it is now agreed that the
expression means either demonstration, or fir7ii

persuasion. The former signification is adopted
by Stuart ; the latter by Kuin., who explains
" persuasiofrma, quaj ex argumentis oritur iisque

nititur, de rerum qus sensibus non percipiuntur
veritate." I should prefer rendering, with JNewc,
conviction, i.e. the principle which produces con-
viction of what cannot be demonstrated to the

senses. But of this sense of the word there is

no proof It should seem (though the modern
Expositors have not perceived it) that the true

sense here of is its primitive one, " a

bringing to light,", as Theophyl. well
explains. And so the Pesch. Syr. Translator
"revelatio enrum (]u;n non conspiciuntur ; " who,
if he had supplied here " ac si jam essent in

conspectu," as he had done in the former clause
' ac si jam essent actu," he would have given
the complete sense. So also Chrys. : niVnc' 8 6-. Thus faith is both a disposition and a prin-

ciple.

From the above definition of the Apostle, as
well as from the illustrntioiis bij example which
follow, it is evident, (anil the best Expositors are
agreed, see especially Calvin and Stuart) that the
faith here meant is not specificalhj faith in Christ,
but faith in the s^enus, (from which the species, a
Gospel faith, proceeds) i. e. a firm belief and un-
shaken confidence in the promises and declara-
tions of God.

2. The shows the proof; q. d. " [This is

the very nature of faith], for from the possession
of this disposition, the ancient Worthies are ap-
proved unto [God and man],'" &.c.

3.-—.] The Apostle proves, by ref-

erence to the creation of the world, that faith

regards even things very far past, and which do
not strike the senses. (Kuin.) Here there has
been some doubt as to the construction ; several
Expositors connecting the with,
and assigning as the sense, " ita ut ex iis qua non
essent, ea quae sunt existerent," as in 2 Mace. vii.

28. oiiK (i. e. the universe).

But its natural construction is with, and
there is no reason to desert it, since the senti

nient is the same, and founded on Gen. i. 1.

Thus the sense is, that " the world we see was
not made out of apparent materials, from matter
which had existed from eternity ; but out of no-
thing ; so that, at His fiat, the material creation

was brought into existence, and formed into the
things we see." So Rom. iv. 17.

) . and Philo de Creatione : «. See John i. 3. and com-
pare 2 Pet. iii. 5.

4. — .] " By virtue of faith

Abel," &c. ; implying that it was his faith which
made his offering more acceptable. Some, in-

deed, say his offering was more acceptable as

being a?ii7nals, not of the fruits of the earth.

But it should seem that this itself took place

from the superiority of his faith. And it is far

too confined a view to suppose, with most recent
Commentators (as Kuin.). that the superiority of
Abel's faith consisted in its being unhesitating,

and founded on the love of God ; while tlie

other's was doubting, and resulted from the fear

of punishment. By offering victims of the choice
of the flock, Abel not only showed a more de-

cided attachment to God, but there is great rea-

son to suppose (as Abp. Magee on Atonement, p.

52. shows) that " his faith was especially superior,

as being not directed to God alone (recognizing
his existence, authority, and providence), but also

to the Great Redeemer promised immediately
after the fall (Gen. iii. 15.), whose expiatory

death was typified by animal sacrifice ; by offer-

ing which Abel evinced his faith in the great

sacrifice of the Redeemer prefigured by it : and
thus he obtained that acceptance from God, and
witnessing of his offerings, which was refused to

Cain." See more in Mackn. and Scott. '
render " on account of which."
— f;<opr. .] Literally, " he was borne

testimony to [by God] to be," &c., i. e. testi-

mony was borne by God that he was such. /c.

is an epithet constantly applied to Abel in the

Scriptures, Philo, and Joscphus. The words-. . are explanatory of the
preceding. The f^I signifies respecting, or as
regards, as viii. 1. ., " bearing his [approv-

ing] testimony." The nature of the term, and
the language of Scripture (Gen. iv. 10.) point at

some manifest and visible to/ren of approbation
;

though what that was we are not told in the O. T.
But the Jewish Expositors, and the most eminent
Commentators, ancient and modern, are agreed,

that it was signified by fire from heaven consum-
ing Abel's victims, while Cain's fruits of the

ground remained untouched. How ancient this
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opinion is, appears from the circumstance being
inserted by Theodotion in the words of his Ver-
sion of Gen. iv. 4. where instead of( we
have ineliev i . For the latter

words were doubtless an inserlwn. though proba-
bly not made by Theodotion without authority,

but found in the text of his Copy, but emanating
from a marginal Note, and originating, as the

learned suppose, from tradition only. I would
suggest, that the circumstance may have been
found recorded, from tradition, in those \)ery

ancient tvritiiii(s on the antiquities of the Hebrew
nation reposited in the Temple, often mentioned
by Josephus, and partly used by him in compos-
ing his Antiquities of the Jews. Little doubt
can exist of the circumstance itself; which Grot,

on the passage of Genesis tells us even Julian

believed.
— Of these words the sense will depend upon

the readina;, which is disputed. Instead of the

Vulg., 20 MSS., most of the Versions,

and many Fathers, have, which is preferred

by Grot., Mill, Valckn.,Dind., Kuin., and Bohme,
and edited by Beng., Griesb.ich. Knapp, and
Schott; though the former is retained by Wets.,

Malth., Vater, and Tittm. But notwithstanding

all that has been urged in favour of the common
reading, is certainly preferable, not only as

being the more difficult reading, but as yielding

the only sense worthy of the writer; for that of
" is celebrated,•' were frigid, and not very appro-

priate ; since, as Kuin. observes, Noah, Abraham,
and others had equal claim to celebrity. On the

contrary, the other sense (namely, that though
dead, yet he by his faith, as it were, speaketh,

bidding us follow his example, and inculcating a

like faith in God as " the Rewarder of those who
diligently seek Him"), is highly suitable, and
recommended by its simplicity and gravity. The
figure by wliich the dead are said to speak, is

found in the best writers, especially the Poets

and Orators. So Virg. /En. vi. 618. magna testa-

tur voce per umbras : Discite justitiam moniti, et

non temnere Divos. Perhaps this mode of ex-

pression may have been suggested by the still

bolder figure (similar to some which occur in the

Greek tragedian yEschylusJ in Gen. iv. 10.' Tuu )£\ : .
So also infra xii. 24. ', &C.

5, 6. His faith the Apostle infers from his

having a testimony of approbation from God;
since witliout faith it is impossible to have such

approbation. To this faith the .\postle ascribes

his bemg translated, so as not to experience

death. The sense, however, of the words £-. ifcc has been not a little disputed. Most
foreign Commentators for the last half century

have been of opinion, that neither Moses nor the

Apostle meant to say that Enoch was taken to

heaven alive, but that he was removed thither

by a sudden death, probably by lightning. The
arguments urged are detailed and reviewed by

Kuin. ; who very properly rejects that notion, and
accedes to the opinion of the ancient and most
modern Commentators, that both writers meant
to represent Enoch as removed to heaven alive.

The words, indeed, of the Apostle, admit of no other sense, without violat-

ing every rule of sound exegesis. St. Paul, it

is true, appears to rest this on the words of the
Sept.; the — being a citation, justi-

ficatory of what is said in the foregoing clause.

But the expression , taken in con-
junction with, is so strong, as to admit
of scarcely any other interpretation. And the
Hebrew terms are quite as remarkable : for, as

Kuin. observes, while Moses constantly uses the
term

j-\-)'i in recording the death of the other
patriarchs, of Enoch alone he employs the term

npS (accurately rendered by the Sept.),
which is nowhere used of removal by death,
but only employed to describe the translation of'

Elijah. Again, . is a faithful version of
the Hebrew ijyxi, " and he was not," with
which Kuin. compares " nee deinde in terris

Romulus fuit," in Livy i. 16. That the Sept.

affixed such a sense to the words, cannot be
doubted ; especially as Joseph, and Philo did the

same. Also that the author of Ecclus. who lived

at a much earlier period, so understood npS '^^

both the above passages, appears from Chap,
xlviii. and xlix. 14., where if the term
could be thought doubtful, the context proves it

to mean what we understand by translation.

Such, too, has been the way in which the words
have been understood by the best Jewish Inter-

preters from the earliest periods.

In fact this is no other than will one day again
be realized in those believers, who " being alive "

at " the coming of the Lord," shall first be
changed (1 Cor. sv. 51.), and then shall be
" caught up in the clouds" (1 Thess. iv. 17.), as

doubtless Enoch was changed or transformed be-
fore he was translated.

6. —] q. d. " Sincere
worship of God implies a firm belief in his exist-

ence and moral government, and that He will

reward those who study to do his will, and, by
implication, punish those who disobey it. Faith
in his existence must precede Vrsnip of him.
And who would worship a Being who remained
an unconcerned spectator of what passes on the
earth, and with whom is no retribution ? " These,
as Stuart observes, are the two fundamental truths

of all religion. . is a frequent term in

this Epistle to denote worship. On the ratio

metaphorae see Stuart and Kuinoel. The phrase

(
would add) is almost peculiar to this writer,

since it occurs nowhere else in the N. T., nor
in the Sept. ; though there is something approach-
ing to it in Jer. vii. 15. ; ,
ne pro his precibus me adeas,

«.
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7. •^— .^ "It was
by faith that Noah, being admonished by a divine

revelation concerning things not yet seen and
only to be viewed by the eye of faith," &,c. It

is not, Kuin. observes, e.xpressly said, " concern-

ing the deluge and the events which follow it,"

nor even ; but a periphrasis is

used, with allusion to the definition of faith, at

V. 1.\ oh.\ is by some
eminent E.xpositors interpreted •' metuens dilu-

vium." And so our common Version " moved
with fear." The idea fear, however, seems
not to the purpose ; and it is better, with Ern.,

Carpz., Wakef, JMewc, Rosenm., Kuin., and
Stuart, to understand religious reverence respect-

ing the divine oracle. In which sense the word
occurs at Acts xxiii. 10. The must, as

Kuin. observes, be referred to -, as at v. 8. to, not'.
— ' >/s.] Several eminent Expositors, ancient

and modern, refer this to, i. e. ' by the

building of which ark.' But it is better, v/ith

Grot., Heinr., Dind., Kuin., and Stuart, to refer

it to, the principal subject in view, though
not the nearest antecedent. By this faith it is

said Noah/ • namely, '•' inas-

much as (says Grot.) any one is said to condemn
others, who, by his own deeds, shows what they
ought to have done ; and thus convicts them of

blame for not having so done." Thus, in tlie

words of Stuart, " Noah condemned them by
setting an example of faith in the Divine warn-
ings, while the world around him remained un-

believing and impenitent. In other words Ms
conduct condemned theirs. See Matt. xii. 41, 42.

Moreover, he, in a certain sense, occasioned their

condemnation by having previously warned them,
without his admonitions ijeing attended to." Here
Kuin. compares Wisdm. xvi.!

(mortuus) '. So is

used in Rom. ii. 27. \., is for(-, " became possessed of." Bp. Bull, Harm.
Apost. p. 6., explains it to mean, " tanquam genu-
inus hseres piorum majorum suorum (prssertim

Enochi) ipse quoque ob fidem Justus a Deo est

declaratus." By '. is here

meant acceptance with God, the felicity of those

who are justified by faith. See Rom. i. 17. So
at Rom. iv. Abraham is said to have been justi-

fied by faith, viz. in the declarations of God re-

specting the land of promise, and the Redeemer;
of whom the promise was confirmed in the re-

newal of the covenant made originally with Noah,
to whom the doctrine of justification by faith in

a Redeemer was, no doubt, made known. Thus,
as Stuart remarks, " it is meant to be shown that

faith in its generic nature, has ever been the
same : and that it is essentially a practical belief

in Divine declarations."

8.\ " being called upon, invited,

bidden." .So Gen. sii. 1. ievpo

, compared with Acts vii. 3. At sup-
ply. The words . . are meant
to ilhisirate his faith, and have been wrongly sup-
posed to mean that he was in ignorance about the
land, or its qualities ; for that is inconsistent with
Gen. xii. 1. We may regard the words as a pop-
ular mode of expression, denoting that he threw
himself wholly on Divine providence. And cer-
tainly he knew not whither he was going, inas-

much as he knew not where he should finally set-

tle, even when told the countrij he was to go to.

9, 10.- is (as Kuin. ob-
serves) for , .
', ., for , ' as if it were a land in

which he had no concern.' is for-
{i. e.) ?/v, in opposition to.. is meant to prove and illustrate

the ^., and designates the life of the Nomacles,
or rovers of the desert, in every age. The build-

ing of a house would have implied a property in

the land : not so the setting up of a tent. In
those early periods, when population was thin,

even foreigners seem to have been allowed
tents, and bring cattle to graze, where the land
was not occupied by the natives. Something
after the manner of what are called the squatters,

in the back settlements of America. The words
— are (as Kuin. observes) to be

referred to all that has preceded in the verse
;

and the (as Grot., Rosenm., and Kuin., point
out) does not mark time, but parity of circum-
stances, signifying as ivell as, in the manner of (as

Phil. iv. 3.), denoting community both of circum-
stances and of disposition. His so living is men-
tioned to show his faith : q. d. ' It was by faith

in the promise of God, that he was content to go
and live in a foreign land, and sojourn as a
foreigner there, though fully assured that it was
to be the inheritance of his posterity.'

The next words — h are
meant to show the principle on which he was
content so to live, — namely, that faith (agree-

ably to the description at v. 1.), even the patient

hope of the city which hath fourulations (as op-

posed to the Nomadic life adverted to at v. 9.),

the heavenly Jerusalem mentioned at xii. 22.,

and often in the Apocalypse described in glowing
imagery ; such as the Jews applied to the new
Jerusalem, which they thought would descend
from heaven. The same imagery the Apostles
adopted, but fixed this new Jerusalem in heaven,

and meant by it heaven itself The expression
must, of course, be taken figur-

atively, and be equivalent to the, which
is used at xiii. 14., meaning a community never
to be dissolved. The are

only used in adaptation to the metaphor ; though
there is great propriety in the terms, which, as

the Commentators show, are ofien, in the Clas-

sical writers, used of God as Creator of the

universe.
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— ,^.'] Render " anxiously expected,
looked forward to." See Gen. xlix. 18. Ps. xl. 1.

Is. XXV. 9. xxvi. 8. xxxiii. 2. Ps. xxxiii. 20. Ixii. 1.

Phil. iii. 20. ^' . See
also Rom. viii. 8. xix. 23. 25. 1 Cor. i. 7.

11, 12. .] " Sarah herself." The
alludes to what, froai circumstances, seemed
physically impossible, and the incredulity in con-
sequence which she had at first harboured, w-hen
the thing was announced to her, and wliich was
even entertained by Abraham ; though the re-

proof of the Lord, and due consideration, brought
both to a firm belief; for the history in Genesis
implies as much of Sarah, though it does not e.r-

press it.

— .'] This may be re-

garded, with many of the best Expositors, an-

cient and modern, as a bnef mode of expression,

used out of delicacy, for ch^ km-. So the

Pesch. Syr., Italic, and ^thiopic Version, " ut

reciperet semen." being, it should seem, a pop-
ular way of denoting the act conception. Some,
indeed, as Ernesti, Kuin., &c., interpret, " for

the foundation of a family," " in order to found
a family." That sense, however, is frigid, and
does not suit the words following ; if, at least,

be cancelled, as these Critics contend it

should, and as has been done by Griesb. and
Valpy. Though when it is considered how very

frequently the two stages, of conception and
parturition, are introduced by the sacred writers,

where one might have sufficed, tlie cancelling

is surely ill judged ; for which, indeed, there is

next to no authority, and internal evidence is

against it. It will not follow that because words
have certain senses separately, they must there-

fore have them when associated. It is the nsns

loquendi that must decide that point. And here

no authority is alleged, nor can well exist, since

it would involve an unprecedented confusion of

metaphor. Indeed, there never could have been
any doubt as to the true sense, had the Commen-
tators remembered two passages of the O. T.
which contain a similar inartificial and popular

mode of expressing the idea of conception, Levit.

xii. 2. " \Vlien a woman shall conceive," ^''»
iav (Sept.), and Numb. v. 28. (speak-

ing of a woman who has been tried for adultery

and found purp) she shall be declared innocent,

«^j rii*1I31' ''"' (for-
Tai) -{.— (Sept.) where the sense, as is uni-

versally agreed, is,
'•' she shall conceive [and

brin;: forth children]." So in the present passage

the Vulg. well renders " virtutem in conceptio-
nem seminis accepit."

12. '] " of, from one person [only]," —
namely, Abraham. Kui . ., " and he [as it

were] dead." For is for, and that
for. The Classical writers often so use
TovTo, as the Latin idque, "and that;" very rarely. Though some examples are adduced by
the Commentators, both from Poets and prose
writers. On. see Rom. iv. 19, and Note.
The idiom in (margin) is used also in the
Classical writers, and found both in the Hebrew
T\2'l' ^nd the Latin labnim.

13— 16. It is well observed by Bohme and
Kuin, that these verses are introduced to confirm
what was said at v. 10. on the nature of the faith
of the Patriarchs,— that it regarded not an earthly,
but an heavenly country, the same as that which
Christians expect.

13, 1-1. '' .] Some
learned Commentators interpret the promises al-
luded to in this chapter as temporal ; and are con-
sequently reduced to the necessity of confining
the expression to some of those that
had been named ; or of referring it to all the de-
scendants of Abraham, of whom mention has been
made in the preceding sentence. Now it is ob-
vious, as Whitby remarks, that all the descend-
ants of Abraham did not die in faith : and how, on
the other hand, any particular individuals of those
before named, can be selected by an expression
which comprehends all, it is not easy to discover.
And if all who had been before named, are re-
ferred to, (as is unavoidable) then the promises
cannot have been temporal, there being some to
whom no temporal promises were made, as Abel
and Enoch. As to the difficulty arising from the
declaration, that the persons enumerated had died
in faith, when il is known that Enoch did not die,

but was translated ; this is easily removed by con-
sidering, that the stress is not laid upon the death
of those believers, but upon their having retained
their faith through life. — (Abp. Magee.) The
above view concerning the sense '
has been also adopted by Kuin., who shows that
the interpretations, by which the words are ex-
plained either of the possession of Palestine, or
of Palestine and the heavenly coontry, are at va-
riance with the context. See v. 39. and Note.
The words /, being not found in most
of the MSS., Versions, early Edd., and many ofthe
Fathers, have been rejected by almost all Critics,
and cancelled by Beng., Wets., Matth., Griesb.,
Knapp, Schott, 'Tittm., and Vater. It is plain
from the Greek Commentators that the reading
is a mere gloss on following, of which
(from the many examples adduced by Wets.,
Kypke, Loesn., and Kuin.) the sense is, " hailing
them, joyfully anticipating their fulfilment."

— |f Kot . i. . y.] Render,
" foreigners and sojourners on earth ; " i. e. in
this world as compared with heaven : a view of
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the sense supported by the examples adduced by

the Commentators. So Scaliger in his Epitaphiuni

says :
" Profecto verapatria viro forti coelum est

:

quippe hic peregrinamur boni, mali in exilio sunt."

On this text see an able Sermon by Bp. Conybeare,

vol. ii. p. 447, entitled, " Human Life considered

as a State of Pilgrimage ; " and Dr. Jortin's Note
in Mant and D'Oyly. Kuin. justly supposes the

Apostle to have had in mind Gen. xxiii. 4, where
Abraham says to the Hittites : napi-'. also xxviii. 4, and xlvii.

9. And though there the terms merely regard

the land of Canaan
;
yet here the Apostle applies

them to the heavenly country ; as he very well

might, since David does the same, Ps. xxxviii.

12.

14— 16. The course of argument may be

laid down thus (partly from Kuin.) :
" The Patri-

archs, tented Nomads, professed themselves to be

strangers, and thereby showed they were desirous

of some country as a permanent abode. If they

had sought a country in those parts, or had re-

garded their native or ancestral land as their true

country, they might have found means to return

thither. Bnt they did not consider Canaan as

their country, nor returned to Chaldea ; there-

fore they desired not an earthly, but a better, even
a heavenly one."— vvH ii, Sec] But as things now are, since

they so spoke and acted, it is plain that they
rested only on the promises of God respecting

the possession of Canaan, as a country, by their

posterity ; as they did of the attainment by them-
selves of another country, even a heavenly. The
sentiment that heaven is man's proper country

was acknowledged by most of the Philosophers

who believed in a future state ; from whom the

Commentators have adduced several extracts., i. e. since they had such undoubting faith in

the Divine promises.
— —.] Render, "does

not disdain (i. e. per meiosin, vouchsafes. See
Note on ii. 11.) to be called tlieir God ;

" which
implied the notion of Protector, Preserver, and
Benefactor.
— - The sense is,

" [And he shows himself such,] inasmuch as he
hath prepared and destined for them a city," or

permanent abode and country (as opposed to the

at v. 9.), even a heavenly one. On,
see Note on Matt. xxv. .34•.

17— 19. On these verses see an excellent
Discourse by Bp. Conybaare, vol. ii. p. 243, seqq.,

in which, after settling tlie meaning of faith in

this Chapter, he adverts to the remarkable ex-

ample of it in the person of Abraham, who was
therefore dignified with the title of Father of the

/aithful. He points out the instances in which
he was tried, and the reasons and grounds on
which he built his confidence ) and finally applies

what has been said of Abraham to the case of
Christians under the Gospel Dispensation.
—^.] This is one of the many in-

stances of verbs being simply expressed, when
will or endeavour to perform the action is meant.
An idiom (as appears from the examples adduced
by the Commentators) as old as the time of Ho-
mer. In the present case the action was all but
done, and was only hindered by the Divine com-
mand. It had, therefore, the same merit as if

done ; and has been always regarded by the Jew-
ish writers, from Philo downwards, as a complete
sacrifice., "when he (i. e. his faith)

was put to the proof" -.., " he
who had received the promises," i. e. Abraham.
" The clause (says Stuart) is designed to augment
the force of the description of Abraham's case.

It was not simply that Abraham, in circumstances
common to others (i. e. surrounded by several
children, and without any special promises), made
the offering in question : but it was Abraham to
whom God had repeatedly made promises of a
numerous progeny ; and it was Abraham's only
son; (i. e. only son of promise, on whom all the
promises of God respecting a future progeny,
were suspended), who was the offering which he
stood ready to make." ITpos liv. Not, " ofwhom,''
but " to whom," as the best Expositors are
agreed ; and which is supported by the au-
thority of the Pesch. Syr., and required by the
context.
— ev' \. . .] i. e. the seed which is

promised thee must descend only from Isaac.

19.' — h £5.] This shows the
reason why Abraham, though the promise of
posterity by Isaac seemed precise, yet did not
hesitate to offer up his son. — (Dind.) The sense
seems to be :

" as reflecting that, though Isaac
should die, yet the promise of posterity by him
would be sure, inasmuch as the same Omnipo-
tence, which at first brought him into being, could
even raise him from the dead." Here avrbv must
be supplied from the clause following, ' avrbv
). (V., words of no little difficulty,

and which have been variously interpreted. Many
eminent Expositors, ancient and modern, have
taken the h- for ev. or iv 6\. Such an ellipsis, however, is too
harsh to be admitted, and, as Em. observes, Isaac
is nowhere called a type of Christ in that respect;

nor could he, since there are no points of simi-

larity. There can, I think, be no doubt that iv\^ means " simili modo," " with simili-

tude," " comparatively." It is not, however, so
clear, ichat is the point of similitude, or compari-
son. Some, as Newc, Hamm., Whitby, and
Stuart, suppose it to be the of Abraham
and Sarah

; q. d. " Abraham believed that God
could raise Isaac from the dead, because he had,

as it were, obtained him from the dead j i. e. he
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This, however, is harsh ; and is inconsistent with
the iisus /oqiteudi as to ., which never means
simply to obtain, but to receive back, either in the
way of recovering what is lost, or in return for

something given. It is unnecessary to cite exam-
ples ; since the Greek authors, both Classical and
Hellenistic, abound with instances. And those
who adopt the first mentioned interpretation

necessarily take in this sense. We
must, therefore, (with Calvin, Limb., and Kuin.)
suppose the sense to be, " Abraham believed that

God could recall his son to life ; wherefore (be-

cause of this faith) he also in like manner (i. e.

as it were raised from the dead) received him
back [safe]." For Isaac was in a manner dead,
in his father's opinion and his own ; and was re-

stored to his father, as it were from the gates of
the grave. See 2 Cor. i. 9, 10.

"20. ] " by faith," viz. in the revelations

made to him, and in reliance that the blessings

he was invoking would have their effect. Kuin.
well remarks :

•' hoc loco ut vi. 6. non
simpliciter notat apprecari. sed ea ut certo even-
tura apprecari, praenuntiare." He also shows that

Philo regarded these \ as predictions.

The words ncpl \\. must not, with some, be
construed with, but '. ; and the sense
is, " respecting their future condition." And
though the blessings turned out different from
his intention, yet the blessings were not the less

delivered " in faith," that they should be ful-

filled.

21. '] may be interpreted with some
latitude, to mean " when about to die ; " which
is required by the facts as recorded in Gen-
esis.

— — airo?.] This is, asusual with
the Apostle, a citation from the Septuagint; and
therefore the credit of the writer is not concerned
in the question whether the Hebrew nLTO should

be rendered '' staff," or " bed's head." The word
will bear either sense, according to the point-

ing; and some (as Doddr.. Mackn., and Stu-

art) adopt the former. I rather agree with
Rosenm., Gesen., and Kuin. in preferring the lat-

ter, which is supported by the Masoretic pointing,

and by all the ancient Versions except the Sept.

Nor is this sense liable to any serious objection,

if we understand the {''^ "ot of the head of a

bed such as we use, but the upper part formed of

a lontr pi/low, or divan, something like our Gre-
cian sofa. On this Jacob was, no doubt, reclining

with his arm, and towards this, in aiming at the

kneeling posture appropriate to worship, he would
necessarily be turned. The^ was, we
may suppose, an act of devout thankfulness to

God, for having protected him through life, and
brnuirlit about his burial in the land of promise ;

whither he, with the eye of faith, looked forward

to the removal of his posterity.

From what, however, is said in Genesis, we

find that the blessing of his sons took place not at

the time of his worshipping towards the bed's

head, but afterwards ; not, however, as Michaelis
imagines, a considerable time after; for the Heb.

'^nX ^fd ths Greek are often used of
a sliort time after. And that it could not be long,
is plain from the words of Gen. slvii. 29. " the
time drew nigh that Israel must die." And here
it may be observed that the sense, " bed's head,"
is far more to the purpose than staff ; since it is

probable that Israel was labouring under debility,

and much confined to his couch. Admitting,
however, that the circumstances %uere distinct,

yet it will not follow that there is any discrepancy
between the accounts of Moses and the Apostle.
We may regard the words —
as forming a clause quite distinct from the pre-

ceding; and suppose that is meant to be re-

peated. Render, " by faith, too, he worshipped,"
&c. Thus all difficulty vanishes ; for we cannot
regard the transposition of the order of time as

any,— such being frequent in Scripture. And
here it is of very little consequence, since, from
the air of the Mosaic account, it is evident that

the two circumstances were within a very short

time of each other ; and as the principle of faith

was equally conspicuous in both, they are there-

fore mentioned conjointly. I have pointed ac-
cordingly, on the authority of the Vulgate and
the Editions of Griesb.. Tittm., Vater, the Bale
Editor, and, long before them, of Phot. ap.

(Ecum. ; who, I find, confirms my opinion as to

the repetition of , as appears from his

words, which are these :, <,^, ' ,
bpdv .

^2.-—{.] These words were, I

apprehend, intended to be explanatory of what
was said at v. 20, 21., and to more fully develope
their sense. It was faith, the Apostle shows,
that was the moving principle both in the

and the. And the words{,^ . . (where. must be un-
derstood of prop/iiiiCttZ mention) are intended to

illustrate the , and the

a. iv. are meant to point to the circum-
stance which led to the. That the

same injunction should have been again given, at

the last solemn blessing, was natural. On the

former occasion, it seems, the Patriarch did not

give the chief reason for the injunction; but did
so in the latter, when he spoke '//(5'.
23— 28. Here the Apostle illustrates the prin-

ciple of faith as operating on another great

Founder, as it were of the Jewish nation ; and
introduces the chief instances of his faith, by ad-

verting to that of his parents, as .evinced in so

confidently committing to the care of Providence
the child, whom, from a persuasion of his being
destined to something great, they had, at their

imminent peril, preserved for three months.
" That he would become an extraordinary child
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they augured, say the Commentators, from his heaven, of which the possession of Canaaii was
remarkable comeliness; the ancients regarding but a type.

& 21. 22.

f Excd. 14. 21,

that as a mark of Divine favour." But Josephus
and Philo, perhaps rightly, understand it also of

a certain august air, which announced him as

likely to rise above a private condition. Of the

rare use of for parents, an esample is ad-

duced by Wets, from Parthenius.

24. ] " when he had attained

man's estate." This sense of, which oc-

curs in the best writers from Homer downwards,
is supported by the authority of the Pesch. Syr.

27. . .'] The best Ex-
positors are agreed that the Writer is speaking,

not of his flight to Midian, but of his departure

from Egypt the second time, when he led forth

the Israelites from Egypt. And though, in the

former case, he had been in great fear, in the lat-

ter he was fearless ; did not heed the minatory
words of the King on his leaving, " See my face

no more ; " nor the vengeance with which he was
sure to visit the Israelites for their departing in

and required by the Hebrew./ spite of him.

need not be understood of any formal refusal: —'] scil., as Theophylus sup-
but may merely be taken to denote that he was plies. There is an elegance in this elliptical

not disposed to be so called ; which is attested

by the whole of the narration in Exodus. It

seems he had been regarded as son of Pharaoh's

daughter. In his disavowal of this he was in-

duced by his resolution to renounce all his pros-

pects, and devote himself to the deliverance of

nis countrymen. And not being the natural son,

he did not chose to be the adopted son of Pha-
raoh's daughter.

The ne.ft two verses show the extent of the

sacrifice he made, representing him as exchang-

sense, by which it exactly corresponds to our
verb to bear up ; and, though unnoticed by the

modern Commentators, it occurs in the best Clas-

sical writers. So Thucyd. ii. 44. ci

\'. Eurip. Ale. 1074. pqov napai-, , and Rhes. 148.\ . And SO Virgil uses durare
in iEn. i. 207. Durate, et vosmet rebus servate

secundis. Thus the general sense is :
" he cour-

ageously encountered the hazards of disobedience
to the earthly and visible King, as keeping in

ing the wealth, luxury, and sinful pleasures of a view his paramount duty to that Monarch who is

court then the wealthiest, though the most cor-

rupt in the world, for the oppression and insult

which, when he professed himself an Israelite, he

must have to encounter. The points

at one of the reasons for this preference ; and
indirectly contrasts the everlasting blessings con-

ferred by God, to the fleeting pleasures of sin.

For h several MSS. and \'ersions, and
some Fathers and early Edd., have,
which is edited by Griesb. Matth., Knapp, Schott,

and Tittm., who regard the common reading as a

gloss. But how Aiyiinrou should require a. gloss,

it is not easy to see. It should rather seem that

is a correction. And the support of

Versions in a case like this is not strong. With
respect to the expression ., it is

variously explained. The ancient and most mod-
ern Expositors take it to mean, " contumely sim-

ilar to thnt which Christ suffered;" remarking
that the Genit. often denotes comparison, or si-

militude, as Luke xi. 29. . 2 Cor. iv.

10. . 2 Cor. i. 5. -." This, however, seems somewhat too con-

fined a view of the sense : and it seems better,

with Bp. Hall, Scott, and Kuin., to explain. '' the

invisible, the Lord of heaven and earth." See
1 Tim. i. 17.

28. .'] Almost all Expositors take it to

mean "celebrated;" but Bohme and Kuin., "in-
stituted;" observing that a term of latitude is

adapted, to suit both and'. It is plain that this was done " in

faith,"— i. e. in full confidence of the preserva-

tion promised, and also in faith of a higher kind
;

the rite being not only a memorial of Israel's

deliverance, but also a typical prefisuration of
our salvation by the death of Christ, and by faith

in his blood. See Owen, Mackn., and Scott; and
compare 1 Cor. v. 7. ., i. e. the eff'usion

and sprinkling of blood mentioned in Exod. xii.

7,22.
29. ipvOpav \.'\ Said by the best

Commentators to be so called from the red tinge,

imparted by the weeds with which it abounds,
insomuch that it is called in (Jenesis riirj-Q',

' the weedy sea.' And so the Pesch. Syr. Trans-
lator calls it. At >/5 many supply ; others,

more properly,. But I prefer, Avith

Kuin.,. i. e. " cujus sicci periculum facturi.

reproach which he, together with the people of an transitum esset praebiturum." ".
Israel, suffered for the expectation of Christ," rivbi is a phrase common in the best writers, but

i. e. a Redeemer who should arise from among also found in the Sept., as Dent, xxviii. 5G.

them. See 1 Cor. x. 4. 9. Thv .. the future 30. —.] The sense (perverted by

reward of faith and constancy to be expected in some to favour their peculiar views respecting
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this remarkable occurrence) plainly is, " It was
by faith that the walls of Jericho fell, after hav-
ing been compassed about seven days ;

" the pe-
riod foretold by God. at which the city walls
should fell. jVow this was permitted to happen
im. i. 6. on account of the faith of Joshua
and his army in the assurances of God. And
therefore to that faith the fall of the city may in

a certain sense be ascribed. Indeed, the whole
affair was supernatural : for the Israelites v/ere

merely to march round tlie place for seven d-iys,

blowiiit; the trumpets, but abstaining from attack.

Thai the walls didy«//, is a fart which cannot be
expl.iined away by any Philological device of
those who seek to remove the miraculous. That
their fall, though possibly brought about by the

use of the powers of nature, was produced in

such a way as to produee the preternatural, and
therefore was miraculous, cannot reasonably be
doubted.

31. '] i. 6. implicit faith in the declarations

of God, that Jericho should be taken.
— .'\ Many Commentators have so

stumbled at this term, employed here and in

James ii. 2-3, that they have attempted to affi.K to

it some signification varying from the common
one ; eitiier idolatress, or Iwstess. Now the for-

mer is quite inadmissible in a plain narration like

that in Josh. ii. 1.; vi. 17; xxii. 21. .\nd the

latter, though somewhat countenanced by Jose-

phus and the Chaldee paraphrast, is untenable
;

for, as tiie best Hebraists are agreed, p]i; will

bear no such sense, since it cannot come from the

root »ij, to feed, but from pj;, to commit whore-

dom. See Stuart. Kuin.. indeed, suggests, that

were we even to adopt that sense, " it would
come to the same thing ; since, in ancient times,

those hostesses were generally liarlots." But
that, I a-iprehend, only applies to much later

times. .\t this early period, inns were scarcely

in use at ail. It was the frequency of travelling

that, in later times, rendered inns necessary ; and
the raultitu<ie of travellers at such places tended
to produce vice. It is best, however, to retain

the usual sense of the word, and, with ?>iackn., to

suppose that R.ahab is here so called, because she

had once bsen so ; viz. before her being brought

to the knowledge of the true God, and being re-

ceived into the body of the holy people. Josh. vi.

25; after which she was still called by her for-

mer appellation, though she had reformed her

life. So at Matt. xxvi. fi. Simon is called the

Leper, because he had formerly been such ; and
Matthew WIS called the Publican, for the same
reason.

is by the best Expositors interpreted
' kindness, courtesy, hospitality.' But there may
also be an allusion to some formula of address on
receiving any one to a house; and as the words

VOL. It.

at parting were " Go in peace," so there might be
a similar formula, " Come in peace," which salu-

tation (as peace implied security, tranquillity, and
happiness of every kind) was an implied assurance
of kind treatment.

32— 30. Here the Apostle briefly sums up
some remaining examples of faith, by the men-
tion (though not in the order of time) of the
persons most remarkable for it. The principle
of faith was conspicuous in them all, though its

fruits Avere various ; and the writer proceeds to
enumerate the distinct effects of each person's
particular faith. All, therefore, that is meant is,

that the subsequent particular circumstances are
true in regard to some or other of the persons in
question ; of whom certain (as Joshua and David)
subdued kingdoms ; others, as Abraham and
David, received promises. In some it was
evinced by courageously attempting the subjec-
tion of kingdoms far above their strength to

master; in others, by living righteously, and
conscientiously discharging their public duties as
rulers, through faith in Him " who will render to

every man according to his works." With the
actions which especially evinced their faith, the
Apostle intermixes a reference to the reward of
that faith, in the attainment of the temporal bless-
ings promised by Jehovah ; and amongst the rest,

success in their public measures, whether of war,
or legislation and government in general. The
expressions Avhich follow are partly general, and
meant to illustrate the obtaining of the promises

;

as, for instance, avi,
which Owen thinks refers to Is. xxxviii. 9. But
it is probably to be taken of political or military

strength ; the words following
carrying the idea still further. And

both expressions apply to Joshua, Barak, Gideon,
Samson, Jephtha, and others. The literal sense
is, (by an idiom often found in the Classical
writers.) " from being weak they became power-
ful." So Thucyd. vii. 42. -, ,• , (.
The next words seem a climax on the preceding;
and is for (\., (as in Horn. . 37,) liter-

ally meaning, " made their ranks give way ;
" i. e.

routed the troops. ., like, de-
notes, as often in the Classical writers, the armies
which fill the camps.
The other expressions (as -, , .)

are special ; and the first adverts to the cases of
Daniel, Samson, and David ; the second, to that
of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, who may
be said to have " quenched the power of the fire,"

because their firm faith in the protection of the
God of Israel caused that it should have no power
over them ; but, as far as reg.arded them, be
quenched. The third, . ., may

59
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iv

refer to the frequent and wonderful escapes of
David from the sword of Saul. The expression

is regarded as a Hebraism, and occurs at Josh,

viii. 44. Yet it is sometimes found in the Clas-

sical writers, as Soph. Aj. fiSl. yug,

. ' , ^)',.
35, 36. The Apostle now passes (by a natural

association of ideas) from the case of those who
were delivered from danger, through faith, to that

of those who endured evils of every Itind, under
its support. There is an allusion to "1 Kings iv.

18— 37. 1 Kings xvii. 17 — 24•. Here, or

iia, may be supplied from the preceding

;

though it is plainly implied, . should be
rendered " by a resurrection." Thus it is equiv-

alent to. In this and the next two
verses the Apostle passes from the earlier periods

to the later times of the Hebrew nation ; and
from persons in public to those in private stations,

— in order to show that the duty of faith quite as

much pertained to one as the other.

On the exact punishment denoted by [., no
little difference of opinion exists. Many under-
stand it in a general way to mean, " were tortured

to death :
" while others suppose a special sense

;

though what that is they are not agreed. The
import of the expression will best appear by con-
sidering its derivation, — namely, from,
which signified, 1. a beating-stick; 2. a beating-

post, which was of the form of a T, and thus
suggests the posture of the sufferer. This beating
was administered sometimes with sticks or rods

;

sometimes with leather thongs inclosing pieces
of lead. Hence the expression came
to be equivalent to,; nay, even

or : because in general (when
the poor suflerer was not ah-eady dead by this

kind of knout) the punishment ended with be-
heading, or beating out the brains with a club.

When the Lexicographers explain by-, they had an allusion to the hanging posture
in which the position of the poor wretcli brought
him ; for his feet did not touch the ground. Here
the Apostle is supposed to allude to the torture

used to Eleazar, 2 Mace. vi. 19.

— TTpoahi. ''• .] '' not accepting the
proffered deliverance [at the price of apostasy."]. avacT.. " resurrection to another and a
better life." The allusion in is thought
to be to 2 Mace. vii. 1.

37, 38. The punishment of the. was gen-
erally unto death ; but in this clause,
—, the punishments are expressly of that
sort. Stoning had been in use from the early
ages, and was at first appropriated to crimes in-

volving impiety. The prophet Zcchariah, and,
as some sav. .leromiah, died this death. By the
next term is desio-nated the being sawn in two

;

an atrocity of pujiishment also of a very early

date, as being mentioned in 2 Sam. xii. 31, and
elsewhere, and which Isaiah suffered. Vestiges,
too, of this are found in the heathen writers ; as
Herodot. ii. 139. — —-.
With respect to the expression,

some regard it as an interpolation, or a var. lect.

of., or a gloss on that word. Others sup-
pose it an error of the scribes for some other
word ; and about a dozen different conjectures
have been proposed, not one of them in the least

countenanced by the MSS. How it should be a
gloss, or why an emendation of -.. it is not
easy to see ; for so plain a term as that, required
not the 07ie ; and that the other should find its

way into all the MSS., were unaccountable. Kuin.
coincides in the opinion of those who would
cancel the word ; for which there is alleged the
authority of 3 MSS. and some Versions and
Fathers. A testimony, however, very inade-
quate ; for in so few as three MSS. the omission '

may surely be imputed to homoeotelenton ; besides
that a term so difficult would be likehj to be can-
celled by those who, like the above Critics, were
ready enough to remove what appeared to them
inexplicable. And it was, no doubt, passed over
in the ^Orsions because the translators could not
explain it. As to the Fathers, they, in citation,

only passed it over; and, therefore, we cannot
infer that they did not read it. Indeed, in almost
all the cases, they elsnchere introduce the word.
It is. then, (with Mill, Wolf, Hallet, Pfaff,

Schmidt, Carpz., Matth., and Ern.,) best retain-

ed ; and we must explain it as well as we can.
It is, however, first to be determined ^vhether
the expression bears a general or a special sense.
Against the former, (viz. tried or tempted to
apostasy) it is urged, that that sense had been
before expressed ; and that it is not likely so ac-
curate a writer would pass from very special terms
to one so general. And, therefore, Sykes, Sem-
ler, and Ern. take it, by a change of genus for

species, to denote being pnt to the torture. For
this sense, however, no authority is adduced ; and
the interpretation is so harsh, that it is best to

adopt the figurative and general sense, to which
the objection above urged is not very formidable

;

considering that irregularities as great inav be
found in the acknowledged writings of St. Paul.
Thus we may (with Crell., Glass, Limborch, J.

Capell, H:isa;us, Wells, Macknight, Carpz., and
Stuart) take it to mean, that they were assailed

by temptations to apostasy,— or at least simula-
tion, — by the motives both of hope and fear,

especially the former, sometimes insinuated un-
der the prospect of exquisite tortures ; a sort of
trial like the fiery darts of the Evil one. who, in

the words of the Poet, sometimes '• tempts
witli making rich, not making poor ;

" and under
which even great and good men hA\e yielded,
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and which might therefore be reckoned among
the heavy trials ot'the people of God.

In the expres.sion following, tv tpoiiu ., which literally means, " they died by
slaughter of the sword,"' there is a blending of
two phrases, such as I know no example of else-
where. And now from the trials of faith in those
who had to encounter death or torture, the Apos-
tle passes to the less violent, but scarcely less

severe late of the unhappy persons who, having
escaped their tyrants and persecutors, vere, as

wretched outcasts, e.xposed to every variety of
misery. The terms and.. mav,
with the best Expositors, be understood of rude
dresses formed of those skins with wool on, which,
Carpz. shows, were worn by the very poorest
class. The terms ., 0\., desig-

nate every variety of pinching want and distress.

The words tv — advert to the other
miseries of their condition, as houseless wanderers
(so 1 Cor. iv. 11.). By the

are denoted caverns; by the , caves. The
caves and holes were, it should seem, not only

used for sleeping in at night, but sometimes for

abode by day. Palestine abounds in caves very

well adapted for tiie habitation, however dreary,

of numerous persons ; as is clear from the ac-

count of what befell Josephus after the capture of

Jotapata. Philo, too (cited by Carpz.) makes
mention of men, women, and children being
obliged to make their abode in a cave.

The words ^v . contain a senti-

ment with which Wets, compares some from the

Rabbins. The true scope of the remark (misap-

prehended by Grot, and others) is doubtless that

pointed out by Owen,—namely, that it is meant
to obviate an objection, that the persons in ques-

tion were outcasts, because not worthy of the so-

ciety of mankind. This is done by a contrary

assertion, — that the world was not worthy of
them, i. e. of the mercies and blessings which
arose from such persons when well treated.

39, 40. 7].] See Note supra v. 2.

The sense of the words following to the end of v.

40, is variously understood, and depends upon
that assigned to and7 , of

which the former (as Kuin. and Stuart have shown)
must, from the context, be understood of the

promised blessings of a Redeemer ; and the lat-

ter, of the fulfilment of that promise by the Gos-
pel dispensation. Thus the general sense is

:

' They all received 7iot the promise [held out to

virtue,] neither perfectly in the temporal, nor at

all in the spiritual one of the Messiah. No

:

God was pleased, in the exercise of his provi-

dence for us, to destine that they should not at-

tain the perfect fruition of the Divine promises,

till the time when they should enjoy them in

common with us.' Or, in the words of Prof. Stu-

art, " ' .\'l those,' i.e. the ancient Worthies, per-

severed in their faith, although the Messiah was
known to them only by promise. We are under
greater obliaations than tliey to persevere ; for

God has fulfilled his promise respecting the Mes-
siah, and thus placed us in a condition better

adapted to perseverance than theirs. So much is

our condition preferable to theirs, that we may
even say, ' Without the blessing which we en-
joy, their happiness could not be completed.' In
other words, the coming of the Messiah was es-

sential to the consummation of their happiness in

glory." On this sense of. (in which there is

an agonistic metaphor) see Note on ii. 10. " That
the death of Christ (observes Stuart) had a retro-

spective efficacy, is plain from ix. 15. compared
with Rom. iii. 25. sq."

XII. 1, 2. Having pointed out the nature, and
shown by examples the efficacy of faith, the Wri-
ter now proceeds to exhort them to bring the same
principle into action in the Christian faith ; incul-

cating steadfast perseverance even unto the great-

est trials, and comforting them with the assurance,
that the evils they were suffering were not marks
of God's wrath, but rather paternal chastisements,
intended for their good in the end. He founds
his exhortation (introduced in the form of a con-
clusion) on a view which seems to have been sug-
gested by the foregoing agonistic allusion, and of
which the imagery in vv. 1 &. 2. is a continu-

ation. Thus he represents the persons whom he
is addressing as placed in a race-course, of which
the spectators are the innumerable company of
the Worthies of the old Dispensation just ad-

verted to ; who, by their words and actions, tes-

tified how far the objects of their faith were di-

rected above worldly considerations.

In developing this figure, the Apostle adverts

to three circumstances respecting the runner, in

order to deduce from thence the exhortation he
had in view : 1. That the runner got rid of every

encumbrance to his progress besides unnecessary
clothing, and accordingly (by means of previous

training) superfluous flesh. 2. That he patiently

endured the toil necessary to fit him for the race.

3. That he kept his eye fixed on the goal, where
the sat ready to determine the contest,

and distribute the prizes. On each of these par-

ticulars a few remarks will be necessary, and es-

pecially to point out the application. ,
weight, load, encumhrance ; and as -, or , or such like, often occur in

the later writers, there is reason to think the al-

lusion is chiefly to the weight flesh, though
also to that of clothes. With respect to the appli-

cation, many suppose to allude to pride or

worldly-mindedness. These, however, and other

special senses are too limited, and it is best, with
Kuin., to understand generally whatever disposi-

tion (as sensuality and worldly-mindedness) bows
the soul down to earth, and consequently impedes
it in running its spiritual race. See the admira-

ble Collect for the fourth Sunday in Advent, and
consult Dr. Duport's Greek version of it. As,

then, the runner would be impeded by a heavy

load of useless flesh, so the Apostle means to say

that sensuality weighs down, and worldly-mind-

edness hampers, the Christian runner. Even a

heathen moralist tells us :
" Quin corpus onus-

turn Hesternis vitiis animum quoque pra?gravat

una, Atque affigit humo divinoe particulam aurai."

In the next words, ,
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the metaphor is abandoned, not from inadvertence,

but to suggest the application intended to be made :

and as was meant in a genera/ sense, so here

ujtapTiav points to one particular

evil disposition which they should strive to throw

oiF; and as precedes, it is evident that

the Koi should not be rendered (as in our English

Versions) and, but particularly. The sin in ques-

tion (or rather the disposition to it) may, with the

best Expositors, be supposed to be that of unbelief

(the want of the before inculcated), or ti-

midity in professing the Gospel ; which would
constantly tempt them to apostasy, either actual

or virtual, and to which their peculiar circum-
stances especially exposed them. Thus it will

not be difficult to fix the sense of the disputed

expression^, which being an -^-
^»», is best understood from the context. Thus,
although, from its etymology, it might have almost
any one of the senses assigned by Commentators,
yet the context will admit only of the following

tico : 1. That of Chrys. and most Expositors,
" which doth so easily beset us." This, however,
introduces a confusion of metaphor ; and to as-

sign an active sense to the word, instead of a pas-

si ve, is not agreeable to the analogy of the lan-

guase, as seen in, and other similar

forms. I therefore prefer, with Grot., Crell., Ca-
pcll., Kypke, Wakef, and Kuin., to interpret,
" particularly the sin which especially winds
around us, and hinders our course," namely, unbe-
lief and a disposition to apostasy ; with allusion,

it should seem, to the long Oriental garments,
cast aside in exercise. Now sins are compared
both to burdens, and to bonds, by which we are

hampered in running. And this sense of-
craTov is confirmed by a passage of Max. Tyr.,

cited by Kypke : (all impedi-
ments) (, (\ '.
See Note on Gal. vi. 2, 6. After all, however, I

am inclined to think that the evil disposition here
is not unbelief, but rather sluorcrishness,,
with which the Writer often upbraids them ; as

v. 11. X. 37, compared with 24. And the (as

Grot, well points out) is exegetical, and should be
rendered even; for that there is an allusion to the, in, cannot be reasonably doubted.
Yet there was no necessity for the Critics to con-
jecture here.
By is here denoted endurance and per-

severance. The term is used to suggest the
struscrrle to be maintained with various evil pro-
pensities ; a struggle for life; so multiform are

the temptations of the world, the flesh, and the
Devil, which beset and deceive us, both in body
and mind. So Theodoret finely remarks :

&<0\6:\, ^, -, \ , ' h

3 [.
2. . denotes a fixing the attention to one

object, implying a looking off (.) from others
which claim our attention. " There is (says Bp.
Sanderson, in Discourse on v. 3.) scarce any other
provocation to the performance of duty so pre-
vailing with men, as are the examples of such as

have performed the same before them with glory
and success. Because, besides that the same stir-

reth up in them an emulation of their glory, it

cbeereth them on with hopes of like success, and
quite taketh off that which is the common excuse
of sloth and neglect of duty, the pretence of im-
possibility. The Apostle, therefore, being to

confirm the minds of those Hebrew Christians in

the Christian course, first sets before them a mul-
titude of examples of the Worthies of former
times, who, by the strength of their faith had done
and uffered great things with admirable patience

and constancy, to their immortal honour on earth,

and eternal happiness in heaven. Hence he
brings to their view this cloud of examples (also

as witnesses of their success or failure). Yet
through this cloud, as a medium, they were to

look at a higher example, the Son of Righteous-
ness. Which example is recommended to them,
1. from the completeness of the Person, who is

(as both ends of the race, the and the
too, he that giveth the law at the start,

and he that giveth the prize at the goal) the Au-
thor and Finisher of our faith." '. will de-
note author and exemplar, as calling it forth by
his promises in the Gospel, and exemplifying it

in his person ; to which great Archetype the
Apostle in the next clause further directs our
view. And so the was almost always
one who had himself been victor, and therefore

set an example to the athlets. . will signify

rewarder, with allusion to the. who distrib-

uted the prize. So Pliilop. 71. cited by Kuin.
oZr, ^, /^»);,' ; The is variously explained ; but it

has been shown by Kuin. that no interpretation

is so suitable to the context as the common one,
" because of," v>h\ch, he and Wets, show, easily

arises from the use of to denote the price of
any labour or service. And, indeed, the idea of
reward is inherent in the ; which reward
was exaltation at the right hand of God, and a
glorious reigning with him ; as is sucgested by
the last words of the verse. This sense of
for ' is somewhat rare ; but it occurs also at

Eph. v. 31. Luke i. 20. and Joseph. B. J. i. 8. 6.\ . The is

rightly rendered by Bp. Middl. "a cross," i. e.

death by crucifixion ; the ignomiyiif of which is

adverted to in the next words ; with which Wets,
compares Herodian km .
Instead of I have, with all the Editors
since the time of Beng., adopted, the
reading of the best MSS., and all the early Edi-
tions except the Erasmian, which first gave -, by an error of the press, afterwards unwarily
corrected by the Editor to.

3. The Apostle now turns the discourse directly

to his readers. , &c. " Re-
flect on, consider //m [high and holy as He is],

who experienced so great an opposition of the

impious against him." "The word
(says Bp. Sanderson, in an admirable Discourse
on this text) is of more pregnant signification to
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the present purpose than Translators can express.

It imports, not the bare consideration of a thing

by itself alone, but the considering it by weighing
and comparing it with some other things of like

kind or nature, and observing the analogies or

proportions between it and them."' This avaS6-

he then ably sets forth in four different

points of view. 'AvTiXoyiu (as Kuin. shows) may
denote repugnant a, and opposition generally,

bi'th in words and deeds. And he (with Chrys.,

C'arpz., Dind., and Rosenm.) assigns that sense
here. Yet contumely and calumny must be
chiefly intended. In. and . there is a con-
tinuation of the agonistic metaphor ; the terms
being both e palcestra. It is. however, not agreed

whether should be construed with, or with . Kuin. decides in favour of
the laitPi• mode, citing from Plutarch ^(\•. But that the words would be as

suitable to ., is certain from a passage of Diod.
Sic, vol. ix. p. 220. . It

should seem, indeed, that they were meant for

bot'i. and \.
4. The writer here employs a fresh argument

in tiie way of exhortation to endure the afflictions

liiid upon them with unflinching courage. He
liieans to sluiine them for the want of resolution

which, contrary to the express injunction of God,
they began to evince under present evils, and
those not of the most serious kind. Such is the

grneral sense : but somethinfi remains to be no-

ticed in the pliraseolooy. The best R.xpositors

are of opinion that we have here a continuation

of the agonistic metaphor at v. 1. There should
rather, however, seem to be a resumption of that

at X. 32. sq. roWfiv --
—.. Though it may have been

suiTo-e.'itfd by that just occurring at v. 1. Here the

metaphor is plainfv derived from palastra, and
designates tlie piincratinn. There is supposed
to be a contest, yet of that nature which is rather

preludious than otherwise. But the contest in

question would seem to supoose some persons

against whom it was carried on. Accordinsiy
certain eminent Expositors (as Pise, Capell.,

Gatak.. Carpz., Ernesti, Heinr., and Stuart) sup-

pose to be put (abstract for concrete)

for roue, meaning the heathen or .Jew-

ish persecutors, who, though they had inflicted

many evils upon them, had not yet proceeded to

the shedding of their blood. Yet it may be
doubted whether such a sense is apposite to the

case in question. Certainly it would involve no
little harshness ; since it i.s difficult to conceive
how the oppressed party could be said to oppose

persecutors who had so much power over them
that they could not resist ; it being some such a

contest as what Juvenal describes :
" Si risa est,

ubi tu pulsas, eso vapulo tantum."

Indeed, the idiom in question (of abstract for

concrete), is one that is not to be called in, un-
less there be a necessitij ; which is not the case
here : for we have only to suppose (with Crell.,

Est., and Kuin.) a prosopopoeia in (as in

Rom. vi. 16.), where sin is personified as an aJ.-

versary assailing us with temptations to fail in

our duty, whether of faith or practice. And as

in the panrraiium (which here is especially

meant) uiitil blood was drawn, the contest was
not thought serious ; so here the writer means to
say, that in the struggles which they had hitherto
had to sustain against the temptations to apostasy,

or to backsliding, presented by malice, or the arts

of their adversaries, they had not yet been called
to the severest trial, that of sealing their faith

with their blood. They had only been tempted
or tried by the lig-hter evils, of confiscation, or
ignominious punishment. It would surely, the
writer means to s.ay, be base in them to turn their

backs, as it were, in the prelude to the contest,

and not resolve to bear the heat and burden of
the day ; forgetful of the exhortation of their

Lord to constancy and perseverance. As if he
had said (to use I'le words of Bp. Sanderson) :

" You have fouL''ht ojie good fight already, and
quit yourselves like men ; I commend you for it,

and bless God for it. Yet be not liis^-h-minded,

hut/ear : you have not yet done all your work
;

your warfare is not yet at an end. What if God
should call you to suffer the sheildiii.o of your
hlood for Christ, as Christ shed his blood for you 1

You have not been put to that yet : but you know
not what you may be. If you be not in some
measure prepared for that also, and resolved (by

God's assistance) to .'strive against sin, and to

withstand all sinful temptations, even to the

shedding of the last drop of hlood in your bodies,

if God call you to it : you have done nothing.

He that hateth not his life, as well as his honse

and lands, for Christ and his kingdom, is not
worthy of either. Shai-p or long assaults may
tire out him that hath endured shorter and easier.

But he that setteth forth for the goal, if he will

obtain, must resolve to overcome all difficulties,

and to run it out ; and not to faint, till he have
fnished his course to the end."
— (Cd!'/— iiaXfj/ETni.] In these words

there is, as Kuin. observes, reprehension joined
with exhortation. The passasre is cited from
Prov. iii. 11,12., and agrees with the Sept. ex-

cept that the, corresponding to the Heb. ^J3
is not found in the Sept. ritiic^fm in the sense
chastisement, is not used in the Classical writers :

but it occurs in Ecclus. xviii. 14., and naiSeietv, to

correct, in the Sept.
—^] " be not disheartened." The

terms and' are discussed at great

length and with great ability, by Bp. Sanderson
ubi supra.

7, 8. Here we have a conclusion drawn from
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the Script, citation, though with the omission of

a conclusive particle, per asyndeton, a figure, in

Saint Paul's writings, used with great effect. As,

however, so seldom begins a sentence, the

ancient scribes stumbled at it, and supposing it

to be connected with the preceding words, wrote, the s arising from the m following. Such is,

1 apprehend, the true origin of the . which has

been half approved by Griesb., and received into

the text by Matth. ; though most rashly. The
reading h, represented by the Vulg. and
some inferior Versions, was doubtless an emenda-
tion on di naticiav. Finally, the £i' is required by
the course of reasoning, and by the antithetical

at v. 3. ', " ye bear patiently.'' -
v., " treatelh you." A signification com-

mon in the best viriters. . &,c. q. d. (as

Stuart explains) "how can ye expect, although

ye are children, not to receive any chastisement 1
"

The sense of the whole passage is well expressed
by laspis and Kuin. thus :

" Hence, if ye have to

conflict with trials and tribulations, you may
thence infer that you are beloved by God, and
that he takes care of you ; but if you are exer-

cised with no afflictions, you have reason to fear

that God neglects you, as men do illegitimate chil-

dren, of whose education and morals they take

no care, leaving them ." By " all
"

are meant all true sons of God, and beloved by
him. The is well rendered by Kuin. " inde

sequitur."

9, 10. Here is adduced another reason why
their tribulations, suffered for religion's sake,

should be borne with patience ; and that by a

comparison of the discipline of a human parent
with that of God. V. 9 contains an argumentum
a minori ad majus ; and in v. 10. it is proved, that

the discipline of God is far better, and more
beneficial than that of human parents. (Kuin.)
— .] Here again the Scribes or Critics

stumbled at the ast/ndeton, and emended .
The interpretation ituyie vera ? supported by many
recent Commentators, is justly rejected by Kuin.
as not agreeable to the air of the context. ^

is, as tlie best Expositors, ancient and
modern, are agreed, for, " natural," as

in Rom. ix. 8. .
— /.] " We reverently submitted to their

behests."
.'] A very peculiar expres-

sion, and therefore variously interpreted. Some,
regarding the sentence as perfectly antithetical,

and supposing! here to be repeated from the

preceding clause, take the sense to be " father,

1. e. Creator and vivifier of our souls." And such
is the view of the sense adopted by most of the
earlier modern Expositors, and, of the later ones,
by Doddr., Mackn., Scott, Stuart, Bohmc, and
Scholefield. But, it may be remarked, God is

the creator of the body as well as the soul, and
in Num. xvi. 22., the sense is, " God, who
givest life to all men." Moreover, the sentiment

yielded is not apposite to the argument. It is

therefore better, with some eminent Expositors,
ancient and modern (as Chrys., Theophyl., Pesch.
Syr., Crell., Grot., Milton, Rosenm., Wolf,
Middl., and Kuin.) to suppose this a. Hebraism
for spiritual Father, as opposed to our natural
fathers; which, it is certain, is quite suitable to

the context. Thus we have just after,
and at v. 10. tig rb .
God (Kuin. observes) is so called " quatenus
animum nostrum curat, ut emendetur, nos ad con-
sequendam felicitatem perennem educat." So
Quintil. ii. 9. calls preceptors " parentes non qui-

dem corporum, sed mentiujn." This is true as

far as it goes; but the fact is, that there is a
reference to the work of regeneration effected by
the Divine Spirit, whereby faithful Christians are

said to be begotten again of God, 1 Pet. i. 3.

1 John V. 18. See Grot., Milton ap. Valpy, and
Wolf. Kai is for tva. So the
Pesch. Syr. " ut vivamus." The (cut, however, is

not, as Kuinoel imagines, really used in the sense
of ha ; but is elliptically put for '-, corresponding to the in the

preceding clause. Render, " and thus live," i. e.

attain everlasting happiness ; a sense found in the

Latin virere, as in the " dum vivimus vivamus "

so finely paraphrased in the well-known Epigram
of Doddridge.

In the verse following, the words irpij6\ !.
are to be repeated in the second member of the
sentence. In the first case it refers to the period
of childhood ; in the second, to the brief period of
our sojourn on earth. Compare 1 Pet. i. 6. To

TO ioKoi'V7 corresponds the 4-
scil. 7, to be supplied from the context.

The former, however, must not, as it has been
generally done, be understood of arbitrariness

only, but of a neglect of directing punishment to

its chief end, the reformation and the 'final good
of the offender ; and aiming rather to excite fear,
which is only the means, rather than promote vir-

tue, the end ; and seeking an end of their own,
the gratifying their ill-humour.

. . . is explanatory of the, and recog-

nizes the principle of virtue being exercised and
strengthened by adversity. There may, howev-
er, be an allusion to the regenerating influence of

God's Spirit (referred to in the preceding verse),

by which adversity is sanctified to our spiritual

good. So in 2 Pet. i. 4. the end of the Gospel is

said to be that we may become -, at which community we are commanded to

aim. See Matt. v. 41. compared with Levit.

six. 2.

11. Here we have a preoccupation of an ob-

jection. Affliction is admitted to be, for the time,

grievous ; though it be, in reality, productive of

joy by its effects. The7 is emphatical, ' seem-

eth to be.' At ov supply : or rather

it may be considered as a Genit. of quality, put

for an adjective. So Aristotle said of education,
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that ' its roots are bitter, but its fruits sweet."
Compare James i. 2. " of every kind," even
though not severe. ? rb ttapov refers to the

time ofsutTering under it.

—] The word is here used in the

sense solidary, i. e. productive of true happiness,

that peace of God, which passeth all understand-

ing, Phil. iv. 7. Col. iii. 15. And so it is ex-

plained by Wolf and Scott. Others, however, de-

rive the use from the Hebrew idiom, by which

)^'/ denotes happiness. is a Genit.
of explication, i. e. even of righteousness and jus-

tification. In ToTi ii' . there is are-
turn to tlie agonistic metaphor, by vhich life is

represented as a stadium, or gymnasium. The
transposition of is well accounted for

by Woken ap. Kuin. The latter justly retains

and defends the common interpretation, in oppo-
sition to the novel, but unsound, views propound-
ed by some recent Expositors.

12. On the above arguments respecting the

uses of affliction, the Apostle now founds an im-
pressive exhortation to constancy in the faith.

And, as at the beginning of this hortatory part of
the Epistle (x. 19. sq.) he had treated of the su-

periority of Christ's priesthood, and held out to

view the severe punishments to be inflicted on
apostates, since not even contempt of the Mosaic
Law went unpunished : so now, on concluding v.

12., the more general part of his hortatorv portion
of the Epistle, he finally e.xcites to perseverance
in the faith. In the first place he treats on the

difference between the old and the new Dispen-
sation, showing the superiority of the latter over
the former ; and thence (at v. 25.) argues, that if

despisersof the Mosaic Law suffered the severest

punishment from 7•!, much less shall apostates

from the Gospel escape punishment from God.
(Kuin.)
— ri(c — >.'\ These words are

taken from Is. xxxv. 3. ; though not a regular ci-

tation, but only an arcommodation of a passage of
Scripture to the present purpose. The exact na-

ture of the metaphor in. and -\^. has
been disputed. Some, as Raphelius. Carpzovius,
Heinrich. and Dindorf, suppose an allusion to the

effects of disease, especially of paralysis, on the

body. A view not a little harsh and frigid. It

has been abundantly proved that both\
and T.apUn'^ai are used to denote the effects of
/ii/icriip and over exertion on the body, and some-
times employed of ireariness mind, or low spir-

its. So Jerern. vi. 24. at ?. and
2 Chr. XV. 4. \(,> at. Some
therefore suppose this to be an image taken from
weary wayfarers. But the best Commentators,
ancient and modern, are in general .agreed that

there is here, as before, an agonistic allusion. So
V. 14. Philo, cited by Carpz., (but imperfectly
omitting the word the most important to the

sense,) p. 448. a. o•\ --^,
>::^ , 7

-'', \\,.

13. — /.] The sentiment is

founded on Prov. iv. 26. 7
boovi . The words are

well explained by Kuin. :
" vitate, removete in

via qua inceditis, omnes salebras, obstacula omnia,
ne pedem offendatis, non sine cautione et circum-
spectione incedite, ne pes claudus plane luxelur,

sed convalescat, h. e. imagine omissa : vos qui in

fide nutatis, removete omnia constantis fidei im-
pedimenta, deponite vexationum et persecutionum
metum, amorem rerum terrenarum, neque aures
prabete soUicitalionibus ad defectum a religione

Christiana, ne vacillantes magis conturbemini et

deficiatis."

14. The Apostle now proceeds to remind them
of various duties to which their Christian profes-

sion, and the times in which they lived, rendered
it necessary that they should pay a particular re-

gard. (Stuart.) Exhortations to peace and to ho-
liness are well introduced after that to persever-

ance in the faith, since the former would much
contribute to produce and promote the latter.

See Rosenm. and laspis. . is here used as

in 1 Cor. xiv. 1. i5. . must not,

with many Expositors, ancient and modern, be
taken in a limited sense, but be understood in its

most extended acceptation, to denote a pious and
holy life. " . is a Hebraism denoting
admittance to the happiness of heaven ; and there-

fore it matters not whether . be explained of
Chris/, or of God. The former is supported by
the Pesch. Syr., the latter by the Vulg.

15.-—.] Monentur his verbis

Christiani, firmiores ut aliis sint exemplo et inci-

tamento ad constantiam, ut diligentur curent, ne
vacillantes a religione desciscant. (Kuinoel.)

•., literally, " seeing to it." i. e. minding.
At , supply p. By .
is usually understood the Christian religion. But
that is forbidden by the ., unless it be taken in

a very unusual sense for deficere. The expression

seems rishtly interpreted by Bohme, Kuin., and
Stuart, of the favour of God. And Stuart, very

properly, connects this with the preceding senti-

ment, explaining: "See well to it, that no one
fail of obtaining that divine favour, which is the

result of holiness."

In the next words 1> — ttoWoi there is

some obscurity, arising chiefly from a seeming
confusion in the metaphor, to remove which.
Grot., Whitby, Mill, and Valckn., would read for^. (V , which is supported by the He-
brew text in the passage of Deut. xxix. 18. here
referred to. But it is evident that the words of

the Apostle are not a qtwtation. but (as v. 12.) an
application of the passage to the present purpose.

And, moreover, since seven MSS. of the Sept.

(including the Alexandrian) read as in the Apos-
tle's text, it is very improbable that the other
reading was the general one in his age. Indeed,
Jackson, cited in Holmes's Sept., soes far to prove
that such was a true rendering of the Hebrew, ac-

cording to the copies used by the LXX., and that
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the Masoretical reading of our present copies is

wrong. At all events, it seems to have been the

reading, at least, of the Sept., and, being suitable

to the Apostle's purpose, was adopted. If this

be not admitted, we may suppose with Kuin., that

the Apostle here lays aside the metaphor, to ex-

press his meaning the more clearly. The ireneral

scope of the sentence may be laid down (chiefly

with BiJhme and Kuin.) as follows :
" The words, &.C., contain the general sentiment

intended to be e.^ipressed ; and the two following
clauses two particular ones, meant for exempli-
fication, and to be especially dwelt on, namely,
first, /J»; Tii , &.C., which is directed against

the crime of apostasy, and the leading others into

it by evil example. 2dly. The apostate is repre-

sented as profligate and profane, and is compared
with Esau ; for as /zesold his birth-right for a mess
of pottage, so they sell the favour of God for grati-

fications the most fleeting and worthless : besides,

sensuality and profligacy are the most frequent
means of seducing persons to apostasy."

The peculiar nature, however, of the metaphor
in question deserves attention, especially as it

has not been pointed out by the Commentators.
We have here, I apprehend, one of the many ag-
ricultural metaphors found in the N. T. The in-

fection of apostasy and the vices connected with
it, is compared to that of bitter and noxious weeds
getting into a garden, which strike their roots deep
and wide, so as to be with difficulty eradicated;
and spread so fast as to iii/ect the ground in every
direction. Thus \^ signifying, " annoy, give
trouble to" (of which use many examples may be
seen in Steph. Thes.), is very suitable. By the
same metaphor Antiochus Epiphanes is. 1 Mace,
i. 11., called ;, as the author and
cause of sins. I appreliend. too, that both Moses
and St. Paul, by the expression meant to in-

timate that the evil was difficult to be eradicated.

So also in a passage of Dionys. Hal. Antiq. p. 602.

10. there is a like confusion of metaphor, thus

:

\/
f| », /\, ', where, for the manifestly corrupt. found in all the MSS., and retained in

the latest Editions, 1 confidently venture to pro-
pose "Uar' ob. " Quapropter non licet;"
a signification of by no means unusual (see

Steph. Thes. Nov. Ed.), and found in Dionys. Hal.
himself. How often and nnpa, both in and
out of composition, are confounded by the Scribes,

no one can be ignorant ; and it is not very unfre-
quent lo find (contr. s) after an elision of 6
passing into f.

The% is best rendered '•' a single

meal," viz., as we learn from (ien. xxv. 31•.,

4'>. Of this sense of the word exam-
ples are adduced by Schleus. from Homer and
Polyb. T«/, '" the rights of primogeni-

ture." The \vord is only found here and in Gen.
xxv. 3,3. xxvii. 36.

17. " he met with a refusal," " his
request was rejected." The best Expositors, are
in general agreed that here signi-

fies a changing of any one's intention, and the 6.
denotes means ; the general sense being, " he
found no means of inducing [Israel] to change
his intention, and alter his words." This is very
agreeable to the context, and seems required by
the narrative in Genesis ; though it is not here
the obvious sense. (See Kuin. and Scott.)

Of this sense of. and many examples
are adduced by the Commentators. Those who
adopt the common interpretation, by which the. is understood of Esau, refer the- to

; which is harsh. It were better, with
Mr. Rose, in a .Sermon on this text, to suppose a
reference to ; the gender being
accommodated to the more important word. But
to ascribe the. to Esau, involves such diffi-

culties that it cannot be admitted. According to

the view first mentioned, will refer, as it

most naturally does, to.
18 — 21. In again pressing on his readers the

duty of perseverance in faith and holiness, the
Apostle dwells on the superior excellence of the
Christian religion; contrasting the condition of

worshippers under tlie old and the A'ew law,
which he designates by the two mountains, Sinai

and Sion ; illustrating the subject from the nar-
ration at Exod. xix. 20, sq., and with reference
also to Deut. iv. 5&11. The latter dispensa-
tion, he shows, is not. as was the Mosaic, .<;evere,

onerous, and minatory ; but promiies salvation,

and instils joy, hope, and confidence. Hence,
however, he argues that its very superior excel-
lence would render it proportionably more crimi-

nal and perilous to reject it. (Tlieoph., Kuin.,
Storr, and Scott.) The has reference to the
caution at v. 15. . . . -

is a term denoting relisrious service and
worship generally ; but it may designate, as here,
embracing a religion. Of \1\<. the sense has
been disputed. Many Expositors, from Wolf
downwards, explain it "touched [from heaven]
f'l', by lightninc," with which, tl;e narration

of Moses shows, the mountain was struck. But
))((0' does not mean to fouclt. but to feel of,

handle; which were unsuitable to the thing in

question. And as to connectinc it with ', to

help out the sente, this (as Kuin. observes) in-

volves a harsh transpo.sition, and introduces a

needless tautology, quite alien to the genius of
the writer. Kuin. rightly retains the ancient and
common interpretation, by which \<. is join-

ed with. and taken for \1'\~>, in the sense
cnntrectahilem, (as tiie Pesch. Syr. renders it)

" which could be handled," equivalent to the
and. the material and corporeal,

or palpable and tangible mount, in opposition to
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the incorporeal, spiritual, and heavenly one. the

heavenly Sion, v. 22. So Quintil. (cited by Kuin.)

says "jus, quod sit incorporale, apprehendi maim
non posse." And Cicero has mente contreclare.. ., " and that burnt with fire." See Deut.
iv. 11.

The words following advert to the tremendotts

circumstances, which attended the promulgation
of the law at Mount Sinai, and which struck ter-

ror into the people ; circumstances whose dignity

must not be lowered by attempts at minute expla-

nation ; and where (as in similar passages at 1

Cor. XV. 52, and 1 Thess. iv. 16.) it becomes the

Interpreter to " pull off his shoes from his feet,

being on holy ground."
—' .] Of these two terms the

former occurs, besides the present passage, sev-

eral times in the Sept. By Commentators and
Philologists it is usually considered as put Po-
lice for if'0(f), bv the change of into 0, and the

addition of y. The opinion, however, seems un-
founded. I apprehend that, and the yet
rarer, were verv ancient and rousch forms,
afterwards softened to. But how, it may be
asked, came they to have been so rough ? Why
was not v6(pu(; rather used ? To which it may be
answered, that the y or 6 seem to be corruptions
of the primitive vt ; for the word appears to have
been formed from the preterite middle of
the old verb, lego, and was at first,
and afterwards chansed to and,
sometimes and'.

In . a. . the is expressed,
as is usual after verbs containing a negation. On
which see Matth. Gr. Or. ^ 533. The sense is,

'' they declined, or deprecated being any more
spoken to in that way." On rr<ip. see Note on
Acts XXV. 11.

20. Here the Apostle adverts to a circum-
stance, which had especially caused their alarm

5

namely, that so strict was the edict, which forbade

the mountain to be touched, that even a beast

touch it was to be stoned. To., " the

interdict [expressed as follows]." For the words^ after /. there is so lit-

tle authority of MSB. and Versions, that they

have been justlv cancelled by almost all Editors

from Ben?, to Vater. They were not in the Ed.
Pr.. but were introduced (from Exod. xix. 13.)

with many other interpolations and inferior read-

ings, by Erasmus.
21. ], ', Sic] Render, " Nay, SO terrible

was the spectacle." The ».-.ii is for aWa . I

have here pointed (with Griesb., Vater, and Stu-

art.) as the doublif parenthetical character of the

words requires. And though instances of paren-

thesis within parenthesis are thought very rare,

yet I could adduce several examples from a sin-

gle writer — Thuctjdides. And as this involution

is Thucydidean, so is it Pauline— which tends

VOL. II.

to prove the Pauline origin of this Epistle. -, " even Moses," notwithstanding his typical

mediatorship, sanctity, and long communion with
Clod.

— . .] This, indeed, is not ex-
pressly mentioned in the O. T. narration of the
transaction ; for the terror ascribed to Moses,
Deut. ix. 19. was upon anotlier occasion. Stuart,
however, thinks it is implied in Exod. xix. 16

;

and he and others are of opinion, that the circum-
stance was introduced from tradition. To that
principle, however, there is perhaps no occasion
to resort in the present case. The fear of Moses
is so plainly implied in the narrative, that he may
be supposed, in effect, to have said this to himself
(see Job. iv. 14.) : and, therefore, the Apostle
might ascribe to him words uttered by him on 3

similar occasion, as recorded in Deut. ix. 19.

And that, in order the more strongly to impress
on his readers the teriific nature of the Mosaic
CEConomy. That the words were then
in some copies of the Sept., we may infer from
the reading of the Vulg.
22— 25. Here the contrast between the two

dispensations is especially marked. By is

meant, (as Theophyl. and Stuart point out,) the
heai-enlij Sion, as opposed to the palpable or tan-

gible mount Sinai : and the general sense intend-

ed in this whole passage may, with Mr. Holden,
be thus expressed :

" You are now admitted to

the privileges of the heavenly city, are come to a

dispensation mild and benign, and which will

lead to the possession of all the glories and bless-

ings of the celestial Jerusalem." This simple
sentiment is. however, adorned with every thing

striking in imagery and expression. The great

question, however, (though a most difficult one
to determine, and neglected by almost all the

Commentators,) is, what is the subject of this

sublime description ? The Commentators in gen-

eral say, the Christian Church on earth. But to

this Kuin. strongly objects, as inconsistent with
the., the.. ., and other ex-

pressions. The intent of the .\postle, he thinks,

was to show that the blessedness destined for the

worshippers of Christ is most certain ; as certain

as if they were already enjoying it , having, in a

manner, arrived at heaven, and the life in heaven.
See ix. 11, 13, 14, compared vvith xi. 10 & 14.

Such, too, is the view taken by Knapp and Stu-

art, the latter of whom observes, that ' the men-
tion of such an assembly of angels, &c. shows
that the writer intends to describe the objects of
the invisible world, as seen with the eye of faith

;

not things palpable, nor the objects of sense."

And so .\bp. Newc. remarks, that " Christians

are represented as already come to that state

which faith and obedience will secure to them."
Yet it should seem that as there is here a mani-
fest contrast intended with the old dispensation,

60
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— so the sense iirst mentioned cannot be excluded
from the passage, under any plea of expressions

occurring unsuitable thereto. Indeed, it should
seem that holh the above senses were intended
to be expressed ; since the economy of Christ's

Church on earth, with all its promises and ordi-

nances, is intimately connected with that which
sub.sists in the holy abode of God and Christ in

heaven, to which it is continually transmitting

fresh inhabitants. See Revel, xi. 1 & 2; xiv.

1 — 5; xxi. 9 — 27. The former sense was, it

should seem, alone at first intended by the writ-

er ; and, properly speaking, terminates at '\tp.', (though it is resumed at v. 24.) after

which, for the encouragement of those who were
fighting the good fight of faith, he at v. 23. throws
in imagery suited only to the heavenly Jerusalem
in its full sense, heaven itself, representing

his readers as having already joined the great

Family of God in Heaven, become citizens of the

heavenly Jerusalem, in whose book their names
were written, governed by God the supreme
Ruler of all, and in the blessed presence of Christ,

the Mediator of the covenant which had brought
them thither. At the words &

the writer forsakes the imagery suited to

the Church of God in heaven, and returns to that

on earth ; fur^ seems to belong to the farm-
er, and] to the latter;

being the rinculum which connects them ; though\' must be accommodated in sense to

each. In the latter they are said to come to

Christ, as coming to his /•6/»-?</7,• for those who
come to Christ's relioion are often in the N. T.
said to come to Christ. Thus to come to Christ
as the mediator of the new covenant, is equiva-

lent to coming to, and embracing the covenant
and dispensation obtained by His mediation ; and
not mediation onhj but atonement ; as is expressed
in the next words ]', which con-
tain a contrast to the typical sprinkling of the

Levitical law (see Esod. xxiv. 8.) ; an atonement,
it is said, which " speaketh better things than
[the blood of] Abel,"' (for such, the best Exposi-
tors are agreed, is the sense of vdoa rbv")
inasmuch as tliai cried aloud to God for ven-
geance, this proclaims pardon and peace.

It will now only bo necessary to illustrate a

few points in the phraseolotry. The 'Iro. inovp.

is in apposition with and explanatory of the pre-

ceding; and on the sense of the expression see
Note at xi. 10. In the next clause the punctua-
tion which I have adopted is supported by many
of the best Critics from Berg, to Vater, Bohme,
Stuart, and Kuin., who observe, that the common
punctuation involves a vlennasm very unsuitable
to the dense brevity f>f the writer.

properly denotes any solemn lestival, as the

Olympic or Pythian, at the ritci of which, (i. e.

sacrifices, with games and spectacles,) great mul-
titudes were congregated. The term, as Kuin.
observes, was adopted by the Sept translators tn

express the Heb. ^•^, "a solemn assembly."
at Hos. ix. 5, where is added jpj; ^ festival, ren-

dered- by Symmachns, at I.evit. xxiii.

41. '. here simply denotes those who
enjoy distinguished privileges, or aro well belov-

ed, without reference to the original idea of
primogeniture. See Kuin. and Stuart ; the latter

of whom understands it of those who have been
most distinguished for piety. Indeed, it should
seem to denote the same persons as the. just after, with especial reference
to the illustrious examples of faith in the pre-
ceding Chapter; including, however, those who,
in every age, have lived in the faith and fear of
Christ, whose robes have been washed in the
blood of the Lamb, and who are accordingly ad-
mitted to the •' inheritance of the saints in light."' should be rendered " enrolled,"
the term being employed suitably to the pre-
ceding ones and. Heaven is often
in the N. T. represented under the figure of an
earthly, of which those entered on its

list are citizens ; with allusion to which the heav-
enly city is represented as having its " book of
life," wherein are inscribed the names of those
admitted to salvation ; though that is not here
applicable.

At - most recent Editors
and Commentators, including Stuart, place a
comma after ^, thus, " to the Judge, the
God," i. e. Supreme Ruler of all. But it is justly

observed by Btthme and Kuin., that the mode of
interpretation thus introduced is loo artificial.

And they, with the ancient Translators and in-

terpreters, and earlier Commentators, and also

Heinr., Morus, and Winer, rightly recognize a
transposition, for ^, ot which
numerous examples are adduced by Winer. It

may be added, that the other interpretation

would indispensably require the Article. The
expression may, indeed, seem not
very suitable to the context; but it should be
observed (with Kuin.) that this designation of
God is at once for consolation and for warning.-. signifies consummated by admission to their

final state of glory and happiness. See Notes at

xi. 3!), and Phil. iii. 12.

Instead of the common reading, most
of the IMSS. and Versions, together with several

Fatliers, and all the early Edd. except the Eras-
mian, have, which was preferred by Mill,

Bong., and Wets., and has been adouted by
Griesb., Matth., Knapp, Schott, and Titlm. The
common reading 7>iuy, as Knin. thinks, have been
introduced I'rom vi. 9. vii. 19. viii. G. x. 34; but it

should rather seem to have come from the scribes,

and the A to have arisen from the following.

The expression signifies what is ?nore salutary, and
available, towards removing the wrath of God,
namely, mercy and pardon. For 6" some
MS.S. and Fathers have ". scil.. which
is approved by Grot., Valckn., and Rinck. It,

however, violates the propriety of the Article,

and was probablv an emendation from those who,
thougli thev saw the .';ense. could not extract it

from the words. But, in fact, no alteration is

necessary ; since (as Knapp, Bp. Middl., and
Kuin. observe) Abel must, by implication, mean
the blood of Abel, or as Abel speaks by his blood ;

for, as (,'rell, Theophvl., Fell, Rosenni., and
Stuart explain, while that called for venueance
(see Gen. iv. 10.) on the murderer, that of Christ

(the blood of sprinkling) speaks (i. e. assures us

of) afonemcnt and pardon, promising us admission

to the true holy of holies, heaven itself. See
X. 19. " Such (observes Stuart) is the contrast
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between the old and the new dispensations. In
the former, all is awful and terrific ; in the latter,

ail is gracious and animating." The inference

meant to be drawn is, tliat they should renounce
the former, and adhere to the latter. And this

the Writer proceeds to confirm in the remaining
verses of the Chapter, by a solemn warning
against a renunciation of the Christian faith.

2. \a\oovTa.\ This is by many modern
Expositors referred to God; but by the ancient
and some modern ones, to Cliiist ; which is far

more agreeable to the context. For, as Stuart

observes, " the two dispensations are here com-
pared, in respect to tSie penalty to be inflicted on
the disobedient; the promulgator of each dispen-

sation being introduced as the person who ad-

dresses the injunctions of God to men."
With respect to the words ;^-'<, as opposed to the -'. these

have been not a little disputed. One thing is

clear,— that-^ here signifies to promul-
gate the will of God to man ; as Jereni. x.xi.K. 18.

\6( iv . and Hebr. viii.

5. ^. and Si. 7. and often

in Josephus. Most Commentators understand
by these two expressions J/oxis and Christ; the

former as God's internuncius on earth ; the latter

as speaking from heaven, by the Apostles and
ministers in the Gospel. The emphasis, however,
would thus be rather in words than in sense ; and
the sentiment, as thus represented, involves some-
thing incongruous and frigid. Some, indeed, un-
derstand the two expi'es.sions of God ; others, the

hist ]\•. But the former is quite inadmissible
;

and the latter not a little harsh. There is evidently

a reference to 3Jnses and Christ ; thongl; not, I con-
ceive, in the way above adverted to. We must
(with Cramer, Storr. Biiimie, and Kuin.) take

eir! (for so, instead of ! , it is rightly

edited, from many MSS. and eirly Edd., by
Griesb., Matth., Knapp., Schott, Vat., and Tittm.),

and ' as belonging, not \.•., but

to understood ; so as to be equivalent to the

adjectives (- and cvpaviov. Compare i. 1.

We might, indeed, have expected avb or
;

but it may be observed that f-i yijc is a more
significant mode of expression, as denoting not

only the being descended from enrlh, but the

living upon it as a man. 'Iriat b frr! may
be for, is plain from 1 Cor. xv. 47. 5-

avOvoi~oc yi;, '^. Thus also the

a-', hf re corresponds to the 5

ff ovoavov there ; denoting the heavenly origin of

Christ. Hence, though almost all Commentators
(including Knin.) repeat ^'^ at '
oi)firi)/<5i', vet it seems not onlv unnecessary, but

even improper, as not agreeable to the writer's

moaninir; which, I appreliend, v.-ns to designate

.Testis as him who actually "?}? from hearen, the

Lordfnm heaven ; q. d. " not merely an inspired

person, as Moses, but as Sov of God, one with,

and representing the Deity."
At (which stands for iU<p.) supply

From the subject matter. And at supply. In '^ there is an argwnen-

ium a minori ad viajus. ',., " turn away
from," reject, or renounce. A stronger term
than-. See Matth. v. 42. and Note.

£6. (/ . ifcc] i. e. the voice sounding
from Sinai. See supra v. 19. The best Exposi-
are in general agreed that the refers (as gram-
matical propriety would require) to Christ, not-
v/ithstanding that the thing is in Exodus ascribed
to God. jXor is there any inconsistency, since
the N. T. and the Rabbinical writings agree in
representing it as the Sos of God, who appeared
to the patriarchs, who delivered the Law by
angels, and who w.as the Anoel-Jehovah wor-
shipped in the Hebrew Church. See Acts vii.

53. and 1 Cor. x. 4, 9. By is meant,
literally, '• made it shake as a ship at anchor is

tossed by the waves."
— if'.] It is v/ell observed by Kuin., that

" since is opposed to , it indicates the
times of the JV. T., and that the promise, which
was not now brought forward, but being already
formerly in existence, pertained to this age, is

plain from the Preterite passive." And he
renders, " quod autem haec tempera attinet, pro-
misit hoc." The vvord seems to include the no-
tions both of declaration and promise; the latter

predominating. See Newc.
The citation is from Hagg. ii. 6. Sent., and

exactly represents the sense of the Hebrew, though
with a slight change of words, for adaptation to

the present purpose ; and —' is in-

tended to strengthen the sentiment. It should
seem, too, that the Writer did not intend to stop
at oipavbv, but to go forward to the end of v. 7 ;

and. indeed, the mention of the first words would,
to persons so conversant in Scripture, bring to
mind the whole. The words plainly predict that
mighty change in religion, which was to be intro-

duced by the promulgation of the Gospel. In
JUiese and other descriptions given bv the Pro-
phets (as Is. siii. 13. and Joel ii. 10. iii. 16.) of
the changes which should precede, and the mighty
power which should accompany, the last and per-

fect dispensation of Christ, the thing is repre-

sented by God's s/ioi-iHo•— not, as at the giving
of the law, the earth onlij, but both the earth and
the heaven, i. e. effecting a complete change and
total revolution.

27. t3 (if —.^ Here we have,
as Kuin. remarks, a comnieni of the writer on the
passage of the Prophet ; q. d. " This yet once
more significth the removal of the things that are

put in commotion ;" by which (as the best Exposi-
tors are agreed) is meant the abolition of the

polity, rites, and ordinances of the .Tewish dis-

pensation. And as - mav mean, in such a
context, " once for all," the .Apostle intends (as

Peirce suggests) to hint that God will make but
one such alteration ; and consequently that the

things which succeed uoon that shaking shall

continue ii/jshaken." Of»- the sense

is obscure and controverted. It is usually, and
upon the whole best explained, " as of things

that were merely created, and therefore so con-

stituted as to be temporary." In which view I
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would compare Thucyd. ii. 64. i <pv. Thus will be for, cciduca, mtitabilia, as opposed to, as at viii. 2. ix. 24. .
Such is the view of the sense adopted by Beza,
Klsn., Em., Schott, and Stuart; who observe,

that the writer means to say, " the ancient order

of things, viz. the Jewish dispensation, will be
changed, removed, abolished, in like manner as

the objects of the natural creation. All this

change or abolition of the old dispensation was to

take place, in order that a neto one might be in-

troduced, which shall undergo no change ;

'] ," i. e. " Continue to the

end of the world unshaken, so as not to be abol-

ished."

28, 29.. .] i. . the ,
the Gospel dispensation, which is never to be

abolished. So most Commentators interpret.

Kuin.. however, takes it to mean ' felicitatem in

altera viti futuram •." which view is, indeed,

countenanced by the figure in.
— .] This is usually explained,

' let us liold fast the grace vouchsafed to us ;
"

or, as Mr. Valpy interprets, " let us continue
steadfast in that faith and dispensation delivered in

the Gospel, as being that alone which renders
both our persons and our services acceptable to

God. Let us hold fast the profession of our hope
without wavering, continuing to serve God with

a holy reverence." This exposition, however,
involves not a little harshness; and it is far

better (vvitli Chrys., Theophyl., and CCcumen., of

the ancient Expositors, and many eminent mod-
ern ones, as Dind., Rosenm., Stuart, Buhme, and
Kuin.) to assign the following sense :

" cum per
Christi religionem spes nobis contigerit felicitatis

perennis certissima
;
gratiam memori mente Deo

persolvamus, ita, ut eum colamus cum leverentia

et metu." The. is not well rendered by
Stuart, " devotion. " The sense is correctly

represented by our common version, " godly
fear," supported by the authority of the ancient
Versions and Glossographers, and by the best

modern Commentators. This sense is, indeed,
required by the next words (supposed to be
derived from Deut. iv. 24.), which assign a reason
why this godly fear should be entertained, threat-

ening the same severity to apostatizing Christians
as was formerly shown to Israelites. Kn! b

. . . sublime and awful image, as

suggesting the idea of a God who can. like a con-
suming fire, bring to utter perdition , the terrible

fate ol" those " who know not God, and obey not
the Gospel."

XIII. Sequitur Epistolae pars hortativa speci-
alior, qua varii generis officia Hcbreeis injungit.

(Kuin.)

1 — 3. )'; ^. .'\ The sense (as the best
Expositors are agreed) is :

" let mutual love of
each other as Christians continue to be cultivated
[as heretofore], and firmly rooted in your prac-
tice." ;; . A virtue closely connected
with the foregoing, and a main evidence of it, and
especially to be practised towards their Christian
brethren ; since the distress occasioned by perse-
cution would cast many upon the charity of their

brethren. " ^., " unconsciously enter-
tained." On this Attic idiom see Viger. p. 258,
and Matth. Gr. Gr. The argument (intended to

anticipate an objection, that the persons may be
obscure and unworthy of notice) is, that greater
honour among men and consequent reward from
God sometimes attends the discharge of this duty,
than the circumstances of the case would lead us
to expect.

3. . .] \ injunc-
tion to such a lively sympathy with the prisoners,

as if they were fellow-sufferers. The. must,
however, by the context, imply relief as well as

sympathy. So in Heb. ii. 6, and in

Gal. ii. 10. Col. iv. 18. ., " those who
are suffering under calamity or distress," viz. for

the Gospel's sake. See supra xi. 37. The words' . are meant to suggest, that

they themselves are exposed, while yet alive, to
similar distress, so as to need sympathy and sup-
port from others.

4. b.] Since the whole context is

hortatory, the best Expositors in general are, with
reason, agreed that tlie ellipsis here is not £Vri,but. It is now. moreover, generally admitted,
that iv signifies inter omnes, (a sense sup-
ported by the authority of the Pesch. Syr.) where
Bfthme and Kuin. supply calibes, justly supposing,
that among these Hebrews there were some, like

those censured at 1 Tim. iv. 3, who, by what they
thought a holy contempt of matrimony, gave a
handle to immorality both in themselves and
others. The fV, however, may simply mean
" among or for all persons," without exception on
the score of peculiar engagements to piety and
holiness.

The next injunction is to the married ; namely,
to avoid adultery. And it is followed up with a

solemn assurance, which seems to regard both the

preceding injunctions
; q. d. " Let the single

marry ; for fornicators God will judge. Let the

married keep themselves pure from adultery ; for

adulterers God will judge," i. e. condemn and
punish. This judgment the Apostle denounces
not only against adultery, but fornication, which
leads to it. How different from the heathen sages

and legislators, — who tolerated simple fornica-

tion, as tending to preserve the virtue of married
n-omi'ii. See Plato in his Philebus cited by Athe-
na>us, 511. D.
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conduct, habits, and character. soil.

£, " cultivate contentment.'' rap. sub., " with your present condition." So
Phocyl. 4•. -. See also other Classical citations in

Wets. The. is in Dinarch., p. 94. 31. ex-
pivssi-it. Compare also Die Cass. p. 324. 26.- . This, of course, does not
fiirbid them to better their condition by industry

and activity. Then is given the reason for this

contented acquiescence,— namely, the assurance

(jf God (for by the6 is meant Qibi just before
occurrintj) that he will never abandon to want
those who trust in him ; for such is implied in

(he words here adduced ; whence cited, the Com-
mentators are not agreed. Some say from Josh,

i. t; others, from Deut. xxi. 6; others, again,

from 1 Chron. xxviii. 30. As, however, none of
those passages exactly correspond, it should rather

seem that the expression is meant of the

frevfral purport of God's declarations in those and
such like passajes, as Ps. xxxvii. 25 & 28. Is. xli.

10. Though, as Philo, p. 344, cites these very

words as a' , Storr and Kuin. sup-

pose, not without reason, that the vvords were a

prnretlni'l form founded on Scrir'ture. Indeed,

t!ie manner in which the citation following (from

Ps. cxviii. 6.) is introduced, serves to show that

the passasie was commonly employed for the pur-

pose of consolation ; q. d. in the words of Bp.

Sanderson, Serm. ad .Aul., p. 4-4-4. • Lean upon
God's Proridence. and repose thvsolf upon his

prnmixes. and contentment will follow •, for upon
this base the .\postle here has bottomed it." At
T>- . Benp;., Griesb., Tiftm., Vat.,

(irat/., Kuin., and other Editors, have inttoduced

a mark of interrogation after the. alleiing

that the Hehrew original requires that punctua-

tion. That, however, depends upon the correct-

ness of the Masoretical pointing, which, though

adopted bv most Translators and Commentators,

is rejected by some, as in our common Version
;

and justly •, for the separation has something harsh,

an:l the sentiment has thus more of ,\u\'Cr>ie than

is suitable to the stvle of Scripture, find that

Dr. French and Mr. Skinner have, vvitli their usual

judgment and taste, adopted the dec/u-ah'iv sense

of ~-5, which is required by the declarittive form

of the second clause of the next verse, (" there-

fore shall 1," &c.) wliich is plainly a poraHelism

on this. But if there were no other authoritv for

relaiiiinor the declarative form in the vvords of the

Aoostie, it would be sufficient that the iS.'pi. has

it. and that so stronsrlv marked by the insertion

of a KH as not to be evaded.

7. (iiTjii.] "preserve in mind;" viz. so as to

feel due gratitude for their instruction, and to fol-

low llieir hoiv example. By the. are meant

their spiritual pastors and masters, elsewhere

called'. At least, so almost all Ex-
positors understand it : but, I apprehend incor-
rectly. It should seem, that what is here said
(which has, I conceive, no connection with the
preceding) regards i/oci/m*?, not discipline (as at v.

17. ruh .) ; and that . here simply
means guides to the faith. Moreover, . is not,
(as it is generally rendered by Translators) of the
present tense, but the Imperfect ; as appears from
the following. Thus the sense is :

" Bear
in mind the spiritual guides who first guided you
into the faith, by preaching to you the Gospel,
and led you into the way of righteousness," Ps.
xxiii. 3. It is well remarked by Calvin. "Hoc
autem non parum valet. JN'am qui nos in Christo
genuerunt, quasi patrum loco esse debent." I

have here followed R. Stephens in removing the
comma before ulnrtg, which only impedes the
sense. By the —' is sug-
gested what vvas chiefly meant by the.—'\ "attentively reflecting on."
There is, as Theophyl. remarks, a metaphor de-
rived from paintiua;, in learning which art the
pupils carefully look up at the picture of their
mister which they are copying. Ti)»-. ..,
i. e. the result of their conduct, or manner of life

;

viz. as seen in their blessed exit from this life, and
the termination of their mortal trials by entering
into the joy of their Lord. The next 'words ad'^

vert to the meanshy which they might follow their
examples and ait.ain their end,— namely, by imi-
tating Uieirfiiith.

8. ']'/•—'.] Expositors are not agreed
as to the reference in these words, whether to the
verses preceding, or those foUowinz. The an-
cients and most moderns adopt the former view :

but the more eminent moJerns, and especially the
recent Expositors, the latter. It is ably observed
by Kuin. :

" Aliam cohortationem additurus scrip-
tor airiaem ei quam v. 7. continet. ex eaque pro-
fluentcm, nempe ut puram et incorniptam serva-
reut Ciiristi doctrinam, nee avitaa religionis ritus,•

cum ea conjungerent. ireneraliorem sententiam v.

S. prsemittit." Prof Scholefield, too, remarks
that " the order of the words of v. 7, as well as
the train of thought seems decidedly opposed to
such a connection.'' And he connects as follows :

" Jesus Christ is the same ;
" therefore, be ye the

same, and " be not carried about with divers and
strange doctrines," but let " the heart be estab-
lished;" in order to which establishment, seek
for more grace, and do not eo hack to meats and
other observances of the Mosaic ritual," &c.
Thus by " Christ" must, according to the above
Commentators, be denoted (as at Rom. viii. 10,
and Rph. iv. 17.) the doctrine of Christ ; though, I

apprehend, with an aUnsion to His eternal and im-
mntahle nature. As what is here said seems to be
su;:gested by the . in the former
verse, so the sentence os— is a vincu-
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to unite the sentiments of both v. 7 and v. 8
;

q. d. •' Jesus Christ is always the same, yesterday,

to-day, and forever ; liis faitli the same. Let then

your faith be the same ; and be not carried away,"

&c. Comp. Gal. i. 8, 9.

9. ;.] By these terms are des-

ignated doctrines varying in themselves, and all

of them at variance with " the truth as it is in

Jesus," who is the same yesterday, &c. The
doctrines in question were chiefly those of the

Judaizers, though probably others also are in-

tended. Instead of the common reading-
many M.SS., Versions, and Fathers, have

nupiK^., which was preferred by Mill, Grot., Beng.,

and Wets., and has been cited by Griesb., Matth.,

Knapp, Schott, Vat., and Tittm. ; and justly ; for

though nafjti and in composition arc perpetu-

ally confounded, yet here ^. yields a stron-

ger and better sense, — there being a metaphor
taken from a ship carried out of its course by vio-

lent winds. Of the other words of the verse the

.sense has been pointed out in the above extract

from Prof Scholefield ; but a few remarks may
be necessary. It is plain from the words uvk, that' is for, as at 1

Cor. vii. 1 & 2G ; ix. 15. The expression

is aptly compared by Michaelis with

the Heb. ^^ T^'Di "to refresh the heart [with

food],'' Gen. xviii. 5, and Judg. xix. 5 & 8. crt'/pi-

T)]v Kaphinv , and Ps. civ. 15. Here, how-
ever, by Kixnila is meant tlie soul of man, which is

confirmed and blessed by Gospel doctrine. " These
(savs Kuin.) are mentioned, as an exemplification

of tlie ' divers doctrines ' which must not be in-

termixed with tlie Christian relikaon." These
and such like observances, it is added, '-, have contributed nothing to that heart-

felt peace and blessedness which the Gospel
confers; nay, are pernicious, as working contrary

to it.

10. This is a passage which, owing to the re-

condite nature of the metaphors employed, in-

volves no little dilhculty. Much here depends
upon the connection of v. 10. with vv. 9& 11,

which, after an elaborate discussion, is thus laid

down by Kuin. : "nobis Christianis non fidenduni

est legibus, qua; cibos licitos illicitosve ct sacros

omninoque ritus spectant, quos Judwi religiose

observant; nos habenius sacrum, et qui-

dem pr;rstantitis, vcn'im tale, quod ex lege Mo-
saica Jud;ni comedere non posiiint, est enim caro

victima; piacularis." He further ol)sprves, that

o'l . )-, though properly applicable to

the Jewish priests, yet is here used of those

generally who approach the altar as irorsJiippers.

Now Christ is a piacular victim, like that offered

on the day of expiation, which even the priests

were forbidden to eat. most of our
best Commentators suppose to be put, by metony-

my, for the victim offered on the altar, being
suggested by the- preceding

; q. d. " We
Christians have our sacrifice, (namely, that of
Christ by his atonement, shadowed out in the
Law and typified in the Lord's Supper,) of which
those who rest their hopes of salvation on the
ritual sacrifices of the Mosaic La\v (viz. Jews or
Judaizers) have no right to partake;" i. e. they
are not authorized to eat, with any hope of benefit
thereby, seeing that they rest their hopes of sal-

vation on another and very different one.

11, 12. These verses are illustrative of the pre-
ceding; and, as Stuart observes, "their chief
object is to introduce Christ as an example of
suffering, in order to impress on the Hebrews the
necessity of perseverance in their Christian pro-

fession, amidst all their trials and difficulties."

There is, however, meant to be an indirect com-
parison between the sacrifice on the great day of
Atonement, and the expiatory sacrifice of Christ.

A regular «Hii7/ips?.s runs through the whole pas-

sage. Thus are opposed to each other

and '& ; the^ of the Old
Testament and Jesus, the

; and ; -\, and ?| /. As^ in sacrifices. the victims were burnt '^ -
; so Christ was carried out of the city (accord-

ing to a custom then common) and nailed to the
cross. In this respect, too, Christ was like unto
these victims, namely, that he suffered without
the gates of Jerusalem. " The blood of the
former (says Stuart) was presented before God in

the most holy place ; the blood of the latter, in

the eternal sanctuary above, ix. 12, 23, 24. The
bodies of the beasts, used for the former, were
consumed or dcitroyed without the camp; the
body of Jesus was sacrificed or destroyed without
the gate of Jerusalem. The atoning sacrifice of
Christians is analogous, then, to that of the Jews;
but of infinitely higher efficacy. Compare ix.

13, 14. X. 4. 12."

13.' ., &c.] Most Expositors take
this to mean, " let us abandon the profession of
Judaism, and abide by that of Christianity." It

is, however, truly observed by Kuin., that this

sense is not agreeable to the context : and he,

(with Rosenm., Dind., and Stuart,) adopts the

interpretation of Chrys., who assigns the follow-

ing :
" Let us, after his example, patiently endure

the insults, persecutions, and anathemas of the

Jews, and, in a general way, whatever evil is to

be borne for Christ and his religion." Now to

ffo out with him, is to bring ourselves to the same
mind as that with which he went thither ; and so

to consider what he there suffered for us, as to

feel unshaken attachment to his religion. Here
there is (as at Matt. x. 31.) an allusion to Christ's

bearing his cross ; for by tAv. is meant the

caiisc of his reproach, the cross.
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14•. oil '— .] This assigns the

reason wiiy they should be ready to bear even an

ignominious death for the Gospel's sake,— name-
ly, since they have here no permanent city, but

are in quest of one yet future ; even the heavenhj

Jerusalem above mentioned, the city which hath

foundations (i. e. permanent abode), xi. 10. xiv.

16. See more in Stuart.

15. ii ahrov '—] It is justly

observed by Kuin., that this e.vhortation is de-

duced not from what immediately preceded, but

from the whole argumentation, especially vv.

10 — 12. The sense is :
" By liim therefore (i. e.

Christ) [as our Mediator and High Priest] let

us oiTer up, [in return for the blessings of the

Gospel, not the bloody sacrifices of animals, or

the vain oblations of the fruits of the earth, but]

a sacrifice of praise." The expression occurs in

Levit. vii. 13. 15. and 2 Chron. x.^ix. 31., and
corresponds to the Heb.1 ."!!?, a sacrifice of

thanks. sentiment finely illustrated by Dr.

Barrow, Serm. viii. as follows :
•' We are to ofler

still, not dead bulls and s;oats. but our oivn bodies,

livinq; sacrifices, holy and acceptable to God. We
are excused from material, but are yet bound to

yield , spiritual sacrifices unto

God, as St. Peter tells us. We must burn in-

cense still, that of fervent devotion; and send
up continually to heaven that thank-offerinz of
praise, v/hich tlie Apostle mentions. We must
consecrate the fir.st-born of our souls (pure and
holy thoughts), and the first-fruits of our strength

(our most active endeavours), to God's service.

We must slay our impure desires, mortify our

corrupt affections, and abandon our selfish re-

spects for his sake. We must give him our
hearts, and present our wills entirely to his dis-

posal. We must vow to him, and pay the daily

oblation of sincere obedience." The words fol-

lowing,, icc., are exegetical of the pre-

cedinir, an<l the sense is : "I mean the fruit or

oblation of lips," giving thanks to his name
;

which would be more acceptable than the first

fruits of llieir crops, or the firstlinnfs of their

flocks. Thus (as Wets, and Schnctt?•. have
shown) the Fiabbins say that the sacrifces of
praise will be the only ones that will remain in

the time of the Messiah. ? is

a phrase derived from Hos. xiv. 2./
}, " fruits from our lips : " a free version of
the Hebrew. . has here the usual sense
of praising, celebrating, &c.

16. '.] These terms are nearly
synonymous ; but the latter is added to strengthen
the sense of the former.

17. —! ^'] is well observed by
Bretschn. (cited by Kuin.) :

" Indicatur verbis, -, obsequium quod cedit aliorum
admunitionibus, et eorum pn-eceptis se duci pati-

tur." We may, with Kuin., consider-. and7 as general terj/is, denoting the doing
any thing with great diligence and circumspec-
tion; Stuart, however, traces a pastoral metaphor.. aiioi., i. e. " as those who must render
an account [at the day of judgment]," implying
the awful responsibility of ministers. Compare
Ezek. iii. 17. In the next words iVa ,
many refer the to azoS., and suppose
an ellipsis thus :

'• [Obey thetn, I say,] that they
may give this account with joy." It is better,

however, with others, as Kuin., to refer the

to /'. v-ip T.. . that being the primanj
thing ; the other introduced to show the conse-

quence thereof. yiip v. -, " for that is

unprofitable (i. e. by litotes hurtful) to you,"

since if you give them cause to complain of you,
it will be hurtful to i/ourselves. He means to

intimate that this obedience is for their own ulti-

mate benefit.

18. 19. Compare parallel sentiments at Rom.
XV. 30. and Philem. 22. And see Acts xxiii. 1.

The sense here may be expressed thus :
" Pray

for us ; for we trust we merit it by having a good
conscience, in all things wishing to act righ-

teously and holily." " This (observes Rosenm.)
glances at the Jewish teachers, who had calum-
niated him, and raised disturbances among the

Christian brethren."

20, 21. The full sense may be thus expressed
in paraphrase :

" May God. the author of peace
and every kind of happiness, who raised from
the dead the ,great and supreme Shepherd of the

sheep (i. e. the Lord of all Christians), by the

blood of the everlasting covenant [offered by that

great Intercessor] may He perfect you in every
good work, t(i the doing of his will

;
[and in
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order thereto] working in you what is well pleas- worthily of the Christian name, enable you in all

ing in his sight." On the expression . respects as Christians to discharge your duties."

see Rom. xv. 33. ; and on roifi. . see John Ei$ to /. . ; the sense, as Kuin. ob-

X. 11. . (V . . . may De explained, serves, is, " for it is His will that you should live

with Stuart, " prepare you in all respects to act virtuously."
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We are now come to the Epistles called Cath-

olic ; an appellation variously, accounted for, but

commonly, and with most probability, supposed
to have been given, because they were addressed,

not to any particular Church (like the Epistles

of St. Paul), but to Christians in general. The
appellation, however, was not coeval vith the

Epistles, but given at a much later period
;
prob-

ably at the time when the Canon of Scripture

was first settled. And although two of them (id

and 3d .lohn) are the farthest from Catholic,

being addressed to particular persons, yet it is not

improbable that, at the time when the appellation

was first given, those Epistles had not been re-

ceived into the Canon of Scripture.

But to proceed to the Epistle now under con-

sideration ;— since tiro Apostles of the name of

James are mentioned in the N. T., there has

been some doubt which of them was the author

of this Epistle. The learned, however, are in

general asreed that it was not the son Zehi>dee,

but the son of Alpheus or Cleopas, called " the

Less " and '' the Just ; " who was Bishop of Jeru-

salem, and is called brother, i. e. kinsman, of our

Lord, Gal. i. I'J. With respect to the date of the

Epistle, we know that this James was put to

death in a tumult of the Jews, a. d. 62 ; and in-

ternal evidence (arising from allusions to the

troubles which were then disturbing JudcBa, and
did not long precede the destruction of Jerusa-

lem) shows that it must have been written during

the two or three years previous to that period
;

and the learned are agreed in fixing it at 61 or

60. This Epistle (like the second of Peter and

the second and third of John) was not at first

received as Canonical. But, after a severe scru-

tinv (attesting the great caution of the primitive

Church in receiving any books into their Canon),

all doubts respecting its genuineness being soon

removed, it was admitted into the sacred Volume,
and at so ear/tj a period, that it is found in the

Pesch. Svr. V'ersion, which was formed at the

beginnins; of the second century, and which does

not contain 1 Pet., 2 it 3 John, and the Apoca-
lypse. Indeed, to its reception as an inspired

book, there is strong attestation in two allusions

to it in Clement of Rome, and seven in Hermas
Pastor.

The Epistle consists of three parts : the first

VOL. .

of which (Ch. i.) is hortatory; the second (Ch.
Li. V. 6.) is accusatory ; the third (Ch. v. 7— 20.)

is partly hortatory and conciliatory, partly accusa-
tory and monitory. Thus the design of the Apos-
tle was, I. to guard Christians against the vices

of the Jews, namely, such as, under the forvi of
religion, denied the power of it; and to warn them
against being deceived into the opinion, that the

profession of doctrines, and the observance of

outward forms, can stand for practical religion,

i. e. " faith which worketh by love," and moral
obedience. He intends, moreover, not only to

reprove the vicious and worldly-minded, and in-

struct and set right those who were misinformed
as to the nature of the Gospel, but to comfort
those who had a competent knowledge of it, and
w^ere regulating their lives by its requisitions.

He means to console those who are suffering

under sickness, or sinking under the persecutions

of their adversaries, with the assurance, that the

Lord is mindful of them, and can heal their sick-

ness, in answer to prayer; also that their adver-

sity and the tyranny of their adversaries, would
be alike short, since the coming of the Lord to

judcjment was near at hand. Accordingly, this

Eoistle ranks among the most instructive and
edifying in the N. T.
To advert to its manner and stijle, there is deep

earnestness, true pathos, grandeur of thought,

and beauty, nay splendour of imagery ; there is

a singular vivacity of thought and terseness of

expression (see Col. iv. 6.), yet united with un-

affected simplicity ; there is an oratorical, not

rhetorical ; in the reproofs, yet united

with true Christian meekness ; there is, besides,

much sound wisdom evinced in the counsels here

given ; but that is (to use the Apostle's own ex-

pression) the " meekness of wisdom " (the mitis

sapientia of Horace), " the wisdom that is from
above, which is first pure, and then peaceable and

gentle." As to the cast of thought, Bp. Jebb

is of opinion that '' from the general complexion

of this Epistle, it was not written, or, at least

not adapted, to the vulgar and illiterate. The
writer's manner, both of thought and expression,

combines the plainest and most practical good
sense, Avith the most vivid and poetical concep-

tion : the imagery is various and lu.xuriant; the

sentiments chastized and sober."

61
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. 1. \.] See Rom. i. 1. and Note. It

is truly observed by Benson and Rosenm., that

the omission of will not prove the writ-

er 7iot to have been an Apostle since the same
omission is observable in the Epistles of St. John

and those of St. Paul to the Philippians, Ephe-
sians, and Thessalonians. '&—-.
Abstract lor the concrete, as some-
times in the Sept. There were properly tivo Dis-

persions ; the Eastern (beyond the Euphrates)

and the Western; which latter had commenced
at the time of Ale.xander the Great, and increased

60 much, that, in the Apostle's age, all the com-
mercial and manufacturing cities of Syria, Egypt,

and other parts of the sea-coasts of Africa, Asia

Minor. Greece, Italy, and Spain, were full of

them. And they cultivated the use of the Greek
tongue, as if it were a vernacular one, because it

was indispensably necessary to the commercial
transactions by which they almost invariably

lived. These Jews of the Western Dispersion

were by far the most numerous ; and therefore

the Apostle employed the Greek tongue ; though,

had he addressed himself to the Eastern Disper-

sion solely or chiefly, he would probably have

written in the Hebrew (i. e. Syro-Chaldee)
tongue ; which they, no doubt, understood far

better than Greek. Here, by Siacnopu, we are

to understand both the Eastern and the Western
Dispersion,— the Jews dispersed in all countries.

So the Pesch. Syr. adds |.i^L2,ii.r) . See the

introduction. At supply '. So., and other formulas of salutation

frequent in the Classical writers. The present

occurs also in Acts xv. 23. .xxiii. 26. and often in

the Apocrypha. Tlie complete phrase is found

in 2 John 10,11.

2. —;.] The .\postie here

introduces, by this admonition, the first topic of

his Epistle,— namely, that of enjoining the ex-

ercise of patience under their afflictions, and con-

stancy in adhering to the (_lospcl,and (as we might
expect, from his peculiar character of style),

rushes at once in meciias res. Most writers
' would have introduced the admonition with .'fome

such words as these :
" Though you may think

it hard that the faithful people of God should be
afflicted, yet consider your afflictions as sent by
God, and meant for your good in the end ; and
accordingly count," &,c. . " nought
but jov," i. e. a matter of entire rejoicing. See
Col. i^ 9— 11. 1 Tim. i. IG. Of this use of ?
several examples are adduced by Wets, and Hot-
tinger. So, bv a similar idiom, we say, " it is all

for the best." !(2.^7$ denotes " trials and
tribulations " (as%'. 1.3. xxii.28. and often)

;

those being especially meant which try our reli-

gious faith. Of this word no example has been
adduced from the Classical writers. I have, how-
ever, noticed one in Plutarch, vol. vi. 188. Reisk.

1

' vono^'VTi, '{
icTi (chimes in with) •'.
with a Dative is equivalent to (as

Luke X. 30.) •, though it is a stronger expression,

and always used of what is calamitous, as Thu-
cyd. ii. 54. .

3.. ' —.^ This is intended to

explain and illustrate the assertion of the preced-

ing verse. There seems, too, to be a brevity by
which a link in the argument is passed over

;

q. d. '' knowing that afflictions are trials of your
faith, and that it is this trying of your faith wliich

[alone] produces patient endurance [of what tiod

may lay upon you]." (Sec. It is true, as St. Paul
says, Rom. v. 4, •
But differs from in this, — that the

latter signifies the proof itself; the former, the, or act of proving. Here I would com-
pare two noble passages of yEsch. Eumen., 495.- and Agam. .
a >

'[ -,
.

4. ; r5f \. (.] Most recent Ex-
positors (after Benson) take the sense to be, " .\nd

let patience thus have its work thoroughly per-

fected." Others propose other interpretations

But, after all, there seems no sufficient reason to

abandon the common interpretation, which is

required by the adversative and the .article in

., " this patience." It is rightly retained by
Hottinger, who says this is for / -' . The sense of the passage is

well expressed by Scott thus :
" But to derive the

full benefit from their trials, they must let pa-

tience work, waiting in reliance on the promises
of {iod, and not being veary in well-doing. Thus
patience would have its perfect effect and opera-
tion, and bring tliem unto so resigned a state of

mind, that they would be rendered complete and
mature in every part of the Christian cliaracter,

fit for the duties of their stations, wanting noth-

ing to the performance of every good work." So
1 Cor. i. 7. }-. The.terms. and 6(5. are nearly synon-
ymous. And b\oTt\m (in 1 Tliess. v. 23.( 6.) is another synonyrae ; though the proper

difference is well expressed by Tittm. de Syn. p.

181. thus: " 1)\6'\ est integer suis partibus,

tA. est perfectus et solutus omnibus numeris.\. est omni ex parte perfectus." I would
compare Isocr. Panath. ', , «<-
Loesn., Hottinger, and Pott here recognize an

allusion to the sacrificial law of the Jcavs,—
by which both the victims and the sacrificing

priests were required to be. b\y.po, and
(:.
5— 8. The best Expositors are generally agreed

that by is here meant, not spiritual hiowl-

ed^-e, but practicnl wisaom, prudence, and judg-

ment (as iii. 13, 15, 17. 2 Pet. iii. .). namely,
how to act in any critical conjuncture ; such be-

ing highly instrumental to the\ just

mentioned, by enabling them to improve tifieir

afflictions. Thus Gray, in his admirable Ode to

Adversity, among the advantages of adversity,

Tec.knr}s'" wisdom and thought, which leave us

leisure to be good."
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uixt'iibi dcdoyio? ^ y.al , y.ul

6(( . iv , ,
1 -^ .& &, '

9 / •.&
—• itoiivTOi —.^ The full sense is,

'• who giveth [this and all other good gifts] to all

men," &c. -; is by the recent Commenta-
tors in general explained simpliciter , canduli, as
opposed to the selfish motives and private ends
which too often accompany human gifts. But,
though that view may seem supported by the
words followinir, it is, I think, extorting a sense
which does not come freely. There is more rea-
son to prefer the common interpretation (sup-

ported by the ancient Versions) liheralhj, abund-
antI ij : which yields an excellent sense; since
God is the giver of all good gifts, ' giving men
all things richly to enjoy '"

(1 Tim. vi. 17.), or (as

those words should rather be rendered), " who
bountifully or abundantly bestoweth on ns all

things for enjoyment." Yet, toirether with the
idea oC liberal boimttj, seems to be connected that

of 'promptitude : for as God is " more ready to

heir than we to pray," so is he sometimes, in his

mercy, more ready to give than we to ask, giving
us more than we can desire. By is intimated
that which is expressed in Acts xvii. 25. '•' seeing
that he giveth to all life, and breath, and all

things." The words following suggest that idea
which has been by some recognized in the fore-
g'oin'x, — namely, what is usually found among
men, the giving from selfish motives. The ex-

pression is one of extensive signifi-

cation ; of which the sense seems to be, "does
not [as men often do] rebuke those who ask with
importunity, or upbraid them with the benefits

conferred, and dwell on them with irksome com-
memoration. Thus Menander says ofsuch a giver

:

.\, ^' --\-^. And so Plutarch :^ ^^ ^. So
also Seneca says :

" Lacerat animum et premit
.freiiuens beneficiorum commemoratio." And so
the [.atin writers have the phrase exprohrare hene-

f/fi(t. The contrani to this illiberal itv is express-

ed in Thucyd. ii. 40. of the .\thenians: oh\\ \'~), : ~)

') ahoic ' >\^•. Thus the meaning,
fis applied to Gad, is (is Abp. Newc. explains),
'• acts not as if he upbraided ; withdraws not his

gifts from the sincerelv penitent, because they
have formerly abused his mercies." Neither (it

mav be added) does he withhold future sifts ; for,

as Calvin remarks. " this wns ar^Hed lest any one
should fear to hnve recourse to God too frequenthi.

For the most liberal of men are apt to make men-
tion of former benefits, to excuse themselves for

not bestowing future ones." "Whereas God.'''

sivshe, "priora beneficia sine fine ac modo novis

snbinde cumnlare paratus est." The promise in

K-.l So'^/'CiTiii is most certain, and most comforta-

ble, but must be understood, with the limitations,

if Gnd shall see it expedient, and we shall pray

for it as 've ousht. On which see Bp. Sanderson's

2d Concio ad Clerum. p. 50.

6. (liVfiVu) if

—

/-.] The full sense is : [" But
he who would obtain what he asks] let him ask

[it] in firm faith, \!, full assurance, —
namely, of God's power to give, and of his wil-

lingness to bestow it, as far as shall be fitting
;

that being the pledge and condition of success.., i. e. with an undoubting dependence.
A sense of ., whicli has been explained at
Matt. xxi. 21. Mark xi. 23. Acts x. 20. From the
passages here cited from ancient writers, it ap-
pears that even the heathens were of opinion that
wisdom was alone to be successfully attained by
seeking it of God. So Hierocles (cited by Wets.)
riaiiuVXo/Joi .^ '•, i'

6 -
; The sense is then illustrated by a com-

parison of the state of mind of one who doubts,
with a wave of the sea ; a figure sometimes em-
ployed in the Classical writers to designate the
contrary to. ''. and. signify
to be raised by the wind into waves or ripples,
like' and at Eph. iv. 14;
see also Jude 12: an apt image of the mind of an
unstable man, fluctuating between belief and dis-

belief, hope and despair. So Dio Chrys. (cited
by Wets.) speaking of the vulgar, as compared
with the sea, says ' . Of the
term the Commentators produce no ex-
ample. But I find it in Hesych. ^, -

t

.

7, S. These verses are closely connected ; and
the yr!o refers to a clause omitted

; q. d. " [Let
him. I say, ask in faith;] for otherwise he must
not suppose he shall obtain anything:" which is

then confirmed by a weighty apothegm introduced,
for greater effect, per asyndeton. ^, which
again occurs at iv. 8, is a very rare word, but found
in Clemens, 1 Ep. to the Corinthians, and the
Const. Apost., and is nearly synonymous with

and (?>. The diff'erence is well stated
by 'Fittm. de Syn. N. T. as follows :

" Ha? voces
incertum hominis ingenium denotant. Fallunt hi

tres o.iines ; i/Aoyoc dictis, imXoog moribus quo-
que, vultu. factis, &c., iii^u^oc, quoniam ipse non
constat sibi. sed mutat sentcntiam;" namely, in

the words of Curtius cited by Rosenm., " qui nee
veUe nee nolle quicquam diu potest, quemque
modo consilii poenitet, modo pocnitentiae ipsius."

It is well explained by CEcumen. (cited and trans-

lated by Campb.) to mean "a man of unsettled
and fluctuating sentiments, too solicitous about
the present to attain the future ; too anxious about
the future to secure the present,— who. driven
hither and thither in his judgment of things, is

perpetually shifting the object, — vho this mo-
ment would sacrifice all for eternity, and the next
would renounce every thing for this present life."

Thus the sense is :
" Such a man, unsteady in his

sentiments, is unstable in all his conduct and pur-
poses." Nov/ it is implied, that such a one will

not obtain his request, because he cannot ask with
that undoubting faith, indispensable in him who
addresses God in praver.

I have here, \\'ith Vater, R. Steph.. and Newc,
placed a colon after '?. because I agree with
Prof Thiele (in his recent Edition of this Epistle)

that ? is in apposition with the pre-

ceding &, v. 7, and that through the

medium of the intermediate b ',
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Ps. 10212'. (^ . -
& 103. 15.

'

, ,,<,£>,' , , , .,,',£
Keel. 14. 18. ' uvitog '— 10

Mm'i'u^' ^^ , ] , & 11

1 John 2. 17 , «'—
1 Job 5. 17. , , , _ ,

, , 3,1,
P.OV. 3. 11. . 12

2T?m^4'8*
'

Heb. la.'s.' ^ - c, , ,, <:,,-' ~ '

iPet. 3. 14. , /.
ft 5. 4.

_ , , 3 % . . ,

&"9 '"' , " [] ' " 13

. 6. And thus what was before expressed ^^?/ra-

iwely is now expressed in plainer terms. The
6$ is for.
9 — 11. The Apostle now passes from general

to particular trials, admonishing the poor not to

be too much depressed in mind by their poverty,
nor the rich to be puffed up by their riches : sug-

gesting certain considerations, to the one of com-
fort, to the other of humiliation : but expressed
for greater force, by an itcutd dictum, or Oxymoron,.
Some Commentators, indeed, have adopted differ-

ent views of the sense ; but such as certainly pro-

ceed upon an utter misconception of the writer's

meaning. How Dr. Benson could bring himself
to suppose that the Apostle meant to admonish
the poor brother to rejoice when he is exalted to

riches, it is difficult to imagine. The Apostle
plainly meant to advert to the two great states of
life, poverty and riches, to the temptations pe-
culiar to each, — in the former to discoritent, in

the latter to pride and arrogance. That Satan
" tempts with making rich as well as making
poor," cannot be doubted. There is a peculiar
snare in both poverty and riches. So the great
philosophic Historian : /; , 6\-
Udv, S' ^,' Trjv^, &' |'«, dpyQ ,
?( ' <',. (Thucyd. iii. 45.) Against,
then, the temptations to each respectively are
suggested these Christian considerations ; exactly
as in 1 Cor. vii. 22. a passage remarkably similar
to the present in its nature and scope, and ex-
pressed in the same manner by Oxymoron.. In
each case, the kigli party required lowering, and
the low raising ; of which the (iospel is fully able
to effect both. The one party is taught to cul-
tivate covtentment, the other liii.militii-,
as applied to the voor brother, signifies, " let him
rejoice," '• comfort himself under his distresses."

£( ', " in his exaltation," viz. to the
privileges of the Gospel. See 1 Pet. v. 6. .
ev , as applied to the rich man,
Bignifies, ''let him rejoice in his humiliation;"
i. e. that he is brought by the Gospel to be lowly
in heart, poor in spirit, and is thus in the way of
salvation. The words following suggest a strong
7?//' to cultivate this humility, — depicting the
instability of wealth and pomp, hy an imarre (fre-

quent in Scripture) taken from the ephemeral du-
ration of the gaudy flowers of the field.
'• All flesh is grass, and all its glory fades
Like the fair flower dishevelled in the wind."
This image is further unfolded at v. 11 •, where,

as often in Christ's parables, the explication of
the imagery passes into a narration of the things.

The comparison is found in various parts of
Scripture, and is frequent in the Classical wri-
ters.

— .] Bp. Middl. observes, that

there is something unnatural in representing the
sun to rise imthits heat ; which cannot be intense,
compared with that of noon ; though a hot wind
may as well blow at the rising of the sun as at
any other period. He therefore rejects the com-
mon interpretation heat ; and, with many learned
Commentators, understands . (I conceive
rightly) of a burning wind, the Hebr. i—T'np.

which in the Sept. is sometimes called

and sometimes. Now this, as we learn

from Oriental travellers, often blows up at sun-
rise. It is an East wind, and, blowing from the
Desert of Arabia, is dry and scorching.

The next words — contain
the application. " So [suddenly] perisheth the
rich man in the midst of his pursuits or occu-
pations." A sense of occurring in Prov.
ii. 8.

12. Here the subject at vv. 2 &, 3, is resumed,
and a gnome generalis is subjoined, as resulting
from what was said at vv. 9 &. 10. (v. 11. being a
parenthetical illustration), which may be thus
stated in the words of Mr. Holden :

" As regards
the trials arising from poverty and riches, the
poor ought to rejoice in being spiritually exalted,

and the rich in being spiritually made low.
Therefore ' blessed is the man,' whether he be
rich or poor, that endureth temptation or trial,

for," &c. . may be rendered. With
the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg., " after he has been
approved," viz. in consequence of such success-
ful endurance. The term is agonistic, and illus-

trated by Kypke from the the Grecian. But it seems rather to refer to the-
of metals, as in 1 Pet. i. 7.

— ^ —.
So Prov. xvii. 3.

Kill, oiircuf ).
13— 18. Having spoken of the benefit of temp-

tations, in the sense of trials, the Apostle now
touches on temptations in the more usual sense,
— namely, solicitations to sin; and guards his

readers against the fatal error of ascribing such
temptations to God, as if impelling men to sin.

Such, he says, proceed not from God, but from
the lusts of men, which, if yielded to, will bring

death rather than a crown of life. And, there-

fore, though trials may be ascribed to God, yet
temptations, in the bad sense, must not. Sin and
death proceed from the lusts and wickedness of
men ; but God is not the Author of evil, but the
Giver of all good.— (Benson.) Many probably
excused their immorality, by pleading (as the
corruption of our nature urges men of every age
to do) the force of temptation, and seeking refuge
in the doctrine of necessity : the Classical writers

abound in such excuses. In opposition to this,

the Apostle assures them, that as afflictions are

not sent by God to make men worse, hut better

;
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14 yuQ ^ ::uy.uii; 7r5/rjM5,'fi cij /.. iVfiwro,•, , '' -' -/(< '

15 ftr« ' \(07«!' ' ) .^ \'<-
16& . 31, uSihtoi uuv '. '

_ , , , , m Prov. 2.
'" uyudii y.tu ^)] liltuiv •&• ('-,- ^^^-^-f•, () tVt ((>/./.•/) ?'.4.'

so when trials of virtue generate temptalions to

sin, no mm must dare to say, tiiat lie is tempted
by God [thus making God the Autlior of sin]

;

for as God is not tried or tempted to moral evil

(i. e. is not liable to evil, and consequently cannot
be tempted to sin), so He of himself tempteth
no man. A truth this recognized by the wiser
heathens. See Homer Od. i. o~, and other pas-

sages cited by Thiele, who, among others, ad-

duces a passage of Epicurus ; To, , ^-, where for conjecture.
1 this and the following verses Bp. Bull, Harm.
., p. 101, thinks there is an allusion to tlie

Pharisaical dogma of /ale (or a faialis necessilas)

by which the wicked too often sought an e.xcuse

for their sins.

— a—.] '' But whosoever is

tempted and impelled to sin, is hurried away and
enticed by his own lust," or evil desire ; i. e., as

Abp. Newc. explains, by his animal part, to

which his rational part can always [with the aid

of Divine grace. Ed.] be superior. " Everyman's
temptation (says Bp. Sanderson) if it take effect,

is merely from his own lust. It is his own act

and deed, and to be imputed to himself alone."

A truth also recognised by wise Heathens. So
Cicero :

" Sua quemque fraus, suum facinus,

suum scelus— de sanctitate ac mente deturbnt."

And to the same purpose is the following noble

sentiment in ^schines contra Timarch., p. 27.

5. , Ml) ',' ' ' —' « ^,, \,'
rbv ^ ).
The term simply siiTnities to draw any

one away from the ritrht course ; i. e. from virtue

and his real good. .So Xenoph. cited by Raphel. :

Ei ai'TOS' . Thus it cor-

responds to in the above passage. From
what follows, however, it should seem that there

is (as De Dieu, Mack., and Pott, sav) a metaphor
taken from a Imr/nl, who is, in the Tabula Cebe-
tis, and elsewhere, represented as laying hold

of men, and drawing them off to their company.
In there is a piscutory metaphor,
added to complete and illustrate the idea. So
Athen., p. 308. (cited by Wets.) oh,' /! •4,^. -

is a term very often used, in this metaphori-

cal sense, of pleasure, desire, hope, &,c., agree-

ablv to the saying of Plato, that men are caught
with pleasure as fishes with a hook and bait.

Thus Plutarch, in a strikingly similar passage,

cited bv Pott, savs \ ,. So Shakspeare, in his

" Measure for Measure," (cited by Dr. Hales,

who considers that passage as the finest comment
on the present) :

" cunning Enemy! that to catch a Saint,

With saints dost bait thy hook : Most dangerous

Is that temptatiofi, that doth goad us on to sin.

In loving Virtue I

Unokinfr both right and wrong to the appetite,

To follow as it draws !
"

Thus Lust is represented as a harlot, who en-
tices men's understanding and will into its impure
embraces, and from that conjunction conceives
Sin : and sin being brought forth, it immediately
acts ; and is nourished by fr'3<|nent repetition, till

at length it gains such strength, that, in its turn,
it begets Death, which destroys the sinner. This
is the true genealogy of sin and death. Lust is

the mother of Sin. and sin is the mother of Death,
and the sinner the parent of both. Compare
Rom. vii. 8— 13 ; though the s:mea/oo^y there is

just the re^^rse. Hence may be emended and
illustrated a corrupt, and most obscure, passage
of ^schyl. Agam. 7.38 — 716, where, after saying
that" begets, to the evil of men, a new
progeny, he adds : ,
.'^ - ,
E'lfioiih'av. would there, with Dr. S.

Butler, read (>, which is confirmed
by a passage of Theogn. cited by Wakefield

:

Toi . Also by Herodot. viii. 77,
where is adduced, from an Oracle of Baucis,
probably in the mind of ^schylns : STa," '. would
further observe, that the conjecture is

placed beyond doubt by Pind. Olymp, i. 90.

S'( (for)". Now, as '.\! and
are hi'i-o versonif'P/I, so there is a

personification of human folly, which hurries
men into vice and misery. .Another, but equally
beautiful metaphor, is found in a kindred passage
of iEschyl. Pers. 8"2fi."", . The
above passaies of Pindar and jilschylns were
probablv in the mind of I,onginus de Subl. ^ 44,
who, after pointin'T out and
as the two n-reat diseases of the world, goes on
to say, that these, where thev abide long in any
one, soon, /?. -, and these soon breed^. " Evil concupiscence (savs a Jew-
ish writer cited hv A. Clarke) is, at the beginning,
like the thread of a spider's web; afterwards it is

like a cart-rope ; '' — is small in its commence-
ment, but grows great, and acquires greater and
greater strength by indulgence.

If). 17. These verses serve to confirm what was
said at v. 13., ?—

; being also (as

Calvin savs) " nrrrinnentnm a rppusmititihvs."

For since God is the Author of all irood, it were
absurd to suppose Him to be the .Author of evil

;

which would be contrary to His nature as God,
i. e. the Good Being. .And the sentiment is

introduced bv a formula (similar to sever,al in

St. P.aul, as ICor. vi. 9. xv. 33. Gal. vi. 7.) solicit-

ing serious attention to some momentous truth.

The erroneous notion in question the Apostle
refutes, by placingbefore them the contrary truth ;
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John 1. 13. ' t njiiii'•' ' ^'' '* ^ '"^ .
43.3. unuay-tuouu. JJovAiicrf.c iinixviiaev 7« kovM uAvana^, itvai is
I Cor. 4. 15. c , , , , " , - ,

'

Gal. 4. 19. tjuug ttTiafJXiiv Tifu • uvrov,
Ecc^sa'^!'

" ^(>rf, udiltjoi , ' '& 19

pEcci.?. 9. uxovoui, , ilg/ ' ^ •/ 20

q. d. •' that so far from God being the author of
moral evil, by tempting men to sin, He is the

giver of every good gift, the great source of all

good." With respect to the expression, it has been variously interpreted (see

Recens. Synop.), some adopting a physical, others

a metaphorical, sense. The former must, 1 con-
ceive, be chiefly intended, with allusion to the

sun, but also to the other celestial orbs : in the

latter there is an allusion to the spiritual light,

and consequent happiness, which is dispensed by
God in the Gospel. So John i. 4. ) Ijv. As to the next words, many
eminent K.-ipositors, from Sttigel and Grot, down
to Bp. Jebb, regard^ and --

as astronomical metaphors. And Mr. Valpy
(from Hamm.) explains thus ;

" signi-

fies astronomically the several positions in which
the sun appears to us every day at the rising, in

the meridian, and vv'hen he sets. So- is

applied not to the daily, but yearly, course of the
sun, as it moves towards the I'*>orthern or South-
ern Tropic. And according to the different

shadows which it casts, geographers have learned
to divide the different people into, -, and. According to which is the
W'ord, casting of shadow, which joined
with-. turning, signifies the variation of the
shadows, according to tlie various motions of the
sun above mentioned." It is, however, truly

observed by Benson, that this is not the astronoin-

ical sense of, which means tlie sun's

parallax ; but that the above sense of rapaXAayi;

might be the popular one. And, indeed, I agree
with Morus, that the astronomical metaphor is

neither to be neglected, nor to be too much
pressed upon. P'or, by the very disposition of
the words, it is plain that the Apostle meant the
image to be tu-o-fold. And he shows the force

intended to be expressed thereby, namely, alien-

ation and obscuration, meaning, " nee benignilalis

nee sanctitatis inutationem cadere in Summum
Numen. Constat sibi luce sua, i. e. perfectione."

In the words of Mr. Scott, •' the sun, the great

natural lisrht. which he has made, appears to us to

have several changes and turninss, whence sum-
mer and winter, day and night, succeed each
other; but in fact these appearances arise en-
tirely from our varied situation respecting it.

Thus God is immutably the Fountain of good,
and of nothincr else ; all good is to be ascribed to

him and sought from him : but the evil which we
do or suffer, with all the changes which we ex-

perience, are from ourselves ; the consequences
of our having turned away from God, and of a

change in our situation respecting him ; and must
not in any degree be ascribed to Him, who is

unchanireably the same in his nature and perfec-
tion, without the least variation." But the most
ejract account of the nature of the metaphor may
be seen in Bp. Bull's Harm. Evang. p. 102.

18.' —.] This is meant to

adduce a proof of the assertion -San ^, &C.
is by some understood of God's good

pleasure : by others, of h\s goodness. Both seem
meant ; and the best comment here is Eph. i. 5.;. Bp. Bull in his

Harm. Apost. thinks there is a reference to the
Pharisaical doctrine of a fatal necessity

; q. d.
" Quod fideles et pii sumus, non evenit ex fatali

aliqua necessitate, sed liberrimo Dei per Chris-
tum beneplacito : neque id debetur isti

temperamenti, qua: i^ Coeli in nostra
nobis nativitate obtigit ; sed -, novae et ccelesti illi nativilati, quam per
Evangelium efi'ecit in nobis Spiritus divinus."
In Aoyu) \. there is probably (as

Benson and Mackn. suppose) a recurrence to

the metaphor at v. 15., tliere being here given
a kind of genealogy of righteousness ; other-
wise for . we should have had the usual
term ., denoting our regeneration by the
Gospel. See 1 Pet. i. 3, 23. Thus the sense
is analogous to the fliation at Gal. iii. 26.

John i. 12. sq., the being converted to Chris-
tianity. means " us Jews," as appears from
the ; which, though its sense has been
variously explained, can, in this context, only
mean the first Christian converts ; a sense found
in Rom. xvi. 5. Ss ; -, Rev. xi. 16- 1 Cor. svi. 1,5. .
As the Jews were the peculiar people of God,
were chosen as instruments for preserving the true

religion, and were primarily called to embrace
the Gospel, they might very well be called the.

19, 20. .] An inference is here drawn, by
way of admonition ; though Expositors are not
agreed whether it respects the words immediately
preceding, or others farther back. It should seem
to respect the iviiole of what has been said, con-
cerning the dealings of God with men, in the work
of salvation, vv. 5. 12. 13. 17, 18. : q. d. " Since
God is the liberal giver of wisdom and every good
and perfect gift, the Father of lights, unchange-
able in his attributes, who tempteth no man, but
of his free benignity hath begotten us again by
the (iospel to be the first fruits of his creatures,

and hath promised a crown of life to those who
love and obey him — therefore, such being the case,

let every one," &c. The general admonition
here civen, ' — (together with
another just after subjoined, )^6,' ) forms as it were a text on
which the Apostle dilates (with the exception of
a digression at ii. 1 — 13., censuring the undue
respect of persons in religious assemblies) up to

iv. 12. The substance of what is contained in

these general admonitions is,— that they should
feel alacrity in receiving the word of truth, the

Gospel, and in hearins; it, should be prompt to

listen, but slow to speak dogmatically or dictato-

rially, setting up for teachers, or speaking to in-

dulge their own vanity. Also, that they should
not give way to a hot-headed controversial spirit,

impatient of contradiction, and apt to break out
into invectives against opposers of what they
thought the truth. Moreover, that they should
not rest in hearing only, but so learn the Gos-
pel as to put in practice its instructions.

The words of v. 21. Sib —
seem to be a resumption and completion of the

admonition by inference at v. 19.
; q. d. "This

being the case, let every one, laying aside all that
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is evil, &c., receive, and, being swift to hear, re-

ceive with meekness," &c. They are first to
" cease to do evil," to lay aside all the iniquities

of their former life (seeking, in the words of 2
Pet. i. 9., ) ; then
'• to learn to do well ;

" to embrace the truth with
alacrity, hear and learn its doctrines with docility,

and finally to put in practice whatsoever they

hear and learn. It should seem that the clause£/< —; is taken out of its natural or-

der, and placed where it is, in order to hint, that

it is from the remains of unsubdued corruption,

that some do not receive the Gospel with jjicek-

ness. The admonition iv —\6 is meant
to be explariatorij of the admonitions '
' ,; its ; and in —

we have a brief, and, as it were, pa-

renthetical illustration of the ';
though that, as well as the other heads of admo-
nition, is more fully illustrated further on ; the

writer commencing with the last, probably as ly-

ing nearest.

Such seems to be the general plan and scope
of this passage : though some difference of opin-

ion as to the terms, exists among Expositors. On
which see Recens. Svnop. A few illustrations

of the phraseology must here suffice. The
eh TO I'lK. v/as probably formed on Ecclus. v. 11.' . \\ is to be under-

stood not only of conversation, but of discussion

ami, in a certain sense, teaching. The sense of' above assigned, is required by the context,

and found in the best writers, especially Thucyd.
The reason given for the admonition is simply,
that such a spirit is no proper means of promoting
the cause of true religion ; whose purpose is to

make them holy here and happy hereafter. The
terms 'yvrrapiav and , if they be re-

ferred to tiie words immediatehj precedin'X, will de-
note ill language, and excessive censoriousness
and mnrosity : a view of the sense adopted by
many recent P'.xpositors, and supported by Col.

iii. 8. 1 Pet. ii. I. And such matjha the mean-
ing ; but there seams no sufficient reason to aban-

don the interpretation of the ancients, by which. and KiK. are understood to designate vice in

general : which is confirmed by 1 Pet. iii. 21. oh

•^:<, aW'i --. And 1 Cor. v. 8. iv' Kai.
Acts viii. 22. I Pet. ii. 16. 1 Cor. xiv. 20. '.
refers to vice of the horli/, and to that of

the mind and heart ; — namely, a bitter spirit,

••'envy, hatred, malice, .and all uncharitableness."

This view I find confirmed by the opinion of Bp.

Sanders. 7th Serm. ad Pop. p. 309 which see.

It is also supported by a passage of 2 Cor. vii. 1.

the best comment on the present. Where the\. there explain the ,- here.

The Gospel is here called agree-

ably to that Sgure, by which its effects on the

heart are compared to seed soivn, and plants plant-
ed in the ground; with allusion to that doctrine
of it, — that virtue and holiness are not natural to
the human heart, but require to be implanted there
by the Gospel, and nurtured by Divine grace.
This seems to have been in the mind of the Pesch.
Syr. Translator, who freely renders " sown
into our nature." This thought I find imitated
by Barnabas Epist. Ch. ix., i

iv '. Moreover, the Apostle
represents the Gospel as an object of awfully mo-
mentous concern, inasmuch as it is that alone
which can save their souls.

With the admonition is in-

timated in/., war7ii?ig ; denoting
that by so doing they will only fiecfiiv themselves
(" perverting the word," says Bp. Jebb, ' into a
moral opiate "), and will not attain the expected
salvation

23 — 25. Here the Apostle illustrates the case
of the unfruitful hearer by a popular comparison
(and therefore not to be too rigorously inter-

preted as if ei-enj one who sees his face in a glass

forgets when he goes away) presenting a most apt
emblem of the forgetful hearer. The meaning of
the words (as Hamm. explains) is this, " that the
word of God is a glass, reflecting to a man the
portraiture of himself, bo6 , whether there
be any thing amiss in him ; and he that hears the
word of Ciod and doeth it not, is as if a man should
look upon and contemplate his face in a looking-
glass, and no more. As for any use or effect of
this looking, he beheld and tvent awaij, and pres-

ently forgot. When he has seen what blemishes
are to be corrected, to be reformed in him, he
contents himself with having seen them, thinks no
more of them, a'ld forgets to amend them." This,
as Abp. Newc. remarks, " resembles the careless-

ness of those who see, in the mirror of the Gos-
pel, what manner of men they ought to be, with-
out actually becoming such." -

is, as Rosenm. says, for (real,

natural), the of Ar
temid. On. ii. 7. bpav iav.

25. Here the Apostle makes the effect the
stronger, by C07itrasting with the case of the inat-

tentive, that of the attentive hearer : and to -
(which term only denotes the act of be-

holding, i. e. with no marked attention) is opposed' ' which word, as it primarily signifies

"to stoop down, for the purpose of looking at,"

(see Luke xxiv. 12, .John xx. 5, 11.) sometimes,
as here, denotes simply " to look at, as in a glass,

attentively." See 1 Pet. i. 12. ;
nupaKvipai. Here there is an accommo-

dation to the same metaphor (of a looking-glass)
as in the foregoing sentence. . .
iXevO.. " the perfect law, that of liberty." What
this is, Expositors are not agreed ; but the ex-
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pression probably means the perfect law of rrve-

lation in the Gospel, being such in comparison
with the law of Moses, and truly styled the law
of libertii, in various respects : 1. as freeing them
from the yoke of the Mosaic law ; 2. as liberating

them from the bondage of sin, and the curse of

the broken law, and bringing them, in the words
of St. Paul, Rom. viii. 21. am^
bcov. In the comparison it is implied, that this

law is a mirror into which the Christian may look,

to judge of his true spiritual character. The term
denotes fixedness and permanency of

attention. In the words following, is

a Genitive subst. for adjective,.' scil. , " of the work enjoined by the

law." rjf , scil. , " in his

performing [of the law]."

~6. The Apostle here brings the admonition
close home to their bosoms ; and, with reference
to some among the persons he is addressing, puts

the case one who , i.e. has the

reputation of piety, and, as appears from what fol-

lows, " thinketh himself," but mistakingly, " to

be pious ;
" and who, moreover, doth not bridle

his tongue, is 7lOi "^ .
That man's religion, it is said, is vain and ineffi-

cacious, and will profit him nothing. On the use
here oi', see my Note on Thucyd. i. 79. avt\p. is a rare word, only
found elsewhere in Hesych. & is

synonymous with the. at v. 22.

Of the metaphor in^. several examples are

adduced by Wets.
27. The Apostle, as Paley well remarks, is

here describing religion, noj in its prmciple, but
in its effects. Having declared what religion is

not, the Apostle now points out what it is. This,
however (as Carpz. and Grot, observe) is not to

be taken as a description of the ivhole of religion,

but an ilhistralion of its nature, by a reference to

some of its principal duties, beneficence afld moral
purity. " True religion (says Dr. Maltby, in an
eloquent Sermon on this text) must be practical,

uniting piety with benevolence : it is to do good,
and to he good ; and what may not be included
in this definition, is not essential to, nay, may be
repugnant to. the spirit of true religion." Vlapa

. should be rendered, " before God, even
the Father." So the Pesch. Syr. " coram Deo
Patre." On ., see Note on Matt. xxv. 3ii.' is added to ', both to strengthen
the sense, and to correspond to the' in

the next clause. 'Eaurfp should be rendered
" oneself." On which idiom see Matth. and
Buttm. Gr. Gr.

II. The connection is by Pott supposed to be
with what immediately precedes, by a sort of
illustration e contrario. But I am persuaded that

it is rather with the subject of vv. 22— 27, name-
ly, the necessity of doing, and not merely hearing
or believing the Gospel ; implying the great truth,

that the external part of religion is fruitless, when
men live in the neglect of its moral duties. In-

deed, the scope of this whole Chapter seems to

be that of further inculcating what was before

said, on the necessity of doing, as well as believ-

ing or professing. This the Apostle presses on
their attention, by pointing out the breach of the

duty in their general conduct, even when engaged
in the performance of religious services : the poor
being, in the place of worship, treated with con-

tumely, and elsewliere suffered to starve, and their

miseries only visited with faint good wishes. ,\c-

cordingly, the fir.'it part of this Chapter (v. 1 —
13.) is occupiecl in animadverting on their breach
of the most important of the works of the law,

Christian love, or charity in its extensive sense.

This serves to introduce, in the second part (v.

14. fin.), a serious warning against an error prev-

alent in that age (almost general amongst the

Jews, and which also might lead to the neglect

of other moral duties, as well as charity,) name-
ly, that the speculative belief of the doctrines

of the Gospel was sufficient to save them, how-
ever deficient they might be in those moral
ivorks which it enjoins. He then proceeds to

show the emptiness of such faith, and conse-
quently its inadequacy to salvation, by some plain

and familiar examples, tending to evince (as a

supplement to the foregoing exhortation to be
doers of the word) that moral actions are the

only sure evidence of a true and well principled

faith, and that where these do not exist, all else

is valueless. Hence it is clear that tiie ) is

not (as some suppose) interrngatire, but prohibi-

tive. And notwithstanding the variety of inter-

pretations (see Poole, Wolf, and Pott), the true

sense of \., &c. seems to be :
" Do

not so hold the faith of Christ, as to show respect
of persons." may be construed (as

some maintain it should) Avjtli • ; but it

more naturallv connects with •'
; which

latter method is supported bv the authority of the

ancient Versions. Thus it is, by Hebraism, put

for, as 1 Cor. ii. 8, where see Note. The
iv is for. as often. This plural use of.
is very rare, perliaps nowhere else oeciirring,

insomuch that one midit suspect the C to have
arisen from the following; and, indeed, a few
MS.S. have it not. But prohnhly that was only

e.r emendatione ; and the common reading is de-
fended by 2 Pet. iii. 11. iv, and Col. iii. 22. }.
Moreover, as Hettinger here observes, the plural

use of abstract substantives is found in good
writers, namely. •' ubi non tarn notio generalis

quam res vel eventa sinsularia significantur."

2. iav .] This is intended to illu3-
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trate by example what was meant by h. . this is explanatory of the foregoing, and (the
Tijj' . is taken by several Genitive being one not of object, but attributive,

Commentators (as Hamm., Whitby, Wells, and by Hebraism) the sense is, " are ye not judges,
M.ickn.) to denote, not your place of worship, who form your judgments on erroneous reason-
but '• your judicial assemblies;" such being, as ings and false estimates, viz. of any one's worth
they say, held in the places of worship, as was by his outward appearance."
the case with the Jews. This interpretation, 5— 7. To further evince the ira/us/ice of such
they think, is required by w. 4, G, 9. £5ut there partiality, the Apostle shows, that the class of
is not a shadow of authority for assigning such a persons whom they despise are especially objects
sense ; and the above passages do not make it of God's favour ; while they, whom they so pre-

necessary, since the sense in question may be fer, are those by whom Christians are especially

incbuled, if be, as it may, understood oppressed. (Pott.) A contrast is drawn between
of a place of assembly, whether for worship, or the manner in which the poor are treated by
for judicial purposes. On either of these occa- God, and by the rich of their fellow-creatures,

sions would be alike improper. By the latter they are treated with disregard and
That was sometimes used to denote contempt ; by the former they are chosen to be

a Cliristian place of worship were of itself very heirs of salvation. This choice, however, and the

probable, and is certain, not only from the pres- favour which it implies, is to be understood only

ent paesage. but also from Heb. x. 25. Indeed, as resulting from the better disposition to the

the term would, from its couveniency, be likely Gospel evinced by the persons in question, from
to be retained, with other similar ones, by the their being not entangled in the temptations

Jewish Christians. The singular, it may be ob- which beset the rich ; whence the Gospel was
served, is used genericalbi for the plural. - said to be preached especially to the poor. Comp.

denotes "one who wears rings on his 1 Cor. i. 2 — 28. Of the words vXovc'wvi

finu'ers," as the rich generally did. The word is , &c. the construction is somewhat dis-

said to occur nowhere else. It is, however, puted. Most Expositors supply tivm. But
formed analogically, and was probably not coined, thus a sense arises which was not, it should seem,

as has been supposed, by St. James ; but may be intended by the .Apostle. It is better, with oth-

regarded as one of the many thousands of words ers, to suppose an ellipsis of ; or, which
of the common dialect, not preserved in the re- comes to the same thing, regard as in

mains of antiquity which have come down to us. apposition with- The Apostle, I con-

The Commentators compare Luke xv. 22. and ceive, intends to hint at the o-'w^i•? "f the favour

Lucian Ti.mon. - and preference just adverted to ; and in, and might have added .Aristoph. Cone.
632. rail''— (seal rings).

4. Kill —-. On the con-

struction and sense of this passage a difference of

opinion exists. That the sentence is interroffatii-e,

— fi' there seems to be a latent contrast,

for " poor, indeed, in the treasures of this world,

but rich in those of faith."

6. ii '/-• i"• ''•] This clause ought to

have been thrown to v. 5, since there seems to

be a contrast further drawn between God and

seems prettv certain ; for taken dechtratirehi, the the persons here addressed, as to the treatment

sense is friirid and forced. It is true that the of the poor. Render, with Wakefield :
•' Where-

as, ye treat the poor man with disdain." viz. by

thus giving him no seat, or thrusting him to the

lowest.

commencing is adverse to this, and for that

reison was cancelled by the early Critics ; but it

may verv well be rendered nov\ or then, as in

Tjiike x. 29. ! , 1 Cor. v. 2.

2 Qor. ii. 2. and often in ; it is not so

clear what is the sense of. That it must be

taken actireltj, is generally atrreed; but the sense

is variously assigned. .Some modern Commen-
tators (and recently Pott and others) render " v.e

are in doubt or hesitation ;
" but there is no rea-

son to desert that of the ancient and most mod-

— o\ \( — ;] Here, as Rosenm.
and Pott observe, we have ariother argument
against the undue and indecorous partiality in

question, — namely, that the persons to whom it

is shown arc the le.ast worthy of it. Render

:

'• .Are not the rich those who lord it over you ?

are not they the persons \vho drag you into the

courts of justice 1 are not they the persons who

ern Expositors, " are 3'e not partial ? "
i. e. " do blaspheme the revered and honoured name [of

ve not make nartial distinctions ? " , the Redeemer] pronounced over you [at bap-

for tv , as Mark xi. 23. The par- tism ? " namely, by calling him impostor. The
tialitv is shown by/. In so doing, he persons in question were unbelievers, both Jews

adds [ovK~\ ;
and Gentiles.

VOL. II. •^'S
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8— 13. Here it is shown, that this " respect of

persons " involves a violation of the Law (which
to tliose who, like Jews or Judaizers, clung to the

Law, be an argument of great weight),

the Apostle urging what is not only a positive

injunction of that Law, but what forms a funda-

mental principle of all Divine law, and conse-
quently extending to the Gospel likewise. For
the best Expositors are agreed that, as

it often denotes what is principal, or eminently
good and excellent, so is here applied to this

maxim, as being what Christ calls the fVroXi)

\, and St. Paul the-
; with reference to the superior obligation

and preeminence of this precept, as governing ail

the other duties to our neighbour. Thus Plato
cited by Wets, says > .

9. —] " being convicted
(i. e. inasmuch as ye are convicted) by the law
as transgressors." For any one may be said to

be convicted by a law, when he acts contrary to

its injunctions. By is meant the law just
mentioned, or such others as more specially for-

bid respect of persons, as Levit. xix. 15.

10. ' — nO;^oc.j The Apostle here goes
yet further, affirming that he, who thus offends
against the particular law in question, will be
condemned as a transgressor of the Divine law
in i^eneral, and thereby be obnoxious to the pnn-
ishment of transgression ; for he who keepeth,
or endeavours to keep, the whole of the law, ex-
cept in one point, wherein he deliberately, pre-
sumptuously, and habitually offends, is adjudged
to punishment as a transgressor of the law. cinite

as much as if he had broken all its precepts. It

is proper to make the above limilations, since
they are plainly implied by the argument. Now
this was an admitted principle of the Law of
Moses, as is clear both from the Scriptures and
the Rabbinical writers ; and this, as St. James
hints, is applicable to the law of the Gospel. The
above 'view I find supported by an admirable
illustration of the sense of this verse in Bp. Bull's
Examen. where he remarks, " ex loci contextv et
rotione ipsa mnn\(e.s\.\\\r\ est, Jacobum loqui non-
nisi de ejusmodi peccatis. quibus quis Legem
sciens prudens fransgreditnr. I,oquil\ir manifesto
de lis peccatis, quae contra fmem Legislatoris

fiunt. Summa est: cum. qui in nno offendit,

esse omnium reuni, quia contra Charilatcni facit,

ex qua tota Lex pendet, et Prophetae. Knm,
inquit, merito fit omnium reus, qui contra illara

facit, ex qua pendent omnia." ". .. for

., i. e. he is amenable to condem-
nation as a breaker of the body of the law, and
his punishment will be in proportion to his

offence. On the proper force of, sen
Note at Matt. xxvi. 66. 1 Cor. xi. 27. The next

verse is explanatory, and popularly illustrative of
what was said in the preceding ; it also suggests
the reason of the thing, as just mentioned.-

here, from the nature ol'the reasoning
continued from the preceding verse, may, as

Middl. thinks, mean " Thou art a violator of that

morality, which the whole and every part of the

law was designed to promote." For a full under-
standing, however, of this controverted subject,

the reader is referred to two admirable Sermons
on the present text by Bp. Porteus.

12, 13. These verses contain a general admo-
iiition, founded on the foregoing reasonings,

(though iib is omitted per asijudeton) followed up
by a particular denunciation, by way of exempli-
fication. The sense of the whole is, however,
so briefly expressed, as to be obscure. It should
seem that there is an emphasis to be laid on

; it being shown (as Bp. Widdl. observes)
that the- does not act as one who
shall be judged by the Law of liberty. The
sense appears to be that assigned by Dr. Burton
in the following paraphrase :

" Do not be so fond
of talking of your law of liberty, as if you might
act as you pleased ; but rather remember, that

you will be Judsed by this law of liberty. For
instance, if you have ncit shoicn mercy, you will

find none at the day of judgment : but the merci-
ful man has nothing to fear on that score at the

dav of judgment." We might add, that he has

nothing to fear m this ; for even the justest pri-

vate avengement carries with it a sting, inso-

much that Pythagoras (ns we find from Diogenes
Laert. i. 1. 7(5.) '.veil said,. This . is that spoken of supra
i. 25. where see Kote. And the itii is for. The has reference to a clause

omittea. q. d. " [\ remember how you exer-

cise judgment on earth] ; f(5r." &:c. The clauses

}l
— and have

the air of an ndagc ; and the latter is a somewhat
bolder expression, in which it is easier to perceive

the general sense intended, than to show how it

arises from the words. Being, I apprehend, an
adaoe, and worded in the strong manner that such
often are, it must not be strained in the interpre-

tation, nor its sense ei^ed. out by such unauthorized
additions .as Benson and Doddr. introduce into

their paraphrases. Its /;/// sense is that expressed
by Vater, " non solum Iretntur, scd confidenter

expectat" (a use of occurring in

Thucyd. iii. 83.) ; though it must be limited in

the present application, and supposed to mean,
" whereas pity shown to others, as it were, dis-

arms judgment." Kni before. is absent
from many MSS., Versions, and early Editions

;

and probably has no place, considering that the
asyndeton is frequent in this Epistle.
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14— 26. The Apostle now returns to the sub- to conceive ho'" so plain a reading as could

ject treated of at i. 22— 27., that they should be ever be altemi ; and it could not accidenta/ly be
doers of the word, and not hearers only; and that changed into tv. Nor are we warranted in re-

all but praciicul religion is vain and ineffectual for jecting so strongly attested a reading as Ik, unless
salvation. And here he touches on a kindred it couid be shown to yield either no sense, or one
subject, — the error of those who (falling into the utterly unsuitable

; which is not the case. But
Jewish notion, that the profession of a covenanted t!ie sense is not only good in itself, but perfectly

religion was sufficient, without suitable practice, suitable to the conte.\t, full as much so as.
and perverting the doctrine of justiiicatioii by Indeed, it is, as Hettinger observes, " concinnior
faith) maintained, that faith alone without works et gravior ; nequaquam enim '
would avail for salvation. The .Apostle supposes acrius urget .adversarium, et tanquam aculeis
a case of one professing to have faith, Nt at the pungit absona loquentetn." That yields an
same time being destitute of works ;

snd shows excellent and suitable sense, will appear from the
that this faith will be utterly univs'iable for sal- following statement of the sense of the passage
vation ; for the interrogations here used are equiv- by Dr. Mill :

" Dixerit pius verique Christianus
alent to a strong negation. A^ W- 13, 16., he aliquis, homini inani isti qui ex. nuda fidei profes-
Uustrates this inutility by a ^miliar comparison, sione, neglecto pietatis studio, se salutem con-

• ' ' t the very fliilure in secuturura arbitratur : Age vero, tu fidem habes,and one which glanced at

question. In h e'lpi'imi and:
vt/. we have a sort of committing them to the

Divine protection, similar to the Homeric Odyss.

. 57. .i'"? ^'"^^

. and so in Menander ap. Stob. Serm. p. 512.

Gesn. ' -^''"'9' oi . q. d. "' as

eamque mird jactitas ; ego, de fide mea tacens,
opera habeo; F'ideique (quam crepas) legem
ipsam vita ac moribus exprimo. Ostende mihi
fidem tuam ex factis tuis; Ex factis, inquam

;

neque enim alias norim te credere. Verum hoc
non potes ; opera non habes, quE ostendas. Ego

good icor-fs, even if accompanied by good will, vero interim ex operibus meis nullo negotio Fi-

do not profit the distressed ; so neither does faith dem meam indicaljo. Opera ipsa qufe dico, sunt

without works benefit the believer." \ ian opera Fidei
;
produntque luculenti satis, etiam

jcaf, " is of itself dead and inefficacious." me tacente, fontem ipsum ex quo profluunt."
). e. (as Abp. Newc. explains) is without its Finally, the words are excellently paraphrased
natural etfect ; resembling good words to the by Thiele as follows; " Imo vero tali homini
poor unattended with actual relief. qnivis faciU objiciet; tu igitur fidem habes, ego

18. aW tud —.] There are few passages vero opera habeo; jam qujeso monstres mihi
that, with the appearance of plainness, have mote fidem tuam. si potes, nimirum ex operibus tuis,

perplexed Expositors than this ; as will be seen ego vero facillimt: nionstrare tibi potero ex operi-

by consulting Poole, Wolf, and Pott. That it bus meis meam etiam fidem."
perplexed the o?7c;"en<s, and called forth the arts 19. -—.'] This is an illus-

of the Emendatores, we may infer from the various (ration of the position at v. 17. The belief here
readings, especially that remarkable one by meant is a speculative and inoperative belief, and
which, instead of the Vulg. fV. (in the first place) involuntary, like that of the demons ; as in the
14• MSS. and most of the ancient Versions have case of their confessing Jesus to be the Christ,

; where one must be an alteration of the the Son of God, Luke iv. 41. The has
other. The former reading has been adopted by reference to the doctrine of the Unity of God,
almost all Critics, and edited by Griesbach, held both by the Jews and the heterodox Chris-

Knapp, Pott, Vater, and Tittm. Thus the Apos- tians here spoken of
tie is supposed to prove tlic necessity of good 20. The Apostle proceeds to confirm the fore-

works, by showing the impossibility of evincing going assertion from Scripture, introducing a
the existence of faith without them

; q. d. (ironi- repetition of the assertion with\ ; as

cally) '• Show me now the excellence of thy being a less dogmatical mode of expression than
faith (if thou canst) without works." I will not '•' know." ', " foolish," literally, emptyhead-
believe that the faith of which thou boastest, is ed. An address similar to several of our Lord
worthy of the name, unless thou show it me in and of St. Paul, when the truth endeavoured to

re, and by thy deeds. This, however, is passing be brought home to the conviction is so obvious,

over the difficulty in . Besides, it as scarcely to require the proof, and also used in

is far more likely that Ik should have been altered cases of grave and just reprehension. " Here
to than ' to (for (says Dr. South, Serm. iii. 148.) St. James speaks

occurs at v. 20.), and is as inferior in inter- as good Philosophy as Divinity : every action

nal as in external testimony, for it is impossible being the most lively portraiture and impartial
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forth," simply sent them away. A sense occur-
ring in Matt. ix. 25. bii}, i. e. by a differ-

ent way iroin that by which they entered,

—

namely, by the wall. It is meant, that she was
justified in the same way as was Abraham, —
namely, by works proceeding from faitli, also by
faith niade perfect by works. The same conclu-
sion, therefore, as that at v. 24, is here implied,
(and indeed included in a suppressed clause to
which i\ie y./p refers,) as appears from the striking
similitude employed to enforce it,— namely, that
as a Hfelesi corpse is not a man, so the faith
which does not produce good works, is only the
dead carcass of ftith,and not the living and genu-
ine Christian faith, it is not vital, and therefore
fails of leading to saltation.

III. On the connexion here much has been
written, but little determined

: andiindeed some
have thought there is 7ione. \ see not why the
Chapter may not have beer, intended to further
develope the injunction at i. 19, where the Apostle
treats of the pruritus dicendi. And such I have
satisfaction in finding to be the opinit.n of the
learned Tliiele, (Prof. Extraord. of Divinity at
Leipzig,) in his late elaborate Edition of this
Epistle ; whose words are these :

•' Quod i. \9
breviter notaverat, uberius jam tractat. A pruritu

dicendi, qui factorum negligenter verae virtuti

tantopere detraheret, traducitur castigatio ad pru-
ritum docendi qui inde fere existeret. Factis
potissiimnn opus est : itaque vel in larga docendi
corrigendique copia virtute potius aliis exemplo
sint, quam in doctoruin munera se ingerant ! Cf.

.\ct. XV. 24."

1. fii; 5. yi'i'] This seems to be a popu-
lar form of expression for " Do not abound in

teachers, let there not be a'." By
teachers we are not so much to understand minis-
ters, as private instructors in religion, and censors
of the morals of the people. In adducing a rea-

son why they should avoid this evil, the Apostle
spares their feelings, and only adverts to a mo-
tive interest, cthoTci — "^^, " knowing that

we [who are teachers'] will be called to a stricter

account than others, [and, if found ivanting, se-

verer punishment]." Such appears to be the
full sense of this briefly worded clause. In the
next, the yiio refers to a clause omitted

; q. d.
" [And reason have we to fear we mav be found
deficient

;] for in many respects we all err.'" So
Crates ap. Diog. Laert. vi. 8!). \ ^^,' fioia. Perhaps, too, it is implied, as

Rosenm. suggests, that " as all persons are liable

expression of its efficient principle, as the com-
plexion is the best comment on the consiiiuiion."

21. In proof and illustration of the foregoing

assertion, of the necessity of good works to a
true justifying faith, the Apostle adduces the

examples of Abraham and P>.ahab.' is

well rendered by Prof Scholefield, " in offering

up," i. e. in being ready to offer him up ; for it is

always regarded in Scripture as a real sacrifice.

Abraham's justification by faith had, indeed,

taken place long before this offering up of his

son, and, as Prof. Scholefield observes, " all that

this action did towards it, was supplying the evi-

dence of the nature of the faith by which he was
justified." A complete refutation of the dis-

crepancy which at first seems to subsist between
St. James and St. Paul on faith and works, may
be seen in Bp. Bull's incomparable Harmonia
Apostolica. ' St. James (says Dr. Burton) would
not have denied, that Abraliam'sjaith iims counted

to him for righteousness : but he means to sa}',

that if his faith was disputed, it may be proved by
works which he did afterwards. " Was not the

faith which was counted to Abraham for righteous-

ness, proved subsequently by offering his son ?"

Abraham offered up his son, because he had faith

in the prom.ise, which God had given before his

birth, Hebr. xi. 17.

22. - . . . .] '' his faith wrought with his

works ;" i. e. was subservient to the production

of them. So the Pesch. Syr., "fides ejus auxilio

fuit operibus suis." This use of7 is rare,

but examples are adduced from Philo. Ka'i

—\., "and by works his faith was ren-

dered complete," made available to justification

by actual obedience.

23. \9] i. e., as Abp. Newc. explains,

"was thus more fully and remarkably verified,"

though it was equally true at the time it was
spoken. St. Paul, indeed, cites the same passage

at Rom. iv. 3, to prove that the man is justified

without the works of the law; but there is, in

fact, no discrepancy, — both Apostles (as Mr.
Holden says) meaning the same thing, that a man
is justified by that faith alone which worketh by
love. See Abp. Newc. ', " he was re-

garded," accounted as.

24. Here ve have the conclusion ; which may
be paraphrased with Dr. Burton :

" Ye see, there-

fore, that works may contribute to show a man's
justification, and the act of faith is not the only
thing which proves it."

25. 26. .] On the sense of this term see
Note at Heb. xi. 31. ., " by having received

into her house." ',., " by having put them
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to commit faults, so they who take upon them-
selves the office of teaching, make their liability

the greater."

In the next words the Apostle enforces the
foregoing precept, from the difficulty of govern-
ing the tongue ; adverting to one especial error
into which persons who set up for teachers mostly
run, — namely, that of too great vehemence and
bitterness of censure. If any one, it is said, of-

fend not in speech, he is [comparatively J a per-
fect man ; able, we may presume, [if he can gov-
ern his tono-ue] to hold in subjection the other
members of the body likewise ; i. e. all his appe-
tites and passions ; and " thereby, as Benson ob-

serves, he will be best able to instruct the ignorant,

and rebuke the guilty." See an admirable Discourse
on this text by Dr. Barrow, vol. i. p. 131, sqq.

3, 4. Here we have two simililiedes whereby
to illustrate the benefits of bridling, and the evils

of leaving the tongue unbridled ; viz. (in tjie

words of Mr. Holden) that •' as we manage the
most untractable horses by bridles, v. 3, and steer
ships even in the midst of storms by means of a

small helm, v. 4, so the tongue is a little mem-
ber, — yet boasteth great things, v. 5. That such
is its power is further shown at vv. G — 10, from
which it follows, that he who is able to govern
his tongue, is able to govern his bodil}' passions."

The general sense, as RosenmOller observes, is,

tliat " little things effect crreat objects."
—'] "we bring about." The same

word, Bp. Jebb observes, is applied to each of the
two images ; since the brincring ai3out a horse by
turning the bridle is much like bringing about the
ship by turning the helm. I would compare a
similar passage of .Arist. Qus>st. Mech. v.'' (great bulks of ships)^'. I would observe, that the word :'::\ is

derived from -iiiov. an oar: for the rudder was
originally only a large oar ; which, indeed, is still

the case among the natives of the South Sea
Islands. Tlie is not well translated force.

Render, with the Pesch. Svr., iniyehis, icill, in

which sense the word is often used in the later

Historians.

5. ovTio Kill -, &c.] The sense is :
" [As

ships are turned about v^ith a comparatively small
implement,] so also the tongue, though a little

member compared with the rest of the body, may
boast of effecting great things [good or evil, ac-
cording to its use, or abuse]." I would here
compare Diog. Laert. i. 105.' tarry iv- '' ;

• y . In'. there is a sensiis prcBrriuats, etfectinsc being
implied ; insomuch that Bp. Jebb renders, " work-
eth mightily;" observing that the smallness of
the instrument is the associalian-link in the com-
parison.

— — '-.] The foregoing antithesis,
Bp. Jebb thinks, '' suggested the notion of a spark
of fire ; the smallest of visible agents, yet pro-
ductive of effects the most widely-wasting and
terrific." It is not agreed whether '\ signifies
materiam, or xilmim. The former sense may be
confirmed from Thucyd. ii. 75, where the word
signifies a pile of faggots : but the latter is equally
well supported; and, considering the nature of
the context, it deserves the preference, as pre-
senting the grander image. JVIuch to the present
purpose is a passage of Pindar Pyth. iii. 64— 9.

Kill , ',
' £ '.
Also of Eurip. Frag. vi. 2. \-' .

(). —.] On the sense of
this passage much difference of opinion exists.

The difficulty turns upon the, which some
would ii/<er; while by others various senses are
assigned to it. Elsn., Semler, Storr, and Wake-
field render it the adorner. or varjiisher ; which
might, indeed, be supported from Thucyd. iii. 67.\ --. But not to mention other
objections, tliis sense does not suit well with the
context, which rather requires the one commonly
assigned. It is justly remarked by Bp. Jebb, that
" the image of tire, thus elicited, is immediately
applied to the tongue ; while the image of vast-
ness naturally induces a mention of the world."
Thus the expression may denote congeries, as
Pott explains, citing Prov.. 6. and other ex-
amples of this sense. Thus the Article '/ is not, as

some say, pleonastic, but has an intensitive sense.
Though, perhaps, it is merely used agreeably to

the custom of the language, as respects its primi-
tive sense, " the world :

" nor is there any occa-
sion to deviate from our common version, except
to express the Article.
—' (scil. ) '— - ."] The

sense is well expressed by Bp. Jebb in the follow-

ing paraphrase :
" In like manner, though with a

very different design, the tongue is placed among
tho members of the human frame : intended by
our Maker to be the incentive and instrument
of all goodness, it becomes, by human malice,
the corrupter of the whole body." The
is in several MSS. and Versions not found, but
its omission may very well be attributed to the
difficulty of explaining it. cnCKoZaa is a Parti-

ciple for Subst. verbal, the h or -»);,
the contaminator of the whole body, namely, by
inflaming the passions, and thereby making the
members of the body instruments of sin, to its

defilement. " The collateral notion (says Bp.
Jebb) having been expressed, the previous ideas

of a fire, and the world, are again resumed : the
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tongue is a fire.'' &c. Of the words. the best interpretation seems
to be that adopted by Grot., Heins., Michaelis,

Carpz., Rosenm., Pott, and Schleus. " It is that

which sets on fire, and destroys the whole course

of life, from boyhood to old age ;
" i. e. by raising

and nourishing hatred and enmity, it renders life

a scene of misery. For, as Bp. Butler observes,
" it begets resentment in him who is the subject

of this unbridled wantonness of speech. It sows

the seed of strife among others, and inflames

little disgusts and oft'ences, which, if let alone,

would wear away of themselves : it is often of as

bad effect upon the good name of others, as deep
envy or malice ; and, to say the least of it in this

respect, it destroys and perverts a certain equity,

of the utmost importance to society to be ob-

served, namely, that praise and dispraise, a good

or bad character, should always be bestowed ac-

cording to desert." Of the ne.xt clause, \.
Irrd , the sense is well expressed by

Bp. Jebb thus : " [It is also a world] itself in-

flamed from hell." By we may under-

stand the poiffrs of hell,— tlie Devil and his

agents, who, through the medium of the evil

passions of our nature, inflames men with " darts

tempered in hell,'' and excites to sin by this in-

strument of all evil, the tongue,

7, 8. " Other associations (says Bp, Jebb) now
arise : the consideration of the world, and of the

wheel of nature, or generation, would naturally

lead a contemplative mind to expatiate over the

vast scene of nature, animate and inanimate.

Thus St. James introduces the whole brute

creation, whether dv.elling upon the earth, or

beneath it; in the air, or in the waters of the

sea.'•'

— (' — -.] Here does

not signify A'/nrf; nor is it to be regarded, with

some, as pleonastic ; but it means the disposition

implanted in animals. So Pott: " connata omni-
bus animalibus ferocia." The disirih/ition of the

brute creation here adopted is founded on Gen.
ix. 2, 3. and Ps. viii. 7, 8., Sept. ; which passages

are the best illustration of the present : nor is

there any thing to contravene the three-fold di-

vision generally used, suitably to the elements.

In km'%. there is no pleonasm, but

an energetic mode of expression. T^ ,
again, is not pleonastic, but signifies ingeniiim,

solertia. Of course, the is meant to be

limitative; the sentiment merely being, that the

most ferocious beasts are tamed by man. The

next words Tr;v if —. are well ren-

dered by Bp. Jebb, " But the tongue of men no
one can subdue; an irrestrainable evil, full of
death-bearing poison." In.,. there seems to be a blending of two
images ;— one taken from a disease which can-
not be stopped, and the other from the mortal
bite of a venomous reptile.

9 — 13. Here the Apostle enforces the pro-

priety and the duty of restraining the tongue, on
the ground of the inconsistennj of employing to

wicked and pernicious purposes that faculty of
speech, by which we are enabled " to bless (i. e.

to laud and magnify) God, even the Father."
(Holden.) The deep moral contrast just before
induces a still profounder moral here ; where,
moreover, the ideas of the icorld, and of the ill

effects of the tonscue upon it, are not lost sight

of: the animal, or brute creation, had been just

brought forward; now God, the Maker of all,

and man, his last best work, and living image, are

no less practically, than magnificently, intro-

duced. (Bp. Jebb.)
— tv ahrf —.^ " That bless-

ing and cursing should proceed from the same
mouth, is clearly unnatural ; the Apostle, there-

fore, proceeds to prove, by analogies of nature,
that ' these things ought not to be so.' His
analogies, however, are so derived, as to com-
plete his picture of the world ; he draws our at-

tention to the department of inanimate nature
;

and that every part of this visible creation may
contribute to the illustration of his subject, the

fountains stand forth as representatives of unor-
ganized matter; and various kinds of trees, as

representatives, at once, of organic bodies, and
of vegetable life." (Bp. Jebb.)

12. The interrogation implies a strong negation,

to which the ', &c., refers.

13. Having cautioned them against the abuse

of the tongue, the Apostle now proceeds to strike

at the root of that evil, warning them against

envy and malice in their hearts; assuring them,

that meekness, peace, and beneficence, proceed

from heaven ; but that envy and contention are

the oifspring of hell, (Benson,) It should, how-
ever, seem that the Apostle intended first to

enforce the admonition at i. 22.

Xdyou, and then to advert to the other subject. In

(Hebrew M^jl 3)•) ^^e

former term seems to have reference to acquired

wisdom, the latter to natural sagacity.

— —.] The full sense is :
" Let
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him show, by a right and virtuous conduct, the 16. That the wisdom in question is not such
works of wisdom, [as well as utter the words

;] appears from its fruits, which are the very con-
and that a mild wisdom." .. is for trary to those produced by the Gospel of peace.,. This is said in opposition to the proud, On the term see Luke xxi. 9. 1 Cor!
passionate, morose, and dictatorial tempers of xiv. 33. 2 Cor. xii. 20, and Bp. Sanderson Serm.'
the teachers in question and other self-appointed p. 472. It is finely remarked by Joseph. 'b. Jud!
censors. Here I would compare Philostr.^V'.^S. i. 3, 4, that oviiv ' (VyJpor, S

p. 407.^ —^/!' . \', Tfl(. and . 528. is said, because from such a source nought but
14. Of —- By several emi- evil can arise.

nent Commentators these words are taken iiiter- 17. Having shown what is 7to( true wisdom the
rogativp/tj , which is strenously contended for Apostle now points out what is, and that by its

by Carpz. : but, I conceive, in vain. The declar- qualities, which are well illustrated by Dr. Hales
ative from, adopted by all the ancient and most as follows :

" E'irst it is pure, or free from all

modern Commentators, is simpler and more ap- pollution of flesh and spirit, perfectino- holiness
posite ; though the sense is much the same either in the fear of God ; then peaceable, di'sposed to
way. Render :

" But if ye have bitter envy and promote peace and good-will amongmen
j

£:entle

strife in your heart, do not glory and lie against or accommodating to others in thino-s not sinful •

the truth ;" i. e. (in the words of Dr. Burton) easrj to be persuaded, or ready to admit a reason-
" do not. in such cases, boast of having wisdom, able excuse

; full of mem/ and of ^ood fruits
while you show that your boasting is false with springing from mercy, such as beneficence, lib-

respect to true wisdom." On this text, see a erality, &c. ; impartial, not unduly respecting
Sermon by Dr. South, vol. v. 339, where he persons, parties, or sects ; jciV/iOi^i /«/pocriij/, free
shows, [., what envy is. and wherein it consists, from all affectation of superior sanctity or purity."
II. What are its causes, on the part, 1. of the See Note on 2 Cor. vi. 6.

person e?!iwrt!r, great malice and baseness of na- 18. ^ —.] In the interpretation of
ture, rapacity, and an inward sense of a man's this passag',; Commentators are not quite ao-reed.

weakness and idleness; 2. of the person '/, One thing, however, is certain, that nowvciv
great natural abilities, the favour of the great, tioi'/i'»?!' should be rendered " who cultivate." The
wealth, and prosperity, esteem, and reputation, sense is well expressed by Whitby and Doddr. as
III. Its ej'erts,— confusion and every evil work, follows: " They who show a peace/w/ temper may
1. to the envier ; 2. to the envied; a prying into assure themselves that they shall reap a harvest,
all his concerns, calumny, and utter ruin. in a world where righteousness flourishes in eter-— . ! \.'] The expres- nal peace;" or, in the words of Bp. Hall, "they
sion is remarkable, and, it should seem, very shall be sure to reap the fruits of righteousness
rare, since Commentators have not adduced a in glory, who have sown the seeds of peace and
single example of it. I have, however, noted concord."
something like it in Joseph, do Bell. Jud. Prsf.

^ i. \\.' . Job xxxiv. 6. IV. From exhortation to the cultivation of

5r."3?-{ '•Ov!'/'^~'TtV which is well interpreted in peace, the Apostle glides into reprehension of
our common V'ersion, "shall I lie against my the opposite disposition, — namely of quarrels
right," i. e. (as BouUier ap. Rosenm. points out) and disputes, to which too many, especially of
" shall I (overturn my right by a lie ?

" the teachers, or those affected to be such, were
15. The .'Vpostle had adverted to the want of probably addicted. Now these are traced from

wisdom, and the means of acquiring it, i. 5. et their original spring, even the lusts and passions
sen., and he now enters upon a description of it, natural to the human heart. (Pott.)

15— 18. The wisdom in question is spiritual 1. ' "contests and strifes.''

wisdom ; and it is ever productive of a good con- It is not agreed whether civil or relitrious conten-
versation. accompanied by a spirit of meekness tions are here meant. Perhaps both, since the
and gentleness.— (Holden.) —5«- Jews were prone both to sedition and religious
5>7. Render: "This is not the wisdom which disputes. In either case, they oriirinated in the
corneth from above ; but is earthly, sensual, (i. e. same source,{, lusts or favourite and cher-
animal or carnal, beloniing to the luttural man ; ished passions. The best comment on this pas-
see 1 Cor. ii. 14.) demoniacal;" i. e. such as we sage may be found in a kindred one at 1 Pet. ii.

may conceive of demons, whose wisdom is but 11, and Rom. vii. £3, where see Notes. ,.,
cunning and deceit: qualities the opposite to " whicn exert their force."
v.hat is required in true religion. 2, 3. The sense here is well expressed by Mr.
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Holden thus :
" Ye suffer lusts to war in your field, thus :

" Do ye think that the Scripture

members; you eajferly pursue whatever they speaketh in vain ? Does the Spirit that dwelleth
prompt you to, and set your hearts upon their in us lust to envy ? " Ofcourse is to be un-
gratification

;
yet you do not obtain the objects dcrstood ; which in so elliptical a writer as James

which you so inordinately covet ; and the reason is not very harsh
; q. d. "Think ye that the Scrip-

is, that your hearts are bent upon temporal things, ture speaketh in vain [or without good reason in

instead of being fixed upon God. While such is condemning this worldliness] ? ]\o ! And again,

the case, though you ask, you do not receive, be- do you think that the Holy Spirit which dwelleth
cause you ask amiss, being wholly intent on the in us is fond ot' envy ? No! On the contrary. He
gratification of your lusts and passions." giveth more grace in order to resist it." The last

would seem a very harsh term, and thus some clause, some suppose to have reference not to

conjecture, which is not countenanced envy, but to vwrldiiness. It should, however,
by MSS. or Versions. We may, however, take seem (and the words following confirm this view). of intent and disposition, rather than act

;

that the reference is to all the unchristian dispo-

q. d. " Ye foster a bloody hatred of all who stand sitions above adverted to
;
principally, however,

in the way of your designs." to that disposition, which " inly pines at others'

4. He now admonishes them to abstain from good," and lusting after it, — draws after it, as it

those lusts whence come strifes and dissensions, were, all the other kindred vices linked with
and, indeed, from all ejrcessire altachment to the envy, — as hatred, malice, and all uncharitable-

thi7ig-s of this world.— (Pott.) Expositors are in ness. The full sense of the next words seems to

general agreed in understanding. spirit- be: " Nay, so far from that. He giveth more grace

ual adulterif, or base worldly-mindedness, vhich than to leave those who obey His holy motions,

would make no sacrifice for religion. to such worldly and unchristian tempers." -
(5/., " friendship with the world," (see my Note ? is a rare construction; yet the

on Thucyd. i. 91. No. 1.) i. e. the corrupt part same syntax and use of. occurs in Deut. xiii.

of it; implying enmity to God, as being at vari- 8. Psalm xli. 1 ; Ixxxiii. 2.

ance with His plans for the promotion of virtue On the following citation from Prov. iii. 34, see

and happiness. , " is [thereby] be- Note at Matt, xxiii. 12. In the present appjica-

come." tion,by the. must be denoted all ihe forc-

5, 6. —.'] There is a considera- going classes of persons, — tlie envious, the vain,

ble difficulty connected with this passage, at least the censorious, the quarrelsome, the spiritually

according to the common punctuation and inter- proud, and the worldly; who, as they resist the

pretation ; which is (to use the words of Prof, grace, and, in various ways, transgress the will of

Scholefield) tliis,— "that the passage which is God, may be said to be. as setting them-
thus represented as a quotation from Scripture is selves against God, and acting as his enemies,
nowhere to be found there, nor any thing suffi- On this whole portion of the Chapter up to the

ciently near to it to pass for another form of what end of v. 11. see the elegant illustrations of Bp.
the Apostle had in his mind. Nor, if it were so, Jebb, Sacr. Lit. p. 251 — 2,57, who thus traces the

would it make any thing of a clear argument in connexion and moral gradations of the passtige :

connexion with the context. Nor finally, if we " First God is described as setting himself in

take in the sense of the human disposition, battle-array against the proud, but holding out

as seems in this view to be necessary, does it ap- terms of peace, reconciliation, and favour, to the

pear capable of explanation why this should be humble; whence the Apostle exhorts those whom
called ' the spirit that dwelleth in us,' which, on he is addressing, humbly to enroll themselves

the other hand, is a very usual, and proper, and under God, and firmly to keep their ranks. In

intelligible description of the Holy Spirit, who the next words, ' stand against the Devil,' &c.,
comes into believers for the very purpose." To the military metaphor is continued; after which
avoid this difficulty, some resort to conjecture; it is dropped, and the moral meaning stands forth,

while othors suppose the words taken from an It is shown, how those who had newly enrolled

Apocryphal book; both methods alike objection- themselves, here termed sinners, or transgressors,

able. And to regard (with others) the whole pas- are to resist the Devil ; namely, hy cleavsini: their

sage as an interpolation, is cullins;, instead of un- hands, i. e. abstaining from wicked actions : and
tying, the knot. It is best to suppose (with many how the double-minded, i. e. persons wavering be-

eminent Commentators) that i) refers to the tween long-confirmed habits of evil, and incipient

preceding sentence, and alludes to the /reneral wishes to become good, are to ' draw nigh to

iiwoii/• of Scripture in its declarations on the above God;' namely, by ' purifying their hearts,' i.e.

Bubject, i. e. of friendship with the world, or bv acqiiiring an inward principle of goodness,

worldly-mindedness. (See John xv. 18 — 20. But how is this to be attained? On the one
Matt. vi. 2t. Luke xvi. 1.3, 15, «fcc.) ; also, that hand, we cannot give it to ourselves: on the

the verse is to be divided into two interrogative other hand, God will not grant it to lazy wishes,

clauses It may be rendered, with Prof. Schole- and half-formed resolutions. A preparatory pro-
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cess must take place, which the preventing grace

of God is ever at hand to facilitate and prosper
;

the process, — namely, of sincere repentance.

Then are graphically described the workings of

repentance. Of the two clauses b —-
and . the former reca-

pitulates the state of temporary sorrow ; waiting

being but an .action of the feelings when excited,

not a calm habitual temper of the mind and heart.

Thus it is most correctly opposed to laughter,

also the temporary effect of temporary excitement.

The latter describes not any thing external, or

dependent in any degree on animal impressibility
;

but a disposition whose root is in the heart ; de-

jection being a sense of sorrow mingled with

shame ; the daughter of contrition, and the parent

of humility ; most suitably opposed to the sense-

less joy of the transgressor ; an inward habit, too,

but of a character the most inconsistent with a

Christian spirit. Moreover, the outward act of

trailing corresponds with the outward cleansing

of hands, just before ; and, in like manner, the

inward feeling oi' dejection agrees with that inward
pjt.rification of heart so lately and so forcibly en-

joined. The concluding sentence,
&c. happily terminates this moral process. The
fruit of well-attempered dejection is religious hu-

miliation before God ; with this the Apostle had
commenced, and with this he concludes ; annex-

ing only the sure and certain result and reward
oC humiliation, so pursued, and so attained."

10. Here the Apostle subjoins some motives

for consolation amidst the deep sorrow and repent-

ance to which thev are called,— namely, that it

will, if it be real, heartfelt, and productive of true

reformation, be the means of recommending them
to the Divine forgiveness, and raising them to the

Divine favour.

11,12. Here the Apostle warns them against

another evil disposition nearly allied to a quar-

relsome and envious spirit, — namely, one of c^n-

siire and detraction ; reminding them that such

arrogant censoriousness was, in effect, censuring

or condemning the Christian law, which forbids

such a disposition, 1. by despising its prohibi-

tions against detraction ; 2. by sitting xnjndvment
upon the fitness of the law rather than perform-

ing: it ; ^'ifi by thus setting up as arbiters of the

law, usurping the office of law-giver and Judge,

from the One who alone has the povs^er of con-

VOL. II.

demnation or acquittal, awarding destruction, or
granting salvation. On this text see an admira-
ble Discourse of Dr. Barrow, vol. i. p. 276., on
detraction. By the some understand the
law of Moses ; others, the Gospel. Bp. Middl.,
however, thinks the argument is not confined to
either, but, as in Rom. ii. 25, extends to religion,

or moral obligation in its most general sense
;

q. d. " To all religion, candour and good-will are
essential, whether we be Jews, Christians, or even
of the number of those who are a law unto
themselves." And he cites from a Rabbinical
writer in Schoettg. Hor. Heb., " Nemo alteri

detrahit, qui non simul Deum abneget."
13— 16. The Apostle next proceeds to reprove

and expose the self-sufficiency, worldly spirit,

and unbelieving irreligious language, which were
manifested by many in another way. (Scott.)

Presuming too much on the present life, and not
having a due regard to their own frailty and mor-
tality, and perpetual dependence on the provi-

dence of God, they spoke of the future with ex-

cessive confidence. " seems here to be a form
of soliciting attention; as Is. i. 18. Sr),^,\ Ki'piof, and so the Latin age.

In —^/ the Apostle rep-

resents the worldly-minded persons in question,

as saijing, what perhaps was usually only the

subject of their thoughts. The rebuke, however,
is well pointed. There is an allusion to the com-
mercial business in which almost all foreign Jews
were engaged, and for the furtherance of which
they had to talce long journeys to distant trading

places, as Tyre, Alexandria, Antioch, Ephesus,
Corinth, Rome, &c.
There has been no little doubt among learned

men, whether the Indicatives or the Siihjunctii^es

are here to be read ? The sense seems rather to

require the former, which is supported by the

ancient Versions. Yet those Versions aimed at

freedom of sense, rather than strict literality ; and
therefore are no good evidence in such a case as

this. External testimony seems to be decidedly
in favour of the Subjunctive ; and internal is not
less so ; for the Subjunctives form the more diffi-

cult reading. Nor is the sense thereby injured
;

since the presumptuous confidence is implied.

Theile proposes to remove the discrepancy in the

MSS. by reading —, and f/mo-

—. But that is surely doing
63
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violence to the construction ; and is indeed a

mere device to get rid of a difficulty. Not to say

that there is no authority for the alteration : the

Subjunctives being found in the greater part

of the MSS. and all the early Editions. The
Futures were first introduced into the text by

Beza.
14. o'mvti— !] Literally, " ye who know

not (i. e. though ye know not) the [event of the]

morrow," i. e. whether you shall retain your

Eroperty, or be removed from all enjoyment of it

y death, or hopeless sickness. See Prov. xxvii.

1. which passage the Apostle had here in mind,

and with which I would compare Soph. Q2d.

Col. 567. "E^oio' ,'\ . illustrate this,

the Apostle subjoins /
" For

tvhat, or how fleeting and frail, is your life ! how
short a span at the utmost!" , &c.,

may be rendered, " Why, 't is a vapour, appear-

ing for a short time, and then vanishing away."

The conclusion is,— that we ought not to be too

anxious to provide necessaries for so short a so-

journ; but should cast ourselves wholly on the

protection of that God on whom we entirely de-

pend, and study to seek his favour.

15. av7i )\— :.'\ These words are

closely connected with (the

clause — being parentheti-

cal); and the sense is, "instead of saying [as

ye ought]. If the Lord please that we live, we
must do so and so." Now even the Heathens,

we know, used expressions of this sort, though,

we may suppose, rather as words of course. See
Note on Heb. vi. 3.

16. vvv (5{ iv . <.] " Whereas now
(or, as things now are, as tiie custom too much
is) ye insolently boast ;

" or, " ye rather exult in

your boastful projects and plans," and anticipate

your success.

17.& ovv— fVrii'.] This is a conclusion, pre-

occupying the answer, " We all know this very

well ;" q. d. " he who offends against his better

knowledge, is guilty of an aggravated crime."

Luke xii. 47. John ix. 41. xv. 22. Rom. i. 20.

There is reference either (as some think) to all

the foregoing reproofs ; or rather only to this

Heathenish custom of forming plans without re-

ferring their event to God. By is meant
what is right, namely, that of acknowledging the

providence of God, the humble expression of

dependence on which, is bounden duty.

V. 1 — 6. Several learned Commentators sup-

pose this portion to be addressed to the unbeliev-

ing• Jews, among whom the Jewish Christians

lived under persecution, and of whom many were
rich, and led a dissolute life. The miseries here
adverted to are by those Commentators supposed
to have been those in which the Jews, even in

foreign countries, Avere involved together with
those of Judaea itself, during the war with the
Romans; and which the rich must have been
especially exposed to suffer. It is, however, un-
likely that these persons should here alone be ad-

dressed. And it is better with Carpz., Rosenm.,
Scott, and others, to suppose what is here said to

be meant to apply also to, if not intended solely

for, those worldly nominal Christians censured at

iv. 13 — 17., whose minds were wholly devoted to

the business and the pleasures of this life. Thus
the miseries here adverted to, may, with the an-

cient and most modern Commentators, be taken
at least to include, with the evils before men-
tioned, such others as, in all ages result from the

abuse of riches, both in this world and in the

next.

2, 3. The imagery here is borrowed from the

ancient prophets ; Job xiii. 28. Ps. xxi. 9. Is. x.

16. xxvii. II. XXX. 11.; and is used to designate
the perishable nature of all earthly possessions.

AVhence it follows that " they cannot profit,"

but rather, that " the rust of them," i. e. those
treasures which have been amassed and suffered

to rust and decay in useless hoards, instead of
having been brightened by a liberal circulation,
'• will be a witness against you, and will eat your
flesh as it were fire," i. e. will show that you
have not properly employed them, and will con-
sequently occasion severe misery and woe.
(Holdeno See Matt. viii. 4; x. 18. It is well

remarked by Bp. Jebb, that " the enumeration of
the various kinds of wealth, is a poetical amplifi-

cation, containing also a climax. Three kinds of
wealth are intended : 1. stores of corn, wine, oil,

&c., liable to putrefaction ; 2. wardrobes of rich

garments ; among the ancients, and especially

the oriental nations, a principal portion of their

wealth, and proverbially the prey of the moth
(see Is. li. 8.) ; 3. treasures of gold and silver,

liable to rust, or, at least, to change of colour.

—

Again, the wrugo of the precious metals rising as

a witness against avaricious hoarders, is a very

noble personification : and the terror is height-

ened, when, in the next line, it becomes a fire

that preys upon their vitals." From the Clas-

sical writers (see Recens. Synop.) it fully appears

that the gold and silver utensils of ancient times

were subject to something like rust
;
probably

from the metal having a greater proportion of

alloy than that of modern times. In

irip, Pott supposes an image bor-
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rowed from the painful and deleterious effects of
rust when rubbed into raw flesh ; an apt designa-
tion of the present misery, and future woe, unut-
terable and never ending, which results from the
abuse of riches, or the amassing of them by
unlawful methods. Yet there is, I conceive,
also an allusion to the '• fire that is not quenched,"
which must partly be alluded to in the next
clause,. Iv . . ; vvith which, indeed,

many eminent Commentators, ancient and mod-
ern, construe the preceding words ; nCp, in the

sense, " ye have, as it were, treasured up fire to

consume you in the last days." But there ap-

pears no reason to abandon the common con-
struction, by which the words are taken with the

preceding. As to the reasons urged against this

by Dr. Burton, that " it occasions a confusion of

metaphor, and leaves. without Accusative,"
the former is of no weight in a passage, like this,

of ^i^schylean sublimity ; and the latter is utterly

without force, since the Accus., by a common
idiom, is included in the verb itself. So Bp.
Jebb well explains :

'• Ye have laid up treasures

for the 'last days:' — treasures! but of what
kind ? Let the last days tell ; the days of the

destruction of your nation." St. Paul (Rom. ii.

5.) fully expresses what St. James indignantly

suppresses, h .
I would here compare Philait. ap. .\tlien. 380 D.

Eif } , ",' toiu "EmXoi' '. The my-
thological fiction of Tantalus (who was punished
with an insatiable desire for what he could not

enjoy,) inculcates, it may be observed, a fine mor-
al lesson respecting the punishment of avarice

even in this world.

4. The Apostle proceeds to severely censure

those who amassed riches by various acts, if not

of dishonesty, yet of oppression to their labourers,

— diminishing their wages, or stopping part, on
various pretexts. By a fine figure found in Levit.

xix. 13. Deut. xxiv. 14, 15. Malachi iii. 5., and
elsewhere, the withheld wages of the laborious

are personified, and said to call on God for ven-

geance. On the expression . see Note
on Rom. ix. 29. By •' entering into the ears " is

implied that thoy will be attended to.

5, 6. Bv a comparison with the kindred pas-

sage of Malachi iii. 5. we perceive the propriety

of this transition. We have the same luxurious

profligacy, leading to the same terrible destruc-

tion, on which the last of the Prophets expatiated,

while describing '•' the great and terrible day of

the Lord." (Bp. Jebb.) Having censured their

rapacity, he notes their base sensuality. On the

term \. see Note on 1 Tim. v. 6. Of
— the sense is, "Ye have pam-

pered yourselves in sensuality, as animals are fat-

tened for slaughter ;
" hinting at the punishment

in a day of slaughter, when they should be slain

like cattle ; an image frequent in the Classical
writers. See .^Eschyl. Agam. 1659. The image
is (as Bp. Jebb says) of the highest order of
prophetic sublimity. may be rendered
genia.

6. —.^ To the cruelty and
gross sensuality above mentioned the Apostle
adds another kind of cruelty, and that founded in
cowardice. The expressions. and.
may be understood of persecution even to con-
demnation and death ; which is the view of the
sense adopted by most Expositors. See Pott.

Others, however (and, among the rest, Mackn.,
Abp. Newc, Bp. Middl., and Bp. Jebb), take

to denote " the Just one," i. e. Christ.

Bp. Middl. remarks that " the hypothetic use of
the Article, by which would be for, is much too strong ; and the strictly

definitive use would point out the eminently Just

one. On any other supposition than that the
passage was meant of the condemnation of our
Saviour, terms so obviously applicable to that

event would hardly have been employed."
" Moreover," observes Bp. Jebb, " our Lord is

often so styled in Scripture ; as Acts iii. 14, 15., and vii. 5., . Such, too
(continues he), is likely to be the sense, as the
murder of our Lord was the great national trans-

gression of the Jews, and therefore likely to be
mentioned by St. James as the consummation of
their apostasy."

The some take interroc^a-

tively. But that is unnecessary ; and Bp. Middl.
has justly decided that He (meaning, according
to his interpretation, Christ) carried on from 3<, is the Nominative to ., and that

the sense is :
" The Saviour opposes not your

perverseness, but leaves you a prey to the delu-

sion ; " or, as Bp. Jebb paraphrases, " He is not
arrayed against you

;
you feel secure

;
you despise

the cnicijied, as still powerless to vindicate his

own cause, and to protect his followers : but wait;

the time of his array will come ; the day of ven-
geance is at hand."

7. Here the Apostle turns to the Christian

converts suffering under their oppression, and
exhorts them patiently to endure the injuries in-

flicted on them, seeing that the advent of the

Lord Jesus Christ approaches. This he confirms

and illustrates by the example of the husband-
man, and by that held out to them in the suffering

Prophets. (Pott.) . has a double significa-

tion,— patiently endure, ^nd patiently wait for.

By . are meant the autumnal, and by

6. the vernal rains. These in Judaea occur
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in a regular course. By ;; some
understand the advent of our Lord at the de-
struction of Jerusalem and of the Jewish polity

;

others, his final advent to judgment : which latter

view is ably supported by Bp. Horsley, in a Ser-
mon on this verse. Yet there is most to urge in

favour the former sense. Perhaps both may be
comprehended. And certain it is that the two
events were in the minds of the Jews closely

associated.

9. . ' .] Render :
" Do not

murmur or be impatient against each other."
Said in opposition to the foregoing -, and
denoting a querulous feeling, originating in va-

rious unchristian tempers ; the most powerful
motive to suppress which would be, that the
Judge standeth at the door, and will soon award
a just retribution. See Matt, x.xiv. 33.

10. — .'\ The exam-
ple of God is constantly proposed to us in Scrip-
ture as the most unexceptionably worthy of our
imitation. But God being no object of our sensps,

the Scripture hath added to it that of Christ, the
visible image of the invisible God. But here,
again, there is a sort of excuse for falling so very
far short of our pattern, from the frailties of our
nature and the turbulencies of our passions. To
remove therefore, all exceptions of this sort, we
have the rules of morality reduced to practice by
men like ourselves, who had, indeed, the Divine
assistance to strengthen their infirmity ; and so
may we, if we seek it as they did. (Dr. Jortin.)

On the force of -6&, see Note at John xiii.

15. . Either the word here signifies

constancy in enduring sufferings, or, with

., forms an Hendiadys denoting patient en-
durance of evils. On the evils endured by the
Prophets, see Hebr. xi. 33. seqq. The o'i ''-
— is meant to show their high dignity,

and point the argument
; q. d. " If ilmj bore such

evils, well may ye."

11. ''] " we pronounce those blessed,"
agreeably to Christ's words, Matt. v. 11, 12.., " who bear with patience the trials ap-

pointed for them by God." On this absolute use,
see Note on Rom. xii. 12. Perhaps the Apostle
had in mind Dan. xii. 12. b. See
Matt. xxiv. 13. Ti )<, •' the [happy]
end which the Lord put to his sufferings ;

" with
reference to Job xlii. 12., where the

answers to the \ here. From this example
we may learn (in the words of Bp. Sanderson)
that " true patience shall never go without con-

solation. He that shall have patience onward
shall have consolation at the last. Since the

patient abiding of the meek shall not perish for

ever." (Ps. ix. 18.) See more in Bp. Sanderson,
Serm. p. 469. is a Genit. of cause, for {jnb, scil., of which examples are cited

both from the Scriptural and Classical writers.

The on I would take for, because.

12. .~\ Bp. Sanderson and Abp. Newc.
suppose the oaths here meant are oaths uttered
under impatience, and from great provocation.

But though these may, from what precedes, have
been uppermost in the Apostle's mind, yet there
can be no doubt (especially from the solemn
formula, ) that he speaks generally, of
all oaths used in common conversation ; for such
swearing, we have reason to think, was a com-
mon vice among the Jews. That the expression
can mean no more, and not extend to Judicial

swearing, all the best Commentators are agreed.

And, indeed, our Saviour's words. Matt. v. 34—
37. (which were, no doubt, in the mind of the

Apostle) will permit no other interpretation."' TO val— seems to have been a pro-

verbial form of expression, to denote simple
affirmation or negation, repeated, if need be, but
unaccompanied with oaths. /. is

for (, which phrase occurs in

Ecclus. xxix. 19.

13 — 18. Here the Apostle adverts to other
trials of patience and resignation, namely, those
of sickness or other calamity

;
pointing out the

best means of removing, or mitigating, the evils.

And first he enjoins tfie use of prayer, as the
best balm for the wounds of affliction, and the
most effectual preservative against the tempta-
tions of prosperity. By it is not meant
that cheerfulness is aluiays to be expressed by
singing of Psalms. (See Notes on 1 Cor. xiv. 15.

Eph. v. 19. Col. iii. 16 ;) but that they are to

adapt their devotions to their present frame of
mind and external circumstances. In the former
case, it should be prayer; in the latter, thanks-

giving for past and present blessings, with prayer
for future ones, and for grace to withstand temp-
tation.

14. . . .] Expositors are not
agreed whether this expression denotes the elders,

or the 7niiiisters, of the Church. See Note on
1 Tim. V. 17. The former is probably the true

sense. See Scott. The '? must, from the

context, be understood of severe sickness, espe-

cially if, as is with reason generally supposed,
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this and the next verse relate to the miraculous
gifts of liealing, which were vouchsafed to some
in the Apostolic age. See Deyling, Wolf, and
Benson. The words h . are by some
united with. c. a. ; by others, with.
airbv i\. It should seem that they belong to both,

since tlie whole was done in dependence on the
aid of God, solemnly invoked in prayer. That
oil (especially the generous oil of the East) is

liighly salutary in various disorders, will not
prove that it is here ordered as a medical means ;

for from the Gospels (see Mark vi. 13.) we learn

that this (which was a general remedy among the

Jews) was used by the disciples even in conjunc-

tion with miraculous power. Nay, our Lord him-
self condescended to employ certain media in

working miracles. In the case of these presby-

ters, as in that of the Apostles, tlie oil may have
been only used as symbolical of the cure to be
effected by the Divine means. Upon the whole,
it involves, I apprehend, the least difficulty to

suppose that by the healing in question is meant
preternatural healing ; otherwise the strong ex-

pressions d<Xii ,, and
others, must be taken with such a limitation as,

in the present context, would involve considera-

ble harshness. There can be little doubt, how-
ever, that in the next generation the thing became
(what, indeed, most recent Commentators here

suppose it) a solemn religioiis ceremony compre-
hending a symbolical rite, the use of which tended

to produce the blessings prayed for, as far as was
consistent with the plans of Divine providence.

Of course, the i; :^^ rrn- would, in that

case, bear a very different sense, from what it has

in the present passage. Here it may be explained,

with Mr. Holden, " the prayer which proceedeth
from that faith to which God granted the power of

working miracles. Acts iii. 16. Rom. xii. 3. 1 Cor.

xii. 9. xiii. 2 ; or. the prayer offered up by those

who have that faith to which God has vouchsafed

the gift of healing." In this view, the sins which
it is promised shall be forgiven, are supposed to

be those of which the disorders in question were
a temporal and judicial punishment. .See Matt,

viii. 17. xix. ~Ci- and John v. 14. 1 Cor. xi. 30. seq.

This, it must be confessed, is not a little harsh
;

and the expression seems to require the limitation

of " if the sins be heartily repented of, and if it

be God's good pleasure." For when Mr. Holden
speaks of " the fact," that restoration to health

aZiua)/•' followed, his assertion is, I think, not borne

out by anv sufficient proof. See the judicious

Note of Mr. Scott, who sensibly observes :
" It

cannot be supposed that these miraculous cures

could be performed at all times : but there seems

to have been some impression on the mind of the

person who wrought the miracle, and a peculiar

exercise of faith for that purpose." There were
possibly some cases in which the means adverted

to on\y tended to recovery and forgiveness, did not

produce them ; and therefore, as to the ques-

tion before us, the maxim "in medio tutissimus

ibis," may be used with advantage. One thing is

sufficienly plain, that the Romish practice of Ex-
treme Unction is quite unjustifiable, being used
under circumstances widely different. It was, as

Scott and Holden observe, absurd thus to found a

perpetual ordinance on a practice which was ex-
traordinary and miraculous; and as the miracu-
lous gifts of healing have long ceased, the sym-
bolical ceremony of anointing with oil Ought not
to be retained.

16.,—.] There has been
some doubt as to the sense of this verse, and that
chiefly from difference of opinion as to the co7i-

iiexion. Some regard this as a fresh exhortation,
unconnected with the preceding context, and en-
joining a mutual confession of faults or injuries,

and a mutual supplication to God for spiritual

health. But to assign this figurative sense to

in the present context, is very harsh. And
most Expositors, with reason, connect this ex-
hortation with what precedes,— understanding the
injunction to refer only to cases of dangerous sick-

ness, and when the confession and reconciliation
in question would materially tend to promote re-

covery of the sick person. The " prayer" here
mentioned seems intended chiefly of the injured
person, who should not only forgive, but pray for

his injurer, if penitent ; though it may be also un-
derstood of all other prayers for the recovery and
pardon of sins of the sick person, except those
mentioned at vv. 14 &, 15. It seems that the
Apostle here meant to recommend and extol a

disposition to freely confess, on all proper occa-
sions, the wrongs we have done to any one. So
Epictetus, in his Sententiae collected by Stobeeus,
No. 4.' \7,8\ -
(ppoviiv\: &\'\( \-( /^;. a neat and pithy gnome, but dis- ' '

figured by the corruption of the text. For, though
the Editors have not perceived it, the words \-

and in the second clause should cer-

tainly change places, otherwise the sense of the
writer is destroyed. Of course, this passage will

by no means support the Romish practice of au-
ricular confession, especially to a priest; for the
confession, in the present case, is supposed to

be made to the injured person, in order to be for-

given.

Then, to encourage the use of prayers for the
sick, not only on the part of Ministers, but that

of Christians in general, the Apostle adds the as-

surance —, — namely, that the
earnest energetic prayers of the righteous have
great efficacy. Some eminent Commentators, in-

deed, explain. "inwrought by the Spirit."

But as has been before observed, that signification

of the word is not founded on any certain proof;
and it is here unsuitable to the context. The
present passnge seems to have been had in mind
by Procop. B. Gall. ii. p. 64. 29.

;, ' -.
17, 18. On the apparent discrepancy, as to the
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hi Kinesis. 41,

^ ' '̂, / 18; ' .
: Matt. 18. 15. ^^, { . ', 19

kProv. 10. 12. ^^ &, , ^ 20, &.
duration of the drought, between this account and
that of tlie O. T. see Note at Luke iv. 25.

19, 20. To the injunctions to mutual confes-

sion, forgiveness, and prayer for each other, the

Apostle now subjoins another, to mutually co-

operate in correcting each other's errors in the

doctrines, or failures in the practice of Chris-

tianity.

— ' .'\ E.xpositors are not

agreed whether this is to be understood of the

covering the sins of the converter, or of the con-

verted. The former interpretation is espoused by

Origen and several Latin Fathers, and of the mod-
erns, by Hamm., Whitby, Wells, Pyle, Atterbury,

and Doddr. ; the latter, by Grot., Vorst., Est.,

Bp. Hall, Wolf, Benson, Sherlock, Rosenm.,
Mackn., Newc, Pott, Scott, and almost all re-

cent Commentators. " They argue (to use the
words of Mr. Slade) that it seems hardly conso-
nant with the language and doctrines of the Gos-
pel, that any sin should be forgiven, if it be un-
repented or persisted in ; and if it be repented
and forsaken, it will be pardoned without the meri-
torious act here mentioned." Indeed, the con-
text requires the latter interpretation, the high
antiquity of which appears from its having been
adopted by the Pesch. Syr. Transl. We are,

however, only to understand that the good offices

of the reformer will powerfully tend to procure
the forgiveness of sins and final salvation of the
penitent sinner, since conversion does not neces-
sarily imply perseverance, and therefore can-

not ensure salvation.
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The authenticity, and consequently canonical
authority, of this Epistle, has never been disputed.

On the time, however, when, and the place where
it was written, nothing certain can be pronounced.
Indeed, of the history of St. Peter's life subse-

quent to his being at Antioch, a. d. 4G, we know
nothing from tlie N. T. That he suffered mar-
tyrdom at Rome, at the close of the reign of Nero,
about 67 or (58, we learn from the early Ecclesias-

tical Historians ; and that his remains were de-
posited at Rome, we have the same testimony

;

to which I am enabled to add that of Procopius
Hist. p. 19.5. 10. But though the iime when this

Epistle was written cannot be exactly fixed,

—

yet, from some allusions in it to the troubles in

Judaea, it is supposed to have been not long be-

fore the death of the Apostle. With respect to

the place where it was written, the determination
of that point is closely connected with the inter-

pretation of the word at Ch. V. 13, where
see Note. As to the persotis to whom it was ad-

dressed, tkat is also a matter of some uncertainty.

They were probably the Christians dispersed

through various parts of Asia Minor, — chiefly

Jews, but partly Gentiles, to the former of whom
the expression & seems to re-

fer ; and that at v. 14. to the latter. With respect

to the maUer contained in this Eoistle, it bears a

close affinity to that of the Epistle of St. James in

scope and argument, adverting to the persecu-
tions to which the Christians were exposed, and
exhorting to patience and resignation, persever-

ance in the true faith, and the practice of the rela-

tive duties. The Epistle bears all the marks of
a fervent and most devout spirit. The style is

somewhat irregular, the mind of the writer being

solely intent on delivering the truths of the Cos-
pel ; but it is expressed with peculiar dignity,

«nergy, and authority of manner ; occasionally

rising to the sublime, and never sinking below
what might be expected from the chief of the
Apostles.

C. I. 1. \~] i.e. elected to the privileges

of the Gospel. See Rom. viii. 33. On );-
see the Introduction. On the term

see Note on John vii. 35.

2. .] See Acts ii. 23. Rom.
viii. 28. seq. Eph. i. 5. The phrase is to be re-

ferred, by transposition, to . preceding. "Ev
., '' by the sanctification or sanctifying

influences of the Spirit." Ei; ; i. e. in

order that they should obey the Gospel. K«! []1>. . ., " and that they should be pu-
rified from sin by the sprinkling of the blood of
Christ,'' in opposition to that of the Mosaic law.

See Heb. xii. 24•, and compare Eph. i. 4. So Bar-
nabas, Ch. V. "remissione peccatorum sanctifica-

mur, quod est sparsione sanguinis illius." ,
&c. Compare Rom. i. 7, and 1 Cor. i. 3.

3 — 5. The Apostle opens his subject by call-

ing on his readers to join with him in blessing the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ for His
mercy and grace. He reminds them of the happy
immortality set before them in the Gospel, and
which they would obtain, if they continued true
to their Christian profession. This paves the way
for the mention, at v. 6, of trials and persecutions,., — namely, by converting them to Chris-
tianity ; whereby they vere placed in a new state,

had new duties, and new hopes. That this is the
sense, is proved (in opposition to the notion of
some recent Commentators) by a kindred passage
of Tit. iii. 5. riv avrou, '/, iii\,. , for-, in allusion to the
life and immortality brought to light by the Gos-
pel. So bco; at Heb. x. 20. This hope was
introduced by Christ's resurrection, inasmuch as
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2 Cor. 4. 17.

Heb. lU. 37.

James 1. 2.

infra 5. lU.

qProv. 17. 3.

Isa. 48. lu.

1 Cur. 3. 13.

James 1. 3.

Infra 4. 12.

r John 20. 2S.

2 Cor. 5. 7.

Heb. 11. 1,27.
1 John 4. 20.

«Gen. 49. 10.

Dan. 2. 44.

& 9. 24.

Hasr. 2. 8.

Zach. 6. 12.

Mall. 13. 17.

Luke 10. 24.
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,, ' ' 10'
that showed the possibility ofowrow'?? resurrection ;

and as being a proof and pledm' thereof, and a

seal and confirmation of the truth of the Chris-

tian doctrine. In \. ., &c. is shown
the object of that hope ; and it is represented by
such epithets as set it in complete contrast to

worldly inheritances : for those are (as Mr. Scott

observes) " corruptible in themselves, and, in re-

spect of their possessors, defiled, considering the

means by which they are often obtained, the use

which is made of them, and the persons who
possess them ; and fading, as to the very trivial

solid comfort they impart, and its withering na-

ture, palling on the appetite and becoming in-

sipid. Whereas the inheritance to which the

regenerate are entitled is incormptihle in itself

and theAj will be rendered incorruptible and im-

mortal to enjoy it." "A<p9., denoting that it is

imperishable, and uncontaminated by those

frailties and vices which so much disturb all

human happiness, and untainted with that evil

which in this world is necessarily mixed with
good. /,''-, " never-fading," because (as

Mackn. remarks) it never grows old ; its beauties

will remain fresh through all eternity ; and its

pleasures never become Insipid by enjoyment.7. fV^ . See Col. i. 5. 2Tim.
iv. 8.

— — ' '] " For you who are pre-

served and guarded (see Bens.) by the powerful
protection of God (who can give us all the felicity

we wish for), through faith (i. e. through the pro-

fession of the Gospel, by which ye obtain it," or,

as some explain it. under condition of faith in the

Gospel) unto salvation. '.. " ready

to be revealed and imparted." This is, as Calvin

remarks, in apposition with. ii' oipav., ex-

pressing the same thing in another manner. This
salvation is said to be ready for the saints ; though

they are not yet ready for it, inasmuch as it is

reserved for them. In. there is a se?)-

sus prcvgnans ; q. d. " to be brought to light," i. e.

manifested and publicly conferred on them. 'Ev
~>, " at the consummation of all things,

at the general judgment."
6. fi' oT/ —.] Render, " in

which [circumstances] (namely, of being kept by

the power of God, and hope in his salvation) ye
greatly rejoice ;

" or " rejoice ye," as Mr. Valpy
renders, observing that " the whole seems to be
an exhortation, only momentarily suspended, to

inform those Vho are addressed of the desire

which the Prophets had to understand ' what the

Spirit of Christ, speaking by them, did signify

when it testified beforehand the sufferinsis of
Christ, and the glory that should follow.' " E(

Siov t.,
'•' if tliiis it must be," viz. from circum-

stances. See Dr. . Clarke. The sense of the

passage is :
" This felicity ye expect ; ttiough

7ioti\ lor a time, by God's providence, ye suffer

under various tribulations, inflicted on you by the

unbelieving Jews and Gentiles."

7. ' TO —.] The sense is :
" In

order that this proof ot^ your faith [by affliction],

being much more important than that of gold
which is tried in tlie fire, [as the sincerity of your
faith is tried by afflictions] may be found [to ter-

minate] unto praise," &c. So Lucian Pise. ^ 1-J..

says of truth (just as Bolingbroke said that •• ridi-

cule is the test of truth") o7ia{ ^,
rf, & ^,- -
(by being beaten in being worked up)-• Prov..

3." ev ,/. See Note on
1 Cor. iii. 13. " The troubles (remarks Dr. Bur-
ton) which tried the Christians, were really of
much more value than gold, which is itself tried

in the fire. Gold is purified at the fire, but after-

wards perishes ; the Christians are not only puri-

fied by the trial, but arrive finally at the happiness
of heaven." .See also Benson and Newc. See
Note at James i. 3., and on see Note on
Rom. xiii. 3. .

8, 9. '] " though not having seen [in

the flesh, on earth], yet," &c. The ground of that

trust, and indeed consummation by anticipation,

is expressed in the terms—,
where. is supposed to be an ao-ojijs/ic meta-
phor. By the intermediate words it is intimated,

that that trust is not only a hopeful, but an inex-

pressibly joyful one. As the happiness prepared
in another world for the righteous is so great as

to be inconceix-able to human imagination (1 Cor.
ii. 9.) ; so it may well be, as it is here said, un-
speakable. " And (observes Bp. Beveridge) if it

is joy unspeakable, while they do not see Him

;

what, then, will it be, when they do ?
"

10, 11. The Apostle now sets forth the pre-

ciousness of this salvation, by showing what a

deep interest was taken in it by the Prophets,

who earnestly inquired into it. •

— — .'] The sense is: " Concern-
ing which [felicity, and its nature], the Prophets
studiously examined, and diligently inquired

after; [the Prophets, I say], who prophesied of

the grace which was to come unto you." " The
prophets (says Rosenm.) knew that something
good was reserved for our later times ; but the

exact nature they did not fully comprehend.
They prophesied of the blessings whereof we are

partakers ; though mostly shadowed under types

and figures."
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11. ifttvv. —.] The sense seems to

be :
" investigating at what particular period, and

what kind of times [whether of national pros-

perity, or of adversity] that would happen, which
the Holy .Spirit within them, given by Christ, had
showed to them ; signifying what Christ should

suffer, and tlie glory to which he should be ex-

alted." The Apostle is supposed to have had in

view Dan. ix. 22. sq. At ru tic Xp. sup-

ply, scil.. The has

reference to his resurrection, ascension, and final

glorification. See John xiii. 31. Acts iii. 13.

12. \ — -] " To
whom (in consequence of their anxious inquiry)

it was revealed, that not for their own benefit, or

with relation to (hemselres, but for us, and to us,

they were made ministers of announcing those

things unto us
;
[those things I say] which now

have been [plainly] revealed to you by those who
have preached the Gospel to you, through the in-

fluence and assistance of the Holy Spirit sent

from heaven
;

[things, I say] over which the

angels bend with admiration, and desire to look

into." Of this peculiar sense of an ex-

ample is cited by Rosenm. from Joseph. Ant. vi.

1.3. i5f - riv. By the a are meant all the wonderful

things above mentioned, before they took place

not thoroughly known to the Ano;els, but now
contemplated with wonder and delight. In.
(on which term see Note at James i. 25.) there is

supposed to be an allusion to the Cherubim vihich

were represented as bending over the Ark of the

covenant.
So Bp. Sanderson in his Serm. ad Aul. § 14.,

says, " they peep a little (.) into those in-

comprehensible mysteries, and then cover their

faces with their wings and peep ag^iin, and cover

asain ; as not being able to endure the fulness of

that glorious lustre that shinetli therein." The
above appears to me a better representation of

the true import of. than that presented by

later Commentators, who understand it of cotn-

prehensm am! thorough knowkdrce. But I agree

with Bp. Sanderson, that the expression

imports onlv a desire, not any perfectibility. In

fact, from the term conjoined with it. it is plainly

desire not llwroushht gratified ; for prtjins: into a

thing surelv implies such. That. mmj have

that force," is plain from Luke xxiv. 12. John xx.

5. where it occurs in the physical sense. In John

i. 25. it occurs, as here, in the moral or meta-

VOL .

phorical sense, and denotes the looking into the

Gospel to appreciate its excellence, just as a

person looks at any thing through a glass, to see

it more clearly. This sense of. I am en-

abled to confirm from Lucian Pise. § 38., where
speaking of the moral maxims of the Philoso-

phers, he says : \ ^, -, " and after I had only taken a slight peep
into your maxims." Thus the meaning, in the

present case, seems to be, that the Angels have

just such a glimpse of the Gospel as to admire it,

and desire to know more of it ; but not sufficient

insi2;ht to thoroughly fathom and entirely compre-

hend what " passeth knowledge." (Eph. iii. 19.)

13. On the above impressive representation of

the glories and blessings of the Gospel, the Apos-

tle now founds some urgent exhortations to a

holy life, suitable to such high privileges and

promises. The metaphor in. (in which,

as Rosenm. says, there is a blending of the image

of the thing with the thing expressed by the

imao-e) is derived from the Oriental custom of

girdino- the long flowing robes about the loins on

encaginCT in any active exertion. The sense,

therel'ore simply is, " engage with activity in

workincr out your salvation." The passage is

almost copied by Polycarp, Ch. ii. " Wherefore,

trirdino- up the loins of your mind, serve the Lord

with fear." On. see I Thess. v. 6. 2 Tim. iv.

5. is by some taken for \, by

others explained constantly, or entirely ; perhaps

the two significations may be united.,
&c., " which is brought or offered to you by,"

or, " which is to be conferred on you at the

appearance of Christ [to judgment]."

14. .] By this (as Calvin re-

marks) it is intimated, 1. that we are called of

God through the Gospel to the privilege and
honour of adoption. 2. That we are adopted on

the condition of acquitting ourselves as obedient

sons. For though obedience does not make sons,

yet it discerns sons from aliens.

— .] See Note at Rom. xii. 2. and
compare iv. 2. 'Kv ' is for h, which occurs at Acts xvii. 3., i. e. before

they had been enlightened by the Gospel.

15. Tiv\] scil. . Gal. V. 8. The
Apostle (as Calvin remarks) shows this from the

e7id and purpose of calling. " Deus nos sibi in

peculium segregat: ergo inquinamentis omnibus

puros esse oportet."

17. el —.] A second argU-

64
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ment for a virtuous life, derived from the Divine
goodness ixiA justice. Kt, for &t6ri, since. Uaripa
iiTtK., &c., " ye worship as a fatlier. Him who im-
partially judgeth according to every one's works,"
showing no preference to Jews over Gentiles,
('orapare a similar sentiment at Acts s. 3-1. On-. see 2 Cor. i. 12. Eph. ii. 3. and on,
see Heb. xi. 13. With the expression -^ have noted a correspondent
one in Philostr. Vit. Ap. i. 22. .

(3, is for 6, Phil. ii. 12.

18 — 21. bTi —.] " knowing [as ye
do], and bearing in mind, that ye were not, by
corruptible things, [however precious] (as gold
and silver), liberated from your vain and foolish
manner of life, received from your forefathers.", vicious, as Tit. iii. 9.. and so at

Eph. iv. 17. Ps. xiii. 11. Ivii. 2.; alluding both to
idolatry, and to the vices which it brought with it.

In and ,>' there is a strong «il-

lusion to the work of atonement, eifected by the
sacrifice of Christ. And in and ., there
is an allusion to the perfection required in the le-
gal victims, which typified the great sacrifice of
Christ ; with reference cither to the paschal lamb,
or to the lamb which was daily sacrificed for the
sins of the people.

20,21. Of these vv. the sense may be thus
expressed :

" Of that Christ, I say, who was or-

dained, or destined to this work of liberation and
redemption before the creation of the world ; but
made his appearance in these latter times for

your sakes ; who, by him and his preaching, tru?t

in God, that raised him from the dead and glori-

fied him ; so that your faith and hope are [reposed]
in God." . is used, as in Rom. viii. 29,
where the word is joined with. Of this

sense the most apposite example I have met with
is Thucyd. ii. 64. fin. On . see
Heb. i. 1. and Note. ' '' here denotes
faith and trust, and the clause may be thus para-
phrased, with Benson and Rosenm. :

" in vain do
your countrymen charge you with defection from
God ; for your very faith and hope in Christ
tend to that God of whom they pro/ess to be wor-
shippers."

22. ^ , &c.] To the

above exhortation to holiness the Apostle subjoins
another to charity, and the sense is :

" Where-
fore, having purified your hearts by your obedi-
ence, through the Spirit, to the true doctrine [the
Gospel], so far as to bear a sincere love to your
Christian brethren, see that ye [continue to] love
each other with a pure heart, and ardently." The
words . are in several MSS. not found. But
they were probably omitted ex emendatione, as

seeming to oivrload the sense. Yet they were
no doubt inserted by the Apostle to inculcate the
important doctrine of the influence of the Holy
Spirit, both in the promulgation of the Gospel,
and in its operation on the hearts of believers unto
sanctification. 'E/c. is taken as at 1 Tim.
i. 5. I would compare .iEschyl. Eum. 282. a^'.

23.. We have here another argu-
ment of e.-ihortation. on which the best comment
is a similar passage at James i. 18, where see
Note. & may be rfi/erred

either to God (with Grot, and Elsn., who cite

Dan. vi. 26. ' ), or to,.. the Gospel; and this latter method,
which is adopted by Pise, Vorst, Wolf, and al-

most all recent Commentators, is more agreeable
to the propriety of language and the context, es-

pecially the subsequent citation. '

2-!•, 25. In confirmation of the above position,
is here adduced a quotation (by application) of
the words of Isa. xl. 6— 8, which passage is re-

garded by the best Commentators as prophetical
of the eternal duration of the truths of the Gos-
pel. The Apostle, too, intimates that the carnal
ordinances of the Jews would soon be done
away

; whereas the (iospel dispensation would
continue forever. The words 6 —
may be paraphrased, " But the word of the Lord
is invariably true, always efficacious, and tending
to eternal life and happiness." — ck. The sense is :

" and that eternal truth is

the very doctrine which is preached to you."

II. Having shown that the faithful are regen-
erated by the word of God, the Apostle now ex-
horts them to lead a life correspondent thereto.
For if we live in the Spirit, we must also, as St.
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Paul says, walk in the Spirit. (Gal. v. 25.)

Therefore it is not sufficient for us to have been
once renewed by the Lord, unless we live as be-
conieth new creatures. Such is the o-e«era/ mean-
ing. With respect to the words themselves, here
the .\postle continues the same metaphor before

used ; meaning to say, that since we are become
regenerate, we must become as little children,

i. e. we must put ofl' the old man with his ivorlis.

According to what our Saviour says, Matt, .xviii.3.

(Calvin.)

1, 2. Compare similar passages at Rom. vi. 4.

Eph. iv. 25. Tit. iii. 2. To acoSov,
" the pure and uncorrupt doctrines of the Gos-

pel." The same use of occurs in .iischyl.

Agamem. 94•. aSo\otai ', where Bp.

Blomf. compares Find. 01. vi. 99. ." <>-, " that ye may make a progress

in Christian holiness." See 1 Cor. iii. 2.

3. — .] Render :
" since

that ye have experienced hoV gracious the Lord
is

J
" "taken from Ps. xxxiv. 9 : in other words,

" As infants, in experiencing the sweetness and
purity of the mother's milk, seek it the more,
and love the mother the better ; so ye Christians,

who have experienced the salubrity of the miili

of doctrine, should be similarly affected towards
Christ."

4, 5. Here the .Apostle describes the Christian
Church and its duties, under imajes borrowed
from the Temple and its services ; alluding to

Isa. xxviii. JG, where Christ is called "a living

stone," as having life in himself, and being the
source of spiritual light to all the members of his

body, the Church : Eph. iv. 16. Col. ii. 9. comp.
v. 7. Novv' those who come to him, i. e. who be-

lieve in him (Hebr. xii. 18, 22.) are "as lively

stones built up a spiritual house ;" i. e. are not
like the inanimate things of the material Temple,
but livinrr men built up on Christ, this living and
chief corner-stone, into a spiritual society, which
is called spiritual, as havins; the Spirit of Christ,

their founder and head, residing in it, Rom. viii.

9. Gal. iv. 6. 1 Cor. vi. 19. 2 Cor. vi' 16. They
are also " an holy priesthood," or, as they are

called, v. 9. '" a royal priesthood," in a higher
sense than the Israelites were called " a kingdom
of priests," Exod. xix. 6 ; for they are appointed
•• to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to

God by Jesus Christ," v. 5. Rev. i. 6. In this

spiritual society, the Church, there is no need of

the mediation of priests to present our offerings

to God, as in the Levitical temple ; but every sin-

cere worshipper can, as if he were a priest, offer

for himself the spiritual sacrifices of prayer, praise.

and obedience, which will be most acceptable to
God, through the mediation of Christ, Mai. i. 11.

Rom. xii. I. Hebr. xiii. 15, 16. '(Holden.) The
above detail of the sense is founded on the dis-
cussions of the best Commentators, as given in
Rec. Syn. The nature of the metaphor (which
is singular) is, I think, by no one so well traced
as by Dr. A. Clarke. " As (says he) all the stones
[namely, sons and daughters] that constitute the
spiritual building are made partakers of the life,
Christ, they may, with propriety, be called living
stones, i, e. sons and daughters of God, who live
by Christ Jesus, because He lives in them. Ac-
cordingly, these various living stones become one
grand Temple, in which God is worshipped, and
in which he manifests himself as he did in the
Temple of old." The two verses are closely con-
nected ; the former containing a pjotoiii, the lat-

ter an apodosis ; and the purpose of them is to
exhort Christians not only to receive, but to prac-
tise the precepts of the Gospel. ..
should be rendered, "but in the sight of God
elect and precious." I would compare from
Oracula Sibyll.. On the term-, see Note at 1 Tim.
vi. 3— 5.

6, 7. Returning to the subject of v. 4, the
Apostle shows that, in a passage of the O. T.,

Christ is compared with a corner-stone, and those
who fly to this stone are declared blessed. (Pott.), for. So the Fesch! Syr. " di-

citur." Of this sense an example is cited by
Rosenm. from Joseph. Antiq. xi. 4, 7. t», (soil. /"). See Note at Rom.
ix. o3. The words here cited do not, indeed, ex-
actly correspond Avith the words either of the
Hebrew or the Sept. ; but they very well repre-

sent the seiue ; especially in that sublimer and
mystical acceptation, which was doubtless in-

tended by the Prophet in conjunction with the

primary one ; in which security in Zion (or Jeru-

salem) is promised to all who take refuge there

from the tyranny of Sennacherib.
— i'liiv ovv —.] Render ;

" Unto you,
therefore, who [thus] firmly believe, belongs the

preciousness [which I speak of]." On this mode
of taking, the most eminent of the later Com-
mentators are agreed. The earlier, and, indeed.

Expositors in general, take as put for
;

which might be tolerated as regards the visits lo-

ijuendi ; for so I find in Plutarch de Is. and Osir,

^ 5. ov^iv ' : b ?. Yet
the sense arising is not so apposite. -.,
" as regards the unbelieving and disobedient.". Render, '' a stone at which any
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one may stumble." Just as a corner-stone, though

placed to sustain the walls of a building, yet

may be stumbled at by a careless passer by, to

his injury.

8. ' —.] These words are

exegeticai of the preceding, and intimate the ap-

plication. El's (scil.). The
best Commentators are agreed that, by a popular

idiom, it is only meant that into this stumbling

and disobedience they were permilted by God to

fall. See Is. viii. 15. compared with Matt. xxi. 44.

Luke ii. Si. Rom. ix. 32.

9. 10. Tlie Apostle again sets forth the Chris-

tian privileges to be obtained by faith in Christ.

See Note supra iii. 4. The expression \.
is derived from Is. xliii. 20

;
)^. up. from Exod.

xix. 6 ; £010? from Deut. vii. (i. xiv. 2; and

ch- from Exod. xix. 5. and Mai. iii.

17. See Note on Acts xx. 28. All these expres-

sions are still more applicable to Christians. ";
—, " that ye should show forth [by words

and deeds] the praises of Him who hath called

[and drawn] you from the darkness [of ignorance,

sin, and misery] to the light of knowledge, truth,

and happiness." . literally signifies, " to

tell those without what is done within," and is

used as in the present passage at Ps. Ixxi. 15.

Ixxiii. 28.

10. 01 note—.] The full import is, " who
formerly were not a people of God, but now are

so ; who were not [formerly] received into favour,

and made a people of God, but now have become
such." The words are taken from Hos. ii. 25,

with an application to Chrislia7is.

11, 12. These verses contain an exhortation to

live worthy of so precious a Gospel, especially

by abstaining from all lasciviousness and immo-
rality, or sensuality. Comp. Rom. vi. 12. James
iv. 1. The nature of the argument here will be
best seen by supposing (with Grot., Rosenm., and
Pott) that the Apostle is reminding them of their

situation as and-' in a foreign

country, and also of their like situation in this

world, as compared with the next. He then, in

the following verse, takes occasion, from their

situation as Christian strangers in Heathen coun-
tries, to press on them the duty of adorning the

doctrine of God our Saviour in all things. In the

words . . . . there is a military
metaphor. '. "conduct." See Note
on James iii. 13. At. ho-. must be understood,
not (as Rosenm. supposes), but, i. e. rii

KoXa ; as is clear from a kindred passage at
HI. 2. .- signifies to inspect closely ; and-

is for iav, i. e. upon close in-

spection and severe scrutiny. By this means (it

is said) they may be led to glorify God, i. e. to
give glory and praise to, and conceive highly of,

that God and religion whereof they before thought
and spoke evil. Compare 1 Cor. xiv, 25. The
expression is variously interpreted

;

by some, of the day of Judgment, or at least of
the infliction of Divine punishment, at the de-
struction of Jerusalem ; by others, of the day, or
time, of persecution s.nd affliction, as respected the
Christiaii^ : by others, again, of the time of God's
visiting the unbelieving with a conviction of the
truth of the Gospel. The last-mentioned inter-

pretation (which is supported by Calvin, Estius,

and Schott), seems preferable, as being most suit-

able to the context. Nor is it without proof; for

God is in Scripture said to visit men, both in

irratit and in 7nercy. So Psalm cvi. 4. •' visit me
with thy salvation ; " also Ps. viii. 4. compared
with Heb. ii. (i. and Luke i. C8. Actsxv. 14. And
here it is so called in the words of Calvin)
"quod Deus sancta et honesta suorum vita tan-

quam prajparatione utitur, ut in viam errantes

reducat," the holy lives of Christian people being
the means of impressing them with the feeling of
the trnth of the Gospel, which brings forth such
fruits.

13, 14. The Apostle now illustrates the gen-
eral precept of v. 11, 12, by the particular duties

to be observed among the Heathens, both by Jew-
ish and Gentile Christians.— (Pott.)

Compare similar admonitions at Rom. xiii. 1. seqq.

and Tit. iii. 1. The sense here of, "po-
litical institutions," is rare, and founded on the use
of the Hebr. ^, like that of the Latin creare as

used of appoinling magistrates. There is no real

discrepancy in what St. Peter here says of the

magistracy as a human ordination, and what St.

Paul says at Rom. xiii. 1, that the Powers which
be (or rule) are ordained of God. For. as Bp.
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Sanderson observes, in his Serm. ad Magistr. p. they use not their Hberltj for an occasion to the

110, " tlie substance of the power of every magis- flesh, — nor, under so fair a title, palliate an evil

trate is the ordinance of God ; but the specification licentiousness, making that a cloak for their ir-

of the circumstances thereto belonging ; as in re- reverent and undutiful carriage towards their su-
gard of places, persons, titles, continuance, ju- periors."

risdiction, subordination, and the rest, is a liuman Before deducing the general doctrine to be
ordinance, introduced by custom, or positive law." gathered from the whole of the text, the learned

15. here refers to false accusations, or writer just quoted discusses some of the expres-
unfounded objections, as arising from the igno- sin7is contained therein, particularly the words ;
ranee or prejudices . . These, he shows, have reference to

If), ; —\.] On this text see the exhortation a little before, v. 13, as declaring
an admirable Discourse of Bp. Sanderson, (Serm. the manner in which the duty there inculcated
7 ad Clerum,) where, after observing that " there ought to be performed

;
yet so that the force of

is not any thing in the world more generally de- them reaches to the exhortations also contained
sired than liberty, nor scarce any thing more gen- in the verses next after the text

; q. d. " Submit
erally abused, he shows that such has been the yourselves to public governors, both supreme and
case even in respect of that blessed liberty which subordinate; be subject to your own particular

the eternal Son of God purchased for his Church, masters; honour all men with those proper re-

Accordingly, St. Peter and St. Paul, the two chief spects due to their stations : but do all this [not
planters of the Churches, endeavoured to early in- as slaves, but] as free; do it without any im-
struct believers in the true doctrine, and direct peachment of the libertrj you have in Christ."'

them in the right use of their Christian liberty, Finally, the learned Prelate ably discusses the
especially in the cases of scandal, and of obedi- import of the term, which he shows is here
ence. St. Paul usually treats of the former : St. to be taken in a larger sense, of sin and iniquity

Peter (having to deal mostly with stiff-necked in general, yet with especial reference to that

and insubordinate Jews) generally the latter ; and particular kiud of it before spoken of, insubordi-

nowhere more fully than in this Chapter." The nation and disobedience to lawfully constituted
learned Prelate then proceeds to show that the authority. Accordingly, the injunction of St. Pe-
words of the text are to be understood as an an- ter here is akin to that of St. Paul at Gal. v. 13.

ticipation of an objection, which might be made /t , where the
by some new converts of the .lews

; q. d. " We expression has reference to carnality of ev-

have been taught, that the Son of God hnth made ery kind. And here most true is the remark of
us free, and then we are free indeed; and so not Bp. Sanderson elsewhere, "Ifflesh and blood he
bound to subject ourselves to any masters and suffered to make the gloss, it is able to corrupt a
governors upon earth, — no, not to kins^s ; but right gaoa text. It easily turneth the t/ocinKe of
much rather bound not to do it, that so we may (iod's grace into a wantonness, and as easily the

presei-ve that freedom which Christ hath pur- doctrine of Chistian liberty into licentiousness."

chased for us, and reserve ourselves the more en- ioo\oi; i. e. "as bound to the observance
tirely for God's service, by refusing to be the ser- of the divine laws," and therefore subject to

imnts of men. This objection the Apostle clearly those whom God wills us to serve,

taketh off in the text. He tells them, that being 17. /.'] " Honour all," viz. to

indeed set at liberty by Christ, they are not there- whom honour is due ; as Worn. xiii. 7. A general.

fore any more to enlliral themselves to any living injunction afterwards explained by its species.

soul or other creature; not to submit to any or- - ., "love the Christian fraterni-

dinance of man as i/ttrcs, that is, as if </u' o/-(/iii(!7;ce ty." '. This term in Scripture

itself did by any proper, direct, and immediate unites the kindred ideas of reverence (including

virtue, bind i//econsciV«cc. Butyet, notwithstand- worship) and obedience.

ing, they might and ought to submit thereunto as 18— 20.] See a similar admonition at Eph. vi.

the Lord's free-men, and in a free manner; i. e. 5— 8.

by a voluntary and unenforced both subjection to 21 — 23. The Apostle now suggests a powerful

their potcer, and obedience to their lawful com- motive to this obedience to the will of God, hold-

mands. They must, therefore, take heed that ing out for their imitation the example of Christ,
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who bore vwre cruel contumelies, and more griev-

ous sufferings with unshaken constancy. See
what is said in a Sermon of Bp. Alterbury on this

text, entitled " The Christian state a state of
suffering."

24. —.] An allusion to

Is. liii. 12, and denoting (as the best Expositors

are agreed) " who bare the punishment of our sins

upon the cross;" for that has that sense,

has been before abundantly proved. Thus this

passage and that of Heb. ix. 28, emphatically at-

test the doctrine of the vicarious and atoning

nature of Christ's sufferings, especially the words
ov ., " by whose stripes and
wounds {\. being a singular used genericaUij)

your spiritual wounds and maladies are healed."
So Is. viii. 3. " He hath borne our griefs and
carried our sorrows," both wliich terms indicate

spiritual sicknesses, produced by sin. Thus the

ancient philosophers regarded vicious passions

and affections as sicknesses of the mind, ex. gr.

Plut. Op. Moral, vi. 24. 4. ^;?-
. The words ' —'/ note

the purpose of this vicarious sacrifice, and are

intended to hint at the bounden duty of believ-

ers ; namely, " that we, being freed from the

guilt of sin, and having renounced the practice

of it, (see Rom. vi. 2.) should live to the pur-

poses of righteousness." The words at v. 25, i)r£

yap— are meant to set in a strong light the

preciousness of the salvation, by contrast with the

opposite; and present a fine image of unmixed
misery and utter destitution. There is here a

blending of the image with the thing compared :

and. is added to explain liow Christ is our

shepherd.

III. 1., at .] Here are carried for-

ward the duties of obedience,— from that of
subjects to sovereigns and servants to masters,

to the domestic and family relations of wives to

husbands. By the subjection here enjoined is

meant such as is agreeable to the customs and
laws subsisting in any country. Yet the term
never authorizes more than ready and willing.

not slavish, obedience. In which view Rosenm.
cites Joseph. Ant. i. xlix. 8. (of the maidens of
Leah and Rachel) &,
. . , " are not believers in the
Gospel, have not embraced it." T^s,
" the conduct," i. e. such virtuous and prudent
conduct as the Apostle here enjoins. "Avcv -, i. e. without any formal argument or proof.

Such fruits of the Gospel supply a tacit, but
powerful proof of its beneficial tendency, and
a popular argument for its truth. ., i. e. may
be gained over to the Gospel, put into the way of
salvation.

2. iv] for iriJi', i. e. with respectful

deportment. See Eph. v. 33.

3. —.^ This injunction, like

a similar admonition at 1 Tim. it. 9. sq., is to be
understood in a comparative sense ; the oi being
for non tarn— qnam. Indeed, that passage is the

best comment on the present, and to the parallel

sentiments from ancient authors there adduced,
I would add, from Menander : b, oh . On the points of antiquities

connected with this passage, see the note on 1

Tim.
4. b KpvnTbg . '.] i. e. let it extend to

the mind, Tdv . Rom. vii. 22., internal

and mental, as opposed to external ornament

;

q. d. " Vestments soon fade and wear out, while
the internal ornament is ever-during." The
is emphatical, involving an opposition to the pref-

erence too often given to external over internal

excellences.

5. 6. The Apostle now enforces his exhortation

to the internal ornament, and the conjugal re-

spect before enjoined, by showing that such had
been the practice of the faithful people of God
from the remotest antiquity ; as, for instance,

among the wives of the Patriarchs. The phrase
-. fVi is derived from the Sept., de-
noting a devoted attachment to God. By
\., is meant acknowledging her subjection. So
the Roman wives called their husbands, as we
may infer from Virg. JEn. iv. 214. Connubia
nostra Repulit, ac domimim .^Eneam in regna re-

cepit, and iv. 10. Phrygio servire marito. This
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giibjeciion seems to have been kept up longest in Griesb., Matth., Valer, and Tittm. ; and certainly
tlie East, where customs never change ; but was it is more agreeable to the context,
early laid aside in the hardy countries of the 8. Here are subjoined some general directions
North ; for from the Germania of Tacitus it ap- to Christians at large ; exhorting them to mutual
pears, that the situation there of \vives differed love and concord, kind treatment of all men, even
little from what it is in civilized countries of Eu- enemies, as most likely to soften their animosity,
rope at the present day. However, the subjec- and draw down the favour of God. Td \ is

tion of Sarah to .\braham was not slavish. So best rendered by Erasm., Grot., Rosenm., and
Philo vol. ii. p. 36. 9. says of Abraham : ), ' tq. The words-

— are variously interpreted. See
Recens. Synop. It should seem best to under-

Pott, " in surama ;
" equivalent to the Classical

iv'. . is equivalent to the

at Rom. xii. IG. xv. 5. and the

of Phil. ii. 2. The verb 6(()(}
stand them with Est., Calvin, and partly Rosenm., sometimes occurs in the later Greek writers,
of not being frightened from persevering in their And so Livy L. x. 22. says, " admonendo, ut una
duty, or in their Christian profession, by giving animo, una intntr• mverent." On the expression
way to excessive timidity. With the ., see Note at i. 22., and compare Col.
fiijifid'rti' 5(7 here compare the iii. 12. sq. For, several MSS., Ver-
min. at V. 15. sions, and Fathers, have :., which was

7. KaTii yiwaii'] i. e. in a manner suitable to the preferred by Calvin and Bengel, and introduced
superior knowledge you enjoy by the Gospel, into the text by Griesb., Knapp, Vater, Tittm.,
',. 5'. The exact nature and Lachm. I cannot venture to follow their

of the metaphor in. is not very clear. It example : for external evidence is quite in favour
is generally interpreted toot, viensil., as of the common reading: as also, I think, is the
Aristotle calls the wife. As, however, internal. It is surely less easy to imagine that
literally signifies iniy thing made, so it may here . might have been introduced from the pre-
very well have the sense creature. Some MSS. ceding^, than to suppose that-.
have here, party, which, though evidently arose, as Matthaei supposes, from the Scholiasts

a gloss, expresses the sense. The expression or Catenists. Perhaps, however, it is an ancient) is, by the context, determined to denote alteration of the homily writers ; for, as Matthaei
that kind of respect, attention, and care, which
is shown, for valuable, bat fragile, articles. So
a Rabbin cited by Schoettg. says :

" Sicut honor
quidani habetur crvslallinis, quia solicits trac-

tantur. So also Eurip. Troad. 735.
,. and Orest. 449.'\7. . 17/7/ they are

entitled to be thus treated, is then subjoined,

—

namely, that they are fellow heirs with their hus-

bands of the same salvation. A further reason,

too. is added, namely, f(s -
observes, is a word occurring no-
where else in the N. T. ; and, like at

iv. 9., is more of a virtus civilis, and far inferior

to the rest here mentioned. On the contrary-- is a Christian virtue of the highest
rank ; and the word elsewhere occurs in the

N. T.
9. On a-oi. see Rom. xii. 17.

and Note ; and on ti'Xoy. Matt. v. 44. E/f —. The argument is, " To this end were
ye called, that ye should obtain a blessing [from- ,\. e. to prevent that greatest evil God], i. e. every sort of felicity ; therefore it

arisin? from Avant of domestic harmony,— that behoves you to wish and pray for blessings upon
the minds of the parties cannot unite in prayer, others."

and are indeed indisposed for that fervent suppli- 10—12. The preceding words? on—«.
cation which can alone be effectual. Here, for are, in some measure, parenthetical; and on the\. many MSS. and the textus receptus words \oiiop'iav . the Apostle engrafts an
have \6. But the former is, with

reason, preferred by all the most eminent Editors

Moreover, for the common reading-.
many MSS. and all the early Editions have .
which is preferred by almost all Critics, was

exhortation to curb the tongue, in words derived
from Ps. xxxiv. 13. 14., though with a slight adap-

tation. \ may be rendered,
" he who desires to enjov life and happiness."

o'l', &c.] The . suggests intent

adopted by Wets., and has been edited by Beng., observance and watching over ; and the im
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plies readiness to hearken to their petitions.

— inl graphically represents the anger

of the Lord.
13—15. 1>—)\ The interroga-

tion implies a strong negation. The words are,

however, to be understood with some qnalifira-

tion : for it is plain from the context, that this is

not meant as an assurance that they shall never

be harmed ; but only not so as to be utterly

ruined by them ; though '' persecuted, yet not

forsaken ;
" though " cast down," yet " not de-

stroyed," 2 Cor. iv. 9. Thus, as observes Bp.

Sanderson, in his second Sermon ad Aulam (on a

kindred declaration at Prov. xvi. 7. " When a

man's ways please the Lord, he maketh even his

enemies to be at peace with him") q. d. " So

lonp as you carry yourselves graciously and wise-

ly, if the hearts of your enemies will not be so

far wrought upon as to love and affect you ; yet

their mouths will be muzzled, and their hands

manacled from breaking out into any outrageous

either terms or actions of open hostility : so as

you shall enjoy your peace with them in some
measure. Though they mean you no good, yet

they shall do you no harm." In both these pas-

sages we see the " duty of man is marked out, as

a prce-requisite to the fulfilment of the promise, God
ordinarily in his Providence working by second

causes." " Moreover (as the learned prelate

points out) these and all scriptures that regard

temporal promises (as here and 2 Pet. ii. 9.) are

to be understood, not as universally, but as com-
monly true, not absolutely, but with this reserva-

tion, ' unless the Lord in his infinite wisdom sees

cause why it sliould be good for us to have it

otherwise.' Thus the injury may be understood

of what is real injury and evil, or what is such in

the long run, and ultimately such." In the next

words £i i^iii i^i/c.,, the argu-

ment is the same as in Matt. v. 10, 11.

— if—'.] This has been variously

interpreted •, but the best Expositors are in gen-

eral agreed that it means, " Let the Lord God be

made the object of your most hearlful reverence,

so as to be deeply impressed with a sense of his

holiness and all-perfect attributes." " This fear

of God (says Abp. Leighton) turns other fears out

of doors ; there is no room for them where this

great fear is ; and being greater than they all, yet

it disturbs not as they do, yea, it brings as great

quiet as they brought trouble."
— irpoj unoXoyi'ui'] for \6. See Acts

xxii. 1. ., " mildly and re-

spectfully."

16. 0} —.^ Ren-
der, " so that in that whereof they speak against

you, as evil doers, they who thus slander your
virtuous and Christian conversation may be
ashamed," i. e. put to the shame of being con-
victed of falsehood. On. see Note at Matt.
v. 44.

17, 18. The Apostle here (by anticipation)

comforts the Christians under the injuries of the

profane, by an argument derived from the will of
God, and the example of Christ

; q. d. " He who
suffers for crimes can expect no recompense ; but

he who suffers for God may confidently look for-

ward to a ' sure reward.' " Again, at ' -
— the argument is, " If Christ suffered

for us who were then evil, how much more
should we be prepared to die, or suffer tribula-

tion, for the glory of Christ, and the edification

of Christians.", 1. e. bring us unto a
state of reconciliation.

—' —.'] There is an anti-

thesis between and ';< ; the former
denoting Christ's human nature, wherein he
suffered in the body ; the latter, his Divine and
spiritual nature.

19. iv 10 To7c iv^, &C.]
(J, " by which Spirit," namely, his pre-existent

and Divine nature. Much obscurity, however,
hangs over this passage, of v/hich the interpreta-

tions are very various. Many (as Beza, Elsn., and
Mackn.) take the meaning to be, not that the

spirits were in prison at the time when Christ
preached to them through Noah ; but that he
preached by his Spirit, or Divine nature, to the

antediluvians, who are now (viz. in the age of tlie

Apostle) in prison, detained, like the fallen an-

gels, unto the day of judgment, Jude 6. And
Beza and Benson think that the Apostle proposes
this example to their brethren, to deter them
from being corrupted by those around them. The
latter explains, " the state of the dead." So Dr.

Burton interprets, " in which character he also

went and preached to those persons who are no%v

confined spirits, but who then were disobedient,"
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* &, , -, { ) &-
21 ' "^ , ( cEph.'s.as.&,) & ,)
&C. This view, however, is liable to numerous
objections : and, upon the whole, I know of no
mode of interpretation so natural, or involving so

little difficulty as the common one, (supported by
the ancient and many of the ablest modern Ex-
positors) by which this is understood to denote
(according to the plain tenour of the words) that

Christ went down and preached (i. e. proclaimed
his Gospel) to the Antediluvians in Hades. And
it is shown by Bp. Horsley (in an able Sermon on
this text) and Mr. Slade, that this plain and ob-

vious sense is not to be rejected because it con-

tains what may seem strange and unaccountable
;

otlierwise scarcely any thing might be believed.
" The interpretation of this whole passage (says

Bp. Horsley) turns upon the expression ' spirits

in prison.' Now it is hardly necessary to mention
that spirits here can signify no other spirits than

the souls of men ; for we read not of any preaching
of Christ to any other race of beings than mankind.
The Apostle's assertion therefore is this, that

Christ went and preached to souls of men in pris-

on. The invisible mansion of departed spirits,

though certainly not a place of penal confinement
to the good, is nevertheless in some respects a

prison. It is a place of seclusion from the external

world, a place of unfinished happiness, consisting

in rest, security, and hope, more than enjoyment.

It is a place which the souls of men never would
have entered, had not sin introduced death, and
from which there is no exit by any natural means
for those who have once entered. The deliver-

ance of the saints from it is to be effected by our

Lord's power. As a place of confinement, there-

fore, though not of punishment, it may well be

called a prison. The original word, however, in

this text imports not of necessity bo much as

this, but merely a place of safe keeping; for so

this passage might be rendered with great exact-

ness : He we7U and preached to the spirits in safe

keeping. And the invisible mansion of departed

spirits is to the rigliteous a place of safe keeping,

where they are preserved under the shadow of

God's right hand, as their condition sometimes is

described in Scripture, till the season shall arrive

for their advancement to future glory ; as the

souls of the wicked, on the other hand, are re-

served, in the other division of the same place,

unto the judgment of the great day. Now, if

Christ went and preached to souls of men thus

in prison, or in safe keeping, surely he went to

the prison of those souls, or to the place of their

custody ; and what place that should be but the

hell of the Apostle's creed, to which our Lord

descended, I have not met with the Critic that

could explain. The souls in custody, or in prison,

to whom our Saviour went in his disembodied

soul, and preached, were those which formerly

mere disobedient. The expression formerly were,

or one while had been disobedient, implies, that

they were recovered, however, from that disobe-

dience, and, before their death, had been brought

to repentance and faith in the Redeemer to come.

To sucli souls he went and preached. But what

did he preach to departed souls, and what could

be the end of his preaching ? Certainly he preach-

ed neither repentance nor faith ; for the preaching

VOL. .

of either comes too late to the departed soul.
These souls had believed and repented, or they
had not been in that part of the nether regions,
which the soul of the Redeemer visited. Nor
was the end of his preaching any liberation of
them from we know not what purgatorial pains,
of which the Scriptures give not the slightest in-

timation. But if he went to proclaim to them the
glad tidings, that he had actually offered the sacri-

fice of their redemption, and was about to appear
before the Father as their intercessor, in the merit
of his own blood, this was a preaching fit to be ad-
dressed to departed souls, and would give new ani-

mation and assurance to their hope of the con-
summation in due season of their bliss ; and this,

it may be presumed, was the end of his preach-
ing." See more in Bp. Pearson on the Creed, p.
288. 1st Edit.

For the common reading almost
all the MSS. and early Editions, except the Eras-
mian and Stephanie ones, have, which
is preferred by almost all the Critics, and edited
by Beng., VVetstein, Matth., Griesb., Knapp,
Tittm., and Vater. Rightly; for not only is ex-

ternal evidence decidedly in favour of that read-

ing, but internal ; since, considering the rarity of
the word, it is likely that the scribes

should fall into error, and mistake. for.
And then those who revised the MSS. would per-

ceive that was not right, and would, by
reference to other MSS., alter it to,
omitting to cancel the ^. The force of
in this compound may be illustrated from the ex-

pression at Rom. viii. 19. Phil. i. 20.

The term denotes, " long and anxiously waited,"

namely, during the 120 years given the persons in

question to repent on hearing the preaching of

Noah.
20. ' 6\ —^. 5' .^

The best mode of treating these words is to re-

gard. as a verbum prfegnans, including the

sense of another verb, one of motion, and corre-

sponding to '-, thus :
" into which a few

(namely, eight) persons embarked, and were
saved through the water," which last expres-

sion is to be understood like Bia at 1 Cor.

iii. 15.

21,22. The sense may be thus expressed,

—

" The antitype to which thing (namely, what
corresponds to, and was figured by the preserva-

tion of Noah and his family in the ark) doth now
save us, through the resurrection of Christ, as the

ark did them; [I mean] baptism, which is not

merely the putting away the filth of the flesh, [by

material water] but the answer of a good con-

science towards God." By is meant, " pla-

ces us in a state of salvation."
—. (. ] i. e. (as explains

Mr. Holden) " by that vhich enables us to re-

turn such an answer, as springs from a good con-

science towards God, which can be no other than

the inward change and renovation wrought by
the Spirit." I would compare Herodian vi. 3— 9.

Ti]C \, the confidence

arising from a good conscience. The meaning,

therefore, is, that baptism, in order to save ue,

must not be the mere outward act, but must be

6.5
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also accompanied with the inward grace ; in other

words, it must be that baptism which our Lord
described as the being born again of water and of

the Spirit. See John iii. 5.

22. See Notes on Rom. viii. 34. seqq. 1 Cor.

XV. 24. Eph. i. 21.

IV. The Apostle here returns to the subject

he had been treating at iii. 17., and again pro-

poses the example of Christ, whom he enjoins

them to imitate in his holiness as well as his

sufferings, whatever opposition they might en-

counter ; and, for their comfort, he reminds them
of a righteous judgment to come, when ikey

should be rewarded, and their enemies pun-
ished.

1 , 2. oZv —/.] The sense
though disputed, seems to be :

' Since Christ suf-

fered for us in the flesh, arm yourselves with the

same temper of mind which animated him,'

namely (to use the words of Scott), " a resigned

and self-denying, meek, steadfast, and intrepid

frame of spirit, resulting from confidence in God,
love to him, and zeal for his glory." Of tliis use

of . (in which there is a military metaphor)
examples are adduced by Schleus., from Joseph.\. Toii ). Liban.. 717. Soph. El. 99. ^-. The result of this spirit is expressed in the

words —. Thus they would
no longer live the time that might be allowed
them on earth, conformably to the lust of men
(i. e. the carnal), but to the will of God. More-
over, as the term 8\. naturally suggests the

idea of endurance, self-denial, and suffering,—
BO, for their consolation, the Apostle adds the re-

flection, b —, namely, he that suf-

fers is [usually or naturally] freed from the do-

minion of sin, the temptations of prosperity being
withdrawn. For adversity, to use the words of a
celebrated Poet, " leaves us leisure to be good."

3. , &c.] "Now let it suffice for

the time past of our life to have practised the

things to which the heathens are prone." I would
compare Joseph, p. 844. Huds. b /?\\ ~ -. Many ancient MSS., and
most of the earlier Versions, have not the toS

;

and some are without •) which words are

marked as probably to be omitted, by Griesb.,

Knapp, and Vater, and are cancelled by Lach-
mann. But without any sufficient reason. The
emendation might, indeed, be supported from a
very similar passage of Isocr. Panegyr. p. 105.

b '. But that will only serve to show the
difference of the Classical from the Hellenistic
style. We may, too, observe more of Scriptural

simplicity and circumstantiality in the common
reading. Certainly the here is quite in

the manner of the sacred writers. The words
fV are exegetical of the

foregoing; and. depends upon to be
supplied at. It signifies " habitually liv-

ing." The terms. and the succeeding one
seem meant to exemplify the vices they had been
attached to. By .\. and. are denoted for-

nication, adultery, and such like : by ., -, and, intemperance in drinking, and
the debauchery and revels attendant on it. See
Rom. xiii. 13. is for, " drink-
ing-parties." With respect to the term ., as

the Jews do not appear to have been guilty of
idolatry properly so called, the Commentators
suppose either that this has reference only to the
Gentile converts ; or that by " idolatries " are
meant vices as bad as idolatry, or rather practices
which savoured of idolatry, and the falling into
idolatrous and heathen manners, customs, and
opinions. That such was the case we have in-

dubitable evidence in the writings of Philo and
Josephus.

4. iv (;T ^.] This may, with Pott, be resolved
into iv 6i . 3ri, &c., " they are amazed
at this, namely, that," &c. This sense of .,
" to think strange," is found only in Polyb., Plu-
tarch, Josephus, and other later writers. .., literally, sink of profligacy and abominable
dissoluteness.

5. ] " to him who is ready [at

his own appointed season] to judge." Here we
have simply a designation of the office of the great
Judge ; and therefore Wets., Benson, and Mackn.
are wrong in seeking refinements.

6. £(5 —.'] The sense is here
obscure, and consequently the context is the more
carefully to be attended to ; according to which
the interpretations of those who (as Whitby,
Doddr., and others) take. in a figurative sense
(namely, spiritually dead, i.e. in trespasses and
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sins, meaning the Gentiles) cannot, I think, be Let it, however, be remembered that (in the
admitted. Yet understanding it in a physical words of Bp. Warburton), " though Charity or
sense (conformably to the interpretation of the benevolence, hides the faults of others from'the
word adopted in the preceding verse), the per- severity of our censure, yet Charity, or Almso-iv-
plexing question is, how the Gospel can be said ing, is totally unable to conceal our own fronUhe
to be preached to the dead ? A thing nowhere observance of our all-righteous Judge. Indeed
asserted in Scripture, and contradictory to what the only cover for these, or, to speak more prop-
is there said. To obviate this, some, as Slade, erly, the discharge of all their stains, is Faith
comparing the passage with iii. 19, understand the — is the blood of Christ, working with repent-
assertion to be, " that the Gospel had been pro- a/jce towards God. When Faith, when the blood
claimed eve7t to the dead { rcKpoU) ; that they of Christ, hath thus done its perfect work, and
will be judged by the law of nature for the things brought forth repentance, then we shall not be
done in the body, and be rewarded, in proportion mistaken in concluding that one of the noblest
to their deserts, by a spiritual life, according to fruits of repentance is charity."
the will and power of God." Since, however,
viKpoli must, it should seem, be interpreted as in

the preceding verse, it involves the least difficulty

9. See Rom. xii. 13. Hebr. xiii. 2.

10, 11. Most Commentators, ancient and mod-
ern, regard these verses as having reference to
the Spiritual gifts, or, as some explain, endow-
ments of mind, which fitted persons to discharge
various offices and duties in the Church, whether
as ministers or deacons. But to this sense the
expression \\ is not very suitable ; and
if there be any connection with the words pre-
ceding, such cannothe exclusively the sense. It

should seem best, with Mr. Scott, to take the

to suppose (with the above Commentators, and
Wets., Rosenm., and laspis), that it is meant of

those who, being Christians, have died for the

profession of the faith. The same view of the

sense is adopted by Dr. Burton, \vho expresses

the sense as follows :
•' It was on this principle

of a general judgment, that the Christians who
are already dead had the Gospel preached to

them, so that according to the common law of . .

our nature they suffer the penalty of death, but *^/"? in a general sense, as denoting any

by the mercy of God thev will be restored to life
of those gifts, whether of fortune or of abilities

again by the operation of the Spirit." ^"^ spiritual endovvments, for which men are
^ -^

^ alike stewards, and bound to employ them for the
7. ii to ;- This is usually good of their brethren. The duty is first stated

interpreted of the end of the Jewish state at tlie generally, and then considered specially, as ap-

destiuction of Jerusalem. But the sense thus plied, 1. to the gifts fortune ; 2. to those of
arising is little satisfactory, (t is better to take the mind, or the Holy F^pirit ; in adverting to

the expression according to its natural import, as which Ministers are especially, though not ear-

denoting the end of the world, and the final con- cbisively, meant ; for. indeed, at this early period,

summation of all things ; as in Phil. iv. 5. James the distinction between Clergy and Laity was not
V. 8, 9. Or the Apostle may also liave intended fully established. The expressions, too, have re-

to i«cZ«f/e that individual and /•5«/ consumma- lation to the distinct duties of preac/jeri of the

tion of all things, which takes place at the hour uwrd, and of deacons. The former are to speak
of death. See Bp. Horsley cited in Slade.

— ^. See 1 Thess. V. 6, 8.

arid Note. I would compare Plutarch adv. Stoic.

§ 19. .
8.] i. e., as CEcumen. explains,,'. Comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 4., " one to another."

— . .1 Render, " for

charity will cover a multitude of sins," i. e., as is

required by the context and the sense of the pas-

sage of Prov. X. 12. (from which this is derived),

and as the best Expositors are now agreed, " this

charitable disposition will lead us to throw a may suffice ; Eurip. Phoen. 565. '
cloak over, and forgive a multitude of sins." So liia , J'

Plutarch, cited by Weston ap. Bowyer, says of• "Orifv 6i ',
Pompey, TTcpl airbv .. add Procop. p. 129. 12.' On, see Note at 1 Cor. xiv. 27. At, supply. The doxology following is, it

ovie . See Note supra Jas. v. 19. should seem, to be referred to the Father.

as delivering the oracles of God, and consequent-
ly what was the truth of the Gospel, and not mere
human notions. In pointing out the duties of the
latter, the phraseology seems to advert to the
duties as being laborious, which the Diaconal
duties must have been. These are to be dis-

charged with the full strength which God sup-
plies for that very purpose. That this doctrine,
of men being only stewards of the good gifts he
bestowed, is confirmed by the evidence human
reason, in addition to the authority of an inspired
writer, might be proved from several passages.

The following, out of several I have myself noted,
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12— 19. Here the Apostle exhorts them to

patiently endure afflictions in the cause of Christ,

using two arguments: 1. That the heavier the

trials are, which we have home on earth, after the

example of Christ, the greater will be our reward
in heaven, v. 13. 2. That afflictions suffered for

conscience sake are no longer to be accounted
such, V. 1-1. fin. since it was not, the Apostle
hints, a strange or unusual thing for the people of

God to be persecuted. 3. That though they suf-

fered here, as Christ did, they should hereafter

be glorified together with him. 4•. That, besides

the prospect of that future glory, they had, at

present, ihe Spirit of God for their comfort and
support. 5. That it was an honour for any one
of them to suffer, not as a malefactor, but as a

Christian. 6. That though afflictions began with
the faithful, yet the weight of the storm would
fall on the unbelievers.

— —.] The sense is :
" Be

not surprised [and therefore troubled] by, or

through, the fire for trial (i. e. the severe perse-

cution permitted, for your trial) which ye now
suffer." The words —. are exegeti-

cal of. In the expression -? & -
there is an allusion to the qiucstio, or tor-

ment by fire. See Note on 1 Cor. iii. 13.

13. )— <}yn/\A.] In this participation

in the sufferings of Christ it is implied that the

cause is the same, that of true religion.

14. tl ovtti.] See Note supra iii. 13.

— rb T-ijc — "The glorious

Spirit of God rests on you [for your support and
consolation]." The next words contrast the dif-

ferent views in which these spiritual endowments
would appear,— in order to display the power of

the Spirit ; who, though blasphemed and denied by
their persecutors, was glorified in them.

1.5. —.] The full sense is: " [I

speak not of suffering in a bad cause,] for let

none of you so act as to suffer," &,c. The ex-
pression? is variously explained.

See Rec. Syn. Yet, after all, no interpretation is

so little objectionable as the common one, "a
busy-body," one who intermeddles in business
which does not belong to him. Now as it can be
proved that there were laws against Xoyowto}. or

those who invented or circulated false political

reports, so it is not improbable that. here

may mean such ; or that there were laws inflict-

ing some actual punishment on those convicted
of busily prying into other people's affairs, and
(as is almost always the case), exaggerating what
might be true, and fabricating falsities. The in-

terpretation in question is, moreover, much con-
firmed by 1 Tim. v. 13, where the Apostle seems
to have had in view this hateful vice of slander

and backbiting, in the words-,^ rci. Thus it seems clear that the terms
and are, as nearly as

may be, of the same sense ; the first meaning a
busy-body, and the latter a busy-body in others'

affairs ; which affinity is well exemplified by the
following passage of Philostr. Epist. Apoll. 59.

»}?, ? 7., •' if you had not been a busy-body, you
would not have been a judge in other men's
affairs."

16. '.] See Note at Acts xi. 26.

., " on this account," as 2 Cor. iii. 10.

17, 18. The best Commentators generally
agree that these verses contain an obscure in-

timation of the fiery trials which were coming
upon that part of the world, where the persons
whom the Apostle is addressing resided. That
the expression means Christians,
is plain from the next verse. They are also as-

sured, that though this judgment or affliction

would, according to God's custom of old, begin
with the faithful, it would be far from ending
with them ; which is expressed by a popular
phrase, ,

" what will be
the end or lot of the wicked ? " implying a bad
one, utter perdition.

The words of the next verse, no doubt, admit
of the same application as the preceding, and are
so applied by the above Commentators,^
being explained of temporal persecution, i. e. "is
to be saved." It should rather seem, however,
that what might be applied to the temporal judg-
ments in question, was chiefly meant of the great
day ofjudgment ; the sense being nearly that laid
down by Mr. Scott.

19. —'.'] The sense seems
to be :

" Wherefore let those who suffer accord-
ing to the will and permission of God, commit
their lives and souls unto Him, as unto a faithful

and benevolent Creator, at the same time contin-
uing in well-doing."
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V. The Apostle now gives particular injunc-

tions to the presbyters, i. e. the Bishops and
Pastors of the Church, and also to preachers,

the former to feed the flock of Christ committed
to their charge; the latter to obey their admoni-
tions.

1. .] Though one of the ch'iei Apostles,

St. Peter modestly styles himself a co-presbyter.(\ —., " and who am also a

partaker of the glory which shall be revealed ;"

viz. at the resurrection. (.See Phil. iii. 21.)
" Not meaning, however, (as Mr. Holden ob-

serves,) that he was theti a partaker, but that he
had then a rif^ht to it; that he was then in a jus-

tified state, which, if persevered in, would end
in his participation in the glory which we shall

enjoy at the resurrection, Rom. viii. 17, 18.

2 Tim. iv. 7, 8."

2. —.] A pastoral metaphor com-
mon in Scripture, and found also in the Classical

writers. The sense is :
" Nourish with sound

doctrine, and take care of the morals of those

committed to your care." & seems
to be said with reference to some who served,

indeed, the office without stipend, but with in-

difference and want of zeal. Mi/if ^.,' ; i. e. not discharging the office for tlie

sake of lucre, (which would be bsse) but with
good will, toto corde, (as the Syr. Translator ren-

ders) and only accepting the lucre to enable you
to discharge the office.

3.. rCJii.] Though Qcou be here

not expresseil. it is to be nnderstood, as at

just after. The is variously explained
;

by some, of the possessions of the Church. For
which sis:nilicatwn there is, indeed, sufficient au-

thority ; but little probability in the thinz itself;

though Mr. Slade thinks that, " as there were
contributions, there might be fund." Consid-

ering, however, the poverty of the primitive

Christians, and other circumstances, that is un-

likely. Now KaraKvpubovTCi, in the simple

diction of the sacred writer, can only apply to

persons. And the best Commentators are with

reason agreed that it means the Ch^irches or

congregations ; called God's heritages, in allusion

to the division of Canaan by, lots, which
formed separate heritages.

4. See i. 3— 5; ii. 25; and 1 Cor. ix. 25.

2 Tim. iv. 8, and Notes.
5. .'] This, being opposed to the .,

which term is admitted to be one of .€6, must
denote other persons inferior to them (as being
under their superintendence) and bound to pay
deference to them, if . ., i. e.

each according to your different ranks and sta-

tions.

— Triv..] The verb-
is derived from, which signifies

1. a. Ifnot, or fop-knot ; 2. a button or ornamental
fastening, by which vestments were drawn about
the body ; 3. (or rather) a sort of move-
able garment, or cape, put over the other vest-

ments, and fastened by knots and bands to the

collar. Hence came to mean, in a
general way, to be ornamentally clothed : and as

all sorts of clothing are, in the ancient languages,
applied to denote moral habits, especially of vir-

tue ; so here the Apostle means, that they should
jmt on humility as an ornament, and wear it as a
habit. With which I would compare ^1. V. H.
p. 10.^ &, and Horn. 11. \. 149.

aviuicinv. where Heyne remarks :
" Dici-

tur aliquis indutus ; i. e. instructus, esse iis quje

ipsi propria sunt et solemnia."
6. 7. The ,\postle here exhorts them to a

patient submission to the chastisement of God's
powerful hand ; trusting to Him alone for deliver-

ance and glory, and reposing with calm affiance

on his all gracious Providence. In'
there is a siinificatio prasgnans, i. e. casting off"

all anxious cares, and reposing them 07i, &c.
The expression is taken from Ps. I v. 22.

8, 9. The Apostle here repeats his exhortations
to sobriety and vigilance; reminding them, that

the great spiritual adversary of mankind is per-

mitted to try the virtuous with afflictions and
temptations

; . d. (in the words of Bp. Sander-
son) He watcheth for your destruction; watch
ve, therefore, for vour preservation. Many re-

cent Commentators, indeed, because has
not the Article, render it " a malicious accuser."
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But, closely connected as it is with,
it cannot but mean (as Bp. Middl. explains)
" your opposing evil Spirit," or, the Evil Spirit

who is your opposer ; for the Article at.
properly belongs to \. Here there is

supposed to be an allusion to Job i, 7. This
passage, I have in Rec. Syn. shown at large, raust

have reference not merely to what the Devil
effects by his agents, but by himself, proving his

personahty and evil agency over men. It is

plain that temptation is here chiefly affirmed, and

affliction only as a medium of temptation. The
temptations would, for the most part, be to apos-

tatize.

In&6— the argument is, " Your
case is not singular ; the same persecutions are

carried on in your Christian brethren throughout
the whole world." 'EmrtX. is for.
And Ta . for « ra-.
, 11. The Apostle did not pray that they

might be exempt from trials ; but he besought
the God of all grace (the inexhaustible source of
every kind of grace), who had called them to the

hope and sure earnest of eternal glory, by Christ
— that, after they had suffered awhile [for the in-

crease of their faith] he would make them mature
and complete in holiness ; establish them in the

peace and hope of the Gospel, strengthen them
to resist all temptations, endure all sufferings,

and perform all duties ; settling them immoveably,
as a compact building on a sure foundation;
which would redound to his praise to whom
glory and dominion ought to be ascribed for

ever. (Scott.), " may he perfect you
more and more in the knowledge and practice of
religion." , " confirm you in the practice

of what you know." , " strengthen you
to the performance." ., " settle and im-
moveably ground you."

12. .'] This, like many similar ex-

pressions both in the ancient and modern lan-

guages, implies, not donht. hut firm persuasion;

as Rom. viii. 18. So that there is no reason,

with Grot., to resort to the sense " si bene me-
mini," which is founded, as Rosenm. shows, on
a baseless hypothesis.

— \ , £iC '•]
The sense is, " that the religion in which you
are (I trust) firmly fixed, is the true one, [and not
Judaism, your former faith]."

13. .] Supply, with the best Commenta-
tors ancient and modern, }\-.
— h (/3/.] On the city here intended,

no little diversity of opinion exists. Some, as

Mill. Bertram, Pearson, Vitringa, Wolf, Wall,
and Fabric, suppose Babylon in Egypt. This,
however, is extremely improbable, and has been

refuted by Lardner ; who, with the ancient and
many eminent modern Commentators, as Grot.,

Mill, Hamin., Whitby, Est., Valckn., and most
of the Romanists, suppose that by Babylon is

figuratively meant Rome. But though the voice
of antiquity has ever a claim to respect

;
yet where

antiquity as here can decide no better than our-

selves, it carries with it but little weight. In-

deed, for the tradition (that the Apostle meant
Rome) we have no earlier authority than that of
Papias, a weak and credulous person. More-
over, no tolerable reason has ever been alleged
why the Apostle should here call Rome by the
name Babylon, and withhold its i/wename. That
the Apostle afterwards suffered martrydom at

Rome, is nothing to the purpose. There can be
little doubt but that the notion first originated in

mere error, and was afterwards caught up by the
Romanists, for the purpose of supporting their as-

sertion, that Peter was the first Bishop of Rome.
Hence I entirely coincide in the opinion of many
eminent modern Commentators, (as Erasm., Calv.,

Beza, Lightf., Scaliger, Salmas., Le Clerc, Beau-
sobre, Wets., Bp. Conybeare, Benson, Rosenm.,
and A. Clarke) that it means Babylon in Assyria.

Those Commentators, however, are not agreed
whether we are to understand Seleucia, i. e. Neio
Babylon 5 or Old Babylon, which, it is certain

from Strabo, was not yet deserted. The latter

supposition seems preferable ; for there is no sat-

isfactory proof that Seleucia (though it gradually

stepped into the place of Old Babylon, and was,
indeed, chiefly built from its ruins) ever received
the name of Babylon ; certainly not so early as

the time of St. Peter, whatever might be the case
afterwards. Though fallen from its ancient gran-

deur, it had probably still a tolerably large popu-
lation, though by no means in proportion to its

size. The walls, however, remained even to the

time of Jerome. (See L. v. of his Commentary
on Isaiah.) Plutarch, too. in his life of Crassus,

C. 17., and in his comparison of Crassus and ]Vi-

cias, testifies to the existence of Babylon as a

city, and says )^ , thus dis-

tino-uishing them. Indeed, it were improbable
that Babylon should have come to utter desertion

so soon after the founding of Seleucia ; especially

since, as we learn from Pausanias, Seleucus took
no decided steps to people his new city at the ex-

pense of the old one. On this subject I have
much more to say, which I must reserve for a
Memoir on Ancient Babylon, that I have for very
many years had in gradual preparation, and intend

to take some opportunity of laying before the pub-
lic. Meanwhile it may suffice to add, that I am
entirely of the opinion of Dr. Benson, that Baby-
lon was the metropolis of the Eastern Dispersion

of the Jews, where a great number of them had
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gone to settle, in addition to those who were the of the Circumcision, it was likely that he should

posterity that remained in Babylon and did not go where so many Jews resided, who had prob-

return. It is well remarked by Calvin and Ben- ably been driven away by the troubles that had

son, that, as St. Peter was especially the Apostle begun to prevail in Judaea.
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Of this second Epistle the authenticity was at

first called in question : yet it is quoted, or al-

luded to, by some very early Fathers, and in the
second century was received into the canon.
Upon the whole, the external or historical evi-

dence for its authenticity is strong ; and the in-

ternaL yet more so ; for \ not written by St. Peter,
it would indeed be a most daring fabrication.

And yet if a fabrication, it would be one of the
most artfully contrived : for there is not a single

particular that betrays imposture, though it has
been a subject of examination for above seven-
teen centuries. Moreover, it would be most dif-

ficult to conceive what motive co\x\a have induced
any one to fabricate such a composition : for here
we see no attempt to support any peculiar doc-
trine or practice, for which the pious fraud might
be supposed to have been committed. Indeed,
such an air of unfeigned and deep piety breathes
through the whole, that it is difficult to imagine
how a person possessed of such a spirit could de-
liberately indite an imposture of that kind. As
to the argument against the authenticity, derived
from the dissimilarity in character of the second
Chapter from the first Epistle, it is very incon-
clusive ; for though it be different from that Epis-
tle, it is also different from the other two Chap-
ters of this Epistle. In fact, there the subjects are
different : and, as we find in the case of St. Paul's
Epistle to the Hebrews, different subjects call for

different styles. In the case of the first Epistle,

and the first and third Chapters of the second, the
whole is simply didactic : whereas in the second
Chapter of the present Epistle, more of energy
would be requisite, and a nigher degree of inspi-

ration would be vouchsafed, even like that granted
to the Prophets of the Old Testament. Besides,
even waiving that principle, and supposing St.

Peter's style elsewhere to he as plain as they
please,— yet the Critics in question will hardly
deny, that the style of a writer is much influenced
by the feelings with which he is affected. Thus,
in the present instance, we may suppose that the
Apostle's strong indignation at the heresies of the
Gnostics quickened his feelings, and somewhat
altered the character of his style.

The above may suffice to show that internal

arguments against the authenticity of this Epistle
are unfounded. To briefly advert to the internal

evidence for the authenticity ; now, to pass over
several arguments which are fully stated by Mackn.
and Home, 1. There is the sa7ne character (namely,

gravity, dignity, energy, authority, united
with simplicity) observable in this second Epistle,

as that which distinguishes the first. 2. There
are several incidental allusions to circumstances,
which answer to no other Apostle but St. Peter.

See Mackn. and Home. 3. A truly Apostolical

spirit breathes through the whole. 4. The style

is (with the exception of the second Chapter),
the same as the former Epistle. There are repe-

titions of the same words, and allusions to the

same events. See more in Michaelis, Mackn.,
and Home.
This Epistle is supposed to have been written

soon after the first Epistle, and not long before

the death of the Apostle ; also to have been in-

dited from the same place, and addressed to the

same persons as the former one. The latter may
probably be true ; but the former is exceedingly
doubtful. There is no good reason for supposing
it to have been written from the same place. Nay,
especially when we consider the great reason

there is to think that that place was Babylon
;

and yet in conjunction with that circumstance,
the high probability that this Epistle was written

but a short time before the Apostle's death, which
we have every reason to think took place at

Rome— we seem authorized to conjecture that

this Epistle at least was written, from Rome,
whither it is probable St. Peter had been called,

in like manner as St. Paul had been not long be-

fore, — namely, to defend himself from the accu
sations of those vho sought to implicate him as

encouraging the rebellious spirit against the Ro-
man government, which then pervaded the whole
of Judffia, and the neighbouring countries.

The design of this Epistle is (with the excep-
tion of ch. ii.) very similar to that of the former.

With respect to its nature and character, it is con-

firmatory. cautionary, and hortatory. 1 . The Apos-
tle establishes them in the truth and profession

of the Gospel. 2. \{e cautions them ^^ranst false

teachers (whose tenets and practices he graphi-

cally describes), and warns tlicm of the mockers
and scoffers, who should soon start up, and de-

ride their expectation of Christ's coming. And,
after confuting their false assertions, he tells
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them why the great Day of the Lord was de-
ferred ; and, having described its circumstances
and consequences (in which there is a strong
coincidence with the account given by St. Paul),
he subjoins suitable exhortations to prepare for

that momentous period. After which he con-
cludes with a truly Apostolical commendation of
tlicm to the grace of God.

C. I. 1— 4. These verses contain the Intro-

duction to the Epistle, in which, after asserting

his Apostolic character, and addressing the Epis-

tle to the Gentile converts, St. Peter salutes

them, and reminds them that their Christian

privileges were owing to the favour of God in

Christ, and in consequence of the miraculous
effusion of the Holy Spirit. (Benson.)

1. —.] Prof Scholefield

well renders :
" To them that have obtained like

precious faith with us in the righteousness of our
God and Saviour Jesus Christ." By " faith in

the righteousness " he understands, " as the ob-

ject of faith," so Rom. iii. 25. iui

T'O '. The construction. is the same as at v. 11. !].(. . . See Eph. v. 5. Tit. ii. 13., and also

the masterly note in justification of the render-

ing " our God and Saviour," by Bp. Middl., who
proves that " the passage is plainly and unequiv-
ocally to be understood as an assumption that

Jesus Christ is our God and Saviour." The word; is formed similarly to. The term. has reference to salvation being considered
as an inhcrilimce . See 1 Pet. v. 3. . denotes
mode of justification, or becoming righteous, ap-

pointed by our God and Saviour.

3. - !—.] The construction
(which is tortuous) is thus cleared by Pott:

;; 3-^;, ita —; (^ —-) , &-C. The sense is, " foras-

much as God, bv his Almighty power, hatli be-

stowed on us all things pertaining to life and
godliness," eternal happiness, and the holiness

which is to fit us for it. The best Commentators
are agreed, that iciwp. here and not after, is to be

tnken in an active sense ; an idiom found in verbs

whicli want the Perfect Middle, instead of which
the Passive is rised. Examples are adduced by

Loosn. from Philo. ' should

perhaps, be rendered, " by the bringing us to the

knowledge or acknowledgment of."

Kilt is, by hendiadys, for "by his glorious

benignity," or, as some explain, power ; rather,

excellence. See 1 Pet. ii. 9.

4. (5i' .'] The ' is by some referred to

; by others, to. Both references

may be meant, i. e. " by all which things." By. are meant the Gospel promises of pardon,

and salvation through Christ.

— —.] The sense seems to

VOL. II.

be, " in order that, being excited by these prom-
ises, you might strive to become partakers [by
imitation] of a divine nature;" namely, by tliat
purity and holiness, which is so called, as bearing
a certain similarity to the Divine attributes, and
being produced by Divine influence. See the
long and able Note in proof of this sense by Ben-
son, and also Bp. Bull's Harm. Ap. p. 45. With
a reference to this passage it is finely observed
by Cudworth, Serm. on John i. :

" The Gospel is
nothing else but God descending into the world
in our form, and conversing with us in our
likeness ; that He might allure and draw us up
to God, and make us partakers of his divine
form. God was therefore incarnated and made
man, that he might deify us, that he might make
us ' partakers of the divine nature.' " (2 Pet.
i. 4.)

In the words following are pointed out the
means whereby this is to be attained — namely,
by escaping the pollutions of this wicked world,
arising from carnal appetites.

5 — 7. The Apostle here calls on his Christian
brethren not to rest in their apparent conversion,
or the reformation connected with it, or even in
the beginning of a renewal to a " divine nature :"

but, depending on the promises of the Gospel,
and pursuing the end for which they were given,
to " cleanse themselves from all " remaining
"filthinessof flesh and spirit," perfecting holi-

ness " in the fear of God." (Scott.) To the
latter he adverts, as the condition on which de-
pends the former. For, as Bp. Sanderson, in his

second Serm. ad Popuium, shows, " the promises
of God are true, yet they are conditional, and
such as must be ever understood with a clause of
reservation or exception, i. e. of obedience, as
in the case of his threatenings, of repentance.
Wouldst tliou then know how thou art to enter-
tain God's promises, and with what assurance to
expect them,— I answer, with a confident and an
obedient heart. Confident, because He is true,
that hath promised ; obedient, because that is the
condition under which he hath promised."— .] Supply, " for this very
reason ;

" q. d. " Since God has granted all the
means of holiness (vv. 3, 4.) do ijour part." This
view of the construction and sense is, I find, sup-
ported by Prof Scholef, who aptly compares
Eiirip. Orest. 657— 8.,; ,\7 • .. is not well taken, with
Rosenm. and others, for ; since the
expression suggests the contributing of our own
strenuous exertions, in cooperation with the
graceof God. See Phil. ii. 12 &. 13.

—, iv rq ^.]
In order to rightly understand the sense of this

expression ., (which has been variously,

but, in general, not correctly explained), it is

66
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proper to ascertain the nature of the metaphor.

This has been thought by Doddr. to be derived

from the leader of a dance; q. d. " leading up, as

in a dance, the virtues one after another." But
that is supposing an allusion little suitable to the

style of the sacred writer, and the character of

the present passage, with which such an image
would ill comport. It should rather seem that

the metaphor is derived from the -person v)lw fur-
nished the expenses of the players, singers, and
dancers at the public festivals. See Potter's An-
tiquities and Salmasius de Usuris, C. iii. p. 58.

Such, indeed, was the primitive sense of

which word afterwards came to mean generally

snmptus svppcditator. So Plutarch in Pericl. says

of Pericles :- tjv . And
so often signifies simply to supply or

furnish. See Steph. Thes. 10670. And, accord-

ingly, f. must signify insiiper suppeditate, ex-

hibete, prtestate. The force and propriety of the

fni will appear further on.

Let us now consider the general scope and
design of this important passage, previously to

treating of it in detail. The scope seems to have
been, to illustrate what they are to do in return

for God's mercy in calling them to salvation, and
in cooperation with His grace to enable them
both to and to do. They are faithfully to

discharge all their duties, both faith and of
practice; and the latter are digested in rer;ular

order, and with a beautiful gradation, (as in Rom.
v. 3. seq. ; viii. 29, seq. ; x. 13. seq. Jas. i. 3. seq.),

wherein the principal Christian virtues are repre-

sented by a beautiful chain, of vhich the various
parts are linked together; Faith being as it

were the main and primary principle from which
the various links of virtue are suspended ; and
Charity as being that completive link in which
all the others terminate. The virtues, too, are

specified, by way of example ; nor are we here
(with some) to fancy a kind of system of Chris-
tian virtues : nor perhaps to refine too much on
the order in which they are placed, hctivecn

Faith and Love. Nay, perhaps, after all, the
idea in the Apostle's mind was not that of " a
chain suspended on a peg," but, according to the
opinion of Bp. Warburton, (in a most masterly
Sermon on this text,) " that of an edifice consist-

ing of three courses, from which the Apostle
means to instruct them in the nature of that
Christian edification they were to raise on the
foundation of Faith." This view is, I think,
much confirmed by Jude 20, 21. && —. For there the present pas-

sage was evidently in the mind of St. Judc, ns

indeed was the whole Epistle, when he wrote his

own. But though wo are not to imagine here
any formal system of Christian virtues ; yet those
which are specified appear to be placed in regular
07-der and with a deliberate and artful disposition

;

though the exact nature of the arrangement has
been ill understood by Conmientators and Ex-
positors, and alone properly perceived by the
capacious and penetrating mind of the illustrious

Prelate above mentioned. " Of this building
(says he) the Apostle has marked out the founda-
tion, fixed the basis, proportioned the members,
adorned the superstructure, and crowned the
whole with the richest of materials. And all this

with such justice of science and sublimity of
thought, that every foregoing virtue gives stability

to the following; and every following imparts
perfection to that which went before : where the

three orders of this heavenly architecture, the
HUMAN, the Divine, and Social virtues, are so
masterly disposed, that the human and social have
their proper strengths and graces heightened and
supported by the common connection of the
divine. To proceed to an examination of the

particulars, St. Peter, as a ^vise master-builder,

(1 Cor. iii. 10.) chooses for his foundation that

ROCK on which our Lord promised him to build
the Church, as directed by the same Divine Spirit

with St. Paul, who says, ' other foundation cafc

(or ought) no man to lay, than that is laid, which
is Jesus Christ.' But, in order to counteract
the error (then too prevalent) which regarded
faith as alone sufficient to make man acceptable
to his Maker, and without good works, entitled

him to the rewards of the Gospel covenant, the
Apostle first enjoins us to add or build Virtue
upon Faith.'" Here, it is true, most of the prin-

cipal Commentators (as Grot., Hamm., Menoch.,
Zeger, Smith, Whitby, Benson, Doddr., Wells,
and A. Clarke), take ) to signify '' courntre

and constancy [in professing the faith] ;
" a si<,'-

nification of the word frequent in the Classical

writers, from Homer downvards. The reasons

assigned for the above interpretation arc thus

expressed by Grotius : 1. That there is in this

passage a beautiful gradation. And 2dly, " sc-

quuntur multa virtutum nomina," and therefore

cannot be here taken in the usual sense,

but must be interyiretet] fortitude. It is, however,
ably proved by Bp. Warburton, that the very
beauty and correctness of the gradation depend
on being taken in the general sense, as in

Phil. iv. 8, and elsewhere in Scripture. Not to

mention that never has the sense courage
in the N. T. or the Sept. The consummate apt-

ness of in the usual sense, is well pointed
out by B}). Warburton as follows :

" From hence-
forth Faith, while it was single and solitary, re-

mained dead, as the sacred writer expresses it,

being thus clothed upon by virtue, becomes alive

and vigorous, and productive of all the fruits of
grace and immortality. And Virtue, thus erect-

ed, receives a reciprocal advantage from Faith.

The werknoss of unguided reason, and the vio-

lence of ill-balanced passions, had reduced biorai,

VIRTUE, both in principle and practice, to so shad-
owy and precarious an existence, that the wisest

in the Pagan world could not forbear lament-
ing its helpless condition, and owning that noth-

ing but a revelation from heaven could realize and
support it. They mistook the true foundation
of Morality : some placing it in the native excel-

lence of virtue, others in the exterior benefits,

of which it is productive. They were left desti-

tute, and exposed to the free rage of ungoverned
passions, without aid, and with uncertain prospect
of reward. But it was the Dispensation of Faith,
which taught us that the true foundation of Mo-
rality vas compliance to the will of our Creator
and sovereign Lord. It was Faith which ena-
bled us to surmount all the opposition of the ap-

petites, by holding out to us an infinite reward
;

and which the assistance of the Holy Spirit hath
placed within our reach. But though Virtue be
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enjoined here and elsewhere in Scripture, yet if

we expect to find there any regular or methodical
body of morality, we shall be much mistaken.
With respect to this, the New Testament, all

along, refers us to another guide. For God, hav-
ing before revealed the wliole doctrine of moral-
ity, by the veUgion of nature, and none of God's
dispensations contradicting another, it was enough
for the first teachers of Ciiristianity, when they
preached up Virtue, to refer their followers for

particulars to what natural religion taught con-
cerning it. This being so, and that the great
Pandect of the Law of Nature is to be searched
and studied, in order to attain a perfect knowl-
edge of moral duty, there is need of much pains
and exercise of mind, to learn that Virtue which
we are here enjoined to build upon Faith."
The foregoing view adopted by the learned

Prelate is, I would observe, confirmed by what
St. Paid says, Phil. iv. 8. (which passage seems
to have been had in view by St. Peter) : rb ).oindv,

6\,' ^, , ', ', ', ' " ' ',' . where mark the ex-
pression 7 . Of course, it was left to Natural
Ueligion to determine what were these, -,, &,c. .\ccordingly the " knowledxe "

next enjoined is to be understood as respecting

the virtue before mentioned, denoting tliat "wis-
dom which is the result of the study of the Law
of Nature in tiie pursuit of truth." " To under-
stand this matter truly (says Bp. Warburton) we
must consider, that Virtue consists in acting

agreeably to those relations, in vvhich we stand to

our common humanity, our fellow-creatures, and
our Creator. For as Relin^ion. in the largest sense
of the word, includes the duty we owe ourself and
neighbour ; so morality, in its larger sense of the

word, includes the observance of that relation

ive stand in towards God. And when the practice

respects man, it is called virtue ; when it respects

God, it is pietij. These relations are commonly
distinguished into the human, the social, and the

divine virtues : the end and design of all which is

to perfect man's nature ; 1. By restraining, regu-

lating, and directing, the private and selfish appe-
tites, lucording to the dictates of reason. 2. By
cultivating, improving, and enlarging, the social

passions and affections, and employing them in

the service of our species, accordiii.'j;^ to the dictates

of charitij. 3. By exercising our understandings

in the contemplation of the first Cause, and by
owning our relation to him in suitable acts of ra-

tional worship, in order to unite us to our supreme
Good, according to the dictates of grace."

The learned Prelate then proceeds to show the

reciprocal service which Virtue does to Knowledge.

Knowledge (says he) is the perception and at-

tainment of TRUTH ; and useful knowledge the

perception and attainment of those truths, which
tend to the perfecting of our nature. But tlie

carnal passions operating adversely to such truths,

cloud and darken the understanding, so as to mis-

lead us, even in those of the most easy discovery

and of the highest importance. Again, to acquire

a competent share of knowledge, we must give all

diligence in the pursuit of truth, so as to trace

her throughout her hidden recesses ; but it is

only a love for the object, which can heartily en-

gage us in the pursuit • and this can arise from

nothing but the beauty of it. Now while Vice
usurps the heart, Truth, her mortal enemy, will
be a neglected guest. But when Virtue has
assumed her seat, the passion for Truth will
revive. For Truth and Virtue are twin-born sis-

ters; and, with only a name of distinction, partici-

pate of one common natitre ; Truth being spec-
ulative Virtue, and Virtue only practical Truth.
And now the understanding makes a free progress
in knowledge, as having no headstrong appetites
to mislead it, nor earthly passions to damp its

affections. From henceforth, the only danger is

from the opposite quarter : lest the mind's ardent
love of truth should engage it in abstractiojis, and
carry it beyond the limits of those truths, which
are given us for our contemplation here. Now
this folly so mischievous, and proceeding from
a want of due consciousness of tne narrow limits
of the human understanding, St. Peter, in his
7iext precept, restrains. " Add (says he) to knowl-
edge temperance," i. e. sobriety, moderation, con-
tinence in the pursuit of truth. For as Virtue,
without knowledge, falls into all kind fanaticism
in practice; so Knowledge, without Temperance,
leads to all kind of Heresy in opinion. St. Paul
observed, even in his time, the seeds of intem-
perate knowledge begin to spring up and spread
amongst his converts ; and, therefore, cautions
them against vain philosophy, and a knowledge
that puffeth up. signifies a temperate
use of things in general. To denote the species,

the ancients said —
— ', , . When

tiie species is not thus designated, we have no
way of determining the sense of so generical a
word, but the context. Now Cicero de Fin. i. L
uses temperantia in the sense as here
explained.

To render our Temperance complete, we are

enjoined to add Patience ; i. e, long-sufliering and
bearing with the contradiction of others. For
having experienced in our own case, how insen-

sibly errors insinuate themselves into the mind
;

how plausibly they assume the air of truth, when
called to account; how obstinately they maintain
their ground, when now become suspected; and
what labour is required to dispossess them, even
after they are detected and exposed ; having ex-

perienced, I say, all this, we shall be well inclined

to bear with patience the contradiction of our err-

in£r brother.

To Patience we are enjoined to add Godliness

;

and then, as St. James counsels us, we " let pa-

tience have her perfect work." For then by this

means godliness cannot degenerate either into

fanaticism or bigotry, but will remain sober and
rational. And yet there is another danger to

which it is obnoxious ; for by long and intense

exercise in holy oflices, the joy and transport that

elevates the mind, thus filled with its true and
proper object, God, naturally disposes us to con-
temn all inferior things ; and from despising the
things, but too often, to despise the persons who
delight in them : and by making odious compari-
sons, like the Pharisee to the Publican, to forget

our relation, our near relation, both by nature
and grace, to the meanest of our species. Hence
arises spiritual pride, the last and most fatal

enemy to true godliness. Now for this, too, the

Apostle provides a remedy. "Add (says he) to
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himself being the chief corner-stone, in whom
all the building, fitly framed together, groweth
unto an holy temple in the Lord." (Ephes. ii.

20, 21.)

8. TaiJTa —.^ The sense is, " For
if those virtues reside in, abound, and be on the
increase in you, they will prove you to be those
whose knowledge of the religion of Christ is not
barren and unfruitful in good works, [such as
religious knowledge should produce]." On the
full import of \. see Bp. Taylor's Works, vi.

48fi.

9. (.5
—.^ The sense is,

" He who is destitute of these moral virtues, and
yet expects salvation by the Gospel, which im-
peratively enjoins them, is blind, or sees very
little into the true nature of it, and forgets that

he was cleansed from his former sins [only on
condition of renouncing sin in future]," i. e. (to

use the words of Mr. Holden) " forgets that his

baptism, by which his former sins were cleansed,
laid upon him the obligation of dying to sin, and
of being fruitful in good works."

10. 11. It is plain that . and \. are here sy-

nonymous, and denote admission into the Chris-
tian covenant. " And this being conditional,

there was (as Mr. Slade observes) no impropriety
in the converts being enjoined to make their call-

ing sure and effectual. They were, at that time, in

a state of election ; but it was a state from which
they might fall ; they were elect only so long as

they were careful to maintain faith and good
works." /ii) , " ye shall by no means
ever fall or be frustrated in attaining salvation."

The next words fully evolve the sense, and simply
mean, "by so doing you will, through the rich

mercy and grace of God, be admitted into heav-
en ;

" for . ., at which some Commen-
tators stumble, can have no other sense, denoting
the kingdom which Christ, as God, will forever
have, after having delivered up his mediatorial

kingdom. See 1 Cor. xv. 24. Dan. vii. 27. iv. 34.

vi. 26. vii. 14. Ps. cxlv. 13. Rev. xiv. 6.

12. From hence to iii. 13. the Apostle warns
them against false teachers

;
premising a brief

mention of the reasoyis for which he thought
proper to again and again urge the.m to hold fast

that part of pure doctrine, which was by the false

teachers not only corrupted, but even derided.
KaiVfp, " even though ye may know them."
So Appian, Punic. 58. . For{ \, is edited by Griesb. and Tittm.,
from many MSS. and the Ed. Princ.

at\y is said to be, per litoten, for-. But it is rather meant to intimate that he
will not be wanting in his duty of reminding, how-
ever they might be in theirs of attending to ad-
monition. And certainly he was justified in doing
what he did ; since, as Grot, says, " utile est etiam
memores monere." Yet because this might seem

godliness brotherly kindness," with which com-
mences the third and last order of this Christian

building. Thus godliness placed between and
supported, on each hand, by the human and the

social virtues, becomes stable and permanent.
And while it receives this united aid from holli,

it returns it back again to both. We have, then,

shown the benefits temperance and patience re-

ceive from godliness : we are now to speak of that

which brotherly kindness receives from it. The
most beauteous and elevated branch of brotherly

kindness is friendship. But friendship may be a
confederacy in vice as well as a community of
virtue. Hence it requires to be placed on godli-

ness, whereby alone it stands secure from abuse,

and brings forth all its genuine fruits of public

beneficence. Brotherly kindness is now only
liable to one disorder, that being enjoined to be
built on godliness, or religion, men are too apt
(like the Pharisees of old) to confine brotherly

kindness to their own sect or pale. But this nar-

row and partial benevolence the Apostle removes
by enjoining them to add to brotherly kindness
CHARITY, i. e. the universal love of all mankind.
This regulates and perfects all the other virtues;

and is, itself, in no want of a reformer. All the
other virtues, as we have observed, degenerate
both by defect and by e.icess : this is incapable of
either. Its nature and essence secure it from
defect ; and its fruits and products from excess.
This, then, is the crown, the keystone of this heav-
enly edifice, this triumphant arch of immortal-
ity ; or, as the holy Apostle more emphatically
calls it, the bond of perfectness. Without this the
rest of the building has neither ornament nor use.

The very foundation is precarious and unstable.
"Though I have all faith (says he) so that I

could remove mountains, and have not charity, I

am nothing." Virtue, likewise, without it, is

equally unprofitable. " Though I give my body
to be burned, and have not charily, it profiteth me
nothing." Knmclcdge, likewise, without it, is

vain and brutal. " Though I speak with the
tongues of men and of angels, and have all knoxnl-

edge, and have not charity, I am become as
sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal." Even
godliness is unacceptable without it. " Though I

have the gift of prophecy and understand all mys-
teries, and have not charity, I am nothing."
Lastly, brotherly kindness, when separated from
it, goes unrewarded :

" Though I bestow all my
goods to feed the poor, and have not charity, it

profiteth me nothing." In short, in this, as the
same Apostle tells us, are comprised all the
efficacies of the foregoing graces. Thus, begin-
ning with faith, and finishing with charity ; or, as

the same Apostle expresses it, "faith working by
charity," we come by just degrees to erect, after

the divine model here given us, that heavenly
edifice of Christian perfection, " Jesus Christ
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to imply distrust, the Apostle modestly excuses
himself, similarly to St. Paul at Rom. xv. Ik

;

q. d. (in the words of Calvin) •' you do indeed
hold tlie truth of the Gospel with all sincerity and
constancy, and 1 say not this as though I thouglit

you wavering ; but in so momentous a matter
warnings are never superfluous ; and therefore

they ought not to be unwelcome." By rif -irapoiaij

almost all Expositors understand, •' the

truth lie was then inculcating." See Est. and
Wackn. But if I mistake not, it should be taken,

per, for, '' and are at present estab-

lished in the truth." And so Calvin seems to

have understood it, since he paraphrases, " in

cujus veritatis possessionem certa fide jam in-

gressi estis." By '' the truth " is meant the truth

of the Gospel, the true religion of God.
13, 14. Hie clarius e.'cprimit, quam utilis adeo-

que necessarius sit monitionuni usus. quia fideles

incitare convenit ; alioqui enim obrepit a carne
torpor. (Calvin.)
—.'] See Note 2 Cor. v. 1. Of

this word, as denoting the human body, ane.xample
occurs in Eurip. Heracl. 690. .—' . Sic] The full sense is, "[I am
the more earnest herein], as knowing," ifcc. In

b — the .-^DOSlle alludes to the
words of Christ, John xxi. 18. sq. But whether

w'ill admit of the sense assigned to it by
Benson, '• in the manner whicli," I doubt. It is

plain that Christ foretold to Peter his martyrdom,
as he also did to Paul. (See 2 Tim. iv. 6.) But
the question is, whether these words of the Apos-
tle were founded on any fresh revelation, as to

the speedi/ approach of that event ? This the

ancients say wcs the case. It seems highly prob-

able that he had another revelation : but it is

verv possible that he had not ; and the words, it is

evident, may be explained upon another suppo-
sition.

15. ii.] "I will, I say, endeavour;"
namely, by committing his admonitions (such as

those which follow) to writing.

16. oil . &.C.] Render, with
Newc. and Scholefield, " For we did not follow

cunningly devised fables, when we made known
unto vou," &c. The connexion here with the

preceding is not very obvious, and accordinsly
disputed. That traced by Benson is too far-

fetched : and that by Schliting, though acutely

conceived, proceeds upon too limited a view.

The connexion seems to be chiefly with v. 14.

;

but partly with v. 15. As to the former, it is not
merely his death that he alludes to, but his mar-
tyrdom, according to the prophecy in John xxi.

19. " signifying by what death he should ^lorifi)

God ;
" namely, by bearing attestation to the truth

of his Gospel. The Apostle therefore meant to

advert to the reason why he is so ready to en-
counter death, and so anxious to establish others
in the faith ;

— namely, from his thorough confi-

dence in the truth and certainty of that which he
preached ; intending thus to hint that they may
feel the same confidence, as reposed on undoubted
truth. With the expression ;, Benson compares something very
similar in Joseph. Antiq. Pr:-cf. 4.•̂ .
The expression. is equivalent to the .:\-
voi in Diod. Sic. vol. ii. 134. -' ^.

Kitl is for ,
with reference to the second advent of our Lord
toJi/dgment. ^--—\. is said

with reference to the Transfiguration. The ex-

pression f'liiJjirai is here synonymous with
;

the former signifying spectators, the latter eye-

witnesses.

17. ] soil. »7i'. .
Render, " such a voice from the exalted glory
being pronounced over them, saying," &c. See
Note at Matt. xvii. 5. seqq.

I'J. , ., Xoyov.] Few
passages are there in the N. T. of which the in-

terpretation has been more disputed, even amongst
the most eminent Expositors, than the present.

The difficulty here chiefly turns on the expres-
sion, concerning which it has been
doubted whetherthe comparative has here a com-
parative force, or whether it denotes only a high
degree of the positive. .Such an opinion, howev-
er (arising from too confined a view of the con-
text, or taken up in order to remove a certain dif-

ficulty which clings to an interpretation) is quite

unjustifiable. Yet the comparative force being
retained, the question is, whether there be a com-
parison intended between the sure evidence af-

forded by prophecy, and that supplied by the

Transfiguration; or whether we are to suppose
that the Apostle speaks of the evidence of proph-
ecy being confirmed by the miraculous event in
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question. Sone ancient Commentators (asCEcu-
men., and the best modern ones, as Grot., Wolf,
Benson, Doddr., Wctstein, Abp. Newc., Bp.
Middl., Maclc., A. Clarke, and others) adopt the

former opinion ; according to which the sense
may be thus, familiarly, expressed, with Mr. Hol-
den :

" We have the prophecies of the Old Tes-
tament concerning the Messiah more confirmed
by the event of his transfiguration ; for if Jesus
had not been the Messiah predicted in them, such
a miracle would not have been wrought to verify

his pretensions." Certainly the above sense is

permitted by the words (though not, as will be
shown further on, required by them), and is not
at variance with the context. Yet (after a more
mature examination of the passage than I was
enabled to bestow in the first Edition of this

work) I am inclined to think, with Calvin, that

there is something forced and jejune in that

sense ; and I am induced rather to acquiesce in

the view Jirst mentioned, which is adopted by the
generality of Expositors (including the Latin
Fatliers in general), and, amongst the rest, Est.,

Menoch., Calvin, Beza, Grot., Salmas., Whitby,
Scott, and (instar omnium) Bishops Warburton,
Sherlock, and Horsley. From their masterly
discussions it is clear that the sense in question
is more agreeable to the scope of the whole Epis-
tle, especially this Chapter. The object of the

context is, Bp. Warburton thinks, not the per-

sonaL character of Jesus, but the truth of the
Gospel in general. Rather, however, I should
say, it is botli. See an able examination of the
general subject of the Epistle by Bp. Warburton,
Div. Leg. vi. 3-16. seq., and an admirable ara-
phro.se of the sense of vv. 16— 19. Yet the

learned Prelate certainly presses too much on the

meaning of^, as doubtless anxious to

obtain so powerful a support to his favourite doc-
trine of the great superiority of Prnphectj over
Miracles, which, however true in itself (and
Prophecy is a growinrr argument), can hardly be
found liere. .\nd surely nothing could be more
harsh than to understand the. '•, as he does,
of the prophecies of the New Testament only,

namely, the predictions of St. Paul and St. John
concerning Antichrist. .\ far more correct view
of the sense is taken by Bp. Sherlock (on Proph-
ecy, Disc. 1,) as follows: " We have a far more
sure word of prophecy, namely, in evidence of
the future coming of Christ in power, which was
the doctrine that the Apostle was desirous of
proving. To prove this, he had just told them
that he had been himself an eye-witness of Christ's
majesty or glory. To this it might be objected,

that although his testimony showed that Christ
himself had been glorified, it was no proof that

he would ever again return in glory and power.
The Apostle may be supposed to reply, " It is true

that all future events can be learned only from God.
All other arguments can amount to no more than
probabilities and presumptions ; and a great pre-
sumption it is that Christ shall come in glory,

forasmuch as we have already seen him glori-

fied ; and it is a further evidence of his power
to deliver his servants, since God has openly
declared him to be his well-beloved Son. But
to assure us that he will indeed so come, and

so use his power, ' we have a more sure word
of prophecy ; ' that is, we have the very word of
God, speaking by his Prophets, to assure us of
the certainty of this future event. ]No compari-
son is here intended between miracles and proph-
ecy, as arguments for the truth of the Gospel ; for

St. Peter speaks only of the coming of Christ
in power. And by the ' more sure word of proph-
ecy ' are to be understood, not merely the proph-
ecies of the Old Testament, but probably also

of the New." The above is confirmed by the pro-

found researches of Bp. Horsley, in four masterly
Sermons on vv. 20, 21. He understands "the
Prophetic word " of the entire volume of the pro-

phetic writings, whether of the Old or New Test.,

then extant, or hereafter to be promulged, i. e.

the prophecies of the Christian Church, together
with the prophetical writings of the O. T.

I must not omit to observe, that, though Bp.
Middl. here finds fault with our common Version,
as if our venerable Translators mistook the con-
struction

;
yet, admitting that, it will not follow

that the one he himself proposes is necessarily

the true one. The construction is, I apprehend,
as follows ; ' , .
[.^ Thus the .^ is in apposi-

tion with, and exegetical of, the former. 1 have
pointed accordingly ; by which, I apprehend, all

difficulty is removed ; and, after all, there will

be no breach of the Canons of the Greek Article,

as laid down by Bp. Middl. The above view I

find supported by the opinion of the learned
Prof Pott, in his Edition of this Epistle.

To this they are enjoined to

lake heed, ws ^^,,
&C., words somewhat obscure from the boldness
of the metaphorical imagery employed. The
most probable sense is that assigned by Bp. Hor-
sley, — namely, " a discovery from Heaven of
the schemes of Providence, which, however im-
perfect, is yet sufficient for the comfort and sup-

port of good men, under all the discouragements
of tlie present life ; as it furnishes a demonstra-
tion — not of equal evidence, indeed, with that

which the final catastrophe will afford, but a cer-

tain demonstration — a demonstration drawn from
fact and experience, rising in evidence as the
ages of the world roll on ; and, in every stage of
it, sufficient for the passing generation of man-
kind, ' that the Most High ruleth in the kingdoms
of the earth,' — that his providence directeth all

events for the final happiness of the virtuous,

—

that there is a reward for the righteous,— that

there is a God who will judge the earth."

The words ' ov )— are ably

explained by Bp. Warburton to mean, " till a

long series of events [yet in the womb of time]
shall arise, to give testimony by degrees, till the

whole evidence concludes in one unclouded
blaze of conviction."

20. . . ISta; .^ Of
this verse the sense has been nearly as much dis-

puted as that of the preceding. Yet there need

not have been any such doubt ; since, although

the words would admit of the sense assigned by
many, — namely (in the words of Bp. Van Mil-
dert), " that the sense of no prophecy is to be
determined by an abstract consideration of the
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passage itself; but by taking it in conjunction conceived; — it is not to be so struck out, be-
with other portions of Scripture relating to the cause, without a knowledge of the event foretold,
subject;" yet, though this be perfectly true in as well as a right understanding of the terms of
itself, and a rule applicable to the Prophetical the prediction, the agreement of them cannot be
writings beyond all other parts of Scripture ; that perceived." The learned Prelate then proceeds
is a sense not allowed by the context; which will to prove that the origin. o\' prophecy, namely, its

not, I think, permit us to assign any other than coming from God, is a reaio/i w/i;/ it should not be
that so ably developed in four most admirable capable of self-interpretation. Thus the Apostle
Sermons by Bp. Horsley. "The maxim (he asserts that all Scripture prophecies are purposely
shows) is propounded by the Apostle as a Leading so conceived, as not to be of self-interpretation

;

principle (for that is the import of - and he intimates that it was a part of the scheme) never to be lost sight of." And the of Providence, that prophecy should be so deliv-
words are well rendered by the learned Prelate ered, as to have to fetch its interpretation from
thus :" Not any prophecy of Scripture is of self- the consistence of the prophetic system, and
interpretation, i. e. is its own interpreter, because from the events of the world,

the Scripture prophecies are not detached pre- The above view of the sense of v. 21 is sup-
dictinns of separate independent events, but are ported by the opinion of Knapp, Script. Var. Arg.
united in system, all terminating in one great comm. 1. and C. F. Fritzch de Revel, not. Bib-
object— the promulgation of the Gospel, and the lica, p. G8.

complete establishment of the Messiah's king- 21. .] This is, according to
dom." And the reason is evident from the next the second of the above stated interpretations,

verse, which (as Bp. Horsley shows) means, " that explanatory of the preceding. Render, "for
the predictions of the prophets did not, like their prophecy was not uttered." &.o. The term (pi

own private thoughts and sentiments, originate was often used of inspiration. Hence
ill tlioir own minds. The prophets, in the exer- prophets were said to be.
cise of their office, were necessary agents, acting

under the irresistible impulse of the omniscient II. From the mention of true and divinely in-

spirit, who made the faculties and the organs of spired prophets, the Apostle takes occasion to

those holy men his own instruments for convey- advert to false prophets; and intimating that

ing to mankind some portion of the treasures of there had been such among the Jesvs, forewarns
his own knowledge. Futurity seems to have them that there will be at least false teachers

been delineated in some sort of emblematical among Christians : men of corrupt lives, promul-
pictiire, presented by the Spirit of God to the gating false doctrines to support evil living, and
prophet's mind, which, preternaturally filled and ingratiating themselves with the people, in order
heated with this scenery, in describing the images to make a greater gain of preaching the Gospel,
obtruded on the fantasy, gave pathetic utterance He contrasts the end of those men with that of
to wisdom not its own." The distinction between the pious and virtuous ; and shows that, as in the

the discoveries of general revelation and of case of the wicked Antediluvians, destruction

prophecy, the learned Prelate shows to be this, would as surely befall the one, as preservation be
" The former is an explicit declaration of the extended to the other. .\nd, finally, to more
final general event of things, and of whatever eifectually forewarn them of the persons in ques-
else may be the immediate effect of the will and tion, he enters into a beautifully graphic descrip-

power of the First Cause, or the purport of any tion of the false teachers ; and thus points out
orJL'inal degree of God. Prophecy is a disguised the hopeless condition of those who should be
detail of those intermediate and subordinate deluded by them.
events which are brought about by the regular . Si—.] The sense is," There
operation of second causes, and are in part dc- were, however, also false prophets among the

pendent upon man's free agency." Accordingly, [Israelitish] people ; thus also will there be:: here must mean interpretation, not, in among you false teachers, who shall introduce

the general sense, but in that peculiar to proph- pernicious heresies, even denying the Lord that

ecy ; which consists in ascertaining the events to purchased them [with his own blood] ; bringing

which predictions allude, and in sliowing the thereby on themselves speedy destruction." On
agreement between the images of the prediction the persons here meant by these false teachers,

and the particulars of the history. In short, the much difference of opinion exists. Some sup-

term is here the specific name of that sort of ex- pose them to have been the Gnostics, or Nico•
position, which renders ihe mystic sense of para- la.ila.ns ; others, Jiiaaizers, holding opinions sim-

bles, dreams, and prophecies. Of prophecies, in ilar to those of the Montanists of the second and
the strict acceptation of the word, that is, of dis- third centuries. The question is of no easy
gi!i.-<nd predictions of those events which are determination, but of little importance,
brought about by the intervention of second By Kapuaa^. is denoted the surreptitious craft

causes, and do in great part depend upon the free with which the doctrines in question were intro-

agencv of man— of such predictions, the Apos- duced. The words ' designate

tie atfirms. that the mystic interpretation — that that they were at once heretical and highly per-

interpretation which consists in ascertaining the nicious. A more definite charge is couched in

events with which the predictions correspond

—

the next words, Katrbv, the sense of

is never to be drawn from the prophecy itself. It which depends upon the reference in,
is not to be struck out by anv process of criticism whether to God (as many eminent modern Ex-

applied to the words in which a prediction is positors suppose), or to Christ, according to the
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ancients and most modems. The latter seems
the more correct view ; for, as to the passages of
the O. T. cited in proof of the former interpreta-

tion, they are not quite to the point; and the

latter is almost demantied by(. Thus. will, as often, be for. We are not,

however, to understand that they denied Jesus
to be the Messiah ; for otherwise they could not
be teachers of Christianity at all. Perhaps the

sense (e.xpressed with a popular brevity) may be,
" denying him who purciiased them (i. e. their

Redeemer) to be their Lord." It should seem
that, from a misinterpretation of the words of the

Apostles, they stumbled at the descriptions of the

majfslij of Jesus Christ, and the ineffable glory

of his second advent ; and regarded the account
of the Apostles on that subject, as a fable devised
to hold the disciples in subjection. If so, they
must have denied the proper Deity of Jesus
Christ, and consequently the Atonement, and
other fundamental doctrines ; and probably held
opinions not very different from those which
afterwards paved the way for Arianism and Pela-
gianism.

2. '.'] This (fo•" the common reading) is found in almost all the MSS., Ver-
sions, and early Editions, except the Rrasmian
and .Stephanie ones, has been preferred by almost
all Critics, and was adopted by Wets., and edited

by Beng., Griesb., Matth., Knapp, Tittm., and
Vat. And rightiv ; tor both external and internal

evidence are in favour oCit. . may be ren-

dered " dissolute doctrines and practices." By& is meant the Gospel , or Christian

religion. See iVote on .\cts ix. 2. ^., " will

be calumniated and regarded as false." I would
compare Joseph., p. 1078. umariav \
•^..

3. Koi fv. &c.] " And through covetous-
ness, they will make a mere gain of you (viz. of
teaching you by feigned words), and hawk about
their doctrines as merchandize." Wets, cites

two examples of \, to which I add
Isa!US p. 70. -. The doctrines in question were Jjctitious,

devised ad capiandum, and to flatter the corrup-
tions of human nature. At oic —
the relative is to be resolved into '
scil. ; and:\\ (which is for) supply- or such like, as ap-
pears from the parallel passage of Jude 4.-

o'l ih .
is for ; as Eurip. Hec. 662.' ' , and .iEschyl.

Theb. 64. ' .
The sense is :

" But their long denounced sen-
tence lingereth not, nor doth their destruction
slumber ;

" meaning that such persons are sure to

be punished.
4 — 9. These verses are illustrative, by exam-

ple, of the method of God's judgment in su<;h

cases ; and meant to verify what was before said., that God visits vice with
punishment, and virtue with rewards. With re-

spect to the construction here, it is irregular,

there being no clause to correspond to the
—

: but after may be supplied
from the context some such words as ovi'. In. there is reference to the re-

bellion of the fallen angels. " -
is an expression truly iEschylean, in which. is derived from the Heathen, and

from the /eirw/i mythology ; the Tartarus being
a part of Hades, in which criminals were supposed
to be confined till the day of judgment. Now
they are not represented as being in actual tor-

ments, but only odj'udo-ed to them, and in the

mean time committed to the security of chains
of darkness; i. e. to places where utter darkness
holds them as it were enchained. So Wisd. xvii.

18. . In exemplifying and
illustrating the expression, the Commentators
might have adduced a very similar one in Hero-
dot. V. 77, where, in an Athenian inscription in

the Acropolis, it is said of captives held in fetters,

(V •\6 '. The
image, however, seems to have been derived
from the Jewish Rabbins. Thus Sohar Genes,
fol. 45. col. 178. " Postquam (filii Dei) filios

genuerunt, sumpsit eos Deus, ct ad montem tene-

brarum perduxit, ligavitque eos catenis ferreis,

qua; usque ad medium abyssi magni pertintrunt."

For;, is found in al-

most all the best MS$. and early Editions, and is

edited by nearly every Critic from Wets, to Va-
ter. "Oyioov . must, by a common idiom
found in the best \vriters, mean " Noah with seven
others." ., " a herald to proclaim to the

world tidings of the righteousness which is by

faith," and ofwhich St. Paul says, Heb.xi.7,he was
himself an heir. , i, e. exe-

cuted punishment upon them by utter destruc-
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-' — «'., "wearied out (. e. griev-
ously harassed) by the profligate behaviour of
men who trampled on all laws." On. com-
pare Ps. scv. 10. cxix. 58. \ —•. This is e.xplanatory of the preceding -
-., and the construction is, i yiip,-

ev (while he dwelt among them) '/-
^, i^, ,. The ' U(CO)f denote the

moda in which he was daily tormented with their

wiclied conduct.

nothing that fights against him, but self-will.
This is the strong castle that we all keep garri-
soned against heaven, in every one of our hearts,
which God continually layeth siege unto ; and it

must be conquered and demolished before we can
conquer heaven."

11. — oiTtf] "though far superior in strength
and power." On the reference in the
Commentators are not agreed. Some suppose it

to be to the So^ac just before ; others, to the )<',. Neither interpretation, however., , . - interpretation, .,
9. — ;7/.] This is intended as an is tenable. Itisbestreferred, with Benson Newc.

inference, q. d. " If God in those instances pun- and others, to the\. at v. 4. unless
ished the guilty and preserved the innocent, we we read ' ', (from some MSS. and the
may be sure that ' He knows how always to Vulgate Version), meaning those of their own
save,'" &c. The imports both knowledge body, i. e. the bad angels. This is placed beyond
of the means, and power and disposition to use doubt by the parallel passage of Jude 9. The ar-
them. So Dr. South, in a Sermon on this text, gument'is, that the persons in question calumniate
shows the signal mercy of God to the righteous,

in delivering them from temptations calculated

to corrupt them. "The ways of deliverance from
temptation (he observes) are three; 1. being kepi

from it : 2. of being supported under it ; 3. of
being brought out of it, vvJien it has prevailed.", for, " then tO be
punished." So the Pesch. Syr. cruciandos. See
James i. 2.

— — ~.'\ This suggests the other

part of the inference,— that the vengeance of
God, though it may slumber, will at length visit

those corrupt teachers with the same condign
punishment, as that which befell the disobedient

ansels. and unsodly Sodomites.

10. Here what was before said is more directly

applied to the persons in question, who are char-

acterized in this and the- following verses up to the

end of the Chapter. ToOs (., &lc. may be reii

those of high reputation and dignity, their breth-
ren, while the angels, exalted as they are above
them in power, do not speak calumniously, or
with i-itiiperation. of their fellow angels, even
though the very reverse of. See more in
Dr. A. Clarke. The same Jewish tradition is sup-
posed to have been had in view by both St. Peter
and St. Jude. But though the former may have
had in mind the same tradition as that referred to
by the latter, yet he must also have had in view
some other similar one, more correspondent to—, " do not prefer a calumnious ac-
cusation to the Lord."

12— 16. Here the charge is further brought
home, and the heretics in question described,
under various characters

; 1. as like the animals,
devoid of reason, and guided solely by sense and
instinct (so as to be seemingly created only to be
taken and destroyed), and thereby speaking evil

dered, '• who live conformably to the flesh, in the of things which they do not understand, viz. the
lust of pollution," i. e. in lustful and polluting laws and measures of their rulers. These, it is

practices. Then is represented their insubordi- added, shall utterly and justly perish by their own
nation, and rebellion against anv authority that corrupt practices. (See Jude 10.)

might check their vicious practice.^; ; and while 13, 14. Here are introduced more particular
proceeding to set forth the greatness of their charges, those of gross sensuality, nay, profligacy,

guilt, the Apostle breaks out into a parenthetical and insatiable avarice and rapacity. And it

exclamation at their wickedness, which may be

rendered, " daring and insolent are they ! they

scruple not to speak evil even of rulers in high

stations."
—] self-trilled [for), to whom

nothinrr approves itself but their own conceits,

and who wish to have their own way, i. e. as the

Schol. on Aristot. Eth. vii. explains,. Of which character see a

spirited sketch by Theophrastus, Ch, xv. To the puted
VOL. II.

should seem that am\oi are a parenthe-
tical exclamation, like the \1. &c.. at v, 10.

See Jude 12. Eph. v. 27. They are further de-
scribed as revelling in sensual luxury, indulging
in it even in the day time ; which was by the an-
cients ever regarded as a mark of confirmed sot-

tishness. See 1 Thess. v. 7. and Note.
— — '.] The phraseology is

harsh and anomalous, and the sense much dis-

The most probable interpretation is that
67
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oblectantes se in fraudibus suis et dnlis, into idolatry, and draw on them the heavy pun-

quibus utuntur ad alios decipiendos et pecunia ishinent of God; so these false teachers, by

emungendos." Yet this seems not the whole that is giving Christians a license to commit immorality

meant. The words appear to be intended to fur- (namely, for the purpose of gratifying their own
ther unfold the idea at (5'—/' preceding, avarice and sensuality), in like manner called

and the full sense may be as follows ;
'' who con- forth the vengeance of God. .

trive to live lu.xuriously by their deceits and im- Of the ?noia/i' of Balaam we know nothing ; but it

postures ; constant attendants at your feasts." is plainly implied in the O. T. history, and con-

This mode of taking the passage yields an excel- firmed by Philo, Josephus, and all the Jewish

lent sense, and involves no harshness ; for the iv Interpreters, that coretousness tempted him to

may very well be taken for Z)?/. and fi'rpu?i(ii;r£c for commit so base a violation of his duty as a

h Tpvijiy ; since in the sense Prophet;— just as in the case of these false

luxuriari, examples may be seen in Steph. Thes., teachers, avarice and sensuality tempted them to

to which I would add a passage that may have falsify the Gospel, that they might make it the

been had in mind by the Apostle, Is. Iv. 2. (payiaQt more productive of gain to expend on their own

Num. 22. 7,

21.

Jude 11.

Jude 12.

q Acts 2. 40.

Jude 16.

of Pott,

, \ ;. See Wakef on Soph. Trach. 281.

14. . . .] i.e. ' by their looks they

show the lasciviousness of their hearts.' -.', " and that cannot cease from im-

pure imaginations or lascivious practices.''

—, &c.] Here we have another

lusts. There is great force in /. So
Creon in Soph. Antig. 1048. says of Tiresias,6~ ^,.

before is in several MSS. and early
Edd. not found ; and is cancelled by Beng.,
Griesb., Matth., and others.

17. oIiTui —.] A most lively compari-

tralt, — namely, their craft in beguiling unstable son, to designate the persons in question as -
persons, and consummate art in making the ut- , promising much, but constantly disappoint-

most advantage that was possible by their trickery, ing expectation ; specious but deceiving, as wells

as if they could never be satisfied. The plural in destitute of water, and clouds which bring no. denotes the Turiovs arts, by which they ex- rain ;
than which no disappointment can, in

traded gain from their deluded votaries ; and the Eastern countries, be greater; and of which the. the deliberate and habitual mode of doing former sometimes not merely disappoirii, but lure

the thing. So Joseph, p. 12-16. 11. travellers to destruction. I would compare Eurip.'. For '^,, some MS.S. have \- Suppl. 96. i5', which is edited by Matth., Griesb., Tittm., . The strong metaphor b

and Vater. But though this be more agreeable , for b designates a

to Classical usage (as will appear from Steph. place and state of woe the most dismal, formed
Thes. in v. '), yet we may suspect the on the image of Tartarus, adverted to supra v. 4.

reading to be a mere correction of the ancient Compare Matt. viii. 12. xxii. 13. xxv. 30.

Critics. 18-^—. «fcc] We have here the

The .Apostle then exclaims, with reference to same sentiment as at v. 17; the meaning being,

their whole character (perhaps having in view that these persons were not only wicked them-

Is. Ivii. 3. TiKvn .-?) ! which is selves, but the cause of wickedness (together with

usually regarded as put for . Prof its fiital consequences) in others. The words
Scholefield, however, observes, that " this is not may be thus paraphrased with Benson :

" They,
one of those common Hebraisms which abound in high-sounding words, lofty and unmeaning
in the Avritings of the Apostles, in which a quality phrases, make vain, bo.isting, and arrogant pre-

of the subject is expressed by a Genitive follow- tences to a more thorough and sublime knowledge
ing it, instead of an adjective in concord with of religion, than the true Apostles and Prophets

;

it." but by preaching such doctrines as give indul-

15.\6— 1'\.'\ The Apostle, gence to the lusts of the flesh, that is, to lascivi-

resuming his description, represents them as ousness, they lay a bait for those who, by em-
having utterly forsaken " the right way " of scrip- bracing Christianity, were thorouffhly reformed,

tural truth and holy obedience, and quite gone and had escaped from such as still continue to

astray ; not merely from an erroneous judgment, live in the error of idolatry and vice." At-
but from the sensuality, ambition, and avarice of supply. So Aristoph. Ran. 971. speaks of

their hearts. (Scott.) The force of the com- certain diction as o'lbovanv -
parison rests in this, that a.t Balaam counselled . Thus in ^nraidr. there

the Moabites to entice the Israelites to illicit is an allusion to that to]\y,{ ,) boasting.

connection with their women, and thus lead them See 2 Cor. xii. 11. ., &c., " those
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who had [once] really disengaged themselves
from," &c. This sense of. is not rare;
and the construction itself is frequent.

19. ''] i. e. liberty both religious (as

releasing them from what was thought unneces-
sary strictness of life), and, probably, pob'tical.

This they offered, but most inconsistently, them-
selves being slaves of corruption and vice. The
best comment here is John viii. 34. and Rom. vi.

16— 20. The next words J . &c.
have the air of a proverb, and were, we may sup-
pose, of popular application.

20. This gives another reason (as one had been
before given, vv. 18, 19.) why black darkness is

reserved for such offenders. (Newc.) q. d. '' If

professed Christians, having escaped the outward
pollutions of the world, by the knowledge of
Christ," were again, by the artful seduction of
false teachers, entangled in those polluting prac-

tices, as if consistent with the service of Christ,

and so " overcome." as habitually to indulge in

their corrupt inclinations, their " latter end,"
after they had learned thus to pervert the Gospel,
would be far worse than the beginning, when
they had sinned in ignorance ; as they must have
done violence to far clearer light and fuller con-

viction. (Scott.) So Thucyd. i. 86. 6-, '' '.
21. This is illustrative of the last clause of the

preceding verse, — showing that apostasy, or

living unworthv of their Christian profession, is

worse than a state of heathenism, since ignorance

would then have been some excuse ; whereas, by

sinning against knowledge, they were at once

condemned and more hardened. Such, too, I

would observe, was the opinion of the Philoso-

phers, with respect to those who apostatized

from the precepts of philosophy. So Max. Tyr.

Diss. 12. <piKoao<pia hi, \,
«•«( &\\.

22. The baseness of the conduct of such per-

sons is further illustrated by an apt comparison,

formed on two proverbs ; one derived from Prov.

xxvi. 11, and the other probably current in the

East ; both representing in the strongest light the

folly of those, who returned to vices which they

had before abandoned. , from,
which is derived from the Etym. Mag. from f|

and , the earth. That, however, involves no
little absurdity. is, I suspect, from the
Hebr. 'r\'\]J, to empty out. And the term signified
not only to vomit, but to spit.

III. The Apostle here declares, that he wrote
this and the former Epistle, to put them in mind
of Christ's final advent to judgment, and to ex-
cite them to prepare for it. But withal he in-

forms them, that they must expect to hear the
notion ridiculed by foolish and wicked men.
To show bow ill founded is this ridicule, he in-

timates that the first constitution of the earth
was such as to occasion the Flood, and that the
present frame tends to a dissolution by fire, which
will take place at its appointed time ; and that
the reason why it is delayed is, to give men an
opportunity for previous preparation. That when
the purposes of God are accomplished, the day
of the Lord will come suddenly, and the world
be destroyed by an universal conflagration ; after

which there will be new heavens and a new earth
for the righteous. Finally, that it highly behoved
them to prepare for that awful consummation by
holiness and steadfastness in the faith. (Benson.)

1. — in\.'\ The sense seems
to be that assigned by Wakef ,

" This is the second
Epistle, beloved, that I am writing to you." 'Ev, " in both of which," for iv ^, ev

npioTij. ., " your pure and-
disposed minds." The Commentators cite from
Plato the phrase' rq iiavo'ia.

2.. ^.] See i. 12, 13. ii.'21. The con-
struction is as if there were written -»' .

3. —.^ After /
many MSS. and almost all the Versions add ev

, which is approved by most Critics,

and introduced into the text by Bengel, Griesb.,

Tittm., and Vater. Whether taken with. for

ai'v ., or with, the addition certainly

strengthens the sense : but external evidence is

quite against it, and internal not in its favour.

By' is not so much to be understood what
was to happen first, as (with Benson) a premise,

from whence they might conclude they ought to

remember the predictions of the Prophets, and
the injunctions of the Apostles. See the Note
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i. 20. -' . /. Supply, here-

after : the expression not denoting any precise

time, but either a remote or soon approaching

one, as best suits the context. See Mackn.,

Pott, and Rosenm.
4. • , &c. By is plainly

meant Christ. From the character of the persons,

this cannot import any inquiry into the promises

of Christ's coming in Scripture; nor is it to

be thought (with some) that they expected his

second coming, and thought it long. It is mere'y
to be regarded as a popular form of expression

(not dissmiilar to some in our own language,) in

which was implied a disbelief that he would

come at all., and an insinuation that there was no

hope of an event so long delayed. By his covmig

is meant his coming to judgment, as appears from

the answer to those scoffers, vv. 5— 13.

—' —.] q. d. (as Rosenm. par-

aphrases) " Our fathers have successively died,

nor has any one come to life. And as from the

creation of the world all things are carried on by

an alternate course of living and dying, so does

the order of nature remain the same. Thus they

will fancy, that what has been so long deferred

will never come to pass."

5_7. To the objection of the scoffers, that all

things remained the same from the beginning of

the creation, and therefore would continue so,

St. Peter answers, that this is not the fact ; for

the world had been once destroyed by water, and

would be again by fire. (Rosenm.)
— . .] This is generally

thought to import a wilful ignorance of what they

knew, or might have known, but cared jiot to

know. But it is better (with Heins., Mede,
Hamm., Rosenm., Pott, Wahl, and most recent

Commentators] to take it to mean, " it escapes

the notice of those who think, or give it as their

opinion, that," &c. By the ovq. are meant, not

the ethereal, but the aerial heaven. The vords

i^nl — are obscure and variously in-

terpreted. The most probable interpretation

seems to be that of Capell., Kypke, Elsn., Ro-
senmuUer, Pott, and most recent Commentators,

who suppose the sense to be, "the earth with its

atmosphere (i. e. the aerial heaven) being formed

out of water, and consisting by means of water ;

". being for . So Thales said

that i^ ; as also did other

philosophers. The Apostle thus means to confute

those deriders, by proving that things had not

continued as they were from the creation ; and

thai such an assertion supposes utter ignorance

on their part of what they mi^^ht have known,
both from the book of Revelation, and, indeed,

the book of Nature ;
— ignorance of the nntural

constitution of the earth ; which, he proceeds to

say, is physically ordained to bring on its own
destruction by Jire at some future period, as it

did formerly by water." is, by a sort

of zeugma, to be referred to the oiparot>, &C.
(5. ' .] Some supply; others,. should prefer (with Markl.)(, \. e. by which constitution of things.

7. o'l if oiparoi—.] "From the

circumstantial manner (says Mr. Slade) in which
the final conflagration of the heavens and the

earth is contrasted with the destruction of the

old world, it appears that the Apostle has given,

not a figurative, but a real representation of what
will hereafter take place."

8 &. 9. The Apostle here proceeds to show ichij

the Lord defers the last judgment,— namely, out
of his long-suffering, and that the sinner may
come to repentance : and this he prefaces with a

saying found in Ps. xc. 4, and frequent in the
Rabbinical writings, importing that (Jod does not
measure his duration as we do ours, who are apt
to measure the Divine mind by our own weak
conceptions. (Rosenm. and Valpy.)

9. oil —.] The sense, obscure
from brevity, seems to be, " The Lord does not
procrastinate as to his promise, as some think
[attributing to him], a slowness of performance."
The scoffers had probably said, that either God
had really made no such engagement to judge
the world, and deal with all men according to
their works ; or that, if He had, he had forgotten
or had not leisure to fulfil it. At. supply, quod attinet ad. And by promise is to be
understood fulfilmevt of promise, (by a common
metonymy,) namely, that he would return to

judgment. The general sense of the verses is,

—

that the delay of the catastrophe in question does
not proceed from slowness in making his assur-

ance good (by coming to judgment and putting a
final end to the mundane system,) especially if

we consider that the measure of time, with the

Deity and with men, is quite different {time being
as nothing) to Him in whose sight all is eternity.

(See Plutarch cited by Wets.); but that He de-

lays from long-.iiifferinff, in order that all may
have the opportunity of repentance. See Bp.
Conybeare's Sermon on this text. vol. ii. 347, in

which are considered the reasons why God delay .i

the punishment of the wicked.
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10. — .'] The words are in

several MSS. and Versions, and some Fathers,

not found ; and are cancelled by most recent

Editors. They are probably an interpolation

from 1 Thess. v. 2. ', " with a mighty
crash," >). as Hesych. explains. The term
properly denotes " with a whiz," such as is made
by the noise of a body impelled through the air

with great force. It should seem that the world
will pass away only as to the purpose it had
served; for, as Bens, observes, " it is not neces-

sary to suppose, with some, that the world will be

annihilated, or removed with its atmosphere, from
its present orbit. It may be said to pass away,

if the form and constitution be altered; as the

old word is at v. 6 said to have been destroyed

by water."
— . —.} Many think that

70(. cannot denote the e/emenis properly so call-

ed, but the heavenly bodies. But the usual signifi-

cation of the word may be retained. See Bens.

The sense is well expressed by ^Ir. Scott as fol-

lows : "Then all 'the elements,' of which the

earth and its atmosphere, and all the luminaries

connected with it, are composed, shall melt.
' with intense heat ;

' and not only one vast city,

or one whole nation, but the earth, with all its

cities, forests, mountains, yea, the contents of its

bowels to the very centre, as well as all the works
of men, however admired or magnificent, which
cover tlie surface of it, shall constitute one vast

conflagration, and be reduced to as confused a

Chaos, as that from which it was first created."

By the it• are meant the various works
of human art and industry. Thus (to use the

words of our English vEschylus) '• The cloud-

capt towers, the gorgeous palaces. The solemn
temples, the great globe itself, And all that it in-

herits, shall dissolve, And, like the baseless fabric

of a dream, Leave not a wreck behind '.

"

11.? ', &c.] In this sentence

we should have expected first an inlenoo^aiwn,

and then an answer to it. Here, however, the

question and answer are intermingled, populariter.

The interrogation, indeed, here, as often, par-

takes of exclamation. . is exegetical of

.. ; and in both, the plural refers to the

mtmber.
12.. Trap.] is well rendered by

Prof. Scholefield "hastening on," as Thucyd.
vi. 39. . Yet, though a good literal

version, this seems not the full sense of the word,
which is, I think, well explained by Kypke and
Rosenm., " avidd desiderantes," and by Kewc.
" earnestly desiring ;

" which is supported by the
authority of the Pesch. Syr. This sense, too. is

communicated to the preceding term ; and the
full meaning of both is, " earnestly expecting, and
ardently wishing and anticipaling." ' 'r\v, scil.

or. On the next words, see Note
at vv. 7 & 10, and Benson and Mackn.

15, 16. The sense is, " Wherefore, seeing that

ye expect such things [are sometime to happen],
strive, by being unspotted and blameless, to be
found of him in peace. And reckon [as you
justly may] that this long extended waiting, and
forbearance of the Lord, is meant to be our sal-

vation : " i. e. to promote it by giving us an op-
portunity for working it cut. 'Er :] may be
rendered (with Carpz. and others) cum bona con-
scienlia ; i. e. in peace with their consciences

;

but the context rather requires the common in-

terpretation, " in peace with their great Judge."
— Koi, ifcc] Here St. Peter refers to

some particular Epistle, or Epistles, but to which
is not agreed ; for there is none immediately ad-

dressed to any one of the provinces mentioned
1 Pet. i. 1. It is, therefore, most probable, that

St, Peter refers generally to those Epistles of St,

Paul which were written to the Asiatic Churches
;

for though addressed to particular Ciiurches, or

persons, they were intended for general circula-

tion ; and in all of them he hath written of the
things mentioned vv. 14, 15; as, for instance,

Eph. ii. 3— 5. Col. i. 21. 1 Tim. ii. 4. He also

speaks of these things in his other Epistles.—
(Benson and Holden.)

Ii>. IV —'.] Here some
difference of opinion exists as to the sense, \vhich

mainly depends upon the reading. Instead of
the vulg. oic, several Versions and some Fathers
have aJc, '' the Epistles ;" which is preferred by
Beza, Mill, Benson, and Dr. Maltby, in a Sermon
on this text, who thinks that " it agrees far better

with the context ; though (for reasons which will

readily occur to the minds of Critics) the other

might, at an early period, usurp its place." Yet
the weight of authority is decidedly in favour of, which is retained by all the Editors, and pre-

ferred by most of the Commentators. So also

Prof. Scholef , who renders, " in which things

are some matters." By things are meant subjects

;
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though it is probable the Apostle had also in view

the difficulty of St. Paul's manner of tenting on
those subjects, as well as the subjects themselves.

See a Sermon on this text by Bp. Atterbury,

entitled " The difficult Passages Scripture

vindicated from such objections as are usually

made to them; and proper directions given how
to use them." Also a Sermon of Bp. Maltby on

this te.\t, and Bp. Conybeare's admirable Dis-

course (or Dissertation) on the present passage,

entitled " Scripture Difficulties considered."

By the are meant, not unlearned, but

such as were not well acquainted with the sub-

jects discussed, and the style of writing, ^.
designates those who have no fixed principles of

Christian doctrine to guide them. By the tuj

are meant all the Scriptures of the

N. T. then extant, as well as those of the Old
Testament. The general sense of the passage

may be thus expressed, with Bp. Atterbury :

" Some men, not being firmly rooted and grounded

in the true faith of Christ, and being, by conse-

quence, of an uncertain and vavering judgment
in matters of religion, were apt to make an ill

use of the difficult places of Scripture, and to

turn them to such a sense as destroyed Chris-

tianity ; and such, therefore, as could not but end
in the destruction of those who asserted and
maintained it."

17. - .'] " hurried away
(see Note on Gal. ii. 13.) by the error and deceit
of those lawless [scoffers] " mentioned supra ii.

7. In cvva-n. there is a metaphor taken, as Ben-
son says, from a torrent. The

is well opposed to the at v.

16. . denotes constancy in the faith as well
as in the purity of doctrine. On the force of

see Note on Gal. v. 4.

18. ^'.] Here there is an idiom (else-

where found) by which with the sense of the verb
is conjoined a notion endeai^oiir ; i. e. strive to

grow. On this passage it is well remarked by
Bp. Bull, Exam., p. 82, that the present injunc-

tion has no bounds short of the high perfection

attainable by the grace of Christ. So that we are

held bound always to increase in virtue, di' , as Clem. Alexandrinus
says. Whence it is clear that works of superero-

gation are utterly excluded. On the subject of
" growing in grace " see the Notes of Calvin and
Dr. A. Clarke.
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This Epistle has ever been admitted to be from makes nothing to the argument. For what is

St. John, though the writer's name is neither more certain than that heresies and errors of all

prefi.-ied nor subjoined ; external and internal tes- kinds require to be refuted over and nver again?
timony alike abundantly attesting its authenticity. -\ay, I should think it not improbable that Dr.
But the date and the place whence it was indited Lardner might be right in assigning 80 as the date,

are very uncertain. Indeed, the latter of these but that the Epistle seems to be a kind of sup-
points it is impossible to settle, especially as it \i pleme?it to the Gospel ; in short is (as Dr. A.
by no means easy to determine X.\\e former. Thus Clarke observes) to the Gospel what a pointed
considerable difference of opinion exists as to and forced application is to a Sermon. It was
the date ; some assigning as early a year as a. d. v.'ritten probably after the death of all the other
US; others, as late as the end of the first century. Apostles ; and as to the debated question con-
The arguments for an early date (v.'hich see in cerning the persons to whom it was addressed. I

Mr. Home's Introd.) seem to me to preponder- entirely coincide in the opinion of those who
ate ; and such is the opinion of the most eminent think that it was intended as a circular letter, or

Critics. Yet I cannot agree with the generality general address to all the Christian churches,

of thena in assigning so early a date as even 68, it being known to come from the only surviving

or at least before the destruction of Jerusalem. Apostle. Hence the authoritative, yet affection-

I am induced to acquiesce in the opinion of those ate manner in whicli he addresses his •' dear chil-

who (as Lampe and others) think it was written dren." Though, indeed, that mode of address

at least after the destruction of Jerusalem, and may have been adopted, because the Epistle was
before the writer's exile to Patmos. Beyond that written chiefiv for the instruction of the Chris-

period, I conceive, we are forbidden to carry it, tians of Asia Minor, who were more especially

for tlie stronsr reasons which are stated by Mr. under St. John's charge.

Home from Benson, Hales, and others. In ad- As the composition has none of the character-

dition to which, it may be observed that the same istics of an Epistle (being without inscription,

reasons of probability, which exist for an earhj, salutation, &c.), it has been thought more proper

rather than a late date to St. John's Gospel, have to denominate it a treatise. We may, however,

an especial force to establish an early date for best steer a middle course, regarding it as a

this Epistle. Though to suppose, with Michaelis didactic address (such as it is in certain parts) to

and Dr. Hales, that it was even written before the Christians in general. The design of the Epistle

Gospel, is grounded on no proof or probability
;

was to guard Christians against certain erroneous

for as to the argument urged by Michaelis, it has doctrines and false principles, which naturally led

little or no force ; and that of Dr. Hales rests on to irresrularity of practice ; and thus to preserve

no solid basis, being merely founded on an error them in that faith, as evinced in good works,

—

of his own in Philologv ; when he assigns to and especially in universal love and charity,

—

, (John xix. 35.) the sense, " he had without which all profession would be unavail-

delivered the testimony before;" whereas it is able.

plainlv to be taken according to that idiom fro- The style of this Epistle nearly resembles that

quent in Scripture (and especially in St. John's of the Gospel of the same writer, simple and un-

writiiiCTs), by which the Preterite is used for the adorned ; and in which the sense is more to be

Present teiise, or rather has the sense of past traced from the context, than deduced from the

and present. See Glass, Phil, Sacr. p. 301. and words themselves, of which the brevity here and

All's Gr. Gr. of the N. T. ii 55. p. 127. Thus the there occasions no little obscurity — where, in

sense is. " he hath [hereby] testified and doth short, the words in tliemselves are plain, but the

testify." And to suppose, with Michaelis, that sentences difficult ; or where the sentences, con-

if St. John had already criven a confutation of the sidered separately, are plain, but the connection

heresies he meant to check when he wrote his between them by no means clear. The chief

Gospel, he would have thousht it unnecessary to characteristics which distinguish this composition

have again declared their falsehood; that surely are artless simplicity, and unaffected mildness and
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benevolence, united with a dignified and paternal

authority, which altogether imparts a character

exceedingly impressive — such, in short, as we
may emphatically style, " speaking the truth in

love." " Whether (says Bp. Horsley) we con-

sider the sublimity of its opening with the funda-

mental topics of God's perfections, man's de-

pravity, and Christ's propitiation, the perspicuity

with which it propounds the deepest mysteries

of our holy faith, and the evidence of the proof
which it brings to confirm them ; whether we
consider the sanctity of its precepts, and the en-

ergy of arguments with which they are persuaded
and enforced, the dignified simplicity of language
in which both doctrine and precept are delivered

;

whether we regard the importance of the matter,

the propriety of the style, or the general spirit of

ardent piety and warm benevolence, united with

a fervent zeal, which breathes throughout the
whole composition, we shall find it in every re-

spect worthy of the holy author to whom the con-
stant tradition of the Church ascribes it, the dis-

ciple ivhom Jesus loved."

I. 1 — 3. The Apostle here, as in his Gospel,
commences without preface, adopting the same
declaratory style, and entering at once upon the

great subject of his present discourse ; namely,
that uncreate and self-existent Excellency (the

^) which had been from the begin-

ning, as co-equal and co-eternal with the Father,

and had at length become incarnate for the salva-

tion of men.
The construction is much cleared by the punc-

tuation I have adopted. Some eminent Com-
mentators take the as neuter for masc. , thus :

o< ' ap)(jfii, ov ., uv. &c. But though
the neuter is often used for the masc, yet it is

only under certain circumstances ; and the prin-

ciple cannot be introduced here without great

violence to the construction. The subject is

plainly the which expression,

however, cannot mean, as some suppose, the Gos-
pel ; for the Apostle is evidently speaking of a

person, as the terms used and the context show." is by some explained "from all eter-

nity." Since, however, it is connected, not with
Aoyoii Ti);, but with ^v (" what took place ")

such an interpretation is inadmissible ; and the

sense must be that expressed by almost all the

best Interpreters, " from the beginning of the

[preaching of] the Gospel," as John xv. 27. 1

John ii. 7, 24. iii. 11. 2 John .'j. The expressions

., ., ., and ). (in which there

is a climax), are a form of denoting information

and knowledge of the most complete and exact
kind. .\nd in a'l i<rV^- we have a

highly figurative mode of expressing any thing

being ascertained to be true by the most minute
examination. So Acts xvii. 27. j; -

alriv '. Though, from the

being here expressed, there may be an allu-

sion to what is related (the same term being em-
ployed) in Luke xxiv. 39. and John xx. 27; proba-
bly to indirectly refute the notion of some here-
tics, that Jesus had not a substantial body. -

is usually taken for .
But it is rather for, agreeably to what
is said at John i. 4. ii/ !) , i) »}»>.

2. The best Commentators are justly agreed
that is for Auj/os before. The sense
is, "This life (i. e. author of life, and giver of
light, the Word) was manifested [among us],

and we Apostles have seen it, and do witness and
declare unto you [the message of] that eternal

Life or Word, which was with the Father (see

John i. 1, 2.) and was (I say) manifested unto
us [in the flesh]." See iii. 5. John i. 14. 1 Tim.
iii. 16.

3. .^ " that [I say] which
we have seen and heard ;" for there is a resump-
tion of what was said at v. 1. The next words
show the purpose of the annunciation, namely,
" that ye also may participate with us [in the ben-
efits of this life or salvation]." The Apostle then
adverts to the nature, in order to show the dignity

of that communion, — viz. a participation in the

privileges and benefits bestowed by God the

Father on men, through his Son Jesus Christ.

The ii may be rendered note.

4. Kat —-] " And [accordingly]

these things we write unto you, that your spirit-

ual joy [and the blessings you enjoy by that com-
munion] may be consummate." This is meant
to more fully develope the sense conveyed at v.

3. \\ 7, ', &c. These benefits,

it is shown further on, would alone be obtained
hy faith, and by a Ife agreeable to the precepts of
the Gospel.

5. , &c.] Here, and in the
verses following, St. John more fully opens the

nature of that message, which the Apostles had
heard from Jesus Christ, and were to deliver to

the world.

For', a \ t a is edited, from many
MSS., Versions, Fathers, and early Editions, by
Wets., Griesb., Matth., Knapp, Tittm., and Vater;
and rightly ; for. is doubtless a gloss. The
sense here seems to include the notions of vies-

sage and declaration. To show the true nature of
the doctrine contained in this ayytMa, the .\postle

lays down a fundamental and unquestionable
position, representing (by a figure common in

the writings of St. JohnJ the purity and perfec-

tion of God, and of whicli the sense may be thus

expressed, with Dr. Shuttleworth :
" God is the

great Fountain of light and purity, unsullied

by any shadow of darkness or pollution what-
ever."
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6, 7. The Apostle here means to argue that

as this is the nature of God, the doctrines and
precepts which come from him must be of the

same Ivind ; true religion may be distinguished

from counterfeit by this criterion ; and especially

his spiritual worshippers, who really have com-
munion with him, may be known by their con-
formity to him^ (Scott.) iv - .,
" and yet live in the habitual commission of im-
purity and vice." See Eph. v. 8.

., " we do not act agreeably to the doctrine of

truth in the Gospel." This phrase noictv. is

frequent in St. John. V. 7. presents a strong con-

trast, in the blessed effects of the opposite con-
duct. " If we imitate the perfections of the

Deity, by practising holiness, we have' '/, which the Commentators are agreed
must, from the context (see v. 6.) denote holding

mutual communion with God, as He also with us,

implving the attaining that ' communion of the

saints ' elsewhere spoken of" The ne.xt words
point out the blessed effects of that communion.
' And [then] the blood of .Jesus Christ his Son
cleanseth us from all sin," i. e., as Abp. Newc.
explains, ratifies the covenant of pardon to the

sincerely penitent. Thus hinting at the former
being the indispensable condition of the latter.

See ii. 2. and Bp. BulTs Harm. pp. 9, 56.

8 — 10. While the Apostle strenuously insists

on the necessity of an habitual holy walk, as the

effect and evidence of the knowledge of God in

Christ Jesus, and of communion with him ; he
guards with as much care against self-righteous

pride, as asainst an antinomian perversion of the

Gospel. (Scott.) There is supposed to be a ref-

erence to the Gnostics or Nicolaitans. " Those
(remarks Rosenm.) are said to deny that they

have sinned, who deny that they have incurred

blame by sin, and so either excuse or palliate what
they have done, and dissemble the fiult." " Those
who so speak or think (it is added) only deceive

themselves, and speak what is manifestly false ; or,

truth and religion have no place in their hearts."

At v. 10 there is a repetition of the assertion at v.

8. in order to introduce another remark,— namely,

that thus we make God a liar, since he hath de-

clared that all have sinned and come short of the

glorv of God (see Rom. iii. 20, 2.3) ; and because,

as Abp. Newc. observes, he has acted towards us

as such by sending his Son. In th.at case (it is

added) h \6 —, his word (i. e. his

revelation in the Gospel) has no place in our

hearts (where it ought to be cngrafled, see James
VOL. II.

i. 21.), either for belief or for obedience, has no
effect on our hearts. Verse 9 contrasts the happy
condition of those who are convinced of sin,
humbly casting themselves on the mercy of God
for repented and forsaken sin. To these, it is

said, God is so faithful to his promises, and just to
his covenant engagements [to Christ their surety],
as to forgive them their sins, and gradually purify
them from all unrighteousness.

II. The same argument is here continued :

and to promote that holiness, which it is the great
business of the Apostle to recommend in this

Epistle, he urges the propitiation and interces-
sion of Christ, and the necessity of showing our
love to God, by Christian love and charity, and
by overcoming the immoderate love of the world.

1 — 11. He first warns them not to sin,— yet
points to Christ as an Advocate with the Father,
and the Propitiation for their sins, and the sins of
the world, vv. 1, 2. Next, he shows that the
knowledge of Christ, and union with him, must
be evidenced by obeying and imitating him, and
by love of the brethren ; that thus " the love of
God may be perfected '' in them ; and that those
are deceived, blind, and hypocritical, who live in

hatred and malice, 3— 11.

1. ?^ See Note at John xiii. 33. His
great purpose in writing is (he says) to warn them
against sin, that they may not fall into it. " If,

however, any (through frailty, or precipitancy) do
sin, he need not utterly despair ; for in that case
we have a , an Inter-

cessor with the Father. On the term
see Note at John xiv. 10. Compare also Heb. ix. 24.

— . Xp.] for Tdv, Bishop Middl.,

indeed, thinks the absence of the Article will not
permit it to be so taken : and while, on the one
hand, he is not for the disjunction iU. from the

proper name, and uniting it (as is done by Ben-
son, VVakef, and most recent Commentators)
with ., he, on the other hand, thinks the
version '•' Jesus Christ the righteous,'' beyond
the original. He would therefore render, "Jesus
Christ, a righteous person." But had any one
of the heterodox party (G. Wakefield, for instance,

of whom the Bishop takes frequent occasion to

express the most unqualified censure) so ren-

dered, the learned Prelate's taste would have re-

jected, and his zeal have induced him to stigma-

tize so poor and frigid a sense. Why, then, must
it be assigned at all ? For no better reason than

this — lest the Canons of the Greek Article

68
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should be broken. Yet what is this but defend- rendered, " we may know," or be sure. The
ing the Apostle's Greek at the expense of some- is generally referred to Christ, as being
thing of far more consequence ? And surely the the nearer antecedent ; but by some Commenta-
omission of the Article where strict propriety tors, to God the Father. By. is meant,
would require it, is of little consequence in a have a knowledge of his will, or what he would
style so unstudied as that of the Apostle. JN'ot have us to do. The sentiment at v. 4. is the

to say, that such may have been icritlen, and same, or very similar to that at vv. 9. 3. ; the

afterwards (as Markland thought) absorbed by test in either case failing, and consequently the

the rdv preceding. In fact, the sense of. for pretence being evinced to be false. In v. 5. the

which I contend, is demanded by the context, contrary assertion is made, namely, that he who
which evidently requires that /c. should be re- keepeth God's commandments is a true lover of
ferrcd not to. which precedes, but to God. Since in him (to use the words of Abp
which follows. So Calvin admirably annotates : Newc.) love produces its proper effect and is

'• Caiterum duo tituli, quibus postea Christum carried to its due height. See 2 Cor. xii. 9.

insignit, propria ad circumstantiam hujus loci The best comment on this whole portion, nay
spectat. V^ocat Justum et Fropiliationem. Utro- Epistle, is the following passage of an incompar
que pra;ditum esse opportet, ut munus personam- ably fine Sermon of Cudworth on vv. 3, 4. " There
que advocati sustineat. Quis enini peccator nobis is (says he) a soul and spirit of divine truths,

Dei gratiam conciliet ? " Thus Christ was typi- \vhich cannot express itself sufficiently in words
fied as the Just one by him who, as hisrepresenta- and sounds, but will declare and speak itself i»

live, was called " King of Righteousness." (Heb. actions ; as the old manner of writing among the

vii. 2.) And moreover there was a propriety in Egyptians was not by words, but things. — A good
here styling Jesus Christ the Righteous or Just conscience is the best looking-glass of heaven

;

one (as Acts iii. 14. vii. 52. xxii. 14.), with allu- in which the soul may see God's thoughts and
sion to that suffering of the just for the unjust purposes concerning it, as so many shining starp

(I Pet. iii. 18.), whereby he made atonement for reflected to it."

our sins. In short, the title was here introduced Here Mr. Scott pleads hard for the doctrine of
(as Macknight observes) to make us sensible of Assurance, as found in this passage : but in vain.

the dignity o( oar Advocate, and of the efficacy " I mean not, indeed, to justify sucii Christian di-

of his Intercession on our behalf, founded on vines as have (he says) spoken on this point with-

the merit of his death. See also Dr. A. Clarke, out discrimination." But I think the pious and
and especially Mr. Scott. Finally, there is no excellent writer would himself have admitted that

difficulty in supposing put for rbv, Dr. Cudworth never speaks rashly or with-
on nearly the same principle as, and out discrimination : and yet in his matchless
sometimes ', is found to dispense with the Sermon on this text, he strenuously opposes the

Article. I would further observe that the error seeking of the doctrine of Assurance here. ''We
of associating . with the preceding has been have (says he) no warrant in Scripture to peep
chiefly occasioned by the false punctuation of into these hidden rolls and volumes of eternity,

those who did not perceive that the avTbi and to make it our first thing that we do, when
is here, as often in St. John's writings, put for we come to Christ, to spell out our names in the

lis and consequently ought to have after it, not a stars, and to persuade ourselves that we are cer-
colon, but a comma. tainly elected to everlasting happiness, before we

2. '\\ for, as in Ezek. xliv. 27. Vs. see the imaoe of (iod, in righteousness and true
xlix. 8. holines^, shaped in our hearts. God's everlasting
— oh ' —.'] It i.<t well decree is too dazzling and bright an object for us

observed by Calvin, that " this is added by way at first to set our eye upon. It is far easier and
of amplification, to assure the faithful that the safer for us to look upon the rays of his goodness
expiation procured by Christ extends to all who and holiness, as they are reflected in our hearts,

should faithfully embrace the Gospel." So Dr. and there to read the mild and gentle characters
Barrow remarks, tliat " the whole world is here, of God's love to us, in our love to him, and our
as often in St. John, in contradistinction from all hearty compliance with his heavenly. The
Christians, the whole of those who had not em- best assurance that anv one can have of his inter-

braced Christianity." This is confirmed by a est in (iod, is doubtless the conformity of his

kindred passage of 1 Tim. iv. 10. Sj soul to Him. The way to obtain a good assur-, . ance, indeed, of our title to heaven is, not to

3— ). The Apostle here shows the necessity clamber up to it by a ladder of our own un-
of repentance and reformation of all sin ; and grounded persuasions, but to dig by humilitv and
that all pretences to religion, unaccompanied by self-denial in our own hearts. The most gallant
a holy life, are vain and fruitless; also, that the and triumphant confidence of a Christian "riseth

only sure test and evidence of a saving knoivl- safely and surely upon this low foundation, that
edge of Christianity is an habitual obedience, to lies deep under' ground, and there stands firmly
God's commandments. may be freely and steadfastly."
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In the ne.'ct words Iv — there is the

same sentiment as before, with tlie substitution

of the synonymous phrase ev avrto iu-ru. These
and other phrases occurring in St. John's writ-

ings, denoting communion witli God. are meant
to signify assimilation to God, which can only
be attained by the profession and practice of
the religion he enjoins. See more in Tittra. on
John p. 277. 222. 3.51•. and Dr. Isaac Barrow, in

D'Oyly and Mant. To this claim (namely, of
abiding in God), is, at v. G., applied the same test

to prove its reality, as at i. 5. 7., on communion
with God, — namely, whetlicr the conduct be
habitually conformed after the example of God,
as consistent disciples imitate their master.

7. ivToXiiv '.] On what is meant by
this " new commandment," E.xpositors are not

agreed. Some refer it to tiie commandment at

V. G. ; others Avith far greater probability, refer

the subject-matter of this and the next verse to

that of vv. 9 — 11., namely, that Christians

should love each other, even as Christ had loved

them. Now this was an early injunction of
Christ, and had been all along inculcated by the

Apostles and true teachers ; the contrary to which
was a recent innovation of false teacher.^. It was,

indeed, as o!il as the Mosaic law ; but, on the

other hand (for that is the sense of) cer-

tain considerations entitled it to the appellation

of mtv, both as regarded Christ and themselves.

See more in Benson and Abp. Seeker, cited in

ROylv and IMant. But to remove the seeming
contradiction between vv. 7. and 8., by supposing

so perspicuous a writer as St. ,Iohn, to adopt what

might seem a needless harshness of expression, I

am inclined to agree with Mr. Holden, that the

Apostle referred to different commandments, q. d.
''

I write no new commandment unto you, but an

old commandment which ye had from the begin-

ning [of the preaching of the Gospel]. The old

convmandment [of wliich I am speaking] is the

word which ye have heard from the beginning

[of the Gospel] John xiii. 15. Again, [another

and] a new commandment I write unto you,

which is true in him and in you ;" i. e. in calling

it a new commandment I am saying what is true,

both as regards him (Christ) and you ;
" because

the [spiritual] darkness is passed, and the true

light [of the Gospel] now shineth," v. 8. The
new commandment to which I refer, is touching
Christian love. He that saith, &c., vv. 9 — 11.

This interpretation is confirmed by John xiii. .34.

compared with Rom. xiii. 12. Eph. v. 8. 1 Thess.
v. 5.

9— 11. Having called the practices of Gen-
tilism darkness, and the Gospel the true light,

the Apostle continues to blend the same images,
in delivering his new commandment, or injunc-
tion of brotherly love, contained in these three
verses. (.\bp. Newc.) He applies the same
reasoning to those who, like the Gnostics, pre-
tended to be f'l' (puiTi, or highlij enlightened.

And he shows that there can be no true knowl-
edge of God, according to the test supplied at

v. 3., because they do not keep his command-
ments, transgressing one main commandment,
" love thy neighbour as thyself." By hating their

fellow-creatures, and, it may be, fellow-C/iWi-

tians, they showed that they were yet in darkness
and sin. This sentiment is further developed in

the next two verses, — the assertion being, that

it is he alone who loveth his brother, that is

leally abiding in light; nor was there any thing

in him likely to occasion his falling into offence

or sin; whereas, he who hated his brother, was
habitually and continually in darkness, not know-
ing whither he went (i. e. not aware of the
dangers that beset his path), and was therefore

likely to meet with many and conse-
quently to stumble often and grievously. Such a

man (it is meant) shows that he is involved in

the grossest ignorance of vital religion, its essence
and duties ; and, as far as he is a professor of
Christianity, and aims at salvation, he entirely

wanders, both in conception and action, from the

object he seeks; and, like the blind Sodomites,
vainly wearies himself to find the door of sal-

vation.

12— 15. On the interetation of these verses

Commentators are somewhat perplexed, com-
plaining of tautology and ambiguity. But as to

tautology, as it is by no means rare in the ancient

writers, so it is not unfrequent in St. John
; yet

it is scarcely ever 7iiere tautology, but serves to

enforce some precept : which, I apprehend, is the

case here and at v. 11. The best mode of taking
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the whole passage seems to be (with Carpz. and
Rosenm.) to suppose that the thesis, or main
proposition of the .\postle's argument is at v. 15.

ufi —, the discourse being con-

tinued up to ). Thus, after first addressing

himself to all Christians by the general term of

endearment (as he had done at v. 1.), i. e.

dear children; the use of that \vord (as Mr. Slade

well points out) suggested to the Apostle the

idea of addressing himself to the three classes of

Christians,— distributed into children, young men,
and fathers, supposed by some Commentators to

allude to three degrees of spiritual progress.

Thus in Thucjd. vi. 18.)} , bov £
b d : -^ .

But to advert to the phraseology in detail

:

V. 12. —, there seems to be in

a significatio proegnans, the full sense
being, " I tell or remind you that alone through
faith in him, and by virtue of his atonement,
are," &c. In the same manner must the 7'(^
at V. 13. be taken.^ '. Not-
withstanding what is urged by Wakefield, ftiac-

knight, and others, there can be no doubt that the

sense is that assigned by the ancient and most
modern Expositors, and well e.vpressed by Bp.
Middl. tlius :

" Ye have known the Person who
was from the beginning, or, who has existed from
eternity." " So (adds he) b iv (; means
Him who is in heaven : but it is needless to

adduce examples of an usage, which continually

presents itself to the notice of all readers of

Greek." " That ' (continues the

learned Prelate) must mean Jesus Christ, is to

be inferred not only from the contest, but from
the circumstance, that there was no occasion to

assert the eternity of the Father, who is expressly
mentioned {) in this very verse." Tliis

text, therefore, is another of those which a'lina

the eternal pre-existence of Christ; and it har-

njonizes exactly with the language of the same
Writer in the exordium of the Gospel, " In the

beginning was the Word." The conjecture of
Dr. Mangey (adopted, in his Translation, by
Wakefield), . ', has no support
from M.S.S., and is refuted by Theophyl. Sim., p.

115. b an' , which
passage was doubtless written with a view to the

present ; for in other places of the Historian I

have noted imitations of Scripture.

By the are meant persons in the flower
of life : and at. their duty is hinted by what
they are supposed to have done, or to be doing

;

with allusion to those fiery temptations (" darts

tempered in hell ") which the Evil One levels

especially against persons of that age. The rep-
etitions at V. I'i. are very energetic and impres-
sive ; but in the repeated address to the,
something more is meant than before, and the full

sense seems to be :
" For you [I presume] arc

strong [in the Lord] ; and the word, (i. e. revela-

tion,) of God abideth in you, and [I trust that]

you have exerted your strength, and conquered
the Evil One."

15— 17. Now follows the weighty ai/OTOwi^/ow,

suspended on the preceding verses, and at length
introduced in reference to all the three classes of
persons just mentioned. The passage is ably
treated on by Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit., p. 269, as fol-

lows. '• The subject is laid down in a two-fold

form; 1. Love not the world; 2. Neither love
the things of the world." The former injunction

is first taken up, " If any one love the world,"

&c. ; the latter is then enforced, " For all that is

in the world," &.c. ; and then the reasons of both
injunctions are severally condensed, " For the

world passeth away, and the desire thereof :

"

after which the moral of the whole is most pow-
erfully brought home by the strong antithetical

assurance, that " he who doeth the will of God,
abideth for ever." From the disjunctive form of
the commencing words, it is unquestionable that

the Apostle intended to draw a marked distinc-

tion between " the world," and " the things in

the world;" but what is the distinct meaning
of each ? Probably the world here signifies that

entire system of bad pursuits, and false enjoy-
ments, which fallen pan has manufactured for

himself ; and " the things in the world," the

wrong dispositions and propensities which engage
men in such pursuits, and plunge them into such
enjoyments ; he who loves the former, must
clearly want .an abiding principle of love to God

;

for that system is antagonistically opposed to the
word, and the will, of God ; he who loves the
latter, loves dispositions proceeding not from
God, but from that world opposed to God, which
fosters them, and to which they are subservient.
These dispositions the .Apostle describes by " the

desire of the flesh, the desire of the eyes, and
the pride of life;" i. e. sensuality, avarice, and
ambition. These, and that system to which they
minister, are alike transient ; " they pass away ;"

but " he who doeth the will of God," he who
maketh himself a denizen of God's world, "abid-
eth for ever;" eternity is stamped on his enjoy-
ments and pursuits; an eternity which inherently
belongs to his own character, formed, as it is, by
the grace of God, and by that grace preserved
" From the rank vapours of this sin-worn mould."', . may have the sense above
laid down ; but I would rather take it in a more
general sense, to denote an excessive desire

for the gay vanities, the external " gaudes"
this world, as connected with both ambition and
vain splendour, or show. See Ezek. xxiv. 25.

Nearly the same view was, I find, taken by Dr.

Jortin, (cited in D'Oyly and Mant.) who under-
stands. . ofthe excessive love ofvain
magnificence and superfluous wealth ;

" which
is so called, because in superfluous and misap-
plied riches there is nothing to be found besides

feeding the insatiable eye with an unprofitable

object." See Eccl. v. 11. Yet the. .
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is not to be confined to the ricit, must be taken
ia the above general sense, which I find con-
firmed by Mr. Scott, who well explains the e:i-

pression of •• the desire of the carnal heart after

all that wealth can purchase, or which gratifies

the eye." Accordingly, this is a kind of sensual
enjoyment, and is the very essence of worldly-
mindedness.

It is finely remarked by Cudworth (in his

matchless Sermon on 1 John ii. 3, -1.)
'• There

is nothing in the whole world able to do us good
or hurt but God and our own will ; neither riches
nor poverty, nor disgrace nor honour, nor life nor
death, nor angels nor devils ; but willing, or not
willing as we ought to do. God will not hurt us,

and hell cannot hurt us, if we will nothing but
what God wills."" On this three-fold distinctioa

of worldly desires the Commentators adduce
many illustrations both from the Classical and
Rabbinical writers.

The construction at oVt rrui' h —, though it has perplexed Grot, and
others, is sufficiently plain ; - rb h
being (as Bp. Jebb ol)serves) the Nominative case

to ovK cariv, and the intermediate words only an
enumeration of the constituent parts of that. With i con^pare 1 Cor. vii.

31.- . and
James iv. 14.

18— 28. Here the Apostle cautions Christians

against those deceivers who then appeared in

great numbers : and points out to them the many
advantages wliich they had for knowing the truth

;

and the many obligations which they were under
to adiiere to and to practise it accordingly. —
(Benson.) ', . This expression
has been variously interpreted. The most prob-

able sense is, " the last period of the Jewish
oeconomy, v/lieii many false Christs v/ere to ap-

pear.'" With respect to the e?iact meaning of-, on this much diversity of opinion exists.

One thing is clear, that the Antichrist was yet to

come ; while the persons called antichrists had
already appeared, or were then in existence.

The former is, no doubt, the same as the 6-
of St. Paul, 2 Thess. ii. 4, the Man of

Sin. (See Note there.) The latter cannot (as

some imagine) denote the false Christs predicted

by our Lord, Watt. xxiv. 23 — 25; for will

not hei^e bear such a sense. Nor do the charac-

ters of the persons in question, as given at iv. 7,

and 2 John 7.. correspond. Tliese plainly desig-

nate the persons, not as apostates, but opposers of
Christ. Though it should seem (as Mr. Scott

supposes) that " the direct and aroired opposers

of Christianity, whether Jewish or Heathen, can-

not be meant in this place. St. John has ratlier

in view that apostasy from the true faith, by

lieresv, which St. Paul foretold (1 Tim. iv. 1.)

would take place in the latter times." .\n anti-

christ in this sense may be defined, in the words
of Mr. Scott (after Beza), as being " one who
opposes Christ, whether he oppose the doctrine

of his deity, or his humanity; or whether he set

himself against him, in respect of his priestly

office, by substituting other methods of atoning
for sin, and finding acceptance with God ; his
kingly office, by claiming authority to exact laws,
in his Church, contrary to his laws, or to dispense
with his commandments ; or his prophetical office,

by claiming authority to add to, alter, or take
away from the revelation which he has given in
his holy word." This is very agreeable to the
description of antichrist at v. 22. &

'. & iv. 3. 2 John 7. Perhaps,
however, it will he better not to confine it to
apostasy or heresy, but extend it also to ungodli-
ness, in short, to the various characteristics of
the Man of Sin. Thus it is (as Bp. Warburton
observes) as much as to say : We are fallen into
the very dregs of time ; as appears from that
antichristiaii spirit, which now so much pollutes
the Churches ; for you know it is a common say-
ing, that Antichrist is to come in these vretched
days.

ID. The sense of this verse is, from its ex-
treme brevity and antithetical point, somewhat
obscure, and requires a paraphrase rather than a
version, to express its meaning, thus :

" They
[originally] proceeded from us, but they were
never really of us [Apostles]," i. e. not sound
Christians at heart ;

'' for if they had been really

of us (i. e. one with us) they would have re-

mained with us, and kept our doctrine ; but
they did not so, and the result was, that they
were proved not to have been of us," i. e. not
true Christians.

20. and /.] The term, occurring here and at v. 27 has plainly a

metaphorical sense, as is used of communi-
cating the gifts and graces of the Spirit,— with
an allusion, it is supposed, to the solemn inaugu-
ration of Priests and Kings with oil. Thus it

may very well denote that inauguration of the

Holy Spirit that accompanies the use of the

Christian sacraments : which is, indeed, all that

many suppose to be here meant. But it seems to

further designate the imparting of the Holy SpiriC

promised bv Christ to all true believers, to lead

tl'.em into all truth; (John xiv. 26; xvi. 13.) and
that whether by the communication of the snper-

natiiral Gifts, (see 2 Cor. i. 22.) or of the Graces
of tiie Spirit for sanctification, and imparted
through the preaching of the word, the adminis-

tration of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper,

and other means of grace. By ? the best

Expositors are agreed is meant Chnst. See Mark
i. 24. Acts iii. 14. The- must, (as Grot, ob-

serves) be restricted by the subject matter, (as at

] Cor. ix. 22 ; xv. 27.), to mean " all things neces-

sary to salvation." The ' on may be ren-

dered " but [as supposing that] ye know it." Kai

oTi -dv, &c., "and [as sensible that] every lie or

false doctrine proceeds not from the truth, being

inconsistent therewith." Aereeably to the above
view, the connexion is well laid down by Mr.
Holden thus :

" The antichristian persons (v. 18.)

were manifested not to belong to our society, (v.

19.) and you received among you the communica-
tion of spiritual gifts and graces from Christ, the
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Holy One (Acts iii. 14.), ' and you know all things '

relating to your religion (v. 20.), for which rea-

son •'

I have not written to you, because ye know
not the truth [of the Gospel] ; but because ye

know it, and that no lie [no false doctrine] is of

the truth,' 1 have written to you these things."'

(v. 21.)

22, 23. — ;] The Apostle

means to say, that this general self-evident propo-

sition was not more certain, than the particular

application of it to the delusions of the seducers
;

whose false doctrines could not proceed from the

same source with the truth of God. (Scott.) This

is 10 be understood comparat^ ; q. d. " Who is an

antichrist or apostate, if he be not, who denies

that Jesus is the Messiah ? " It is well pointed

out by Bp. Middl., that h is the same with

following. See J\oto supra v. 18.

It should seem also that both ^ and. are to be taken in a generic sense, to de-

note the class of persons eacn individually such.

The is used (according to the Greek idiom)

only to strengthen the negation. The words,

however, have been thought obscure
;
yet they

cease to be so, if the puiyose of the writer be con-

sidered ; which seems to have been to designate

the false teachers, or heretical persons, as,
and(>, and to show lohi/ they may be es-

teemed such ; nainely, 1. as denying the Messiah-
ship of Jesus, by which we are to understand de-

nying his full iVlessiahship as it is described in

the Scriptures. For (to use the words of Mr.
Scott) " some of these persons denied the Deity

of Ghrist; others explained away his incarnation,

and so denieil his humanity, and the reality of his

sufferings ; and some opposed his kingly authority.

Thus, whilst they retained the .larne of Ciiristians,

they virtually denied his Person, as the Christ, the

Son of God, and the Son of man; Emmainiel, God
with us : or his offices, as the anointed Prophet,

Priest, and King of his Church : they denied tliat

God was manifested in the flesh, to ransom the

Church with his own blood. Now whether they

denied his divine or his human nature, his atone-

ment or his authority ; they virtually denied him
to be the Christ," Such a person is, then, said

by implication, to be an antichrist : and the Apos-
tle adds, that b rbv

comes under that description ; where, it may he

observed, the is very significant. This anti-

christian spirit is pronounced to be the denying
the mysterious connection between the Father

and the Son, according to the relations in which
they are represented to us in the Gospel, sepa-

rating the Son from the Father, and consequently

degrading him from his high dignity. On this

whole passage see Bp. Bull's Judic. Cathol. Eccl.,

pp. IG, l-l, and 84•. The words following
— serve to further develope the

sense, and mean that this separation is a virtual

denial not only of the Son, but of both Father and
Son, since the Father can only be approached
through the Son. For "He (says Whitby) that

denieth the Son, cannot retain the true knowl-
edge of the Father, because he can be known
only through the Son. John i. 18 ; iv. 23 & 24

;

viii". 19, 55 ; xiv, 6, 7 ; xvi. 3. Matt. xi. 27." By
the is meant having a knowledge or spiritual

relationship ; and the expression is nearly allied

to and
elsewhere occurring in this Epistle. The words
following contain an assertion of the contrary

truth. They are, indeed, not found in the com-
mon text, but they are contained in most of the

MSS., almost all the Versions, and very many
Fathers ; and have been received into the text by
Beng., Griesb., Matth., Knapp, Tittm., and Vater,

They have, in fact, every evidence of genuine-
ness ; for they not only seem to be required by
the sense, but are in the style of St. John ; and
their omission may far better be imputed to homoeo-
ioleulon than their addition to a marginal scho-
lium.

24, 25. Here the Apostle first gives an exhor-
tation to steadfastness in adhering to the form of
faith, which they have been taught at the begin-
ning of their profession of the Gospel

; q. d. " Let,
then, that form of faith which ye have heard from
the beginning of your evangelization abide in your
hearts, and allow it not to be torn from you by the
antichristian deceivers just mentioned." And, as

an inducement to hold it fast, the Apostle points

out the high advantages of such continuance, —
namely, by a communion and close fellowship

with the Son, and the Father through Him. Then
(for their encouragement and confirmation) he re-

minds them of the promise given by God to all

true believers,— namely, to bestow on them eter-

n.al life and felicitv.

27. See Notes at vv. 18, 19, 20, 24. Some
stumble at the —

: but
there is, in fact, no difficulty, and the sense is,

doubtless, that assigned by Mr. Scott, — that in

respect of real believers, " the anointing," which
they had received of Christ, abode in them, as an
incorruptible principle of life, and light, and spir-

itual discernment ; so that they needed not that any
man should teach them, except "as that same
anointing taught them," and by " stirring up their

pure minds in the way of remembrance ;" or by
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iYDQfirming them in it, or enabling them to distin-

guish it, from all counterfeits : for by this teach-

ing of God himself they were instructed in all

things essential to salvation, and could not be fa-

tally deluded." See Abp. Sharp, cited in D'Oyly
and ant.

28. KM — ~,.'\ The full sense seems to

be this :
" And now, my children, [to my hope

and trust let me add my iniunctioti] , abide [I say]

in him, that wlien he shall appear, we (i. e. not
only tie, but myself) may have confidence, and
not liave cause to be confounded at his presence,

when he cometh." In the change of persons we
may observe great delicacy -, the rejection and
disgrace of the disciple tending to the discredit

of the teacher. .So 2 Cor. ix. 4. iuv,^ ["
).

'2'.). ., &C.] The sense is :

'•' If ye
know [as ye must] that He is righteous, ye know
(or may know) that every one who, habitually

and heartily, practises righteousness hath been
received into the relation of a son of God, being
born anew of Christ and by the regeneration of

his Soirit." Compare iii. 1 ; ii. 2, 9; iv. 7; v. 1

;

vi. 13.

III. 1, 2. The Apostle now breaks out into

admiration of the love of God. in making us his

children, and giving us present privileges with the

hope of an inconceivable felicity, and shows that

all who have this hope " purify themselves as He
is pure."' (Scott.) See a Sermon of Dr. South
on this text (Vol. vi. p. .), where having con-

sidered liow a man may be said to purify himself,

and to such a degree even as Christ is pure, he
filiows, I. what is implied in a man's purifying

himself; viz. the ridding himself, 1. of the power
of sin,— which consists in bewailing all his past

sinful acts— in a vigil.iiit prevention of future

ones. And this will be effected by opposing

everv sinful motion, by performing severe morti-

fyinor duties, and by frequent and earnest prayer.

2. Of the £«//< of sin, which can be done alone

bv apr)lying the virtue of Christ's blood to the

soul through faith. II. How the hope of heaven

purifies a man,— namely, 1. upon a nutiirtil ac-

count, as it is a special grace, in its nature con-

trary to sin. 2. Upon a moral account, by sug-

pe^tinsr to the soul arguments for purification ; as,

for instance, tint pnrify is the p.pcessarv means
to attain the felicity hoped for— that it alone can

qualify the soul for heaven. And it is a duty we

are obliged to by gratitude, and as an only evi-

dence of our right to the things hoped for. -
rairiji', " how vast a proof of love !

" >/9.
denotes the actualltj being, as included in the
being calh'd. Thus in several MSS. is added by
gloss, . The ha must be referred

to ', and the sense is, " The world, therefore,

recognises us not as sons of God, nor compre-
hends the nature and glory of this filiation, be-

cause it doth not acknowledge Him [as God] ;"

i. e. ; ^. Rom. i. 21.

2. vvv — fVri.] Here we have a

solemn repetition of the same assertion, with
another trulli engrafted thereupon, with respect

to our dignity and glory in the future vorld. The
words may be paraphrased :

" [As to our present

state], noiv [I repeat] we are already sons of God,
and [as to our future one] it doth not yet appear
what we shall be. However, this we do know,
that when He shall appear, we shall be like unto

Him, for we shall see Him as He is." From
these words Bp. Conybeare, in a Sermon on the

present text, (on the different degrees of happi-

ness in a future state,) thinks it is evident ••' that

the state of good men in the other world will

carry with it a resemblance, not in degree, but in

kind, to the absolutely perfect Being in those

perfections of which I\Ian is capable ; and that

these will be produced in us by seeing God as he
is ; i. e. by a vastly more distinct and more full

sight of Him than the present condition of human
nature will admit of"- . ., '' it doth

not yet appear [even to Christians, much less to

the profane world] in what state or condition we
shall be placed." See Bp. Taylor's Works, vi.

338. •' Something (explains Scott) is revealed,

but not all fully and clearly : but when he shall

be manifested, we shall see him as he is." By' we are to understand likeness in attributes

and qualities, and in condition and salvation.

And no wonder,— on , not. but ~pbc, Cor.

xiii. 12, implying felicity consummate. See also

1 Cor. XV. 50.

3. — .] The Apostle means
that where there is a true hope of being made
like unto him, at his appearance, the person will

meanwhile strive to imitate his purity, in order

to participate in his glorv and blessedness. See
Bp. Bull's Harm. ., p. 41.

4. 5. According to what had been before ob-

served, thev who did not " follow afier holiness"

could not possess genuine hope in Christ, and in
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God through liim, according to the Gospel 3 but
the Apostle further remarks, that he who '' com-
mitted," or practised sin, transgressed " also the

law (i. e. the moral law) it being thus taken for

granted that the holy law of God was the rule of

conduct to all his true servants, and that none of
lliem, wijju^ly and habitually, did any thing con-
trary to it." For sin is " the transgression of the

law," or a lawless conchict. Whatever in any
degree exceeds, comes short of, or deviates from
the law, and in thought, word, or deed, is not

perfectly coincident with it, is sin, — a violation

of the law; but an habitual commission of sin

tends to the destruction of the law and its au-

thority, and can never be allowed by any disciple

of Christ. For they know that " he was mani-
fested" in human nature to take away the sins of

his people, by atoning for their guilt, and by
renewing them to his own holy image. (Scott.)

G. 01);;^( *• ^• (^^ 3" ^^^ '^^^'- F'Xposi-

tors are agreed, and is required by the rest of

Scripture) sinneth not habitually, wilfully, and
presumptuously. Whosoever dotli so sin (it is

added) hath no true knowledge of Him, or con-

cciJtion of his doctrine

7.^- , &,c.] solemn warn-
ing, like that at 1 Cor. vi. 9— 1 1. Gal. vi. G— 10.

Eph. V. 5 — 7. .lames i. 22— 25. 2 Pet. i. 8, 9,

not to let any man deceive them by plausible

pretences, into an opinion that they might live in

habitual sin. and yet be true Christians. (Scott.)

7701(7)1' —. The sense is, '' He alone who
is habitually and in the main righteous, in imita-

tion of his Saviour, is truly righteous." See
Doddr. and Bens., of whom the latter cites a

sentiment of Aristotle :
" Then shall a man be

righteous, 1. If he does the things which are

righteous, and knows what he does. 2. If he
does them freely, or out of choice. 3. If he
continues firmly and constantly in that cours»; of
action."

8. i TTotiov— fVni•.] must here again be
understood of habit, and the full sense of this

briefly-worded sentence may be tluis expressed

;

" He who practises sin [must not say he is a son
of God ; no] he is [a son] of the Devil [and this

son-ship is established by strong similitude] ; for

the Devil has been habitually and perpetually

sinning." On this portion, and the inferences
from it, see Abp. Seeker and Dean Tucker in

D'Oyly and Mant. ' with the present
tense denotes perpetuity of action. At
—£\ supply, " and yet." The omis-
sion of such ratiocinative particles is one of the

peculiarities of St. John's style. The sentiment
corresponds to that at v. 5.

9. — .] The senti-

ment is nearly allied to that at v. G. b iv avnj), ; son-ship and intimate union
being cognate ideas. In both passages, then, it is

plain that the phrase noul must be taken,

like, of deliberate and habitual sin. To
understand this passage fully, h. )
must be understood as at ii. 29, where see Note.
W^ith respect to the expression avrnv, it

may either be explained, with Grot., Bens., Ros-
enm., and most recent Commentators, " the re-

vealed vord of God." (see 1 Pet. i. 23.) or rather,

with Carpz. and others, the vital principle of the

spiritual seed committed to our hearts, like a

seedling to the ground ; and consisting, not in

the word of God only, but in the Divine grace by
which that word is made effectual, — the sancti-

fication of the Spirit spoken of at Gal. ^^ 22.

Finally, ov iiwarai . may mean, as the best
Commentators explain, " he cannot bring himself
to sin," viz. wilfully and habitually. See (Ecum.,
Grotius, and Wetstein, and also Milton cited by
Valpy.

10. Here there is a repetition of the sentiment,
that every one who does not practise righteous-

ness is not of God ; introduced by the assurance
that this is the test of their salvation. On this

general position the Apostle takes occasion to

engraft a particular one, respecting that branch
of our duty to men which consists in love and
kindness to our brethren, i. e. not only brother-

Christians, but brother-?nP7?.

11. 12. The Apostle, from hence to the end of
the Chapter, urges the foregoing exhortation by
various arguments : and first, he reminds them
that the commandment or injunction, to love

one another was coeval with the religion itself

;

originntintT with its Author, and made the distin-

guishing evidence of being his disciples. Those,
therefore (it is implied), who are destitute of this
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grace are no true Christians ; but can only be
ranked with him who, though professing to be a
worshipper of God, showed himself to be not of
the family of God, but of the Evil One, by envy-
ing, hating, and murdering his brother.

The words ov — seem to be a brief
mode of expressing the following sense ;

" And
not as Cain, who was a son of the Devil, and
murdered his brother [so let us do. by fostering

those feelings of hatred, which may tend to mur-
der]." Then, by way of caution, the Apostle
suggests the cause of this hatred, namely, envy
and malice at his brother's superior goodness and
favour with God.

13. Compare v. 1.

14. '^ — &.] This is sug-

gested by the Apostle for their consolation under
trials and persecutions. The connection is well

traced by Mr. Scott as follows ;
" No Christian

well acquainted with the heart of man could
wonder at any effects of the contempt and enmity
of ungodly people against ' the children of God ;

'

for it was the most unequivocal proof that they
themselves had passed ' from death unto life,'

cc. Bv is meant a state of condemna-
tion and spiritual death ; and by , spiritual

life and acceptance with God ; a state which, if

persevered in, ends in eternal salvation. And
love is the test of our being in such a state."

15. In addition to the assurance, that he who
hateth his brother is, as it were, under the ban of

God. — the Apostle adds, that such a one-, which is said with reference to Caht
just before mentioned. — and means, that he has

the same disposition and principles as, ifharboured,

tend to murder, and may, as in the case of Cain,

produce actual murder. (On the term-, see Note at John viii. 44.) Now as murder
cannot but exclude from eternal life, so must
those dispositions which are the seed of it prevent

any one from being a son of God. Thus Virgil,

JEn. vi. 607. places in his Tartarus those " quibus

invisi fratres, dum vita manebat."

16. 17. The effects of genuine love toward the

brethren required to be ascertained ; and this

might be understood, by considering" the love of

fiod " to sinners. (Scott.) —.
The sense is, " By this we [may] know [what]

VOL. II.

love [is, namely,] that he laid down his life for
us ; and [thus] ought we to lay down our lives

for our brethren." By » must be meant
the love as exemplified in Christ. On the phrase, see Note at John x. 11, 15. In the
expression / . it has
been well pointed out by Carpz., Kosenm., and
laspis, we are to consider alone the notio univer-
salis, and not to interpret it j-j^oroWy, but under-
stand it of making very great sacrifices, exposing
ourselves to imminent perils.

17, 18. See iv. 20. Luke iii. 11. 2 Cor. viii. 14.

compared with Rom. xii. 9. '- is a figurative way of expressing the as

it were barring the heart against compassion. At, &c. the interrogation involves a
strong negation. So (on which see
Hoogev. Part. p. 518) is equivalent to^ ;

for at the -< is supplied the verb preceding
in the Optative with av, " How should it ? " Thus
also ; is equivalent to a strong assertion, as

in Thucyd. iv. 92
18. .] Theogn. 973. M17, . Soph. Antig.

539. i' .
19. — fV/(/i'.] " .\nd by this we

know whether we be of the truth [in this respect],

i. e. of love to others." Rosenm. compares the

phrases and tlvai ,
i. e. to be agreeable to truth, and sincerely pro-

fess it ; and Carpz. , Jghn iii.

8. , &C. The. he rightly ex-

plains, " true religion." —.
The sense is ;

" And in the sight of Him [our

Judge] we may, in this important respect, set our

hearts at rest." For he who truly loves all men,
may trust that the mercy and favour of God will

not be withheld from himself.

20, 21. Some obscurity and difficulty here
exist, arising from extreme brevity ; in removing
which, a clause must be supplied from the pre-

ceding verse, in one or other of the two ways laid

down in Rec. Syn. from Benson and Rosenm.
Of these, Mr. Holden, with some reason, prefers

the following :
" For if our heart condemn us "

as deficient in brotherly love, " God is greater

than our heart, and knoweth all things, [and con-

sequently our hearts, instead of being assured

69
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before him, will condemn us ; on the other hand,]

beloved, if our heart condemn us not, then have
we confidence toward God." To the passage Bp.
Bull, Harm. Apost. p. 23. gives the following

sense :
" Nimirum secura animi fiducia est bonaj

conscientiae filia, ex operibus bonis e.xsurgit, tan-

tum abest, ut sine bonis operibus quicquam va-

leat."

22. Here is assigned another reason for culti-

vating universal righteousness, and particularly

mutual love ; namely, that then their prayers

would be heard, and God would grant them all

things expedient for them.
23. Ku'i '— r^'"•] The sense is :

" And
his commandment (the sum of all), is, that we
believe in the Divine mission of his Son .Tesus

Christ, and love each other according to the in-

junction he gave us." So 1 Tim. i. 5. rd '. See John
iii. 16. vii. 3.

24•. b — .'] Render, " And he
vho keepeth [generally or habitually] his pre-

cepts abideth in Him, and He in him ;
" imply-

ing love, favour, and blessing from God. In the

next sentence is given a test of the having this

"abiding of God" in them, — namely, by his

imparting to them the Holy Spirit, and its gifts,

whether ordinary, or extraordinary, — since, in

either case, is implied the approbation and favour

of God, and from the presence or absence of
which we may infer our spiritual state. It is well
observed by Dr. Glocester Ridley (on the office

of the Holy Spirit), that " tlie way of the Spirit is

not to be traced ; the working of God is not to

be perceived. The Divine Author and his opera-

tions are hidden from us, but his work is mani-
fest. And though we cannot see (iod at any
time, or feel the motion of the Spirit in our
hearts, yet is there a certain evidence whether
we are wrought on by Him or not ; namely, ac-

cording to this infallible rule given us by St.

John, whereby we may know that God by his

Spirit dwelleth in us, " if we keep his command-
ments."

IV. The particular subject of the two last

Chapters is the Incarnation, in which the doc-
trine of the Atonement is, if rightly understood,
included. It is therefore with truth and reason,

that St. John sets forth this as the cardinal doc-
trine of Christianity ; insomuch that he speaks of
the belief of this article as the accomplishment

of our Christian warfare ; the attainment at least

of that faith, which with certainty overcometh
the world ; inspiring the Christian with Ibrtitude

to surmount the temptations of the udrld, in

whatever shape they may assail him. On the
other hand, the denial of this great truth, so ani-

mating to the believer's hopes, he represents as

the beginning of that apostasy, which is to come
to its height in the latter ages, as one of the
characters of Antichrist.

The Apostle follows up what h-e had said, of
Christians having the Spirit being the sign of
God's presence and favour, by warning men
against those who falsely pretended to the Spirit;

and rules are given lor discrimir.ating true from
false spiritual gifts. He then proceeds again to

enjoin brotherly love and charity, as the bond of
perfectness.

1. '] " every on'; who claims to

have a spiritual gift." Or. may denote claim
to have a spiritual gift. ., men falsely

pretending to inspiration.

2. -: — ) (.] The sense
seems to be, " Every such person, so claiming to

have the Spirit, who publicly professes that Jesus
Christ was made very man [for our redemption]
is from God," i. e. his pretensions are valid.

Or, as Abp. Newc. paraphrases : — " Every per-

son claiming inspiration, who constantly makes
this profession in your assemblies, and to the
world, not dreading reproach and danger, and
whose claim the Discerner of spirits allows, may
be considered by you Christians as really actuated
by the Spirit of God." See 1 Cor. xii. 3. Con-
sidering the known opinions of the heretics of
that age, which consisted not in a denial of the
uii'initij, but the Hurnanitij, of Christ, the best
Expositors are agreed that there is reference to

the tenets of the Docetas and others, who held
Jesus Christ to have been a mere, desti-

tute of a real body. See Bp. Bull, Jud. Eccl.
Cath. p. 17. Now the Apostle maintains that he
came rea/hj [clothed] in the flesh, i. e. in a hu-
man body. This, however, will by no means
prove, what Schliting infers, that Jesus Christ
was a ?>iere man : nay (as Mr. Holden observes),

it plainly implies the contrary, that he might have
come in a diiferent manner, even in the form of
God. And the Jewish Doctors as well as people
believed the Son of God to be himself God ; as

has been abundantly proved.
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3. .] Supply, or " savour of the things that be of God," or, " those, i.e. the mark by which you will know that be of men."
any one to be an antichrist (i. e. an antichristian 7, 8. Here the Apostle resumes his exhorta-
apostate) or not. That sucli is the sense, is tion at iii. 23. "On f. " By
plain from ii. 18. where see Note. And so it the very Hu//te it/' </ie ;/ (observes Grot.) every
must have been taken by Polycarp in his Epistle one understands the source of all excellence."
to the Philipp. ^ 13. ui ^'/;; this Cudworth alludes in a most noble pas-
. Xp. iv , ' sage of his Intellectual System, p. 123.; also in,. See Note on 2 Thess.
3. on the subject of the Man of Sin. It

acutely remarked by Bp. Gauden, in his Hie

his sermon on 1 John ii. 5. " Divine Love,
the sweet harmony of souls ! the music of an-
gels ! the joy of God's own heart ! the very dar-

ling of his bosom ! the source of true happiness !

raspistes, that " every man has cause to suspect tlie pure quintessence of heaven ! that which rec-

Antichrist in his own bosom. . As the kingdom onciles the jarring principles of the world ! that

of Christ, so the kingdom of Antichrist is within which melts men's hearts into one another !

"

us chiefly." 9, 10. Here we have the same sense as at John
4. £« (] i. e., as Scott explains, ye iii. IG. and supra iii. 16. On the extent and na-

are born of God ; his children being in his image, ture of this love, here so particularly insisted on,

So at v. 7. Ik is interchanged with and how, when properly understood, it proves the. ., scil. deity of Jesus Christ, has been ably shown by., io be supplied from the preceding. Pearson, on the Creed, who concludes a long and
The sense is, " ye have frustrated all their at- masterly discussion with the following irrefraga-

tenipts to pervert you from the purity of the ble reasoning :
" If, then, the sending of Christ

Gospel." The next words show how this triumph into the world were the highest act of the love
is obtained ; namely, because superior is He (i. e. of God which could be expressed; if we be
Spirit of God) who is in, and influences you, to obliged unto a return of thankfulness some way
him (the evil Spirit) who is in the world and in- correspondent to such infinite love ; if such a re-

Huences it. turn can never be made without a true sense of
5. aiiTo]—'.] The sense is, "They, i. e. that infinity, and a sense of that infinity of love

the teachers in question, are [not of God, but] of cannot consist without an apprehension of an infi-

the world," actuated by a worldly spirit. '-In nite dignity of nature in the person sent ; then it

that spirit they speak, and therei'ore the world is absolutely necessary to believe that Christ is

hearkens to them." so the Only-begotten Son of the Father, as to be

6. '] i• e. the Apostles and divinely in- of the same substance." At v. 10. there is, as

spired teachers. ., '" he who Grot, observes, a more particular expression of
knovvclh God aright," namely, by regeneration what had been said generally. The Apostle lays

and faith. ., " by this test (i. e. the a stress on God's loving us first (as v. 19.), since

receiving, or the rejecting this doctrine) we may men are more disposed to love those by whom
know how to distinguish the spirit of truth from they are ^/-. loved. On the term ^» see Note
that of error." As, then, the receiving the Apos- supra ii. 1, 2. is here added to

ties as divinely commissioned teachers, and em- Yibv , "in order (as Mackn. suggests) to

bracing their doctrines, was the way to distinguish heighten our idea of God's love to us, in giving a

those who were " of God ;
" so now the rever- person of such supreme dignity, and so beloved

ently receiving the truths of the Gospel as con- of God, to die for us." It is supposed that by

tained in the Holy Scriptures, and promulgated giving Christ the title of God's onhj-her;otten Son
by God's ministers, properly commissioned, is the in this passage, the Apostle intended to overturn

touch-stone to try men's hearts, whether they the heresy of Ebion and Cerinthus, who affirmed.
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that Christ was not God's Son by nature, but that,

like other good men, he was honoured with tlie

title on account of his virtues.

12. ov&cig — iV'•'•] The purport of the

words seems to be that expressed by Benson ;

" No man hath, with his bodily eyes, seen God
at any time. And therefore we cannot have
such visible converse and sensible communion
with him, as we may have with one another.

But if we love one another, we are in the Divine
favour, and our love of God is perfect and com-
plete." On, &c. see John i. 18. and on, ii. 5.

13. iv .^ The same sen-

timent as at iii. 24, except that here airui

is intended to complete the idea of con-
junction.

14. ] q. d. '' Let no doubt be

entertained of this striking proof of the love of

God ; for we have actually seen," «fee. is

in apposition with X'tov.

15. OS uv bu\or| — .] The sense is,

" And [accordingly] whosoever shall confess that

Jesus is the Son of God (the Saviour sent for our

salvation) he is really united with God [in mu-
tual love]." The Apostle takes for granted, not

only that the profession is sincere, but productive

of a suitable conduct. See Bp. Bull's Jud. Eccl.

Oath. p. 18.

IG. iv if/7)'] for ; or '^, as at

vv. 12, 1.3, 15. The sense may be thus expressed :

" And [to induce men so to believe] we [Apos-
tles] can affirm that we do surely know the love

which God hath to us."

17. iv —.] The sense
is not very clear ; but it seems to be as follows :

" By this [abiding in love to our brethren] we
may know that our love is perfect and sincere, so

that we may have confidence [of our accept-
ance in the day of judgment] ; namely, for this

reason, that as God is [thus ifisposed towards us
men], so also are we in this world [disposed]
towards others ;

" namely, because we imitate

the example of love, &c. set us by our heavenly
Father, and therefore may hope for acceptance

;

having, to the utmost of our power, imitated his

purity and holiness, his consummate love and
charity.

18. ovK —.^ The complete
sense seems to be this :

" [Slavish] fear exists

not in this love, but perfect love [such as this]

casts aside fear ; for [such] fear implies terror

[which is inconsistent with love to God ; since]

he who so feareth the judgment is not perfected

in love," does not love perfectly and sincerely.

here signifies the fear, not of displeasing
God, but of incurring his punishment, which
conscience raises. See my Note on Thucyd. ii.

37. 12.

19. — .'] Many eminent
Commentators from Grot, downwards take .
in the Subjunctive, " Let us love ;

" which is

supported by the authority of the Vujg. and
Pesch. Syr. Versions. ^et I know not whether
it is permitted by the usus loquendi ; and the in-

terpretation does not bear the impress of truth.

The sense yielded by the Indicative is the more
natural one ; and the assertion is (as Abp. Newc.
says) •' a just and sober one, not requiring too
high perfection from human nature." See also
Doddr. and especially Jortin (cited in D'Oyly and
Mant.)

20. , &c.] On this text see an admi-
rable discourse by Bp. Warburton ;

— in which he
first traces the occasion of the words. " The life,

the spirit of the Christian religion (says he) is

universal benevolence. Agreeably to this, we
may observe, that the first founders of the
Churches, let the occasion be what it would,
whatever discipline they established, whatever
doctrine they enforced, whatever vice or heresy
they stigmatized, or whatever grace or virtue they
recommended, Charity was the thing still pres-

ent with them, and always in their care. Charity,

the howl of perfectness , the end of the command-
jnent : that ethereal principle, which, like the

elastic fluid of the Philosophers, animates, con-
nects, and ennobles the whole system of intelli-

gent nature." Nay, it is the opinion of the learned

writer just quoted that the beloved disciple of
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our Lord (who may best be supposed to know his

Master's will) wrote this Epistle with no other

design than to recommend tliis first of virtues,

—

Charitij. And although the injunction may be
thought to have been scarcely necessary in an age
when few temptation to the violation of Chris-

tian charity existed, yet it was (he thinks) the

providence of that prophetic spirit which set be-

fore the Apostles the image of those miserable

times when (as was foretold by their Master)
iniquitv should abound, and the love of many
should wax cold ; and they were willing to bear

their testimony against the future violaters of the

bond of perfectness. It is well pointed out by the

learned Prelate, that the reason on which the

present icfitrjuy aphorism is given, is one founded

in the nature of things, and supported by the very

order of Providence. Indeed, the argument, he

fully shows, is founded in the true theory of tiie

risi' and progress of the social affections, or of Uni-

versal Lore, which, as it regards, our holy

faith calls Charity; as it regards God, PieUj.

Thus the Apostle's reasoning is as follows :
" Can

you. mistaken man, who are not yet arrived at

that inferior stage of benevolence, — the love of

your brother, whom you have seen, that is, whom
the sense of mutual wants, and the experience of

mutual relief, amongst the joint partakers of one
common nature, might teach you to love,— can

you pretend to have attained the top and summit
of this virtue, the love of God. whom yon hare

not seen; that is, whose wonderful economy, in

the svstem of creation and government, which
makes him so amiable, you appear to have no

conception of 5 vou, who have not yet learnt that

your own low system is supported on the great

principle of benevolence. ~ Fear him, flatter him,

fight for him, as you blindly dread his power, you
may ; but to /ore him, as you know not his nature,

is impossible."

21. ivToXriv, &.C.] " Whether (savs

Dr. Sanmel Parr, in a Sermon on Matt. xxii. 40.)

we reflect on the external condition, or the inter-

nal faculties, of man ; whether we consult ourjudg-

ment or our feelings ; whether we look to the

principles of natural religion, or of revealed ; we
are led to one and the same result on the duties

in the text. That result has been forcibly stated

by St John; who to a series of directions in

which the most enlarged virlne is combined with

the most exalted piety, closes with this most im-

pressive one,— that he who loveth God, love his

brother also."

V. 1. In this and the following verses the
Apostle continues his discourse on the character
of those who are born of God, describing them
as lovers of Christ, overcoming the world, and
courageous maintainers of the Gospel j on the
witnesses to which, in heaven and on earth, he
then enlarges. First he enjoins mutual love of
Christian brethren on this ground, — that Chris-
tians are children of the same God. . im-
ports, as Rosenm. observes, a full and sincere
belief, and hope of the promises, accompanied
with a fulfilment of the precepts, of God.
nag., " But [thus] every one who truly loveth
him," &c. The sentiment has the air of an
adage

; q. d. ' He who loves the parent will natu-
rally love the child."

~. — ;;^'.] The Apostle
here argues a generali ad syeciale. Since what
was said at v. 1. was nniversalhj true, so also it

holds good of the /oi'i q/" irorf. (Rosenm.) Here
there has been some doubt as to the constntction,

and, as dependent thereon, the se?ise. QCcumen.
supposes an iiirersion ; Grot., a transposition, thus :

fv ,, \ ^ -. This, however, is violent and unnecessary,
since the words, as they stand, yield a very good
sense •, viz. " By this may we know that we love

the children of God aright, when we love God,
and keep his commandments."

3. —.'\ The sense is : ''This
is the proof and evidence of our love to God, that

wc keep his commandments." The next words,
n'l ivTo'Sai —, seem meant to indirectly

contrast the comparativelv light injunctions of
the Gospel with those of the Law, which were a

heavy burden. In proof of which the Apostle
proceeds to show how they are easy, adverting
to those points in which the Gospel is espe-
cially superior to the Law, namelv, the /ore of
God, as opposed to the fear of him ; and that

rrneuHil of the heart by the communication of
Divine grace, which the Law did not, and could
not provide.

4. oTi nav T& — vbv^ "Now,
as a proof of this () whosoever is born of God
overcomes [the temptations of] the world."
Then is suggested the grand principle by which
the victory is obtained, in the words \ '—. where, at, there is a metonymy
of the effect for the efficient ; and is for,
as just before.

3. Ti's — ••..] Here (as at ii. 22.) the
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interrogation is strongly affirmative. To believe

Jesus to be the Son of God is to believe that

he is God incarnate. Of course, the belief must
be a vital one, evincing its truth by its fruits

;

otherwise it will not conquer. See Scott on vv.

4,5.
6. I am still (as in Recens. Synop.) of opin-

ion (with Wells and Carpz.) that by the water and
blood St. John intended to advert to the sacra-

vienl.s ; by water meaning the " laver of regenera-
tion," and by Mood, the Lord's Supper ; in which
the wine is poured out as a symbol of the blood
of the New Covenant. " By the former (adds
Carpz.) we are regenerated, and become sons
of God ; and by the latter we are united with
God, and obtain a victory over the world (vv. 4
and )." Agreeably to this view, Mr. Holden
well paraphrases thus: "This is Jesus Christ
who came in the flesh, that by means of the

water of baptism, and of the shedding his blood
as an atonement for sin, he might secure to be-

lievers a victory over the world ; who came to

do this, I repeat, not by [means of] water only,

but by [means of] water and blood," i. e. of bap-
tism and atonement ; " and it is the Spirit that

beareth witness [to this truth] ; because the Spir-

it is truth."

7, 8. oTi — .] On
a passage like the present, on which Volumes
have been written by some of the most eminent
Scholars, it is impossible, within the compass of
a Note, to give even the briefest sketch of the
state of a question so extensive in its bearings, as

that which relates to the authenticity and inter-

pretation of the disputed passage placed within
brackets. Nor can this be ?tpcessiin/, since, I pre-

sume, most of my readers possess Mr. Home's
invaluable Introduction, which contains a most
able condensed statement of the arguments on
both sides of the question. Those, however, who
desire to obtain complete information on the sub-
ject, are referred, for the authenticity, to the
masterly disquisitions of Bengelius, Ernesti. Bps.

Horsiey and Middl.,Prof Knittel.and Drs. Nolan
and Hales, and (instar omnium) the very learned

Bp. Burgess ; aa;ai7tst it, to Prof. Porson, Bp.
Marsh, and Crito Cantabrlgiensis. And I must
content myself with laying before the reader two
paraphrases of the whole passage, one tcithont,

and the other vn/h, the disputed portion. The
first is from Sir Isaac Newton, as follows : "This
IS he that, after the Jews had long expected him,
came, first in a mortal body, by baptism of water,

and then in an immortal one by shedding his blood

upon the cross, and rising again from the dead

;

not by -water only, hut by water ami blood ; being
the Son of God, as well by his resurrection from
the dead (Acts xiii. 33.) as by his supernatural

birth of the Virgin. (Luke i. 35.) And it is the

Spiiit, also, that, together with the water and

blood, beareth witness of the truth of his coming;
because the Spirit is truth, and so a fit and unex-
ceptionable witness. For there are three thai bear
record of his coming ; the Spirit, which he prom-
ised to send, and which was since sent forth upon
us in the form of cloven tongues and of various
gifts; the baptism of water, wherein (iod testified
' this is my beloved Son; ' and the shedding of his

blood, accompanied with his resurrection, where-
by he became the most faithful martyr or wit-

ness of this truth. And these three, the Spirit,

the baptism, and passion of Christ, agree in wit-
nessing one and the same thing [namely, that the
Son of God is come] ; and therefore their evi-

dence is strong ; for the law requires but two
consenting witnesses, and here we have three

;

and if we receive the witness of men, the three-

fold witness of God, which he bare of his Son,
by declaring at his baptism, 'This is my beloved
Son,' by raising him from the dead, and by
pouring out his Spirit on us, is greater ; and
therefore ought to be the more readily received."
On the supposition that the verses are genuine,
the following admirable paraphrase is given by
Bp. Burgess: "This is he that was manifested
by his baptism to be the Son of God; and by
his death to be the Son of God come 7 the flesh ;

manifested not by his baptism only, with which
he commenced his ministry on earth, but by his

death, with which he finished it. And it is the
Spirit, that beareth witness, that Jesus is the Son
of God. Now the Spirit is truth,— a true wit-

ness. For he is not alone ; there are three that

bear record in heaven that Jesus is tite Son of
God, namely, the Father, the Word, and the
Holy Spirit ; and these three are one in the Di-
vine nature. And there are three that bear wit-

ness in earth, that the Son of God is come in the.

flesh; namely, his last breath on the Cross, and
the blood and water that issued from his side.

And these three are one in the Person of Jesus
Christ, one united proof of his human nature
from the phenomena of his death. By the Jew-
ish Law, the testimony of two or three men is

true. If, then, we receive the witness of men,
the witness of God is greater; for this is the wit-

ness of God, that he hath testified of his Son."
On again examining, for this second edition of the
present work, the evidence for and against the

words I still think that much of the mystery in

which Bp. Middleton considers the passage as

enveloped, has yet to be cleared away : and my
impression is, — that, from the peculiar character
of the evidence, external and internal (even after

all that has been effected to strengthen the inter-

nal evidence, by the very learned Bp. Burgess),

we are neither authorized to receive the passage

as indubitably genuine, nor, on the other hand, to

reject it as indubitably spurious, but to wait for

further evidence.
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10. ' iv '-] " hath the tes-

timony [just sjjoken of] in itself," i. e. holdeth

this testimony with firm assent, and in his own
mind. Some, however, explain, ' hath tliis tes-

timony in himself," by the extraordinary gifts of

the Spirit : others, by its effects on his own mind
and conduct. See Benson and Doddridge.

_ But
the first mentioned is the most natural and appro-

priate sense.

11. - The truth referred

to, and to which it is here stated God hath borne
testimony, is that in v. 6. ; consequently this

verse is a strong confirmation of the exposition

of V. (., that " by water and blood " is meant bap-

tism and the atoning blood of Chiist, for they are

the means by which we can obtain eternal life;

and therefore this life is through the Son of God.
(Holden.)

13. 4 —.] To remove what
niiiilit seem tautology. \ve must take. in the

last clause emphnticaUij, i. e. as denoting reality,

and heartfelt constancy of profession, as opposed
to a cold historical belief. Abp. Newc. observes

that vv. 12, 1.3. are an incidental enlargement on
the close of v. 11.

14, 15. To enforce the foregoing exhortation to

constancy in faith, the Apostle points out the

high privilege of true believers, in having a con-

fidence of approach unto God in prayer, with

assurance of his readiness to answer their suppli-

cations, if the requests be made according to his

will. i. e. after the prescribed manner, in such a

wav as may tend to his glory and our own spirit-

uaicroof! ; and with the persuasion that, in some
sei:se, the petitions they put up would be granted

in tl!c best manner, though it might be not exactly

in the way they expected. Here there is an allu-

sion to the promise made by our Lord to the

Apostles, .John xiv. 12— 14. xvi. 23. The words
«';; tcTiv ' mav be rende.'cd, " .Vnd on

this (namely, that we know we may expect future

salvation) rests our sure confidence in God."
At iuv', &c., the contort interpretations of

most of the recent Commentators must be re-

jected, and the words be taken in their plain and

natural sense, thus :
" and knowing, as we do,

that he heareth us, in whatever petitions we
prefer,— we may know (i. e. feel sure) that we
have (i. e. shall have) from him the petitions we
thus (i. e. according to his will) desired of him."
At must be understood. The difficulty,
which has perplexed Commentators, may be re-
moved by supposing (with Doddr.) that

is to be supplied from the preceding verse.
Or at the least the petitions must be supposed

TO (in the sense that has been just
explained) ; for otherwise, the Apostle's own
words teach us, they will not be heard, much less
granted. Now the above will hold good, whether
the petitions should be for ordinary blessings, or
extraordinary interpositions.

16, 17. Of this obscure passage, the various in-

terpretations may be seen detailed in Recens.
.Synop. ; vhere I have, with many of Ce best
Expositors, supposed the whole to have reference
to file extraordinary and miraculous circum-
stances under which believers were placed in

the .Apostolic age. According to this view, the
sense is well expressed by Mr. Holden. in the
following paraphrase :

" ' If any man,' endowed
with the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit, ' see
his brother sin a sin which is not unto death/
i. e. which is not to be punished with such a dis-

ease as is to terminate in death, but to be mi-
raculously cured by him, ' he shall ask ' of God,
who will grant life and health ' to them that sin

not unto death,' i. e. who do not commit such
sins as are to end in death. ' There is a sin unto
death,' i. e. which is to be punished wi»h death,
and ' I do not fav that he [the man endowed with
extraordinary gifts] shall pray for it;' in this he
must be guided by the immediate impulse of the
Spirit. It is true, indeed, that 'all unrighteous-
ness is sin : and [yet] there is a sin not unto
death,' v. 17., i. e. there are some sins of a less

aggravated nattire, which do not draw down upon
them such diseases as are to end in death." .\t

the subject is b Ouk ; on which, and such
like ellipses, see Win. Gr. Gr. ^ 41. 2.-
vova' is supposed to be a Hebraism ; but
I find it in Eurip. Hippol. 20. '; Prof. Scholefield rightly remarks, that
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the reference of uvtm is to the t!iat has

sinned, not to him that prays for him ; and that

the Toii', &.C., is an epexegesis.

18. 6. .] See Note at John
viii. 47. . See JVote supra iii. 9.,
i. e. " preserveth himself pure [from such un-

worthy conduct]." The full expression occurs
in James i. 27.^ . By. is

meant so to touch as to Jmrl or injure.

19.' — '^'.] The connection and full

sense seems to be as follows :
" And it is no won-

der that we who are true Christians should thus

keep ourselves from sin]
; for we assuredly know

that we are of God, and are his cliildren, and
that the world at large lieth under the dominion
of the Evil One. [Hence sin, though it may he
naturally expected from them, were highly incon-

sistent in j/s.] " The best Commentators are in

general agreed, that ) is masculine, not

neuter; which is supported by the authority of
the Pesch. Syr. They have, moreover, shown
that signifies to be under any one's

influence.

20. it—'.] The sense of this

passage (which is more difficult than Commenta-
tors allow) is admirably illustrated by Bp. Bur-
gess, in his Letters to Mrs. J. Baillie, as follows :

" The confident assurance with which the Apos-
tle maintains his conviction of the truth of the

two doctrines concerning the Diviniltj and the

Human Nature of Christ, which pervade the

Epistle, i.nd are summarily confirmed in vv. 7, 8.

are strikingly expressed in v. 20. ' We know
that the Son of God is come;' i. e. We knom
that Jesus is the Son of God, the Messiah, and
that the Son of God is come in the Jiesh. But
whence did the ,\postlcs derive their knowledge
that the Son of God is come ? Who is meant
by ' him that is true,' and who by the ' trne

God?' When St. Peter confessed Christ to be
the Son of God, our Saviour said, ' Flesh and
blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my
Father, which is in heaven.' (Matt. xvi. 17.)

And, on another occasion, ' No man can come
to me, except the Father draw him.' (John vi.

44•.) I, therefore, interpret the words, ' and
hath given us,' of the Father, and supply the
term ' God ' by the same ellipsis, as in the IGth

verse of this Chapter. ' The true ' { \-
dtvbv) is a title peculiarly applicable to Jesus
Christ, — ' the true light,' ' the true bread,'
' the true vine,' ' the true witness.' In Rev.

iii. 7. he is called (in the original) ' the holy, the
true.' In our 20th verse it means, as 1 con-
ceive, ' the true Messiah.' We are in the true

Messiah, by believing and obeying him. • This
is the true God.' Jesus Christ is the subject of
the verse, as well as the immediate antecedent to

'this.' The original term (houtos) is used here
as in the second verse of the first chapter of St.

John's Gospel, and has the same relation here to

Jesus Christ, as it has there to the, by
which Jesus Christ is called God in one passage,
and the true God in the other. In the Gospel,
the original term is rendered, not this, but the

same, which expresses more strongly the con-
nexion between the relative and its antecedent

:

' The same (Jesus Christ) is the true God.' I

propose, therefore, the following paraphrase of
the 20th verse :

' We know that the Son of God,
the Messiah, is come ; and God hath given to

us an understanding, that we may know the true

Messiah, and we are in— disciples of— the true

Messiah, even of the Son of God, and the Eter-
nal Life,' that Eternal Life which was with the
Father."
The learned Prelate supports his application

of the /. to Jesus Christ, by the weighty
authorities of Athanasius, Bp. Pearson, Whitby,
Doddr.. and Scott, to which may be added that

of the learned Lampe on John, vol. iii. p. 371. A
close connexion in sense is observal)le in this

passage and John xvii. 3 ; and I cannot but think
that St. John had here that passage in mind.

21. TCKvia.'i Our English Version here and
John xiii. 33. (where the expression also occurs
at the beginning of a sentence) renders, "little

children." It should rather be, " Dear chil-

dren ;
" for the diminutive has here (as often) the

force of endearment, and is expressive of affec-

tion. The word is, however, almost confined to

the loving and beloved Apostle; occurring no-
where else, but once in a most pathetic passage

of St. Paul, Gal. iv. 19. , ' iii'tvoi,

&c. However, in Mark x. 24. we find our Saviour
thus addressing his disciples :,^ ', &C., where some
of the ancient MSS. and Clement have,
which is probably the true reading.

— —] i. e. [Such being the

case,] keep yourselves from idolatry of every

kind, and every approach to it. See Benson.
The may be rendered So he it, importing a

wish and prayer that they may do so.
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Of the authenticity of this, and the third Epis-

tle of St. John, doubts were at first entertained;

but, after due examination, they were, at an early

period, received as canonical, and accordingly are

quoted as such by writers of the second century.

Indeed their being at iirst kept out of the Canon
arose, probably, not so much from any opinion of

their being spurious, as from their brevity, and
being addressed only to iiidhndiials. and on com-
paratively familiar subjects. That they are both
from the same hand ('• the beloved Apostle,") is

abundantly clear, both from the manner and style,

and the sentiments ; of which those of the sec-

ond Epistle are very similar to the ones found in

the first Epistle. Indeed, the design is nearly the

same, and the coincidences very frequent. On
the place and date of this and the tliird Epistle

nothing certain is known.
1. .'] As the word. properly de-

notes senior, and as St. John was then undoubt-

edly the senior Apostle, and probably the senior

Christian, we mav (with the best Commentators)
suppose him to have been called b . ', which would soon pass into a kind of ap-

pellatire, as here. And that the Apostle should

use this, in preference to his own name, is proba-

ble, since he was accustomed, from modesty, to

steppress it.

— (KXiKTy .] On the sense of this address,

considerable difference of opinion exists. From
what Bp. Middl. remarks, it should seem that

only two interpretations have any semblance of

truth. 1. That by which -^ is taken as an

adjective, and rendered, " to the chosen, excel-

lent, or truly Christian Lady." Yet this, Bp,

Middl, maintains, would require " ry" fVX.,

or at least nj \. . And he adopts the interpre-

tation of those who, as Grot.. Wolf, and Wets,,

take f'/cX. as a proper nin/ie, " to the Lady Eclecta ;

"

which he endeavours to show is unexceptionable

in point of phraseology ; a title of honour foUow-
VOL. .

ing the proper name, and not admitting the Arti-

cle, The learned Prelate, however, adduces no
examples of titles of honour in such a position

;

but only of names of professions. Moreover,
we must thus either understand at the

end of the Epistle in a different sense, or suppose
another sister of the same name. These words,

indeed, Bp, Middl. proposes to cancel, as spurious.

But for that there is not the least authority 5 and
until such is produced, we must retain the com-
mon interpretation, and suppose the Apostle to

have omitted the Article ; which may very well

be accounted for, since where can such sort of

brevity be so allowable as in the Inscriptions of

Epistles? Thus we address to Lord .not

the Lord ; the addition of the proper name sup-

plying the place of the definite Article, It is

true that there is here no proper name ; but the

Apostle might omit that, as having addressed the

letter on the outside with the name of the Lady
in question.

The relative ' agrees in sense with both -
and Kvpiq. At supply , which

seems necessary from the / of the verse fol-

lowing.

2. iiii rfiv\—.'] Repeat -
from the context :

" We [I say] love you
because of the truth (i,e. the true religion) which
remaineth in us, and will ever remain."

.3. .] Future for Opt., by Hebraism.>! ' ., "by. Or with, knowledge
of the truth, and mutual love," whereby the

blessings and graces of God were bestowed and
preserved.

4. —\.] The sense is " I rejoiced

greatly, because I found [some] of thy children

living in the [profession and practice of] the

truth, as we have it revealed to us [through Jesus

Christ] by God the Father."

5, 6. See a kindred sentiment at 1 John ii. 7.

8 ; and ii. 18, is supposed

70
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to be a delicate mode of expression for . '. By.. is meant, as Grotius and
RosenmOUer show, love one to another.

7. oTi —.] This seems to be con-
nected with V. 3, the intermediate verses being;,

in some measure, parenthetical
; q. d. ['' I re-

joiced that you and your children waliced in the
truth, and I cannot but exhort you to continue so
to do,] for many deceivers are abroad in the
world, who will not allow that Jesus Christ has
come in the flesh;" i. e. in the ro;il human
nature. h ., q. d. " that kind of
person, or every such person, is the kind of de-
ceiver I mean."

8. i.] for i., mind, take heed
to yourselves. "Iva \ a '., " in
order that we [your teachers] may not lose our
reward." / .. The sense
seems to be, " that we may receive the ample

reward which will accrue to us, if ye continue
steadfast." The hints at some revvan
which the teacher would receive in the othei

case ; which, indeed, were but just, since disci

pies may apostatize, and bring discredit on the
master, without his being to blame.

y. See 1 John ii. 23.

10.^ \{.^ waft

a form of salutation, expressive fi-ieiidlij feel-

ings. But as the receiving any such tcacherinto
her house, and addressing such a salutation, could
not but imply some degree of approbation and
countenance to his doctrines, so it is forbidden
by the Apostle ; though l)y no means out of any
uncharitable disposition towards such persons as
individuals.

12. .'] sort of prover-
bial phrase, as also is \\.
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Of the Gaius to whom this Epistle is address-

ed, we know nothing, except from this Epistle.

Neither the date nor place of the Epistle is ascer-

tained. The desTc:n of it was to commend (iaius

for his perseverance in the faith, and his hospi-

to immediately preceding, Christ is here, as
well as elsewhere, termed God. >; \'.,
" receiving no pay [nothing more than support]
from tiieir converts."

9. .} The sense is disputed. But it

tality to some Christian travellers, who had called seems best to render " have wi-itten " viz. an
upon him. Epistle to the Church at large, of which Gaius

1. See Note at 2 John 1. was a member, — namely, to recommend the
2. - —

/; ';.] " above all things brethren above mentioned. The full sense
I heartily wish and pray that thou mayest be however, seems to be that expressed by Dr!
prospered, and enjoy health of Imdij, even as thy Burton :

" I meant what I have written to be
soul prospereth." The may be construed addressed to the Church." " It appears (says
either with, or with <. But the former Dr. Burton) from vv. 3, 6, that some persons
is the more natural mode. So is used in had sjiven St. John a good account of the state
Find. Olymp. vi. 84. .^ ante ntimes mor- of the Church in the place where Gaius lived :

tales. properly signifies to be set well these persons were now going a^ain to the same
forward on one's way; 2. to go in one's way place, and St. John sent this^leUer by them re-
aright ; 3. to be prosperous ; as here and Rom. i. commending them to Gaius. He had wished to

address it to the whole Church ; but Diotrephes
did not allow the authority of St. John, and re-
fused to receive the persons recommended by
him." ., i. e. the members of the
Church. Various conjectures have been hazard-

10.' .
4.^ for. "\, for '. .
provincial form for.
5.'] soil,, " thou actest in a

manner worthy of the Gospel." So Liban. cited

by the Commentators, '^ touto, ed conceruinsr this Diotrephes ; all however
6. (\] i. e. " the Church at Ephesus." destitute of foundation. ', i. e!., -'by sending them forward and helping refuses to recognize my authority, or attend to

them on their journey." See Note at .\cts xv. 3. my admonitions.\\ ), in a manner vorthy of that God 10. .] A softened, and
whose servants they are, and whose Gospel they perhaps provincial mode of expressing "

I shall
prmch. (Newc.) remember [to reprove and punish him for] his

7. ir:}n .] " for his sake and in his [evil] works." So 2 Cor. xiii. 2. ,
cTUfo,'" i. e. Christ's. This referring, as it must, . As to the cavil raised upon the senti-
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ment, it is completely overturned by Whitby.

Kat {\.. As it can hardly be supposed

that Diotrephes would excommunicate any one

on so frivolous a pretext, it is best, with Heum.,

Carpz., Rosenm., laspis, and most recent Com-
mentators, to take the sense of ck . .
to be, " refuses to receive them as Christians,"

for their thus denying them hospitality compelled

them to go elsewhere.

11. TO, "not the evil

example, but the good :" which is then confirmed

by a weighty saying, the full sense of which seems
to be this :

" He who practises what is good, es-

pecially in works of benevolence, is [a son] of

God ; he who practises any sort of evil, doth not

[really] know God or religion, because by his ac-

tions he shows he is not sensible of his obligations

to virtue."

12.. ] " has a good testimony
borne to him by all." See Acts xvi. 2. Heb. xi.

2. In iir' . there is an acuti dictum,
not to be too much pressed on. It means, as

Carpz. explains, re ipsa.

15. o't —' .] The sense is well
expressed by Mr. Holden, suitably to the mode
of interpretation suggested by me in Rec. Syn.,

as follows :
" Our friends [here] salute thee.

Greet our friends [with thee] by name ; " i. e.

severally and individually.
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The authenticity of this Epistle was at first

called in question ; but, after due examination, it

was, at an early period, received into the Canon
of Scripture ; and accordingly is quoted as genu-
ine by TertuUian, Clemens Ales., Origen, and
other early Fathers. In short, its authenticity

has been evinced by various vriters, from whom
an admirable summary is given by Mr. Home.
The writer styles himself the brother of James

the less, who was the Bishop of Jerusalem. Thus
he was one of the cousins of Clirist. He was son
of Alpheus, and was surnamed Thaddieus ; or

Lebbaeus ; and one of the twelve Apostles. Of
the particulars of his life after his presence with
the disciples on the day of Pentecost, we have
little or no certain information. It is probable
that he remained for some time in Jerusalem,
preaching the Gospel to the Jews : but that after-

wards, as the troubles of Judasa came on, he
quitted the country, and went to preach the Gos-
pel to foreign countries. Ecclesiastical Tradi-
tion informs us, that he preached in Arabia, Syria,

Mesopotamia, and Persia : indeed, the Syrians

still claim him as their Apostle. Upon the whole,
there seems every reason to suppose that, after

his leaving Judasa, he dedicated his evangelical

labours chiefly to his own countrymen, and es-

pecially those that vere called of the Eastern
Dispersion ; probably treading in the steps of St.

Peter, who seems, towards the close of his life,

to have devoted himself to that field. In fact, we
may reasonably suppose that he was first a Coad-
jutor with, and afterwards the Successor to, that

Apostle, in the evangelizing of the Eastern Dis-

persion
;
just as St. Tliomas, probably passing

over from Arabia to Hindoostan, evangelized at

least the southern part (called the DeccairJ of that

great Peninsula. That St. Jude did occupy the

above field, is confirmed by the strong similarity

(nay, even coincidence) between this Epistle and

that of St. Peter : and will best serve to account

for, and moreover strengthen the evidence for

the authenticity of, that Epistle. See Introd. to

2 Pet.

Of the place where this Epistle was written we
know nothing. On its exact dale, the learned are

by no means agreed. Some, as Dr. Lardner and
Rlr. Home, assigning it to a. d. 65; others, as

Dr. Mill, as late as 90; and some even towards

the close of the first century. It is difficult, if

not impossible, to fix any precise period. But
there is little doubt that the earlij dates assigned

are false and unfounded. And yet the arguments

urged by Dr. Mill (from the circumstance of the
false teachers mentioned by St. Peter as about to
come, being described by St. Jude as actually
come; and from the coincidence between this
Epistle and 2 Pet. Ch. ii.) will scarcely authorize
so late a date as 90, still less the close of the first

century. Though, after all, that is far likelier to
be the true date than any of the earhj ones. And
we have every reason to :hink that the Apostle
lived to a very advanced a^e. Such, too, is con-
firmed by what Abulfaragius tells us, that the
Pesch. Syr. Version (probably of the Old Testa-
ment) was made in the tine of St. Jude, and by
his authority for the use of the Oriental Churches,
or rather the Eastern Dispersion ; among whom,
no doubt, the Epistle to the Hebrews in Syro-
Chaldee had been circulated, and probably a
Translation of 2 Peter into the same language.
(See the Introduction to that Epistle).

With respect to the design of this Epistle, it

may suffice to say, that it is precisely the same
as that of the second Epistle of Peter. Into the
disputed question, to wliom addressed, I cannot
enter. I will only observe, that from the argu-
ments and examples being chiefly taken from Jew-
ish Scripture, there is every reason to suppose
(with Estius, Witsius, Hamni., Benson, and
Moldenliauer) that it was, though addressed to

Christians generally, intended especially for the
Jewish Christians. And, considering that it is

written in Greek, it must have been for the West-
ern Dispersion, as well as the Eastern. Bearing
in mine), too, St. Jude's close connection with
the Eastern Dispersion, it may seem not improb-
able that he formed a Syro-Chaldee Version of
it for the use of those Jewish Christians who did
not understand Greek.
On the style of the Epistle the reader is re-

ferred to an able Dissertation of Laurmann; a
learned Dutch divine, who, a few years ago, pub-
lished an elaborate commentary on this Epistle.

He considers it with reference to the three great
requisites for the orator, (for he regards this Epis-
tle as belonging rather to the oratorical than to
any other species of writing,) namely, invention,

disposition, (or arrangement,) and elocution. In
all of these the learned Dissertator shovs that

St. Jude is well versed ; nay, that he occasionally
rises to a height not easily to be paralleled. He
shows that the Greek is, upon the whole, pure :

and that, although fifteen words are here found
which occur nowhere else in the N. T., yet they
are such as are admirably adapted to the compre-
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Phil. 1.27.
1 Tim. 1. 18.
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2Tim. 4. 7.
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liensioii even of the unlearned, as being in general i. e. " denying our only Lord God, Jesus Christ."
borrowed from the ideas and modes of thinking Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 1 — 3, and Note.

3. —.] It is not quite
agreed with what is to be construed, and
what the sense is. Some join it with -,
construing thus :, ' . Thus it may be ren
dered, " I wish once more to remind you of this,

though ye know it." Others join it with,
in the sense, "though you already know it;"
which is certainly the more natural construction

;

but as that signification of- is not fully proved,
I prefer the former view, and have pointed with
Dr. Burton, who well paraphrases thus :

" I wish
to remind you, though you already know it, yet I

wish once more to remind you of this." As to

1 Cor. 10. 5.

Heb. 3. 18, 19.

q John 8. 44.

2 Pet. 2.4.
Gen. 19. 24.

Deut. 29. 23.

Isa. 13. 19.

Jcr. 20. 16.

& 50. 40.

Lam. 4. 6.

Ezek. 16. 49.

Hos. U. 8.

ALIOS 4. II.

L.jke 17. 29.

2 1 el. 2. 6.

of common life.

1. ToU iv ^y.] Equivalent to-
voi iv at 1 Cor. i. 2, "true Christians."., i. e. kept steadfast in the faith to which
they had been called by the grace of God. On
)^. see Note on Matt. xx. 16. V. 2. contains an
Apostolic salutation, like 1 Pet. i. 2.

3. — -iVrfi.] The sense is :

" when 1 made it my earnest business to write
unto you concerning' the common salvation, I

thought it needful to insert an exhortation, that
you should zealously itrive for the preservation
of the faith which was' formerly delivered to the
saints. With?\ compare 2 Pet. the senses fonnerh/, or evtireh/. ascribed bv some
U: .!,?_'?,7™^''':-!.'''''/''7"^•

. ^}^\ ^^® to i-u|, they cannot here be admitted.. is for (compare Heb. iv. 2
'next words Wets, compares 2 Mace. ix. 21.-

Kdlov^ ••"-'•""' '~" ""••-'• —^ l-^..\.'.^... ., for. rp ., " to strive
earnestly for the faith," here called ,)

because the salvation it held out was common to
all nations, and all classes or conditions of men

unbelief producing disobedience. .. So,
the .Apostle intimates, God will deal with false

Christian professors.

6. Toiii . . .] Some doubt exists as

r. T.T .. TiLi r ,-. „ , „ ., to the sense of -m ; which the ear-
See Note on Philem. 5. On „, compare 2 Pet. lier Commentators in general explain "their first

~ state," the later ones, " their original dignity ;

"

4. — n'l -.] The. q. d. " did not preserve their prerogatives as sons
is supposed to be a forensic term, and the ex- of God, and the original excellence with whicli
pression o!-. to denote those cited to they were created, the truth and holiness created
trial by posting up their names, or those whose with them." This view of the sense is supported
names were posted up, as required , for by the authority of Cyril, and is certainly more
cnidenmalion and punishment. There may be an agreeable to the usus "loquendi and the context.
aHusion to either or both of these. So2Pet.ii.3. On this whole passage, see Notes at2Pet.ii.4—' TO 7. The expression, therefore, 10. is by some supposed to mean,
does not imply any predpstination of the persons, " their proper habitation [in heaven]," a metaphor
but merely imports that they were long since which Laurmann (with some reason) thinks de-
foreto/il, and thereby di'sif^naled, as persons who rived from runaway slaves. The Avord, however
should sufiier. , i. e. such a punish- is best explained by Benson, Schleus., and others,
ment as the Apostle proceeds to state, vv. 5 — 7, " their own proper s/7;/a<iOw, [though aspiring to a
11, 1.5. —., "who abuse the higher]." Ei'c . ., by hypallage for
gracious dispensation of the Gospel [meant to en- {/ ,'^ Pet. ii. 9.

courage virtue and exertion, and promote holi- — —.] On the phraseology
ness] into an occasion of lasciviousness." Com- see Notes at 2 Pet. Hanlein (a recent Editor of
pare 1 Pet. ii. 16. The persons in question (the this Epistle) is of opinion that this was taken
fiilse teachers so strongly censured by St. Peter from an Apocryphal book. But I see no neces-
and St. John) abused God's promise of mercy to sity for such a supposition. To use the words
the penitent, and represented that mercy as hav- of Laurmann :

" Historiam arbitror veri• gestam,
ing no limits, and as extending even to unrepented nobis omnino incognitara. Unde tantae tenebrEe
and unforsaken sin. «. signifies to alter any haud facilo discutiends, ob historiiB piriscas anti-
thing from its original purpose, — and,inafigu- quitatis inscitiam."
rative sense, to abuse. —. If 7. u'l. . .] i. e. the circumjacent cities of
the' here be genuine, the and Admah, Zeboim, and Zoar. The refers to
Kipiov (according to the Canon of Mr. Sharp and the inliabitanis of those cities, by the figure
Bp. Middl.) must be understood of one person,. The words. d. . i. are exe-
(as is done by the Syriac and Coptic Translators,) getical of the. ;

(the is very
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2Pet.2. 10,11.

t Dan. 10. 13.

& 12. 1.

Zach. 3. 2.

2 Pet. 2. U.
Rev. 12. 7.

u 2 Pet. 2. 11.

xGen. 4.8.
Num. 16. 1.

& 21. 7, 21.

2 Pet. 2. 15.

I John 3. 12.

y ProT. 25. 11.

2 Pel. 2. 13, 17.

significant) as denoting all sorts of uncleanness.

See 2 Pet. ii. 4. and Note. is for -. So 3 Macc. cited by Rosenm. —-
!>\, -'• The import of is in-

judiciously lowered by several recent Commen-
tators. The full sense intended by the Apostle
seems to be this; "They arc puijlicly set forth

for an everlasting e.xample [in their fiery destruc-

tion] of the punishment God sometimes inflicts

for sin in tkis world ; which is but a faint type of

that which he hath reserved for the next." See
Prof Stuart's Dissertation on Future Punishment,

p. 61. sqq.

8. bo—.'] Render: "In like man-
ner, notwithstanding [such awful examples of
punishment are held out] these dreamers defile

the flesh [with lewdness], set at nought govern-

ment, and revile dignities." See 2 Pet. ii. 10, 11.

No difficulty here presents itself, except in-, which the older Commentators sup-

posed to allude to the obscure dreams of the per-

sons in question. This, however, is harsh and
frigid. The best Expositors, from Beza and Grot.,

down to Hanlein and Laurmann, are justly agreed,

that the term must be taken in fiiriiralire sense,

denoting the giving way to idle and delusive fan-

cies, promising themselves security and accept-

ance in courses which the Gospel disallows. Less
perplexity would have presented itself to the Com-
mentators, had the Editors pointed the word off,

as I have done. This, indeed, is required by
proprietii : the word standing for o't.
So the Pesch. Syr., " qui in somnio imaginan-

tiir."

9. (5f, &c.] The connexion may
be thus traced :

" The Gnostics imitate the

fallen angels in their rebellious speeches and
conduct ; but the Arch-avs:el will afford them a

better example, who, even under the greatest pro-

vocation, refused to pronounce a h.arsh sentence

of condemnation against a fallen spirit." " If

(savs Doddr.) the angel did not rail even against

the devil, how much less ought we against men
in authority, even suoposing them in some things

to behave amiss." To do it therefore when they

behave well, must be an offence yet more aggra-

vated.

This is supposed by most recent Commenta-
tors to have been derived from an Apocryphal

book (now lost), called the ;
;

and to have been merely introduced by St. Judo

as au instructive fable, serving to illustrate the

doctrine in question, that we ought not to speak
evil of dignities. IJut it is difficult to believe
that an inspired Apostle would enforce his doc-
trine by a mere fable ; and indeed it is evidently
mentioned, not as a. fable, but as a fact. See Note
on V. 14, 15.

10. This verse contains the same sentiment as

2Pet. ii. 12. where see Note. In -
we have a plainer expression than that used

It 2 Pet. The sense is :
" which they know by

natural instinct," or the impulses of appetite and
passion.

11—13. See 2 Pet. ii. 15—17. and Notes.

Tp- irXaw; —. The sense is, " They impetu-
ously rush upon the sin committed by Balaam
for the lucre of gain;" i. e. as he excited the

people to whoredom with the Moabites, — so

they, through love of lucre, encourage Christians

in carnal lusts. here denotes rebel-

lion, or insurrection ; a signification of which
Laurm. adduces an example from the Protevang.

Jacobi V. 9.

— iv —.] The sense IS,

" These wretches are spots and a disgrace to your

love-feasts ; when they feast with you to an ex-

cess, which shows no reverence to God, or regard

to ninn." On these Ao-apce see a learned Dis-

sertation of N. C. Kist, Haarlem, 1830. and one

of Van Hengel's de Bonorum Communione,
where at p. 30. he refers the origin of the Agapa»

to the words of Christ, Luke xiv. 13.

is by many learned Commentators taken of rocks

on the surface of the sea. See Wets, and Laurm.
This sense, however, would involve such incon-

gruity of figure, that it may be better to retain

the common interpretation '• spots." the of

St. Peter ; which is adopted by Beza, Grot. Ben-

son, Hemsterh., Schneid., and Wassenberg. -
., and- are Nominativi pendentes. The

seems to mean that they have no rortcern

about any but themselves. Compare a kindred

passage in Ezek. xxxiv. 8. The is em-

phatical.

— ^.'] " These waterless clouds

(says Rosenm.) are a fit emblem of the false

teachers, who promised much of evangelical

truth and purity, but i>erformed little worthy of

the title ;
" q. d. " As clouds carried about in the

air, but devoid of water, do not nourish the earth
;— so these boasters hurry about, promising much,

but performing little, and doing no benefit what-

ever." Thus a proverb in Schultens' Antholog

says, " Doctus sine opcre est ut nubes sine plu
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via." For^, many MSS., Versions,

and early Editions have ., which has been

adopted by almost all the Editors from Wets, to

Vater. But the common reading may, after all,

be the right one. See Heb. xiii. 9.

— civipa .] This is to be under-

stood of trees, as they are at the end of autumn,
vithout leaves or fruit. There seems to be a

climax in ,-, ,. The ih is explained by

the best Commentators, doubly, i. e. altogether

dead. But there seems an allusion to the pre-

ceding terms, which denote only those barren,

such only thus far \\\&. See Benson and Mackn.
In the, we have the apex of tfe cli-

max ; for of trees uprooted there can be no more
hope of fruit.

The expression is a very unusual

one ; but it occurs in Wisd. siv. 1. The Com-
mentators remark, that is scarcely ever

applied to inanimate objects. Yet I have notec
the following example in Herodot. viii. 13. m[
KoXXov tjV , ' fv^. '' is usually ren-

dered despuvianles, foaming out (as if it were., which occurs in .^Eschyl. Agara. 1034.'^ ). I prefer, " foam-
ing up," viz. on the shore ; the being not
only the foa?n of the sea, but (as we find by the

Schol. on Hom. 11. O. 62G.) the rd? tFjs?;\, the wreck, or sea-weeds, &c.
thrown up on the sea-shore. And this illustrates

the just after. For, as the wreck is the

refuse of the sea, so were the foolish and obscene
discourses (the being rightly supposed
by Rosenni. to denote the^', the filthi-

ness and foolish talking mentioned by St. Paul)
which those persons spouted forth, their sluune.

Compare Isa. Ivii. 20.

The expression is explained by
the . and alludes to the wander-
J7ig- unsettled habits of those teachers (called

stars, according to Jewish imagery) ever on the

watch to gratify their appetites.

14, 15. These verses have now been at length
proved to be cited from an Apocryphal book of
Enoch, often cpioted by the Fathers (see i'abr.

Cod. Pseud. V. T. vol. i. p. IGO.), and which was
supposed to be lost, but has lately been discover-

ed in an yEthiopic Version, and edited, vvith a

translation, by Abp. Laurence, Oxford, 1821, who
refers the composition to the time of Herod the

Great. Notwithstanding this, however, Mr. Home
maintains that St. .hide did not quote from any
hook extant in his day purporting to have been
written bv Enoch, and thinks " we may ration-

ally conclude that .ludc altered the tradition-

al Antediluvian prophecy of Enoch, under the

direction of the infallible Spirit, who wa^ to

guide them into all truth." But nothing surely
can be more harsh and far-fetched than this sup-
position, and the verbal coincidence overtuns any
such notion. Certainly the quoting from the
book in question will by no moans invalidate the
genuineness of the Epistle; for the .\[)ostlc's

quoting from Enoch's, as a work which was re-

ceived by the Jews as such, will not involve his

inspiration ; since the promise of preserving the
Apostles from error, and guiding them into all

truth, must be understood, with Iwiitation, to
mean all error of amj consequence, and all truth
important to the purpose of salvation. j\ow here
the Apostle's quotation gives no currency to im-
posture ; especially if his words be properly in-

terpreted, which, 1 apprehend, they have not
quite been. The sense seems simply to be :

" To
these [i. e. such as these] Enoch (the seventh
from Adam) also prophesied (i. e. foretold) the
fate of incorrigible sinners in these words, " Be-
hold," &c. From the, however, this ap-
pears to have been not, strictly speaking, a quo-
tation, but an application. The Apostle, meaning
to apply what was said by Enoch to the Antedilu-
vians, to the sinners of his own age : in like

manner as our Saviour said unto the Scribes and
Pharisees, " Well hath Esaias prophesied of you
hypocrites, as it is written," &.c. And so Caia-
phas, the high-priest, is said to have " prophesied
that Jesus should die for that nation" (John xi.

51.); because he spoke as truly as if he had
prophesied.

As to the passage at v. 9, there the principle

here vainly contended for by Mr. Home will

entirely apply : for there we have certainly no
citation at all, nor probably any reference to a
book then extant, but merely an allusion to a
circumstance recorded in the Traditions of the
Jewish Doctors, And the Apostle is no more
answerable for the truth of the supposed occur-
rence, than St. Stephen was answerable for the
truth of certain matters brought forward in his

Speech to the Jews, and resting on the tradition

of their own Doctors. In short, the Apostle
merely adverts to this traditionary story (without
vouching for its truth) as a popular illustration of
the weighty maxim, 7wt to speak evil of dignities

:

and that from the example of the Archangel, who
did not venture to rail even at Satan : and which
was probably in the mind of the Fiabbi who
formed the Jewish maxim, " that it is not lawful

for a man to use railing language even against

wicked spirits,"

As to the alterations here supposed to have
been made by the Apostle, it is not certain that

he made any at all ; for we have not the orioi'ial,

but only an Ethiopic version. And if that ^'er-

sion was made with no greater exactness than the
Etiiiopic Version of the A'cw Testament (and we
can hardly expectso much), it is slender evidence
as to what was in the original Greek, or rather

Syro-Chaldee, was probably not an ad-

dition of the Apostle, but rather the w'ord had
been inadvertently passed over (as seeming not

essential to the sense) by the Translator, who
did not perceive the strength and beauty of the

antithesis. As to for, so far from
being an alteration of the .Apostle, the, if

it were in the Etiiiopic Translator's original, was
probably an error of the transcriber for,
which is required by the context ; for the poitil

of the warning turns upon the word all, as in Ps,

xix, 17, " the wicked shall be turned into hell,

and all the people that forget God ; " and 2 Thess,
ii, 12. ha - Tjf \-
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21 , ] ,- 1 Cor. 2. u..
. The writer meant to say that judgment
and condemnation would be given against all

such sinners ; that all their words as well as

works would be brought into judgment, at the

shortly impending advent of the Lord.
— !-.] This, for (>. ., is found

in almost all the best MSS. and early Editions,

and adopted by almost every Editor from Wets,
downwards.
— acejitiai .} This is not well

rendered in E. V., " ungodly deeds which they
have ungodly committed ; " which introduces a

tautology not to be found in the original. Our
Translators here, as often, followed the Vulgate,

when they should have followed (if any V^ersion)

the Pesch. Syr., •' opera omnia qurs impie fece-

runt." It is plain that is

equivalent to '; an idiom very
frequent in the Classical writers, on which see
Matth. Gr. Gr. « 413, 415.

16.}^ I. e. murmurers and censurers

of their superiors, sparing no dignity. \^.
may be literally rendered fauU-finders, or grum-
blers, of wliich character a spirited sketch is

given by Theophrastus. The words- a.. are usually understood as descrip-

tive of their lusts. But, from what precedes, they
should seem-to denote persons who care not for

the opinion of others, nay, are little solicitous

about the favour of God. and follow their own
impulses only, the of 2 Tim. iii. 4.-. sub., i. e. as Hesvch. explains,. I would compare jEschyl. Theb. 438.' — ' -.
The .\postle alludes to their boastful speeches,

having, I think, in mind 2 Pet. ii. 18.-.— -.] . expression occur-

ring in Levit. xix. 15. (and so in the

Classical writers), denoting to pay court to the

great or wealthy, '^, " for what they
could get." So Thucyd. i. 28.

OX), .
17. The Epistle, as usual, concludes with ex-

hortation. In — there is

doubtless a reference to 2 Pet. iii. 2, 3. ; but

probablv also to Acts xx. 29, 30. 1 Tim. iv. 1.

2 Tim. "iii. I. 2 Thess. ii. 3— 12.

18. By, as at 2 Pet. iii. 3, are denoted
VOL. II.

scoffers,— men who made a jest of serious and
vital religion, and especially of the doctrines of
the advent of Christ to judgment, and the resit-
rection of the dead. has the force
of the adjective

; and we may, with Laur-
mann, take the whole phrase as at v. 16, under
standing it of a self-willed, conceited .spirit, that
which follows its own fancies and whims. So
that there will be no occasion to adopt the con-
jecture of Bentley,. It was the com-
mon interpretation, not the common reading,
that wanted rectifying. The epithet is

surely applicable to such persons ; since such a
spirit could not but lead them to pervert the
Gospel, and corrupt it by impure admixtures of
Gentile Philosophy or Jewish Tradition.

19. o'l .] Render, " [Aye,]
these are the men who [now] are exciting sepa-
ration and causing schism, both in their own case
and other's. " ': is a very rare word,
properly denoting, in a geometrical sense, " to
separate any space, by fixing its limits, from an-
other space.'' Two examples are referred to by
Boissonaade in Steph. Thes. The, found
in the common text, is, no doubt, from the mar-
gin, being absent from almost all the MSS., Ver-
sions, and early Editions ; and it has been justly

cancelled by Bengel, Wets., and Matthaei, though
retained by Griesb. On ,- see Note on
1 Cor. ii. 14.

20. The Apostle now resumes his exhortations,
and bids them not only beware of the artifices of
the false teachers, but study to advance in re-

ligious knowledge and practice ; and, to ensure
the success of their endeavours, he enjoins them
to pray in the Holy Spirit. (Laurmann.)
—.'\ On the force of the meta-

phor, see Notes on Acts xx. .32. and I Cor. iii. 10,

and compare 2 Pet. i. 5. '.\.). i. e. which
was intended to make men holy. 'Ev. .,
for ., " by the aid and influence of
the Holy Spirit." The best comment on this is

Rom. viii. 26.

21. — .'] The sense is, '' Keep your-
selves and each other." 'Ei- signifies

(as Benson and Carpz. explain) " in love towards
God." . . . . ., " expecting and
hoping for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ

[to bring you] unto salvation."

71
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22, 23. the right understanding of these

obscure verses, it is necessary to attend to the

sense of ev] before laid

down ; and we may paraphrase thus :
" [And in

the exercise of this vigilant e.\ertion to keep each

in the love of God, remember that ye are not to

abandon all those who seem to wander from the

true faith ; no !] some treat compassionately and

mildly, making a distinction [between those and
the obstinately perverse] ; others [even if the

danger seem great, and the chance of saving them
small, yet] an.xiously strive to save ; snatching

them, as it were, out of the fire :" a proverbial

expression, on which see Note on 1 Cor. iii. 13.

The Apostle, it seems, intended that some exer-

tions should be made to save even some of the

false teachers themselves. And, as the

may respect the people seduced, — so may
the if denote some of the seducers, to whom
the words h are very suitable. The
sense of these words is, I conceive, not, " terrify

with denunciations of Divine vengeance," as

most Commentators explain ; but, " anxiously

strive to save," implying circumspection and
exertion ; as Phil. ii. 12. See Ps. ii. 11. and my
Note on Thucyd. ii. 37, 11. I would compare
Liban. Orat. i. de vita sua : -, ^,^ .
where, conjecture, should be read

. . ; foruioOc expressed in abbreviation and
might easily be confounded.

- »1 6, &c.] So Barnabas Epist.

mentions as a saying of our Lord :
" Resistamus

omni iniquitati, et odio habeamus eam."
The closing words, — are

best explained by Wolf and Benson to mean,
" Let, however, your endeavours to reform them
be made with great caution ; be careful to avoid
being yourselves corrupted by their society, and
show a hatred of whatever partakes, in the
slightest degree, of iniquity and sin." There is,

1 conceive, partly an allusion to the command
of the Jewish law, not to touch any thing un-
clean, and partly to the caution showed in avoid-
ing all contact even with the clothes of persons
who have any infectious disease.

24, 25. With the noble and sublime dosology
which concludes this fine Epistle, compare simi-
lar ones at Rom. svi. 27. Eph. v. 27. Col. i. 22.

1 Tim. iii. 3. is for or, stumbling or falling. is here ap-
plied to God the Father, as at 1 Tim. ii. 3. Tit. i.

3. iii. 4. The words 6ia; Xp. ,
added in some MSS., and inserted in the text by
Griesbach and most recent Editors, may have
arisen from the margin, and been derived from
Rom. XV. 26. Or the clause may possibly have
been omitted propter homceoteleuton —.
And this would the more easily happen, if the
words in question formed 07ie line of the ancient
uncial MSS. Yet I cannot venture to insert it,

until I see stronger 318. authority than has
hitherto been adduced.
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Of this Book, which is universally allowed to as they were imparted to him, in the Syro-Chcd-
be the most sublime of ail those contained in the dee; and afterwards expressed them more fully in
N. T., the authenticity (namely, that it is a gen- Greek, for the use of the Christian world. Though
uine production of St. JolmJ was almost univer- what the Apostle wrote in Greek, we may sup-
sally admitted in the first two centuries; and if pose he perpetually thought first in Hebrew, or
doubts were entertained in the third, they were Syro-Chaldee. It is obvious that to one whose
soon removed ; and the origin of them is, with mind was filled with such high and sublime con-
reason, ascribed to the well-meant, but misguided ceptions, the use of his vernacular tongue would
zeal of some fanatical Expositors. If, too, it was, be far better adapted to the free expression of
in the early ages, judged not suitable to be read thoughts which at first would be cramped and
in Churches, that was not from any doubt of its confined by a foreign language : though they
authenticity, but from its very mysterious charac- would afterwards admit of being transfused and
ter. The learned are generally agreed in sup- more regularly expressed in that language,
posing these Revelations to have been commu- On the scope and design of this Book consider-
nicated k. D. 95 or 96, in the Isle of Patmos (as able diiference of opinion exists. See the elab-
we find from i. 6.), whither the Apostle had been orate statements in Mr. Home's Introduction,
banished by the persecuting Emperor Domitian. Upon the whole, I agree with Dean Woodhouse
Though some, as Prof Lee, are of opinion that in considering " that scheme ofgeneral interpreta-
the Revelations were made before the destruc- tion as the best which regards the Apocalypse as
tion of Jerusalem, and before the writing of .St. a prophetical history of the fate and fortunes of
John's Gospel. See the Professor's Exposition the Christian Church, from the time when it was
of the Book of the Revelation, appended to his written, to the latest period of the world : which
valuable dissertations on Prophecy. are foretold by the means of symbols and em-
From the phraseology of this Book being often blematical representations." Yet no competent,

6uch as recedes from all rules of Greek usage, and at the same time unprejudiced judge will
though reconcileable with those of Hebrew, it is deny that, after all the labour bestowed on its

not without reason, that some eminent Critics, explication, no Book of the N. T. has so defied
and amongst the rest, Bp. Middleton, have sup- ail attempts to settle its interpretation ; and espe-
posed the Apocalypse to have been originally cially to ascertain the purport of its prophetical
written in Hebrew. And the learned Prelate representations. What has increased the diiB-

well supports this from the use of ^ at culty is, that the textus receptus here is in a far

X. 7., for TiXcaOt'iccrni : an idiom formed on the worse state than that of any other Book in the
Vau Conversivum of the Hebrew, by which past N. T., or indeed of the Old : and yet, as Matthiae
tenses are converted to Futures, It is justly re- justly observes, " Codicum ratio habenda, non
marked by Bp, Middleton, that " if this theory niysteriorum ; prim5 enim constituenda lectio,

of a Hebrew original could be established, it deinde enucleanda sunt mysteria,"

would relieve us from all the difficulties attend- Hence it is no wonder that the common text

ing the objection, that the style of the Apoca- should be in so indifferent a state,— seeing that

lypse should so differ from that employed by St, it was derived by Erasmus from only 07ie MS.,
John in his Gospel and Epistles," "The above, and that a very bad one, not only mutilated in

however, is but an hypothesis, and cannot be ad- some places, but everywhere corrupted from the

mitted without the sui)port of historical testi- (5reek Commentaries of Arethas and Andreas,
mony. Not to say that it would be difficult to And the errors of that MS. were (as Matthsei

imagine why it should have been originally writ- observes) multiplied by corruptions introduced

ten "in Hebrew, being intended almost entirely from the Latin Versions, as also by the conjec-

for the use of .Jewish converts who understood tures, or rather corruptions, of Erasmus himself.

Greek, or Gentile converts who know nothing of In after ages, much was done towards the estab

Hebrew. Besides, by Hebrew must be meant lishment of a pure text by Bengel, VVetstein,

Syro-Chaldce ; and there is no proof that the Matth., and Griesb., whose emendations amount
Syro-Chaldee had ever the idiom of the Vau to nearly as many as on the whole of the Epis-

Conversire. It is most probable that the Apostle ties together. These I have, in most cases, seen

put down the substance of the various revelations, reason to adopt, especially as tl^ey are in general
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supported by the authority of the invaluable

Editio Princeps : but, considering tlie confined

e.xtent of the present work, and that it has al-

ready far e-fceeded the prescribed limits, I have
been obliged to forbear, for the most part, assign-

ing (as I had before done) 7-easons in Justification

of the emendations, adopted from the very emi-
nent Editors above mentioned,— especially as the

authorities, in MSS., Versions, early Editions,

and Critics, are in most instances nearly the
same. To have assigned reasons would necessa-

rily have required considerable space. Indeed,
as Bp. Middl., has justly observed, " the task of
the Critic throughout this book scarcely yields in

difficulty to that of the Expositor ; with this dif-

ference, however, that the fulfilment of prophecy
will gradually dissipate the obscurities which per-

plex the one, while those which bewilder the

other, may possibly never be elucidated." For
the cogent reason above mentioned, I shall also

be obliged to be brief on the Expository part

;

and must systematically decline any detailed ex-

planation of the obscure, and, in many cases, yet
unaccomplished prophecies of this mysterious
Book. To have done any tolerable justice at

once to the Critical, Pliilolonical , and Prophetico-
expositonj departments, would have dem.Tnded a

large volume ; though I trust 1 may, at some fix-

ture period, by the Divine help and blessing, be
enabled to supply so great a desideratum, as an
Edition of the Apocalypse on a scale in some
measure commensurate with the importance of
this Divine Book. For the present, I must con-
tent myself with presenting as correct a text as

the use of all the critical materials extant will

enable me to do, and generally noticing any dif-

ferences in the readings adopted, respectively in

the standard Texts of Bengel, Wets., Matth., and
Griesb. In all doubtful cases the Text of JVIat-

thoei has been, for good reasons, preferred. In

settling the puncttnttion (which is of no small con-
sequence to the interpretation, and is in the dif-

ferent Editions very various, and often vicious)

very great pains will be found to have been be-
stowed. And this sedulous attention to purity of
text, and correctness of punctuation, together
with a few Critical and Philological Annotations,
mostly original, and a few Expository Notes on
things as well as words, chiefly extracted from
the best Commentators, whose names are sub-
joined, must for the present suffice.

C. I. 1. fV] i. e. in a comparatively short
period ; which measured by the language of Scrip-
ture, wherein a thousand years are as one day,
may denote any thing of by no means speedy
fulfilment; though that may speedily berrin to

be fulfilled. ^, intimated, made known,
showed. The construction is harsh, and may be
resolved either thus, ncni?( or)
scil. )/(' bta. . ., or thus :

{rhv\) ita,
&C.

2. f] "hath [herein] solemnly testi-

fied and recorded." , which is, in all the
MSS., Versions, and early Editions, not found,
has been cancelled by Beng., Wets., Matth.,
and Griesb. It was inserted, Heinr. thinks, to
soften the harshness of the apposition, having
the sense even. Yet may not the true reading
be ? This would yield an excellent
sense ; and the two words are perpetually con-
founded. With we may compare 1 John

3. ol .] This has reference
to the ancient custom, when books were scarce,

for some one to read to a considerable number
of others, who listened to what was read. .
here denotes the keeping in the heart what waa
read (see Luke ii. 51.) so as to observe the in-

junctions therein. ?, " the time
[of their being fulfilled, or beginning to be ful-

filled] is near."

4. , &c.] There would seem no
great authority for the, which is in very many
MSS. not found. Yet the reading, found in

two-thirds of the MSS., and edited by Matth.,
but injudiciously, as being an evident gloss, ap-

pears to have been founded on it. And consider-
ing the great antiquity of, and that the

must be still more ancient, it would seem to be
genuine, but that it might be suspected of having
been inserted to soften the harshness of the sole-

cism existing without it. Yet I confess, I see
not how the Article can here be dispensed with.

For though b S)v and especially j/r might be
used, like I am in Exod. iii. 11, as an indeclinable

title of Jehovah, (the Hebrew not admitting of
inflection in the oblique cases,) yet the Article

would not be the less necessary. Thus we could
say in English, Moses was sent by the I am, but
not, vith propriety, by I am, though our author-
ized Version has this.

The words following ,
(fcc. are, as Scott observes, generally interpreted

of" the Divine Spirit," with respect to the abund-
ance, sufficiency, and variety of his gifts, graces,

and operations ; and in relation to " tlie seven

Churches," with each of which, and all others,

the One and self-same Spirit dwelt, as the Foun-
tain of life, grace, and peace. Others, however,
as Grot., regard the inra as the same
with f'lrra mentioned in Tob. xii. 15, as

presenting the prayers of the Saints to the throne
of grace ; or rather, Abp. Newc. supposes, the

seven ministering Spirits whom St. John saw dis-

charging separate offices in subsequent revela-

tions made to him. Yet it should hardly seem
that any created spirits would be comprehended
in the solemn benediction of the Father and the

Son which follows. Hence the former interpre-

tation seems preferable, which is fully and ably

maintained by the learned Wolfius, and before

him by Poole in his Synopsis j from whose state-

ments it is evident that this was the way in which
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the expression was understood by the ancient

Commentators, and the generality of the modern
ones to nearly the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury. Since which time the foreign Critics, for

the most part, have considered the expression

as denoting the virtutes or attributes of the Su-
preme Being. Such a sense, however, is very

vague ; and, if the reader consults the notes in

Poole's Synopsis, he will see that there is no
reason to desert the ancient and usual interpreta-

tion, which is supported by Dean Woodhouse,
Mr. Scott, and Dr. Pye Smith, Scrip. Test. iii.

104.

5, G. h. This seems to be another sole-

cism, instead of , though some put a

stop at /, and connect with vhat
follows, as if it was —5 —. (Burton.) This, however, can by

no means be admitted. I have here pointed, with

Abp. Newc, (and before him Tyndate,) as I con-

ceive the context requires, — namely, by placing

a period after . As to the seeming grammat-
ical inaccuracy at 6, I am inclined to re-

gard the words up to , with the Eclectic Re-
viewer (Dec. ]832), " as forming a separate clause,

(and in some degree parenthetical,) containing a

proclamation as it were of the divine and sover-

eign titles of the Messiah.''
— ] i. e. worthy of implicit

confidence. A Witness he was, as coming into

the world to bear witness to the truth, and as re-

vealing all that he had received from the Father
for that purpose. See John iii. 11. 32; viii. 14—
16 ; xviii. 37. On ^,. see Col. i.

15 & 18, from whence the « here (onlv found in

a few MSS., and cancelled by most Editors) was
doubtless derived. In

ve have a designation of his Messiahship
;

the Messiah being, as Commentators remark,
called, most hipjt, in Ps. Ixxxix. 27. It

should seem also that the Apostle had in mind the

substance of the second Psalm, where the Mes-
siah is designated as the " Ruler of the kings of

the earth." The datives. and\ are

connected with what follows, |. A sub-

lime burst, in which, (as Mr. Scott says,) " ani-

mated with a view of the glory of his beloved

Lord, and contrasting it with the vastness of his

condescension and the depth of his self-abasement,

he breaks out into praises to Him who loveth

them," &c. Kai, for , by He-
braism.

—•\.] Vulg. /^' , no doubt from
a marginal explanation ; as is plain from Andreas
Cret. (the most ancient Greek Commentator on
this book) and the Scholiasts. Almost all the
Editors are agreed in adopting this reading ; and
with reason ; since it is supported by strong evi-

dence, both external and internal ; and in its very
harshness it bears the stamp of truth.

here means, not kingdom, but people: ,
which follows, being here supplied. So in Wisd.
X. 10, we have. to denote what St. Paul,

Heb. xii. 22, calls the " innumerable company of

saints and angels," — the (, &c. These are supposed to constitute

a holy state seated in the heavenly Jerusalem, un-

der the government, not man, but of God. On
this verse compare I Pet. ii. 5, 9. 1 Cor. iv. 8 ; vi.

2, 3.

7. It is plain from this verse, that the glory

and power in v. 6. are ascribed to Christ. (Bur-

ton.) Compare Dan. vii. 13. Kai olVivfc, " even
they who.". See John xix. 37.

Even tliry, it is implied, were to acknowledge
his Majesty. Kai KOxp.,&ic. See Zech. xii.tlO—
14.

8. ' —;.'] The alterations here

made in the text are supported by the highest

authority of MSS. and Critics. With respect

to the sense, it is very applicable to God the Fa-
ther, as most recent Comtnentators interpret (to

which purpose similar expressions are cited

from the Classical and Rabbinical writers) ; but

the context (see v. 7, and 17, 18; and ii. 8.)

plainly shows that it is applied to God the Son,
who, indeed, applies those titles to himself, xxi.

G ; xxii. 13; which fully establishes the Deity of

Christ.

9. The writer now proceeds to mention the

nmnner in which he had received the revelations

that he was about to deliver. By " and^ . Xp. are denoted afflictions and troubles

to be endured for the sake, and in the cause of

Christ : and. intimates that he is to be par-

taker with them in the kingdom prepared for

them, and alluded to supra v. 6. There is (as

Heinrich points out) a double Hendiadys : and

|3. may be joined either with the preceding or
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with the following word. The latter method is,

I think, preferable ; but it may be best to regard

the whole as a Sijnchijsis (not a little harsh) for

iv rjf ' . . '..
am, however, inclined to suspect that St. John
wrote ^ . . .
Be that as it may,/ is a genitive of

simi/itnde, as Gal. xiv. 17. The best comment
on this passage is 2 Tim. ii. 12. d,. See also Rom. viii. 17.

10. Iv.] i. e. the Spirit presented

a vision to my mind. See Doddr. on iv. 2.

(Newc.) Equivalent to iv at

Acts X. 10; xxii. 17. . op-

posed to , 2 Cor. xii. 2. (Heinr.)

11. Ti A TO .] i. e. the First and the Last

;

as V. 17, and xxii. 13. See Is. xliv. 1). This is

supposed to have been borrowed from Jewish
phraseology ; but I have often met with it in the

Classical writers; c. gr. Theocr. Idyll, xvii. 3,

where king Ptolemy is called& h. And Orpheus, Hymn xiv.

7. — «'') ^, , and frag.

vi. 9. — . meaning
an end supreme over all the various orders of

beings. So Butherus in Stobsi Eclog. Phys. T.
i. p. 14. Heer. \, '/', ,\ •.

12. .] The full sense is :
" I

turned about [to discover] who it was that had
uttered the voice." - . . One among
the many allusions to the Jewish worship ; there

being in the Temple a golden lamp with seven

branches. These are, as appears from v. 20, a

symbolical designation of the seven Churches.
It is well observed by laspis, that the mode of

teaching by emblems was very usual in ancient

times For 1>\, many MSS. have,
which is edited by Matth.

13. T'ro .] Most recent Commenta-
tors, arguing from the absence of the Article,

render " a son of man ;" i. e. a human being.

Yet the absence of the Article will not prove this

to be the sense intended. And though Dean
Woodhouse adopts this interpretation, and inge-

niously accounts for the expression being used of
Jesus Christ

;
yet there is no reason to abandon

the opinion of the ancient and most modern Com-
mentators, that it means the Son of Man. See
Note on Heb. i. 2 ; the Article being implied,

though not expressed, since the title corresponds
to that at Dan. vii. 13, where the Sept. closely
follows the Hebrew, which could not express the
Article. See Bp. Middl. 3 , for^ , " about the breasts." At&
supply, denoting a robe descending to the

feet, such as was worn by persons of dignity,

especially priests, Exod. xxviii. 27. And so the

word is used iu Josephus and Philo.

14. it —.'\ All characteristics

of a Divine nature, and suited to the Messiah.
Comp. Ezek. viii. 2, and Dan. vii. 9 ; x. 6. By
this imagery is denoted shining splendour; and,
therefore, the whrte7iess is not to be understood
of age.

15..] A word nowhere else oc-

curring, and of which the derivation is so uncer-
tain, that even that cannot decide its sense ; nor
are the learned agreed, whether it denotes sm.elt-

inff brass, (from and or, or

and, Mount Libanus,) as Hesiod
Scut. 112, describes Hercules as having feet of,— a sort of fine brass more valuable

than gold. Be that as it may, the expression
happily designates the irresistible power and
might of Christ, as the .- is a most
noble image of his grandeur and majesty.

16. In his having in his hand (or rather on his

hand) seven stars, there is an allusion to the

custom of wearing many rings on the fingers,

each studded with a diamond, or other sparkling

gem. By these stars, or brilliants, are (as we
find from v. 20.) designated the angels or bishops

of the Seven Churches ; intimating, not only that

they were to be burning and shining lights (as

the planets in the night; see ii. 12. and Note);
but that when really such by the faithful dis-

charge of their sacred oflice, they were exceed-

ingly precious in the sight of God. '.
Metaphorically denoting the word of God, the
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doctrine of the Gospel. See Luke ii. 35. Heb.
iv. 12. compared with Is. xi. 4 : xlix. 2. 2 Thess.
ii. 8 & 12, also Dan. x. 5 & 65 vii. 9. Ezek.
viii. 2.

18. —] i.e. "power over death
and the dead, to unlock the gates of Hades and
make my disciples triumph over it, by giving

them both life and salvation." On the expression; see Doddr. in loco, and especially Prof.

Stuart in his Exegetical Essays on several words
relating to future punishment, p. 128— 135, who
shows that in the N. T. 6 signifies, not he/l,

but the region of the dead, the domains of death,

or of him who hath the power of death, Satan.

He observes, that " in the Apocalypse the writer

not only represents Hades as the region of the

dead, but Death as being king of it, and govern-
ing those that dwell therein. He then assigns

the following as the general sense of the words' , "' Mine is

the power to unlock the gates of Hades, to open
the doors of this prison from which none could
escape. I have entered the region of Hades,
(compare Acts ii. 17, 31,) and am come forth

living; yea, in possession of everlasting life."

I'J. oiji'.] This has been wrongly passed over
in our Translation ; though, as Grot, and Woodh.
observe, the particle has great force.

— £, a \\ . . .] " The subject-

matter which the Prophet is commissioned to

deliver, is divided into two parts : 1. the scene at

that time before him, with the addresses to the

Churches, revealing to them, and commenting
upon their present internal state ; 2. the events

which were to happen to the Church universal

in future times." (Woodh.)
20. TO .] The mystical meaning : the

meaning concealed under figurative resemblances.
(Woodhouse.) See xvii. 7. In -.. there is an allusion to the Jewish (Economy,
wherein the priests or rulers of the synagogues
were styled by this name, as bringing the com-
mands of God to the people, and conveying their

prayers to God. Abp. Newc, however, explains
to denote either the ministering Spirits

employed in the invisible government of these

Churches; or their visible governors who pre-

sided over them.

II. In this and the next Chapter are contained
the seven messages to the seven Churches of

Asia, and certain predictions, whose fulfilment is

verified by the testimony of Ecclesiastical history,
and attested by the present state of these Churches
as described by Mr. Arundell, in his lately pub-
lished most interesting work (in 2 vols. 8vo.)
containing an account of his visits (during two
journeys) to the seven Churches; which, it is

singular, are mentioned supra v. 11. in the very
order in which any one would take them, who
intended to visit them in rotation, beginning at

Ephesus. TJjese messages are both admonitoiij
and consolatory, and though immediately address-
ed, as the case might require, to the seven
Churches (viz. through the medium of their pres-
idents, who represented them : see Ezek. xxv.

3; xxvii. 3; xxviii. 2; xxix. 2; xxxi. 2,) were,
nevertheless, meant for the benefit of the Church
Catholic in all succeeding ages.

1. \^, &,c.] By the is

meant the presiding minister of the Ephesian
Church, whether bishop, or by whatever other
name called. This name was borrowed from the
synagogue, where the chief officer was so called,

and also Episcopns. The phrase^ is said

to be formed on the Heb. niTT TOX 7^D ^° often
found in the prophetical books of the O. T. It

may rather be said to be Orieiital in its charac-
ter, being the form used in the East, as a preface
to orders given by monarchs, or to Epistles on
general business. So in Thucyd. i. 129. Xerxes
begins his letter to Pausanias with :

~6'.. Thus the phrase is in

the O. T. often used by kings in the very same
manner. So 1 Kings xx. 2 ; xxii. 27. 2 Kings ix.

18; xviii. 19.

— i.] Render:" holds in charge."
—. This figuratively repre-

sents Christ as walking amidst the Church for

observation as well as support and direction.

2. o7Sa ] " I know [and approve of]

thy works," namely, of faith and love. The next
words are exegetical;— even, or especially, thy

labour and patient endurance [of afllictions]
;

though there may be a Hendiadys for iv. ., " thou canst not
bear with, endure." This expression, and iiJo-, owa 6 , and , are

antithetically opposed to each other ; and their

full import is explained by Woodhouse.
—] " thou hast put to the proof," or

trial. So 1 .John iv. 3. .
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The reading adopted at v. 3. is found in the best

MSS., and has been edited by Griesb., Matth.,

and others, and liad been preferred by Mill and
Wets. The common reading is \,

cYCii, ., where. plainly arose rom the gloss-

ographers.

4. ?]. See Note on Acts xix. 38.

—, " thou remittest [part] of

thy first love [to me and obedience to my reli-

gion.]" A beautiful figure. See more in Scott.

5. rii ^ for .
By . is meant, I will remove thee

from being a Ciiurch, by taking away the preach-

ing of the Gospel. A most alarming and rousing

denunciation. See Scott's Note and Obs.

6. ££. &c.] " but thou hast this

[praise] — that of hating the practices of the

Nicolaitans," who were a branch of the Gnostics,

and held it to be lawful to eat meats oftered to

idols, and practised fornication. See Woodhouse.?, i. e. strongly disapprovestof. as in Joseph.

Bell. i. , 4.6\ (scil. ahrbv)'.
7. 3] \. e. who overcometh [the temp-

tations of the world, the flesh, and the Devil.]

The words ' ;, &C. con-

tain a figurative designation of that eternal life,

which was lost by our first parents, and restored

by Christ. This life is here compared to Para-
dise, in order to intimate its felicity, and denomi-
nated the Paradise of God to denote the }>eavenly

Paradise. So Jalkut Rubeni, cited by Schoettgen :

" Deus — animam educit in paradisum, eique
gustandum praabet arborem vitnj." , by a

usage derived from the Sept., denotes tree

;

which, by a common metonymy, is put for the

fruit.

8. \ .~\ Periphrasis Messiae,

ex cap. 1. 17, 18. huic potissimum loco apta, ubi

id agebatur, ut solamen adhiberetur .Smernensi-
bus, probis et castis, sed Judaeorum malevolentia
et invidia lacessitis. (Heinr.)

9. . . 7.] " even thy," &c. See
V. 2. 1 Cor. i. 26. 2 Cor. viii. 2. , i. e.

spiritually rich. See Matth. vi. 20. and 2 Cor. vi.

10. By — 1\ it is denied that they
are Jews in the true and spiritual sense ; they
dishonour the name by adopting it. See Rom. ii.

24. and Rom. i. 28, 29. By., &c. is meant,
they yet claimed to be exclusively the people of
God, but are the synagogue, or people, of Satan

;. being for, as the Heb. ^Hp for CDIT

in Levit. xvi. 17. Compare John viii. 39— 45.

TV7i!/ they are so called is well shown by Bp.
Bull'Def Fid. p. 178.

10. h ..'] Namely, by his instruments,
the devilish Jewish persecutors. See John viii.

44. "Iva, " that ye may be put to the

proof, and purified [in the furnace of affliction]."'. Some take these daijs for years (as

usual in prophecy) ; others, to denote a very
short space (as Gen. xxiv. 55. Num. xi. 19. Dan.
i. 4. 1 Sam. xxv. 33.) ; which might be justified

by history. See Daubuz and Newton, -
. . See 1 Cor. ix. 25. James i. 12. 1 Pet.

v. 4. On the point of Antiquities, see Home's
Introd. iii. 227.

11. ov ^ , &c.] " shall by no means
be hurt by the second death;" in other words,
" lie may be hurt even unto death by the malice
of the Jews; but he shall not be hurt as regards

the second death," even the death, i. e. perdition,

of the soul. Comp. Matt. x. 28. That the ge-

lienna implied in the loss of the soul is here

meant, is plain from xx. 14. xxi. 8, where the

second death is said to be the lake offire.
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V. 16. and i. 16. Heb. iv. 12. Heinr., however,
thinks there is reference to the immedicabile vul-

nus inflicted by the false teachers, and which
required that the diseased flesh should be cut out

with a knife or lancet.

13. ] i. e. adherest firmly to

me and my religion. " h . ., " where
is the seat of Satan ;

" so called from being, as

we learn from Arethas, more given to idolatry

(and consequently vice) than any other place in

Asia. \.< '. supply >>, which, or some-
thing equivalent, the writer probably intended to

have expressed at the end of the sentence; but,

from the length of the suspended clauses, omitted

to do it. Mqottjc h should be rendered,

with IS^ewc, "faithful witness'' (not martyr;
for that would involve an incongruity). The
phrase " faithful witness " often occurs in Scrip-

ture. See Ps. l.xxxix. 17. Prov. xiv. 5. Jer. xlii.

5. and supra i. 5. iii. 14•. Antipas is supposed to

have suffered martyrdom in the recent persecu-

tion under Dioclesian.

14. (><\ '' some who hold or maintain."

See Jude 10. iiS. ., i. e. such doctrines

as, like Balaam's suggestion to Balak, breed

iniquity among the people of God, by turning the

grace of God into lasciviousness, which is in

2 Pet. ii. 10—. and Jude 4. called the way or

sinful course of Balaam. The next words ad-

vert to the points of similitude.

15. ho.'\ This reading, for S (found in

almost all MSS., Versions, and early Edd.) has

been justly adopted by Beng., Wets., Griesb.,

Rlatth., Tittm., and Vater.

16.. . (.] See Note supra v. 12.

17. Tw viKwvTi] i. e. quantum in se, to him (as

Prof. Lee explains) " who perseveres in the use

of those weapons which are adapted to this war-

fare." See Ephes. vi. 11—20. What follows,

on giving him of the hidden manna and the white

stone, may be regarded as a periphrasis of the

simple idea of madiing him partaker of God's king-

dom in heaven.

VOL. .

— . £.] i. e. the bread of life in its

spiritual sense, as indicated by our Lord at John
iv. 26. seqq., of which the manna, hidden and laid

up in the tabernacle, free from corruption, was a
type ; namely, the benefits derived to the faithful

followers of Christ by the offering of his body,
forgiveness of sins, and life everlasting. (Wood-
house.) See also John vi. 32— 35. It was so
far hidden that, as Schoettg. shows, it was never
seen but by the High Priest. And the spiritual

manna may be said to be hidden, as being enjoyed
in the heart of the true Christian. So 1 Pet. iii.

4. .
— xprjipov (/.] Namely, according to some,

as a token of acquittal ; in allusion to the white
and black stones used at elections or trials; the

former to denote acquittal, or approbation ; the

latter, condemnation, or rejection. According to

others, it alludes to the white stone given as war-
rants for receiving the prize at the Grecian Games.
See Lowman and Doddr. But I rather coincide

in the opinion of Dr. Ward (Dissert, on passages

of Scrip.), Heinrichs, and Prof Lee, that there is

an allusion to the lesserce liospitalitatis usual in

ancient times, wliich were, as Prof Lee observes,
' a sort of carte blanche, entitling the person who
showed it to ask for and receive what he might
want." On the point of Antiquities connected
with this, see Home's Introd. vol. iii. 415.

— .] The best Expositors are agreed
that this has reference to the Oriental custom of

eiving new names to persons advanced to great

dignity
;
probably adopted from the favoured ser-

vants of God, as Abram and Jacob, having often

new names bestowed on them, when placed in

new circumstances. Thus is here designated

high spiritual favour, that supreme felicity laid up
in heaven for the righteous. "0 ouiV!? —\.
is well explained, with Newc, " at the time when
it is given, secret and mysterious to all men but

to him who receives it."

18. b ' —.'] See Note
at i. 14. So Eurip. Hec. 1255.' Sipy-

72
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qlKinffsl6.31
2 Kings 9. 7.

Acts 15. 20.

1 Cor. 10. 19,20

Psal. 7. 10.

& 32. 19.

& 62. 13.

Jer. II. 20.

& 17. 10.

Matt. 16. 27.
John 2. 24, 25.
Acts 1.24.

Rom. 2. 6.

& 14. 12,

2 Cor. 5. 10.

Gal. 6. 5.

intra 20. 12.

s Infra 3. 11.

t Psal. 2. 8.

Matt. 19. 28.

Luke 22, 29.

1 Cor. 6. 3.

infra 3. 21.

u Psal. 2. 8, 9.

& 49. 15.

X Supra ver. 7,

11, 17.

oi ) ' Oidu , - 19

^ «* 8iuy.oviuv, , y.tu ,
[} « . "^ 20

,3 * ", * % -, y.ai ',& ,. ] ] \_ 21

'\ * . ) [f/Cu] 22, ' &, * " ' 23^ ,
6 '. ' |_xoiiJ ^ , 24, |_xtttj& () '

'

* . ' 25, 26&.—"« , 21'—
' «Mt 2S

* 7. 29

fioru, where the Schol. explains by -^.
19. —^- .^ The

reverse of what is said of the Ephesians, v. 4., and
of some at 2 Pet. ii. 20.

20. The alterations of the common reading in

this verse and the next, are all founded on tlie

strongest authority, and have been adopted i)y all

the best Editors. Nevertheless, it is probable

that, not, is the true reading. Many
Critics and Editors, on the authority of several

MSS., insert after '. This, however,
produces much incongruity ; and the was not

unlikely to be inserted by the scribes ; but that it

should have been omitledhy them is very improb-

able. Thus our common Version rightly renders

woman, as also the Vulg. and Tertullian. By Jez.

some female heresiarch seems to be meant

;

though by the expression may be designated such

kind of persons under the character of the leader.

See Woodhouse. This is supported by the opin-

ion of Bp. Bull, Exam. p. 85, who thinks that by

Jezebel is to be understood mystically the Gnos-

tic Faction, whose monstrous doctrines •' vir-

gineam Christi Ecclesiam, recens ab Apostolis

ipsis desponsatam. stupraverant."

21,22. In these verses fornication and adul-

tery are interchanged ; both denoting the spiritual

fornication or adultery, of apostasij from the truth

by lieresy. - ', i. e. those who
hold her heretical doctrines.

—.] Vulg.. The "casting upon a

bed," denotes afflicting with severe sickness, or

pains and afflictions similar thereto, as a punish-

ment of heresy. For im, is, as

Heinr. observes, a Syriac phrase to signify, " inor-

bum immittere," 2 Sam. xiii. 5.: and persons

confined to their bed by sickness are called -.

23. b . .] title pe-
culiar to Deity, and here taken by the Son of God.
Scott. , for .

24. ' —^] for ', by an idiom
common in the prophetic style. By
are meant the [great] number which remained,
when separated from the bad. T>)v iii. ., "this
doctrine," namely, on the lawfulness of eating

idol meats and of adultery. At ' —.
there is a repetition of the sentiment, with a
substitution for . of a phrase expressing the
nature of the doctrines in question, and formed
(as appears from the ) on a favourite

phrase of the professors of them. They called
their doctrines (a phrase perliaps

borrowed I'rom St. Paul, 1 Cor. ii. 10.), "the
deep mysteries of God." But our Lord calls

such mysteries of iniquity, the deep mysteries of
Satan. —• u ., &c. The
full sense (expressed with extreme brevity) seems
to be this :

" I will lay no other injunction, ex-

cept what ye have already received [from my
ministers] ; see Acts xv. 28.) that that laith, which
ye have, ye hold fast till I come,"— i. e. till the

day of judgment, or of death, as being tantamount
to it.

26—28. To perseverance in the faith of Christ
and in the works arising thence, is promised " pow-
er over the nations," i. e. over the yet unconverted
Gentiles. See Matt. six. 28. compared with Dan.
vii. 22. 27. And this, in the verse following, is

explained to be the same power which the Saviour
himself had received over them, and which is ex-
pressed in words nearly resembling those pro-

phetical of Christ, in the second Psalm. (Wood-
house.) The meaning is, that he who overcometh
the world shall participate in the blessings of that

spiritual kingdom of Christ, which shall ultimately

prevail over the idolatry and wickedness of the
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heathen nations. (Holden.) Others, as Daubuz term refers to doctrines, the latter to precepts.
and Newc, understand of an earthly do- "| \. A comparison used by our
minion over the unconverted nations, when Christ Lord, and from him by St. Paul, St. Peter and
shall reign on earth. But it should rather seem St. John.
only to denote advantage over the heathen, by 4.] " persons," as xiv. 4. and Acts i.

being admitted into heaven : while they are figu- 15. In 6\ there is a common metaphor by
ratively broken in pieces like potter's vessel, which sin is designated as defilement. To
by being consigned to utter destruction. See is added to suit with the following image, desic-
also Scott. The quotation is as nearly from the naling high honour and happiness. With.
Sept. of Ps. ii. 9., as the application of the passage sv\ (occurring in John xx. 12.) Heinr. com-
will permit. The anacoluthon in i pares from Arrian Epict. iii. 22., iv

is frequent in Scripture, and also found in .
the Classical writers. See Glass. Phil. S. p. 446. 5. ) ^'^^ — ^/;?.] The metaphor here
In — Expositors are not agreed on is probably the same as in Phil. iv. 3., where see
the reference in. Since Christ, xxii. 16., Note. Though it is by most Expositors thought
calls himself the bright morning star, some (as to contain an allusion to a custom, not of civil

Woodhouse and Burton) assign the same sense life, but of miUlary, by which the names of those
here, q. d. " that he will give himself, i. e. his on the muster-roll, who were cashiered for mis-
Hght and truth." It is, however, the general conduct, \vere expunged therefrom. Compare
opinion of learned Commentators, tliat the sense Dan. xii. 1 — 4.

is, " I will <;ive him glories of which that star is 7. h .] i. e. has the power
an emblem " (Dan. xii. 3.), i. e. (in the words of ofshutting out, or receiving into the spiritual king-

Scott) the ineffable glory with which he will in- dom, which as the son of David, as the Messiah, he
vest his victorious disciples, in the presence and established, i. 8. comp. Acts iii. 14. I John v. 20.

enjoyment of him their Lord and Saviour, and in (Holden.) By Icey is meant the ensign of regal

conformity to his glory. power. See Lowth on Ps. ix. 6. '5 b'^. may be rendered, with Doddr., " the

III. 1. ' . . .] i. e. either. Holy One and the True One," or rather, " the

whose commands the Seven Spirits obey ; or. Holy and True One," an epithet belonging appro-

who giveth the Holy Spirit; the interpretation priately to the Deity (Exod. xxviii. 36. Is. vi.3.),

here depending upon that at i. 4. See also i. 16. but also pertaining to the only begotten Son, as

20. , i. e. art spiritually dead [in tres- partaking of the nature of the Father. See Note
passes and sins], devoid of Divine grace. at Matt. xvi. 19. on6 and 6'.

2. Aoirii] i.e. the remaining principles of 8. '.]. i. e. an opportunity of preach-

piety and holiness. "-, Vulg. (\\. Per- ing the Gospel, as 1 Cor. xvi. 9. 2 Cor. ii. 12.

naps, however, the true reading is?- ^vv., i. e. as Newc. explains, " has «ot, which is edited by Matth. 7:7., for numbers, wealth, and power to repel persecu-

Tc\tia, completely answering to what God re- tion."

quires. See Col.'iv. 12. and Note. 9. // .'\ This is regarded as put for

3. In irtSi; (for ffoi'a)>;0{(;{ the former . But there is rather a si>ni/fcahO prceg-
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e Phil. 4. .
Eupia i. 3.

AS. 25.

infra22. 7, 12.

r I Kings 7. 21

Gal. 1.26.
Heb. 12. 22.

supra 2. 17.

infra 21. 2, 10.

&22. 4.

g Col. 1. 15.

supra 1. 5. 6.

&3. 7.

i 2 Cor. 5.3.
infra 7. 13.

& 16. 15.

& 19. 8.
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nans ; and Dr. Burton well paraphrases :
" I will

^v.e some of these persons into your power, and
cause them to come," &c. viz. to come over to

Christianity, and thus honour thee. See Rom.
xi. 1. This is confirmed by what Prof. Lee says,

who regards this verse as a remarkable instance

of the language used under the old Dispensation

being applied even to the Neip ; for the present

passage is (he addsj taken from Is. .xlix. 23, or

rather Ix. 14, whicli belongs exclusively, from
first to last, to the times of the Christian Dispen-
sation.

10— 12. The verses contain a promise of

honour and glory in the eternal temple in heaven
to those who persevere in the faith, i, 3. ii. 15,

17. Gal. ii. 9. (Holden.) Tiv \6 . i. e.,

as Heinr. explains, doctrinam meam, qus inter

preecepta alia et •<) injungit, et quidem hno-

'', i. e. talem, qualem ipse prsestiti, i. 9.

See also Vater.

12./ alirbv' iv . v.] A metaphor
denoting high dignity and trust. See Gal. ii. 9.

1 Tim. iii. 15. and Notes. Compare also Is. xxii.

17— 26. In the next words the metaphor is

abandoned, and the sense is, that ' he shall not

be put from that house •,
' implying, as Daubnz

remarks, an eternal state to be enjoyed in the

New Jerusalem.. Vulg..
On TO rb, see xix. 16.

14. iv. (\.^ Vvi\g. .&., \. . the Truth itself, as God is called in

the O.T., the God of truth,. See also 2 Cor.

i. 20. compared with John viii. 12— 19. -
b . See note at i. 5. ) . See

Col. i. 15— 18• and compare John i. 3.

15. £ tl .] i. e. lukewarm and

indifferent as to religion, neither wholly abandon-
ing, nor fully observing it.

— —'.] "By the cold (as Dean
Woodh. observes) is meant, not persons devoid
of all warm feelings and afiections, but who,
having their passions absorbed by worldly objects,

have hitherto been cold to religious affection.

But (continues he) of such persons there is hope
and expectation that the time may come, when,
from experience of the vanity of mere worldly
pursuits, they may listen to the suggestions of the
Spirit, and turn their affections to their proper
objects,— God and his works and promises. For,
as Dr. Henry More (cited by Abp. Newc.) says,

"Coldness, though not better in itself than luke-
warmness, might have sooner led the Church of
Laodicea to repentance." So our Lord said that

the Publicans, and even characters decidedly
vicious, would go to heaven sooner than the
Pharisees, and that the kingdom of heaven is

taken by force."

17.- — —- These three
defects and their remedies are mentioned in v. 18.

(Burton.) " et tX. universim, singula
miseriae genera sequuntur ; v. 18. : ad eadem re-

spicitur." (Vat.) The Article has an intensive
force.

18. The allegory is continued, and expressed
similarly to Matth. vi. 20. . . See
supra V. 15. " Pauperiati (remarks laspis) oppo-
nitur aurum probatum ; mtditati opponuntur ves-

timenta Candida ; ccrciiati collyrium, oculorum
medicamentum." . See a similar

passage in Is. Iv. 1, 2. The words ' are,

as Heinr. observes, meant to be emyhalic, Christ,

being the dispenser of true riches. See Matth.
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gold of the purest sort, tried in the fire, and
assayed (see Prov. x. 21.), i. e. the Gospel. To
remedy their nakedness, they are to seek, to be

clothed in the white garment of Christian righ-

teousness, and to remove their blindness, they are

to seek the ointment of Oirist, tiiat they may see

the true light of the Gospel.

19— 21. See Heb. sii. 3— 12. Luke xii. 37.

John iii. 29. vi. 35. For the common reading. Wets., Matth., Griesb., and others have
edited ; for which there is strong evidence
external and internal, in the rarity of the form.

20. ' ] scil., i. e. " 1 will

invite him to a heavenly banquet." See Note
at John xiv. 23.

kJob. 5. )7.

Prut.3. 11, 12.

Heb. lu.5, 6.

Jaraee 1. 12.

1 Cant. S. 2.

JohDl4.21,&c.

raMatl. 19.28.
Luke 22. 30.
1 Cor. 6. 2.

2 Tim. i. 12.

supra 2. 'X, 27.

Supra 2. 7, 11,

&3. 6, 13.

Supra I. 10.

Ezek. 1. 26.
Sc 10. I.

supra I. 10.

IV. After the first terrestrial vision, others,

still more amazing, were vouchsafed to the en-

raptured Apostle by successive openings in heav-

en, affording new and more extended prospects

of futurity: 1. A door was opened in heaven,
which gave him a view of the spiritual Church
and worship, Rev. iv. 1. 2. The spiritual sanc-

tuary was opened, xi. 19. 3. Again, xv. 3. And
4thly, Heaven itself was fully opened, xix. 11.

Hence the remainder of the book naturally re-

solves itself into four celestial visions The first

and grand vision begins at Ch. iv. and ends it si.

18; the second begins at xi. 19, and ends at xiv.

20 ; the third begins at xv., and ends at xix. 10

;

and the fourth begins at xix. 1 1 , and ends at xxii. 5.

(Dr. Hales.)

This and the next Chapter form an iiUroduction

to the prophetical part of the Bonk. In the pres-

ent Chapter is represented John's Vision of the

Heaven opened, with the Almighty seated on an

exalted throne surrounded by four and twenty

Elders and four Living Creatures, who adore him
as the Creator and Lord of all.

1. ] The sense is, " After this

I had another vision," or a continuation of the

first. I have pointed accordingly, with the Lat-

in Vulgate. This is confirmed by Primasius,
" Postea. inquit, ivli. Post ipsam utique visio-

nem se alteram memorat vidisse." This expres-

sion, which is of frequent occurrence in the pres-

ent Book and the Prophets, is intended to inti-

mate that something remarkable in the way of
revelation took place. And accordingly it is a
fit preface to announcements of prophecy or reve-
lation, iv ., " a door [as it

were] was opened." See Ez'ek. i. 1. Matt. iii. 16.
Acts vii. 56. and Daubuz in loc. . This
is justly supposed by Dr. Burton to be an allusion
to i. 10

; q. d. " Lo ! the heavens v.ere opened,
and lo ! there was the former voice, which I had
heard as of a trumpet speaking to me ; and it

said," &c.
2. . iv.] See Note supra i. 10.—] scil. rjv. The Person (as Daubuz

remarks) is, by his attributes, plainly Jehovah,
God the Father. " We are not to imagine (says
Doddr.) that the Person sitting on the throne [or
the Lamb], or the four and twenty elders, or the
four animals, were real beings, existing in nature

;

thougl) they represented, in a figurative manner,
things that did really exist." On the thing signi-

fied by each symbol, reference is made to the
tabernacle and temple-service. See Tilloch, ap.

Valpy, .Vbp. Newc, Dean Woodh.,and Prof Lee.
The -ptcii., v. 4, are supposed by some to denote
the ministers of the Christian cluirch, double the
number of the Jewish tribes; by others, the Jew-
ish and Christian Churches, or the twelve Patri-

archs, and the twelve Apostles ; which seems the
most probable opinion. " The rest of the Chapter
(says Prof. Lee) seems to mark out the majesty of
Almighty God, attended by his ministers, who are
prepared to execute his purposes, and before they
do so, they ascribe praise to Him, as the Creator
of all things."

The words b are marked by Griesb. as
probably to be cancelled ; and by Matthaei were
actually thrown out of the text : but rashly ; for

there is little doubt but that the omission in the
MSS. arose from the repetition of.
The . is supposed to denote the diamond.
By the oapS. is denoted a precious stone of a red
colour, so called, as brought from Sardinia. Both
are supposed to be symbolical of the splendid
purity and awful glory of the Divine nature.
The is symbolical of God's mercy and faith-

fulness to be shown to Christians, as formerly
they were to the Antediluvian world. (Gen. ix.

9 — 17.
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qSupr. 1.4.

&3. 1.

infra S. 6.

e Isa, 6. 2, 3.

supra I. 4,8.
infra II. 17.

& 16. S.
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V, " ^ & 1& &,
4. .'] Not seats, but thrones. The is

absent from most of the best MSS., and was
probably from the margin.

5. .] Agreeably
to the terrific homage attendant on the majesty
of God on Mount Sinai. The " seven lamps of

fire " are supposed to correspond to the seven
lights of the Candlestick on the Tabernacle.
— (( ' -] " the seven spirits." See

Note on i. 4.

6. The sea or laver ofglass (analogous to that

of brass under the Law) is supposed to be sym-
bolical of the spiritual purity necessary for exalt-

ation in heaven. (See Heb. x. 22.)— ^^] "four living creatures" (not

beasts). So Heinr. renders it, " animantia, naturEe

animantes [ctquidem intelligentes] ; sicutidepin-

guntur infra v. 8.; C. vi. 1. 3. 5. 7. et pro? aliis

naturis angelorum instar eminentes, significan-

tesque vim et celeritatem, qua operatur numen,
in cujus regno immense nihil vacuum est aut

mortuum."
The propriety of this correction, is now, I be-

lieve, generally agreed upon by Commentators.
The word is very different from, used to

designate the prophetic Beast in the 13th and fol-

lowing Chapters. (Scholefield.) It may be added,
that Biilkeley adduces several e.xamples of to

denote, not only creature, but even a human be-

ing; especially one from Origen, wlio uses it of
our Lord Jesus, calling him- -. These " living creatures" are supposed to

represent, either the highest order of angelic

beings, whose qualities and offices are figuratively

described ; or, as Newcome e.\plains, " the whole
body of the Church of God, who serve him in

heaven with strength of affection, with perse-

verance, with reason, and with swiftness of obe-
dience : " qualities which seem to be signified by
the emblems in v. 7. The epithet, " fuHof eyes,"
denotes their knowledge, wisdom, prudence, and
foresight. The imagery is, with reason, sup-

posed to be formed on Ezek. i. 3. seqq. See
Irenseus Lib. iii. 11. 8. cited by Heinr.

8. .'] Said per anthropopathiam,
to denote continually, at all fit times. ^v— '.
An expression denoting the eternity of the Deity.

9. The Futures,, &C. are

used like the Aorist in the Classical writers, to

designate what is customai-y.

id. ., &c.] in sign of deep
reverence and perfect subservience. On this

Chorus of the angels, here and at v. 12., see Bp.
Bull, Primit. Ap. Trad. p. 40.

V. 1. .'] Under this ima^e are denoted
the prophecies which follow. This volume of
propnecy is said to be in the right hand of God,
as being of Divine original, and infallibly true ; it

is written within and without, as being abundant
and perfect in matter ; and sealed with seven
seals, as having its fulfilment in successive times.

No one, either in heaven or earth, was worthy
to unfold this volume of prophecy, except the

Lamb of God, the Saviour of the world, vv.

2— 6. ; and as no other could explain the scheme
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of the Divine administration, when he took the 6. Apvhv kar. .] " as if newly slain."

book into his liand for this purpose, the living '• An emblematical representation of the Sa-

creatures and elders, i. e. the angelic host, and viour's High Priesthood before God, in our na-

the Church of the redeemed triumphant in ture, as risen from the dead, through the merit

heaven, pay him a glad and willing homage, vv. of his Sacrifice in behalf of " all who come to

7 — 14. (Holden.) The participation of our the Feather through him;" so that it was in con-

Lord here in the praises and prayers offered to sequence of that atonement, which the sacrificing

the Father, proves his essential Deity. of spotless lambs had prefigured from the be-

—. '.] The long rolls ginning, that he prevailed to open the book."

of parchment used by the ancients, which we (Scott.) '000. . So Zech.iv. 10. inra ovrot

call hooks, were seldom written but on one side ol f'rri .
— namely, that which was in rolling turned in- On the. see Note supra i. 4. It is ob-

wards ; any one written on bolli sides was called served by Newcome, that horns and eyes are-. By this circumstance is here de- emblems of power and wisdom,
noted the copiousness the matter. ., 8. \.} Not vials, hnt cups, pateras ; some-
" sealed down;" the seals (as Dr. Burton ob- thing like our dishes. See Schwcigh. on Hero-

serves) being placed on the last fold, so that dot. ii. 1.51. Ai' a'l. -, denoting

the roll could not be opened without breaking that the prayers of God's true worshippers are

them. highly acceptable spiritual sacrifices.

2. '] " proclaiming, as a herald," 9. ] .~\ " So called (says Newc.)
such as the Rabbins supposed to be in heaven. because adapted to a new occasion." So

3. yfivvaTol i. e. could undertake it, as being of , ii. 17. iii. 12. 'kiios , &c. A sort of

disnity competent; explained by the acclamation, usual in ancient times, and often

just after. employed to hail a newly elected Emperor.

5. —|] i. e. <as Dr. Burton renders, 11. .'] This is governed not by )«((),

hath prevailed so as to open. /— 'ioiSa. but by (iwrijv, thus : "I heard the voices of the

So called in allusion to Jacob's prophecy, Gen. angels round the throne, and of the , and of

xlix. 9. 1) . So Is. xi. 10. calls Christ the elders." (Burton.)

il . 12.\ —'.'] This seven-
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fold praise is supposed to correspond to the
seven-fold attributes above.

13. fV] i. e. things in the sea as well
as in the earth ; the dead committed to them.
(Newc.) Prof. Lee is of opinion that as the
matter in the whole of this Chapter is sijmbolical,

it oufiht not to be literally interpreted ; and as it

manifestly relates to the Church on earth.

VI. 1.] for ;!'. A common Hebrew
idom. " Each (says Lowman) of the prophetical
descriptions is, in part, some figurative or hiero-

glyphical picture, or some representation in tlie

style and figurative expressions of ancient pro-

phecy describing certain particular dispensations
of Providence, proper and peculiar to the several

successive states of the Church and empire
during the space of time contained in this period."

The opening of the seven seals, Heinr. under-
stands of the removal of seven inrolucra or
wrappers about the roll itself; and those, though
not written on with letters, yet by no means
empty, but exhibiting various emblems, which
portended the subject of the Book itself.

—^ ' i'ik.] A form of speaking to excite
any one to attention, occurring in Ezek. viii. 8,

and often in the Rabbinical vriters. The Lamb
now breaks the seals of the codex fatidiciis, or
book of the counsels of God, as Mede calls it,

and discloses a series of symholiral prophecies
illustrative of the history of the Church. The
first seal refers to the triumph of Christianity
over both Judaism and Paganism.
The bow, the while Iiorse, and the crown, are

emblems of xiiclory, triumph, and royalty, accom-
panying the final triumph of the Gospel over all

opposition. The imagery here is similar to that

at Zech. vi. I — 6. See also Ps. xlv. 3— 5. In' there is a Hellenistic idiom, the sense

being, " that he should gain victory after vic-

tory."

3, 4.' ^> — ficy•] A symbol borrowed
from Zech. vi. 2. of wars, seditions, and blood-

shedding ; though on the event referred to Inter-

preters are not agreed. Compare Matt. x. 34.

sqq. which Prof. Lee thinks the best explanation
of this.

5, 6. \.] An emblem of woe, the
colour being of evil omen. . On the refer-

ence here Expositors are by no means agreed.

The common version, " a pair of balances," may,
however, be retained, and the expression be un-
derstood most naturally (with Newc, Heinr.,

and laspis) of scales for exactly weighincr out the

corn ; an apt designation of famine ; corn being
usually measured. The chccnix was about as

much as our quart, and was considered a suffi-

cient portion for a man's support for a day. See
Herodot. vii. 186. The price then mentioned
(which has been proved to be enormous, nearly

twenty times the usual one) is meant to intimate

the scarcity and dearness. By the is meant
[hread^ corn, i. e. wheat: and the proportion be-

tween the quality of wheat and of barley was, it

seems, an usual one. On the purport of the sub-

joined words ' TO — ) aiiK.— commen-
tators are not agreed whether there is herein con-

tained a command not to injure the wine and oil,

or an injunction not to do wrong in respect to

them. The latter view (which is adopted by

Mede, Daubuz, laspis, and Heinr.) seems prefer-

able. Perhaps, however, there is no occasion to
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suppose an ellipsis of ; but we may suppose
aSiK. to mean, " See that thou dost not adul-

terate it
; " a figurative sense not harsher than

many in this Book, and even in the Classical

writers. Here the four articles are adverted to,

\vhich then formed the main support of life.

8. '] " of a pale or yellowish colour;"

an emblem of mortality, such as is caused by pes-

tilence and death stalking forth, (so pallida mors)
or that sallow hue incident to fear, according to

the Homeric ie ^)^ b . By Hades
is here meant, not as elsewhere in the N. T., the

««i/?r-world, or region of the dead, but its mliahil-

ants, who are regarded as the subjects of Death.
The ne.xt words follow up the general idea of
death and the grave, by the more special ones of
what is most destructive of the human race, wa/•,

famine, and pestilence. The terms tv —
^ are very similar to those at Ezek. xiv.

21 — 23, where the Prophet denounces God's
four sore judgments upon Jerusalem ;

" which
(observes Prof. Lee) admirably depicts the state

of those times, and doubtless predicts it." By
is denoted pestilence ; a sense which may

very well be admitted, since pestilence usually
follows in the train of war. So an ancient Oracle
in Thucyd. ii. 54•. ' ,
&' uuTip. The words \
may be rendered, " by the means or instrumen-
tality of the beasts." A very appropriate ad-

dition ; for. as Abp. Newc. observes, " wild beasts

increase where destructive calamities thin man-
kind." So Exod. xxiii. 29. (which passage it is

strange should not have been adduced by tlie

Commentators) ',' ] , {. And in point of fact, the his-

tories of the period in question attest, that in

various parts the wild beasts so increased upon
the small residue of the inhabitants left by war,

famine, and pestilence, that they were compelled
to wage war with them, to keep them under,

though with great difficulty and loss of life. One
account records the entrance of 300 wolves at

once into a depopulated city.

9 — 11. This, as also the subsequent sfo/, de-

rives no light, like the former, from the living

creatures as to the time of the commencement;
for here we have not a prophecy concerning new
events, but this is meant to minister consolation

under the scandal of the cross ; and has reference

VOL. II.

to the preceding jiersecutions, which were oflong
continuance. (Hardy.) By. is meant,
not, as some imagine, the golden altar for incense
within the Holy of Holies, but (as the subject
requires) the altar of burnt-offering, in the court
of the priests : for there is a tacit comparison of
the 7narti/rs to the Hctims in the Temple Ser-
vice. "These (observes Scott) appeared as sacri-
fices newly oflered, to show their fellowship with
Christ in his sufferings, and the acceptableness
of their faithfulness unto death, through his pro-
pitiatory oblation."
— —'\ " in the cause of God's

word [the Gospel], and for the testimony which
they had borne [to its truth]." \, tor \i-, by the figure . After. is, in many MSS. and early Edd., added
Toii, which is adopted by Matth. The read-
ing, however, has the appearance of a gloss.

— -, &c.] Hardy (after the older Com-
mentators) remarks, that this is an " ecphonesis
impatienter a brachio fortiori vindictam expeten-
tium." But it is well remarked by laspis :

" Mar-
tyres illi non vindicta; cupiditate incensi banc
qua?stionem proponunt, sed modo sciscitantur,

quando vaticinia eventum habitura sint." So also
at xix. 7. sqq. For many MSS. and early
Editions have , which is edited by Beng. and
Matth., and may be supported from Gen. ix. 5.

(which passage was probably in the mind of the
writer) ck

If . —. Such is the
reading of nearly the whole of the MSS. and
early Edd., and adopted by all the best Editors,

instead of the Vulg. '.
The gift of a white robe was a symbol of God's
acceptance. ";. may be rendered " until

the number ordained by God be completed, by
their fellow servants being also added to the list

of martyrs." For the common reading--, most MSS. have ; and some, with
the Ed. Princ,, which is adopted by
Beng., Wets, and Tittm. ; the other, by Griesb.,

Matth., and V.ater. The latter should seem pref-

able ; for although the above Critics urge that

is the more dicult reading, and an un-
conimon form

;
yet it may be doubted whether

this be really a "form at all, or only a mere error

of the scribes ; for c and are perpetually con-
founded, both in writing and in pronunciation.

12— 17. This sixth seal is generally under-
73
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stood to refer to the downfall of Paganism, and
the establishment of Christianity in the reign of

Constantine. And thus the earthquake, and other

natural commotions and phenomena, as they

often denote revolutions and changes of religious

systems, so they are here supposed to mark the

violent commotions, \vhich agitated the Empire
from the reign of Maximinian to that of Constan-
tine. Dean VVoodhouse and Dr. Burton, how-
ever, suppose this vision to relate to the end of

the world, and the final triumph of the Gospel
over its enemies. Compare Matt. xxiv. 29. Prof.

Lee is of opinion that the whole manifestly re-

lates to the progress of the persecutions, and the

judgments poured out and witnessed during the

first ages of the Church.. denotes the coarse /;ajr-cloth, of a

blackish colour, then in common use. See Matt.

xi. 21. and Note. After many MSS. have, which is adopted by most Critics. But we
may suspect it to have come from the margin.

The image in — is a very

striking one, and such as attests accurate observa-

tion ; violent winds shaking off the unripe and
late formed figs in great numbers ; though they
would otherwise remain for a late gathering.

14. ? —.] "the heaven (i. e. the

ethereal, or the firmament) was parted off, or sep-

arated in the midst, and the part removed, as a

scroll is rolled up." So Is. xxxiv. 4. -
h iLc \, imitated in the Orac.

Sybill. cited by Heinrich, bnorav alQlni

Oipardv ', . With fV. Heinr. aptly compares Plin.

Epist. vi. 16. (of an earthquake) omnia quasi emota
sedibus suis.

1.5. , &c.] Here are finely de-
scribed the effects of this catastrophe,— in the vain

endeavours to escape the wrath of omnipotence,
by persons of whatever rank, from the highest to

the lowest,— from those who occupy thrones, to

those who are in the lowest estate. With -
xpav— I would compare Procop. p. 197, 25.,

which passage seems imitated from the present

:

,
(; , .

See also Enrip. Hippol. 285. sqq. For the com-
mon reading ivvaro], the most eminent Editors

have adopted, on the strongest evidence, external

and internal,.
VII. This Chapter is admitted to be a contin-

uation of the preceding vision, and of course is

explained according to the view adopted of that.

Those who suppose it to have reference to the
downfall of Paganism, and the establishment of
Christianity, maintain that by the four angels are

meant the pretorian prefects appointed by Constan-
tine over the four great Provinces; and by the
fifth angel, Constantine himself, who had the seal

of the living God by being converted to Christian-

ity, and through whom the persecutions against the

Church ceased. See Eichhorn, Rosenm., Heinr.,

and Lee. Others, however, as Dean Woodhouse,
assign a more general reference, and suppose that

this is a sequel to the preceding, and contains a
representation of the gathering of God's elect ser-

vants from the wrath to come, and the consequent
triumph of men and angels.

1. . .^ "the four quar-
ters," corresponding to the four cardinal points.

The must be understood according to

the general view above adverted to.

— cm -aav.] This is rendered '• Nor
on any tree." Yet that would require iivi'pov,

which is, indeed, (bund in one MS., but doubtless
from emendation. Moreover, the sense thus aris-

ing, is not a little jejune. And as tlie MSS. on
this Book are well known to be very incorrect

and little trust-worthy, I cannot but suspect a cor-

ruption : and for frri I conjecture, to

stir. Thus the words ^//— will be exe-

getical of the expression, and be a carrtjing what
is said still further, — i. e. that there should not
be a breath of wind, to stir the foliage of a tree.

Similar to the illustration of what is said at Matt.
X. 29. of the preservation of the life of man, from
that of the sparrows, of which not one of them
falleth to the ground withoiit the Providence of
God. Certainly the above error mighi easily arise

in ill written MSS. especially with the abbrevia-

tions ; for ~v r is not unlike /;; written in

abbreviation, thus, \\•, for and are often

interchanged ; as are and a, and ;; and v, or

and N. The thought seems to have been sug-

gested by the idea, a few verses before, still
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remaining in the writer's mind, so vi. 1-1•. ?.
It is, however, not improbable that St. John wrote

itv^pov : for] written with
abbreviation would be M^J. which might be mis-
taken for . And upon the whole, this latter

may be preler.ible : for those many MSS. that

have Ti do not destroy the authority of, since

ri is evidently ag/oss on it. And the genuineness
of Ttdv is attested by its strongly Hebraic idiom.

2. /;.] The chief cardinal point,

as being that from which the sun rises ; insomuch
that omens from the East were thought favorable.

3..] As denoting that they be-

longed to God ; for as it is shown by the Com-
mentators, slaves were marked with the mark of

their master. Comp. Exod. xii. 7. 1.3.

4. Here the 1+4•,0(30 is admitted to be a great

and indefinite number, denoting the great numbers
of those converted from the Jewish to the Chris-

tian faith. The tribe of Da7i is omitted for reasons

vhich we can only conjecture: either, it is sup-

posed from its idolatry, or because it had become
e.Ktinct. Joseph is here put for Ephraim. Levi

is mentioned, because equally participating in the

benefits of Christ.

9.\ .'] By this some un-

derstand the Gentile converts to the Gospel ; others,

those composing, together with tlie precedingr, the

universal and visible Church of Christ ; others,

again; ilie spirits ofJust men made perfect and re-

ceived into glory, especially the martyrs and con-
fessors of the primitive Church. By their being
clothed in white robes, and having palm branches,
are denoted their spiritual victory, justification,

and sanctification. See an admirable Sermon on
this text by Dr. Blair, vol. ii. p. 246. sqq.

For many MSS. have-, which is adopted by Beng., Wets., Matth.,
Griesb., Vater, and Heinr., who suppose the com-
mon reading to have arisen from emendation, to

remove the anacoluthon in. A principle,

however, so far distrusted by Matth., that he has,

from some MSS., altered into.
Yet that reading seems to have originated in

emendation, to adapt it to ; and I

suspect that the in arose from
blending the end of the word with the beginning
of the next. As to the anacoluthon, we are not to

bring in irregularities causelessly. Be that as it

may, the same MSS. that have have-
: yet not all ; some having one and not

the other.

10. —'.] A sublime chorus of
the heavenly host; in which the Article. is

supposed by Dean Woodhouse to be emphatic,
" the salvation." But it should rather seem to be
used according to that Canon of Bp. Middleton
(Ch. v. ^ 1.) by which abstract nouns (i. e. nouns
used in their most abstract sense) take the Article

to express that abstraction. And so John iv. 22., " salvation is from the
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Jews," and Acts iv. 12. iv ohitvl .
See also Revel, xii. 10. xix. 1. and compare v. 12.

13— 17. Here ai-e described the glory and feli-

city of the Church. In —; "the
question (observes Daubuz) is not asked for want
of ]<nowledge, but to excite attention." In-
vav —'; there is the strongest attestation to

the truth of the doctrine of the atonement. .See

Heb. ix. 14. and Note.

— , &c.] With this I would com-
pare a fine passage in Theocrit. Idyll, xvii. 16—
25, containing the of the Ptolemies of
Egypt. — vaio . Namely, as
priests (see i. 6.); though a priesthood far more
august than the Levitical. ', i. e.

as laspis explains, " will ever cheer them with
his presence, and defend and protect them from
harm." And he compares Num. ix. 18. 22, where

is, in this sense, interchanged with.
See Ezek. xliii. 9. and infra. 21, 3. and Refer.

16, 17. The general sentiment here is, that

they shall be delivered from all the evils and
miseries under whicli they laboured ; and tliis is

expressed by imagery of tlie most beautiful kind
(often found in the O. T. See Is. xlix. 9, 10. Iv.

1. Ps. xxiii. 2.) desi<;nating the primitive evils

from which they shall be everlastingly delivered,
and also the positive good in which they shall

eternally rest.^ —: Thus it is

finely observed by a heathen writer, ', &' ^-' .
Eurip. Heracl. 593— 6.

VIII. " Here the writer (after the episode con-
tained in the last Chapter) returns to the subject
treated of at Ch. vi., and unlooses the set'e7ilh and
last seal ; thus opening out, not an emblematical
picture, but the book or roll itself, written on both
sides, and filled with matter of the most serious
and most mournful kind, of which the events are
supposed to be already accomplished ; and the
return itself of the Messiah is regarded as if seen
writh the eyes." (Heinrichs.l
The opening of the seventh seal i ntrofhices the

period of the seven trumpets, which is, like the
former, variously viewed by different Commen-
tators, whose expositions are principally three : 1.

That of Grot., Lightft., and Hamm., which sup-

poses these prophecies to have been fulfilled in

the Jewish wars, &,c. and the destruction of Jeru-

salem; 2. That of Mede, Bishop Newton, and
others ; of which see a full detail in Woodhouse.
3. That of Vitringa, and some eminent foreign

Commentators, adopted by Dean Woodhouse

;

"which (says the latter) distinguishes the pro-
phetic history of the seals from that of the trum-
pets, the latter not being allowed as a continua-
tion of the former in a regular line of succession.''

"The emblems (continues he) under the seals

are understood to exhibit a general history of the
greater changes which were to take place in the
world, more especially in the Christian Church,
until tlie end; while those under the trumpets
are supposed to foretell and recount the history

of the same times, but much more particularly

and minutely, and under different characters.

The seals foretell the history of the Christian
Church : and the first six contain a short, rapid,

and general sketch of the progress of Christianity

from its first establishment in the world, to tliat

time, yet future, when the enemies of Christ
shall be separated for punishment, and his faith-

ful servants for heavenly favour and rewards."
1. aiyr)—. This is generally

supposed to be an allusion to a ceremony in

Jewish worship, of silence for secret prayer, while
incense was offered on the golden altar in the
Sanctuary. It seems better, however, to suppose
the awful silence [the sacro silentio of Horace]
merely as suspending the gratification of holy
curiosity, and as a solemri pause ("pertinens ad
) TTpi-ov," as laspis says) introductory to yet
more august representations.

3. \\] i. e. the great Angel of the
Covenant, the Lord Jesus, as most Commentators
explain. To this, however, well-founded objec-
tions have been made by Dean Woodhouse, who
supposes that the angel represents the Christian
priesthood in general, exercised in subordination
to the great High-Priest.
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— — )/'] "that he might give it to

the prayers of the saints," i. e. that he might give
the effect of incense to the prayers of the saints.

(Vitringa and Burton.) Thus showing, by an ex-
pressive emblem, that the prayers of the saints

are acceptable to God.
5. — — '
.^ This preparatory vision may, with Dean
Woodhouse, be supposed to concern the Christian
Church; and the burning incense be understood,
with him, to denote the Christian worship and
religion, pure and heavenly in its origin and
nature, but which, being sent down to earth, and
mixing with the passions of sinful men, produces
signal commotions. It begins in pure incense,
which is offered up purely for a time; till,

mingling with human corruptions, it becomes the
instrument of discord and violence. Now this is

on\y a. general view. In the sequel of this seal

are more particularbj depicted the heresies and
commotions which, under the name of Chris-
tianity, afflicted the Christian world, and almost
banished from it true religion. The symbolical
action of casting the contents of the golden censer
upon earth naturally paves the way for the repre-

sentation of the effects the Gospel thus sent, in

producing commotions upon earth, ajireeably to

our Lord's words, Luke xii. 49. nvp \, . e. divisions and discords.

6. On the intent of these trumpets great differ-

ence of opinion exi^sts. The best founded view
seems to be that of Dean Woodjiouse, who snp-

poses them to designate liosliie attacks ; and thinks

that throughout the object is the same — the pure
Christian Church; and that the assailants are not

only its infidel and acknowledged foes, but also

those, its most formidable enemies, who, profess-

in? to belong to its body, have taught doctrines,

and pursued measures, contrary to its purity,

destructive of its peace, and almost of its exist-

ence, the heretics and Anti-Christian corrupters.

"A view (continues he) confirmed by the fact,

that in those visions of the trumpets whose mean-
ing can be most accurately ascertained, the Chris-

tian Church is evidently the object of assault.

Such it is seen to be in the fifth and sixth trum-
pets, and yet more clearly and confessedly in the

seventh ; where (xi. 15.) upon the angel's sound-

ing, the heavenlv voices immediately proclaim

the victory, and award the kinsdoms of the world

to Christ; and that this Church is to partake the

happiness and glory of his victory and reign, is

apparent from the subsequent song of the elders,

and indeed from all holy writ. In this seventh
and last conflict the contending powers are fully

declared, and we may reasonably suppose them
the same in all the stages of the warfare, under
the four first trumpets, as well as under the three
last."'

7. — atfiart.] Comoare Is. ix. IS, 19.
xxix. 17— 2k Exod. ix.2o,24.'F,zek. xxvi. 15, 16.

;

whence it is plain that the h has been here rightly
inserted from many MSS. and early Editions, by
the most eminent Editors, who also, on the best
authority, insert \ . The
omission, no doubt, arose from the recurrence of. The whole imagery is often adopted to
denote great calamity, as is a symbol of
divine wrath, infra, xi. 19. xvi. 21. Ei; ,
" upon the land," as distinguished from -

at V. 8. So Dr. Woodhouse. who also takes
TTJi/ to denote Jewish Christians ; and

at V. 8. the Gentile Christians. " By the
trees he understands genuine Christians many of
them (ro Tiiirov denoting a considerable part) de-
stroyed by the fire of persecution ; bv the vreen
grass, those Christians who make a fair show, but
in time of persecution fall awav. He also con-
siders the imagery of the remainder of this Chap-
ter, as symbolically designating the corruptions
of the Gospel by heretics, and tiie darkness and
ignorance subsequent to tiiat corruption." It

must, however, be confessed that here, at least,

the other hynotheses above adverted to are more
probable. The opinion of the recent foreign
Com.Tientators is brieflv expressed by laspis as
follows : "Nil autem aliud continetur, v. 7— 12.

qaam publicarum calamitatum omnis generis pub-
lic:! ac sollennis declaratio. Sin^uli angelisingula
mala suo clanjore prasnuntiant quidem, neque
tamen ideo si;i;;ulnp calamitatum species quae-
rend:e sunt. Sub varus imaTinibiis et fiffuris ad
ornandarn et amplificandam orationem una eadem-
quo res describitur, summa nimirum calamitas."
This mode of viewinsr the subject is akin to that
frequently resorted to in similar cases by our
learned Continental brethren, and seems to save
much trouble, but in general tends to any thing
but real and sound knowledge ; only summarily
despatching matters which we are unable to ex-
plain. Thus here, though specious, it cannot
safely be adopted.

8. opog —, SiC-l This Heinr. and las-

pis regard in the same ligfit as that of a star falling

into the sea, which was thought an ill omen.
Prof. Lee supposes the figure to be taken from
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Jer. li. 25., where it is used of the destruction of
the Babylonian empire.

10, 11. The idea of the falling star seems to be
taken from Is. xiv. 12., where the fall of Babylon
is predicted : and as Babylon appears in this book
to be put for heathen Rome, the fall of the latter

is here undoubtedly had in view by the Apoca-
lypse. The star is further called wormwood, to

denote, perhaps, the sorrows inflicted by that

people wherever they \vent. See Ruth i. 20.

Exod. XV. 30. (Lee.)
12. A better comment on this passage than Is.

viii. 21, 22. ix. 1 — 7. cannot be given ; which is

a direct prophecy of these times. Another such
prophecy is to be found in Zech. xiv. ; and ver.

6, 7. mark out the particulars here mentioned.
(Lee.)

13. ] for ', , who rent the

air like an eagle. The common reading
is plainly from the margin. '^ may
be rendered, " the mid-heaven," or the space be-

tween heaven and earth, and answering to the

ethereal heaven, or tlie skij. The word occurs
only in the later writers.

— Ovai, ohai—, .'] The sense may be
thus expressed, with laspis :

" Ferri adhuc po-

terant, qua; vidisti, omina ; sed tria ilia mala,

nunc ingruentia, funestissimum afferent exitum."
The exact reference in these icoes will be accord-

ing to the hypothesis adopted ; and to amj of the

above it is very suitable. Dean Woodh. observes,

that under the four first trumpets, which have
their beginning from this period, the storm in-

creases 5 and under the three last, it advances to

its maturity, and produces tlie most special and
desolating effects, by three distinct explosions.

The three xcoes correspond to the three last

trumpets, which, or the woe-trumpets, are gener-
ally regarded as predicting the miserable state

of the Church in tlie dark ages. See also Bp.
Newton.

IX. 1. ().'\ It is generally agreed, that

this must denote, agreeably to the symbolical
language of prophecy, a teacher, as in viii. 10.

;

and that, no doubt, a false teacher pretending to

a Divine Legation. Most Expositors fix on Mo-
hammed ; but good reasons are given by Dean
Woodhouse why it may be supposed to denote
Satan, the instigator to all heresy, and the great

Heresiarch. means, as

Prof. Lee explains, the well of the abyss of waters
in the bowels of the earth. Prof. Lee compares
Ezek. xxvi. 19., from vhich he thinks that here
by opening the great deep is implied the letting

loose of some power to take vengeance similar to

that in the passage of the Prophet. The subse-

quent expressions,,, and,
have all assigned to them by Woodhouse, a mys-
tical sense. Others, however, take a very different

view, according to the hypothesis they adopt.

See Pyle and Prof Lee.

3. ^ .^ . . power not

to kill, but to torture and inflict misery.

4. oiiK —.'] This must denote true

Christians, as opposed to corrupt believers or

hypocritical professors.
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5. .] With allusion, it is supposed,

to the very period of existence of these ephem-
eral creatures, which are hatched in spring, and
die at the end of the summer.

6.'— h ?-] very expressive,

and, by the parallelism, yet rnore energetic, mode
of e.Kpressing an utter weariness of life. Com-
pare Luke xxiii. 29. sq., xxi. 26., and the Classical

citations in Wets.
7 — 10. These figurative locusts are now (Ze-

scribed representing a formidable army. Com-
pare Joel ii. 4. seqq. The description has many
striking points of similarity in the Arabians, who
are generally supposed to be here meant; they

being always famed for horsemanship. Thus the

crowiis will correspond to the turbans of that

people ; and their having the hair of women, is

explained by the Arabian custom of wearing long

hair. Bv the " teeth of lions," they are aptly

designated as strong to devour. The breast-plates

allude to the scales of the locusts ; and the sound

of their trinsrs, to the rapidity of their conquests.

The description, however, I apprehend, would be

quite as applicable to some oilier Eastern nations,

as to the Arabians ; and certainlv there are many
characteristics which suit the ZelotcE, according

to the hvpothesis of nianv learned Commentators.

So Joseph. Bell. Jud. iv. 9. 10. cited by Heinr.

Of /? ( riTc •-
S( <'. There are, Bo. Newton thinks, some

things here said in allusion to the properties of

natural locusts, which well designate horsemen;

their heads resembling a horse's head
;
whence

the Italians call them rarallette. On the other

hand. Dean Woodh. assigns to the whole a spiritual

imoort; but with far less than his usual success.- r., " chariots of many horses," i. e.

in which are harnessed many horses ; a Genit. of

consequence. On the thinsr itself see Pliny Hist.

N. L. ii. 29.

10. — ovpatg /.] This is meant to

show that they were pugnacious, ever ready to

hurt as well as to spoil. So Pliny Hist. .xi. 25.

cited by Heinr., says of scorpions :
" Semper cauda

in ictu est, nulloque momento meditari cessat, ne
quando desit occasioni." scil.

,, &c.; equivalent to ;, supra v. 5.

Thus is used, as infra v. 19. of the virtue or
power with which nature endues animals.

11. For iv many MSS. have Si, which is

adopted by most Editors ; but it has the appear-
ance of emendation. '\. Heb. jn^N? liter-

ally, the destroyer. There is perhaps allusion to

Job xxvi. 6. xxviii. 22. and Prov. xv. 11 ; for there

it is joined with SiXif' ^"^ ^s to correspond
to the Greek ,^. It may here designate Satan,

as the instigator of heresy. Professor Lee, how-
ever, thinks it designates some tremendous earthly

power; and, for many reasons which he assigns,

that of Rome, comparing Dan. ix. 25.

12. oiat—.'] This is supposed by some
to be meant to distinfruisk the woes, and to sug-

gest that some time will elapse between the first,

and the second and third. The words may be
regarded, with Heinr., as those of the angel ex-

claiming aloud in the mid-heaven.
1.3— 21. This is by one class of interete3

referred to the victories of Vespasian ; by others,

to those of the Mahometans ; the first woe being,

they think, of the Arabian locusts ; and the next,

of the Euphratean horsemen. Dean Woodhouse,
while he admits that this vision may be fitly

applied to the irruption of particular Mahometan
nations, yet suggests that the symbols of this

vision, although more strictly applicable to the

first irand irruption by Mahomet and his Saracens,

may not unfitly be so applied as to comprehend
them all. Prof Lee, however, refers the idea of

the four angels to Dan. vii. 2. And he thinks the

angels setting these spirits, or ministers, at lib-

erty, is neither more nor less than an interpretation

of the prediction in Daniel. He regards the power

spoken of in Dan. vii. 17— 26. as beyond all doubt

the Roman power.
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20, 21. Whatever hypothesis be adopted re- play of his glory. And so Prof. Lee. Dean

specting this vision, it seems evident that these VVoodh., however, .«upposes this to be the same
verses designate the state of the Christian world kind of divine messenger as before, but coming
during the period in question, whatever that may with a more dignified commission.
be. It seems to mean that the foresoing agues « ^ />> .t . i. i . i».i j u • i

c - . ,u .1 . /^u • .^ 1 1 2.. It has been not a litte debated
of Divine wrath on the corrupt Christian world , . '

^ J • ., . . „ .. u
J. 1 t , .• .1 ^ .. what portion of the subsequent matter mav be
did not produce reformation; the remnant not ^

•, » .» , ,, ^
t ^ r tu- u" i

, 1 •' ., • , 1 •
1 1

supposed to constitute the contents of this hook,
abandoning their senseless and idolatrous super- mi ^

i • n
,-,

1 .u • .» I . »i ^1 I he reader is especialv re
stitions, and the vices attendant thereon. Bv the % »? ji, c- ;*

, , ,' .,, • ., J * 1
• . Dean vYoodh.. Mr. Scott, a

are meant tlie spirits of departed saints, -, , ., > -.,

"PP•^ ... , ,

referred to Heinrich,

cj ^ 1 -.. i.'ciui vvuiiuii.. iiii. .^i;uii, and Prof. Lee. Mr.
Tu mc inc.uiL Liic spirits or cleparteu saints, -.r , ., > -,, . •. ... '^ „ . . , u J .u • Va pv, party rom Woodhnuse. supposes it to, namely, of those who ooposed their super- [' ^ J

.i r * r .l,„,. „ '. • contain no more than the former part of this
stitions. . may mean either exorcisms or r^, . i

• u • , j• . .i
, , ,

"^
, r^ , n„ V .1, • Chapter, which is an important appendix to the

pretendedm.racles (see Gal. V. 20. or the poison-
l^y,;„^ ^, jt gives a general account of the

ing of their opposers. Uop.. and .-.,^• may. with
j.

j^ ^y ^^ Church during the period of

^fhlV h .' 1 '' ""
f 1 V^" '"^T

^S °.^ the 5th and 6th trumpets. Then the former sub-
public brothels, and of exactions and iniposi- . ., j ^i. . * . j i j• ' ^ ject proceeds, the 7th trumpet is sounded, and a

compendious view is given of the subsequent

1 V s ,v ' 1 rpi • J events to the end of the world.
A. J. — •.] J Ins descrip-

tion was pronounced by Sir William Jones to be — rbv — /';>'•] Namely, to denote
"superior to any thing ever produced by an unin- his sovereign authority over the whole terraque-

spired writer."' The person described by such ous globe ; and also to intimate his intention of
sublime imagery has been generally supposed to spreading the Gospel through every part of it.

be either Christ himself, or an emblematical dis- (Scott.)
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4. — ypai^T;?.] i. e. "place them among
those so sealed by Daniel." (Prof. Lee.) See
Dan. viii. 26. xii. 9. For these prophecies were
proper for the knowledge of the Apostle, but not

for that of the Church. (Abp. Newcome.)
5. - , &c.] A gesture anciently

used in swearing. See Gen. xiv. 22.

6. on .] I cannot but entirely

agree with Prof. Scholefield, that neither the

common translation nor another which has been
proposed ('that the time should not be'), gives

a satisfactory sense ; and that the words ought
to be rendered, ' that there should be no more
delay ;

' the scope of the passage being, that

without any further delay, upon the sounding of

the seventh angel, •' the mystery of God should

be finished." Such, too, is the view of the sense

adopted by Heinr. and laspis, " meaning (says

Prof Lee,) that that dispensation which was tem-
poral shall now come to a close." See Deut. xxxii.

40, 43. and compare Dan. xii. 5— 7. Yet this

sense delay cannot. I think, be proved to exist,

as they imagine, in the. It should rather

seem to rest on the, which is probably used

provincially for. So Thucyd. i. 80. d Si\, ,
" time must intervene ;" to omit other passages

which I could adduce. Though it is not improb-

able that St. John wrote ''- For the

common reading In there is little or no
authority (scarcely more than Erasmus's one

wretched MS.) : and internal evidence is against

it ; since it seems to have been an alteration

made to elicit the sense contained in our com-
mon Version.

7. .'] Bp. Middl., in a learned Note,

has satisfactorily proved that the words should be

rendered, " and [rather than] the mystery of God
VOL. IL

shall be finished." This, he shows, is according
to the Hebrew idiom of giving to a past tense
the sense of a Future, when a Vau Conversive.
Thus Judg. iv. 8. " if thou wilt go with me, then
I will go," literally, " and I went."

8. .'] Here we have an example
of the triple augment in verbs, sometimes found
in the later writers. On which see Matth., Wi-
ner, and Alt Gr. Gr.

9. ] i. e. meditate on and digest
its matter, so as to be able to prophesy still fur-

ther concerning peoples, &c. See more in

Woodh. The words following denote, that the
contents would give partly comfort, and partly

sorrow, meaning (in the words of Prof Lee) that

it shall give pleasure, peace, and blessedness to

the believer in its declarations ; but, as to its

trials, it foretells them as bitter things indeed

:

many of them shall be slain, and otherwise tried.

See Jer. XV. 16— 18. Ezek. ii. 8 — 10. iii. 1— 3,
14.

XI. 1 — 14. On these verses there has been
much debate ; some supposing them to be the
contents of the little book; others, to contain
prophecies of events in the Christian Church
under the 6th trumpet, which are posterior to the

taking of Constantinople. Others, again, regard

them as a symbolical declaration of the approach-
ing destruction of Jerusalem. The reader is

especially referred to the Notes of VVoodhouse
and Scott, Heinr., and Lee. All are agreed that

the symbolical representation in question is

formed on what is found in Ezek. xl. — xliv.

1. .] Before this word the common text

has Koi i >. ', which, however, are

found in very few MSS., and were evidently

supplied to furnish a Nominative case to/ ;

74
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u Ezek. 4. 17,

19, 20.

infra 13. 5.

X Infra 12. 6.
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& 9. & 10. & 12.

1 Kings 17. 1.
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though, indeed, Dean Woodh. thinks it does not
require one, since we may refer it either to " the

mighty angel " who gave to St. John the little

book, or to " the voice from heaven," by which
he had been called and directed in the last Chap-
ter. The Vulg. well renders, et dictum est mini.

tbv vabv Qtov, i. e. the Church, or body of true

believers, as Dr. Woodh. explains. Others, how-
ever, interpret differently, according to the par-

ticular hypothesis adopted by them.

2.\ '^] i. e. " put out of your measure-
ment, take no account of it." .,
i. e. the Christian Church. . Dean
Woodhouse and Dr. Burton object to our com-
mon version, " they shall tread under foot," and
take the sense to be, ' shall walk in," or, fre-

quent, as Is. i. 12. compared with Ps. xlv. 4. But
the most learned Commentators (and recently

Heinr. and laspis) take irur. for. or-, as did our Translators ; which interpreta-

tion is confirmed by the Peschito Syriac QaO, Jj

trampled tinder foot; the very same expression

as that used by the same Translator at Matt.

vii. 6. of the trampling under foot of the pearls

by the swine. The word is used of what is over-

turned and desiroticd in wars and tumults (see

Luke xxi. 24. 1 IVIacc. iv. GO.) also of the profa-

nation of things sacred, as 1 Mace. iii. 45. and
Dan. viii. 13. ix. 27.

3. 7 .] Namely, as the early Com-
mentators supposed, Enoch and Elias. The gen-

eral opinion, however, is now, that this does not

relate to two particular persons, but to all who
testify to the truth, i. e. profess a pure religion

during the period in question, supposed to be the

middle uses. Yet see Prof. Lee. .-. More Prophetico. See Heinrichs.

6\— . IS Hebrew-Greei for' —'.
4. .] By these some suppose Ze-

rubbabel and Joshua to be denoted ; others,

Enoch and Elias. Prof. Lee understands the

Law and the Gospel.
— a'l '] which being fed by the oil of

the olive-trees, gave a constant light. (Newc.)
C. — ohpavov-l The best Expositors

are agreed that by this is figuratively denoted,
that their prayers will bring down judgments on
their persecutors; and, generally, that iliey will
have as great an influence in heaven, as the most
eminent of the prophets had on earth. See
1 Kings xvii. & xviii.

7. ' ^ i. e. when this

succession of witnesses shall have continued as

long as the Providence of God may think fit

(Newc.) ; shall have given their testimony com-
pletely ; i. e. shall have called in the remnant of
Israel, and vast numbers from among the hea-
then. (Lee.) By the Beast at v. 7, Prof Lee
(with the ancient and some eminent modern
Commentators) understands the Roman power
(alluded to by St. Paul, 2 Thess. ii. 4.) and the
persecution by which the saints shall be brought
so near to utter destruction (being considered
dead, though not actually buried), to be the tenth

and last general persecution, " which (says the

author of the Universal History, vol. xv. p. 502)
broke out a. D. 303, and raged ten whole years
with a fury hardly to be expressed. Such num-
bers of Christians suffered death in all the prov-
inces, that tlie tyrants imagining they had com-
passed their wicked intent, and entirely abolished

Christianity, told the world in a pompous, but
lying inscription, that they hud exlingitished the

Christian naine and superstition, and everywhere
restored the worship of the srods to its former
purity and lustre. But the Church triumphed."
On this Prof. Lee remarks, that the lying Inscrip-

tion alluded to is probably one of those preserved
by Gruterus, p. cclxxx. (Graev. Vol. i.), which
are as follows :

" Diocletianus. Jovius. et.
Maximian. Herculeus. CjEs. Aug. amplifi-
cato. per. orientem. et. occidentem. imp.
RoM. ET. NOMINE. ChRISTIANORUM. DELETO.
qui. remp. evertebant." — " diocletian.
Cms. Aug. Galerio. in Oriente. adopt.
SUPERSTITIONE. ChRIST. UBIQ. DELETA. ET.

CULTU. DEOK. PROPAGATO."
8. ( im -. . rdX.] An

example of the greatest brutality and indignity.., " is mystically called." So/ at 1 Pet. ii. 5. '. . Both
are fit types,— the former of lewdness, the latter

of intemperance.
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9— 13. On the prophetical sense of these ver- Supply . The imagery seems derived from
ses, see Mr. Scott and Dean Woodhouse. Ps. ii. 2. seqq., applied in a similar manner at

10. & TTCiiilj. .] A custom of expressing Acts iv. 26. sq. It is well observed by Heinr.

great joy. See Esth. ix. 22, from which this ex- that the is emphatical, q. d. " ultiohem medi-
pression seems taken. ', viz. by draw- tatus est Jona, et ejus contra illorum

mg God's judgments on them, vv. 5, 6. .Some insurrexit (per paronoraas. ut infra

suppose an allusion to 1 Kings xviii. 17. (Newc.) .)" In the words following, the construction

On the events which were to take place after the is harsh, and the mode of expression obscurely

1268 days, as stated in vv. 7— 13, interpreters are brief The sense may. with Heinr., be fully

by no means agreed. With the accomplishment evolved as follows :;, {6\
of these the 2d woe-trumpet terminates ; and the ) , ie, b, iovvai

7lh trumpet, or the 3d woe-trumpet, begins to ,
sound, as described in vv. 14— 18. On the pur- iia. It is not clear whether^
port, however, of these, equal diversity of opinion there is to be taken of destruction by wars and

exists. It should seem, as Dr. Burton supposes, persecutions, or figuratively, of corrupting by false

that they refer to a future extension of the Gospel, doctrines, and evil examples.

17.' Shv.] " thou hast taken to thee

this great strength." So Is. li. 9.& XII. 1. With this ought to have been joined

Tuv . the 19th verse of the preceding Chapter, as being

18.'] " they were rebellious and con- introductory to a new subject, " containing (says

tumacious." Ps. xcix. 1. " . &c. Prof Lee) another exhibition of the difficulties,
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hPsal.2. 9.

eupra2. 27.

infra 19. 15.

i Supra 11. 3.

j Dan. 10. 13,21.

& 12. 1.

Jude 9.

1 Gen. 3. 1,4.
Luke 10. 18.

John 12. 31.

ICor. 11.3.

infra 20. 2.
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judgment, &c., attendant on the propagation of
the Gospel." Of that verse the first clause prob-
ably has reference to a Jewish opinion, as to what
should take place at the coming of the Messiah
(see Note on Heb. ix. 15.) : but the sentiment
(which is, as laspis says, expressed graphically) is

this, that " now there is an universal access to
the favour of God, and that the highest rewards
in heaven await the pious worshippers of God."
In the latter clause the purport of the sublime
imagery introduced is not clear. See Bp. Newton.
Mr. Holden thinks that " the visions in this and
the two following Chapters run parallel with that
relative to the prophesying of ' the two witnesses '

in the foregoing Chapter." "A number (continues
he) of additional particulars are introduced, but
they all relate to the period of 12G0 prophetic
years included in the little book, and describe the
state and circumstances of the true faith under
the prevalence and persecutions of the great apos-
tasy in the Western Empire."—' rbv — .'] By the
vDi/r? some suppose to be meant i/ie Jewish Churcli

:

but it should rather seem to be, as others think,
the Christian Church, whose heavenly origin is

designated by the sublimely figurative phraseology
subjoined, which is s\ipposed to be derived from
Gen. xxxvii. 9. See Reiff on Artemid. iv. 49. No.
1. Compare also Gal. iv. 19. Or these emblems
may, as Abp. Newcome thinks, denote the light
of truth, the subjection of all sublunary things,
and a bright and everlasting crown. The twelve
stars may have a reference to the twelve Apostles,
xxi. 14.

2..] The Church may be viewed from
its first beginning, when the promise of a Re-
deemer was given to our first parents : and the
expectation of this promise being fulfilled, is ex-
pressed in this verse. See Micah v. 3. Rom. viii.

22. (Woodh. and Burton.)
.3. —&.'] All meant to

suggest mighty power among the kingdoms of the
earth.

4. In — oipavov there seems
to be an allusion to the notion of a comet pro-
ceeding across the heaven. "Iva}, " that

he may utterly destroy."

5. —^/ ] i. e. finally subdue
all her enemies, on some of whom God will exe-
cute signal vengeance. (Newc.)

6. .] A circumstance supposed
to be derived from the flight of the Virgin Mary
into Egypt with the infant Jesus. The mysticEil

sense is disputed. But after all. Prof. Lee may
be nearest the truth in supposing nothing more to

be meant than " God's faithfulness in never losing

sight of his own promise."

7— 9. A visionary scene presented to the mind
of St. John, of which the allegory is variously

interpreted : but perhaps best by Bp. Horsiey
(after Mede, Newton, and Newc.) as represent-

ing the vehement struggles between Christianity

and Paganism during the first ages of the Gospel.
"The Angels (continues he) of the two opposite

armies represent, in a figurative description, two
opposite parties in the Roman State, at the time
which the vision more particularly regards. Mi-
chael's angels are the party who espoused the

side of the Christian religion, the friends of which
had, for many years, been numerous, and became
very powerful under Constantine : the dragon's

angels are the party which endeavoured to sup-

port the old idolatry." Dr. Burton, however,
renders the xat ., " Now there had been

war ;" and thinks that vv. 7— 13. are parenthet-

ical, and relate to an event prior to that in the

preceding verses. " It accounts (he says) for the

hostility of Satan to the Church of Christ." In
this view I am inclined to coincide, and have
divided accordingly.

y. (cui /3;0;, &c.] A spirited symbolical repre-
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infra 17. 3. 9,
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sentation of the complete victory of Christianity

over Heathenism.
10. b . /;.] See James i. 6— 12.

ii. 1— 7. and Notes. For the Alexan-
drine MS. has, Avhich is edited by Griesb.,

Knapp. and others •. but rashly ; for though it may
seem more likely to be true, as presenting a very
uncommon form

;
yet the vast preponderance of

external evidence (namely, that of all the other

MSS.) must forbid its being received. Besides,
internal evidence may be urged for

;

since it is not improbable, that in the JVLS. from
which the Alexandrian was transcribed, the ter-

mination had been inadvertently omitted, or was
faded away, or eaten away by a worm. I have
myself observed in the MSS. of T'micydides

which I have collated, that sometimes the ter-

minations of words, often expressed above the

last letter of the syllable preceding, have been
omitted through inadvertence, or because not

found in the original. Besides, the anomalies in

this book are not so much in U\& forms of words,
as in their construclions. I must not omit to ob-

serve, that as to Griesb. .and Matth^i's cancelling

the in\, it mir^hl arise from the

following; but it is probably genuine; and the

writer (in other places antithetical) seems to

have intended a paronomasia between
and. So St. Paul (Acts xxiii. 3.) on the

High Priest's ordering his apparitors to smite him
on the mouth, says, " God shall smite thee, thou

whited wall."

11. ovK ^' a. a. 0.] The phrase-

ology is Hebraic, and obscure from brevity. The
sense is, " they were careless of life, even unto
hazarding death." Bp. Middl. cannot imagine
why our Translators used the uncouth phrase,
" unto the death," especially as they were not
led to it by the original. Had the learned Prelate
been as conversant with our old English authors
as he was \vi:h the Classical writers, he would
have been at no loss to see why the .\rticle

should here have been used. It was an idio7n in

frequent use formerly. So Hackluyt says, of
Chancellor's voyage to Russia, and the attempt
to bring about a commercial treaty with great
Britain, " he resolved either to bring that to
passe, or els to die the death."

15— 17. These verses are variously interpreted.
See Scott and Woodh. The sense may simply
be that " The enemies of unadulterated Chris-
tian truth took different ways to subdue it : and
particularly by endeavouring to, as it were, drown
and stifle it by a. flood of opposition and persecu-
tion, direct and indirect. But God raised up,
from time to time, many who supported the faith-

ful disciples of Christ."

XII [. On the contents of this and the next
Chapter, considerable diversity of opinion exists;

especially as to the explanation of particular
symbols, and their application to particular events.

'The best Expositors, however, are in general
agreed that there is a reference to Papal Rome,
and the Papal religion, as opposed to the (lure

Church of Christ. However, the reader may
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Mat"V^'24'
™'' ^&. ' , 14

ft^M.
'^' & &, -

, -^ '
profitably consult Prof. Lee's remarks on this 9,10. The believer's attention is arrested : and
Chapter, who adduces reasons for regardinc; it as we are told that he (this power) tkat leadeth into
" a recital of the attacks to be made upon the capliritij shall go into captivity : he. that killcth

Church and people of God by Daniel's fourth tvith the stcord must be killed ivith the sword. (Is.

mo7iarchy." The beast rising out of the sea, he xxxiii.) Which, it is added, is a theme for the

thinks, beyond all doubt, nothing more than faith and patience of the saints. (Lee.)

Daniel's fourth beast, vii. 7. See also 8. 25. xi. 10. u .'] " if any man collect a

36— 38. Of course, he understands the whole number of captives." See Eph. iv. 8. The in-

of the Ro?nan power, civil and religious, as asso- struction suggested is (to use the words of Abp.
elated to destroy Christianity. Newc), that the truly good will keep themselves

3. —.] Here we have a blend- uncorrupted by this idolatrous power; and that

ing of two forms of expression ; and the full sense the cruelties exercised by these persecutors will

is, "the whole world surveyed the beast with he retaliated on them. "^, —, " Here,
admiration and went after him." So John xii. in this matter, in resisting this enemy (see v. 7.)

19. b [, added in many MSS. and Ver- is scope for the exercise of faith and patience in

sions] ^/'. hol)' men." (Newc.)
8. The meaning of this verse is, that "the 11, 12. a.'Wo .'] Emblematical, it is sup-

world shall be divided between his kingdom and posed, of the Romish hierarchy ; the two horns

that of Christ, the names of whose faithful fol- being supposed by Newc. to denote the regular

lowers are written in the Book of life." See and the secular clergy. Many points of similar-

Dan, xii. 1. Phil. iv. 3. Forrd the common ity in the following verses with the Romish hie-

reading is . The former, however, is rarchy and ecclesiastics, have been traced by
preferable, being better supported by authority Newc, Faber, and other Commentators. But
external and internal. see Lee.
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17. '.- " and that men >) : q. d. " Herein is a fit occasion

might not [have the power to] buy ;
" simply de- for evincing the patience and faith of the saints."

noting a deprivation of political privileges, or of /-> .i,• j- ^ j

the intercourse of society. So Thucvd. v. 3-1., „ X//• ^
- 5• O" this disputed passage see

„ , . " \ - - " f „ Scott, Dean Woodh., and Prof. Lee.
Ti . _ ; , c » • to'^'

• ' ' ' 6. fv.] See Note supra viu. 13.

— ,^ " This passage is to be — .] Our English Version "the
explained from the Cahhala of the Jews. It everlasting Gospel " says rather more than does

means the number which is made up, by reducing the original Greek, and more than the context

the numeral power of each of the letters, of requires. (Middl.)

which the name is composed, and bringing it to 7. 6 - solennis

a sum total. That art, now held in merited con- formula apud Judseos, qua increpabant, secus

tempt, was in the time of the Apostle held in senticntes agentesque, quos ad rectum Jovae cul-

great honour, not only among the Jews, but also tum revpcare volebant. Joh. ix. 24. Peroppor-

the Greeks, as we may collect from Artemid. tune igitur et h. 1. hac formula paganos alloquitur

Oneir. i. 12." Heinrich. See more in his elab- fecialis. RTerentiaiii adliibealis vera Numini et

orate Excursus IV. on the whole passage. The ab i/npio adversits ejus cultores odio et insolentia

sense is, " Herein is wisdom to be shown," i. e. desistile. (Heinr.)» . See
herein is a test of wisdom or sagacity. A similar supra vi. 17.

ellipsis is observable in 1 John iv. 10. iv 6 & 7.] See Note on Acts xiii. 32, and Bp.

ioTiv 1/ , and especially supra v. 10. Bull's Jud. Eccl., p. 62.
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Ps. 75. 9.

Isa, 51. 17.

Jer. 25. 15.

infra 16. 19.

& 19.20.
20. 10.

aSufralS. 10.

zEzek. 1.26.

Dan. 7. 13.

Bupra 1. 13.

y Joel 3. 13.

Matt. 13. 39.

£ , '^ [_ t c] ! t in' [ S-v ] lx

&] ! '^ '/&,] ' " & ,'' & , 10

, & ] &)
\ . ''• 11' ', ^ , '

.'^ "' 12

' \_] -. " \_\ ' 13

' &. ,, ' '& .
" , ], & 14, ,. ^ & 15& '

^-, & LtJOiJ

8. By is meant, as the best Exposi-

tors are agreed, the mystical Babylon, Rome,
the metropolis of apostasy. In ' —

there is an almost lyrically bold expression

of mad and unbounded idolatry ; which is com-
pared to a harlot alluring to lasciviousness.

Heinr. compares a similar image in the Tabula
Cebetis :;, ;— rp . Comp. Rom. i. 24,

26, 28.

10, 11. The heaviest punishments here and
Hereafter are threatened. (Newc.) In !

there is, as Heinr. remarks, an antariaclasis ;

q. d. " He had before a cup of inebriating sweet-

ness ; but now he will drink the cup of Divine

wrath in full draught." See Jer. xxv. 15. Is. li.

17 & 22. .. The best Commen-
tators are agreed, that this denotes pure wine
made yet stronger by a mixture of powerful in-

gredients. See Lowth on Isa. p. 14. Wakef. Crit.

iii. 18G, and Woodh. in loc. So Ps. Ixxiv. 8.

(Sept.) oh'ov \.
12. — fVrii/.] The sense is :

" In these cir-

cumstances will be the trial of the patience and per-

severance ofChrist's faithful disciples. (Newc.) In

hac re cernitnr caussa, ob quam, constans

perseverantia.adhibendaest abayi'oic. Vid. 2 Tim.
iv. 7. O!, per anacoluthon pro '-. (Heinr ) See Note supra xiii. 17.

13. Heinr. here recognizes an anticipation of
an objection,— that this may bring us in

peril of our lives. To which the answer is, that

they must not betray the faith, even to save life
;

and, for their consolation, they are assured, on
the highest authority, — an authority which or-

ders it to be put on record for an everlasting re-

membrance henceforward — that Blessed, &:c.

At h supply ?. For some read, and construe it with. But thus a frigid

sense arises : it is simply for , " from
this period." In ha avan. the ' is. as Heinr.
observes, used, and is nearly equivalent
to in. With rri if —. Wets, compares
Soph. Phil. 1 137. oi .

14— 20. Here again the judgments of God
upon [Babylon and] the adherents of the beast
are foretold, and represented under the figures of
Itarvest and vinla2:e, often, both in the Scriptural
and Classical writers, symbolical of destnirtion.

See Joel iii. 18. Isa. xvii. 5. Jer. viii. 3. Hom. II.

. 67. Virg. JEn. x. 513. The Messiah is repre-
sented under the similitude of a Iwsbundmav,
committing the work of reaping to his labourers

;

and holding in his own hand a sickle, as a symbol
of punishment, the execution of the judgment
committed to him by the Father, John v. 22.

The figure in - . . is found also in

Dan. vii. 13, and Virg. JFai. ix. C40. (Heinr.)

15. oTi ), &c. .] It is well ob-

served by Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit., p. 387, that these

two clauses are not [as they may seem] synony-
mous in sense ; the reasons for reaping being dis-

tinct and progressive : 1. the proper season for

reaping is come; 2. the harvest of the earth is

withered, and therefore demands the sickle. At
V. 17. ult. there is, as Heinr. observes, the other

part of the image
; q. d. " Not only is the harvest

ripe, but the vintage is ready :
" the image being

similar to that at Is. Ixiii. 3, and Jer. vi. 9. It

may seem strange, that a sickle should be men-
tioned for the vintage; but hence it should seem
that the grapes were sometimes not taken by the
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b Supra 11. 14.

c Supra 4. .
&5. a.

& 14. 2.

d Exod. 15. 1.

Psal. 111.2.
& 139. 14.

& 145. 17.

f Num. 1.50.
supra U. 19.

hand, but cut off by a hooked knife of the form
of a sickle.

20. In XijvoC there is, as often,

a blending of the thing itself with the thing thereby

signified : and, indeed, might be used of the

blood ; i. e. juice of the grape. See Gen. xlix. 11.

In \. there is a fine hyperbole, of
which examples are adduced by the Commenta-
tors, especially from the Rabbinical writers.

XV. Up to this Chapter we have proceeded,
under the guidance of past events, with consider-

able satisfaction : but here that direction almost
wholly fails us. Destitute of this, we need not
wonder at the evident inability of Expositors to

make any regular or consistent application of
the subsequent Chapters, except as coincident
with those things which have been already con-
sidered.

The present Chapter introduces the seven Vials,

all of which fall under the serenili Trumpet, as

the seven trumpets were included under the sev-

enth seal : for they contain the seven last plagues,

in which the wrath of God is filled up, or accom-
plished, on the persecuting idolatrous power, as-

suming the name of Christian. These plagues

must, therefore, be coincident with the last woe-
trumpet; in great measure at least. Before he
sees the effects of the ministry of the seven an-

gels, who had it in charge to inflict the seven last

plagiies, the Apostle records an introductory

VOL. IT.

vision, representing the joy and triumph which
the Church would express on that occasion,

(Scott.) Nearly the same view is taken by Prof.

Lee.

2. \'\ i. e. a large crystalline

laver, like a pellucid pavement, similar to the sea

in Solomon's Temple. The fire in it (also part

of the temple-furniture) is supposed to denote

the anger of God about to be displayed. By
Heinr. proves, is meant not

victorious over the beast, but victorious after hav-

ing escaped the power of the beast, — there being

a constructio priegnans thus to be resolved :-
(for) , .

—' . Not on, but by the sea, as

Professor Scholefield renders.

3. 4. ).] i. e. a song of triumph similar

to that sung by him, on the children of Israel

being delivered from Egyptian bondage. Exod.

XV. (Heinr.); and formed, observe Heinr. and
Vater, chiefly from phrases in Ps. Ixxxvi. 9; cxi.

2 ; cxxxix. 14. Deut. xxxii. 4. Jer. x. 7. '
for is adopted by almost all Editors, on
strong evidence, external and internal. The

is generally supposed to designate the

"new song" above-mentioned in honour of the

Lamb.

4. - On this expression see Note at

Rom. xvi. 27.

5. .] See Note on Heb. ix. 2.

75
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g Supra 1. 13.

h Exod. 40. 34.

1 Kings 8. 10.

lia. 6. 4.

i Exod. 9. 9, 10,

II.

«upra 13. 14, 16,

17.

k Exod. 7. 17,

SO.

Supra 1.4, 8.

ft 4. 8.

& 11. 17.

m Matt. 23. 34.
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6. \6.'\ Namely, as those who

had purified themselves were accustomed to do.

So J. Pollux i. 25. TO it vftocUvai — hub, /'.
6— 8. The seven angels coming forth from the

tabernacle of God in the temple, showed that

these judgments would be executed on the ene-

mies of the Church, in mercy to the people of

God ; while the white clothing and golden girdles,

worn by these ministers of vengeance, reprei-ented

their holiness, and the righteousness and excel-

lency of these awful dispensations. The liring

creature, an emblem of the CJospel ministry,

giving the vials to the angels, implied that the

preaching of the truth would be instrumoulal in

bringing the judgments, which were written, upon
anti-christian opposers ; and the temple being

filled with smoke, showed the darkness of those

dispensations ; and the horror, v.'hich would en-

velop the enemies of God, whilst these plagues

were executing. (Scott.)

XVI. We have here described the pouring out

of the seven vials, on which the opinions of Com-
mentators are very various, but Bp. Newton's
view seems to be the best founded — because the

most sober, — namely, that " as the trumpets were
so many steps and degrees of the ruin of the

Roman Empire ; so are the vials of the ruin of the

Roman Church." See also Dean W'oodhouse and
Mr. Scott. I am, however, rather inclined to

agree with Prof Lee, that these plagues of the

vials seem to be nothing more than a repetition

of, and partly a supplement to those.

1. iVvfarc] By the pouring out of these vials.

Dean Woodhouse and Dr. Burton understand gen-

erally the punishments inflicted upon the enemies
and persecutors of the Church.

2. lyivtro'. &c.] Meaning that the
calamity will resemble that inflicted on Egypt,
as recorded in Exod. ix. 8— 11. See also Deut.
xxviii. 35.

3. .] Simil. Exod. vii. 18— 21. The vision (as Abp. Newc. says) portends
great effusion of blood, and destruction. " Tan-
quam (savs Heinr.) si cruore et tabe cadaverum
infestum esset mare."

4. -: 5.] water-springs or fountains.

The expression occurs also at vii. 17. xxi. 6. John
iv. 14. and jEsch. Soc. Dial. iii. 20; but rarely

elsewhere.

5.' /"?.] From the Rabbinical writers
(see Schoettg. Hor. Hebr.) it appears that the
Jews were accustomed to assign to every part of
creation its peculiar angel. "On ',
"because thou hast thus executed judgment."—"? is well rendered by Newc. "just
art thou — the Being that is and that was, the
Holy One."

f). nvTo7c '' '] i. e. " thou hast or-

dained that they shall have enough of that which
thev so much loved." So Queen Tomyris, after

defeating and taking prisoner Cyrus, ordered his

head to be cut ofli'and thrown into a vessel full of
human blood, with the words :

" Satisfy thyself

with the blood thou thirstedst after." The same
fiiiure of drinking for shedding it. is found not
only in the Prophets of the O. T., but in the
Classical writers. So Soph. Elect. 783.

iit'i ';5 . See also Joseph.

p. 1238. Huds.
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Infra. II,

Supra 12. 9.

infra 19. 20.

& 20. 10.

q Mall. 24.42,
43.

Luke 12. 39.

1 Thpsa = "

2Thc8s. 2;9.
2 Pel. i. 10.

supra 2. 10.

&13. 13.

infra 17. 14.

& 19. 19,20.
& liO. 9.

rAlatt. 24.44.
Luke 12. 39.

2 Cor. 5.3.

1 Thess. 5. 2.

2 Pet. 3. 10.

supra 3. 3,4,18.
s Infra 21. 6.

10. ( a. .] Eheu ! peri it

omnis splendor, et spissis tenebris obvolvebatur,\. . ., id quod pessimi erat onii-

nis, vid. supra ad c. 6. 12— 1.5. 8. 12. Respicitur

autem ad teriebras, qua; /Egyptum occupasse le-

guntur, Exod. 10. 21. (Heinr.) See my Note on
Acts vii. 24. ; \. A lively and
graphic description of desjierate and rabid fury.

12. ' (- — ij^^iov.^ The Euphrates is

the great natural barrier to Syria and Palestine,

against any hostile attacks from the more Eastern
countries of Persia and others.

13. .] The described at xiii.

II — 17. $. These seem to designate
persons falsely pretending to miracles, and char-
acterized by vain-glory and impudence. So .\r-

temid. ii. 15. cited by Heinr. avipag'^.
14•. di —.] The full sense

is, " to go out to war, on the great day [of combat]
against Almighty God."

15. , —.] The pre-

dictions are here suspended, in order to inculcate

a suitable and weighty admonition, reminding
those whom it concerned,— and, in some meas-
ure, all others, — that, in times of such great
temptation, the professed servants of Christ are

called upon to be more than ordinarily watchful
(for watching is their duty, and prayer their

strength), expecting his second coming; th.at they
may be found in the garments of salvation, and
not be surprised naked, as apostates or hypocrites,

and so be put to shame by rejection. See Luke

xii. 39. compared with 1 Thess. v. 2. 2 Pet. iii. 10.

also Matth. xxiv. 50. xxv. 13. St. John seems
here to have had in mind Gen. ix. 22, where
Aquila and Symm. render :. and Heb. ii. 16. Comp. also Gen. ix.

22. The usual prophetical formula X/yti b

is here omitted, as easy to be supplied.

16.. This has been variously in-

terpreted; either "'the mountain of Megiddo,"

nJO"^n» denoting, figuratively, the mountain of
destruction, with allusion to the great slaughter
there (Judg. v. 19. 2 Kings xxiii. 29.); or " the
dry mountainous tract," such as the Jews sup-
posed to be the abode of demons.

17. frt! (if pa] as the seat of the dominion of
the Devil, called in Eph. ii. 2. b -.
—] " actum est, fuit urbs !

" .\n awful
fiat from Him who " spake, and it was done

;

who commanded, and it stood fast." Ps. xxxiii.

9. " Here (observes Prof Lee) the chain of
particular prophecy ends. The purposes of God
regarding his Church and the heathen are now all

fulfilled (see x. 6, 7. xi. 15. xvi. 17. Dan. vii. 7.),

the full time of the end is come. The remnant
of Israel has been sealed ; innumerable multi-
tudes out of ALL NATIONS have been added to
the Church (vii. 3— 17.); the heavens had re-

ceived Christ, until this glorious restitution of
lost man had fully taken place (.\cts iii. 21.);
and now (v. 15.) he comes as a thief, and de-
stroys his adversaries, both Jew and heathen;
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u Is. 51. 22, 23.
Jer. 25. 15, 16.

supra 14. 8, 10.

infra 18. 5.

X Supra 6. 14.

y Supra 11. 19.

& 16. 9, 11.

a Jer. 51. 7.

supra 14. 8.

infra 18. 3.

b Supra 13. 1.

infra ver. 7, 8,

d 2 Thess. 2. 7.
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and his kingdom, which is to last for ever,
is firmly established."

19.] " was remembered [for visitation

and punishment]." See xviii. 5. and 3 John 10.

20. vaaa — — .] Hyperbol-
ical expressions, but denoting the greatness of
these Divine judgments.

XVII. This and the next Chapter seem a con-
tinuation of the prophetic description of the
events under the seventh vial ; but they may be
a kind of recapitulation, of what concerns " the
judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon
many waters," which judgment might be to lake

place previously. (Holden.) Mr. Scott considers
this Chapter as parenthetical in the course of the

prophecy ; to show what was meant by great

Babylon, which was to be destroyed. In this

view Prof. Lee coincides; comparing a siniihir

recapitulation, for illustration, in Dan. Ch. xi.

He does not, however, with most other Commen-
tators, consider Babylon to designate the great
Western apostasy, Popery : neither does he, with
most FOreign Commentators, take it to regard
the Roman Empire only ; but Heathen Rome,
considered both in its political and religious

character. And this he undertakes to prove at

large, with considerable ability at least, if not
success.

1. ( . ' .] The sense
seems to be, " at or near much water," as of the

sea, or a mighty river, like the Euphrates. The
expression is derived from Jerem. li. 13, where
Babylon is so described. By this sitting upon
many waters, however, should seem, from the
angel's own explanation at v. 15, to be meant
ruling over many peoples and nations ; and that,

it appears, as derived from the power and in-

fluence over many nations, which the command-

ing situation of Babylon, as the Great Emporium
of the East, would give her.

2. ' .] i. e. imitated her fornication

or spiritual adultery. By the ol.
seem to be meant those persons, of all nations,

whom the commerce of the world brought in

great numbers. That these should be intoxicated

and maddened with her furious idolatries, was
to be expected. The imagery is derived from
Jerem. li. 7.

3. iv '£'//] scil. SvTa. Prof. Lee takes the

description here to designate regal pomp, at the
same time teeming with the doctrines of error

and resistance to the true God. By the seven

heads and ten horns he understands great wisdom
and power. See xii. 3. In v. 4. (he adds) we
have the wealth and abomination of this state

symbolically depicted ; and in v. 5. its character
is so given, as to leave no doubt that the great

Head of idolatry is meant ; and at v. 6 the insa-

tiate rage of this state against Christ's followers

is intimated.

4. .] The common reading
is of scarcely any manuscript

authority, and indeed is contrary to analogy;
while the adopted reading, on the other hand,
offends against grammatical constrvction. So that

there is only a choice of difficulties. In such a
case, the authority of MSS. has peculiar weight;
though in the present instance I suspect that all

the copies are wrong; and thus the forthcoming
new collations of Scholz will be most acceptable.

The true reading I believe to be ,
" the impurities."

5. im Ti — ytyp•] After the custom of
harlots, to have their name written on their fore-

head.
—.'] It is justly observed by Heinr.

that this is not a part of the inscription, but is

said by apposition ; and is to be construed, in
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an adjective sense, with, as if it were may be rendered, with Prof. Lee, " the beast

or. The name Babt- which was, or has been, but continues not (i. e.

LO^ inscribed on her forehead is not to be under- shall not continue) although he [now] exists."

stood, properly, of Babvlon itself, but, On which idiom see more in the Professor's Note.

(xi. 8.) of another city. On. 9. ioDc —.] See supra xiii. 10. 18.

see Note on 2 Thess. ii. 5. xiv. 12. The sense, however, is disputed. It is

6. — .'] So Deut. xxxii. 42. - probably, as laspis expresses it, '• In his enodan-

if'. Many examples dis cerni potest ingenii acumen." Heinr., how-

of the metaphor might also be adduced from the ever, by understands the allegorical mean-

Classical writers. ing of this emblem ; and in , the

7. , ifcc] 1. e. the hid- , he thinks, may be taken for or
;

den meaning couched under the representation q. d. " the interpretation of this, and, indeed, of

in question. —. These words the following visions, will exercise the ingenuity

clearlv point out Ro.iie to be meant. of the inquirer :" or {'if be supposed to be, as

8. } i. e. shall soon cease to be. Mt'A- often, for), " will make thee wise, by af-

., namely, to make war fording thee an opportunity of exercising thy in-

upon the saints. See ix. 2. xi. 7. The words genuity," equivalent to what is said at xiii. 18.

following contain an impressive mode of express- The fulfilment of the predictions here is traced

ing the result of that warfare. variously, according to the hypothesis adopted.'] scil., " they seeing ;
" for The reader is especially referred to Bp. Newton, Genit. absolute. The common reading and Prof Lee.

is a mere alteration for plainness' 11. S — '] viz. that did exist under his

sake. former heads, and does not do so any longer, but

—' iaTiv.] Several MSS. have - exists under another form. (Holden.), which is adopted by Wets., Griesb., Mat- 13. . '' will be of one mind."

thaei, and all Editors since their time. But I 14. —'.] A plain assertion

doubt whether this reading be not, as Prcf Lee of the divinity of our Lord.

supposes, an alteration to remove a (/ ; IG, 17. These verses contain strong metaphors,

which, however, is not very great, since the clause importing utter destruction.
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Jer. 50. 39.
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XVIII. We have in this Chapter nothing more
than another Revelation, given for the purpose,

perhaps, of marking out with greater strength

the certain fall of heathen Rome. The terms
are in many cases taken from the ancient propli-

ets, for reasons already detailed ; and, as the

marginal references in the common Bibles will

point these out, they need not now be dwelt
upon. (Lee.)

1. aWov aYYtXov.l Or rather Christ himself,

or an emblematical representation of him.
2.,, &c.] Compare Is. .xxi. 9. The

destruction of this spiritual Babylon is vividly

represented by imagery derived from what usually

accompanies utter destruction in great Oriental

capitals ; for, in the East, the desertion of the

habitations by man soon makes them the resort

of the wild Miimals of every kind,— partly beasts,

but chiefly birds, as the testimony of all travellers

in oriental countries attests : and not only of
those, but, according to the notions of the Jews,
of evil spirits, which were supposed to choose
their habitation in all desert places. Comp. Is.

xiii. 20. xxxiv. 11. , haunt or lurking-place.., " hateful," because the unclean birds were
held in especial abhorrence by the Jews.

3. Here is given the reason why this ruin has
overtaken the city, "- See Note on 1

Tim. V. 11. With this compare a similar passage
in Is. xxiii. 8. with respect to Tyre.

4.^ , &c.] Compare Jer. li. 6.

Numb. xvi. 26. 2 Cor. vi. 17.

5..] This, for the common read-

ing, is found in very many MSS. and
early Edd., and has been adopted by Wets.,
Griesb., Matth., Tittm., Heinr., and Vat., rightly;

for though the common reading be suitable, yet
the other is the much stronger term, and bears
the stamp of truth in its very harshness yet bold
propriety. So Heinr. remarks :

" Adhierent illis

ad judicem coslestem proficiscentibus peccata
tenacissim^, perpetui comites et accusatores.

Gen. xviii. 20, 21. infr. xix. 13. et Odyss. O. 328.

, , '. Cf. Jer.

. 18." Indeed, the reading is confirmed by Jer.

li. 9, from which passage the whole of the first

clause of this verse is taken ; since j'jj might be
rendered\ , but not. The
words, too, might easily be confounded by copy-
ists, who would be likely, as usual, to take the

more usual term. ',. See Note at xvi. 9.

6. Here they are enjoined not only to avoid
communication with her, as accursed, but to

avenge her fornications and seductions, and that

by a double retaliation ; which is expressed in the
strong figures found also in Jer. 1. 15; xvi. 18.

For^ I conjecture should be read,
" gave unto ; " a sense not unfrequent. See
Steph. Thes.

7. " hath played the lascivious wan-
ton." See Note on 1 Tim. v. 11. -

— '. All images of serenity and peace.
Comp. Is. xlvii. 7 & 8. Ez. xxvii. 3.

8. h ] 1. e. suddenly and at once.
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11. .'\ The v;ord signifies a freight or to be expressed in a translation. He understands

freighted merchandize. With the whole passage from in the preceding verse,

compare Ezek. xxvii. Such, too, is the opinion of Heinr., who, more-

12 Now follows a /iV of the various sorts of "^'er, remarks on ;^;; :

'' Ha>c vox spectat ad

luxurious merchandize, with which compare a mancipiauti^ y.gi Ezek. xxvu. 13. de man-

very similar one, (introduced for the same pur- cipiis adhibetur, et in Polyb. Excerpt., p. 1486.

pose ) in Is iii IG — 24. The importation of ''dest : ov ,
every kind of luxurv from all countries into Rome ' (vita? physics; non) et nos permde

is w^ll known. And here I would observe, that loquimur Seelenverka„fer."

what Pericles (Thucyd. ii. .38.) says figuratively 14. ] " the rich fruits." An emblem of

of Aihms, was literally true of Ro.mf. :^ luxury., ;. U savTu. 17. ? /3,-'.] See my Note on Thucyd.
"of citron," or some other such odor- (Edit.) Vol. i. 163; ii. 126. With respect to the

iferous wood. controverted expression im -, it

13 A sort of aromatic perfume, might be shown, by many proofs from the Class-

on which see Schleus. Lex. The word is not ical writers (see my Note above, and on Acts

foundinsomeMSS.,being, no doubt, omitted per -«vn. 11,) that the meaning of it must be, " every

hoincEoteleuton. ^, "the finest flour." supercargo." The 7«? after ,«. has but

K„; ^r,,v — ^W, A,%. Prof. Scholef. renders :

slender authority, and is evidently (as Matth. and

" \nd sheep, ami the mn-chandhe of horses, and others suppose) from the marsin ;
notwithstanding

of chariots, .and of slaves, and souls of men;" the learned demur made bv Bp. Middl. . •;»./

remarkiu'T that the transition from the accusative . is not a mere Hellenistic phrase, but

to the genitive, after the genitive had been used occurs also in the later Classical writers.

in the beginning of the sentence, is so remarkable 19. —] "all who had ships [sail-

that there must be some reason for it, and it ought ing] on the sea," i. e. on trading voyages.
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21./—\ /c .] So in Jer. li. in heaven, and angelic beings, in consequence of
63, 64, the fall of Babylon is signified by a stone the just overthrow of the mystic Babylon.
cast into the Euphrates. //. is (as Heinr. 2., rb , &c.] I would compare
says) for -otoin•) or ^. Lycophron. 1397. - See

22. iras^ " artificers of every sort." Bp. Jebb's Sac. Lit. p. 387.. i. c. the noise of the hand-engine for 7. ^ !> — .'] A most beautiful

grinding corn, of which there must have been an representation, by imagery elsewhere occurring in

immense number in such a vast city. the N. T., (as 2 Cor. xi. 2, and Eph. v. 22— 32,)
23. — .] Meant to suggest of the spiritual union between Christ and his

that there will be an utter end to all the gaieties Church consisting of his faithful disciples of
and luxuries of life. See Bp. Jebb's Sacr. Lit., every age.

p. 387. The words grt rj) suggest the cause of 10. .] Intending merely an
these judgments. act of civil honour, or homage. But the angel

declined it with humility, and with a wise and
XIX. 1 — 10. These verses are a song of tri- prophetic caution. (Abp. Newc.) See Bp. Bull's

umphant congratulation by the redeemed saints Def. Fid., pp. 30, 31.

Ezek. 16
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1 XX. ^ ' iSn^pni.is.

— > — .'] The best ferent in Value or dignity, but are one and the

interpretation I have seen of this passage is that same thing." (Bp. Middl.)

of J. F. a Stade, given by VVolfius; it supposes 11 — 21. Here our Lord is introduced as sna-

the angel to say ;
" Do not offer me the worship bling his followers to triumph in their last corn-

due to'Ood ; I am unworthy of the honour, since bat with the anti-christian powers. He is de-

I am not superior to yourself, but e.xercise the scribed in various characters, which respect his

same function. We both testify of Christ; you attributes and Atonement.

to the present generation, I to posterity. Where- 17, 18. By the image of a supper, and eating,

fore, love me as a brother and fellow-labourer, &c., is represented a great slaughter of, and a

but do not worship me as God." If this be the complete victory over his enemies ; and in vv.

meaning of a text, which has created much dis- 19— 21. the nature of that victory, together with

pute. and nothing, I think, can be more clear and the advantages resulting from it. (Holden.)

satisfactory, we have here a convertible proposi-

tion.
" 'H ), the office of an XX. 1— 3. In the foregoing Chapter the ter-

Apostle which you fill, says the angel, and mination of all open opposition to the Gospel,

exercised by me, are not dif- and the dreadful punishment of all those who
VOL. II. 76
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had introduced, supported, or concurred in the 4. «dO.] Supply Tirfj.

idolatrous corruptions before described, are most — ?.] Repeat . '
clearly predicted. But while the instruments of oh. This ia well rendered by Prof. SchoJef.

mischief had been cut off, the great a<rfnt was " and whosoever worshipped not." Compare ii.

still at liberty ; and he would surely excite fresh 24.

disturbances, or produce new delusions, if not 8. Mayo'jy.] An allusion, it is

prevented. The Apostle had, therefore, a vision supposed, to Ezek. xxxviii. and x.ixix. What na-

embleraatical of the restraints which would be tions are here meant Expositors are wholly un-

laid on Satan himself. It is here implied that able to ascertain. It is, however, probable, that

Christ, with omnipotence and absolute authority, no particular nations are meant; but that these

will restrain " the devil and his angels," even all are only names designating bodies of men inimical

his legions of evil spirits, from deceiving man- to the Gospel.

kind in general, or any part of them, into idolatry, 11•. h..] Render, "This
impiety, heresy, and wickedness, as he has is death and hades," in other words, " the death

hitherto done. (Scott.) which consists in the separation of the soul from
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the body, and the state of souls intervening be- only passage of Scripture which speaks of this

tween death and judgment, shall be no more." Millennium (namely, .xx. 4— 6.) is to be taken ia

To the wicked these shall be succeeded by a a. figurative acceptation; consequently, that the

more terrible death, the second death, the darana- present Chapters are to be understood of time

tion of Gehenna, hell properly so called. Indeed, subsequent to the generaljudgment. This, I think,

in this sacred book, the commencement, as well has been proved, and by no one more ably than by

as tlie destruction, of this intermediate state, are Mr. Scott. Thus, as Newc. observes, •' the new
so clearly marked, as to render it almost impossi- heaven and earth, and the new Jerusalem, are

ble to mistake them. In vi. 8. we learn that /iac/es emblematical of the glory and happiness which

follows close at the heels of death ; and from this will be the reward and happiness of good men for

passage that both are involved in one common ever."

ruin at the universal judgment. (Campbell.) 5. h em .] This is either the
Father, or his great Representative.

XXI. In this and the following Chapter is de- 6. Compare Ch. i. and ii. . Equivalent

scribed in slowing imagery' (formed on that of the to\, "all things are brought to aconsum-

Prophets of the O. T.j the bliss of the righteous mation.'' T^j vi. . . A perennial

in heaven, after the resurrection and judgment: spring of running water, as Newc. observes, is a

unless, with some E.tpositors (especially those fit emblem of happiness and immortality,

who maintain a literal resurrection at the begin- 9. , &c.] Meaning the Church of

ning of the Millennium, and the personal reign of Christ in a state of glory and bliss.

Christ on earth for a thousand years) we under- 11. , ?] the Schechinah. On the

stand these concluding Chapters of the state of the description which follows, see Bp. Newton, Deaa
Church during the Mille.v.vicm. The best Ex- Voodh., and Bp. Lowth on Is. liv. 11. I would

positors, however, are, in general, agreed that the point out (since the thing seems not properly un-
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& 66' 12' ^' ^' "^"' ^" "^ . 24

l«h.u'.V.''^''f^" «^ ' ^ - 25
eupra 3. 8. . ~ c , ' . > ' > . . „ ^

infra22. 5. , ^' 26
h Exod. 32. 32.

^ ,

^
, ', ^

_ ^

'

fsa.^^'.f' ''"* ^''' TijUT^v & . ^ &7)2^
Phil. 4. 3. . ,
supra 3. 5. , ^ , _ . , 3

4 20% /; ) . XXII. ' 1

"25^4"'^•^ \_&} -
Zach. 14. 8.

'

,, , , , -,, , ~ ^ ~ \ ~ ,

k Gen. 2. 9. , .
Ezek. 47. 12. ^ , _ _ „ , . . , -

''

.
™[*|,•'• Jiv & & 2

derstood by Commentators) that at v. 14. the ject will be fully illustrated in some Memoirs on
denote twelve cmirses founda- the ancient state of Babylon, Thebes, and other

tion stones, called by Aristoph. Av. 1136. cities of the remotest antiquity, which I formed. They were sometimes called 66. Thus many years since, and hope ere long to lay before
in Herodotus's description of the manner in which the Public.
the walls of Babylon were built, it is said, i. 179, 22. vadv ^ .] as being now unneces-' , sary in the immediate presence of God.

" (5f 25. . .] An emblem, '. , of peace. So Horace, Apertis otia portis., (Newc.)
, -. But this whole sub- XXII. 1. .]! See Note at xxi. 6.
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, -/., ifu'(-
' ^ &.

3^ *• ' d^govog to '
^'"^''• " "•

] , '

4, " , "J^^i's.^ll;
\ >-,\•'^' , ~ \ r

> y> 1 John 3.' 2.

'

5 . ' supra 3. .
, t C » C . 13/ Ps. 36. 10., * ' *"*

z^^^h^VV^'. "'^"'
" '

6 ° ' &' \ °^^^^^^•^•

\_•/\ & . ^, ^^'^^-^•

' ,
8. '^ ^ 6 | . ^'14.'»'''' ", &
9 . ' '—

\_] , , roj oJ.
lO'iCat ' /?'- &°|°4.*•

'*•

U ' , 2 Tim. 3. 23.

6 &. ' & ,
12«& . '\ , , jU i- L'k.'

'"'

, , . 3 ~ - ^ , C . „ > ~ „ vid. supra 20.12.& , .
13 ''" [,] , , 6 ^^=^=••<• 4•

^ C „ & 48'. .. suprtti.s.n.

14 ^ , » John 3. 23.

. 6. 10., - ?}' pP|',J|•

15. ^" ] , « fupraii.'s.

, ^.c- -,„ Num. 24. 17.7, , ( .
Rom'i5°i2

16 ^^" fit?,rpVaui"'

' [] J', 6 :^.'5.

6 * '.^ ^ As- supra 2. .

2. .'] Prof. Scholef. follows. Middl. the New Jerusalem is a t}'pe. For ever and ever

in rendering " was a tree of life ; " and this, as he is opposed to tlie millennary reign. (Newcome.)

observes, to avoid the inconsistency of saying Here terminates the prophetic portion of the

that the one tree was on each side of the river. Apostle's sublime representation of the destinies

" Another interpretation, however, (continues of the Church from its origin to its consumma-

he,) has been advanced by Dr. Owen, which is tion ; and the remainder of the Book is confirraa-

entitled to some consideration :
' And the river tory. and hortatory, demanding a due attention

beijiir on either side of it' And this might be to its sublime contents, and conformity in their

carried even a little further :
' In the midst of the practice.

street of it and of the river, iwio• (viz. both the 6,7. Sec v. 1—3, and Notes, and Note on

street and the river being) on either side of it,' Luke i. 70.

[the tree.]" '"EvTctOcv evr. Like the Latin 11. b& ^. ] q. d. " If he persists in

nine illinc, " on every side." his unrighteousness, he will reap the consequen-

3. '.] for. Here Abp. Newc. ces of it." The mode of expression is authorita-

and Dr. Burton justly suppose an allusion to the tive. (Newc.) Agreeably to this Mr. Holdea

curse connected with the <•€ o//2/(? in the garden well paraphrases: "They who, after this reve-

of Eden. The general sense being :
" the fatal lation and the awful warnings given them, con-

effects of the first curse, pronounced in conse- tinue to be unjust and filthy, let them remain so,

quence of the first transgression, shall cease ; the and reap the punishment worthy of their deeds."

displeasure of God will be here unknown. 15. o'l .] See Phil. iii. 2. and Note.

5. \. —.] In heaven, of which 17. This verse contains the response made
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yovaiv ' "^ ' ' "^. 6& .1—] iyi> i/u^j / - 18' & * , -- .
^Eiod.^. 33. ^ Kul ) , 19

^. 29. ' 6 * ,
Prov. 30.6.'

,, . C , ; -
- . a . ' > c

Bupras.s. \\ . 20

& 17. 8. ' ' . . -& 20. 12.

&21.27.

_<^\ [^] 21. .
to the promise of Christ " I come quickly," of an account-book, in which every one's or
V. 12. ; and the Holy Ghost and the Church, portion is entered down, and crossed out when
the spiritual bride of Christ, are represented as taken away ; 2. to the /?/3{ of awiV/, from which
inviting all to participate in the blessings of the any one's name being removed disinherits him.
Gospel. So Joseph. Ant. xvii.4. 2. ;—

19. b^— .'] this expression .
there seems a double allusion, first to the keeping

FINIS.
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, ii. 216;, ii. 64
iyaS-os distinguished from S

xaia;, ii. 31. 43;, i. 224, i. 382

//,;, ii. 118, i. 199, ii. 150. 256. 452
ayaTrriTo; for^}, L 15,, 1. 27

^^, ii. 403
iiysv£aX«y»jTei, il. 429, i. 394. 428 ; ii. 407, ii. 333. 471

TO 'Ayiev (», ii. 438
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325;, i. 567, i. 578, i. 569
/// W'!/!"», i. 582, i. 287. 537 ; ii. 232

)!, i. 318 ; ii. 121

for /•';, i. 309^, U. 181

, i. 482

5;;(^/, i. 595, il. 505'!, ii. 371

/y, ii. .308'., ii. 477

/^^, i. 80, ii. 422, 423, ii. 263', i. 464. 542 ; iL

106. 127;, i. 583
'/;, i. 265, ii. 468, ii. 295, ii. 448
^'^, ii. 376, i. 503, ii. 175. 204', ii. 493^/', i. 533, i. 84^, ii. 229. 508,;, ii. 160', ii. 424, i. 222.;, ii. 432;, ii. 510
'-/;, i. 462•^, ii. 372

3^5/•>, iL 351, ii. 483
aviy.os, ii. 276
'£/««5, iL 376
/»3•<, iL 357
aviffii, ii. 207, i. 571

^;^;;>, i. 264. 550 ; IL 217
; avriKi, ii. 321^, iL .377^', . 27 ; ii. 234.

289^, 1. 236^, i. 431

>3•04;^«'«;, i. 380^, ii. 128. 168

iViU avS-aiaTai, . 510
av^UTaros, i. 514. 557', ii. 431

av'tr.To;, i. 323
avoja, ii. 378

y
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, . 345, . 16;^ . 377', . 69^ . 33
for, . 468, \. 322, 1. 229, . 67

dvr'iXn^iS, . 149, II. 355^^, . 269
//;, . 484, \. 549
avTiVi>T«f, . 446^^, . 541^, \. 434, 1. 552

;, . 50^^, 1. 5S3^, . 141, . 512; . 145, . 408

Tivos, i. 281
', . 447. 475

) ;, . 309, 331, . 70. 486,) for 5>), . 277.

316

«.•^, . 399
•8«3;^;«^//, . 269, . 555
•'!, . 250, \. 213•, i. 440
urXOTitf, ii. 205. 215,, ii. 483

for, i. 507. 558
,- intensive, ii. &Q
— distina;uished from t|, ii. 328
— in composition, ii. 513,, ii. 456., . 231, i. 232 ; ii. 414, i. 454; ii. 108^), i. 113; ii. 430^, i. 260. 457
^'^, i. 469^, ii. 472
aroiwi, i. 14. 278, i. 165

»•!', ii. 504-^, ii. 153. 220,^., ii. 294.''., i• 462, ii. 486/, i. 556
dvoXoyia, ii. 127, ii. 23, i. 235»;, i. 551, ii. 330^, i. 314

, ii. 344, l. 25^^, i. 198', ii. 302^', i. 275, i. 266. 287
a'Ti^S-E^'ye^fl!;, i. 451

•!•!);, ii. 138. 293, i. 439
aja i/ie», ii. 253
— inffe sequitur, ii. 470
— for i's-Ts, ii. 258^ euv, ii. 269, i. 62
a^'yujojcoiTic, i. 555, ii. 312, ii. 3ii7, ii. 522, i. 443, i. 106, ii. 298^, i. 493, ii. 182
appriTo;, ii. 220, i. ,593

;, i. 30

''fAi*''"' '• 23

^>, i. 501' ^;(;;, ii. 402
^' ^;, ii. 536
» ^;^;») for ', i. 329;, . 468 ; for ;, .

406

^;(;<•>7<^, . 175

^;(;;/;^<«9, i. 338, i. 447
<£>.5;, i. 186 ; . 514. 528, . 417
avSiUru, . 46, . 591, \, 589, . 108, 1. 480
;, distinguished from,

i. 544

£67•;(;;64, . 351, . 66;, . 21,3

»•;(^>!|<»';, . 151, \. 289, i. 316. 448, 1. 595
ai^aS-jj;, ii. 529
avhyTiiu, iL 356, ii. 534, i. 34;, i. 303;, ii. 309/^, i. 171; for, i. 213, i. 32. 520;, ii. 438', ii. 421

, ii. 377, ii. 468, i. 249. 513, ii. 254
^.»», ii. 169. 284', i. 258,, ii. 1 54

;^/ distinguished from,
i. 515; ii. 32

^', i. 515, tiithin, i. 558. i. 14

.

jSaiflv, i. 401, i. 278
jGa^TT/'^^y, i. 447••, ii. 421. 442, ii. 154, I. 129;, I. 88, i. 18

/Sao•/;, i. 460, ii. 237, i. 40. 401. 420. 495.

568 i ii. 86

for, ii. 260, i. 30
/35/^, i. 119, ii. 403/3, i. 51

/3?^a, i. 512. 581, i. 584', ii. 114, i. 43, i. 167., i. 590, i. 567, i. 75, i. 443
/3»;, ii. 424, ii. 321^, i. 405

/Sji'^t;»?, ii. 123, , 442, i. 32, . 500

;, . 106

^aj exempli gratia, . 217. 426
— scilicet, ii. 405

5/0;^ frequently refers to a clause

omitted, i' 505. 518. 557.

581 ; ii. 367. 435. 445. 448.

483. 490
— although, i. 352
— sone, i. 387
— for ouv, i. 533

Si, ii. 47
— ex{)licatory, ii. 70
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Titna, i. 24

yi, prcBsertim, ii. 53, i. 135'', ii. 350
ytyiffia, i. 70, ii 423
ysutv, ii. 507

y?i 'lot/oa, i. 8

y'lvircLi for, i. 128

yifaHr»i<u, i. 393
yXfUKu;, i. 453-, i. 400
ywr^£i/i, i. 190
yvn<rla>s, ii. 302

XXI ffKOToSt H. 473
yviuj/'^i.., ii. 145. 229
yvucris, ii. 153. 198}, ii. 301

ToXyoSa, i. 144, i. 291;, i. 7. 110. 556
7ja(p>7, i. 492
y^aiiSfii, ii. 362
y^nyoQiu, ii. 479
^/u/tyjjTEiiii;, ii. 108, i. 120. 128

ycjyiai , i. 30

2, . 543
3*/, ii. 489
Ss wero, ii. 66^; -, i. 560
i'ifiins, ii. 354
Sir, i. 465. 566^^, i. 545^, i. 582^, ii. 485. 530
?/5/3, i. 574
', i. 105

See-.TOrjji, i. 235^*, i. 512
S/ posi, i. 578
— for, ii. 443

I», ii. 443
</3;, i. 15
3/ay/visis"«a;, i. 574^^, 1. 483
^^^,,, 133 ; ii. 433. 443, i. 17. 40. 400 ; ii. 505
oiaxiv'ia,, ii. 146;, i. 98, i. 576
eioiv 2/0!xg/v£/v, i. 529, i. 102. 506; ii. 29.

144. 483-;, ii. 301^, i. 489, i. 451

,/, i. 465^, i. 464
Jiiea'a^ii^, i. 453

VOL. II.

., i. 472'', i. 126. 229
iia<rvo^a, i- 372 ; ii. 482

ii. 23^, i. 514, 563
"hitZTayri, i. 485
5(06<, ii. 129, ii. 437. 443;^, i. 472

S/s'leSas, i. 107

S;£T))i, i. 9

^-;, i. 593
5/iV;^i/^(2[«^ii!i, i. 511;, i. 5. 235

distinguished from ayor-

', ii. 31. 43^, i. 21. 23
^iKcciaa, ii. 36
/•^; and/;, i. 277
Si;£iz/<t;^a!, ii. 438

S/»>i for, i. 582
'^Iktuov, i. 244
S/Xay<Ji, ii. 359. 483
iiovtrnsi i• 557
/!«;, ii. 483

for ;, ii. 365
^, siqtddejn, ii. 10, i. 152
S/iix/^iu, i. 114
^-!, ii. 442
S/^^ora^iiw, i. 124

yi^pvxos, ii. 483
"Situxa, i. 21 ; ii. 338,, ii. 318
Wsr, ii. 159. 488
Sax£a>, never pUonastic, i. 201.

258
S<)«/,«a^ii;, ii. 17. 282. 293. 338
"^,, ii. 339", ii. 30. 482^, ii. 482, i. 35
Sex/y, ii. 107. 124
VoX^s, ii. 327

2|, i. 425 ; ii. 15. 399. salva-

tum, 406
touXaymyim, ii. 131

SouXii, i. 98. derivation, ii. 5

'^, i. 98 ; ii. 413, i. 448 ; ii. 109
?!/5, i. 120. 506. 581^;, ii. 420, i. 584/ .) buff'iai, ii. 41 7. 442
Sajiac, ii. 237

E.

for an, i. 50. 95
', i. 404

tev swu, ii. 1 57, i. 526

'iyyuoi, ii. 433

iyuga, i. 160, ii. 44.5. 451
tyaa/s/a, i. 292, ii. 70, ii. 517

lyxoirrm, i. 576 ; ii. 252. 391, i. 579 ; ii. 256. 523!, ii. 123. 173
IhXoiatiffxi'ia, ii. 319
!i^«, i. 584

«;. i. 447
— for hoTi, ii. 506
— imprecatory, i. 188 ; ii. 412— for-, i. 283

t'lrts, ii. 152
num ? i. 315

— affirmative, ii. 297
— quidem, i. 506. 584— for oTi, i. 586 ; ii. 305, i. 489
ti for, i. 57 ; ii. 228

preceded by a negative

sentence, i. 243
t" TI for Ti, ii. 204
i'l'yt quoniam, ii. 271

si modo, ii. 277
iTSif, ii. 339
'^, i. 1 25, ii. 126(^, ii. 124,, ii. 125
i'lKv, i. 23 ; iL 162, ii. 170, ii. Ill

/;, ii. 293
iivxi- Tivos, i. 167. 195{ ^), i. 39
tlviTv and Xtynv, i. 207
tiVif, si modo, ii. 47

, si quidem, ii. 341
ilVoij for '/vat, ii. 305, ii. 77

', ii. 465
1>9, ii. 471

£?; for T/j, i. 91

ils TO for ijVTi, ii. 205, 240
(}•'$, ii. 201
iiiri ytyavorsf, ii. 433
EiVf, sive, ii. 346
t.t for, ii. 295, i. 249 j ii. 492, i. 591

£«?;»|<, ii. 222
'^,, ii. 145. 461
IxS/S»/*/, i. 104
Ix'^lxtitris, ii. 203
ix'Siuxea, ii. 330
txSoTov ioutai, i. 455
«{, ellipsis of, after verbs of

motion, i. 581
— for iKilffi, i. 10, L 298 ; ii. 189. 258,

348
77
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ixxXriffia, n. 142, ii. 258. 469,, i. 355*, ii. 168, i. 16, ii. 67), ii. 57. 152
ixcrrutu, ii. 246
txffraffii, i. 500
txTitrif, i. 510; ii. 515
txrif, ii. 166, ii. 351

f»7f, ii. 1 62}, i. 579
'£•)';%;, ii. 380. 458
IXty;t;iw, i. 420 ; ii. 282, i. 460, i. 363
iXxo), i. 538
"»», i. 402. 549, i. 93, i. 398', i. 585, i. 9

t/i!rvsai, i. 493, . 574. 576
iv for «run, ii. 488
— de —, ii. 285
— for ha, ii. 398

tis, I 253, i. 194
'?, ii. 194, ii. 372
ivSwa. i. 325; ii. 172, ii, 233. 329. 501*, ii. 146;, . 174

^, ii. 251, i. 494, ii. 471

?>«;^, ii. 144. 490
for!, ii. 408, i. 74, ii. 354

stOvidS) i. 565
vTjtiTia, i. 105 ; ii. 109. 470
/;, i. 579
vT^oTJi, ii. 114, ii. 529
>"/5/•;^^<, ii. 434
"^;^(£»;, ii. 68, ii. 454
vt/T»/av, i. 454

TOW, L 223
»/«|*/, i. 453

distinguished from , ii.

328, ii. 508, ii. 239. 283,(, i. 586 ; u. 227'., i. 461, i. 460, ii. 43

/, i. 191, ii. 179, i. 564
for •ra.Qa.urlxa, i. 180

,/, ii. 60', ii. 531^, ii, 478^^ Ik t?,;; tdi/is, ii.

430
£'/, ii. 420

t|/Vr;7i«<, ii, 195

|«/^£, i. 56. 312; ii. 300, i. 138, ii. 126

\•/, i. 129

lirayi/i' / r/i/, i. 472
iVaive;, ii. 107', ii. 462
£!36), ii. 364, ii. 198

^'^, ii. 380
syaviu for, ii. 162^, i. 580
Ixt/irayiwj/!), ii. 4,32, ii. 305
£!£?», i. 442^, i. 554/, i. 28

icri, with verbs of motion, i. 288
Wi, quod attiriet ad, ii, 435.

458
— prcBter —

•, ii. 442
— cum , ii. 442, i. 288

'>} for', i. 45', ii. 354
irrlyvaffis, ii. 293
^.(<, ii, 240, i. 289. 293 ; ii. 505, i, 24 ; ii. 254, u 497 ; ii. 437
WiXviTu, ii, 526, i, 172, i. 588
Wtvoia, i. 489;, i. 31

•/^>), ii. 307
\viTo9'ia, ii. 89, i. 45
f^ipfi'iVTai, ii. 517', i. 142
£•;££<<;, i. 534
/-^, i. 83. 227^, i. 305
l-riffKovos, i. 534. 560 ; ii. 357
'frrnrvau, ii. 120•;, i. 244
i^/irt'iiaj'wy!?, ii. 452, 453, . 380-^, i. 80, 99
••!, i. 580
-^;, i. 95. 257. 580 ; ii.

244

)7 <riti, i. 571^, i. 222^, ii. 521, ii. 508
Wo'Trvx, ii. 525
; 'iiros urtlv, ii. 430, ii. 262
£-/; for;, i, 295
^^/^, i, 37. 504 ; iL

258!, i. 284, 555 ; iL

216, i. 538, ii. 100, ii. 272^, ii. 457^, ii. 152

£'(;^;3;, ii. 108

££^)5/5( £0;, ii. 350
iuayyfX/ff'Tjji, ii, 275/, i. 542
EvWift., ii. 221. 329
fui^yEr;?;, i. 313
tv^'.ros, ii. 424), i. 544, ii. 419. 476, ii. 460
£>/£, i. 27 ; ii. 429. 463
tlXay'ia, ii. 209
In•' tuXoyixis, ii. 210
/^), i. 90
!Uv<)w;)-;«f, i, 490
EUiSoiy, ii. 7. 173, ii. 467
fuxdjEiw, i. 509, i. 555•^-, ii. 259-, i. 589- never put for £;«/, ii.

235^, i. 218/', ii. 280^;, ii. 321^-, ii. 354, i. 554, ii. 443
{'.'., ii. 12\, i. 463 ; ii. 380
£;^;(ij£t£vof, i. 161

£;^;i;, i. 413
for^, i. 21

1

£iw{ flu, a< which, i. 567

, i. 559
»^/, i. 593'/ Tiva, ii. 247

>)&<, ii. 149

^',, i. 589, i, 582. 584
,^<«, i. 67

^, i. 330
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for a, i. 288
91, ii. 426
9;, a title of Our Lord,

iL 262, i. 140

ijlv fori for •^ vtoTt, ii. 7
iSavij, ii. 495
//, i. 34. 238 ; ii. 276^, ii. 106>, ii, 104;, ii. 508
•/;(;<<;, ii. 334, ii. 69

.
,; i. 243. 245
S^^ivaros, ii. 407^, i. 369, i. 332, ii. 93

^£»)^, ii. 267
S-E^asrsi/it;, i. 547
Sego,-, i. 1 22^^, ii. 167, i. 594
3^>}/, i. 8

^/'/;, i. 118

7)%, i. 584!, ii. 488, ii. 184^, ii. 440^, i. 512

3•^, i. 389
S-t/^/f, i. 558
3Ji,., i. 106

I.

^, ii. 155. 215
iSiw, i. 561

;, ii. 428
distinguished from ?, i.

101,, • 314, ii. 408; for Ikaffrri;, . 538^, u. 23. 441

.;, i. 571, I. 563, . 328
", derivation of, i. 382
— for (LWs, i. 265. 357

i'r<, i. 416
oTt, i. 419., i• 307;, ii. 521,,, i. 471

KT-To^ilt rivx, ii. 231

^, i. 554
ilrai, 5anf, i. 306

^}, ii. 419
/'(Sra, i. 23

K.

*, i. 142^, i. 594!, ii. 446, i. 223^, i. 18. 524
»«&/?:<«, i. 516; ii. 114-, i. 572
»ec9-' on for »3-;, ii. 173
xoc9-a;, when, i. 479

for <ii, i. 530
quemadinodu7ii, ii. 238.

262. 525
xai, verily, ii. 295
— prefixed to interrogative

sentences, i. 572 j ii. 182
— used in Comparison, ii. 439
— for .', ii. 267, i. 55 ; ii. 278
-^ — iWoc xai, ii. 473

, i. 197
— qiuimvis, ii. 411
— quando, i. 136; ii. 437
— sicuti, i. 1 97
xa) al/Tos for OS, i. 367
— and 1/et, i. 423
— for, i. 482. 508 ; ii.

112. 150

xai yt, i. 453
xai wa{, i. 169, 7iernpe, ii. 414, ii. 12. 509'^, ii. 12;, i. 319
•!-, ii. 373, i. 524, i. 481;, i. 147;, ii. 71, i. 66
!•);£1/;, ii. 185;, i. 35, in composition, i. 542

for 5, i. 338 ; ii. 370
490

because of, n. 11

denoting similitude, ii. 437
xara; tor 1•{, i. 554, i. 68, ii. 318

XKra<)w%&>, 1. 160, i. 96. 220 ; ii. 47, ii. 364, 11. 62«^/, II. 31, i. 22
x<XTa:i'a^xe&', ll. 216, i. 481 ; ii. 409. 452
(.), i. 534

, i. 457, ii. 454, ii, 414, ii. 427. 451; iyyu;, ii. 424, ii. 36. 98. 152^/, i. 159; ii. 225.
257. 518}, ii. 225

xaratiiw, i. 512
xaracrxnye-jiTis, i. 41^-, i. 556, ii. 386, ii. 364^, i. 478, ii. 303), i. 256, i. 520,;, ii. 300, ii. 130^, i. 542, i. 550
«^^^,/, ii. 289
'^, ii. 9
xar»j;^;64;, i. 566 ; ii. 258
*^54/, i. 576
{/j, ii. 425, i. 95 ; ii. 484^, ii. 484, ii. 301;, ii. 180
K{Sj4,y, i. 429, ii. 331, ii. 172, i. 23, i. 289^ i'/S^;» Ac£t<, . 591', i. 340, i. 571 ; ii. 435
Ki^akri ymnai, \. 105);, . 449^, i. 439, i. 1

1

, i. 63>], ii. 399
?^«;, i. 450 ; ii. 517, ii. 97
?;, ii. 5>; , . 380, . 144, i. 502/, i. 458 J ii. 292. 455^, i. 171, ii. 108, i. 491, i. 102', i, 1206, \. 354
xo^/^i/, ii. 462. 504
xewttA/, 1. 114

us '. .
570

>«, . 429
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;, • 141, ii. 2S8, ii. 259. 493', i. 71

xgairirsSiv, i. 46, il. 174

,, i. 388
a'leiviov, ii. 422

»j/v4,, i. 27. 34. 405. 478 ; ii.

113. 454
', i. 59, ii. 356, li. 333
*T?|£ta, 1. 459, ii. 268

;i7-;<r;i, i. 197. 220 ; ii. 50. 508, ii. 361, ii. 276;, ii. 149^;, 1. 589
xuXXof, 1. 76

•», ii. 1 43

!, i. Ill; ii. 299, il. 1 83, ii. 413';, l. 161

Xay;^;;aviu, 1. 450
«/, i. 41. 172, i. 450
6«, i. 450 ; ii. 398. 487, ictvTu, li. 418, TIDS, U. 4179, i. 504/, i. 588, ii. 441, i. 17. 419; ii. 7. 438

and /', i. 207, ii. ] 45/^, i. 513, ). 226, i. 406^, i. 208

?5, i. 322
^'/;;, i. 389

XiV«;';, ii. 507', i. 434, i. 118

/Vgai, i. 437

Xoy'ia, ii. 173

«7;'«//, ii. 24. 186

^/, i. 551 J ii. 19

Xiyos, i. 503 ; ii. 319

axons, U. 329. 414
'Sixamaiivtis, ii. 420, ii. 487
irAao-ro;, ii. 528

ay£i;, ii. 510!, ii. 260, i. 487
Xiiy» «<!, ii. 183

-, i. 98. 391, ii. 387

'^, 1. 481

., i. 487^, i. 299; ii. 151.

499, i. 18/ '', ii. 295, i. 33, i. 362'/i;, ii. 356
^ajTi^jsi,., i. 529 ; ii. 329. 458;, ii. 506;, ii. 50. 276
iwlj^izf, ii. 464-), i. 555 ; ii. 312%, i. 75. 186^, i. 338, i, 209
iiiEv£iv s/f S;>jv£xii, ii. 430

\ oZv, i. 457 ; ii. 302. 438, ii. 60, ii. 122, i. 33. 67

^sj/f, i. 271. 536; •, il. 312
'/, ii. 354. 436-, ii. 427, in the vianner of, ii. 460

, as ivell as, 460, ii. 493, ii. 314, ii. 203, !. 11. 457 ; ii. 421, i. 11. 506 ; ii. 203, ii. 228^, ii. 227. 431. 459
((t.=r£;t;itf, ii. 431
——— for ', ii. 128, i. 483

• 338-, ii. 418
distinguisiied from, i.

515 ; ii. 32

, i. 505
— with the indicative, i. 35

1

— instead of oh», i. 127 ; ii. 79
olx—, ii. 356

-, i. 373, ii. 467
woTi for , i. 66

•!, with the indicative, ii.

246^, i. 502
o<rov, U. 457^^, ii. 403, i. 150', i. 187, ii. 496'!, ii. 201

^iviyE»^; , full import of

this expression, i. 332
i«omv, modo, ii. 345

,, ii. 353, ii• 298!, ii. 17

«/£;, ii. 309
^&/, i. 123, i. 65 ; II, 71. 171

360

N.

, derivation of, ii. 307

va), vai, i. 26 ; U. 181, il. 353
vavxXnoos, i. 589
viavias, i. 486, ii. 540
v-x^is, ii. 266. 421, 444. 515;, i. 557;, ii. 376
)!/;, ii. 1 7. 244
)•{;, i. 588, distinguished from ,

i. 384, ii. 212, ii, 215
v«/«/K«/, i. 7. 1 10. 275, ii. 373, ii. 436
ve^oj, ii. 16. 351, ii. 490
;, i. 18, i, 274

for £, i. 120, ii. 528^, ii. 218

, i. 595, i. 544
distinguished from-;,

ii. 269
|»<|£/, i. 192, i. 472

O.

;, ii. 467
oSij, i. 493. for ^^, ii.

484
^;, i. 515. 551, ii. 368
SVev, i. 527

», i. 501', ii. 22
olxilo;, ii. 258

olxia, i. 112^', i. 498 , ii. 126, ii. 263;, ii. 244
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'», i. 509

i r),, II. 404;, • 386, i. 499
•^^!, ii. 3S8^;, ii. 134, i. 461;, ii. 482
^/^5, i. 449. 512
^'/;, i. 525
\,., ii. 299, i. 37 ; . 479, ii. 409. 452, ii. 511

^; for;, ii. 154

quamvis, ii. 240^, ii. 464
ov£/Sif, i. 226 ; ii. 478
'^, ii. 299, i. 145

eVfli/, ivhereas, ii. 102

!», ii. 406
')$ , i. 462, ii. 220, ii. 514
opoKTis, i. 454

^;, 379
eey;}, i. 165 ; ii. 487
B^yuia, i. 592^^, ii. 234^;, ii. 374
^',, i. 311

ojiioif, i. 471, i. 509 ; ii. 6,', ii. 433
oj^;7, ii. 493

, i. 524
OS, i. 498
— for xa.) and *5», i. 498.

569
oiTtirns, i. 231, i. 519 i ii. 434
oh distinguished from -, ii. 79
oh, i. 540
oh*—, denoting compara-

tive negation, i. 368—- lion tain

— qvAm, i. 414, ii. 35

,, i. 229;;, i. 33. 1 86

Tov/ipos, ib.', i. 249•, i. 442
-', i. 40
xar' -, i. 370-, ii. 39

.
;, ii. 358^, ii. 243, i. 360

-TUi'^i'ia, ii. 380. 469", i. 442
•Traioivxti, i. 5 1

1

', ii. 1 3"

9ra7; for ^;, i. 38

WXa/, i. 218 ; ii. 398, ii. 438", i. 93

•ra-jOo^^^iTov, i. 270
wav>ij/ufl<i, ii. 474
tl; TO;, . 433

for «/, i. 12 ; ii. 412
travTs^iv, ii. 441^ distinguished from., ii, 241

0^/3/2[), i. 537
^/3«», i. 64. 285, ii. 303^//, ii. 333. .350

for, i. 1

1

(^^/^/;, L 5

'7})', \, 84
^2«(<;, i. 73 ; ii. 138
,.', ii. 136

•^^;, i. 474, ii. 372, ii. 362,', i. 534 j ii. 75. 178.

346, i. 533 ; ii. 327. 427);, ii. 434^, ii. 403
rcsffa«oA<ji/^iiii, i. 223 ; ii. 362, i. 322 ; ii. 487.

505. i. 16^, i. 588, 589, ii. 486, li. 316, li. 471, ii. 433, ii. 329.', ii. 411

•'!', ii. 424
csraoocirXiiinov for ^^«•>!/,

il. 302^; , ii. 407, i. 164. 194-, ii. 263, ii. 403, \. 505, ii. 209
!raja ?«£, . 165 ; . 246^^, i. 297, ii. 1 92
iratfa^juvsai), ii. 218

^-^/^, i. 589^; ii. 527^, i. 567 ; ii. 465
^£«;(;, i. 531
!ra^;!7ravft;, i. 447 ; ii. 126. 381, i. 322, 323, ii. 269

^, ii. 151

£(i ^)/, ii. 452
irapptiirix, i. 190; ii. 411. 451
;, ii. 482

•^, i. 128^, ii. 238•, i. 480. 512
!;^;/;, i. 66
•,, i. 71. 181

Tiifo;, ii. 99
ir£iViw, ii. 425, i. 549, i. 110. 529
^-;, ii. 482
'., ii. 252, ii. 110
(TEjiays/, ii. 127^, i. 593, ii. 402
!r£ai=jya^«/*a/, ii. 348
(r£ji£jyc;, i. 554^^, i. 595--^, ii. 108-;, ii. 387

/>;(;;>7, i. 491, ii. 35. 212, ii. 368, ii. 482, ii. 457-), i. 562, i. 538
•^-, i. 270^, ii. 487
Tiotaaixiu, ii. 205. 210^/ T/Vi, i. 277^', ii. 108, derivation, ii. 151
aye ^?/, ii. 206. 209
!»)5/ ii. 493
5r;it^<y, i. .371, ii. 316, ii. 321

TTivaxiiiov, i. 229, ii. 413;, i. 210
iTiVc/i, ii. 147. 362. 378
^,-, ii. 199
£<3«£;, ii. 202. 334;, ii. 281
££|(', i. ]85. 277; ii. 12.

210. 280. 320
!-,-, i. 317. 5.30

'^11 for ^Xiiv oTi, ii. 294, i. 222, ii. 325. 452
^,, i. 333 ; ii. 69. 314.

389
1 for ., i.

164, ii. 319
•kXoIov, i. 587•, ii. 443;, ii. 257
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•^, 1. 88
vroi/ictiyui, 1. 8. 44S

^^, i. 391 ii. 275
woTos for <ri;, i. 92, i. 469, ii. 307., i. 572

for, i. 99. 133, ii. 398
UTjofTwi, ii. 398^, i. 185, 186;, i, 541, ii. 484

^/, i. 25. 380. 431 ; ii. 12.

110
•^', ii. 465
vroTi for-, ii. 229^/, i. 143 ; ii. 293,, i. 182•, i. 239^, ii. 406. 434^;, i. 509. 560 ; ii.

357. 500, ii. 385
^(^ti^'ni, i. 141•', ii. 21', i. 556•, i. 389, i. 70. 556
iTfij/nwi-ii, i. 454^, ii. 237^, ii. 427, i. 518
ir^oiuayyeX/^a^a/, ii. 238
^-/;, ii. 371. 378••, i. 238, ii. 366^, i. 528
iTgo;, i. 592

concerning, i. 299 ; ii. 67
for y^oi , i. 589

9.^;, ii. 419
Tgi)<rayii<yj), ii. 269•^,, ii. 230''^, ii. 456"^, i. 503 ; ii. 459.

472

l7•fo7•^t;;^;!, i. 536, 537 i ii. 354
!<^! .<! rivos, i. 36, i. 513; ii. 257^»., i. 166. 449. 488.

500, i. 89,, li. 1 98^, i. 7. 16. 351. 503, ii. 82. 392
«feff^im», i. 508
9•^>, with tlie Infinitive,

i. 510;, i. 549^, ii. 470
vr^oir(piXrif, ii. 308^^', i. 585

^»/, i. 504^, ii. 488
ir^oTiii'ii», i. 571• used adverbially, ii. 455, ii. 23^, i. 552
irgi^HTi/a, i. 454 i ii. 147. 338.

353^, i. 74. 230. 399. 564 ;

ii. 139

-,!;, i. 115. 256. 509", i. 236• for ', i. 417.
447;, . 577•, ii. 472;, ii. 313. 474-, i. 16, ii. 524(, i. 308, ii. 511•, i. 13•, ii. 296^, . 206

cruy^i, i. 184

';, i. 287'-, ii. 516
!< for, ii. 283

^, i. 550, i. 515
'«, i. 24, ii. 452
--, i. 27

/^, i. 15 ; ii. 400. 424
-, for, i. 234-, i. 570^, ii. 533, ii. 487

.

';, ii. 415
•^«>, i. 69
-/), ii. 331, i. 542 ; ii. 342. 476
(;, i. 36 ; ii. 279, ii. 219
£», ii. 212
,, ii. 212

«•^ «/, ii. 230, i. 545 ; 344, i. 83, i. 339 ; ii. 27» ), \. 284, \. 568', \. 225
«/, i. 148. 213, i. 313
(, i. 592
<$>, i. 25

ffxavhaXon, i. 53. 68, i. 591
axido!, i. 204. 495. 501. 591 ;

ii. 333. 511, i. 531 ; ii. 443
axws, ii. 193

ffxtiviu, i. 332^, ii. 525, ii. 436. 448, i. 227
•*»;, 1. 365, ii. 60. 411, ii. 221

itxot'ix, I. 330, ii. 304
3-;, i. 32

Cii/Sajiay, i. .303, i. 474. distinguished from;, ii. 96, ii. 525,, ii. 364
-^, i. 429. 499. 587-, ii. 210, i. 180
<rrivS«^a/, ii. 380
<!£^«, i. 109^;, i. 543
•3•3, ii. 533
•7, ii. 493

<7;);;, i. 231 ; . 200.

392'^,, i. 47
<!3), ii. 76. 203;, i. 558

s^nv, ii. 441

,;, i. 144

^;, i. 171

(TTiyi./, ii. 129. 151', ii. 208
(-», ii. 500, ii. 406, ii. 518;, i. 203
•7•/;^;, ii. 244. 533
•/;^; ^}, ii. 420, ii. 495-^, i. 77. 199

( ?, i. 132, ii. 118!\}/, i. 451, ii. 414, ii. 243, i. 486
(Tt^^ijTSn), 1. 188

«y^ijTjjff•/;, i. 528
-^, ii. 307
/^'^', ii. 316, ii. 216, i. 552, ii. 374, i. 496, ii. 7^, i. 559
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ffvtayu, i. 508, ii. 489, i. 447, ii. 52, ii. 77^, ii. 270;, i. 489
^^, i. 567
(Tuve/Seiw, i. 524^, i. 376 ; ii. 126.

448
?»)/, i. 555, l. 480), ii. 492
truviiris, ii. 96. 270
(;=('';, it. 122

«ri/viTof, i. 514<, i. 549. 567. 595 ; ii.

295, . 486^, ii. 45', • 20, . 550
</»!);^>7( . 183, . 180, . 211

\(, . 513, • 234
ffvpo), 1. 526

<^, i. 558. 574;, . 576, i. 347
,', . 127,, . 107

-^, . 120, . 464!, . 371

., . 165, . 88., \. 30. 278
•3-/, . 160
Tar^s/veipjoyt/»?), . 319, \. 522. 597
r£xv/ev, i. 409. 442', . 432. 448. 467', . 431, i. 92 ; . 156. 275.

306. 420. 482, . 407, • 421, 468
;, . 39. 165. distinguished

from, 80
TtXoi, . 511, . 44, i. 510;, . 352', , 555^, i. 464

Ti/*»j, i. 595 ; ii. 15. 418. 507.

511, i. 422

, used in citation, ii. 404
ri, in reference to a sentence, i.

265;, ). 572
(Heb. ), ii. 449
— St, ii. 455, ii. 416}, i. 559)!, iL 485, i. 516
;, . 494, \. 1 99

T-giiys/ii, i. 408
;•>/«, . 466
TUTOf, . 17, i. 270;, • 589

.

u'/Sj/i, i. 589
'», . 493, . 51

1

•;, 459 ; . 456^ for irsj/, ii. 342/;, ii. 123, ii. 334

5£^/>, li. 215
^, i. 449

';, . 585^, . 436

^;);;«,««/, . 492', 1. 29', ], 590, \. 448, 11. 500«, . 588, . 51!, . 399, i. 560 ; . 456
^9-», . 361^;, • 352;;, i. 298 ; . 131

ie-Te^sw, . 216. 309. 413

^, i. 516

., . 381, . 195, i. 583, . 255
for, i. 567

(>, ). 232', . 421. 445. used of

inspiration, 527
9-, ii. 104

^, ii. 50

(, ii. 476, ii. 89;, ii. 365;, ii. 454, ii. 496, ii. 255

^«fof, distinguished from ;,
ii. 80

^^^<, i. 339, ii. 22(^, ii. 257
Tivos, ii. 47

TO, ii. 225, ii. 319
^ji/yanev, i. 594, i. 510
^/;, i. 570, ii. 70. Ill, ii. 109

ipi/Vif, ii. 142. 267. 494;, ii. 223
^wi, i. 330. 405
(Pwr/^a-, ii. 106. 271. 371.

423

X.

, ii. 256, ii. 399
;t;aj/'2;<!(ita/, i. 582 ; ii. 299

;, i. 552; avTi;, i. 332., ii. 39. 146. 147.

515, ii. 175

iKfivTiiv lis ' Tivo(, ii.

454
{<!^;, , 422, i. 527, ii. 363

;^4;, i. 453, i. 370

;);««, i. 145, i. 479;, i. 34. 171. 182, i. 508 ; ii. 475, i. 8;, ii. 68, il. 151, ii. 92

eir;^;a!TO/, i:. 399

;^>, i. 524

;(;^, i. 277, i. 379

); for «»££/, ii. 392; a<ro Tat»
XZv, ii. 434

-^, ii. 157
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•, ii. 155 . ',, i. 101

^^»!!, i. 514 ; /, i. 542
•^ivtrrrit, ii. 351 . ^, . 322 for (, . 41, . 472 ?', i. 455 on, as if, ii. 217
^/'<p<)v xaTae^Ejt/v, j. 585 uea, i. 422. 424 < for '£, or, ii.

•;^») for ;?, i. 10 at for eV/, ii. 371 247
^', ii. 170 —for, i. 31. 271 s/j , ii. 326•, ii. 150 at, as Soon as, ii. 302 oiriov, i. 137/, i. 408 for •!/, ii. 21

S



INDEX II.

MATTERS.

A.

" Abba, Father ; " remark on the origin and force

of the expression, i. 212 ; ii. 49
Abel, the faith of, in what its superiority con-

sisted, ii. 458. In what manner the Divine
approbation of his gifts was manifested, ib.

The blood of his sacrifice (Heb. xii. 24.), 474
Abiatliar, discussion respecting the difficulty in-

volved in the allusion to him, Mark ii. 2, i.

164
"Abomination of desolation," meaning of this

expression, i. 119
Abraham, remark of Grotius on the differsnce be-

tween his behaviour and that of Zacharias, i. 225.

Accepted as righteous in consequence of his

belief, ii. 25. Promise to him of the heavenly

inheritance, nature of it, 27. Tiie constancy

of his faith commended, 426. His inferiority

to Melchisedek, 430. Observations on his

faith, 460.

Achaia (2 Cor. viii. 2.), the part of Greece so

designated, ii. 209.

Acts of the Apostles, an appendix to the

Gospels, and an introduction to the Epistles,

i. 446 ; author and date, ih.

" Adam, the First and Last," import of the terms,

ii. 170
Adultery, woman taken in, examination of the

conflicting evidence respecting the authenticity

of the account of this circumstance, i. 374
AgapoB, ii. 14-3. 559
Agonistic contests, St. Paul's allusions to them,

ii. 130.362.373
Agrippa, the question discussed, whether he was

serious in his address to St. Paul, i. 587
Alabaster box of spikenard, remarks on, i. 129,

210
Alexander, Professor, his refutation of the objec-

tions of Michaelis to the Canonical authority

of the Gospels of Mark and Luke, i. 221

Alexandrian Critics, their alteration of the an-

cient MSS. i. 366. 371. 449. 473. 626. 540 ; ii.

220. 455. 456
All, employed often in the New Test, in the

sense many. i. 390
Allegory and Type, difference between them,

ii. 249
" Altar of incense," meaning of the words erro-

neously so translated Heb. ix. 3, ii. 440
Aiiacolnthon , exemplification of this figure, i. 35.

205; ii. 15. 179.571
Ananias and Sapphira, true nature of the offence

committed by them, i. 468
" Anathema, let him be," observations on the

phrase, ii. 14.5. 176. 228

Anchor, from the most ancient times a symbol of

Hope, ii. 427
Ancient simplicity of language, relics of. i. 261

Ancients, method of reference employed by them,

ii. 414
VOL. II.

Angels, guardian, observations on the offices

assigned them according to the tenets of the

Jews, i. 86. 511. Observations on their doxol-

ogy, 233. "Disposition of angels" (Acts vii.

53.), 485. " A spectacle to angels " (1 Cor. iv.

9.); ii. 108. Judging the angels, what? 113.

"Tongues of angels" (1 Cor. xiii. 1.), 150.

Their inferiority to Christ, 400
Anna, the prophetess, remarks on her character,

i. 236
Annas, conjectures of Commentators respecting

his tenure of the High-priesthood, i. 238
Antanaclasis, examples of this figure, i. 41 ; ii. 84
Antichrist, meaning of the term ^ in the New-
Testament, ii. 541, 642. 547

Aorist, tense, frequently employed to denote
custom, i. 15. 398. 455; ii. 112. 189. 401

Apollos succeeds St. Paul at Corinth, ii. 93
" Apostasy," and " Man of Sin," opinion of Ex-

positors respecting these expressions, ii. 343,

344. Danger of Apostasy, 422. 531

Apostles. [See Disciples.']

Areopagus, decline of its influence in the time of
the Apostles, i. 544

Arians, their suspected corruption of Acts xvi. 7,

i. 535
Aristotle, his observation on the causes of recon-

ciliation, or renewal of suspended friendship,

i. 318. Passage cited from him by Benson, on
the characteristics ofjustice, ii. 544

" Arm." by a Hebrew figure, employed for Power,
i. 228

Asia, understood in the New Test, for Ionia, i.

635
Asiarchs, origin and nature of their office, i. 555
Asyndeton, examples of this figure, i. 208 ; ii. 247.

252. 470
Athens, its excessive devotion to a plurality of

gods, i. 542. Oq the altar there, adverted to

by St. Paul, 545. Its tolerant character, 647
Atonement, Scriptural doctrine of, i. 98. 391

;

ii.53

Augustin, St., his observations respecting the

Proeme of St. John's Gospel, i. 329. Remark
on the enmity of the carnal mind against God,
ii. 47

Auricular confession, groundlessly built upon
James v. 16, ii. 501

B.

Babylon, in what sense the name is to be under-

stood in 1 Pet. v. 13, ii. 518
Bacon, Lord, his remarks on the fear of death,

ii. 408
Baptism, its general use among the Jewish and

Oriental nations, i. 11. Nature and origin of

the custom among the Jews, 12. " Baptism "

employed to denote ajjliction, 97. Infant

Baptism, its analosiy to circumcision, 152;

mode of administering the rite, 153. Obser-
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rations on it by Professor Stuart, ib. Supposed
allusion to the delmj of administering the rite

in early times, 492. Rarely administered by
the Apostles, 50G. No visible token of pardon
ordinarily vouchsafed, in the Apostolic times,

until after baptism, 5G9. Applied by St. Paul,

under the similitude of death and resurrection,

to denote the cultivation of Christian virtue,

ii. 35. Allusion to the rite, 1 Cor. vi. II, 115.

Followed in the Apostolic times by the laying

on of hands ; why .' 422
Baptism of John, learned Dissertation on it by

Danzius, i. 334. Nature of it, 552, 553
Baptism with Fire, what ? i. 13

Baptism of our Lord by John, nature and design
of it, i. 14

Baptismal Regeneration, nature of it, ii. 388
" Baptized into Moses," the sense of the expres-

sion discussed, ii. 132
" Baptized for the dead," these words explained,

ii. 166
Barbarian, origin and import of the word. i. 594.

" Barbarian " and " Scythian " (Coloss. iii. 11.),

ii. 320
Barrow, Dr., substance of his discourse on Rom.

xii. 18, ii. 77. Statement of our obligations to

our princes and governors, 79. On the exclu-

sion of the light of God's truth, and the illu-

minating influence of the Spirit, 190. His
Discourse "On the duty of thanksgiving," 285.

On the union of " Faith and a good Con-
science," 353. His excellent Discourse on
Christian Charity, 452. On Heb. xiii. 15, 479.

" Bearing sins," import of the phrase, i. 334 ; ii.

447
Beelzebub, signification of the term, i. 51. Our
Lord blasphemously charged by the Pharisees
with being in league witli him, 60

Belial, derivation and meaning of the word, ii.

200
Bell, Dr., his remarks on the circumstances at-

tending the birth of John the Baptist, i. 224
Benson, Dr., his description of the posture of
mind in which St. Paul wrote his second Epis-
tle to Timothy, ii. 370

Bentley, Dr., his singular reading of the passage
Acts XV. 20, i. 531. His remarks on the force
of, Acts xvii. 18, 514. Admirable re-

marks on the rendering of Rom. v. 15. in the
Authorized Version, ii. 34

Bethany, situation of, i. 100. 3.34

Bethesda, Pool of, observations on tlie miracu-
lous cures wrought there, i. 3.54

Bethphage, situation of, i. 100
Beveridge, Bp., his observations on tlie commis-

sion of our Lord to his Apostles, i. 1.52

Binding and loosing, the power of granted to .St.

Peter, nature of the privilege discussed, i. 80. 87
Bishop, origin and import of the term, i. 534.

5G0; ii. 357. Existence of the oiBce of bishop
in the Apostolic times, ii. 291. The three
orders in the ministry inferred from 1 Thess. v.

12— 14, .337

Blainville, his remarks on bloody sweat, i. 31.5

Blasphemy, meaning of the term in Scripture, i.

43
Blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, nature of the

sin, i. 60, 61
" Blood, born not of." Note on this expression,

i.331
Blood, no redemption without it, ii. 4-14. "Ye

have not yet resisted unto blood," these ex-
pressions explained, 4C9

Bloody sweat, opinion of the best Expositors re-

specting our Lord's suffering under it, i. 315

Body, " whosoever eateth my body, and drinketh
my blood," the question whether this alludes
to the Eucharist discussed, i. 364

Body, the, compared by the Pythagoreans to a
habitation, and by the Platonists to a garment,
ii. 193.

"Book" (j3ij3Xof. Heb. ^rjo), Matth. i. 1, mean-
ing of the word here, i. 3. '• Names written in

the book of life," the allusion in these words
pointed out, ii. 307

" Born again," import of the expression, i. 342
Bournoff, Professor, his Canon respecting the
Greek Article, i. 330

Bread, by an Oriental figure, denoted the neces-
saries of life. i. 30. '• Breaking bread," under-
stood of the Eucharist, 458. 559

" Bridegroom," a title applied by the Hebrews to

the Messiah, i. 45. Christ compared to a bride-

groom by John the Baptist, 346
Brown, Dr., his observations on Miracles, i. 339
Bull, Bp., his remarks on John i. 14, i. 332. and
on John v. 19, 3.57. On the subordination of
the Son to the Father, 414. Tlie sanctity of
the law vindicated by the consciences of tlie

wicked, ii. 44. On the Sinaitical Covenant,
249. No ground for boasting under the Gos-
pel scheme, 268. Necessity and efficacy of
divine grace, ib. His important remark on
1 Thess. ii. 1.3, 329. Observations on 2 Tim.
i. 9, 371. On our Lord's being "'heir of all

things," 399. His interpretation of Heb. ix.

14, 443. And of James ii. 10, 490. Remarks
on 1 John ii. 23, .542. And on 1 John iii. 20,

21, 546. On the heretics of St. John's time.

Burgess, Bp., his observations on John xvii. 3,

i. 425. Paraphrase of 1 John v. 7, 8. 20. ii. 650
— 552

Burials, among the Jews and Heathens, outside
of cities and towns, i. 25.3. The interval be-

tween death and burial short among the Jews,
396

"Burn, did not oiir hearts?" remarks on this

expression, i. 324. " Whose end is to be
burnt," tlie allusion explained, ii. 425

Burning of incense in the Temple, the office de-
termined by lot, i. 224

Burton, Dr., his o!)servations respecting the
writer of the Gospel according to St. Mark,
i. 154. Interprets /; (Luke xi. 49.)

of Christ, 275. Holds that the institution of the
Sabbath preceded that of circumcision, 370.

His view of the sense of John xiv. 2, 410. His
opinion respecting the date of the Acts, 446.

On Heb. vi. 8. ii. 425
Buxtorf. his account of the three modes of giving
abundant measure among the Jews, illustrative

of Luke vi. 38, i. 251

C.

Csesarea Philippi, how distinguishable in the New
Test, from Ca-sarea of Palestine, i. 497

Caiaphas, observations on his tenure of the High-
priesthood, i. 238. On his prophetical decla-

ration respecting the death of our Lord, 399
"Called" and "chosen," sense in which these

terms arc employed in tlie New Test., i. 96
Calvin, his remarks on the nature of the evidence

alloEred against our Lord by the fdse witnesses,

i. 138. Observations on John vii. 34, 372. On
the words of Peter Acts ix. 34, 498. His acute
exposition of 1 Cor. vi. 3, ii. 114. Correct
rendering of 1 Cor. x. 29, 1.37. On 1 Cor.
xiv. 33, 159. On the superiority of the Gospel
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over the Law, IGU. His just reiiiaikK on 2 Cor.
iv. 15, 192. On the kno\vled;,'e of Divine
things, grounded on assured and tiriii faith, VJ'O.

On the force of conscience, 195. Oa 2 Cor.
V. 16, 1%. On St. Paul's subjection to the
passion of pride, 221. His excellent elucida-
tion of 2 Tim. ii. 15, 371. On tiie searching
nature of the " word of God," (Heb. iv. 12, 13),
41. Instance of his disingenuousness, in the
interpretation of Heb. x. 37, 457

Calvinists, their interpretation of John vi. 37.,

i. 363. Their concession with reference to Epli.

i. 5; ii. 262. Their erroneous views of the
sense of 1 Thess. i. 4, 325

(Camel's hair, girdle of, what? i. 11

Campbell, Dr., his remarks on the phrase— '• that

it might be fulfilled," i. 6. His exposition of
the tenets of the Sadducees, respecting the
resurrection, 108. His groundless interpre-

tation of Mark ii. 28, 165. Remarks on the na-
ture of criminal unbelief, 220. His able expo-
sition of Luke vi. 25, 230. His mistaken view
of the meaning of Luke v. 16, 289. Accounts
for St. Luke's employing the word -,
when speaking of the commencement of the
Jewish Sabbath, (Ch. xxiii. 54.), 321. His
remarks on the character and ministry of John
the Baptist, 353. On our Lord's address to

Peter, John xxi. 15, 443
Canaan, a woman of (Matt. xv. 22.), her character

and country, i. 75. 186
Catholic Epistles, why so called, ii. 481
Cephas (Peter), ground of the attachment to him

of the party at Corinth called by his name. ii.

95
Cerinthus, nature of the heresy maintained by

him, ii. 547
" ChaftV' meaning of the word erroneously so

rendered, i. 13
Charity, its superiority to all other virtues, ii. 524
Cherubim, symbolical emblems of the Divine

nature, ii. 441
''Child-bearing, she shall be saved in" (1 Tim.

ii. 15.), the meaning of these words discussed,

ii. 357
Christ, signification and origin of the name, i.4.

242. Whether a proper name, or an appella-

tive, 195. Why he condescended to be bap
tized by John, 14. Predicts his crucifixion,

96. His consummate wisdom in his replies

to the Pharisees, 103. Whether he celebrated
the Passover before his crucifixion ? 130. His
designation of his betrayer, 131. Hi.s agony in

the Garden, 135. On the subornation of false

witnesses against him, 138. His bloody sweat,

315. His exclamation, when nailed to the

cross, 147. His commission to hi.s Apostles to

evangelize the world, 152. Brnusht up to a

handicraft occupation, 177. In what sense it

is said (Mark vi. 5), That he "could do no
miracles," 173. External actions used by him
in the cure of diseases and infirmities, why ?

187. Nature of his promise to his persecuted

followers, 200. Probable meaning of his prom-
ise to the penitent malefactor, 320. His sud-

den disappearance from the disciples, who were
journeying to Emmaus, .324. Opinions of

Commentators respecting the number of Pass-

overs attended by Christ durincr his ministry,

339. His conversation with Xicodemus, 341.

His crucifixion typified by the brazen serpent,

341•. Why he revealed himself more fully to

the Samaritans, than to the Jews, 351. His
subordination to, and coequality with, the Fa-

ther, 356. In what sense the Father is said to

" give men " to him, 363. Purpose of hig
journey to Jerusalen! at the Feast of Taber-
nacles, 367. Reason assigned for his not ac-
companying his disciples to the Feast, 368.
His Discourse on the last great dav of the
Feast, .372. Why he taught in Parables, 65.
388. The purpose of his Passion, 391. His
death voluntary, 392. His subordination to
the Father, 414; ii. 139. His prayer for his
disciples, 423. 426. Distinction between his

proceeding from, and being; sent by, the Father,
425. Appearances to his disciples, and con-
versations with them, after his resurrection
41-7. Parallel between him and Moses, 462.
His Messiahship attested by his resurrection,

ii. 6. His resurrection the immediate conse-
quence of man's forgiveness and justification,

29. In what respect his intercession differs

from that of the Holy Spirit, 51. Resignation
of his mediatorial office, 166. His humiliation
and exaltation, 299. 401. " Brought life and
immortality to light," 371. In what sense he
is said to be begotten, as the Son of God, 400.
Said to be " a little lower than the angels,"

meaning of this, 404. Contrasted with Moses,
409. Shown to be the true High-Priest, 417.
" Was delivered in that he feared," explained,
419. His priesthood superior to the Aaronical,

433. In what sense he is to be called an " In-

tercessor," ib. The Expiation made by him
neither requires nor admits of repetition, 451.

His body typified by the Veil of the Temple,
451. Set forth as an example of suffering,

478. The visible Image of the invisible God,
500. " Preached to the spirits in prison," 1

Pet. iii. 19, 512, 513.

Christian Liberty, its nature and limits, ii. 509.

Christians, the early ones universally hated by
the Pagans, i. 118. Their persecutions pre-

dicted by our Lord, 249. Origin of the name,
508. Obliged by their persecutors to pro-

nounce certain forms, expressive of abuse of
Christ, .585.

Church (), import of the term in the

Apostolic age, ii. 142. " The Church in their

house," the meaning of the expression dis-

cussed, 175. 391. In what sense called "The
pillar and ground of the truth " (1 Tim. iii. 15),

359
Circumcision, its analogy to Infant Baptism, i.

152. Whether instituted before or after the

Sabbath, disputed by Commentators, 370.

Testimony of the Rabbins respecting the efFect

of the performance of the rite on the Sabbath,

370. Put for the whole ritual law, 528. A
seal, of what and how? ii. 27. Earnestly de-

nounced by St. Paul, 303
Circumspection and prudence, remarkable terms

in which these virtues are recommended to the

Ephesians and Colossians, ii. 283
Classical Greek contrasted with Hellenistic, i.

125. 123. 129. 133. 137. 159. 164. 175. 182.

192. 208. 224. 269. 298. 331. 369. 434. 500.

509. 569; ii. 7. 38. 88. 129. 175. 206. 237. 294.

334. 3.37. 387. 418. 4.30. 46'J

Clothing, anciently emblematical of moral habits,

ii. 517
Cloud, a small one, looked on, in the East, as

the forerunner of wind and rain, i. 280
Cock-crowing, meaning of the expression, i. 134.

Apparent discrepancy between the account in

Matt. xx\ti. 31•, and ISIark xiv. 30. 134

Coins, the most ancient, usually square, i. 340

Colossians, Epistle to, date and design of it, ii.

310
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" Cometh, he that," a title of the Messiah, i. 13.

331
" Commandment, behold I give you a new," ob-

servations on these words, i. 410
" Common," the correlative word to " Holy," i.

183. 502
Conscience, a law to the Gentiles, ii. 16. On the

force of its testimony, 180. Power of an evil

one, 408. The law unable to quiet it, 442
Conybeare, Bp., on the nature and employment

of good angels, ii. 403. His observations on
the faith of Abraham, 4G2. On the different
degrees of happiness in a future state, J43

Coptic language, mixed nature of it, 401
Corinth, state of society there, when visited by

St. Paul, ii. 93. The Christian converts tinc-

tured witli the Sadducean spirit, IGO. Import-
ance of the station, 208

Corinthians, First Epistle , date and design of
it, ii. 93

Corinthians, Second Epistle to, date and design
of it, ii. 177. Effects produced by it, ib.

Cowper, W., his description of the usual process
of self-deception, ii. 379. Unbelief tlie cause
of error, 413

" Creation of all things," the phrase never used
in Scripture in a moral sense, ii. 313

Crete, probable period of the first preaching of
Christianity there, ii. 383. Character of the
inhabitants, 385

Cross, inscription on it, manner of, i. 14o
Crown of thorns, observations on, i. 144
Crucifixion, nature of the punishment, i. 144.
Nature and extent of the darkness during it,

146. Twice described by Mark as having taken
place, 216. Discrepancy between him and John
as to tlie hour, 217

Cudvvorth, Dr., holds that the ancient philoso-
phers were well acquainted with the doctrine
of the iDiity of the Godhead, i. 546. Observa-
tions on the victory over death (1 Cor. xv. 57),
ii. 172. Remarks on human cooperation with
Divine grace, 300. On the inordinate thirst
for knowledge in modern times, 369. On the
nature of the Gospel, 521. On self-will, 529.
The doctrine of Assurance denounced by him,
538. On Divine love, 547

Cup, denial of it to the laity by the Church of
Rome a bold infraction of the ordinance of the
Lord's Supper, i. 133

" Cup, drink of the," origin and force of this
phrase, i. 97

" Cup of blessing," origin and import of the ex-
pression, ii. 135

D.

Danzius, his learned Dissertation on the Baptism
of John, i. 334

Darkness, at our Lord's crucifixion, nature and
extent of it, i. 146. Darkness employed in
Scripture as an image of ignorance, 330

Darkness, outer, the allusion to it explained, i. 39
David, son of, a title of the Messiah, i. 47
Day of Judgment, sublime description of it, i. 127
Deacons, nature of their office, i. 475
Dead, antiquity of the custom of wailing for them,

i. 46
"Death, he shall never see," (John viii. 51,) re-
mark on the phrase, i. 382. Denoted by the
expression, "Ye shall not see me," 421.
" Death of the righteous," ii. 144. The fear
of death mastered by the weaker passions, 408

Dedication of the Temple, feast of, its celebration
not confined to Jerusalem, i. 392

Demoniacal possession, prseternalural character
of it, i. 19. 47. 173. 253. 261. 282

Desert, nature of the place so called in the Gos-
pels, i. 11

Devil, origin and signification of the term, i. 15.

Acknowledges tlie Messiah in order to impede
his ministry, 24-k " Stood not in the truth,"

380. Called God (not Lord) of this world,
why 1 ii. 190. Assumes the fairest appearance
for the worst of purposes, 216. His agency
groundlessly questioned by recent Commenta-
tors, 288

" Devour widows' houses," the expression ex-
plained, i. 112

" Died in faith," meaning of the phrase, ii. 461
Disciples, their inquiry respecting the coming of

Christ, and the end of the world, i. 117. Our
Lord's warning respecting the sacrifices to

which they who would become his disciples

must necessarily be subject, 288. Their erro-

neous notions of the nature of the Messiah's
kingdom, 421. 448. In what sense they are
to be understood as having had " all things
common," Acts ii. 44, 458

Disease and sin, the ideas of, connected by the
Jews, i. 40

Divinity of Christ, facts and arguments in proof
of it, i. 72. 78. 85. 152. 233. 264. 326. 328. 329.

337. 383. 393. 394. 524; ii. 56. 65. 94. 100. 134.

170. 190. 197. 206. 221. 227. 281. 299. 313. 387.
4L0. 443

Divorce, doctrines of, as maintained by the
schools of Hillel and Shammai, i. 25. Why
permitted by Moses, 90. Not permitted by
the Divine law, 198, Terms by which it was
anciently expressed, ii. 118

Dobree, Professor, his interpretation of Rom. i.4,

ii. 6. His conjecture respecting the cause of
- the warning of St. Paul to the Corinthians to

avoid litigiousness, 113. Remarks on 2 Cor.
iii. 2, 3. 185

Docetse, their tenet, i. 436. Fact recorded by
St. John in refutation of it, 437. Their erro-

neous rendering of', Heb. ii. 14, ii.

407
Doddridge, Dr., his observations on the lawful-

ness of Infant Baptism, i. 152. Remarks on
our Lord's prescience, 202. On the case of
Lazarus, 294. On John iv. 35, 351. On the
Psalms which relate events typical of occur-
rences in the life of our Lord, 449. On the
judgment displayed by St. Peter in his address

to the Jews, 462. No visible token of pardon
ordinarily vouchsafed before baptism, 570. His
remarks on the nature of the election spoken
of in Eph. i. 5; ii. 262

Dogs and swine symbolical of profane persons,
i.35

" Door, to enter in by the," import of the phrase,
i. 339

Doubt, oflen the consequence of very joyful and
sudden events, i. 325

Dove, descent of the Spirit like, at the baptism
of our Lord, i. 14

Doxology, at the end of the Lord's Prayer, its

genuineness disputed, i. 31. The angels' dox-
ology, remarks on it, 233

Dreams, prophetical, a very ancient channel of
Divine revelation, i. 5. Ceased after the time
of Malachi ; and restored in the prophetic

dream of Joseph, the husband of Mary, ib.

" Dry tree, what shall be done in the," a pro-

verbial expression, i. 319
Dying to one's self, import of the phrase, Rom. xiv.

7 ; ii. 83
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.
" Ear, mine, hast thou opened,"' this expression

in the Hebrew equivalent to •' a body liast thou
prepared me," Heb. x. 5, ii. 449

' Earthly things," (John iii. 12), import of the
expression, i. 343

Ebionites, nature of the heresy maintained by
them, ii. .547, 543

Egypt, its fitness as a place of refuge for our Lord
in his infancy, i. 9. Its ancient reputation for

wisdom, 480. Its excessive devotion to idola-

try, .5^14. The Philosophers acquainted with
the doctrine of the unity of the (iodhead. !>Uj

Egyptian hieroglyphic expressive of impossibility,

i.

Elder, (-^), import of the term, i. 5G0
Election, doctrine of, origin and meaning of, i.

96. Calvinistic view of it unfounded, ii. 58.

320. 325. No allusion to particular election in

Eph. i. 5, 262
Elias, the coming of, spoken of by the scribes,

i. 83. 225
Elijah a type of John the Baptist, i. 54. 83. 225.

Tenet of the Jews respecting him, 333
Elngia, example of the ancient letters so called,

i. 575
Emmaus, two places of this name ; their respec-

tive distances from Jerusalem, i. 322
Enemies, vhn so termed by the Jews, i. 27
Engrafting, allusion to the ancient mode of, ii.

70
Enlightened{) not used in the sense
of Baptized in the time of the Apostles, ii. 423

Enoch, his translation, ii. 459
Ephesia/is, Epistle to, date and design of it, ii.

261. Its general character, ih.

Ephesus, reply of the disciples there to St. Paul's

inquiry respecting their baptism, i. 552. Chief
resort of astrologers, 554. Silver shrines of

Diana, 555
Epictetus. his remarkable epitaph, ii. 120. His

exhortation to the candidates for the agonistic

prizes, 131

Epicureans, their religious tenets, i. 543
Epimenides, quoted by St. Paul, ii. 385
Episcopacy, origin of, i. 560 ; ii. 33 i

Ernesti, on the danger of unbelief, and the bene-
ficial tendency of faith, ii. 413

Eucharist, probably alluded to in John vi. 51, i.

364 ; considered by VVarburton as a Jeast upon

Sacrifice, ii. 136

Eunuchs, observation on the offices anciently

filled by them. i. 490
Euroclydon, derivation and signification of the

word, i. 589
Eusebius, his vague and inconsistent testimony
concerning the date of the Gospel of St. Mat-
thew, i. 1. Assigns an early date in his C'lro-

nicum, i. 2. His testimony respecting the date

of the Gospel of St. Mark, 151. Proposed
emendation of the reading, ih. Proposed
emendation of a passage in his Eccl. Hist.,

157. His testimony respecting the blasphe-

mous forms which the Pagans used, by torture,

to compel Christians to pronounce, 5S5. On
the office and qualifications of Evangelists in

the Apostolic Church, ii. 275
Evangelists, in the primitive Church, their office

and qualification, ii. 275
Evening, twofold sense assigned to the term by

the Jews, i.40
" Eye, an evil." meaning of the expression, i. 33.

" Mote and beam in the eye," remarks on these

expression?, 35.96. The word eije employed

by Scriptural and Classical writers to denote
what is most precious, ii. 247

Evil, moral and natural, specimens of his power
over both exhibited by our Lord while on earth,

i. 19. 47. Classification of evil passions and
habits, 185. " Inventors of evil things," mean-
ing of the words, ii. 12

Excommunication among the Jews, first degree
of it, i. 249. Second, 386. The notion of
mourning connected with it, ii. 110

" Eye, right, pluck out the," this expression illus-

trated, i, 25

Face, falling on the, indicative of reverence nnd
fear, i, 83. '' Setting the face," import of the
phrase, 265. " Face to face," ii. 152

Faith, description of, ii. 458. Inefficacy of it,

when unaccompanied by works, 491

Faith, justification by it, i. 520. "From faith

to faith," import of the expression, ii. 8. Its

efficacy deduced from the Old Test., 239. The
origin of all virtues, 413

False Christs and False Prophets, distinction be-
tween them, i. 117

False teachers, in the Apostolic times, their prin-

ciples and conduct, ii. 294. .306.

Farmer, Dr., his definition of the word miracle,

i. 339
F.ast days among the Jews, i. 299
Feast, governor of the, nature of his office, i. 338
Felix, his motives for dismissing Paul, i. 580
Festivals, the three great Jewish, periods at which

executions of great malefactors generally took
place, i. 129. Females not required to attend,

237
" Few saved," the nature of this question dis-

cussed, i. 283
Fig-tree, the barren, observations on the cursing

of it, i. 203. Conversation, meditation, and
prayer under fis-trees bv the ancient Jews,
337

Final Perseverance, doctrine of, untenable, ii.

456
Fire, baptism with, what? i. 13
" Fir.st-born," a title of the Messiah, ii. 401
" Fishers of men," this expression illustrated by

citations from the Classical writers, i. 18. 245
" Flesh, ve judge accordinii to the," note on this,

i. 377;'ii. 2.5

" Flesh and blood," meaning of this expression,

i. 78 ; ii. 2.30

" Flesh, in the," " according to the flesh " (2 Cor.

X. 3.). resoective meanings of these phrases, ii.

212
" Follow me," import of the expression, i. 336

Fornication, taken in a spiritual sense, i. 380.

Why interdicted in the Decree of the Council
of Jerusalem, 532

Frost, Mr., animadversions on his remarks con-

cerning the species of plant referred to in Mark
iv., i, 172.

G.

Gadara, its situation, i. 42.

Giilatians, Epistle to, date and design of it, ii.

226. In what sense the Eoistle is said to be

/«/•fi-e (Chap. vi. 1].),259
Galileans, whose blnod Pilate mingled with the

sacrifices, observations on this transaction, i.

281

"G.alilee, out of, arisefh no prophet," this obser-

vation explained, i. 374.
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Garment, rending of, mode and intent of, i. 139
Gemara, its origin and contents, i. 73
Gentiles, their admission into the Church pre-

dicted, i. 392. 521. How discriminated in the
Greeli Test, from Jews, 402. The dictates of
tlieir consciences a law to them, ii. 16. .St.

Paul vindicates his divine commission to preach
to them, G5. Their general conversion to fol-

low the conversion and restoration of the Jews,
U9

Gertiesa. its situation, i. 42
German Neologists, their unwarrantable misin-

terpretation of passages of Scripture censured,
i. 14. 47. 148. 229. 261. 469. 479. 494. 496. 510.

512. 573; ii. 5. 92. 144. 146. 419. 453.

Gethsemane, derivation of the name, and situa-

tion of the place, i. 135. Our Lord's agony
there, ib.

Gifts and Offices in the Primitive Church, ii. 74.

145, 146. 206. 274.

Gnostics, their doctrine of the Pleroma, ii. 316.
389. Held the necessity of the mediation of
angels, 318

" God, give glory to," import of the expression,
i. 386. " In the form of God," the phrase ex-
plained, ii. 298. In what sense " God the
Father" is said (1 Tim. i. 1.) to be "our
Saviour," 350

Golden censer, solution of a difficulty respecting
it, ii. 440

'• Golgotha," derivation and meaning of the word,
i. 144

Gospel, signification and origin of the word, i. 3.

Preached to the poor, 53. Its superiority to the
Law, 333 ; ii. 105. Does not make void the

Law, ii. 40. Corruption of it by " vain philos-
ophy," 316. Immortality brouglit to light by
it, how? 371. Its diffisrent effisct on diiferent

persons, 424. Called the " engrafted word," 487
Gospels, the Four, hypotheses of the learned

with respect to their origin and order, i. 155.

Coincidences and discrepancies between them
accounted for. 15^ 156.

" Grace of God," general import of the expression
in the New Test., i. 237. Not irresistible,

363. "Grace for grace" (John i. 16.), the
phrase explained, i. 332. Grace and debt con-
trasted, ground of the allusion implied in the
terms, ii. 39. Human cooperation with it

necessary to salvation, 300. 347. " The throne
of grace," the allusion explained, 417

Greece, bipartite division of by Augustus, ii. 209
Greek la/io-uage, traces of its Oriental origin, i.

481. The ancient Homeric Syntax introduced
from the remote provinces of Greece into the
Common, and at length into the Hellenistic
dialect, ii. 68

Greek Article, doctrine of [see Middleton], i.

357 ; ii. 193.

Greek diminutives often lose their diminutive
sense, i. 442

Grief, excessive, its soporific tendency, i. 315
Grotius, his exposition of the words — "A sign

that shall be spoken against," i. 236. His
opinion respecting the extent of knowledge
possessed by the Prophets, 2.56. On the ston-

ing of Stephen, 486. His observations on Rom.
xvi. 20, ii. 92. His illustration of 1 Cor. xv.

24, 165. His observations on the nature of
election spoken of in Eph. i. 5, 262

H.

Hades, opinions of the learned concerning, i.

294. Descent into, remarks on, ii. 64

Hales, Dr., his erroneous version of a passage in

the Eccles. Hist, of Eusebius, i. 1. His dis-

cussion of the chronology of the visit of the
Magi, 6. His remarks on our Lord's rebuke
of the Pharisees, in the case of the tribute

money, 108. His misconception of a passage
in Buxtorf's Talmudic Lexicon, 138. His
mode of accounting for the order in which the
Gospels are now placed, 1;54, 155. His intro-

duction of a passage from Newton's Principia,

on ?iietapliysical necessiUj, 526. Fixes the date
of Paul's rebuke of Peter at Antioch, 530. Il-

lustration of a passage in Plato, supposed to be
alluded to by St. Paul, 547

Hand, the withered (Matt. xii. 10), nature of the
affection, i. 53

Hands, imposition of, a very ancient rite, i. 90.

Import of it in the early Christian Church,
475. 488. Employed in Ecclesiastical ordina-

tion, 527. And immediately after Baptism,
why ? ii. 422

" Have thou authority," &c. (Luke xix. 17),

this allusion explained and exemplified, i. 303
"Head stone of the corner," meaning of the allu-

sion, i. 105
Head, covering of the, enjoined upon women in

public worship, ground ofthe precept discussed,

ii. 139
Heaven opened at the Baptism of Christ, obser-

vations on the circumstance, i. 14. The joys
of heaven anciently represented under the
image of a banquet, 39. "The kingdom of
heaven suffereth violence," meaning of this,

.54. Jewish notions concerning heaven, 233;
ii. 417. To "ascend into heaven," import of
the phrase, i. 343

" Heavenly things " (John iii. 12.), import of the
expression, i. 343

Heathen, their distrust of Providence alluded to,

i. 34
Hebraisms in the New Testament, examples of,

i. 312. 542. 549. 563; ii. 173. 425. 437. 466.

471
" Hebrew, a, of the Hebrews," explained, ii. 304
Hebrews ("), the Jews of Palestine, so

called in the N. T. i. 474
Hebrews, Epistle to, date, design, and authorship

of it, ii. 394. To whom addressed, ib. Sup-
posed by some to have been originally written
in Hebrew, ib. Hebrew version of it in the
fifteenth century for the use of the Jews,
395. Indirect proofs of its Pauline origin, 445.

455. 473
Hebrew Scriptures, discrepancies between them
and the Septuagint and the New Testament,
i. 17. 58. 68. 102. 142. 491. 517. 531 ; ii. 100
449.456

Hell, descent into, remarks on, ii. 64
Hellenists, opinions of Commentators respecting
them. i. 474. 507

" Hem," of the garment, meaning of the word
erroneously so rendered, i. 46

Herculaneum and Pompeii, disclosures there

made, confirm the character which St. Paul has
given of the wickedness of the heathen world,
ii. 11

Heresy, of the time of St. John, consisted in the

denial not of the Divinity, but of the Humanity
of Christ, ii. 54-6

Heresy and Infidelity, Bp. Warburton's remarks
on the cause of them in these latter days, i.

119

Hermann, his masterly Dissertation on the force

of the conjunctive mood, with or without S.v,

i. 325
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Herod, difficulty felt by the Commentators re-

specting the real force of the word rendered his

birth-day (Matt. xiv. 6), i. 70
Herodians, opinions of Expositors concerningtheir

origin and principles, i. 107
High Priest, Jewish, the Mediator under the

Mosaic Covenant, i. 390. Christ contrasted

with him, ii. 41(3. In what sense the words in

John X. 8, are to be understood of the High
Priests, ib. The gift of prophecy frequently

imparted to them, 411. In what sense he is

said to have entered but once into the Holy of
holies, 4^50

High priesthood, changes made in its power and
mode of appointment, under the Roman gov-
ernment of Judea, i. 238

Hinds, Mr., correction of his misconception con-
cerning •• tiie intercommunity of goods," which
took place in the Apostolic times, i. 467

" Holy and Just One," a cognomen of the Messiah,
i. 461. 485

" Holy City," Jerusalem wliy so called, i. 16

Holt Ghcst, blasphemy against him, what? i.

60. Proofs of his Personality and Divinitv,

413. 420. 468. .505 ; ii. 146. 264. 279. 443. 454.

Gloucester Ridley on the nature of the Spirit's

operation, ii. 546. Necessity and effects of his

advent, i. 419. The allusion to him in .\cts xvi.

7, souaht to be destroyed by the .\rians and
Socinians, 535. His intercession different from
that of our Lord, ii. 51

Hone , wild, opinions of Commentators respect-

ing'it. i. 12

Honey-comb, anciently the food of such as aimed
at abstemiousness of diet, i. 325

Hooker, Richard, his account of the compara-
tive intent of the Old and New Testaments, ii.

379
Hope and Fear, the mainsprings of human action,

ii. 173
Home, Mr. Hartwell, his Introduction strongly

recommended, Preface, and elsewhere, and re-

ferences to it passim.

Hosanna, derivation and meaning of the word, i.

101

Hyssop, nature and use of the plant, i. 436

I.

idolatry, orio-in of it, ii. 10

Idols, notions of the heathen respecting them, i.

555
"I know vou not," import of the expression, i.

125. 234
Impossibility, moral, its nature stated, ii. 423
Infant Biptism, its lawfulness argued by Dr.

Doddridge, i. 152. Rem.arks on it by Pro-
fessor Stuart, 153. The practice implied, ii.

95. 119

Infidelity the origin of all sins, ii. 413
Intercommunity of goods in the infancy of the

Christian Church, the true extent of it, i. 48.
467

Ireneeus. his testimony cited by Eusebius in fa-

vor of a late date of the Gospel of St. Mat-
thew, i. 1. 155. Proposed emendation of the

passage. 1.37. His testimony respectins the

genuineness of Acts viii. 37, discussed, 492
Isaac, persecution of him by Ishmael, ii. 2.50

Iscariot, signification of the term as applied to

Judas, i. 48
Israel, type of Christ, i. 9
" Isr.aclitc, a true," import of the expression, i.

3.16

J.

James, St., account of him, ii. 481. Style, date,
and design of his Epistle, ib.

Jebb, Bp., his remarks on the supplicatory hymn,
Acts iv. 24— 30, i. 466. On the fine epiphonema
of St. Paul, Rom. xi. 33— 35, ii. 73. On the
Parallelism in Heb. vii. 27, 434. Carries to an
unjustifiable extent his ingenious system, 442.
Excellent illustration of James iv. and v. 496.
499. And of 1 John ii. 15— 17, »40

Jeremiah, difficulties attending the citation from
him in Matt, xxvii. 9, 10

Jerome, his observation that all heresies begin
with women, ii. 378

"Jerusalem, those of," meaning of the expres-
sion, i. 73

Jerusalem, why called " The Daughter of Sion,"
i. 100. Testimony of Josephus to the com-
pleteness of its destruction, 305. Prophecy of
its destruction, 310, 319. First Council there,

529
" Jesds," signification and origin of the name,

i. 4
Jews, division of their tribes into " thousands,"

i. 8. Their law and custom respecting retalia-

tion, 27. Called all heathens their enemies, ib.

Connected the ideas of sin and disease, 40.

Taught by our Lord in Parables, 65. Obser-
vations on their imprecation at the condemna-
tion of our Lord, 143. The Jews obliged by
their law to learn some handicraft occupation,
178. 237. Their form of citing Scripture, 206.

Their notions concerning heaven, 233. Mode
of instruction by interrogation, 237. 317.

Their customs respecting the reception of
guests, 256. Their tenet respecting Elijah,

333. Their hatred of the Samaritans, 348.

Correct ideas of the spirituality of God held
by the wiser Jews, 350. Their custom of using
apophthegms. 356. Species of learning culti-

vated by them, 368.465. The interval short,

with them, between death and burial, 396.

Discussion of the question. Whether, at the

time of our. Lord's crucifixion, the Jews had
the power of inflicting capital punishment?
431. Rabbins' rule for travellers unaccom-
panied, 490. The hope of the resurrection

held by them all, except the Sadducees, 5S4.

Their conversion to be followed by a renewal
of the genuine spirit of Christianity, ii. 69.

Their mode of computing the duration of the

world, 134. Their notions respecting the do-
minion exercised in tiie air by da!mons, 266.

Their anti-social spirit towards other nations,

330. Nature of the literary pursuits of the
young, 362. Minute refinement in the Com-
mentaries of the Rabbins, 431. Two Disper-
sions; the Eastern and Western; extent of
them, 395. 482. Languages respectively used
by them, ib. Their extensive commercial en-

terprizes, 497
John, tlie Erangelisl, discrepancy between him
and Mark as to the hour of the crucifixion, i.

217. Records chiefly the discourses of Christ.

327. Design of his Gospel, ib. Date of it,

328, 329. .\pparent discrepancy between him
and the other Evangelists, ch. xviii. 12, 13,

4.30 ; again, ch. xix. 14. 435. Distinguished by
the terms " That other disciple," from Peter,

430. The design of his attestation, xix. 34,436.

Lived to witness the completion of Christ's

judgments on the Jewish nation, 444
John, First Epistle of, v. 5. inconclusive reason-

ing of Matthaei respecting its genuineness, i. 32.
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Its date and design, ii. 535. Bp. Horsley's

remarks on its style, 536
John, Seco7id Epistle of, doubts concerning its

authenticity, and that of the Third Epistle, re-

moved at an early period, ii. 553
John, Third Epistle of design of it, ii. 555
John, Apocalypse of, its authenticity, ii. 563.

Date and design of it, ib. State of the Com-
mon Text, ih. Diiiiculties attending an Expo-
sition of it, 56i

John the Baptist, design of his message to our
Lord, Matt. xi. 3, i. 53. His resemblance to

Elijah, 55. Circumstances connected with his

birth, 224. Observations on his abode in the

wilderness, 231. Danzius' Dissertation on the

nature of his baptism, 331. Supposed design
of his removing to ^, 315. Bishop Mid-
dleton's remarks on the character of his min-
istry, 358

Josephus, his history of the Jevirs written origin-

ally in Hebrew, i. 2 ; ii. 394. His testimony
respecting the magnitude of the stones with
which the Temple was built, 208. Citation

from hii^, illustrative of the Jewish mode of
instruction by interrogation, 237. His testi-

mony to the completeness of the destruction

of Jerusalem, 305. 319. 329. His testimony
to the extreme corruption of morals in his

countrymen, 376. 379 ; ii. 14. 18. His account
of the tenet of the Pharisees respecting the
punishment reserved for self-murderers, 378.

MEiintains that they held the doctrine of Me-
tempsychosis, 384. Remarks on the unilij and
truth of the Godhead, 425. Passage cited from
him in illustration of Acts xxi. 35, 567. Dis-

crepancy between him and Luke, Acts xxi.

38, ib. His allusions to ancient writings de-
posited in the temple, and used by him in com-
posing his Antiquities, 446. Grounds assigned
by him for the anticipations of the future

eminence of Moses, ii. 464
Jubilee, the year of, allusion to it, i. 242
Judas Iscariot, our Lord's designation of him, as

the traitor, discussed, i. 131. Supposed by
some Commentators to have entertained the
opinion that our Lord would, after his appre-
hension, have delivered himself, 140. Obser-
vations on his suicide, 450. In what sense
Satan is said to have entered into him, 311

Jude, Epistle of its authenticity early acknowl-
edged, ii. 557. Account of the author, ih. Its

date and design, ib. On the source from
whence vv. 14, 15. have been taken, 560

Julian, the Emperor, his statement of the order
of the Four Gospels, i. 154. His testimony to

the liberality of the early Christians, ii. 258.

Instance of his pilfering from the Scriptures, 259
" Jupiter, the image that fell down from," obser-

vations on, i. 557
Justification by faith in Christ, fulness of it, i. 520

;

Fruits of it, ii. 30
Justin Martyr, his testimony respecting the im-

possibility of renewing Apostates to repent-

ance, ii. 423

K.

Keys, power of the, nature of it discussed, i.

80, 81
" Kingdom of Heaven," meaning of the expres-

sion, i. 11

Kings, often styled Shepherds, by Homer and
iEschylus, i. .391

" Kiss of peace," origin and design of it, ii. 91.

Early laid aside, ib.

Knowledge compared to food, a frequent figure
with the Jews, ii. 420

" Lamb of God," import of the expression, i.

334
" Lamb slain from the foundation of the world,"
meaning of this expression, ii. 447

Lampe, deduces the doctrine of the Holy Trinity
from John xvi. 15, i. 421

Laodiceans, Epistle to, conjectures of the learned
respecting it, ii. 323

Lardner, Dr., his account of Marcion's mutilation
of St. Luke's Gospel, i. 221

" Last days," import of this expression, ii. 399
Latinisms in the New Testament, examples of, i.

286. 505. 556. 561. 566. 583; ii. 73. 17.5

Law, moral and ceremonial, fulfilled by and in

Christ, i. 22. The ceremonial Law may be
dispensed with in cases of necessity, 57

Law, various meanings in which the word is

used in St Paul's Epistles, ii. 16. Difficulty

of assigning those meanings, ib. Design of the

Mosaic Law, 34. Law contrasted with Grace,
38. Not made void by the Gospel, 40. How
" weak," 245. The true use of it, 350. Its

abrogation inferred from the Scriptures by St.

Paul, 431. Its inefficacy for salvation, 432.

Contrasted with the Gospel, 472, 473. Its

abolition predicted and accomplished, 506
Lawyers, sense of their office, i. 7. 110
Lazarus, remarks of Doddridge on the parable of

the rich man and L., i. 294
Learni ng, species of, anciently cultivated in Judoea,

i. 368. 465
Lee, Professor, his observations on the change

of the Sabbath to the first day of the week, i.

150
" Lend, hoping for nothing again," this precept

illustrated by a reference to a heathen custom,
i. 250

Letters of introduction and recommendation in

the Primitive Church, origin and nature of
them, ii. 185

Life and immortality brought to light by the
Gospel, ii. 371

" Life from the dead," meaning of this, ii. 70
" Light and Life," import of the terms in Scrip-

ture, i. 330. 384
" Lighteth a candle," (Luke xv. 8.) necessity for

this in ancient times, i. 288
Lightfoot, Dr., his enumeration of the different

ways in which God formerly revealed himself
to men. i. 500

Living to one's self, import of the phrase, ii. 83
" Living water," import of the phrase, i. 348
Loaves, nature of them amongst the Jews, i. 71

Locusts, permitted to be eaten by the L.aw, i. 12

Logos, the, import and origin of the term, i. 329
Long life, in what sense it is to be understood in

Scripture as the reward of filial obedience, ii.

287
Lord, import of the term, i. Ill ; ii. 65
Lord's Supper(, 1 Cor. xi. 20.)

opinions of Commentators respecting the im-

port of the expression, ii. 143

Lots, ancient mode of casting, i. 451

Loving our neighbour as ourselves, extent of the

precept, i. 110
Luke, St., his genealosnj reconciled with that of

St. Matthew, i. 3. Less observant of chrono-

logical order than Mark, 99. 313. His Gospel
believed to be prior in order of time to that of

St. Mark, 154. Account of him, 221. Date
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of the publication of his Gospel, ib. His Gos-
pel rejected by Marcion, ib. Authenticity of
the first two chapters groundlessly impugned,
ib.

Lycaonia. language of, conjectures of Jablonski
respecting its nature and character, i. 525

M.

Magee, Archbishop, his masterly refutation of
the Unitarian perversion of Isaiah xxx. 5, i. 40

Magi, the, visit of, its chronology discussed by
Benson and Hales, i. 6. Origin and meaning
of the word, ib.

Magdalene, Mary, opinion of Commentators re-

specting her, i. 256
Maiinonldes, his observations on the nature of

parables, i. G4.

Malefactors crucified with our Lord, probable
nature of their offence, i. 319

Malta, where St. Paul was shipwrecked, not the
Illyrian, but the African Malta, i. 594•

Maltby, Bp., his definition of the word miracle, i.

339
" Man, I speak as a," meaning of this, ii. 20
" Man of God," force of the expression, ii. 368
Manger, import of the word so rendered in Luke

ii. 7, i. 232
Manichasans, the Divine legation of Moses and

the Prophets denied by them, i. 389
Manna, its nature, i. 362. Derivation of the name,

ib. Ingenious remark of Theodoret respecting
it, ii. 207

Marcion, his rejection of St. Luke's Gospel, i.

221. and of the writings of the Prophets, ii.

330
Mark and Matthew more observant of chrono-

logical order than Luke, i. 109

Mark, St., date of his Gospel, i. 154. 156. Short

account of him, ih. Discussion of the ques-

tion, whether he made use of St. Luke's Gos-
pel 1 ih. Did not borrow from St. Matthew's,
15.5. Design of his Gospel, 156

Marriage, doctrine of the Scripture respecting it,

i. 89. Laws and customs of antiquity respect-

ing the newly married, 286. Oriental marriage

customs alluded to, Ephes. v. 27, ii. 285
Marsh, Bp., his remarks on the comparative weight

of internal and external evidence respecting

disputed passages, i. 32. Has shown that it is

probable that Marcion altogether rejected the

Gospel of St. Luke, 221. His observations on the

Baptism into Moses, ii. 132. Observations on
the difference between Allegories and Types.

249
Mary, the Virgin, her song similar to that of

Hannah, i. 228. Reason assigned by Commen-
tators for her attendance at Bethlehem to be

enrolled, 232. Her conduct at the marriage in

Cana, 337
Mattha?i, his inconclusive reasonings respecting

the genuineness of the Doxology and the dis-

puted passage 1 John v. 5, i. 32
Matthew, St., Gospel of, its date, i. 1. 156.

Exposition of the historical evidence respect-

ing its being written originally in Hebrew, i. 2
;

ii. 395. Two Editions (in flebrew, and in the

Greek) believed to have been written by him,

2. His genealoscii reconciled with that of St.

Luke. 3. Apparent discrepancy between his

citation, chap. iv. 15, 16. accounted for, 17. He
and Mark more observant of chronology than

Luke, 99
" Measure, given by," import of the expression,

i. 347
VOL. .

" Meat and Drink," understood in a figurative
sense, i. 351

Mede, Joseph, his erroneous hypothesis respect-
ing the nature of demoniacal possession, i. 19.

His remarks on the citation in Matt, xxvii. 9,

10, 141. His dissertation on the Churches of
the Apostolic times, 449. On the nature of
the offence of Ananias and Sapphira, 468. Re-
marks on the tenets of the Jews respecting the
dominion exercised in the air by demons, ii. 266

Mediation of Christ, manner in which it was
effected, ii. 436

Melchisedek, " priest after the order of," ii. 418.

Comparison of his priesthood with that of
Christ, ib. His priesthood a type of that of
Christ, 428. Conjectures of JExpositors re-

specting him, ib. His superiority to Abraham,
430

Metempsychosis, doctrine of, held by the Phari-
sees, i. 384

Messiah, the, opinions of the Jews concerning,
i. 77. 265. 371. Called the Virie by the Rabbins,
415. His dispensation acknowledged by the
Jews to be of a higher order than that of Moses,
ii. 404

Michaelis, his objections to the Canonical au-
thority of the Gospels of St. Mark and St. Luke
overturned by Professor Alexander, i. 221

Middleton, Bp., his summary of the various senses
of the word, i. 5. His censure of G.
Wakefield's mis-translation of Matth. i. 18, ib.

Exemplifications of his canons respecting the
Greek Article, 27. 33. 48. 72. 74. 124. 133. 167.

193. 207. 225. 249. 267. 300. His observa-
tions on the words b ' (John
V. 27.), 357. and on the words " burning and
shining light," 358. also on John vi. 63, 366.

On John viii. 44, 380. On John xvii. 3, 424.

On the words — " that other disciple," 430.

His erroneous view of the grammatical con-
struction of the passage Acts v. 4, 468. Want
of precision in his rule respecting Anarthrous
nouns, 471. His approbation of Wakefield's

interpretation of Acts x. 11, censured, 501.

Limitation of his canon, 510. Observations on
the various meanings which the word " Law"
bears in the writings of St. Paul, ii. 16. In-

stance of an inadvertent misapplication of his

own canon, 48. His able defence of the ortho-

dox interpretation of Rom. ix. 5, 57. His ren-

dering of 2 Cor. i. 20, 182. His misconception
of the force of %6 in Gal. ii. 19, 236. His
paraphrase of 1 Tim. i. 9, .351. Shows that,

in Greek, ordinals dispense with the Article,

352. Observations on 1 Tim. ii. 5, 355. His
reading and interpretation of Heb. ix. 1, cen-

sured, 439, 440. His able defence of the

orthodox interpretation of Heb. x. 29, against

the Unitarians, 454. Interpretation of the salu-

tation of the second Epistle of St. John, 553.

Difficulties attending an exposition of the Apo-
calypse, 564

Mill, Dr., his excellent exposition of James ii.

18, ii. 491
Mill-stone (Matt. Xviii. 6), conjectures of Expos-

itors respecting, i. 85
" Ministry," import of the term, Rom. xii. 7, ii. 75
Ministry, the Christian, entitled to provision, ii.

127—129.365
Miracle, definition of, by Dr. Farmer and Bp. Malt-

by, i. 339. Observations on, by Dr. Brown, ib.

Mischna, its origin and contents, i. 73

Moloch, tabernacle of, i. 483
More, Mrs. Hannah, her observations on the par-

ables of our Lord, i. 64
79
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Moses, prophesied of Christ, i. 324. Parallel

between him and Christ, 4'62. Styled eloquent

by St. Stephen, in what sense ? 480. St. Paul's

allusion to the veil on his face, ii. 188. The
title of Mediator given to him by the Rabbins,

241. Nature of his commission, 410. Parallel

between the state of the family of Moses (the

Jews in the wilderness) and that of the family

of Christ (Christians under the Gospel), 411.

Grounds assigned by Josephus and Philo for

the anticipations of his future eminence, 464
Mountains in Judea, places of refuge in times of

public danger, i. 119. The tops of mountains
why selected by the ancients as places for wor-
ship, 350

Mustard seed, observations on the species of plant

which springs from it, i. 171

Myrrh, why presented to the Infant Jesus by the
Magi, i. 1. Nature and mode of collecting it,

437
Mystery, meaning of the term in the New Test.,

i. 65; ii. 71. 171

N.

" Names, your, are written in heaven," this allu-

sion illustrated and explained, i. 268
Natural religion, duties deducible from it, ii. 523
Nature, human, original corruption of, its exist-

ence acknowledged by heathens, ii. 2G7
iiazarene, import of the term among the Jews,

i. 10
Tiazarites, usual among the Jews to participate

with them in their vows, and pay their expenses,
i. 566

Neighbour, our duty to love him, measure of, ii. 80
Neuter verbs used for Passive, i. 487. Neuter ad-

jectives used for masculine, ii. 430
"New creature," nature of the change implied
by this e-xpression, as respects the Jews and the
Gentiles respectively, ii. 196

Nicodemus, our Lord's conversation with, i. 341.

His character, ib. His motive for seeking a
private interview, ib.

Noah, in what sense he is said to have "con-
demned the world," ii. 460. Exposition of the

words in 1 Pet. iii. 19. concerning him, 512

O.

Oath of adjuration, its nature, i. 138. Our Lord
answers under the appeal, 139

Oath of God, Heb. vi. 17, ii. 426
Oaths, doctrine of the Pharisees respecting them,

i.26
Obedience must be universal, ii. 339
" Offences, it must needs be that they come,"

the nature of this necessity discussed, i. 86
Offices and gifts in the Primitive Church, ii. 75
Oil, anointing with, in what sense employed by

the Apostles in healing the sick, i. 179
Oil, anointing the sick with, in the Apostolic

times, ii. 501
"Old time, those of," explanation of the phrase,

i. 23
Ordination, ecclesiastical, in the time of the

Apostles, i. 527. Extended to three distinct
orders, ii. 337

P.

Pagans, their universal hatred of the early Chris-
tians, i. 118

Palestine, state of the weather there in seed time,
i. 65

Papal supremacy groundlessly inferred from
Matt. xvi. 18, 19,1.78— 80

Parable, signification of the term, i. 64. Twofold
nature of the parables of our Lord, 64, 65. 388.
Rules for their interpretation, ib. 391

Paraclete, the, observations on the nature of his

office, i. 412
Paradise, in what sense our Lord's promise of

admission into it to the penitent thief is to be
understood, i. 320

Paronomasia, the figure of, frequent in the Epis-
tles of St. Paul, ii. 419

Parr, Dr., his observations on Matt. x. 3-1. His
Sermon on the sin of ingratitude referred to,

i. 297. On the love of worldly praise, ii. 322.

On the necessity of universal obedience, 339.

On the nature and obligation of brotherly love,

549
Passover, whether our Lord celebrated it before

his crucifixion, i. 130. The originally appoint-

ed posture (standing;) altered by the Jewish
doctors to the reclining, 131. Opinion of Com-
mentators respecting the number of passovers

attended by our Lord during his ministry, 339.

Number of victims usually slain, according to

Josephus, ib. Two washings at the Paschal
Supper, according to the Rabbins, 406

Patriarchal sabbath supposed to have been on the

first day of the week, i. 150
Paul, St., probable date of the commencement of

his evangelical labours in conjunction with St.

Peter, i. 157. Observations on his conversion,

493. Occasion of the change of his name from
that of Saul, 514. In what sense he was ena-
bled to call himself a Roman citizen, .540.

Observations on his address to the Athenians,
643. 548. Supposed allusion by him to a pas-

sage in Plato, 547. Difficulty involved in Acts
XX. 25, 561. In what sense his ignorance of

the presence of the High Priest (Acts xxiii. 5.)

is to be understood, 572. His address to Felix,

579. Reasons for his appeal to Ca!sar, 582.

His voyage to Rome, 587. Lands at iVIalta,

594. His style similar to that of Thucydides,
ii. 4. General character of his style, 3. Vin-
dicates his Divine commission to preach to the

Gentiles, 65. Impresses on the Jews the dig-

nity of his apostleship, 88. Probably visited

Spain, 89. His method of preaching the Gos-
pel at Corinth, 98, 99. In what sense his injunc-

tion concerning divorce (1 Cor. vii. 10, 11.) is

to be understood, as contradistinguished from
the injunctions of our Lord, 118. Necessary
that he should see the risen Saviour, 127.

" Fought with beasts at Ephesus," explained,

167. Many examples of Synchysis found in his

writings, 170. Confidence manifested by him
in his Second Epistle to the Corinthians, 177.

His allusions to his bodily infirmities, 190. 213.

His voluntary remission of his right to a main-
tenance, 215. Apparent discrepancy between
liim and St. Luke, 219. His subjection to the

passion pride, 221. Conjectures respecting

the thorn in the flesh, ib. His journey into

Arabia not mentioned by St. Luke, 230. His
ministry not wholly exercised among the Gen-
tiles, 233. Observations on his enumeration
of human vices, (Gal. v. 19—21.), 255. Dic-
tated his Epistles to a Scribe, why ? 259. His
style antithetical, 295. His earnest denuncia-

tion of circumcision, 303. His views concern-

ing the general Resurrection, 335. Demon-
strably the author of the Epistle to the He-
brews, 395, 396. I'he impetuous rapidity of

his thoughts 5 effect of it upon his style, 416.
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Arguments irom Scripture in prool'ofthe abro-

gatioa of tiie law, 431
Paitemeid, the., nature and origin of, i. 431•

Pearls, precepts of wisdom so called by the Jews,
i. 35

Pearson, Bp., his observations on Coloss. i. 16.

ii. 313. The nature of the love of God to man
infers the ueity of the Son, .547

" Perfect, be ye," meaning of this precept, i. 28
Perfection, in what sense enjoined by our Lord,

i. 92
Perfect tense often put for the Present, i. 426
Persecution, religious, benefits resulting from it,

ii. 293
Perseverance, final, doctrine of, not deducible
from Scripture, i. 393

Peschito Syriac Version of the New Testament,
its authority, i. 31 ; ii. 144. 170. 353. Cited
in support of proposed interpretations of pas-
sages in the N. T., i. 447. 459 ; ii. 144. 170. 419.

421. 429. 439. 452. 458. 462. 470. 481. 487. 529.

559.561.
Peter, St., no supremacy of dignity conferred
upon him, i. 48.78 — 80. 219. Probable date
of his visit to Rome, 157. Date of the com-
mencement of his evangelical labours in con-
junction with St. Paul, ib. Observations on
his words, "Depart from me Lord,"
24•5. Remarks on his conduct, when our
Lord washed the disciples' feet, 407. Time
of his tergiversation at Antioch fixed by Dr.

Hales, 530. His ministry not entirely devoted
to the Jews, ii. 233. Date and place of his

martyrdom and burial, 503
Peter, First Epistle of, date, design, and style of

it, ii. 503
Peter, Second Epistle of, its authenticity ques-

tioned in early times, ii. 520. Fully received

in the second century, ib. Its date and design,

ib. State of tlie question respecting the dis-

puted passage, ch. v. 7, 8, 550
Pharaoh, remarks on the hardening of his heart,

ii.60

Pharisees, their doctrine respecting oaths, i. 26
;

and respecting the Resurrection, 286. Their
tenet respecting the baptism of Jews, and
concerning the punishment reserved for self-

murderers, 378. Held the doctrine of Metem-
psychosis. 384

Philemon, Epistle to, date and design of it, ii. 391
Philippians, Epistle to, date and design of it, ii.

291. Origin of the Church at Philippi, ib.

Philo, his testimony respecting the tenets of the

Jews with regard to the dominion of the air,

lield by demons, ii. 2G6
Phylacteries, origin and nature of them, i. 112

Pilate's wife's dream, observations on, i. 143.

Whether Pilate's washing his hands, upon our

Lord's condemnation, was a Jewish or a Gen-
tile custom ? ib. Import of the action, ib.

Mingles the blood of the Galilieans with their

sacrifices, 231. On his words, "What is

truth ? " 433
" Pinnacle" of the Temple, difficulty of assigning

the sense of the word so rendered, i. 16

Plato, supposed allusion by St. Paul to a passage

in his works, i. 547. The passage illustrated by

Dr. Hales, ib. Quotation from him illustrative

of the doctrine of two adverse principles in

man, ii. 45
Phroma of the Gnostics, observations on it, ii.

316. 389
Pluperfect tense Passive, in the Middle or De-

ponent sense, i. 386

Pot of manna, observations on it, ii. 441

' Potters' Field," remarks on, i. 141

ProBtorium, import of the term, i. 144. The
same with the Pavement. John xix., 13. 435

Praise, worldly, on the love of it, ii. 322
Prayer, the Lord's, remark on it, i. 30. The gen-

uineness of the dosology questioned, 31
Precepts, affirmative and negative ; the latter ab-

solute, the former subject to limitation, i. 32
Precepts, ritual, works performed by Divine

virtue e.\empted from them, i. 38
Predestination, doctrine of, passages supposed to
countenance it, i. 127. 522

Presbyter, remarks on the import of the term, ii.

291.357. 363.384
Presbyterians, their vain gloss upon Titus i. v.,

ii. 334
Present Tense, peculiar use of it unperceived by
Commentators, ii. 138. Use of the Present for

the Future, 138

Priests, chief, their office, i. 7. Named along
with the " Scribes," in denoting the Sanhe-
drim, ib.

Procopius, his testimony respecting the date and
place of the martyrdom of St. Peter, ii. 503

Property, arbitrary disposal of it, under the

Jewish law, not permitted to a father, i. 288
"Prophecy, a more sure word of," (2 Pet. i. 19.),

these words explained, ii. 525. " Not of private

interpretation," 526. Definition of the word
prophecij by Bp. Horsley, ib.

Prophecy, in what sense employed in the N. T.,

i. 74. 230. The gift of prophecy sometimes
imparted even to bad men, 399

"Prophetical office," in the primitive Church,
nature of it, li. 158

Prophets, the, were until John," sense of this

passage, i. 54. Extent of their knowledge,
256

Propitiation, Scriptural import of the term, ii.

408
ProseuchcE, observations on them, i. 536
Prudence and circumspection, remarkable terms

in which these virtues are recommended to the

Ephesians and Colossians, ii. 284
Psalm Ixxix. 5, erroneous rendering of this verse

in the Authorized Translation, ii. 136. Psalm
viii. 6. cited by the author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews ; remarks on it, 404. Psalm xxii.,

its acknowledged reference to the Messiah,

407. " Psalms, and hymns, and spiritual songs,"

these terms explained, 2&i
Public worship, importance of it, ii. 453
Punishments, future, eternal in duration, i. 128,

196. Description of them, 196

R.

Rahab, on the true sense of the terms nJIT» ^n<i, applied to her, ii. 465
Ravens, remarkable instinct in them, i. 278

Reclining, the posture of, less ancient than that

of sitting, i. 131
" Redeeming the time," «fcc, meaning of the

phrase, ii. 283
Redemption, universality of, i. 99 ; ii. 196

Red Sea, why so called, ii. 464
" Reed shaken with the wind," import of the ex-

pression, i. 53
Reference, method of, amongst the ancients, ii. 414

Regeneration, nature and necessity of it, i. 93.

Baptismal regeneration, its nature, ii. 388

Rent, most ancient mode of paying it, 105

Repentance, Scriptural import of, i. 11. 140
" Renew to repentance," Heb. vi. 6. Jeremy
Taylor's remarks upon this passage, ii. 422
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Rest, reserved for the people of God, its nature,

ii. 413
Resurrection, notions of the Sadducees and

Pharisees respecting it, i. 108. and of the Jew-
ish Rabbins, 109. Our Lord's argument in

proof of the Resurrection, ib. Resurrection of
the saints at the Crucifixion, 148. St. Paul's

argument from the Resurrection of Christ,

519; ii. 160. His views concerning the gener-
al resurrection, 335

Retaliation, law and custom of the Jews respect-

ing it, i. 27
Riches, danger of, i. 92. Have made more men

covetous than covetousness has made rich, 277
Ridley, Dr. Glocester, on the nature of tlie ope-

ration of the Holy Spirit, ii. 54(3

Righteousness, imputed, remarks on, with refer-

ence to Abraham, ii. 25
" Right hand, let not your, know what your left

hand doeth," remarks on this precept, i. 29
" Right hand, sitting on the," import of the

phrase, i. Ill
" Rivers of living water," the phrase explained

and illustrated, i. 373
Romans, Epistle to the, date and design of it,

ii. 5
Romans, limitation of their principle of tolera-

tion, i. 538. JVature and extent of their privi-

lege of appealing to Ca;sar, 582. Theircustody
of prisoners, its nature, 596

Rome, Church at, supposed origin of it, i. 548

;

ii. 5
Rome, Church of, its unwarrantable ascription of

a supremacy of dignity to the Apostle Peter,
i. 48. 78 — 80. Passage upon which it grounds
the practice of offering prayers and masses for

the dead, ii. 382
" Root of bitterness," the phrase explained and

illustrated, ii. 472
Rose, Mr., his able exposition of Heb. ix. 15— 18,

ii. 4-15

Rudders, two used by the ancients with large
ships of burden, i. 593

S.

Sabbath, change of it to the first day of the week,
i. 150. Patriarchal Sabbath, ib. 165. '"The
Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath," meaning
of this, ib. "The second Sabbath after the
first" (Luke vi. 1), signification of the ex-
pression, 247. Works of mercy and necessity
performed on the Sabbath by the Jews, 283.
Anciently a day of feasting and entertainment
with them, 285. Our Lord defends his per-
forming works of mercy on it. 356. A type of
the heavenly rest, ii. 415. Whether instituted
prior to circumcision ? i. 370

Sacrilege, sense in which it is to be understood
in the N. T., ii. 18

Sadducees, Campbell's exposition of their ten-
ets respecting the Resurrection, i. 108. 584.
Whence borrowed, ii. 160

Salem, whether the same as Jerusalem, undetar-
mined by the Commentators, ii. 429

Salt, its loss of savour, remarks on, i. 21. " Sea-
soned with salt," (Colossians iii. 6,) ii. .322

" Salted with fire," meaning of this expression, i.

197
Samaritans, a disputed point among the Rabbins,
whether they were to be regarded as Gentiles,
i. 297. Enmity between them and the Jews,
348. Reason assigned by them for their rev-
erence for Mount Gerizim, 349. Import of our
Lord's rebuke of them (John iv. 22), 350.

Correct ideas of the Messiah's char.icter prob-
ably entertained by them, 351. The word
Samaritan employed as a term of reproach, 382

Smictifij, Scriptural import of the term, i. 427.

In what sense the unbelieving husband or wife
is said (1 Cor. vii. 14.) to be sanctified by the
believing partner, ii. 119

" Sandals, take oflf thy," remarks on these words,
i. 481

Sanderson, Bp., his observations on the gifts of
Providence, i. 280. On the wisdom of " the
people of this world," 291. On Paul's address
to Felix, 580. On Rom. xiv. 3, ii. 82. Re-
mark on tilings indifferent, 84. On the power
of conscience, 85. 180. 192. Discourses on
Rom. XV. 5 cfc 6, 86, 87. On the gifts of the

Spirit. 146. On necessary defence of charac-

ter, 222. Distinction between the conditional

nature of God's promises and tkreatenings, 414.

His remarks on Heb. xii. 4, 469. And on
1 Pet. i. 12, 505. On the Divine ordinance of
Magistracy, 509. On mildness of temper and
conduct, 512. On the nature of the Divine
promises, 521

Sanhedrim, cause of the alarm felt by them re-

specting the miracles wrought by our Lord,
i. 399

Satan falling from heaven, Bp. Warburton's ob-

servations on the import of the words, i. 268
Scandals in the Church, duty of avoiding them,

ii. 82
Schism, nature of the offence, ii. 389
Scholefield, Professor, his exposition of Heb. ix.

15—18, ii. 443
'' Schoolmaster," the Law incorrectly so styled

in the authorized Version of Gal. iii. 24, ii.

243
Scourging, nature of the punishment amongst the

Romans, i. 143.474.571. Nature of it amongst
the Jews, ii. 218

Scribes, their office, i. 7. 110
Scripture, form of citing it, among the Jewish

Doctors, i. 206
Scripture, a loose mode of interpreting it cen-

sured, ii. 444
Sea, walking on the, a property of the Deity,

i. 72
Sealing, figurative sense of the action, i. 347
Seeker, Abp., his observations on the sin of blas-

phemy against the Holy Ghost, i. 61
" See God," force of this expression, i. 21
'•' Seeing, they see not," a proverbial expression,

i. 169
Self-deception, observations on it, ii. 379
Septuagint, discrepancies between it and the He-

brew, and the New Test, considered, i. 17. 59.

68. 100. 102. 141. 491, 492.530; ii. 449.456.
Used by the Jews of the Western Dispersion,

ii. 395
Sepulchral monuments in the East, remarks on,

i. 173

Serpent, the brazen, a type of Christ crucified, i.

341.

" Servant of God," import of the expression, ii. 5.

" .Seventy, the," remarks on, i. 266

Shechinah, allusion to it in the N. T., i. 83. 233.

332. 485
Sheep, the fact of their, anciently, preceding the

shepherd, implied in the name {) i.

389
Sheep's clothing, worn by the false teachers

among the Pharisees, i. 36
Shepherds, in the East, precede their flocks, i.

389. And did so in the West, anciently, ib.

Shew-bread, why so denominated, ii. 440
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*• Shoes, to bear," anciently implied the most

servile office, i. 13
Signs and gifts promised to believers, i. 220
" Signs and wonders " (Matt. xxiv. 24), whether

real or pretended / i. 120
Simeon's Nunc DimiUis, remarks on it, i. 235
Simon Magus, import of the epithet applied to
him, i. 487

Sin and disease, the ideas of, connected by the
Jews, i. 40

Sin personified as a tyrant, ii. 37. The cause of
unbelief, i. 295 ; ii. 34(

'• Sin unto death" (1 John v. 16. 17.), observa-
tions on, ii. 551

" Sinneth not," force of this expression, 1 John
iii. 9, ii. 544

Sitting, the posture of, more ancient than that of
reclining, i. 131

Slade, Mr., his ingenious exposition of Heb. ix.

15 — 18, ii. 445
Slaves, condition of, in most parts of the ancient

world, ii. 120
Sleep, the term figuratively employed to denote

death, i. 396
Socinians, their misinterpretation of John i. 2,

i. 330. Refuted by Campbell and Middleton,
ib. Strong argument against their views re-

specting the Trinity, 421. Their misconstruc-
tion of the confession of St. Thomas, 440.

Their disingenuous treatment of Acts xvi. 7,

535. Their unscriptural rendering of Rom.
viii. 32, ii. 53. Their futile objections to the
orthodox interetatin of Rom. ix. 5, 56.

Their erroneous views of the nature of the Eu-
charist, 135. Their gloss upon Coloss. i. 15,

312. Their heretical notions completely over-

turned by the two first chapters of the Epistle

to the Hebrews, 403
Solomon s porch, what, and why so called, i. 392
'' Son of God," meaning of the expression, i. 15.

388
" Son of Man," a title of the Messiah, origin and

nature of the appellation, i. 41. 165. Bishop
Middleton's observations on, 357. Emenda-
tion of the English Version of the text, John
sii. ai, 401

Sosthenes (1 Cor. i. 1), conjectures of the Com-
mentators respecting him, ii. 93, 94

Soul, may have perception when out of the bodv,
ii. 220

South, Dr., his Sermon on Christian watchfulness
quoted, i. 136. His acute remark on covetous-

ness, 277. On the effect of sin in causing un-

belief, 295 ; ii. 345. On the impossibility of

man's meriting with God, 296. On the influ-

ence of hope and fear, 523 ; ii. 173. On de-

liverance from temptation, ii. 134. Discourse
on 2 Cor. viii. 12, 207. Enumeration of the

ways of deliverance from temptation, 529. On
the Scriptural phrase (1 John iii. 1, 2.) "puri-
fieth himself," 54-3

Spirit {). Bishop Middleto.i's enumeration
of the meanings of the word in the N. T.,

i. 5. " In spirit and in truth," the phrase ex-

plained, .350

Spiritual gifts, the nature and use of them, ii.

145. 206
Sprinkling, compared with immersion, in the ad-

ministration of the rite of Baptism, i. 153
Standing, the usual posture of the Jews, in prayer,

i. 30. 299
Stephen, St., remarks on his address to the Jews,

i. 476. His allusion to Jewish traditions, 477.

Apparent discrepancies in his address noticed,

477, 478. 480

Stoics, their religious tenets, i. 543
Stone's throw, a, observations on the phrase, i.

314.

Stoning, its mode of infliction determined by the
Law, as well as the crimes for wliich it was ap-
pointed, i. 305

Strangled, why the eating of animals so killed
was forbidden by the Council of Jerusalem, i.

532
Stuart, Professor, his remarks on the lawfulness
of Infant Baptism, i. 153. His " Essays " on
some words of Scripture relative to future pun-
ishment, 195. 259. 294. His definition of
sacrilege, as employed in the New Test., ii. 18.

Remarks a double paternity assigned to Abra-
ham, 23. His Commentary on the Epistle to
the Romans strongly recommended, 32. His
able exposition of the sense of Rom. viii. 23,
51. His masterly observations on the date,
original language, and Patdine origin of the
Epistle to the Hebrews, 395. His excellent
remarks on the comparison of the priest-

hood of Melchisedek with that of Christ, 418,
His remarks on the phrase " to bear sin," 447.
Remarks on Heb. xi. 39, 40. 467. On the de-
sign of the sacrifices offered on the day of
atonement 448. Traces a parallelism between
Jews ana Christians, 452

Subjunctive mood employed for the Future Indi-
cative, i. 115

Suicide, tenet of the Pharisees respecting the
punishment reserved for it, i. 378

Sun, darkening of the, meaning of this, i. 121
Supererogation, doctrine of, groundlessly inferred
from Matt. xxv. 9, 125

Swine, the feeding of, anciently deemed amongst
the vilest employments, i. 289

Sword, the term used symbolically of war and
civil commotion, i. 52. Our Lord's advice to
his disciples, to provide a sword, explained,
314. Grotius accounts for the disciples having
two swords, 314

Sychar, originally called Sychem ; why altered
by the Jews, i."348

Symbolical actions prevalent in the early ages, i.

565
Synagogue, ruler of. nature of his office, i, 175
Syria (Gal, i, 21), district so called, where situate,

'ii. 231

T.

Tabernacles, feast of, pui-pose of our Lord in at-

tending it before his death, i. 367. The last

great day of, origin of its institution. 372
Talmud, origin and contents of it. i. 73
To taste, used anciently in the sense of to have
experience of, ii. 423

Tavlor, Bp. Jeremy, his important observations on
Heb. vi. 4.5, 6,'ii. 422

Temple, expulsion of the buyers and sellers from
the, on the day after our Lord's public entry
into Jerusalem, i. 101. Remarks on, 204.
Testimony of Josephus re.specting the mag-
nitude of the stones with which it was built,

208. Rebuilding of it bv Zorobabel and Herod,
3^10

Temple service, manner and intent of it, ii. 438
Temptation and Trial, benefits of, ii. 484. The

nature of those which may be ascribed to God,
ib.

Temptation of our Lord, remarks on, i. 15. Par-
allelism between it and that of Adam and
Eve in Paradise, ib. Difference in the order
of the temptations, as recorded by Matthew
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and Luke, 16. 240. On deliverance from
temptation, ii. 134

Tertullian, his statement of the order of the four
Gospels, i. 154

" Testament," the word erroneously so
rendered in Heb. ix. 15, ii. 443

Testimonies, Judicial, Jewish classification of,

according to Lightfoot, i. 214
"That it might be fulfilled," meaning of this ex-

pression, i. 6
Tlieophylact, his testimony to the early date of

the Gospel of St. Matthew, i. 1 His observa-
tions on John i. 50, 337. Paraphrase of Phil,

ii. 6, ii. 299. Remark on the character of
Epimenides, 385. Observation of his, parallel

to a passage in Thucydides, ib. Remark on
Heb. viii. 1, 435

Thessalonians, First Epistle to, date and design
of it, ii. 324. Origin and character of the
church, ib.

Thessalonians, Second Epistle to, its date and de-
sign, ii. 340

Theudas, opinions of Commentators respecting
him, i. 473

Thomas, St., on his words " My Lord and my
God," i. 440

Thoughts, evil, defiling nature of, held by the
heathen moralists, i. 25

Three, that number anciently emphatical, i. 502
Thucydides, abruptness of his style, i. 10. Cita-

tion from him, illustrative of Luke xxiv. 11,

322 ; and of Acts vii. 22, 480 ; and of Acts xv.

27, 533; and of Acts xxiv. 5. 14, 577, 578.
Great similarity between his style and that of
St. Paul, ii. 4. 358. Occasionally diffuse, 83.

Quotation illustrative of 2 Cor. ix. 7. 210.

Passage in Lib. vii. illustrative of Heb. x. 33,

34, 455. His style remarkably parenthetical,

" Thy sins be forgiven thee," remarks on these
words, i. 43

" Time, fulness of," meaning of the expression,
i. 159

Timothy, why circumcised by St. Paul, i. 535.
His parentage, ii. 349

Timothy, First Epistle to, date and design of it,

ii. 319
Timothy, Second Epistle to, its date and design,

ii. 370
Tithes, remote antiquity of, asserted and demon-

strated by Spelman, Selden, and Parkhurst, ii.

429
Tittmann, his remarks on the necessity and con-

sequence of the advent of the Holy Spirit, i.

419. On the prayer offered by our Lord for

his disciples, 423. His distinction between
the proceedino; and sending: of Christ, 425.

Maintains that the names Messiah and Son of
God are not synonymous, 43-1

Titus, account of him, ii. 383. Why not cir-

cumcised, 231. Plainly invested by St. Paul
with Episcopal authority, 384

Titus, Epistle to, date and design of it, ii. 393
" To-day and to-morrow," import of this phrase,

i. 284
Tombs, uses to which they were occasionally

applied both by Jews and Heathens, i. 43
Tongue, difficulty and importance of governing

it, ii. 493
Tongues, gift of, i. 451. Tongues of fire, ib.

" Tongues, interpretation of," nature of the gift,

ii. 148
Town-clerk (Acts xix. 35), import of the term, i.

556
Townsend, The Rev. Geo., his observations on

the best mode of removing difficulties in Scrip-
ture, i. 218. His Dissertation on the nature of
the spirit of divination in the Pythoness, 538

Transfiguration of our Lord, observations on, i.

81. Its elTects upon the Apostles, 82
Tribute-money (" the didrachmas,") nature and
amount of the tax, i. 84

Trinity, doctrine of, arguments in proof of it, i.

421 ; ii. 146. 244
" Trumpet, thou shalt not sound a," meaning of

this interdiction, i. 29. "At the last trump,"
explained, ii. 171

Tvpe and Allegory, difference between them, ii.

249
Tyrannus, school of, conjectures of Commenta-

tors respecting it, i. 553

U.

Unbelief the consequence of sin, i. 295. The
cause of sin, ii. 413. The danger of it, 415

" Undergirding the ship " (Acts xxvii. 17.), mean-
ing of the phrase, i. 590

Unitarians, their groundless objections to the
genuineness of the two first chapters of St.

Matthew's Gospel, i. 2. Refutation of their

perversion of Isa. xxx. 5, by Abp. Magee, 40.

Their unfounded inferences from Matt. xxiv.

36, 122. Their wrong notions respecting the
Logos, 329. Their abuse of the words of Christ
(John xiv. 28.), 414. Their cause not served
by Ephes. i. 17. ii. 264. Their perversion of
the sense of 1 Tim. ii. 5, 355. Their erroneous

. conceptions of the manner in which the medi-
ation of Christ was effected, 436

Valcknaer, his observations on the excellence of
St. Peter's addresses recorded in the Acts of
the Apostles i. 461

Vatican MS., its great antiquity, ii. 400
Veil of the Temple rent at the Crucifixion, re-

marks on, i. 147

Vices, observations on the mode in which they
are classified by St. Paul, Gal, v. 19— 21; ii.

255
Vine, " I will not henceforth drink of this fruit

of the," &c., sense of this passage discussed, i.

133
Vinegar mingled with gall, administered to our

Lord, remarks on, i. 145. Discrepancy between
Matthew and Mark respecting this transaction,

ib.

Vitringa, his dissertation on the Proeme of St.

John's Gospel recommended, i. 329
"Volume of the book," this phrase explained, ii.

449
Vulgate, the, of little authority when unsupported

by the ancient Italic, i. 4.56. Effect of it upon
the Greek text of the Western and African

MSS., ii. 142

W.

Wakefield, Gilbert, his mistranslation of Matth.
i. 18, exposed by Bp. Middleton, i. 5. Bishop
Middleton's rash approval of his interpretation

of Acts X. 11,501
Walsh, Dr., quotation from his Travels in Tur-

key, illustrative of the treatment of the head
of the Baptist, i. 70

Warburton, Bp., his hypothesis with respect to

the proofs which our Lord exhibited of his

power over natural and moral evil, i. 20. 47.
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His remarks on Matt, xxiii. 3. His observa-
tions on the increase of infidelity and heresy in

these latter days, 119. HisL interpretation of
the words, " I beheld Satan fall from heaven,"
263. His correction of the popular miscon-
struction of the passage in Luke xiii. 1. 281.

His high admiration of the wisdom of Egypt,
480. Maintains that the ancient philosophers
held the doctrine of the unity of the Godhead,
546. Discourse on 1 Cor. i. 30, ii. 98. Re-
marks on St. Paul's allusion (1 Cor. ix. 24.),

to the Agonistic contests, 131. Remarks on
the Lord's Supper, viewed as a. feast upon sacri-

fice, 135. Paraphrase of 1 Cor. x. 17, ib. On
the admixture of moral good and evil, 142.

His admirable discourse on 1 Cor. xv. 17, 162.

On the efficacy of Faith, inferred from the Old
Test., 239. On the contempt with which the

Apostles speak of the Grecian philosophy, 316.

Remark on the passage quoted by St. Paul
from Epimenides, 385. Observations on the

nature and efficacy of the Atonement, 436.

Remarks on the nature of Christian charity,

515. 548. His admirable exposition of 2 Pet. i.

5— 7, 522
Washing of the feet, observations on the custom,

i. 407
" Way, the," the Christian religion anciently so

denominated, i. 493. 578
Wedding garment, observations on, i. 107
Whitby, Dr., his observations on. Col. i. 16,ii.3I3
" Wicked," probable derivation of the word, ii.

301
Widowhood, virtuous, held in great honour among

the Jews, i. 236
Wine, in the Paschal feast, mixed with water,

i. 133. Wine in the East red, . Wine and
oil employed in Palestine for the cleansing and
healing of wounds, 270

" Wisdom of God, the," (Luke xi. 49.) by many
interpreted of Christ, i. 275

Wisdom of the people of this world " in their

generation," i. 291

Witchcraft." import of the term erroneously

eo rendered Gal. v. 20, ii. 255, 256

Women, public duties discharged by them in the
Primitive Church, ii. 90. Enjoined to have
their heads covered in public worship, ground
of the precept, 139. Jerome's observation,
that all heresies begin with them, 378

" Woe unto you," (Luke vi. 25.) the import of this
expression declarative, not imprecative , i. 250

Word of God, the corruption of it alluded to, 2
Cor. ii. 17, explained, ii. 185

" Word of truth, rightly dividing the," meaning
of this, ii. 375, 376

Words, omission of difficult ones, Critical canon
respecting, i. 389

"Word of wisdom, the," (1 Cor, xii. 8.) nature
ofthegift, ii. 147

" World, the whole," probable import of the
terms so rendered in Luke ii. 1, i. 232. Jewish
mode of computing its duration, ii. 134

" World to come, the," meaning of the expres-
sion ii. 404

Xenophon, a fine remark of his on deserved com-
mendation, ii. 19

' Yea, yea," (2 Cor. i. 17.) import of the expres-
sion, ii. 181

Zaccnseus, not a Gentile, as supposed by some
Commentators, i. 302

Zacharias, son of Barachias, opinions of Com-
mentators respecting the person so called, i.

Zacharias, Father of John the Baptist, not the
High Priest, i. 223. Supposed nature of his
prayer in the Temple, 224. Marked difference
between his conduct and that of Abraham, 225.
His Hymn expressed in the language which
the prophets have employed in describing the
times of the Messiah, 230
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DILL•AWAY >S LATIN CLASSICS.

I. CICERO DE SENECTUTE ET DE AMICITIA. Accedunt
Dotse Anglicae. pp. 158.

II. CICERO DE OFFICIIS. Accedunt notse Auglicse. pp. 297.

III. and IV. CICERO DE ORATORE. Accedunt notae Anglicae.
pp. 235 and 229.
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V. P. TERENTII AFRI ANDRIA ADELPHIQUE. Accedunt
notae Anglicae.

In addition to the above, the series probably comprise a selec-

tion in three volumes from the works of Tacitus, one volume of

Plautus, and the i-emaining Vorks of CiceiO in eight volumes.

The following are selected from many notices of this series which

have appeared.

From the JVorth American Revieic, January, 1838.

" The lovers of Latin are under obligations to Mr. Dillaway for his very
neat and commodious editions of Cicero. Many will be tempted to read

these pretty volumes who might not feel courage enough to undertake the

tiisk of perusing a less convenient edition : and many will purchase these

interesting treatises as they appear separately and at a moderate price, who
would have been repelled by the labor and expense of going through the

"Opera omnia." The form much resembles that of the Regent's edition,

being very neat, and printed with remarkable correctness We trust

that Mr. Dillaway will continue his labors in this branch, feeling sure that

if he goes on as he has begun, he will render good service to the cause of

the classics in our country."
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From the Christian Examiner, September, 1B37.

" These volumes may be numbered among the best specimens which have
come under our notice, of what school editions of the classics ought to be.

The generally received text of Olivet and Ernesli has been adopted in both
cases The Notes, which make about a third of each volume, are

drawn up with much care, judgment and taste; their design being to explain
allusions, resolve unusual and blind constructions, and point out nice shades
of nieanmg, without interfering, however, with the province of the lexicog-

rapher, or involving the student in philological questions for which he is not
prepared, or drawing away his attention to irrelevant topics. The appearance
of the page is also fair and inviting, and the mechanical execution in all

respects satisfactory, and yet the whole is afforded at a price considerably

less than was paid, not many years ago, for the coarse and dingy class books
then used in our academies and colleges.

" The two volumes before us, we observe, are printed and bound so as to

match, and we understand it is Mr. Dillaway's purpose to add to the series,

a purpose which we hope he will find opportunity and encouragement to

realize."

From the Biblical Repository, October, 1837.

" The latter of these works, (De Officiis,) has long been studied in most
of the colleges and higher seminaries of New England. The treatises con-

tained in the other, (De Scneciute et de Amicitia,) though hardly less

valuable, have not, we believe, been so generally used as text-books, but

are much read in private. Mr. Dillaway has done a good service to the

cause of classical learning and of good taste, and sound morals, in giving

these editions to the public. They are fairly adapted to the study of youth
by the excellence of tiieir style and the purity of their sentiments. A young
man can hardly rise from the perusal of them without feeling a certain eleva-

tion of thought, and strengthening of virtuous purposes; while as specimens
of pure language and fair writing, they cannot be too carefully studied

The editor has well done what he has undertaken to do. The Notes are

accurate, in good taste, and well illustrate the text."

From the Boston Atlas.

" The essay on friendship we have carefully examined, and can vouch
for its typographical correctness. The print is large and neat, and the

general style of the book, which is from the press of Perkins & Marvin, is

highly creditable. The notes are brief and judicious, happily illustrative of

the text."

Extract from a Letter of Brnj. . Gould, Esq., formerly Principal of the

Public Latin School in Boston.

" I am much pleased both Avith the plan and the manner of its execution.

You have selected what 1 consider two (De Senectute et de Amicitia) of the

most interesting treatises in all Cicero's writings, and rendered them pecu-

liarly inviting by your judicious explanatory Notes, the clear type, fine paper

and convenient size of the volume. The work bears evidence of great care

and accuracy. You have. Sir, in this rendered a valuable service to the

cause of classical literature, and I hope shortly to find this gem of ancient

learnmg with its elegant modern setting, used in all our principal semi-

naries."

Extract from a Letter of George B. Emerson, Esq.

" I have often wished for just such an edition of these very treatises, (De
Senectute et de Amicitia,) and shall use your book for the next class I have
sufficiently advanced to read it."



Extract from a Letter of Prof. J. L. Kingsley of Yale College.

" 1 have read over the volume, (De Senectute et de Amicitia,) and it

appears to me to be edited with great care and good judgment. The typog-
raphy is uncommonly neat and correct."

Extract from a Letter of Rev. John P. Chanche, President of St, Mary's
College, Baltimore.

" 1 received from you some time ago, your edition of Cicero de Senectute
and De Officiis. I shall probably introduce them into this College at the
next session."

From a Letter of Rev. Wilbur Fisk, D. D., President of Wcsleijan University.

. ..." 1 am highly pleased with your neat edition of Cicero de Oratore.
The editorial and mechanical execution will, I think, recommend

the work to the public."

From the Philadelphia Herald.

. . . .
" They constitute the most elegant edition of these works of the

Roman orator which has ever appeared in this country. The type is

large and free, and the letter press is of the most admirable material and
execution. It is a luxury to meet with such books in such a form, and
without having received a copy in the regular way, we feel bound, on the
part of the admirers of Cicero, to offer thanks to Mr. Dillaway for these
choice editions. We beg of him to go on and give us in the same style,

select volumes from the remainder of Cicero's writings."

From the Baltimore Commercial Transcript.

'• The elegant typography of these volumes, and the taste with which
they are arranged, the great fidelity and correctness of the text, and the

judicious distribution and proportion of the notes, naturally led us to look

back to the time when such a work as this would have been an anomaly in

the country, and when we could only look to England or France for such
beautiful editions. The time of our dependence in this respect is passed

;

and already have proceeded from the American press classical works of

which any European scholar might be proud, and among which may be

justly numbered the work before us."

Extract from a Letter of Rev. Justin Edwards, D. D., President of Andoter
Theological Seminary.

. . . .
" The execution of the work is such as does great credit to the

editor and the printers."

From Rev. Francis IVayland, D. D., President of Brown University.

" I rejoice to perceive that your efforts are continued in this most im-

portant field of literary labor. Few works need judicious notes more than

this one (Cicero de Oratore) and lor want of them and in consequence of

the very inferior editions which have been published in this country here-

tofore, 1 believe it has been read much less than it deserves. I have no
doubt that it will supersede all the other forms in which this treatise has

been presented to the public, and I shall feel it iny duty to recommend it

whenever it may be in my power."

From the Annals of Education. By Prof. E. . Andrews.

" Among the philosophical writings of Cicero, there are probably none so

generally read, or so justly admired as his treatises on Old Age and Friend-
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ship ; and it is remarkable that until the present time, no good edition of
these works has issued from the American press. The only distinct edition

of these essays which has been published for many years in England, so far

as we are informed, is that of E. H. Barker, which, though abounding, like

the other works of the same editor, in evidences of extensive research and
profound scholarship, is not well adapted to the use of the common classical

student. It is therefore with peculiar satisfaction that we welcome this

edition, enriched as it is by the editorial labors of Mr. Dillaway."

From the Christian Register,

" We have given to the present work (De Senectute et de Amicitia) some
examination, and cannot refrain from expressing high approbation of the

manner in which the editor has performed his important task. The most
difficult part of his labor was the preparation of the notes. This he has
executed with great skill, accuracy and judgment Mr. Dillaway is

particularly well fitted for the work he has undertaken, having had ample
experience as instructor in the first classical school in our country."

From the Christian Review.

" This is a very neat edition of Cicero's treatise De Officiis. The text is

printed in a clear, handsome type, leaded, and so divided into sections and
marked with figures along the margin as to make the book convenient for

recitations. The English notes of the editor appear to be correct and
judicious, affording just the kind of aid which the students need, without
encumbering them with help. The same editor has published similar edi-

tions of Cicero's book De Oratore, and of the beautiful little essays De
Senectute et de Amicitia These books are evidences of a \videly

spread taste for classical learning, and they are well adapted to foster it.

Believing that a judicious study of the classics is a valuable means of mental
discipline, and is capable under the direction of a wise teacher, of being
made an instrument of moral instruction, we look with pleasure on every
indication of a growing love for the study."

CICERONIS SELECTiE QU^DAM EPISTOL^. Accedunt
Notulae and illustrationes AnglicE. In usum scholarum. CurSi M. L. Hurlbert.

THE POEMS OF CATULLUS ; selected and prepared for the
use of Schools and Colleges. By F. M. Hubbard, Teacher of a Classical School,
Boston.

SELECT LETTERS OF PLINY THE YOUNGER, with Notes
illustrative of the Manners, Customs, and Laws of the Ancient Romans. Foi the use
of Schools.

THE GREEK TESTAMENT, Avith English Notes, Critical, Phi-
lological, and Exegetical, partly selected and arranged from the best Commentators,
ancient and modern, but chiefly orij^inal. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D. D., F. S. .,
Vicar of Bisbrooke, Rutland, (England.)

THE GREEK PRIMITIVES of the Messieurs De Port Royal.
To which are added Rules for Derivation, or the Formation of Words. Selected prin-
cipally from Buttman's Greek Grammar.

A MANUAL OF THE CHALDEE LANGUAGE : containing a
Chaldee Grammar, chiefly from the German of Professor G. B. Winer ; a Chiestomathy,
consisting of selections from the Targums, and including the whole of the Biblical
Chaldee, with Notes ; and a Vocabulary, adapted to the Chrestomathy. With an
Appendix of the Rabbinical character and style. By Elias Jlicos, A. M.




